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HOHAllTH IN LONDON STREETS.

Garrick and GoLDSjnTii : ihefortr.tr dreaed in dorJc clarei-

coloured vehet, trimmed uitk gold lace, and a yellow

brocade waisCcocU; the laiitr in his celkirated peach-

bloom coat, just home from friend Filuy, the tailor's.

A black page enters with a?i old red and blue china bowl,

and matehals for punch, at which Goldsmith’s eye

kindles, and hefussily removes his cocked hat and sword
from the table.

Garriclc.

am glad I ra et you, Goldie,

coming out of the Ikcatre.

I thought I kucw you
tliougli you were in that

bloom-coloured coat. "VVe

are friends again now

;

yet I do think you’d have

shii-ked me

—

Goldsmith. No, no.

How do you think it

looks? So you noticed the coat?

{iurui-ng round and round). The

Doctor would not give it a look last

night. Fact 1 that vulgarian brute,

Moser, directly I tried to speak, kept

shouting, “Stay! stay ! Toctor Shonsonis
' going to zay zomelhing.” I said, “"Well! are

you sure you’ll comprehend him?” Not badl

Eh? not badl [laughs— Gaebick looks

amused). I was telling the Doctor how hard

it was to be simple enough in a fable—to make, for

instauce, little tishes talk like little fishes. The

Doctor laughed. I said, “ Well, well, Doctor, if

you had to do it, they would all talk like lohalesl”

think that was hard hitting—eh, Davy?
Gar. Yes; you bad Sam there.

Gold. If Boswell beard you call his Jupiter,

Sara! Well, take care! take care! So, coming

home, I wrote a fable. Here it is :

—
“ Once upon a

time (hy-lhe-bye, you talk of my showy dressing

—

about my not dressing like a gentleman)
”

Let me tell you—you

—

Gar. Come, come, Noll, talk no more of that.

You are perhaps the worst—eh, eh !

Gold, [simplg, holding up his neck with mock in-

dignation). Let me tell yon that when my tailor

brought home my Tyrian bloom coat, he said, “Sir,

I have a favour to beg of you. When anybody asks

you who made your clothes, be pleased to mention

John Filby, at the ' Harrow,’ in Water Lane.”

(Garrick laughs.) Well! what do you think

Johnson said to this ?

Gar. Not au idea.

Gold. Why this: “Why. sir, that was because

the coat is of such an absurd colour. It will draw
a mob round you, and tbeu they’ll hear of Filby, and

see that he can make a coat even of an absurd

colour.”

Gar. [laughs). I suppose you have heard merry
old Quin is dead ?

Gold. Yes. Well, he made people laugh long

enough, and now he makes them cry. The perfect

actor has both powers
;

his but I must go on

with ray fable ;

—

“ Ouce upon a time a school of young dace, just

out for a holiday, were dancing aud standing ou

their heads under the trailing houghs of a large

willow, for the day was too hot to allow of much
play or fun outside the golden autumn shadows of

the trees that grew on the bank. At last, tired of

standing on their heads, the dace all assembled

round an old obstinate John Bull of a prickly jierch,

who had come there for shade, and listened to him

as he talked of the uses of aspiration and ambi-

tion.
“

‘ Excelsior,’ he said, ‘young gentlemen. Forward,

Upward, Unselfish Rivalry, Progression, must be

written on our standard. We all are here waiting

for preferment and a higher office. This river is

hut a starting-point,’ and so on. At that moment
a red worm, fastened to a hook, descended wriggling

just at the old philosophic gentleman’s nose. For-

getful of others for a moment, he seized it, and was

instantly drawn up through the water out of the

astonished sight of his congregation.
“

‘ What is that?’ said the youngest dace, iuter-

rogatively.
“ ‘That?’ said one who flattered himself he had

seen the world, having once ventured five yards up

the side brook
;

‘ oh I that is what we call prefer-

ment !
’ ”

Do you like it? See the moral against foolish and

restless ambition ?

Gar. Well, I must he blind if I didn’t. It is

good, hut too long.

•C * « * * Tk *

Garrick. Wife’s off to bed; so now for some

punch. Is Johnson back, Noll, from the Lincoln-

shire Laugtons ?

Goldsmith. Back, Davy? Yes, on Tuesday. I

met him last night at the founding of a uew literary

club.

Gar. [quick). Where? I like the idea. I shall

be of you, Goldie.

“ I 'll be with you anon.”

Gold. At the “Turk’s Head,” in Gerrard Street,

Soho—a quiet crib, removed from the rolling din

and cataract of wheels in the Oxford Road. We
meet ouce a week, at seven o’clock—niue of us.

Gar. The number of the JIuses.

Gold. Truly. There is the Doctor, Sir Joshua,

with his ear-trumpet and snuff, Burke, Dr. Nugent,

Beauclerk, Langton, myself, poor Chamier, and that

sour-faced dog, Sir John Hawkins. They talk of

Dyer, a member of Johnson’s old Ivy Lane Club, in

Newgate Street ;
and I suppose that note-taking

coxcomb, Boswell, will drag himself in, by catching

hold of the Doctor’s skirts, when he comes back

from Utrecht, where Heaven keep him as long as

possible.

Gar. I shall be of you. I will join, and snub Bos-

well. What is Johnson doing now?
Gold. Well, he is struggling with hypochondria,

that befogs his Cyclopean mind ;
he is revising “ Shak-

spere,” aud has been lately writing a review of that

poem of mine, “The Traveller.” By-the-bye, don’t

you really like this coat, Garrick ? Isn’t the colour

delicious? I have already had three Templars at

the “Bedford” ask me where I got it made.

Gar. Oh 1 they were laughing at you, Noll.

You’re too smart; you look like a North American

dancing-master. Tliat is not the colour to rub

about with in sponging-houses aud Strand taverns.

Waiters always expect more if you dress well.

Gold. Well, I wont be angry, Davy, just after

making it up at Reynolds’
;
but I really think it

becoming with this dark blue waistcoat. Filby said

he never "seed” a gentleman become a colour

more; he thought the fall at the waist one of the

happiest things he had done. I shall let Reynolds

take me iu this coat ; it is, as Filby says, so

—

Gar. Get out of that, Noll, mix for yourself.

I hope you’ll punish Filby for his flattery % never

paying his bill. Yon ainely are not going, at your

time of life, to set up for a blood, and perform

the five acts of “ The Rake’s Progress !
” Touch the

bell for the silver punch-ladle poor Quin gave me.

Gold. Where have you been this morning?

Gar. Down to Chiswick with Mossop, to inquire

for JIrs. Hogarth. Hogarth—poor fellow !•—died

last night. J think that quarrel with Wilkes has-

tened his end. (Cuffey, put some wood on the fire.)

He died striking at his adversary, who had told

people that the paiuter was in his dotage. I saw

him yesterday morning being lifted into his coach

at his door in Leicester Fields. Death had his hand

ou his shoulder then ;
and I dared not stop to speak.

The bushy, thick eyebrows had lost their archness
;

bis quick, bull-dog eyes were fireless and faded
;

liis

clenched mouth drooped
;

and the skin on his

round, full forehead was loose and yellow. I saw

him stoop, and pat his dog “ Trump ;

” and I waited

till the servants packed iu a parcel of copper-plates,

and he drove slowly off.

Gold. Poor Hogarth! I will ask Johnson to

write an epitaph for him. Curious enough, they

say that that reprobate, Churchill, whom he drew

as a bear with bands on, is dying at Boulogne.

How paltry death makes all quarrels look 1 How
did Hogartii die ? Suddenly ?

Gar. Yes. He was that very morning weak

birt cheerful; he even worked languidly upon a

caricature of the Judges of the Common Pleas,

introducing portraits of Noel, Clive, Willes, and

Bathurst, worthy of Rabelais. Such bewigged and

solemn owls you never saw. He even drew up an

answer to a flattering letter of Dr. Franklin. He
ate a pound of beefsteak for his dinner, and boasted

that no man in England had ever such a stomach as

his. He then went to bed, and soon after was

seized with a violent and dangerous sickness. He
rang the hell till the rope broke in his hand; and

Mrs. Lewis rushing in, he gave one groan, tried to

point to some picture on the wall, and expired in

her arms. I have been au hour since I came home

trying to wTite an epitaph on the dear, lion-hearted

fellow, but I caunot get further than

—

“ Ilis matchless worlcs of fame, secure,

Sliall live, our country’s pride and boast,

As longr as Nature shall eadure”

Here I stick. My miud seems to lose all focus

when I get excited. As for poor Mossop, I don’t

think even venison would rouse his appetite to-day.

Do you remember Hogarth’s sketch of me as

Richard III?

Gold. Yes ! of course I do, Davy ! I was there

that night you dressed up as Fielding, to help

Hogarth’s memory ;
he thought a moment or two,

aud then drew him just as he looked before he went

out to Lisbon, with his long fine nose, and mouth

fallen in. But they were saying last night at the

club that he bad a presentiment of his death ;—

I

suppose, merely a sense of the flickering lamp— of

the blood retreating back to the citadel of the heart.

Beilad ! I have had presentiments too. I had one

the night before I was last arrested.

Gar. Well, Noll, then why did you not get off

to some quiet place iu Islington, and study natural

history, as you once intended? But about this pre-

sentiment?

Gold. It was Hawkins telling it. lie was din-

ing with one of the Thornhills and Hogarth last

week iu the Piazza. All at once the conversation

lulled, just a-s the wind does sometimes on gusty,

chimuey-shaking nights. The only sound was

that of the draught fluting through the keyhole.

Hogarth broke the silence, aud, looking up from a

brown study, said, drinking the last red drop in his

glass, “My next picture will he called, ‘The End
of all Things.”

—“ If that is the case,” said Thorn-

hill, laughing, and stretching to the laggard bottle,

" there will be au end to the painter too!”

—

"There will, indeed !” said Hogarth, with a heavy

sigh, looking mournfully into a mirror that huug

opposite him ;
“ so the sooner the work is done the

better.”

Gar. Did he ever finish the plate?

Gold, [drawing a roll from the well-like pocket

of the peach-bloom). He did, and here is an impres-

sion of it, it is full of fancy and thought—a broken

bottle—a worn-out broom— the butt-cud of a mus-

ket— a cracked hell—a bow unstrung—a broken

crown—a fallen tower
—“The World's End Tavern

tumbling down—the moon in her last wane—

a

gibbet falling, the body rotted off, and the chain

rusted away—Pheebus and his horses dead in the

stagnant clouds—a vessel wrecked—Time, with his

scythe and hour-glass broken, and his pipe just

smoked out— H.’s own picture of the Times fading

into air—a statue of Bankruptcy against Nature—

an empty pni'se
;

and here, Davy, a touch for

you— a play-book lying open, with “ Exeunt omnes

written on the last page. He showed it a few days

after to the artists who were in an inner room

at Chiswick retouching his plates. They all liked

it. “Stop!” he said; “ give it here ! Nothing
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remains but this !" and he swept in, with his brush
full of sepia, a painter's palette broken! "Finis!’’
he sighed, “ the deed is done ! it is all over !

”

Gar. Poor fellow
!

(Pass the punch.) I knew
he had got bis death-wound wlieu I met him two
months ago at the “ Mitre,” opposite Fetter Lane.
He looked sad, and his hat was drawn down more
than usually low over the scar on his tight temple

;

his bumping forehead no longer shone with the oil
of humour—the little dogged man was silent and
grave. He said to me, as we drew up near the fire

in Johnson’s right-hand corner seat, “ Garrick, feel
my pulse, and tell me what you think of it.” I did,
putting on a sort of quack grimace, to amuse him.
1 said, “It beats low, but calmly.”

—“My dear
friend,” he replied, with a look I shall never forget,
“if you don’t know what its beat is called in medical
jargon, 1 will tell you—I’ll tell you what it beats:
it beats the Dead March!” I did not reply;
he paid his reckouing, shook me by the hand, and,
drawing his hat over his eyes, walked feebly out.

Gold. I am glad it was you, and not me. I
should have fallen to crying, as sure as my name is

Noll. What a fool I seem with this peach-blossom
coat, when I think of myself behind that great in-
evitable black curtain, that must some day fall on
all our performances, and shut us out from our
grinning and hissing audiences for ever ! Then
Death flings us a crust to comfort us, and labels it

“Posthumous Fame.” What comfort is that? I

would rather hear Johnson quote a line of “ The
Traveller” at the "Bedford” than have a whole
Westminster Abbey built over me.

Gar. And I one uight’s welcome of a thousand
honest hands than all the cold monuments in Poets’
Corner.

Gold. Poets’ Corner I I prefer Garrick’s chimney
corner. Delicious perfume of the lemon ! Was
punch thy final cause, 0 lemon ?

Gar. Hogarth, when you knew him, was very
quick and lively, always honest and sincere; never
backbiting

; and severe only on the present. I found
his servants all in tears : now, that’s a good sign.

Gold. That depends on what he left them in his
will.

Gar. Now, don’t be cynical, Goldie; it does not
suit you. Hogarth’s servants had all lived with
him for years, aud loved him like a father. They
were not like Guffey’s brother here, whom I met the
other day, and asked him how he got on with the
son of his old master, who, I heard, was rather fond
of using the whip, and was as severe a chip of the
old block as his father. “Cus’ him! him all old
block, massa,” said Sambo.

Gold, {laughs'). I have heard that Hogarth
preferred small tradesmen’s clubs, where he could
see character, for he was irritable, and did not like
contradiction.

Gar. Do you, Goldie ?—eh ? eh ?

Gold. Faix! no; but I have enough of it with
the Doctor. Hawkins seemed to say Hogarth was
jealous of Reynolds, and was rather mean in his
housekeeping. He called him, too, I think, a turn-
coat iu politics, aud not always a friend of morality.

Gar

.

Bah I That man never laughed but once,
and that was when a friend broke his thigh. He
lives by fly-blowing reputations. He will backbite
Sam himself some day, if he and Boswell don’t fall
to blows, and run each other through. He is just
one of those flesh-flies of society of whom our poor
Hogarth crushed so many. He goes about pretend-
iug to praise him, and then slips in a sting about
his jealousy of the old masters. Now, it was only
yesterday Mrs. Piozzi told me that Hogarth once
said^to her that, “Johnson’s conversation is to other
men s what Titian’s painting was compared to Hud-
sou’s; but don’t you say I said so, for the con-
noisseurs are at war, you know, and because I hate
them, they think I hate Titian,—and let ’em !”

Gold. Just like him, Davy. (Shall I fill your
glass -with this lemon-coloured scented nectar?)
The little man of Chiswick certainly was what the
Doctor calls “a good hater.” M’hat blows he has
struck in his time at hypocrisy, lust, cruelty, and
all the brother vices I It makes me quite ashamed
to think of my bulToon plays and trifling verses.
Think, too, of Giis sturdy swimmer at last sinking in
the muddy whirlpools of party !

Gar It was merely because he was half dead
when he took to such swimming. His print of the
Times was meaut to aid peace and uuite the people

but drove "Wilkes and his set mad. Long before this
the Tories and Anti-Walpole men had encouraged him—^just when he had finished his inimitable “ Rake’s
Progress”—to design a series of plates called “ The
Statesman’s Progress.” Why, he might have been
almost crowned by the mob if he had chosen to fly

with the other cui-s at that brave old English gen-
tleman, Sir Robert.

Gold. Or have been drawn off with golden sops.

No 1 Hogarth was rough, but honest—very honest.
Gar. Never was such a bludgeon fight, I think.

Just fresh from an onslaught on Methodism,
Hogarth, in a print of the Times, drew Pitt on
stilts, blowing up a fire that has caught the two
globes

; ridiculed Lord Temple, Lord Hardwicke,
and Lord Harrington’s Grenadiers. No. 17 of the
iNorth Briton contained an article by Wilkes against
this picture, accusing Hogarth of rancour, male-
volence, and plagiarisms from Callot. It spoke of
him as worn out, and delighting only in painting
the dark side of things. (Goldie, touch the fire,

there’s a good fellow ! I’ll ring for pipes, so that
we may take a hirdseye view of things.) "Wilkes
laughed, too, at his failures in history and portrait-
painting.

Gold. I was away in the country, and did not
read that scurrilous paper.

Gar. Enraged at being accused of envy and
vanity (Don’t look at that coat of yours, Goldie),
Hog^th went to Wilkes’s trial, and took a sketch
of him from the gallery of the Court of Common
Pleas, sheltered behind forests of wigs. I need not
tell you he caught our clever, wicked, patriotic
friend’s demon squint and projecting rat-teeth with
terrible severity. Then, what must he do but
publish it. Churchill, like a true brother-bruiser,
replied with a poetical epistle, describing Hogarth
as hopelessly in his dotage. Hogarth, catching up
another handful of blinding mud, brought out then
his Churchill as a bear iu a cassock, holding a
club knotted with lies. He then—still unsatisfied,—set to work altering the Times, bringing in him-
self whipping Wilkes and Chui'chill, who are dis-

tinguished as a bear and a monkey, adding the
King of Prussia smoking, and Pitt lying down, and
firing at the Dove of Peace, which is perched on
the English standard.

Gold. A sorry ending for a great man’s life

—

flinging about rotten eggs—such as too often broke
in his hand to his own detriment. If this was how
he had spent bis life, I think we—two of the best
minds in London

—

Gar. Goldie! Goldie! No, no!
Gold. Yes ! I am not given to sham self-depre-

ciation. I say, if he had spent his life merely
manufacturing squibs, wc—two

(Gakrick springs up in the attitude of Hamlet
preparing to wrestle with Laertes.)

Gold. Well! well! we should not now be
lamenting beside his grave.

Well, I suppose it is grief makes you dip
so thirstily into the china punchbowl. Now, don’t
be angry ! Wc are human

; and there is no reason,
because the young Adam dies, that the old Adam
should not be thirsty.

“ All that live must die,
PassiDg through nature to eternity."

Oh! that’s only one striking—nevermind one;
he is the smallest of them, and must take care of
himself. There is no one sitting up for you in the
Temple; and if the printer’s boy does come too
early in the morning, why, let him wait.

Gold, {singd) “Let him wait

—

let him wait—let
HIM wait!” There’s a bass note! No weakness
iu that chest ! By-the-bye, you haven’t a loose
five-pound note? Filby ’ll be dunning me.

Ga.r. The worst man in the world to come to,
Goldie. (Oh, the vanity of peach-blossom coats

!)Who was'it told Foote I once went to do a generous
action, and was frightened hack by the ghost of a
farthing? Who said I used to tell Kitty Clive not
to make my tea as red as blood?

Gold. Not I, or you may tread me under foot.
Did I ever say an unkind thing of any frieud,
Davy?

Gar. Well, upon my word, Goldie, I think not;
but certainly many a blundering thing—eh?

Gold. By aR the guineas ever born, Davy ! I
never said the words. The dirty blackguard that
said so is only fit to live off the rinsings of creation

and the offal of humanity. Shiver the guineas i

let us go on with our talk about Hogarth
;
and if,'

before I go, yon could oblige me, why, I shall sing
aN"o» nobis, aud go home, whistling, to the Temple,
ready to defy Filby to-morrow or next day—pay my
coal-bill, and buy some books.

Gar. What! all with five guineas

?

Gold. Yes; judiciously applied in small instal-
ments, that stimulate the hope, and are tonics to the
imagination. By-the-bye, did it ever strike you that
Hogarth is the first English painter who used Lou-
don as a background for his scenes? He will not
be the last. I think a place with seven hundred
thousand souls, and seven miles’ length of streets,
is no bad field, Davy, for the observer and the
thinker. He certainly has left records of this age

—

ofits cellai-s, dens, aud palaces—its angels, men,°and
devils—its highwaymen, footpads, beaux, quacks

—

Gar. Poor poets,

—

Gold. Bad actors, gamblers, shoeblacks, publicans,
chairmen, merchants, lords, ladies, and apprentices.
His net was always full of oddities —refugees,
thieves, intriguers, bullies, jockeys, or fools. Wher-
ever you go now in London, he is there. By the
pert Charles I. at Charing Cross—there his coach
broke down

;
by the Fleet’s black ditch—there his

murdered man was thrown; Bow Church—there
his Lord Mayor’s procession passes; Guildhall—
there his industrious apprentice feasts

; St. James’s
Street—there his rake was an-ested; St. Martin’s
Lane—there’s where the guilty wife in Marriage
a la Mode destroyed herself

; Tyburn—there Tom
Idle quivered and swung.

Gar. "Very true, Goldie. I only wish he had
done still more, and then no age would have been
so depicted and so satirized. The cock-pit—Bride-

the fair—the theatre—the suburban inn—
the Surgeons’ Hall—the strolling-player’s booth—
Bedlam—our prisons—the Thames—our drawing-
rooms,—he has done, but there is uo Temple Bar
no Park—no Strand, nor much of common shop-life
either, though he does give us a barber and a quack
doctor’s, and a merchant’s counting-house. He will
leave the impression of ours being a bad and nu-
happy age. By-the-bye, what are you writing now ?

Gold. Nothing to boast of. A short English
grammar, for which I am promised the enormous
sum of five pounds—half of which I have already
borrowed. I be bound Papyrius gets more for one
of his ridiculous cross-readings.

Gar. Nay, nay, Goldie! I saw you the other
day, at the Wednesday Club, crying with laughter
at the idea of Lord Chatham taking his seat, aud
being severely handled by the populace—eh ? ch ?

Gold. Oh ! the man is not altogether a fool.
By-the-bye, that day Reynolds had brought us toge-
ther in Leicester Square—do you remember?-^!
spoke of my comedy, “ The Good-natured Man.”

Gar. I remember. You promised me a look
at the mauuscript for Drury Lane. It was the
day after the Doctor had the interview with the
King. I am loaded with manuscript, but still the
author of the “"Vicar” shall not be disregarded
{assumes a high and rather pompous tone—Gold-
smith looks vexed).

Gold. Before we made up our quarrel I thought
of going to Covent Garden; but Rich’s death, and
Beard’s dubitations, drove me to wait

—

Gar. You did well! you did well! Covent Gar-
den is no theatre for genius. Beard is physically
and spiritually deaf. I believe no actor iu London
has more power of serving an author than 1 have.

Gold. We will not discuss the relative importance
of actors and authors, or we shall fall to swords
again. Read ray play

;
if it is good, and will pay

you, bring it out, and we shall both benefit. One
or two of the chai-acters are not ill di-awn.

Gar. It is not mere talent floats a play, it is the
dramatic interest; and here the Doctor even fell
through. Still, though I would not hold out too
great hopes of good fortune, I will promise to care-
fully peruse your manuscript.—Now, to continue
with Hogarth, lei us turn over this portfolio of his
engravings.

Gold. So be it. Tlicn 1 will send you the
manuscript. I think it will give the theatre a lift.

Gar. Oh! as for that—But by-the-bye, you know
me as an actor, but not much as an author. What
do you say to my reading you some notes I have just
been writing after rehearsal this morning of a
review of Hogarth, supposed to be written some
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liiindrcd years hcuce, by a critic who is cousidcring

the poetry our old friend lias thrown round London.

I talk of the men and times as passed, just as a

hit of drollery of my own, because it throws the

thing into focus.

Gold. Read it, by all means ! 1 shall be happy

to famish you with any hints that may

—

Gar. Vcrywcll! I’ll snuff tiiccaadles.andbcgin :
—

“It is almost a hundred years since the death

of the great London painter
;
and if ever a verdict

can be pronounced on his fame, now is the time

to call the jury together. A hundred years ago

the great Garrick—

"

Gold. Is not that a little presumptuous?

Gar. Perhaps it is. We’ll soften that. This

is only a rough copy. Rut, by-thc-bye, do you

agree with me in my argument?

Gold. What argument?
Gar. Hang it, Noll ! I haven’t yet come to it,

and never shall, if you don’t let me get on. I

argue, that there is poetry to be found in London.

Gold. Poetry ? Of course !—bushels of it

!

specially this November weatlier, when the lamps

siiine like yellow stars in the dusk, and at a distance

form themselves into strange letters and cyphers.

Yes

—

{stops to light his pipe.)

Gar. {aside). [But this is October. Now, I think,

T have got him on his track about Hogarth and

London poetry. Now lie will run on in long rhap-

sodies, if properly plied with punch at intervals.]

Go on, Goldie 1 I want you to point me out this

new branch of poetry. I thought poetry was

confined to green fields and babbling brooks,

—

“ Whore tho world seems ever young."

But how can any breath of Nature’s poetry steal

into this region of man’s works aud arts.

Gold. Zounds! Well! I’ll tell you. I went

out this morning to visit Hogarth’s haunts, for I

had licard he was dying from bookseller Davies,

aud I wauted to think him over. It is one of

these golden-fogged October mornings that I go out

to ramble through the London haunts of our great

pictorial satirist. The sua seemed passing through

a series of chemical experiments. Now it was a

globe of luminous, pale, purple fire ;
now a mere

blot of yellow, that reminds unpoetieal people of

gilt buttons and coloured wafers; presently it becomes

a burning brazen ball
;
and a moment after it loomed

like a redhot shell descending through fiery sulphur

clouds iipou a suffering and guilty town. The
stones were hard, dry, clear, and grey in the mild

autumn morniug light, and yielded sharp responses to

the busy feet, that trod them. It was cheering to see,

as yon approached a street-corner, the broad waft

of sunlit vapour, that fell aslant the houses, shiuing

into sorrowing and happy eyes, with all that gra-

cious impartiality with which Heaven bestows its

precious, though everyday, blessings of hope and life.

Gar. Bravo, Goldie

!

Gold. I turned my back to the angel warnings

and praisings showered from the steeple of Saxon

St. Dunstan, and pushed on—my stick borne like a

sword over my shoulder—to Temple Bar, that

Portland stone, cold classicality, which Wren erected

after the Great Fire, when there was a rage, Davy,

for Corinthian and other sham, lifeless classicalitics.

This black windowed archway, not unlike the mouth
of a sewer, through wliieli our bulldog-faced Hogarth

has passed a thousand times, from the stripling time

when he sallied out, as he used to say, poor and

hipped, to go into the city, and sell the copper-plates,

wrapped in soft blue paper he carries in his deep

left-hand pocket, to the time he wcut city-wards

to visit good, vain, old Richardson, where he met the

Doctor, and took him for a lunatic, because he
twitched his face, and gibbered at the window.

Gar. I can see liim now, the little man, with his

small gold-laced hat cocked up over his right temple,

to show the scar there, his keen eyes, like a terrier’s

at a rat-hole, ever on the watch—gay in his blue

coat, small sword, and silver-buckled shoes—stop-

ping at (he black, smeared gateway that divides

old London city aud its freedom aud riches from
the liberty of the borongh-city of Westminster.

Gold. His busy eye has often rested on that very

misplaced row of black leaves and fruit that top the

wooden mud-splashed gates, that have opened at

the herald’s knock and trumpet allcruatcly to

swarth Charles, oil his way to get druuk with the

Lord Mayor, aud hook-nosed bigot James, to

Anne and tiie Proud Duchess. Through this

purgatorial arch I have seen him watch the great

daily black tide of London life—its goodness,

badness, wisdom, and folly—rush past like a hori-

zontal Niagara—loud roaring, and never-ceasing.

Gar. I have seen Hogarth—his baud still warm
from pressing Quin’s—arm-in-arm with Hoadley

or Hayman, smiling at those dummy pointing

statues of Queen Elizabeth and James I., or looking

with a certain sense of mystery into the dim church-

likc windows, where the bankers keep their ledgers

and ponderous cash-books. He used to laugh at

the shrivelled black plaisters of bygone posting-bills,

which, affixed to the walls, give them the air of only

having just recovered from the Great Plague. The

last time we were together he would stop at the

corner fruit-stall on the right-band side to admire the

yellow pears, and the charcoal smouldering crimson

under the suffering, out-at-elbow chestnuts of Spain.

Gold. But when I saw Hogarth looking up there,

leaving for a moment old Sir James Thornhill’s arm,

and casting his eye over the round arched top of

the Bar, he was peering at something else besides a

looming yellow sky burning away overhead, to a

brighter and purer flower blue, tenderly feathered

with grey clouds. Yes ! he borrowed a spy-glass

for a halfpenny of a seedy chairman, aud looked up

at those dreadful rebel heads, which stand out dark

against the sky, like so many barber’s blocks. I

saw him sketching on his thumb-nail, as he used to do,

those gaunt Scotch heads, still wrung with a pain

which remains there, petrified by death, soon by sun

aud wiud to become shapeless black masks, unnoticed

even by the street hoys. Then, with an absent

stare, as if he was looking within, watching a

new picture engraving on his retina, he would lounge

off to go home to Leicester Sijuare, where his rival,

Reynolds, lived; and just out of which, in St. Mar-

lin’s Street, Sir Isaac Newton resided, as Boswell

has wormed out.

Gar. Not that he always went straight home to

his easel, for the little satirist’s trade was to observe.

He was a jiainter of London manners, therefore his

business was to know London, and study its

features. He would stroll round Jonathan Wild’s

lair in Lewkuor’s Lane, to watch bullies swagger,

or painted women squirt brandy into each other’s

faces ; or be went to look for his rake, in his torn

and unbuttoned laced coat, at King’s Coffee House,

the drinking shed near the portico of St. Paul’s,

Coveut Garden, where poor starved Hudibras Butler

sleeps his sleep. Here he went to see the young

swordsmen, who stop up all night, come to finish

the lost drop, and then stroll into the market to kiss

the fresh market-girls, and cool tlicir heated sto-

machs with a pottle of scented strawberries, with

the Fulham dew on them
;
or pcrhajis the shrewd,

absent little man ordered his coach to meet him at

Johnson’s tavern (the “ Mitre,” opposite Fetter

Lane), and went off to study the last scene of the

Idle Apprentice at Tyburn, where Jack Sheppard,

the thieving carpenter, is to end his agile life,

Jonathan Wild be strangled to death, or Lord

Ferrers, expiating his crimes, die insanely reckless

in his wedding clothes, unpitied and uuwept.

Gold. The little engraver, the sturdy grandson

of the Westmoreland yeoman, delighted to rub

elbows with cruel, greasy butchers, one-eyed sailors,

lame highwaymen, informers, and pimps. Many a

time has our friend in the blue coat walked in the

great draught round black-and-white St. Paul’s,

fresher then than it is now from the hands of the

great Sir Christopher, who sleeps in the crypt with

much good compauy. A pity, Davy, it is so

smeared with sooty rain, aud looks so like a great

JEthiopiau giant playing at cup-and-ball. It is

pleasant to think that in his searches for droning

preachers, sleepy congregations, and ogling clerks,

such as he has introduced in the orgau-loft scene

of liis Two Apprentices, he must have worked

ill and out under the great leaden-covered dome
which Time has now so scratched and clawed, and

have watched with pleasure the old London sun,

that is still as hearty aud changeable as ever, brighten

on its golden coronet of a gallery above, where Sir

James Thornhill has put St. Paul to a second mar-

tyrdom. He liked to watch, as I do, with duller

and stupider eyes, the leaves on the black trees

in the green churchyard fade and get yellow, till

they become patches of rags—bad as the leaves of

theatrical trees.

Gar. Leave the stage alone, Noll 1 Ten to one,

but he—with Fielding perhaps, or some wit of the

Club'—has been up in that stone gallery, where I

have been, to look down with indignant wonder at the

sublime dulucss of the mighty ocean of red-tiled roofs,

lying like a great wreck under a sea of scacoal smoke,

the streets mere lines on the great groundplan mass,

aud the river its silverfrarac. Hesees Tyburnfar away,

where Tom Idle’s deadly, uever-green tree stands

—

where Lawyer Silverlongue perished; Bow Church,

from whose sunny balcony, by the projecting clock,

Polish Prince Frederic looked down on the mon-
strous Mayor’s state coach, with the tight-legged

footmen swarming on behind
;
on Bridewell, where

he went to see the hemp beaten, just as he went to

Bedlam to see the Rake in his last stage of hopeless

idiotcy—not more foolish than when he was sane,

but less sane than when he was foolish ;
out there

runs the noisome Fleet, upon whose Stygian black

waters opens that terrible trap-door in the den iu

Blood-Bowl Alley, down which Tom Idle aud his

one-cyed footpad, with the pistol sticking out of

bis torn pocket, thrust the murdered man.

Gold. You take breath; I’ll go on. Far away

yonder to the right, up jChepe, is the Industrious

Merchant’s house, aud on the cast the “ Adam and

Eve” public-house (now Eden Street), where the

sagacious, little, hawk-eyed mau stood making notes

on his thumb of the ragged rout marching from

Finchley to the bloody moor of Cuiloden, where

the grim, hairy Highlanders hewed them down
with their swords. As he descends from this “ bad

eminence,” our little London Asmodeus will give

an eye— as I did this special red hazy October

morning as I went to Newbery’s about the Gram-
mar—to the strings of sooty apples and stone flowers

over the windows, aud to the white glitter that

glimmers fitfully upon the dark glass round those

strange little rooms above the porches where myste-

rious men ought to dwell, but where there probably

is nothing but a world of dusty archives and mor-

tuary rolls, written by dead men about dead men’s

wishes and about dead men’s lands
;

and yet if all

dead up there, why that little puffing thread of

curling blue smoke—that melting feather aud plume

of vapour that steals so stealthily and quietly up

the side of the great stone mountain—the London
Dom Daniel sepulchre of prayer—the huge eccle-

siastical money-box,—and then melts into thin air.

That must be life, or I don’t know what life is

!

Gar. Fill your pipe, Goldie I But leaving that

mystery uncorked for some other day, let us, Goldie,

on tip-toe, follow this watchful dog, who saw every-

thing, and track him to Southwark Fair, where he

much loved to resort— St. Margaret’s Hill is tho

place, not far from the fluent, brown river. There

his strolling actors are now just as he saw them
dressing in the booth before that disastrous fall, when
Bajazet and Tamerlane broke their heads and cracked

their royal crowns. There are the demons discuss-

ing the pot of porter, the nymph tallowing her hair,

the hag cutting the cat’s tail, and Diana spouting

her heroic verses under peculiar difficulties. That

pretty white-and-red woman, beating the red-aud-

hliie tinselled drum, blazoned with the royal arms,

to announce the commencement of the tragedy of

“ Bajazet, or the Orphan of Samarcand," is the

poor girl that Hogarth himself—yes, the little

strutting gentleman in the blue and gold frock

—

defended when the brute of a Bajazet, the manager,

would have struck her for stealing a shilling at the

door. Twenty to one, hut he goes into the “ master

of fence’s” booth to see Figg, that horror of Irish

fighters—the truculent man, with the bald bullet

bead, striped with plaisters—backsword with some

other gladiator of the day, who, stripped to the

waist, wliich is bound with a scarlet handkerchief,

waits, with shiny skin and swelling muscle, for his

terrific antagonist. Now the swords cross with

a clash and sparkle of fire
;
now they sweep and

curve down on arm and rib, leaving lines of crim-

son
;
now they cut up at the wrist, down at the

breast, and sharp at the elbow, with the emphasis

of attack, rejoinder, repartee, and rebutting. A
shivering blow on the shoulder of Figg’s antagonist,

which produces a grimace and spasm of pain, ends

tiie tight as we leave the tent. If you w.ant to see

Fieg, stern and stolid, look for him mounted ou the

carrion horse, keeping guard, with drawn bare sword

over bis right shoulder, in the right-hand corner of

Hogarth’s Southwark Fair picture. As for his adver-



sary, you will find him stripped in readiness in
the front garden of the “Adam and Eve,” in
“The Guards’ March to Finchley.”

Gold. And now, Garrick, if we want to see him
at work in n not inappropriate transition, let us,
regardless of liighwaymen in black masks and claret-
coloured roquelays, venture up Tvbnrn way again,
and, turning to the right, walk round Maryleboue
Church, where this same stalwart Figg of the bullet
cast-iron head, ribbed with plaisters, lies trauquil,
beaten down by that chami)ion of every ring

—

Death. Let us step in too, and, though the church
is to be rebuilt, recall that wonderful scene of the
Rake’s Marriage. Look about, and you will eveu
see the old iuscriptioo raised in wood on one of the
gaUery pews :

—

“ T?ie5e
: pews : unscrewed : and Cane : ; s««cter.”

Let US, too, repaint No. 5 of “ The Rake’s Pro-
gress” (I went there this morning on purpose)
as we tread the musty-smcliing cocoa-imt mats
of Marylebone Church this quiet week-day, aud
breathe its rather mouldy and sepulchral air,

as of departed churchwardens innumerable under
the broad flag grave-stones of the aisle. The
dust lies white and thick on the hymn-books
aud psalters, destined to remain untouched till

Sunday, six days hence, again disturbs that un-
christian dust. It is a cold October morning,
too, just as when the Rake married the rich old
beldame, who leers iu such a Gorgou-iike way at
the toothless, drivelling old fogey of a rector. My
breath mounts in a white steam, just as it did from
the fool Rake’s mouth on that lying and unhappy day.
It may be perhaps a month earlier, because the rims
of the pews do not yet wear green, glossy, red-
berried plumes of Christmas holly. I sec, too, the
great sleepiug-bos citadels—like tills with the lids otl

of Hogarth’s time
;

I see the skittle-pin balus-
trades of the communion rails

; and, above all, I see
the black-lettered table of the comraaudmeuts, with
the satirical oblique crack running in a sinister way
through the ninth edict. I am glad to see no
spider s web over the slit of the poor-box, and fewer
gold-Iettered tablets recording the bumble and re-
tiring charity of departed churchwardens, who cer-
tainly did not die without leaving a sigu. There
are green damp blots on the walls, and the stucco,
now peeled off like sores, shows the raw harsh
bricks, soft and red. The latticed window is green,
and diwoloured with the stain of damp—oozing
from withiu, not pelted from without. There is
the square tub of a pulpit, with the irradiated
souuding-board; there the queer tank of a gallery;
and there, si>ecially, that indifferent man—perhaps
the organist—who, iu Hogarth’s admirable picture,
looks down with folded arms from the upper box
upon the pew-openec in the black hood.

Gar. To get without much rambling to another
London haunt of Hogarth’s, let us go back into
Pail Mall, aud, passing White’s, steal down Lower
St. James’s Street to the old Henry VIII. rich gate-
way of St. James’s Palace, with its two guardian
towers and central turret, once the site of a hospital
for fourteen leprous maidens. The street is full of
cake-shaped state coaches, auddicebox-looking sedans,
borne by chairmen who wear cocked hats . One of
the chairman—a ‘Welshman evidently, for he has a
leek m his hat—is ivith both hands lifting up the
heavy padded lid of the sedan-chair No. 41, and
from behind its cautiously curtained mndow steps
out the scared and disgusted beau, his lapelled
coat firm in the tenacious grip of a sour and mali-
cious bailiff, who presents to him with the other
hand an ominous slip of sealed paper, inscribed
“arrest.” No wonder he turns pale as his puffed
and snowy wig, the huge back bow and flaunting
ribbon ends of which we delight to marvel at. No
wonder the grinning chairman in front, looking
back, wonders at the detention, and halts irreso-
lutely, his rough hands still clutching the chair
poles, and the broad buckled strap that conuects
them still hanging over his neck. The ragged shoe-
black, with the stool aud basket of sable implements,
bare legs, and shuffling slippers, takes advantage of
the sudden alarm and scuffle to slip out from
between the chair-poles the clouded cane the rake
and spendthrift has dropped from his relaxing hand.
Ihe lamplighter above looks down for a moment,
and forgets his errand, letting the oil run over from
his tray upon the chair. The other bailiff-viUaiu,

with the huge Jonathan-Wild sort of knob-stick,
the black plaister on his recently broken head, and
the dirty cravat knotted round his thievish neck,
looks round on the proud Welsh baronet with the
leak-plume in bis hat, the muff sword, aud the pert
little spaniel that is coming up the steps, ns much
as to say, “We’ve nabbed our bird!” At this
moment up comes the Dea eerie—the guardian
angel who is to deliver him out of all liis trouble.
She drops her neat tin box of patches and powder,
to spring forward with her bag of bard-earned
savings. She pulls back the cruel turnkey-looking
jailer, and demands the conscience-strickeu man’s
release. How base, in spite of his gold-flowered
cuffs a foot deep and a foot and a half long, his
gold loops and buttonings, he looks beside that
pnre-hearted, sorrowful, forgiving girl who he
trod down under foot, like a flower he was tired
of wearing ! How fresh, and pure, and bright
she looks with her long white aj)ron, tight waist,
aud jiiodest lawu neckerchief veiling her bosom, that
trembles in its cage like a frightened bird! How
industrious her plump, bare arms look, with the
little frill round the elbow ! How proud the good
girl is thus to come suddenly down, as from the
clouds, to the relief of her seducer ! And how plea-
santly she, like the milkmaid in “ The Enraged Musi-
cian,” refutes the vulgar assertion that Hogarth
could not draw a pure or pretty face !

Gold. And now, having passed the Rake’s chair
in St. James's Street, wondering gravely how he
will reward his protectress, and whether any spark
of love or gratitude liugers still in that cold, hard,
selfish heart, shall we go on to St. Clement’s, in the
Strand, where tiiac ridiculous altar-piece of the im-
prudent charlatan Kent once flaunted, till our little

snarler laughed it down ? Or shall we go to
Moorfields, to the old Bedlam, where his Rake,
crazed, and half-stripped, is tended on his pallet
of straw by the poor faithful girl he neglected
and shamefully deserted. Then there is Covent
Garden, with many of Ins haunts, and the scene of
his Mornivg open to us

; or we may take wing
far away to the New River at Sadler’s Wells,
and wait for the gulled husband, tbc despotic,
bard-featured wife, and the old man-child, so
preternaturally vicious, as we see them in the
picture of Noon, walking neai* the New River
of Sir Hugh Myddleton, the high-browed, large-
hearted citizen. Or we may take sculls—it is

difficult to get away from Hogarth—aud pull to
Cuckold’s Point, the sedgy reach where pirates used
to be hung, and at whose gibbet the reckless com-
rade of Tom Idle points, as, seated near bis chest,
he and his weeping mother row towards the ship
that Tom is about to join.

Gar . But, after all, we must get back to Leicester
Square, aud reconsider aud revise our former verdict
of Hogarth’s position as a pictorial satirist.

^

Gold, {gels up, and seizes his hat and sword),
’Pou my soul! I must be going, Davy; it is past
three by that clock on the mantelpiece, and New-
bery’s devil comes for copy for the Grammar at ten.
Confound the pronouns ! I should like to go on
about the little man dearly. Away joy and pleasure !

welcome woe aud care I {Suddenly breaks into a
dance, singing to a lively gay tune)

“ Melancholy marleed him—
Itelancholy marked him—
Melancholy marked him~-/or—her~own !

"

Gar . Gray would thank you for that parody.
Sit down

! Ob, stay, Noll, and finish the bowl. I
can see already on the red china shore of the bottom
the golden curls of scented lemou-peel stranded,
fake courage, Cato ! we are near the bottom, and
there we shall find truth.

Gold. I found truth long ago in my tenth ladleful.
Oh, hang it ! now wet napkins round the brow, and
strong green tea forme till pallid morning dawns. I
know I have taken too much, for I find myself
talking in blank verse. That is not right ! blank
verse is not normal.

Gar. Here ! I ’ll try you. How many candles
are there in the room ?

Gold, Eight.

Gar. No; four, by Jupiter—I swear its four!
{rhigs the bell—ejiter Cuffey.) Get my chair
ready for Mr. Goldsmith. Tom aud the coachman
can go with it for once ; it is only to the Temple.

THE ROYAL PICTURES.

THE MARMOZETTES.
Sir E. Landseer, R.A., Painter. T. Landseer, Eugraver

Size of the Picture, 1 ft.Sj in. by 12j in.

The marine residence of her Majesty, her home, so
to speak, where she lays aside for a time so much of
the attributes of royalty as can be dispensed with,—
the trappings of state, no less than the duties apper-
taining to her exalted position,—contains among its

numerous Art-works a considerable number of pic-
tures by Sir Edwin Landseer, who uot only enjoys,
to a great extent, the patronage of his Sovereign aud
the Prince Consort, but has the privilege, in which
few of his brother-artists share, aud that very rarely,
of being a frequent guest in the royal residences!
Landseer is undoubtedly the court-painter, though
his name, like that of another aihist-kuight. Sir J.
Hayter, is not enrolled iu the Lord Chamberlain’s
department of the Queen’s household; he has not
been “gazetted” to office, but holds his position by
royal “will and pleasure;” and no one, it may be
presumed, would be inclined to dispute his right and
title to it, as the prince of animal-paiuters.

Osborne House, as wc have iutimated, is rich in
"Landseers;” some of them are known to the
public, there are others with which they are unac-
quainted,—pictures painted e.\pressly for her Jlajesty
or the Prince Consort,and which have never been hung
on the walls of any of our e.xhibitiou-rooms

: but, with
all the abundance, oiu’ choice of au example of this
artist’s works was necessarily very limited

; we could
not, of course, eugrave what must be cousidered as
“private” pictures, and the majority of the others
have already been engraved; the publishers of these
prints having paid large sums to the artist for the
coppight, could not be e.xpected, even were they so
inclined, to forego their exclusive right iu our favour.
This explanation seems necessary, because mauy of
the subscribers to this publication, knowing what
Osborne House contains, may think it strange that
we have selected a subject so comparatively insignifi-
caut as a specimen of Landseer :—there was no alter-
native left to us.

Yet it is only when viewed relatively to other pro-
ductions that the “ Marmozettes” may suffer depre-
ciation, for it is an exquisite little picture as to finish,
aud the subject is treated w-ith peculiar felicity. It
was painted for the Queen, aud exhibited at the
Royal Academy, in 1842, under the title of “A Pair
of Brazilian Monkeys, the property of Her IMajesty,”
Natiurahsts have assigned to these diminutive, hut
most sagacious little animals, the name of “marmo-
zettes,” a title we have adopted

; and the artist has
given to his “ sitters” au expression almost human :

they are mounted on a magnificent pine-apple,
regarding with intense astonishment a wasp near
them

; the combined expression of wonder, curiosity,
and apprehension, could not have been more success-
fvJly manifested in the faces of children than it is in
the countenances of these rare and interesting little

creatures.

In such works as this we seem to see as much as
in his larger pictures—perhaps even more—of the
extraordinary power that Landseer possesses in
giving character to the brute creation; his animals

—

or at least such of them as nature seems to have
given capacities analogous to those with which
“man, the great master of all,” is eudovved—think,
speak, ai'gue, appeal

; they weep, they rejoice
;
they

become our famihar friends
; we hold converse with

them, aud iu their mute hut most eloquent language
• for “ looks have language ”—they appear to share
oui- sorrows and our joys. This is the triumph of
the artist

;
no painter, living or dead, has proved

himself so great and true a benefactor to the horse
and dog

; no one who has so displayed their
characters, and shown them to be worthy not
merely of our kind treatment, but of our attach-
ment. We do believe that if every house in the
kingdom had on its walls two or three prints from
such pictures by Laudseer as teach humanity,—and
there are many of this kind,—the functions of the
" Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals ”

might, as lawyers say, “ cease and determine.”
Some of the old painters of the Dutch schools, such
as Rubens and Snyders, have endowed their pictures
of animals with more powerfully-expressed instincts,

arising from their natural ferocity of character
;
but

Laudseer has always invested his with nobler qualities.







THE AET-JOUENAL.

EXCURSIONS IN SOETII VOILES.

BY MR. AND JIRS. S. C. ILVLL.

Part I.

—

The Wye: fro5i Ross to iloNMouTH.

“winding bounds.” Jlr. Helme lias taken his view of the Town from the opposite side of the

river
;
he has thus directed attention to its leading points of interest, the principal of which

is the “heaven-directed spire,” rising high above them ail. Prom the stately Hotel that

occupies a portion of the once honoured “ Prospect,”* there is a wide-spread view, embracing

a line expanse of country—hill and dale, green meadows, crowded farm-yards, church spires,

“ Of which the name
Survives alnnc

; nor is there found a mark
\Vlicrcliy the curious passenper may learn

Her ample site, save coins and mouldering urns,

And huge unwieldy bones.”

The interest of Betun, Bishop of Hereford, to whose See the

manor was attaelicd, procured it the grant of a market from

King Stephen, and Henry III. constituted it a free borough.

It is a ])leasant town, built on an eminence that overlooks

the AVyc, which here, as in so many other parts, exhibits

the peculiarity referred to by the poet wliuii describing its

* The Wye flows from its source on the south side of Plinli

mon—a itiounlaiii the summit of whiuli is 2403 feet above the s

level— ill Montgomeryshire, south-eastw.anl, through a portion of

Radnorshire, and tlicii running more directly south, forms tlie

boundary between the counties of Radnor and Hrecoo, and, after

turning to the east and intersecting Herefordshire, resumes its

southerly course, separating Gloucester and .Monmouth, and enters

the estuary of the Severn two miles below Clicpstow to the south.

Its wliolo course is 130 miles, for 70 of wliicli it is navigable by
vessels of 40 tons—so fur as Hereford. It is connected with the

Severn by a canal running from Hereford to Gloucester, and the

Severn canal joins tlic Thames atLcchlade.

t Tiiii South Wales Railway has a branch to Ross and Hereford,

At Gmngc Court, about seven miles we-it of Gloucester, there is n

junction of tlie Great Western, the Soulli Wales, and the Hereford,

Ross and Gloucester railways. At tliis spot the H. R. G. line

branches off to Ross and Hereford
;

tlio South Wales main line

proceeding direct to Slilford Haven, lid Chepstow, Newport, C.ar-

ditT, Swansea, Caermartlien, Haverfordwest, and Milford Haven—
its present terminus. In the course of our “Excursions” we sliall

conduct the Tourist to all these places, describing, and illustratiug,

tile several olijccts of interest and attraction they present.

[Tlie initial letter is copied from tlie dial of Gloucester Cathedral.]

THE WYE, FROM THE “ I'llOSPECT.”

surpassingly beautiful—such as only England can supply ; for although deficient in grandeur, It

is happily suggestive of tlic unobtrusive pleasures that arise from internal peace
;
the grace that

combines liigh cultivation with natural boons ;
and the charms that are derived from the past

aud the present as fruitful sources of iiope in the future.

* “ The Prospect" is a height outside the town, to which there is a private walk through the grounds of the

hotel, and n public right of way through tlie churchyard. It is a piece of land, acquired by the Man of Ross,

and given by him to his fellow townsmen for their convenience and recreation-to bo theirs for “ five hundred

years !
" It wjvs prettily and pleasantly laid out for their comfort, and here he constructed a reservoir to

supply them with water

—

“ Not to the skies in useless columns tost.

Nor in proud falls magnificently lost

but that it might pour “ ho.alth” and “ solace” “ through the plain " to all who needed. The name remains,

_

indeed, but its character is entirely changed : the reservoir is now adry hollow—the fountain and its “ figures"

gone—potatoes are planted in the centre of the ground, and, although gravelled walks arc still_ about it, tiiey

]•etain nothing of their old charm except the view they command—which it has been impossible to allocate

to private uses. The wall that enclosed it is down; the sundial (with “hi.s name and arms engraved

thereupon") is not to be found; the ball-room of “the Hotel ” stands op part of tlie site; in a word,

all that could do honour to the memory of “ the Man,’’ and conlinue his benevolence from generation

to generation, h.TS been removed by one innovator after another, .and tlic people of Ross arc citlier

so supine or so timid as to submit to this encroachment on their rights, instead of, day by day,

rooting up or tearing down vegetable and brick aud mortar trespassers on xuEiR lanrf. There

Is but one excuse for this apathy : It is stated by Ilcalh (a printer of Monmouth, who printed a number

of very interesting pamiihlets, written or compiled by himself, about tlie year 1806) tliat “the seats

liad been wilfully destroyed by loose and idle people p.assing through the grounds; that the fountain was
removed, “ liaviiig become a receptacle for the carc.asses of dead animals that the .arms over the north

door of entrance were “ destroyed by the barbarous liaiids of ignorance;" and that of the rows of elms lie

planted, “ the axe since his death liad visited them with premeditated intentions of violence, and laid their

honours in the dust."

iiE "Wye has its source in
“ lofty PlitiUmmon it is

one of five sister streams to

wliieh the mountain

gives birth : these

are the Severn, the

llheidol, the Llyff-

nant, the Clcvedoc,

and the Wye. Its

rise is, thus, in

Montgomeryshire; it

Hows into Radnor-

shire ;
thence through

nearly the centre of

Herefordshire to

Monmouth ;
and af-

terwards, for the

greater part of its

course, forms the

boundary which di-

vides Monmouthshire from
’ Gloucestershire. Although of

Welsh birth, therefore, and

distinguished iu all early W'^elsh documents as GwY,

—

”t/ie

river,”—in its maturity it is English
;
for both Herefordshire

and Monmouthshire— “anciently” of Wales— have long

been numbered amoug the counties of England. ihe Wye
is the fairest of the live fair sisters, running its coui'se of

a hundred and thirty miles through luxuriant scenery—hill

and dale, rock and valley—in its earlier progress over many

falls, beside productive flats of green pasture, “ a wanders

through the woods,” encircling prosperous towns, aud navi-

gable for a distance of seventy miles front the sea. Having

giilhcrcd the contribiilious of several liberal tributaries, at

length it joins the rapid and robust river, the “ Princelie

Severne,” which, thus augmented, runs into the Bristol

Channel, dividing Somerset aud Devon from South Wales.*

Although, in due course, wc shall ask the Tourist to accom-

pany us downward all the way—from the source of the Wye
to its mouth, from the well into whieli it dribbles on the

far-off mouutain side to the estuary where it joins the Severn

—our present purpose is to commence our Excursion at

that point where tlie Wye is first seen in mingled strength

and beauty—the renowned town of Ross ;i a town that owes

its fame to the “ Man” who a century and a half ago gave to

it an illustrious page iu history, and whose name has been

immortalized by a few lines of verse, more cudui'ing than any

“ Monument, inscription, stone.”

The date of the foundation of Ross is not very remote ;
it is

not, however, far distant from a Homan station, the Arico-

iiium of Antoninus

—

pleasant villages, venerable ruins, records of old Romans and their British predecessors

— all the varieties, in short, that arc in landscapes so many sources of inexpressible delight.

From this “Prospect” we have been looking down and around on one of the loveliest of

autumn days, the sun shining through surrounding trees over the river. The view is indeed
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From the “Prospect” the eye first falls on
Casti.e—now a picturesque ruiu—standing on the right

bank of the Wye, close to the old bridge, “broken down”

It appears to have been erected by King Stephen, in lUl, and ^as held by Harry de
Longchamp, as a gift from Henry I., “ by the service of supplying two men-at-arms Ibr the wars
in uales. io the Greys it came by marriage

;
and afterwards, bv marriage also, to the first

Lord Chandos, m wliose family it continued for two centuries, uutil'it was sold to the Governors
of Guy s Hospital, in London, to whose large and well-spent revenue the estate now coutributes.

JIONOaii.VM.

by a gallant soldier. General Rudhali, who defended Hereford

during the civil war, and who thus arrested the army of

THE CltAlI!.

but a few ivy-covered walls, it was bore the noblest ot a
noble race entertained the poet Spenser—

“ The patrun of his Muse's pupilave.
In the first season of his feeble age.’’

TIIC SCMMEK-IIOrSE.

the district, which has but little power to resist the influence of time ; it is no older than the
reign of Charles II., whose time-defaced bust stands in au oval, over the principal entrance

;
one

TUE .MOX0.MEXT.

Cromwell on its march to invest the city. It was once the
residence of the Lords Grey, of Wilton'; and though now The castle gives his title to the Earl of Wilton. We shall pass this

venerable ruin—associated with so many “ Jlcmories,” and which
the ivy preserves aud adorns—when we are voyaging down the Wye.

Our present duty is to visit the town;—to enter the time-lionoured
structure whicli, happily, continues imimpaived—the old and vener-
able Church of Ross; to walk through the market-place made

famous by “tlieilaii;” and to visit the house in which he dwelt, aud the room in which
he died— and especially to view from the “Prospect” the delicious scenery be loved.

Let uS first look at the town : there are here few remains of a remote date. The streets all lead
“ up hill” to THE MATiKET-j'i..\CK, a quaiiit stnictui'e, built of the red sandstone, so universal in
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of tlie sides, however, contains a piece of sculpture far more

interesting—a monogram of singular character, composed

of a reversed L, a C, and a heart, from which the letters

sjiriiig; llie tradition being that the Man of Koss, wliose

house is directly opposite, desiring, in his loyally to the

who, if not all the poet describes him, was undoubtedly as he is pictured by auother poet

—

Coleridge*—nearly a century after bis death :

—

“ Friend to the friendless, to lhe sick man health,

With generous joy he view'd his modest wealth ;

Ho heard the whlnw’s hcaveo-brealhcd prayer of praise

;

lie marked the shelter d orphans tearful gaze
;

Or, where the sorrow-shrivelled captive lay,

Pour'd the bright blaze of freedom's noontide ray."

The bouse has been divided: one portion has been in a great measure rebuilt; the other

part has uot been so materially changed. The floors aud panellings of several chambers are

TUB COUiCLB.

crown, to have before his eyes a perpetual reminder of the

restored monarch,—and failing in liis wish to have the bust

iilaced where he could see it when he pleased,—caused this

small stone to be fi-xed in the position it now occupies.* It

is understood to mean, “ Love Charles iu your heart.

of oak
;

a quaint opening leads to a narrow corridor, and into a small room, traditionally said

to have been iiis bed-room, where he endured bis first and his last {his only) illness, and where

he died :f it looks out upon his garden
;
that garden is now divided, like the house; one half of

it lias been strangely “metamorphosed;” the other half has been converted into a bowling-

green; the surrounding walls of both, however, sustain flourislhng vine and pear-trees. The
one boasts a gothic summer-house, iu which there is a tablet commemorating tlie visit of Prince

George of Cambridge, in 1835, and a table made of the huge beams of the “ modest mansion,”

and part of a tree under which Nelson sat, at lludhall; while in the other there is a small

conservatory erected on the foundations of the summer-house, iu which the venerable Man of

Uuss usually spent his afteinoons of quiet and contemplation. It was a pretty thing iu its time.

Let us enter the house in which he lived and died, and

offer the homage of gratitude to a good man’s memory
;
one

• Among otber characteristic anecdotes, it is related of him that

when “the Great IJell," which he presented to Koss Cliurcli, was

cast at Gloucester, In 1695, he was present at the casting, and

“taking with him his old silver tankard, he first drank therefrom

to ‘ Church and King,' and then threw it into the foruace, and had

it ml.ted with the metal that made the bell."

whatever it may be now; and as the father of the present owner—Mr. Powle, the respected

bookseller—kept a drawing of it in its better stale, the reader may be pleased to sec it engraved

us one of the illustrations of our tour.

As will thus be seen, there are iu Ross several memorials of “ the JTan.” “We look in vain,

however, for evidence that his fellow-townsmen have been, or are. more proud of his fame

than vain of his notoriety; there is even now “no nionuraeut, inscription, stone,” other than

• It is said, and we believe on good auiliority, that Cr.leridge aotnally wrote liis t)caiiliful lines on the

Man of Hass In the house in wliich Kyrlc had resided. LelULa Landoii (L. K. L.) was some lime a dwelicr

in this town, visiting an aunt wlio was a resident here.

t III this chamber there are two doors of oak, in which the arms of Mr. Kyrle (liis crest, a hedgehog)

arc punctured, apparently by a gimlet. There is a tradition that the puncturing was the work of his

hands; this is probable, for to a mm so active, wlio had never previously sufTered a day's illness, con-

finement must h.ave been very irksome, and he no doubt sought relief in any employment that circum-

stances could supply to him, while it is not likely that so singular a whim was a commission to an artizan.
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Ihat which one of his remote descendants erected half a cen-

tury after he slept under the shadows of the
“
heaveu-directed

spire” he “taught to rise,” and which, until then, contained

no mark to make known “his race, his name, his form.”
There is no liospital, no school, no alms-house “ neat but void

of state;” no “ portioned maids” nor “ apprenticed orphans,”
in the middle of the nineteenth century, to “ bless his name
no seats on which “ weary travellers repose,” and ask who
gives them rest; nothing, in short, to make

“ The memory of the just
Smell sweet and blossom in the dust,"

save his own good deeds which, as we have shown, neglect

or cupidity have gone far to obliterate.

Let us now proceed to the church, so happily associated

with the honoured name of John Kyrle, the Man of Loss.*
The church is a spacious and beautiful building, with a

tower and an elegant spire, 121 feet in height. The clmrch-
vard is very neatly kept; and has some venerable elm-
trees, traditionally said to have been planted by tbe ^lau
of Ross, whose body, as we Lave intimated, rests within its

wnlls.f It contains a group of finely-sculptured monuments,
principally of the Rudliall family (a family now extinct), and
a statue in Roman costume of that gallant General Rudhall,
who defended Hereford for the crown against the assaults of
the army of the Parliament. Under a plain stone beside the
altar, the Man of Ross is buried : as we have said, no “ monu-
ment, inscription, stone” marked bis grave uutil, in 177f),

a distant relative, “ Lady Betty Dupplin ” left by will

a sum of money, which “
her executor and heir” expended

in erecting a tomb to his memory. This tomb has a bas-
relief, which purports to be a portrait, and a tablet repre-
senting Charity .and Benevolence. But the chief interest of
the church is derived from another source. Growing from
the pew where tlie good man used to sit are two elm-
trees, which, when in full leaf, are singular adornments
of the sacred edifice. They are, it is said, about fifty years
old, but are not thicker than a man’s arm, and are neces-
sarily cut at the tops when they reach the roof, which
is their boundary. The local tradition is that they are
suckers from a tree planted by “the M.^n” outside the
church, but which was “ impiously” cut down by a certain
rector, because it excluded light; the consequence was,
that they forced their way inside, where they have con-
tinued to grow and flourish, and where, certainly, they are
protected by the good will and grateful feelings of the inha-
bitants. There is one other object of interest associated with
his memory— the chair in which he used to sit, and which
was afterwards the chair of a convivial society.!

There is no doubt that the fame of John Kyrle arises prin-
cipally, if not solely, from the aecideut that Pope had heard
of his generous and liberal acts, which, although at that time
productive of enormous good, had received no sort of recog-

* John KjTle w.is descended from an ancient family long seated
at XValford. near Ross. He was born at the AVhite House, in the
parish ofDymock, Gloucestershire, on the 22nd of May, IG27, and died
at Ross, ontheTth November, 1724, at the “full ago” ofeightv-cight.
The name appears to havo been originally Curl, afterwards Cyril,
and subsequently Kyrle. He was a h.achelor, and left no near rela-
tives

; his nearest, Mr. “ Vandevorf Kyrle, iiiiierlted his estate.
It was, however, subsequently divided and subdivided; and wc
believe very little either of his blood or his properly is owned by
any of his “descendants" at the present time. It would seem that
he d,(l ntd receive from Pope the s-.ubriquet of “ the Man of Ross
he had, according to Fosbroke, been so styled during his lifetime,
lie is described as “ in person rather tall, thin, and well shaped,
wearing a jilain suit of brown and a wla, in the fashion of his day.”
But there is no authentic portrait of hiin.

t “ I never remember having been so much pleased with a church
and hurial-ground as with this; the grey, gothic architecture, the
ancient tombs, and the heaved turf, where so many nameless dead
are laid at rest,—the grand trees, rustling in the wind above, and
the glorious prospect spread out all around,— it was the very poetry
cf eartli— its beauty and its sadness.”—RoscoB.

J Tliis chair was, according to Mr. Heath, presented to a Benefit
Society in the town, but as it wanted a cushion, “ to reader the seat
easy, it was turned out of the club-room, being considered as a piece
of lumber, in which neglected siatc it lay for some years, and was
at last ordered to be burnt.” By some lucky chance it was preserved
and is now deposited in the vestry of the church. One other inter-
esting memorial of the Man of Ross is preserved, also, in the church
It IS a small volume, written by tlie Rev. John Newton, buried
here: this volume contains the autograph of John Kyrle. We

procured a tracing, and have engraved it. A monument to the
|<ev. .lohn Newton records that “ Immecliatcly after the restoration ofKing t harles (as a reward for liis piety .and loyalty) lie was appointed

Cl I

“''^‘•'^•^hops commissary to the vicarage of Ross, on the 27th
''Icarago, on account of largo returns being .at

"'•'i'* exceedingly hurthened and

I h'-
''’^’’efore, though at fii-st he stood alone, nohlv

its exigencies and relief: finally obtaining (his
chapels of AVeston and Brampton to becreated and ordained rectorial."

uition from those of whom he was the benefactor.* The poet wrote, therefore, his iminorlul lines
-—an imaginary dialogue between himself and his friend Lord Bathurst, in his poem on “ The
Use of Riches”—partly as an example and partly as an anathema f (“Blush, grandeur, blush!
proud courts, withdraw your blaze!”), and they have carried the name of the Man of Ross
throughout the world wherever the Anglo-Saxon tongue is read. We hope and believe there are
not many cities or towns of Englaud where there have been none at any time found at once so
benevolent and so beneficent as John Kyrle, of Ross, with as little idea as had “the Man” of
the celebrity that was to follow—who neither sought for nor anticipated renown hcyoiid the
limited circle directly benefited—who in doiug good would have “blush’d to find it fame,”
but who are benefactors to mankind by the force of e-xample, and inasmuch as “their works
do follow them !

”
:{:

Blessed be the memory of good John Kyrle, the Man of Ross ! and may the prophet yet
find in^his own country other honours than those which give his name to a wayside inn, a
walk of which he would be ashamed, and a house defaced by an unseemly bust of plaster.
We commence our voyage down the Wye

: § entering the neat and trim boat which Mr. Evans,
the postmaster, provides for us, and for all who desire to make a voyage, brimful of interest and
enjoyment. Mr. Evans is an admirable guide and counsellor, who has traversed the river more
than two thousand times, and whom, with his boats, we recommend to all tourists. Let us
pause a moment to sketch yonder boatman, who is conveying the coracle to the stream.
Ihe coracle,t| which boatmen and fishermen use to-day on the Wye, differs little from that in

which their forefathers floated when the Romans were rulers on its hauks. In shape it resembles
the half of a walnut-shell

; some laths, or rude sticks, laid cross-wise form the skeleton
;

that
IS covered with canvas—zinc, however, has been lately adopted for the purpose : it is needless
to say that the ancient covering was generally a horse’s hide; a plauk across the middle
makes the seat

; a small paddle is used for directing its movements
;

it is so light, and draws so
lUde water, as to he very easily upset. Considerable skill is therefore required to keep exactly in
the centre, and also to euter it, for the least irregularity in either case is dangerous. The fisher-
men of the district are, however, so much “at home” in this walnut-shell, that accidents rarely
happen

;
and it is stated, on good authority, that voyages have been made in them from Chep-

stow to Bristol.^ They are so light that the boatmen carry them on their hacks from place
to place, launching them when required, and stepping in to cross the river. They are used
also by anglers. Many a salmon of size has been thus taken and carried to shore

;
and in. the season

it is not uncommon for a fisherman to fill his coracle with the smaller fish of the bountiful river.
Ilaviug examined this curious and very intcrestiug object, that has undergone so little change

for twelve centuries, we commence the voyage of the Wye.
Passing the venerable ruin of Wilton Castle, and underneath the old bridge, which dates

as far back as the reign of Elizabeth, presents some unusual features iu the way in which the
arch-stoncs are morticed, and retains marks of the “ breaking down” to arrest the on-inarch
of Cromwell’s troops, we are called upon, first, to notice “Kyrle’s Walk,” which leads from the
chui'cliyai'd to the river, about a mile from the town— where, however, none of his “ seats ” remain,
and where there survives but one of the many trees he planted. W’e then look upon two graceful
hills,—Penyard^ and the Chace,—one or both of which are said to have been “hung with
woods” by “ the Man.” W'e leave here the scenes and circumstances associated willi his history

;

hare-headed we look back—fancying, nay, believing, his spirit is moving the minds and hearts
of another generation to remember the eternal recompence—“ Inasmuch as ye did it unto one
of these my little ones, ye did it unto me 1

”

* “Tlio truth is that Kyrle was a man of known integrity and active benevolence, by wliose snlicitation
the wealthy were persuaded to pay contributions to his charitable schemes ; this influence lie obtained by
ail example of liberality e.xerted to the utmost e.xtent of his power, ami w.as tlius enabled to give more than
he h.ad. —Dn. Johxsox : Life of Pope. It is believed ho never possessed the annual sum of “ five hundred
pounds, ’

“ Of debts and taxes, wife and children clear."

f Pope was a frequent visitor at Holme-Lacy, then the seat of Viscount Scudamore,' subsequently the
properly of his grace the Duke of Norfolk, and now that of Sir Edwin Stanhope, Bart. The Scudamores
came in with the Conqueror, but obtained their lands in l-lerefonlshire by marriage with the heire.ss of
the Laceys, in the reign of Edward III. “ The Scud.amores derived their name from the Cross PaUe
Fitehee, the Scutum Armoris Divini, which they originally bore in their arms, and which is thought to have
been given them in commemoration of some memorable action in defence of the Christian faith." The
rooms inhabited by the poet, and a tree under which it was his wont to sit, are still pointed out to the
curious. These we shall visit and describe on our journey from Hereford to Ross. Pope was probably in the
neighbourhood very soon after Kyrle's death, and had abundant opportunities of hearing the good man’s
praise, of noting the beneficent effects of his munificent charities, and of mourning at the indifTercnce with
which his memory was regarded by his fellow townsmen. It is likely tliat Mr. Kyrle had been often a
guest at Holme. Lacy, and was personally known to the family.

f Ross has had, at least, one other benefactor—Mr. Walter Scott, who, having .acquired a large fortune by
trade in London, bequeatlicd X6000 for the erection of, a school-house, and the clothing and educating
thirty boys and twenty girls, children of the inhabitants of the town. It is said of Mr. Scott, that
when a boy he had haken some pears from a garden, and “being seen eating of them” by a man who
guessed where they came from, the man told the boy “ he would be hanged if he was found out." Terrified
at this threat, he instantly left Ross, and made his way to London, where he acquired a fortune, of
which the boys of to-day continue to be the inheritors. The charity bears his name.

g This division of the tour is known and distinguished as that of “ the Lower Wye.” As we shall show,
in the course of our tour, those who visit the Wye should take this route in preference to ascending it, as
many do, eitlier from Chepstow or Monmouth

; first, because to go down, is always pleasanter than to go
up, a river; next, because nearly all tlie finest views are thus seen to best advantage; and also, because the
voyage up Is a work of exceeding difficulty. Excellent boats, well and carefully manned, are to be ob-
tained either at Hereford, Ross, or Monmouth : the charges are somewhat high, necessarily so, considering
the heavy labour attendant on “the return.” For a boat with one man, the charge from Ross to Mi'ii-
moiith is 15s., the distance being twenty-three miles; for a larger boat with two men, the charge is 30s.
When the lighter boat is used, Ihe bo.atman finds it easier to bring it back by land, on a truck, the distance
being only ten miles

; when the he.ivier boat makes the voyage the men are com]ielled to draw it along the
shore, the difficulty of rowing up stream being (as we have intimated) verv great, in consequence of the
c.xtrcme rapidity of the current. The boats in use we shall descrilie hereafter.

II
In Hereford and Jlonmnuth it is called also a thorade, a truckle, and sometimes a coble, and on the

western coast of Ireland ttcorragh or corncA,—alt names evidently derived from one root, and proving the
general use of these light boats among the early Britannic tribes. They are of profound antiquity, and are
mentioned by the “ father of history,” Herodotus, as used by the ancient Babylonians. He describes them as
round, and covered witli skins, and the .accuracy of his statement is confirmed bv the sculptures now in
our British Museum. Pliny, quoting the old Greek historian Timjeus, says tbe 'Britons sailed in boats
made of wattles, and covered with skins, to isl.ands six days' distant from their st.arting-places

;
and

Solinus mentions that iu his day communication was kept up between Britain and Ireland by these boats.
Cresar, in liis works, tells us he .availed himself of such vessels in crossing the Spanish rivers ; and that
he obtained liis knowledge of tiieir use wiiile in Britain.

Penynrd Wood was, about a century ago, purchased for £11,000 : it w.as sold not long
since fur £73,000. At Penyard there was a castle, some remains of which may still bo
traced. Towards the close of the last century, among tlie ruins was found “a vestibule
or spacious passage,” with octagon pilasters, which bad caps and bases in the Saxon ,

stylo. In Bonnor’s “ Itinerary" is an engraving of a silver penny, understood to have been I

coined at Penyard Castle; lie thus briefly describes it, and its historic associations .-—“The
family of Spence, of Hangwcst, in Yorkshire, about AG3S, assumed as tlieiv armorial
hearings, az. three pony-yard ponce proper,” and “these are so-ramed of tiie place
wlicrc they were first coined," wliicii Giiillim supposes to bo this castle. Ou the summit of “ the Chace "
towards the north, is a largo square “ camp," now overgrown by woods.

’

m



ON DOMESTIC GAMES AND AMDSE-
MENTS IN THE MIDDLE AGES.

BY THOMAS WRIGHT, F.S.A.

THE IELOSTKATIONj* HY F. W. FAIRIIOLT, F.S.A.

1. The Game of Chess.

The Camden Sooiety has recently published an early

French metrical romance, (“Blonde of Oxford,”

by Philippe de lleimes), which gives us a very in-

teresting picture of the maimers of the thirtccntii

ceiiturv. Jean of Daminarlin is represented as

the soil of a noble family in France, who comes to

England to seek his fortune, and enters the service

of an Earl of O.xford, as one of the esejuires in Ids

household. There his duty is to attend upon the

earl’s daughter, Uie lady Blonde, and to serve her at

table. “ After the meal, they wash- their hands and

tbeu go to play, as each likes best, cither iu forests

or on rivers {i. e. hunting or hawking), or in amuse-

ments of other kinds. Jean goes to which of them

he likes, and, when he returus, he often goes to

play in the chambers of the countess, with the

ladies, who oblige him to teach them French.”

Jean docs his best to please them, for which he was

f|ualilied by his education, “ For he was very well

acquainted with chamber games, such as chess,

tables, and dice, with which he entertains his dam-

sel (Blonde); he often says ‘ check ’ and ‘ mate ’ to

lier; and he taught her to play many a game.”

Do jus <lc c.imbres scut as'd-,

D'escltds, clu tables, et de (Ids,

Hont il sa damoiscle esbat

;

Souvent li di.st eschek et mat;
Dc niaiiit jcu ?i juer Inprist.

Blonde of Oxford, 1. 399.

This is a correct picture of the usual occupations of

the after-part of the day among the superior classes

of society iu the feudal ages
;
and scenes in accord-

ance with it arc often found in the illunuuatioas of

the medireval manuscripts. One of these is repre-

sented iu the accompanying engraving (Fig. 1), taken

from a manuscript of the fifteenth' century, con-

taining the romaucc of the “ Quatre Fils d’Aymon,”

Fig. 1.—A medi.«val afteu-diksek scese.

and preserved in the Library of the Arsenal, in

Paris. In tlie chamber in front, a nobleman and

one of the great ladies of his household are engaged

at chess, while iu the background we see other

ladies enjoying themselves iu the garden, which is
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shown to us with its summer-house and its flower-

beds surrounded with fences of lattice-work. It

may he remarked, that the attention of the chess-

players is withdrawn suddenly from their game by

the entrance of an armed kuight, who appears in

another compartment of the illuminalion.

Of the chamber games enumerated in the fore-

going extract from the romance of “ Bloude of

Oxford,” that of chess was no donbt looked upon

as by far the most distinguished. To play well at

chess was considered as a very important part of

an aristocratic education. Thus, iu the “Chanson-

de-Gcsle ” (metrical romance) of Parise la Duchesse,

the son of the heroine, who was brought up by the

king iu his palace, had no sooner reached his

fifteenth year, than “ he was taught first his letters,

until he had made sufficient progress iu them, and

then he learnt to play at tables and chess,” and

learnt these games so well, “ that no inau in this

world was able to mate him.”

Quant I'aiil'fes ot xv. anz ct compliz et paispz,

I’l'emicrs aprist h Iftires, tant <iu'il cn sot assiz

;

Puis apvist-il as tablts ct ii eschas jolcr.

It II 'a omean cost momle qui I'eii peiist mater.
Pitrise lit Duchesie, p. 8C.

In this numerous cycle of romances, scenes in

which kings and princes, as well as nobles, arc re-

presented as occupying their leisure with the game

of chess occur very frequently, and snnielimes the

game forms an iinporlaiit incident iu the story. In

“Garin Ic Loheraiu,” a messenger hurries to Bor-

deaux, and finds Conut Thiebaut playing at chess with

Bevengier d’Autri. Thiebaut is so much excited by

his news, that he pushes the chess-board violently

from him, and scatters the chess-men about the

place.

Tliicbaus I'olt, h, poii n'enraTO vis,

Li eschdi boiile, et le jeu espanjit.

Garin le Loherain, ii. 77.

So, iu the same romance, the Emperor Pepin, ar-

riving at his camp, had no sooner entered his tent

than, having put on a loose tunic (bHaul), and a

mantle, he called for a chess-board, and sat down

to play.

Esclies demande, si cst au jeu .assis.

Jh.,\\. 127.

Even "Witikiiid, the king of the pagan Saxons, is

represented as aimising himself with this game.

^Vileu the messenger, who carried him news that

Charlemagne was on the way to make war upon

him, arrived at ‘ Tremoigne,’ the palace of the

Saxon king, he found Witikind playing at chess

with Escorfaus de Lutisc, and the .Saxon queen,

Sebilc, who was also well acquainted ^Yith t!ic

game, looking on.

A III! Joe as csclias EseniTaus <lo Liitise;

Sebile les esgarde, qi do jcu c>l uprise.

Cbamon des Saxons, i. 91.

Witikind was so angry at this intelligence, that

liis face “ became as red as a cherry,” and he broke

the chess-board to pieces.

D'ire et de mautalant rugist comme cerise
;

Le message regardc, le geu peijolo et brise.

In the “ Clianson-de-Gesle,” of Guerin dc Mont-

glaive, the story turns upou au imprudent act of

(jbarlemagne, who slakes his whole kingdom upon

a game of chess, and losing it to Guerin, is obliged

to compound with him by surrendering to him his

right to the city of Montglaive, then iu the posses-

sion of the Saracens.

These “ Chansons-de-Geste,” formed upon the

traditions of the early Carloviugiau jierioil, can only

of course be taken as a picture of the numuev of

the age at which they were composed, that is,

of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, and we
know, from historical evidence, that they arc

strictly true. At that period chess certainly was

what has been termed the royal game. The cele-

brated Walter Mapes, writing in the latter lialf of

the twelfth century, gives u curious anecdote re-

lating to tragical events which had occiiriKjd at the

court of Brittany, apparently in the earlier part of

the same century. Alan, of Brittany, perhaps the

last of the name who had ruled over that country,

had, at the suggestion of liis wife, entrapped a

feudatory prince, Itemclin, and subjected him to

the loss of his eyes and other mutilations, lleme-

liu’s son, Wigan, having escaped a similar fate,

made war upon Alan, and reduced him to such

extremities that, through the inlcrfercuce of the

king of France, he made his peace with Wigan,
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by giving him his daughter iu marriage, and thus

for many years the country remained iu peace.

But it appears that the lady always shared

in her father’s feuds, and looked with exulting cou-

tempt on her father’s mutilated enemy. One day

she was playing with her husband at chess, and,

towards the end of the game, Wigan, called away
by some importaut business, asked oue of his

knights to take his place at the chess-board. The
lady was the conqueror, and when she made her last

move, she said to the knight, “ It is not to you,

but to the son of the mutilated that I say * mate.’
”

Wigau heard this sarcasm, aud, deeply offended,

hurried to the residence of his falhcr-iu-law, took

him by surprise, aud inflicted upon him the same

mutilations which had been experienced by Reraelin.

Theu, returning home, he engaged iu another game
with his wife, aud, having gained it, tlirew the eyes

and other parts of which her father bad heeu

deprived on the chess-board, exclaiming, “ I say

malt!, to the daughter of the mutilated.” The
story goes on to say that the lady concealed her

desire of vengeance, until she found an opportunity

of effecting the murder of her husbaud.

We need not be surprised if, among the turbulent

barons of tbe middle ages, the game of chess often

gave rise to disputes aud saugiiinary quarrels. The
curious history of the Filz-Warines, reduced to

writing certainly iu the thirteenth century, gives

the following account of the origin of the feud

between King John aud Fulk Fitz-Warine, the out-

law ;
—

“ Young Folk,” we are told, “ was bred with

the four sons of Kiug Henry II., and was much
beloved by them all except John

;
for he used

often to quarrel with John. It happened that

John and Fulk were sitting all alone in a chamber

playing at chess; John took the chess-board and

struck Fulk a great blow. Fulk felt himself hurt,

raised his foot and struck Johu iu the middle of the

stomach, that his head went against the wall, and

he became all weak, and fainted. Fulk was iu con-

sternation
;
but he was glad that there was nobody

in the chamber but they two, nod be rubbed John’s

ears, who recovei’ed from his fainting-fit, aud went

to the king, his father, and made a great complaint.

‘Hold your tongue, wretch,’ said the king, 'you

are always quarrelling. If Fulk did anything but

good to yon, it must liave been by your own desert
;’

and he called his master, aud made him beat him
finely aud well for complaining.” Similar incidents

recur continually iu the early romances, known as

the “ Chansons-de-Geste,” which give us so vivid

a picture of feudal times. A fatal quarrel of this

kind was the cause of the feud between Charlemagne

and Ogier Ic Danois. At one of the Easter festivals

of the court of Charlemagne, the emperor’s sou

Cliarles and Bauduin, the illegitimate sou of Ogier,

went to play together. Bauduin aud youug Charles

took a chess-board and sot down to the game for

jiastime. “They have arranged their chess-men on

the board. The king’s son first moved his jiawn,

and young Bauduin moved his aufoi (bishop) back-

wards. The king’s sou thought to press him very

liard, aud moves his kuight upou the other anjbi.

The one moved forward aud the oilier backward so

long, that young Bauduin said ‘mate’ to him iu

the corner.”

II et Gallos prisent un esquckier,

Au jii s’asisent por aus esbanier.

S’nnt lor csches assis sor le labler,

Li fix au rni traist son paon premier,

BaiuliiiinSs traist son aulin arier.

Li fi.x au rui le volt formeut coiticr,

Sus I'antre aufin a trait son dievaiier.

Tant traist ii uns avant et I'autrc aribr,

Batiduiiies li dist mat cn lankier.

Ogier de Danemarche, 1. 3159.

The young prince was furious at Ids defeat, and, not

content with treating the son of Ogier with the

most insulting language, he seized the chess-board

in his two hands, and struck him so violent a blow

on the forehead, that he split his licad, aud

scattered his braius over the door. In a well-known

illuminated manuscript of the fifteeuth century, in the

British Museum (MS. Reg. 15 _E, VI.), containing

a copy of the romance of “ Ogier le Danois,” this

scene’ is represented in an illumination, which is

copied in our cut (Fig. 2.) Similar incidents are

rather common in these old romances. In that of

“ Parise la Duchesse,” her young son, brought up

as a foundling at the court of the Xing of Hungary,

becomes au object of jealousy to the old nobles.
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I'oui' of the sous of the latter couspire to miiriler

him, and it is arranged that they shall invite him to

go and play at chess with them in a retired cellar,

and, having secretly provided themselves with

knives, insult him, in order to draw him into a

qnai'rel, and then stab him to death. “ llnencs,”

they said, “ will you come with ns to play at chess ?

you may gain a hundi-ed francs on the gilt chess-

board, and at the same time you will teach us chess

and dice; for certainly you know the games much
better than any of us.” Hugues seems to have
been conscious of the frequency of quarrels arising

from the game, for it was not until they had pro-
mised him that they would not seek any cause of

dispute, that he accepted their invitation. They
then led him into the cellar, and sat down at the
chess-board. “lie began by playing with the son
of Duke Granier; aifd each put down a hundred
francs in coined money

;
but he had soon van-

quished and mated tiieiii all, that not one of them
was able to mate him.”

Au fil au Due Graner comemyi h juer
j

Cliascuns mist c. trails de deuiers motiicz

;

Mais il les a trestoz el vancus et matez,
Quo il n'i ot i. sol qui I’aii jiotist mater.

Parise la Puc/tesse, p. 105.

Ilugues, in kindness, offered to teach them better
how to play, without allowing them to risk their

money, but they drew their knives upon him, and
insulted him in tlie most outrageous terms. lie
killed the foremost of them with a blow of his fist,

and seizing upon the chess-board for a weapon, fur
he was unarmed, he “ brained ” the other three
with it. We learn from this anecdote that it was
the custom in the middle ages to play at chess for
money.

As I have already remarked, these romances pic-
ture to us the manners of the twelfth aud thirteenth
centuries, and not those of the Carlovingian era.
The period when the game of chess was first intro-
duced into western Europe can only be conjeclurcd,
for writers of ?11 descriptions were so much in the
habit of employing the notions belonging to their
own time in relating the events of the past, that we
t-au place no depeudance on anything which is not
absolute contemporary evidence*. The chess-board
and men so long preserved in the treasury of St.
Denis, and said to have belonged to Charlemagne,
were, I think, probably, not old'cr than the eleventh
century, and appear to have had a Byzantine
origin. If the game of chess had been kiiown at
tlie court of Charlemagne, I cannot but think that
we should have found some distinct allusion to it.

llic earliest mention of this game that we know is
found iu a letter from Damianus, cardinal bishop of
Ostia, to Aiexauder If., who was elected to the
I’apacy in 1061, and enjoyed it until 1073. Da-
mianns tells the pope liow he was travelling with a
bishop ol riorence, when, “having arrived in tlie

evening at a liostcl, I withdrew,” he says, “into the
cell of a priest, while he remained with the crowd
of travellers in the spacious house. In the morn-
ing, I was informed by my servant that the afore-
said bishop had been playing at the game of chess

;

which information, like an arrow, pierced my lieart
very acutely. At a convenient hour, I sent for
him, and said in a tone of severe reproof, ‘The
hand is stretclicd out, the rod is ready for the back
of the oflender.’ ‘Let the fault be proved,’ said
he, and penance shall not be refused.’ ‘ Was it

well, I rejoined, ‘ was it worthy of the character
Jyon bear, to spend the evening in the vanity of
j

chess-play Cin aanilate scachoriim), and defile the !

hands and tongue, which ought to be the mediator
:

between man and the Deity? Are you not aware
that, by the canonical law, bishops,*wl»o are dice-
players, are ordered to be deposed ? ’ He, however
making himself a shield of defence from the differ-

ence in the names, said that dice was one thing, and
chess another

;
consequently that the canon only

forbade dice, but that it tacitly allowed chess. To
which I replied, ‘ Chess,’ I said, ‘ is not named
in the text, but the general term of dice compre-
hends both the games. Wherefore, since dice are
prohibited, and chess is not expressly mentioned, it

follows, without doubt, that both kinds of play are
included under one term, and equally condemued ?’ ”

This occurred in Italy, and it is evident from it that
the game of chess was then well known there,
though I thiuk we have a right to conclude from it,

that it had not been long known. There appears
to be little room for doubting, that chess was, like
so many other medifcval practices, au oriental in-
vention, that the Byzantine Greeks derived it from

the Saracens, and that from them it came by way of
Italy to Prance.

The knowledge of the game of chess, however,
seems to have been brought more directly from the
East by the Scandinavian navigators, to whom sudi
a means of passing time in their distant voyages,
and in their long nights at home, was most welcome,
aud who soon became extraordinarily attached to it,

and displayed their ingenuity in elaborately carving
chess-men in ivory (that is, in the ivory of the
walrus), which seem to have found au extensive
market in other countries. In the year 1S31, a
considerable uumber of these carved ivory chess-

men were found on the coast of the Isle of Lewis,
probably the result of some shipwreck in the twelfth
century, for to that period they belong. They
belonged to at least seven sets, and had therefore
probably been the stock of a dealer. Part of them
were obtained by the British Museum, and a very
learned and valuable paper on them was communi-
cated by Sir Prederick JIaddeu to the Society of

Antiquaries, and printed in the twenty-fourth volume
of the Arclurologia. Some of the best of them,
however, remained in private hands, and have more

3 2 1
tiij. 3.—JCELA.SDIC CDESS-MEN OF THE TWELFTH CENTCKV.

recently passed into the rich museum of Lord Lon-
desborough. We give here two groups of these
curious chess-men, taken from th'e collection of
Lord Londesborough, and from those in the British
Museum as engraved in the volume of the Jrc/uso-

logia just referred to. The first group, forming our
cut Fig. 3, consists of a king (1), from the collec-

lection of Lord Londesborough, and a queen (2),
bishop (3), and knight (4), all from the Ardueo-
logia ; and the second group, Pig. 4, presents us

with the warriors on foot, to which the Icelanders
gave the name of hroLr, and to wliich Sir Prederick
.Madden gives the English name of warders, one of

them (5) from Lord Londcsborough’s collection, the
other (6j from tlie British IMuseuin. The rest are
pawns, all from the latter collection

;
they are gener-

ally plain and octagonal, as in the group to the
right (7), but were sometimes onianiented, as iu

llie case of the other example here given (8.)
|

It will be seen at once that iu name and character
i

these ehc%s-raen are nearly identical with those in

common use, although in costume tliey are purely
Scandinavian. The king sits in the position, with
liis sword across his knee, and his hand ready to

draw it, which is described as characteristic of
royalty in the old northern poetry. The queen
holds iu her hand a drinking horn, in which at

great festivals the lady of the household was accus-
tomed to serve out the ale or mead to the guests.

The bishojis are some seated, and others standing,
hut all distinguished by the mitre, crosier, aud epis-

I copal costume. The knights are all on liorseback,

I and are covered with characteristic armour. The

j

armed men on foot, just mentioned by the name of
warders, were peculiar to the Scandinavian set of

cliess-men, and supplied the place of the rocks, or
rooks, in the medircval game, and of the modern
castle.

Several of the chess-men had indeed gone through
more tliau one modification in their progress from
the East. The Arabs and Persians admitted no
female among the persons on their chess-board,
and the piece which we call the queen was with
them the pherz (vizier or councillor). The oriental

name, under the form fers, ferz, or ferce, in

Latin ferzia, was long preserved in the middle
ages, though certainly as early as the twelfth
century the original character of the piece had
been changed for that of a queen, and the names
fers and queen became synonymous. It is hardly
necessary to say that a bishop would not be found
on a Saracenic chess-board. This piece was called
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by the Persians and Arabs j)U, or phil, meaning au

elephant, under the form of which animal it was

represented. This name was also preserved in its

transmission to the West, and with the Arab article

prelised became ulfit, or more commonly aljiu,

which was again softened down into anjhi, the

usual name of the piece in the old French and Eng-

lish writers. The character of the bishop must

have been adopted very early among the Christians,

and it is found under that character among the

Northuriis, and in England. Such, however, was

not the case everywhere. The Russians and Swedes

have preserved the original name of the elephant.

In Italy and France this piece was sometimes re-

jiresented as an archer
;
and at au early period in

the latter country, from a supposed confusion of the

Arabic H!, with the French fol, it was sometimes

called by the latter name, and represented as a court

jester. Roc, the name given by the Saracens to the

jiiece now called the castle, meant apparently a

hero, or champion, Persian rnkh

;

the name was

preserved in the middle ages, but tbe piece seems

to have been first represented under the character of

an elephant, aud it was no doubt, from the tower

which the elephant carried on its back, that our

modern form originated. The Icelanders seem

alone to have adopted the name in its original

meaning, for with them, as shown above, the hvokr

is represented as a warrior on foot.

A few examples of carved chess-men have been

found in dill'ercnt parts of Eugland, wiiich show

that these highly-ornamented pieces were in use at

all periods. One of these, represented in big. 5,

is preserved in the Ashmolcan Museum at 0.\ford,

Fig. 5.—C1IKSS-JI.\N (IF TIIK TUlllTEKSTU OENTUKV.

and, to judge by the costume, belongs to the earlier

part of the tliirtcentb century. Its material is the

tooth of the walrus (the northern ivory)
;
it repre-

sents a kuight oil both sides, one wielding a lance,

the other a sword, the intervening spaces being
'

filled with foliage. Another knight, made of real
'

ivory, is represented in Fig. G, taken from an en-

graving in the third volume of the Arclueolotjical
|

JoJirnaJ, where it is stated to be in the possession

of the Rev. John Eagles, of Worcester. It belongs

to the reign of Edward HI. Here the knight is

on horseback, and wears chain-mail and plate. The

body of the horse is entirely covered with chain-

mail, over which housings are jihiced, and the

head with plate-armour.

All who areacquaiuled with the general character

of mediteval carving will suppose that these orna-

mental cliess-raeu were of large dimensions, aud

consequently rather clumsy for use. The largest of

those found in the Isle of Lewis, a king, is upwards

of four inches in height, and nearly seven inciies in

circumference. They were hence rather formidable

weapons in a strong hand, and we find lliem used

as such in some of the scenes of the early romances.

According to one version of the death of Baudiiin,

the illegitimate sou of Ogicr, the young prince

Charles struck him with tlie rook so violent a blow

that he made his two eyes fly out.

Lii le (Iona Callos lo coit morlol

.Si com juoit as esktSs et as licJs

;

Lii le feri (I'uii rok par td licrt(5<(,

yue amlns les elx li fi-t du cief vnlcr.

Ogier tie Dcmemarche, 1. 90.

A rather rude illumination is one of the manu-

scripts, of which M. Barrois has given a fac-sitniie

in his edition of this romance, vepreseutiiig Charles

striking bis opponent with the rook. According

to another version of the story, the young jiriuce,

using the rook as a missile, threw it at him. An in-

cident in tbe romance of the " Qnatrc Fils d’.^ymon,”

where the agents of Rcgoanlt go to arrest the dnke,

Richard of Normandy, aud liiid him playing at

chess, is thus told quaintly in the English version,

printed by Copeland:—“When Duke Richarde saw

that these sergcaimtes had him thus by the arm,

and belde in his hande a lady of ivery, wherewith

he would have given a mate lo Yonnet, he withdrew

his arme, and gave to one of the sergeauutes such a

stroke with it iuto the forehead, that he made him

tumble over and over at hisfeete; and than hetoukc

a rooke, and smote another withall upon his head,

that he all to-brost it to the brayne.”

The chess-boards were naturally large, and were

sometimes made of the precious metals, and of other

rich materials. In one romance, the chess-board

and men arc made of crystal; in another, that of

Alexander, the men arc made of sapphires aud

topazes. A chess-board, preserved in the museum
of the Hotel de Chmy, at Paris, and said to have

been the one given by the old man of the mountains

(the Sheikh of the Ilassassins) to St. Louis, is made
of rock-crystal, and mounted in silver gilt. In the

romances, however, the chess-board is sometimes

spoken of as made of onnier, or elm. In fact,

when the game of chess came into extensive use, it

became necessary not only to make the chess-board

and men of less expensive materials and smaller, but

to give to tbe latter simple conventional forms, in-

stead of making them elaborate sculptures. The
foundation for this latter ]>ractice had already been

laid by the Arabs, whose tenets, contrary to those

of the Persians, proscribed all images of living

beings. The mediteval conventional form of the

rook, a figure with a bi-parted head, somewhat

apjtroacbing to the heraldic form of the lleur-de-lis,

appears lo have been taken directly from the Arabs.

The knight was represented by a small upright

column, the upper part of it bent to one side, and

is supposed to have been meant for a rude re-

presentation of the horse’s head. The auliu, or

bishop, bad the same form as the knight, except

that the bent end was cleft, ]>robably as an indica-

tion of the ejiiscopal mitre. The accompanying

figure of a chess-board (Fig. 7), taken from a manu-

script of the earlier part of the fourteenth century,

(MS. Cottou. Cleopat. B. IX.), but no doubt copied

from one of the latter part of the thirteenth century,

when tile Anglo-Norman metrical treatise on chess

which it illustrates was composed, gives all the

couventional forms of chess-incn used at that time.

The piece at the left hand extremity of the lower

row is evidently a king. The other king is seen in

the centre of llie upper row. Immediately to the

left of the latter is the queen, and the two figures

below the king and queen are knights, wliile those

to the left of the queen aud white knight are rooks.

Those in the right hand corner, at top and bottom,

are aufins, or bishops. The pawns on this chess-

board bear a striking resemblance lo those found in

the Isle of Lewis. The same forms, with very

slight variations, present themselves in the scenes

of chcss-playiug as depicted iu the illuminated manu-

scripts. Thus, in a manuscript of the Frenclt prose

romance of “Meliadus,” in the British Museum

(MS. Addit.,No. 12,228, fol. 23 v"), written between

the years 1330 and 1350, we have an interesting

sketch, given in our cut. Fig. 8, of two kings engaged

ill this game. The rooks and the bishop are dis-

tinctly represented, but the others are less easily

recognised, iu consequence of the imperfect drawing.

Our next cut. Fig. 0, is taken from the well-known

manuscript of thepoctryof the German Minnesingers,

made for Rudiger voii .Mancsse, early in the four-

teenth century, and now preserved in the National

Library in Paris, and represents the prince poet,

Otto of Brandenburg, playing at chess with a lady.

\Vc have here the same conventional forms of

chess-men, a circumstance which shows that the

same types prevailed in England, France, and

Germany. Another group, in which a king is in-

troduced playing at chess, forms the subject of

our cut, Fig. 10, and is taken from a manuscript

of the thirteeuth century, in the Harleian collec-

tion iu the British Museum (No. 1275), consisting

of a numerous series of illustrations of the Bible

history, executed evidently in England. It will be

seen that the character o*f chess as a royal game is

sustained throughout.

In this century the game of chess had become

extremely popular among Ibe feudal aristocracy-

—

including, under that head, all who could aspire

to knighthood. Already, in the twelfth century,

directions for the game had been composed in Latin

verse, which seems to show that, in spite of the

zeal of men like Cardinal Damianus, it was popular

among the clergy. Towards the latter end of the

thirteenth century, a French dominicau friar,

Jacques de Ccssoles, made tlie game the subject

of a moral work, entitled Morahtas de Scaccario,

which became very popular iu later times, was pub-

lished ill a French version by Jean de Vignay, aud

translated from this French version into English,

by Caxton, in his “ Boke of Chesse,” so celebrated

among bibliographers. To the age of Jacques de

Cessoles belongs an .\.nglo-Normaii metrical irealise

on chess, of which several copies are preserved in

manuscript (the one I have used is in 5lS. Reg. 13

A, XVill. fol. IGl, v®), and which presents us

with the first collection of games. These games

arc distinguished by quaint names, like those given

to the old dances ;
such ns de propre confusiou

(one’s own confusion), k;/ perde, seij sauve (the

loser wins), ky est larges, est sages (he that is

liberal is wise), ineschieffet (misfortune

makes a man reflect), la chace deferce et de chivaler

(the cliace of the queen aud the kuight), de dames

et de damyceles (ladies and damsels), la hatalie de

voices (tbe battle of the rooks), and the like.

It is quite unnecessary to attempt to point out

the numerous allusions to the game of chess during

the fourteenth aud fifteenth centuries, when it con-

tinued to be extremely popular. Chaucer, in one

of his minor poems, the “ Boke of the Duchesse,” in-
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trodiices liiinself'in a dream as playing at chess with
Fortune, and speaks of false moves, as though dis-

honest tricks were sometimes practised in the game.
He tells us,

—

At chesso with me she gan to pleye.
With liir fats draughtes (moi'w) dyvers
She staalo on me, and toke my lers {/^uren)

;

And wli.-inne I saiigii my fers awnye,
Allas ; 1 koutUe no lenger playe,

With the breaking up of feudalism, the game of
[

game, that of cards, which uow became very iiopular
chess_ seems to have gone to a great extent out of When Caxtou printed his “ Boke of Chesse” in
practice, and made way for a comparatively new

] 1474, he sought only to publish a moral treatise.

Fig. 9.—A CAME AT CHESS IS TUE FOtniTEESTH CEKTlllV.

and not to furnish his countrymen with a book of forms of the men were considerably modified. An
instructions m the game. The cut of the chess- Italian version of the work of Jacques de Cessoles
player given m this book, copied in our cut. Fig. 11, : was printed at Florence in 1493, under the title of

Fig. 10.—A EISO AT CUESS.

shows some modifications in the forms of the chess-
men. The knight, the rook, and the pawn, have
preserved their old forms

; but we are led to sup-
pose, by the number of pieces with the bi-partite
head, that the bishop had assumed a shape nearly
resembling that of the rook. We have just seen
Chaucer alluding to one of the legends relating to
the origin of this game. Caxtou, after Jean de
Vignay and Jacques de Cessoles, gives us a strange
story how it was invented under Fvylmerodach,
king of Babylon, by a philosopher, " whyche was

Greke Philemetor.” Libro de Giuocho deUi Scncchi, among the engrav-
^ contiDued to iflgs to which, as in most of the editions of that

ripnf-P.l
it appears to have expe- work, there is a picture of a group of chess-players,rienced improvements, and where certainly the who ai-e here seated at a round table. The chess-

liut seydo, “ Farewcl, swete
!
ywys,

And farewel at that ever llier ys
!”

Tlierwith Fortune seyde, “ Click liere !

"

And “mate" in the tnyd poynt of the chekkere (chess-
board),

With a powne (pawn) errantc, alias

!

Ful craftier to pleye she was
Thau Atlialus, that made the game
First oftlie chessc, so was liys name.

Eocert Bell's Chaucer, vol. vi., p. 157 .

—CHESS IS the FIFTEESTII CENTfUY.

board is represented in our cut. Fig. 12, and it will
be seen at a glance that the chess-men present a far
greater resemblance to those used at the present day
than those given in the older illurainalious. Within
a few years of the date of this book, a Portuguese,
named Daniiano, who was perhaps residing in 'Italy’
as Lis books seems to have appeared there fir.«l’

drew up a book of directions for chess with a set
of eighty-eiglit games, which display considerable
ingenuity. An edition of this book was published
at Rome as early as 1524, and perhaps this was not

Fig. 12.—AX IT.ILIAN Curss-LOARD.

the first. The figures of the chess-men are given
in this treatise; that of the king is vase-shaped,
not unlike our modern chess-king, but with two
crowns

;
the queen is similar in shape, but has one

crown; the delfino (bishop) differs from them in
being smaller, and having no crown

;
the ccivallo

(knight) has the form of a horse’s head
;
the rocho,

as it is still called, is in tlie form of a tower, like
our modern castle

;
and the pedona (pawn) resem-

bles a cone, with a knob at the ape.x. In England,
the game of diess seems not to have been much in
vogue daring the fifteenth century; it is, I believe,
only alluded to once in Shakespeare, iu a well-
known scene in tlie Tempest, wiiieh may Jiavc been
taken from a foreign story, to wliich he owed his
plot. The name of tlie game had been corrupted into
chesis or cheasis. The game of chess w'as expressly
discouraged by onr “Solomon.” James J., as “over-
wise and philosopliickc a folly,” An attempt to
bring it into more notice appeal's to have been made
early in the reign of Elizabeth, under the patronage
of Lord Robert Dudley, afterwards tlic celebrated
Earl of Leicester, who displayed on many occa-
sions a taste for refiaements of this sort. Instruc-
tions were again sought from Italy through France;
for there was printed and published iu Loudon,
in the year 1502, a litile volume dedicated to
Lord Robert Dudley, under the title of “ The
Picasauut and wittie Playe of tiie Cheasts reniewed,
with Instructions boLli to Learne it Easily and to
Play it Weil; lately translated out of Italian into
I'l'erich, and now set forth in Euglishe by James
Rowbothani.” Rowbothaiu gives us some remarks
of his own on the character of llie game, and on
the difTcrent forms of the chess-men, wliicli are
not uninteresting. He says “As for the fashion
of the pieces, that is according to the fantasie
of the workman, which maketh them after this
manner. Some make them lyke men, whereof
tlie kynge is the higliest, and the queene (whiche
some name araasone or ladye) is the next, bothc
two crowned. The hishoppes some name alpliins,

some fooles, and some name them princes, lyke
as also they are next unto the kinge aud the queene,
other some cal them archers, .and tliei are fashioned
accordingc to the wyll of the workeman. The
knights some call horsemen, and tiici are men on
horse backe. The rookes some cal elejihante.s,

rariyiig towres upon their backes, and men within
the towres. 'J’he pannes some cal fote men, as thev
are souldiours on fote, cariyiig some of them pykes,
other some harquebushes, other some halbards, ami
other some the javeiyu and target. Other makers
of cheastmen make tliem of other fashions

; hut the
use thereof wyll cause perfect knowledge.” “ Onr
Euglishe cheastmen,” he adds, “ are commonly made
nothing like unto these foresayde fashions: to wit,
thekyngeis made the highest or longest; the queene is

longest nextc unto him
; the bishoppe is made with

a sbarpe toppe, and cloven iu the middest not muche
unlyke to a bishop’s myter; the knight hath his
top cut nsloope, as thoughe beynge dubbed knight

;

the rookc is made lykest to the kynge and the
queene, hut that he is not so long

;
the pannes be

made the sinalest aud least of all, and thereby they
may best be koowen.”
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aloDC.” The proposition was accepted, and, in 1S23, Mr. Hughe arrived in

London, and has never since quitted it as aperniauent place of residence. The

work promised by the Loudon publishers did not, however, come
;
but while

waiting for it he executed several lithographic drawings whicli soon made him

kuowu, and altered tiie determination he had formed of returning to Belgium

when his pupil had left him, and there seemed little chance of his getting any

regular employment: for hitherto he had given very little, if any, attention to

water-colour painting, which subsequently gained him so many admirers. The

late Mr. William Day, of Gate Street, Liiicolu’s-inn-Fields, was at this time

forming the lithographic establishment that has since become so well-known

—

and deservedly so, for by far the largest, most costly, and most important pub-

lications in lithography, that have appeared iu Lnropc, have emne forth from

the printing-presses in Gate Street. Mr. D.ay was fortunate in securing at the

outset the valuable co-operatiou of the young Belgian artist, who, we believe,

formed eventually a partnership with the former in this portion ot his business
;

at any rate, they continued together till the death of Mr. Day, in ISio.

During their connection, many most valuable and beautiful productious were,

from time to time, brought before the public
;

of these stand among the fore-

most, Vivian’s “ Spanish Scenery,” Jluller's “ Age of Francis I.
;

Lord Mon-

son’s “Views in the Valley of Isere;” Gaily Knight’s “Views; Moores

“ Ecclesiastical Architecture of Italy Atkinson’s “ Sketches in Allghanislan

Haghe’s “ Sketches in Belgium aud Germany;” aud, lastly, though in point of

THE AKT-JOURXAL.

BRITISH ARTISTS:

T II E 1 11 STYLE A K I) CHARACTER,
WITH ENGRAVED 1 1. L U S'l' U A T 1 0 N S.

No. XLI.—LOUIS IIAGIIK.

Tiuc'TLY speaking, we cannot claim Sir. Haghe as a

“ British ” artist, but be is naturalized here, and his

works arc so well-known to us—as much so, iudecd,

as those of any Englishman—that we feel no hesita-

tion in including his name among those who by

right of birth come into our category, for his well-

deserved reputation has been achieved here. At any

rate, wc arc well assured that our readers will cor-

dially welcome a notice of one whose works have so

often ministered to the gratification of every lover

of Art who has become acquainted with them ;
and

there are few, it may be presumed, to whom his

name is not a familiar word. For more than thirty

years he has been among ns, adding in a variety of wap to onr

! artistic productions—-generally, too, in a department in which he has

but few competitors, and of superiors, fewer still, if any.

Louis Haghe was born at Tonrnay, in Belgium, iu 180G. His

father, who was an architect, intended him for the same profession,

aud "ave him his lirst lessons in architectural drawing; in addition

to which, the boy had the advantage of attending the evening classes

of the drawing academy of the town. At ten years of age he was sent to the

College of Touruay, where he studied for five years. After leaving this institu-

tion he was placed under the instruction of the Chevalier De la Barrikc, a

French officer, exiled from his native country, who had settled at Tournay, and

gave lessons in landscajie water-colour ])aiuting. This seems to include the !|

whole of Mr. llaghe’s educational career.
j

i

The art of lithography, which originated in Germany a few years antecedent L

to this period, had now found its way into other countries, aud De la Barricre
ij

having had the opportunity of seeing and appreciating its capabilities aud

importance, established a lithographic press in Tonrnay, and obtained the '[

assistance of his young pupil iu the prosecution of liis arduous task—for the art

was eveu then but iu its infancy, aud the mysteries of its working were but
|

partially known, even to those who were engaged in it : it may well he assumed '

;

that neither principal nor assi.staut could at that time have foreseen the perfec-

tion it has since reached, nor its multiform applications. Much of tliis excel-
|

lence is, without doubt, due to the time, aUention, and skill devoted to it by
j

Mr. Haghe, of whom, twenty years ago, we spoke as “ the most accomplished

and prolific of lithographic draughtsmen,” and as one who, with J. D. Harding,
;

S. Front, Joseph Nasit, Sidney Cooper, and others, was elevating lithography i|

to a permanent and important branch of finc-Art. The work which De la .

Barricre was engaged in bringing out, was “ J'ues Fidoresqups de la Behjique ”
.

i

for this Mr. Ilaghc made several of the drawings upon stone
;
but, during its

progress, the former returned to France, while the latter coutinued aud conipleted

the j)iiblication—tlumgh he had not yet attained the seventeenth year of his age— \

in conjunction with M. Dezoiighe, a Belgian landscape-painter of distinction.

About this time a young Englishman went over to Touruay for the purpose

of studying the art of lithography under De la Barricre: as the latter was
^

absent, Mr. Haghe undertook the task of instructing him in the mode of draw-
|

iug upon stone. Several prints thus executed were sent to the relatives of the

new student, aud were by them shown to some London publishers, wlio
^

promised the young English artist employment if he would come over aud

reside here. The Englishman ]iroposed to Mr. Haghe that the latter should

! accompany him, and continue his instructions till the latter was able to “go
j
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rank it shoiilil stand at the head of the list, D. Roberts’s raasniriceiit work
of the “ Holy Land.” On the whole of these, but especially oil the two last,

Mr. Ilaghe’s miwearied pencil was constantly engaged, as well as on other
works executed respectively for Jlessrs. Princeps, Grindlay, and Baron Taylor.
Quite needless, we are sure, would it be for us to descant now upon the works
specified—the public has long ago put its seal of approbation upon them.

After the completion of the “ Holy Land,” Mr. Haghe reproduced in chromo-
lithography the large picture by D. Roberts of ” The Destruction of Jerusalem
by the Romans under Titus.” This was his last work in lithography.

Throughout the period in whic-h he had been thus occupied" Mr. Ilaghe had
found opportunity to devote a portion of his time—and yet but a small part—
to water-colour painting. In 1835 he was elected a member of the ” New”
Society, to which he has been since almost a regular contributor, rarely, how-
ever, c.xhibiting more than two, sometimes only one, each year; but tliey have
always been among the “lions” of the gallery. The attractiveness of his
subjects, his truly artistic treatment, and his powerful and brilliant colouring,
could not fail to draw to

his pictures especial no-

tice : let us endeavour to

recall a few of them.

The first work which
directed the attention of

the Art-loving public to

the merits of this painter

w’as “The Council ofWar
in the Hall of Courtray,”

exhibited in 1839, and
purchased by the late Mr.
Vernoo ; it forms a pan
of the collection he be-

queathed to the country,

and was engraved in the

Art-Journal for 185J, as

one of liie “ Vernon Gal-

ery.” The remarks which
accompanied the print at

that time render any fur-

ther comment needless.
“ A Scene at the Gate of

the Convent of San Ge-
ronymo, Lisbon,” ex-

hibited in 1840, is a far

more pleasing, if less

powerful, picture than
that exhibited in the year

following, “ The Oatli of

Vargas in the Coiiseil dcs

Troubles, 1567.” This

incident in the history of

Spanish domination over

the Low Countries, is de-

scribed by the artist with

an appalliug fidelity. It

is a scene of ferocious

cruelty that is revolting

to look upou : as a de-

velopment of evil passions

breaking out with unmiti-

gated fury in the hearts

and actions of ruffians,

we almost instinctively

turn aside from the repre-

sentation
;

as a work of

Art or example of pic-

turesque grouping, fine

drawing, and brilliant

colour, it draws us in-

stinctively to it. “ Crom-
well and Ireton inter-

cepting aLetter of Charles

I. .’’taken from the saddle

of the messenger, who
had put up at the “ Blue
Boar,” Holboru— exhi- aof.-&-ed cyj

bited in 1843—tells the

story very circumstantially and grapliicallv. Cromwell has read the letter, and the Town Hall of Mons,’

bedside pronounced him mad
;
on which Zurbaran made signs that the atten-

dants would give him a piece of charcoal from a censer in the room : having
obtained it, he drew on the wall close to him, a sketch of the head of Christ in

his last agony. The physician holds one of his hands, as if counting the fitlul

atid ebbing pulsations of life, while a monk appears to inquire whether the
heart of the dying mau has heat its last throb. The licads in this picture
are singularly fine, and expressive of the thoughts that are passing through
the mind of each individual.

“Ferdinand Visiting Rubens in his Studio, at Antwerp,” exliibited in 1845,
is a gorgeous picture, full of picturesque material which the artist has worked
up into a composition of exceeding brilliaucy. It contains numerous figures

—

Ferdinand, the Governor-General of the Low Countries, and his attendants;
Rubens, who is coufined to his house by an attack of the gout, and his family

;

and two of the painter’s pupils or assistants, Jordaens, or Snyders, or Vt'iidens,

or Van Uden : Van Dyck must have left him long before this honoured visit

was paid. Of three pictures exhibited in the following year
—

“ Rubens painting

^the ‘Chapeau dc Faille,’
”

‘ Interior ofthe Breners’

Corporation-Room, Ant-
werp,” and “ Staircase in

the House of the Brewers’

Corporation, Antwerp ”

— the first-named is the

most important in cha-

racter of subject and in

size: it is a magnificeut

drawing, beautiful in co-

lour, masterly in compo-
sition, and full of living

expression
; the female

figures, especially one,

presumed to be Helena
Formann, are very lovely.

The other two works,

much smaller in dimen-
sions, well sustained the

position of llie artist in

this class of subject.

This fine old civic hall of

the Antwerp brewers,

has received great honour
from the attention Mr.
Ilaghe has given to it,

and when oue looks at its

rich oruaraenlal features

and picturesque architec-

ture, we are uot surprised

at the interest which he
has shown in it. In

1847 his only exhibited

painting was a scene in

the “ Meeting - Room,”
another name given, we
presume, to the “ Cor-
poration Room,” for it

presents the same appear-

ance as that before called

by the latter title: here

numerous burghers are

congregated and engaged
in an animated discussion.

In 1848 he contributed

three pictures to the ex-

hibition of the Society of

which he is a member—“Capuchin Monks at

IMatins, in their Convent
at Bruges,” a paiuting

with what is known as a
“ candle-light etfect,” and
most powerfully is the

light thrownfromashaded
lantern upou the heads

attsrworthsiii Heati.. assembled ccclc-

siastics
;

“Challuir, in

represeuling llie public cook distributing soup to
holds it before him, evidently pondering its contents as if undecided how to act the poor; and “ Michael Angelo attending his sick servant, L'rbiiio,” a com
upon the information it conveys

; and yet we can alniost detect under the appareut paratively small drawing, but an exquisite work in feeling and artistic characl''>-
hesitation, a deep and earnest feeling which forebodes the fate of the unhappy

. ..... . .

monarch: his doom is unquestionably fixed. “The Town Hall of Courtray,”
hung at the same time, shows this picturesque apartment in a less quiescent
state than the picture of 1839 : the hall is thronged with an animated group
of soldiers and ecclesiastics, the latter soliciting from the warriors permission
to seek the body of Robert of Artois, slain at the “ Battle of the Spurs.”
It is a most clTective picture, whether regarded as a work of the mind, or of
the liand, or of both.

^

irom English civil war and Flemish contests Jlr. riaghe’s pencil passed,
quiet death-bed scene—“The last Moments of Zurbaran,” the

celebrated Spanish painter, who, an unknown inmate, is lying “sick unto
death, in the chamber of the convent of “ Santa Crux,” at Lisbon. The
records of this artist’s decease narrate that the physician who stood by his

Vespers in the Church of Sta Anne, Bruges,” exhibited in 1849, is a kind

of companion picture to the “ Capuchin Monks,” of the preceding year. The
altar of the church is lighted up, while the aisle is in deep shade, except

where here and there the fading light streams through the windows on a few

of the figures : these two lights are admirably managed.
lu 1850 we saw exhibited two works from Mr. Ilaghe’s studio; one en-

titled “ Miseries of War,” represents a number of citizens, apparently, confined

as prisoners iu the crypt of a church, which has becu converted into a guard-

room. The figures are habited in the costume of about the middle of the

seveuteeutli century : a strong light from a window is thrown upon the unhappy
group, and is introduced with almost magical effect. The other is siiii[ily a
" Guard-Room,” treated in a similar way, the light falling upon two soldiers,

the sole occupants of the apartment. The only picture exhibited by Mr. Haghe
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in the fullowing year, was a small view of the interior of the “ Church of

St. Gomer, Licrrc,” enlivened with a number of figures.

The largest picture, so far as our recollection extends, which this artist has

painted, is one that was exhibited in 1852—” Audience Chamber of the Magis-

trates of Bruges—Visit of Marguerite of Austria, Duchess of Parma, Regent of

Belgium.” ” The Happy Trio,” exhibited the following year, reminded us of

the works of lUctzu, or Macs, the old Dutch painters. The subject consists of

three figures—a lady, in a red jacket, sealed at a spinnet, a gentleman, with

his back to the spectator, playing the guitar, and another, ap|)arently the father

of the lady, asleep in a corner of the apartment. It is a brilliant little picture,

that will bear favourable comparison with the best of the Dutch school. ” Salle

d’ Annes, in the Castle of Salzburg.” hung at the same time, is one of those

military scenes of past ages, which Mr. Ilaghc has frequently painted, and

with unqualified success. The same may be said of the only picture he ex-

hibited iu 1854, a "Corps dc Garde,” representing a few soldiers of the

class we should call "city volunteers,”— thriving burghers, not quite of

uniform standard as to height and circumference, but looking very u-arlUre.

It is a humorous picture, admirably painted, and full of character.

The largest number of works exliibitcd by this artist at any time was in

1855, when he contributed seven to the gallery in Pall-Mall ;
" Le Benitier

iu the Church of St. Peter, Rome,” “The Post-Office at Albauo,” " Convivial

Meeting of the Brewers’ Corporation, at Antwerp,” “The Pair Reckoner,”

"Comfortable Quarters,” “The Report,” and “ Work First, and Play After-

wards.” Mr. Ilaghe must have worked hard to have produced seven such

drawings as these during the year— for the smallest of them is a gem of ex-

ceeding brilliancy, while the largest, the “ Brewers’ Meeting,” is full of figures,

elaborately painted, and of well-studied character,—a jovial assembly, over

which mirth and good fellowship reign supreme.

Up to this period the public knew Mr. Ilaghe only by his lithographic and

water-colour pictures; but in 185G he made his appearance, at the British

Institution, as a painter in oils, by e.xhibiting a view of the " Cuoiit op the

Church of S.anta Maria Novello, Florence,” engraved below
;
a work

admirable iu composition, and of great power,—qualities every oue would expect

from an artist of his experience : but, as we have invariably found to be the case

with all who have long worked in water-colours, Mr. Ilaghe’s first essay in oils

showed that he was as yet unacquainted with the peculiarities of the new medium.

The picture was deficient in brilliancy, owing to the absence of transparency iu

the shadows, and, as a consequence, the whole wanted harmony; the opaqueness

of the shadowed parts rendered the others obtrusive. It is possible the painter

may have seen tliese defects when the picture was hung iu the Gallery by the

side of others, and subsequently remedied them
;

for the evil, we believe, is

not incurable. The water-colour pictures of the year were three, all of them

large: “The Ante-chamber of the Tribunal of the Inquisition in the Ducal
!

Palace, Venice,” into which is introduced oue of the many historic^ scenes asso-
;

ciated with the place, namely, the capture by the officers of the Inquisition of tlie
,

head of some noble family accused of crimes against the State
;
an exterior view

j

of the " Ducal Palace, Venice ;” and “ The Town Hall of Oudeuarde—Meeting I

of the Corporation.” We cannot do more than point out these and all Jlr. Haghe’s
|

subsequent productions, for the space at our command prohibits comment.

In 1857 he exhibited at the British Institution another oil-picture, en-

titled " Sunny Hours.” Iu this the defects alluded to in the preceding work

were iu some slight degree less apparent. To the new Water-Colour Society

he contributed an incident in the life of Cornelius Vroom, the Dutch painter,

—

a capital subject, treated with the artist’s usual ability and success ;

“ A Public

Letter-writer in the Remains of the Theatre of Marcellus, Rome,” and “The

Remairis of the Portico of Octavia, now the Fish-market, Rome.” One of his

pictures of 1858 is engraved on the first page of this notice
—

“ The Spy : a

Scene in the Archuishop's Room in the Castle of Salzburg,”—

a

water-colour painting. At the British Institution in that year he exhibited

“ Peter Boel arranging his Model.” His other works exhibited with the latter

are
—“The Drinking Soug,” and “ The Transept of the Church of St. Mark,

Venice.” “The Studio,” engraved on the preceding page, is from a picture

iu the possession of Jlr. E. Bicknell
;

it was never publicly exhibited.

This brief enumeration of Air. Haghe’s works shows his “speciality” of sub-

ject. Like Mr. Cattcrmole, formerly of the “ Old Society of Water-colour

Painters,” he lives in a past age, among old continental churches aud monas-

teries, and other edifices, and with the people who worshipped in or occupied

them ;
but he seems most at home iu the land of his birth, among those fine

mcdifcval Flemish interiors, so rich in carved decorations, which be paints \rilh

unrivalled fidelity and masterly execution, and fills with figures that are living

and acting memorials of the past. His powers of imitation are of rare excellence,

his composition is always most effective, and his colouring, in water colours,

has the depth and richness of oils, as we find these qualities existing iu the best

examples of the best oil-painters. His facile and masterly exeention is the

more remarkable because he works with his left baud. The pictures of this

artist always afford us the highest gratification, but we greatly prefer seeing

him in his own Society, to his appearance iu the “ British Institution.
^

Among the “ honours ” bestowed on Mr. Ilaghe, we ought to mentiou that

he received a gold medal for his lithographic works exhibited iu Paris, in

1834
;
was elected “ Associate Member ” of the Academy of Belgium, iu 1847 ;

was afterwards decorated with the Cross of the Order of Leopold
;
elected a

member of the Academy of Antwerp ;
received a second-class gold medal at the

Universal Exhibition in Paris, in 1855, for water-colour painting; aud the

“ Ileywood ” gold medal from the Manchester Academy.
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TOMBS or ENGLISH AETISTS.

No. 11.—JOSEPH NOLLEKEN3, R.A.

Few visitors to our national collection of pictures at

Marlborough House can fail to be interested with a

wdl-exccuted portrait by Sir William IBeechey of

an artist, modelling-tool in haud^ who looks forth

at the spectator, with a somewhat melaucholy face,

and an eye worn with labour : the structure of
the face is not English, but there is an expression
about it which would cause inquiry as to the
career of the person thus represented. It is the
portrait of Joseph Nollckcns, a sculptor of great
repute in his day, who, successfully practising

the most profitable part of his art, bust-making,
made much money, but only a temporary fame.

That no characters are so good or so bad as

biographers make them, is a trite remark fre-

quently enforced by experience. Hislory as well

as biography takes much of its tone from the mind
of the writer. Had Nollekcns left his biographer
and pupil, J. T. Smith, the legacy he so confi-

dently expected, the two volumes of small-minded
narrative he gave the world as a Iiistory of “Nol-
lekens and his Times” might have been laudatory

of the genius of the sculptor, instead of wearisome
with petty details of his household arrangements,
with which the public Lave nothing to do, and
would never have known but from one who was
trustfully admitted into his household, and who
should have reflected how far his conduct, and that

of others like him, mode and confirmed the par-

simony of Nollekcns,—by submitting to and en-
couraging meanness for the sake of reaping the
ultimate gaiu of a great legacy. There is cer-

tainly poetic justice done wheu Volj)one disappoiuts

his parasites.

Smith commences his volumes with the bold an-
nouncement in his preface, “ I am convinced that

England has not produced such a character siuce

the death of Elwes yet he cannot help relating

his charitable liberality to Richardson, and many
traits that show Nollekcns only wanted the bias of
his mind directed towards good, instead of fostered
towards evil, by persons who would submit to any-
thing for future gaiu, thongli listening to and re-

cording the scandal of the lowest servants of his
house, and wlien the man was laid in his grave
printing trashy conversations not worth the read-
ing. The best amongst us could scarcely stand so
severe a test.

Joseph Nollekcns was descended from foreign
parents : his father was born at Antwerp

; his
mother was a Frenchwoman. Their son, the
sculptor, was born on the 11th of August, 1737,
at 28, Dean Street, Soho, in the house shown in
our engraving, and iu which the father died. At
that period Soho Square and the neiglibourhood was
the fashionable residence of the nobility, and in the
outskirts of London. Nollekcns used to speak
of his early reminiscences of that neighbourhood,
wheu four ambassadors lived in the square, and
when a wiudmill and a pond of water occupied the
ground where Percy Chapel now stands, and it was
a country walk to Marykboiie Gardens. When
Nollekcns was Ihirteeu years of age, he was appren-
ticed to Selieemakers, at that time in the height
of fame, and some of whose best works are in that
museum of monumental sculpture, Westminster
Abbey. He was a successful student, and was
awarded several useful money prizes by the Society
of Arts. With these and other savings he went to
Rome in 17G0, where lui worked for some-vears,
and made money, returning to Mortimer s'lreeti

Cavendish Square, and marrying the daughter of
Mr. Welch, tlie magistrate, a lady who appears to
have been more parsimonious than licr husband.
It was probably this concatenation of circum-
stances tiiat confirmed his character

; but he never
appears to have been other thau a cheerful, kind-
iiearted man, and in advanced age, after the death
of his wife, relaxed greatly in his narrow habits.

To luiderstand Nollekcns’ character properlv, it

is necessary to take a more philosophical review of
his peculiar position in early life, lie came of a

jfamily of artists, persecuted people of another i

faith, necessitated to live poorlv, to stmugle hard
for what they might obtain,' and live among
strangers without miieii sympathy; and in some

instances incur the dangers of strong religious prejudice.
Left fatherless in early life, his mother married again,
and retired to Wales, leaving Nollekcns without the aid
of money, advice, or education. It was a hard life for an
orphan boy, tQ be left thus friendless iu the great world of
London

;
all the harder from the knowledge that a mother’s

C1BTHPI.ACE OF NoLLEKENS.

love—the richest of prizes to a boy—he could never
enjoy, not from any fault of his own, but from the deser-
tion of her who should have given it. In his poverty he
never did a dishonourable act

; he clung to society as best
he could l y little acts of polite service, and received some

TOMB OF KOI.LEEKNS.

friendship iu return. Was he to blame if the world
taught him it respected not talent, or gave it a free

stage to labour on, unbacked by some independence of

pocket? Consequently, when he was in Rome, he found
he could more readily put some few pounds into his badly-

stocked purse by dealing in anliques than by
sculpture. He purchased from the labourers
who had discovered them, the tcrra-cottas they ub-
taiued in the Via Latina, and he sold them to Mr.
Towuley

;
they are now iu our British Museum,

with many other antiques, some of which have
the work of Nollekcns upon them, in the way of
additions and restorations. The young man, by
his prudence, made himself a respectable posi-

tion; it was the misfortune of his early poverty,
and the inherited parsimony of two generations,

as well as a wife still more niggardly, that ended
iu making Nollckens what he was. But the
worst that can be honestly said of him is, that
he was close-banded for what lie considered un-
necessary extravagances

;
but he was unusually

liberal to cases of real want or to charity
; and to

all about him he gave good wages, and occasional
gratuities. It is quite as easy to prove him a
jiistly-liberal man, as it is to prove him a miser.
.Allan Cunningluim has dealt most honourably by
him in the memoir he constructed out'of most
unpleasant material

; his strong common sense
and love of justice led him to this.

He relates how cheerfully Nollekcns helped
Chantrey, then young and unfriended, to a pro-
per position in the Royal Academy Exhibition,
when he sent Iiis bust of Horne Tooke there

;

“having satisfied himself of its excellence, he
turned round to those who were arranging the
works for e.’shibitioii, and said, There’s a fine,

a very fine work; let the man who made it be
known

; remove one of my busts, and put this
one in its place, for well it deserves it.’”

An unvarying success in his profession leaves
no incident to narrate in the calm course of the
sculptor’s career. His busts were jiopular, and
he Jiad the advantage of the best sitters. Life
witli him was the prosecution of Art, and the
equally quiet accumulation of money. Aided by
his still more frugal spouse, he amassed a large
fortune. He died in 1823, and was buried in
Paddington Church, but it was not until fifteen

years afterwards that any record of llie fact

appeared within its walls. At that time the
Rev. Mr. Kerrick, the librarian of tlie public
library of the Cambridge University, an old
frieud of the sculptor, and who was a laree
legatee under his will, commissioned Behiies to

execute the one now placed there. The basso-
relievo on it represents Nollekcns in his studio
at work upon the group which he designed and
executed for the monument of Mrs. Heard, a
work which aided greatly in securing his pro-
fessional fame. The inscription above is very
brief:

—“M. S. Joseph Nollekcns, R.A., ob. non.
Kal. Mali., 1823, £ct. 85. Roquiescat iu pace.”
It is among a group of monuments on the
south side of the communion-table, quite in the
corner of the wall, and above the monument to

General Charles Crosby. The crowded tablets

give this part of the church almost the effect of
the show-room of a nionumeiital sculptor.

Pew of our suhurbaM churches— for Paddington
was “in the country” not many years airo

—

contain memorials of artists in such number
as this one does. Of many of them the restiug-

place is unmarked
;
but here was buried Bushucll,

the scul])tor (of tlic figures on Temple Bar), and
his more famous brother in the art, Thomas
Banks, R.A. 'I'h.rcc engravers—Francis Vivares

(celebrated for his landscapes), Jolin Hall, and
Lewis Schiavoiietli (best known by his engraving
from Stothard’s “Canterbury Pilgrims”)—arc
also buried in the churchyard

; where lie two
painters-—George Barrett, and William Collins,

R.A. There are other Art- connections iu the

history of the older church, which stood iu (he

burial-ground to the north of the present one.

There William Hogarth was married to the

daughter of Sir James Thornhill in 1729; and
here lies Michael Bryan, author of the valuable

“Dictionary of Painters and Engravers.” A
great artist in another walk of Art reposes hero

also—Reynolds’ “ Tragic Muse” (Mi's. Siddoiis),

whose grand delineation of the noblest characters

gave life and boldness to the designs of many
artists, and whose fine figure aud expressive

face have been delineated by some of the

greatest among them.

F. W. FAiniiOLT.
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IIOYAL SCOTTISH ACADEMY.

UErORT FOR THE YEAR 1858.

Tins institution a(3o])ts a plan, well worthy of

imitation by other similar associated bodies, of pub-

lishing aijuually a report of its proceedings: that

for tlic past year has been forwarded to us, and

it contains so much of interest, not only to the

members of the academy themselves and those who
desire the welfare of Scottish Art especially, but to

all who arc anxiously watching tlie progress and

condition of Art throughout the United Kingdom,
that wc consider the statements contained therein

of sufiicieiit importance to be noticed at some length.

It sets out with the observation that the Exhi-

bition of 1858 opened at a time of great commercial

depression, a circumstance which justified the ap-

prehension that its interests might be prejudicially

afl’ccted ; they were so, however, onlyiii the amount
received for the admission of visitors, which was

ratlicr lower tlian it had been during the two pre-

ceding years
;
while, on the other hand, the sales of

works c.xliibitcd more than counterbalanced the de-

ficiency for admission, considerably surpassing, as

they did, those of any former year
;
on the first day

of the e.xhibition pictures to the amount of nearly

£5000 were sold, independent of a large number
wliich had found purchasers while yet in the studios

of the re.spectivc artists, the owners permitting them
to be sent to the gallery of tlic academy for exlil-

hilion. The committees of the “ Iloyal Association

for tlie Promotion of the Pine Arts in Scotland,”

and of tlic “ Glasgow Art-Union,” were in the field

as friendly competitors with the general public for

many of the works exhibited, thereby materially cou-

tribuliiig to the commercial success of the exhibition,

—not the least powerful stimulus in promoting

future progressive development.

The report next refers, and with justifiable satis-

faction on the part of the council, to the success of

the evening exhibition; during the six weeks when
the rooms were thus opened, at a reduced rate of

admission, they were as usual filled by numbers of

those classes of the conunuiiily to whom a visit in

tlic day, if at all possible, must prove a serious

sacrifice, but who find in the opening of the gallery

for their enjoyment during the evening, scope for a

liealthful luibendiug of tlie mind from the toil and

cares of business. To the Scottish Academy belongs

the honour of initiating this movement in favour of

the labouring classes
;

it has been followed, we all

know, with similar success at the National Museum at

South Kensington, and also at the Pine Arts’ cxlii-

bitioiis in most of the provincial towns : shall wc
ever live to sec the example copied in Trafalgar

Sijnarc and Pall-Mall? or arc these institutions

—

tiic former especially ought to think seriously about

the rualter—resolved to be the last as public in-

structors by tbeir works, when they ought to be the

first? Is the artisan or the mcehauic of London
never to have his eyes gladdened and his mind re-

freshed by flic sight of those works which are an-

nually exhibited to a man wlio can pay his shilling

for admission, and cuter the galleries whenever he
pleases? Is flic English Academy apprehensive of

losing caste, by imitating tlieir Scottish brethren?

it would seem so.

The council, in their report, next notice the vote

of thanks passed by the academy to Air. D. Ro-
berts, H.A., for the gift of liis picture of “Rome;”
the vote was accompanied by a silver medal. The
thanks of the academy liave also been presented to

Air. II. C. Blackburn, for his gift of the picture of

the “ Battle of Bannockburn,” by SirW. Allan, R.A.

The late visit of Air. C. Stanfield, R.A., to Edin-
burgh, and his election as an honorary member of

the academy is the next matter referred to. Air.

Alacnee has undertaken fo paint a portrait of

Air. Stanfield for the “Artistic Portrait Gallery,”

uow being formed by the academy
;

this gallery

has recently received (he following additions;—

a

portrait of the late II. W. 'Willianis, known as
“ Grecian AVilliams,” painted by the late — Nichol-

son, R.S.A.; a portrait of tlie latter, by Mr. Smellic

Watson, both presented liy Airs. Nicholson; and a

portrait of tlic late W. J. Thomson, R.S.A., painted

by himself and presented by his son. Other recent

gifts to the academy are a picture of “Ruins,” by
Eerguson, a Scottish artist, who died towards the

close of the seventccntli century
;
and a large per-

spective drawing by the late T\ Hamilton, R.A.,

and presented by his daughter, of his design for

a Fine-Art Gallery on the Mound.
Since the preceding report was published, two va-

cancies have occurred in the list of associates; one oc-

casioned by the election of Air. J. Archer to the rank

of academieian, and the other by the resignation of

Air. C. IT. Heath, head-master of the Glasgow School

of Art, who assigned as his reasons for resigning,

the increasing w'cight of his official duties. Air. A.

Fraser and Mr. R. Ilerdman have been elected to

fill these vacancies. Sir Charles L. Eastlake, P.R..\.,

has been elected an honorary member. At present,

there are three vacancies among the academicians

—

one occasioned by the death of Air. T. Hamilton;

the others, by the resignation of Mr. J. B. Kidd, and

Air. Laurence Macdonald, the sculptor, resident at

Rome. The laws of the academy necessitate settled

residence in Scotland at the time of election, and
“ although by tliat law members leaving Scotland

are not deprived of membership, it is of the very

essence of that membersiiip that the academy should

continue to be benefited by the exhibition of a fair

proportion of the works of all members, who other-

wise forfeit every claim on the academy and its

funds, .... and that residence is essential for the

conducting of the business of the academy; ” we pre-

sume Air. Kidd, like Air. Alacdonald, is a non-

resident.

The remainder of the report has reference to the

new edifices of the academy and natioual gallery

;

upon these it is unnecessary to comment.

THE NEW FOllEIGN OEEICE:
ITS ARCHITECT AND THE GOVERNMENT.

At length it has been officially announced that the

Government have determined to entrust to Air.

G. Gilbert Scott that long talked of and much
needed national work, the new Foreign Oflice.

Whatever opinions may be entertained, or at least

expressed, in certain quarters, it is impossible to

refuse to the authorities tlie credit for mature de-

libeiTition in this mailer; for ourselves, wc are

jivcpared also to concede to them the merit of hav-

ing exercised the most careful and anxious thought

before having adojitcd their resolution. And the

subject was one which, however simple in itself and

easy to deal with, had become involved in very per-

plexing difficulties. Another Government had in-

augurated a great conipelilion, open to all archi-

tects
;
and from the pi-oductious of a loug army of

emulous aspirants, they had made a selection of

ccriain plans and designs for prizes ; that is to say,

llie persons to whom the Government had entrusted

the no less delicate than responsible office of judges,

had made such a selection for fhem. In accordance

with tliis selection, prizes, many in number and

liberal in aruomit, were awarded. This nur/ht to

have settled the matter. The competition was de-

signed to determine the ablest architect; and he,

having as a matter of necessity received the highest

prize, would he desired to proceed with the works.

Uufortunately, however, the actual results of the

competition proved to he by uo means tiius satisfac-

tory. On the contrary, nobody was satisfied. The
term is scarcely applicable even to the first prize-

men
;

for though they might indeed have been very

agreeably surprised, yet that is a different thing

altogether. And so it happened that, when Lord
John Alanncrs bad succeeded to Sir B. Hall, all

that the noble lord found ready prepared to his

hand, on (he subject of the new Foreign Office, was
a very palpable and a very decided blunder. And
blunders are always had things, particularly had

—

because they are blunders. Still, a new Foreign
Office remained to be erected, and au architect must
accordingly be found to erect it. The blunder of

his predecessor might be a troublesome bequest, but

the noble commissioner of public works would feel

that he must dispose of it as he best might, and pass

on to a solution of the question itself
—“AVho is to

build the new Foreign Office?” On the one hand
there was the competition with its first prize-men

;

on the otlicr hand appeared the conviction that, in

this instance, at any rate, “ first prize-mau ” was
not a syuomyn for “ best architect.”

Now, as a general rule, we hold that tlie award
of a prize in a competition ought to be accepted

as a formal verdict of both a decided and a re-

cognised superiority
; and, consequently, the vvin-

ner of this prize ought, when architects are com-
petitors, to erect the required building. Such a

rule of action, however, amongst many grave and
serious considerations, must imply tliis most im-
portant one— Uiat the judges be altogether com-
petent, and that their competency is readily ac-

knowledged: and with such qualities in the judges
themselves must be coupled the circumstance, that

they concur in their views, aud are very clear and
decided in their own decision. The competitiou

under consideration cannot he regarded to have
fulfilled such conditions. Then, in all competi-

tions, and in this one iu particular, the point

at issue is very materially affected, when to one
competitor a single first prize is adjudged, while

two second prizes are awarded to another. This
was the case in the present instance. Now,
in this way, Lord John Alanncrs would he led

to feel himself to he free to act independently

of what otherwise he might have regarded as

the claims of (he first prize-men. Alore minute
inquiries would strengthen and ultimately con-

firm the view thus obtained. The competition once

set on one side, the course of procedure would be
as plain before the noble lord, as he could desire to

have it. To be sure a gentleman, who was neither

a prize-man nor even a competitor, considerately

interposed with an effort to bring about a fresh

complication. But the idea of a patent right to be

the best (and therefore the sole) government archi-

tect, while decidedly ingenious, and at first siglit in

some degree startling, was happily shunted off by a

dextrous handling of the points, and the way again

was clear. The “ right man” all tlie time was well

known
;
and therefore all that then remained to he

done, was to establish him in the “ right place” :

and this is exactly what has been done. It is not

Lord John Alauuers who first has pronounced Air.

G. G. Scott to be this
“
right man,” and then has pro-

ceeded to act upon such a decision of his own. The
decision was made for him. It was made at

llaniburgh, when tlie erection of the Hotel dc Yille

was entrusted to tlie Englishman who had reared so

far towards its completion the noble cathedral of

that important continental city. It was made in

England also, wiicn his works at Ely led the

authorities of Westminster, and Hereford, and
Liclifield, and St. Alban’s, and Doncaster to seek

from Air. Scott the aid of the besl architect for

their works of restoration. And the opinion thus

autlioritalivelypronounced has been very conclusively

coiifirnicil, so that there can he no question that the

public at home (not the clique who delight to call

themselves, and perhaps actually' imagine that they

arc, the pulilic : but the real mass of the iutclligeut

community), are well content that this national

hiiildiug should have been entrusted to Air. Scott:

and, more than this, it is pretty clear that the

appointment of no oilier architect, whilst Air. Scott

was present amongst us, would have been received

witli the same quiet, expressive, “of course”
kind of approval. All that has excited the sur-

jn-ise of foreigners lias been, that there should

liave existed any doubt or hesitation in the

matter.

We reserve for another occasion some remarks
upon the influence that this appointment of Mr.
Scott is calculated to exert upon the interests of

Art amongst us
;

as wc do all expression of

our opinion upon the much vexed question of styles,

as it has been applied to this particular building.

When we congratulate Air. Scott on his appoint-

ment, we at the same time admonish him that

at length he holds in his hands the destiny' of the
“ civil Gothic” of his era. The trust is a weighty

one, yet we believe him to be equal to the responsi-

bility it involves. Let him deal with the style

fairly aud also fearlessly—disregarding all that will

not establish its fame, aud developing all that yet is

wanting to the full expression of its powers. He
will Cod that, in so doing, his long cherished views

will realise the triumph that from the first has

awaited them
;
aud he will add the key-stoue to

his own reputation, byprovinghis contemporaries to

be right in the appointment which he has received

from them, because he shows himself to he altogether

worthy of it.

F
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ENGLAND IN THE OLDEN miE.-'

It is a question admitting of argument liow far onr

1 national and individual happiness has kept pace with

our national progress in the arts and sciences, lu-

I tellectiial knowledge has penetrated into almost
i every dark nook and corner of the land

;
we move

to and fro over its suj'facc on the Avings of the

,
wind, it may be said; wealth flows into and from

channels that now may he counted by hundreds,

where formerly they were numbered only by tens;

;

our national greatness has become the envy and llie

admiration of the world. All these advantages arc

indisputable; not so. however, is our personal and
collective enjoyment of life; this is matter of

opinion,—one, too, which the requirements of the

age leave to few of us any time to discuss, Avhile the

discussion, could it be carried on, would terminate

;

in no good result. Our lot is cast in days when no

i
alternative is left us but to move forward

;
it may

:
not, however, prove either an unprofitable or un-
pleasant task sometimes to take a retrospective view,

and see how our forefathers lived in what we are

accustomed to call—if we do not so consider the

period—the “ Merric days of Ensland ” Such a

picture of a past age is revealed to us in Mr.
iM'Bermott’s richly-illustrated volume, which we

' briefly glanced at in our last number. “Pale stu-

dents,” he says^ “deeply read in their Ilallams,

tlieir Humes, and their Papins”—ought he not
rather to have written in lieu of the last two names,
their iVIackiutoshes, their Alisons, and their Ma-
caulays?— “tell us there tvere no railways, no
electric telegraphs, and no leviathan steamers in the

I

‘olden time.’ Alas! we know it; and we read

I

too that there were then no commercial panics, nor

I

monster workhouses, nor some other of the types of
' modern times and products of this iron and pro-

gressive age. And yel our fathers lived and died,
and taught their children how to enjoy life and
meet death, as befitted tlic ‘ frce-boni English-
man.’

”

The fe.vt of Mr. M'Dermott’s volume is mainly
culled from the writings of other authors, prose and
poetical,—descriptions of homes and pastimes of our
ancestors two or three centuries ago : these quota-
tions are aptly selected, and arc linked together by
the remarks of the compiler, who writes with a

• The SlEnatE Dats of Enrland: Sketches of tlic
OMcn Time. By Edward M'Dcrnir.tt. Illustrated with
Twenty Engravings, from drawings hy Josepti Na«h,
Georjjc Tliomas, IJirket Foster, and Edv\ard Corboukl.
I'ublislied by \V. Kent & Co., London.

kindred feeling for the “merrie days.” To our
taste, this is as welcome a “ Christmas-book ” as
any that has come into onr hands

;
the idea is good

—

for we love sometimes to revert to the days that
arc gone—the events of the olden time are judi-
ciously selected, the engravings are mostly of the

,

highest class, and the text is both interesting and
j

instructive. The firstillustratioii is a charming little
j

pastoral bit of “Cottage Homes,” by Birket Foster
;

I

it is followed by J. Nash's “May-day Games,” a wide i

“ring” of peasants dancing round the May-pole, ^

others amusing themselves with shooting at the tar-
get, pony -racing, &c. Me read in the test that “a

j

famous place for erecting the May-pole for the citi-

zeus of London was before the Church of St. Andrew,

. in Leadeiihall Street, now called in consequence St.

I

Andrew Uudershaft there was also erected, ac-

j

cording to au old jiamphlet published in 1G61, in

J
the Strand, a remarkable pole, 134 feet in height,

“upon the cost of the paiishioners there adjacent,

and the gracious consent of his sacre 1 Majesty,
witli tlie illustrious prince, the Duke of York.”

“Shepherds and Shepherdesses ” is the title of

the nest cha|)ter, with an illustration by G. Thomas,
entitled, “A faire and happy Milk-mayd;” the
wood-cut is eJFective as a composition, but not re-

fined in execution. Far better is the next, the
“ Hock Cart,” by the same artist—a harvest-home
scene

;
the hock-cart is the last waggon-load of grain

from the field; long garlands are suspended from
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Ihc lop, and held out hy the peasants, some of whom
jirecedeit with music and dances. Herrick says

“ The horses, marcs, and frisking fillies.

Clad all ill linen, wliitoas lilies

;

The Imrvestswaiiis and wenches bound

Tor Joy to see the hock-cart crowned.”

"Shooting the Popinjay,” hy .T. Nosh, illustrates

a chapter on "Sports and Pastimes;” the sport

lakes place in the rourt-yard of an ancient Tudor

mansion; “ Rohin Hood in I'iusbiiry Field,” by

O. Thomas, and " Noah’s Ark—a Dramatic Mys-

tery,” by E. II. Corbotild, illustrate respectively

i chapters on the hero of Sherwood Forest, and
‘ “ Plays and Mysteries.” From the chapter on

j

"Mansions,” we have selected the illustration hy

! J. Nash, a most picturesque composition ;
tlieveiier-

j

able mistress is seated at the porch ;
she has laid

I

down her knitting-needle, and is conversing with a

young gardener employed in nailing up (he creepers.

Then follow three subjects by G. Thomas,—an “ Old

Porter relieving the Poor at the Gate” of the

mansion of “a fine old English gentleman;” a

"Stag-hunt;” and a "Hawking Party.” After

these comes “Angling,” with quotations from Izaak

Walton’s "Discourse on Fish and Fishing,” and

from the writings of Wyukyn de "Worde, and the

Dame Juliana Berners, Prioress of the Nunnery of

Sopewcll, an enthusiastic angler of the fifteenlli

century
;
this, the “ contemplative man’s recreation,”

is illustrated by a woodcut from the pencil of

Birket Foster, "An Angler’s Jlorning,” which nc
have transferred to our eolumns, and a delicious

morning it is, lovely enough to tempt any but a

sloth from his bed to " taste the sweets aud breathe

fresh air,” whether or no he be a follower of the

gentle craft. In "Jousts aud Tournaments,” Mi'.

THE OLD MANSION-HOUSE.

Corbould finds a subject which is no novelty to liim
;

but we do not quite understand his treatment of it.

" Fencing and Sword Play,” hy J. Nash, is a bright

lillle jiicture
;
wc remember something of this kind

from his pencil in the ’Watet-Colour Exhibition.

“Canterbury Pilgrims,” by G. Thomas, is one of

the best compositions of its class in the volume
;
tlie

characters introduced into the cavalcade can scarcely

be mistaken : Chaucer’s description of tlie motley

gathering at the Tabard Inn, Southwark, furuishes

Mr. M‘i)ermolt with excellent materials for liis

narrative. Mr. Birket Foster has drawn a beautiful

moonlight scene, which he calls “ The Abbey’s

ruined lYalls,” for a chapter on “The Old Abbeys

of England

—

“ I do love these ancient ruins

;

tVe never tread upon them but we set

Our foot upon some rev'reud history."

Then next there are " The Old Castles of Eng-

land,”—those other silent chroniclers of by-gone

years,—which Mr. Foster has also illustrated,

giving "Norham Castle” as an example of those

1 strongholds of our forefathers. The threp last

I engravings are from drawings by J. Nash,
—

" Dinner

j

in a Baronial Hall,” with the eutrance of the boar’s

head; “ M'aDderingMinstrelb” entertaining the ladies

of an aristocratic family in the interior of their

mansion
;

and, finally, " Christmas Revels.”

“Happy landlords! happy tenantry!” says the

author of this volume, " few were the manor-houses

in England, a century or two ago, that did not

present such scenes at Christmas time.” Mell,

they are gone; but we can look back upon all such

pictures as these, pleasant though they are, without

envy, murmuring, or discontent
;
remembering that

mercies are not limited to periods of time nor to

])laces, aud that, generally, man makes, or mars, his

own happiness in every age and clime.



PRINTING IN COLOURS IN GERMANY.

The attempt to produce anything that deserves the

name of a picture— tliat is to say, in colours—by
means of printing, is of comparatively recent date.

The more clearly defined the colours were, and the

fewer the tints which melted into each other, the

greater the chance of a successful imitatiou of a

given original. In Charles Knight’s “Old Eng-
land,” we had interiors of panelled chambers and
paiuted windows presented to us “printed in

colours;” and for these, particularly for the latter

objects, the manipulation resorted to of having a

block for each different colour was sufficiently satis-

factoiy. Attempts were made, too, to print in oil-

colours, which were successful enough
;
but we do

not remember, however, tliat these works ever pro-

duced on the spectator tlic impression of an oil-

paiuiihff. But in the course of the present year,

productions in this peculiar department of Art have
beeu exhibited in Germany, which for many reasons

deserve notice, and call for more than a passing

remark. In the first place, they arc faithful copies

of celebrated works, often of the same size as the

originals,—they do produce in a high degree the

effect of an oil-paiuting
;
and, notwithstanding the

careful execution and durability of the work, may
be obtained for a surprisingly moderate price. We
have seen the “ Madonna and Child,” after Murillo,

2 feet 10.^ inches high by 2 feet 2^ inches broad—
another of “ Christ on the Mount,” 3 feet 1 inch by
2 feet -3 inches—the Madonna della Sedia, of Raf-

facllc, a circular picture 2 feet 6 inches in diameter,

and wore struck by the total elTect of the colouring,

as well as by the liarmonious gradations to be found
in eacli. All are printed on canvas, which is

stretched on a common frame, as is (he case with
ordinary oil-paintings. Each print is varnished

—

or at least has the appearance of being so—which
uot only adds to the deceptive effect, but helps to

preserve the work from dust or other injurious

iulliienccs. It will at once be perceived how much
more durable such a work must be lhan an im-
pression taken on paper. As a proof that the price

is moderate, we observe that the sum marked for

the “Madonua” is £1 o,f., for the second picture

£1 lOj,, and for the Uall'aclle the same. But what
seemed to us the most astonishing was the size of

some of the lithographs. Tiiere were two whole-
length portraits of the King and Queen of Ba-
varia, the size whole-lengths generally are ; a “ Cru-
cifixion,” also, of not less dimensions. The diffi-

culty of obtaining stones of such unusual size is very
great, but the handling of them in printing the
different tints, or colours, is a work of great labour,
and makes a ])ccnliar machinery for the purpose
absolutely necessary. Augustus Becker, of Jluuiclt,

is the proprietor of (he establishment whence these
specimens of printing in oil-colours emanate,— cer-
tainly the largest, by much, of any we have seen,
or, ns we believe, were ever before attempted, out of
England.

A house in Berlin—that of Alessrs. Storch and
Kramer—has produced lately other specimens of
printing in colours, which also merit particular
attention. They are altogether difl'erent from those
just described, not being of so extraordinary a size,

nor aiming at imitations of oil-painting. On the
contrary, they resemble— perfectly resemble—ex-
cellent water-colour drawings. Among them are
landscapes

;
one, especially—“ The Einstermunz

Pass”—giving proof of the most extraordinary
I'acility of imitation. All the different tints of rock
and moss-covered stone, which in a water-colour
drawing arc composed of an infinity of colours
blended into one truth-like tone, are reproduced
here with marvellous fidelity: and there is nothing
which serves to remind of a mechanical process—all

seems worked up by the pencil into the state we see.
Similar reproductions had been attempted before,
but we have not yet seen anything that could bear
comparison with this particular print. Then, too,
there are others after Titian, Leonardo da Vinci, &c.,
on a small scale, which present exactly the appear-
ance of powerful, highly worked up copies in water-
colour. These Berlin works are more to our taste
than the larger ones in oil-colour from Munich

;

though, perhaps, the latter may claim to be consi-
dered as the greater achievemeut of the two.

ART IN' IRELAND AND
PROVINCES.

THE

WoncESTEB. — The seventh annual meeting of
the School of Art has been held. Lord Ward, the
president, in the chair. The Report stated that
during the past 3'ear 283 students had received in-
struction in the school, being less bv 13 than at-
tended in the previous year. This decrease had
taken place in the morning classes, and not in the
artisan classes attending in tlie evening, a greater
number of whom now attend the school than at any
former period. During the first year of the opera-
tion of the school, in 1852, the average montlily
attendance in the evening was about 74- in 1853
95; in 1854, 111; in 1855, 106; in 1856, 134; in
18.->7, 126 ; and in 18.58, the last year, 142

;
thus

showing the average monthly attendance in the
evening to have increased from 74 in the first year
of the school to 142 in the past year. In addition
to the instruction given in the school, elementary
drawing is taught by a master from this school in
four of the public schools of the city. The railway
school, in which drawing is now taught by its
master, is alsoin connection with the central school.
Abottt 560 children, pupils of these five schools, have
now' instruction in drawing, being an increase of
150 over the number for hast year. Prizes were
distributed by the noble chairman to the most meri-
torious of the pupils

;
and the head master, Mr. Kyd,

was complimented by several of the speakers. The
meeting was crowded, not only by emploj-ers and
artisans, but by the aristocracy of the city and
neighbourhood

;
speeches were made bj' Sir

Edmund I.echmere, Dean Peel, the excellent Hon.
Sec., Aldrich, Esq., J. Pakenham, Esq., and others,
including Mr. S. C. Hall, who attended by invita-
tion of the comniittco. The whole of the speakers
referred in high terms to the admirable productions
of Jlessrs. Kerr and Binns, at “ restoring” the an-
cient fame of Worcester, and conferring not only
honour, but more tangible advantages on the vene-
rable city. We might dwell at some length on this
subject—but we shall be ere long called upon to
treat it in detail.

Gloucester.

—

The annual meeting of the “Dio-
cesan School-masters’ Association” was held on
Friday, the 2Gth of November, in the Corn Ex-
change, when Mr. James P. Knight, of the Chelten-
ham School of Art, road a paper “On the Advan-
tages of introducing Drawing ns a Part of National
Education,” showing the neccssit}’ of educating the
eyes and hands of that class from whence must come
our future workmen and workwomen, insisting also
upon the necessity of educating the tastes of ail
classes, as being the consumers of manufactured
articles, and the practical arbitrators who, creating
ihe demand, rule the supply. Attention was also
drawn to the inducements and rewards offered by
the Department of Science and Art, and an an-
nouncement was made that classes in connection
with the Cheltenham School of Art were about to
be immediately established in Gloucester.
Southampton".

—

The public distribution of prizes
to the pupils of the Southampton School of Art took
place on the evening of the 20lh of November.
Mr. Weguclin, M.P,, took the chair on the occasion,
and opened the proceedings with a speech containing
so much good sense and sound practical knowledge
on the slate and position of Art in the country, that
we sincerely lyish we could transfer it entire to our
columns. It is a rare specimen of public addresses
upon Art, even from those who have given to the
subject a life-long attention, but it is more espe-
ciallj' BO from one whose time has been, we believe,
almost engrossed by commercial pursuits. The
number of students in the school is now 158, being
an increase of 40 over the number on the books of
the preceding year. This, however, does not include
all who come, directly or indirectly, under the
superintendence of Mr. J. Baker, the head-
master of the school

;
for in the various public and

private schools in connexion with the institution at
bouthampton are 780 pupils, of whom 250 are
classed under the head of “ The Peninsular and
Oriental Steam Shipping Company.” In the classi-
fication of those in the head-school we find 16
clerks, 13 carpenters, 26 schoolbovs, and 21 without
any known occupation. Of the 158, 107 are males,
and 51 females.

Waterfoud.

—

An Art-Exhibition, promoted by
the Committee of tlie Waterford Government School
of Art, was opened on November 17th in that
citv. and an inaugural address was delivered by Mr.
C. N. Bolton. B.A., in which he eloquently advocated
the study of Art by all classes of the communitv.
lhe_ local papers speak of the exhibition as con-
taining much worthy of examination and study,
and that it was likely to prove in all respects most
successful.

THE IlOYAL PICTUaES.

GIL BLAS AT TENNAFLOR.
D. Maclise, R.A., Painter. J. C. Armytage, Engraver.

Size of the Picture, 4ft. If in. by 3ft. 4in.

Gii- BuASis, to use a theatrical expression, one of the
“ stock-pieces ” of our painters, in which they claim
to have an unlimited property. Le Sage’s humorous
fiction yields in popularity only to Goldsmith’s
graver story of the “ Vicar of Wakefield both have
proved almost inexhaustible sources of subject-
matter for artists,—and one can scarcely feel sur-
prised that they should be so frequently applied to,
lor Goldsmith’s tale abounds with amusing and
affecting incident, and the history of Gil Bias con-
tains a faithful portrait of luimau nature; few
books have been so often quoted as the latter, “as
affording happy illustrations of general manners, and
of the common caprices and infirmities incident to
man.”

The lesson taught in the narrative selected by
Mr. Maclise for his picture, is a warning against
flattery. Gil Bias, the first evening after his departure
from Oviedo for Salamanca, reaches Penuaflor, and
seeks a night’s lodging at an inn there. He had
scarcely sat down tosupper, whena cavalier entered,
and addressed liini thus

“

Mr. Student, I am in-
formed that you are that Signor Gil Bias of ,San-
tillane, who is the link of philosopliy, and ornament
of Oviedo. Is it possible that you are that mirror
of learning, that sublime genius, whose reputation
is so great in this country? You know not,” con-
tinued he, addressing himself to the innkeeper and
his wife, “you know not what you possess; you
have a treasure in this Jiouse ! Behold, in this
young gentlemen, the eighth wonder of the world.”
After this complimentnry speech, with much more
of a similar kind, Gil Bias could not of course, do
less thau invite his panegyrist to share his supper :

—

“Ah, w'itli all niy heart, I am too much obliged to
my kind stars for having thrown me iu the way of
the illustrious Gil Bias, not to enjoy my good for-
tune as long as I can; I have no great appetite,
hut I will sit down to bear you company and eat a
mouthful, purely out of complaisance.” The frugal
disliof omelet, the traveller had ordered for himself,
was soon dispatched, as was also a second, when Gii
Bias, whom wine and flattery had made generous,
inquired of the landlord if he had no fish in the
house. “ I have a delicate trout,” he replied,
“ but those who cat it must pay for the sauce

;
Tis

a hit loo dainty for your palate,! doubt.”—" What
do you call too daiuty ?” said the sycophant, raising
his voice; “you’re a wiseacre indeed ! Kno^v that
there is nothing iu this house too good for Signor
Gil Bias de Santillanc, who deserves to be enter-
tained like a prince.” Supper was at length con-
cluded, when the stranger, having eaten and drank
to repletion, rose from the table, and accosted his
new acquaintance in these words:—“Signor Gil
Bias, I am too well satisfied with your good cheer
to leave you without offering an important advice,
which you seem to have great occasion for: hence-
forth beware of praise, and be upon your guard
against everybody you do not know. You may
meet with other people iucHued to divert themselve's
with your credulity, aud perhaps to push things still

further
; but don’t be duped again, nor believe your-

self (though they should swear it), the eighth
wonder of the world.” So saying, he laughed in
his face, and walked aivay. liow many such
characters as Gil Bias and his tabic-companion do
not we meet in our journey through life !

Thus much of Le Sage’s amusing narrative seems
necessary fully to understand Maclise’s clever, aud
no less amusing, picture, which was exhibited at the
Royal Academy in 1839. The artist has told the
novelist’s story with admirable point : Gi! Bias, !

even to his very attitude, is the very embodiment '

of a silly dupe, beguiled with enticing words
;
the '

effrontery aud easy bearing of the rogue who :

seasons each mouthful he takes with honied speech
!

addressed to his victim
;
the sly humour of the host,

j

in which his pretty wife, who is jireparing to cook
the dainty trout, half participates; the spectators of

i

the operation of victimising, seen through the open
|

doorway, are respectively examples of character that 1

have been well studied. In composition and draw*
I

ing the picture is excellent.
[

It is in the Collection at Osborne.
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IIIJBENS AND HIS SCHOLARS.
BY F. W. FAIRIIOLT, F.S.A.

The Illuslrations from Original Skeklm by the Author.

In the old city of Cologne, hallowed by memories

which come to us in unbroken succession from the

days of the Homans, there arrived, to pass the last

few years of life, the fatiier of one destined to rank

among the noblest masters of Art. John Hubcus,

a man of Icaruing and integrity, had held honour-

able office in his native city of Antwerp, where he

had married Maria Pyptlink, a scion of an old-

established family there. But peace had tied from

the Low Countries in the sanguinary wars which

commenced between the Catholic and Protestant

factious, and internecine war raged in the old city

on the Scheldt. The Reformers, goaded to mad-

ness by the arrogance and determined cruelties of

Spanish pajial rule, rose en masse, and destroyed

Itie monasteries and churches, burning and wasting

the noble pictures and rich furniture of the altars,

smashing the glorious windows of the sacred build-

ings, and defacing them within and without. These

huildiugs, once the glory of Antwerp, were ruined

in one night. Tlic Catholic families tied from a

city where the emperor’s power could not suffice

for their protection, and among the number were

the parents of Rubens. They had descended from

a Styrian family. Bai-tholouicw Rubens, the father

of John, had first visited Brussels in attendance on

(lie court of the Emperor Charles V. iu 1520 ;
had

married a Plcmish lady of noble birth, and then

settled in Antwerp. Ilis son lied from the city in

15G6, ami sought a home in the ancient city of

Cologne. The house lie inhabited is still pointed

out to the visitor,—it is iu the “ Steruen Gasse,”

No. 10 ;
hut in that city of tortuous narrow lanes

the stranger may walk wearily and far iu a futile

attempt to find it without a competent guide. The
(all houses, the narrow streets, and the tendency

of the latter to wind suddenly, completely mislead

a stmiiger, who cannot catch sight in their close

depths of any friendly landmark of steeple or tower

to guide his steps aright. The house, once found, is

easily distinguished from others near it, as well from

its size as from the inscriptions upon it. It is a

noble mansion, situated at a slight augle of the

street. The carved door-frame w'as added in the

year 1729 ;
in a medallion over its centre is a por-

trait of Rubens, and on a shield above arc the arms

of Marie de Medicis. In the year 1822, two in-

scribed tablets were placed between the windows on

each side the doorway, to which attention was called

by large gilt stars above them. One narrates the

fact of Rubens’s birth in the mansion ; the other, the

doalh, in the same house, of Marie de Medicis, the

widow of Heury IV. of I'rancc, the mother of

Louis XTII., and the mother-in-law of three sove-

reigns, among them Henrietta Maria, wife to our

(.’harles I., who was by the intrigues of the Car-

dinal Richelieu compelled to exile herself, living for

iminyyears an unhappy fugitive in various countries,*

and ultimately dying at Cologne, where her heart

was buried near the high altar, but her body^ re-

moved to France. The gloiy of the house, as the

birthplace of Rubens, is somewliat saddened by the

melancholy end of this once-powerful royal patroness

of the painter. She is said to have died iu the

same chamber w'herc he was born.

I

In (he Church of St. Peter, a few hundred yards

from the house of his birth, the infant Rubens was

<‘hristened. It still preserves a certain picturesque

quaintness, which belongs to the past, and does not

disturb the mind of one who might dream he

saw the christening procession of the baby-boy

destined to be so great a painter and so distinguished

a mau hereafter.^ John Ruheus had already a sou

• Sbe lived for some lime in England, but was com-
]>clled to leave it in 1641, when Lilly, the famous astrologer,
who saw tier, describes her as an “aged, lean, decrepit,
poor queen, ready for her grave; necessitated to depart

I ! hence, having no place of residence In this world but where
'

I

tlie courtesy of her hard fortune assigned it."

1 t The inscription on the house informs us that “ he was
I the seventh child of Ids parents, wlio resided here twenty

years ;"tliat tils father died here, and was buried iu the

j
I

Church of St. Peter.

1

1 J One of the last nets of Rubens's life was done in affec-
' tioiiate memory of the church of his baptism. He painted

I

for it an altar-piece, representing the Crucifixion of St.

I

I
I'etcr, the patron saint of the edifice. It depicts ilie mar-

1

1

tyrdom, with the saint's head downward, and is more re-

born to him in this good city in the year 1574, but

his second son was horn three years afterwards,

that is, on the 29th of June, 1577. That day'

being the festival of SS. Peter and Paul, the infant

was carried to the Church of St. Peter, and chris-

tened Peter Paul Rubens, a name never to be for-

gotten in Art. Let us enter the cloister, and walk

beneath its arches toward the narrow door of the

sacred building. Poverty is not witliout its pic-

on the other side of the noble river. Society has

not here assumed the dead level of English unifor-

mity. There is a local pride in local habits which

no great modern scheme of centralization has yet

destroyed. We see little in the scene before us that

might not have met the eye on the day when the

unconscious baby of the Rubens family was formally

admitted a member of the Roman Catholic chvu’ch.

At one corner of the building still stands the re-

markable font in which he was christened. It is of

bronze, shaped like a large chalice (can it have a

summit of the cover is decorated with figures re-

presenting the baptism of the Saviour by St. John,

markable for the striking character of the scene than for
general merit. Rubens tlmught highly of it, and in one
of his letters to his friend Glldorp talks of it as one of his
best works. But Sir Joshua Reynolds says, “ Many parts
of this picture are so feebly drawn, and with so tame a.

pencil, that I cannot help suspecting that Rubens died
before he had completed it. and that it was finished by
some of his scholars." The picture was taken by the
French to Paris, but has since been restored to its original
place over the altar; the copy made to supply the place
when it was absent is that oonstantly oxliibitcd,—tlie origi-
nal is .at its back.

turesque features, in the beggars that lean against

the wall, or sink upon their knees beside the gate,

awaiting the approach of worshippers, whose charity

they (hen solicit. The group inside the building

has an equally marked individuality
;
the rich bour-

geois and his family can be readily distinguished

from the prosperous farmer, the peasantry are unlike

both, as they are unlike each other, for the dwellers

on this side the Rhine are very different from those

mystic allusion to the wine-cup of the Holy Com-
munion ?), and bears date “ Anno 1569 ” upon the

rim. The bowl is decorated with the arms of the

city—three royal crowns upon a fess—alluding to

the heads of the three magi, once popularly termed
“ the three Kings of Cologne,” still preserved as

a sacred relic in the Cathedral of Cologne, first

brought there by the Emperor Frederick Barbarossa

in the twelfth century, aud which woudrously en-

riched the city in the middle ages by the number

of pilgrims drawn toward their shrine.* The

attended with angels, the sacred dove descending

on the apes.

• This shrine is still one of the most remarkable upon
the continent. It consists of a case covered with plates of

silver-gilt, enriclied with chasing, and laid out in arcades,

enclosing figures of saints and prophets, and highly em-
bellished with jewels and antique sculptured stones. The
skulls of the three kings repose within, ami may be seen

from an opening in the centre. They are crowned, and
tuavo their names formed in rubies on each. Many of the

Jewels which once enriched this shrine were removed, to

support those monks who carried it to Westphalia for

safety, at the lime when the French Republicans were
masters of the city of Cologne.

FONT IN ST. PETEU’a CHUBCB, COLOGNE.

BIBTUn.ACE OF HUKENS.
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At tlie early age of ten years Kiibens lost the
fostering care of a father. He had known no other
home but Cologne, but his mother reverted to her
earlier oue in Antwerp. Fearful scenes of strife

had been enacted in that city, as Protestant or
Catholic faction gained the ascendancy; but now
the Duke of Parma had subjugated its hostile in-
habitants to the Emperor Maximilian II. and the
Catholic faith. In 1588 the widowed mother of
Rubens was again located with her family in Ant-
werp. Her position and connexions enabled her
to place him as a page, at the age of sixteen, with
another widowed lady, the Countess of Lalaiiig.
But the life was irksome to the lad,—irksome by
the very indolence and irregularity that would be
its great charm to an unintellectual boy. Rubens’s
father was u scholar and a gentleman, and he made
his sons the same. When Peter Paul returned to
his mother’s house after a few months’ servitude,
she welt understood the lad’s reasons for so doing;
for she was also no ordinary person, and her affec-

tionate education and wise council were as lovingly
acknowledged by her son ia after life as any mother
could wish

;
for when, prosperous and happy in the

palaces of Genoa, the painter was iu full enjoyment
of fame, protit, and pleasure, he broke away from
all, to hurry post-haste to her sick-room. Alas

!

she died before he reached it, and the disconsolate
young artist shut himself up forfoM mouths in the
Abbey of St. Michael, where she lay buried, mouru-
ing thus long a loss that was irreparable to him.

Thanks to the innate goodness of the female sex

—

unspoiled by that closer business connection with the
world which sometimes hardens a man’s heart— there
arc few among us thatcannot testify to the holy care of
a mother’s loving guidance. There is nothing so pre-
cious while it remains with us; there is no loss so great
as that loss. Rubens always felt it was to Iiis mother’s
judgment, prudence, and care he owed the due appre*
ciation of his iutellectual struggles. Freed from the
servile duties of a page, he was placed to study law,
that he might follow his father’s profession

;
but, as

he showed much love for drawing, his tendency was
indulged by permission to relax his mind in the art
he loved. That love became a passion, and he ear-
nestly petitioned that his future profession might be
that of a painter. On due consideration, it was allowed
him

; but he was unfortunate in the selection of his
first master, the landscape painter Verhaegt, with
whom he had little sympathy; and still less with his
second one. Van Oort, the historical painter, a man
of dissolute life and coarse manners, repulsive to a
gentle and gentlemanly mind, like that of Rubens.
His Hurd master was in everyway fitted for him—
a well-educated man, with elegant tastes, andkindiv
and refined manners. Otto Veaius* became the tutor
and friend of the great scholar committed to his
charge. This artist was court-painter to the Arch-
duke Albert, the governor of the Netherlands, and
he has received the honourable appellation of “ the
Flemish Raphael,” and not without reason, as his
graceful pictures will show, many of wliich are the
treasured decorations of the Antwerp churches to
this day. In that of St. Andrew are several; the
best being “ St. Matthew called by the Saviour from
the Receipt of Customs ;” it hm more of Raphael’s
simplicity of design, purity of colour, and unobtru-
sive beauty than we see in any of his followers. He
was a veiy perfect draughtsman, and designed a
large number of book illustratioiis.f To all his
early masters, therefore, we may trace some of tlie
peculiarities of Rubens’s manner, though his genius
surpassed them all and was trammelled by none.
His power of landscape painting, which—unlike
historic painters—he occasionally practised for itself,
and not for his backgrounds merely, he may have
imbibed from Verhaegt; his love of bold and
vigorous colour iu figure-painting from Van Oort
who was chiefly remarkable for that quality; ami
his fondness for graceful infantine forms from

•
.

His proper Flemish name, Otto Van Veen, he had thiilLatinized in conformity with a custom popular at that^mc in the Low Conntnes, and which induceil Gerritz ofKotterdani to alter his into that of Erasmus, by whichonly lie is now known. ’ ^ °

t Ills principal works are the “ Roman Wars.”enernvGd

irnw
^ Spirited engravings by the same artist

; a folio
P*'^t«'-esof Human Life

;
and a small obIon°quarto volume of Emhlems of Love, the most onepfiUand beautiful of all which he designed. Tlie latter is now

Venius. We copy from the “Emblems of Love,”*
by that artist, two figures. One which he calls "Love
untrammelled,” has just spurned a bridle on the
ground, and is flying upward joyfully : the other,
termed “ Contented Thoughts,” shows Cupid in a
well-cushioned chair, contemplating his fair one’s
picture with secret satisfaction. Both call to mind
similar figures by Rubens, who delighted in such
quaint imaginings, offsprings of poetic thought.

Happy in the house of a noble-minded and

accomplished man, the scholar-days of Rubens passed
cheerfidly onward. No painter possessed greater
industry than he, none laboured more unceasingly at
the technics of Art

;
he fortunately had a friend and

a master in Venius, who, less great than his pupil
ultimately became, was naturally of more refined
mind, and had a purer and less sensuous love of
beauty. It is impossible to over-estimate the utility

of judicious control and criticism, such as he would
give to a young mau like Rubens, whose natural

vigour and bold conception wanted just such whole-
some correction as Veuius could impart. The refine-

ment of manners, the courtier-like air, and the cul-
tivated tastes of the master were all fully’ appreciated
by the scholar: and his example, no doubt, con-
firmed Rubens’s own love for collecting and studying
the best works, ancient and modern. There is

no better instance of a man who more generally
profited by the experiences of life in its upward and
onward course than Rubens presents. He may be
said to have spent liis days in constant self-improve-
ment, so that he became not only’ a great painter.

but a learned man
;
not only an artist of world-wide

renown, but an ambassador from bis own sovereign
to other kings, and their companion and friend
Surely no man ever upheld the artistic character
more nobly than he.

Venius having fully instructed Rubens in the
arcana of his profession, and seeing he was as well
grounded in general knowledge, advised him to visit
Italy. The advice was taken, and, iu the middle
of the year 1600, lie started on his journey, well
provided with due introductions from the Archduke
Albert, who already esteemed him. His journey

COURTYARD OF RCBENS’s UAXSIOS.

UmSefrif
' finest in ttnly. It was this that gave lie painter

fiiraself to the Duke Viuccnzio Goiizaga, who re- his peculiar knowledge of antique Art, more nar-

ance ‘'offmJTn
°° ““I"”"*- “ n^Mbited on medals, coins, and intagLs,

ft-
‘° “**?* *“ !!* ns gnntle- minor works as regards size, but often as great in

ree^ntil ? ?°n ‘v,"
treatment as colossal marbles. It was this that ledaccepted as it allowed him fill liberty of studying

j

him in after life to collect such objects for himself,the ducal collection, then celebrated as one of the i and it was this that gave him his great facility in

, ^

~
I

fiesigniug an abundance of works now comparatively

Antwerpum venalia apud auctorem u.D.c.iix” (1608) |

triumphal arches, &c., which he was
Prefixed are recommendatory Latin verses by Daniel

j

called on to execute; aud all of them showHemsius and Philip Rubens, the painter’s elder brother,
j

how his fertile fancy was grounded on the best
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works of the aucient artist?, though lie never

allowed them to cripple his own native genius. His

classic tastes led him to reflect with pleasure on

such works as depicted scenes from their history;

but his native bias led him to delight chiefly in the

gorgeous richness of their ceremonial observances.

Hence Andrea Mantegna’s “Triumphs of Ctesar”*

riveted his attention most ; there was a wealth of

display in this scenic work which accorded with the

young Fleming’s mind, and he copied one of the

compartments, not, however, without some vigorous

variation, the creation of his ownwarmerimagination.

With permission of the duke he visited Rome, but

necessarily stayed there but for a limited time
;
he

afterwards visited Venice, and his experience of the

greatness of their colourists had a strongly marked

effect on his after w'ovks. On his return to Mantua, the

duke gave him the greatest proofs of his esteem and

confidence ;
he had in Rubens a gentlemanly com-

panion as well as a highly-informed artist; and he

selected him as the most fitting person to convey to

the king, Philip the Third of Spain, a present of a

state carriage and horses he had obtained for that

purpose. The artist accepted the charge
;
and be-

came as popular at the court of Madrid as he was at

that of the Duke of Mautua. He painted while

there several portraits of the king and the nobles,

and returned loaded with presents and compliments

to the duke, whom he left soon afterward, to return

to Rome, and finish the commission he had given

him to copy the works of the greatest masters there.

Rubens’s elder brother Philip accompanied him to

“ the eternal city,” and studied its antiquities with

him. Their conjoined labours appeared in a volume
;

the literary part being by the more learned Philip,

hut in which Peter Paul had a share, and he exe-

cuted the designs which embellish it. We have before

noted Rubens’s connection with the press, which
continued all his life

;
and when he left Rome and

got back to Genoa, he busily sketched the ancient

bidldings of the noble old city
;

on his return to

Antwerp they were published iu a folio volume.f

This return to Antwerp was expedited by the

melancholy news of his mother’s lost illness. How
it affected him we have already noted

;
on his slow

recovery from the mental blow, he thought of agaiu

going to Mantua. He visited Brussels, to take

leave of his patrons, the Archduke Ferdinand and
his wife the Infanta Isabella; they received him
most graciously, and gladly welcomed him to his

country
; and he ultimately decided on staying

there ; but, anxious that the pompous nothings of a

courtier’s life should not distract him from his Art,

he decided on making the quiet old city of Antwerp
his Lome; and that it might be a home in its most
perfect sense, he married the daughter of one of its

magistrates, Elizabeth Brant, and built himself a

house in the city of his adoption.

His marriage took place in November, 1609
;
the

building of his house was not so quickly effected.

The love of Italy and its home-life iudneed a desire

on his part to construct his new home more in the
Italian than the Flemish taste. He obtained a

piece of ground of the guild of Arquebusiers, who
then possessed it,J and ujion it erected, from his own
designs, a palatial house, such as fell to the lot of

few artists to obtain. It still exists, but it is much
shorn of its exuberant ornament

;
this, which was its

great fault, was still characteristic of the mind of its

master. He had a taste for the fanciful combination
of forms which produce the sensation of splendour,

and in his works he constantly shows a tendency to

obtain this, even at the sacrifice of consistency. It

was so in his house : and though its details were

• These pictures passed into the collection of our King
Charles I., and are still upon the walls of the palace at
Hampton. Oatlino engravings from them were rcceutly
noticed ill our pages.

t It comprises 139 views, and was published in 1622.
A second scries was published thirty years afterwards.

X The arrangement he made with thorn was, that he
should, in return for the land, paint a picture for them
representing their patron, St. Christopher. Rubens seems
to have felt their arrangement as a liberal one, and was
anxious to carry it out as liberally on his own part. He
gave them in return the far-famed work, now the glory of
Antwerp Cathedral, “ The Descent from the Cross,” con-
sidered as his master-piece. This great picture is the
centre of a largo tryptich, or double-winged altar-piece,
the wings acting as shutters to close over the picture. The
back and front of each wing is painted in other subjects,
the outer ones exhibiting the story of St. Christopher,
which would always bo seen when the whole iras closed.
The painter thus gave them five pictures instead of the
promised one.

founded on the classic style of the ancients, it was

overloaded with the debasements of the Italian Re-

vivalists, upon which Rubens added his own fanciful

displays, which no architect would probably coun-

teuance. He succeeded, however, in defiance of

rule, in “composing” a very stately and highly-

decorated mansion. It stands in a narrow street

The garden of Rubens’s house, though confined,

as all town-gardens must be, was nevertheless largo

for its situation, and comprised green alleys, pleasant

parterres, and a summer-house he has immortalized

in many pictures. The situation of this summer-
house, opposite the courtyard, may be noted in our

view of that part of his establishment. Harrewyn
published views, in 1692, of the house and grounds,

and from that print we copy the enlarged represen-

leadiiig from the princijial thoroughfai’e, the Place
de Mer, nearly opposite the Exchange, and in the
best part of the city. The courtyard was connected
with a large garden by a triumphal arch

;
on the

right was the mansion, on the left the offices. We
engrave this part of the building, as it affords the best

idea of Rubens’s general taste in sumptuous design.

tation of this building, where ^Rubens and his

friends passed many happy hours. Like all other

architectural designs of the painter, it is extremely

fanciful—a style which maybe termed “Rubenesque”

pervades it
;
but it is a style that met with much

favour in the Low Countries, and may be seen

very frequently repeated in Belgium and Holland.

Rubens also possessed the chateau at Stein, on the

road between Malioes and Vilvorde, a country-house

nCBESs's CU.ITEAU AT STKLV.

equally fitted for the residence of a noble. It is a
|

National Gallery. It must he owned that Rubens
characteristic building, now fast decaying, surrounded

|

has made the scene a little more poetic than it

by a moat, which adds to its damp and gloom
;

i appears to an ordinary eye, but he certainly studied

but has been immortalized by its master, during its
j

for his charming landscapes in the immediate
best days, in several good pictures; one of the

j

vicinity of his own residence.’'^

best, embracing tlie rich view over the fertile I

“

country obtained from its windows, now graces our i
* To be contioued.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC APPAllATHS, &e.

Nothing has coniributed so largely to the advance-

rnciit of photography as the skill and industry

that has been bestowed upon the apparatus re-

quired. ^Vithout the improved optical arrange-

ments, aud without the numerous mechanical
appliances which have enabled the photographer to

meet all the difficulties of his art, sun-pictures—not-

withstanding the increased sensibility, aud the

facilities which chemical science has secured—could

not have advanced much beyond those imperfect

productions that were regarded with wonder in

the infancy of the art, but which we now reject

as unwonhy places in our portfolio. In many
of the numerous notices of the progress of photo-

graphy which have, during the last eighteen years,

appeared in the Art-Journal, we have constantly

insisted upon the importance of avoiding the cost,

too frequently bestowed on the ornamentation
of instruments, aud to expend liberally to secure

the best possible appliances in the least possible

space.

Many of those principles have been so admirably
secured by Messrs. Murray and Heath, of Picca-

dilly, uhosc establishment we have lately visited,

that we feel bound to direct attention to them. Many
of the old camera-obscuras, though very handsome,
with polished Spanish mahogany and lacquered
brass-work, were not fitted for every-day work.
few weeks of field-work, in the summer, even in

this country, produced cracks and open joints,

through which sunlight found its way, causing the
artist much annoyance; while some cameras sent

by us to the Cape of Good Hope aud to India were
yet more rapidly rendered useless. All this is

obviated by a camera of plain Honduras mahogany,
made by the above firm, which unites .great strength

with little weight. The best lest of the value of

this iustrument is that afforded by Us use in China
during the important mission of Lord Elgin. Tlie

following extract of a letter from one of the staff

from Ticn-tsin will show the hard service to which
the instruments supplied by Messrs. Murray and
Heath to the mission have undergone, and how well

they have endured their rough usage:—“I have not
before had the opportunity of telling you how ex-

cellent in every respect I have found your apparatus

to be. The camera has been subject to violent

alternations of temperature, and to long exposure in

the blazing sun (the tbennometer is at this moment
96° in a shaded room), and a few days ago every-
thing was not only damp hut wet

;
anil yet all is in

most perfect condition.”

The difficulties attending photography in the open
air have led to many contrivances, each one more
or less ingenious, for the purpose of overcoming
them. Wo have not seen anything so complete in

all its requirements as the photographic tent of
hlr. Sinartt, a gentleman connected with this esta-

blishment. In this tent an endeavour lias been
made to obviate many of the inconveniences com-
plained of, especially as to working space, firmness,
simplicity, and portability. Usually, in the various
forms of tent now in use the upper part, where
space is most required, is the most contracted,
while at the lower part, where it is of little

importance, a great amount of room is pro-
vided. The new tent is rectangular in form, is

six feet high in the clear, and three feet square,
affording table space equal to thirty-si.x inches by
eighteen inches, and ample room for the operator to
manipulate with perfect ease and convenience. The
chief feature in its construction is the peculiarity of
its frame-work, which constitutes, when erected, a
system of triangles, so disposed as to strengthen and
support each other. The table is so made that
when not in use it will fold up

;
attaclied to it is a

“ sink,” made of waterproof material, which obviates
the necessity of carrying a dish for developing

; a
tube is connected to the sink, by which all waste
liquid is conveyed outside the tent

; aud means of
ventilation are provided. A water-bottle of a very
convenient and portable form lias been contrived,
for use with the tent; and its entire weight is

eighteen pounds, while it can be easily erected or
taken down by one person. The object of the in-
ventor has been to make a tent which shall be so
efficient as to insure to the operator the means of

working the wet collodion process in the open air

with ease and convenience.

Amongst other facilities for out-of-door photo-
graphy, the manipulating box and apparatus of
Mr. Lake Price are w'ell known : these are manu-
factured by this firm, aud will be found well worthy
the attention of those who desire to excel iu tliis

beautiful art. From the unfortunate facilities

afforded by the collodion process for the production
of positive pictures by one operation, we are now
deluged by photographs devoid alike of any mani-
festation of taste or skill: perhaps we should correct
our expression, and say they manifest a degraded
taste, and give evidence of entire absence of skill.

Those lamentable productions we earnestly desire to

escape from, and we trust our young photographic
friends will discover that though the facilities of the
improved processes ate great, they cannot hope to

produce pleasing pictures without the same exercise

of thought which leads a true artist to study the
position of a sitter for a portrait, or to meditate
upon the best points of view, and the most favour-
able period of time, to secure those chai'ms which
light and shade impart to a landscape.

In the photographic collection of Messrs. Murray
and Heath will be found pictures of the highest
degree of excellence. Terrier’s scenes in the
Pyrennees—Frith’s wonderfully truthful views of
Egypt—the Spanish scenes by Soullier aud Clouzard—” the stately homes of England,” by Fenton— the
dramatic productions, so beautifully artistic, of Lake
Price—and numerous others by Thompson, Dela-
inotte, &c.,—will each and all command admiration
from their beauty, while they will instruct from the
absolute truth of the picture. The stereoscope of
hlessrs. Murray aud Heath is an admirable iustru-

ment
;

its peculiarities may be thus enumerated:—It

is constructed of solid walnut wood (the parts being
screiced, instead of glued together), and the most
careful attention has been given to the two important
qualities, efficiency aud durability. It is provided
with a rack-and-screw adjustment for the purpose of
varying the length of the instrument

;
aud this

adjustment, having considerable range, enables all

persons to view the pictures with ease and distinct-

ness. The optical part of the instrument has re-

ceived particular care, and wc must remember that
the true steroscopic effect canuot be obtained if this

is neglected. Lenses in this instrument are made
expressly for it, their form being such as to produce
the greatest defining power, without distortion or
colouring at the edges. By a simple contrivance
the lenses can readily be removed for the purpose of

cleaning, an obvious aud important advantage. The
lower, or ground-glass, part of the stereoscope is

hinged, which affords both the means for proper
cleaning, and for using coloured cards, with which
very pleasing effects can be produced when viewing
transparent pictures. The reflector required for

viewing opaque pictures, besides the advantage of
allowing the stereoscope to be placed in the most
convenient position when so used, is greatly im-
proved. The ordinary reflector being flat, aud
generally less than the picture, the latter can be but
partially illuminated

;
whereas Murray and Heath’s

new reflector is convex, a peculiarity of form which
insures the reflected light being equally distributed.

In connection with the stereoscope may be men-
tioned Marriott’s stereoscopic camera-obscura, con-
taining twelve plates, in three double backs, and
capable of being employed as a twin-lens camera, or
for two single pictures.

There are few duties more pleasant to the editor

of any periodical than those which arise out of the
discovery of improvements and excellences iu those

departments which pass properly under his review.

We know not why there should be a tendency, with
some literary and Art critics, towards a delight in the

detection of errors in a fellow-labourer’s work, rather
than iu the discovery of beauties

; but so it seems to

be. We trust we have ever guided our pen with a

desire to exalt merit, and to lift the worthy into

notice. Such has been always our desire, and although
Murray and Heath—seeing that they manufacture
for all the governnieut departments, and that they

have furnished the Chinese mission, the Siamese
embassy, and the Livingstone expedition with philo-

sophical apparatus—can have but small necessity for

our praise, yet it affords us real pleasure to add our
testimony upon their photographic apparatus to that

of the most distinguished photographers.

EMILY OF BYLSTOHE.
TR03I THE BAS-RELIEF BY F. M. JIILLEB.

Sculptors very rarely refer to modern poetry for
their subjects, and the reason is sufficiently obvious

—

sculpture engages but a small share, comparatively, of
public attention, and what it has is given, generally, to
works which possess, or assume to possess, a classi-

cal character. Aud yet there may be found in the
writings of our poets a multitude of subjects which
have in them a quality eminently adapted to this
class of art—grandeur, beauty, pathos, or a com-
bination of any two of these, or of the whole.
Leaving the great masters of English poetry

—

Spenser, Shakspeare, and Milton—out of the ques-
tion (for no one, it may be presumed, would
express a doubt as to the sculptural materials to
be found in their w'orks), the writings of our
minor minstrels —the stars, that is, of second
magnitude, wheu compared with the others— are
fertile in themes no less adapted to the chisel
of the sculptor than wc know them to be, from
what constantly comes before us, to the pencil
of the painter. If the art of the former should,
happily, ever be raised—wliich may well be doubted,
from its present position— to the point it ought
to reach in public favour, the characters to which
our poets have given birth may, perhaps, become as
familiar to our eyes in stone aud marble as they are
on canvas.

Wordsworth’s poems are not, in all probability,
those which the sculptor would most frequently
consult, even under a more favourable condition
of his art than now exists

;
bis characters are too

.simple or too unheroic to be dignified aud sta-
tuesque; even the painter finds little in Wordsworth
that strikingly adapts itself to his art. It has
been said of him as a poet, that “he is too intel-

lectual aud too sensuous, to use the phrase of
Milton, ever to become generally popular, unless in
some of his smaller pieces

;
his peculiar sensibilities

cannot be relished by all ;” and it is doubtless for
these reasons that his writings are not popular with
oyr artists as furnishing materials for their compo-
sitions. His descriptions of natural scenery are
picturesque and beautiful, but his sketches of human
character arc too philosophical aud profound for
mere artistic purposes.

From one of his longest pieces, “The White
Doe of Rylstone,” a romantic narrative poem, yet
coloured with the peculiar genius of the author,
Jlr. Miller has selected an incident from which
he has modelled a very graceful bas-relief. The
passage thus illustrated is found in the fourth
cauto:—

“ Nor more regard doth she bestow
Upon the uncomplaining doe

!

Yet ilie meek creature was not free
Erewhno, from some perplexity:
For thrice hath slie approached, this day,
Tlie thought-bewildered Emily

;

Endeavouring, in her gentle way,
Some smile or look of love to gain
Encouragement to sport or play

;

Attempts which, by the unhappy maid.
Have ail been sliglited or gainsaid.”

The design of the sculptor has evidently been to
represent that the affectionate playfulness of Emily’s
singular companion and friend is scarcely recognised
by the maid, whose mind is too much absorbed
in contemplating the broken key-stone and arms
of her father’s ruined mansion to appreciate the
caresses of the gentle animal; and the incident of
a thorn, which iu its growth has rudely thrust aside

a white lily that has found its way through a fissure

in the stone, brings to her mind the sad associations

connected with her own situation aud defenceless con-
dition. The ornamentation supporting the legend
is composed of the union of tlie lily and nightshade,
conventionally treated, aud emblematical of purity
and melancholy.

The subject is very poetically treated, and shows
the sculptor as an artist of thought and feeling

; the
arrangement of the group is most picturesque; the
modelling true, and careful iu execution. Perhaps
we can pay the bas-relief no higher compliment
than to say it is in the posses.sion of a gentleman
eminently qualified to appreciate its merits—Mr.
Foley, the Royal Academician, is its owner.







THE CRYSTAL PALACE

:

A TEACHKR FROM ANCIFNT AND EARI.Y ART.

HY THE REV. CIIAREES IJOUTELL, M.A., <fcc.

Part I.

Vfry rcmar'kablc are tlic coadilions under udiich

the En^lisli student of Art, now in this middle of

tlie lOtli century, enters upon liis great work. No
longer n casual accessory, Art has become in tliis

country an essential element of general education.

Tlie iitliuciiees and the teacliings of Art, restricted

no longer to a comparatively select and exclusive

lew, now are beginiiing to devclope themselves with

most hn])py effects, in direct connection with the

comimmity at large. The Artist-mind and the Art-

sympalliies of the people are awakening and gather-

ing strength. Art collections arc multiplying, and
their contents are becoming more practically in-

structive ill their character. At length tlie idea has

taken root amongst us. that the study of Art re-

quires facilities for instituting the very widest com-
parison between both the various works of dilfcrcnt

artists in the same style, and the varied productions

of the styles of dill'ercut countries and successive

eras. As a necessary consequence of these things,

tlie student of Art finds hin\3elf associated with

warm sympathies, and surrounded with incentives to

energetic exertion wliich contain within themselves

very important means for at once facilitating and
ensuring his success.

Many circumstances combine to render the Syd-
enham Crystal Palace capable of concentrating witliin

itself every requisite for the most perfect School of

Art. It has already assumed a commanding position

in this capacity. When its diversified collections

shrill have been rendered more complete in them-
selves

;
when the components of each collection shall

have been more systematically classilied and arranged;

and wlicu a living voice shall have been given to

them all, with which they may lie made, through
courses of brief but able and attractive Art-lectures,

to address themselves no less to the ear than to llic

eye of students,—then will the full poivers of this

grand Institution begin to be thoroughly understood,

and its full value to be duly felt and appreciated.

Many recent improvements, which arc no less

signilicaiit tlian satisfactory, lead to the assurance

that all existing deficiencies in the Fine-Art Collec-

tions of the Crystal Palace will be cveutnally siqi-

plieJ
;
and that whatever errors in tlie condition, or

jiosition, or grouping, of particular examples may
still remain, will in due time be rectilied. Mean-
while, it may be well to sketch out before the student

of Art, ami, indeed, before the general public, some
of the more prominent characteristics of the exten-

sive, varied and most interesting assemblages of

specimens which already occupy those courts of the

Palace that have been specially devoted to the illus-

Iratioii of Ancient and Early Art. In carrying out

this plan, I shall altogether reject any attempt at

giving regular descriptions of the several Fine-Art
Courts of the Crystal Palace, one by one, with tlicir

coiitenls : my object, on the contrary, will be to

select ami group together such examples ami such
details as may generally assimilate in their teaching,

or may, each in their own great excellence, stand

forward as enduring lessons in the noble and the

heautifiil to every age. As I proceed, I sliall intro-

duce numerous engravings, which will have hccii

drawn for Ute special purpose of conveying charac-

teristic rcprcseutatioiis of the objects thus selected

for particular illustration; and, while endeavouring

to adduce all that is most worthy in these teachings

which Art, in its manifold creations, has eontiiiuaUy

put forth as memorials of the past and as lessons

for the future, 1 shall not hesitate to specify such
short-comings as may be apparent, and also to sug-

gest what appear to be essential requisites for en-

hancing the value and the utility of objects already

both valuable and useful.

But, lirst it appears to be desirable to glance at

the entire subject, wliieli thus lies before us, await-

ing our scrutiny. At the very outset of our inquiry,

it must be plainly and distinctly stated that the col-

lections ill this evcr-accessible School of Art arc not,

neither do they in any respect or degree pretend to

consist of, original works : they are composed, almost
exclusively, of facsimile casts, copies, or tracings,

from original works in Architecture, Sculpture, ami
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Painting
;
and with these reproductions are associated

the invaluable delineations of Photography—that

faithful reflector, that echo-voice as well of Nature

herself as of Art, together with engravings and other

renderings of original productions. It is conse-

quently true that here the student has before him

—

not the breathing stone or the burning bronze, as

they left the hands of great masters in Art
;
uot the

glowing canvas (except in the case of modern

scliools of painting), nor the boldly-wrought stone,

nor the ivory touched with exquisite delicacy into

miniature life : but it is no less true that here are

faithful copies of works, which it would he vain to

hope ever to see brought together beneath a single

roof; and here, accordingly, is accumulated a con-

centration of Art-'l’eaching otherwise impossible to

obtain, and of which it is equally impossible to esti-

mate too highly the beneficial capabilities.

Ill the Fine-.\rt Coui-ts of llie Crystal Palace,

properly so called. Architecture, with its cveiy

accessory, and Sculpture, arc the two great forms

or expressions of Ancient and Early Art, which arc

most elaborately and profusely illustrated. The

leading idea has been to produce actual specimens

of the architectures of Egypt, Assyria, Greece, and

Rome, and also of the Spanish Moors; and with

these specimens to associate certain compound struc-

tures, made up uf various details, which might

serve to sustain the continuity of the series, by

exemplifying tlic Byzantine, Romanesque, Gotliic,

the middle ages, as they are represented in these

courts, fail, in many essential points, to convey a

completely truthful impression to the Art-student.

The classic orders do uot appear at all in any such
forms as alone would be calculated to declare their

correct character, and to impersonate their dis-

tinctive characteristics. It is the same with the

medifcval Romanesque, which is fused into the

H
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and Renaissance styles. Casts from original works
have furnished models from which some of these

courts have been designed and constructed
;
while,

widi similar casts others of the courts have been
actually formed. The grave errors which, unhappily,

have been permitted to detract from the value of

these courts, as complete works, are the reckless

restoration of the reproduced examples, and the in-

troduction, in some instances, of much that is purely

hypothetical in coinhinaliou with facsimile repro-

ductions of actual and existing realities. Where it

would have been a matter of necessity to have left

a court in an unfinished condition,—unless it might
be conceded to have recourse to analogy and in-

genious theories to supply what could be obtained

from no more authoritative source,—it would have
been desirable to have indicated distinctly and pal-

pably the line of demarcation which divides the

probable from the certain. And, in like manner,
when the ravages of time or the still more destruc-

tive cftects of wilful violence and ignorant indif-

ference, have left original works mutilated and
worn, restoration might have been admissible in

the cast destined to be built up into the walls or

the arcades of a court
;

yet, assuredly, an untouched
and genuine facsimile of the original in its existing

conditiou, should have shown exactly how mucli
had bceu added to the finished cast, for the sake of

obtaining that very finish, and for effect.

Again: the arcliitccturcs of both antiquity and

Byzantine
;
and with the Gothic, which loses alto-

gether its three-fold aspect. In the case of the

works of monumcutal art—hereafter to be fully

described— the series uf casts is historically incom-

plete, and the infinitely importaut results of historical

classilicatiou have been, for the most part, alto-

gether overlooked.

These all are imperfections which excite com-

AITROACII TO TllK CUEhK COURT.
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mingled sentiments of surprise and regret—regret

that they exist, and surprise that tlieir existence

should have been possible. It is not, however, bv
any means too inucli to anticipate tliat all palpable
imperfections will be gradually removed from these
courts, in order to admit in their stead more con-
sistent substitutes. In treating of these same courts

as they now are, we should fail to appreciate the

true value of all in tlicm that is worthy of careful
and confiding study, were we not led to discriminate
between the pure and the excellent, and tlie imper-
fect and unauthorised. And much there is, very
much, in these courts which demands from all who
love Art and who would teach it with judicious
carefulness, both admiration and gratitude. The
very idea of forming these ranges of continuous

Art-museums, in itself possesses very strong claims
upon hotli of these sentiments. It is a very great
thing to he able to study in any one court the
style and form of Art which therein is exemplified
and illustrated

;
while a few steps on this side or

on that will enable the student of one phase of Art
to institute a comparison with those other aspects
under which, in different regions of the earth, and

EXAMl'LE OF AKCl

around them. It is the same with the antique

bas-reliefs, and other works of a kindred character:

they arc admirably rendered as well as judiciously

selected, and they constitute parts of the ancient

classical courts, which at once command attention

and proclaim their owm great value to those who
study them.

The Crystal Palace collections of casts after

:.vr scuLKiuiiE in kelief, fho.m a saiicopkagvs

ancient sculpture possess peculiar attractions for
the English Art-student, who is not able to extend
very widely his researches amongst the treasures
contained in foreign museums, from the circumstance
of tlieir comprising so manyiirecious examples from
Italy, 1 ranee and Germany, which heretofore have
been inaccessible without considerable cost and a
prolonged travel. The fact also that these courts

IN THE LOEVHE.

remain, alway.s easy of approach, for continued
study and for repeated and sustained contemplation,
is by no means devoid of interest to travelled artists

and Art-students : they, too, may he glad here to

confirm old associations, and to reanimate impres-
sions formed long ago from a passing observation of

the great originals themselves. Accordingly, when
the visitor to the Sydenham Museum has passed

EXAMPLES OF .MISCELLANEOUS ANTIQUE UELIEF SCULPTUllE AND CAUVING, ETC.—GREEK COURT OF THE UrvYSTAL PALACE.

amongst distinct races of men, the same great in-
fluence has given utterance to its conceptions. A
miiltijdicity of details also will be found in every
court which, either for their own special teaching,
or from their leading to the study of the originals
which they represent, deserve a very careful investi-
gation, and can scarcely fail amply to repay any
amount of attention and thought that may be
bestowed upon them.

The casts from works in .«culj)tnre bv ancient
artists can only be spoken of in terms of the

highest commendation. They combine fidelity to

the originals, with a really wonderful degree of ex-

cellence iu themselves as reproductions. Here are

no attempts at restoration—no speculations after

effect through eillier unauthorised finishings or (what
are equally injurious) incongruous combinations.
If the ^emis or the Meleager, the Theseus or the
Ilys.siis, have suffered from whatever causes, we see

them here precisely as the original marbles are.

The arrangement of these casts is also admirable

:

each group or figure is a study in itself, and the

value of its own teaching is infinitely strengthened
through the influence of association, and the oppor-
tunity for comparison. Nor may the busts be
omitted from this general notice, since they con-
stitute a noble feature in the ancient Eine-Art col-
lections of the Crystal Palace, and are replete with
teaching precious to both the historian and the
artist. Their long ranges (continued, like the other
productions of the sculptor, from ancient to modern
times) recall illustrious memories, and their presence
serves to give animation and realitv to the scenes
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And again, on tlic other hand, both the Classic and

the Renaissance Courts will he brought up, side by

side, with whatever the Crystal Palace contains of

the most characteristic productions of the deep-

thinking and energetic Art-workers of the middle

ages. This is a comparison wliicii will produce pal-

pable cllecls in more than one direction
;

it will be

easy, loo, to discern its value, and to ajiply to our

I'ROACII TO THE BYZANTINE AND BOJIANESqUE COL

own practical advantage the lessons which it will not

fail to disclose.

The value of the Mediasval Courts is greatly in-

creased from the circumstance of their bringing

together illustrative specimens of the varied works

of the artists of the middle ages, as well from

France and Germany as from different parts of our

own couulry. These courts will be found to develoji

their owu teaching most effectively through their

choicest examples. As they themselves will lead us

on to the Retiaissance, so to them we shall be led,

from the classic regions of more remote antiquity,

by that court which illustrates in union the styles

tliat arose in the East and "West upon the ruins of

the arts and the empire of Rome—the Byzantine

and Romauesque Court.

hetw’cen the seated portrait-figures of Menander and

of Posidippus, and gone on through the avenue of

classic busts, each hearing a well-known name from

the long roil of Greek worthies (one name is that of

a woman, Aspasia
;
Pericles is near at hand, and the

frieze of the Parthenon beyond), and he at once finds

that he is surrounded by forms new to England,

grouped with casts from familiar works, the effects

thus produced may vary in accordance with the past

associations of different individuals
;
but for every

individual there must, from the very constitution

of these collections, be much to impress upon the

mind a conviction of their peculiar interest and their

special value in the capacity of Art-teachers.

In remarking upon the general character of these

collections of antique sculpture, it is necessary to

direct attention to the fact that, with hut a few

grand exceptions, the most reuowned productions

of the sculptors of anli<iuity have been lost; and

what iiow stand in the front rank as examples of

the power of the chisel in Grecian hands, are them-

I selves generally cither reproductions or studies from

I

the masterpieces of antiquity
;

or, in some instances,

I they arc works of Roman times by Greek artists,

I who still retained at least some lingering traces of

the former inagnilicent spirit of their fathers. The

term “ Greek Court” is, consequently, correctly

applicable only under certain inodificalions to the

collections assembled within and about it. The

I

grandest remains of Greek genius and skill arc

I

i'udced here
;
but here also are many works to which

I
the reputation of being expressions of Greek Art

]
I

can only be applied through analogy and by probable

conjecture.

A somewhat similar remark is, in like manner,

applicable to the sculpture which occupies the

Roman Court, and which thus is broadly distin-

guished from the kindred works that arc assembled

within and around the Greek Court. Jlaiiy of these

these courts, but the student will be careful not to

regard them as authoritative examples of either

Greek or Roman architecture. In this respect they

differ altogether from the actual example of Romau
domestic architecture which invites attention in the

Pompeian Court, as also from the Egyptian and

Assyrian Courts, which profess to he actual models

or reproductions of the edifices of the Valley of the

Nile and of Mesopotamia. These earliest remains

of the arts of architecture and sculpture will be

Ibimd to convey lessons peculiarly their own—les-

sons which bring with them from primeval times an

impressive witness to man’s inherent and iustinctive

desire to perpetuate, through the instrumentality of

Art, the iucidents and the truths of history, and, at

the same lime and by the same agency, to give ex-

pression to noble thoughts aud sublime aspirings.

Detailed notices of particular works in the ancient

courts will be given hereafter. All more direct aud

special consideration also of the Roman Court, as

distinguished from the Greek, with its architectural

relics, its statues, reliefs, and busts, it will be desir-

able to comiect with the examples of the so-called

revived classical style of after-times, or the Renais-

sance, which has its own courts on the opposite side

of the Palace. By associating them after this manner

with what the true arts of antiquity have left for us

to study, the works of the Renaissance artists will

he estimated correctly. Thus, it will he seen how far

they may with justice be regarded as revivals of styles

which for many ages had ceased to exist when they

began to llourish
;

the modifications also under

which the ancient types reappeared (supposing them

to have reappeared), will be clearly distinguished;

and the student will be enabled to luidcrstaud the

real character (and, as connected with the real cha-

racter, the true worth) of that form aud aspect of

Art which has excited in our own country an influ-

ence at once so powerful and so widely extended.

are, without doubt, casts from statues by Greek

artists, or from statues copied from the productions

of Greek artists, though probably executed at Rome,

as well as formed cither in the imperial city itself,

or in parts of the Roman empire far distant from

LAUGE MEDALLION IN BOLD BELIEF, “SPAIN,”

FROM THE LOUVRE.

Greece. In tlieinsclvcs, both the Greek aud the

Roman Courts can be regarded as but little more
than enclosures for the sculpture, with adjoining

galleries. The architectural styles of Greece and

Rome have, indeed, been consulted in producing
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PROGRESS OF

BKITISH ART - INDRSTRY.

THE WORKS OF MESSRS. KERR AND BINNS.
OF WORCESTER, IN THE CERAMIC COURT

AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

As illustratiDg the progress of Britisli manufacture,
lu connection with its most ancient and interesting
brancii of artistic industry, we have selected for
engraving a group of the so-called “Worcester
Enamels,” as remarkable evidences of classic feeliug,
combined with a delicacy of executive expression and
elaboration of detail, that mark them as the most
successful featuj-es of modem ceramic art.

Ihc costliness of these works, consequent upon
the amount of labour and degree of risk involved
in their execution, must somewhat restrict the de-
maud; but we feel confident that only publicity is

required to ensure for them, among the many
patrons of high-Art products in this country, a
prompt and cordial encouragement. The production
of such works will necessarily he limited, from the
peculiar talent necessary to Iheir manipulation

;
and

we are gratitied to learn that commissions have lately
been given to an extent beyond the immediate capa-
bilities of the manufacturers to siipplv. We have
before referred to the spirited exertions of the present
proprietors of the Royal \\orcester Works (formerly
Chamberlains), to revive prestige of this famous
manufactory, and to the marked success which has

attended their efforts. Improvements in every
branch attest the influence and value of the taste aud
judgmeut which direct its operations.

Referring specially' to the “Worcester Enamels,”
these qualities are strikingly evident, and we ear-
nestly recommend such beautiful examples of fictile
art to careful examination. They are in the manner
of the celebrated “Limoges Enamels,” of varied de-
signs, hut executed upon porcelain instead of copper.
Hie ground of the ware is a deep roval blue daze,
and the decoration is raised upon it by hand labour
(and that of the highest class), with “ white enamel,”
being a preparation of tin and arsenic.

It would he impossible to convey to the uninitiated
an idea of the difficulty of " Korkmg" this medium,
from Its peculiar nature; and, therefore, the full ex-
tent of merit in such successes as are here realised
must, to the geueral observer, be necessarily unap-
preciated : but the great beautv of the works will
be apparent to ail.

_

Several of Flaxman’s designs
have been adapted with con.siderahle skill, and seem
eminently suited to the pei'uliarity of this stvlc.
We are glad to perceive that Her l^Iajesty has

already conferred valuable and appreciative patronage
upon these productions. A duplicate of a tazza
e.vecutcd for Her Majesty is exhibited at the Crystal
Palace

;
the design heiug Raphaclesquc, aud ad*mir-

ably delineated, both in drawing and manipulation.
The studies for the earliest of these works were

lent to Jlessrs. Kerr and Einns by Sir Edward
Lechmere, who has been their constant and liberal

patron—aud who must, therefore, cordially rejoice
to find them so universally appreciated. The famous
collection of General the Hon. Edward Lygou was
also placed, by the liberal feeling of its owner, at (he
service of the manufacturers, who have now also in
progress copies of some of the celebrated “ enamels”
belonging to Henry Danby Seymour, Esq., M.P.,
kindly leut by that gentleman for the purpose.
We cannot pass, without a word of acknowledg-

ment, the honourable aud patriotic feeling which
prompts collectors of works of such beauty and value
to devote them to the improvement of our manu-
factures. It demonstrates strongly the advanced
intelligence of the age, and is one of its most hopeful
signs. Me cannot, indeed, too strongly advocate a
principle so pregnant with hcnelicial results to the
manufacturer and the public: it is thus that good
aud pure models can be obtained with almost the
certainty of pure copies, or, what is of greater con-
sequeuce, valuable suggestions. Tlie artist has at
all times found at his service the great productions
of the great masters

; it has beeu otherwise with the
worker of Art-industry, who lias heretofore en-
countered many ditflciilties and few encouragements
on his way to excelleucc. Of late years, however,

instructive hooks in abundance have been issued

;

the national stores have beeu augmented with a
view especially to his service; and ’there has been a
liberal desire on the part of collectors to assist his
progress, by lending, or permitting access to the
choicest and costliest efforts of all countries and atjes.

“Tlie ancient city of ‘Worcester” is deeplv iuter-
ested 10 the success that has atteuded the revival of
Its Porcelain -Works: the fame they had acquired
was little more thau traditional until renewed bv
the efforts of Messrs. Kerr and Binns. The early
productions of the estabhshmeiit of Jfessrs. Chani’-
berlam now realise almost fabulous prices

;
but. of

late years, little or nothing had beeu doue to sustain
the reputation they obtained. Uuderthe management
of their enterprising and ingenious successors, how-
cver, the works are again famous, and the veuerable
city will be advantaged by tlieir renown.

The objects delineated in the appended group re-
quire a few notes and comments.

The predominance of a cultivated taste in the

OROUr OF WORCESTiU F.XAMELS ; KERR .\ND BINNS,

selection of such types as best adapt themselves to
the purpose of this manufacture is evident in the
forms of these examples. The flowing, unbroken
outline, which is tlie characteristic of the early
Greek pottery, is here freely rendered, affording a
surface for the decoration on which the drawing of
the details of figm-es and ornament can be accurately
preserved.

Hie centre vase of the group presents a noveltym the finish of the handle, it being produced iii

oxidised silver upon porcelain; this process, as ap-
piied to porcelain, is the invention of Sfr. Binus,
and 111 effect is perfect, it being impossible—even
upon the closest examination— to discover that it is
ruerdy a metallic surface. This process has also
been applied to some of the statuettes made by this
firm

; and if the principle of imitation in this’sense
he admitted, the result is perfectly successful.

Hie figures and arabesques of Raphael, together
with studies from Flaxiiian, form the leading features
ot the designs generally, combined with such acccs-

I

sorics and such originality of treatment as impart a
character of novelty as well as beauty.

The •introduction of the “ gilding” is in extremely
good taste, It is delicately applied, and instead of
being “ biirnislied” in the ordinary manner, is
merely relieved by “chasing.” 'We cannot too
strongly recommend these works to the inspection
and patronage of all interested iu the advancement
of English Art-manufactni'c.

The Ceramic Court at the Crystal Palace is thus
rendered attractive, in the highest degree, by the
exhibition of truly fine works—produced by British
manufacturers. \Ve assert, wiLhoiit hesitation, that
the productions here collected, are surpassed by no
establislimcnts in Europe,—if wc except those which,
under direct go%-crnracnt aid, and by a lavish expendi-
ture of government grants of money, issue works with
which no private firm can compete. The formation
of this “ Court” has been of universal service, bv
inducing a general conviction that the means of
achieving excellence are within our reach.
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THE IIAYELOCK COMPETITION.

Before this ai'ticle appears, the golden apple in this

case will hav'c been awarded—the loth of December

being the day appointed for tiie final judgment. Like

the famous fruit of the ancient myth, all the apples

of our Art-contests arc lalielled “to the fairest;”

but, alas I iu bow many cases has the promise of the

legend proved on illusion and a snare! Barely have

the best and fairest bad even a spectral chance in

certain of the late moat partial elections. The models

iu this case are limited to two feet, and the whole

arc more advantageously shown in the great room of

the Society of British Artists than any antecedent

competitive works we have elsewhere seeu ;
the

visitor enu walk round each figure, and consider it

apart. The prescription of two feet as the stature of

the figures was a wise provision
;
but the necessity

of raising these small warriors to a level with the

eye, or to an elevation above it, has in every case

demanded a support so massive as to shriuk the

figitfcs, insomueh, as to deprive them of any degree

of impressive character with which they may be

endowed. A cursory glaucc tells the visitor that

but few of the athletes of the art are in the arena

—

a result which we can only attribute to a want of

faith in that strict justice which should be the only

rule of all committees of judgment. We are again

here exercised in a pleasant game of enigmas—the

works being sent iu under mottoes—which means

that the sculptors ai'e. all as well known to the

judges as if the names were attached to the works.

This arrangemeut has been sullicieutly tried to show
it to be a failure— it is but a temptation to com-
petitors and their friends to descend to unworthy

means of advancing particular interests. For our-

selves, we had rather the mottoes than the names,

and so perform we our duty without knowledge

of, or inquiry relative to, names. We have said

that among the competitors there can be but few

men of reputation
;
aud there are some statuettes

which we ore siu'prised have been received, so

utterly deficient are they of every plausible quality

—being altogether without form, and void. We
had vainly hoped that every sculptor who had

entered on this competition had made himself ac-

quainted with his subject; but very, very few seem
to have any truthful conception of the person or

character of Havelock. We liave never seeu him
;

yet we have him before us—a somewhat spare man,
perhaps under the middle height, with features

sharp and hetokeuing sulfcring—plain at all times

in dress, and simple and unassuming in mauner;

—

and this is the man who is represented in every

degree of corporeal volume, from the rotundity

of a Malakoft', to the tenuity of a Paganini
; and

again, iu style, from the hero of stnge-craft to

the drawing-ronm lounger, and thence again to

an exaggeration of saintly characteristic. We had
marked several for especial notice, but think it

bettor to abstain from individual criticism. There

are in ail, upwards of thirty statuettes in which the

chief errors arise from au entire misconception of

the mau, and the errors of the worst are of such

a kind, tliat we are surprised that their authors

should venture to compete for a public work.

Among the whole wc can see but two or tlu'ee

whicii evidence any inquiry and just conception.

[Since the above was written the committee have

made their selection, which determines No. 4 as the

model of the future statue of Havelock. It is hr
Belincs, and we are gratified to hear that it is con-

sidered a felicitous likeness of the late General]

OBITrAEY.
MR. W. EVANS.

Tins artist, an Associate member of the old Water-

Colour Society, died, at his residence in the Maryle-

boue Iload, on the 7 th of last mouth, at the age of

forty-nine
;
we shall have some notice of his career

iu our next number. Intelligence of his death

reached ns too late iu the mouth to admit of any-

thing more than a simple annouucetneut.

MR. A. n. JOHNS.

We arc also preparing a memoir of Sir. Johns, a

provincial nriist of considerable celebrity, who died

oil the 10th' of December, at Plymouth, at the

advauced age of eighty-one.

ABT m COKTINEIS'TAL STATES.

Paius.—

T

he Compicrjne, which has become a

favourite residence of the court, is being repaired

and ornamented. Ten statues, copied from antiques,

have lately arrived there, executed at Eome and

Paris ;
they are to be placed in niches on the facade

of the palace. Tlie origin of this fine chateau has

its date in the reign of Charles the Bald : it was
rebuilt by St. Louis, and made a royal residence

;

since which it has undergone numerous transfor-

mations under different reigns.—The “Society

of the Friends of Art,” at Itouen, has purchased

forty-one of the best pictures sent for exhibition.

—A clever painter, of the “David” period, is just

dead—Bene Cadeau, suruamed “ Cadeau d'Angers,”

aged seventy-six : he was a pupil of Guerin, and
painted several clever portraits and genre subjects.

—

A rival to the Paris Bourse is about being erected at

Marseilles i a splendid building, richly ornamented
with statues and bassi-relievi.—An imperial decree

opens a credit of ninety thousand francs for the

restoration of the Church of St. Anne, at Jerusalem.

—ICing Leopold has conferred the Order of Leonid
on M. 5. Jean, a painter of fruit and flowers.—^The

successful candidates for the Frix dc Rome have
just set off for the Villa Medici. JI. de Conninck,

who gained the second prize, has been allowed tbe

privilege of two years’ residence in consequence of

ills age, thirty years, being an obstacle to nis enter-

ing the lists next year.—A statue of Ary Schelfer

is to be erected at Dordrecht by subscription.—

A

bust of tbe Minister Chaptal, by Duseigneur, has

been placed in the Conseri'atoire des Arts ct

Mtiiers .—In the Tour de VHorlogc, at the Louvre,

are two niches, in which are exhibited, during

a certain period, the various statues intended for

the ornamentation of public buildings; this is

a useful plan, as their effect can thus be well appre-

ciated. At the present time these niches are occu-

pied by “Circe” and “Christian Art,” the latter

a simple and a well-composed statue.—The King
of Sardinia has offered to the city of Paris a statue

of King Victor Bmanuel, by Marochetti
;

it is

shortly expected at the Hotel deVille.

MuNiCH.~Letters have been lately received from

Theodore Horschelt, a German artist, now in the

Caucasus, whither lie went, in company of the

Russian troops, to study battle scenes “from the

life.” Horschelt is still a young man, and it is

only since a few ycare that he has adopted battle

pictures as his favourite subjects. Stags, chamois,

hunting scenes in the Alps, were the subjects of his

earlier works. The illustrations to Charles Bouer’s
“ Chamois Hunting in the Mountains of Bavaria”
are from his pencil, and date from Horschelt’s early

period. The first plate, which forms the frontis-

piece, is a fine study from nature—a group of

chamois on a mountain-top. The communications

from the scenes of his present life are full of interest

;

for of the principal battles be was not only an eye-

witness, but a participator. General Baron Wzefsky
was shot dead at his side

;
and at tlie capture of

numerous “ Auls ” he advanced with the battalions

to the storm. He is now at Tiflis, with a rich store

of sketches all made on the spot, fie intends to

accompany the troops in the next campaign, in

order to become still better acquainted with the

people and their mountain fastnesses. Should he
escape with his life, he will return next year to

Munich, first passing through St. Petersburg.

Horschelt is a most worthy, amiable, and indus-

trious man
;
aud it is gratifying to see genius suc-

ceeding as his has done. A few years [since he
travelled in the East, and on his return surprised

his friends with a fine picture of “ A Caravan rest-

ing in the Desert.”
Antwerp.—The administration of the town of

Antwerp has advertised for designs for a new
Exchange, to bo built in the place of that recently

destroyed by fire, and on the same spot, avoiding,

however, any encroachments on the neighbouring
properties. The question if the court of this build-

ing be kept open or be covered in, is left to the dis-

cretion of the competing architects. There is to he

only one story above the ground-floor, in which dif-

ferent apartments can. he distributed, For the

electric telegraph, on the upper story, two rooms
are to be provided, one of which is to have one
hundred metres superficially. The whole building

must be fire-proof. Though the site has been
resolved upon, at present nothing is to prevent the

examination of plans for any other site that might
offer extraordinary advantages. All plans are to be

sent in, post-free, to tho civic administration of

Antwerp, before the 31st of January, 1859. Six
thousand five hundred francs are to be divided

among the first six successful candidates—four thou-
sand for the first, and five hundred for each of the

other five. The plans sent in are all to be the pro-

perty of the town council.
;

THE COILECTIOH OE ENGRAVINGS
AT KENSINGTON MUSEUM.

The engravings presented to the Mosemu at Ken-
sington, as the nucleus of a collection hereafter to be

made illustrative of the history of British engraving,

are now hung upon temporary screens at the en-

trance to one of the upper galleries. On the part

of Mr. Sheepshanks the gift is anotlier noble in-

stance of munificence, the more estimable that he

presents during his lifetime his pictorial wealth to

the public. The collection is limited, and contains,

of course, many prints in which the donor was im-

mediately interested, as being plates from bis own
pictures. Much, therefore, remains to be done;

but this, by no means the least interesting of any

Art-collections, may siurely be comparatively the

least expensive, as there are in the country stores of

beautiful engravings shut up in portfolios, portions

of which, it is hoped, may from time to time fiud

their way to Kensington in the shape of presenta-

tious, made in a spirit similar to that of Mr. Sheep-

shanks. From some or other of these hidden stores

may we not hope to see come forth an impression of

Barlow’s Titian’s Venus (1G5G), or his illustrations

of iEsop? Then there must be examples of Faithorn,

White, and Smith—the two former lived in the 17th

ceutury, the last in the 17th and 18th—and George

Vertuc, the most celebrated engraver of bis day.

Examples of Hogarth’s works must be abundant in

the country, for of some of tliem as many as twelve

liiuidred copies were subscribed for. Of Woollctt,

Strange, aud Sharp there are examples among the

prints in question ; but the works of these famous

engravers must be multiplied. There are, we believe,

none of Boydcll, or Eyland, or Booker. The first

of these—engraver, publisher, alderman. Lord

Mayor—is intimately connected with the advance-

ment of engraving. His Shakspere is an era in the

history of English engraving
:

yet neither the

qualities of the engraving nor the style of the paint-

ings whence they were made would, in tbe present

day, save au artist from want
;
and yet a hundred

years ago they brought fame aud fortune to Boydell

—the only examples of Art, as he liimself said,

“ that ever had the honour of making a Lord

Mayor.” Book illustrations were at this time the

most profitable resource of both painters and en-

gravers. The usual fee for a design was a guinea
;

but Francis Ilayman’s terms w’ere two guineas. But
after the enterprise of Hayman aud Blakey, who
executed a series of historical compositious, engrav-

ing became more independent of literature: their

works, which are now very scarce, were the first

scries of historical prints after designs by English-

men. Scai-ce, however, as they are, there ought to

he at least one set at Kensington. The subjects were

well selected, being “The Lauding of Julius Cicsar,”
“ Caractaciis before Claudius,” “ Conversion of the

Britons,” “The Settlement of the Saxons in Britain,”

&c. Sic., aud mauy of the series have been engraved

small for Smollett’s “ History of England.” Dalton

must not be forgotten, as he did much in the art

himself, and employed Basii-e, Mason, and certain

foreign artists iu his work on Greece; aud the

Athenian Stuart assisted in the promotion of the

art by his employment of Basire, Booker, Strange,

Walker, Sic. The best works of some of the artists

we mention will be most difficult to procure, yet

they should be in the collection, aud all, that is as

many as possible, should be framed, and, above all,

they must be exhibited under a light as nearly

approaching open daylight as possible.

Thus it will he understood that the collection is

limited, but, thanks to Mr. Sheepshanks, there is a

nucleus for a history of British engraving, which a

few years ought to render nearly perfect
j

for rem-

nants of the labours of the best of our engravers of the

last centm-y must exist in the country, which, as soli-

taiy examples of Art arc worthless, but which in

chronological series acquire a certain value. The

prints are hung in neat frames of varnished deal, a

method that does not attract the eye from the en-

grariug.

Tins “move” on the part of the Department of

Science aud Aid is highly creditable to its directors

;

we accept it gratefully, as another proof of the active

energy by which proceedings are directed. We can-

not doubt it being followed up by other introductions

of even greater moment.

*
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BRITISH MHSEHII NOVELTIES.

Imfoutant additions have been unde to our great

national collection, and alterations effected for their

due display, which will open new apartments to the

public with the new year. The series of vaulted
chambers that support the Egyptian saloon have
been converted into a Museum of Monumental Art,

for which they are admirably adapted. The lloor of

these chambers is on the ground level
; and though

visitors to them descend, their subterraneous cha-

racter is merely the result of a general elevation

of the princip^ floor of the Museum. By a ju-

dicious selection of such works of sculpture as

belong to the mortuary scries alone, space has been
gained above-stairs for many additions there. This
bringing together the monumental sculpture of all

ages and nations is of much interest and value, as

well for the display of variety of design as for

its power of sclf-illustraliou by contrast, and a

consequent increase of utility to the student. In
these vaulted rooms he may commence with the

Egyptian tablet aud Assyrian slipper-tomb of earth-

enware; view the grim Etrurian sepulchre, shajicd

like the body it held, or surmounted by the resem-
blance of the deceased; aud thus ascend to the
most beautiful of all sepulchral memorials, the
graceful stele of the Greeks, with its elegant sculp-

tured bassi-relievi, aud its flowing foliations
;
ending

with the severer forms which characterized the
Roman funeral monuments. Many years ago, when
the Museum purchased from Signor Campauarl his

coliectiou of Etruscan relics, chiefly obtained from
the vast necropolis at Cornelo, the ancient Tar-
quinia, they obtained therewith his copies of the
wall-paintings which covered these tombs of the
ancient Italian race. They were correct copies in

size and form of the originals, and were placed
above the cases in the rooms devoted to Greek Art.
They have now been brought together again, aud
two vaults are devoted to a re-construction, by their
means, of an Etruscan tomb. The visitor will enter
the small chamber—elaborately painted on waB aud
ceiling—aud ponder ou the ideas of the future state

as depicted by these old artists.

lu close contiguity to these vaults a noble hall is

constructed, with a roof of glass, for the exhibition
of the Assyrian sculpture recently consigned to us.

The slabs will be arranged around the walls of this
hall, and the delicacy of their execution, and mar-
veUous minutifc of detail, cannot fail to strike the
most unobservant. Photography could not have
done more in bringing before us these ancient races
iu all their truthfulness of form aud feature, than
is done by these patient labours iu sculpture.

The Towuley Gallery is improved by niches, in
which the Venus is enshrined : while other of its

renowned works are more efficiently displayed.
The marbles fi-om Halicarnassus (Budrum) are

arranged in the outer portico of the Museum—

a

position much to be regretted, but necessitated, we
believe, from a want of space inside. ‘Where, then,
is to be the locality in which the laige additions]
recently sent from thence and from Carthage, are to
be exhibited? We cannot conceal the faefthat our
Museum is too small for the proper exhibition of its
pi-esent couteuts,and additions are contimiaUy being
made. A glass sbed has been erected under the por-
tico, to shelter the marbles now arranged there, and
they have been judiciously combined and partially
restored by Mr. Westmacott. We say, judiciously,
because these i-estorations have been seriously at-
tacked, and, we think, unjustly, for they simply
consist of bringing together and securing the various
fragments, restoring such parts only as their proper
study warrants; taking care that the restored parts
do not deceive the eye. To effect this, the surface
of the additions is slightly lower, aud has less finish.
By this means the noble statue of Mausolus appears
in its integrity, and not with half a face and oue leg,
as it must have done bnt for this. Every gallery
of sculpture abounds with such restorations, and the
gaUcry par excellence— Vaticau—most of all;
but there the restorations are difficult to detect, aud
are not so honestly done as at our Britisii Museum.*

* Since Uie above was written we have seen a copy of a
Momon.-il aadressed to the First Lord of the Treasurymsned by a numerous body of our most distinguished

of Art, with reference to the inadequateaccommodation provided for these ancient sculptures.

MINOR TOPICS OP THE MONTH.

Royal Academy.—On the 10th of last month,
being the nineteenth anniversary of the foundation
of the Royal Academy, the academicians proceeded
to award the annual medals, according to custom.
There was no gold medal awarded this yeai’, but the
silver medals were given to the following students :

—

To Mr. W*. Ilolyoake, for the best painting from
the living draped model ; to Mr. E. Crawford, for

the best drawing from the life
; to Mr. C. B. Birch,

for the best model from the life; to Mr. F. Top-
ham, for the best di'awiug from the antique

;
to

Mr. S. G. Cameroux, for the best model from the
antique

;
and to Mr. II. M. Eyton, for a perspective

drawing. There appears to have been no election,

there being, we suppose, no ‘‘vacancy.”

The Society of Female Aktists.— The ex-
hibition of this society for 1859 will be held iu the
spacious gallery, No. 7, Hayraarket, next door to
the theatre, and the prospects of the institution

promise an exhibition superior in attraction to that
of the past season. The society proposes to open
their gaUery in February. Ladies desirous of con-
tributing will receive a copy of regulations on
application to the secretary, Mrs. Euudas Murray,
13, York Place, Portman Square.

The New Art Society.—This society is, we
presume, iu course of formation

; but allhoueh the
escelleut aud accomplished Eail of Carlisle is at
its head, we have serious doubts as to its ever
becoming “ripe.” It aims at far too much ;—with
its “ award of prizes, medals of honour, and other
testimonials;” its exhibitions, “ancient aud mo-
dern;” its “conversaziones;” “library of refer-

ence;” “ local committees in the provinces ;” “lec-
tures;” “discussions;” “classes;” “ honorary cor-

responding members,” &c. &c. The scheme has
been in a great degree tried—in so far as relates to
all its more attractive features—aud failed. The
Reunion ues Ajits had its splendid suite of apart-
ments in Harley Street; the committee added to
Art the attractions of music (the best music, vocal
and instrumental, to be obtained in England)

;

invited artists (free) geuerally
; exhibited all the

works of Art they could obtain, aud, moreover, sup-
plied refreshmeuts. The plan did not answer, and was
abandoned

;
yet in all respects there was wise and sa-

tisfactory managcmeut,a liberal spirit,much industry,
and an earnest desire to do good, ou the part of its

conductors. Jlr. Cttley may fancy that his “lec-
tures” will be the “all in all” of the “New Art
Society;” but he may be mistaken. He may
imagine that “medals of honour” may be specid
baits

;
but they arc not yet—and never may be

—

in existence. Iu short, if he thinks to make this
society do the work of the Graphic, and other
societies of the kind, of the British Institution, of
the Royal Academy, of the department of Science
and Art, and of the Nation—that is to say, what the
Nation ought to do—and succeeds in doing it, he
will be a public benefactor such as Great Britain
has not seen since Vortigern wore a “painted vest.”*
The Crystal Palace.—Various changes have

either been introduced or are in progress at the
Crystal Palace. That which “leads” is the intro-

duction of a series of lectures on the Fine-Arts
Courts, illustrated by dissolving views of the actual
courts (an unsuitable and useless association), by
Mr. Pepper. Now Mr. Pepper is au excellent and
popular lecturer on chemistry, but he would be him-
self the first to admit his ignorance of Art. lie is

here, therefore, a valuable person iu the wrong
place. Mr. Bowley, the general manager is also
avowedly out of his sphere when he meddles with
Art-matters. Consequently, Art is making a retro-
grade, and not a progressive, move at the Crystal
Palace. The picture-gallery has, however, much
improved. Mr. Wass is weeding it as freely and as
frequently as he can

; aud there have been many

* Tho inaugural meeting was held at the Hanover
Sqiiare Rooms ou the evening of tho I‘th of December,
in the absence of the Earl of Carlisle, the chair was occu-
pied by Lord Ranelagh, who, in his address to the meet-
ing, explained the objects nf the society. Mr. Ottley
spoKc at length of the advantages of a cultivated taste fur
Art, and the Kev. Mr. Bellcw followed on the same subject,
alter which the society was declared as constituted. Thesmaller rooms were hung with Mr. FlatoWs collection of
pictures, and the evening concluded with a concert. The

ofThc^atfalr^
meeting were not such as to change our views

recent additions of much importance; while the
“ sales ” effected have been large, considering that the
exhibition is not “in season.”—The best object Mr.
Bowley has recently achieved is the enlargement of
the tropical enclosure at the nerthern end of the
building, and the lighting it up with gas as the dark-
ness closes in, during the sWt days of sunlight.

The fouutaius, too, are played, and their jets gleam
gaily among their sparkling brethren of the gas-
pipes. The whole forms a lovely scene, unique in

England, and one that alone will always more than
repay a visit to Sydenham.
The Kensington Museum.—It is announced

that the museum wiB be open free during the
Christmas holidays. We regret to learn that Mr.
Henry Cole continues at Rome—the state of his

health uot justifying the hope of his early return to
England.

Mr. Bebesfcrd Hope has delivered a lecture

on “ the Common Sense of Art” at the Kensington
Museum. The subject chiefly, if not exclusively,

treated under so comprehensive a title was, how-
ever, architecture. According to the Critic, “ The
lecturer, with a vigorous and clear logic, enforced
the new views of the superiority of Gothic architec-

ture over all other styles as the national architec-
ture of England. He urged good reasons for its

acceptance as a style capable of progression aud
development in an eclectic spirit, and, with a motive
which it is just to say was free from bigotry or
prejudice, recommended its adoption as the one
style of architecture capable of growth and refined
advancement.”

Picture Sales.—At a recent sale, by auction,
of another portion of the modern pictures belonging
to Messrs. Hooper and Wass, the foUowing were
the 'principal works offered, and the prices they
realized:—“Ariadne,” D. Maclise, R.A., 118 "s.;
“The Early Lesson,” T. Faed, 127 gs.

; “Fruit and
Flowers,” T. Grdenland, 81 gs. ;

“ Ruins of Elgin
Cathedral, E. Roberts, R.A., 106 gs.; “ Hampton
Court in the Time of Charles I.,” F. Goodall, A.R. A.,
310gs.; “London, from Greenwich Park,” J. b!
Pyue, 71 gs.; “Landscape, with Boar Hunt,” J.
Liunell, 80 gs.

The Exhibition of 1 SGI. — The Society of
Arts has issued a circular conceruing this project.
It is therefore, we presume, to be carried out

;
and

although our doubts as to its policy and ultimate
advantage are neither removed nor lessened, it will
be our duty—if it must take place—so to aid it as to
render it as effective and useful as possible. It
is, we believe, certain that the site will not be
Battersea

; the building will be erected ou the
public ground at South Kensington

;
possibly it

will not be a temporary erection—for if “ rumour ”

is to be credited, the Society of Arts must, ere long,
quit their “holding” iu the Adelphi, aud contem-
plate as “ a valuable chance,” the possession of "a
local habitation,” created by “ a surplus fund” aris-
ing out of an Exhibition in 1861. No one wiB regret
it, if there be such a result, for the executive has
worked well, is working well, and may work still

better for the public good, if means aud appliances
be thus supplied it. We trust, therefore, manu-
facturers throughout the kingdom wiU proceed
forthwith to prepare for the new trial to whicli
they, some two years hence, will be subjected. We
know they are gencraBy reluctant to take part in
this movement

—

but they must do so; and it \rill

be worse than unwise to defer to the eleventh hour
arraugements that ought to be considered, if not
commenced, forthwith. We shall bring this matter
under the notice of our readers from time to time.
The Lions at Trafalgar Square.— The

Builder gives currency to a rumour that, although
the Lions wiU be designed by Sir Edwin Landseer,
they wiB be executed by Marochetti. We believe
the idea to be without foundation—arising, perhaps,
from the fact that the great painter is working in
the atelier of the baron. The lions will be, we
understand, iu bronze—a material far better fitted

for the purpose than any descriptiou of stone.

The New National Gallery.-

O

ur e.xcellent

contemporary, the Critic, states that a plan has
been devised for removing the pictures now at
Marlborough House—destined ere long to be the
residence of the Prince of Wales—to “ the old
riding-school of George IV. in Carlton Ride,” a

place with which we coufess ourselves to be unac-
quainted. “ It has been condemued as unsafe as the



repository of pul)lic records, principally because

it was ’not fire-proof, and tho records have been

removed to the new building in Fetter Lane. It is

now empty, and the stress of circumstances, it is

said, has led Lord J. Manners to look upon it as a

possible resting-place for the gifts of Vernon and

Turner.” We can scarcely credit a statement so

opposed to every ])riuciplc of reason and right.

The Crystal 1’alace Art- Union.—The pro-

gramme of tins society will be issued, we believe,

early in January. It caunot fail to be satisfactory.

Tlie council consists of noblemen and gentlemen

whose names will sufficiently guarantee the good

faith of all arrangements. Mr. Battain, the manager
and superintendent, is emiiicnlly (jualified for the

important post; and several Art-objects have been

akeady shown, of so great merit and beauty—com-
bining pure taste with artistic skill—that we may
safely assiunc a general eagerness for their possession.

Indeed, it will excite no little surprise to find that

valuable productions may he obtained by com-
paratively small payments. It is rumoured , also,

that Art, in its higher sense, will form a pro-

minent element in the scheme.

The Koyal Exchange.—When the Royal Ex-
change was decorated by Sang, we foretold the

total obfuscation of that thin and wiry ornament in

a few years. This is now accomplished—Giulio Ro-

mano’s naiads, with their vegetable continuations,

are embalmed in city smoke. The authorities ai’e

embellishing the Mansion House with sculpture at

great cost; they may perhaps extend their cai'es to

the Exchange, and decorate it with bas-reliefs

presenting a history of British commerce—the ouly

kind of decoration that will resist the smoke-

charged atmosphere of the city. This plan wc pro-

posed before Mr. Sang began his labours.

Medi-EVAL Art.—The Cniic has an article con-

cerning Art objects aud antiquities, the collec-

tion of the Marquis de Campagna, at Rome, which

is likely to find its way to England for sale, con-

signed to Messrs. Phillips, of Cockspur Street, who
will supply all requisite information on the subject,

and show to any inquirer photographs of the princi-

pal subjects.

A New Crystal Palace.—A scheme has been

issued for crectiug a new Crystal Palace at “Mus-
wcll Hill,” north-west of London. We can scarcely

consider it as likely to be carried out, with the

financial warning of Sydenham in full view
;

al-

though there can he no doubt any plan would be

based ou an amount of prudence such as was en-

tirely lost sight of when a dream of prosperity led

so many astray after the eventful year 1S5I. At
present there is no list of Directors, and we are at a

loss to know under what auspices the project has

been promidgatcd.

Art-Exhibition at St. John, New Bruns-
wick.—An Art-Association has been recently es-

tablished in this part of our Canadian dominions,

and in the month of November an exhibition of

pictures, in number about one hundred and fifty,

was opened, tlie productions of English and other

painters, aud of Canadian artists and amateurs.

Among the former are works by David, Eglcy,

G. A. Williams, J. C. Brown, R.S.A., F. W. Hulme,
Vickers, J. Cairns, Soper, A. Perigal, A.R.S.A.,

Rose, and Dearman
;
and among the latter, those of

J. Holman, Swift, Nash, Pendlebury, Munro, Ward,
Miss E. Robertson. The majority of subjects are

landscapes, as we gather from the catalogue, and

there are several pieces of fruit, flowers, and a few

portraits. A correspondent, to whose courtesy we
are indebted for this information, says, “In spite of

the dull limes, the exhibition has been visited by a

considerable number of persons, aud the public taste

is evidently improving here.” We believe this

association owes its success, if not its exhibition, to

Mr. W. P. Dole, a resident of St. John, and a fervent

lover of the Fine-Arts.

All Souls’ Church, Langhaiu Place. — No
clue has yet, so far as we can learu, been obtained

towards the discovery of the person who contrived

to gain access to the altar-piece of this church and
destroy it, about the end of the month of November.
The picture, representing “Christ crowned with

Thorns,” was by the late 11. Westall, R. A., and was a

good specimen of this artist’s talents. Westall was

a conscientious, pains-taking painter, but had not

the genius adapted to w'orks of au elevated cha-

racter. The miscreant whose knife mutilated the
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picture contrived also to cut out the monogram from

the costly velvet communion-cloth. Mr. Farrer,

the well-known picture dealer, has undertaken to

get the painting repaired.

The Picture Gallery ofMr. Robinson, which

was opened about five years ago, in New Bond
Street, for the sale of genuine works by modern

British painters, continues to be supplied with pic-

tures of a good class. We believe Mr. Robiuson

guarantees the authenticity of every picture he offers

for sale. Moreover, he has been of essential ser-

vice to many young deserving artists, no less than

to those whose reputation is established
;

while

the buyer may calculate with certainty that he does

not purchase a copy instead of an original
;
or if he

does, that he has his “remedy.”

Mr. Spurgeon’s New Tabernacle.— Archi-

tects arc at length called upon, by public advertise-

ment, to send in plans or models for the new chapel

to be erected, near the “Elephant aud Castle,”

Newington, for the use of Mr. Spurgeon. The
premiums offered for the three best designs offered

in competition are respectively, £50, £30, and £20
—sums absurdly insignificant in proportion to the

magnitude of the intended structure, aud the con-

sequent labour entailed upon competitors in pre-

paring the drawings. It is quite clear the “ Spur-

geon Tabernacle Committee” place but small value

ou the time and thought an architect must ueccssarQy

expend on a work of this extensive character

;

perhaps they think the honour of competing for

a tabernacle is almost an equivalent for the labour

it entails. A curious, and, we believe, an original

feature in competition announcements, is one which

occurs in that put forth by the committee who have

taken this work iu hand : they request that those

who send in designs “will act as judges, to award

the first and third premiums ;” the committee them-

selves will award the second : this looks suspicious.

The Grave of Stotiiard.—Now, that the prac-

tice of intramural burial is discontinued within the

metropolitan area, and the city churchyards are

closed against the future dead, a practice is spring-

ing up of planting out and beautifying these often

large spaces of ground, aud throwing them open to

that exercise of the people’s leisure which may here

he taken in conjunction with many ancient memories

aud many solemn morals. This new aud popular

reading of the records of mortality exposes here

and there, as might have been expected, the fact

that they have been negligently kept,—the muser

comes every now and then upon a blank that wants

filling np in these illustrated books of the dead. It

is now four-and-twenty years since Thomas Stothard,

a Royal Academician in a day that the mightiness

of subsequent events has thrown far back, was laid

away to his last rest in the burial-ground of Bunhill

Fields :—and suddenly his friends and admirers,

among the visitors who wander over its solemn par-

terres, have become alive to the truth, that no memo-
rial stone records that fact in the spot where the great

painter lies buried. Among the other changes that

separate that time from this, a change has come over

the spirit and form of Art practice aud patronage, that

may, itself, have helped the growth of the weeds

above this artist’s grave. Stothard’s chief employ-

ment consisted in the illustration of periodical and

other works,—aud iu designing for silversmiths

and for the products of the potter;—aud what a

wealth of fancy aud of grace he lavished on these

objects, from a miud in which the store was ex-

haustless, the men of this generation, that touches

so nearly to his own, do not sufliciently know. No
perfect collection of Stothard’s works exists:—the

largest is that in the British Museum, which

amounts to nearly four thousand examples. The
collection of his brother artist, the present Mr.

Frost, aud that of Miss Kearsley, are the next in

amount. Stothard may be said to have been in the

pastoral what Flaxmau was in the classical.—How-
ever, be his qualities in life what they might, the

spot where they lie sealed for eternity is, at last, it

seems, to have a memorial. Revereut hearts have

been stirring in the matter,—aud the blank in

BunhiU Fields is to be filled up. A meeting of the

great artist’s friends and admirers was somewhat

recently held
;

and it was then determined, that

steps should be taken for placing some simple aud

appropriate monument above his grave. Of com'se,

the character of the memorial will to some extent

depend on the amount of the subscriptions.

KEVIEWS.

Cambridge School cp Art : Mr. Ruskin’s Inau-
.. GURAL Address. Published by Deiguton,

Bell, & Co., Cambridge; Bell and Daldy,
London.

The opening of the new School of Art in the town
of Cambridge was deemed an event of sufficient im-
portance to demand the presence of the “Gra-
duate of Oxford,” in order that he might deliver
the inaugural address. It may well be asked, “ Has
Cambridge no graduate among her own sons, no
learned professor well ‘up’ in Art-roatters, that slie

is compelled to resort to the sister university for

some one to speak to the assembly on these topics ?
”

Be this, however, as it may, Mr. Ruskin was there
by invitation, and delivered an address, which the

committee desired to preserve in a permanent form,
and have, by permission of Mr. Ruskin, had it

printed for this purpose. Like very much which
has proceeded from the pen of the author, here is a

mixture of the really useful teaching and of its

opposite—a blending of the practical and the poeti-

cal—words of true wisdom, and descriptions written
as it were with a sunbeam, so dazzling and brilliant

are they. Of these is the beautiful episode of a
journey last summer among the northern vales of

[Switzerland, a magnificent descriptive picture, such
as no other liviug writer could pen, but except to

captivate his hearers with power of expression and
graces of language, altogether useless to the purport
of the meeting. The digression is, however, quite

pardonable.
But what will the majority of our presumed Art-

lovers and our actual Art-patrons say to the follow-

ing.’—“The fact is, we don’t care for pictures—in
very deed w’s don’t! The Academy exhibition is a
thing to talk of, and to amuse vacant hours

;
those

who are rich amongst us buy a painting or two for

mixed reasons : sometimes to fill the corner of a

assage—sometimes to help the drawing-room tallc

efore dinner—sometimes because the painter is

fashionable—occasionally because he is poor—not
uiifrequently that we may have a collection of

specimens of painting, as we have specimens of

minerals or butterflies—and, iu the best and rarest

case of all, because we have really, as we call it,

taken a fancy to the picture; meaning the same
sort of fancy which one would take to a pretty arm-
chair or a newly-shaped decanter; but as for real

love of the picture, and joy of it when we have got
it, I do not believe it is felt by one in a thousand.”
This is we believe a truth, unpalatable as it may be.

So also is this, although fancifully expressed :

—

“There’s no way of getting good Art but one, at

once the simplest and most difficult—namely, to

enjoy it. Examine the history of nations, and you
will fiud this great fact clear and unmistakeable on
the front of it,—that good Art has only been produced
by nations who rejoiced in it; fed themselves with
it, as if it were bread

;
basked in it, as if it were

sunshine; shouted at the sight of it; danced with
the delight of it; quarrelled for it; fought for it;

starved for it; did, in fact, precisely the opposite
with it of what we want to do with it—they made
it to keep, and we to sell.”

Here is a fragment of good teaching :
—“ I appeal

to all those who are to become the pupils of these
schools to keep clear of the notion of following Art
as dilettantism; it ought to delight you, as your
studies of physical science delight you—^but you don’t
call physical science dilettantism. If you are deter-

mined only to think of Art as a pla}' or a pleasure,

give it up at once
; you will do uo good to your-

selves, and you will degrade the pursuit in the sight

of others.”

We could extract many more such sensible pas-
sages as these if our space permitted

;
indeed, there

is so much of truth throughout the larger portion of
the address, and so much of beauty in the remainder,
that we hope it will find in its published form a

ready entrance wherever there is a desire to know
what are the principles which should govern and
direct Art-palrons aud Art-students.

The White Doe of Ry'lstone. By W. Words-
worth. Published by Longman «S: Co.,

London.

This we have to add to the illustrated volumes of

the season that come under the denomination of

“ gift-books but as we propose to offer in our next

number some specimens of the engravings, for which
we could not find room this month, we content our-

selves for tho present with merely announcing its

appearance as a worthy type of the class of books to

which it belongs. It is profusely ornamented with

exquisite woodcuts, designed by Jlr. Birket Foster,

and with several equally beautiful floral “head-
pieces,” by Mr. H. N. Humphreys.
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GuEECP. : PlCTOBIA-E, DeSCUIETIVE, AND HISTO-
RICAL. ByClIRISTOPHERWoRDS-WORTH, D.D.,
Canon of tTestminater, Head Master of Harrow
School, &c. &e. A New Edition, carefully re-
vised. With numerous Engravings. And A
History op the Characteristics op Greek
Art. By George Scharp, F.S.A. Published
by J. Murray, London.

Nearly twenty years have elapsed since the first
appearance of this work, when it was noticed at
considerable length in the pages of the Art-Jorn-nal.
During this period three editions have been called
for by the public, and it has been translated into
the French and Italian languages. Thus it has
acquired not only an English, but a continental,
reputation, and needs no commendation from our
pen. The present edition has been entirely revised
by the author, and the text, as well as the numerous
engravings, illustrative of the scenery, architecture,
costume, and Fine Arts of the country, are, in some
respects, remodelled or rearranged, so as to bring
the latter into more intimate connection with their
deecriptions.

But interesting and entertaining as was each pre-
vious edition of Dr. Wordsworth’s volume, the
student ;of ancient Greek Art always found that it
was greatly wanting in the information essential to
his requirements. This deficiency is now supplied
in Mr. Scharf’s introductory chapter on the “His-
tory of the Characteristics of Greek Art,” which
occupies, including a multitude of engravings, nearly
ninety pages. These illustrations include examples
of Greek architecture, sculpture, painting, and the
ceramic arts, from the earliest period to the deca-
dence of Greek Art in the time of Constantine. The
history is not so complete as it might have been
made, owing to the limited space to which Mr.
Scharf was restricted. He has, nevertheless, com-
pressed into the allotted comp.ass a very large amount
of aesthetical information, which the numerous en-
gravings, selected with great judgment, and well
executed, materially aid in elucidating. The book
may now be regarded as a complete compendium of
the history of this once glorious country, written by
the light of its existing Art-monuments and topo-
graphical appearances. Both to the classical and
artistic student it will be found invaluable.

The Hamlet: an Ode written in Whichwood
Forest. By Thomas Warton. Illustrated
with Fourteen Etchings by Birket Foster.
Published by Sampson Low, Son, & Co.,
London.

The illustrated publications of Messrs. Sampson
. Low and Co. are this year unusually numerous, and
all, 80 far as we have yet seen, very good. This,
however, claims, in some respects, precedence' over
the others : first, Mr. Birket Foster appears hereinm a new character; and secondly, because the poem
illustrated is not among those which liave almost
become hackneyed themes. In "iVarton's “ Hamlet”
the artist has broken up fallow ground, though of
that simple, pastoral kind in which other labourers of
kindred spirit have, even with himself, long laboured.
The poetry of AVarton is but little known

;
he was

one of those minor poets of the last century, whose
writings have been almost lost amid the greater
constellations that were his contemporaries, or have
been bis successors. The work with which his
name is most closely associated in the mind of the
literary public is his “ History of English Poetry.”
His father and his brother were poets of no ordi-
nary capacity, the latter, Joseph Warton, being
considered by many critics the best of the three
Thomas Warton, who died towards the close of the
last century, was Professor of Poetrv at Oxford,
Camden Professor of Historv, aud, in 1785, was
appointed Poet Laureate. Hazlitt speaks of some
of his sonnets as the finest in the language, and
Coleridge and Bowles praise them highly. Cer-
tainly they show deep, earnest, but somewhat
romantic thought, and vigorous, manly expression.
His short poem on Sir Joshua Reynolds’s painted
window at Oxford is fancifully descriptive. “The
Hamlet” speaks for itself; it is a short poem, de-
scribing the peacefulness of rural life :

“ The hind how blest, who ne’er bepuiled
To quit the hamlet's hawthorn wild,
Nor haiiiit the crowd, nor tempt the main,
For splendid care and guilty gain,” Jcc.

The whole of the poem refers to such scenes as
Mr. Foster knows so well how to depict. Of his
pictures, as compositions, it is unnecessary for us to
say anything. Everybody knows what he is when
he gets into the fields, walks by sparkling brooklets,
rests on the primrose banks, or shades himself from
the noonday heat under the covert of some giant
oak. But in these illustrations ho has laid down
the pencil, put aside the block of boxwood, and
taken up the etching-needle and the plate of copper,
consequently there is here not only his thoughts,

but his own expression of those thoughts, not an-
other’s translation of them. And little gems these
engravings are

;
not all, perhaps, of quite equal

merit in point of execution, but still all very grace-
ful—the term that seems most applicable to them.
There are two or three which look rather heavy—

a

fault that, perhaps, rests with the printer.

Gray’s Poetical Works. Published by Sampson
Low, Son, & Co., London.

A pretty little pocket edition this of the poems of
one of the most popular English writers. The
“ Elegy” and the “ Bard” must live as long as the
language of the Saxon exists, and wherever it has
penetrated. A few illustrations from the fertile and
truthful pencil of Mr. Birket Foster, with a number
of elegant ornamented head and tail-pieces, designed
by Mr. W. Harry Rogers, enhance the interest of
the wee volume : the former arc delicately engraved
by Messrs. Palmer and Whimperis, and the latter,

with equal success, by Mr. E. Evans.

L’ Allegro. 'By John Milton. Published by
Sampson Low, Son, & Co., London.

The illustrations which adorn this edition of the
poem appeared in another form some years ago ;

thej' are reproductions on wood of the designs en-
graved and published by the “Etching Club.” Mr.
W. J. Linton has copied them with much fidelity,

retaining the spirit of the etching-needle, with its

free and graceful execution. The volume is well
suited for the drawing-room table, and as it is pro-
duced at a far less cost than the original work, it

will no doubt receive a corresponding amount of
popular favour. The artiste who etched the designs
are among those whose names are well known

—

Messrs. Cope, Redgrave, Horsley, Creswick, F.
Ta3'ler, H. J. Townsend, and Stonhouse.

The Royal Ac.vdemy and the National Gal-
lery. By J. P. Davis. Published by Wajid
AND Lock, London.

The writer of this pamphlet is, we believe, an artist,

but we do 'not find his name in any recent cata-
logue of any of the exhibitions—a circumstance
easily accounted for, inasmuch as he abhors all
academies, considering them only nurseries of me-
diocrity, invented to destroy and not to foster genius.
Although his publication contains much—too much
truth, it is not calculated to be of service to the
cause of Art, for the author is absolutely rabid, and
entirely defeats his purpose by a total want of pru-
dence, common reasoning, and common sense. Such
assailants are the best friends of the Royal Academy

;

they turn away public attention from the real faults
of the institution by mis-statements concerning
matters in which it is strong, hitting not the exposed
parts, but where it is defended by armour of proof.
That the Royal Academy needs reform is certain.

Perhaps we may be equally sure that to such reform
it will be ere long subjected

;
but such unthinking

writers as Mr. Davis will not be aids to accomplish
the object which every true lover of British Ait
earnestly desires to promote.

The Seasons. By James Thomson. Published
by Nisret & Co., London.

Another beautiful edition of one of our favourite
poets, whose pages we never open without finding
in them something that refreshes and delights us.
Thomson’s descriptions of nature are veritable pic-
tures, painted by the hand of one who loved, ad-
mired, and appreciated all her charms. The en-
gravings in this edition are from the pencils of
Messrs. Birket Foster, F. R. Pickersgill, R.A., J,
AVolf, and G. Thomas : it is quite needless to say
that whatever comes from those well-practised artists
in the way of book illustrations are excellent. Mr.
Foster and Mr. Wolf especially seem to have reached
a point beyond which it would be impossible to go.
The drawings on the wood have been placed in the
hands of some of our best engravers—Messrs. Dalxiel,
AVimperis, Palmer, W. Thomas, Evans, and Green,
who have signally succeeded in reproducing the
works of the respective artists. Mr. Noel Hum-
phrej's has adorned each “Season” with a very
elegant floral introductory vignette, that we would
class with the most elegant of the illustrations.

Father and Daughter a Portraiture from the
Life. ;By Frederica Bremer. Translated
by Mary Howitt. Published by A. Hall,
Tirtce, & Co., London.

At the eleventh hour we received this tale from our
old friend and favourite, Frederica Bremer. AA’e
have time for little more than to announce its arrival
among us,_ with the advantage of translation hv
Mary Howitt. In old times, Amelia Opie published

a story called “The Father and Daughter,” which
may now be regarded as not only the foundation, but
the crown, of her reputation, for she never wrote a
better work. Miss Bremer, in her preface saj’s she
is wearied of the old story of lovers’ sighs, hopes, tor-
ments, quarrels, reconeiliafions, fascinations, happi-
ness, and despair; she says she is “tired writing
about them, as if the romance of life had not some-
thing more beautiful—something higher.” She
goes on to say, she will now write about “ one
of those primary causes—one which existed before
lovers’ sighs ascended from earth, inasmuch, as a
father’s love looked down upon its first child, and
which will remain when they have all ceased. It
is of this that I will now write.” And with this
determination, Miss Bremer commenced her story,
and carried it on with the truest nature, and the
deepest interest, until the charming heroiue meets
with a certain cousin, “ Axel.” From the moment
we heard of him, we knew that Miss Bremer was
floating rapidly onward, with Cupid at the helm

;

whether he will be thrown overboard or not we
cannot determine, as we have only got thi-ough half
the volume; but the masterly determination of the
author to carrj’ out her purpose becomes evident,
and we tremble for poor Cupid. AVe can, judging
from the “ so far” as we have gone, imagine that
this will be the most popular of all Miss Bremer's
tales : instead of confiuiug herself, as perhaps she
originally intended, to the sole delineation of the
love that exists between “ Father and Daughter,”
she draws in the other feelings and passions inci-
dental to our nature, and bends them to her pur-
pose

;
this increases the interest, and proves that

as she advances in years she progi-essea in the know-
ledge of both the outer and inner life of the kind.
Our feelings and passions are so linked together

by the Almighty power, who gave them to us for
our own good, and the good of our fellow creatures,
that we can hardly become the Jiistorian of one de-
velopment, without bringing forward the action of
another. When they are corrupted, or turned from
their right course bj' the contamination of evil,
we must not .blame the passion—God-given—but
the passion infused by sin. To say the translation
is by Mary Howitt, is to say it is excellent.

His Royal Highness Prince Frederick Wil-
liam OF Prussia. Drawn on Stone from Life
by Her Royal Highness the Princess
Frederick AVilliam of Prussia and Prin-
cess Royal of England, Published by
Droastan, Allan, & Co., London; C. D.
Luderitz, Berlin,

A paragraph that appeared in some of the daily
papers a short time since gave the information that
Mr. Edward Corbould had been received during the
autumn at the palace of bis late royal pupil, the
Princess Frederick William, and that Her Roj'al
Highness bad consulted him about divers matters
connected with the practice of Art, and the building
of a studio for her especial use, so that it would
seem neither the cares of state, nor the duties of the
new relationship which the royal lady has formed,
are intended to withdraw her attention from a
pursuit which, we know, was in her own country
one that aft’orded her the highest gratification. But
we have other and more tangible evidence of the
fact in this large three-quarter length portrait of
the Prince, her husband. It is executed in litho-
graph.v, with a boldness and skill that would not
discredit a long-practised professional artist. It
may be accepted as a good likeness of the Prussian
Prince, and a really good work of Art.

Light for the Path of Life. Designed by
Samuel Stakesby. Published by Griffith
AND F.iRRAN.

Tliis is an illuminated volume, charmingly designed
and very beautifully printed. It consists of a col-
lection of Scripture texts, three or four on each
page. The artist has followed no established rule
in his designs, although he has borrowed hints from
predecessors in the charming art, and has freely
used the missals now so easy of access everywhere.
The hook is an appropriate gift-book for Christmas

—

a purpose for which, we presume, it is principally
intended.

A Short Handbook op Comparative Philology.
By Hyde Clarke, D.C.L. Published by J.
AVeale, London.

This is a reprint of the treatise on Comparative Phi-
lology, prefixed to Dr. Clarke’s Grammar of the
English language, which commences his English
Dictionary. To students of our language, who
desire to get at “the root of the matter,” this
extract from the larger work will prove of much
service.
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PLOUENTINE PAINTERS OE THE
SECOND PERIOD.

. N our number for Dc-

) comber last, we dwelt on
the first period of the

<art of painting at Plo-

reuee, prolonged l)eyond

its natural date, and
closed by Fra Angelico

\
—the period in which
the object was to express

religious fancies and feelings, with
. little regard for truthfulness and eom-
\ plcteness in rendering the bodily

’^forra. We will now continue the
» subject with some account of our im-

' pressions of the second period, in which
; leading aim was to delineate the form

well, for its own sake, rather than to express

? devout imaginations. In the main, these

last were for a while somewhat subordinated

in the arduous and most needful endeavour to

advance the physical part of the art; but it

must be added tliat the aim was in perfect

harmony with the robust intellects of the active

and prosperous citizens of Florence
;
and it

was so especially with the classical and philo-

sophical tastes of their leaders at the time, tlie

first three Medici, with whom a veneration for

the idealisms of the mediaeval modification of

Christianity, was, it is sufficiently notorious,

anytliing but a prevalent feeling.

The sculptors led the advancement, as might
have been expected; their art being simply
and exclusively dedicated to form, with direct

facilities in the very nature of the work for its

projection and complete effect
;
whilst painting

on the other hand, a more complex art, can
only complete her effects by the aid of per-

spective, and light and shade, and colour,

acquisitions of gradual and slow development.
The painters, moreover, had not the same
direct assistance from the remains of antiquity,

and appear to have been far more than the
sculptors in restrained subjection to the tra-

ditionary types and dogmas of the church,
whose object was to keep her flock iu devo-

tional bondage after the good old fashion,

rather than to promote sound Art. Never-
theless, the admirable progress of Brunel-
leschi and Ghiberti could not but stimulate
the sister art. Most of the principles they
first exemplified were applicable to paiutins:

ccpially
; and soon two apt and clear-sighted,

scholars of theirs, Masolino and Masaccio,
appeared, to make that application.

Masolino is said to have been the most
efficient assistant of Ghiberti in his Baptistry
Gate, so far as concerned the finishing of the
draperies and the roundness and softness of

the human form. He began the famous series

of frescos in the Carmine
;
but after painting

two of them, and some figures on the ceiling,

his feeble health gave way beneath the un-
resting activity of his mind, and he died at an
early age. His works, obscure as they now

arc, still display the awakening of a truer

and manlier style, and prove liim an intelligent

follower of Ghiberti, and also a worthy pre-
cursor of his own scholar, Masaccio, though
mucli inferior to him. Masaccio, the second
great genius in Italian painting, (as Giotto
was the first,) brought to bear fully on his

own art those principles of perspective in

which Paollo Ucello had already made some
advance, but whicli Masaccio applied to the

foreshortening of the figure with far greater

skill. Truth, strength, and beauty of form he
learnt by the aid of Donatello and Ghiberti

;

and he was the first who clearly and fully saw
that painting must embrace a close and
direct imitation of the forms of Nature, with
their modifications of distance, vesture of

colour, and varying adornments of light and
shade, in the representation of which last,

especially, he made the first considerable

advances. The sum of his endeavours is well

marked by the common saying, that the works
before him were painted, but his lirintj.

He early went to Rome, as Masolino had done
before him

;
but the frescos there in S. Clemente,

doubtfullyascribed to him, are overdaubedworks
in the old Giottesque style, wholly unlike his

authenticated productions. Hearing that Cosmo
de’ Medici, from whom he had received favours,

was recalled from exile, he hastened back to

Florence, where, Masolino being no more, he
was appointed to finisli the works in the Car-
mine. The frescos which then, in 1410, his

thirty-eighth year, emanated from his pencil,

are now, in that obscure and narrow recess of

the Carmelite church, chilled and faded to an
appearance so ghostlike and uninviting, that

the mass of visitors scarcely vouchsafe them a

second glance, and pass away iu a manner that

reminds one precisely of our own holiday sight-

seers at Hampton Court, streaming along, with
looks most determinedly straightforward, past
the legitimate descendants of these very
frescos—Raphael’s Cartoons, one of the three

noblest series of pictures in the world. But
those who are so far advanced in intelligence

as to look beyond mere complexion, and the
minor prettinesses, will here— iu these venerable
filmy phantoms of Masaccio’s work—as there,

be struck with the simple manly apostolical

majesty of the principal figures, and their

noble, free, broad draperies; both which recall

the Cartoons at ouce : nay, the resemblance
iu the heads themselves, as Mengs observes,

is striking. Impressive, too, are the grave
portrait-like figures of the numerous by-stand-
ers whom Masaccio introduces, iu the plain

attire of his own times, calmly observing the
miracles; and especially striking the fine

drawing, modelling, and foreshortening of the
tiiidraped figures, so different from the incapa-
bility of previous painters. Until now, the
figures were, at best, a visionary unearthly
class of beings : we cannot readily acknow-
ledge them as Adam’s descendants

;
but here,

at last, we see a being endued with muscles,
boue, and flesh, who can do something else

than turn up the whites of his eyes iu dreamy
raptures, leaving the world to impious meu
more liberally trained, more capable than
himself. Masaccio’s works improve to the
last. The constraint of form in the earliest

fresco vanishes in the latest
;

and the light

and sliade, with no diminution of vigour, is

produced with far more delicacy, and better
judgment in every respect. And in expres-
sion, what can be more to the purpose than
the action of Adam aud Eve, iu the Expulsion,
which Raphael copied in the Loggie—the
shame of the man burying his face in his

hands, and the more vehement grief of the
woman, raising her visage in unconcealed
despair, as they issue forth into the unknown
wilderness of their punishment ? The
other figure here, which Raphael borrowed

for his St. Paul addressing the Athenians,

represents that apostle exhorting the captive

St. Peter : the adaptation, be it observed, is

qualified by a difference of attitude, suitable to

tlie different circumstances, which raises it

above mere ordinary borrowing;.*

Masaccio died suddenly, in his forty-first year,

not without suspicion of poison. Destructive ac-

cidents and thoughtless demolition have dealt

upon his works with unusual severity
; so that

these few mouldering darkening frescos nearly

alone preserve the remembrance of a great

genius from transpiring into a mere name—

a

consideration that leads one to gaze on them

with the more veneration, and even with some-

thing of awe. As few are tlie remaining parti-

culars of his short life. He is said to have been

so absorbed in his pursuits, as to be utterly

careless of appearances and worldly interests,

never applying for what was due to him until

reminded by necessity—so far enviably wrapt

young man !—but so careless, likewise, of dress

and deportment, forgetful perhaps even of his

very comb and washband basin, as to earn the

uncomplimentary addition of acno to his familiar

name of Maso
;
the compound hence resulting

signifying nothing more flattering than loutish,

helpless, stupid, or big awkward Tom, accordin"

to the arbitrary sense, more or less liberal ana

kindly, of the speaker. This sobriquet, how-

ever, we are carefully told by kind-hearted

amiable Giorgio Vasari, by no means arose from

an absence of moral worth
;

since, though

negligent of himself, he was ever friendly to

others, apt to yield services, disinterested,

generous. There is in the Uffizii a drawing

said, aud with every appearance of probability,

to be a portrait of him oy his own hand. It is

a most forcibly sketched liead of a youth, rather

rough and ill-favoured, but with a look full of

energy and earnestness. We are told that,

personally, he was little valued or thought

of in his life
;
but his works in the church where

his bones are laid were long objects of pilgrim-

age to the mightiest artists of Italy. None of

his immediate followers, however, at all rivalled

him in freedom or grandeur of style. The
pencil that dropt from his hand was not found,

till Raphael lumself entered the Carmine, and

searched for it.

Twenty years before jMasaccio began those

works, tliere was adtniUed into the school of

the convent attached to the church, a certain

friendless orphan child, named Filippo Lippi-y-

an idle little dunce, who did nothing but dis-

figure the books with caricatures, till the good

prior, fancying he discovered talent dawning

beneath these troublesome practices, gave him

tlie means of learning to clraw. Vasari next

adds that he soon began to study hlasaccio’s

frescos; aud followed the manner of that master

with such wonderful ability, that even before his

* Recently, Germiiu writers have ascribed these fig'ures

of our lirst parents and St. Paul to Filipino Lippi, who
coiupleteil the scries of frescos forty years after the death
of Masaccio. But in the faded and otherwise obscure con-
dition of these pictures, where, loo, the later artist imitated

the earlier one’s style of conception, and, in one instance at

least, is known to liave completed liis unfiiiislied work, we,
surely, may well iiesitate to ascribe to each painter his pre-

cise share, upon surmises opposed to ex)>ress traditions.

The figures here transferred by German writers to

Filipino, seem to us to be by no means decidedly in Fili||-

ino’s mode of treatment, and very decidedly in Masaccio's
mode of conception. According to the former accounts,
they were the earliest of Masaccio’s paintings here: con-

sequently that comparative feebleness in the drawing
which, we suppose, must be the cause of their attribution

to Filipino, may be explained otherwise by Mas.accio's

inexperience. But even assuming them tu be executed

by Filipino, is it not probable that they were dtsigned hy
his predecessor? In one instance, Filipino is known to

have completed his designs. Indeed the manner of con-

ception in Filipino's works liere, generally, is so different

to his productions elsewhere, and .so much more like

Masaccio, that we cannot but tliink it highly probable ho
was aided tiirougliout by designs which the earlier

painter had left behind him. Tlic old account respecting

the particular figures just alluded to, derives support from
the celebrated tradition that, in copying them, Raphael
copied 3/asaccio. So little of his remains, that we should,
wiiliout irrefragable reasons, tenderly hesitate, surely,
to deprive him of the honour of having produced by far the
finest conceptions ever ascribed to him.
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seventeenth year, many affirmed tlie spirit of the

j

departed painter to liave entered liis Dody. But
,

this account, though still often repeated, is

I
shown on a reference to dates to be inaccurate,
since in the year 14i0, when Masaccio began
these frescos, Filippo was already twenty-eight
years old ; and it may be added that his remain-
ing works do not tend to confirm the story,
since their style bears no resemblance to that
of the other painter

;
Filippo’s softer and more

petty,
_

feeble manner being indeed strikingly
dissimilar to Masaccio’s. In all probability,
the circumstances apply rather to his son
Filipino, whose known career harmonises witli

I

' them in point of time, and in other particu-

i|
lars. The next circumstance recorded of
Filippo is, however, not only uncontradicted
by other events, but strongly characteristic of

: the roving propensities, and appetite for unre-
strained pleasure, which marked all the after
part of Ins life. He broke loose from his con-

,
vent

; and we next find him paddliug about, with
I

some youths as idle as himself, in a boat at sea,
off Ancona

;
where they were suddenly sharked

off by a Moorish rover, and carried away pri-

,
souers to Barbary, After eighteen months of

,

j

captivity, he happened one day to take up a
piece of charcoal, and amuse himself by draw-

| iug bis master’s portrait on the garden-wall;

j

when the feat, exciting admiration and personal

I

respect, led to his liberation. Having executed

j

some pictures for this generous Moor, he was
safely sent back by him to Italy. Fra Filippo
now returned to his art, and to the society of
friends who admired and liked him, hut no in-

I

ducements could long detain him within the
staid limits of a reputable life. His personal

;
wandering abroad, and captivity in the hands of
the infidel, were but a type of liis spiritual vaga-
bondage at home, and slavery under sensual
habits of his own, not half so liberal and
generous as the Moor. So much addicted to
Ihejn was he, that he would scatter away for
their gratification whatever he had, recklessly

;

but it he could not compass his wislies, it is

said that he would tlien address liimselfto paint
the desired object, and so, by familiarising him-
self with its image,

_

allay tiie perturbation of
his feeUngs. His paintings, as usual significant

I
of their author’s

_

character, furnish abundant

j

traces of its conflicts and inconsistencies. We
see in them handsome Madonnas, far indeed

I

beneath_ sanctity, with angels in fantastical

I

attire like oriental siugiug-girls, playing on

;

musical iustruments at their feet; and some-
i

times he introduces into sacred subjects, coarse

1

and low characters bordering on the Immorous

;

I

but anon the better part of liis double nature
asserts itself, and you are edified by some figure
of such dignity, and religious purity and tender-
ness of expression, as would have done honour
to the noblest painter of such subjects. His

! colour inclines to the warm and tender, his man-
ner to the soft and cloudy (or sfunato, as it is
called)

; and his main object was to follow

I

Nature as he saw her, borrowing little from the

j

antique, or other conventionalities,

j

_

Cosmo de’ Medici, knowing his roving propen-
! sities, and wishing liim to finish with prompti-
' lude a work on wliich he was employed in his

;

own palace, once actually locked him up in the
room in wliich he was painting. The Frate,
however, not to be so outwitted, made ropes of
his sheets, and letting himself down from the
window, escaped. Cosmo, on the whole, de-
lighted to find that lie had not broken his neck,
never again ventured to_ impose on liitn a similar
restraint. “ I see,” said he, “ beasts are pro-
per for burdens, but men of genius as forms of
light, not to be kept in durance.” This re-
probate Carmelite was much in favour with the
Medici, aud even with the Pope himself. They
seern to have been more amused than angered
by vices pranked up with cheerfulness, pleasant
humour, and boon companionship. A letter

from Giovanni de’Medici is extant, in which he
writes—“ We laughed a good while at the
error of Fra Filippo.” He has been supposed
to allude to the Frate’s notorious abduction of
the young damsel from the convent at Prato.
Whilst employed there in painting a Madonna
for the holy sisterhood, his roving eye chanced
to settle itself on Lucrezia di Francesco Buti, a
girl of exceeding beauty and graccfaliiess, we
are told, who was there as a novice, or boarder

;

and he soon bethought him of asking permis-
sion to make a study of her, for the Beata Ver-
gine_ in liis picture, a request which was
readily gi-anted. Oli imprudent Lady Superior;
for she can scarcely be supposed wliolly ignorant
of the Frate’s ill reputation ! The consequence
was immediate—was a matter of course. He
became violently enamoured of her. No doubt
lie complimented her artfully, not only on his
canvas,

_

but with his lips. No doubt he said
everything to exalt her self-esteem for a few
momeuts, and destroy it for ever after. And if

they in whose maternal care she lived had been
tyrannical, had surrounded her with vexatious
restraints, liad snubbed and thwarted her with
trivial dulness, ’tis very likely that the memory
of it was now the Frate’s most powerful ally and
advocate, securing a success, which otherwise
might have been ever wanting. Whatever the
ways and means, be gained her consent to elope
with him, although uo longer a youth of the
primrose period, but an over mellow reprobate
of six -.pd- forty. The scholars of Santa
Marglierita, on a certain anniversary, were
allowed to walk forth, to worship the Ciiitola,

the very girdle of our Blessed Lady, presented
by her to St. Thomas, and preserved at Prato;
and ou this pious opportunity, the pair suc-
ceeded in accomplishing their wicked purpose.
The nuns gained an ill name in consequence

;

and
_

the honest pride of Lucrezia’s father
received a death-l)low. He endeavoured to
recover his daughter, but whether from fear

of him, or infatuated love of Filippo, his

attempts were frmtless. In undue time she
bore a son, Filipino, to whom we have
already alluded, as a painter no less eminent
than his father. The Pope, on this, in-

fluenced by the Medici, offered Filippo a dis-

pensation to marry Lucrezia; but the Frate,
preferriug licentious liberty, evaded the offer,

and so wearing out grace, brought on himself,

according to the usual accounts, a tragical

punishment. He was poisoned, it is thought
by the relations of Lucrezia, or of some other
woman similarly wronged.

There is in the Louvre a certain dark picture
canopied by three golden arches, the Madonna
in which is said to be the portrait of Lucrezia,
takenbyJiimou the above occasion. The lightest

parts of the work are a deep w'arm dun
;
and

though the soft crimsons aud olues of the robes,
the gold glories and embroideries, glance forth
from itwith somethingof an attractive splendour,
we might scarcely look a second time at a produc-
tion of so obscure and antiquated a complexion,
but for something striking and noble in tbe air of
that young girl, who stands with the child in

her arms
; though she is not at all like a Ma-

donna, but resembles some Moorish princess
rather. One might fancy her a reminiscence of
the painter’s Algerine captivity. He has here
given the beauty a proud serious look, and clad
her in a turban-like cap, whose outermost fold

waves splendidly in golden lines down her shoul-
der, aud above which is a circular nimbus,
powdered within with gold, most glitteringly.

;

All this makes her look so supe^, that no
wonder the girl’s head was turned ; heart per-
haps she had not. At least one sees no trace
of it in the somewhat haughty sullen look her
admirer has given in the picture. Around her
staud angels, like chorister-boys, (but that tiiey

are gloriously winged,) with round faces, and
rather disorderly hair. They also have a serious

earnest look, a noble bearing. The eyes of one
are even bright with a lotty and ardent en-
thusiasm

;
and another’s express much gentle

tenderness; but on the whole, the monk’s
restless and irregular character appears here
also in a certain air of fretfulness and disorder
in some of his figures. There are gleams of
nobly impassioned feeling, but uo evidences of
that sustained calmness and tender serenity of
nature,

_

which distinguish the works of the
best religious painters.*

_

The most gifted of Filippo’s scholars, the
link in art between him and his son, whose
teacher he became, was Sandro Botticelli, a
painter unequal, but of refined iuveutive
powers. His numerous Madonna pictures,
commonly round, are couspicuous for the
somcwlmt sour and sickly melancholy of
the Virgin, aud for the thick, short, stumpy
features, and redundant straggling brown locks
of_ his figures, which proclaim him at once.
His drawing is rude and weak for the scholar
of Lippi and contemporary of Gliirlaudajo

;

and as for modelling the rouudness of the limbs
is indicated by gradations smooth and delicate
indeed, but so faint and feeble that the form in
most instances is made out by the thick brown
outline to which he very rudely aud clumsily
has recourse. Yet iu his works, elegance, and
dignity, and tenderness of expression are often i

mingled 'with_ these ungainly eccentricities
and almost ridiculous weaknesses in the render-
ing of form; so that we should be losers
in passing him by contemptuously, or even
carelessly. In composition, in the picturesque
beautjr and variety of his postures aud group-
ings, in the constant endeavour to rise from
the mere real into the poetical, he shines forth i

amongst his contemporaries; and the interest of
his nictures is enhanced by his taste and feeling
in the invention and arrangement of ideal cos-
tume, coifs, and veils and scaiwes and robes,
most diligently diapered with fine threads of
gold; to all which he imparts a strange imagi- ;

native elegance. His colouring is sometiines
J

brilliant, delicate, and harmonious to a rare
degree. All these qualities are well exemplified
in oue of the two Botticellis recently added to
our gallery. "VVe mean, the picture in which
the ugly and clumsy Bambino lies on his back

j

in the arms of his splendidly coifed young
mother. She has something of the grand ex-
cited stare of the Madonna di San Sisto, and is

singularly dignified in her bearing, and fanci-
fully elegant in her attire

; aud the angel who
waifs with linen for the babe, though marked
by tlie thick short features and redundant locks
so characteristic of Botticelli, has a true tender-
ness and sweetness of expression. And observe
too, for it is worth while, the delicate pearly
and grey tones of the harmonious colouring of
this picture, which we consider on the whole
tlie finest by the master we have ever seen. A
wild fantastic vein, now and then breaking out
into a strange animation, and a peculiarly lugu-
brious melancholy, alike characterize the paint-
ings of Sandro. His freakish wildness some of
our readers may have observed iu his ” Adora-
tion of the Magi,” now iu England. A circle
of angels, with straggling locks and vestments,
career through the sky with the kind of impe-
tuosity one would look for in a party of young
witches on the Walpurgis night; and, below, a
number of shepherds are embraciugand rejoicing
beneath the heavenly advent, with a quaint and
grotesque energy. Botticelli’s lugubriousness is

signalized by several pictures in Florence. The
Madonna, supporting her child amongst angels
like uncombed, undipped young acolytes, looks

* One of tlie most beautiful works by Lijipi we liavc
met with, in point of expression, is that semicircular
picture exhibited last summer in our Institution, of the
Baptist and other saints, seated together in a garden. Two
of these figures are saints indeed, expressing religious
c-arcs .and aspirings, with a depth and grace which would
have honoured .any pencil, and perfect beauty of drawing.
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very sick and wan and sad, and seems quite

tired of her eternal vocation of sitting in state,

gorgeously attired, and holding celestial levees.

The angels themselves also dismay a melancholy

of hue and countenance like that resultant from

rolling seas. Grace of posture and grouping,

and tender gazings, however, frequently com-

mend them
;
and sometimes the painter intro-

duces a blooming rose-bush, or some beautiful

rare object as an accessory, in a manner which
' discovers a deep and true romantic feeling,

lie was one of tlie first who treated with some
degree of gi-acefulness, those antique mytho-

logical subjects which his patrons the Medici

preferred before all others ; and for their villa

at Gastello, he painted that picture of the

Birth of Venus, which is now in the gallery of

the Uffizii. Venus, with a melancholy look,

and the most exuberant wildly-straggling hair,

is standing on a shell, and being wafted along

by the breath of two clumsy ill-favoured men
huug in the air, whom we are called upon
courteously to accept as zephyrs. Around licr

falls a shower of roses, as she glides towards a

bank, where a disorderly woman, in a modern
wiud-fluttcred dress, runs forward, to throw a

robe over her. Much modest pensive grace,

and delicate drawing and modelling—in the

latter respects Sandro is improving here—
appear in the Venus; but the picture is

far too serious and heavy for so lightsome

a theme. It appears as if monkish melan-

choly, the fashion of the age, pursued him
even here. The grave prudery with which Rio
alludes to this picture would do honour to

Mrs. Plannah More. “Botticelli,” he remarks,

“notwithstanding the natural purity of his

imagination, was obliged to paint a Venus for

Cosmo di Medici, and to repeat the same subject

more than once, witli the various alterations sug-

gested byhis learned patron.” Is it not dreadful

totliinkof? To paint a Venus! What coercion

of principles 1 What tyranny of taste I We
cannot conceive how arbitrariness could assume
a more harrowing form. Overw'helmed with
horror by this incident, we naturally turn
for relief and comfort to tlie pages of Rio
himself, in the hope of finding in what par-

ticularly delightful and edifying manner the

painter might meanwliilc have been employed,
according to that writer’s taste and judgment.
We soon find that his favourite theme is “the
perfect and marvellous life of St. Braucis.”

“It would sceui,” lie writes, “that a special blessing was
attached to the iocalities sanctified by his presence, and that
the perfume of his holiness preserved the Fine Arts from
comiidion. Ilis sanctuary at Assisi was the centre of in-
spirations and pilgrimages during the whole of Kic four-
toonth century. There all artists ofrcuownhavo prostrated
themselves in succession, and left the pious tribute of their
pencil. The irinuraerablo convents of the Franciscans have
multiplied to an infinite extent the representations of the
same subject, with which painters, monks, and people
have at last become as familiar as with the passion of
Jesus Christ himself."

A consummation devoutly to be wished, cer-

tainly! In this exquisitely va'ive admission,

we sec the chief tendency and flower of the

writer’s teaching, which is indeed to obscure
and overlay the idea of the Saviour with the

mere phantoms of a sickly and superstitious

fancy. We do not believe that it is in the

power of any T^emts to corrupt with so much
subtlety and lasting power as this so much
admired St. Francis.

Sandro, without being, so far as we know,
immoral, in any liberal sense of the term, seems,

in certain respects, to have resembled his

teacher Filippo; inasmuch as he was a careless

spendthrift, whimsical, eccentric, and apt to

irapoverish^hiraself evento amiserabledegree,by

neglecting liis proper vocation for pursuits in

wliich he had no calling. Several instances of

his jesting humour have come down to us. He
ouce slily gummed red paper caps, lilsc those

then worn at Florence, on the heads of the

angels in one of his pupil’s pictures, under

circumstances which rendered the act quite

bewildering and appalling. A weaver next

door, distracting him with the constant din of

eight looms, whose vibrations almost shook his

rickety little tenement about Ids ears, he

remonstrated
;
but his neighbour’s only reply

was that he would do as he pleased in his own
liouse. The painter then, resolving to be even

with him, poised an enormous mass of stouc on
their party-wall, so lightly that the tread of

the workmen, and the whirring of the shuttles,

threatened every moment to bring it crashing

down amongst them, througli roof and rafter.

It was now the weaver’s turn to receive his

own reply, till equitable terms were made
between them. Sandro, in jest, once accusing

a friend before the parish priest of the serious

heresy of denying the immortality of the soul,

received for answer, “ I hold the opinion

respecting my accuser, who justifies it by

neglecting his proper business, to undertake a

commentary on Dante, without one scrap of

learning for the task.”

Finally, the fanaticism of Savonarola, (aided

perhaps, in the present instance, by the dull

austerity of age, which so egotistically and
ungratefully slanders the past pleasures it can

no longer enjoy,) subduea the fine fancy and
sensibility of Sandro

;
and he became one of

those Avho publicly burnt their studies of the

naked figure and of mythological subjects, in

conformity with the exhortations of tlie severe

reformer. Indeed, influenced still more lament-

ably, Sandro Botticelli entirely renounced his

beantiful art, as something lewd and unholy,

and became one of the party nicknamed Fia-

f/noni, or mourners, from their melancholy com-
plaints and murinurings. And thus sinking to

age, and poverty, and crutches, lie must, his

hiograplicr says, have died of hunger, but

for the charity of the Medici and other admirers

of his self-dishonoured talents.

The dignified realism and sober judgment in

Ghirlandajo’s works place him in strong con-

trast to his immediate contemporary Botticelli.

He studied Masaccio, (but without attaining

his freedom and grandeur of style,) foUow’ing

him especially in introducing into sacred sub-

jects numerous portraits of his contemporaries,

as bystanders. A manly plainness, a manner
of conception in which the noblest of the

persons and things around him arc cliosen to

represent the holy histories, characterizes

Gliirlandajo, w'ith but little of Italian ideality.

And as, from his diligent study of Van Eyck
and other Flemish painters, he derived, with

much of their depth and clearness of colour aud

finish, something also of their stillness and

formality, in his earlier works he resembles

them remarkably; with just so much less

homeliness aud superior dignity of form and

bearing, as his models, the noble citizens of

Florence, may be sup]>osed to display, compared
with the burghers of Bruges and Ghent. Ilis

picture of St. Jerome, in the Ognissanti, is dry

and minute enough for a very early Belgian;

aud his somewhat later picture of the Otferiiig

of tlie Wise Men, in a chapel near the Nunziata,

reminds you of a Mabuse, or Matsys, in the

extreme elaboration and clearness of every

part, aud even in the inharmonious plainness

of the Madonna. In the background he has

introduced the Massacre of the Innocents,

contrasting, as Rio remarks, its horrors witli a

landscape of a river, mountains, aud sky, imper-

turbably, soothingly, serene and tranquil. In

another picture of the Wise Men’s Offering (in

the Uffizii), he has introduced the Lagunes of

Venice, with a truth of aerial perspective unex-

ampled in Italian, though not in Flemish art.

But Ghirlandaio’s finest works are his frescos,

produced towards the close of his life, which

ended in his fiftieth year. That noble series

in Santa Maria Novella, which covers the lofty

walls of the choir, interests exceedingly,' and

attracted us to the church several times at an
i

early hour, when alone tliere is light enough to

make anything of them. The treatment of the
subjects, (from the Lives of the Baptist and

j

the Virgin,) is the most complete exempliti- !

cation of tbe painter’s strong tendency to por-

traiture, rather tiian to purely historical paint-

ing; for the most prominent parts of these
compositions arc the numbers of illustrious

Florentines of liis own times, whom he has
i

introduced as bystanders. And their simple
costume, their long gowns, dark red and black,

their hoods and skull-caps, unite with their
!

grave and manly countenances, to give them '

something of a solemn senatorial aspect, not
unworthy of Die high occasion on wliicli they i

arc brought together. It seems as if they
were placed there, to testify by their presence

their faitli and religious reverence. There, in
|

the dim light, you may contemplate the harsh-

visaged Lorenzo de’ Medici, the large-nosed

Politiano, the spare aud diminutive Ficino,

president of the Platonic Academy, and the

Ghirlaudai themselves, either observing the
,

Angel and St. Zachary, or talking in separate

knots to each other. Tlieir image grows upon
you, aud kindles with life, as you gaze. There
is something solemn in feeling yourself alone

:

with them, in that dim aud silent chapel. Or, >

in the indoor scenes, which have quite the air

of domestic subjects taken from the painter’s

times, the Beauties of Florence— Ginevra de’
]

Bcnci is there—ajipear, in their brocade
;

dresses, tight bodices, and sleeves curiously

slashed, and hair in little curls
;
or in their

|

muslin nunlike coifs of a demurer aspect.
j

These ladies stand primlj in processional order,
j

(somewhat formal aud antiquated in style and
j

manner, it must be confessed), attending the
i

lying-in levee of Santa Anna, or Santa Eliza-
j

betta; or they are fondling the new-born infant,
[

with gentle aud playful smiles, wliich prove
|

that Gliirlandajo had a lively sense of female '

comeliness and amiable vivacity. Nay, some i

of the figures in the upper pictures seem
highly graceful, elegant, and lovely; as if the

artist were emergent into a freer and more
!

easily-rounding style of beauty
;
but they are

so high, that to look at tiicm is a most ncck-

straining, opcra-glass-rcquiriug, and, after all,

but partially successful eudeavour. Besides,

Time has carried off some of their charms
piecemeal. Piteous it is, how much so, that

Gliirlandajo should have lavished his finest

talents on works fifty and sixty feet above the

spectator, aud almost in the dark !

He painted tliem at the cost of Giovanni

Toruabuoni, an uncle of Lorenzo de’ Medici.

Giovanni promised, if the pictui’es pleased him,

two hundred ducats more than the stipulated

price. They delighted him—and yet—and yet—he “ frankly confessed” he should be better

pleased if the painter would content himself

with the amount first named. Gliirlandajo,

one of those so wrapped in their calling as to

care little about its profits, merely protested

that he had been solely bent on pleasing

Giovanni, without a thought of additional

recompence. He had already given his purse

and liousehold cares to his brother, that he

might be left alone with his work
;
his love of

which was such that he breathed ardently a

certain ideal wish—namely, that they would

employ him to paint the walls of Florence all

round with histories.

These frescos at “ New St. Mary” are, on the

whole, his best works, but another series at

Santa Trinita is full of high merit, including a

Death of St. Francis, perhaps his finest single

picture. It is most hours of the day in abso-

lute darkness
;
but when the slanting morning

light penetrates for a little while, you may
dimly trace there one of the noblest works in

Florence. The well-meaning fanatic is at

length at rest on his bier, one gently thinks
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happily so ; and the monks are gathered about
him, some kueelin" in profound and affec-

tionate grief. One kisses his feet, others his
hands, a fourth is feeling anxiously for the
pulsations of his heart. The rest of the
solemn brotherhood stand by, reading the ser-
vice of death, or holding up the coTdly glim-
meriug tapers, and the cross, to which his
glazed eyes still seem lifted. It is an earnest
imaginative representation, full of deep manly
pathos.

Pour other painters of this Pre Da Vinci, Pre
Puonaroti period, Gozzoli, Rosselli, Signorelli,
Pilipino, we must glance at rapidly, warned by
contracting space. Gozzoli, the pupil of Ange-
lico, isthe most cheerful, serenely sweet-spirited,
and amiable of them. The childlike innocence
of his teacher remaining in his heart, walked
with liim forth of the Cloister into the arcades
of summer palaces, the pleasant gardens, and
vineyards

; where he watched the maidens cull-
in|'_ the purple clusters, and saw the knights
riding past the flower-inwoven trellises towards
the far-off city

; and the grass, and the birds in
the blue sky, delighted him more than they
seem ever to have delighted painter before; and
in the simplicity of his heart he crowded
together in his work the sweetand joyousobjects
of bis rambles, even as a child heaps the spring-
flowers before him. His mind was like an April
day, in teeming, and also in the nature of the
things it put forth. Yet were the holy Cloisters
not out of view any of the time

; and anon he
would retuni to them, and, lo, angelic wings
sprang from the lineaments in liis memory of tSe
simple innocent lasses he had seen at the
vintage, and they were not xmwortliy of them

;

and the spirit of Pra Beato Giovanni greeted
him at the portal

; and again he conversed with
the Saints, in serene though solemn musings.
The frescos in the lliccardi Palace still display
one of the sweetest of these light free airings of
his fancy

;
but on the walls of the Campo Santo,

at Pisa, his summer roses have, alas ! half shed
their leaves. Por his rendering of the more
serious depth of expression, we would refer to
the St. Praucis, in the large picture iu our own
gallery—a most truly characteristic and worthy
representation of the saint.

And near it you may see one of the best
works of Rosselli, whom Y'^asari so much under-
rates. Compare the biograplier’s disparao-e-
ments with the beautiful "Iiead of St. Jerome,
fluely expressive of saintly sorrow, fine in everv
respect, the noble air and Wemn feeling of some
of the other figures, and the wildly fanciful
angels, careering joyously in the heavens, to the
sound of their own lutes and trumpets. Except-
ing the Botticelli, already alluded to, this pic-
ture IS pcrliaps the best of our early Ploreutiue
acquisitions.

_

In simple grandeur Pilipino’s
other works sink much beneath his early frescos
ill the Carmine, painted when either Masaoeio’s
designs fell into his hands, or his mantle on his
shoulders. Rio says that his career was one
continued development of faults; but a jealous
severity against those who fall away in any
degree from the old ascetic standard often leads
that_ writer into exaggerations. It must be
admitted that Pilipino’s Roman trophies were
only an incumbrance to him. The ai?(i(/niUes
which after returning from the Eternal City he
introduced so abuudantly into his later frescos
in Santa Maria Novella, the vases, armour, gro-
tesques and other clumsy and obtrusive decora-
tions, undoubtedly give them a disagreeably
quaint and fantastical general aspect

; but the
vigorous represent ations of violent and tragical
emotions which distinguish them, deserve far
more credit than that most cloistral of critics
vouchsafes. Por the life and spirit which he
threw into the creations of his pencil, and his
promotion of a lighter, freer, and more complete
manner of representation, the son of Lucrezia
Bull deserves an honourable rank amongst those

who pushed Art forward to that glorious
period then about to ensue.

Michael Angelo did not at all resemble his
early instructor, Ghirlaudajo; but he was
obviously iu a certain degree indebted to the
ideal grandeur and energy of Luca Signorelli
of Cortona, who surpassed bis contemporaries
ill drawing the human form, aud whose
frescos^ of the Last Judgment at Orvieto
are distinguished by a daring invention
not unworthy of the subject. Michael An-
gelo ever highly extolled his works, aud iu
his Last Judgment, Y’^asari tells us, “courte-
ously availed himself to a certain extent of his
inventions.” Luca’s works in the Uffizii, two
pictures of the Holy Pamily, truly show an
advance of wliat we now call a Michael Augeles-
que largeness and grandeur of manner, dignity
of composition, and power of drawimr, together
with a colouring more grave and suSdued than
characterizes the pictures of liis contemporaries.
Luca s noble preludes to ilichael Angelo have
perhaps more affinity to his true spirit than
anything that came after him.

But, after all, the most nobly refined and sub-
lime work of the second period of Plorentine
painting, is, so far as we know, a fragment, the
name of whose author remains a subject of un-
conclusive conjecture. We refer to the now
celebrated unfinished picture belonging to Mr.
Labouchere, of the Madonna, two children and
angels, formerly ascribed to Ghirlandajo, in
broad ignorance of the characteristics of that
master, and now supnosed to be a very early
work of Michael Angelo’s. Excellent as it is, it

must, whoever painted it, be considered as
belonging to the earlier period, since the style
is essentially the old dry vernacular manner

;

albeit the forms and composition bear strong
traces of a most refined classical influence : the
result is a depth of feeling combined with a
peculiar noble grace, unique, as we believe, iu
Art. The treatment is sculpturesque

;
the hair

singularly so
; and, besides the peculiarities

alluded to by Dr. Waagen, tlie grace aud
beauty of the hands appear to us to plead for
Michael Angelo as their author. And perhaps
the circumstance of the woik being left un-
fluished, may be taken as another reason for
supposing it Michael Angelo’s

; for wlio else
could have rested quietly before putting the
last touches to such exquisiteness. But he,
weak mau, weak even in his strength, could, as
we all know, leave Art’s masterpieces more or
less iu embryo, either from their falling short
of even higher conceptions, or from his fear of
losing, iu the completion, some subtle and
mysterious power which graced the more vague
aud imperfect image. Those two spiritual
youths, one reading a scroll, and the other with
an utterly charming ease and grace leaning on
his shoulder, make oue, for the moment, fancy
that the spirit of Praxiteles or Zeuxis had
turned Christian, and descended to aid the hand
of this mysterious Plorentine. The seated
Madonna, holding the book, which the little
Saviour standing at her knee looks up to with
animation, is cast in the same godlike mould

;

but the memory of the old serenity and power
of Olympus is there still strong. Here is, not
a true Mary the meek, but a true Juno, (the
genius of women,) or Cybele, mother of deities.
YPe know of no other painter capable of this;
neither Botticelli (for mastery of form was
wholly wanting), nor Signorelli, nor Verocchio.
Michael Angelo alone is conceivable as the
author; and even if his, the work manifests a
pure aud chastened feeling of a kind which
was not developed, youthful powers of a
heavenly order which do not appear in his
known productions. Happy Mr. Labouchere!
It is one of the most precious ornaments culled
from the reliques of nations to decorate wealthy
Britannia

;
nor can Plorence with all her fail-

bounty of hoarded treasures match it.

VISCOUNT HARDINGE.
FROM THE GROUP BY J. JI. FOLEY, K.A.

We have so frequently had occasion to speak of this
noble specimen of sculpture, that few of our readers
can be ignorant of the high opinion we have formed of
it, in common with all who had an opportunity to
judge of its merits from actual inspection. Such
opportunity, unfortunately, no longer exists; the
work has left the country, and, in all probability,
has, by this time, reached its ultimate destination,
Calcutta—where it will stand for ages to come, we
hope, an enduring record of the genius of the sculptor,
and a noble testimonial to the distinguished services
of a gallant commander, erected by^he inhabitants
of the country where some of his greatest honours
were won. It will reflect little credit upon—we
ought, perhaps, to say it will prove an eternal dis-
grace to—us at home if the proposition that was
made some months back by a very large body of
British artists, to aid in procuring funds for a bronze
cast from the model, to be placed in a conspicuous
part of the metropolis, is not responded to as it

ought to be. The late Viscount Hardiiige was not
a Wellington, but, with this single exception, we
canriot call to mind one holding a commission in the
armies of England who could show a higher claim
to the gratitude of his countrymen than “ Dardinge
of Lahore.” During half a century his life was
devoted to the service of his sovereign and his
wunlry, either in a military or civil capacity : the
Peniusula aud India hear witness to his exertions
against the enemies of England,—at Roleia and
Vimiera, Corunna, and the passage of the Douro,
Biisaco, Torres Vedras, Albuera, the three sieges of
Badajos, Ciudad Bodrigo, Salamanca, Yittoria, Pam-
peluna, the Pyrenees, Nivelle, Nievre, Orthes, Ligny

;

and, lastly, through the war of the Punjaub, for
which be gained his patent of nobility. Such a
career as this is assuredly deserving of a memorial
among us similar to that which India has decreed in
his honour.

But if the veteran warrior’s deserts w-ere even for
less important than his long services manifested,—if
his name had been allied with only half the list of
hard-fought battles at which he was present, and in
the honours of which he shared prominently,—still
this work ought to have a place somewhere in the
highway of our metropolis; as one of the noblest
sculptures of modern time it is worthy of such
distinction. London is not so rich in public sculp-
tures that we can afford to pass over this unheeded,
nor is the art of the sculptor so generally recognised
and so highly appreciated that one work, more or
less, is of such small consequence as to be a matter
of indifiereuce to the artist or the public. But the
group of H'ardinge on his charger is no ordinary, no
every-day work—it is a master-piece of Art, one that
for grandeur of design, for truth of action, and for
power and beauty of execution, has scarcely, if at
all, a parallel in the world. “ I look at that noble
horse,” was the remark made to us by one who has
written much and well upon the art of sculpture,
“ I look—I turn my bead aside for a moment, and’
expect to fiud that during this brief interval he has
dashed forwai-d so full of fiery action and of phy-
sical strength is the representation. YIew the work
from whatever point you may, it offers everywhere
something to excite admiration at the genius of the
artist who could conceive and execute so grand and
beautiful an example of sculpture. Again we say,
London ought to possess a reproduction of this
group, where thousands may daily gaze upon it.

The present time is favourable for directing tlie
attention of the public, and especially of theliom-
pamons in arms of the deceased Field-Marshal, to
the .subject. During the current month, London
will be once more filling with the wealthy and
influential

;
we trust, therefore, those who originated

the movement to which we have already referred,
will be on the alert to forw-ard their views. We shall
consider it our duty to aid them to the utmost of
our power : two or three names have been men-
tioned to us who are willing to subscribe liberally
towards the work, so that there seems no doubt
of a satisfactory result when a subscription list is once
opened. But, whether the end be attained or not,
the sculptor of the “ Ino and Bacchus,” of “ Johu
Hampden,” and of “ Viscount Hardinge” has earned
an immortality in the records of British art.
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MONUMENTAL COilMEMOKATIONS.

The Book of Monuments progresses as a serial

;

and, since our last notice of the subject, a variety

of chapters, previously announced as projected, have

received more or less of execution,—while other pro-

jects of the kind, of greater or less interest to one

class of readers or another, are before us, that have

been since announced.—Amongst these varieties, the

Crimean volume steadily advances, under the editing

of the Sculpture Jlusc. Tlie monument, at Car-

marthen, to the officers and soldiers of the

Royal Welsh Fusileehs who fell in that dis-

astrous conflict, has been set up. Our readers will

remember, that this record has, as one of its sources

of interest, that touching incident which runs through

so many of the episodes of this Crimean volume, and

adds a sentiment both tender and noble to details

which in themselves are very noble and very sad.

The memorial is the tribute of those gallant soldiers

who brought home their laurels from that far field,

and took the prizes due to the living,—to their

brothers of the corps whose laurels were rooted in

graves, and whose only prize is this homage from the

living soldier to the dead. Tlie monument, which

is the work of Mr. Edward Richardson, has been

executed at the cost of the officers of the 23rd

Fusilcers. It towers to a height of thirty feet;

and on one of four panels it bears an inscription

recording in general terras its memorial purpose.

The other panels resolve the general record into its

particulars. One panel hands down to posterity

the names of those, belonging to the corps, who
died at the Alma, Sept. 20, 1854 :—one tells who
fell at the storming of the Redan, on the 8th of

September, 1855 j—and the fourth, to those wlio

died at Iiikermann, on the 5th of November, 1854,

adds Ihc names of the Fusileers who fell iu the

trenches before Sebastopol, during those two dreary

years, and a summary’ of persons cut off by the

more terrible instrument of disease in that me-

morable war.—Tlie first stone of one of another

class of Crimean monuments, in wiiich the senti-

ment of brotherhood takes a different form, less

tender, perhaps, hut very pleasing nevertheless, has

been laid since we reported last. The
Westminster School Crimean Monument,

commemorating the fate of distinguished officers

educated at that institution, who fell in tlie Cher-

sonese,—Lord Raglau and General Markham being

amongst the number,—has had this species of in-

auguration, iu the Broad Sancluai’y, at Westminster,

the place chosen for the purpose. The exact site

fronts the western entrance to the Abbey; and here

will arise a polished column of Peterhead granite,

resting on a handsome squai’e pedestal of Portland

stone, and soaring to a height of some sixty-two feet.

The pedestal will be enclosed within an ornamental

railing, twenty feet square. This monument has

been designed by the eminent architect, JIv. G. G.

Scott,—aud has the following sculpture incidents.

The column will be surmounted by a representation,

in stone, of St. George and the Dragon ; and figures

luiderucath will present King Henry HI. and
Edward I., in w'hose reigns the Abbey, as now
existing, was rebuilt,—Quecu Elizabeth, who founded

the school,—and Queen Victoria, as the sovereign

in whose reigu the events commemorated occurred.

—Scotland, too, continues her contributions to the

marble annals of the same destructive campaigns.

The officers and privates of

—

Her Majesty’s 9th Regiment of Light In-

fantry to whom it proved fatal arc recorded on a

handsome mural monument which has just been

erected in the old Church of St. John, in the fair

city of Perth. For the

Monument to Colonel Morris, the subscrip-

tions being not likely, as appears, much to exceed

the sum of £500, it has been decided that that

memorial, too, shall take the favourite, very manage-
able, and, as regards scale, very elastic, form of a

column.—And while, all over the length and breadth

of the islands iu whose service they died, these

memorials of our lost heroes are arising,—it is not

inappropriate that wc should allude to a

—

Group of British Crimean Monuments
which Captain Brine, of the Royal Engineers, has

executed, with great labour, and presented to the

Queen. This group reproduces, in lukermann stone,

and (with one or two exceptions) on the scale of

half an inch to a foot, the principal monuments

that have arisen iu the Crimea aud at Scutari

over those of our officers or soldiers who died in

battle or perished by disease. It is a most touch-

ing record,—and eloquent of the morals that reside

in the theme. Even an engraving of it carries the

mind irresistibly away to the sleepers by those

melancholy shores, where the living themselves hear

little more than the dull beat of the Bosphorus, or

the sigh of the wind as it sweeps, with a voice more

desolate thau elsewhere, up the slopes of Cathcart’s

Hill.—Before passing from these memorials of war

to more peaceful sciRpture themes, we may as well

mention here, as belonging to the same subject,

though it carries us out of our national ranks, that

the monument erected at Prague to the memory of

the late Marshal Radetzky was uncovered during

the recent visit of the Emperor to that city, amid

a more than usual pomp, civil and military ;—the

professional feature of leading interest, being the

presence of the generals who served with and under

Radetzky in Italy, and of the veterans whom he led

during the "War of Liberation against Napoleon I.

These stood together there as casual and fleeting

indexes of the long soldier-career to be a permanent

record of which to ]iostcrity the monument in ques-

tion is reared. The work has been cast at Nurem-
berg, aud is tbc gift of the Society of the Friends

of Art to the city of Prague.

Passing from these memorials of the men to

whom in life its slcrncr tasks were assigned,

—

“ Wliose swords are rust,

Whose bodies dust,

And whose souls are with the Lord, wc trust,"

—

w'e come to chapters of the same monumental

volume which present the sculpture muse engaged

in the allotment of her civic crowns. Among her

doings of this kind, we may record, first, that the

men of Cromarty have been laying, in that town,

the foundation stone of a

—

Monument to the late Hugh Miller.—Here,

wc have again the pillar ;—which, in some one or

other of its forms, seems to be the favourite monu-
mental mark, since the day when Jacob set a pillar

upon Rachel’s grave, where she left him for ever

“ in the way to Ephrath.” In the case of this

Miller monument, the pillar is to be fifty feet high
;

and a statue of the deceased geologist, to be executed

by Mr. Haudyside Ritchie, is to stand, like Simon

Stylites, on its top:—which is about as bad a use

of a statue as can well be contrived. The monu-

ment, as designed, contains, however, a graceful

reference to the history and labom-s of the dead.

The base is to be of old red sandstone, taken from

the shore quarry which was the first scene of

Mr. Miller’s geological researches. The remainder

of the work will be wrought from a more durable

stone.—Speaking of felicities of monumental allu-

sion, we may mention that the Builder gives some

account of a quaint gravestone lately set up, in

Norwood Cemetery, over the remains of

—

John Britton, the Arcu.eologist.—The
monument—for this mere gravestone rises to the

dignity of a monument in virtue of its scheme—was,

it seems, the design of Professor Hosking. Itisau

upright block of stone, similar to those at Stone-

henge,—being at the base three feet, six inches, by

two feet, four inches—in height, eleven feet,—and

diminishing slightly on all sides. The block weighs

five tons ;—and stands just as it was rent out of the

quarry, with no mark of the tool on it beyond

that of the spaUing-haramer which was employed to

throw off some rougher irregularities. Besides the

name, it bears no otlicr inscription thau what

records the dates of the birth aud the death, cut into

the base of the wrought plinth.—The ceremony of

laying the foundation stone of the

—

Monument to the late Earl of Ellesmere
has also taken place, in the ncighboui-hood of Wor-
sley, in Lancashire. The exact site is a lofty

eminence, westward from Worsley Hall, called

Wren’s Nest ; and there, for many miles around,

the monument will be a conspicuous object to the

traveller, coming from whatever point of view. The
octagonal shaft which forms its principal feature will

rise to a height of 132 feet.—Travelling, once more,

for a moment, abroad, we may record, that a

—

Statue of Peter the Hermit has been in-

augurated in the gardens of the old Monastery of

Neumoustier, at Huy, in Belgium:—in which

religious house the Hermit died.

Tlie men of Newcastle-upon-Tyne are proceeding

with their efforts to illustrate that town in the name
of one of its greatest sons, by means of a

—

Statue of the l.ate George Stephenson.—It

is now a good many years since the great engineer

received that form of tribute in the south :—where,
in the metropolis of the empire itself, his full-

length figm'e, by Baily, stands, in marble, in the

great hail of the Terminus of the North Western
Railway,—presiding, as it were, at the source of

that network of iron with which he bound together

the land,—and to be seen for ages to come by the

living multitudes who shall pour their hiu-rying

tides unceasingly along the lines that be laid down.
On such a site, the idea of the mighty worker is at

once generalized and localized; hut it is, certainly,

most fitting,'—rather in the interest of others than

of himself,—that his memory should receive the

specific localization which attaches to his monu-
mental presentment iu the province of his birth.

Probably, Mr. Baily’s familiarity with the subject,

as arising out of his previous dealings with it, will

have pointed him out as the fittest sculptor for the

execution of this northern work.—The design for

rescuing

—

The Grave of Stotiiard, in Bunhill-fields,

from the neglect and obscurity to which it has been

too long surrendered, progresses. At a meeting held

in the rooms of the Society of British Artists, a com-
mittee was formed for giving effect to the object in

view ;—and many men of great influence, social and
artistic, including the president and members of

the academy to whicli the deceased belonged, have

given in their names as promoters of tlie project.

At that meeting, it was determined, that in case the

subscriptions should reach, as was considered pro-

bable, a sufficient sum, the early idea of a memorial
over the grave should expand itself into a statue, to

;

be erected in the National Gallery, or elsewhere.

1

—How far the monument iu question may have
awakened a kindred action in another case, we
do not know; hut, we sec it staled, that Mr. Graves,

the eminent print publisher, of Pall Mall, is about

to erect a monument over the

—

Grave of Sir Robert Strange, tlie great

engraver, where it lies unhonoured iu the Church of

St. Paul, Coveiit Gai-den.—To this record of indi-

vidual munificence, it will not be out of place to

add, that, to the

—

Statue of Handel, in his native town of

Hnllc, the Crystal Palace Company, at Sydenham,

—

who are preparing their own grand illustration of

the great composer, in another way,—have con-

tributed a sura of fifty pounds.—Our readers will be

glad to hear, too, that it is in coutemplalioii to

erect a

—

Statue of Omver Goldsmith in front of

Trinity College, Dublin.

The last chapters of a very sad history ore yet

unwritten,—hut the catastrophe is settled
;

and,

in its painful sense, the Painted Hall of Greenwich

Hospital has recently received, by order of parlia-

' ment, a melancholy illustration. 'J'he artist is Mr.

;
Richard Westmacolt,—and the new addition to this

' chamber of our naval records is a

—

' Monument to Sir John Franklin and his

Companions.—There is a good deal of originality

1
in the conception of this work,—aud to a monu-

' meat whicli is in form a tablet and inscription the
' sculptor has contrived to give an epic treatment.

I

The story of the expedition is iudicated from its

j

opening to its close;—and the fate that fell on the

' gallant ships, and the gallant men who sailed them,
' is expressively shadowed forth. As we have said,

I the main field of the monument is a tablet, occupy-

ing a large space—for the entire work is about

!

eighteen feet in height by nearly ten in width,—on
' which are inscribed, under the several headings of

^ Erebus and Terror, the names of all the officers of

tbc lost ships, and a memorial reference to all their

working hands. To the left of this tablet, as the
'

spectator fronts the monument, the sculptiu-e re-

i presents the youth of tlie expedition. A standing
'

figure of a naval officer, compasses in hand, aud a

!
globe, &c., by his side, is engaged in earnestly

I studying a chart of the seas iuto which he is about

to sail; and, thrown into background by the flag of

England that floats between him and them, tower

the tall masts of the brave ships, with their canvas

wings spread for the voyage from whence they were

never to return. Towering up, to match these, on
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the opposite side of the monument, are the iceberg

peaks of an Arctic sea, shattered and tossed into

forms of hopeless wildness; and over them, a soli-

tary star tells of the pole and its sentinel in the sky.

The cleft of an iceberg holds a broken spar
; and at

the foot of the monument, balancing the figure on
the left, sits a sailor, with drooping head and
wounded foot,—and in his air and attitude that
which hints the close of the sad talc, as yet unre-
vealed, but known too well. Of the long dark
years that lie between these two figirres, when shall

the story be told? As yet, we know of it nothing
certainly save the tomb which the broad intervening

tablet pictures
; but we know, too, that the laurel

grows even amid the Arctic darkness and out of the
thick-ribbed ice,—and the sculptor has twined it

into crowns above the names here committed to

the keeping of the countrymen of these honoured
dead for ever.

Though happily not a “ Monumental Commemo-
ration,” we may here refer to a

—

Statue of Me. Crossley.

—

The men of Halifax
are engaged in the payment of one of those civic

debts, the growing frequency of which amongst us
is one of the noblest and most hopeful symptoms of

the times in which we live. Mr. Crossley is a

manufacturer in that thriving Yorkshire towm,

—

employing four thousand hands for his own imme-
diate objects, and e.xtending his sympathies to all the
population of the great community in the midst of

which he dwells. For the social diseases more or

less inseparable from great gatherings of men, but
curable in a degree far beyond what our fathers

imagined, and by methods of which they never
thought, Mr. Crossley is one of those who adopt the
new system of moral therapeutics. With them, the
old practice of '‘bleeding and cold water” is ethically

and politically gone out. The great truth that lies

at the basis of their system—the best discovery of
this age, and which the “fine old English gentle-
man ” missed,—is, that, in whatever degree of life, a

man, besides being a machine, w a man. With this

simple divining rod, how many wells have these
men opened up in the social desert !—Happily, the
subject is growing familiar amongst us, and it is

sufficient here to say, that to all which can elevate

the stature and alleviate the lot of the labouring
population over whom it is his high mission—since

he understands it,—in a sense, to preside, Mr. Cross-
ley has lent himself with a zeal which the people
pay with a free people’s love. The love of the fine

old English labourer for the fine old English gentle-
man had a touch of the slave in it :—but these
men stand up, to love. They offer an iutellectual

homage:—and some day, it will be thorougbly
understood how near the intellect and the heart lie

to each other. Jlr. Crossley’s last gift to the men
of Halifax was a free park

; and into that park,
amongst other sources of recreation at which he
proposes that hard mechanic minds shall drink, he
has actually introduced works of Art. Statues,

—

and statues from the antique,—for labouring men,
their wives and children 1 In that park the ghost
of Sir Roger de Coverley will never walk.

—
“What

will be the great and final amount of response to
these acts of Mr. Crossley, will probably be known
only by means of the recording angel’s book

; but
one immediate, particular, and appropriate form of
response has been, a subscription set on foot amongst
the workmen themselves for a statue of Mr. Cross-
ley, to stand amongst the statues in his own park,—fiUed up with a rapidity that shows where the
response came from. For this statue, in marble,
Mr. Durham is to receive £1000 ;—and he has just
made a model,—hardly completed yet, but which
we have seen,—which shows that he has caught the
spirit of his occasion, and looked rather to hfs work
than to its price. The original model on which he
obtained the commission presented Mr. Crossley as
a standing figure; and this, for the sake of 'the
greater variety to be obtained, the sculptor has
exchanged for a sitting form, at an increase of
working cost which will of course be his own. The
statue, being marble, will occupy an interior,—

a

temple, or something of the kind, to be erected in
the grounds. It represents a full-length figure that
would stand somewhat short of eight feet high,
seated, with great freedom of action, in a large arm-
chair. Something of the mental and moral activity
of the man is indicated even in the attitude of res’t

into which the figure is thrown. That solution of

portrait sculpture which treats a portrait as a docn-
meut, and holds that a Halifax manufacturer in a
Roman toga would lead an archaeologist of New Zea-
land, or British Columbia, a thousand years hence,
into a maze of error,—Mr. Durham has treated with
great felicity. Mr. Crossley wears, in this work, the
coat, waistcoat, and breeches of his time,—but they
are fashioned by an artist, not by a tailor. The loose

frock is made to yield lines as free as need be desired,

while testifying faithfully of the man and his age.

This is the true Greek solution of an Art-difficultv.

The difficulty, with tiie Greek, was made to bend to

the art,—not the art to evade the difficulty. The
men of Halifax no doubt desired to have Mr. Crossley
shown to their children “ in his armour as he lived,”

—not shown as a masquerader.—A profusion of hair

which Mr. Crossley wears on his chin lends the
sculptor an incident of the picturesque, and adds
something to the effect of his composition, while it

is another means of identification. Altogether, the
men of Halifax will, we think, have good reason
to be satisfied with their Art-commemoration of

Mr. Crosslev.

VISITS TO AUT-MANTJFACTOHIES.

Ko. 2.—STAINED GLASS.

Architecture may be said to be a social art.

That is, it refuses to monopolize a solitary great-

ness. It is then greatest indeed when its con-
federate Arts are also great with it. Hence we now
should be disposed to seek for the strongest argu-

ment in support of a favourable opinion of the
present condition and prospects of our own archi-

tecture, from the fact that we see so great and so

gratifying an advance in the condition of the more
important architectural accessories taking place

before our eyes. So long as our revived architecture

had no higher aim than to reproduce, or in more
correct language to copy, certain works of certain

past ages, so long the greatest of the Arts itself was
languishiug amongst us

;
and, consequently, at such

a time it was utterly hopeless to seek for anything
of real excellence in the productions of those Arts
which are intimately associated with architecture.

It w'as not to be expected that the secondaries should

commence, in taking a decided step in advance.
The initiative iu the great movement must be taken
by the primary; then the secondaries, in due
course, might be expected to follow. And such,
accordingly, is the order in which the actual facts

have been realized. Our architecture having at

length demonstrated its own healthful vitality, we
now are aware that really admirable productions in

architectural sculpture and carving, in metal work,
and in stained glass, with other kindred Arts, await

our welcome. A ready and a hearty welcome we
have for every such work, and we hope to give it

expression in special notices of them all. That we
may render to them the more full justice, we pro-

pose to consider them individually; and on the
present occasion, it is our intention to devote our
remarks exclusively to stained gt-ass.

The peculiar beauty and attractiveness of stained

glass would ensure for it a large measure of atten-

tion, from the very first moment that the Arts of
the Middle Ages began to exercise a revived in-

fluence upon the public mind. And yet, at the
same time, there were circumstances connected with
the production of this beautiful materia], which
would inevitably render its revival a matter by no
means easy to be accomplished. The remains of the
old glass of the best periods which yet survived would
be found very difficult to study, with the view to a
practical application of their teaching. On a search-
ing investigation also they would appear to be in a
peculiar manner mcdiicval in their associations, and
their very excellences would seem to be inseparably
allied with what a modem student might be dis-

posed involuntarily to regard as inherent imperfec-
tions. And again, so much of the effect of the
old glazing would prove to have resulted from the
treatment of the iron and lead work, as also from
the use of coloured glass untouched by the pencil,
that the production of stained glass might after all

be regarded as rather a manufacture than an Art.
Thus, the revived stained glass would, in the first

instance at least, consist, either of studiously care-

ful imitations of old examples by ardent arcluco-

logists, or of cold and formal manufactm-es estimated

and produced at so much for the square foot. The
result of this would he, on the one hand, that artists

truly deserving of that name, would regard stained

glass as unworthy of their attention, while on the

other hand the stained glass itself would acquire the
reputation of being only applicable to a condition of

things no longer in existence.

It has been most truthfully said of the old pain-

ters upon glass, that the “secret of their success lies

in the material” whicli they used, “and in its

arrangement” by them. Here our attention is

directed to two qualities in early glass, which would
escape the notice alike of the modern manufacturer
and of the archajologist who was not also an artist.

The one quality lies in the character of the glass

itself, the other in a thorough mastery of the prin-

ciples of colour when employed upon a translucent

medium. The old glass was in itself perfect for its

purpose: and so also the old painters on glass un-
derstood both how to use it, and how to enhance
the full development of its capabilities by the con-
sistent application of their own powers. It would
require artists, archicologist artists certainly, but
most certainly genuine artists to bring out iu om*
own stained glass such qualities as these, which stiU

gleam harmoniously resplendent in the lustrous

relics of the olden time. It is our present highly
agreeable duty to record the fact, that such artists

are at length at work amongst us In earnest upon
this beautiful material.

The first introduction of the revived use of stained

glass was attended with a twofold result, which was
eminently satisfactory because so decidedly hopeful.

There was, that is to say, a great demand for the
best stained glass which could be had, twenty and
fifteen years ago : but there was also an uureserved
hesitation with regard to putting stained glass into

windows of the first importance, zr letter style

of glass should be obtainable. Here was apparent
a cordial reception for stained glass, as the pro-
duction of a revived art

;
but it was coupled with

the conviction, that the lime was not then come in
which the new glass could be considered as wortliv
to take rank with the old. The coming of tha't

time, however, was both confidently expected and
patiently waited for. Meanwhile, the study
and practice of architecture continued to make a
sure, though perhaps a slow, advance. And then
the attention of architects was directed to tlie

stained glass which should fill, not only old windows
that they might be called upon to restore, but also

the new ones of their own new edifices. There is

one of our gi'eatest and most admirable early edifices

also, whicli lias been throughout the revival at once
a school and a museum of the productions of modern
painters on glass. 'Without doubt the windows of

Ely Cathedral have done much to lead the revival

onward; and it may be added, that had Ely Cathe-
dral happened to have stood in Westminster, instead

of Ely, there cannot be a question that its teaching
would have been by far more impressive, and more
effectual. And yet the Ely windows have quietlv

and gradually accomplished their mission. They
showed, from year to year, how much there yet
remained for our workers in glass to accomplish.
When an artist did chance to produce a window and
it found its way to Ely, the fresh lesson gathered
to itself an influence even greater than its own,
through the potent agency of association. Thus
the windows in the transept, by the Gereiites of

Paris {aud particularly those of the elder brother,

now unhappily no longer spared to do further
honour to his profession), are infinitely more valu-

able in that position—though for full justice to

themselves placed too high above the spectator’s

eyes—than they could have been elsewhere, where
such an extended comparison with other works
would be impossible.

la glancing at the progress of the stained glass

revival, Mr. Winston’s part in it is by far too im-
portant not to be distinctly noticed. At once an
amateur, an artist, au archicologist, and a man of
science, this gentleman, having published a masterly
handbook of the stained glass of past times, led the
way in a searching investigation into the cornposition

of the old glass, aud into the method by which it

obtained its colours. In connection with Mr.
Powell, of London, and also with Messrs. Ward and
Nixon, Mr. Winston succeeded in removing one
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obstacle, hitherto fatal to the onward progress of

the art to which he had devoted himself. He
discovered, after repeated analyses, the principles

upon which the glorious rubies and blues of the old

glass might be reproduced,
—

“ the rubies,” in the

happily e-xpressive words more recently used by Jlr.

Powcli, of Birmingham, ” streaky, and brilliant,

with the colour generally mi.^cd throughout the

mass, and not only Hashed upon the surface,” after

the prevailing usage iu modern glass. Mr. Win-

ston also (again to quote from Mr. Powell),

observed how ‘‘the fine, thick, uneven pot-metal”

(old glass, that is, coloured in the meltiug-pot, and

eutircly translucent,) “ caught the rays of light and

held them fast, struggling aud Hashing, in its gemmy
substance, until tlie whole became a translucent

picture, but without hiuding the eye of the specta-

tor, as uo ray of light could pa.ss directly through

it.” And the result of such observation has been

the production of pot-metal capable of accomplish-

ing equally noble results, when placed in the hands

of artists equally skilful and experienced. In his

more important efforts to work with his own
admirable glass, hir. Winston has not been success-

ful, witness the truly unfortunate medallion-glazing

which now fills the grand cast window of Lincoln

Cathedral. Mr. Winston’s present views, we be-

lieve, incline to the style known as “Ciuque-cento,”

and he is also understood to be favourably disposed

to the naturalistic treatment of the Munich school.

The possession of a material capable of producing

windows of a high order, together with the in- ,

creasing influeuce of architecture upon all llie asso- .

dated Arts, has gradually induced artists to study

the pcculiarcondilionsunderwhichpaintingiipouglass

requires to be practised. Being neither producers of

mere transparencies, nor painters on canvas which
is to fill windows, ” artists in glass ” must feel, aud

they must show that they feel, themselves to have

au art, and a truly noble art, of their own. Like

their brother artists, tlie architects, they have much
to learn from what the past has treasured up for

them of the works of those who, iu the thirteenth

century, were indeed masters in tlieir art. At the

same lime, again like the architect’s, theirs is not, by

any means, the vocation of expert copyists, wlio

have to do once more what once was done, aud to do

it as well, because executing it in a faithful fac-simile.

The rich glories of tlie early glass, our artists in the

same material have to emulate. We ask from them
stained glass that shall he as true to the material

and to its proper use, as true also as works of

Art, as the very finest remains that yet linger in

York, or triumph in the Clerestory of Cologne.

Still we must have stained glass of our own,—tlie

work of our own times,—the expression, too, of the

Art-feeling and the Art-capacity of our own times.

In a word, we seek for artisis'icorks,—deep thoughts,

that is, and ardent affections, conveyed by hands at

once trained in the school of ennobling discipline

aud free to expatiate in the glorious liberty of Art.

And we verily believe that such meu have ceased to

he only objects of earnest and anxious desire amongst
us. The veterans of the stained glass revival may

|

now be said to have honourably accomplished the

duties allotted to tliem, aud to have left the onward
path open to their more youthful successors. Mr.
Wailes aud Jlr. Warrington have each secured a re-

putation of their own, not without the satisfactory

accompaniment of substantial honours. The same
may be said of Mr. WiUiment, with the addition of

a special tribute of admiration for bis heraldic

windows, as they arc exemplified at Hampton Court,

in the Great Hall, and iu the new Hall of Lincoln’s

Inn. Even in heraldry, however, it was possible to

be too strictly inedifeval
; and, consequently, while we

consider the glass, to which we have just referred, to

be exactly adapted to Wolsey’s windows and to the

Tudor edifice in Lincoln’s-inn-Fields, we desire to

see heraldic glass in the edifices of the present era

in exact harmony with the architectural freshness of

such edifices themselves. Mr. Oliphaut has retired

:

we wish that he had still persevered, since he could

scarcely have failed to have realized his abundant

promise of future excellence. Messrs. Ward aud
Nixou still continue such works as those with which
we are familiar in the north transept of West-
minster Abbey. Mr. Hedgeland, a friend of Jlr.

Winston’s, labours iu the naturalistic style, having

unfortunately been led away by the delusion that

stained glass is to be regarded as a kind of traus-

parent canvas, aud to be dealt with accordingly.

The great western window of Norwich Cathedral, the

memorial of the late amiable Bishop Stanley, is this

gentleman’s most ambitious work : we may specify

other specimens of his system of treatment, as ex-

isting at Halifax and at Upper Tooting, near Lon-
don. Passing over several glass ])roducers, and

producers on a large scale, but who would not

tliemselves expect from us a salutation as artists in

any school whatever, we come to the small group

who iu very deed are both ax'tisls and “ artists in

glass.” Of these gentlemen, if we regard them in

the order of seniority in their profession, Messrs.

Hardman and Powell, of Birmingham, may claim to

be first mentioned. Mr. Powell is the glass artist

of tins distinguished firm; who. as our readers are

doubtless aware, are workers iu the precious metals,

and ill iron and brass, in embroidery also, and
various textile fabrics, as well as in glass. Mr.
Powell, nearly connected with the late Augustus
Welby Pugin, shares iu the enthusiasm and in the

Art-feeling of his late accomplished father-in-law

:

like him also, a member of the Church of Rome,
Mr. Powell inclines more ardently to the medieval
sentiment and habit of expression identified with

the grand old w’orks that he knows so well how
to appreciate, than we can regard to be consistent

with the aim of an English artist in glass of the

present day. Yet Mr. Powell’s is a very noble and
a thoroughly gentlemanly medievalism. As an
artist, too, he has the true feeling for all Art, and

for his own art first of all. He can command,
also, a most happy facility in the treatment of his

subjects
;
he has a firm yet au easy and elastic

touch
;
he is a judicious and a vigorous colourist;

aud he thoroughly understands glass and its capa-

bilities—what it can do, and what it cannot, and
what ought never to be attempted with it. Still,

there is always au evident leaning towards even the

weaknesses of old masters of his art, aud a deep

sympathy with them in their view of the practical

treatment of it, which to us form subjects'for regret,

and in their degree detract from the high excellence

of his works. Mere the intrusive new glass to be
removed from Cologne, iu order to make way for

what might harmonize with the nobler glazing

above, Jlr. Powell is the very man to deal with

those grand windows, and to fill them worthily with

stained glass. And yet we do not desire to see him
commissioned to fill the restored windows in Wor-
cester Cathedral, or the eastern triplet at Ely.

Two other almost rival establishments iu London
complete the group of artists iu glass, who have
already fairly established themselves iu that most
honourable position. These are Messrs. Bell and
Clayton, and Lavers and Barraud,— we place them
in that order, upon the same priuciple of seniority,

Messrs. Bell and Clayton having been first esta-

blished as a firm, while Mr. Lavers has himself

been practising his profession longer than those

gentlemen, although until very recently without an

alliance with Mr. Barraud. These geutiemen are all

labouring upon the same principle, and it is but

justice to them all for us to assert that they have
all achieved an equal measure of success. We are

aware that circumstances have placed Messrs. Bell

and Clayton in a higher position than their compe-
titors, iu the opinion of many judges of the most
eminent ability ; but at the same time we also

know that Messrs. Lavers and Barraud have pro-

duced, and are continually producing, works of the

very highest excellence; and we are convinced that

when once these gentlemen have had some important

cathedral windows entrusted to'them, their claims to

stand in the front of our ai'tists in glass will be

universally recognised. They have already exe-

cuted a very considerable number of important

windows, and in almost every instance with this

most satisfactory and gratifying result, that one of

their windows has led to commissions for other

windows in the same church and in its neigh-

bourhood.

The success which has attended these artists may
be deduced from precisely the causes which alone

could have been expected to have led to it. We
speak now equally of both the establishments of Mr.
Bell and Mr. Lavers. Glass has been studied and
its qualities mastered. The works of thejold artists

have also been studied—studied with archeological

zeal coupled with artistic intelligence. The Art-

element also exists iu strength iu cither establish-

ment
;
aud with it in each is coupled a complete

practical familiarity with the luanufacturiug de-

partment of glass-produciug. This is most im-

portant
;
aud it is one of Mr. Hardman’s strong

points : like the London firms, he has most happily

adjusted the artistic and manufacturing departments

of the profession,—those two departments which in

union are essential for professional success. And
then again, for the exercise of another quality of

commanding importance, all these establishmeuts are

alike distinguished: we now refer to their careful

study of architecture, as a great art which ought to

exert a powerful influeuce upon their art, and from
which they consequently ought to derive much of

most valuable teaching. Mr. Hardman and Mr.
Powell, as we should expect, regard architecture

through a Pugin medium ;
and, therefore, ai’chitecturc

for them can be expected to do uo more than lead

them back to its greatest medireval achievements.

It is not thus with their London contemporaries.

With them, Gothic architecture is a revived art,

that is looking for its own full devclopmeut aud
noblest expression from the present aud in the

future : and they, consequently, see in the revived

Gothic au architecture which must lead them on-

wards, in harmonious fellowsliip with its o\xti ad-

vancing steps. It is from a reciprocal action upon
one another on the part of architecture and Us great

accessories, that all may derive advantages not

otherwise obtainable ; the architecture thus alone

can be complete
;
the accessorial arts thus alone

cau be at once consistent with the architecture aud
most perfect in themselves. We cannot too ear-

nestly impress upon the gentlemen, whose works iu

stained glass are uow under our consideration, the

importance of a devotion to the study of Gothic art.

First, as it expresses itself iu architecture, let them
study it with all the devoteduess of artists ; and
next, as through its architecture it conveys lessons

of its own upon the art of 2*ninling upon glass, let

them study it in the veiy same spirit. They will

find tliat thus they acquire a strong impulse wliich

will carry them triumphantly onward. They may
even hope that their works, being dee^Hy imbued
with the Gothic spirit, may beneficially affect the

great architecture itself through the working of the

deep sympathies of Art.

iluch as has already been accomplished by both
Mr. Lavers aud Mr. Bell iu composition, drawing,

and colour, we feel that those geutiemen will accept,

in the same candid spirit that we offer, our earnest

advice to them to aim at still higher perfection iu

each aud all of these great qualities of their art.

The old glass will teach them much
;

iu colour,

perhaps, it will teach them all that cau be taught in

brilliancy of tone, harmony of combination, and

felicitous impressiveness of effect. Iu both com-
position and drawing, the same venerable authorities

will show them by what means excellence once was

attained, aud thus they will learn how they may
consistently seek after a still more perfect excellence

of their own. We do not write thus, as if we con-

sidered that our best artists in glass had failed to

consult and to study the early authorities upon such

matters,—but because we feel that upon these

matters they cauuot be too persevcringly studied

by men, who take the lead iu the glass-art of our

day. Theu, indeed, is the study of old glass best

calculated to exercise the most beneficial influences,

when the student is an artist who is conscious of

the possession of independent powers of his owu,

and can feel that he is strong in the strength of his

owm freedom. Such artists Mr. Lavers aud Mr.
Bell have proved themselves to be : they, con-

sequently, arc the very meu to persevere in study-

ing old glass, because they know how to search out

and to appreciate its deepest teachings.

The assiduity with which architectural sculirtiu'e

was destroyed in the evil days through which the

middle ages have transmitted to us their noble Arts,

renders it peculiarly important for our artists in

glass to study what yet has beeu spared to them of

the works of a sister art that, iu so many points, is

closely associated in treatment with the art more

decidedly their own. Every good niched and ca-

nopied statue must be a lesson of great value to the

glass-paiuter. Even a good niched canopy cannot

fail to possess teaching worthy of his thoughtful

regard. This is particularly true of the finest aud

earliest (they are the finest) remains of monumental

sculpture aud niche -work. The statuettes, or
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“ weepers,” as they are termed, whicli encompass

many of our noblest raised tombs, contain whole

1
volumes of precious teaching, such as we now refer

j

to. It is the same with the canopied niches, in

wliicli these figures are generally placed. We would
instance, as examples, the monuments of De Valence,

and Edmund, Earl of Lancaster, of Edward III. and

,

his brother John of Eltham, in Westminster Abbey,

I

and the monuments iu the Beauchamp Chapel at

I

Warwick, and the Presbytery at Lincoln
;

other

most valuable examples are to be found, and par-
' ticularly in the northern counties. Monumental

j
brasses also sometimes might he studied with some-

what similar advantage, as in the instance of the

fine relic at Elsyng, in Norfolk. There is much
also for our ai'tists in glass to study, in their treat-

ment of the human figures iu the remains of the

great sculptors of antiquity. A certaiu sculp-

turesque rather than a pictorial feeling is unques-

tionably a quality proper to painting ou glass : and,

accordiugly, from the greatest of authorities this

feeling, in some degree, is to be acquired. Without

i

the slightest idea of imitation from it, without any

,
apparent community of sentiment with it, our

;
artists in glass will he ready to admit that they

I

can find in the Parthenaic frieze of Phidias, a

1 treasury of precious teaching in their figure com-
i position.

What has been already said upon the value of

' monumental works to artists in glass, with reference

to both figure and cauopy-work, naturally leads us

to add a few words upon the advantages to be

,
derived from a study of the heraldry with which

these works so generally abound. We are anxious

to see our stained glass no less excellent when
applied to civil, and occasionally even to domestic,

uses, than when associated with ecclesiastical edifices.

And heraldry is an art, at once so graphically and

I expressively historical and also biographical, and
so peculiarly adapted to the conditions and capa-

bilities of painting upon glass, that it contains

within itself the elements of complete success in the

production of stained glass for both civil and domestic

architecture. It must be remembered, however,

that heraldry has to be studied before it is under-

stood, and also that it has to be studied as well as

au as a science. Heraldry, too, like architecture,

and like stained glass, requires to be studied by
men, who do not look into the past until they lose

the faculty oflooking around and before them. Our
heraldry has to he made our own, as our architecture

and our stained glass have. The early practice of this

I art and science has its own teachings ready for ns,

—

j
and then with ourselves it rests to develop from

,
them the heraldry of the present and the future.

We hope to see much accomplished in this matter,

in the new national buildings that have lately been
so wisely' entrusted by our Government to Mr. G. G.

Scott. Here architecture ought powerfully to

exercise its influence, under a new aspect, upon
stained glass

; and heraldry' must certainly he the

agency through which the architecture should most
powerfully act, with the view to affect the stained

glass in the most salutary manner. Of course we
do not imply that the stained glass iu civil buildings
ought to he so far heraldic, that it should be re-

stricted to armorial bearings and iusiguia; figures

may be as consistently introduced here as into

ecclesiastical glass, and yet here the entire subjects

may derive au appropriateness and also a value

essentially their own, through the exercise of an
lieraldic feeling over them in their every part.

If wc were to he desired to form an additional

establishment of painters in glass, we should bind
together in a firm brotherhood an architect, an
archmologist, an artist, and a glazier. Eom such
men of equal ability, of the same devotedness, and
of the same faculty of command each in his own
department, would constitute formidable rivals even
to the existing establishments. Such au assertion

docs hut urge upon the heads of the existing estab-

lishments, the necessity of continually strengthening
themselves in each and in all of these several depart-
ments of their profession. None may he neglected.
From the harmonious working of all a continually
advancing success may be anticipated with the most
animating confidence.

In the foregoing columns, we have designedly re-
stricted the direct applicatiou of our remarks within
the narrow range of a small number of distinguished
artists. We by no means ignore, in so doing, the

valuable services in the cause of the revived art of

painting on glass, of many other gentlemen, who
have been and still are zealously working iu the

same path iu various parts of the country. In con-

clusion, wc will embody our grateful acknowledg-

ment of their efforts iu a brief but hearty expression

of our sympathy with one earnest and thoughtful

member of the noble fraternity of “ artists in glass,”

Jlr. Preedy, of Worcester, a gentleman whom we
sho\ild be truly glad to see taking an active part in

a metropolitan establishment connected with his

profession.

ART IN IRELAND AND THE
PROVINCES.

The Hartshill Working Hen’s Institute.

—

There are few of our readers who have not accorded
honour to the memory of the late Herbert Minton, a
gentleman to whom the Ceramic Arts of this country
were very greatly indebted, and by whose large bene-
volence many useful institutions in England were
aided and promoted. We rejoice to know that his
nephewand successor, Colin Minton Campbell, Esq.,
is following the good example, and carrying out
his admirable uucle’a plan for the benefit more
especially of the district with which he was imme-
diately associated. He has recently erected in the
neighbourhood of Stoke-upon-Treut, where the
famous manufactory is situated, a building, the
purpose of which is to afford enjoyment and instruc-
tion to working men. We extract the following
particulars from a local paper:—“The village of
Hartshill has for some years past been well known
to a large section of the general public on account
of containing several rare Gothic buildings, from
the designs of the chief of the Gothic architects of
the day, Mr. G. Gilbert Scott. These buildings
owe their existence to the princely munificence of
the late Mr. Herbert Minton—a name ever to be
mentioned with honour and reverence. In a some-
what more limited degree this village has also been
favourably known as the seat of one of those insti-

tutions happily becoming every year more nume-
rous, which have for their direct object the eleva-
tion—intellectual, social, and moral—of the working
classes, using the term in the limited sense in
which it is generally applied. Favoured beyond
many of its contemporaries, this institution was
under the immediate patronage, and enjoyed the
benefit of the advice and assistance of Mr. Minton—a fact which contributed largely to its becoming
in some respects a model institution. We have to

discharge the grateful duty of recording an act of
generosity on the part of one of the worthy succes-
sors of Mr. Minton—Mr. Colin Minton Campbell

—

in which have been combined the two chief cha-
racteristics of the benevolent efforts of that gentle-
man’s uncle—a devotion to the highest forms of
Art, and a desire to promote the happiness of his
humbler neighbours. With these views, Mr. Camp-
bell has erected and presented to the Hartshill
Working Men’s Institution a building in which
beauty and utility are admirably combined, and
which will, we trust,' be found a means of increas-
ing the efficiency of the association. The designs
were furnished by Mr. Edgar, architect of Stoke,
who has shown himself to be largely imbued with
the spirit, and to be an enthusiastic disciple, of the
great master whose works stand in close contiguity
to the new building. The block of building which
has been erected for the purposes of the association
comprises a reading-room or lecture-hall, of com-
paratively large dimensions, about 46 feet by 23
feet, and a keeper's house in immediate connection.”
During the past month the building has been in-
augurated, and it is now in the occupancy of the
working men. There is no localitv in the kingdom
where such an institute is more likely to be pro-
ductive of good results. The name of “Minton”
will thus be honoured for generations yet to come,
in a district for which the great man who bore it

has done so much and so well.

The day after the opening, a first “conver-
sazione” was held within its walls. The exhibi-
tion room was filled with a great variety of choice
works of Art and Art-manufacture, which were
evidently the sources of much gratificatiou and de-
light to a very crowded assembl)'. Intimately asso-
ciated as the beat interests of the Staffordshire Pot-
teries are with the knowledge and practice of Art,
still, from their isolated position, the workmen
there have few opportunities for profiting by access
to either pictures or models that would serve to
stimulate and assist their exertions. Doubtless this
fact may account for the very great interest taken
in this exhibition, which contained examples such
as rarely are brought together in this neighbourhood.

Hartshill was formerly the residence of the late

Herbert Minton, Esq., who built and endowed a
church there—a beautiful and elaborate specimen
of ecclesiastical architecture, together with parson-
age-house, schools, &u. The example set by this

estimable gentleman is being worthily followed by
his nephew, Mr. Campbell. It may not be out of
place to note, while ulludiug to this familj', that
another nephew, Mr. Hollins, also of Stoke-upon-
Trent, has recently offered the munificent sum of
£1000 towards the purchase of a plot of land to be
laid out as a people’s park.

Dublin.'—We hear that it is in contemplation to

open an Exhibition of Sketches from Nature onhjy
both in oil and water-colours, on the 22nd of the

S
resent month, in connection with the Dublin Art-
nion, with a view to encourage a branch of the

Fine Arts not sufficiently cultivated—yet one of the
utmost importance and interest; and this exhibi-
tion (the first of the kind) will undoubtedly prove
very attractive. All sketches must be forwarded
on or before the lOch, after which date no sketch
can be received.

Birmingham.—The annual meeting for the dis-

tribution of prizes among the subscribers to the
Birmingham Art-Union, took place on the 13lh of
January, Sir John Ratcliff, the Mayor, presiding.
The receipts of the subscription list amounted to

£342, of which £310 were available for expenditure
in works of Art. This is a comparatively insigni-
ficant sum, but it is an increase of that of the pre-
ceding year.

Liverpool. — The Hertz collection of antiqui-
ties, which formed one prominent feature iu the
Manchester Art-treasures Exhibition, having been
sent by its proprietor, J. Mayer, F.S.A., of Liver-
ool, is to be disposed of by auction, early in
’ebruary. Some idea of its extent may be formed
from the fact of its comprising more than three
thousand lots, consisting of Assyrian, Babylonian,
Egyptian, Greek, Etruscan, and Roman antiquities,

with many others from Peruvia, Me.xico, and China.
The collection of gems and cameos is particularly
fine, and the sale catalogue is prefaced by an excel-
lent and learned disquisition on their peculiarities,

by Edward Gerhard, one of the directors of the
Archeological Institute of Rome. The statuettes
in bronze and silver are generally fine, as are the
ancient fictile vases and the personal decorations,
necklaces, rings, &c. The collector was alwa3's re-
markable for his taste and correct judgment.
Sunderland. — A subscription amounting to

nearly two thousand pounds has been raised wi^
a view to the erection .of a statue in memory of
Havelock, in Sunderland, his native place. The
models which liave been sent in competition, will
be judged by the committee on, we believe, the 8th
instant.

Brighton.—A school of Practical Art, under the
title of the “ Brighton and Sussex School,” and in
connection with the government department at
Kensington, was opened here on the 17th of the
last month, under auspices that leave but little

doubt of the issue. Mr. J. 'White Is appointed
head-master, and Mr. F. Merrifield, son of Mrs.
Merrifield, the well-known writer upon Art, has
consented to act as honorary secretary, pro tern.

Bristol.—Prior to the closing of the exhibition
that has recently taken place in this city, a lecture
was delivered in the principal room of the gallery,
on the evening of the 11th of last mouth, by
Mr. G. Parry, of Higham Court, on the subject of
“ The Fine Arts, their Nature, Unity, and 'Value.”
The local papers speak favourably of the lecturer’s

address, and of the marked attention with which it

was received by a numerous audience. We rejoice
to find that a willingness to listen to such teach-
ings is greatly on the increase with the public

;

but we would venture to give a hint to those who
undertake to lecture upon Art, that they should
by all means avoid so much of “learning” as
tends to make their addresses dry and uninterest-
ing—a common fault, so far as our experience goes :

a lecture upon any subject, to win the attention of
a mi.xed assembly, should be agreeably and popu-
larly treated.

Tenby.

—

Whatever neglect may have attended
men of distinguished ability during their lifetime
in ages long past, the present generation seems de-
sirous of paying their memory all due honour. It
is proposed to erect a monument, in the parish
church of Tenbj', to Dr. Robert Recorde, phj'si-

cian to Queen Mary, who died in 1558. Recorde
was a native of Tenbj’, and is spoken of by
Halliwell as “ the first original writer on arith-
metic, the first on geometry, the first who intro-
duced the knowledge of algebra into England;
the first writer in English on astronomy

; the first

person in this country who adopted the Copernicum
svstem

;
the inventor of the sign of equality, and

the inventor of the present method of extracting
the square root.”
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WITH ENGEATED ILLUSTRATIONS.

No. XLIL—PAUL FALCONER POOLE, A.R.A.

ONSiDERiNG tlic posUion wliicli this painter occu-

pies in the world of Art, his exhibited pictures

have never been so numerous as his many ad-

mirers would be pleased to see : from the outset

of his career he seems to have made up his mind
that the public should not become too familiar

with his works—that these should be “rare,” if

not “rich;” and, as a consequence, we have

seldom seen more than oue picture as his con-

tribution to our anuual exhibitions, while this one

has only increased the desire for more, for he is

au artist possessing no ordinary gifts. Paul

Falconer Poole was born in 1810 at Bristol, a city

that has given birth to several most excellent painters, though it has

been too slow in recognising and appreciating their merits. Ere
he had reached his twentieth year, he came np to London, and in

1830 exhibited for the first time in the metropolis, sending to

the Academy a little picture, entitled, “The Well—a Scene at

Naples.” Prom 1830 to 1838 his name did not appear in the

catalogues of any of our metropolitan exhibitions
;

the inter-

vening years were passed in diligent study, and in qualifying

himself for the arduous encounter which a young artist has always to endure

ere he wins a name in public estimation. The first-fruits of this protracted

withdrawal from observation were seen in two ]>ictures exhibited at the

Academy in the latter of the above-mentioned years: one entitled, “The

Emigrant’s Departure;” the other, “A Market-Girl,” a class of subject which

has always been a favourite with Poole, though he has rarely exhibited pictures

of this character, of which “ Crossing the Stream,” and “The Mountain
Spring,” engraved on tlie two following pages, respectively, are examples.

We remember to have seen about this time a considerable umnher of water-

colour drawings of rustic figures, executed with much grace and expression.

In 1840 he sent to tlie British Institution, “The Gi[isics’ Toilet,” a picture

rather weak in tone and timid in execution, hut still one of good promise. The
same year he contributed to the Academy two pictures

—
“ llermon and

Dorothea,” and “The Recruit;” the latter, especially, a composition of great

merit, though, like that just mentioned, weak in colour.

In 1841 Mr. Poole attempted a sacred subject
—

“ By the Waters of

Babylon.” The picture is pleasing, hut it is quite clear from all the artist’s

subsequent works that he feels his strength lies in another direction. “The
Mountain Rivulet,” a charming little rustic composition, was exhibited at the

British Institution in 1842. To the Academy Exhibition of the same year he

sent three pictures
—“ Tired Pilgrims,” another rustic composition, which

.shows artistic powers considerably in advance of all his preceding efforts
;

a

“Market Girl;” and “Margaret alone at the Spinniiig-Whed,” a small

painting, the subject expressed with deep tenderness and pathos.

The year 1843 was a great epoch iu the career of this painter, for he pro-

duced a picture at the Academy which at once gave him enviable notoriety,

—

his “ Solomon Eagle ” struck every visitor to tlie gallery with astonishment

:

those who had uever beard of the painter wondered who he could he, and they

to whom he was known by his previous productions,—his little rustic groups,

and others of a similar nature,—were surprised at this sudden display of powers

for which they had not given him credit
;
the peculiarity, no less than the

originality, of the subject, the magnitude of the canvas, the variety of character

placed upon it, and the intense dramatic effect— the expression is used in its

highest meaning—thrown into the terrible scene, iustautly arrested the attention

of the spectator, and left an impression ou the iniud not soon or easily effaced.

From this time forth the works of ilr. Poole were sought after.

It was undoubtedly attributable to the success achieved bv the
“ Solomon

EograTedby] SOLOMON EAGLE’s EXHORTATION TO REPENTANCE DURING THE GREAT PLAGUE OF LONDON. [J. and G. P. IlichollB.

Eagle,” that the artist paiuted and exhibited in the following year another
'

somewhat kindred subject, “ The Moors beleaguered by the Spaniards in the I

City of Valeucia,” a scene in which the horrors of war, with its attendants,

famine, sickness, and suffering, are eloquently and most painfully represented.

Had not the preceding work made its appearance, this would have caused as

great a sensation as that
;
but while every one acknowledged the genius of the

painter, and while it fully sustained his eminent position, there were few who
would not gladly have seen his talent turned into a more elevated and agreeable

channel; a succession of miseries, whether real or pictorial, saddens and appals

the heart.

Poole did not exhibit again till 1846, when he sent to the Academy, “The

Visitation aud Surrender of Syon House (at Isleworth, Middlesex) to the Com-
missioners appointed by Thomas Cromwell in the reign of Henry VIII.,” a

subject differing from the plague and famine scenes just referred to, but not

less abounding in impressive character of a wide range. The dispositions of the

various figures are most skilfully managed, and the work is altogether oue of a

very high order. In December of tliis year he was elected Associate of the

Academy, an honour to which his merits fully entitled him. In 1847 the

name of this artist did not appear in the catalogue of the Royal Academy, but

it was iu the list of the competitors at Westminster Hall, under the auspices of

the Royal Commissioners, when he received one of the premiums of £300 for bis

picture of “ Edward’s generosity to the Burgesses of Calais,” a composition full

M
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of passages of great power and beauty
;

but, as a whole, deficient in unity.
“ArlHe, a peasant girl of Falaise, iu Normandy, first discovered by Duke
llobert le Diable,” was the subject of a picture exhibited at the Academy
in 1848. A large portion of the composition is landscape, painted with as
much truth and masterly execution as the figure-subjects by this artist. In the
following year he exhibited “ The Blackberrv Gatherers,” and three episodes.

in one frame, drawn from “The Tempest,”—“ Ferdinand declaring his love for

Miranda,” “The Conspiracy of Sebastian and Antonio,” and “Ferdinand and
Miranda playing Chess ;” each of these forms a small but beautiful picture in

itself, and shows many points of great artistic merit.

One of the roost remarkable pictures which Poole has painted is that he
exhibited in 1850, “The Messenger announcing to Job the Irruption of the

EsgraTed
CROSSING THE STREAM. f«. and G- P. Nicholls

“The Goths in Italy ” painted in 1 851 is
'

the dehcacy that such a scene would allow, consistent with truth; there is, in

original genius of the artist Groups of brawny stalwLt Scythians whWon
^ al*sence of everything that might offend

;
in drawing and colour.
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Eofetatedty] THE MOUNTAIN SPRING. [J. and G. P. Ilicbclla-

in a cave lighted by torches
;
the picture scarcely sustaiued the reputation

!
lips of bis dead daughter Cordelia, to ascertain if life be totally extinct. Edgar,

achieved by Mr. Poole, and vvas generally regarded as a failure—from his hand. Kent, Albany, aud others stand round to watch the result, ihe picture presents

A similar verdict may almost be pronounced against his next exhibited picture,
,

features of greater excelleuce than those of the periods immediately preceding,

“APield Conventicle,” an oft-repeated subject, illustrating the opeu-air preach- ' but it by no means equals some of earlier date those by which the reputation

ing of the Scottish Covenanters j it is powerful in colour, hut lacks originality
|

of this artist was made. We participate in the regrets, so frequently made m our

of treatment, and is devoid of interest aud feeling. The old worshippers in ' hearing, when the matter of Mr. Poole’s works has been under discussion, that

glen and mountain-defile were not such meu as Mr. Poole has here put on the ' he should have departed from the bold, vigorous, manly, and original style in

canvas. One other picture only remains to he noticed
;

it is that exhibited last which his “Job,” “ Solomon Eagle,” “ Goths in Italy, &c., are pauiteu, and

year, “ The Last Scene in King Lear
;

” the old king is bolding a feather to the has adopted in its stead a style like that of his later Morks.

especially in the wan aud sorrowful portrait of the Prince of Tyre, shows with

what force character aud feeling may he, and are, pourtrayed. Another year

elapsed without any work appearing publicly from the pencil of this painter

;

but in 1 Sod he sent to the Academy, “ The Song of the Troubadours—Bertrand

de Born, Lord of the Castle of llautc-Fort, in Provence, the Warrior Poet of

the Twelfth Century;” a moonlight scene, in which several figures are repre-

sented, on the ramparts of a castle by the sea-side, listening to the lay of the

minstrel. Tlie picture is unquestionably a production of genius, but it does not

bear that stamp of originality nor the skilful manipulation seen in many pre-

ceding works. 1 lis contribution to the Academy iii the following year, “ The

Seventh Day of the Decameron—Philomena’s Song by the side of the beautiful

Lake iu the Ladies’ Valley,” is another picture of the same class, and, like the

former, has both merits and demerits
;
the last are found chiefly in the colouring,

a green and yellow haze pervades the whole composition, while the figures are

painted in a low and monotonous tone. “ The Conspirators—the Midnight Meet-

ing” was exhibited in 1856. It represents an incident iu the liistory of Switzer-

land, where Arnold, Werner, and Walter (the latter the father-in-law of Tell), are

described as having met by appointment at a solitary spot on the lake of Wald-

statten, called llutli, for the purpose of maturing their plans for liberating the

country from the tyranny of Gessler; the three patriots are seen in conference
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No. 12.—WILLIAM COLLINS, R.A.

All Englishmen who feel honest pride in

their own beautiful eountry and its best

class of peasantry, must have a veneration
for the painter who has delineated both so
well. Its leafy lanes, filled with little merry
rustics, sometimes swinging on the gates,
each one “ happy as a king,” or crowded
round the cottage door, with kindly welcome
to the timid “stray kitten” that creeps
doubtingly toward the pan of milk so hos-
pitably placed for its refection

;
or the life

of the sea-beach, with its young “ shrimpers”
and fishcr-boys, with their thickset forms
and ruddy faces,—all delineate the best fea-

tures of the great Anglo-Saxon race to which
it is an honour to belong. Never was the
sea-side, or the country-life of England
belter painted than by William Collins;
and it is a pleasure to look upou his pictures
in the foggy winter days of a London De-
cember, and dream of visiting some such plea-
sant spots, and chat with such rosy villagers

when June comes round again.

It is a noble thing to have wealth to
Sparc,—but only so when it is put to noble
uses. The men who spend their superlluity

on fine pictures lay up a pleasure for all

time— a refining “ joy for ever ” to all who
look on them. It has but one drawback

—

its exclusiveness; for fine works are some-
times little seen but by their possessors, and
often are buried in galleries all but unvisited.

But when men who love Art, and buy wisely,

make a free gift of their tasteful gatherings
for the good of their fellow-countrymen,
ennobling the humblest by teaching them
to contemplate works kings might covet,
how great a debt of gratitude do we owe to
them ! Such men are the late Mr. Vernon
and the living Mr. Sheepshanks,—meu who
must ever be regarded as national bene-
factors; they have aided in enlightening,
through the medium of the Arts, a lai’ge

body of their countrymen, and the good
work will be continued long after their cou-
temporaries have passed away. They have
also given English Art a public station it

had not before, for we had no special gal-
leries devoted to our native school of paint-
ing, until their munificence gave us one,
to which we might take a foreigner, and
show him what our artists have done. If
the British people have reason to be grateful
for such gitts, the British artists owe a
deeper debt of gratitude to these two gen-
tlemen.

Some of Collins’s best cabinet pictures
may be seen in the collections at Marl-
borough House and Keusington,—pictures
redolent of happy country life, or of breezv
glowing sea-beaches. Collins never painted
“storms in harvest,” or “storms at sea,”

—

bis nature was essentially happy. As you
feel the calm suuny influence of his pictures
on the mind, you are impressed with the
certainty of the pleasure be must have felt

in painting them. Had he been an author
instead of an artist, you feel he would never
depict village life after the fashion of Crabbe,
but rather rival Miss Mitford.

There is a pleasant life of Collins, written
by his son (who by his talent adds another
proof of the fallacy of the idea that a clever
father seldom has a clever son), and to that
memoir we must refer our reader, who may
require fuller details of the artist’s life than
we eau give

; it is a well-told narrative of
an honourable career, a true picture of the
early struggles aud ultimate triumphs of an
artist of whom England may be proud. It
must have been an agreeable task for such
a son to write of such a father. A short
memoir of Collius, as our readers will re-
member, appeared in the volume of the
Art-Journal for 1855, in our scries of
“British Artists.”

Duleh-looking suburb of London. His in-

dustry was untiring, and ultimately led to

attention,—his works, when better known,
1 had excellences which riveted it. He suc-

ceeded iu making a position for himself, but
his career was an arduous one

; the poor son

of a poor father, at whose death he had only

the bequest of his family’s wants. Yet

through all he kept a brave heart and a

steady hand, and years of perseverance

brought ultimate reward.

Late in life Collins went to Bayswater to

reside
;
the locality had been recommended

by his physician as the driest and healthiest

iu Loridou. He took the house No. 85,
Oxford Terrace, in 1840; but, finding it

too small for his requirements, he removed,
in 1843, to another adjacent and larger

abode at No. 1, Devonport Street. Of its

external aspect our cut will fiirnish an idea

;

it is one of the thousand houses builders

run up iu the subui-bs
;
but to the painter

it had “ the unusual attraction of containing

a room capable of being converted into a spa-

cious aud convenient studio:” these are the

words of bis son, who adds
—

“ It is not oue
of the least curious passages in his life, that

he had never possessed a comfortable paint-

ing-room up to tliis period of his career.

In all his changes of abode he had been
contented with taking any apartment in the

house that afforded a tolerable light, re-

signing every other advantage of high roofs

and fine skylights. His first sea-coast scenes
were painted iu a garret of his house in

New Cavendish Street. The ‘ I’isherman’s

Departure,’ Sir Robert Peel’s ‘Frost Scene,’

and a long series of other remarkable pic-

tures, were produced in a little bedroom of

his first abode at Hampstead.” His son
records the pleasure he felt in his studio.

“Once established in the new locality of

bis labours, with more of his sketches, his

designs, his relics of Art about him than he
had ever been able to range in any former
studio—with his painting-table, that had
belonged to Gainsborough, with his little

model of au old woman, dressed by the same
great painter’s hand, with the favourite

palettes of LawTenec and Wilkie, hung up
before him

;
with all the other curiosities,

experiments, and studies in Art that he had
collected, now for the first time conveniently

disposed around him— his enjoyment of his

new painting-room was complete.” But
) “like Wilkie, he laboured only a brief space

in the first painting-room that he had ever

completely prepared for his own occupation,

before the haud of death arrested his pencil

for ever !

”

A long and wearying illness, denoting a

break up of the system, at last conquered
his healthy nature; and the artist died on
the 17th of February, 1847. He is buried

in the cemetery of the Church of St. Mary,
Paddibgtou. The grave is marked by a
marble cross, on the base of which these

words are inscribed :
—

“ In testimony of

their affection for liis memory, their remem-
brance of his virtues, aud their respect for

his genius as the painter of the coast scenery

and cottage life of his native land, his widow
aud his two sous have raised this monument
on the site of one which he erected to his

mother and brother, with whom he is now-

buried.” The spot possesses more of the

elements of the picturesque than we find

in suburban graveyards; and the tomb itself

is characterised by its pure and simple taste.

It is no melancholy pilgrimage to the

painter’s grave : trees wave near it in the

green summer-time, and it speaks only of

hopeful, Lap))y rest.

In Jlr. Wilkie Collins’s Life of his Father

is a list of the pictures painted by the latter,

arranged chronologically from the earliest

exhibited w'ork, bearing date, 1807, to the

latest, 184C, with the names of the pur-

chasers and the prices paid for them.

F. W. Faieholt.
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Collins was born in London,—and it is somewhat remarkable
that oiu- best delineators of country boys, Collius and Hunt, w'ere

both born not far asunder, aud iu localities not apparently propi-

tious; the first in Great Tichfield Street, the second in Bolton
Street (now called Eudell Street), Long Acre. Collins is au example
of the mixed marriages which produce “ true-born Englishmen.”
His father was an Irishman, a native of Wicklow, his mother a

Scottish lady from the vicinity of Edinburgh. Collins senior

laboured unceasingly as a man of letters aud a picture-dealer; his

TO.MB or COLLINS.

even a group of old blacking-bottles, picturesquely arranged by his
friend Linnell, supplied him with a fund of material too precious
to be disdained.” By all the means which a clever and earnest
boy will make use of, he carried on his studies. He sketched
from nature iu the fields round London. In 1807 he entered
the Royal Academy as a student, and the first views he contributed
to the walls of their exhibition were sketched at Millbank, then a

RESIDENCE OF COLLINS.

best literary works were “Memoirs of a Picture,” in which he
detailed the tricks of the trade in picture-dealing and picture-

stealing, and a "Life of Morland,” with whom he was intimate,

and whose advice and assistance he sought for the early instruc-

tion of young William, who in after life was of opinion that he
gaiued more from his father’s advice and guidance than from
that of the dissolute, but more highly-gifted Morland.

Drawing was the hoy’s delight from earliest youth, “whatever
natural object he perceived he endeavoured to imitate upon paper;
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MR. BEXIAMIX WYOX.

Among the losses with which we have to debit the

year so recently closed, we must not omit some

record of one who was himself an eminent member
of a family long eminent in the branch of Art which

they professed. Benjamin Wyon, who died on the

21st of November last, was the son of Thomas
Wyon, the well-known chief engraver of seals to

Kings George III. and George IV.—and was bom,
in London, on the 9th of January, ISU'2. He began

his Art career, of course, under tlie eye of his father

;

and, along with his cousin, the late William Wyon,
he studied under his distinguished brother Thomas,

the chief engraver to the royal mint ;—whose short

career, as is well remenrhered, though it ended at the

untimely age of twenty-five, yet sufficed to raise the

medallist’s art in this country to a height of excel-

lence which before his day it had not at any time

attained. If the prize of pre-eminence be due to

the early dead, Benjamin Wyon had yet his ample

share of the family gift. At an early age, he carried

off several prizes for medals from the Society of

Arts ; and the silver medal of the Royal Academy
was conferred ou him for a head of Apollo, which

afterwards the Royal Academy of JIusic adopted as

the design for their prize medal. At the age of

nineteen, young Wyon was employed, with much
credit to himself, ou the great seal of George IV.

He also attracted considerable notice to himself,

while still young, by a head which he executed of

Dr. Hutton. In 1830, as a natural consequence

of such antecedcuts, he was appointed to fill the

vacancy which his father left in the office of chief

engraver of his Majesty’s seals,—and he executed

the seal then required for the new sovereign,

William IV. The works, however, which earned

for the late Jlr. Benjamin Wyon his highest repu-

tation were the seals which he e.xecuted for the

present Queen.—Out of a vast number of other

medals, regal and corporate, public and private,

which during his successful career Jlr. Wyon pre-

duced, we may select the following for separate

mention :—The Shakspere Medal of the City of

London School, presented to that institution by the

late Mr. Beaufoy. The medal of the Royal Scottish

Academy, at Edinhurgli. Medals, for the Art-Union

of London, in commemoration of the architects, Wren,

Chambers, and Vanbrugh. The medal awarded by

the Board of Trade for gallantry in saving life at

sea. The medal for the Humane Society at Ply-

mouth. A medal commemorative of her Majesty’s

marriage,—and one commemorative of the baptism

of the Prince of Wales, and the King of Prussia’s

visit to this country as sponsor ou the occasion.

A medal commemorating the visit of the Emperor
and Empress of the French to the city of London,

—

and another on occasion of a similar visit from the

King of Sardinia. These two latter medals were

executed at the cost of the Corporation of London,

—

and are splendid specimens of the medallist’s art.

—

By a large circle of friends, to whom the qualities

that do not belong to a record like this had endeared

liitii, Mr. Benjamin Wyon will long be missed. He
leaves a widow and many children to mourn his loss

;

—hut it is pleasant to know, that if Lhe long-accus-

tomed pitcher be broken at this old family fount of

Art, death has not dried the well. Mr. Joseph S.

Wyon, whom his deceased father trained to his own
profession, and who was the assistant of his later

labours, inherits the family gift,—and has, in virtue

of it, been permitted to put ou his father’s fallen

mantle as chief engraver of seals to the Queen.

M. LEON FLEURY.
The Paris papers announce the recent death of

this artist, one of the most distinguished landscape

painters of the French srhool. M. Fleury, the sou

of a clever historical painter, was born at Paris in

1804: after receiving the rudiments of an Art-

education under his father, he became successively a

pupil of Victor Bertiu and of Herseut. On quitting

the studio of the latter, he set out on a lengthened

sketching tour, and between the years 1827 and

1830, travelled over Italy, Belgium, and a large

part of his native country. Returning to Paris, he

prepared for exhibition at the Salon, to which he

sent, in 1831, four pictures, “A View of the Ponte
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Ratio, Rome, taken from the banks of the Tiber

a “View in the Environs of Rome;’’ and two views

of “ Watten, iu the Environs of St. Omer.” From
that time his name was rarely absent from any of

the public exhibitions of the French Academy
;
his

last appearance was at the Universal Exposition

ill 1855, to which he contributed two pictures.

Though M. Fleury is known chiefly as a landscape

painter, yet he occasionally employed his pencil on

other subjects : in the Church of Sta. iMarguerilc

is a “Baptism of Christ” by him, and in that of

St. Etienne-du-Mont, a Sta. Genevieve. Several of

his works have been purchased at different times

by the French government for presentation to pro-

vincial museums
;
among these we may especially

point out a “Wood in Normandy,” presented to

the Museum of Bar-le-Duc, and a “ View on the

road to Genoa, near Nice,” given to the JIuseum

of Amiens.

In 1834, M. Floury was awarded by the Council

of the Fine Arts in Paris a medal of the third class

;

in 1837, one of the second class; and in 1845, one

of the first class, In 1851 the decoration of the

Legion of Honour was bestowed ou him. lli.s

works have always been held in high esteem by his

countrymen for their truth, picturesque character,

aud careful treatment.

MR. A. B. JOHNS.

Although, as a general rule, talent of a high order

rarely fails to establish a wide-spread reputation,

yet instances sometimes occur, especially iu remote

localities, where, iu the well-known words of tlic

poet, it is almost
“ born to blush unseen,

And waste Us sweetness on the desert .-ilr.’’

An example of this nature is supplied by the

career of the late Mr. Ambrose Bowden Johns,

whose death we briefly noticed last month. He
was born iu Plymouth, in the year 1776-7, and

served his apprenticeship to Iluydon, the bookseller,

father of the artist. Early in life he withdrew from

business aud adopted landscape-painting as a profes-

sion, to which he devoted liimself with the utmost

enthusiasm, and with very considerable success,

yet his fame was almost entirely limited to his own
county.

In his practice lie was little influenced by the

works of contemporary artists, though he had

sketched with Turner, and was well acquainted with

some of the leading metropolitan painters, llis

view of nature was sometimes modified or influenced

by ideas drawn from the works of the older land-

scape-painters, Claude, Caspar Poussin, 3:c., and by
our own Wilsou

;
still liis pictures were never defi-

cient in originality. They were commonly the off-

spring of his own mind, and are remarkable for

novelty of arrangement and a natural character

entirely his own. Pew excelled him in the repre-

sentation of foliage, and the valleys and cottages

of bis native county were never more truthfully

and agreeably delineated than by his pencil. Ilis

colouring is mellow, yet not devoid of freshucss, his

execution broad, bnt free from mannerism—simple,

yet varied and effective.

On the few occasions when Mr. Johns exhibited

at the Royal Academy, his pictures seemed to want

brilliancy : this resulted, perhaps, partly from a

dislike to all forced effects, and partly from his

painting with reference to another standard, as in

galleries where the old masters predominate his

landscapes hold their ground admirably. At Cob-

ham Hall, the mansion of Earl Darnley, is a picture,

a view of Okeharapton Castle, on which Dr, Waagen
has passed high culogium, a verdict that Sir

C. L. Eastlake has confirmed. Another work of

very superior character, though of a widely different

subject, a “ Boy blowing Bubbles,” is iu possession

of Sir M. Lopez.

llis life, protracted far beyond the ordinary allotted

term, was distinguished by every Christian virtue,

but his gentleness, courtesy, and hospitality were

most conspicuous; while ou more than oue trying

occasion his integrity was exalted into magnanimity.

Courted as his society was by individuals of all

ranks, yet that of his brother artists, by whom
he was much beloved, was generally preferred by

him
;
and in the town of Plymouth, the scene of his

birth, his labours, and his death, Ids influence was
felt as ennobling his profession. It has been re-

marked, by one who know well Mr. Johns, that “the
contentment which characterised his life was drawn
from that hope which comforts those whose hearts '

condemn them not.”

|

MR. THOMAS BELSHAtV.

The name of Mr. Belsliaw, the announcement
;

of whose death appeared recently in sonic of the

daily journals, must be perfectly familiar to all who :

were conneoted with the various exhibitions of in-
j

dustrial Art which liave taken place in the country
i

within the last few years. He was among the ori-

ginators of, and materially aided in carrying out, the
[

exhibitions at JIanchester, Liverpool, Derby, Shef-

field, Macclesfield, &c. ; he organized the first great

Art-manufacture exhibition at Birmingham, and no

small measure of tlie success which attended the 'i

universal Exhibition in 1851 was due to his admi- i

r.able maimgcment and unwearied labours in the
|;

arrangement of the vast mass of contributions.
|

Subsequeutly, at Cork and Dublin, he was similarly

eng.aged
;
and, lastly, at the Crystal Palace, Syden-

j

ham, at the commeneement of that vast under-

taking.

During the Russian wai‘, Mr. Belsliaw, from his

well-known activity and experience in matters of

such a nature, was appointed deputy storekeeper '

to the Army Works Corps, and sailed to the

Crimea in charge of the third division of this con-

tingent. Ou his passage out, iu the Berwick trans-

port, he met with an accident, which, combined

with anxiety, disappointment, and neglect—as it

has been alleged—led to his death in the prime of

life. We are concerned to know his widow aud

children are left in so destitute a state that a sub-

scription for their benefit has been set on foot.
|

There can be little doubt of llie appeal being libe-

rally answered wheu these facts are made public; ;

and*, especially, by those who benefited by the

services of the late Mr. Belsliaw.*

rnoTOGRArnic exhibition.

This sixth year of exliibition by the Pho-

tographic Society tends to convince us that it

is absolutely necessary to effect a change some-

where. A good collection of photographs—many
of them very cliarming as pictures, and exhi-

biting much manipulatory skill—is hung on

the walls of the Suffolk Street Gallery, aud

the impression we receive ou entering the rooms

is, (hat they exhibit a stereotype-like sameness

—a repetition iu character, with slight varia-

tions, of the last and previous exhibitions.

This impression is strengthened by the admis-

sion of pictures which every one has seen, who,

during the last six months, has walked along

the Strand, the Ilaymarket, Kegcnt Street, or

Piccadilly.

IVe take, it that the Photographic Society

lias two well marked lines of operation. One
(upon which its popidarity will depend, and

therefore of much importance), the advancement

of photography as an art, which of course will

be shown by the exhibition of sun pictures in

which the numerous difficulties, as it respects

the lenticular image and the wmiit of agree-

ment between the chromatic character and the

chemical activity, have been most effectually

overcome. The other, bearing strongly ou

the first, the investigation of thy physical

and chemical plieuomena which are involved in

the production of a photographic picture. Art
in tlie first place, and Science in the second.

Tlie exliibitions of the Society sliould show

us the results which had been obtained—with

new lenses, or new arrangements of lenses—by
means of new' processes, or modifications of pro-

cesses already know'n, and display any novel

• W'e understand that subscriptions ivill be received at

the Unity Bank, Cannon Street, City; Mr. Alderman
Mcclu's Establishment, Leadenhall Street; Messrs. Elking-

tnn & Co., 22, Regent Street, St. James’s; W. Donald,

Esq., St. James’s Hall, Regent Street ; Messrs. Bradbury

.and Evans, 11, Bouverie Street; George Grove, Esq., Secre-

tary to the Crystal Palace Company
;
and by Mr. Joseph

White, Hon. Secretary to the Fund, 22, Richmond Street,

St. George's Road, Southwark, S.E.



applications of the art it cultivates. Beyond
tins, whenever possible, tlie refinements of
scieutific experiments should be illustrated.

It is beneath the dignity of the Society to
exhibit photographs which have been produced
for sale, and consequently displayed iu the
dealers’ shop windows, before tlicy arc hung lu

the Society’s exhibition room.
We have heard the exhibition of the Bojal

Academy quoted as an excuse for the exhibition
of the Photographic Society. Tlierc is no pa-

rallel between them. Tlic etforts of mind dis-

played in the produclion of a picture have
nothing in common with the mechanical pro-

cess of obtaining a photograpii. The artist

exhibits an original production, wliich requires
much skilled labour before it can be multiplied :

tile photographer obtains his negative, and the
mulfiplication of his picture is a very simple
affair; and, in the majority of instances, ori-

ginal pictures are not exhibited in the Society’s

rooms.

The trading character is, too, most offensively

obtruded in the catalogue—the prices, varying
from Is. and 2.y. to G3s., being a curious feature

on every page.

Our remarks are dictated by the most friendly

feeling
;
we admire photography, and wc desire

to see the Photographic Society taking and
maintaining its proper place amidst the societies

established for the advancement of Science and
Art in this country. It has allowed itself to be
overridden by the commercial element

;
and

unless, ere yet it be too late, the council re-

solves to return to and maintain a far more
independent position, the fate of the Society is

sealed.

It is time to return to the exhibition as it

stands, and, having expressed our grievance,

wc can do so with great pleasure.

In every way the most remarkable pictures
are the copies of the cartoons at Hampton
Court, by Caldcsi and Montecchi. The fidelity

of these reproductions of one of man’s greatest
works is nothing less than marvellous. The
wonderful drawing, the intensity of expression
in every line produced by the pencil of Itaphael,
are preserved, as no oilier process of copying
could preserve them. The very work of Time,
with his effacing fingers, is shown by tbe search-
ing chemistry of liglit in a striking manner.
Otlicr copies, no less excellent, of these car-

toons, by C. Thurston Thompson, must also be
referred to. !Mr. 0. G. Keilander exhibits
many of his fine studies from the life—a branch
of the art iu which he has been peculiarly suc-
cessful

;
witness liis remarkable picture, the

“ Two Ways of Life,” exbilnted at the Man-
chester Pine Art exhibition. We have no picture
in the present exhibition of such pretensions as
that one; bub there are numerous detached
studies of the highest merit, and one most
charming group, The Scripture Header, iu which
there isless of “ stage cftcct,” and more nature
than in any picture we remember to have seen.
We learn that the strange misconception pre-

vails regarding these “subject” pictures, that
tbe groups—such a group, indeed, as that of
the “ Two Ways of Life”—liave been copied by
one operation, from living figures grouped as
we see them in the picture

;
and lienee some

very strong objections have been raised against
this very picture. The photo^rapliic artist

does no more than the Iloyai Academician does :

he makes each figure an individual study, and
he groups those separate “ tiegaiives ” to-

gether, to form a complete positive picture.
Messrs. De Perrier and Beer have contributed
several of these “subject” pictures

;
the quiet

humour of the pair, “ Porty Winks,” aud “ One
Wink,” pleases us greatly.

The pictures by Mr. Roger Peiiton are too
well known to require any special notice from
us. His views of Tiutern Abbey and of Raglan
Castle are among some of bis most successful
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productions. The play of light through the
beautiful windows of the abbey ruin shows
that the artist lias watched, with all an artist’s

care, the ever-changing effects produced by the

movement of the shadows, aud seized upon
that moment when the blending of light and
shade developed that peculiar beauty which
“subdues, yet elevates, the gazer’s soul.”

We do not so much admire Mr. Fenton’s Egyp-
tian figures. His Nubian Water-carrier is

statuesque and beautiful. One of his Dancing
Girls has a strange quiet—an oriental dreamy
air

;
but valuable as all of these pictures are,

as truly representing some phases in the life

of this interesting people, we cannot regard

them as a success.

Mr. P. Frith’s views of the Pyramids, the

Spliinx, and his Panorama of Cairo, are amongst
the very best examples of the perfection to

which photography has arrived. The latter

picture conveys an idea of the peculiarities of

an Eastern city, which it would be exceedingly

difficult to convey by any other means.

Mr. Hamilton Crake has contributed some
very interesting pictures of the Rock Temples
of India, with their mysterious sculptures.

Photography has here a province peculiarly its

own, and one which we aesire to see more ex-

tended than it is, althougli our travellers are

now frequently availing themselves of the ca-

mera to tell its truthful story. The Stereo-

graphs of Britanuy are other examples of the

value of the art in this direction.

Tlierc are a few illustrations of the uses of

photography to the geologist, a few photographs

from the microscope, aud some three or four

pictures intended to illustrate the rapidity with

which an impression can now be made on the

sensitive tablets. Why have we not a series of

those very remarkable pictures of the sun, with

the solar spots, taken at Kew ? Why has not

the society secured examples of Mr. Warren de

la Rue’s stereoscopic moons ?—views taken at

the two extreme points of the moon’s libratiou,

which resolve themselves in the stereoscope

into a most perfect representation of our sate-

lite. Why, indeed—with the exception of a

E
ictnre by Mr. Charles Hcisch, of a small set

y Mr. Sykes Ward, aud a few, we believe

only two, carbon pictures by Mr. Pouncey,
and it may be one or two others—have we no
examples of attempts to overcome defects which
still beset photography ? We believe it is, that

the Society is too exclusively worked to com-
mercial ends.

There are many Photographic exhibitors

wliose pictures deserve much praise, but we
avoid entering more generally than we have
done into the merits of productions of which
every one has now an opportunity of judging
for themselves. In conclusion, we desire to

impress upon the council of the Photographic
Society the imperative necessity of their atten-

tion to the means of improving the art which
they profess to encourage, and of avoiding,

through all future time, at any cost, the very
suspicion of allowing the Society to become the
medium of advertising the productions of any
photographic trader.

PHOTOGLYPHIC ENGRAVING.

This is the name given by Mr. Fox Talbot to anew
process, which he has patented, for producing engrav*
ings directly from photograpliic pictures, upon plates

of steel, copper, or zinc.

The manipulatory details for the production of a
photoglyphic engraving, arc as follows :

—

A steel, copper, or zinc plate is to be well cleaned,

it should then be rubbed with a linen cloth dipped
in a mixture of caustic soda and whiting, iu order to

remove any traces of greasiness
;
the plate is then to

be rnbbcd dry with another cloth.

The composition employed to cover the plate is

prepared as follows ;—About a quarter of an ounce
of gelatine is dissolved in eight or ten ounces of

water, by the aid of heat. To this solution is added
about one ounce, by measure, of a saturated solution

of bichromate of potash, in water, and the mixture

is strained through a linen cloth. The best sort of

gelatine for the purpose is that used by cooks and
confectioners, and commonly sold under the name
of gelatine. The above mixture will, if kept in the

dark, owing to the antiseptic and preserving power
of the bichromate of potash, keep good for several

months. When required, if it should be too thick,

as in cold weather, the solution is slightly warmed
befoi-e using

;
it is then, in a dark room, poured over

the plate to he engraved, which is afterwards held in

a vertical position, that the superfluous liquid may
drain off at one of the corners. It is next placed iu

a horizontal position over a spiritlamp, and the

gelatine carefully dried, which is left as a thin film,

of a pale yellow'colour, covering the metallic surface.

Tbe object to be engraved is laid on the metal
plate and screwed down upon it in a photographic

copying frame—such objects may be either the

leaves of plants, lace, or engravings, writings, or

photographs. Thus arranged the whole is to be
exposed to the sunshine, until a faint image, pro-

duced by the contrast between the changed brown
colour of the bichromate and its original yellow,

makes its appearance.

AVhen the plate bearing the photographic image
is removed from the copying frame, the surface is

to be carefully and very evenly spread with a little

finely-powdered gum-copal, care being taken that

the quantity is very small, and the layer uniform.

When the plate has been thus powdered with copal,

it is held horizontally over a spirit-lamp in order

to melt the copal : this requires considerable heat,

and its melting is known by the change of colour
;

the jjlate must then be withdrawn from the lamp
aud allowed to cool. The gelatine being thus

covered with a layer of copal uniformly dissemi-

nated, the etching liquid is to be poured on. This
is thus prepared :—Muriatic acid is saturated with
the peroxide of iron, by the aid of heat. After

straining the solution, to remove impurities, it is

evaporated until it is considerably reduced in volume,
and is then poured into bottles, in which, as it cools,

it solidifies into a brown semi-crystallinc mass. The
bottles are then well corked up and kept for use.

It is found convenient to have solutions of this

perchloride of iron of different strengths. Some
liquid of a medium slrengtli is poured over the

plate
;
the liqm’d penetrates tlie gelatine wherever

the light has not acted upon it, but it refuses to

penetrate those parts upon which the light has

acted sufficiently. It is upon this remarkable fact

that tbe art of photoglyphic engraving is founded.

In about a minute the etching is seen to begin,

which is known by the pai-ts etched turning brown
or black, and then it spreads over the whole plate,

the details of the picture appearing with great

rapidity in every part of it. If the etching spreads

too rapidly, the etching fluid must be diluted, so

that the process may go on slowly. If the etching

fluid is slightly moved with a camel-hair peucil, a

good effect is produced. Wheu the etchjng will

improve no further, the process must be stopped:

this is done by wiping off the liquid with cotton

wool, and then rapidly pouring a stream of cold

water over the plate, which carries off all that

remains of the acid. The plate is then wiped with
a clean linen cloth, aud rubbed with soft whiting
and water to remove the gelatine, and the etching

is completed.

We have examined some of the impressions pro-

duced by this process of Mr. Fo.x Talbot’s, and they
appear to promise a better result than any of the

processes which have yet been introduced to engi'ave

the photographic picture, Tliere is a more delicate,

and, at the same time, a more decided definition ou
all the lines of the engraving, and the gradation of

tone from the deep shadows, through the middle
tints, to the high lights, arc well preserved iu most
cases, care and experience alone being necessary to

ensure this in all.

Mr. Fox Talbot has patented this process, hut we
are assured by his friends that this is only done for

the jiurpose of securing his claim as the inventor of

photoglyphic engraving, and that it is his intention,

by and by, to make a free gift to the country of this

valuable process. R. II.



HAFFAELLE, AKD HIS FATHER,
GIOVANNI SANTI.-^-

Nineteen years ago curiositywas ititcusely excited

[>y the armoiinceinent of a work under the above title

by a eertain J. D. Passavant, who for ton years

before Iiad j)roceeded so noiselessly with his inquiry

that his name was known but within a limited area.

Such was the amount of labour evidenced iu the first

volumCjthat we despaired of witnessing the fullilment

of the promise of a second : but a second did ap-

pear, and now a third comes forth—results of

thought, labour, and travel extending over a period

of tliirty years
; and there is yet work to be done

before tlie subject can be said to be exhausted.

Ill the prosecution of his enterprise—all glorious

mid honourable, but we fear liut little profitable

—

the author has visited nil the collcctious iu Prance,

England, and Germany, known as containing works

of Ratfaelic. To Stockliolm and Madrid has he also

extended his researches
;
the collections only of Turin

and St. Petersburg remain to be seen by him ; aud

when we know of the wide diffusion of the works of

RatVaclle—for every known collection in Europe

professes to show something by him, either as pic-

ture, cartoon, or drawing— it is matter of especial

wonder that a man who died as yet so youthful should

have designed all, and seen executed so many, of the

works which hear his name. A reputation so tran-

scendent has been a great temptation, during upwards

of three centuries, to that large aud evcr-increasing

population of falsifiers, whose felon trade exalts them
to opulence, while the meritorious artist is upheld

by the bare statT of life,—and they have fully availed

themselves of the occasion. Thus, the forgeries on

Raflacllc are innumerable, and we had thought that

a true estimate of his labours had been impossible;

but in this part of his work Passavant gives a cata-

logue of all his authentic works, and truly marvellous

arc (heir number and variety. The cnuracratiou

extends over twenty-two closely printed pages,

wherein are registered some eight hundred works in

almost every department of Art. It is to us most

interesting to consider the intlueuccs to which Raf-

faclle yielded in the course of his practice—inte-

resting more than ever now that there is arisen

among us a sect who profess to drink at the same
fomitaiiis as those which to the “divine” master

were the sources of his emotions. But the results

have been widely different. There is no evidence,

direct or presumptive, that Raft'nelle during his earlier

studies had seen the ancient sculptures in the collec-

tion of the Dukes of Urbiiio. It is uot, however, pro-

bable that he was ignorant of their existence
;
but if

his father did not receive from them any new inspi-

ration, he certainly would not countenance a classic

bent in his son. Ilis picture, however, of “The
Three Graces ” has iu itself sulScient evidence that

the idea was borrowed from the antique at Siena.

Beyond this, there is not in his earlier time any

indication of a leaning towards Greek Art
;
ou the

contrary, his study of Masaccio and Da Vinci, and

his intercourse with Fra Bartolomeo, seemed to con-

tirin him in what is called Christian Art. And
afterwards in Rome, the designs for the “Disputa,”

aud even for the “Parnassus,” afford no indica-

tion of a systematic study of the antique. But it

is impossible that genius like that of Raffaelle,

surrounded as he was in Rome by the choicest

remains of Greek Art, should long continue to resist

its influence. Different from these is the “ School of

Athens;” bis desire for accurate character aud cos-

tume Uirew him at once deep into the study of the

antique: and not only was the new clement pro-

nounced iu that grand composition, but also in the

“Judgment of Paris,” “ Quos Ego,” “Lucretia,”

&c., all of which he designed about the year 1510.

And, further, he was confirmed iu his new nianuer

by commissions for subjects to which he felt it due

to consult the ancients, inasmuch as he could avail

himself of their counsel aud assistance— as his
“ Galatea,” the “ Story of Cupid and Psycho,” for

Agostino Chigi, the mythological works for the

hatii-room of Cardinal Bihicna—the Constantine

aud Attila compositions also necessitated an earnest

inquiry into Roman costume; aud at length the

* “ Kafael von Ui'bino und Seiii Yatcr Giovanni Santi,”
Von J, D. Passavant; DritterTiieii. Leipsic, I'.A. Brock-
hans; London, Triibiier.
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ornamental art of the then recently discovered Baths

of Titus suggested the decorations of the Loggie

of the Vatican, in which scope was given to his

ricli and various fancy, and exercise to his fine

apprehension of the beautiful. In Art, perhaps,

more than in all else, are ingenuous natures open to

incidental impressions : and Raffaelle was no excep-

tion to this rule. In his earlier works his models

seem to have been of the somewhat slight mould of

the natives of Urbino, Umbria, aud Tuscany, hut

latterly his figures have larger proportious, like a

certain type of the inhabitants of Rome. In his

earliest female heads the foreheads are high, and the

eyebrows arched, as were those features of the ladies

of the court of Urbino in his time, but in Rome he

adopted a more severe cliaractcr, like that also of

the Romans
;
and this is sufficiently shown by com-

])arison of his earlier Madonnas with the famous
“ JIadoiiTia del Pcscc,” in Spain, and the “St. Six-

tus,” at Dresden.

The particular subjects treated of in the book
before us are supplementary to the first aud second

parts, as— Pintniicchio’s works at Siena, the Stanza

della Segiialurn, the school of Athens, Rafi'aelle’s

mistress, liis letter to his uncle Ciarla, at Urbino, in

1514-, his death and last will and testament, &c.

But the knowledge of the existence of such a work-

must necessarily check all attempts iu this direction

at the attribution of spurious works
;

for here is a

catalogue of all tlic known works of the master, with

their whereabouts, or such indication of their abiding

places as will render it easy to trace them
;
and on

this account will the name of Passavant be as inti-

mately associated with that of Raffaelle as that of

Giulio Romano, or any of that school who called

themselves pupils of the famous Urbinian.

THE NEW INDIAN OFFICE AND
ITS ARCHITECTS.

The days of the India JIuiise in Leadcnhall Street

in the cast are numbered, and iu its stead a new
Indian Office is to occujiy a suitable position amongst

the other jiuhlie buildings of the Imperial Govern*

incut iu the city of Westraiuster. This is as it

should be. The old India House was ideulified,

both in use and association, with a couditiou of

Indian rule, now happily transferred from present

existence to the history of the past. To have re-

tained this edifice, so essentially a Company’s house,

for the occupation and use of the oflicial personages

attached to the Indian department of her Jlajesty’s

goverument would consequently have been some-

thing worse than a very serious mistake. The new
Indian goverument must not inaugurate its opera-

tion through the ageucy of obsolete traditions.

Despatches from India no longer could consistently

be addressed to the old centre of the Company’s
authority; and so, also, despatches from home
would require to bear dale from the Indian Office of

the Secretary of State, and uot from Lcadenhall

Street, as of old. Soraetliing more than a mere
transfer of the ruling power has bceu effected

;
and

it is well to record this fact at once significantly

and permanently, by establishing the Secretary of

State for ludia, his council, and official stuff in a

new goverument office of their own. We cau feel

the importance, as well as the propriety, of such

a measure here at home; and in India we may he

sure that it will be regarded with far deeper seuti-

ments of approving satisfaction.

Lord Stanley has acted iu this matter in a manner
calculated to secure for himself the approbation of

those, whose approbation he would be likely to

regard as of real value. He has been prompt, but

without haste,—he lias taken time for careful re-

flection, and yet without yielding to the enervating

influences of needless delays. The public buildings

of Westminster will thus acquire a fresh accession

to their confederacy, which may rely upon the

sympathising approbation of the entire community.

An Indian Office at Westminster cannot fait to be

iu itself, in its title and use, a popular, as well as a

public building; and it is with the utmost satisfac-

tion that we add the expression of our firm con-

viction, that t/ie Indian Office which will forthwith

be erected, will prove to be intrinsically worthy both

of its object and of the approval of the nation.
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'The honourable task of arranging, designiug, and

erecting the new edifice has been entrusted to

]\Ir. G. Gilbert Scott, A R.A., and to Mr. JI. Digby

Wyatt, C.B., conjointly,— the exterior architecture

of the structure being specially placed under the

direction of the former distinguished architect, while

the latter is instructed to direct his particular' at-

tention to the arrangements and fittings of the

interior.

At first sight, possibly, it may appear to many
persons that two arcliilccls of real eminence would

uot he dis])Osed to accept such a conjoint charge

;

and, further, that, cveu if they did accept it, they

would not work together, either cordially or for the

best advantage of their common trust. In the

present instance the two gentlemen whom we have

named have formally accepted Lord Stanley’s pro-

posal
;

and we arc disposed to consider that the

future Indian Office will derive infinite benefit from

their having thus been brought to act together. In

a competition ^YC rarely see two thoroughly good

designs for the same building, which could not

derive mutual advantage from oue another. Here,

without any competition, we have two able men
engaged to devote their lime and their talents, not

the one to excel the other, but the two to render

more excellent a single design. And there is to us

a peculiar hopefulness in the individuals tlius se-

lected, and thus brought together. Each already

possesses a reputation sufficiently high to treat the

other with respectful consideration
;
and, at the same

lime, the reputation of each is based upon such

decided individuality of view, that neither of them

can be subjected to any suspicion of exercising an

undue influence over liis colleague. Mr. Scott is

the avowed chamjiion of the Gothic—the Gothic, as

we require an architecture for practical use, in

andybr this Victorian age, in England. With no

little experience of the Gothic also, as it once ex-

pressed itself in the middle ages, both in our own
coiinlrv and in the various countries of mediaival

Europe, Vlr. Digby Wyatt has, in practice, attached

himself more heartily to the classic Renaissance of

Italy. Mr. Wyatt has also of late been actively

employed upon works in the architecture of Europe,

adapted to Indian associations and uses, and erected

upon Indian soil : he is also more jiarticularly a

secular architect. Mr. Scott has acquired his

greatness chiclly from ecclesiastical works, with

which must be coupled his famous Hotel de Yille,

at Hamburgh. At Westminster tlie Gothic is

quite safe with Mr. Scott
;
and Mr. Wyatt will there

find how well the true development of the Gothic

will adapt itself, while retaining its true purity as

a style, to all that the Renaissance can accomplish

for the usages and requirements of modern life.

Such a combination as this may he expected to

solve the long pending difliculty about a style of

architecture for our day : the Renaissance may
suggest mucli that, in practice, maybe most valu-

able to the Gothic, aud the Gothic will not fail to

invest every such practical suggestion with its own
archiLCctural excellence and dignity.

We shall watch the progress of the new Indian

Office with even unusual interest, and also with

peculiar care : and great indeed will be our disap-

])oiiitinent should we not find our wannest hopes

realized, and, indeed, more than realized by Mr.

Scott and ilr. Wyatt,—whom, meanwhile, we cor-

dially congratulate on their having received tliis

commission, as we feel it to be a matter of cou-

gratulation to the cause of Art amongst us that the

new Indian Office should have been placed iu their

hands.

THE

PICTURES IN MARLBOROUGH HOUSE.

The various conflicting decisions at which the House

of Commons has arrived on the subject of the Na-

tional Gallery are yielding their natural fruit, iu (liat

uncertainty of actiou whicli has so often impeded

the licallhy development of our great national insti-

tutions. The practice of separation follows, as of

course, on a policy which abrogates the law of cohe-

sion,—and the parts of a great whole, released from

the principle of inter-relation, naturally seek to take

up their independent places each on principles of its

own. In November next, as our readers pretty
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^cncrallj- knon-, ilarlborougli House, whicli has for
some time past, under our accustomed law of the
fragmentary and provisional, furnished one of our
many exhibition rooms, will be wanted for the
establishment of the Prince of Wales; and, with a
view to the previous measures necessary for adapting
this palace to its new purpose, the pictures at
present housed there have notice to quit in March.
By the providence of Lord Elcho aod his disciples,
and by some other happy contrivances, which work
together with their labours to the familiar end of
confusion, these pictures, with constitutions that
demand careful nurture, find themselves suddenly in
the streets. In the first pressure of the emergency,
the Commissioner of Works seems to have fallen

back on a Kefuge for the Destitute,—and for one
desperate moment, the notion had been entertained

of lodging these houseless children of Art in the old
house in Carlton Ride, whence some of the national
records were so recently rescued iu various stages of

decline. But the rats and the river-damp, which
were troublesome joint-tenants for the records, were
not likely to agree better with pictures

;
and the

Chief Commissioner has landed iu a scheme which
we would frankly accept as a choice of evils, if we
could not see our own way to a plan by which the
evil of the position may be altogether avoided. A
gallery to contain the Vernon pictm-es is in process
of erection near the present museum at Kensington
Gore,—and the works arc proceeding with the
rapidity supposed to be demanded by the necessities
of the case.

Now, candidly admitting, as we do, that it is

really very difficult for any one having responsibility
to know how to act, in the midst of dilemmas
created by the multitude of counsellors who do not
produce wisdom,—we, yet, must protest, with all the
earnestness which they have left us, against the
arrangement in question. It is by every means
desirable, so far as may be possible, to keep together
the national pictures, in view of the better counsel
that may yet finally prevail. Against this splitting
up of an important whole into its constituent
portions— this lopping off the limbs of a great insti-

tution—we must remonstrate, in the very spirit of
all the remarks that we have ever had to make on
the subject. Mhat oiir voice can do towards
redeeming errors that are past, and aiTcsting rash
consequences, we are bound to contribute. The
fitting destination for these pictures, on their
removal from Marlborough House, is, to re-attach
them to the great body, in Trafalgar Square, to
whicli they belong. The true ultimate solution of
the National Gallery question depends'on, at any
rate, keeping the national pictures in company. To
this obvious course, there is only one objection :—the
nation has not room in Trafalgar Square for the
pictures which are already there.

Well, then, the remedy for this state of things
meets us face to face,—and we cannot evade it. The
time has come for plain speaking, when the logic of
a great national interest is at stake. The Royal
Academy is in the way. The country is actually
turned aside from a course that becomes it by the
figure of this anomalous body standing right in its
path. The sufferance on wliich the "Academy has
so long sat in Trafalgar Square has expired, by the
conditions of the case.—And since plain speaking is
demanded by the occasion, let it be said, that the
Royal Academy has not established such a claim for
itself with the country,— it has not taken such a
firm grasp of the_ high mission which it had before
it,—as should entitle it to interfere in any way with
the due development of our national institutions.
The space which the Academy now occupies given
Tip to the wants of the National Gallery,—to which
it belongs,—will enable the latter not only to
re-affiliate to itself its detached members, but to
meet all demands on it for some few years to come :—thus, leaving the question of its great final future
to be determined with greater leisure, and in a
calmer mood. As for the Royal Academy, its
futiu-e fortunes are to a great extent in its own
hands :—and, for the sake of much that it has done,
aud in spite of much that it has left undone, we
earnestly desire that it may see the true direction
in which its interests lie. But, in more ways than
one, it must at length, and at anv rate, cease to be
an obstructive body,—and first of all, here. The
nation must re-enter on its rights in Trafalt^ar
Square. ®
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COLOTJE, AND THE DIFFESIOX
OF TASTE.*

It is not easy to do justice to a work of this com-
prehensive nature within the limited space at our
command this month. The author has included
within the compass of bis volume so many topics
bearing immediately on his two principal subjects,
and has entered so fully into each and all, that we
can hope to do little more than give our readers
such an outline of the contents as will induce them
to look into the book for themselves

;
but we tell

them at the outset it is a book for earnest, patient
study, not one for mere amusement. It is the result
of research, thought, and labour-a book of practical
and experimental knowledge, not offanciful theories;
one in which popular resthetical errors, and popular
ignorance of, or indifference to, the true and the
beautiful are fearlessly denounced. Sir Gardner
Wilkinson is an authority upon certain classes of
artistic works, whose opinion ought not to be lightly
esteemed.

_
His long residence iu the Bast, and the

study which he gave to the ancient arts of the
people among whom he dwelt, as his previous pub-
lications show, well qualify him to become an
instructor at home on the matters which have again
induced him to appear as an author.

Nearly one half of the volume is devoted to tlie
question of “ Colour,” concerning which he remarks
at tlie outset that “it is not by forming a theory on
some fanciful basis that a perception of the harmony
of colours is to be acquired

;
like a correct ear for

music, it is a natural gift. Theory will not form it,

as theory will not enable any one to detect a false
note. The power depends on the perceptive faculty

;

and unless any one possess this, he will vaiu’ly
attempt to lay down rules for the guidance of
others.” We have before now heard this propoei-
tion discussed, but most certainly it cannot be con-
troverted. There are people who cannot see, as
there are those who cannot hear. We have met
with both; with men passionately fond of pictures
or music, but who have not the faculty of perceiving
the harmony of colours or of sounds. He then pro-
ceeds to show, from the general arrangement of an
English ilqwer-garden ahd borders, how universally
defective is this faculty as regards colour, and he
follows these remarks with several pages treating of
coloured glass windows and glass mosaics, and points
out the mistakes which many artists in stained
glass of our own day make, when they copy, as
they are apt to do, the faulty drawing or tne in-
elegance of the figures of an early period, for the
sake of giving an antique character to their work.
Had the designers of those days been able to draw
well and correctly, they would have done so

;
inca-

pacity, not choice, compelled them to make their
figures faulty and rude, aud we are not, therefore,
compelled to copy them in this particular. A
large portion of the remainder of this division of the
book is occupied by a tabular list of the names of
the principal colours and their varieties, in English,
Arabic, French, German, Greek, Latin, and Italian,
and by a most curious and patient analytical list of
colours and tints, of every conceivable hue, that will,
or will not, harmonize. We have never seen such
an elaborate enumeration as is here set down.
But it is the second division of the book—that

which discusses the question of the “Necessity for
a General Diffusion of Taste among all Classes”
which most concerns the public. It is a question
that has once and again been opened up by us; and
on many points Sir Gardner Wilkinson reiterates
our opinions. “ What hope,” he asks, “ can there
be of general improvement in the ‘arts of produc-
tion,’ if those who create them are ignorant of the
simplest notions of taste, and cannot even compre-
hend the beauty of a design if presented to them ?

It is not by the education of the higher classes
alone, nor by the patronage of the great, that taste
is to be spread thiough a country. They may con-
tribute as far as lies in their power towards this
object—and the efforts now making by some men of
rank and wealth are both creditable and useful; but
for the community to have a feeling for Art of any
kind, the study must be general, and the minds of
those who make, as well as of those who require, works
of taste, must be imbued with a true appreciation of
the beautiful. I do not, however, by this remark,
wish to imply that men of rank and wealth, in Eng-
land or any other country, are distinguished above
all the rest of the community by correct taste: the
few who possess it are the exception

;
and the exhi-

bition of objects of their choice too frequently de-
monstrates an admiration for meretricious ornament
and faulty design.”

• “ On Colour, and On the Necessity for a General
Diffusion of Taste among all Classes ; with Remarks on
Laying out Dressed or Ornamental Gardens. Uy Sir J
(Jardner Wilkinson, D.C.L., F.U.S., &e. &c." PubJIslied
by J. Murray, London.

In enlarging upon this topic the author reviews a
vast variety of matters, directly or indirectly, bear-
ing upon it—the mistakes into whicli manufacturers
and designers full

;
the inability of good designers

to get their designs executed—both from the igno-
rance or perverseness of the manufacturer, and the
absence of taste and judgment in the public; the
style of Greek ceramic art; schools of design, and
other places of Art-instruction

;
a comparison of

English and foreign designs; decorative design;
natural objects; sculptures, plain and coloured;
monuments to the dead

;
the decoration of houses

;

ecclesiastical and domestic architecture; ancient
Italian pictures

;
flower-gardens, with a long list

of flowering plants adapted for the beds.
Here are, unquestionably, materials affording a

wide scope for amplification and discussion. They
are worked out at considerable length, and in a true
and right spirit. We have no doubt there are many
quite disposed to deny the conclusions at which, on
many points, the author arrives. We can find
nothing in them contrary to what our experience
has taught us. They may not be, and are not, very
very flattering to our national vanitv, but they are
not the less true

;
and if in the pride of our hearts we

could only bring our minds to believe that they are
so, we should be in a fair way to improve ourselves.
The book contains a considerable number of

woodcuts and coloured plates, illustrative of examples
of good taste and bad taste placed in contrast.

COENISH ANTIQUITIES.^-'

CoiiNWALL has long been celebrated for the largeness
and variety of its early autiquities. It is, however,
but rarely visited, and we owe our knowledge of its

relics chiefly to somewhat meagre accounts "in topo-
graphical works deficient of engravings. Mr. Blight
is a resident artist iu Penzance

; and he has wuth
great industry gathered sketches, and engraved views,
of the principal early monuments in Cornwall: for
iu a eorapaniou volume to the present, published iu
1856, he has preserved a scries of ancient crosses
and other antiquities in the west of Cornwall. Tlie
books arc specimeus, therefore, of the local Art of
the county

;
and our cuts, borrowed from the volume,

will best speak of their quality. Tlie series is of
considerable curiosity, though i’t must be confessed
there is a sameoess in many, inseparable from the
principles whicli appear to have guided the style

of the designers. The antiquities are arranged in
periods by the author, and consist of nearly seventy
examples. The earliest are mere rude stone shafts,

with circular heads sculptured into a Maltese cross.
This form seems to have undergone enrichment in

process of time; and our first cut of one in the
churchyard of Sfc. Columb is of coTisiderable elegance;
both sides arc similarly ornamented. That at
Lanherne exhibits the whole of the shaft (of which
the previous specimen has been deprived), and is

remarkable for the figure of the Saviour rudely
sculptured upon it, as well as for the interlaced
oimament below, and the inscriptions, which appear
to be Saxon, and are on both sides. They probably
referred to the person to whose memory the pillar was
erected, or requested a prayer for his soul, in the style

of the older Danish specimens seen in the Isle of Man,
and identical with those described by Herr Worsaae,
of Copenhagen. The more enriched character of the
Gothic crosses is exhibited in that at St. Alawo-an,
whicli the author states to be the most elaborate
specimen of the kind in Cornwall: its summit is

a four-sided tabernacle containing figures of saints,

a representation of the Crucifixion, and a saintly
legend, whose explication is yet to be souglit among
the local tales of the monkish chroniclers. A some-
what similar cross stands in the chiu-chyard of
Crieklade,on the banks of the Thames, and has been
engraved in ourvolume for 1857 (p. 50); that, how-
ever, has the shaft perfect at the base, while the Corn-
wall specimen has evidently been inserted rudely into
another stone. Bearing the same general character,
but showing somewhat of decadence, is our fourth
specimen from Lauteglos, near Fowey, which was
found about twenty years ago, deeply buried in a

trench that ran round the wcdls of the church, and
which is now erected near the church porch. It

consists of a hexagonal shaft, dimioishing upwards

• Ancient Cuosses and ornnK Antiquities in inu east
OF CoRNWALi.. I5y J. T. Blight. PiiblishedbyVibert, Pen-
zance

;
Simpkiii and Marsliail, Loudon.
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to where, at the height of eight feet, it is sur-

mounted by an oblong head rising two feet above it.

On the two broadest sides of the head, in doubly

arched niches, are the Cruciflxioii, and the Virgin

and Child; on the opposite sides SS. Peter and

Paul.

A curious section of the present volume is de-

voted to an account of tlie various holy wells to

which sanctity is still attached, and a somewhat
superstitious belief in their physical powers, as well

as the peculiar benefits to be derived, as at St. Keyiic,

of which Soutlicy lias made such good use in the

sr. coLUJtn.

legendary ballad whose quiet humour has given

it a great popularity. Of this, aud others having

a local celebrity, our author has preserved many
agreeable views, which must have occupied much
time in collecting, and patient labour in the

execution. The ancient chapels, whose pictured

ruins succeed these, arc very primitive structures;

they arc to be found in some of the wildest and

most unfrequented parts of Cornwall—on desolate

moors, iu sequestered valleys, on rocky eminences,

aud on the edges of lofty and rugged cliffs, where

they must have been exposed to the severest storms,

aud other monuments of antiquity scattered through i much to carry liis mind back to the caidy days of

these pleasing volumes by Mr. Blight, will find
I

Christianity in a remote part of our island, where

LANnEUSP.

and at times dashed by the spray of the ocean.

That on Roche Rock is a veritable eagle’s nest,

perched on a ledge of a bare peak, to which ascent

is dillicult. These little cells were evidently the

home of recluses, who lived there for that total

retirement that raalics them so uninviting to others.

They may have served also as refuges for ship-

wrecked mariners. The earliest Christian edifices

still remain as fragments of walls on dilTcrent parts

of the Cornish coast, beaten down by time and the

storms of centuries, or buried iu sands, as at

Perranzabuloc or St. Eaodoc. The student of these

still is preserved so many and such curious records ! habitants. The labour of Mr. Blight must have

of the faith and the simple arts of its ancient in-
|
been considerable, aud we hope it may be rewarded

LANTEGLOS.

as it deserves; a real love of his subject has evi- fully rendered what he has industriously gathered,

dently influenced him iu his task, aud he has faith- I The volume is highly creditable to Cornwall.

o



HELIOGllAPHIC RESEARCHES,
BY M. NIEPCE DE SAINT-VICTOR.

M. NiiPCE DE Saint-Victor has been pursuing
with great diligence, and with corresponding success,

his researches into those heliographic phenomena
which appear to prove the actual absorption of light

in all photographic results, and under all circum-
stances of exposure to the solar influences. The
results obtained are so remarkable that we are in-

duced to make au abstract of a communication from
M. Niepce, wliich was read hj M. Chevreul before

the Academie des Sciences.

When papers which have been prepared with

starch and soda, or potash, or cyanide of potassium,

are exposed to sunshine, and then washed with the

tincture of turmeric, a yellovv image is produced
over all the exposed parts—if washed with the blue

solution of turnsole, it becomes red over those

divisions.

If tlic ozonometric paper of M. Ilonzeau, com-
posed of reddened turnsole and iodide of potassium,

is exposed to light behind a negative photograph on
glass, and if after exposure it is passed into water,

the exposed parts become blue, the covered parts

remaining red.

If a paper prepared with the nitrate and oxide of

uranium and uitrale of copper is exposed to the

sunshine under the same circumstances, the exposed

parts become of an aslien gray. If a design is

traced with a solution of those salts, and the paper
be then exposed to sunshine, the image speedily

appears. It is e.xtraordinary that this image dis-

appears in the dark, and it is revived again in the

light.

M. Niepce has shown that under all circumstances

papers covered with starch will, when exposed to

solarization, acquire the power of decomposing the

iodide of potassium, and of becoming coloured by a

solution of iudigo or of logwood, the uuexposed
portions remaining without these properties.

If two pieces of cotton, one wet and the other

dry, be exposed to sunshine, and then iu the dark, a

solution of nitrate of silver be poured upon them,
the silver will be quickly reduced on the moistened
tissue, while the reduction takes place very slowly

upon the dry cloth.

Vegetable earths are susceptible in a very great

degree of acquiring this heliographic activity. If

soil is taken from a depth in the earth, and kept
iu darkness, it produces no effect upon papers spread

with chloride of silver, and extended above it. If

this mould is spread on a plate of metal, and, after

drying, it is exposed to the sun, one part being covered
with a screen, it appears in the exposed parts to

have undergone a very remarkable change— for if

now a sheet of paper s])read with chloride of silver is

stretched over it vi the dark, all that portion of the
paper which is o/qiosite the soil tchic/i has been
solarized will receive a strong impression, none
whatever being made by the unsolarized portion.

It is found by M. Niepce that all kinds of earth
aud clay are susceptible of acquiring very great
activity, which is exerted in darkness, as iu the above
experiment. He proposes to continue during the
approaching season his researches upon vegetation,
and on the matui'ing of fruits under the influence of
this absorbed power, which acts iu all respects simi-
larly to the chemical power of the solar rays.

It will be in the memory of many of our readers
that SI. Niepce found that a long cardboard lube,
presented directly opposite to the sun, absorbed and
retained a chemical power which could be employed
in the product ion of photographic pictures. He has
now demoustrated that, if, after exposure to brilliant

sunshine, the tube is carefully closed with a cover,
aud then placed in a tin case—it will at the expiration
of six months exhibit so much activity that photo-
graphic paper placed at the mouth of the tube is

blackened, or, if it is placed with a negative on thin
paper over it, that it will produce a pliotogi-aphie

picture. The bottling of sunshine is here seen to
be an established fact.

I3y the investigations of M. Niepce we learn many
of the conditions under which the fading of colours,
either of dyes or pigments, takes place. These appear
to have an especial interest to M. Chevreul, whose
papers on dyeing, and whose work ou colours, ai'e

well known to our readers.
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THE WHITE DOE OF EYLSTONE*

^Ve intimated, in the brief notice of this volume
given last month, our intention to recur to it again,
chiefly for the purpose of introducing a few examples

of the illustrations into our pages, which we have
now the ojiportunity of doing. The poem does not
afford so great a variety of pictorial subject as other
writings of a somewhat analogous character, but
Mr. Foster has made the best use of the materials

placed in his hands. The principal portion of the

scenery connected with the poem lies iu one of the
|

most picturesque localities in Eugland~tlic Valley of i

the Wharf, in Yorkshire, in which stand the fine I

ruins cf Bolton Abbey
; but there are also several

I

other interesting places mentioned incidentally, such ^

as Durham Cathedi'ul, Raby Hall, “lurking Dern-
bvook’s pathless side,’’ Rylstone Church, Norton
Tower, Brancepeth Towers, Bardeu Tower,—these,

with many beautiful “bits” of the Wharf scenery,

aud a few ideal views suggested by the poem, consti-

tute the landscape illustrations. The figure-subjects,
strictly so called, are less numerous, but there arc

* The White Dob of Rtlstonk; on. The Fate of
THE Nortons. By W. Words\70rtli. With Illustrations
by Birket Foster and H. N. Humphreys. Published by
Longman & Co., Loudon.

enough of them to give variety to the i]]ustrations>

while Mr. Foster’s pencil is quite as felicitous iu

rendering these as the landscapes.

Wordswortli’s “ White Doe of R)dstone” is, per-

haps, far less extensively known than his “Excur-
sion,” and some of his short poems

j
yet it contains

many passages of exquisite beauty and of graceful

I



AET-DOINGS IN GEllilANY.

Strangely enough, the movement which, during

some time, has been going on in England for

opening galleries and museums to the public on
Sunday, has now spread to the Contiuent. In

Protestant Prussia the wish has been expressed that

the public collections may be visited on holidays as

well as on workdays.

The authoress, Fanny Lewald, has given ex-

pression to this desire of all who are confined to

their bureau six days out of the seven; and she has

begged that the favour may be granted, and the

boon be given, as a Christmas gift to the working-

classes of the capital. Students at the university,

and those wlio attend public classes, as well as

tradesmen and workers in factories, are occupied at

the very hours that these galleries are open, and

consequently have never an opportunity of relaxing

their minds or forming their judgment by the cou-

tcraplation of these collections. We shall await

with no little curiosity the result of these endeavours.

But if such a measure be found advisable on

the Continent, where Sunday is not made so tiring

and dull a day as some here would fain have it

to be, how much more desirable must it be for

Englaud, where every place of recreation is closed by
law, and the tap-room only lawfully left open?*

The King of Bavaria has coufeired on several of

the artists who contributed to uphold the fame of

German Art at the late Great Exhibition, the first

and second classes of the Order of St. Sliehael

(equivalent to Kuight-Coramander and Companion
of our English orders). The court painter, Feodor

Dietz, and the illustrator of Faust, Engelbert

Sciberlz, received the Knight’s Cross, whilst the

rank of Commander was conferred on six or eight

others—Austrians, Wurtemburgers, and Prussians.

According to English observance, all these men
would have been debarred from receiving this mark
of appreciation without the assent of their own
sovereign

;
and King Maximilian would also have

been prevented from his recognition of their ser-

vices to Art in general, and to the Munich Exhi-

bition in particular. Howevermuch to be respected

such rule may be iu diplomatic relations, it is surely

very out of place when an artist, or author, or scien-

tific man is the person it is intended to honour.

We are happy to learn that the opposition which
a certain Jesuitical party raised against the subject

of the sixth great picture of Kaulbach in the new
Museum, is not likely to have much effect. Ail

the subjects chosen form epochs in the world’s

history ; and, as one of the most eventful of modern
times, “ Tiic Ileforraation ” had beeu very naturally

selected. The iiifiueuce, moral and political, which

is mixed up with that one word is so obvious, that

every one feels there are few events recorded iu the

annals of any country which, iu importance, eau be

compared to it. In a Protestant country it seems

strange that the choice of such a subject should

have found opponents. But it has so
;
and in men,

too, who, from their influential position, had a fair

chance of carrying out their plans. Hap])ily they

have been frustrated.

The reigning Duke of Saxc-Weimar—the pur-

chaser at thcGrcal Munich Exhibition of Jlaurice Von
Schwind’s picture of “The Havens,” for the sum
of eight tlioiisand Horius, has allowed the work to

be exhibited, and the receipts of the entree, which
arc optional, is destined for the sufferers from a

conflagration in two neighbouring villages. The
stream of visitors to sec this pleasing composition

is uninterrupted, aud but one feeling is expressed

by all who come to see it—that of delight aud

admiration.

That the reigning duke not only takes an interest

iu Art, but is resolved to promote it in his land, is

proved by the fact that Genelli, the illustrator of

Homer, has received an invitation to settle in

• Since the above vvas written, llio anxiously expected
decisioti has been pronounced. From January 1st the

galleries of the Museum are to be opened on Sund.ays to

the public from eleven to two o’clock. Another admirable
rcrorm has been also effected. The new Museum is to bo
opened pi-ah's daily from ten to three o’clock. Formerly a
small sum was paid for admission: the hours, moreover,
were inconvenient for many, being from twelve to two
o'clock.—[Our correspondent at Munich, though an Eng-
lishman, has so long resided abroad as. it would seem, to

be ignorant of the feeliug which exists in England on this

subject.—

E
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simplicity: moreover the story is affectingly told,
j

long prevalent in the locality, that, soon after the

and ought to win its way among those who love
j

dissolution of the monasteries by Henry VIII. a

romance when it bears, as does this, the appearance
|

white doe long continued to make a weekly pil-

of truth, both in the plot and the language in which
;

grimage from Rylstoue over the fells, or hiUs, of

the tale is expressed. It is founded on a Iraditiou
I
Bolton, aud was constantly found in the abbey

Northumbei'laud and Westmoreland, in the reign of

Elizabeth. The little chapel of St. Mary, attached to

the priory, escaped the ravages of the spoiler, and

was used for public w’orship : in the enclosure

whereon it stood, Emily’s favourite brother, Francis,

was buried; thither the maiden used to repair, and,

after her death, the doc.

Wc have selected four examples of the illustra-

tions contained in this elegant edition of the poem

:

there is a certain amount of similarity in three out

of the four, hut we could scarcely avoid this,—nor
slionld wc have been careful to have done otherwise,

if practicable, because they at once identify them-
selves with the story. The book is certainly among
the most elegant the season has produced.

churchyard during divine service ; after the close of

which she returned home as regularly as the rest of

the congregation. The animal had been the constant

compauioa of Emily Norton, whose father and

brothers fell in the insurrection of the Earls of
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Weimar. He has accepted the honourable offer,

and accordingly will soon leave hfiinich to estab-

lish himself in his new sphere of action.

In a former paper, when speaking of the Munich
Exhibition, we made use of tlie expression, ” It

formed eiii epoc/i in Aft.” Aud we did so ad-

visedly. It was not a mere phrase that slipped

from our pen at random, but it was well weighed

beforehand, and found to be justified by wliat that

Exhibition had shown.

In the different states of Germany no one w'as

prepared for so prominent a result as was obtained.

In foreign countries, in England, Franco, &c.,

—

especially in the latter—little or no notice was
given to the occurrence; and, to say truth, the

projectors of the undertaking themselves, though

they anticipated a worthy collection, liad not the

slightest notion that their efforts would bring to-

gether such great aud such varied excellence. It

was only later when those returned who, with their

own eyes, had seen the works which covered the

endless walls of the vast building, or when some
letter or criticism on the subject in Ibc papers ap-

])carcd, that tbe truth, and the wiiole truth, began

to be known, hlany then came to see who before

had not iutended to do so : but still, despite the

extra thousands who for weeks filled ilunich, they

were not so many as they would have beeu, had the

real state of things been fully known. One report

did, indeed, appear in a French journal; but it,

was so excessively absurd, and displayed such utter

ignorauce, and made such ridiculous blunders, that

it bore nhniit tlie same resemblance to a critical

report, as the grimaces of a clown to the dramatic

representations of a Kemble or a Siddons. One did

not know at which to wonder most— at the folly of

the writer, or the want of sagacity of an editor who
could accept such trash.

It is greatly to be regretted that more English

artists were not among the visitors to the Exhibi-

tion, and that the Royal Academy of Loudon did

not think it worth while to depute some of its

members to go there, and report on what they saw.

There would have been an advantage in this—an

advantage to both parties. In another country,

however, this has been done
;

and the Belgian

Government, by sending two painters of eminence

to study German Art in the Crystal Palace of

Munich, has shown how justly it appreciated what
Germany has produced, and how desirous it was to

further the improvement of its own school.

The choice of the Belgian Government fell on
MM. Guffeus aud Swerts, and a better could not

have been made; fur not only are both eminent

in their profession—they are the fresco painters of

Belgium—but their personal qualities fit them ad-

mirably for the office to which they were appointed.

That modesty which is almost always to be found

with men of pre-eminent ability, distinguishes each.

Both ai'c of kindly disposition; and in their judg-

ments appreciating aud just. We often had an

opportunity of seeing them in society at Munich,
where they were received with a cordiality which
showed the estimation in which they were both
held

;
and even then, in listening to their observa-

tions on what they saw, aud remarking the defer-

ence they always showed to the opinions of

others, we were struck by the largeness of their

views, by the extent of their knowledge, aud by
their unobtrusiveness and retiring manner. The
report which they furnished has been laid before

their Government, and is allowed by competent

judges to display au admirable knowledge of the

task they had to perform.

It may he well to mention here that ^IM. Guffens

and Swerts were the painters who decorated the

walls of the Exchange at Antwerp with frescoes;

and hardly was tlic work completed, when the

whole building was destroyed by fire—the drawings,

sketches, &c., of both artists being consumed with

the rest. These frescoes were highly spoken of

;

but as the same men have beeu commissioned to

ornament the new building, when completed, with

their work, we do not doubt that the new productions

will surpass the old ; for when such men travel and
see the works of others, observation brings its fruit.

Men who have set themselves a high aim, and zeal-

ously strive to reach it, disdain no legitimate aids
;

nor do they slight instruction even from the most
humble, if it only teach them something vvhereby

the end mav be attained.
I

THE ROYAL PICTURES.

A SEA-PORT.

Claude, Painter. W. Floyd, Engraver.
Size of the Picture, 3 ft. 2 in. by 3 ft. 5 J in.

Of the great landscape-painters whom we are accus-

tomed to designate “ old masters,” no one has been,

or is, held in higher estimation than Claude, as he is

always called, but whose real name was Claude

Gek’c
;
some writers apeak of him as Claude Lorraine,

from the locality of his birth
;
Bryan, for example,

in his “Dictionary of Painters,” places his name
under the letter L, though he calls him Claude

tliroughout the biographical notice.

This artist was horn, in 1600, in the small town
of Charaagne, in the diocese of Toul, in Lorraine;

his father is said to have beeu a pastrycook, but the

statement has uever been authenticated, aud, latterly,

has been disputed
;
nor is it a matter of any moment.

There is, however, no doubt that his parents were in

very humble circumstances, aud that he lost them at

an early age; lie was in his twelfth year when this

occmTcnce happened, and, as a consequence of it, he

was compelled to exert himself for his own support.

IVith this view he set off on foot for Fribourg, where

his eldest brother resided, following the occupation

of a wood-carver. Here he found employment in

making designs for his brother, and while thus

employed, the latent seeds of genius began to germi-

nate, and he soon evinced the most decided proofs of

taste for a pursuit which he afterwards carried to

such high perfection. Claude had not been many
months at Fribourg, when a relative, a travelling

dealer in lace, passed through the town on his way
to Rome

;
and being struck with the talent evidenced

by the lad, undertook the charge of him as far as the

imperial city, intending to place him with some artist

for instruction. It so happened, however, that this

relative was obliged to quit Rome very soon after

his arrival there ;
and, most unintentionally, it is

presumed, without making any provision for him

;

so his protege was once again thrown on his own
resources. Nothing daunted by his forlorn situa-

tion, a stranger in a strange city, he applied himself

diligently to study and copy pictures wherever he

could, and, it is supposed, maintained himself by the

sale of his copies. While thus engaged be acci-

dentally saw, at one of the periodical fairs, some

pictures of architectural views by Godfrey Waal, or

Waiss, au artist residing at Naples. Waal must

have been a comparatively obscure painter, for we
do not find bis name in any biographical work to

which we have access; still bis pictures bo won the

admiration of young Claude that he sought him out

at Naples, aud prevailed on Waal to receive him into

bis studio
;
there he remained two years, gaining a

proficiency in the knowledge of perspective, and

applying it successfnlly in architectural paintings

;

moreover, by Lis kind and obliging disposition, he

gained the respect and friendship of his master.

But he soon began to discover that what he was

thus learning was of limited application
;
his mind

required a wider field of action, and heating that

Agostiuo Tassi had arrived in Rome, he took leave,

with much regret, of his kind friend Waal, who fur-

nished him with letters of introduction to Tassi,

and departed for Rome ;
the latter most willingly

received him, not only into his studio, but into his

home, which Claude shared. “ Under such a master,

combined with other advantages, the zeal and assi-

duity of the scholar were proportionately incited to

exertion
;
the result was, that he successfully imbibed

the style and principles inculcated, and therefore his

early productions, both in composition, execution,

and effect, bear a close affinity to those by Tassi.”

But we must break off our biographical remarks,

which will be resumed at another opportunity

—

on the publication of our next print after this

painter—to say a few words about the picture here

engraved.

The “Sea-port” is evidently a composition, one

of those imaginative works which Claude so fre-

quently painted; it is extremely simple in arrange-

ment, a pile of architecture—that of Italy—on the

right, is balanced on the left by some vessels
;
two

round towers, in ruinous condition, and more ships,

are seen in the middle distance, and behind these

what appears to be part of a town
;
the whole is

represented under the effect of a warm early sunrise.

The picture is at Windsor Castle.

CORRESPONDENCE.

To the Editor of'' The Aut-Johunal.”

THE DRAWING MASTER.

Sir,—Your correspondent, “the Drawing Mas-
ter,” is, I understand by his letter, a teacher in a
public school, and he appears to have written when
about “done up” by the work of the Midsummer
term. Like 'most public-school men, he seems to

sneer at the private schools, |yet wishes they were
upon the same model as the public schools at which
he grumbles ! Perhaps ho will permit me to assure

him that many private schools are a long distance
ahead of the public ones, at least in the very matter
which most nearly concerns him. I know that it

is now becoming very usual for young people to

commence learning to draw and to write simul-
taneously

;
and that in many private middle-class

schools drawing is considered as much a part of the

curriculum of education as classics and mathematics.
Jjraxeing should be taught to ai.l pupils ivithout

extra charge. When this plan is adopted in both
public and private schools,’ Art-education will have
its proper status, and the drawing master will cease
to grumble.

It is evident, I think, that your correspondent
has never attempted to teach children to draw, or

he would not have said that “ models, casts, and
objects of nature or still life, should be used, and
nothing else tolerated.” It is certain that many
months must sometimes bo consumed in teaching
to draw right lines, aud the outlines of the simplest
forms. The pencil only should be used both for

writing and drawing; and it would be as absurd to

place the simplest model before a child till he had
learned to hold and guide the pencil, and acquired
some confidence and de.xterity, as to expect him to

read fluently before be had mastered tbe ABC.
I am not ashamed to acknowledge my deep

obligations to Mr. J. D. Harding for his valuable,

or iHvaluable, “Lessons on Art,” a work which was
first brought under my notice your Journal, and
which I have faithfully used for several years.

Children of six years of age will intelligibly use its

progressive lessons, and rapidly become acquainted
with the first principles of Art. By the aid of that
work I have had the pleasure of instructing many
scores of young persons in drawing, and have, I
believe, given them such a fair and early start in
the delightful art, as that they will feel themselves
for life, and increasingly, indebted to an egotistical

Brighton Schoolmaster.

BENTLEY’S PORCELAIN VARNISH.

Sir,—Your Journal of December last contains a
letter from Mr. Pyne respecting “ Bentley’s Por-
celain Lustre Varnish,” about which I can offer

some information, and have only to regret that it

is not more satisfactory.

The article in question was the discovery of the
late Mr. Joseph Cottle, of Bristol, aided by his
friend, Sir Humphrey Davy

;
but being a literary,

as well as a scientific man, he did not wish his

name brought before the public in this matter.
Having had the appointment for the sale of this

Varnish, I can speak to the great pains that were
taken, not only in the perfecting its manufacture,
but in endeavouring to introduce it into use among
Artists,— the advertising columns of your own
Journal having been one medium. Sample bottles

were also forwarded to many members of the Royal
Academy, and other patrons of the art

;
but not-

withstanding these means, the subsequent demand
was so very trifling as not to make the sale worth
any one’s attention, and about six years ago the
residue was sold for little more than the value of
the bottles.

Strict search has been made among the late Mr.
Cottle’s papers, but at present without success.

I enclose some of the testimonials received by
Mr. Cottle, which agree with Mr. Pyne’s as to the
value of this Varnish, and it is to be regretted that
an earlier recognition by the public of its merits
has not been the means of preserving it to those for

whose advantage it was mainly designed.
Should the receipt be found, it will be without

delay brought again into public notice.

Daniel Green.
11, Finsbury CircusJ'

[These Testimonials bear the respective signatures of
Sir M. A. Shee.P.R.A., A. Cooper, R.A., W. Etty, R.A.,
C. E. Leslie, E.A., J. D. Harding, R. R. Relnagle, &c.,
Ac. ; all of whom .speak most fav.jurably of the Varnish
in question. We hope Mr. Green’s letter may be the
means of finding some clue to the lost receipt of this
Varnish, which seems to be so valuable.—

E

d. A. J."]







IIUBENS AND niS SCHOLADS.--

BY F. yy. FAIRHOLT, F.3.A.

The lllustradons from Original Sketches by the Author,

The great rieming, now well eslablishcd ia his

picturesque home iu tlie old city of Antwerp, gave

scape to the tastes which governed his mind. Tlis

house and its appurtenances liad that sumptuous and

fauciful style which characterized his pictures ;t its

interior was further enriched by masterpieces of

Art, selected with judgment wherever he could

obtain them
;
and iu collecting he was guided by

the advice of the best men, who were constantly

aiding him to increase his store.

Rubens’ home-life has thus been narrated by his

biographers : He rose very early, and made a point

of commencing his day by religious devotion. After

breakfasting, he went to his painting-room, and

while at work received visitors, and talked with

them freely
;

or, iu their absence, listened to some
one who read to him from the pages of the fiuest

writers, his love for the classics inducing him to

give preference to the best Homan authors, he him-

self being a thoroughly good Latin scholar. At
midday he took a frugal dinner

;
for he had taught

himself to think that loading the stomach clogged

the fancy. By this custom he was enabled to go to

work again after his meal, and continue till the

evening
;
and but for this rule he could never have

executed one tithe of his commissions. At the

close of the day he rode for several miles, and on
his return passed the evening iu agreeable converse

with the friends who visited his house : they com-
prised the best society of the day, and iu their

company he would examine and descant on his fine

collection of coins, prints, and antiques, or take

steps to increase it by any means they could

point out,—for Rubens was an ardent " collector
”

and a liberal purchaser, esteeming money, not for

itself, but for the intellectual pleasures it procured

him. Thus the artist of princely mind lived like a

prince, except that his courtiers were not the self-

seeking parasites of courts iu general, but the friends

who loved him for his own sake, and for the plea-

sure his society gave them, binding them by his

couutenaucc into one brotherhood.

The print published by llarrewyns, in 1684, ex-

hibits the studio of Rubens, at that time converted

into a bed-chamber, and which wc here copy. It

is lighted from the roof. Disraeli thus speaks of

it:j; “This princely artist perhaps first contrived

for his studio the apartment with a dome, like the

rotunda of the Pantheon, where the light, descend-

ing from an aperture or window at top, sent down
a single equal light—that perfection of light which
distributes its magical effect on the objects beneath.

This was his precious museum, where he had col-

lected a vast number of books, whicli were inter-

mixed with his marbles, statues, cameos, intaglios,

and all that variety of the riches of Art which ho
had drawn from Rome.? But the walls did not yield

in value, for they were covered by pictures of his

own composition, or copies by his own hand, made
at Venice and Madrid, of Titiau and Paul Veronese.

No foreigners, men of letters, lovers of the Arts,

or even princes, would pass through Antwerp with-

out visiting the house of Rubens, to witness the

animated residence of genius, and the great man who
had conceived the idea. Yet great as was his mind,

and splendid as were the habits of his life, he could

not resist the eutreaticsof the 100,000 florins of oiu-

Duke of Buckingham to dispose of his studio. The
great artist could not, however, abandon for ever the

delightful contemplations he was depriving himself

of, and as substitutes for the miracles of Art he had
lost, he solicited and obtained leave to replace them
by easts, which were scrupulously deposited in the

places where the originals jiad been.” There can be

no higher compliment paid from man to man than

• Concluded from p. 23.

+ Unutiraken tells us that upon the construction of this

mansion Rubens spent CO,000 florins.

1 “ Curiosities of Literature, vol. iii.

I Iu the appendix to Carpenter's “ Pictorial Notices of
Vandyke" is priuted tho correspondence between himself
and Sir D. Carleton, oflbring to exclianpe some of liis own
pictures for antiques in possession of the latter, who was
ambassador from Enpland to Holland, and who collected

also for tlic Earl of Arundel.
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was paid by Sir Dudley Carleton, after the amicable

exchange he made with Rubens of his own antiques

for some of the artist’s pictures:
—“I cannot sub-

scribe to your denial of being a prince, because

I esteem you the prince of painters, and of gentlc-

meu, and to that end I kiss your hands.” Such

language from an ambassador to an artist, on the

conclusion of a bargain, sheds honour on both.

Rubens always felt the true dignity of his own
character

;
he never forfeited it by any unworthy act,

nor would he ever allow it to be lowered by any

bury, who says of them, that they possess “a high

and noble tone, dignity, firmness, and cautiousness,

exquisitely united to the most polite courtesy,

elegant composition, and elevated sentiment, and

at once show the education of the gentleman, aud
the mind of the man.” Iu 16*28 the Earl of Car-

lisle met Rubens in the house of Vandyke, at

Antwerp, and he has written a very graphic account

of the interview to the Duke of Buckingham, which

53

false estimate from any source. "When John, Duke
of Braganza, afterwards King of Portugal, desired

him, during his stay at Madrid, to pay him a visit,

at his famed hunting-seat, the Villa Viciosa, the

artist accepted the invitation : and set out with so

large a number of servants, that the noble duke look
fright at the expenses so large a retinue might im-
pose ou him; and dispatched a messenger to meet
Rubens half-way, with an apology of “ sudden and
unavoidable absence,” on the part of the duke, and an
ofler of a purse of fifty pistoles to indemnify the artist

gives a good idea of the painter’s earnest diplomacy

in aid of a peace between England and Spain. The

Abbe de Scaglia writes to the Earl of Carlisle :

—

“The King of Spain, the more to qualify the Sieur

Rubens, and to give the greater reputation to his

negotiation, has declared him secretary of his privy

council, a reason why his Majesty should esteem

him the more aud yourself also.” All this led to a

jouruey to Spain, after the assassination, iu the

RCBESS’S CDAIi:.

for the expenses of his journey. Rubens met the
!

gentleman, that made Rubens the companion of

meanness with a dignity that reversed the position of ])rinccs, and ultimately an ambassador of state . He
the artist and the prince.

“ Give the duke my most ' had met our Duke of Buckingham in Paris, in April,

dutiful regards,” said he, “aud assure him of my 1625, and afterwards at Antwerp, in the September of

great regret at not personally paying those respects his the same year
;
and the intimacy led to the employ of

invitation led me to hope to do. It was to assure Rubens, iu state affairs, by the Infanta Isabella, who
his highness of my best services that I set out, and had often found his advice useful, and felt that the

so far w'as I from expecting fifty pistoles toward pay- painter could negotiate best in her affairs, and

ing my expenses, that I have already with me one endanger their issue less than any other person,

thousand such pieces, which will more than serve as his ostensible mission was Art, not politics. He
my need.” conducted liis business with remarkable tact. In

It was this princely mind, and clear honesty of our own State Paper Office his letters are still pre-

conduct, combined with the style of an educated served, and have recently been edited by Mr. Sains-

KOO-M IN riUBES/S 110CS1-.
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same year, of the Duke of Buckingham, its im-

placable enemy, and the ultimate happy settlement

of a peace. Rubens, on his return, immediately

started for England, which he reached in May,
1629, in a ship expressly sent to Dunkirk, by King
Charles I., for his use. In England he was most
honourably received, lodged iu the house of Sir Bal-

thazar Gerbier, and all his expenses paid by Charles,

who knighted him on the 21st of February, 1630,
allowing him to add to his coat of arms a canton

containing the lion of England : the University of

Cambridge also conferred on him the honorary

degree of master of arts.

His political career ceased with the life of the

Infanta Isabella in 1633, and he henceforward gave

his undivided attention to Art, although Charles had
offered him a pension if he would remove to Brus-

sels, and act there as political agent to the English

Government—an offer he at once refused, as it

would depose, or interfere with, his respected friend

Gerbier. Of his industry in his art we have

already spoken
; but it took a more discursive range

than among most artists. He did not paint only,

but furnisbed an abundance of designs for varied

purposes. One of Gerbier’s letters tells of " certain

drawings of the said Sir P. Rubens for carving of

cups,” intended for tlie use of the celebrated col-

lector of Art and vertii, Thomas Howard, Earl of

Arundel. He also furnished numerous designs for

books
;
and the productions of the world-renowned

press of Plantyn, of Antwerp, were frequently de-

corated with emblematic title-pages, full of origin-

ality and power. Like Raphael, he employed the

best engravers to copy his works under his own
superintendence, and he drew upon wood many
good designs, fully aware of the large renown that

Albert Durer had achieved by the same process.*

We also find him working on missals, and never

avoiding anything that could promote the general

love of Art among all classes of society. Of his

architectural tastes we have already spoken. He
furnished the design for the fa9ade of the Church of

St. Chai-lcs Borromeo, at Antwerp, one of the most
striking relics of the past grandeur of the old city

preserved for our time : it w'as constructed by the

Jesuits, and enriched with costly marbles, taken by
the Spaniards from an Algerine corsair which was
conveying them to Constantinople for the erection

of a mosque, brought to Cadiz, and sold to an Ant-
werp merchant. Rubens enriched this structure W'ith

many fine paintings
;
of these, thirty-nine upou the

vaulting, the subjects taken from sacred history,

afford extraordinary proof of his talent at fore-

shortening. They were fortunately copied by Dc
Witt, and afterwards engraved by Jean Punt, and
published at Amsterdam in 1751, for the church
was almost destroyed by fire, occasioned by lightning,

in the year 1718—the fu9ade in part, and the chapel

of the Virgin adjoining, are all that remain as Rubens
designed them. The latter is exceedingly pictu-

resque in its arrangement, covered with |)aintings,

decorated with statuary, and enriched with costly

marbles, f Though the architect may justly con-

sider the works of Rubens meretricious, they hit the

popular taste of the day
; aud his love of display, and

fondness for mythological embodiment, led to his

employ by the town-council of Antwerp, when
Ferdinand and Isabella made their triumphal entry

into that city in 1642, to design the triumphal
arches, and other pageants with which the senate

of Antwerp greeted its imperial rulers
;
and they all

exhibit, iu a striking manner, the painter’s love for

scenic effects. Unlike Raffaelle, who studied the

frescoes of the Baths of Titus, and founded on them
a style of ornament refined by his own gentle

graces; the Antwerp artist saw only as much in the

• These woodcuts are generally much larger than
Durer’s, but do not possess tliat cleanness of line and
knowledge of pen-iirawliig which Durer’s evince. They
have more solid shadow, and their painter-like style has
been sometimes aided by tint-blocks printed over them,
after the manner of the Italian, Ugo da Carpi. The largest
of his cuts is the somewhat offensive subject, Susannah
aud the Elders; it measures 22^ inches in breadth byl7 in
height. The next in size, and the best in treatment, is a
Repose of the Holy Pamil 3', remarkable for the freedom
and beauty of the trees and landscape

;
it is a copy of one

of his best known pictures. IJut perhaps the most charac-
teristic is a group of Fauns supporting Silenus

; it is admi-
rably rendered. All were engraved by Christopher Jeghcr,
whose chief abiiitj’ lay iu the preservation of Rubens’s
powerful ehiaroicuro,

t This church was used as an hospital for the wounded
English soldiers after tlie Battle of Waterloo.

grand remains of ancient architecture as would 1

allow him to indulge in a bold and bizarre eombina-
j

tion of its most striking features with his own I

powerful imaginings.* Though now we test these
!

works by a purer standard of taste, there is little
|

doubt that it was necessary, in the first instance, to
i

popularize the style, and prune it of redundancies

afterwards. Rubens aided the general movement,
and, by gaining attention to the picturesque, paved
the way for a chaster study of ancient architecture.

In all these labours he was aided by many
assistants, and his school embraced the best men of

his age and country, who, after his death, nobly
upheld Flemish art. Rubens never disowned their

assistance, or concealed its true character. Thus,

in the list of pictures sent to Carletou, he notes
“ Prometheus bound on Mount Caucasus, with

an eagle, which pecks his liver. Original by my
hand, and the eagle done by Snyders.—Leopards,

taken from life, with satyrs and nymphs. Original

by my hand, except a most beautiful landscape, by

the hand of a master skilful in that depai'tment.”

When not his own, he notes, “ by one of my
scholars, the whole, however, retouched by my
hand.” His pictures have been trebly classified by
Dr. Waagen, as—painted by himself

;
by his pupils

after his sketches, aud retouched by him
; or copies

of well-known pictures by him, similarly corrected.

Vandyke and Jordaens were his greatest assistants
;

the former stood alone after Rubens’s death, and the

latter enjoyed the reputation of being tlie greatest

* His friend Gevartius lias pabHslied a noble folio volume
descriptive of the groat doings on this occasion, with admi-
rably executed plates by Sandrart and Bolswert, under
Rubens’s superintendence. In the public picture gallery of
Antwerp arc still preserved the original designs for some
of these gorgeous pageants, boldly p.ainted by the hand of
Rubens himself.

successor in the master’s peculiar style; Snyders
took bis independent course as a vigorous painter of

hunting-scenes; and his other pupil, David Teniers,

the elder, struck out a new path—the delineation of
the manners of the peasants of the Low Countries.

They again had their followers, and thus the genius
of Rubens, like a fruitful tree, branched forth aud
blossomed over (he land, when its root laid low in

the ground.
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In the picture gallery of Antwerp is still pre-

served the chair in which the painter usually sat.

It is mounted on a pedestal within a glass case,

and appears to have been subjected to daily wear,

with all that constancy with which an artist uses a

piece of furniture to which he is hahituated : the

leathern seat has been broken through in many
places, and has been carefidly drawn together by
strong threads. The leathern hack is ornamented

with gilding stamped upon it, and in the centre arc

the arms of Rubens, above which appears his name,

thus :—Pet. Paul. Rubens
;
below is the date 1623.

Rubens was twice married ;* his second wife was

a beautiful girl of sixteen, his niece, Helena Four-

ment, whose features arc well known by their end-

less multiplication in his works
;

for he was not only

fond of painting her portrait, but adopting her

features for the beauties of his fancy subjects. T'he

painter, at the period of his second marriage, had
reached the somewhat advanced age of fifty-four,

hut he bad manners which concealed bis years, aud
in the paintings where he is represented with his

young wife we arc never struck by the discrepancy

of their ages. Rubens had a somewhat soldalesque

style, and bis wife had a coindincsa beyond her

years
; the picture at Bleuliciin, iu which she is

depicted in all the glory of her beauty, attended

by a page, sufliciently attests this
;

as another

picture in the same collection, and which was pre-

sented by the city of Brussels to the great Duke of

Marlborough, tells of the painter’s happy home.
The scene is the garden of his house at Antwerp

;

Rubens is proudly aud lovingly walking beside his

wife, who conducts their child in leading strings.

The painter wisely made his home his world; he
gathered there, with no niggard hand, all that could

make life pleasant, and few passed life so happily.

There is a good anecdote told of him, which well

illustrates the felicitous common sense of the man.
An English student of alchemy made the painter

magnificent promises of fortune by aid of the science,

if he would furnish the necessary funds for his

laboratory. Princes were found at this time to

seriously entertain hopes of thus enriching them-
selves. The painter merely replied, “ You are here

too late, by full tw'enty years ; for since that time
I have found the art of making gold by aid of this

palette and pencils.”

In 1640 Rubens died. A letter from his old

friend. Sir B. Gerbicr, dated Brussels, May 21 , 1 640,
notes, “Sir Peter Rubens is deadly sick; the phy-
sicians of this toune being seut unto him for to try

their best skill on liim.” Iu another letter, written

to King Charles I. on the same day, ho adds a post-

script
—“ Since I finished this letter news is come of

Sir Peter Rubens’ death.” lie liad died on the

20th of May, 1640,t aged sixty years, “of a deflac-

tiou which fell ou his heart, after some days of

indisposition aud gout. He is much regretted and
commended : hath left a rich widow and rich chil-

dren.” He was buried ou the 23rd of May, in the

vault belonging to liis wife’s family, iu the Church
of St. James, at Antwerp. ITis funeral was con-

ducted with much pomp, attended by the chief per-

sonages in Antwerp, the olficers of the city, and the

members of the Academy of Painting. Sixty bovs
of the Orphan Asylum walked beside the bier, each

carrying u lighted taper. The church was hung
throughout with black velvet, the service being per-

formed in the sumptuous manner usually ado]jted

for the nobility. His widow afterwards endowed
the chapel given in our view, and erected in it the

altar there represented. The picture above the

altar-table is from the painter’s own hand. It

represents the Virgin with the Infant Saviour iu her
lap, suiTOunded hy saints, among whom stands

* rils first wife died in the summer of 1626. He re-
mained a widower until December, 1630, when he a^ain
married. His political ti-avels occupied much of Ids lime
while single, and calmed his mind by a change of scene. It
was (luring this time that he visited I'rauco, Spain, and
England.

t Mr. Saiosbury, in a note to Ids book, adds,—“ It has
always been said that Eubeos died on May 30, 1640

;
but

the ten days’ dilfcrence between the old and the new style,
from the year 16»2 to 1699, must always be taken into
account when fixing the date of an event whicli occurs in
a Eomao Catholic country. The Gregorian, or reformed
calendar, was not used in England until September, 1752.
An act was then passed, ordering tho day following, the
2nd of September, to be reckoned the 1-itli, which allowed
eleven days for the discrepancies of the old and new slylcs
during the eighteenth century."

THE ART-JOURNAL.

St. George in full armour, which is a portrait of

Rubens, the female saints beside him being portraits

of his wives, and St. Jerome that of his father. It

is a family group as well as a sacred picture. Above
it is a marble statue of the Virgin, which is attri-

buted to Du Quesnoy, better known as Piamingo.
The small crucifix standing upon the altar-table

is said to be that which was used by Rubens himself

in his private devotions. The central slab in front

of the altar covers the grave of the master; it has

a very long inscription from the pen of the learned

Gevartius, the intimate frieud of the painter, cele-

brating his ability as a painter, and his knowledge

as a man “of all the arts and elegancies of every

age,” and that he “ happily laid the foundation of

the peace” between England and Spain. Beneath

arc a few lines to record the restoration of this

monument in 17B5 by Jacques de Parys, a canon of

this church, “ a descendant of Rubens through his

mother aud grandmother—descendauts of Rubens in

the male line having become extinct.”

An inventory of the pictures in his house at his

death was sent by Gerbier to Charles I. The late

Dawson Turner published a limited munber of copies

for private distribution, aud Mr. Sainsbury has re-

cently reprinted it
;
* he says, “ the number aud

value of these works of Art are strikingly illustrative

of the character and position of the man : they

' In his recently publibhefi volume of papers illustrating
the life of Enbens as an artist and a diplomatist.

equally show his attachment to his profession, and

the extent of his pecuniary resources. They are said

to have produced the sum of £25,000. It was the

inteutiou of the family to have sold them by auction,

but they were sold separately by private contract,

having been valued by Snyders, IVildens, and Moer-
nians. The King of Spain secured the gems, medals,
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and carvings, as well as some of the best pictures;

the Emperor of Germany, the King of Poland, the

Elector of Bavaria, aud Cardinal Richelieu were the

next most important purchasers. The collection

was particularly rich in pictures by Titian, Paul
Veronese, and Tintoretto, and a very many copies

—

“ made in Spaine, Italic, and other places, as well

after Titian as other good masters.” There were
ninety-four pictures by his own baud, among them
that which his widow presented to adorn the chapel

of the tomb of her husband—the famous '‘Chapeau

de Faille * many landscapes, portraits, and other

subjects, probably kept as studies by the painter, or

from some interesting association—for he had more
demands for his work thau he could satisfy. His

collection of pictures by the old masters comprise

specimens by John Van Eyck, Albert Ditrer, Lucas

Van Leyden, Holbein, Qiiiutyn Matsys, &'c., proving

the catholicity of his tastes. Of the masters of his

own era, he had many fine A'^andykes,t Snyders,

Jordaciis, Dc Vos, Breughel, &c. In short, it was
the gallery of a noble of refined taste.

The solemn old city of Antwerp feels still hon-

ourable pride in its great painter, of whom it has

been well said, “there was the same breadth and

magnificence iu his character as in the colour of his

compositions, and his mind was as free from little-

ness as his works.” In 1840, at the great fete in

honour of Rubens, his statue, of colossal proportions,

by Geefs, was uncovered. It stands in the centre of

the Place Verte, the great public square immediately

beside tlie old cathedral, whose picturesque towers

form an admirable background to the scene. Eng-
land may learn a useful lesson here, and not prac-

tically deny her own intellectually great sons, by
refusing them that public recoguitioii which she

so willingly accords to statesmen and warriors.

While they are often forgotten or uncared for by
annthei' generation,

“ The artist never dies."

His works reflect greatness and glory ou his

country for ever; his victory is one of peace and
goodwill, appeahng to, and conquering by, the best

feelings of our nature; and when presented to our

view ill the manly type of Rubens, commands honour
and esteem from all.

AllT m CONTINENTAL STATES.

Paius.—We have at length seen the so-called

famous pictures purchased, for the Louvre, of the

Soult family, for £1*2,000 : they consist of “ The
Nativity of the Virgin,” by Murillo, bought in at the

sale for 95,000f., for which the Government has
paid loOjOOOf.

;
“The Miracle of Saint Diego,”

named the “Angel’s Kitchen,” byZurbaran, bought
iu for S9,77of., sold to the Government for 80,000f.

“Saint Peter Nolasquo and Saint Raymond Pen
naflor,” by Zurbaran, 19,500f,, sold for 25,000f.

“A bishop lying in State,” by Zurbaran, bought
in for 5,000f., sold for 25,000f.

;
“Saint Bazile

describing his Doctrine,” by the elder Herrera,

20,000f. These paintings have been painted, re-

painted, cleaned, varnished—in short, got up, and
arc in a most deplorable state of retouch. The
best is the “Nativity,” in which the remains of

some very fine painting are visible, although it is

so much repaired : the others are totally un-
worthy of the Louvre. The “San Diego” looked

much better at tlie Soult sale than at present

:

a cleaning mania possesses unfortunately the di-

rectors of the Louvre, and if continued, many fine

works will be ruined.—Tire Salon is to open on the

15th of April next ; the paintings and other works
of Art are to be sent iu from tlie 15th of February
to the 16th of March,—The French painters who
(lied during the past year, are Ary Scheffer,

Roche Latila, Correard, Leon Floury, Rene Cadeau,

• Uescribed in llie catalogue as “Tlie picture of a

woman witii her hands one upon another." Rubens would
never part witl; this picture, wliich he bad painted from a

Mademoiselle Liindens, to whose family it passed alter

the dentil of his widow, and remained with their descend-

ants until the year 1822
,
when it was purchased by

M. Niewenhuys for 36,000 florins, and brought to England.
After being offered in vain to George IV., it was bought
by the late Sir Robert Perl for 3,500 guineas.

• t Among them was the “ Betrayal of Christ," which
the painter had presented to Rubens as a love- gift be-

fore ho went to Italy. It is still in Antwerp. Rubens
had found young Vandyke poor; he had made him rich

by purchasing his unsold pictures, taking him into his

own studio, and ultimately enabling liim to start for study
in Italy, giving him a horse for the journey. Rubers hung
his parting gift in the best position in his house, and took
constant pleasure iu pointing out its merits to his visitors.

Gamcn du Pasquier, P. Thiiillier, find Jules
'

Gcoffroy : the sculptors whose decease has been re-
'

corded during the same period, E. Seurre and R.
!

Gayrard.—The fountain of the Flace du Chutclet is

now uncovered : it has received a new, richly orna-

mented base.—The Govenimeut has purchased the
“ Soiiper Libre ” by M.'Levy, and the “Lydia,” a

marble statue, by M. Lepere, students at Rome.

—

The fine painting of “ Jupiter precipitating Crime,”
by Paul Veronese, which was formerly in the Louvre,
and injudiciously taken thence, to be placed on a

ceiling, is about to be brought back to the Louvre.

—

An interesting discovery has been made in Hungary
of 48 paintings, said to be by Michel Wohlgemuth,
Albert Durev's master, 12 of which represent scenes

in the life of “ Saint Elizabeth of Hungary.”

—

Rumour says an exhibition of the works of Ary
Scheffer will shortly be opened : the Government
has bought his fine work, “ Saint Augustin and
Saint Monica.”

NATIONAL POllTEAIT GALLERY.

Tins Portrait Gallery, in the third year of its

administration, has at length taken the bolt from

its door, in Great George Street, and let iu the

public. Not that the door stands open, as in other

of the national collections, and the public may walk-

in, whoever will, and on most days when they will.

Two days only in the week are conceded to the

public impatience for a view of that reflected galaxy

of British worthies which the trustees have been

preparing, with a leisure that might seem designed

to whet the eagerness now sought to be restrained.

To the same end of restraint, other measures of pre-

caution have bceu devised; and as, in moments of

popular excitement, the authorities erect harriers at

a distance from the centre of interest, in order to

check the rush of the human tides, it is contrived

here that the public pressure towards Westminster

shall break first against certain priutsellers’ shops

sufficiently removed from the neighbom-hood of the

abbey. From whatever point of the great metro-

polis—the way to 29, Great George Street is made

to be round by Pall Mall or Bond Street. In a

word, since the 15th of last month, the pictures

constituting the National Portrait Gallery are to be

seen, at stated hours, on Wednesdays and Saturdays

only, by virtue of tickets to he delivered by Messrs.

Colnaghi, Pall Mall East, Messrs. Graves, Pall

Mall, or Mr. John Smith, New Bond Street.—The

reason of this round-about way into George Street

does certainly not at first sight seem very obvious.

Whether it is, that the trustees, having somewhat

neglected the principle of selection in the getting

together of their examples, arc desirous to recover

themselves by enforcing sclectness iu the audience,

—

or whether a real fastidiousness, arising out of the

nature of their charge, suggests to them, that they

must be pai-ticular as to the company from without

whom they introduce to the company within, is, at

any rate, not expressed. Wc can well understand,

how a courtly master of the ceremonies in attendance

on the British worthies should think that some of

the rough aprons and paper caps which make their

way into the National Gallery in Trafalgar Square

and the British Museum are scarcely the fit persons

to bring into the presence of La Belle Hamilton,

Duchess dc Grammout ;—but then, we should ques-

tion, in turn,—and as we have before done,—whether

La Belle Hamilton, Duchess de Gramraont, though

a iierfectly respectable individual in her way, is

exactly the sort of person whom Parliament in-

tended that the trustees should offer to the working

public as one of the first and most illustrious

examples of British worth?—We see, at any rate,

that the restrictions instituted will have the effects

supposed. The barrier of the printsellcr will thin

the numbers seeking admission at the gallery doors,

even amongst the wearers of broad-cloth :—whilst

it may well be doubled if the man in the apron will

often enter ^Ir. Colnaghi’s shop to solicit a ticket

for George Street. We question if Lord Stanhope

has any objection to aprons:—and we are certain,

that the arguments used in Parliament when this

new establishment was applied for were expressly of

the kind that do not exclude the paper cap.—The

moral of the whole matter is unsatisfactory. It

seems to us, that the trustees of the National Portrait

Gallerv have not a perfectly clear idea either of what

a national institution, iu general, is, or what a collec-

tion of British worthies, in particular, should be.

THE ROYAL PICTURES.

THE WOMAN OF SAMARIA.
Guercino, Painter. B. Meunter, Engraver.

Size of the Picture, 3 ft. in. by 2 ft. Oj in.

Giovanni Fr.\ncesco Barbiebi, surnamed Guer-

cino du Cento, was horn at Cento, in 1592; he

received the name of Gncrcino, by which he is now
generally known, from a defect in his eye. Guercino

belongs to the Bolognese school of painters ; he was
a follower, but not a disciple, of the Caracci,—in

fact, was a self-taught artist. His father used to

carry wood to the neighbouring towns, and took his

sou with him
;
in these visits the lad found oppor-

tunities for acquiring the rudiments of Art. After

studying for some lime at Bologna and Venice, he

went to Rome, where he remained several years,

with many of the most eminent followers of Carraci,

and contracted an intimate acquaintance with Cara-

vaggio. “ His taste,” says Vasari, “ is mainly

founded in the style of this last master, displaying

strong contrast of light and shade, both exceedingly

bold, yet mingled with much sweetness aud harmony,

and with powerful art of relief,—a branch so greatly

admired by professors.” In 1623 he returned to

Cento, and lived there during twenty yeai’s, till the

death of Guido induced liim to remove to Bologna.

Guercino died in 1666, leaving considerable wealth.

The works of this painter exhibit three distinct

styles
; the first, formed ou that of his friend Cara-

vaggio, is characterised by extreme depth of shadow,

so that he became one of the most decided of the

so-called Tenehrosi, a term given to those who
followed this practice. His second manner is by
far the more pleasing and valuable, and appears to

have been the results of his visits to Venice and to

Bologna; it is distinguished by less violent contrasts,

more delicacy of coloming, and greater correctness

of design. In his third manner he endeavoured to

imitate the style of Guido, but his early training had

left too strong an impress on his mind to allow of a

successful transition from either of his preceding

styles to the elegance of Guido ;
and in the attempt

he lost his own original vigour, and became feeble

and insipid.

The numerous commissions given to Guercino is

generally supposed, to quote the words of Vasari,
“ to put him upon a more easy method, no less

thau his own incredible genius for execution aud

despatch.” It is recorded that he painted one hun-

dred and six altar-pieces for churches, one hundred

and forty-four large historical pictures for princely

patrons, besides numerous frescoes, and very many
Madonnas, portraits, aud landscapes. Ilis ])rincipM

works are—“ St. ’William of Aquitaine, kneeling

before St. Bernard,” and “The Virgin appearing to

St. Bruno,” both in the Academy of Bologna
;

“ The
Last Moments of Dido,” iu the Spada Gallery, Rome

;

“ St. Pcdrouella,” his chef-d’aiivre, in the Capitol ;

“Aurora,” in the Palazzo Ludovisi
;
“The Incre-

dulity of St. Thomas,” in the 'V'aticaii. Iu the Pitti

Palace, Florence, is “St. Peter raising Tabitha;”

iu the Palazzo Brignole Sale, at Genoa, is “ Cleo-

patra,” “The Virgin Enthroned,” and others. The
Cathedral of Ferrara possesses “ St. Lawrence the

Hermitage at St. Petersburg, a “Madonna and

Child,” and “ Christ and his Disciples the Royal

Palace at Turin, “ The Prodigal Son.” and others;

in the Brera, at Milan, is “ The Dismissal of Hagar,”

reckoned among the best of Guercino’s later works.

The churches in Cento contain some excellent pic-

tures, among which “ILe ResuiTection” is entitled

to especial notice.

Ilis finest frescoes ornament the cupola of the

cathedral at Piacenza; these works were executed

when the artist’s powers were in full vigour. The
cupola is divided into eight compartments, in the

upper part of which he has represented the Prophets

accompanied by Angels
;

and in the lower, the

Sibyls, and subjects from the New Testament. These

paintings certainly place Guercino among the greatest

artists of his time.

The “ Woman of Samaria” is a repetition of a

figure frequently painted by Guerciuo, sometimes in

conjunction with that of Christ, and sometimes as

we sec it here; it is a carefully painted picture,

executed, it is presumed, in his best time
;
the face

of the figure is liiglily pleasing, and the colouring

tiiroughout rich but not extravagant.

It is in the Collection at Windsor Castle.
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weather, although a quick current even then, it becomes very shallow in parts. There are

uo “falls,” nor is there any weir or lock, during the whole of the voyage we are describing;

breaks are, however, numerous, the water sometimes “ dropping ” a foot or more, and bubbling

into foam. Through nearly the whole of its course from Ross to Chepstow, where it joins

the Severn, the \Vyc is, as Wordsworth describes it, “ a wanderer througli the woods,” the

trees generally descending so low from overhanging steeps as to border the stream
;
indeed,

during its lower portion, the foliage and rocks are so closely intermixed as to afford no passage

—

not even a footpath—from the banks. These trees are for the most part oak and beech, the

dark shades of the yew frequently giving forc^ aud character to the grouping. Tliere is seldom

much variety in the foliage, if we except that which arises from frequent orchai-ds, for which
Herefordshire and Gloucestersliire are famous. As in all such cases, the adjacent meadows are

ever green, aud supply excellent pasturage to cattle. Tiie great attraction of the Wye, however,

consists in the singularly picturesque limestone rocks, which continually, as it were, look down
upon and guard the river : from every hole aud crevice creeps the ivy and other parasitic

plants, covering them with various shades of green, except on jutting crags where the wind
has power—these are left bare, or clothed only by lichens. They are “ simple and grand.

EXCURSIONS IN SOUTH WALES.
BY MR. AND ]\IRS. S. C. HALL.

Paut JI,—The W'i'E: FEOjr Ross to Monmouth,

THE ILLUSTRATIOX.S FROM nniWINCS BT F. W. JICLUB.

]S GOODBlCn CASTLE.

little available to commerce. During or after rains, it rushes

along at immense speed, overflowing adjacent banks, aud,

in some instances, washing its rock boundaries. In fine

* Tlie Severn ostu.ary seems, in the e.arliest times, to Imve formed
the boundary between the Silurian Gwyddel, or Gad, and the

tribe of the il'iccas, or watermen—or, as the monkish chroniclers

called them, iricctt—inhnhilingr the dales of AVorcestershire and
Gloucestershire; thonpli the Wiccii, the more mercantile race,

eventually occupied the peninsula between the Severn and tVye,
constituting the Forest of Doan ; this tract being of importance from
its abundance of limber and iron ore, with wliich, as appears by a

piissago in “ Ca;sar's Commentaries,” they traded with the opposite

coast of Brittany, before his invasion of England. The Iron ore
crosses the AVyc a few miles below Boss, near a detached and rngged
eminence called the Doward (in Gaelic, the Black Height), but in

some Welsh records, Qnrth Eirion (the Smith's Hill). On the

summit is a sloping plateau, depressed into two equal parts ; that

nearest the river crowned by an embankment of dry stones, and
the farthest joined to it by one of earth, tripled at the summit,
as if occupied a second time by some larger force. The smaller
camp, lying immediately above a mineral excavation and near tlie

river, seems the earliest, and is probably the Garth Eiiiion of the

Wiccian occupants ; for until the junction of the upper plateau, the

lower fastness was within arrow-shot of the summit, and thus must
have been constructed by a peopleas yet ill practised in the employ-
ment of such missiles.

rarely formal and fantastic.” It is this combination which renders the scenery so peculiarly

picturesque, although it produces little variety : indeed, a mile of the Wye, in any part of

it, affords a complete idea of the wliolc
;
while its contracted character—closed in, as it is, by

woods aud rocks, uever a stoue’s-throw apart—much impairs its beauty, when contrasted with

rivers broader, and opening more expansive views. Moreover, the Wye is a louely river

;

for miles together along its banks there are no habitations
;
the traffic on its waters is very

limited; few are its factories of any kind; the extensive aud gloomy forest of Dean encloses

it during a large portion of Us lower course ; and the ouly peasantry who live aloug its sides

are tlie boatmen aud the charcoal-burners, who are seldom seen at their daily work—the one

labonriug only when the tide serves, and the other toiling among trees that hide him from sight :

—

“ Wreaths of smoke
Sent up in silence from among the trees

;

With some uncertain notice, as might seem.
Of vagrant dwellers in the houseless woods.”

To its natural gifts of beauty, and they are many, may be added thosewliich are derived from
pretty villages, generally scattered on liill-sides, the spires of near or distant churches, secluded

farm-houses, cultivated demesnes, and mansions, populous towns and venerable bridges, aud

more especially the ruins of ancient castles and “ holy abbeys ;” some of the grandest “ remains
”

in the kingdom, adding their attractions to the lovely river-scenery of the Wye, recalling, and

with impressive effect, the lines of the poet:

—

“ Time
llalh moulded into beauty many a tower
Which, when it frown'd with all its battlements,

Was only terrible."

Such is the River Wye, to the leading charms of which we design to introduce the toiurist.

* “ The rock, bleak, naked, and unadorned, cannot be considered beautiful. Tint it w ith mosses and
lichens of various hues, and you give it a degree of beauty; adorn it with shrubs and hanging herbage,
and you make it still more picturesque; connect it with wood and water, and you make it in the highest
degree interesting.”

—

Fosbroke.

MMtDiATELYaftcr passing underWilton Bridge,

we make acquaintance with the pecidi-

arities of the River Wye. Its “ wiuding

bounds ” are so remarkable that fre-

quently after the boat has floated four or

Jive miles we find ourselves within gun-

shot of the place from which we started,

—a trec-elad hill, or a church spire, seen

directly in front, presently appearing at

the side, or, iu another raoiiiciit, behind the spectator
;
while,

perhaps in a few minutes, it is immediately again in his onward

path : forming alternately a foreground or a background to the

picture, and that so suddenly as to seem incomprehensible.

Ou quitting the level laud, the varied aud broken scenery

on either side suggests a vague, though irresistible im-

pression, that the craggy precipices, rocky ascents, and

isolated plateaux, between which the stream takes its tor-

tuous way—uow reposiug in deep and glassy pools, then

hurrying down a gushing rapid, as if behind time, and again

stopping to take up at intervals the winding streamlets

poured from receding elevations over the little greensward

vales they encircle—were the boundaries of a river always,

—

in a word, that the Wyc is a river designed by Nature

itself.*

The Wye has been well described as a “ capricious and

headlong current,” its sudden rises and falls rendering it but
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Under Penrrai" House, the grounds of which are charm-
ingly wooded to the water, we obtain a combined view of

Goodrich Court and Goodrich Castle—the former a modern
residence, the latter one of the most interesting and pictu-

resque of the ancient remains which abound throughout the

district we are visiting.* Perhaps nowhere in the kingdom
will the traveller be more strongly impressed by the lines of

the poet,

—

“ There is a power
And magic in the ruin’d battlement,
To whicli the palace of the present hour
Musi yield its pomp, and wait till ages are its dower.”

But we may not delay, for we have to pace the steep ascent that leads to Goodrich Castle.

Tt is the relic of a noble fortalice, and would seem—seated on the topmost height of a

hill that overlooks the rapid river, and aided by its broad moat, which time has not yet filled

lip—to have been impregnable: it was not so, Whatever its ancient glory may have been,

it was doomed to fall before the persevering energy of the troops of the Commonwealth, and

“the eighty barrels of powder” which “the Commons voted ” as auxiliaries to their officer,

Colonel Birch. He found the work, however, notwithstanding the added succours of “ battering

The “Court” is nearest; we visit that first: it occu-

pies a hill summit; the site is fine; nature gave it this

advantage
; and also the trees that grow luxuriantly iu

the copse, orchards, and plantations, through which we
ascend by a rugged footway from the river-side. The
building, however, is a blot on the landscape; unmean-
ing towers, and tuiTets, and pinnacles, iu “ styles” outrage-

ously “mixed,” are utterly “out of keeping” with surround-

ing objects, and sadly distm'b the tranquillizing thought

induced before we reach, and after we leave, it. The struc-

ture was a “whim” of the late Sir Samuel Meyrick; and,

wc imagine, the architect, Mr. Blore, acted iu obedience to

“ order”—the only “ Order” he appears to have taken into

account. Goodrich Court, however, contains that remark-

able collection of ancient armour which Meyrick expended

(and not unprofitably) a fortune and a life's labour to bring

together: its value is here comparatively lost; few can see,

and very few be advantaged by it. We believe it to be an

heir-loom that may not be removed from its place. Tourists

on the Wye should certainly examine this singular and in-

teresting assemblage, although to do so involves a trouble-

some walk, and the payment of a shilling, which we re-

spectfully think might be dispensed with by the inheritor

of so rich a store of instructive wealth. To our friend,

i\lr. Pairholt, we are indebted for information we append in

a note.t

The boat is to meet us a few yards from the landing-place

under Goodrich Court,—at Goodrich Perry,—but there is a

bend in the road, and we have a walk of a mile or more before

we reach it. That walk is, however, through the village, where

there is an old “ Cage” converted into a comfortable cottage;

and a church, with which are associated some memorable
incidents. The spire of this church is, like that of Ross, seen

from many points of view, and is always an effective adjunct

to the landscape: it has other attractions; here were long

located the ancestors of the famous Dean of St. Patrick’s

;

one of whom, the Rev. Thomas Swift, was its vicar in 1628,

and, taking zealous part with the sovereign, was, it is said,

plundered more than thirty times by the army of the par-

liament, ejected from his living, his estate sequestrated, and

himself imprisoned. A chalice, used by him, found its way
into Ireland, and was, iu 1726, “Presented by Jouathau

Swift, D.D., Dean of the Cluu’ch of St. Patrick, Dublin,

grandson of the aforesaid Thomas, to Goodridge Church,

to be for its use ‘ for ever.’ ” It is still iu the keeping

of the vicar, and is regarded as a relic of high value.j

• The ancient road to Goodrich lay through a parish called Wal-
ford, where was the family scat of tlie Kyrles, of wliom “ the Man
of Ross ” was a junior member. It has been surmi.icd that Walford
lay on the line of Offa’s Dyke, and thus derived its name ; but this

dyke, unfortunately, cannot 1)C traced here, except by such as are
predetermined to find it. The name is derived from tVslh (Welsh)
Ford, a road—viz. tlie Welsh road. It is crossed by a very dan-
gerous ford over the Wye, but tlicre is now a good though more
circuitous turnpike-road over Kern Hridge.

f The armoury is the largest and most complete private collection

ever formed in England, and comprises many suits of a rare and
valuable kind. The late Sir Samuel Meyrick was indefatigable as

a collector, and his knowledge led him to publish the best Englisb
bnok on the subject, his “ Critical Inquiry into Antient Armour,” in

three vols. folio, 1824 ; and some years afterwards the descriptive

text to Skelton's engraved illustrations “of the Collection at Good-
rich Court." He also arranged the collection in the Tower of Lon-
don; and was, throughout life, the great authority on all mattei-s

connected wiih armour. The Goodrich collection embraces a historj-

of weapons of defence commencing with the rude implements, flint,

stone, or wood, of the savage tribes ;
they bear some analogy to those

used by our primitive forefathers, of which many examples are also

preserved. Tlie early Greek, Etruscan, and Celtic relics are especially

interesting ; the mediival armour is of great rarity ; and in one in-

stance has been admirably mounted under thedirection of Sir Samuel,
ami in accordance with the old customs of the tournay. Thus on one
side is the tree set up for supporting the emblazoned shields of the

combatants, who are seated on armed and caparisoned horses tilt-

ing at each other; while their fellow-knigtits wait their turn on foot.

Many of Uie noble suits of armour in this collection are remarkable
for the artistic finish and beauty of tiieir decorations

;
some are

covered with engravings; and all indicate the large amount of cost

bestowed on defensive weapons and body-armour. In the reign of

the Emperor Charles V. Milan and Nuremberg were the principal

factories from which knights were supplied, whose suits sometimes
cost very large sums of money, being covered with embossed orna-

ment and engraving, and often enriched with inlaid scroll-work of

gold or silver. The collection has specimens of such costly works,
only to be rivalled by the sumptuous jewelled armour of the East,

of wliich it also contains many valuable specimens.

J Something of the quaint and iiumorous character of “ the

famous Dean” must have been inheidtcd from his loyal grandfather.

BOSEStABV TOPPIXG.

It is not known who founded this grand fortress
;
but “ the near affiuity of its name to

tiiat of ‘ Godricus Dux,’ which occurs in witness of two charters granted by Ring Canute to

the Abbey of IliUm,” has led to a conjecture that be was its first lord
;

it is certain, however.

The following anecdote Is related of the “malignant” vicar:—“ Having mortgaged his estate at Goodrich
for 300 broad pieces, and quilted them into his waistcoat, he set out for Raglan Castle, near Monmouth,
whither the king had retired after the battle of Naseby, in 1645. The Earl of Worcester, who knew him
well, asked what his errand was? ‘lam come,’ said Swift,* to give his majesty my coat,' at tlie same
time pulling it off, and presenting it. The earl told him pleasantly, that his coat was worth little. ‘ Wiiy,
then.' said Swift, ‘ take my waistcoat.' This was soon proved by its weight to be a more valuable garment

;

and it Is remembered l)y Clarendon that the king received no supply more seasonable or acceptable during

the whole war ttian these 300 broad pieces; bis distress being at that time very great, and his resources

altogether cut off.”

* The foundation of this fortress, at least of that part which now appears most ancient, the square Keep,
or Donjon, dates as far back as the reign of Edward the Confessor, and its erection was mingled with the

strange and wTetclied medley of political confusion and intrigues which led to the Norman invasion. This

feeble and vacillating monarch, at one time yielding to the ambitious Earl Godwin and his warlike sons, at

another seeking a counteracting support from his Norman kindred, was, in the middle of the eleventh

century, sorely pressed by the rebellion of Godwin and his son Harold, strengthened by their coalition with

the King of South Wales. This had previously been repeated, and, in consequence, the Confessor had
placed his own nephew Ralph in command of the border castle of Hereford, where he was killed by

cannon,” “two monster pieces,” and “six granadoes,” by no means easy; for the garrison,

under brave Sir Richard Liugeo, kept biin “ without,” from the 22nd June to the 3rd of August,
1646, which so exasperated the assailants that they refused to recognise a “white flag for

parley,” insisted upon “ unconditional surrender,” and made prisoners of war the governor and
all his troops, with their “arms, ammunitions, and provisions.”
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that for a long period it was the baronial residence of the

Talbots, Earls of Shrewsbury, its earliest authenticated record

bearing the date 1204, when it was given by King John to

William Strigul, Earl Marshal, to hold “by the service

of two knights’ fees,” his son Walter, Earl of Pembroke,

dying here in 1246. To the Talbots it passed by marriage.

Siibsccjuently, by marriage also, to the De Greys, Earls, and

afterwards Uukes, of Kent
;
and it was to the Countess of Kent

the parliament, in 1640, conveyed intimation that there was
“ a necessity for its demolition,” when it was demolished ac-

cordingly. The Keep is said to be of a dale anterior to the

Conquest. Its windows, arches, columns, and zigzag orna-

ments, still in good preservation, are described by some early

writers as “ the most truly Sa.ton that can be and so are the

dungeons underneath, into which, when the castle was in

its glory, light never entered, and air only through a few

crevices. It is very doubtful, however, whether any other

portion of the castle is older than the twelftii century.*

Oue of the most graceful, and, at the same time, the most

jicrl'ect of its architectural beauties, is that vve have pictured,

it is a charmiug “ bit,” and through the opening is a lovely

view of the river and the wooded slopes' opposite. Yet it

stands nearest to that tower which suffered most from the

camion of the Commonwealth ; on tliese slopes, now so tran-

quil, their artillery was planted, aud iheir soldiery encamped,

while the siege lasted.

No doubt subsequent additions, under several lords, gave

to the structure its imposing character. There are distinct

traces ofsuch augmentations from an early to a comparatively

late period. Its long and narrow galleries, sally-ports, bat-

teries, vaulted gateways, semicircular towers, fusses, rock-

hewn pits, huge buttresses, loop-holes aud machicolations,

decorated chapel, ladies’ tower, watch towers, enormous lire-

hearths, warder’s seat, once gorgeous hall, huge tire-places,

great chambers of state, dormitories, garrison towers, aud

spacious stables,—these, aud many other objects, now broken

either by time or war, aud mantled with venerable ivy,

attest its grandeur and its strength, when, for sis centuries

at least, it iiold sway over surrounding districts, aud looked

down in its inagnilicence, as it does now in its decay, upon
the waters of the beautiful Wye.

All honour to the lady who now owns the interesting

rnin,t for the care and cost she expends to prevent the

further encroachments of “ the destroyer.” A venerable

chatclain—one Titus Morgan—wlio makes shoes in the

village, aud who has had the place in charge durint? forty-

nine years, succeeding his father in the office, is an excelleut

and very communicative usher to its attractions
;
or his aides-

de-camp, two agreeable daughters, are as ready and as skilful

a.s himself in greeting and in guiding visitors.

Even if it were not so happily situated as it is, on the

high-road to the beauties of the Wye, these remarkable ruins

would amply repay a long detour , for although suiffcieutly

large to convey an idea of imiueiise capacity and power, they

are singularly “condensed,” aud may be inspected with but

small sacrilicc of time and trouble. Tlicre are more exten-

sive and far grander remains in many parts of this aud the

adjacent county, but none more interesting, more pictii-

rescpie, or more entirely characteristic of an age when the

stern realities of life supplied the staple of romance. Mr.
lIuLMio was on the opposite side of the river when he made

his drawing : as he quaintly says, “ he sat down before it, not as did its assailants of old, with a

view to reduce the place to a ruin, but tlie ruin to a view
;

” in the hope of giving to others some
portion of the intense enjoyment he himself derived from the glorious old pile— so fertile of thought

to the antiquary, of pleasure to the tourist, and of instruction as well as delight to the artist.

But they who visit Goodrich Castle will lose a rich treat if they fail to ascend the Keep

—

ail easy task—-because of the magnificent and very beautiful view commanded from its summit.

What a view—north, south, east, aud west! Hills, enclosiug fertile valc.s; dense woods
siirrouuding pasture-fields, dotted with sheep; low meadow lands, on which luxuriate the famoue

Herefordshire cows, known here and evci7where by their red coats and white faces.* On ony

side are the distant Malvern Hills; on another, the hills that look down upon Hereford cits;

Further off are the Welsh mountains; while, moving southwards, we see the Coldwell rocks,

Symoiid’s Yat, and the tall Kymin, tliat hangs over Monmouth. In the immediate foreground

is the small Church of Walford, of which the historian of the district, Fosbrokc, was rector.

llio Welsh, and the castle burnt. Tlio kui}; himself residlnfr
much in the vicinity of Gloucester, where his naval and military
reserves were collected, liis staunch friend and connsolior, Bisho;)
Aldred of Worcester, at that time erected a stately church at
Gloucester “ to the lionour of St. Peter,” and, as de faclo a sort of
“ secrotary-at-wnr," endeavoured to refjulate in a somewhat orderly
manner tlie defence of the frontier. A portion of this churcli yet
remains, forming the chapter-room of Gloucester Catlieiiral, and the
close similarity of stylo refers the cliaptcr-room of Gloucester and
the keep at Goodrich to the same architect. The latter w:is styled
“ Castrum Gndrici," the name of Godricus, designated .as a king's
thane, appearing in Domesday Book as the owner of estates of some
magnitude in the neighbourhood of Dean Forest on the riglit, and of
other royal demesnes on the left, bank of Severn. It was probably a
command subordinated to the Castle of Hereford. The cost of its

repair at one time devolved by tenure on the Abbot of Winchcombe,
near Cheltenham, a royal residence in the reign of Kcntilphus

;
and

at tlie erection of Goodrich Castle, Bishop Aldred had the revenues of
this abbey, and endeavoured, with little success, to hold the king's
party together, in opposition to the rebellious earls. There is a
curious inscription in one of the lower windows relating to the family
of Aylmer de Valence, in the time of Edward II. Those who arc
an.xlous for further details may cither consult Lappenberg’s “ History
of the Anglo-Saxons,” or Sir Bulwer Lyttou's novel of “ Harold,” as
their taste may incline in favour of the authentic or the fanciful.

• “it is expressly mentioned in record that Goodrich Castle' was
the fortress of the tract called Arcenfield or Irchentield, from the
Homan station at Ariconium. This tract was formerly forest, for
in the Chartce Antiques, in the Tower of London, is the order for its
disafforestation."

—

Fosbrokk. Irchonfield is Saxon, and means the
Field of Hedgehogs. Urchin is still a common local name for the
hedgehog.

t Mrs. Marriott. Elizabeth, the second daughter and co-heiress of
Gilbert Talbot, seventh Earl of Shrewsbury, conveyed the castle in
marriage to Henry De Grey, Earl of Kent, in whose family it con-
tinued till the year 1740, when, on the death of Henry, Duke of Kent,
it was sold to Admiral Grlflin. Mrs. Marriott is his grand-daughter.

here he lived, died, and

was buried. Howard Hill

and Coppet Hill rise above

the river, crossed by a

bridge, Kern Bridge, very

near to which are the vene-

rable remains of the an-

cient priory of Flanesford
— now a farm-house —
which yet retaius some svmoxd’s tat.

relics of its former beauty.

From this spot we best note the singular windings of the M’ye: from Goodrich. Ferry under-

neath us to Huntsham’s Ferryf is a distance of only oue mile, while by water there is

a space of eight miles to be traversed between the one ferry and the other.

We re-enter our boat, leave to the right the old priory, pass under Kern Bridge, and are

• The breed is peculiar to Herefordshire, and is preserved pure with e.xceeding care. If a calf with
a red face or particoloured coat enters the world, Ills sure destiny is the stall of the butcher. The cows,
however, are not famous for milk—they grow and fatten too much for that. As a farmer wo met at Mon-
mouth c.xpressed it, “ They give none of it away

;
they keep it all to thirseis

!”

t It is stated by Mr. Cliffe—wo know not on what authority—that “in 1387, Henry IV. was hastening
across Huntsham Ferry, on his way to Monmouth, in deep anxiety about his royal consort, whose
confinement was near at hand, when ho was met by a messenger who announced the birth of a prince—
Henry V.—and the safety of the queen. The king bestowed the ferry on this man as a guerdon. The
grant still exists.”
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vova{;iii» down the rapid curreut of the Wye. The
object that first attracts our notice is the distant spire

of Ruarden, or Ruer-deau, Church, crowning tlie summit
of a lofty hill. We soon approach Courtfield, famous
in history, or rather in tradition, as the place in

which the fifth Harry was nursed. W'e do not find,

however, any safe authority for the fact, although it

may be true that
“

being, when young, of a sickly habit,

he was placed here under the care of the Countess of
Salisbury and it is further said, that the countess lies

buried in the little church of W^elsh Bicknor,* close at baud,
and which we pass on our voyage down the streain.f Obvi-
ously, the monument referred to is of later date. Such was
the opinion of Sir Samuel Meyrick (a safe and sure !

Ihority). W'elsh Bicknor is a pretty church, among the
smallest in England, and is now in process of

"
restora-

tion
”—we trust, under wise guardianship. The simple aud

graceful parsonage-house beside it is happy in suggestions

of the tranquil life which a country clergyman, above idl

Ollier men, may enjoy.

The old mansion of Courlficld is altogether gone—

a

" stately house” supplies its place
;
but, until within a com-

paratively recent period, a few walls of the ancient struc-

ture were standing
;

now, we believe, not a vestige of It

remains.

J

The estate of Courtfield is held by the Vaughans, descend-

ants of the family who are said to have possessed it iu the time
of Henry V.§ They continue Roman Catholics. The demesne
is charmingly situated; the foliage of the w'ooded slopes

spreads to the river-brink
;

but for a distance of, perhaps,

two miles before the dwelling is reached, there is a border of

tall and finely grown elm-trecs—the elm and the witch-elm
jilanted alternately

;
and although time has destroyed some

of them, the greater number endure in gi-eeu old age.

“ How nnlily does this venerable wood,
Gilt with the glories of tlic orient sun.
Embosom yon fair mansion !”

At a turn of the river, before the mansion is seen, we
pass the village of Lidbrook. Iron and tin are both manu-
I'actured here, the neighbouring Forest of Dean supplying

charcoal in abundance.il The village borders the river, and
presents a busy aud bustling scene; the smoke from tall

chimneys rising above the foliage, and the boats and barges

at the quay forming a picture somewhat singular aud striking

in this peculiarly rural district.

We are now reaching the special beauties of the Wye.
Directly fronting us is one of the most charming of its views
from the source to the mouth, a tree-clad hill—nothing
more. The hill is called Rosemary Topping, a pleasant

name affixed to a scene of surpassing grace and beauty.

Trees of various shades aud character rise from the base to

its topmost height, ending, apparently, in apoint covered with
a mass of rich foliagc-l. Our engraving will convey a sufh-

cieutly accurate idea of the scene.

But we are now reaching “the lion” of the district—the

famous Coldwell Rocks.

These rocks derive their name from a singularly cold well in the neighbourhood; so, at least,

it is said in “the books,” but oui’ inquiries failed to discover it. There are springs enough

—

and no doubt they are sufficieutly frigid; but none of the" authorities ’’point to any one in

particular. Mr. Hulrae’s sketch will convey an idea of this very beautiful sceue. It is impossible,

however, to describe it accurately—either by pen or pencil. A succession of rocks—bare in

parts, and iu others clad in green—hanging almost perpendicularly over the river, are separated

by deep aud narrow clefts, in which grow a variety of trees, some of them rising so higli as to

be on a level with the bill-top
; others apparently a mass of evergreen shrubs, light and dark,

harmoniously mingled by the master-hand of nature. The peculiar character of the Wye here

adds materially to the beauty of the landscape. As we approach it we see Raven Cliff right

before us
;

presently, a pretty peaked rock, called after the poet Bloomfield (some time a

resident in the neighbourhood), comes in sight; then Symond’s Yat; then Yansittart’s Rock

;

then Adare’s Rock, with others which, if they be named, have, as the guide informed us, “names
of no account.”* These rocks are all on the left bauk; on the right bank is a sweep of low-

lying meadow land, not uufrequently covered with water. The reader is called upon to imagine

a series of steep cliffs, covered with verdure to the river’s brink—the tops bare, but pic-

turesquely bare, for the lichens and creeping plants preserve them from unseemly nakedness.

Such are the Coldwell Rocks; but to be appreciated, they must be seen; our written de-

scription, as compared with the scene, is as cold as the coldest spring that gave a name to

so much of natural gi’acc and delicious beauty.

AVe laud here, to walk up aud down hill for about a mile; the boat meanwhile makes its

voyage of five miles, and rejoins us, giving us time to ascend “ Symond’s Yat,”f and enjoy a

view immeasurably superior even to that we have already described. We shall first rest at

the cottage of the guide
;

if it be spring, w-e may scent the blossoms of an abundant orchard

;

and if autumn, we can taste its fruit ; at any season, a draught of home-made cider is sure to be

* The name in Doomsday Book is Bicanofre, viz. Vychan (little),

Ovre (a jiassa?e or crossing over a river), as the same tliiug at Glou-
cester Bridge is called " over," par excellence.

t Welsh Bicknor is so called to distinguish it from English Bicknor,
in Gloucestershire, two miles below it, on the opposite side of the
river; the river being the ancient boundary between England and
Wales—

“ lade vagos vaga Cambrcnscs, hinc respicit Anglos,"

according to the monk, Neckhani, a writer of Latin poetry, who
died ill the year 1217. It is said his name was Nequam, and that he
changed it to Neckham, “ because, when he desired to be re-admitted
to St. Alban's Priory, the abbot replied to ’him, “ SI bonus sis, ve-
iiias—si neqnam, nequaquam."

t It is said to have been the abode oflon Vychan, or Little Jack, a
Welsh freebooter.

g The Vaugliaiis, according to Co.ve (Hist. Monmouthshire) have
no records of their residence here earlier than the time of Elizabeth

;

the family, however, trace their pedigree much further back.

II
An historical and descriptive account of the Forest of Dean has

been recently published by the Rev. H. G. Nicholls—a clergyman
long resident in the immediate neighbourhood. To that volume
we must refer the reader who may desire information on the subject,
for to give it proper consideration in our pages is out of the question.
Mr. Nieholts has made a useful, though a “dry" book. We may
regret tlie absence of legends, traditions, and characteristic anecdotes,
wliich no doubt raiglit be found in abundance in this singularly
primitive and wild district. The people there are still but partially
civilized, although very different from what they were when Camden
describes them as “so given to robbing and spoiling that there
were lawes made by the authority of Parliament to restrain
them.”

H “ At Coldwell the front screen appears as a woody hill [the hill

is Rosemary Topping], swelling to a point, lii a few minutes it

changes its shape, and the woody hill becomes a lofty side screen on
tile right; while the front unfolds itself into a majestic piece of
rock scenery."—Gn.piN. “ This is the most perfect specimen of a
dressed hillock, which should always have low and bushy plants,
because large trees, if few, look meagre and scattered; if nume-
rous, heavy and uniform. No mixture of exotics could produce
tjie beautiful tints, and no skill the exquisite grouping and disposi-
tion of this admirable exemplar of a thicket laid out by nature.”

—

FtSUhOKE.

STMO.S'DS TiT, FROM CHEAT DOWARD.

offered to the tourist by the civil and obliging woiunu who keeps the house, aud who will pre-

sently walk with us through the close underwood that may confuse our path, if unattended.

She will draw attention to a little bubbling rivulet, that here divides Herefordshire from
Gloucestershire

;
point out a pretty infant-school, founded and still endowed by the good

Bishop of Newfoundland, formerly the rector of English Bicknor—a parish he does not forget,

although many thousand miles of sea are now between him and that pleasant vale beside tlie

sylvan AVye! She will show you other objects that greet the eye as yon ascend; and will

soon place you—and leave you—on a broad jdatforni, which is the summit of the Yat, that

seemed a pointed peak when you gazed upon it from the river below. You are six hundred feet

above the stream
; aud hence you have in view seven counties—Herefordsliire, in which you

note “the Beacon;” Worcestershire, which displays to you the Malvern Hills; Shropshire,

where the Glee Hills invite your gaze; Brecknockshire, where the Black Mountain courts

your ken; Radnorshire, where “the AVelsh Mountains” rise above the mist; Monmouthshire,
where the Coppet Hill comes between you, and the spire of Ross, on the one side, while Great

Howard on the other, keeps Monmouth town from youi- sight; and Gloucestershire, ou which
you stand

!

“ Mountains stern and desolate
;

But in the majesty of distance now
Set off, and to our ken appearing fair

Of aspect, with aerial softness clad,
And beautified with morning's purple beam."

Syraond’s Yat is, therefore, rightly classed among the most beautiful objects of this beautiful

locality : below and above—at its base and on its height—the scene is very lovely

!

• Some sixty years ago the barristers in going to the assizes went down the Wye, and gave their names to
the different rocks ; Vansittart was one of them. There is unhappily no more dignified or poetical origin for
these names. Just before we approach Coldwell Rocks, a singular but not very picturesque object will
attract the eye ; it is a monument erected by bereaved parents to the memory of a son who was drowned
here about sixty years ago.

f “ Yat,” is simply “ gate in some books we find this beautiful spot called “ Cymon’s Yat.” It
probably meant the “Seaman’s Yate,’’or road, iu reference to the Danish foray, of which it was the chief
scene.
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MINOE TOPICS OF THE MONTH.

Taz Coming Art Season.—The first exhibi-

tion of the season has always been that of the

British Institution, and it still continues to be so,

—opening its doors in the first week of February.

It will be immediately succeeded by another, that

of the Society of French iVrtists, which, during the

second week of the same month, will solicit its

share of public patronage. But so unprecedently

dark has been the whole of the month of December,

that to artists it has been a mensis non—one long

and dismally vexatious holiday, insomuch that many
pictures that were intended for early exhibitions

Lave been necessarily postponed. After the two
exhibitions above named, the National and the

British Artists follow in March and April ; and in

May, the Royal Academy and the two Water Colour

Institutions, and these, succeeded by the French Col-

lection and the Winter Gallery, bring us again to

the beginning of another year.

South Kensington Museum.—A series of six

lectures on matters relating to Art, was com-
menced last month in the lecture theatre of this in-

stitution
; tw'o of the course, on Hindoo Art and

Mohammedan Art respectively, were delivered by
Dr. G. Kinkel, one of the professors at the Univer-

sity of Bonn
; the next, which will be on the 7th

of this month, is to be delivered by Mr. Westma-
cott, ll.A., the subject “ Sculptures in Relief;” and
the remaining three, on the 14th, 21st, and 28th,

by Mr. J. C. Robinson, F.S.A., keeper of the Art

collections, on “Ancient Greek Painted Pottery,”
“ Italian Majolica Wares,” and “ Porcelain Wai'es in

general.”

The Royal Scottish Academy is now arranging

its gallery of pictures in the building allotted to

them at Edinburgh; the edifice being ouc of the

two classic temples constructed on the mound be-

tween the old aud the new town. The collection

comprises some good specimens of the old masters

(described by Dr. Waageu), and many of the

“moderns;”in addition to which are some fine pic-

tures by living artists of eminence, purchased by the

funds at the Society’s disposal. In this way the

Academy has secured some excellent examples of

native genius which do honour to Scotland, aud to the

liberality aud discrimination of the purchasers. This

encouragement of Art by artists is an honourable

trait of the Scottish Academy, worthy of imitatiou

in the south. The collection will be opened in the

spring. In the adjoining building, the Scottish So-

ciety of Antiquaries Museum is to be placed; it

comprises many historic relics of great interest, and
will be publicly opened with some eclat about Jlay
next.

The Crystal Palace Aet-union.—The council

has issued its programme, and it promises well.

If this project be carried out with integrity, there

can be no doubt of its success, not only as a useful

auxiliary to the Crystal Palace, but as a valuable

accession to the public ; for its manager, Mr. Battam,
i wQI be sure to multiply only such works as arc pure

and good in design, and, therefore, calculated to

become public instructors. Many of the objects

for circulation among subscribers may now he seen

at Sydenham : we have not yet been enabled to ex-

amine them, but a very full descriptive account in

the Times conveys assurance of the satisfactory

condition of this society at starting, and of the

certainty that beneficial results may be expected

from its procedure. We shall ere long bring under
detailed notice the several Art productions prepared,

or preparing, for its members.
The Burns Centenary.—Before this number

of our journal goes to press, but too late for its

record, the variety of celebrations in honour of the
centenary return of the birthday of the poet, Robert
Bums, will have taken place in the localities named.
Besides the acts of commemoration by “Alioway’s
auld haunted kirk,” over which the near grave will

have been apt to throw an interest aud a solemnity
' of their own,—a public banquet was to be held in the

I

Music Hall in Edinburgh, which, with “some
!

great man ” in the chair, and such probable speakers

I

besides as the list of stewards suggests, could

I

scarcely fail to yield something on which our readers

;

will find occasion to dwell.—Amongst ourselves, the

Crystal Palace Company, at Sydenham, had an-

nounced a Burns festival
;
aud their programme had

a feature, which, besides giving great interest of its

own to the memorial day, should have borne some
worthy fruit to the future. A prize of fifty guineas

was offered for the best poem on the subject of

Burns, ranging between the extremes of one hundred

aud two hundred lines,—aud this poem was to

become the property of the company, and be read

in the palace as a constituent portion of the cente-

nary entertainments. The name of the victor was

to be ascertained only at the time of reading,

and proclaimed from the rostrum. The Burns
laureate was to be crowned in the capitol. lu

answer to this invitation, no less than six hundred

poems are said to have been sent in. Now, uulcss

the muse who found Burns on the hill-side, and
makes the river musical that murmurs by his grave,

have indeed deserted the land, the best of six hun-
dred shotdd be something worth hearing. However,
of the elements of this contest our readers may
reckon on hearing a good deal. The prize poem, it

is understood, the Crystal Palace Company will

publish
;

but they need not expect to have the

press on this occasion all to themselves. The judges

need scarcely count on a quiet time of it, for the

rest of their lives. There will be the usual appeals

from their decision to posterity, no doubt. Our
readers, too, may he pretty sure that we shall have

something to tell them on the subject of this con-

test in our next number.—A pleasant incident, aud
one that will be bought by no heart-burnings, has

been introduced into their Burns celebration by the

men of Ayr. At a public meeting held in that town,

it was resolved to open a subscription for the pur-

pose of presenting the nieces of Robert Burns,

daughters of the late Mrs. Begg, with a gift in com-
memoration of tliis centenary occasion. Should the

sum collected for the purpose exceed ElOOO, the

committee are to have power to invest any portion

of the surplus for the benefit of any one or more
other surviving relatives of Burns whom they may
think entitled to receive it. The admirers of the

poet throughout the world are invited to co-operate

in the. promotion of this fund, aud the ordinary sub-

scriptions arc limited to a pound on one side, and a

shilling on the other. Special donations, it seems,

are unrestricted
;

and, not meaning any objection

to the scheme or its terms, but, on the contrary,

wishing them all success,—we cannot help observing,

that this seems to us a shrewd Scotch device for

getting at once the benefit of a limit aud the benefit

of none.

The Art of Photography has just been ap-

plied, by Messrs. Caldesi and Montecchi, to a mar-
vellous drawing, by Turner, in the possession of

John Dillon, Esq.; the subject is “Westminster
Abbey Chapel, North of the Choir,” and the di'aw-

ing bears, on one of the stone slabs of the pavement,

the inscription “ William Turner, l^atus, 1775.”
It is an early work, aud doubtless was executed

towai'ds the close of the last century, when the

practice of this great painter was almost exclusively

confined to architectural subjects, which, to judge

from this example, as well as from others we have

seen, were represented with the truth, accuracy, and
artistic expression that cannot be surpassed. We
have characteri-sed this drawing as “ marvellous,”

aud feel perfectly justified in applying the term to

it, for if the photograph had been taken from the

edifice itself, aud under the most favourable cii'cum-

stances for producing a picturesque effect, the result

could not have been truer or more beautiful : all the

detail of the architecture is most delicately rendered

;

the stains and the injuries which time and man have
singly or together left on columns aud sculptured

screens and carved monument, arc all here to testify

to the genius of the ai'tist, and to his fidelity of

delineatiou. The photograph has, we believe, been

executed privately for Mr. Dillon, who purchased

the drawing at the sale of the late Earl Harewood’s
collection last year.

The Campana Collection, so long celebrated

for its interest and value, has recently been cata-

logued in a quai'to volume, eicelleutly arranged

and classified. The Etruscan and early Greek vases

are without a rival for interest, beauty, and quantity

;

they number neaily two thousand specimens, and
were obtained in the course of extensive excavations

in the ancient cities and cemeteries of Italy. The
Greek and Roman bronzes are equally rare and fine

;

while the Etruscan aud Gncco-Italiau arms aud
armour, are uurivailed in interest aud beauty.

Among them is a unique helmet of silver, found in a

tomb at Bolsena (the Vulsiniumof ancient Etruria)
;

it is enriched with sculptured ornament, the apex
!

formed by winged horses, and the name Anisim, I

inscribed in Etruscan characters, in front : so sump-
tuous a specimen of ancient warlike Art has never

j

been elsewhere found. Diadems, garlands of pre-
i

cious ornament, pins, rings, brooches of all kinds,
j

form more than thi’ce hundred items. The scries of
I

coins iu gold of the Roman emperors, down to the !

latest of the Byzantine series, is very extensive and
j

complete. The plastic art of early Italy is also

well represented; and has the advantage of being well

classed, according to the places wherein the several

objects were discovered. The catalogue concludes

with a curious series of early pictures, illustrative of

the rise of Art in Italy from the early Byzantine

period to the era of Raphael. aUtogether, this ex-

tensive and complete collection is a museum to rival

the finest of its kind. It is rumoured that the
|

Emperor Napoleon is in treaty to secure it for

France, where it would certainly be placed to ad- i

vantage. I

Transparent Enamel Photographs.—One
of the latest novelties in photographic art that has

come under our notice, is some specimens of trans-

parent photographs from the establishment of

Messrs. 11. Squire and Co.: they are the invention of

Mr. Glover, who has taken out a patent to protect

it. The substance on which the pictures are taken

is glass covered with a pure white enamel, the sur-

face of which is slightly granulated by acid. One
of the great peculiarities of these enamels is that

they are positives either by transmitted or reflected

light. As transparencies for a window or the stereo-

scope they are very beautiful : they are susceptible

of takiug transparent colours which increase their

richness, and will bear washing like a piece of

porcelain. A portrait of a lady, among other speci-

mens submitted to us, is remarkable for its delicacy

aud purity of tone, as well as for its life-like charac-

ter, approaching most closely to a miniature on
ivory. We understand that the process of manipu-
lating these photographs is both simple and easy.

St. Paul’s Cathedral.—Our readei's will re-

member that the appeal made, iu summer last, iu

the name of the Bishop of London, and of the Dean
i

and Chapter of St. Paul’s, for funds applicable to
;

the purpose of fitting up the great metropolitan
\

cathedral for special church services, contemplated,

in the first place, that what was temporary and

incidental in this arrangement should be executed

in such manner as would not impoverish the

effect of the magnificent strnctui'c,—and compre-

hended, in the next place, the larger object of per-
|

manently embellishing the cathedral in harmony
with the original views of its great architect, Sir

Christopher Wren. Whether regarded as a Chris- i

tian temple or as a Christian tomb, this is one of
j

the most interesting, as it is a.ssuredly one of the
j

grandest, edifices in the world,—aud in any country
|

but ours it would stand in an area a quarter of a

mile square, and have lavished ou its interior all

the resources of money and of Art. In England,

we shut it up in a brick-and-mortar case—through
which if accident makes a hole and gives a glimpse

of its glorious proportions, we patch up the hole
!

again, aud leave the curious to take its features

seriatim ;—and internally we sui-reuder it to that
“ cold, dull, and unedifying” nakedness which may
suit its character as a tomb, but derogates certainly

from its character as a temple. This is our idiosjna-

cracy : but, under proper treatment, idiosyncracies,

individual aud nationd, wear themselves out; and

in the progress of the changes that time brings, we
are not without hope of one day seeing the cathe-

dral receive the full benefit of the eminence ou
which it stands, and show its broadside to the

river as boldly and uninterruptedly as it lifts its

dome to the sky. For this, however, the time is

not yet. As regards some redemption of the ma-

jestic interior from its utterly neglected look, the

dean and chapter are doing what they can, and

the bishop is backing them. A sum of LI 1,000

or £12,000, our readers will remember, was the

amount originally asked :—a very small sum, in-

deed, it would seem, to have any difficulty iu

raising for such a purpose in a metropolis like ours.

The public should clearly understand, that for none
j

of the objects contemplated are there any capitular
j

revenues available. The deau and chapter, as the '
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bishop points out, are all endowed on the reduced

and limited scale determined by recent acts of

parliament. “What they have themselves contri-

buted to that which has been already done, has
been from their own private resources. The
bishop, therefore, again comes forward now to state

the case of the great cathedral :—and we gladly

give the aid of our columns to his appeal.

Sir Joshua Reynolds.—The great president
appears to lose, with the lapse of time, and in the
new and shifting lights of Art, no part of the p-es~
iige which so uaturally belongs to him in the body
which his name, more than any other single one,

makes illustrious. A life of the great painter has
been a favourite exercise of such powers and leisure

as succeediug academicians have had to spare from
their own immediate art : aud it is said now, that

one of the most distinguished of the present body,
Jlr. Leslie, whose ability to wield the pen does not
remain to he proved by its present occupation, is

engaged in writing a new life of Sir Joshua Reynolds.
Facsimile “Hamlet.”—We told our readers

some months since, that the Duke of Dcvoiisbire

had rendered an important service to English lite-

rature, by means of an interesting application of pho-
tography:—that process having been employed in the

reproduction in facsimile, and to the extent of forty

copies,—liberallydistributedby him,—of the margin
copy of the first edition, quarto, of Shakspere’s
“ Hamlet.” We see it stated now, that the duke
is following up tiiis good work by a facsimile of the

1604, quarto, edition of the same play
;
and has

engaged the services of Mr. J. Payne Collier in its

superintendence. The business of collation will, of

course, be greatly assisted by this useful application

of an art whose uses are developing themselves with
a rapidity that takes men by surprise. The second
edition of the tragedy, now in process of being
reproduced, is a great enlargement on its prede-
cessor of 1603,—and contains, also, much that is

omitted from the folio of 1623. The folio, how-
ever, coutaius passages which are not in this quarto

of 1004:—and a facsimile of the folio would seem,
therefore, to be a necessary complement to this

good work. Everything that helps us to throw
light on this great, though somewhat perplexed,
masterpiece of the world’s master mind, is a boon
to literature,—and a most worthy employment of the
resources at the command of men like the Duke of

Devoushire.

Latimer Preaching at St. Paul’s Cross.—

A

picture thus entitled is now exhibited at Messrs.
Jennings, in Cheapside. It is by Sir George Hay-
ter, and is certainly, we think, the best of his works

;

lie appears to have bad his composition much better in

baud tiian that ofhis “Martyrdom,’’paintedsome years
ago. Asingle glance at the picture sufBccs to show the
careful research which has been exercised with a view
to perfect accuracy of impersonatiou, costume, aud
incident. Latimer is in the act of exhorting a
numerous audience against the worship of the Virgin
Mary. Iniinedialely before him are the city autho-
rities—the Lord Mayor, Treasurer, &c., behind
whom arc the Captain of the Royal Body Guard,
and his attendants

; and near these, as forming
simple units of the congregation, Cranmer, and
Ridley. John Foxe, the author of “The Acts and
Monuments of the Church,” aud John Russell, the
first Earl of Bedford, are sitting in the chamber of
the pulpit celebrated as St. Paul’s Cross, and
which stood at the northern side towards the east

end of Old St. Paul’s Church, the eutrance gate to

the Cheap; it is alluded to in public documents
during the reigns of Henry III., the Edwards,
Richard IL, &c. The picture has much merit as a

work of Art, and is extremely interesting as an
epitome of the religious feeling of the time.

Frances Browne, of Steanorlane.—We have
seen a very eloquent letter in the Daily News, plead-
ing the cause of the blind ])oetess, Frances Browne.
Hers is certainly a case which calls for sympathy,
and the help which it is one of the happiest privi-

leges of wealth to be able to extend to those who are
alUicted either by bodily suffering or by circum-
stances over which they have uo control. Frances
Browne was born at Slrauorlane, in the county of

Donegal
;

her father was the village postmaster

;

she lost her sight by the small-pox at the age of
eighteen months. As she grew up, her little

brothers aud sisters used to read to the blind book-
loving child. Burns was the first idol of her admi-

ration; but she gathered up knowledge, and trea-

sured it as only the blind can. Literature, to those
who have all their faculties, and who are well-placed

in society, is a hard struggle, but what must it have
been to the poor blind girl, in a remote Irish village !

After many trials, aud much doubling of her own
powers, her poems made their way, and excited

considerable interest and astonishment. A small
volume, published in 1844, was seen by the bene-

volent statesman Sir Robert Peel, and he granted the

poetess a pension of £20 a-year. She was then
comparatively young, and hoped to win her way to

independence; but literature has failed her—not
altogether, but it is totally' insufficient to the support
of her and her mother: to that beloved parent she
allows £18 a-yeai’, aud is now struggling in I/judon,
with great difficulty, to maintain herself

;
but the

struggle is beyond her strength. Her character,

her industry, her talent, are without a spot : the few
who know her respect her thoroughly

;
aod a little

more than what she makes would save her from the
cruel want and anxiety that have eaten out the life

of many a gifted child of song. Were her pension
increased to £50 a-year, she would consider it

“ riches :
” but while this is hoped for, surely there

will be some who will “ distribute of their wealth ”

to her who has never seen the face of that " Nature”
which, nevertheless, inspires her song. Mr. Fulcher,

of 22, Montpellier Square, Brompton, will answer
any questions conceruing Miss Browne, aud receive

any contributions that may be offered for her benefit.

The New Adelphi Theatre may be cited as a
most successful example of a convenient and elegaut

place of amusement, second only to the new Italian

Opera in the convenience of its arrangements. The
act drop has been painted from a design by C. Stan-
field, R.A., and represents the elegant Greek build-

ing known as the Mooument of Lysicrates, in the
midst of a lovely landscape enlivened by groups of
dancers. This picture is surrounded by a deep
enriched frame. The ceding of the house is very
chaste and elegant

;
the lunettes, apparently open to

the sky, are very happy in idea. It is matter of

surprise, where ^ is so good, how such a tasteless

and imraeaniog mass of coufusion as the front of the
upper boxes ])resents, could have originated : the

oriiameut is without character or meaning, and con-
trasts singularly with the good taste apparent every-
where else.

Mr. Foley, R.A., has been honoured with n
commission from the Queen to execute, in marble, a

life-size bust of the late Viscount Hardinge, to be
placed in the corridor of Windsor Castle. The pre-

sent viscount has ordered a bronze statuette, of the
large model size, from Mr. Foley’s equestrian group
engraved in our Journal this month. We rejoice to

find that, so far as a reduced copy of this noble work
will supply such a deficiency, the country will not
be without an opportunity of seeing and obtaining it,

for there is little doubt that wheu the statuette is

procurable there will be a demand for it: still, we
desire to have it in ail its grandeur in our highway,
and hope there will be no relaxation of effort to

secure such a result. We presume the casting of

the bronze statuette will be entrusted to Messrs.
Elkingtoo. who so well executed the larger work.

Portrait of Handel.—The Sacred Harmonic
Society, already fortunate in the possession of the
statue of Handel, by Roubiliac, one ofhis earliest aud
best works, has recently received'a gift, from Lady
Rivers, of an early portrait of the great master of

sacred melody, by Denner. It is of much interest

;

being the identical portrait presented by Handel
to his amanuensis Smith, as a testimony of regard,

and has never passed out of his family, J>ady

Rivers being Smith’s grand-daughter.
Langham Chambers.—These reunions are ap-

pointed to be held at the Langham School upon the
same principle as those of last year, the series ter-

minating with the sketching evenings. It is hoped
tnese meetings will become attractive from the
number and interest of the works exhibited.

The New Foreign Office : Mr. Scott and
Me. J. H. Parker.—In his capacity of “President
of the Oxford Architectural Society,” Mr. J. H.
Parker has addressed to himself, as the present im-
personation of the venerable “ Mr. Urban,” of the

Gentleman’s Magazine, a very clever and sensible

letter upon the subject of the sfyle of architecture

best suited for the new Foreign Office to be erected

by Jlr. Scott. Mr. Pai-ker has not repented of his

Gothic antecedents like Mr. Petit, and consequently
his letter is by no means an attempt to divert the
great Gothic architect from his own architecture
by a lecture ex cathedra upon something else.

On the contrary, strongly approving the decision of
the government, that the new edifice should be
Gothic, and should be erected by Mr. Scott, Mr.
Parker still submits that the existing condition of
the circumstances connected with the new Foreign
Office, leaves the architect free to recast his com-
petition design to any extent ; and he urges on Mr.
Scott, that as his original design had so much in it that

at ouce was foreign and was not English, he ought
to modify it very considerably before he determines
on its actual adoption. Mr. Parker adds, that he by
no means desires to exclude foreign Gothic from
exercising au important influence upon the revived
and renewed Gothic of England

; very far from this,

he demonstrates with much ability, though, perhaps,
with somewhat over-strained zeal (Mr. Parker has
been studying amongst the Gothic buildings of

France of late, and writing very nice papers about
them iu the Archaoloyia), that it is from the
Gothic of the continent that our own revived style
must seek its most perfect aspirations. Still Mr.
Parker urges, with equal justice aud force, that we
ought to select for our authorities and guides such
foreign examples as will harmonize the most happily
with the peculiarly English characteristics anil

expressions of the style. In the case of the new
Foreign Office, accordingly, he earnestly invites the
attention of Mr. Scott to what were once the “Eng-
lish Provinces of France,” and particularly to the
public hospital at Augers, from which he believes

om* own early Engbsh Gothic to have been directly

derived. We accept with much satisfaction Mr,
Parker’s opinion, that the Gothic of France, of
English France more especially, ought to be
thorouglily studied by our architects, while with
him, w'e also desire that the Gothic of Italy may
exercise the least possible degree of practical influ-

ence upon tbe rising architecture of our day. The
Venetian Gothic may be all that Mr. Ruskin says of
it—for Venice : it is uot what we want in England

;

but in France we may find much that may be most
valuable to us, when ivrought up after being fused in
the English crucible.—\Ve have much pleasure in

adding, that Mr. Parker’s letter has been printed in

extenso by our able contemporaries, tbe Builder,
and the Building News.

JosiAH Wedgwood.—Tardy justice is at length
to be rendered to one of the greatest men who
rendered memorable “for all time” the eighteenth
centuiy in England. A public meeting, at which
the accomplished Earl of Carlisle presided, has been
held at Burslem to promote the great national pur-
pose of recording national gratitude. The occasion
was at too late a period to enable us to treat the
subject,—which, assuredly, it will be our high pri-

lege to do next month.
Mr. T. j. Hill’s Drawing Classes for Civil

Engineers, Architects, &c.—These classes are
held at Mr. Hill’s establishment, 15, Old Street,

City Road, for conveying instruction in architectural

aud mechanical drawing to all persons to whom
some experience in such departments of practical art

may be useful aud valuable. The system pursued
appears to be generally sound, though we should be
disposed to suggest botli a wider range of subjects

and a freer use of models. Mr. Hill has a yearly
exhibition of the works of his pupils, and the ex-
hibition which has just closed we visited with great
satisfaction. Bearing in mind that design was not
to be sought in these drawings, their merit consist-

ing exclusively in accuracy and good manipulative
treatment, there were many examples that were
worthy of high commendation.
At the Society op Arts, on the 19th of Jan-

uary, M. Silvestre, a French writer upon Art, read
an interesting paper, in his own language, on the
English School of Painting.

Mr. S. C. Hall.—Our readers will perceive that
this gentleman is about to deliver two lectures on
“the Authors of the Age he terms them “^Vritten
Portraits,” and they will consist exclusively of the

“great men and women of the epoch” with whom he
has been personally acquainted. It will suffice for

us to direct attention to the programme, aod to say
that these memories extend over a period of more
than thirty-five years.
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KEVIEWS.

OaiGiNA.L Unpuhlished Papehs illvstrative
OF THE Life of Sm Petek Paue Rubens,
AS AN Artist and a Diplomatist. Edited

by W. Nof-l Sainsbury. Published by
Bradbury & Evans, London.

This volume is the result of researches in the State

Paper Office of England, by one of the officials
;
and

may be received as a fair sample of tbc stores that

are still awaiting the exploration of the historic

student in that abundant and scantily used mine.
Mr. Sainsbury, in his preface, notes the discouraging
doubts of persons who knew the pursuit he was
engaged in, and who kindly asked “ what there could
bo new to say about Rubens.” A patient research

and a volume of 400 pages afford an answer. The
series of documents, now for the first time printed,
abounds in interest, and the interest is not confined
to Rubens. We are furnished with a living picture

of the age in which he lived, and the intellectual

pursuits of the higher classes: for the Appendix
contains a very interesting correspondence relative

to tlio famous Arundelian collection,
—“the father

of vertu in England,”—the Earl of Somerset's
collection, the great Mantuan collection, &c.

;
while

the notices of Art and artists of the era, incidentally
narrated, abound in details of much interest and
value. Throughout they give a pleasant impression
of the artists and their patrons. We find these men,
in times of singular civil and religious dissension,

consoling themselves in their innocent and elevating
pursuits: ardour on the part of the noble, open-
handed honour on the part of the artist. Art seems
to have been the refuge for the overtaxed mind of
the statesman, and the artist the man whose friend-
ship he could repose on safely. While one agent
speaks of Rubens’s prices, as “ demands, like the laws
of tho Modes and Persians, which may not be
altered,” Ibo English ambassador speaks of him
as “the prince of painters and gentlemen:” thus,
though never wanting in courtesy and liberality he
still knew bow to be true to his own position and
value. This book sheds a new and clearer light

on one great feature of Rubens’s character, his power
as a diplomatist; and to it we owe the peace with
Spain, effected by his earnest agent after Buckingham
was assassinated by Felton, His ability was rewarded
by KingUthood, by Charles I., and by honours from
the University of Cambridge. Tho account of his
sojourn in England is very minute and curious

;
but

we think Mr. Sainsbury is quite mistaken in his new
fact—that Rubens was nearly drowned by his boat
upsetting “ in shooting London Bridge.” The letter

from which this is inferred warrants no such in-
terpretation

;
Rubens was evidently not of the party.

A very full account of the pictures painted by
Rubens for the Banqueting House at Whitehall con-
tains details entirely new

;
and the volume through-

out is a valuable addition to our Art-literature.

The Pilgrim’s Progress. Part the Second. With
Illustrations designed and etched by W. B.
Scott, R.S.A, Published by A. Fullarton
and Co., Edinburgh and London.

The late David Scott, an artist of original but rather
eccentric genius, produced some few years ago a
series of outline sketches illustrating the first part

j

of Bunyan’s “ Pilgrim’s Progress.” They were
published, and found many admirers among a class
of individuals who can appreciate talent in Art even

,

when exhibited in a style which modern taste, gene-
rally, is disposed to decry. The volume before us
is intended as a sequel to tlie former, the illustra-

tions being by Mr. W. B. Suott, a brother, we be-
lieve, of the deceased artist, whose mantle, however,
has not altogether descended upon the living man,
so far, at least, as it may have reference to these
designs. One fact may, perhaps, be advanced in
extenuation: Mr, W. B. Scott has, evidently, not
been left quite a free agent in the matter, to follow
his own imagination, tho object of the publishers
being, as announced in the preface, to have the two
series “ similarly treated, both in thought and exe-
cution;” and although this object is attained to

some extent, it would be almost an impossibility to
find two artists whose thoughts upon any given
subject are identical, especially if either of tho two
happened to be one with a mind so singularly en-
dowed as was that of David Scott. With such a

1 disadvantage his successor has had to contend
;
and

!

if his designs cannot take a foremost place, they
aro certainly entitled to come at no very great dis-
tance after their predecessors. They consist of
twenty-five illustrations, conceived and executed

j

with considerable imagination and spirit, but with
;

a feeling akin to the modern German school, of

i

which Overbeck was the founder. We occasionally

1

meet with some anachronisms ns regards costume
;

the dresses of the figutes do not always belong to the

same period
;

for example, in the plate of “ Mr.
Brisk’s Courtship ended,” the gentleman wears an
Elizabethan ruff and doublet

;
Prudence, when she

catechizes the boys, is habited in a robe something
like that which the maidens of ancient Rome are

supposed to have worn, and she is seated in a chair

such as Cato, or |any other Roman senator, may
have occupied

;
Greatheart has a helmet of the old

Norman period, and a crusader’s shield
;
and among

the rubbish Muckrake scrapes together is a copy of

the Times newspaper, a cruel satire on the “ lead-

ing journal of Europe,” enough to call down its

wrath on the unlucky artist who had the audacity
to perpetrate such a deed. These errors of date

and costume should have been avoided, because
they serve to destroy the unity of idea and of time
that runs through the narrative.

Passages from the Poems op Thomas Hood.
Illustrated by the Junior Etching Club, in

'Ihirty-four Plates. Published byE. Gambart
and Co., London.

With a well-meant desire to do honour to tlie

memory of Hood—the poet whoso writings have
equal power to move his readers to laughter and to

wring tears from their eyelids—the members of the
Junior Etching Club have undertaken the task of
illustrating some of the moat striking passages in

his poems. The intention is laudable
;
—we wish

it were in our power to add that the result of their

labours is commensurate with their desires
;
and

this it certainly is not. Apart from the designs,
which ore of varied merit and excellence, the gene-
ral character of the prints is that of heaviness and
“ woolliuess.” Some are over-elaborated, and,
therefore, dark and ineffective; others, again, mere
patches of black and white, without harmony

;
and

others weak and unfinished. We are speaking of

them as a whole, but there are exceptions to these
critical remarks. For example. Lord G. Fitzgerald’s
“ Bridge of Sighs ” is excellent, both in design and
execution (it would have been better if the rays

from tho policeman’s lantern, failing on the dead
woman, had been less harsh at the edges)

;
Mr.

Millais’s subject, from the same poem, is most
poetically conceived and admirably rendered

;
Mr.

Imard's “ Lay of the Labourer” is also excellent
as a composition,— painfully true, but not effective as

an engraving, from monotony of tone
;
Mr. Keene’s

“Lee Shore” is open to the same observation;
“ A Retrospective Review,” by Mr. Clark, is capital,

perfectly Moodish in character, and very delicately

etched; “Sigh on, Sad Heart,” by Mr. Small-
field, is a real picture, powerful as a composition,
and as powerfully executed

;

“ In nights far gone,”
also by Mr. Smallfield, is another that must he
placed among the very best of the series. The
names that apjioar as contributors to this work,
besides those already indicated, are Messrs. Ros-
siter, Tenniel, Carriole, H. Moore, Oakes, Solomon,
F. Powell, Gale, Barwell, Halliday, Severn, A. J.

Lew’is, H. C. Whaite, J. Sleigh, H. S. Marks, and
Viscount Bury : most of these artists are known to

have a strong Pre-Raffaellitish bias, which is seen
in these designs. We may just add, that a more
careful and lengthened examination of the etchings
than we were able to give them when exhibited in

the autumn of last year at the French Gallery,

forces an opinion upon us less favourable than that
we then formed, and expressed in the Art-Jourjial.
Most of the etchings were then marked “ un-
finished;” wc think they would have been better
had they remained so : many promising works of
Art are .spoiled by having a “ little more” done to

them : we suspect this to be the case with the series

from Hood’s poems.

Holbein’s Dance op Death. By Francis
Douce, Esq., F.A.S. ; also Holbein’s Bible
Cuts. With Introduction bv Thomas Fuog-
nall Dibdin. Published ’by H. G. Bohn,
London.

Few, it may be supposed, who have not a love for

the antiquities of Art, no less than its curiosities,

are acquainted with Holbein’s singular designs
known as the “Dance of Death,” which were
brought before the public many years ago by the
late Francis Douce, a learned antiquarian, who
wrote a dissertation on the several representations
of the subject. Mr. Bohn has considered Douce’s
work of sufficient interest to republish it in his
“Illustrated Library” series, and has included in
the volume the ninety illustrations bearing the
title of “ Holbein’s Bible Cuts,” admirably copied
on wood by Mr. John Byfield and his sister, Miss
Mary Bj'field. 'Phese illustrations have not been
circulated in England in a complete form since the
year 1549, when an English version was published
at Lyons, by Johan Frellon

;
a few appeared in the

“Bibliographical Decaraeron,” in 1821, which were
selected for that work by Jlr. Dibdin, who appends
a few introductory remarks to the designs in the
volume before us. There has always been some
doubt as to the authorship of the drawings, though
they are, by almost universal opinion, ascribed to

Holbein. Sir. Dibdin considers the originals were
executed in distemper, as no well-authenticated
water-colour drawing is known to have been exe-
cuted by Holbein when abroad, and that they
were produced before he quitted Basle for England,
in 1526 :

“ I am willing to believe,” the writer
adds, “ that the original blocks themselves, like

those for the triumphs of the Emperor Maximilian,
are yet in existence.” Mr. Dibdin ascribes the
earliest engravings from the “Bible Cuts” to

LUtzelberger, a native of Basle, and contemporary
with Holbein, who is also supposed to have en-
graved the blocks of the “Dance of Death:”
these matters must, however, continue to be specu-
lative to a certain extent. The “ Bible Cuts” seem
to us to show a more general refined character as

to composition and drawing than those in the
“ Dance of Death

;

” some of them are truly beau-
tiful, and though in all there is unmistakable
evidence of the peculiar condition of z\.rt at the
period assigned to them, we can see so much to

admire in them as to welcome the volume which
Mr. Bolin’s taste and enterprise have induced him
to publish.

Curiosities of Literature. By Isaac Disraeli.
A Now Edition. Edited, with Memoir and
Notes, by the Right Hon. B. Disraeli, Chan-
cellor of Her Majesty’s Exchequer. Published
by Routledoe & Co., London.;

We should fear to say how many editions this well-
known work of Isaac Disraeli has gone through
since its first appearance. We believe this to be
at least the nineteenth, and to possess more of the
requisites for modem readers than any of its prede-

cessors. In one great feature—portability and cheap-
ness—it far outstrips them; in careful editing and
additional notes it certainly has the advantage over
all. It was at the conclusion of tlie last century that

the preliminary portions of these literary curiosities

were given to the world, and since then many of

their hints might be worked out more clearly. I'he

history of the studious life of the elder Disraeli, con-
tributed by his son, the present Chancellor of her
Majesty’s Exchequer, is such a record of the calm
career of a man of letters as few could have the oppor-

tunity of studying, and fewer still be enabled to de-

scribe so feelingly and so well. Amid the fever of poli-

tics, we cannot help thinking that the Chancellormay
look back to his own days of literary labour with a

pleasant regret, which has been more than once ex-
pressed by politicians who were bora scholars. That
ills father’s tastes are bis, may be evidenced in the
labour he has given to this edition of his works, and
the number of curious facts picked up in out-of-the

way books which occur in the notes so abundantly
spread through these volumes. They tell of exten-
sive reading, and that not (restricted to an ordinary
library, but gathered from volumes that repose in

“black letter” originality, and are only to be found
in the libraries of curious collectors. In so discur-

sive a series of essays as these volumes consist of, it

required an equally wide range over the field of

literature, and that our editor has taken. Such
labours cannot be always judged by the ordinary

standard; it is a far more troublesome task than it

seems. A day’s research in a library to establish ii

fact or date may only contribute a line to a volume,
and, though of vital importance, makes but a small
show. These notes frequently display this kind of

laboui', but they add much to the value of the book.

We may note in' particular those on “the hero of

Hudibras,” and “ the biographers of Heylin.” We
cannot do more than point to these and many others

scattered through the volumes as] evidences of the
value of this edition, which is to be followed by the

works that were the matured labour of the elder

Disraeli’s profound and peculiar scholarship, and
which have never hitherto appeared in an uniform
aeries.

Old Testajient History Illustrated ;

—

A Series

of Designs by an English Artist about a.d.

1310. Drawn from a Manuscript now in the

Old Royal Collection, British Museum, by
A. H. l( Westlake. Published by Masters,
London; Parker, Oxford.

The brief title above given is all the history appended
to a series of lithographic copies in outline of draw-
ings to be found in a remarkable manuscript now in

the British Museum, and generally known as Queen
Mary’s Psalter, from the circumstance of its having
been presented to her in October, 1553, by one
Baldwin Smith, who obtained it from some persons

about to carry it abroad. The cover of the book is
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supposed to have been embroidered by that Queen’s
own hand. The volume is abundantly illustrated

by delicately-executed pen drawings, slightly washed
with shadows and tints. The first sixty-five leaves
are occupied by drawings illustrative of the Old
Testament, which Mr. Westlake has copied, and
a few he has now published. He should most
certainly have prefaced his labours with an ac-
count of the manuscript

;
and he has not even

given the press-mark, to enable any one to iden-
tify the book at all. His copies are minutely
and truthfully rendered, and there may be a sufli-

cient number of antiquaries who may care to have
them, but they must necessarily be restricted to a

few, for the larger number of persons will strongly
object to the outre and indelicate rendering of early

scripture history, which might be tolerated in the
fourteenth, but will not be in the nineteenth cen-
tury. The scenes depicting the actions of the Tirst
Person of the Trinity, the Fall, and the Expulsion
of Adam and Eve, few persons in the present day
can contemplate with agreeable feeling.

Painting Populakly Explained : with Histori-

cal Sketches of the Progress of the Art. By
T. J. Gullick, Painter, and J. Times, F.S.A.
Published by Kent & Co., London.

There is a very large mass of historic and practical

information compressed into this little volume, the
joint production of two writers, one of whom has
made himself well-known by several excellent works
of a popular and instructive character. Of Mr.
GuUicb, who writes “painter ” after his name, we
as yet Imew little

;
but that is no reason why he

should not have'at least a theoretical knowledge of

Art, and it is just as probable he has a thorough
practical acquaiutanee with it, though the world is

Ignorant of his doings. What share each writer
respectively has had in the authorship of this book
it is; impossible to say, but the result of their la-

bours is a work that may be advantageously con-
sulted. It treats of the various methods of paint-
ing in fresco, oil, water-colour, ’and all other
vehicles used by the ancients and moderns

;
of

painting in potter}', porcelain, enamel, glass, &c.
It is a book of practical teaching, compiled from
the best authorities, and brought down to our own
day, explaining in concise and intelligible language
the processes and materials employed in the art of
painting. Much may be learned, even by those
who fancy they do not require to be taught, from
the careful perusal of this unpretending but com-
prehensive treatise.

Childe Haiiold’s Pilgrimage. By Lord Byron.
Illustrated with original sketches. Published
by John Murray', London.

We may class this edition of what we consider
Byron's finest and most beautiful poem among the
gift-books of the season. It is richly arrayed in a
covering of green and gold, and is profusely orna-

;

mented internally with an infinity of woodcuts,
drawn by Mr. Skelton, and engraved by Mr. J. W,
Whymper and Mr. J. Cooper. Very many of the
subjects have, if we remember rightly, appeared as
engravings on steel or copper, in former editions of
the poet’s works, but they bear repeating in another
form, and with the new additions they constitute a
very elegant volume.

A Hi.story' of the British Empire in India.
By E. H. Nolan, Ph. D. With Illustrations
on Steel. Parts XYIII and XIX. Published
by J, S. Virtue, London.

This well-written and comprehensive history, which
is published in monthly numbers, continues to be
issued with undeviating regularity, The former of
the two parts now on out table brings down the
annals of the once-powerful Mogul Empire to tlie

death of Aurungzebe, at the commencement of the
last century, an event which terminated the most
brilliant epoch of its history. Hr, Nolan continues
hia labours by a reviewof t&e Mohammedan period.
This work, when completed, will form a valuable
addition to the library. It is a narrative of more
than especial interest to every Englishman at this
particular period, now that the country to which it

refers has become an integral part of the British
Empire, under the immediate sovereignty of our
gracious Queen.

The Foster Brothers. Published by Arthur
Hall, Virtue & Co., London.

“Tom Browne’’ is already the parent of many
children

;
but while in the full strength of animal

life, he is still “head of the family.’’ The “ Foster
Brothers” has a higher uatui'e than its progeni-

tors. We congratulate the publishers and the pub-
lic on the appearance of this vigorous and honest
Tolumej the sketches of school and college life are
but too faithful

;
and though the “ tag ” of the story

is as old as can well be, and has been “ used up ” by
nearly every novelist, yet here it develops cuarac-
ter in a new manner—and in a way we hardly
think the author intended. His leaning is evi-

dently democratic ; yet the tide of bravery and
honour sets full in for the aristocracy ! We cannot,
however, agree with the young noble that he was
right in palming a living lie upon the public—one
whose weakness and folly rendered him “ not sufB-

I

ciently strong for the place for if riches bestow
luxury, they also have iheir responsibility, and our
hero sacrifices bis duty to his inclination

;
but we

repeat he had no right to do this. The righteously
rich are God’s selected almoners.
The conclusion is worked up “gloriously:” we

could ourselves have cheered, and thrown up our
cap, for the senior wrangler of St. Boniface.

1
Portrait of Robert Burns. Engraved by W.

Hole, from a Drawing by A. Sicibving. Pub-
lished by Blackie & Son, Glasgow

; E. Gam-
baut & Co., Loudon.

This print appears very opportunely—^just at the
time when it is proposed to do especial honour to

the memory of the Scottish poet : and a very ad-
mirable portrait it is, beaming with manly beauty,
intelligence, and vivacity, the impersonation of'a
man endowed by nature with no ordinary gifts.

Skirving, the artist, lived in Edinburgh towards
the close of the last century, and was intimate with
Burns : his portraits were always executed in
crayons

;
this one of his friend and companion is in

red crayons on tinted paper, and was so favourite a
work of the artist’s that he would never consent to
part with it, nor with another, that of the late
John Rennie, the eminent engineer. On the^dcath
of Skirving both portraits were purchased by Mr.
Rennie, and are now in the possession of his son,
Mr. George Rennie, who has allowed the “Bums”
drawing to be engraved. Mr. Holl seems ns if he
had worked at it con amorCy so delicate, yet firm,
is the manipulation, so refined, yet vigorous and
artistic, is its general expression. Skirving’s pic-
ture shows only the head and a small portion of the
shoulders. In order to give the subject a more
complete form, Mr. Holl has copied into bis^work
the remainder of the bust as given in Nasmyth’s
well-known portrait.

Visit op a London Exquisite to his Maiden
Aunts in the Country. Illustrated by Theo,
Published by W. Kent & Co., Loudon.

"With every desire to aid a neophyte in Art, we can
scarcely congratulate Theo on his first appearance
in public. His design is an ambitious one, but as
yet hia wings are not sufficiently strong for the
flight, nor his mind so trained as to be able to dis-
tinguish between real wit and comic feeling on the
one part, and vulgarism, or, at least, common-place
idea, on the other. The “ Exquisite’s Visit ” can-
not for an instant rank with simiUr works from the
pencils of Seymour, Doyle, Phiz, and John Parry.
The idea is good, and is susceptible of much more

!

than the artist has carried out. He baa talent
!

which, by careful study of drawing, and humour
'

which, under the influence of greater refinement of
!

feeling and better taste than he shows here, may be
turned to a profitable and agreeable account. At
present his success is by no means commensurate
with the labour he has expended on hia woric.

Scraps and Sketches. By George Cruikshank.
Part I. Published by Kent & Co.,Loudon.

A reissue of the inimitable humorous sketches
which many years ago made the name of George
Cruikshank so popular with those who find amuse-
ment in fun and laughter. His prolific etching-
needle is lovingly at home with the droll side of
nature, and we all know what abundant material a
kindred spirit will see, or fancy it sees, as he
journeys through life. The first part of the re-

,

issue is filled with the “ Illustrations of Time it
i

j
has come very opportunely to wile away, very i

I
agreeably, half an hour of our present long winter

[

evenings by the family fireside, or in the midst of

I

a good round circle of young visitors.

Travels in the Interior of Africa. By Mungo
Park.—-Gulliver’s Travels.—The Castle
OP Otranto.—Baron Munchausen. Pub-
lished by A. aud C. Black, Edinburgh.

We have put these M-orks under a general heading,
because tliey all are issued by one publishing firm

;

but surely, with the exception of the first-named,

Messrs. Black have made a mistake in resuscitating
them from what we had thought was their final
sleep. This is not the kind of literature which
children of the present day arc accustomed to have
placed in their hands, nor is it desirable that they
should have it, though we are far from wishing that
the young mind should be always perplexing itself

witH the mysteries of Nature and Science—the
numerous ologies of all kinds. A little fancy and a
little romance, if of a healthy sort, may profitably
be added to the more solid intellectual food provided
for our boys and girls, who will thrive the better
for a change of diet. Park's travels are inte-
resting; but so much more is now known of the
country he traversed than is to be found in his
adventures, that the geographical information he
gives is of comparatively little value concerning
the present state and condition of the interior of
Africa.

Studies from the Great Masters. Engraved
and Printed in Colours by W. Dickes. With
Prose Illustrations. Parts 1 to 4. Published by
Hamilton, Adams & Co., London.

We cordially welcome this attempt to render popular
the pictures of the great masters of Art, although
there is ample room for improvement in the manner
in which some of the copies are produced,—so far,
that is, as relates to the drawing of the figures,
which, in several instances we could point out, is

unexceptionably bad ; Correggio’s “ Holy Family”
is a notable example. Now H Art is to instruct as
well as to please, such errors as this ought to be
moat carefully avoided, otherwise the main object
which should guide those who assist in making Art
popular is defeated. The selection of subjects in
this serial, so far as it has yet extended, is marked
by judgment and sound discrimination : the first

four parts—each contains two engravings—in-
clude Guido’s “Ecce Homo,” Reynolds’s “Infant
Samuel,” Hess’ “ Christ Blessing Little Children,”
Stothard’s “Schoolmistress,” Guercino’s “Christ
Entombed,” Murillo’s “Spanish Flower Girl,”
Spada’s “ Prodigal Son,” and the “ Holy Family”
by Correggio. They are well printed m colours,
from metal plates, we believe. The remarks which
accompany each picture combine biography aud
description, and arc written carefully and in a spirit
of wholesome teachableness.

Anecdotes of Dogs. By Edward Jesse, Esq.
Published by H. G. Bohn, Loudon.

Mr. Jesse has published another edition of his justly
popular “Anecdotes of Dogs ’’—considerably en-
larged. He has adopted a severe line of Pope’s as his
motto—“ Histories are more full of examples of the
fidelity of dogs—than of friends. ” We wish our race
would prove this to be a libel. No matter how ugly,
how currish, how ferocious a dog is, he is always
faithful. Fidelityis his peculiar attribute; he cannot
be enticed from his master—he will starve with
him, die with him, but he will never leave him.
Cruelty may force him to keep out of his way, but
it will not compel him to forsake his tyrant. The
only human quality that approaches the fidelity of
the dog to man, is the love of woman.
Mr. Jesse treats this subject co)i amove. He gathered

these anecdotes together, not so much to please the
public as to please himself. He desired that the
world should know and esteem his four-footed
friends as he knew and esteemed them

;
his subject

grew upon him, and the longer he was engaged upon
it the better he liked it : his earnestness wins where
a colder biographer would fail to interest. The

[

illustrations are numerous, but very unequal in
' merit. Some of the dogs are faithfully drawn and
superbly engraved—other prints have Seen already
worn out in the service, and ought to have been re-
touched before they were suffered to appear again
before the public.

The Photographic Teacher. By G. Wharton
Simpson. Second Edition. Publbhed by
H. Squire & Co., London.

The demand for a second edition of this little

manual, which we noticed on its first appearance a
short time since, has given the author an oppor-

j

tunity of making some important additions to it:

I
these consist of a description of the method of trans-

I

ferring collodion film from glass to leather
;
some

I remarks on negatives by positive process, followed
. by others on vignette photographs and chromo-
photographs; and an e.xplan.ation of the method of

.

producing transparent enamel photographs. The
!

great value of this “ Teacher” is that it embodies
! all which, as it seems to us, is necessary to be known

I

upon the practice of the art, and expresses its

teachings in the most simple language,
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GAINSBOEOTJGH IN GEEEN LANES.

BY G. WALTER THOKNBURY,
AUTHOR OF “ AUT AND SATIT-P. AT IIO.UB AND ABROAD,” ETC.

SE July day, when the bee

was asleep on the pur-

cusluoii of the tliistle-

^ flower, and the yellowing

oru was in a wandering,

drowsy, yet restless stir,

^ I rambled out to see

if any fragment of Gainsborougli’s

landscape-world still remained un-

^01 Y’aslied away by tlic fell deluge of

^ time. I looked in vain for the frail,

liquorice-coloured trees and the fre-

' quent market cart, the contemplative

peasant, with his eyes all white, and the

playful children; so I pierce deeper into tlie

lields, where the silken barley is in a coquettish

flutter, and tlic wind goes ploughing (with a

shadow'y plough) through the friglitencd and
bending ranks of the elastic corn. I push
through a hedge, shaking the hoarded tear-

drops from the wild-rose laciirymatorics : see,

the wind rises, and patches of blue break

out bkc forget-me-nots amid the great suow'-

drifts of w’hite eastern cloud. Ihie lark is

silent now’, and gone to sleep deep in the corn.

Sorry that our search has been in vain, we
return to our country garden ; there, too, we
find him not : but there I enter again, tliough

a fallen man, into Paradise, and joy, music,

perfume, weave for me a triple cord of plea-

sure. 1 w'atcli with all the delight of a poet-

naturalist—dim and feeble as my eyes are now
becoming, dried up over books, ray face

bleaching wdth the reflection of white pages—

-

the wild robber humble-bee flying bullet-

swift to the rose’s bleeding heart, or loading

himself with a rich booty of gold-dust from

the lily’s deep-mouthed silver chalice. As for

the lime now in flow’er, it is a fountain of

music—the foster-nurse of black sw'arras of

singing bees, who drone all day with an angry

love. The roses are pouring in crimson cata-

racts from gable to basement, and even the

stray leaves flood the lawn with vagrant sweet-

ness. Torrents, red with the light of dawn,

pour the roses, and I sing in irrepressible

jollity—

A sjianf'le dew is on the web,
The pearl drop’s in the rose,

0 never a morn like tills was born
For tlio lily-bud to unclose.

The purple pansy’s velvet soft,

'Die swan’s egg golden sweet.
The high clicrry is rijie for tlie birds who pipe,
And the strawberry 's red at our feet.

But this w'ill never do : so determining to

work out that special secret of the beautiful

that tlie Suffolk painter discovered, I set to

work at some old notes of mine upon his land-

scapes, and sit down under my hawthoru-tree
tent to write the following.

Gainsborough, our first English painter of
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English landscape, was tlie son of a dissenting

clothier in Suffolk, aud the grandson of a
schoolmaster, wlio looked upon tlie truant,

thoughtful boy, scornful of his Dileclus, as

deciuedly born to be hung. How often the

tree of knowledge that the boy-genius is seen
climbing—looking for fruit—is mistaken by
blind friends for the gallows tree !—that choicest

tree in the devil’s nursery garden, growing so

near the suicide’s tree, and the old hollow tree

tlie miser hides his gold pieces in.

It was a happy day for Art when tlic old

cautious father—who was looked upon with a

sort of dread by the Suffolk people, sup-

posed to be in the habit of carrying a pistol

and a dagger about him, and who was certainly

known to oe aide to use tlie small-sword with

both hands—followed the truant son, and
found him, not robbing orchards or snaring

rabbits with Hogarth’s idle apprentices, but
uietly seated on a bank, drawing a cluster of

apping dock leaves, dull green above and
woolly white beneath, copying them, rib

and stem, and purple thorny flower, as if

obeying some irresistible command to do so.

Yesterday, the good old crape merchant and
smuggler of Coventry slirouds said,—when
he touiid those letters to the schoolmaster,
“ Give Tom a holiday,” forged for future

truant use, and hidden in the cavity of a warm-
ing-pan,—shaking liis old grey head, “ Tom
will be hanged but now, when lie steals

home, not disturbing the patient little uncon-
scious fellow in the old-fashioned Tommy and
Harry coat, and finds in nooks and chinks of
liis bedroom all sorts of sketclics of stumps
of trees, stiles, slicep, slicphcrd-boys cutting
sticks, aud bird-boys plying their clappers, he
rubs his old hands and chuckles,—” I was
wrong

;
Tom will be a geuius.” Tom pre-

sently wanders in wiLli his satchel, secretly

triumpiiaut, with sucli sly landscape notes in the
pocket of his little sky-blue Sandford aud Merton
coat] he is met full butt by father (0 /)
witli the warming-pan, and fifty “ give Tom a
lioliday” forgeries arc emptied at his feet.

He is, with doM’ncast head, in all the panic
and colic of excuses, trying to appear like

truth, when the old Sudbury clotliier makes a
swoop at his son, drops the pan, and kisses him
till he is as red as a coal. Henceforward the

instinct to reproduce nature, though no longer

a delicious forbidden desire, to be followed

with a half-guilty stealth, is a glory and a pride

to him. Then, after all, he was not a dunce,

aud he will be a painter, as all in Sepulchre
Street, in the parish of St. Gregory, Sudbury,
Suflblk, acknowledge; and as thcclergymauuncle
(mother’s side) and father’s dissenting kinsmen
confess, this bright May day, in the good year
1739. How his uncle, who keeps the gram-
mar-school, will no more flog him for scratch-

ing figures on the benches, so off he goes to

cut a caricature of the wortiiy man on the
school wall, wliere it still remains. So it is,

t^a vita, we go, but the shadows remain. This
very niglit, after a sliort but bitter dose of

Caisar,—sentences that seem to be words of

command, such quick, strong pistol-shots they
are,—the little painter will be taken upon the

knee of that fine old man, his father—a great

man in tlie Sudbury wool halls—and will, as

a treat, after being seriously warned never to

forge other men’s names, be told the stories

of how he {iputer) went to Holland, and saw the

canals, and the gardens, and the tulips, aud
the palace in the wood near the Hague, and
the great picture of the Bvdl, by Paul Potter
(he has to tell the last part twice). Was
the bull chestnut, or black, or cliocolate ? All

the nine children sit round him. Jack the

schemer, a meciiauical genius
; Robert the

scapegrace, who will elope with a poor beauty

;

Mathias, who is shortly to die by an accident

with a dinner-fork
;
and Humphrey, the scientific
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Dissenting minister at Henley-upou-Thames of

a few years hence : and there, clasped round
the waist, or leaning over their sturdy brotiiers’

shoulders, are the four girls (forming a pretty
family picture), if one could keep out of view
tlie black hands clawing round the circle, long-
ing to snatch away some one of the happy
baud. Mary has forget-me-not eyes, not a
doubt of it

;
Susannah, the loving, anxious

look of llie future mother
;
Sarah is comely

and kindly; and Elizabeth.—Well, to all this

circle of eighteen bright eager eyes the old,

neat-dressed father, with the trim white ruffle

frills round his fine-made bands, tells the old

favourite story—tlie more relished because
every turn aud contrast is expected—liow, one
night driving his cart, with a keg of smuggled
brandy in it, hidden under samples of Coventry
shrouds (then his monopoly in Sudbm-y, the

old town of the Elemish weavers), dark against

the full moonlight rode up a revenue officer, and
asked with a threatening voice, as if exulting

in a capture, what he had in that cart ? “ I’ll

show you,” said paler: aud slipping on a long
white shroud, stood, tall and erect, in the

vehicle, much to the consternation of the officer,

wlio, thinking he had met a party of resurrec-

tion men and a resuscitated corpse, rode oil' as

if a highwayman were behind him.

How come in faster and faster—no longer

to be hid in warming-pans or under bed-
valances — drawings of hedge-rows, beside
the river Stour, that curves like a glitter-

ing sabre-blade among the Suffolk meadows
and gently swelling uplands

;
of willowed

fields, where the wild duck squatters and the

heron booms ;
of patient, suffering donkeys,

whose passion is to jiitcli the octave perfectly

correct; of dogs and children—brown cliildren,

on whose cheeks the red and shadow mingle as

in a Catherine pear, “ the side tliat’s next the

sun of Damons and sleeping Musidoras.

It was about this time that the handsome
young Suffolk geuius, hid in a rustic summer-
house at the leafy end of his father’s Sudbury
orchai’d, took the flying likeness of a rogue
whom he saw climb a Jargouel tree, and who
ran away at sight of the painter in ambuscade.
The man afterwards, as Mr. Eulcher records,

denied the offence, till the boy, laughingly,

flashed out the portrait of ” Tom Bear-tree,”

and proved the oflence beyond denial. It was
as if the eighth commandment had suddenly
appeared rubricked over the four walls. Long
afterw’ards, when the painter, in embroidered
suit, was reproducing on his canvas the dazzling

loveliness of Mrs. Graham, who still queens it

in his unfading colours, that quaint first por-
trait of the rogue, in whose features, longing
and fear, insolence and temerity, were plea-

santly mingled, hung over the fire-place, bring-

ing back breezes from the orchard violet-bank,

and sifting gales of summer air through the gay
Ball Mall House.
We who know how an old yellow letter some-

times serves as a raft to float us back quick over
the sea of past time, can understand why Gains-

borough liung up that crab-tree, knotty head,

aud kept it as carefully as if it had been a talis-

man. The lives of most men divide into a
dioramic series of pictures, and now', leaving

the old resolute mercliaut-father, scheming
Jack, tlie corbelled and gabled houses of Sud-
bury, with all the well-known cowslip meadows,
w’herc grave kine philosophise in Brahmin
quiet, aud where tlie Stour flows on past

wood and tower, farm, river, church, and mill,

the promising boy goes up to the great brick

Babel, to lodge at a silversmith’s house, to

practise etching with Gravelot the engraver;

to visit St. Martin’s Academy, where Hogarth
had studied

;
aud finally, to enter the studio

of Hogarth’s friend, fiayman, the rival of

Cipriani and Laroou, a riotous fellow, who
liked the clash of swords at a tavern, and who

• s
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patrouised Fi^g, and tlic Duke of Cunibei'-

laud’s protefje, Broughton, whom Hogarth
drew wrestling w'ith death. Haynian decorated

Vauxhall, where Walpole used to be seen,

and was a sworn bottle companion of Quin,

who could find no stronger epithet of praise

with which to express his delight at Kich-

mond HiU, than that it was a “ perfect haunch,

by heaven!” A gross, fat-eyed actor was
Quin, but still a good actor, and a witty man.

While Gainsborough wallowed in the mire of

Covent Garden vice-pools, in company with

cheating picture makers, picture destroyers,

frame sellers, and such Art changelings, Wilson,

red-nosed Wilson, was in London, founding Eng-
lish landscapes on his garret window views, and
Ileyiiolds re-discoveringtbe art of portrait paint-

ing in the studio of Hudson, that ingenious

creature who had been known to paint a man
with one cocked hat on bis liead and another

under bis arm. Hogarth at this time (174-2), a

few years - before Culloden drank so deep of

brave blood, was founding the English genre

school, and painting those great moral satires,

in wliich his age lies embalmed for us. But
none of these wise builders knew on what foun-

dations they were working
;
and it was with

them as with those great men of history who
plant acorns, not thinking of the future oak-

trees that from those small germs will arise

to shelter nations under their outstretched

leafy wings.

Bright eighteen conies : the young painter

of man’s face and natui-e’s face, takes rooms in

Hatton Garden, and, in that miu-ky, tepid air,

models clay figures of animals, paints five-

guinea portraits, and gives away landscapes to

dealers, indignant and grumbling at the pre-

sent. But this will never do : forests of red

chimney-pots instead of mossy Suffolk beech

trunks and slender birches, striped and zoned
with cestuses of silver; grinning “slavys” in-

stead of rose-blooded Sudbury maidens I Where
shall 1 learn the warm sketchy colour, the playful

happy handling
;
where see the tranquil peasaut

children, the market carts, the meditative

cows ? Not here—not here in the garden of

the dancing chancellor, now disenchanted and
turned to stone. Not here

;
but far other-

where—out in Suffolk, where the poppies burn
in lines of fire through the corn, that for miles

round is in a golden boil; where the trees drip

with liquid pearl o’ mornings, and the lark

soars up to dwell alone in rejoicing prayer, the

rapt hermit of the autumn-sky, thanking God
all day for the gracious lavish blessing of his

yellow harvest.

So out comes the rusty valise
;
we cork up

the sticky, dusty varnish bottles
; rinse the

sheaf of coloured brushes in turpentine; slap

canvases together, first looking, like a be-

witched man, at onr last portrait
; slice off the

wet crimson, and the brother iudigoes and
chromes, from our dark mahogany palette

;

throw down some silver ransom to the sable

landlady, who thinks we are doing a foolish

thing
;
mount the Suffolk highflyer, and, de-

fying highwaymen, bowl off to our old Suffolk

nest. The unlucky portrait Alderman Chitter-

liug would not pay for, and that we ran our
sword through, wishing it were the said aider-

man, who is a globular man, we leave, with a
noseless Venus cast and a Miss Biffin torso, as

keepsakes for Mrs. Griper, the landlady—bless

her 1

After all, landscape is our forte, and we
tell anxious friends we shall do the trick

yet. It is now easy sketching gentlemen

—

gentry in powdered wigs aud strawberry vel-

vets; romantic sportsmen, with guns and dogs,
as much like Actions as possible

;
gipsies,

brown-faced Hindoo people, under hundred-
armed trees; wood pickers’ children— girl’s

faces that make rose-leaves fade, withering with
envy—and boys chasing Turquoise-winged but-

terflies, that seem to have broken loose from
the shop of some magician jeweller.

One of these days—over a world of the said

waggons, white horses, children, and other

sketching landscape furniture—the real suu rises

as it can only rise once in any man’s life. A Miss
Burns, sister to one of his father’s commercial

travellers, wishes, oris wished (who can find out

which ?), to sit to the genius. Genius’s eyes

kindle, and her likeness appears suddenly in

three places at once—outside on lus canvas,

and inside in his brain and heart. He mar-
ries the pretty Scotch girl, the natural daugh-
ter of the Duke of Bedford, who the old

servant declares to be handsomer than Madam
Kcdlington, the belle of Sudbury, aud sets up,

humble and happy, in a little bouse iu Ipswich,

Wolsey’s city, which is washed by the Orwell,

the stately river that Chaucer aud Draytou
took a note of.

A slight unpleasantness with a rich squire,

who seuds for us and bores us with long enu-

merations of broken windows, mistaking us

for painters aud glaziers, brings us pupils, and
especially a sou of that Mr. K.mby, whose book
on perspective Hogarth playfully illustrated.

More village spires now to paint, pointing

silently aud unswervingly to heaven; more
sheep and dogs ; more red-jacketed men riding

sideways on grey chargers
;
more suubrown

girls aud boys, warming themselves by cheery

cottage fires. Instead now of the Stour’s

antlered pollards and suicidal willows, its fair

green pastures and red cows, always in a rumi-
nating doze, G. has the broad Orwell, black

with colliers, and bright with boats, beaming
along between dimpling hills, woods, and Eng-
lish homes.

It is only for the panoramic effect we hint

at the patronage tlirust upon Gainsborough by
that iusolentj wroug-headed man, Governor
Thickuesse, of Laudguard Fort, who, amused
by the wooden figure of a man leaning over

the painter’s garden wall, commissioned him
to paint King George in the royal yacht, being

saluted by the river fort.

But we, who want to sketch Gainsborough’s
landscape genius, aud what he did and did not

do for English nature—its Paradise hedges of

flowers, its crumbling gravel-lame banks, aud
its hair-brush stubbles, &c.—must bear him
away from his Ipswich music clubs and coun-

try gentlemen’s houses, where, from living

beauties, he studies the grace of motion and
the poetry of common life, to Bath, were Beau
NasUjOld andfeeble, still potters about, the ghost
of the once regal master of' ceremonies and
emperor of the Pump Room—the butterfly

monarch, whose winking bust there stood be-

tween those of Pope and Newton.
Gainsborough takes a house in the Circus,

and raises his prices to a hundred for a whole
length. Quin he paiuts, and Lord Clare, and
Mr. Medlicott, a gay cousin of Miss Edge-
worth

;
and he begins to send to the Academy

generals riding in scarlet grandeui* through oak
woods

; Garrick’s portrait, ” the best ever
painted” of the mercurial Staffordshire man;
and that of the Duke of Argyle and Lord Ver-
non’s son. Gainsborough must have been a
blunt, proud, independent, trusty, warm, and
thoroughly lovable roan. The Suffolk labourers
had always stories to tell of his kind deeds
when he took a fancy to their cottages, thatched
with green sponges of moss, or to their little

Ganymedes of sons. Honest Wiltshire, the
Bath carrier, was as true to him as Hobson to
Miltou

;
he never would receive ^yment for

taking his pictures to the London Exhibition

;

he even sent him as a present, saddled and
bridled, a favourite horse the painter had re-

quested as a model. The Suffolk man was not
to be outdone by the Bath man : he painted
the generous carrier’s waggon and horse

—

idealised it iu the Thomson and Shenstone

manner—introduced the portraits of his two
daughters; called it “The Returu from Har-
vest ;” threw iu a quiet sunset effect, and sent

it Wiltshire as a present, believing it “the
best thing he had executed.” All kind-

nesses shown him—theatre tickets, or musical

treats—he repaid with pictures. All tliis time

when he is ouniing to get out of “ the face

way”—“the simple portrait way ”—that de-

liglits that lean, witty, fickle Horace Walpole,
who goes about, jotting bis Academy catalogue,

G. is raving about music, aud trying to paint

a full-length of Shakspere, with a queer notion
“ of showing where that inimitable poet had
his ideas from, by an immediate rag darting

down upon his eye, turned %ip for the purposef
as the painter says iu a letter to Garrick, who
wanted it for the 1769 jubilee. Luckily, he

rubbed out “ the silly smiling thing,” or we
should have had a poet apparently caught in

his eye by the hook of some angel fly-fishing

from an upper cloud.

We delight iu all the stories of this impul-

sive and versatile man
;

of his buying Giar-

diui’s violin, which he never could stretch, and
Abel’s viol de gamba, which he could not
finger. We can see him begging the Welsh
harper to sell him his harp, and purchasing a

hautboy to rival that blackoii-d, Fischer. We
have seen him (iu our mind’s eye, Horatio)
sketch the “Bkie Boy”—afterwards a distin-

guished ironmonger,—aud then rush up to try

the Vandyke theorbo he has just bought of the

bearded German professor lie found dining in a

garret on a pipe and some roasted apples. No
wonder he breathed a divine light into the eye

of Fischer’s portrait. No wonder his delighted

brushdwelt on the chestnut glow of an old Strad-

uarius, and knew how to fleck the bright light

on the mellow rim of a hautboy. No wonder the

painter, usually so sketchy, engraved with care-

ful dark letters the maker’s name on the painted

piano. No wonder he gave Colonel Hamilton
a picture for playing to him witchiugly on the

violin, aud Mr. Nollekins Smith “a pinch” of

a dog’s head, because he seemed, as a boy, to

like fiddling. We need no print to show him
us bowing away with reversed wig at a violin-

cello, or blowing his brains out through a

blunderbuss-mouthed hautboy.

We recall him—as in a statue, so firm and
sharp is the outline—in a room, the sides heaped
with canvases, the corners stacked with flutes

and violins, standing, with his brushes, two
yards long, painting for hours a day, or

m the evening at Hampstead, refreshing

his eye at the twilight window, or by lamp-

light near his wife, sitting drawing leafy

lanes, up to the knees in sketches, thrown
under the table as waste.

Or shall we take him later, gay in a rich

suit of drab, gold-laced, painting Sterne, Chat-

terton, Richardson, or Johnson, and snatching

moments to hug his violin under his chin
;
or

with a bit of clay from the beer-barrel, or a

lump of wax from the candle, to model the

heaa of that beautiful singer, Miss Linley, who
has just charmed him at a concert, and who
Sheridan is shortly to crack bottles and shed

blood for ?

But not regarding the quarrels between the

independent painter aud his exacting, aud sel-

fish, aud insolent patron, who, not content with
selling the artist a viol de gamba for one
hundred guineas, worries Gainsborough about

a gratuitous portrait—or how the painter sent

the governor his future wife’s likeness

wrapped up in a landscape—we will just have

one more glimpse or two of the painter just

as he leaves Bath, and, to avoid the incubus of

a patron, hurries to London, to rival Reynolds,

and hob and nob with flatulent West, grimac-

ing Fuseli, and that wild London nermit,

Barry. No more grimy Hatton Garden and
Mrs. Griper, but a three-hundred-pound-a-year
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house, once Duke Schomberg’s, in Fall Mall,

with long lilies of windows, and a knocker that,

in proper hands, goes off like a cannon-shot.

John Astlej has part of the house. John is a

portrait-painter, who once used to line his

waistcoats with his own failures. The King and

Queen sit to the Suffolk man; and now, peers

and pensioners flow in in a frothy torrent. He
pines for green fields

;
is lauglied at by Peter

Pindar for stealing from Snyders
;

goes to

the Lakes, stimulated by Gray
;
quarrels w'ith

tlic Academy; paints Mrs. Siddons in buff and
blue; meets Sheridan often at Sir George
Peaumont’s

;
catches cold at the trial of

Warren Hastings
;
makes it up solemnly with

Ileynolds on his death-bed; exclaims faintly,

“ We are all going to heaven, and Vandyke
is of the company;” dies; and is quietly

buried by the side of his friend, Mr. Kirby, at

Kcw.
It is difficult to see the proud quick-tempered

man—who quarrelled witli Reynolds, because
Sir Joshua had the insolence to be taken ill

just as he was going to paint him—in the

painter of our idealized cottage life
;
of wood-

men’s children cowering under hedges from
tlie golden lashes of the sun

;
of the mushroom

girl asleep on the bank ; can the man who
limned these gentle rose-hid children be the

same man who, when the prosy lord called out,

“Now, sir, I desire you not to overlook this

dimple in chin,” shouted, “ D— the dimple,

I won’t paint you or your chin!” and wlio,

when another outrageous nobleman swore at

the painter’s delay, drew his brush across

the girlish face, saying, “Where is my fellow

now?”
But it is in the quiet enthusiast about

Loutherbourg’s panorama, and t!ie hypochon-

driac, who hopes Sheridan will attend his

funeral, that we see the quiet pastoral painter

of milkmaids’ wooings and cliafferiug fisher-

men, of crying children and of maidens tending

the farmyard pigs.

We love the gentle tenderness and content-

ment, as of the golden age, that pervades the

Suffolk painter’s pictures. We regard them
with gratitude, as proof of the love of landscape

—then but a small busli, now so good and
lionoured a tree

; but we still must regard him
in painting with much of that modified love we
feel for Thomson in poetry, taking both rather

for what they set men to do than for what
they did. It is true that Gainsborough, with

a fine enthusiasm for his art, was always in his

walks watching the cobweb grey of London
distances, the faces of childrcu, the ripple of

dock-leaves, the grim bluntness of chance

stumps. But how did he work ? Not often

ill the open air, though he painted the open
air

;
not often in the countrv, though he

painted the country. It is also true tliat

he took his men from clay dolls ;
his cows from

pinclied wax; his rocks from knobs of coal;

his trees from firewood
;
his water and grass

from dry moss and flakes of looking-glass.

Artificial systems of course produce artificial

Art
;
good recipes produce good cooks, but

not good painters. Such tricks, like the angry

ton of coals tlirown down for the Last Judg-

ment scene in Martin’s studio, may give hints,

but even to a genius must be dangerous aids.

It, however, in a false and perriwig age,

showed the Loudon painter’s solicitude to

realize, and the activity and energy of his

mind, that rejected no allies of the imagina-

tion, just as caricaturists draw outrageous

heads from disturbed pillows and even creased

paper. Better for Gainsborough, one breezy

day, treading the crisp aromatic thyme on the

upper Downs, or lying on his bacK, watching

the progress of the lazy silver-loaded clouds,

and listeniug to the lark an angel has summoned
to Heaven’s gate.

Well might Reynolds praise the honest

man’s plan of working by night, as a proof of

his zeal, and of his forming all parts of his

picture at the same time, though he did half

lament his neglect of the old masters and his

ignorance of Italy. G.’s eye turned to the

living world, and his objects of study were
everywhere around him. He was the first to

show us that there was poetry in English

rustic life, and that barley-sugar temples were

not essential as a garnish to English oak
woods. He applied the maimer of the Flemish

and Dutch schools to English nature, and

pi'epared the way for English Art. What
Reynold’s called “a portrait-like representa-

tion of nature,” we have since found is the

most poetical, for wc liave learned that what
we once called “heightening,” is only vary-

ing, and too often debasing, nature. If he

could not idealize, he could at least give the

grace and beauty he saw
;
and what after all

IS the ideal compared with the best nature, of

which it is but a stiff patchwork copy ? He
stuffed no Apollos into bis clouds, like Wilson,

whose brain the recurrent porter-pot fired with

dreams of schoolboy mythology. People
sneered, as Reynolds did, at Gainsborougli’s

manner, because it was original and daring;

yet he confessed, with the regret of forced

honesty, that all those odd scratches and marks,

that looked mere negligence, by a kind of

magic, at a certain distance, assumed forms,

ana dropped into their places. Gainsborough
liked to surprise by this odd, hatching, sliglit

brown manner; it was the result of a handling

learnt by a self-taught man, who, ignorant of

rules, studies only effect, disregards finish, and
shapes out a road for himself. All his pictures

were sketches
;

his thin sky had a fermenting

lightness, effervescence, aud general effect

—

that greater finish without knowledge would
only have made leaden, heavy, and waxen.

Colour and facility were his great gifts
:

pre-

cision, drawing, and finish, were not his

;

there is always a dreamy vapour about his

landscape, wliich gives it a fire-screen poetry,

and the look of fan-painting, were it not re-

deemed by genius. He may give us bis day-

light owl, aud his cattle feeiling on the waves,

but still we are bewitched. The foreground

may run hack, and the background forward

—

it is all one to us. He may even break the

Ruskin decalogue, aud put the fork of a tree

where no fork ought to be, still we love his

art, and prefer him often to the mustard-and-

cress school, and the society of microscopic

botanists. We know he studied Wynants and

Ruysdael, and had not courage to l)reak from

their conventions. His brown transparent

flimsy woods were not always shadows. He
began by painting ferns, aud grasses, -and oak-

trees, leaf by leaf—young chestnut leaves, olive

tips aud all. But lie grew impatient of a

labour that the age was not ripe for. He
expressed the young and timid national poetry

of his time. If sometimes he threw in a Musi-
dorn, or some such classic nonentity, bathing,

that was the age’s fault, not his aud Thomson’s.

At all events he gave us no Chclsea-china

shepherds, piping in cherry-coloured brocades,

high-quartered shoes and diamond buckles.

In this way—away from nature—Gainsborough

worked like a dragon, with chalks, lead pencils,

bistre, sepia, Indian ink, or black and white, the

shadows mopped in with a sponge, the high

lights struck out by means of a small lump of

whiting, held by a pair of sugar-tongs. The flue

sentiment of Gainsborough’s scrimmaged land-

scapes used to fill Constable’s eyes with tears.

They sliow the artist’s moods
;

they do not

show an artist dominated over by nature.

Gainsborough’s landscape was the text for the

artist’s sermon and poem. Modern landscape

shows us nature herself preaching to us in her

great dumb staid way. Leslie says of Gains-

borougli, “ Love, and be silent.” The beauty

1

is like that of the bloom in a cheek—look for i

it in dissection, and it is gone.

We seldom go up and down an English lane

without thinking of Gainsborough’s picture-

children; his barefoot child, with the little pet
dog on her arm, on her way to the well

—“the
fountain,” the old artificial age would liave

called it. Sliall we, in turning this coraer,

where the honey-suckles are sounding their

long fairy trumpets, come upon “the cottage

door,” with the gitl and pigs, that Wolcot
railed at. Where is “the market cart” to

overtake us ? Is that snarl and wrangle wc
hear over the fallows “the dogs fighting?”

No wonder that Garrick and Sheridan, Quin
aud Foote, did not stop very long in the cor-

ridors as they went to the great fashionable

portrait-paiuter’s studio, to see the woodman,
with his prayerful eyeballs turned up, and the

cowering dog. They did not sell. People did not

care for quiet waggons, girls supping milk, boys

playing with cats, hedgers smoking, a tbatcher’s

village and its wild ducks. No; what they

came to see—they or their subsequent train of

visitors—was the fashionable portraits, with

landscape backgrounds, pillars, and brown skir-

mishes of trees ;
General Wolf, in a silver-

laced coat
;

the Countess of Buckingham, in
|

wliite satin, and yellow gauze sash; William

Pitt, lean and ascetic, with the jerky smib
uosc; George III., foolishly prosy, on a white

horse; Mrs. Sheridan, in blue drapery; and

Dr. Schomberg, fat and grand, in pink velvet.

Talking of Gainsborough’s portraits, we must
not forget the Blue Boy, and Mrs. Graham, the

loss of whom sent Lord Lyndoch to Barossa;

the first, the most firm, spirited, and manly
portrait of youth ever painted

;
the last, the

most bewitching fairy queen of womanhood.

% ^ ^ Hf, %

And now, having in some degree worked
through my task, I break out like a bird, rejoic-

ing, aud sing some scrap verses, jotted down in
'

my yesterday’s walk on the back of an old letter,

which, if they are bad, are certainly almost as
^

joyous as that blackbird’s song out there in i

the laurel bush, whose glossy leaves are now i

glittering like little oval mirrors in the after-

noon sun.

The larks, a sweet, unceasing fiiiire.

Keep watch in sumincr skies;

And evVy liour fresh singers soar
With sweeter harmonies.

The bee above the corn-flowers moves
With he.sltafiiig choice;

The blackbird, by the shepherd's cot,

Rivals the maiden's voice.

The sunshine, flickering in the wheat,
Is in a golden boil

;

The bee, deep in the thistle flower.

Gathers the honey oil.

And now, as I go out—half sorry that my
task is done—nature seems a little sorry and

reflective too—^just as I feel at present. The
great music mountain of the flowering lime

still hangs its sugared tassels ;
but the million

bees it fosters suck and suck moodily, with a

low sullen hum, like fretted children sinking

half angrily to sleep. The long grass in the

shady spots under my thorn-tree (white with

flowers m May as a wdl-powdcred perriwig), I

see answers to my mind with a low creeping

sigh of wind wavering through it in a purpose-

less weak way, that means sadness, if that

great, manufacturing, passive, abstract thing

nature can feel sadness ;
aud when I look over ray

garden palings, whicli are tufted white with

lichen, I see the wind is beatiug_ up for rain,

and the masses of corn are pressing round the

fold hurdles, every springy stalk at play, as if

it was practising fly-fishing. The great elm-

trees, close twisted and dark, wring their hands

and lower their heads round me, and the

standard roses, in gushes of crimson, shed

their flowers at my feet with a fretful sorrow.
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ABUNDANCE.

J. V.in Eyckcn, raiiiter. T. Vernon, Engraver.

Size of the Picture 3 ft. lu| in. by 2 ft. lOj in.

This picture is liy the same artist as liiat cutiUed

“Charity,” from which au engraving appeared in

a former nmnber of our Joiu-na!
;
both subjects have

aa allegorical character, and are treated in a manner
altogether opposed to everything like nature. Here,
for example, is a young mother lovingly contem-
plating lier twiu babes, who, totally uncovered, ai-e

lying in a basket in the open air, placed, as it seems,

in the corner of a wheat-field adjoining the cottage

of the peasant matron. Nature has been bountilul

to the mother, who has literally been “blessed in

her basket and her store,” for the living group is

surrounded with other indications of Munduuce ,

the full ears of corn, the rich purple grapes, the

brilliant and sweet-scented Jlowers, ai'c typical of

the liberal hand that has showered such a profusion

of good things upou her. The painter has allowed

his imagination to riot among ln.xuries; the wife is,

indeed, “a fruitful field” herself, while the vineyard,

the corn-field, and the garden, have brought forth

abundantly for her gratification. We must, however,

look at the picture without any consideration of its

being a reality, an incident of actual life
; but as a

composition which has enabled the painter to group
together masses of colour that enrich each other by
arrangement, juxtaposition, and contrast, it is very

successful. As a work of Art, its chief merit lies,

undoubtedly, in the colouring, though the composi-
tion is pleasing. The light falls with full force ou
the figures, which are relieved agaiust a sky of in-

tense blue; the only dark passages are the hair of

the mother and the portion of the dress which is in

shadow : the former, being the darker of tlie two,

unfortunately weakens everything else, and even
imparts a certain degree of poverty to the flesh-tints,

which the bright red of the roses does not tend to

lessen
; at the same time these defects considerably

increase the delicacy of tone apparent in the flesh.

Thus, while there is throughout great general rich-

ness of colour, there is also an absence of harmony
;

this quality is destroyed by the obtrusive passages we
have pointed out, hut which, happily, are unnotice-

ahle in the engi-aving, for the engraver has so trans-

lated them ns to render them valuable aids to the
harmony and brilliancy of his work. It is evident
the painter’s object in his treatment of the subject

was light, hut in his desire to gain this he has sacri-

ficed another quality, which it was not well to dis-

pense widi.

M. Van Eyckcn was, as we have previously said,

one of the most popular and pleasing artists of the
modem Belgian school; enthusiastically attached to

his art, it was to him a labour of love, and in almost
all his productions we see an earnest attempt to give
them an elevating direction. Had he been horn in

Italy three or four centuries ngo, his tendencies
might have classed him with those painters of the
Umbiian school of which Kugler says:

—
“Puritv of

soul, fervent unearthly longings, and an abandon-
ment of the whole being 1o a pleasing, sad, enthusi-
astic tenderness, ore its prevailing characteristics.

The elevation and character of this school is not so
much owing to any decided and formal principle, as
to a particular mode of thought; and where tJiis is

first seen, there, whatever may have been the edu-
cation of the individual artist, we recognise the com-
mencement of the school of Umbria. Thus it was
that this tendency of thought, extending by degrees
to external forms, developed in them that idealizing

habit which naturally accompanies an exclusive at-

tention to the expression of spiritual and devotional
sentiment.” Van Eycken beloogs to Die spiritual

school of the nineteenth century
; aud there is little

doubt that if he had not been almost suddenly
arrested by death while yet in the prime of life, lie

would have made himself a European reputation,

for he was a studious, painstaking, aud intelligent

artist, with a mind deeply imbued with poetical

feeling, as the two pictures in the lloyal possession
amply prove.

Though somewhat similar in subject, they are not
“companion” works; the "Abundance” is much
larger than the “ Ciiaidty :

” both, when we last saw
them, being in the same apartment at Osborne.
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THE CAXTOH HEHORIAL.

The subject of the Caxtou Memorial has come before

the public ouee again
; and this fact gives us the

opportunity of saying, that the fate which has

attended the movement in its favour is not a little

curious, and unt quite creditable to the spirit of the

age,—if, indeed, the spirit of the age cau he fairly

charged with it. Of this, however, we think there

is very great doubt. A retrospect over the circum-

stances which constitute the history of the movement,
goes far, as we understand lliem, to vindicute the

age;—but it must do so, of course, at the expense
of individuals. We shall not consider ourselves

bound to indicate the particular slioulders which
must bear the blame of this failure ; hut gross

neglect or conspicuous mismanagement, in one
quarter or another, beyond all question there lias

been. It is important that the diaracler of the times

should be redeemed by the clcc.r e.xposilion of this

fact, if it admits of e.xposition; aud for this reason,

—aud because, if tbe attitude of the natioual mind
on the subject be such ns wc believe it to he, it may
yet not be too late to revive, at some fitting time, a

])roject which was broken only through being dropped
from the hands in charge of it,—we think it well to

cast a glance, in company with our readers, over

the strange, eventful, aud very ecceutric story of the

Caxton Memorial.

'I’hrce liuudred and fifty yeai-s ago, or thereabouts,

there lived iu a house in the Almonry, at Westminster,
if tradition may be trusted,—which house fell down,
of its own extreme old age, iu the year 1846 or

1847,—oue William Caxton. M’lio William Caxton
was, there arc very few Eiiglislijiieu needing to he told:

—he being, indeed, and empliatically, the one William
Caxton of whom the national iieart keeps great

accouut. Now, what this William Caxton did iu his

generation, was, to bring printing into England;— and
what is summed up in those few words, the national

lieaid thoroughly understands. The national tongue
does not easily express it :—but it may he enough
to say, that he thereby scut the waters of life flowing

through all the land, ministering to tlie soul’s thirst

in palace aud in cot,—fed the universal people on
all the honey that the poets had hived,—and brought
a new force into our English freedom, which gives it

the strength of a giant aud the quality of an im-
mortal. Witliin the Abbey jireciucta the press of

England started ou its great mission,—equipped by
William Caxton. The bard, the scholar, the divine,

the statesman, the worker in all the mines of science

and on all the fields of thought, have siuee enlisted

for its service and carried the mission on :—but,

William Caxton sent it forth. The fountain of that

great sea whose daily tides refresh the land, and
waft for its service all the treasures of the world of

mind, bubbled up in the sanctuary at Westminster,
and leaped to the light which it nourished beneath
the shadow of the minster towers. This thing did

William Caxton, the first English printer:—and
then, having done au innnortal thing, he folded

around him the cloak of his mortality, and slept

with his fathers.

The centuries passed away,— aud the fountain had
become the sea it is,—when the sound of the old

house fulling reuiiudc‘1 some one amongst us that

the man who did this thing had been three hundred
and fifty-si.v years asleep, and had yet no mouiunent
in England. The person whom the falling liouse

awakened was himself a poet,—and he was, besides,

a prie.st,-^it was Dcau Milman ;—and lie made it a

point of conscience to tell his countrymen what lie

had discovered. This was in 1847:—a few more
days, and it will he twelve years ago. The first

expression of the public mind on hearing of the
monumental want, was one of something like incre-

dulity, or surprise that this should be so;—and then,

there followed a stir, so eager aud demonstrative for

a time, as makes it positively absurd that wc should
have to say, in 1859, that the mau who did this

thing has no monument iu England now.
Dean Milman, when lie had found out the want

of ages, brooded over it, to use liis own expression,

for a time,—and then, in the name of the public
conscieuce, he went direct to head-quarters. Lord
Morpeth was in those days at the Woods and Forests,

—and to Lord Morpeth the Dean addressed himself.

To no better man in all the land could layman or

priest have carried an appeal from the grave of

Caxtou,— and Lord Morpeth met the Dean with a

zeal equal to his own. It is the quality of generous
minds, arrested suddenly by a wrong, to make a

great rebound; and Dean Milman was carried, at a

step, over much intervening ground, towards his

conclusions, lii the hour, when he met the shade
of the old printer wandering reproachfully over the

rains of his ancient home in Westminster, the Dean
conceived the Ihiug to be done and the mcaus of

doing it. To appease the historic ghost, a public

monument was to arise in the scene most haunted
by his memories,—and the open space at the end of

the then new Victoria Street, fronting the Abbey, was
pointed out by the Dean as combining exactly the

conditions of site wanted. In the earnestness of his

piu'pose, Deau Milman had even planned the inonu-
incnt. It was to he

—
“ a fountain of living water by

day : out of which should arise a tall pillar, obelisk,

or cluster of Gothic pinnacles, for light by night.”

Thus, it will be seen, that, whatever be the moral
of his subsequent inaction, Dean Milman had, at

any rate, got far beyond the attitude of the Danish
prince as a vindex rerum. Not only had lie the sense

of a wrong—as Hamlet had of a wrong-doer—to be
killed, hut he liad contrived all the means of killing

it. In his public he had entire confidence,—and we
believe with perfect justice. He proposed to Lord
Jlorpeth, that a subscription should “ be commenced
amongst those who were connected with literature, in

its most extensive signification,—but vvhicli should
include all classes of the corainunity;”—and lie ex-

pressed it as his opinion, that the sum would he “a con-
siderable one.” And certainly, at the time, it seemed,
—as ii seems to us now,—that the Dean had taken
the true measure of the public mind. The Society of

Arts offered the use of its great room for the public

meeting,—Lord Morpeth took the chair, and men
of influence gathered about him,—the Prince Con-
sort was among the list of subscribers,—and one
printer, Mr. Clowes, set the tune of subscrip-

tion to a very high key, by giving £;100. The
raised pitch of the public mind in favour of the

liroject was indicated in many other ways. One
publisher wrote a letter to the Times, under the

Caxtou calenture,—in which he insisted tliat the
monument should he one of unrivalled magni-
ficence, iu virtue of an unrivalled title.—Now,
in much of this, it is as well to admit, there was
some exaggeration. Caxtoii’s title is large enough
to bear being stated fairly

;
aud, before the world,

at any rale—aud even before ourselves— Caxton and
Gutteuherg stand on very dillercnt grounds for a

memorial like this. A wide distinction must, of

course, he made betweeu the author of the most
important invention by which the world has been
benefited, and the man whose merit (very great,

indeed) is, that he foresaw its consequences, and
naturalized it amongst us. In this view, Caxton is

one of the British worthies, and should have his

commemoration iu the new legislative palace, in

the new Portrait Gallery,—and by a monument of

his own. Besides, we liave a few words to say,

later, by way of showing that the plea for this monu-
ment rests upon another ground. Meantime, in view
of the after silence, it is amusing to refer to one more
instance of the exaggeration of that early time of the

project. True, this instance Las the transatlantic

stamp ou it
; hut it met the assent of the meeting, and

registers the atmosphere. “ There let it stand,” said

Mr. Bancroft,—“ the side of the abbei/ which is

nearest to America /” '\Ve don’t think au Englishman
could have reached this figure :—an Irishman, per-

haps, mit/ht. A phlegmatic Englishman might even
dispute the fact:—but we know, at any rate, what
Mr. Bancroft meant, and like his sentiment if we are

uncertain of his geometry. The anecdote is, iu any
case, one more instance to show, that all the good
aud propitious fairies seemed to have got together

at the expected birth of this young monument.
The bad fairy, herself, came in in a mild form. 'Hie

only objector that we remember was one in the

DaHif Xews, who complained of the site proposed,

because he said it would improve the apiiroacli to

the Dean’s Yard ! Such an objector could, of course,

do little harm :—nay, he miglit even do good if his

objection was to be taken as the measure of what
could he said against the project. No monument
can be erected in London without presenting inci-

dentally an attractive feature in some man’s home.
It would he a very violent inference, iudeed, which,

should suggest that tiie monument was, therefore,







designed for such jjurpose; and llie bad fairy on
tlic occasion in question might as well have grudged
to Mr. Bancroft the gratification of having the

monument to Caxton stand ou the side nest to

America.

After a stir and excitement like that which we
have described, is it not strange to have to record

that the day on which Lord Morpeth presided over

a great public meeting in the great room of the

Society of Arts was the last ovcutful day in the

histoiy of the Caxton movement? AVliether it Wiis,

that the ardent temperament of the time, like spirits

on fire, bmmed itself out,—or that the mercurial

action of those who brought out this project was of so

exhausting a nature as to require a twelve years’

repose,—certain it is, that they vvlio were so demon-
strative on that day never made another sign. The
faiiy godmotiicrs who came to the birth went away,
and, it would seem, forgot to leave their gifts.

Over the scheme born amid the trumpets, there fell

a deep silence. The name of Caxton, conjured with
so loudly, had been taken in vain. The venerable
phantom paraded in George Street for a purpose, was
dismissed,— the purpose unfullllled. The ghost went
back to its grave, and the Dean to his “ brooding,”
—and Lord Caidisle crossed over to the great con-
tinent that stands right opposite the west side of the

Abbey, from whence, to this day, .Mr. Bancroft may
look in vain for the pillar—the pillar of the fire

and of the fount—the sacred lire which his country-
men, like the men of old, carried with them wlien

they moved their English tents to the Far West,

—

the fount whose waters, like those of Arethusa,
flowed through the sea the pilgrims crossed, and
welled up afresh and untainted iu the new region

which tliey found— that was to arise between
them. The public conscience, so far as it was
represented by those who spoke so loudly in its

name, satisfied with having asserted itself for au
hour, rctiirimd to its sleep of centuries. Dean Mil-
man, having ascertained that he had the opportunity

he sought and the public on whom he reckoned,

gave up all attempts at using cither. The Caxton
scheme, whicli lie announced with so rmich con-

fideucc os having “ taken form and consisteuce,”

faded iuto a myth, which ever and anon some
curious inquirer would explore,—always without re-

sult. Now and again, sonic voice would arise, ques-
tiouiug what had become of tlie Caxton monument,
—but uo one took the trouble to produce it any
more. I'or ourselves, we believe we had looked
on the tiling as loug since dead, of its inaction, if

we had not forgotten it altogether,—when a recent

question in the columns of our contemporary, the
Illnsfraied London News, has produced the remains
of that ill-fated movemeut, and brought before us
the embers of aburut-out project, and the fragmeuts
of a shattered scheme.

It appears, that, seven years after tlie spasmodic
action initiated by the Dean of St. Paul’s—that is,

in 1854—a sum of LI 71 2j., as the balance of au
amonut of £-150 which came into the treasurer’s

hands before he had time to fall asleep, was, with
the consent of the subscribers, paid over to the
Printers’ Pension Society, ou the special condition
that the money should be applied towards the
creatiou of a Caxton pension. This sum vvas after-

wards swelled by an amount of £8 2s. 2d. from the
same quarter. The committee themselves had, iu

the meantime, been enabled to collect from other
sources £40 8jf. 8rf. :—and these amounts together
gave them the command for their purpose of
£225 125. 10</. This sum was obviously inadequate
as the foundatiou of an annuity

; which it was
decided should not be of less annual value than £25,—and would take £850 to purchase. It was re-

solved, therefore, to appropriate in aid of this object
the proceeds of the printers’ anniversary dinner of
1857; and this resource haviug produced £424, a
sum of £200 05. 8o^. only remains now to be pro-
vided towards the fund for the piu-chase of the
Caxton pension. An appeal iu behalf of this balance
is circulating amongst the master-printers in the
provinces,—the metropolitan trade considering that

they have done their part in the matter.

Now, to this appropriation of the balance dug out
of the grave of that dead scheme, it will readily be
understood that we intend to oiFer no objection.

The object is a worthy one,—and Caxton’s a most
fitting uame in which to found a printer’s pension.
Still, it must not be concealed, that of the move-
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incut iiiitiiitcd by Dean Milman and presided over

by the present Lord Carlisle, sanctioned by the

Society of Arts and patronized by royalty, this is

“a most lame and impotent conclusion.” That the

spirit invoked, and evoked, twelve years ago, should

have been worked to higher conclusions than this,

had the zeal that was long-winded been longer lived,

and the energy that wrought been equal to the

energy that roused, it is dirtieult to doubt. A monu-
merit to Caxton was a want at the time when the

Dean of St. Paul’s found it out,—is a want now,

—

and will remaiu a want iiutil it shall be supplied.

—

And, as we have said, the argument for such a

monument rests ou a ground siipplemcutary to the

claim of the man. The idea of a testimonial of the

kind takes larger proportions than are involved in

tlie payment of our debt to Caxton. 'With the single

c.xception of the introduction of Christianity into

these islands, the introduction of printing is the

greatest event in our national annals ;—and the eeenf,

as well as the man, demands a monumental record.

This mighty chapter of our history, with its unspeak-
able consequences, needs the illustration of every

JIuse that we can command. There is no country
under the suii that owes so much to the Printing

Press as England. Over all for which our father’s

toiled and bled it is the unsleeping sentinel
; and it

holds for the great future of our land every field that

the weary past has won. The people, we repeat,

know thoroughly what they owe to the man who
hruuglit the press amongst us,

—

because they know
thoroughly what they owe to the press. There is

scarcely any more profound conviction than this

lying at the popular heart
;
and a Caxton monument

properly introduced and properly worked would com-
mand the penny of every man who can earn a pound
in the land. For such a monument, Dean Milmau’s
was, so far as general terms go, a good design. A
fount of gushing waters by day, and of living light by
night, is the true and characteristic symbol of that

which bus refreslied and enlightened the world.
Nor need the imposition, or the acceptance, of such
a scheme narrow the scope of ai-chitectura) or sculp-

tural display. Within the conditions implied, genius

lias a range not limited as to either variety of thought
or magnificcoee of form.— Be the expressions or

forms, however, what they will, we feel satisfied, for

ourselves, that, sooner or later—and the sooner the

better— Caxton, and the Thing he did, mirsl have a
monument in England.

Tliat Caxtou’s claim has not been altogether over-

looked amongst us, and that semething in the way
of monumental commemoration has been done, and
is doing, in the matter, it is pleasant to add, before

taking leave of the subject. In Westminster Abbey,
some years ago, tlie Roxburgh Club, with Lord
Spencer at their head, set up a tablet in memorial
of the old printer;—and another act of commemo-
ration to the same English worthy is now iu pro-
gress. The great hotel erecting at Westminster
rises on the site of the ancient house which the tradi-

tion of centuries kept associated with the name of

Caxton
;
and the centre of its eutraiicc hall is be-

lieved to mark the exact spot on which the first

English press stood and the first English printer

wrought. Moved by these facts, a certain number
of geutleraen, among the directors aud shareholders,

have felt that a statue of Caxton, standing here,

would be at once an ornament, aud a highly cha-

racteristic one, to the new institution. To effect

this object, a subscription has been got up privately

amongst themselves;—and a model has been made
by Mr. Diuliam, the sculptor, which represents the
old English printer standing by the great instru-

ment that he brought to England. The idea is a
good one:—hut both these memorials represent, it

will be obvious, the efforts of private iudividuats only,

recognising for themselves the claim whose appeal
is to a nation. Neither of them takes a character

at all commensurate with the greatness of the boon
commemorated, or expressive of its wide diffusion.

In an open space fronting this new Westminster
Palace Motel, should arise, at the bidding of the

great public, the pillar of fire and of the fount:—with
such accessories as will give a dignity to the act of

commemoration large enough for the theme, and be,

at the same time, a worthy evidence of that English
Art which has since grown up in the shadow of the
Printing Press.
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EEL.VnO^l OF AX.VTOMY TO .VRT.
BY ROBBRT KNOX, M.D., I’.B.S.E.,

Correspoiulitig Member of the Imperial Academy of France.

SOilE RE.M.MIKS ON THE UTILITT OF A KNOWLEDGE
OF ANATOIIV TO PAINTERS AND SCULPTORS, AND
ON THE JIEANS ADOPTED BY THEM TO ACQUIRE
THAT KNOWLEDGE.*

To the President and Members of the Academy of
Sciences of France.

Gentlemen,—At a recent meeting of the Aca-
demy a report was read on a figure representing
un homme ecorcht, constructed by M. Larai, and
submitted by him to the Academy for its approval.
A committee was appointed to examine the figure,

and to report thereon. Their report was favourable
to the views adopted by M. Lami in the construction
of his anatomical figure. In addressing this note
to your illustrious body, I have no wish to criticise

a report drawn up with great care, candour, and
judgment; my aim is rather to bring before the
Academy, in a more direct manner tlian any inci-

dental discussion on the merits of an artificial

anatomical figure could do, certain great principles

involved in the use of all such figures, whether for

the education of artists or of medical men
;
and, in-

cidentally, that much debated question, as to the
ulilily of a knowledge of anatomy to the artist, or,

in other terms, to induce the Academy to discuss
“ the true relation of anatomical science to Art.”
.4s the Academy lias to a certain extent entertained
this question, ^though not strictly a scientific one,
or has at least indirectly sanctioned its discussion,

permit me to claim the attention of your distin-

guished body to the following remarks, which, had
a similar discussion arisen in the Academy of Fine
Arts, I should with leas hesitation have addressed
to it. .4n illustrious member of that Academy, M.
Horace Vernet, was one of the reporters ou the
merits of the anatomical figure of M. Lami

; his

expressed opinions on a question of this kind would
be of great value, and would receive from all lovers
of .\rt the highest consideration. Jly experience
as an anatomical teacher, not merely of some thou-
sand medical students, but of many distinguished

highly-educated amateurs of all classes and ranks,
has conrinced me of a truth which I believe will be
confirmed by all the distinguished anatomists in the
Academy, many of whom I have the honour to

know aud esteem as long-tried friends—that a
knowledge of anatomy can only be acquired by a
careful and oft-repeated handling aud inspection of

the skeleton, aud by frequent actual dissection, also

implying a frequent handling aud inspection of all

the soft organs of the body. The sense of touch
must be constantly employed to verify the facts,

and to correct the impressions and sensations which
arc sure to be at fault when the sense of sight is alone

employed. No drawing, however highly finished

—

no figure—not even a dissection made by another

—

can ever convey to the mind of the student any
actual knowledge—any clear aud precise anatomical
information. Such forms, to be comprehended,
must all be handled, and the impress, to be lasting,

must be frequently repeated. Hence the value of

actual dissection by the student who hopes to

become a distinguished and safe sui-geon. Such
dissections must, as the distinguished anatomists
sitting with you on the same benches well know
and admit, be conducted in several ways. After
a minute examination of each structiu'e,—as a
muscle, for example, traced out-and-out, and under
every aspect,—it must be again dissected with great

care, and examined in situ—that is, as little dis-

turbed as possible from its actual relations during
life

;
aud the inlluence of life over its form and

position calculated, by causing the limb, or other

dissected part, to assume various attitudes. Should

• Sir,—

I

desire to make your valuable Journal the
medium of communicating my opinions on asubject which
caunot fail to interest a large proportion of your readers

;

and which, through your columns, will best reacli the
parties to whom my observations are principallyaddrcssed.
My motive, in printing this article, will be apparent from
its contents.

Your obedient servant.

To the Editor of the It. K.
Art- Journal,
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such studies be neglected or iiusuuderstood. by the face, neck, and torso. The face of the Juno roused an object of Art: its deep study is almost sure to

-r-i student, be will fiud himself greatly embarrassed as by passion is not an anatomical display. mislead the artist. On the other hand. Science—jiro-

a surgeon, his knowledge beins, in fact, the anatomy These remarks may to some seem sufficient; hut pei'ly so called—demands the profouudest examina-

'-’w of a dead body instead of a living one, on which he I shall venture, considering the importance and tioQ of that machinery. Pine Art, it is true, is called

perhaps for the first time is theu called to operate. acknowledged difficulty of the subject, to add the on to represent the other great class of objects com-

This is one of several reasons why so many very following:— 1. Sir Charles Bell, with whom I was posing the material world— objects invented by man,

good anatomists have failed as surgeons—not because well acquainted for more than thirty years, main- constituting what is called the Social Arts, and

they were anatomists, but because they had separated taiued the opinion, that to a profound knowledge of the modifications of natural objects themselves by

in their minds the anatomy of the living from the anatomy the great artists of Greece and Italy owed man
;
but as these objects and modifications arc of

.'V^i dead, and had studied only that derived from the their superiority over all others. To any objection human invention, and are not of nature, properly

dead. This objection to such insulated studies, and J made to tins theory (for it in reality is one) bir speaking, I need not further advert to them here.

to this form of study, occurred to me very early in Charles usually observed, that until I had examined The highest aim of the true ai-tist is to represent

life, and since then iunumcrable opportunities have the sketch-book of the immortal Leonardo da Vinci, the material world as nature made it, and more

occurred of verifying the correctness of the rule. supposed to be at that time in the library of the especially man; his form, thoughts, and actions, all

13ut if the view I adopt he correct as regards the British Museum, I was scarcely in a position to expressed by signs or attitudes which he compre-

surgeon, how much more apjdicable must it be to contest or confute his views. It was in vain I hends.

• .'{? the artist, who is usually called on to represent that urged to him the fact all but universally admitted. 4. A question might be raised here with propriety

only which is alive, or which has just ceased to live ? that the ancient Greeks knew nothing of anatomy; enough—namely, the question as to the inllneiice

• irtf Ilencc it was that, many years ago, in mv lectures he pointed to their statues
;
he thought also that I exercised by the interior over the exterior. I shall

tM on anatomy, and more recently in the two works* greatly underrated the anatomical knowledge of confine mv remarks to man. The influence amounts

I have the honour to present with this note to the Michael Angelo and of Kaphael
;
but he rested to this—No internal structure ever shows itself iu

Academy, 1 cautioned the artist to be careful how uniformly his chief argument on the anatomical the young and well formed in its true or naked

he conducted his anatomical studies, lest, by dis- studies of Leonardo. Since Sir Charles’s death I have shape. As regards the skeleton in the healthy and

sccting and drawing dead muscles, lie should forget carefully examined Da Vinci's sketch-book, which originally well formed, the osseous prominences

• •. !•: that his business lav only with the living. The is at this moment in the Queen’s private library at form beauteous grooves, or depressions, or dimples,

—

S^l )>reseut attempt of hf. Lami is to overcome tiiis Windsor, and find nothing in it warranting the as in the back or spine, the iliac crests, the sternum,

difficulty, and no doubt merits the approbation of tlieories of Sir Charles Bell. That Leonardo was a the distal extremities of the metacarpal aud meta-

. the Acodemv. Its professed aim is to enable the wonderful man—a genius of the highest order, a tarsal bones,—or they form swellings, smooth aud

'id student of Art to draw or chisel correctly the master of his art, and a good anatomist in an artistic flowing, never abrupt or angular, as may be seen iu

..d external forms of man and woman—forms more or point of view— I readily admit, but nothing more; the malleoli of the finely formed healthy limb
;
the

less modified, and influenced by the muscles, the and more especially must deny that the superiority collar-bones in the fine neck of man or woman, the

tendons, the aponeuroses, and the bones— structuixs of the works of Leonardo and his great contempo- rounded extremity or head of the ulna, the ancon

over which nature has spread a veil or an envelope. rarics was due to their anatomical knowledge; for. process of the ulna, and the condyles of the distal

J'-a giving to all and to each of them an aspect wholly first, artists of all ages have drawn and chiselled in extremity of the humerus. None of these promt-

and entirely different and distinct from the real or marble various animals,—such as the horse, the nonces as seen under the circumstances I speak of.

naked structure, which never appears to man but Hon, the deer, &c.,—yet no one has ever ventured to aud which alone concern the artist, resemble in the

under circumstances more or less disagreeable, un- affirm that these artists ever dissected and studied the most remote manner the actual anatomical forms

pleasant, unsceinlv, or appalling. The circumstances anatomy of (he animals they painted or sculptured. which the practical anatomist knows they possess.

y p to which I allude arc well understood by all meu 2. Dew of the great masters ever dissected from having often verified the fact by a careful

who have in the least reflected on such matters

;

mail, or studied any other forms but the living. exploration of these shapes in the prepared skeleton

they arc, in fact, the appearances presented by those Jlichael Angelo himself—so often cited as the denuded of every soft part. The study, therefore, of

wliom nature has not favoured iu their original con- supreme authority on this question—admits that such shapes {I mean skeleton aud muscular shapes).

struction; iu the exhausted by penury or disease; the superficial muscles alone interest the artist, and aud the frequent drawing of them, is sure to mislead

lastly, in the dissected dead : iu all these man per- towards the close of life he expressed a regret that the artist, to fill him with anatomical conceits, and

ceives more or less distinctly those forms which he had attended too much to anatomical forms, and to place on the canvas skeleton forms and denuded

'ii nature intended he should not see, or seeing, should neglected the study of that beauty which nature has corpses for human figmxs. The fine exterior, on

'T< not admire nor look at with a curious eye, saving in placed in fine proportions and a highly decorated the other hand, presents a series of the most beau-

a scientific point of view. Of all these structures exterior, which, enveloping the hideous shapes of tiful swelUngs, depressions, and grooves, derived

which compose the machinery of the body, and the interior machinery Qi all animals—the appalling from, the presence of structures such as the osseous

which are alwavs the more wonderful and tlic more emblems of decay aud dissolution, of death, and of system, which, whether looked on as a skeleton, or
‘ -i

'

mysterious and incomprehensible the deeper we pro- extinction—not only conceals and masks them, but too distinctly exposed during life, as happens in

ceed, it is admitted that the studies of the artist bestows on them other characters, by which such disease, or too prominently brought forward by the

ought to be limited to those which reach tlic surface. shapes, frightful in themselves, are converted into artist, excite only disgust and pity in the mind of

and which influence that exterior to which I attach forms, on which the eve gazes with delight. KallacUe the spectator.

so much importance; accordingly M. Lami, and earlv withdrew from following a path so dangerous 5. It is the same, muialis mutandis, with the

those who have preceded liim in such labours, have to the artist—I mean, the study of a minutely muscular and aponeurotic systems : wherever dis-

confined their attention to the superficial muscles and accurate positive anatomy, which he instinctively played in their true shapes they excite only dislike.

to the more remarkable prominences of the skeleton

;

discovered to be a wrong direction and a false light

;

They have shapes which nowhere exist in that

'4 but even to this procedure, cautious and prudent whilst Leonardo, as is proved by his sketch-book, nature which meets the eve ;
they have no meaning,

i'r^ though it seems, I venture to object, on grounds I carefully corrected his impressions of anatomical explain nothing, satisfy no feeling, no desire.

.. V: shall presently endeavour to explain. Look at the forms by sketching on the same page with the dead Science examines them carefully—most carefully

—

. , H hand and foot of the Venus, and say if the anato- and dissected arm the living arm in action, clothed vet even she lias failed to discover the philosophic

mical shapes of the interior are to be seen or dis- with all the beauty which it essentially owes to the principles regulating their shapes. Art heeds them

covered in any part? Do you perceive the malleoli just development of fine proportions and of a deco- not
;

it does more, or ought to do more—it rejects

, in the shape they assume in the skeleton? Why, rated exterior, such as nature alone can give. them. Those rounded masses, graduating and
‘, then, teach the artist to draw them ? Do the joints 3. Anatomical shapes have, properly speaking, no sloping into each other—those flat and semi-flat

^j of the fingers or toes, with their respective palmar resemblance to living forms. The studv of them, surfaces— those grooves, elevations, aud depressions.

and plantar regions, correspond in the finely-formed therefore, by the artist is a mistake. Place before on which so much of the beauty of fine forms

foot and hand either in position or shape with what you the finely-formed hand or foot of the living depends,—has no reference whatever to any of those

we find in the skeleton, or even in the dissected frame, or the marble imitation of these in the geometrical or mathematical figures which man has

hand or foot ? Lastly, in the grand bead and neck Niobe, the Venus, or the Bacchus, and you will find invented, and which, therefore, he comprehends.

of the Apollo, or of the Niobe, or of that immortal they have not any resemblance to the skeleton or Why, then, should the artist study them? Neither

wji; and inimitable marble representing her second even to the dissected foot and hand clothed with in the young Hercules, nor the Apollo, nor the

daughter, can any one point out a single anatomical their muscles. It is only when originally ill-lormed Niobe, nor the Venus, are anv muscular shapes to

\

strnctvre so modifying the surface as to be recog- or wasted by disease or famine that the finely formed be detected. Grooves there are, and elevations.

'S'i Disable in its real shape or character? Why, then. extremities resemble their anatomical interior—a depressions, and flat surfaces, all comprehended at a

;

'.,
teach the artist to draw such shapes? I know it result always frightful to contemplate. Mhy, then. glance by those who possess an eye for fine forms.

. 'i\ will be said that when the living arm is in action. draw such shapes, thus committing a double error

—

unintelligible to those who have not. That in every

and the human face displays the passions of the in an educational and an artistic point of view?— finely formed neck (he deep muscles must be pro-

soul, the interior forms or shapes appear on the drawing those shapes—for, properly speaking, they periy developed, as well as the superficial, is a fact

surface; hut this I am prepared, from the most are not forms—which nature carefully conceals from confirmed by a dissection of the part; but this

careful observatiou, to deny. In the fine forms of human sight, and confounding them with those she proof is not required by the artist. To constitute

even the young athlete, when in the prime of life and has been so careful to construct—or, in other words, a fine arm, the brachialis flexor must be as fully

1

'
'

of youth
;
when the fully developed envelope, the leading the artist to confound (he interior with the developed as the biceps ;

and to perfect the form of

• emblem of youth, is still present in all its beauty exterior, and to mistake the one for the other. the fore-arm, certain of the anterior and posterior
•''•j

and integrity, muscular, tendinous, osseous, or Science and Art—I mean Pine Art—have two muscles must continue fleshy to near the wrist.

. V
1 aponeurotic forms never show themselves as such different and distinct aims : the highest aim of the To form a fine limb, the peroneal muscles, generally

M 1
under any circumstances. It is the same with the latter is to represent the objects of the material so defective in the Anglo-Saxon limbs, must con-

tinue muscular to near the malleoli. These are facts
• “A Manual of Artistic Anatomy. Eenshaw, Lon-

The constituent machinery of these objects—that is, of utility to the artist, which I discovered and

London. the anatomical mechanism—is not before them as described many years ago : they are explanatory

1
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facts we owe to science— that is, anatomical re-

search
;
but they are of no importance to the artist,

further than showing him that the exterior is iullu-

eiiceil hy the interior to an extent and depth of

which he may not have been fully aware. How the

abdominal surface is influenced by the interior I

need not say. By age, disease, anxiety, and passion,

the anatomy of the face at last reveals itself to the

view, displaying those shapes which the anatomist

most erroneously recommends the artist to study

and to draw
;
but to know Nature’s intentions in

this res])ect we have only to look at the head of the

Minerva, and of the Apollo, of the young and healthy

of all races, before the tear and wear of life, the

stormy vicissitudes of civilization, and the sympa-

thies of the thoracic and abdominal viscera or organa,

by their development, have told on tiiat surface by
which man indicates most of tlie passions of his soul.

No anatomical drawings or figures of the muscles

are requisite to instruct the artist how to represent

in the grand physiognomy of the antique Greek, of

the Juno, of the Apollo, the Minerva, or the Niobe,

all the strong and stormy passions which afflict or

ennoble mankind.

The principles here briefly sketched I have

already submitted to the public at greater length

in a translation of M. Fau’s work on anatomy, and

in a separate work on the same subject, a copy of

which I have the honour to present with this com-
munication to the Academy. I do not wish it to

be understood that I altogether deny the utility of

such works or figui'cs as those of M. Lami. They
may serve to give to those some idea of the hmnaD
structure who have not the courage or the leisure

to examine the real for themselves
; hut they are

of no use to the medical man, and of questionable

utility to the artist, who ought never to draw from

them but in presence of tlio living figure, in order

that, like the immortal and far-seeing Da Vinci, he

may never confound the interior with the exterior;

dead with living forms; shapes which constitute no
port of the visible living world with forms which
nature created and decorated: in brief, that on

sketching such skeleton and muscular shapes—

a

practice I do not recommend—he may, by di-awing

the same parts clotlicd with their natui'al exterior,

and full of life, learn at once the difference, and so

as speedily as possible blot the former from his

mind. I am sensible, from reading the report to

the Academy, that M. Lami has done his best to

overcome Uie objection of drawing from the dead

or dissected corse, hy giving to the muscles of his

figure, in as far as he could, the semblance and
form of life : but even admitting this possible,

which I think is scarcely so, still there remains this

unanswerable objection to all such figures, the

shapes you represent are not found anywhere in

liciny nature. Such figures may he useful, then, in

popular education, but even here there is the objec-

tion to them that they are not true—an objection

which must ever be .fatal to their utility. In the

course of the discussion to wliich the report pre-

sented to tlie Academy gave rise, it was objected

by some members of the Academy that M. Lami
had omitted the superficial veins. This objection,

I venture to thiuk, is unimportant; those veins lie

embedded in that envelope (the subcutaneous cel-

lular tissue) on which so much of the beauty of the

exterior depends, and is more especially a principal

means by which nature conceals the anatomical

shapes in the living figure. To have retained these

veins, a portion of the envelope in which they lie'

embedded must also have been retained, and this

would necessarily have couccalcd certain portions of

the muscles, the full display of which was clearly

M. Lami’s great effort. The real objection to the

figure is in the character of the dissected shapes

thus placed before the artist as living forms, and
the inference which the young artist is sure to draw
from this, namely, that the drawing such shapes is

the placing on canvas or marble the actual forms
of the human figui-e, towards the perfecting which
nature not only avails herself of bone and muscle,

tendon and aponeurosis, but integumentary layers

and envelopes of a thickness and density continually

varying in different regions of the body and at

different periods of life. These the anatomist,

aiming at anatomical truth, sweeps off with the

scalpel, thus presenting to the artist a figure which
never existed in nature. It may he objected, no
doubt, to such views—adopted hy me, however, not

hastily, but after long and deep consideration and
reflection—that the young artist may readily enough
correct any erroneous perceptions originating in such

studies by a constant reference to the living figure,

instances of which we find, as I have myself related,

in the lives of Leonardo and Raffaelle : but original

perceptions (first impressions) are overcome with

difficulty, and it is given to few to correct their

original and early mistakes. It was late in life

before Michael Angelo perceived his original error.

We must not, therefore, trust to this : let the

young artist acquire a knowledge of anatomy by
all means; this he can do by attending a course of

lectures on the bones, joints, and muscles, delivered

in an anatomical theatre: but he may safely, I

think, dispense with drawing any of the frightful

objects he sees there, unless it be, perhaps, a mere
outline, to enable him to adjust the position of the

larger articulations, and tlie relation of the head
and limbs to the torso. His grand efforts must be
reserved for the sketching of living men and women
as they appear before him, omitting nothing that

can induce the spectator to bestow on his imitative

labours the highest of all praise, namely, that they
give a perfect imitation and representation of the

material world.

I have tlic houour to be.

With profound regard and respect,

Gentlemen,

Your most obedient servant,

K. Knox.

THE AllT OF rnOTOGRAPHY.

FfiOji (he time when, pegged into a high little chair,

we first jerked off, upon the back of a letter, a repre-

sentation of the skein of silk which our mother was
unravelling by our side, we have taken a lively

interest in all the pictorial processes which have so

abundantly variegated the surfaces of paper and of

canvas. By almost all these, I’esults liave beeu pro-

duced more or less gratifying. Perhaps the only effort

which has provoked our indignation, is the ever-

present, unmeaning vulgarity which crawls, like a

plague of loathsome insects in Egypt, over the walls

of our houses. We reserve, however, our wrath for

a special outpouring upon “paper-hangings.” The
efforts wliich have affected ns with the deepest

melancholy, are a few of Turner’s later pictnres, and
innumerable bad photographs. To the Art upon
wliich the production of these last is chargeable, we
now confine our observations.

We recollect to have had our notice called to

certain objects in the Exhibition of 1851, in Class A.
Class A embraces all that mine of speculative and
delusive subjects termed ‘'promising.” Those to

which we now refer purported to be mechanically con-

structed landscapes, we believe, by Mr. Pox Talbot.

They were, undoubtedly, “interesting” and curious,

but we regarded them as we do the results of a cal-

culating or talking machine, with astonishment and
pity. They suggested, too, an uncomfortable idea

that the “artist” had spilled a cup of cafe noir qvcx
sundry sheets of paper, and pinned them up to dry.

It is not our intention in the present article, or in

subsequent articles, upon photography, to adopt any
theories of partizanship, or to be enslaved by any
prejudices whatever. We shall endeavour to write

purely in the interests of Art. The character of

this Journal, as a friend of the easel and palette, is

sufficiently known to screen us from the jealousy of

painters
;

and, on the other hand, we profess so

ample an acquaintance with the practice and results

of photography in its various branches, that its

lovers need not fear our doing it full and impar-
tial justice. The history of the art, the steps by
which it progi’essed, and theformula! of these opera-

tions, are not so much our province as is its present

state, and the comparative success of its various pro-

cesses. Of these, we must be permitlcd to judge
iciih reference to pictorial and illustrative Art in

general. Wc thiuk that we are now entitled to

decline to take up a photograph, and pronounce
upon it simply as “ a most curious and wonderful
production, made in a few seconds, sir,— in a few
seconds ! Everything is there, you see 1” We must
allow to the art the credit of having established for

itself a title to be regarded in comparison with its

neighbours. Photographers do not now want to be
patted on the back, and told that they are good

little boys, and that their performances are very
creditable, considering their age; but they boldly

hire the Suffolk Street Gallery, and challenge the

abstract admiration of the men who have been used
there to exhibit their own beautiful works.

It is a critical and timid time of life, this, when
the quondam schoolboy feels that he must reuoimee
the privileges of his class, and be judged as a man
by the stern world of men. Such an ordeal, we do
not hesitate to sag, the art of photography is now
passing through

;

and this is our starting point.

Almost up to the present time, it has been, very
properly, in the hands of chemists and opticians,

and the men who had a steady hand and a correct

eye for the “ definition” in a brick-wall. Not that

we would deny to exceptional productions of years

ago, to daguerreotype portraits, and to a few “ talbo-

type” landscapes, a high degree of delicacy and
artistic beauty

;
but we may safely say that any-

thing approaching to a satisfactory uniformity of

successful and pleasing result has only been esta-

blished within a very recent period. Thus, to close

the first or introductory branch of our subject, we
remark, that although we are inclined to admit that

photography has passed the bounds of mere scientific

interest, and now takes rank amongst the great

pictorial arts of the day,—with lithographic or

steel-plate printing, and even, with certain broad
distinctions, with painting itself,—we do not thus
necessarily place it on a par with any of these

arts; it is still, as compared with them, “in its in-

fancy;” and it has its own distinctive defects, whicli

are, as yet, more obvious and objectionable than
any which can ordinarily be charged upon the sister

Ai'ls. To counterbalance these, however, it has its

own peculiar charms and beauties, and it possesses

certain qualities, to be discussed hereafter, both in

its practice and results, which are altogether its

own. Whether some of tliese are to be regarded as

advantages, or otherwise, will continue to be a matter
of opinion, but (hey will afford us subject for interest-

ing discussion and remark.

Having defined, to some extent, the position to

which pliotography lias attained, we now turn our
attention to some of its chief peculiarities as a
pictorial art.

Of these, the most obvious, and that which
undoubtedly lies at the root of its popularity, is

its essential truthfulness of outline, and, to a ’con-

siderable extent, of perspective, and light and
shade. W^e are aware that ladies, of uncertain age,

have discovered and pronounced that “those pho-
tographic machines are as false and deceitful as

the rest of mankind; that the portraits which
Mr. So-and-so took of them were no more like

them than nothing at all— their own sisters would
not have known them !” W'^e arc aware that gentle-

men with uncomfortably large noses (not over well

“defined” by nature with “tips”), with immense
tuberous feet, and double-jointed knees, covered with
worn-out patterns, have taken pains to spread abroad
in the public mind an alarming theory about spheri-

cal aberration. It is true that combinations of

lenses, arranged so as to shorten the focus, and
quicken the chemical action of the light, large ones
especially—such lenses are commonly used for por-
traiture—are liable to this objection, to a serious

extent. Such lenses have also other heavy faults.

Their manufacture we believe to be, at present, very
imperfectly understood. But the distortion, or dis’-

proportionate enlargement of near objects, produced
by a landscape lens of good construction, is so very
small as not to amount to a defect, whilst the “defi-
nition” which they give is so wonderfully minute
and perfect, as to lead us to believe that the con-
struction and manufacture of these instruments has

approached very nearly to perfection, and certainly

leaves little or nothing to be desired.

"We are, then, not only inclined to leave the art

in quiet possession of its “ corner-stone,” but we
find it difficult to express how fully, and for how
many different reasons, we appreciate this attribute

of photography. We can scarcely avoid moralizing

in connection with this subject
;
since truth is a divine

quality, at the very foundation of everything that

is lovely in earth and heaven
;
and it is, we argue,

quite impossible that this quality can so obviously

and largely pervade a popular art, without exercising

the happiest and mast important injluence, both
upon the tastes and the morals of the people. It is
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an attribute, to which, wc believe, there is, iu the

whole range of Art, no parallel
;

to whose uses and

delights we can assign no limits, and shall, of course,

not attempt to eiiunierate them. We will merely

suggest to our readers an offer, by auction, of a col-

lection of genuine photographic portraits of all the

great and holy men of antiq^iiity, and of our Newton,
and Milton, and Sliakspere ! The concourse of

people ! The bids ! The reserved price ! We pro-

test there is, iu this new spiritual quality of Art, a

charm of wonderful freshness and power, which is

quite independent of general or artistic effect, and
which appeals instinctively to our readiest syni-

])athies. Every stone, every little perfection, or

dilapidation, the most minute detail, which, in an

ordinary drawing, would merit no special attention,

becomes, iu a photograph, worthy of careful study.

Very commonly, indeed, we have observed that

these faithful pictures have conveyed to ourselves

more copious and correct ideas of detail than the

inspection of the subjects themselves had supplied;

for there appears to be a greater aptitude in the

mind for careful and minute study froii/ pnper, and
at intervals of leisure, than when the mind is occu-

pied with the general impressions suggested by a

view of the objects themselves, accompanied, as

these inspections usually are, by some degree of

unsettlement, or of excitement, if the object be one

of great or unwonted interest. The probable effects

of the truthfulness of photography upon Art in

general, will be considered at a future time.

We now come to the disadvantages of this attri-

bute : for it happens, by a singular fatality, that

upon it hangs the chief reproach to photographic

productions as works of Art. The fact is, that it is

too truthful. It insists upon giving us “ the truth,

the whole truth, and nothing but the truth.” Now,
we want, in Art, the first and last of these condi-

tions, blit we can dispense very well with the middle

term. Doubtless, it is as truly the province of Art
to improve upon nature, by control and arrangement,

as it is to copy her closely in all that we do imitate
;

and, therefore, we say boldly, that by the non-pos-

session of these privileges, photography pays a heavy
compensation to Art, and must for ever remain
under an immense disadvantage in this respect.

We are sure that no one will be more ready to sub-

scribe to the accuracy of this remark, than the

accomplished photographer himself. No man knows
so well as he, that very rarely indeed does a land-

scape arrange itself upon his focussing-glass, as well,

as effectively, as he could arrange it, if he could.

No man is so painfully conscious as he is, that

nature’s lights and shades are generally woefully

patchy and ineffective, compared -with Turners;
and, in short, that although his chemical knowledge
be perfectly adequate, and his manipulation faultless,

it is a marvel, an accident, a chance of a thousand,

when a picture “turns out” as artistic, iu every

respect, as his cultivated taste could wish.

Next to the trnthfuluess of photography, its most
striking peculiarities are its somewhat mechanical
character, and the rapitlily with which its results

are produced. Tlicse characteristics constitute the
chief elements of the extent and popularity of the
practice of piiotograpliy, just as its truthfulness is

the greatest charm of its results. It was perfectly

natural and inevitable that when this art began to

excite universal attention, the whole body of skilled

draughtsmen looked upon it with jealousy and dis-

trust. It is inevitable that many artists must con-

tinue to dislike or to despise it. We can eveu
imagine that some who hailed it as a beautiful thing,

and who even made a partial and timid use of it, have
harboured it as they would a tame snake; giving it

a good switching nmv and then, lest it should grow
rampant, and bite. It is evident that some classes

of artists had substantial cause to dread it. It has

already almost entirely superseded the craft of the

miniature painter, and is upon the point of touching,

with an irresistible hand, several other branches of

skilled Art.

But, quite apart from “ interested motives,” there

was, and there continues to he, a reasonable jealousy,

not so much of the Art itself, or of its capabilities,

as of its pretensions, and the spirit of its practice.

We do not participate in these fears, because we are

convinced of two things with reference to this sub-

ject. Firstly, that to practise the Art with disthic-

iion, which will very shortly be, if it be not now,
the only kind of practice which will command
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notice, requires a much greater acquaintance with
the principles of Art than would seem to be
applicable to “a merely mechanical science.” And,
secondly, we are convinced that no extravagant

“pretensions” can long be maintained in the public

mind. Photography does not even now profess to

be either “ high Art,” or in any way a substitute

for it. We shall endeavour to define clearly, at a

future time, botli what in our opinion it has done,

and what it may yet hope to accomplish; and we
shall not hesitate also to exhibit what we consider it

has not done, and what, in our humble opinion, it

can never, in the natui'e of things, hope to do.

The class of persons, now a very large one, who
practise photography, is undoubtedly a very different

class from the old regime of “ artists.” It certainly

includes a vast number who know nothing, and, if

we judge by their crimes, care less for the principles,

we will not say of Art, but of common sense and
decency. But even these, its practice, how degrad-

ing soever to an “artist,” may insensibly benefit.

Whatever Art may, in the opinion of some, suffer

from photography, that large class of the public,

who are sunk so far below Art, will unquestionably
reap from it a more than compensating advantage.

We do not believe in its power to deter any youth,

to whom nature has given an artist’s eye and heart,

from a proper cultivation of those tastes and talents

with which he is gifted. Your most accomplished
artist, if he will stoop to the task, will ever be your
best photographer; and your skilful “manipulator,”
if he be possessed likewise of a grain of sense or

perception, will never rest until he has acquainted

himself with the rules which are applied to Art in

its higher walks; and he will then make it his con-

stant and most anxious study how he can apply

these rules to his own pursuit. And this—allhougii

no easy matter, and a thing not to he perfected in a

day—he will find to be a study which will admit of

the most varied and satisfactory application.

The rapidity of production of which tlie merely
mechanical pu'occss of photographic picture makiug
is capable, may easily become a source of great

mischief. The student siiould bear iu mind that

what he is to aim at is not the production of a large

number of “ good” pictures, but, if possible, of one
which shall satisfy all the requirements of his judg-

ment and taste. That one, when produced, will be,

wc need not say, of infinitely greater value to his

feelings and reputation than a “ lane-full ” of merely
“good” pictures. Think of the careful thought
and labour which arc expended over every’ successful

piece of canvas, and the months of patient work
which are requisite to perfect a first-class steel

plate! and then turn to the gentleman who describes

a machine which be has contrived for taking six

dozen pictures in a day ! Every one of them—this

is the distressing part of the business—every one of

them capable of throwing off as many impressions

as the steel plate ! We shudder to think of the thou-

sands of vile “negatives” boxed up at this moment,
in holes and corners, any one of which may, on
a sunny day, hatch a brood of hateful “ positives.”

W’e feel it to be a solemn duty to remind photo-

graphers of the responsibilities which they incur by
harbouring these dangerous reproductive produc-

tions ; and we beg of them—for their own sakes,

and for that of society—to lose no lime in washing
off, or otherwise destroying, by far the greater part

of these “negative” possessions.

When Daguerre and his contemporaries, some
twenty years ago, succeeded iu fixing the most
delicate lights and shades, reflected from an object

through an optical lens upon polished silver sur-

faces, the world was charmed with the invention.

It was, indeed, exquisitely beautiful in its results.

To the present day we believe that, iu point of deli-

cacy and detail, there is no pictorial process in the

whole range of Art that can be said to surpass the

daguerreotype. But the costly metallic medium,
with its unpleasantly brilliant reflecting surface, was
a manifest difficulty in the way of its adaptations;

whilst the fact of its being a non-reprodactive pro-

cess excluded the idea of its application to the various

commercial and valuable purposes for which the

great principle of photographic representation was
seen to he so strikingly available. Thus wc take

leave of “ daguerreotypes.” They are very wonderful

and very beautiful
;
but they ore no more available

for the popular uses of Art than are the costly illu-

minated manuscripts iu the British !Muscum. The
only purposes to which this process is now applied

are to an exceedingly limited and rapidly narrowing
extent in portraiture, and for the stereoscope, to

which latter use the smoothness of its surface and
its delicacy have been the attractions.

'We have now to beg the patient attention of our
readers, whilst we point out some most wonderful

adaptations of the photographic ar't.

To Mr. Fox Talbot is due, we believe, the ])ro-

dudion of the first matrix, or "negative,” by
means of the camera, which, by a second process,

still purely photographic, and capable of inde-

finite repetition, gave a “positive” result— that

is, a picture with objects iu their correct relative

positions, and with the proper relations of light

and shade. Now, it is obvious that, in order to

accomplish these objects, the matrix, or “negative,”

must be produced in the camera icith all these

conditions reversed. The right hand of the picture

must be brought to the left
; blacks must be white,

and wdiites black; shadows must be clear, and high
lights opaque. tVe wish also to call attention to

another most striking apparent difTiculty. The
foreground of a picture requires, of course, that its

shadows should be deep and broad, and its whole
treatment bold and decisive, as compnird with the
distant portions of the landscape. Now, since the

depth and boldness of a photographic result depend
upon the eheniical action of the light not being too

strong (for the effect of an over-exposed picture is a
general feebleness, all the shadow being by degrees

obliterated), it results that the chemical power of

the rays of light reflected from the objects iu the

view is required to be greatest from the most distant

ones, and lessening iu exact proportion as they
approach the foreground of the picture; ami this,

contrary to all apparent reason, is found to be pre-
cisely the case; and all the other above-named
required conditions—by a sort of providential

arrangement so remarkable that it looks exceedingly
like a one, rather than by any complicated
devices of Mr. Fox Talbot’s-—hasten to crowd them-
selves upon this wonderful “negative” picture.

The lens, of its own accord, reverses the relative

position of the objects,—throws right to the left,

and left to the right,—the chemical action of the
light blackening (instead of whitening) the prepared
sm’face in the most inconceivably delicate proportion
to its intensity. "Wc have, altogether, such an iudi-

visiblc, unalterable, and appropriate combination of
natural laws, bearing upon the subject with such
perfect benevolence towards the desired result, that

it has frequently struck us that a photographic pic-

tm-e is not so much a contrivance of man as a design
of nature, with which we have become happily
acquainted, and which to neglect in cultivation

would approach nearly to a sin.

The process originally employed by Mr. Fox
Talbot is the one which is termed the Talbotype, or
“ Calotype,” The medium used is paper, carefully
freed from metallic specks, and of an even texture;
it is saturated with an iodide of silver. The expo-
sui'c iu the camera varies from four to twenty
minutes. 'I'he iniage, when removed from the
camera, is a latent one, or very feebly visible. It

is “developed” (that is, the action of the light in

blackeiiiug the salt of silver is carried on to the
required extent) by means of gallic acid. This
venerable and respectable process is still employed,
to a very limited extent, chiefly by artists 'and
amateur travellers, who are not so much anxious to

produce fine pictures as to carry awa_v suggestions
and remembrances, its portability and cheapness
being great recommendations

;
yet, as we have

before slated, we have seen very beautiful results

by this process—very far more to our liking than,
for instance, any good-sized landscape by the albu-
men process. For example, amongst many which
have been before the public, the views in the Pyre-
nees (12 in. by 14 iu.) by the Viscount Vigier, ai'c

admirable for their texture, perspective, and lighting,

hlr. Buckle, of Leamiugton, and Mr. Rosliog, of
Reigate, were each neat and beautiful calotype
manipulators in the early days of the art.

"VVe shall thus for the present take our leave of
the second great division of the photographic pro-
cesses, but shall probably have occasion to refer to

it collaterally in comparison with the results of pro-
cesses to be discussed hereafter.

Francis Frith.
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Wilhci-iiigton happened to be introduced to a geutlenian who had bccu a
student in the Royal Academy

; he lent tlic yonug amateur— for at this time
he had scarcely thought of adopting the Arts as a profession—some of Uie

|

studies made in the schools, nud also recommended liiin to draw from plaster '

casts. After some little practice from these models he succeeded in gaining
;

admittance, as a probationei', to the Academy Schools, and subsequently became
a regular sludctit, continuiug to work there assiduously for a considerable time
ere be tinally resolved to forego every other pursuit in favour of that which
stood foremost in his estimation. Ilaviug made his selection, he entered upon i

it heartily and diligently as a landscape painter nominally
;
yet in many of his I

pictures the ligures introduced occupy so prominent a position, and are so
|

relatively large, as almost to give to the work the character of a figure subject.
I

We have spoken of I^lr. Witheriugton as a “veteran” in Art, and surely one
|

who has been before the public as an exhibitor for nearly half a century has
j

richly earned such an appellation : a rare occurrence indeed is it to find u
painter in liis seventy-fourth year possessing so much vigour of intellect and
steadiness of hand as he exliibited last year, and as wc sincerely hope he will
show us in years to come. Our recollection of his works extends over nearly
lliirty years, during which he ])roduced publicly about one hundred pictures.
He first appeai-ed at the British Institution, in 1810-11, with a view of

J
Tinteni Abbey,” and soon after, at the Royal Academy, he exhibited

“ A Cottage at Hartwell, Bucks;” his earliest attention being directed to
those strictly rustic scenes which constitute, perliaps, his best works. These
were followed by “ A Forest Scene,” with figures digging and carling gravel

;

“The Top;” “A Hay-field;” “Retuvniug Home,” a subject of rublic
figimes; “Shepherd Boys;” “The Fifth of November;” “The Reaper’s
Repast;” " The Dancing Bear

;” “John Gilpin:” these were all exhibited at
the Royal Academy prior to the year 1821, and, as the titles of the pictures
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doctrine, almost universally admitted, that the

young mind is directed towards a particular pursuit

in life by the circumstances which surround it, or

the locality wherein the child is reared and nur-

tured, notwithstanding its general truth, meets with
many exceptionable cases serving to contravene it.

Genius sets at defiance all such seeming natural laws,

often soars far away from the home and scenes of its

childhood, and finds a region in wliich to expatiate and
labour, eillicr in a world of imagination or of practical

utility, quite distinct from that of its birth. Genius is

free and fetterless

—

'• If spurns at all bounds, it mocks .ill decrees

it triumphs over every obstacle placed in its upward path, till it reaches the
goal of its ambition, and lies down in peace. It is singular, too, to notice liow
the youthful luiml, so far from being iitfltienccd as it grows up by early asso-
ciations, frequently turns in the very opposite direction

;
boys, for example,

whose only knowledge of the ocean and a sailor’s life has been gained from
books, have felt an irresistible impulse to face the discomforts of the one and
tbc perils of the other, have entered the navy, and risen to be great com-
manders: in fact, ill every profession, calling, or business, numerous instances

I

might be a'lduced of the mind working in manifest independence of extraneous

. circumstances
; but nowhere, perhaps, is this so evident as among artists of

every grade.

AVe have a notable example of the truth of this assertion in the case of the
veteran painter whose name stands at the head of this article. Mr AVither-
ington was born on the 2Gth of May, 1 785, in an old house of the Elizabethan
period, long since taken down, that was situated in Goswell Street, London
withm a hundred yards of the spot on which flie ancient civic barrier of i

Aldersgate formerly stood. Now, although this locality shows a very different '

aspect at the present time to that it exhibited toward's the close of the last I

century, it cannot be supposed the embryo artist derived the least breath of
|

inspiration from the objects by which he was there surrounded. It is quite
true that withiu a mile of the paternal dwelling he might, as a bov liave
wandered in meadows glittering with the early dew in spring, and fra-n-ant
with the new-mown grass in summer; he may have followed the winditf^s of
the New River, as it flowed through verdant banks shaded by aldcr"and
willow, iustead of, as now, running silently between long rows of unsightly
houses, and in the midst of a teeming, noisy, and bustling population: nil’s he
probably did, and it might have given an impulse to the direction to wliich
subsequently his Art-sympathies turned. Neither was there at home, so far
at least as we have heard, much to encourage an innate love of .Art, though no '

attempt was made to oppose it
;
on the contrary, when the child, as was his

wont, defaced every available spot in the house with “ sketches in’ chalk,” his i

father found it advisable at length to substitute a slate and pencil for the wall I

and chalk, and would occasionally facilitate his studies by drawing, for him to !

copy, a face in profile, or parts of a face: thus was the first seed'east into the
uncultured mind. After the productions in slate came black lead pencils and
paper, and pictures multiplied without number till the boy was old enough to
be sent to school, and then there was little or no time to give to the favourite
pursuit. .School-days passed away, and business followed, yet amid its occupa-
tions all leisure moments were devoted to copying prints, drawings, and
pictures, varied with attempts at original composition. AVhile thus engaged
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suggest, show considerable variety in the subjects selected
;
so also do many of

those painted during the six following years, as
—“A ^Nlodcro Picture Gallery,

with Portraits;” “The Beggar’s Petition;” “The Robin;” “ Laviuia
“ Preparing for Market

“

iMarket Gardeners Loading

“

Guess my name
“The Hop Garden;” “Don Quixote and Sancho Pauza after their rencontre

with the Yangucsian Carriers;” “The Soldier’s Wife;” “Heath Scene,

Kent ;” “ The Orchard with several pictures of East Indian scenery,

painted from sketches by Colonel Johnson, &c., in the vicinity of Bombay
especially. In 1830 Mr. Witherington was elected Associate of the Academy
in room of the now President, then chosen to fill a vacancy in liie ranks of the

Academicians.

It was about this period that the declining state of the artist’s health com-
pelled him not only to pass much of his time out of the studio, but to resort

during the summer and autumn mouths to the country, where, amid “ fresh

fields and pastures new,” he might recruit his exhausted energies and strength.

He einjdoyed the far greater portion of these months painting in the open

air ; and to this may be attributed tlie comparatively small number of pictures

he exhibited for the two or three years after liis election as an Associate, and

also thft fact that almost all his succeeding works were landscapes. The rich

and picturesque county of Kent seems to have bceu favourite sketching-ground

with him; and one more beautiful—with its ample woods, extensive parks,

productive orchards, festooned hop-gardens, verdant meadows watered by
silvery streams, and variety of hill and dale—is not found throughout broad

England. In 1831 he exhibited “The Corn-field;” in 1832, “Dinner-Time,”

a rustic scene; in 1834, “Farm-house, Cudham, Kent,” a view “Near Fani-

boroiigh, Kent,” and “ Reaping ;” in 183b, “The Ferry,” and “Water-Mill,

Brasted, Kent;” in 1836, a picture painted for the late Earl of Egremont—

a

“ View of Petworth Park,” as seen at a dinner given by the earl to five thousand

I

women and children
;

in 1837, “A Lucky Escape,” and “ Studies for Pictures
;

”

' in 1838, “Displaying the Catch,” a finely painted work, which represents a

:
young rustic exultiiigly showing a net full of fish, he lias succeeded in taking, to

i an unfortunate juvenile brother of the angle, whose countenance suflicieutly

indicates his own ill-luck. Another of this year’s contributions was a “ Lane
Scene, near Cudham, Kent.”

“ The Rencontre,” exhibited in 1839, is a subject scarcely worthy of (he care

which the artist bestowed upon it : a group of children enjoying the fun

caused by a small dog trying to reach a brood of goslings in a pond, while the

maternal goose repels the aggressor. “ The Rise of the Kavensbourne, Keston,

Kent,” exhibited at the same time, is a very pleasing picture, 'i'liree vacancies

liaving occurred by death this year among the Royal Academicians, the

Associates elected in the room of the deceased members included the name of

Mr. Witherington; the others were VIr, Maclise and Mr. Hart: the election

EDgraTed ty] BREAKFAST. [J. sndG. ?. Nichiilo-

took place in February, 1840. The only picture he sent that year was one
entitled “ Stacking Hay.” It is possible that at this time the artist was still in

too delicate a state of health to labour much at his easel; wlietherornottliiswas

the case, he came out in the following year with a manifest increase of numbers,
his contributions consisting of four pictures

—
“ Repose

;

” " Winchester Tower,

Windsor Castle, from Romney Lock;” “ VTew from Keston Common, Kent;”
and “ Morant’s Court Hill, from Dry Hill Farm, near Sundridge, Kent.”

These Kentish scenes are rendered with much taste, feeling, and truth.

“ .Vmhledon Ferry, near Henley-on-Thames,” and “ Passing the Lock, Windsor,”

painted and exhibited in 1S42, are two very pleasing examples of Mr. Witber-

ington’s pencil; the several accessories are introduced skilfully and appro-

priately, and a fresh, cheerful, English character is given to the scenes. One
of four pictures which were in the Academy in the exhibition of 1843 was

essentially a figure subject: “The Supposed Death of Imogen ” consists, of

three figures contemplating the presumed dead body. The next in the

catalogue of the year to which Mr. Witherington’s name appeared was, “The
Hop Garland,” painted for the late iMr. Wells, of Redlcaf; the charming little

picture of the same subject, but with some alteration in the composition,

purchased by Mr. V'eriion, and now in the “ V'^ernon Collection,” at Marl-

borough House, was never exhibited at the Academy. After this followed

a “ Study from Nature, near Hayes, Kent,” a group of trees not of the most
pictuicsqiic character, hut fresh, verdant, and truthful in general form and

in the delineation of foliage. Another Kentish scene
—“Hayes Common,”

also a study from nature—completes the series of the year : the perspective of

the common is most successfully delineated.

Tlie year 1844 bore evidence tiiat Air. Witherington had extended his travels

beyond the hedgerows and green meadows of Kent, and the banks of the

TJiames about Windsor and Maidenhead, to wliich his travels in search of the

picturesque seem hitherto to have been restricted: the five pictures exhibited

by him in that year are from sketches taken in Wales. “A Lift on the Way
Home” shows a valley, shut in by crags and mountains,- where a cart lias

stopped to take in a group of Welsh peasants returning from market. The
figures are “put in” with much skill, and are rather rich in colour. Of the

four others, two are views near Jiettws-y-Coed, the third a scene on the Lleder,

North W.ales, and the fourth, “ Stepping-stones on the Machno.” One of the

best of these Welsh views is the “ Falls of Machno” (1845). The subject is well

selected, and has many points of execution and colour that render it valuable.
“ The Greeting,” and “ Returning from the Village,” are both of the same date.

Another change of locality appeared in one, at least, of the pictures exhibited

by this painter in 1846—a “ Midday Scene near Bideford, Devon.” It is a
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close wooded seonc, with the sunlight breaking very naturally through the masses The subject is better suited to a smaller cauvas than that on which it is
of foliage; the trees are graceful in form, truthful iu character, aud freely iiaiiiled. ' painted.
Its companions in the gallery were “ Harvest Time,” and “The Rescue of

j

Tii 1848 appeared another “ Makvest Field,” one of our woodcuts, very
Roland Gricmc :

” the former a nook of a corn-field, closed in on the left by a
|

similar in character and treatment to that already described. It was accoin-
group of trees; reapers are at work iu the foreground, cutting and biuding into

;

jianied by a “Scene iu North Devon,” a passage of tliickly wooded landscape,
sheaves the goldeu grain : it is a capital picture of its class. So also is another,

f
the light penetrating here and there tlirough the dense masses of foliage ami

exhibited iu tiie following year—“The Mid-day Retreat,” a work on which
|

serving to make the darkness more visible^ “DiiEAKPAsr.” also one of the
much labour was bestowed, and not without the most advantageous results,

j

woodcuts, a husbandmau seated on a newly felled log of timber and partakiii'^
The “ retreat” consists of a thick screen of trees, which were undoubtedly i of his frugal meal, which his wife and children have broimlit him, is anotlier
closely copied from nature. The distribution ot light and sliade is most

j

of those rustic scenes identified with the best works of this painter. It was
judicious; but the foliage would have gained additional value if touched in ; exhibited iu 1849, together with two views sketched amon" the Emrlish
wiUi a fuller and more free pencil. ‘With this were exhibited “ Tlie Village,” ; lakes—" Grasmere,” and “ Amblcside:” the former especially is treated with
and “Going to Market.” 'Ihetormer, prefaced in the catalogue of the Academy I much poetic feeling. The following year produced “Summer,” the title given
by a (piotation from Goldsmith’s “ Deserted Village,” is a work of very striking I to a subject of sylvan scenery; “ Conistou I.akc;” “ The Mountain Road ”
excellence, though the remark we just made with respect to the hamllhn, of the and a bi/ of Marlborouah Forest : all of them works that maintained the renii-
foiiage applies with equal force to the trees iu this picture. “Going to Market”

!
tafiouof the artist. In 1851 he exhibited “Midsummer;” a “Scene iu Knowlc

almost takes rank os a figure subject. A farmer, before starling for the neigh-
,
Park, Kent, after Stormy Weather ;” aud a “ View from the Troiitbeck Road,

bouniig town, is caressing a young child which its mother holds up to his face. ' looking over Windermere;” the first of these we greatly preferred to the

others. Ilis next contributions to the Academy comprised, “The Bird’s Nest
in Danger,” another close, \vooded scene, to which animation is given by a
group of young urchins, one of whom climbs a tree in search of 'a nest;

,“ Crummock Water, Diittennerc,” a true but somewhat hardhj expressed'
representation; and “Derwent and Bassenthwaite Lakes.” In 185:3 he
exhibited “Ihe Village Post Oliice,” the best figure jiicture he ever produced

—

(he characters well studied aiul well drawn
;

“ A Summer Afternoon,” a
pleasant, glowing landscape; and “The Way round tlie Park:” the subject
is only a walk “ fenced” with trees, whose shaded tones are broken by gleams
of sunlight, faithfully descriiied. In the following year appeared “The Park,”
“ Harvesting near Denventwater,” aud a “ Water-Mill,” three subjects dilfering
much from each other, but all treated with truth aud a right feeling for the
picturesque in nature.

Two out of the three pictures e-xhihited in 1853 were painted iu Surrey;
one, entitled “The Silent Mole,” a large canvas, presenting a view of the
narrow, gentle river winding through fertile meadows, and enlivened by the
introduction of a lishermaa in a boat raising some “eel-pots;” the other'
a group of children “ Gathering Watcreresses” on its banks! The third
jiaintiug was called “The Homestead,” a most agreeable composition—at least
to those who, like ourselves, can enjoy such truly English pastoral scenes. In

185G the public saw in Trafalgar Square live subjects from his pencil: two
painted near Chudleigh, Devonshire—one called “The Brook,” the other

I
“The Glen;” two, respectively entitled, “Winter,” and “Autumn,”— the
former typified by a labourer employed in cutting down timber, to whom
a child has brought his daily meal, aud the latter by three children liomevvard-

bound from gleaning; the fifth, “Returning from Church," forms one of
our illustrations. Four pictures constitute Jlr. Wilherington’s quota to the

exhibition of 1857—“ Early Summer “Iu Lyndale, North Devon
;

” “The
Never-failing Brook—the Busy Mill;” and “ Spring.” Last year he sent two
views—“On the Greta,” and “Mid-day.” On these we have no space to

comment; and they have been so recently the subject of our remarks as to

render any further observation uuueccssary.

Jlr. Wilheriugton is a true lover of English ground, and an able illustrator

of its “thousand sights of loveliness.” Unlike very maiiv of our artists, he
has not been beguiled by the beauties of continental scenery to quit his uiitive

laud in search of the picturesque. Here he has found enough and to spare

;

and when his own sun goes down—long may it be first, though the shadows of

his life are rapidly lengthening—he will leave behind very many ifieasant aud
faithful memories of uooks aud corners of old England liglitcd up by the suu-

shiue, aud enriched by the fancy, of his pencil.
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The late President of tlie Royal Academy, Sir

Martin Archer Shoe, has spoken of the career of
Richard Wilson as “ a reproach to tiie age in

which he lived. With powers which ought to have
raised him to the highest fame, and recommended
him to the most prosperous fortune, Wilson was
suffered to live embarrassed and to die poor;” and
this at a time when £2000 a year could be realised

by an inferior artist, Barret, although “ Wilson’s
landscapes,” to use Barry’s words, “afford the
happiest illustration of whatever there is fascinating,

rich, precious, and harmonious in the Venetian
colouring,”— a testimony which nothing but genuine
merit could have extorted from such a critic. A
more caustic writer, equally able to decide on true

merit, Dr. Walcot (belter known as Peter Pindar},

despite of the neglect of would-be cognoscenti, ex-

claimed, in his satiric “ Odes to the Royal Acade-
micians —

“ Old red-nosod Wilson's art
Will hold its empire o'er my heart,

By Britain left in poverty to pine.

But, honest Wilson, never mind.
Immortal |>raises thou shalt tind,

And for a diuner have no cause to fear.

Thou start'st at my prophclic rhymes !

Don't be impatient for those times—
Wait till thou hast been dead a hundred year !

’’

The justness of Walcot’s judgment has been
abundantly testified since lie wrote these lines

;
the

pictures that Wilson could only sell for a few
pounds each, and then only to charitable pawn-
brokers, have sim^c fetched as mauy hundreds.’*

At one time the “ English Claude” was so far re-

duced in circumstances as to be unable to execute a

small commission when he was in great avant of it,

because he had not money enough to purchase
canvas and colours.f

The great landscape painter was born in one of
the finest districts of Wides, that most picturesque
haunt of landscape painters. He was the third son
of the Rev. John Milsoii, Rector of Penegocs, in.

Jlontgomeryshire, where he was born in 1713.
His mollicr was of tlic family of Wynne, of Lecs-
wood, near Jlold, Flintshire. He received a good
classical education, aud early showed a marked pre-
dilection for drawing. He was takeu to Londou, at

the age of fifteen, by bis relative, Sir George
Wynne, and placed under Wright, a portrait painter,

lie soon, however, commenced on his own account,
and painted, among other notables, the Prince of
Wales and the Duke of York. After some time he set
oil for Italy, where, unconscious of the beut of his
genius, he continued to paint portraits. There he
frequented good society, and was much respected.
Zucchorelli and Veruet, having seen his sketches,
prevailed upon him to relinquish portrait and apply
himself to landscape painting. Raphael Mengs
])aiuted his portrait in exchange for a landscape.
In 1755, after six years’ residence in Italy, he re-

turned, aud took up his abode in London. lie
continued to paint fine pictures, but his art was too
intellectual for the public taste of his day. His
style was too broad, suggestive, and masterly

; it

savoured too much of“iniud”and artistic feeling
to_ meet with a just echo in the breath of the un"
initiated. Still he persevered, without catering to the
bad taste that was, and almost always is, fashionable.

The style of this distinguished artist formed an
ejioch in English landscape painting. His claims
to praise are, grandeur in the choice or invention
of his scenes, felicity in the distribution of his lights

aud shadows, freshness aud harmony in his tints.

Fuseli says that, “ Wilson’s taste was so exquisite,

and his eye so chaste, that whatever came from his

easel bore the stamp of elegance and truth. His
subjects were the selections of taste

;
and whether

of the simple, the elegant, or the sublime, they were

• Small jnetures, wMch ho used to place along the wash
or skirting boards of Ins studio, and which in these days
will bring from one hundred to two hundred guineas each
were bought from the artist by a well-known picture
dealer (who told the anecdote to the writer) for sums of
one, two, and sometimes three guineas.

t It was furnished by the young man who had recom-
mended lum to his patron, and who afterwards entered the
church, and achieved some celebrity in his day as an
amateur artist, the Rev. Mr. Peters, who had intended to
become a painter, but was shocked at fearing Wilson's fate
might be ids own, as he felt he had not a tithe of his

treated with equal success. Indeed, he possessed

that versatility of power as to be one minute an
eagle sweeping the heavens, and the next a wren
twittering a simple note on the humble thorn.”

The brilliancy and beauty of his skies and distances,

supported by rich and reposive masses of shade
thrown over the woods, rocky hills, and buildings

which usually constituted his middle distances, toge-

ther with his well-handled, truthful, and admirably
arranged foregrounds, displayed this great painter

to every advantage in the recent xVrt-Treasures Ex-
hibition at Manchester.

i
Wilson was one of the founders of the Royal

Academy, and his portrait appears in the interesting

pictures of its early members, by Zoffany
;

the
Academy was ultimately of pecuniary use to him
when he was appointed its secretary—it was all

he then had to depend upon
;
and he shifted his

London resideuces for the worse as he increased in

matured ability, and declined in public patronage.

He at one time resided where so many great
painters had lived before him, in the north arcade
of the Piazza, Covent Garden; then in Charlotte

Street, Fitzroy Square; in Great Qiieeu Street,

Royal Academy of Artists. Interred May 15,
1782, aged 69.” And beneath this inscription is

added a tribute to his memory in the Welsh lan-
guage, which obtained the prize at the Eisteddfod
of 1852, of which the following version is offered :

—

“ From life's first dawn liis genius shed its rays,
And Nature owned him in his earliest days
A witling suitor; skill'd her lines t' impart.
With all the lore and graces of his Art ;

Ilis noble works are still admired, and claim
Ttie just rewanl of an enduring fame.”

The Rev. Dr. Williams, Rector of Nannerch, near
Mold, is collecting subscriptions for the erection of

a handsome monument inside the church to Wilson’s

memory; the Marquis of Westminster, Sir Charles

Eastlake, P.R.A., and other distiuguished persons,

have come forward with liberal contributions, which,

it is hoped, will induce many to follow their example.

F, W. Fairtiolt.

• Our sketch of the house was made some years ago by
Air. Harrison, an artist since deceased. That of Wilson's
tomb was recently furnished by Mr. W. Linton, the well-
known painter, together with notes descriptive and hiogr.a-

phical—the only assistance of the kind tliat has liitherto

been received by the writer of this series of p.apers.

Liiicoln’s-Inn-Fields
;
at the corner of Foley Place,

Great Portland Street; and lastly, in a wretched
lodging in Tottcubara Street, Tottenham Court
Road. From thence he made a sudden flight to

^Vales, and a happy and comfortable home. ’Phe

death of his brother put him into possession of

property in his native land, and a profitable lead

mine was found upon his estate. He resided at

Colomondie, the seat of his cousin, Miss Catherine
Jones, to whose estates he would also have suc-

ceeded hSd he survived her. It is in the village of

Llauverris, Denbighshire, in the midst of scenery

the artist loved, and where he would ramble daily

with bis faithful dog, who once returned howling
aJone to the house, aud dragged a servant by tlie

clothes to the spot where Wilson lay helplessly

suffering the first stroke of a mortal malady of

which he died soon afterwards.’*

His tomb, near tbc entrance to the parish church
of St. Mary, at Mold, is a handsome and well-

constructed sarcophagus, which, with the pretty bit

of scenery it commands, forms the subject of the

accompanying woodcut. On it is engraved—” The
remains of Richard Wilson, Esq., Member of the
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2. Dice, Tables, Draughts, Cards.

At an early period the German tribes, aa known to

the Homans, were notoriously addicted to gambling.
We are informed by Tacitus that a German in his

time would risk not only his property, but his own
jicrsonal liberty, ou a throw of the dice; and if he
lost, he submitted patiently, as a j>oiut of honour,
to be bound by his opponent, and carried to the
market to be sold into slavery. Tlie Anglo-Saxons
ajipcar to have shared largely in this passion

;
and

their habits of gambling arc alluded to in different

writers. A well-kuown writer of the first half of

the twelfth century, Ordericus Vitalis, tells us that

iu his time even the prelates of the church were in

the habit of playing at dice. A still more celebrated
writer, John of Salisbury, who lived a little later in

the same century, speaks of dice-playing os being
then extremely prevalent, and enumerates no less

than teu different games, wliieli he names in Latin,

as follows :

—

tessera., ca/culns, tabula (tables), ttrio

vel Danlana pugna (Troy light), Iricolus, senio
(sice), monarchiis, orbiculi, taliorchus, and vulpes
(the game of fox).

—

“Be Nugis Curialium,” lib. i.

c. 5. The sort of estimation in which the game was
then held is curiously illustrated by an anecdote iu

the Carlovingiati romance of “ Furise la Bucliesse,”
where tlie King of the Hungarians wishes to con-
trive some inc-ans of testing llic real character (aris-

tocratic or plebeian) of his foundling, young Ilugucs,
not then known to he the son of the Duchess Parise.

A party of robbers (which appears not to have been
a specially disreputable avocation among the Hun-
garians of the romance) are employed, fii-st to

seduce the youtli to “ the chess and the dice,” and
afterwards to lead him against his will to a thieving
c.xpcdition, the object of wliich was to rob the
treasury of the king, his godfather. They made a
great hole in the wall, and thrust Hugues through
i*. Tlie youth beheld the heaps of gold and silver

with astonishment
;
hut, resolved to touch none of

tlie wealth he saw around him, his eyes fell upon
a coffer on which lay three dice, “made and pointed
iu fine ivory.”

“ Garde sor i. escrin, si a veu iij. dez,
yui sont de (in yvoire et fait et poinlurd."

Parise la Duchesse, p. 04.

Hugues seized the three dice, thrust them into his
'

bosom, and, returning through the breach in the wall, !

told the robbers that he had carried away “ the worth
of four cities.” AVhen the robbers heard his cxplana- '

tion, they at once concluded, from the taste he had
displayed on this occasion, that he was of gentle

|

blood, and the king formed the same opinion on the I

result of this trial.
i

During tlie period of which we are now speaking
'

—the twelfth and thirteenth centuries—the use of
dice had spread itself from the highest to the verv I

lowest class of the population. In its simpler form, i

that of tlie game of hazard, in which the chance of
each player rested on the mere throw of the dice, it

|

was the common game of the low frequenters of the
taverns, that class which lived upon the vices of

the clothes they carried upon them, on which the

tavern-keepers, who seem to have acted also as

pawnbrokers, readily lent small sums of money.
We often read of men who got into the taverner’s

hands, playing as well as drinking themselves naked

;

and iu a well-known manuscript of the beginning of
the fourteenth century (MS. Eeg. 2 B, VII. fol.

167 V®) we find an illumination, which represents

this process very literally (Fig. 1). One, who is

evidently the more aged of the two players, is

already ]ierfectly naked, whilst the other is reduced
to his shirt. 'The illuminator appears to have in-

tended to represent them as playing against each
other till neither had anything left, like the two
celebrated cats of KUkenny, who ate one another up
until nothing remained but their tails.

A burlesque parody on the church service,

wrilteu in Latin, perhaps as early as the thirteenth

century, and printed in the “ Reliquire Auiiqiue,'’

gives us rather a curious picture of tavern manners
at that early period. The document is profane,

—much more so than any of the parodies for wliich

Hone was prosecuted
;

but it is only a moderate
example of the general iaxness in this respect which
prevailed, even among the clergy, in what have been
called “ the ages of faith.” This is entitled “The
Mass of the Drunkards,” and contains a running
allusion to the throwing of the three dice, and the loss

of clothing which followed
;
but it is full of Latin

pun.s on the words' of the church service, and the
greater part of it would not bear a translation.

It will have been already remarked that, in all

these anecdotes and stories, the ordinary number of

the dice is three. This appears to have been the

number used in most of the common games. In
our cut (No. 2), taken from the illumination in a
copy of Jean de Vignay’s translation of Jacobus de

Fig. 2.—A DICE-l'LAIEn.

Cessolis (MS. Reg. 19 C, XT.), the dice-player

appears to hold but two dice in his hand
;
but this

is to be laid solely to the charge of the draughts-

man’s want of skill, as the text tells us distinctly

that he has three. We learn also from the text,

that in the jug he bolds in his right hand he carries

his money, a late example of the use of eailheii

vessels for this purpose. Two dice were, however,

sometimes used, especially iu the game of hazard,

which appears to have been the great gambling

Fi'j. a. IITY or THE SIXTEENTH CESTCRV.

Fig. 1.—ilEDI.eVAI. CiMDLERS.

society, aud which was hardly looked upon as
[

bcloiigiug to society itself. The practice and results
’

of gambling arc frequently referred to in the popular
writers of the later middle ages. People could no
longer stake their personal liberty ou the throw, but

i

they played for everything they had—even for

game of the middle ages. Cliaucer, in the “ Par-
donere’s Tale,” describes the liazardours as playing

with two dice. But in the curious scene iu the
“ Towncley Mysteries” (p. 241), a work apparently
contemporary with Chaucer, the tonnenters, or

executioners, are introduced throwing for Christ’s

unseamed garment with three dice; the winner
throws fifteen points, w'hich could only be thrown
with that number of dice. A very curious piece of

painted glass, now in the possession of Mr. Pair-

holt, of German manufacture, and forming part,

apparently, of a series illustrative of the history of

the Prodigal Son, represents a party of gamblers at

dice, of the earlier part of the si.xtccnth century, iu

which they are playing with two dice. It is copied
in our cut (Fig. 3). The original bears the inscrip-

tion, “Ju7i Van Hassell Trgugen in liausfrau,''

with a merchant’s mark, and the date, 1532. ’i'hi'cc

dice, however, continued to be used long after this,

and are from time to time alluded to during the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

It would not seem easy to give much ornamen-
tation to the form of dice without destroying tlieir

utility, yet this has been attempted at various times,

and not only in a very grotesque, but in a similar

manner at very distant periods. This was done by
giving the die the form of a man, so doubled up,

that when thrown he fell iu different positions, so

as to show the points uppermost, like an ordinary

die. The smaller example represented in oui’ cut

(Fig. 4) is Roman, and made of silver, and several

Fig. 4.—ORNAMENTAL DICE.

Roman dice of the same foi-m are known. It

is singular that the same idea should have pre-

sented itself at a much later period, and, as far

as wc can judge, without any room for supposing
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ah tables represented in our cut (Fig. 5). The
table, or board, with bars or points, is here clearly

delineated, and \vc see that the players use both

dice and men, or pieces—the latter round discs, like

our modern draughtsmen. lu another manuscript.

belonging to a rather later period of the foui-teenth

century (MS. Reg. 13 A, XVIII. fol. 157 v°), we

have a diagram which shows the board as composed

of two tables, represented in our cut No. 6. It was

probably this coustriictioa which caused the name

to be used in the plm-al
;
and as the Anglo-Saxons

always used the name in the singular.asisthe case also

with John of Salisbury in the twel fth century, wiiile

the plural is always used by the writers of a later date,

we.seem justified in concluding that the board used by

the Auglo-Sasons and Anglu-Norinaus consisted of

one table, like that represented iu our cut No. 5, and

that this was afterwards superseded by the double

board. It is hardly necessary to point out to our

readers that these two pictures of the boards sho\v

us clearly that the inedireval game of tables was

identical witli our modern backgammon, or rather,

wc should perha])s say. that the game of backgam-

mon, as now played, is oue of the games played on

the tables.

In the manuscript last quoted (MS. Reg. 13 A,

XVIII.) the figure of the board is given to illustrate

a very curious treatise on the game of tables, written

in Latin, in the fourteenth, or eveu perhaps in the

thirteenth, century. Tlie writer begins by inform-

ing ns, that “there are many games at tables with

dice, of which the first is the long game, and is the

game of the English, and it is common, and played

as follows : multi sunt litdi ad tabiilas cum taxillis,

quorum primus est longus ludus et est Indus An-

glicornm, et est coynmunis, et est tails naturee”

meaning, I presume, that it was the game usually

played iu England. From the directions given

for playing it, this game seems to have had a close

general resemblance to backgammon. The writer

of the treatise says that it was played with three

dice, or with two dice, iu which latter case they

counted six at each throw for the third die. lu

some of the other games described here, two dice

only were used. We learn from tliis treatise the

English terms for two inodes of winning at the

“long game” of tables—the oue being called “lym-

poldyng,” the other “lurchyng;” and a person

losing by the former was said to be “ lympolded.”

The writer of this tract gives directions for playing

at several other games of tables, and names some of

them—such as“paumc cai'ie,” the Lombard’s game
{Indus Lumbardorttm), the “imperial,” the “pro-

vincial,” “ baralie,” aud “faylys.”

most celebrated as a favourite game among country

parsons.

Another game existing in the middle ages, hut

much more rarely alluded to, was called dames, or

ladies, and has still preserved that name in Frcuch.

In English, it was changed for that of draughts,

derived no doubt from the circumstance of drawing

the men from oue square to another. Our cut

vvVvvv vVxAAA/AVyW

Fig. C.—A TABLE-BOARD (BACKGAMMOX
)
OF TDE FODBTEENTH CENTCBY.

This game continued long to exist in England

under its old name of tulles. Thus Shakespeare:

—

“ This is the anc of form, monsieur the nice,

That, vihen lie I'lays at tables, chicles the dice."

Lore's Labour 's Lost, act v. sc. 2.

The game appears at this time to have been a

favourite oue in the taverns and ordinaries. Thus,

in a satirical tract in verse, printed in 1000, wc are

told of

—

“ An honest vicker, and a kind consort,

Tiiat to the alehouse friendly would resort,

To liave a ffamc at tables now and tlian,

Or drinke his pot as soone as any man."
Letting oj Humours Blood, 1600.

And one of the most popular of the satirical writers

of that period. Dekker, in liis “Lanthorne and
Candle-Light,” printed in 1020, says, punningly,

—

“ And knowing that your most selected gallants arc

the ouelyc table-men that are plaid withal at ordi-

naries, into an ordiiiarye did he most geutleman-likc

convay himselfe in state.” We learn from another

tract of the same author, the “Gul’s Hornbooke,”

that the table-men at this time were usually

painted.

We hardly perceive how the name of tables dis-

appeared. It seems probable that at this time

the game of tables meant simply wliat we now call

baclcgiirumou, a word the oldest meution of which,

so far as I have been able to discover, occurs iu

Howell’s “ Familiar Letters,” first printed iu 1646.

It is there written haggamon. Iu the “ Compleat

Gamester,” 1674, backgammon and ticktack occur

as two distinct games at what would have formerly

been called fables; aud another similar game was

called Irish. Curiously enough, in the earlier part

of the last century the game of backgammon was

Fig 7.- GA.MF. AT DUAl'CHTS.

(I'ig. 7), taken from a mauuscinpt in the British

Museum of the begiuning of the fourteenth century,

knowu eomraouly as Queen Mary’s Psalter (SIS.

Reg. 2 B, VII.), represeuts a lady 'and gentleman

playing at dames, or draughts, differing only from

the character of the game at the present day iu the

circumstance that the draughtsmen are evidently

square.

The medieval games were gradually superseded

by a new contrivance, that of playing-cards, which

were introduced into Western Europe in the course

of the fourteentli century. Tt has been suggested

that the idea of playing-cards was taken from chess

—iu fact, that they axe the game of chess transferred

to paper, and without a board, and they are gene-

rally understood to have been derived from the

East. Cards, while they possessed some of the

characteristics of chess, presented the same mixture

of chance and skill which distinguished the game of

tables. Au Italian writer, probably of the latter'

part of the fifteenth century, named Cavelluzzo,

author of a history of Viterbo, states that “in the

year 1379 was brought into Viterbo the game of

cards, which comes from the country of the Saracens,

and is with them called naib." Cards are still in

Spanish called naipes, which is said to be derived

from the Arabic : but they were certainly known
iu the west of Europe before the date, given by

Fig. S.—CAllBB I.X THE FUCKTEEXTU CliXTUKV.

Cavelluzzo. Our cut (Fig. 8) is takeu from a very

flue manuscript of the romance of Sleliadus, in

the British Museum (MS. Addit. 12,228, fol.

313 V®), which was w'rittcn apparently in the

south of France between the years 1 330 and 1 350 ;

it represents a royal party playing at cards, which



were therefore considered at that time as the amuse-
ment of the highest classes of society. They are, how-
ever, first distinctly alluded to in liistoryiu the year
1393. In that year Charles VI. of Trance was
labouring under a visitation of insanity

;
and we

find in the accounts of his treasurer, Charles

Ponpart, an entry to the following effect:
—"Given

to Jacquemin Gringonneur, painter, for three packs
of cards, gilt and diversly coloured, and ornamented
with several devises, to deliver to the lord tiic King
for his amusement, lifty-si.'c sols of Paris.” It is

clear from this entry lliat the game of cards was
then tolerably well known in Trance, and that it

was by no means new, though it was evidently not

a common game, and the cards had to be made by a

painter—that is, as 1 suppose, an illuminator of

manuscripts. We find as yet no allusion to them
in England; and it is remarkable that neither

Chaucer, nor any of the numerous writers of liis

and the following age, ever speak of them. An
illuminated manuscript of apparently the earlier

part of tlie fifteenth century, perhaps of Flemish
workmanship (it contains a copy of Raoul de Presle’s

IVcnch translation of St. Augustine’s “ Cknfas
Dei”), presents us with another card-party, which
we give in our cut (Tig. 9). Three persons are

9.—CARDS !N TUE KIFTEENTU CEKIURY.

here engaged in the game, two of whom are ladies.

After tlic date at which three packs of cards were
made for the amnsemeut of the lunatic king, the

game of cards seems soori to have become common
in France; for less than four years later—on the

22nd of January, 1397— the provost of Paris con-
sidered it necessary to publish an edict, forbidding

working people to play at tennis, bowls, dice, cards,

or ninepins, on working days. By one of the acts

of the synod of Laugres, in 1404, the clergy were
expressly forbidden to play at cards. These had
now made their way into Germany, and had become
so popular there, that early iu the fifteenth century

card-making had become a regular trade.

In the third year of the reign of Edward IV.

(1463), the importation of playing-cards, probably
from Germany, was forbidden, among other things,

by act of parliament
;
and as that act is understood

to have been called for by the English manufac-
turers, who suffered by the foreign trade, it can
hardly he doubted that cards were then manufac-
tured in England on a rather extensive scale. Cards
hod then, indeed, evidently become very popular in

England; and only twenty years afterwards they
are spoken of as the common Christmas game, for

Margery Paston wrote ns follows to her husband,
John Paston, on the 24th of December in that

year,
—

“ Please it yon to weet (know) that I sent

your eldest son John to my Lady Morlcy, to have
knowledge of what sports were used in her house iu

the Christmas next following after the decease of

ray lord her husband
;
and she said that there were

none disguisings, nor harpings, nor luting, nor
singing, nor none loud disports, but playing at the

tables, and the chess, and cai-ds—such disports she

gave her folks leave to play, and none other

I sent your younger son to the Lady Stapleton, and
she said according to my Lady Moricy’s saying in

that, and as she had seen used in places of worship
{gentlemen's houses) there as she had been.”

I'rorn this time the mention of cards becomes
frequent. They formed the common amusement in
the courts of Scotland and England under the
reigns of Henry ‘ni. and James IV.; and it is

recorded that when tlie latter monarch paid his first

visit to his afiianced bride, the young Princess
Alargaret of England, “he foimde the queue playing
at the cardes.”

In Germany at this time card-playing was carried
to an extravagant degree, and it became an object
of attack and satire to the reformers among the
clergy. Our cut (Fig. 10) represents a German

i card-parly in a tavern, taken from an early painted
coffer in the Museum of Old German Art at Nurem-

I
berg. The design of the cards is that of packs of

fancifully ornamented cards made in Germany at the
'

close of tlic fifteenth century. The German satirists

of that age complain that the rage for gambling had
taken possession of all classes of society, and levelled

j

all ranks, ages, and sexes
;
that the noble gambled

with the commoner, and tlic clergy with the laity.

I

Some of the clerical reformers declared that card-

I
jilaying as well as dice was a deadly sin

;
and others

I

complained that this love of gambling had caused
' people to forget all honourable pursuits.

1
A similar outcry was raised in our own country;

Fl;/. 10.—CARDS E.Uil.Y IX TUB SIXTEEXTli CENTURY.

and a few years later it arose equally loud. A short
anonymous poenx on the ruin of the realm, belong-
ing apparently to the earlier part of the reign of
Henry VIII. (MS. Harl. No. 2252, fol, 25 v°),

complains of the nobles and gentry ;

—

“ Hefore tliys tymo Ihey lovyd for to juste.
And ill shotynge chct'ely they scit ther inymje.

And Iher landys and possessyons now sett they raostc,
And at canies and dyce ye may tliem fTyndc."

"Gardes and dyce” are from Diis time forward
spoken of as the great blot on contemporary
manners; and they seem for a long time to have
driven most other games out of use. Rov, in his

remarkable satire against Cardinal Wolscy, com-
plains that the bishops themselves were addicted to

gambling;

—

“ To play at the cardes and dyce
Some of theym are no thyngc nyce.
Both at liasard and mom-cliauiiec."

j

The rage for cards and dice prevailed equally in
j

Scotland. Sir David Lindsay's popish parson, I

in 1535, boasts of his skill in these games ;— I

“ Thoch I prcich iiocht, I can play at the caichej
I writ there Is nocht anc amang yow all
Mair feryllo can play at the futc-hall;
And fur the cartis, the labels, am! the dyse,
Above all parsouus 1 may beir the prysii."

The same celebrated writer, in a poem against
Cardinal Beaton, represents that prelate as a great
gambler :

—

“ In bankettiiig, plaj'ing at cartis and tlycc,
Into sic wysedomc I was haldin wysc,
And s])airit nocht to play with king nor knicht
Thro tliousand crownes of gokle upon ane night.’’

It must not be forgotten that it is partly to the
use of playing-cards that wc owe the invention
which has been justly regarded as one of the
greatest benefits granted to mankind. The first

cards, as we have seen, were painted with the hand.
They were subsequeuliy made more rapidly by a
process called stencilling—that is, by cutting the
rude forms through a piece of pasteboard, parch-
ment, or thin metal, which, placed on the cardboard
intended to receive the impression, was brushed
over with ink or colour, whit-h passed thi*ough the
cut out lines, and imparted the figure to the
material beneath. A further improvement was
made by cutting the figures on blocks of wood, and
literally printing them on the cards. These card-
blocks are supposed to have given the first idea of

wood-engraving. ’When people saw the effects of
cutting the figures of the cards upon blocks, they
began to cut figures of saints on blocks in the same
manner, and then applied the method to other

subjects, cutting in like manner the few words of
necessary explanation. This practice further ex-
panded itself into what are called block-books, con-
sisting of pictorial subjects, with copious explanatory
text. Some one at length hit upon the idea of
cutting the pages of a regular book on so many
blocks of wood, and taking impressions on paper or
veliuni, instead of writing the manuscript; and this

plan was soon further improved by cutting letters

or words on separate pieces of wood, and setting

them up together to form pages. The wood was
subsequently superseded by metal. And tints origi-

nated the noble art of rniNTiNG.

THE HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT.

rROGRKSS OF THE DECORATIONS.
In the Queen’s Robing Room, on the walls of which
Mr. Dyce is painting incidents from the life of
King Arthur, nothing has been done since our last

notice
;
nor has Mr. Herbert advanced his works in

the cliamber appropriated to him. The lower parts
of the Prince’s Chamber arc not, it may be supposed,
to be left as they now are; some change in the bas-
reliefs has been effected since we saw it last, but the
whole looks extremely lieavy, and the more so since
the upper part has been fitted with the series of full-

length portraits on diapered gilt grounds, and these
show what is wanting below. Me are glad that the
monkish bas-relief, that was placed experimentally
over the fire-place, has been removed—long ago did
we condemn the taste that essayed the introduction
of the rude contorted manner of the very infancy of
oak carving. For years have wc closely watched the
progress of these works, and we are justified iu say-
ing lhat a very large proportion of the decorations
arc but costly experiments, which have failed. The
difficulty of obtaining a full broad light in all these
rooms and corridors is sufficiently obvious

;
but in

many cases the coloured glass might have been spared.

The honourable members of the lower chamber found
their house too dark with tlie painted glass windows,
which have been removed, a lighter glass having been
substituted. But we fear that we must despair of a

similar improvement in those dark corridors wherein
are already placed some of the pictures of the his-

torical series. As in the Prince’s Chamber there

cannot be thrown a stronger light, there must be
reflection. We know not what may be contem-
plated, but the breadths of gilding in the upper
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panels suggest, for the sake of harmony and compo-

sition, a downward continuation of a like manner of

enrichment. The chamber is small, therefore the

light from the high windows falls directly on the

opposite walls, the low'er parts of the room being

lighted only by a subdued rcllection, which is

further reduced by the brilliancy of the upper

gilded leather panels on which the light directly

falls. It is, therefore, desirable that the cora-

partmental divisions be gilded, or that the bas-reliefs

themselves he gilded, a treatment which would

realize two worthy results—they would compose

with the upper panelling, and would thus be brought

out so as to be seen, for Ibey are at present invisible.

Gibson’s enthroned statue of the Queen, when all

the doors are closed, looks too large for this room.

It falls, however, into just proportions when seen

from the corridor, with the doors open, but it

is doubtful if this compensates for the disadvantage.

The portraits which decorate lliis chamber are all

paiuted upon diapered leather gilt, the figure cutting

the gildiug very sharply without any paiuted back-

ground. The impersonations are of the size of life,

and represent principally the Tudors and their connec-

tions. There are Jfary Queen of Scots, Francis II.,

Daimley, Henry YIL, Elizabeth of York, Prince

Arthur, Katherine of Arragon, Henry VIII., and all

his wives
;
Mary, Philip, Elizabeth, &c.

The greater number of the frescoes in the Poets’

Hall may be considered as destroyed by damp,

which has atTected these works in a way to show

the great diversity of manner in which they have

been executed. Some passages of the flesh, especially

the shaded and lower tints, arc stained aucl dis-

coloured with the most unwholesome hues, and

entire fields of microscopic fungi have their ammal

cycles of seasons—perish, revive, and again die,

bequeathing frcsli strength to their posterity, which

must in the end equal miishrooms in growth, unless

in the mean time this hnrtiis hinnidiis fall under

the notice of some unusually inquisitive committee

of the honourable house. In Horsley’s “Satan at

the ear of Eve,” a small portion of the leg of Adam
looks as if scraped off, showing the white plaster,

and the left hand corner is discoloured. Tenniel’s

“St. Cecilia” looks as yet free from injury, but
“ The 'riiames and the English Rivers,” by Anuitage,

is much stained, and appears mildewed, and in the

“Heath of Marmion,” by the same painter, the

shaded parts show the progi'ess of decomposition,

but the lighter breailths of the flesli seem as yet

intact. In Cope’s “Heath of Lara,” parts of the

flesh, and also of the draperies, are discoloured, and

in the “First Trial of Griselda” the siu-face is just

beginning to break. The “ Red Cross Knight,” by

\Vatts, is in a condition worse than that of any

of the series, a portion of the surface of the left leg

of the knight having fallen off. In Herbert’s “His-

iuheritance of Cordelia” there is no appearance of

discolouration. Some of these frescoes are paiuted

upon outside walls; had the place been even mode-
rately aired during the winter months, the works

would have been preserved. The place is at present

wai'med by hot air, but during a great portion of the

winter it is abandoned to the discretion of the fogs

of Thorney Isle. It is vain to argue that our

frescoes, being housed, ought thenceforward to take

cai'e of themselves, since frescoes iu Italy have with-

stood the exterior influences for centuries. It is, we
believe, only lately that the charming works iu the

vestibule of the Santissima Trinita have been glazed,

and wc cannot conceive that they could have ever

been more brilliant than they now ai'e. To us

experience is worth nothing unless purchased at

the greatest cost. The fate of these frescoes teaches

us that we must not paint upon an outside wall

without due precaution. The pictures in the corri-

dors will escape the mouldy mortality which has

overtalcen the works in the Poets’ Hall, because

they are painted on slate and ventilated at the back.

The series of statues is complete in St. Stephen’s

Hall, and the windows have been filled with the

stained glass which was removed from the windows of

the House of Commons, each pane containing the

arms of one of the cities or boroughs of Great Britain

and Ireland. The light here for frescoes, with plain

glass, was better than that of any other part of the

edifice, with the exception of, perhaps, the robing

rooms, but what it may be with the stained glass

cannot yet be seen.

THE UOYAL PICTURES.

THE MONASTERY.
O. AcliRnbacli, Painter. E. Goodall, Engraver.

Size of the Picture, 5 ft. 3 J in. by 3 ft. "I in.

Oswald AcHtNBACH is one of the most proinisiug

landscape painters of the Busseldorf School, in which

his brother Andre, also a landscape painter, has for

many years held a high position. The Husseldorf

Academy of Arts now ranks among the best schools

iu Germany ; it is, in fact, second to uone. Origin-

ally founded in 1700, by the Elector Palaliue,

John William, it derived additional importance and

renewed vigour from the fostering care and pa-

tronage given by the Elector Palatine of Bavaria,

Charles Theodore, who, in 170?, caused it to be

reconstructed aud placed under the direction of

Lambert Kvahe, who died iu 1790. lie was suc-

ceeded by Laugcr, who retained the post till 1 806,

when the gallery—for it was still regarded as little

more than a place of exhibition—was transferred to

Munich ; Laiigcr followed it to the latter city and

became director of the Jluuiuh Academy. From
ISOG till 1819 the Art-school, which remained at

Busseldorf, had no director, but only three pro-

fessors or masters, to teach drawing, architecture,

and engraving. Iu 1819, however, Cornelius was

charged with its reorganization, and was named

Bircctor; yet it will not till 1821 tliat he com-

menced actually the functions of his olEce, and it is

from this period we should date the re-creation of

the institution. During the period intervening be-

tween the years last mentioued. Professor Mosler

presided over all the preparatory arrangements iu

the absence of Cornelius, who passed the summer
months at Munich, executing the frescoes which he

was commissioned to paint for the Prince Royal of

Bavaria
;
during the winter mouths Cornelius re-

sumed his duties. In 1825, the latter artist, finding

the directorship of the Academy interfered too much
witli Ills own professional practice, resigned the post,

and was succeeded in 1827 by Schadow, Mosler

acting as director iu the interim. Schadow was

accompanied to Busseldorf by several of those who
had been his pupils—Ilubiier, IIildebr.aiidt, Lessing,

and Sohu—who consulted together as to the best

means of remodelling the school, or rather of form-

ing the nucleus of a new one, for the majority of

Cornelius’s pupils had followed their master to

Munich. When the latter entered upon his duties

at Busseldorf, the number of scholars attending the

course of instruction did not exceed forty
;
during

the first six months it greatly increased; under

Schadow the numbers were augmented in a much
larger proportion. At the expiration of ten years

from Sehadow’s assumption of the director’s chair,

the names of more than 140 pupils appeared on the

books of the Academy
;
among them were many who

have now become famous throughout Europe.

Landscape-paiuting, as practised by the living

artists of Busseldorf, is, as we saw in a recent

visit to the exhibition of the present year, making

rapid advances—has, in fact, become eminently dis-

tiuguished throughout Germany ;
much of this excel-

lence is derived from the influence of Lessing and

Scliirmer, two of the old associates of the regene-

rated school : the latter artist has recently quitted

Busseldorf, after many years’ residence there. The

elder Achenbaeh is one of the chief supporters of its

renown, while his younger brother, Oswald, is fast

following in his footsteps. The tendency of the

Busseldorf landscape-painters is towards naturalism

rather than idealism
;

tbeir works are carefully

studied, and as carefully painted; but, as oue gene-

rally finds in the continental schools, they are defi-

cient in that brilliancy, freshness, and beauty of

colouring which is so attractive in the pictures of

our own.

The picture of " The Monastery ” affords an ex-

ample of these critical remarks : as a composition it

is very skilfully put together, and the scene alto-

gether appears a veritable copy from nature; but

iu tone it is not pleasant to the eye of one accus-

tomed to look upon English landscape: it shows

two predominant colours—red, where the objects

catch the evening sunlight; and an opaque grey, for

the shadows. Those who remember the pictures of

John Glover will be able to realize the general effect

of this work, which forms a portion of the coUectiou

at Osborne.

THE BRITISH IHSTITUTIOH.

Again llie Art-season commences : the British

Institution is open, its walls are covered with

pictures on every available space where they

can be seen, and even w'here tliey cannot be

seen. The number of exhibited works does

not each year vary much; and sometimes the

number of rejected pictures approximates. The
number of returned works is tliis year live

hundred, and it has been the same before.

The exhibited works amount to five hundred
and ninety-two, among which arc amply repre-

sented every department of Art except one,

and tliat one is (the old story) what is called

Mston/. That which we know as “high Art”
is denounced as ungrateful to the painter

;
but

it is not that “high Art” is ungrateful, but
that it demands for its themes the rarest gifts

of the painter aud the poet. Mediocrity in the

highest walk of painting is intolerable
;
but

mediocrity iu low Art sells readily. On looking

round on these walls, the eye is met Iiy decla.-

rations of tlie most fearful depravity of taste in

the choice of subject
;
and right earnestly do

the painters devote themselves to the consecra-

tion of their unworthy themes. The expendi-

ture of energy and thought which wc often see

thrown away upon some rustic driveller, would
ennoble a passage of sentiment or poetry,

that certahily would be more precious both

as to money value and the increase of the

painter’s reputation. But to turn to the Insti-

tution itself, the changes all but immediate wi1 h
reference to the Royal Academy ought to be
followed by some "revision” of the space in

Pall ifall
; for the Directory is rich aud inde-

pendent, and year by year they turn away
works which find honourable place in other

institutions. They must move sooner or later,

and it would only be graceful to do so while

their space is so mucli prized by our rising

school.

No. 1. ‘ Sardis,’ Harry JouNSON. Daylight,

with its vulgarity of detail, would have mocked
the desolatiou of this scene

;
it is therefore set

forth in tones generally subdued, aud shaded
by the thickening veil of night. The silence

of the place is broken only by the rise of a

bitteiTi, alarmed by a fox worrying a bird.

There is little material in the subject. What
there is may be good for Persepolis or Heli-

opolis, or any other city qute exeat in polls,

and has been upwai’ds of two thousand yeai's

in process of entombment.
No. 2. ‘The Sand-pit Road,’ R. Redgrave,

R.A. A most truthful title. The subject is

especially a clay or gravel bank, with a net-

work of fissures and minute incident
;

to all

the eccentric reticulation of which the painter

has given bis best atteutiou. Verily, truth in

Art is something to strive for.

No. 3. ‘Bragozzi—Fishing Craft of Venice
off I he Giardiui Publici,’ E. W. Cooke, A.R.A.
We observe some change in the convictions of

this painter. Look into that sky, ye who are

philosophic in airy expression, and tell us if

that be anything more than the thinnest wash
of turpentine. We notice it simply because

we fear it will uot stand. The boats are cer-

tainly much less severe, and therefore, in exe-

cution, more agreeable than others that have

gone before them.

No. 7- ‘The Bird’s Nest,’ C. Ddkes. A
rustic group ; round, firm, aud very pleasantly

coloured.

No. 8. ‘West Front of the Cathedral of

Abbeville,’ L. J. Wood. The buildiug is not

to be mistaken
;
but we caunot endure to sec

those dear, dirty old houses, which we know
to be severely grizzled by the wear aud tear

of centuries, to oe flaunting in these false and
gaudy hues. The best view of the buildiug is

from the river.
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No. 18. ‘Saltarello llomano/ R. Buckner.
We liave never been fortunate enougli to meet
witli tlie grace and sentiment which this painter

attributes to his Roman boys. The balance of

their style, find the manner nf their raggedness,

is suHiciently Roman; but if we interrogate their

nature—their hands, feet, and heads—they are

children of superior birth in masquerade. Ro
we fail most frequently in painting from wliat

we sec, or in working from what we feel?

No. 20. ‘ L’Allegro,’ W. E. Eiiost, A.R.A.

A siiuiil replica of the picture in the Queen’s

coHccLioii. Here the Graces are not limited

to tlirce.

No. 21. ‘Clontarf Roads, Bubliu Bay,’ E.

H.wes, A.R.H.A. a holiday sea—sunny,

light, scarcely playful—evidently rapid, per-

haps precipitutea. What if it were carrica on
to what is now called finish ?

No. 2k ‘The Monk Felix,’ C. Goldie.

Suggested, as we read, by Lougfe,How’s
“ Golden Legend.” A small and successful

study of a single figure
;
which, if the artist had

seen in his studio as we see it lierc, he would
liavc painted out the trees at the back of

Felix.

No, 20. ‘Chapel in the Cathedral of St.

Mark’s, Venice,’ D. Roberts, R.A. This—so

entirely severed from the grand interior, hung
with its blazing cross—is rather Italian than

Venetian; but there arc some figures in the

picture unaccountably red, and tlie same red

meets tiic eye again and again. This is a jest,

but not a good one. These fever-spots must
certainly coinc out, or the picture will ever be

inharmonious. Mr. Roberts, as to the licence

of his brush, must have been patted on the

shoulder by Rembrandt Van Rhyn, or, better,

by the frenzied Tintoretto.

No. 37. ‘Inver Canoch, Inverness-shire,’

J. Holland. The challenge of nature has

been here accepted, and a passage of the most
noble daring; is the result. The management
of the flitting lights and shades makes the

distant hills the jilayground of the sportive

shadows of the clonus; and then the plain

beneath the eye—its even breadth and distance

to the hills—arc most convincingly laid down.
No. 43. ‘Lake Lugano and S. Salvador,’

G. Pettitt. The lower part of this view is a

system of greys, yellowisli and greenish, whicii,

with tlie roseate good-niglit bidden by the sun
to the mountain peaks, is most difficult to

reconcile. The painting is most careful—too

much so
;
we sec what every touch proposes to

do, and if it fail we ate not satisfied.

No. d-i. ‘An English Valley,’ II. Jutsum.
Wc remember with pleasure tlie recent corn-

fields of this painter. This is another cereal

poem : he devotes himself in a manner most
exemplary to the agricultural prosperity of his

country. The trees, with him si//e quibiis non,

are on the left ; the nearest section is a busy

corn-field,—this may represent seedy Surrey

:

the distances arc one continued oakhurst—

a

paradise of the Druids,— tliis may be weedy
Sussex. Enough,—as a total it is full of the

riches and ripeness of an Euglisli autumn.
No. 45. ‘A Welsh Pastoral,’ G. Cole. This

has all the fresh reality of having been painted

on the spot, and exemplifies the fact that even

the greenest local hues of nature may be har-

monized by masterly treatment.

No. 49. ‘ Cliildren of the Mist,’ G. W. Hor-
LOR. These are two or three sheep, with an
accompaniment of a brace of well-conditioned

rabbits, all feeding high up, on a level with the

clouds, on some scanty shelf of the Ochils or

the Grampians. The title is not happy, but the

sheep are equal to anything that has ever been
done in this way.

No. 50. ‘Dos Amigos,’ R. Ansdell. It is

not at all necessary to tell us by a Spanish
title that we are here in the neigli'bourhood of

Seville. The story appears to be this ;—a small

country proprietor, “ dressed in his Sunday
best,” ana wearing the piquant Andalusian hat,

which we see partially adopted by young ladies

among ourselves as a riding hat, is going to

Seville for a holiday. He is mounted, with

Juauilla en croupe, on a round sleek cob, and at

this instant piills up to shake hands with a

shepkerd,—simply a meeting of two friends.

As a Spanish subject, it is most accurately

national in every particular
;
there is, however,

something unsatisfactory in the disposition of

the hind legs of the horse. Wc cannot under-

stand the necessity of a Spanish title.

No. 54. ‘Hush*!’ A. Proyis. An iulerior,

with less work and more cifect than we have

hitherto seen in the productions of the painter.

The exclamatory title is the caution of a mother
to her child not to wake the baby; and the

scene is a rude cottage home. It is the most
sparkling picture we have seen under this

name.

No. 57. ‘Lago Maggiore,’ G. E. IIering.

And tliis is Italia again—ever drifting up both

in Art and history. The veil of twilight is

gathering over the lower part of the picture,

while upwards the ultimate sunbeams touch for

a moment the heights of the composition. The
penetrating silence is broken only by the whis-

per of the ripple as it meets the shore. Every
foot of this ground is so well known as to

req^uirc no description. The unremitting study

of Italian scenery has fully imbued this jiainter

with the natural seutiinciit of Italian subject-

matter.

59. ‘Antwerp—Sunset,’F.E.D.PniTCirARD.
This view is taken from the upper quays,whence
is obtained a perspective view of the river

front of the city, with its most important

buildings. The sunset glow is satisfactorily

sustained throughout tiic picture.

No. 60. ‘Sir John Falstalf examines “the
half dozen of sufficient men” provided for

him by Robert Shallow, Esquire,’ J. Gilbert.
The subject is from the second part of

“Henry IV.,” in the second scene of the third

act. iVe look at this picture with mixed
emotious, of which the greatest proportion are

akin to admiration. Falstaff is nearly realized

here—we have seen in painting no such near

approach to the “mountaiu of flesh” aud ever-

llowiug Hippocrene of wit. He sits at his

ease iu the court of Shallow’s house, whence
there is a view over the adjacent fields.

Crouched by the side of his chair, on this side,

is his page, a boy of the Flibbertigibbet class

;

while on the other Master Shallow brings for-

ward bis men one by one. Tliese intolerable

citizens aud worse soldiers are grouped on the

right of the picture, aud the tailor is under
examination. Bardolph, iu the centre of the

agroupment, is under arras—that is, he is

doing state duty, standing to “attention” with

his pike. We might ask wherefore there is

more of studious caution in the painting of the

accessories than in the drawing and painting of

the figures ? wherefore the tailor and even

Shallow are overdone in caricature ? wherefore

the red celebrity of Bardolph’s nose should

exhaust the ruddiest wealth of the palette?

This and more may be easily answered and
easily remedied, almost by recipe

;
but there is

no such facile recipe for painting the head of

Falstafl', which must ever be the theme wher-

ever he is introduced. Having doffed the

“Jack,” which he is to his “friends,” we find

him here assuming the “ Sir John,” which he

would be to all the outside world. His style

is becomingly jaunty, but his features are too

heavy, althougtj, for the moment, he is suffi-

ciently business-like to be serious. It were
easy to sum him up in one “fool-born jest,” but

the difficulty is to uind u]i in the cordage of his

face—to catch and concentrate any portion of

light from the ever-ilashing wit which he dis-

tributes broadcast through the two parts of

“ Henry IV.” and “ The Merry Wives of

Windsor.”
No. 67. ‘The banks of the Yare,’ J. Stark.

This is somewhere above Norwich—the river

is not so pretty below. A small picture,

descriptive of a most natural daylight—char-

mingly fresh in colour.

No. 68. ‘A Study of Trout,’ J. Rolfe.
Two fish painted with the glistening freshness

of life.

No. 73. ‘The Granite Sanctuary, Ivarnak,’

Frank Dillon. These subjects are very much
alike, and are mainly indebted for success to

treatment. While they exist they stand in i

memory of nations of men and thousands of

years that have successively lived aud died,

and if they are eloquent in tlieir description of

desolation, it is enough.

No. 78. ‘Aqua Santa,’ E. Long. The locale

here is the entrance to a church, where a youth

passes holy water by his own hand to that of a

girl to whom he is attached. The costume is

correct to undue severity, aud the figures arc

somewhat stiff.

No. 79. ‘ Evening—Squally Weather—Coast

of Devon,’ 11. ilooRE. This little picture evinces

great moral courage ;
tiic subject is but a dark

,

cliff, the base of whicli is lashed by the waves,
j

but the breadth, substance, manner, aud effect,

are unexceptionable.

No. 82. ‘Chateau aud Citadel of Dieppe,’
,

W. Parrott. In colour rich and various
;
and

very like tlie place, though perhaps not the

best view of this very quaint and very French
old citadel.

No. SI. ‘Evening, from Plymouth Harbour,’

J. Danby. Such is the title, we take it as it

comes to us, aud are thankful that we know
what is meant. As a daylight subject, there is

nothing inviting in the flispositions, which are

meagre and linear; but, under an effect of sun-

set, all objections are superseded, on the one

hand by the splendours of the evening sky
;
aud,

on the other, by the deepening gloom iu which

appear, pliantom-like, some of tliose mighty

ships, of which, we trust, we are not too proud.

Tlie picture is perhaps, too much like “The
Evening Gun.”

Mo. 84. ‘AtYforlaix, Brittany,’D.W.Deane.
A study of an outside flight of stone stairs

—

faithfully rickety aud insecure.

No. 93. ‘A Gossip ata SpanisliTaherna,’ J. B.

Burgess. The picture presents three figm'es,

worked out with marvellous assiduity, and
apparently from the national living reality. Is

there any advantage iu placing the head of the

girl immediately over that of tlic old man ?

No. 97- ‘The Park,’ H. Le Jeune. Near this

is ‘ The Common.’ Both are single figures, by
the same artist, each evidencing how slight may
be the material of a picture under the hand of

a master. In the former, is a child, a girl of

gentle blood, painted with a nicety so exquisite

as to make us wish the shades were a little less

opaque. And further, if the painter will not

warm these trees “ a wee,” wc sincerely trust

the proprietor of the picture will do that same
himself. The other is a study of a cottage

girl
;

lighter, in general tone, than the other,

and equal in beauty of execution.

No. 109. ‘ The Bride’s Last Signal,’ J. Hay-
TER. In this picture a lady is seen waving her

handkerchief to a departing ship, which does not

appear iu the composition. She kneels on a

terrace which immediately overhangs the shore,

and her suppressed grief derives a double force

of expression from the painful earnestness

with which she makes her signal. The picture

is placed too high for a full appreciation of its

merits.

No. 110. ‘Study in Clyne Wood, South
Wales,’ G. Sant. This subject is a portion of a

plantation in which the larger timber has been
cut, the remnant in these presents being simply a

wilderness of brush and young wood. But it
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is wnter, or the very birthday of spriug, for

every spray is leafless. The success of the

imitation will make the spectator wonder if the

painter really sat it out upon the spot—marvel
if he yet survive—and if the picture be not a

posthumous exhibition.

No. 120. ‘Partridges/ J. Wolf. They are

well drawn, and the life of the bird is a natural

description. Tlie title is accompanied by a
quotation from Thomson, which speaks of the

birds as “ basking.” They bask only on fine

days, but they are here “ in tui-nip,” the wea-
ther is not, therefore, favourable for basking.

No. 130. ‘Cattle,’ W. Huggins. In the land-

scape portion of this picture there is too much
light

; but the animals, two cows and a calf,

are genuine, having been selected more for

natural point tlian prettiness.

No. 131. ‘The Sisters/ G.

S

mith. This is so

different in feeling from all that has preceded it

uuder this name, that we should have hesitated

I
in believing its authorship, save on the open

I

testimony of a catalosue. The sister-s are two
' children, seated on a Dank, in view of the sea;

and the object of the painter being to produce

I

as powerful a contrast as possible, the group is

forced by colour, up to the regimen of the

intense school.

No. 138. ‘ Richmond, from the Swale, York-
shire,’ G. Stanfield. The subject is minutely
detailed throughout, with admirable trans-

parence of the shaded passages, and with per-

fect maintenance of breadth.

No. 151. ‘ Richmond, Yorkshire,’ E. J. Nie-
mann. This is another view of Richmond, not

' from the same point, b\it in the same line of

view as that just noticed. It is peremptory
in manner.

No. 150. ‘The Bankrupt,’!. CoLLiNSON. The
bankrupt is a boy who wishes to purchase
“ hardbake ” upon credit

;
but the sour and

ancient huckstress presents him bis bill,

amounting to twopence halfpenny, which he is

not prepared to pay. The picture wants effect

to give substance and presence to the figures.

No. 157. ‘Expectancy,’ J. Sant. Simply a
child looking anxiously from a casement. No-
thing can be more simple; but the subject is

brought forward with all the proprieties, and
much of the elegance, of Reynolds’s own feel-

ing. If it be a portrait it is also a charming
picture.

j

No. 158. ‘ Hay-time, Manor Farm, Bracknell,

\

Berks,’ W. S. Rose. The subject consists of

farm buildings, and trees, all very faithfully

painted from the reality.

No. 1G2. ‘ Some Members of a Highland
Society,’ T. M. Joy. A young ladv attired

Ibero-Scottice (that is, having crownecl lier own
natural costume with tlic Andalusian liat), is

carrying a Skye terrier, which she introduces

j

to lier othev p/'ofeffc's—mountain fawus—for we
are on the hill-side, and the ground is covered
with snow : a portrait, perhaps—a very pretty

j

conceit.

No.103. ‘ Evening in the Corn-field,’ J. Lin-
NELL, Sen. This may be called a foreground
picture, realizing the title according to the sim-

plest principle. The merits of the work are
those on which we have often dwelt in reference

to the pictures of this artist, and this, in its

natural truth and simplicity, is not inferior to

any that have preceded it.

No. 171. ‘First and Last Efforts,’ L. Hague.
A sad story of a painter, who, in his last ill-

ness, has seated himself once move at his ease],

but the effort seems too much for him, and,

exhausted and wearied, he turns his eyes on
his child—a boy, who is kneeling, as in the act

of copying a drawing winch is before him.

The description is true and touching
;

but
what would Mr. Haghe have made of the

narrative in water colours, with all tlie bril-

liancy, depth, and animated chiaroscuro that
liave always distinguished his productions ?

No. 172. ‘ Scene in Scotland—Bringing the
Kye from the Mountains,’ A. J. Stae-k. The
“kye” are driven towards us through a glade,

the intervals of which show us the sides of

some sullen towering Ben—it may be Lomond,
and thence the “milky mothers” come. Both
the sylvan and the pastoral portions of the

work refer immediately to nature.

No. 173. ‘ Remains of the Roman Forum

—

Sunset,’ D. Roberts, 11. A. We find here all

the familiar objects, as they have stood for

centuries :—to bring them forward in low toned
breadth, touched here and there by the last

rays of the sun, is the most fitting treatment
under which tiiey could be introduced.

No. 179. ‘The Home of the Mountaineer,’
Frank Wyburd. The subject is from Rogers.

“ Lnjig did Lis wife,
Suckling lier babe—her only one—look out
The way he went at parting, but he came not.”

This picture is remarkable for the feeling and
truth shown in the management of the light.

The lone wife is seated at her casement, cir-

cumstanced literally according to the verse.

The effect and the suppression of colour
remind us of certain of the Dutch painters,

in whose works the light is real and actual,

and without the antagonism of colour.

MIDDLE ROOM.

No. 197. ‘ The Needles, Isle of Wight,’ J. J.

Wilson. A chalk cliff is a most difficult material

to dispose of, but the sea being somewhat liglit

in hue, and the chalk toned down, the result
;

is a perfect harmony. The direction taken by
the flying scud is effectively indicated.

No. 20G. ‘The Fisherman’s Home,’ F.Under-
HiLL. In reference to this picture we cannot
feci otherwise than that, if the artist liad reduced
tlie protrusion of certain parts of his back-
ground, the figures would have gained im-
mensely by the slight change.

No. 214. ‘Bonclmrch, Isle of Wight,’ J. J.

AVilson. One of those small pictures with
trees, which this painter executes with so much
forcible truth.

No. 218. ‘ Sec-Saw,’ C. Rossiter. The in-

cident is a catastrophe : one of tlie two boys,

holding a child, is falling back off the plank,

and the other is apprehensive of a descent
more rapid than agreeable. Tlie peep of land-

scape background is crisp and fragrant— some-
where near Hampstead ?

No. 238. ‘The Isola Bella—Lago Maggiore,’
G. Stanfield. Here we look towards the shores

of the lake from a certain nook on the island

which contains a picturesque mingling of a piece

of so-called Italian architecture, with other
shreds of architecture, which are also Italian,

but in another category. These latter are

rugged old houses of a charming irregularity

of line, and assuredly they receive ample jus-

tice in the picture.

No. 242. ‘Lucy Ashton and Ravenswood at

the Fountain,’ Alexander Johnston. This
is a small picture, with the two figures circum-
stanced literally according to the text of the

story.

No. 24-1. ‘ The Tired Shoe-black Boy,’
Marsital Claxton. The boy is asleep on the
groimd, his head resting on his box. This
small picture is among the best we have ever
seen by its author.

No. 246. ‘ The Golden Age,’ G. Lance. The
landscape background, with the trees and the
group of Arcadians, whether they be friends of
Tityrus, or nigbt and day companions of Silenus,

we wot not, so dusky is their whereabouts
; but

such a background, we say, is a novelty to these
luscious fruits. This elegant licence I'emoves

us from the sideboard and the overpowering
fragrance of the fruit room.

No. 277. ‘Dors, raa Petite Amour,’ J. H. S.

Mann. The words of the title are those of a
mother, who bends over the cradle of her

sleeping child. The treatment of the group is

forcibly expressive of the tenderness of the
mother.

No. 280. ‘The Orphans,’ A. Provis. These
orphans are a brood of chickens, which are
receiving food from a rustic maiden in an out-
house, that is so charmingly painted as to

constitute it the pith of the picture.

No. 281. ‘The River Ayr at Catrine,’

II. JuTSUM. A smooth, and perhaps treache-

rous, part of the stream, shut in by woody
and weedy banks : the docks and all tlie small
salad, that are as gold in a w'ell-disposed fore-

ground, are rife and rich here
;
and the trees,

that are yet well clad, are most scrupulously
painted, with indications in their tint that tlie

summer is going by.

No. 288. ‘Fruit, &c.,’ W. Duffield. A
large picture, containing a great variety of
fruits, described with the most provokinj?
illusion.

No. 292. ‘A Spring Day at Stoke, Salop,’
|

J. W. Oakes. This is a large composition, '

into which we looked with tlie unreasonable
expectation of seeing a surface similar to that
of certain of the artist’s last year’s produc-
tions

; but a continuation of such labour must i

end in one of two results—lodge the unfor-
tunate either in an asylum for the blind or the
insane.

,

No. 307. ‘The Sw'ale at Richmond,’ E. J.
|

Niemann. This is an evening effect, deriving
great power from the opposition to the sky of
the deep-toned watercourse and trees.

No. 314. ‘A Country Girl,’ J. Inskipp.
Tliis once well-known painter comes among us
like one who has slept since the fascinations of
Sir Joshua and his followers lost their power.
The picture is a dream of tlie past—a rustic, with
something of the grace and spirit of former
years. Though interred at Godalmiug years
ago, thus may he still revisit the glimpses of
the sun.

No. 318. ‘Omnibus Life in Loudon,’ W. M.
Egley. Painfully true it is—that is, the
picture

; but the title would lead a Frenclimau
to believe that Londoners inhabit omnibuses.
The perspective crowds these poor people
cruelly close. The whole of the detail, how-
ever, Las been most carefully studied.

No. 325. ‘A Precious Burden,’ H. Vanse-
BEN. This work declares itself at once as an
emanation of the French school. The subject
is rustic—colour tolerable, but composition
faulty.

No. 338. ‘Tlie Storm,’ and ‘The Calm,’
J. A. Fitzgerald. Two subjects of elfdom

—

dreams during a sleep induced by the wand of

Prospei’o. Sucli a rendering of these hideous
realties is terribly suggestive that the artist

must have a case of such familiars at home.
No. 347. ‘Isla Mayor—Banks of the Gua-

dalquivir,’ R. Ansdell. The subject is a herd
of Spanish cattle, which have been driven to the
river-.side to drink. The animals on the canvas
are of a fine breed

;
and, we presume, the artist

pi-esents them to us as he saw them. They
are attended by two mounted herdsmen; but
the bull, cows, and calves, constitute the
picture.

No. 354. ‘Vandyck and Dobson,’ J.”D.
Wingfield. The story is this Vandyck’s
attention having been attracted by a picture by
Dobson, which was exposed for sale in a shop
on Snow Hill, he sought the painter and dis-

covered him working in a garret. We find him
therefore with his wife in Dobson’s studio. It
is really an excellent subject, and handled in a
manner very masterly.

No. 3G0. ‘ Autumnal Evening on the Banks
of the Trent, near Nottingham,’ H. Dawson.
The subjects selected by this artist are curiously

utilitarian, but he invests them with all the
poesy of which they are naturally susceptible.

The river here runs into the picture, and the
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forte of the work is the retiring passages and the
lower sky, and to this the near left of tiic eom-
osition is not equal; but it is yet powerful,
rilliant, aud independcut.

No. 3G9. ‘ Mater Castissima ora pro nobis/
T. M. Jov. Tliis artist is painting much more
powerfully than he has ever done before. The
prayer is put into the mouths of two Italian

boys, who arc worshipping before the image of
the Virgin. In the face of the nearer of the
two there is some inaccuracy in the drawing;
this adjusted, the picture will be very effective.

SOUTH ROO^iI.

No. 379. ‘Water Dogs,’ F. W. Keyl.
This is really a bold and original conception

;

it is a large work, the most important we have
ever seen under this name. The dogs have
their backs turned, and are swimming away
from us towards a poor wounded duck. The
eager exertions of the animals are described

with infinite spirit.

No. 396. ‘ View of Gibraltar,’ J. W. Car-
MiciiAEL. This view is taken abreast of the
rock, at the distance of some hundreds of yards
from the shore, the fore-sea and distance being
covered with a variety of craft, as xebecs, fruit

boats, heavy Spanish fishing-boats, and, of

course, an English ship of the line
;

and all

these are painted with a knowledge and power
rarely met with in marine pamting. The
work is full of the most minute aud careful

finish—it is refreshiug to sec a marine picture
in which every item of the composition is so
thoroughly understood.

No. 398. ‘The Cottage Door,’ Joseph
Clark. At the cottage door is grouped the

cottage family, the priucipal agent being the
father, who tickles his baby with a tobacco
pipe

;
the head of this figure is admirably

lighted, or rather shaded, it is a less telling

production than “The Sick Child.”

No. 4-05. ‘Flowers aud Pye-finch’s Nest,’
W. II. Ward. The birds themselves will be
in despair on seeing this picture—they caunot
compete with it. William Cowper is now
gainsaid. Near this is another version of the
same subject, not less painfully microscopic.

No. 406. ‘Little Grandmamma,’ W. G.vle.

A child’s head coilfcd with an old lady’s head-
dress—exquisitely sweet.

No. 4:12. ‘Fruit,’ G. Lance. A delicious

miniature—little grapes, aud little currants,

everything dclicatmy minute, gathered by Puck
for the twelfth-night entertainment given by
Oberon and Titania.

No. 413. ‘ Zorahaya,’

F

rank Wyburd. This
is a glimpse of the “ Hharcem” (that is the last

orthographic colliteration), wherein we find

Zorahaya resting on a couch, contemplating
tlirougb her lattice the moonlight on the sea:
it is a small picture, ricli with many beauties.

No. 427. ‘Bird-Catching,’ W. Hejisley.
An open composition, with a group of boys,
whose occupation is very perspicuously de-

scribed. The work evidences abundant power
and resource.

No. 431. ‘Interior of a Welsh Shed,’ G.
Cole. Tlic door iu this study is in reality the
])ictiivc : it is old, worn, paintless, patched,
and worm-eaten—just the surface that would
be grateful for being patiently dwelt upon.
_No. 435_. ‘Roderick Raudom’s Eucouutcr

with Captain Weasel,’ G. Cruicksjiank. This
is not so eccentric as some of the recent works
of the artist, inasmuch as it would be difficult

to exceed the extravagance of the text.

No. 436. ‘The Temple of Hope, Roma
Veccliia—Evening,’ W. Linton. As a painter
of historic solitudes, this artist is sometimes
unapproachable. The sentiment here is elegant
and touching; but wherefore are we to look to

“Roma Vecchia” when the “Roma” of the
heathen temple is not “Vecchia” but dead ?

No. 441. ‘Interior, St. Jacques, Antwerp,’

C. II. Stanley. Tiiis subject is unique, aud
therefore not to be mistaken, but it looks here
very new : nevertheless, it is one of the best
church interiors we have of late seen.
No. 448. ‘Returning Home— the Day’s

Work Done,’ U. Brittan Willts. The heads
of the oxen in this picture catch the eye, aud
it refuses to pass from them : they are, indeed,
superbly painted. The subject is a team of
honest working beeves, walking with their

accustomed measured step out of the picture.

No. 453. ‘Tiic Birth of a Pyramid—an
Attempt to realize an Egyptian Tradition,’

E. Hopley. Tlie story is of an Egyptian
priucess who imposed upon her inillions of
wooers tlie contribution of a block of granite
to the building of a pyramid. When we look
iiito this picture it deciares itself to be a result
of years of study aud labour. Wc cannot
attempt to describe it

;
a page would be insuffi-

cient. The work, we apprehend, will excite
rather wonder than admiration.

No. 460. ‘ The Village Blacksmith’s Shop,’
Il._ Elmore. Tlie blackness of the breadths of
this picture caunot be accounted for but by
supposing the picture to have been executed
in a very subdued liglit.

No. 461. ‘Stouehouse Pool, with the Govern-
ment Victualling Warehouses, Mount Edge-
curabc, Plymouth,’ H. Dawson. This subject
is by no means suQicicutly attractive to justify
the waste of sunlight that is cast over it.

No. 478. ‘Early Morning on the Lake of
the Four Cantons,’ II. Johnson. This looks
very easy to paint

;
but wlicn we feel it brighten

from dawn into daylight it must be aclaiow-
ledgcd that with such effects tlie appearance of
simplicity is one of the great triumpiis of Art.

No. 479. * Hedges have Eyes, and Walls
have Ears,’ E. T. Parris. Full of quaint sig-

nificance
;
one of those acted proverbs whereof

this artist has afforded so many felicitous mises
eti scene.

No. 483. ‘ The Hard Word,’ E. Hughes.
The painting of the two heads in this composi-
tion is charming. It is easy to lapse into hard
execution, but it is necessary to work our wav
to one or two logical conclusions before arriving
at the conviction of the necessity for obliterating

the too linear contour of form. The subject is

sinqile in its humanity and cii-cumstanccs, but
as to the Art, it is ennobled by exquisite feeling.

No. 489. ‘The Pyramids at Sunrise,’ F. Dil-
lon. There is, perhaps, much truth in this

representation, but we have seen the pyramids
under every phase of nature.

No. 495. ‘The Blind Girl of Castcl Cuille,’

J. Ritchie. This is what is called an example
of “ pre-Raffaellite” art. The subject is from
the verse of Longfellow, but, like so many of
the works of the intense school, the picture is

beside the subject. The work excites, perhaps,
the frautic admiration of the disciples of the
school

;
aud the industry with which it has been

executed will be regarded universally with some
generosity of feeling, but wo cannot persuade
ourselves that Reynolds was wrong when he
admired the balance of hard and soft in the
pliilosophy of Teniers.

_

Of sculpture aud casts there are thirteen
pieces—busts aud compositions

;
the names of

tlie exhibitors being Frederick Thrupp, Torello
Ainbuclii, G. Halsc, H. McCarthy, C.B. Birch,
F. Couolly, E. Benuet, &c. It will be at once
seen from tliis notice that all the best works
are small pictures, common-place in subject,

some of them being worked up by nicety of
execution to the utmost excellence of Art.
The largest pictui-e on the walls stands alone
in its magnitude; it is “The Christeuing of
the Priuce of Wales,” painted by Sir George
Hayter. The British Institution is the vantage-
ground of the rising school

;
here may be esti-

mated the tone of our studentship, which is

more ambitious of manner than of theme.

THE EXHIBITION

OF

THE SOCIETY OF FEMALE ARTISTS.

This, the third season of the Exhibition of
Female Artists, opens with increased claims
upon the attention of patrons of Art, inasmuch as
the works iu subject-matter are more ambitious,
aud in execution more careful and accurate,
than tliose that have preceded them. The cxis-

teuce of the institution has been brief, but its

establishment has acted as a most salutary aud
sustaining stimulus to the exertions of those
who had no hope from anv otlier. There are
among these pictures productions of a quality

so rare, as at once to achieve a reputation for

their autliors
; yet which, but for the establish-

ment of a society of lady artists, had never
been seen

;
for in otlier arenic the men are the

athletes, whose eager emulation among them-
selves entirely displace feminine pretension.

The list of exliibitcd pictures is less numerous
than last year; and the limitation has secured
that higher degree of excellence to which we
allude. But, as formerly there was a plethora
of flowers aud subjects of the still-life class,

there is at present also a supei-fliuty
;

and
flowers and fruit are now painted in a manner
so charming, that nothing short of perfection
iu this direction is at all tolerable. In this de-

partment of painting there are examples that
we do not conceive it possible can be excelled.

The enthusiasm of one of these ladies has led her
to choose a subject which has perhaps never been
selected before. The name of the artist is

Florence Peel, aud her subject is simply a
stone, which her confidence iu her manipulative
power has led her to believe she could render
interesting : of this, more hereafter. But the
progress of these earnest students is more
conspicuous in their figure aud landscape
studies. Mrs. Murray, of Tenerifle, signalizes

herself by four verj brilliant drawings, of which
the largest is—title and subject

—
‘Pifferari

playing to the Virgin,’ wherein there are two
groups : on the left, the two musicians, and
on the right, a woman directing the attention
of her cliild to the picture of the Virgin. The
drawing was made in Rome ; for nowhere
else can models be got up to this nationality

of feature and accuracy of costume. Two
other Italian subjects are ‘A Roman Pilgrim,’

aud a boy of the Campagna, which differ from
each other very widely iu temperament—the
former being necessarily severe, while the
latter is one entire and emphatic expression of
joyous activity. This drawing we canuot suffi-

ciently eulogize
;

it is strikingly original, and
the best perhaps that this lady has ever exhi-

bited. The fourth of her figure pictures is

entitled ‘An Outcast,’ which is also in
conception extremely iudependent, and in

effect very forcible. The style of Mrs.
Murray’s works is eminently original: she
seizes her subjects with a power aud fresh-

ness that place before us her Italian cha-

racters with new attributes, and a force of
colour thatfewartists have the tact to harmonize.
These are a great advance on her productions
of last year. Miss Gillies contributes oue pic-

ture, ‘ Vivia Perpetua ’ in prison on the eve of

her martyrdom. The figure is presented in

profile, in the act of prayer, looking through
the window of her prison; but besides the
light which from witliout illumines the fea-

tures, there is also one from within, by which
the other is superseded—that of faith and hope,

aud this, even in the feeling of the beholder, is

more impressive than the material beauty that

characterizes the mould of the features. The
figure and the draperies have been most scru-

pulously studied, aud tlie lowering of the
colour, and general simplicity and chastity of
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effect, all contribute to enhance the exalted

expression of the figure.

On the first screen is a small picture by
Mrs. E. M. Ward, so sunny as at once to appeal

to the eye on entering the room. It is called
“ The Supplicant,’ and shows a young lady who,

about to take a morning ride, is entreated by
a dog—a tine, honest-looking animal—to l)e

permitted to accompany her. Although we
see only the head of the dog, the incident is

very literally set forth : it is a work of many
beauties, firm in manner, but playful in its

sunny light and brilliant hues. A very happy
and novel arrangement exists in the drawing
called ‘ Children Minding their Mother’s Stall

—the Eish-market,’ by Mrs. Backuouse. The
stall is on the beach, and the figures are re-

lieved by the open breadth of the sea, which is

behind them. The composition is light and
simple, forcible in effect, and no less powerful

I

in colour. ‘ I got a Eedder !’ seems again

j

to be of the spoils of the seaboard, another of

the class araphibia

:

a laughing child, who
throws over the rag, which is to lier a bonnet,

a large spray of sea-w'eed, that she tells us is a
‘ fedder.’ ‘ Old Brocades, or the Sack of

Aunt Tabitha’s Wardrobe,’ by Miss Adelaide
Burgess, contains two figures—a young lady

who, Laving dressed in an old brocade, is con-

sulting her glass as to her appearance
;
and her

maid, who is enraptured with the becoming tit

of the dress. It is an ambitions work, the

drawing is everywhere careful, and the exe-

cution, especially that of the background, is

unexceptionable. By the same artist there is

another drawing from ‘ The Old Curiosity

Shop,’ equal in quality to the other, but in

sentiment much more touching. ‘Eresh-ga-

thered Watercresses,’ and 'A Flower-Girl,’ by

Mrs. V. Bartholomew, two single figures, arc

the most successful drawings we have ever seen

by this lady
;
they are treated with a judicious

simplicity which gives value to the subjects.
‘ The Comrades,’ by Miss Tekuscu, presents

two Italian organ-boys resting. The figures,

which are relieved by an elaborately painted

landscape backgroimd, are characteristic and
well executed : the tone is generally broad ; bad
the figures been a little more brought out, the

work would have been improved
;

but it is,

nevertheless, an admirable performance. By
S.auahF. Hewett there is a drawing thoroughly

Engbsli—‘Hop-picking, at Sevcuoaks, Kent,’

equal to any version of the suliject we have

ever seen in any exhibition. The figures are

numerous, and well drawn
;
the hop-garden is

successfully represented, and the general manner
of dealing with the material in wuiicli the draw-

ing is made, shows skill and experience wliicli

it IS strange should not have sooner acquired

reputation. By Miss Kate Swift, there is a

picture of much merit, •entitled ‘ I Love to

Look upon a Scene like this,’ also ‘ Taking up
a Stitch.’ Mrs. Swift exhibits several works,

among which two portraits of dogs are pro-

minent. ‘ Maude,’ by Miss Ellen Fartkidge,
is a study of much simplicity and sweetness;
and not less attractive is ‘ Nora Creina,’ by the

same lady. ‘ Making Acquaintance,’ a drawing
by Lady Belcher, shows an agroupment of

rustic figures (apparently from the sister island),

with a dog, whose friendsliip, it appears, it is

desirable to cultivate; a light, brilliant, and
well-finished drawing. In ‘ The Colossi, at

Sunrise, Thebes,’ &c., Mrs. Koberton Blaine,
the proposed effect is fully made out, aud
the picture is altogether a work of great

power. To Miss Blake all honour is due for

Iier charming landscape, ‘ The Glacier of Roseu-

lani
;

’ atmosphere and distances cannot be more
tenderly treated than we see them here ; the

work is the result of years of patient toil and
studious inquiry: her ‘Florence’ of last year

was a memorable performance. The ‘Tomb
in the Pellegrini Church, at Verona,’ aud the
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‘ Pulpit in the Church of S. Ferrao, Verona,’

by Mrs. Higford Bure, are drawings of

exquisite delicacy of colour and execution

;

rarely do we, in this class of subject, meet
with such taste in selection and execution.

Florence Peel, the lady already alluded to,

exhibits her study without a title
;

it is, as we
have intimated, a drawing of a large stone
garnished with gadding ivy and a solitary tuft

of short seeded grass. It is unique
;
we have

never before seen a subject in itself so un-

important rendered so interesting, by mere
assiduity of manipulation. In the catalogue
it is said that the study was made for self-

improvement, “and as an experiment, whether
while working chiefly with a view to detail, it

is absolutely necessary, as frequently asserted,

to lose sight of general effect.” The absence
of general effect is not a desirable condition of

detail, but a fatal iusufficieucy of all pictures

worked under eyes that see too well, by a hand
influenced by the temptation of showing too

much. But Florence Peel shows a jierfect

apprehension of the dolce duro, that infinitely

dillicult science in the art of painting; and
a sternly virtuous purpose she has detailed

her breadths of light, and subdued her out-

lines in a manner successfully illustrative of

her proposition. Miss Stoddart’s two works,

‘Evening Landscape—Kircudbrightshire,’ and
‘ View on the Ken,’ are judiciously selected as

subjects, aud carried out with a full impression

of the value of breadth. Miss Stone exhibits

‘Rivauix—Yorkshire,’ and a ‘ YVillow Pool in

Burnham Beech YVood,’ both most carefully

elaborated
;
the latter especially agreeable in

colour. By Mrs. E. D. Murray there are

a view of ‘ Holy Island during the Herring
Season,’ ‘ Mont St. Jory, near Toulouse,’ &c.
‘ Christ Church Gateway, Canterbury,’ and ‘ Old
Houses, Gloucester,’ by Louise K'ayner, are

really as masterly as anything we see in this

department of Art. ‘ The Fort of Baia—Bay
of Naples,’ Mrs. E. Romilly, is a delicate,

airy, and perfectly harmonious drawing; and,

as an example of power of colour aud effect,

may be cited
—‘AView from Hampstead Heath,

looking towards Harrow,’ by S. Wilkes.
YYe remember Mrs. Withers’s ‘ Winter

Berries’ of last year, and might repeat, in

reference to a similar agroupment now exhi-

bited, tiie eulogy which the others merited

so well. Of flowers and fruit we have already

said the exhibition has a superabundance; and
as ladies are pre-eminently flower painters,

this society should show none but the rai'est

examples oi this branch of art. Mrs. Bartho-
lomew’s ‘Apples,’ and Miss Lance’s ‘Grapes,’

are most tempting instances of truthful imita-

tion : these are on the screens, in company
with others of the smaller and more highly

finished works of the collection. A minia-

ture in oil of Mrs. S. G. Dennis, by Mrs.

Mosely, is as delicately worked as any water-

colour production of the same class. There

arc also, by Miss Kettle, four miniatures,

treated generally, as pictures, with great refine-

ment and elegance of taste; these are
—‘Miss

Tennant,’ ‘The Children of F. C. Worsley,

Esq.,’ ‘Forget-me-not,’ and ‘ The Student.’ The
fruit and flower compositions by Miss YValter
are much superior to those exhibited by her

last year ; they arc rich aud brilliant—the

sweetest growth of summer and autumn. To
many other meritorious works the necessary

limit of this notice denies us the pleasure of

doiug justice; but the names of other ladies

that are signalized here are—Lady Edward
Thy'Nne, the late Mrs. R. J. Spiers, Mrs.
UwiNS, Miss Hibbert, Miss Claxton, &c.

&c. In conclusion, it must be admitted, that,

such is the excellence of the exhibition, the

society now takes its place as one of our

established Art-Institutions.

ART IN CONTINENTAL STATES.

r.vRTS.—The only talk or thought in the Art-
cirules hero at present is the forthcoming e.xhibition

;

all else is forgotten. The Falais de V Industrie, in

which it takes place, will be ditf'erently arranged
this year to what it was two years ago

;
there will

be in the centre two or three large rooms, the

rest of the gallery is to be divided down the middle,

thus forming,four long galleries. The small jiic-

turcs will be hung where they can be seen advan-
tageously. A lottery is authorized

;
each ticket

costs two francs, which may be paid at tho entry;

paintings are to be purchased as subscriptions come
in.—The “ Pieto,” executed by Bonnardel at Horae,

and left unfinished at his death, has been completed
by some of his friends

;
the government has bought

it fur the Church of St. Germain I’Auxerrois.—The
government lias ordered the busts of Lavoisier,

Boucher, Lesnoyer, Ducis Bervie, and Haliy, for

the gallery of the Institute.—The portraits in the

“Gallery of Apollo,” at the Louvre, having the

light in front, could not be well seen, and have
been replaced by reproductions in Gobelin tapestry.

Vienna.—The disunion that unfortunately ex-
isted among the artists of Vienna is now happily
at an end. Tiie parties into which they had divided
themselves, the better to carry out their several
views, and to counteract those of their opponents,
have united in amity. Hitherto each had its sepa-
rate exhibition, with all the multifarious attendant
bitternesses which hasty feuds invariably bring with
them. Both sides materially suffered by the strife ;

while neither Art, nor any of the belligerents, could
show a single gain as the result. At the great Art
Exhibition at Munich, in the autumn of last year, it

was painful to see how the Viennese artists separated
themselves in fractions, each in a difierent com-
partment, studiously apart from the other.—Tho
grave of Mozart is at last marked by a fitting monu-
ment, or at least will be so in a comparatively short

time, the bronze work having been just cast, and
has now only to be chiselled before the erection

will take place. As the precise spot of earth is not
known, the pedestal is to be made large enough to

cover all the space about which a dispute has been
raised. A shaft of granite, eight feet in height,

supports a sitting figure of the weeping Polyhym-
nia, supposed to be the iuventress of harmony. The
figure itself is in bronze. On the four sides of tho
])illar are the medallion portrait of Mozart, also

of bronze, and the various inscriptions. A railing

around it encloses a square space of about six and
thirty feet. The compositiuu is from the hand of
Haims J.assers.

Dresden.—Professor Bietschel’s model for the
statue of Carl Maria von "Webev is now on view at

the sculptor’s residence. The work is universally

admired, both for the conception of the great com-
poser’s character which it displays, as well as for

the execution, and the arrangement of all tho
details. "Weber is represented standing before a
imisie-dosk

;
his head is turned, as if listening

—

more, perhaps, in thought than in reality— to some
romantic melody that has just reached his car,

floating hitherward from the lealm of Fancy. There
is a fine enthusiasm in liU look. One hand grasps

the folds of his cloak, while a bunch of flowers

which he is holding droops over the fingers. Pro-
fessor llielschel is also busy willi the preparatory

work for his great statue of Luther. He has more-
over a monument in hand to be placed in one of

the cemeteries, the figure on which symbolizes the

words, “ Come unto me all ye that are heavy laden,

and 1 will give you rest.”

Weimau.—

W

e noticed some time ago the invi-

tation which Professor Genelli had received to make
Weimar his future residence, and his acceptance of

ic. This, as well as many other steps which the

Grand Duke has lately taken, indicates an intention

of making Weimar the seat of Art, as well as a
residence for the prince. Count Kalkreuth, who ia

himself an artist, has doubtless been instrumental
in eflecling some of these changes. We saw him
at Munich in the exhibition, in company with the

Grand Duke, and calling his attention to the dif-

ferent works that were most worthy of notice. He
now, with a number of other artists, has just pre-

sented the Grand Duke with a collection of paint-

ings aud drawings, in grateful recognition of the

fostering care which Art has of late experienced in

the duchy. The Duke on receiving the gift ob-

served, “ it would be an encouragement to him to

proceed in the same path that he had trod hitherto.”

Rome,—For two years past the well-known land-

scape painter, Willers, has been staying in Greece,

enriching his portfolio with sketches made in the

Peloponnesus, and in the north of the country. He
is a native of Oldenburg ; but instead of returning

thither, he intends taking up his residence in Rome,
and is already on his way to the imperial city.
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EXCURSIONS IN SOUTH WALES.
]!Y MR. .YND JIRS. S. C. UALI,.

Part III.—Teie Wye: from Ko.ss to Mon.mouth.

T1I8 lU.USTUATIONiS FROM DRAWINGS UY V. W. IIULME, ETC.

mond’s “Yal,”is in some records cnllcd

by the cliaractcristic name, Jutland ;

Ibr the rock, of which it consists,

here forces the Wye to make a cir-

cuitous bend, encomjiassiiig it on

three sides so as to form a small

peninsula, on the summit of which

the spectator has the singular pro-

blem of seeing the river oil cacli side

of liini. The limestone rock rises to a precipitous peak; and

helovv it, at a less altitude, a rugged hill of siliceous breccia,

the summit of which is fenced by a line of massive bouldei's

so continuous as to resemble a cyclopcan wall. This summit

has been used as a camp, secured on one side by the natural

line of boulder stones
;
on another by the chasm or depression i

between the breccia and limestone rocks
;
and on the other

sides by tlic precipice and river. Ou the side next the chasm
[

it has been furlher strciigtliencd by a triple earthwork, like
|

tliat on the Doward.
|

Py means of these two works, one ou each side of tiie
;

Wye, having some rich pasture contiguous to each, the
,

iiburigiual settlers were at once iu a posiliou of seenrity and

nbuiidaiu'c, ami could follow their mining and pastoral oc-
|

ciijialions witti little fear of serious molestatiou.
j

These fortresses were destined, after the lapse of centuries

which saw the rise and fall of the Itomnn domination, the
!

expulsion of the Siliires by the Cambrian Britons, and, again,
(

file humiliation of the latter by the ciicroacbiiig Saxon king- I

doms of Mercia and AVessex, to be occupied by new in- I

truilers. '

111 the eleventh year of Edward (be Elder (a.d. 911), a
,

body of Norwegian vikings, led by Eric, the Bloody .Axe, then

a mere lad, one of the numerous sons of Harald llnarfager,

supported by two Juris, Roald or Rognvald, and Uhler or

Otter, in a marauding expedition landed at Beachley, near

Chepstow, and crossing Dean Eorest, took post at Symond’s

Yat, or Jutland. Erom its summit they could survey the

broad expanse of meadows west of the town of Ross, and wliicli

had been jmrt of the little British kingdom of Ergnig, now
called the Hundred of Archenticld, over which the celebrated

Vortigernwas once )i\n'^,or snbre^i'liis. In quest of plunder,

they took ]irisoner a British bishop, named Camailgaret, who
was ransomed by the king for £40. The scene of ransom is

depicted in an ancient fresco on the church wall at Dew-
church, near Ross. The shires of Hereford and Gloucester

were assembled, and the posse romiluti's suiTouiided the

viking troop iu their fastness al Symoiid’s Yat, near which

they formed a s(|uare oncnnipnient, yet visible. From tliis

place Symond's Yat would be so exposed to arrow-shot as to

be iiiitciuible.

Here (be vikings seem to have escaped down the easiest

side of the precipice towards the old camp on Doward Hill;

but, as it would seem, vvitli ill fate, for near tlic ford leading to

it is a ddilc still called Ttie Slaughter. It is said that Jarl

Roald, and Gcolcic, the brother of Jarl Uhler, with a great

part of their army, were here slain. A considerable body must
iiave reached tlie Doward Hill; and as some time was neces-

sary to follow and surroiiiul them again, they' were able to

enlarge the old Silurian fortress, and protect its summit by

the same kind of triple embankment found at Symond’s Yat.

In the sequel they capitulated, and were allowed to leave the

country—a sequel qu te intelligible when tlie nature of the

eutrencliment at Doward Hill is considered.*

In our description of the views from Symoud’s Yat

we have noted only distant objects
;
but those that are close

at hand are of surpassing beauty. You trace the course of

the river during part of its long journey, since you left it;

you look on rich farms, pleasant villages, and pretty home-
steads among trees

;
you see the hill-rocks of varied and

fantastic forms; the steep and winding footways that lead

from dales to hills; here and there a rippling stream,

leisurely making way towards the river, and singing as it

goes; now and then, a boat, with oars or sail, or a laden

b.arge, passes up or dowu, the boatman’s song ascending; or

you bear the workman’s tool ringing through the air, as he
forces the limestone from the mass, to burn in lime-kilns,

picturesquely scattered ou the hill-side.

On the left, you look down upon a mass of close trees

—

* For thi.s information, and also for the interesting notes concern-
ing Goodrich Castle and the IJlack Mountains, we are indebteil to tlie

kindness and courtesy of a correspondent—Henry il. Fryer, Esq., of
Colefurd, Gloucestershire.

\

so close that there can be no space between them for miles upon miles. It is the Eorest of

: Dean; dark and dense pillars of smoke issue here and tliere out of the matted foliage; they

j

rise from occasional foundries, for the smoke created by the charcoal-burners is light aud blue,

;

and adds to the picturesque as it ascends upwards. Yon hill is Bucksloiie Hill, on the summit
of wliich is ytauiitoD Church, and which holds a venerable remain of the Druids; the liill

(
more distant is the Kyraiu, looking down upon Monmouth. On its top also there is a monn-

[

meut to the naval heroes of a time not long past. These records of ages remote and near we
shall reach in due course.

Oiir boat awaits us: it has gone its five miles round—passed Ilnntsham Farm and Hunt-
sham Ferry, and AVhitchurch Ferry—and rests at the Ferry of New AYeir.*

The lock and weir formerly here have vanished; they were found to be useless in a river

so continually liable to sudden rises and falls
;

and althougli indications of their whereabouts
arc frequeutly encountered, there are none remaining between Hereford and Chepstow; they
were, indeed, not only useless, but injurious to navigation, and destructive of the fish, and so

were removed by the Crown soon after the estate was purchased. At this place arc also the

remains of some iron-works, to assist which it is said the weir was constructed at this spot.

TOE DROmXG WELL.

"New AVcir is not a broad fractured face of rock, but, rather, a woody hill, from which large
rocky projections, in two or three places, burst out, rudely hung with twisting branches and
shaggy furniture, which, like mane round the lion’s head, give a more savage air to these wild
exhibitions of Nature.” Near the top, a pointed fragment of solitary rock, rising above the
rest, has “rather a fantastic appearance.” This rock Mr. Hulnie pictured. Seen at a distance,

it bears a close resemblance to a time-worn turret of some ancient castle, looking down on the
dell beneath. “ The scene at the New Weir consists of exquisite crags, thiMwn into fine confusion
by falls from the upper rim. These crags are full of projections and recesses and heajis of ruins,

' The Nc'v Weir is distant from Ross five miles by land, and eighteen miles by \va:er.
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all shrubbed and weather-holed, and forming a most romantic
variety of shelves, rude arches, clefts, and mimic tovrers.

Between this and the opposite bank of rock-wall and hanging
wood the river, rapid and confined, roars hastily along. The
banks are a series of meadows of deep rich green, enlivening
the dusky gloom of the narrow dell. A single rock column
gives an agreeable novelty to the side crags. It is only one
of many others similar that were standing sixty years ago,
insulated from the main wall of rock, but now either fallen or
gormandized by the ravenous lime-kiln, that, regardless of

the beauty of the W'ye, ‘in grim repose expects bis evening
prey.’ ” We are quoting Fosbroke’s Notes on Gilpin’s Tour,

The scenery of this neighbourhood, although it has nmcli
beauty, lias much sameness—rocks and trees overhanging
water. We have now the Forest of Dean on both sides of the
river

;
and amid dense foliage clothing the steeps from the

brink, we pursue ourvoyage. Passing a pretty lodge of one of

the keepers—the only one on the right bank*—we arrive at

An ancient church—Church Dixton—is encountered close to a small bourne that marks the
division between the counties of Herefordshire and Monmouthshire, the opposite bank being in
Gloucestershire.* “But description flags (we borrow a passage from Gilpin) in running over
such a monotony of terras. High, low, steep, woody, rocky, and a few others, are all the
colours of language. We have to describe scenes in which there are infinite gradations and

TOE DOWiRD ROCKS.

amidst some general sameness, infinite peculiarities.” Fosbroke, in his notes to Gilpin, complains
that the author must have become sleepy when he thus “slabbers over a fine scene of continual
change and inimitable grouping.” But it is certain that when the voyage has been made be-
tween Ross and Monmouth, the eye and mind have wearied of the perpetual succession of rock.

The Dropping Well

—

a singular formation of rocks, scat-

tered without order, the result, probably, of some terrible

earth-shaking, ages ago. The water has a petrifying in-

fluence, resembling tliat of certain wells in Yorkshire and
Derbysliire, and it has given a very remarkable character to

the hill sides and the huge masses of conglomerated stones

which abound on the piece of flat land tliat skirts the river.

In this immediate neighbourhood is tlie deepest part of

the Wye. It has here a depth of sixty feet at low water;
while within a few yards of (his dell, underneath, it suddenly
shallows to a few inches. We picture a group of singular

rocks, which form a sort of water-wall to the Great Doward

:

they are of the class of which we have seen so many— very
striking, and highly picturesque, clothed as they are uitli liclieiis

of various hues, with stunted shrubs springing here and there

out of crevices, and surmounted by tall and finely-grown

trees.f We pass a beautiful demesne, the I,eys House, with
many charming hills and hollows, and rcacli another lion of

the district—Hadiiock. “The right side consists of fields,

forming the area of a sylvan amphitheatre
;
and the left is

made up of meadows, in flat, swell, and hollow, intermingled
with woody ridges, and strips of fields in front of steep side-

screens of wood.” The view here is exceedingly charming.

• There arc in the forest tn-elve keepers
; but their business is only

to look after the wood
; game is not preserved.

t “ The river roars along a curve, between High Meadow Woods
on the left, and the rock-wall of the Great Howard on the right. At
the end of this reach is a beautiful mass of rock, crowned with shrubs
and pendulous creepers

; in front the river forms a pool, and is back-
grounded by the summit of the Little Dovsard in sugar-loaf.”—
Fosbrorb.
“Between the Great and Little Doward, in a valley, lies a singu-

larly picturesque estate, called the Kiln-house Farm. In a corner of
it is 3 ffimantic cavern, bearing the name of King Arthur's Hall.”
It was probably a mine, out of which was obtained iron ore in old
times.

DIXTON CUURCU.

wood, and water, seldom and but little varied. The “wanderer on the Wye” should, therefore,
never fail to ascend the heights which so frequently present themselves, and obtain views of

• For ^tho drawing of “ Dixton Church,” also for that of (he “ Dow.ard Rocks,” that of the “ Junction
of the Wye and Monnow,” and tliat of “ Monmouth from the Monnow," we are indebted to the courtesy of
Captain Carter, an accomplished artist-amateur, resident at Monmouth.
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the winding river, the near liilU, and the distant inountains;
his pleasure will thus be very largely enhanced.

\Ve have now in view J.itlle Doward—again rocks, again
trees, again water. The eye is attracted by a view-tower of
cast-iron; it is unfinished, in consequence, it is understood,
of alarm tlint it might attract ligtitning—an idea that did
not occur until a large sum had been expended in its con-
striietion. The rocks here, on the riglit bank, become more
continuous, but vary little in character from those of which
we have seen so much, and of which, perhaps, we begin to
weary. Many of them have names: thus, here we have
the Martin Kocks; the river here, which is deep, is called
Martin’s Pool.” But the guides and boatmen are silent

as to their origin
;

neither tradition nor invention being aids
at their side as they conduct the tourist up and down the
sfi'eain.’*

Every now and then, as you row along the river, you reach
a (piiet and retired nook, in which the patient fisher has
moored his boat : it is strongly fastened to the hank hy ropes,
and made steady at the how'by a strong pole, to which it is

attached : tlic net is of course overboard, and the rope whicii
I

connects it with the punt tlie fisher holds in his baud—he is
^

thus iustantly informed when a salmon has entered it,

inasmuch as lie feels Ihe sudden check. The net is then '

rapidly raised, aud the lisli transferred to the “cool parlour”
!

of the boat. Sometimes the fisherman is fortunate; but
often he has to sit a whole day, from before sunrise till long
after sunset, in this constrained position, tiis hand just above

!

the stream, without the excitement of a single touch.
If, however, he can enjoy nature, lie will receive ample ;

compensation for the absence of sport. His choice of station
|

is always some peculiarly quiet spot, out of the way of I

passers, where the foliage grows luxuriantly, where the
I

breezes are always refreshing, aud sometimes’ musical, and
wliere sweet birds arc ever singing among brandies over-
head, among the reeds and rushes at his side, or high in the
air above.

And so we moor our boat at the quay, aud cuter Mou-
moutli town.

Hie town, standing as it does on an elevation above the
two rivers, is thus seen to great advantage. Our engravings
snpjily two views: (lie first, as it appears from the meadows
that skirt the Jloimow

;
the second, from the old bridge that

crosses the Wye. Tlie several objects of interest in aud
about the town we shall describe in the part that follows.
And here we shall, for a time, leave the Wye and its attrac-

tions of beautiful aud picturesque scenery, of ancient ruins,
of graceful hills, of pleasant streamlets,' of pretty villages,
and of lordly mansions; while lofty mountaius lend their
interest everywhere, sometimes near, but more often at far-off
distances, frequently as dim outlines calling up associations
with the long past, few of them being more striking or more
suggestive tlinii the Black Mountains, looming in sight from
any of the adjacent stceps.f

Hereafter, it will be our duty to return to this charming
district : first, to picture the Wye from its source iu Plin-
liinmoQ to the town of Ross, aiid next, to describe it from
iMonmouth, where we now leave it, to its junction with
“ Brincelie Severn,” below Chepstow.

It is below the town that the Wye and Monnow meet, just

under a tree-clad hill, to which is given the unaccountable name of “ Gibraltar.” The two rivers
run at either side of a flat green meadow, aud embrace as they turn its corner, ])roceeding theuce
together to Chepstow town, thence to rapid Severn, and thence into the Bristol Channel.

Our readers will hear in miud that we are not yet iu Wales : Monmouthshire is now one of
our English counties, though “aneieutly ” it apprtained to the ancient Britons, aud was the
battle-field of so mouy of their gallant and continuous struggles for liberty, not only with the
Romans, not alone with the Saxons, nor merely with the Norman invaders; in later ages they

fought bravely, and under many disadvantages, with succeeding kings, and “ the English,” their
enemies down to a comparatively recent period.
Ou this subject we shall tiave much to say when we advance further into “ the bowels of the

laud, according due honour to a people ever brave, ever enduring, and ever fierce in tlieir

_

Upon the Little Doward, a hill of peciili.arly fine outline, viewed
in front from the Monmouth road, arc the iiitere.stiii" remains of a
IJiilisli camp. Three circular terraces wind uj) to the summit. It
is a valuable relic of Hritish fortification, wlicrc Caractacus probably
posted himself, for how otherwise are tlie adj.acent Raman camps on
tlic Ureal Doward and Syinond's Yat to be accounted for ? Ostorins
probably attempted to force him by tlie tireat Doward. liut aiiiia.
rently did not succeed, and being coniiHiilod to cross tlie river en-
camped at Syniond's Yat. The inference is drawn from the circum-
stance ot the Uauis liavln" taken up a position iirotccted by a river,
where even Cicsar declined action.

—

Foshuoke.
“ The tierce Silurcs," who inliabitcd tliis district, held in ciual

comcmiit the lures ami the menaces of the Romans. Tlie Silures
under their general, Caractaens, made a tedious and desperate re-
sistance. J he neighhoiirlinod is full of evidence that, if a barbarous
people, tliey kept the civilizers of tlic world lonj? at bay. availin™
thenisejves of all natural aids— liills, forests, and morasses, “gaei^
ilykes, hollows, and dens, and especially rivers

;
always retreatingwhen the Romans succeeded in luring tlieni info ’close actiom

According to Giraldns Cambrensts, “the Welsh passed days and
iiiglits 111 running over the tops of liiHs and penetrating woods.'

Mountains, where,

- iw ’ It
"•‘' es, was defeated and slain

b> Uciiiaid De NeurMarchc,oneof llie Coiu|ucror‘s earliest ibllowors.
w 10 w.as rcwai-ded wiili Die county of Urecknock, marrying, as

llf'.'r
5 "n "I'ose lieircsr, Syliil,

niarrj iiie, Iitzivaltcr 5Ii)o, Lari ot Hereford, she carried his posses-
.sions iiRo tliat lamily. Rernard was buried in Bishop Aldrcd's oldSaxon Churcli of _bt. Peter, at Gloucester, before llie altar, where an
Inscription calls him “ Bernardus dc Novo Mercato," translated New-market.when in truth—as tlicre were no Welsli counties until the
rai„n of Henry \ III., but it was divided into lordships, or marches—
Bernard was the Lord of the New March just conquered, viz Brecon
hroni this time the indcpcndenceof Wales, long a sliadowy unrealUv'
ceased even in pretence, save in predatory or feeble struggles, vainlv
encouraged by tlie national bards, whose poetic spirit, graduallv
hccotuliig more " llnttering, faint, and low," died out in such plaintive
hut touching melodies as that of “ Mcrcli Megan," of late so elegantly
arrauged hy Briniey Richards.

fights for freedom, under sovereigns who merited better destinies than generally it was their lot
to achieve. Happily now “ M'ales” and ‘‘ England” arc one. But time has not reudered less
the duty of the historian to chronicle the heroism of a race who have to-day lost none of the
renown they kept through centuries gone by.
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\Ve may pause in our descriptions of beautiful scenery—of

rock, bill, vale, and river, and of grand relics of the olden
time— to introduce one of those episodes such os rarely fail

to occur to the wanderer who is seeking incident as well as

searching for the picturesque.

As we toiled up the steep—that leads from Goodrich
village to Goodrich Castle—along a pathway, rendered
nigged by recent rains, we encountered a man whom, by an
almost instinctive impulse, we knew to be “ a character.”

He was stout, and strongly built, with but one arm, and
limped painfully. A fisliing-basket was strapped on his back,

and his fishing-rod was so constructed as to serve the pur-

pose of a walking-stick, lie paused frequently, leaning

sometimes against a tree, sometimes against a projecting

knoll : at length he sat down on a sort of stile, hitclied

up his basket, placed his rod beside bint, removed his felt

hat, and wiped his bald head and rugged brows. His
was a most contradictory countenance : the forehead full

and well proportioned, the eyes restless and bright—jest-

ing, ‘‘gamesome” eyes—the nose short and abrupt —
at once clever and coarse; so far so good— there was abun-

dant observation, as well as sunshine, above; but the

mouth was loose, with turned-down, discontented, corners;

the upper lip ready to curl into a snarl; the jaw heavy, the

chin full to sensuality : still the whole was remarkable; and
it is ever a treat to eoconuter what is not commou-piace.
We exchanged greetings. He had observed us overlooking

the rich landscape, where, from amid surrounding woods, rose

the tall spire of the church we had that morning visited

—

the Church of lloss. He was sutficieutly acute to guess our
train of thonglit

;
iLeeyes that beamed so brightly becamedark,

wliile his lip curled into an expression sarcastic and bitter.

I have,” he said, “ been admiring the fidelity with which
the intentions of ‘The Man of lloss’ are carried out; I find

myself often called upon—by myself— to admire that sort

of thing, and sometimes to ponder over it before I can make
it out: here it strikes the wayfarer at once

—‘He who runs

may read.’ Now I do not,— as you have no doubt perceived,—1 do not ‘run,' but I can read and tliiuk. We honour
the charities of the dead by care to their bequests ! I am
really a wayfarer, having ueilher house nor home, and care

as little for kith and kin, as kith and kin are likely to care

for a relative houseless and homeless. 1 had a boy-dream
of how proud I should feel to have been born even a parish

child of the town of Jolm Kyrle; I nourished and cherislied

that dream during a toilsome life, and at last made a pil-

grimage to visit his shrine; yet, seeing what I have seen,

and liearing what 1 have heard, this day, 1 tliaiik God I am
not a man of Hoss.”

Again he wiped liis brow, his colour faded, the sarcastic

lip uncurled, the corners of his mouth became rather more
straight

;
he appeared considerably relieved by the torrent

of words he had poured forth, ami by the vehemence with
which he struck one end of his fishing-rod into the sward.

“Still,” we said, “despite all the present can do to

obliterate the ])ast—to eradicate the memory of a man liis

fellovv-mcn ali'ect to honour—the facts of his c.visteuce and
his good deeds have become history, and are patent to the

whole world.”
“ Ah,” he said, “ that may he true

;
yet I have been trying

to believe, for the last lialf-hour, that the ‘Man of Itoss’

never did exist except in llie poetry of Pope,”
He laughed bitterly; and it was a study to obsei've tlie

raj)id and varied expression of his contradictory face; but
he was fond of talking, and only paused to gain breath.

“The law of nature is reversed with me. When my
limbs were sound, before I lost my arm, and my foot was
crushed by a railway accident,—now don’t pity me, nor
look as if you did,—ttiat accident was my salvation; what
maimed and mangled half my body, unfettered the other and
better half—lelt luy head clear, and gave me leisure. 1 was
a quill-driving automaton till then; chained to a desk for

twelve hours a day, and often working over hours— often

sixteen out of the twcuty-l'our—with a week’s holiday just

to moke me pant for the life of a trainper. The railway

directors are liberal geutlemeu
;

if they dismember you,

they pay you handsomely. 1 never estimated myself at half

the value they put upon me. 'i'liey taught me self-respect.

If thus mutilated I was worth so much— what must I liave

been worth when perfect? It ought to have made my
old lawyer-master ashamed of himself and the pound a

week he paid me. The annuity I receive will keep* me out

of the workhouse to the end of my days; and I’m free of

field and Hood ! Until wiuter sets in, 1 seldom sleep two
nights ill tlie same place. I choo.«e to think my rod my
recreation

;
yet I have work on hand—hard work—but it is

of iiiy own choosing. The first thing I do when I arrive

iu a town, is to inquire into its charities: the second, to

discover their abuse. Now, mark ! I have seldom found the
one without the other. Talk of history!—such a history
as I could write 1 You may depeud upon it, that all the

directors of public charities are born under the plauet Mercury; but, perhaps, you laugh
at astrology, and treat llie stars with contempt. You do not know them as I do,” and
then his eyes looked so fierce and wild, that we began to doubt his sanity. “Directors
of public charities,” he continued, “ however innocent and honest they may be at the
commeuceinent of their career, become thieves before it is finished. 1 see you do not
believe me. Well, it’s pleasant to Lave faifh iu human honesty; but if you desire to enjoy
the luxury, do iiot inquire into the management of public charities. The lion has always his

jackals. Lawn or liusey—nothing too high, nothing too low', for peculation. A charity is

like the bait on my hook cast into a shoal of minnows—they all waut tlie picking ou’t.

Well, the sort of life I lead has its pleasures also—the air, the sunshine, the wonderful, won-
derful beauty in which the Creator has clothed the world. And I encounter good, earnest,
simple people. I want to reach the castle, so will continue my ‘ ujiward way.’ There is

great exhilaration in mounting upwards. I enjoy it more now tlian I did when a bov. I used
to bound up a hill that hung over our village. You see me limp, and do not believe me, but
it is true, nevertheless. 'J'hen it was simply an idle pleasure—an animal eujovmcnt costing
nothing, gaining nothing: now it is a triumph over physical difficulty. There’ is more jiity

iu your eyes than I like. Do let me repeat that I was far more to be ' felt for’ when hale
ami strong, buoyant ami active, than I am now. Now I own no master but the Queen

!

We bade him adieu, and advanced a few paces, when he summoned ns back abruptly, and
asked if we remembered Doctor Andrew Borde—his rhymes about the Welsh harp.
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“They have,” he continued, “been running in my head all day. I suppose it is this half

Welsh air that has revived them;” and he repeated the quaint old rhymes :

—

“ If I have my harpe I care for no more—
It is my trea-sure

; 1 keep it in store.

For my harp it is made of good mare’s skinne

;

The strytiges be of good horse hair
;

it maketh a good dyime.

My songe, and my voice, and my liarpe doe agree,

Much like the buzzing of an humble )>eo ;

Yet in iny country doe I make paystime
In telling of prophecies which bee not in rhyme."

We heard him singing the two last lines, to a tune of “ lang syne,” as we mounted higher and

higher up the hill.



VISITS TO AllT-ilANUPACTOHIES.

No. 3.—ORNAMENTAL STATIONERY, PLAYING
CARDS, AND THE PATENT VEGETABLE

PARCHMENT.

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF MESSRS. DE LA BEE.

If we examine any LiiniUe of letters received, we
will say, twenty years since, we cannot but be struck

at the plain, even coarse, appearance of the paper

upon wJiich they are written, when compared with

the elegant stationery with which we are now fami-

liar. Our note papers, especially that prepared for

ladies’ use, and our envelopes, arc now delicate in

texture, pleasing in every variety of tint, and the

ornamentation is generally elegant. Within a few
years, the improvement which has taken pilace in

every branch of this manufacture—whether it be in

embossing, in printing in colours, in the production

of enamelled surfaces, in the preparation of valen-

tines, in tlic designs of the papers for ornamental
albums, for the binding of Irish linens or of piece

goods, or for the decoration of glove and fruit boxes

—has been truly remarkable.

The whole of this improvement has resulted from
the enterprising spirit, tlie unwearying energy and
good taste of one individual.

The capricious goddess Fashion, who is for ever

leading our fair sisters captive, running them into

ridiculous extremes, and exerting a despotic tyranny
uncontrolled by either reason or taste, declared straw

hats or bonnets to be against her rule, aud that

paper should form the head-cover for a season.

Then it was that a native of Guernsey, gifted with
the inventive faculty, produced an embossed paper
for making bonnets, and the demand for this ma-
terial led to the coustmcLion of machines for its

manufacture. Paper bonnets in our humid climate

could not continue long in vogue, and the inventor

of the embossed paper aud embossing machines
directed his attention to the improvement of sta-

tionery. Thus originated with Mr. Thomas De la

Rue the manufactory which we have lately visited,

and which is one of the largest, as it is certainly the

most complete, in the world. Situated iu the dis-

trict of liuuhill Fields, which is surrounded with
many historical associations connected with the pro-

gress of our civilization, is the manufactory of De
la Rue & Co. E.\tending behind the houses in

Bimhill Row, it now stands upon nearly an acre and
half of ground; and the several floors, which are

crowded with machinery, represent a space of about

five acres. This space comprehends the vaiuous

departments which are devoted to a trade finding

customers in every part of the civilized globe
;
and

we must, in brief, endeavour to convey to our readers

some idea of one of the most complete and best

conducted establishments to he met with in this

country, employing hundreds of men and women,
boys and girls.

One featiu-e worthy of the highest commendation,
aud one which wc could desire to see copied in all

the large establishments of the United Kingdom, is

the marked attention which the employers have
given to the social condition of the employed. The
men were induced, by the promised remission of half

an hour from the general day’s work, to abandon the

use of beer during the hours of labour. Beyond
tin’s, since it was necessary that some refreshment

such as tea should he obtained, it was thought to be
desirable, on the score of economy and of quality,

that, instead of letting each man make his own,
there should be a more wholesale system adopted.

The men, therefore, have formed a fund for this

purpose, appointing some of their own body to

superintend the purchase of tea, sugar, and milk.

One of the Mr. De la Rue’s invented a boiler, suffi-

ciently capacious to make tea for so large a body,
and so constructed that the line ai-oma of the tea is

not lost. This machine was, at fii-st, made for the
men by the firm

;
but they have been repaid, and it

is DOW the property of the workmen. The result of
this arrangement is, that every one in the estab-

lishment can obtain a pint of excellent tea, with good
sugar and milk, for a penny. A sickness fund, and
a library for the use of all, are well organized

;
and

altogether tliis hive of industry is working with the
utmost harmony aud profit to all concerned. We
must now proceed with our description of some of

the many interesting manipulatory details of this

luanufactiu'e.
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There may not appear to be anything worthy of

especial notice iu the manufacture of a piece of card-

board
;
but its production involves several niceties

of manipulation whicli deserve especial attention.

Card-board is of various kinds, aud of course the

materials i-equired for the production of the finest

varieties arc in every way superior to those which
arc employed in the manufacture for the inferior

sorts. Cards are but sheets of paper pasted together,

and consequently the manufacturer lias but to deal

with paste and paper. The manufacture of the paper

does not belong to De la Rue’s establishment; there-

fore, this article becomes a matter of selection. The
preparation of tlie paste is an operation requiring

the greatest care, especiafiy that which is used for

the finest cards. Dverything depends, in the first

place, upon the purity of the flour, aud of the water

employed; these ai'c mingled with close attention

to certain rules, which experience has shown arc

necessary, aud then boiled iu cauldrons by a nicely

regulated heat. The paste-room, in which 400
pounds of flour ai'e made into paste daily, is one of

much interest ; the different qualities of paste which
arc piiled around this apartment in tubs ready for

use, varying iu colour aud transparency, and the

mixing and boiling processes, all bear distinguish-

ing marks of the supervision of one who has learnt

how to subdue science to be the handmaid of in-

dustry. Ill this room there is also manufactured
the sizes which are required iu this manufactory;

most especial attention is required in making the

solutions of gelatine, for it is found that a very sliglit

alteration in the temperature employed will effect an
alteration iu the gelatinous solution of an exceed-

ingly injurious character.

For the manufacture of card-hoards, sheets of

paper are properly arranged, as it regards number
and quality, aud these piles of paper are carried to

the pasting-room. Here there are two long tables

:

every man having on his left hand his pile of papers,

and on Ids right his tub of paste. He places a sheet

on his bench before him, and taking his large brush
he dips it in the paste, and by a series of very rcgii-

lai- curvilinear sweeps over the sui-face, he spreads

a uniform coat of it upon the paper
;
on this he lays

another sheet, aud by a rapid sweep with the hands
the two are united. It should be remarked, that a card

may consist of two or of several sheets of paper

cemented together—the tliickcr cards requiring, of

course, the greater number. Whatever may be the
'

number employed, the workman takes at last two
'

sheets together, the under one forming the upper
sui-faee of one card; the upper sheet the under
one of the next. This upper sheet is pasted, aud
thus arises a pile of pasted sheets with unpasted
intervals.

Close to the pasting-tables are hydraulic presses,

aud into these the wet piles of paper ai-e put, aud
subjected to powerful mcchanied compression, by
which every pasted sheet is brought into the closest

possible contact. Paste is merely flour, consisting
'

of gluten, starch, &c., rendered miscible in water

:

it is not a solution, consequently, by the great

mechanical force applied, water is squeezed out, but
the true cementing paste is retained, penetrating
the capillary pores of each sheet, aud producing
the most perfect adhesion.

After the piles of pasted paper have remained for

some time in the hydraulic presses, they are removed
to the drying-rooms, which are a series of vaults,

extending below the manufactory. Here each sheet

of “paste-board” is taken, and by means of a

piece of hooked wire, hung upon rods. A current
of hot and dry air is driven by means of a fan into

these vaults; this rapidly robs the paper of its

moisture, and, becoming cool as it circulates to-

wards the end of these cellars, the air would
again part with its moisture, as dew, and thus in-

jure the other sheets, were not precautions taken to

avoid this. Many hundred feet of iron pipes are

arranged around these vaults, and through these hot
steam is constantly circulating : thus the air is

maintained at its high temperature, until it leaves

the vaults charged with the moisture which it was
intended to remove. The “ boards ” being thoroughly
dry, they are taken down, and removed to another
apartment.

The surface of a card-board, when it comes from
the di'ying-room, is far from uniform; examined
with a lens it will be found to be a series of eleva-
tions and depressions, and it is found, that if these
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boards are, at once, submitLed to the action of

polished metal rollers, that the resulting surface is

not satisfactory. The process therefore adopted is

to pass them through a machine, in which there ai'e

a series of rapidly revolving brushes, which search
into every part of the card, remove any loose par-

ticles, and impart a uniform burnish to it. The
next stage is to level both sides by rollers, and
especially iu the case of card-hoards which are to be
employed for playing cards, it is important that the
smoothness of the two suiffaces should be different.

In this process of smoothing, therefore, the board
passes between a metal roller and a paper roller.

The latter is made by pasting together a great

number of sheets of paper, compressing them to the

greatest possible degree of consistency, and turning

the paper cylinder in a lathe. The result is a roller,

the sui-face of which consists entirely of edges of

paper, with a texture as close as that of finely

polished wood. Aftei’ tiiis, the card may be re-

garded as complete
;

processes of glazing, ena-

melling, colouring, embossing, &c., following, as

may be desired. For whatever process the card

may be required, the principle of its formation is

that which has been described. Wc will, however,

at once proceed to the consideration of the manu-
facture of playing cards, for which this establish-

ment has been long and justly celebrated.

‘With the history of playing cards, which is

curious, our prescribed space will not allow us to

deal. The “ pips ” aud the “ honours ” on our cards

retain their antiquated and grotesque characters.

Attempts have been again and again made to intro-

duce figures of a more natural character; but, we
are informed, that these attempts have ever been
attended with loss, so firmly are the public wedded
to the old forms. The “pips ”—hearts and diamonds
in red, and sjiades and clubs in black—are printed

by one impulse in oil colours, forty in a sheet. The
“ honours ” are many-coloured, aud they conse-

quently require several blocks, each block being de-

voted to its own particular colour. "Without enter-

ing into a description of this process of printing,

which is similar to that which is employed in the

production of paper-hangings, with which most
persons ai’e tolerably familiar, we proceed. Great
attention has been of late years given to the orna-

mentation of the backs of our playing cards, and iu

this department the house of De la Rue & Co.
has ever been unrivalled. They employ artists

of the highest talent in furnishing designs for the

backs of their playing cards
;

and many of the

packs which are issuing this season exhibit designs

of exceeding beauty. Graceful in the groupings of

fruits or flowers, in the ever-lovely arabesque-like

curves, or harmonious in the arrangements of colour,

the refined character of many of these may be a

simple, but it is, nevertheless, a striking proof, that

a better, a purer order of things is arising amongst
us, since in our idle hours we solicit and receive those

trifles upon which there has been a sufficient induce-

ment for the artist to bestow his talents.

The backs and the fronts of playing cards are

printed on single sheets, that is, before the sheets are

pasted into “boai-ds.” The fronts and the backs
are pasted upon prepared “foundation cards,” aud
then subjected to the various processes already de-

scribed. In addition to which, playing cards are,

before finishing, subjected to a “sizeing” process,

the size for the back and front of the card being
different iu chaincter. When dry—and it should be
here remarked, that in every part of this vast estab-

lishment are drying closets, so that, paper having a
peculiar power of condensing and retaining mois-
ture iu its pores, this moisture may be removed in
every stage of the process—when dry, the cards arc
placed between polished sheets of copper, and passed
a few times between milling rollers

;
they are then

carried to a hydraulic press for flattening, and sub-

jected to a pressure of at least a thousand tons, by
which they acquire their solidity, and the high finish

which is always found on the best playing cards.

The cards, being complete, ai-e cut, first into long
strips, and then into single cards

;
and so complete

are the arrangements for this purpose, that, although

the cutter turns out 20,000 cards a day, they are of

precisely the same dimensions. The cards are then

sorted into their difl’erent qualities, namely, “Mo-
guls,” which are the best cards, without spot or

blemish
;

“ Harrys,” which may have a speck on
the back or face

;
the " Highlanders,” which are still
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less perfect
;
and the “ Aiidrews,” which are the

commonest cards.

The ace of spades bcinp the government stamp, on
which a duty of one shilling is paid, is printed at

Somerset House. All cards exported are free of

duty, consequently, as these packs arc all fm-nished

with this stamped card, the duty is retmmed upon an
affirmation, made to the effect that they have been
sent out of the country.

The manufacture of visiting cards, wedding cards,

&c., will have been sufficiently explained up to tbe

process of enamelling and their oramentation. The
composition of the enamel preparation varies accord-

ing to the circumstances for which the cards may
be required. Zinc white, amongst other things,

enters into the enamelling compound. There was,

at one time, an idea that the health of those en-

gaged in the manufacture of enamelled cards suffered

from tlie absoiqrtiou of metallic oxides, which were
highly detrimental to the human health. 'Whatever
may have been the case, this does not now appear to

be so
;
and, beyond the circumstances of working

in very warm rooms, there are no other injurious

conditions to which the enamellers are subjected.

Before we pass from the manufacture of cards,

we would remark that, by far the large majority of

the railway tickets are manufactured here. These
have, according to the railway from which they are

to be issued, fixed colours and patterns, differing

from those of any other liue. These tickets arc cut

by boys, wdth a rapidity which is tridy marvellous.

We understand that more than a million-and-a-half

of these tickets are manufactured weekly.

If the edges of cards are to be silvered or gilt, a
line of gold size is applied, and then the silver or

gold-leaf, or the Dutch metal, as the case may be, is

laid on it. If embossing is required, the cards are

taken to the embossing machines.

The preparation of the plates or cylinders for

embossing paper brings into play some beautiful

applications of the electrotype process. The design

being decided on—supposing it, as is generally the

case, to be a continually repeating pattern—it is

engraved with great care by the die engraver on
steel

;
this engraved piece of metal is not perhaps

more than half an inch or an inch square. Impres-
sions of this die are then taken upon a sheet of gutta

percha
;
in this, of course, much care is required to

ensure exactness. The impressed surface of the

gutta percha is rubbed over with plumbago or some
conducting substance, it is then placed in the de-

composing cell of the electrotype arrangement, and
a sheet of copper is deposited, which is covered with
a multitude of facsimiles of the engraved die. Wc
coimted as many as 1200 repetitions on one plate.

This is employed in embossing the paper, which may
be either white, or it may have been prepared with
colour and varnished previously to this process. In
the embossing machines the paper passes between
an unyielding steel roller and the plate or cylinder

upon which the pattern has been prepared.

To j\Ir. Warren De la Rue, many of the mechanical
appliances which ai'e found so exceedingly useful are

due—his mechanical genius and his great chemical
knowledge peculiarly fitting him to conduct an
establishment of this kind. The machine for co-

louring paper is one of those beautiful applications

which cannot be seen without pleasure. It is not
easy v?ithout drawings to describe machinery

;
but

it is possible to indicate to some extent its mode of

operation. Let us suppose au endless band, extend-

ing from one end to the other of a long room, and
traversing, by tbe action of the machine, backward
and forward over warmed plates. This band is

rather wider than the sheet of paper to be coloured.

Now, at one end of the machine, a boy places the

sheet
;

this, by the motion, is drawn under a trough,

triangular in shape, having a fine slit at its lower

angle, through which the colour it contains flows

out on to the sheet as it is moved gradually under it.

By a most simple and ingenious contrivance, each

sheet of paper is made, by the macliine itself, to over-

lap the sheet which preceded it by about half an
inch, so that the sheets pass on in an unbroken
stream. As the paper passes out from under the

colouj-ing trough, it progresses under brushes which
have, by the action of an eccentric, a pecnliar motion
imparted to them by which a cycloidal curve is pro-
duced on the moving paper. By this means, the

colour is spread with great uniformity over the sur-

face. In some few cases the colour is applied by hand;
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and it is curious to observe that the motion with

which the colourer spreads his colour on the surfaccof

the paper is precisely similar to that of the machine.

As the papers pass from the machine along the end-

less we"b, tbe coloiu' becomes sufficiently hai’dened

to admit of the removal of the sheets from the other

end, without the risk of disturbing the coloured

surface.

The space in this establishment occupied in the

manufacture of envelopes is marked by the extreme

activity with which every operation goes on. The
impressed stamp on the postal envelopes is, like the

ace of spades in cards, executed at Somerset House;
from thence they are all sent to Dc la Rue’s to be

folded. Those who visited the Great Exhibition

wOl well remember the beautiful envelope folding

machine which was always found, when at work,

with a crowd of curious inquirers around it. The
papers are first cut of the proper size, and one cor-

ner is impressed with some design—such as a crest,

a monogram, a name, or indeed whatever may be
requii’cd. It is then gummed at this corner—an
operation performed with great case by children, who
pass the corner under a triangular trough containing

the gum, and as they withdraw it, they bring away
the required portion of adhesive material, which has

passed through a slit in the bottom of the little

trough. ^Vhen this is diy, they are seat in bun-

dles to the folding machine. Here no less than six

motions arc necessary;—the paper is laid down, the

four flaps must be turned over one after the other,

and the envelope must be withdrawn. A boy lays

on the machine a piece of the cut paper; a rectan-

gular hammer falls aud knocks it into a similar box-

like space
;
the hammer rises and leaves the four

flaps standing up; the same motion which raises

the hammer, brings up an iron finger which presses

down one corner
;
then another arises and does the

same, and another and another; then the finished

envelope itself rises, is clipped by a mechanical arm,

and drawn awaj', leaving its space to be occupied by
another. The rapidity with which this is done is

something remarkable. The prevailing fashion of

stamping papers with monograms, or fanciful designs

embracing the addresses of the WTiters, has given

rise to au immense trade in this particular direction.

Dies liave to be cut ;
and we learn that the vast

variety of tastes, which have to be pleased, become
really a source of considerable annoyance, from the

immense stock of dies which are thus rendered ne-

cessary. This applies equally to all the chaste

varieties of wedding stationery for which this house

is celebrated.

It should he borne in mind, the Messrs. De la Rue
Sc Company arc wholesale manufacturers. The re-

tail stationer receives his orders from his customers,

and he sends his order to the wholesale house.

Many might, without this intimation, have thought

it desirable to go to an establishment where so great

a variety could be seen; but, on arriving there they

would be disappointed, as it is not possible in so

extensive an establishment, where every minute is

of value, to admit of any approach to a retail trade.

Mourning stationery is another very important

division of this manufacture
;
but this, with ordinary

fancy stationeiy, we are compelled to pass by with-

out notice, for the sake of directing attention to

novelties. The machines for printing in colours,

and for the combination of colour printing with em-
bossing, are of a peculiarly interesting character.

Here we have an enormous fly press acting upon
pieces of card-board with a force equal to a thousand
tons, and bringing out in high relief the design which
has been engraved upon the steel die. In combining
colour printing with these embossed impressions,

everything depends upon the nice adjustment of

parts; and this "registering,” as it is technically

called, is carried out in the greatest perfection. “We
inspected a great number of the beautiful designs

produced in this way for the bands for Irish linens

and other “ piece goods
;

” and we were almost dis-

posed to regret that so much artistic skill in the

production of elegant designs, and so much mecha-
nical ingenuity in the details of the manufacturing
process, should be expended upon things of so trifling

a character. The necessity which, however, calls

upon the manufacturer of textile fabrics to send his

goods into the market thus highly ornamented,
shows that there must be a general improvement iu

the public taste. In the Art-Journal, we have
published from time to time most charming de-

signs, which would have been exceedingly applicable

to many of the productions to which we iiave been
alluding

;
but we admit, although these designs

have not been copied, that those produced in this

manufactory are in no respect inferior to our own.
The printing of postage and receipt stamps forms

a separate department of this immense establish-

ment—this division being directly under the super-

vision of government officers. One important oh-

ject with the postal aud stamp authorities has been

the production of stamps—the colours of which

should be sufficiently permanent to stand the wet-

ting to which they are subjected, and other rough
usage

;
hut from which the required obliterating

ink could not be removed without rendering the

attempt at fraud evident. The chemical knowledge

of Mr. 'Warren Dc la Rue has here been of tbe utmost

value. As a chemist this gentleman is well known
for liis investigation of the colouring principle of

the cochineal insect, aud other colouring matters,

and out of these researches there has arisen the

preparation of those inks which are used in printing

the stamps. In the preparation of the plate from

which the sheets of stamps are printed, the multi-

plying process by the agency of the electrotype,

which has been already explained, is brought to

bear. One head alone is engraved by the die en-

graver, and this is multiplied 120 times to produce

the sheet required. The printing, the sorting of

the sheets, aud the perforating processes, are each

of them peculiarly interesting.

We must, however, pass on to tlie consideration

of one of the most curious, as it promises to be one

of the most useful of modern discoveries. This is

the so-callcd " Vegetable Parchmeut,” which was
discovered by Mr. W. E. Gaiue, in iSo4. Vege-

table parchment is made from waterlcaf, or unsized

paper, of which ordinary blotting paperis a common
example, and is well adapted for the process. This

is manufactured from rags of linen and cotton,

thoroughly torn to pieces in the pulping machine,

and it is found tliat long fibred paper is not so good
for the production of vegetable parchment as that

which is more thoroughly pulped. The structure

of the waterlcaf may be regarded as an interlace-

ment of vegetable fibres in every direction, simply

held together by contact, and consequently offering

a vast extension of surface and minute cavities to

favour capillary action. To make vegetable parch-

ment, the waterleaf or blotting paper is simply

dipped in dilute sulphuric acid, when the change

takes place, and though nothing appears to be added

or subtracted, the waterleaf loses all its previous

properties, and becomes in all external respects

similar to the prepared skin of animals, known as

parchment.

Vegetable parchment greatly resembles animal

parchmeut
;
the same peculiar tint, the same degree

of translucency, the same transition from the fibrous

to the hornlike condition. Vegetable, like animal,

parchment possesses a high degree of cohesion,

bearing frequently repeated bending and rcbendiug,

without showing any tendency to break in the folds

;

like the latter, itis highly hygroscopic, acquiring, by
the ahsorbtion of moisture, increased flexibility and
toughness. The preparation of gun cotton, by the

action of nitric acid upon cotton, is now tolerably

well understood
;
and it is generally known that in

this case there is an increase of weight, arising from
the combination of nitrogen with the cotton. Dr.
Hofmann, however, informs us that vegetable parch-

ment is something totally different from this. He
says :

—"With the exception of about 0’9 per cent,

of mineral matter, a quantity not much exceeding

the amount which is present in the better varieties

of ordinary paper, tbe substance of vegetable parch-

ment is identical in composition vnih cellulose or

vjood/f fibre. The analytical experiments demon-
strate, as might have been expected, that the ex-

traordinary change which the properties of paper
undergo during its transformation, depends solely

aud exclusively upon a molecular rearraugement of

the constituents, and not upon any alteration in the

composition of tbe paper. In this respect, the

action which sulphuric acid exerts upon woody fibre

may be compared to the transformation of woody
fibre, under the protracted influence of the same
agent, into de.rfrin, a substance altogether different

from fibre, but still identical with it in composition.”

For tlie preparation of the most perfect vegetable

parchment, about two volumes of sulphuric acid and



one volume of water are naxed fogctlicr, the blotting

paper is dipped into this thud, and in a few seconds

(he paper will he found to have undergone a mauilest

change. It is removed from the acid, well washed

with clean, water, and subsequently, for the purpose

of removing all traces of sulphuric acid, it is dipped

into very dilute ammonia, the ammonia being re-

moved by frequent •washings. 'Wheu dried, (his is

the vegetable parchment. Its appearance has been

already described. Its strengtii is given from four

experiments made by Dr. Ilofiiiauii :

—

lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs.

tVater-lcaf paper broke when loaded

with 17 15 15 15-C

A'egetable parchment broke when
loaded wUh 78 75 70 74

Animal parchment broke when loaded

with 92 78 50 75

Amongst the many applications of tliis very re-

markable prc|)aration, the following peculiarities wiU

indicate many artistic ones :

—

1. Vegetable parchment resists the action of most

chemicals beyond that of any other organic body.

2. It is found that vegetable parchment takes

writing ink and dyes with great facility.

3. It may be vaimished without being previously

sized.

4. It may he impregnated with salts, which will

not in the least affect its properties, but which will

enable it to resist tlic action aifun^i and of insects.

In addition to its use for deeds, policies of in-

surance, and similar documents, it is valuable for

working drawings, as it does not break ou folding,

and is not injured by wet. Tracing paper can be

made of it, wLich is, in every respect, superior to

either ordiuary tracing paper or clotli. h'or bind-

ing, the Ilexibility and endurance of the vegetable

parclnnent renders it peculiarly ajiplicable
;

aud,

as it admits most readily of being coloured aud

gilt, tlie highest degree of ornameutatiuii can be

given it.

Ariificud Jlotoers, made from this material are

exceedingly strong, and very perfect in colour.

Vegetable parchment may be employed by artists in

tlirec ways—for pencil and for pen aud ink draw-

ings; for water colours aud oil painting; and for

the latter purpose it appears to stand alone for im-

rivallcd excellence.

Such is a rapid sketch of an establishment which

is, iu every way, worthy of commendation. The
perfection of every section of the manufactures for

which the firm lias a world-wide reputation, the

excellence of all the arrangements for the comfort

and well-being of those employed, and the regu-

larity with which an enormous amount of material

is prepared for the home, foreign, and colonial

markets, distiuguishingly mark tlie manufactory of

Thomas De la llue it Co., as a fine example of one

of our native industries. -

AUT m IKELAND AND THE
PllOVmCES.

Dublin-: National Galltjuy or Ireland.

—

The first stone of this edifice was laid, in the pre-

sence of a large number of the Irish nobility aud
gentry, by His Excellency the Lord Lieutenant, on
the 29tb of January. The circumstances which
gave rise to this important proceeding—'auguring,

as we trust, a bright future for the Fine Arts of

Ireland—will be best learned from the following
extract of the address read to his Excellency by Mr.
G. F. Mulvimy, It. II. A., the honorary secretary, on
behalf of tlio governors and guardians of the National
Gallery :

—“It is an occasion to which, in common
with the public at large, the governors and guar-
dians liave long looked forward with anxious expec-
tation—they had hoped that ere now they would
have reached a far more advanced stage of progress,

and even been, perhaps, assembled in the completed
building to open and inaugurate it. They have,
however, been subjected to the not uncommon mis-
chance of such undertakings, tliat of too cheaply
estimating the probable cost of the work, and have
found that the funds by which it was originally

contemplated lliat the building could have been
erected fell far short of the necessary amount.
Those funds amounted to the sum of £11,000, £6,000
of which was supplied by parliamentary votes in the

years ISuo and 18.56, nnil £5,000 contributed by the

committee of the subscription collected at the close

of the great exhibition, held on this lawn in the

year 1353, a subscripliou designed to commemorate

the distinguished public services of IVilliam Dargau,

Esq., in connection with that exhibition. After a

considerable time had been occupied in (he con-

sideration of plans and designs for the gallery, it

%vas found that a much larger sum was required,

and it became necessary to obtain the sanction of

the Lords of the Treasury to an application to par-

liament for a further grant. Such an application

was accordingly made for the additional sum of

£12,000. The endeavours of the governors to pro-

cure this sanction occupied a much longer time, but

at last, in the spring of 1858, the justice of the

claim was recognised, and an additional sum of

£5,000 has been voted towards this object in the

last session of parliament. With funds thus at

present augmented, the building trustees have

thought they may safely proceed iu the erection of

the Gallery. 'The designs and plans of it have been

finally arranged, under the sanction of the Board of

Trade, and tlieir inspector for Science and Arts, and

•approved of by the public bodies whose concurrence

is required by the act of parliament—namely, the

Trustees of Primate Marsh’s Library, and the gover-

nors and guardians of the National Gallery—they

have also been approved by the Committee of the

Dargan Subscription Fund, by the Council of the

Iloyal Dublin Society, and on the part of tlie Right

Hon. Sidney Herbert, under whom the lawri is

holden. The external elevation of the building

will correspond with that of the New Museum of

the Royal Dublin Society, recently erected on the

south side of the lawn.” The address concludes by
an invitation from the governors for “ public aid to

support them in their exertions, feariug that what-
ever sums they may be able to obtain from the

legislature for building purposes and for the maiu-

teuance of their establishment, they may be dis-

appointed in any application for aid towards tbc

purchase of collections, and they feel some con-

fidence that the proceedings of this day, assuring to

the public, as they do, the erection of a National

Gallery of Ireland, will induce the great body of

our gentry aud people to assist this important object,

and to follow the generous e.xample set by those

noblemen and gentlemen whose names are already

found in our list of subscribers and donors.”

Wateufoud.—

T

he Art-Exhibition held in this

city at the close of last year has, in its results,

fully answered the expectations of its promoters.

An official report of the committee iuforraa us that

the number of visitors was 15,638; the receipts

amounted to £186 7s. lOJ., aud the expenditure to

£131 7s. lOd., thus leaving a balance of £55 in the

hands of the treasurer. Of this sum £10 have been

applied to the purposes of the School of Art, in

compliance with the rules of the department, and
£15 were voted for the purchase of a piece of plate

to be presented to George Gibson, Esq,, honorary sec-

retary, in recognition of unwearied and gratuitous

services in promoting and carrying out the exhi-

bition.

LivEiirooL.—The Society of Arts has hitherto

met with an amount of success that must be grati-

fying to all who have laboured iu its establish-

ment, and in this, its first exhibition. 'The

following list of pictures sold has been forwarded

to ns:—‘Wild Flowers,’ J. H. Mole, 15/. 15s.;

‘Wild Heath,’ W. S. Rose, 51. 10s.; ‘Woodland
Dell,’ W. S. Rose, 51 . ;

‘ Avici’ (bas-relief), F. M.
Jliller, 8/. ;

‘ Tomb of Conrad, Strasburg Cathedral,’

W. G. Hcrdman, 5/. ;
‘ Evening Hour,’ Collingwood

Smltli, 6/. 6s.
;

‘ Oberwesell,’ Mrs. Oliver, 71. 7s .

;

‘ Blairlogie,’ James Wood, 51 . ;

‘ Linlithgow,’ S.

Rayner, 20/. ;
‘ The Squire’s Hall,’ J. StephanolT,

22/.
;

‘ Cotter’s Saturday Night,’ J. Stephanoff, 17/.

;

‘ War,’ J. Stephanoff, 4/. 10s.
;

‘ She listens with her
Soul,’ Stubbs, 12/, 12s. ; ‘Tranquil Hour,’ Colling-

wood Smith, 51. 5s.
;

‘ Vitre, Brittany,’ L. J. Wood,
16/. 16s.

;
‘ The Coufldautc,’ James Curnock, 45/.

;

‘Tlie liauut of the Stag,’ J. H. Smith, 4/. 4s.;

‘ The Frozen Brook,’ G. A. Williams, 20/. ;
‘ Ludlow

Castle,’ Niemann, 751. ;
‘ Windsor Castle,’ J. J.

Hughes, 51.
;

‘ Passing Shower,’ Collingwood Smith,
51. 5s.

;

‘ Chapel, Iladdon,’ S. Rayner, 25/.
;

‘ Beau-
champ Chapel,’ S. Rayner, 25/.

;

‘ Dinas Jlowddy,'

George Shalders, 40/.; ‘Grandad’s Return,’ Ale.x,

Burr, 100/.
;
‘Night,’ S. P. Hall, 36/. 15s.

;
‘Morn-

ing,’ S. P. Hull, 36/. 15s.
;

‘ Coast Scene,’ James
Callow, 20/.; ‘Ajr Fishing Boats,’ Henry K.
Taylor, 20/. ;

‘ Arch of Titus,’ William Parrott, 71.
;

‘ The Sognefjord, Norway,’ W. Melby, 84/. ;
‘ Stone-

lienge,’ J. D. Nalder, 31/. 10s.
;
‘Bridge, Dolgelly,’

J. R. Ciitferuta, 5/.; ‘'Tombs of Shiekhs,’ Frank
Dillon, 80/. ;

‘ Sunset,’ J. Jlogford, SO/.
;

‘ Chepstow
Ca.slle,’ J. Joy, 6/. 6s.

;
‘Doune Castle,’ C. Pearson,

10/.
;

* Loch Lomond,’ J, Joy, 4/. 4s.
;

‘ Derby Day,’

Alex. Blaikley, 10/.
;

‘ Landscape and Cattle,’ H. C.

Selous, 15/.
;

‘ Downs, Sussex,’ J. Price, 40/.
;
‘Dell

in the Wood,' J. Price, 40/.
;
‘Young Nourmahal,’

'P. J. Ewbank, 47/. 5«.
; ‘A Culm,’ Henry Dawson,

21/.
;

‘ Llanstephen Castle,’ Henry Lamb, 6/. 6s.
;

‘Near Brombro’,’ Benjamin Callow, 10.'.; ‘Cattle,’
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W. E. Turner, 30/.
;

‘ Old Bridge, Stirling,’ W. G.
Herdman, 20/.

;
‘Nymph and Cupid,’ Miss Margaret

'Tekuscli, 29/. 8s.
;

‘ Game of Chess,’ Miss E.
Edwarcl.s, 15/. 15s.

;
‘Pooley Bridge,’ E. A. Pettitt,

20/.
;

‘ Wreck Ashore,’ J. Callow (London), 6/. 6s,

;

‘ Last Ray of Day,' C. Smith, 9/. 10s.
;

‘ Hoylake,’
James Callow, 71. 7s . ;

‘ Brombro’,' John Callow,
sen., 4/.

;
‘Trefriu,’ P. Deakin, 10/.

;
‘ Landscape

and Cattle,’ J. D. Harding, 49/. 15s.
;

‘’The Bru-
nette,’ William Spillman, 31. 3s.; ‘Study in the
Highlands,’ A. C. Stannus, 3/. 3s.

;
‘ The Noon-day

Meal,’ James Carnock, 35/, ;
‘ On the Ouse,’ E. BoJ-

dington, 20/.
;

‘ Waiting for Fish,’ E, Powell, 71. 7s.

;

‘Loch Riddan,’ G. F. Buchanan, 35/.
;

‘ Jlorning,’
R. Benedict, 10/.; ‘Evening,’ R. Benedict, 10/.;
‘Windy Day,’ 'P. J. Ewbank, 36/. 15s.; ‘ Balla-
chulish,’ E. Richardson, 18/,; ‘Off Portnan,’ Ed-
ward Hayes, 10/. 10s.

;

‘ 'The Release,’ William
Salter, 52/. 10s.

;
‘ Slave Merchant,’ J. Noble, 12/.

;

‘ A Present from the Country,’ Emma Corfield, 8/.

8s.
;

‘ Dead Game,' Miss Huggins, 71. 7s. ;
‘ In the

Wood,' George Alexander, 8/. 8s.; ‘Henry the
Seventh’s Chapel,’ J. G. Toney, 42/.; ‘Grumio,’
W. F. Callaway, 71. ;

‘ Expectation,’ Fanny Geefs,
30/.

;

‘ Windsor Forest,’ Jlrs. Oliver, 71. 7s. ;
‘ Cob-

lentz,’ Mrs. Oliver, 71. 7s
. ;

‘ Landscape,’ Alfred
Clint, 31/. 10s.

;
‘ Easthara,’ Benjamin Callow, 10/.

10s.
;

‘ Engaged,’ Thomas Heaphy, 21/.
;

‘ A Study,’
E. Hughes, 21/.; ‘Capture at Lochleven,’ A. B.
Clay, 84/.

;
‘ Bala Lake,’ E. Pugh, 61. 6s.

;

‘ Rich-
mond Park,’ T. S. Soper, 8/. 8s.

;
‘Cathedral-yard,

Stirling,’ W. G. Hcrdman, 25/.
;

‘ October Evening,’
T. S. Cooper, A.R.A., 350/.; ‘Streamlet,’ H. F.
Witherby, 10/,

;
‘ Mussel Gatherers,’ J. Michie, 12/.

12s.; ‘Dogs,’ T. Earl, 10/.; Coast Scene,’ G. D.
Callow, 12/. 12s.

;
‘ Highl.ind Produce,’ J. A. Hous-

ton, 25/.
;

‘ Chrysanthemums,’ Miss C. James, 10/.

10s.; ‘ La Bouqueticre du Roi,’ a pastel, Madame
M. Lagache, 40£ &c., &c. The catalogue contains
a list of 872 exhibited works of all kinds; and we
observe that very few of the larger pictures have
found purchasers. Van Schendel, of Brussels, con-
tributes four, to which are respectively attached
these prices —360/., 280/., 240/., and one, ‘The
Birth of Christ,’ 1200/. Amount of sales, 2383/. 6s.

Sheffield.—On the 26th of January the council
of the Sheffield School of Art gave a pleasant enter-
tainment to the friends of the institution, the

arrangements of the evening being made by Mr.
Young Mitchell, principal of the school, and his

assistants. A very large assembly of the most in-

fluential inhabitants met to testify their interest

in the progress of the school, and to inspect the

collection of works of Art, chiefly lent for the

occasion by gentlemen resident in the locality.

'The walls of the rooms and corridors were hung
with many excellent pictures by ancient and modern
painters, largo photographs, and in glass cases were
exhibited collections of Majolica and Palissy ware,

new and old
;

specimens of carved wood, silver-

work, enamels, Venetian glass, bookbinding, elec-

trotypes, &c. At the south end of the statue gal-

lery the prize-drawings of the students were seen,

and, at the north end, a collection of water-colour

drawings, by local artists. Everything appears to

have been done that could afford interest to the

visitors, who, after partaking of tea and coft'ec,

assembled in the large class room, where Mr. Aider-
man Dunn took the chair, in the unavoidable
absence of Lord Goderich, who had consented to

preside. Mr. Dunn addressed the meeting, in a
long and able speech—judging from the report of

it which we have seen in the local journals—on the
nature, progress, and prospects of the school, and
then proceeded to deliver the prizes adjudged to

the successful competitors. We can find space to

enumerate only the principal of these :— the “ Nor-
folk Prize,” of 20 guineas, to Charles Green, for

the best design for a candelabrum; the “Mayor’s
Prize,” of 10 guineas, to Walter Nicholson—with
whom Hugh Stannus was almost bracketed as

equal—for the best design for a race-cup : the

“Parker Scholarship,” of £10, for gaining the

greatest number of medals in two years, to Read
'Turner; tbe “ Master Cutlers’ Prize,” of 6 guineas,

to Read Turner for the best design for twelve silver

fruit-knives; aud the “filontgoraery Medal” to

Howard M. Ashley, for the best drawing of eight

flowers from nature.

Leeds.—The committee of the “Fine Arts Asso-

ciation” recently met to discuss the question as to

the best method of decoration to be adopted. Mr.

Cope, R.A., aud Mr. Armitage, from whom letters

were read, suggested that the Victoria Hall and

the vestibule should be ornamented with frescoes,

the cost of which was estimated at £10,000 ; but the

committee is not at present in a position to incur the

responsibility of so large an outlay, aud, therefore,

recommend that the vestibule should have the first

attention, and that a subscription should at once be

comnu'iiced to raise the sum required for that pur-

pose, about £1500.
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JEXSEK.
FROM TUE STATUE BY AV. C. MARSHALL, E.A.

More than one-third of a century has elapsed since

the death of Edward Jenner, and yet it is only to-

day, as it were, that a memorial has been raised in

honour of one of the greatest benefactors of the

human race. Statues and monuments we have
erected to commemorate the deeds of warriors, the

patriotism of statesmen, the learning of the scholar,

and the genius of the poet, but till now we have

almost forgotten the man to whom the whole world

owes a debt that the wealth of kingdoms could not

discharge. It is, indeed, a question whether one

person in twenty knows even the name of him who
has been the meaus of rescuing millions from an

untimely grave, and of preserving the “human face

divine” from, perhaps, the most terrible malady

which can affect it. "When the names of heroes and

conquerors shall have passed into oblivion, or be

ranked only with the destroyers of mankind, his

will be pronounced with blessings to the fm-thest

end of time.

Dr. Jenner was born in 1749, at Berkeley, in

Gloucestershire, was articled to a surgeon at Sud-
bury, in Suffolk, and, when his indentures were
expired, came to London, and became a pupil of the

distinguished surgeon and anatomist, John Hunter;
subsequently he returned to his native place, cora-

nieuced practice there, and continued it till his

death, in 1823. No offers of profitable employ-
ment elsewhei'e, no temptation in the way of

honourable public position in his profession, could

allure him from the village in which he was
lorn. It was while residing at Sudbury that

he one day heard a female farm-servant remark
that she “could not take the smallpox because she

had had cow'pox and on making inquiry, he found
a popular notion prevailed in that district that

milkers, who bad been infected with a peculiar

eruption caught from the animal at a particular

period, were quite secure from smallpox. Upon
mentioning the subject to the medical men in the

neighbourhood, they told him they were perfectly

aware of the existence of the idea, but that the

security could not at all times be relied on; the

fact being, which Jenner after long investigation

discovered, that although there were several kinds
of eruption to which the cow was subject, one espe-

cially had alone the power of warding off or miti-

gating the disease.

About the year 1780, and when he was settled at

Berkeley, the idea first occurred to him that it

might be possible to propagate the cowpox, and with
it the security from smallpox—first from the cow
to the human body, and then from one person to

another. He came up to London to endeavour to

gain converts to his theory among the profession,

but he was met only by ridicule or scepticism
;
and

it was not till six years after that he determined to

make the experiment. On the 14th of May—a day
unnoticed in the English calendar, but annually
commemorated in Berlin— a boy eight years of age
was vaccinated with matter taken from the hands of

a milkmaid. He took the disorder “ kindly,”

passed through it safely, and at the end of a few
weeks was inoculated for smallpox without the
slightest effect. Still professional men were so

unwilling to acknowledge the truth of the discovery,

or were so prejudiced against it, that a year elapsed,

diu’ing which he had to contend against opposition

of the severest and most unfair kind, ere he could
establish anything like public confidence in his

treatment. Upwards of seventy of the most distin-

guished medical men in Loudon and elsewhere then

signed a document, testifying their entire approval

of the practice. In 1802 parliament voted Jenner

a sum of £10,000, and in 1807 a fm'ther sum of

£20,000. Never was public money more worthily

bestowed
;
while honours flowed in upon him from

every country of Europe.

Mr. Calder Marshall’s statue of Jenner, placed last

year in Trafalgar Square, is the spontaneous offering

of the British people. As a portrait statue, it is a

work of considerable merit. The pose is easy, the

long toga or cloak is arranged in graceful folds, and
the likeness is said, by those who recollect the

living man, to be excellent.

DRAWINGS OR THE OLD MASTERS
IN TEE BRITISH MUSEUM.

“ Want of space ” has hitherto deprived the public

of the gratification of examining these curiosities of

Art
;
and truly we remember no gallery in Europe

in which the plea for the seclusion of first concep-
tions is not the same. The mere travelling sight-

seer cannot condescend to dry, discoloured hatchings
and etchings, while yet under the enchantment
of the glories which have grown out of them : he
cannot understand the relations between a finished

marvel of Art and a rude outline upon rough
paper. The collection now exhibited is not ex-
tensive, but it is sufficiently so to afford an idea of
how the old masters embodied their first ideas. As
it was in their day, so is it in ours. A sketch upon
paper, then perhaps another and another, until

perhaps a small essay in oil dictated the dispositions

for the large picture, Berlin and Munich are rich

in early and curious drawings, but it is in Rome,
and Florence, where the affinity between the draw-
ing and the picture can be established. At the
latter place there was a time when, with a proper
introduction, the rarest drawings might be copied,

but we believe that this is not now permitted. In
certain small rooms in the Palazzo Vecchio they
are kept in strong boxes, whence they are charily
drawn forth for the inspection of the curious, and
among them we see fragmentary evidences of such
works as the Cartoon of Pisa, the Fall of the
Damned, with chalk and pen drawings for well-

known works by RafTaelle, Titian, Fra Bartolommeo,
Andrea del Siirto, Titian, Leonardo, Giorgione, and
a host of others. The famous Medici had the
pas of the rest of Europe in respect of the port-

folios of their painters
;
and certainly these sketches

were more interesting to them than to all else, as

they possessed so many of the works which had
arisen from them.
Our collection is small, but precious, as contain-

ing designs which refer to famous compositions.
The drawings and engravings are framed and glazed,

and hung upon eight screens in the manuscript
department of the Museum. The greater number
of the drawings were left us by Mr. R. Payne
Knight; a few were bequeathed by the Rev. C. M.
Crachevode, and others have been purchased. The
earliest drawing is by Giotto

; it contains sketches

of two male and tliree female figures, in the
costume of the time—characteristic, but feeble and
timid. In a small drawing by Angelico da Fiesole
there is more knowledge; it is a careful outline of
a youthful saint in a niche, rather statuesque than
pictorial. Then we have a marked advance in

two sheets of hands by Fra Filippo Lippi, drawn
with the point on brown paper, the lights put in
with white. The importance which this artist

attached to accuracy of the extremities is shown in
the careful drawing of these hands. Two figures

by Masaccio evidence the graceful facility of this

artist, a quality which even Raffaelle did not ac-
quire until he had seen Masaccio's works at Flo-
rence. By Andrea del Castagno there are three male
figures on blue paper, and an elegant impersonation,
that of a female holding a wreath, by Filipmno
Lippi. Then follow examples of Antonio del Pol-
lajolo, Paolo Uccello, Sandro Botticelli, Alessio
Baldovinetto, and Ghirlandaio. By Michael Angelo
there are two most vigorous and careful sketches,

one in black chalk of the Prophet Jonas, in the
Sistine Chapel, the other of a draped male figure.

By Fra Bartolommeo there is a drawing in black
chalk, slight, and apparently much rubbed, repre-
senting the Virgin enthroned, surrounded by ador-
ing saints

;
one of those ideas which a painter

desires to see realized in large, with the same forcible

simplicity—a thing which never occurs. Then
follows a drawing by Andrea del Sarto, very elabo-
rate, with the shades somewhat heavy; and by
Perugino a sketch for one of the angels introduced
in the Assumption of the Virgin at Florence.
Then come four drawings by Raffaelle, between the
first and second of which there is a remarkable
diff'erence. The first is a sketch for the young
king in the Adoration of the Magi, at Berlin

;
the

second is a free and careless pen drawing—perhaps
the first—for the figure of Horace in the Parnassus,
in the Vatican : on the same paper there are hands,
very bold and not less accurate. The next is a
study of the Sappho and other figures in the fresco of
the Parnassus, in the Vatican

;
and the last a sketch

for the Entombment, which is in the Borghese
Palace at Rome. By Giulio Romano there is the
Nursing of Jupiter, and by Pierino del Vaga a saint
exorcising a demon. Of the Venetians we have, by
Giovanni Bellini, figures of St. John the Baptist
and a Bishop

;
and by Gentile Bellini, two curious

portraits—nothing less than those of the Sultan

Mahomet II. and his Sultana, marvellously etched
with a pen. By Titian there are only two, but one
is a drawing of the first class, being a careful study
for the famous Peter Martyr, in the Church of
SS. Giovanni d Paolo, at Venice

; it is freely drawn
with the pen, and the trees with a knowledge and
power far in advance of Lis contemporaries. There
is a Flight into Egypt, by Veronese, a Martyrdom
of St. Stephen, by Tintoretto, and a Raising of
Lazarus, by the same

;
with others by Bassano,

Schiavone, &c. Of the school of Milan there are
two Leonardos

;
then two Correggios, and we are

comparatively rich in the Bolognese, as we have
examples from the portfolios of Agostino Caracci,
Ludovico Carracci, Annibale of the same name,
and Guido Reni, with others by Guercino and
Cignani. Then we come to the German artists,

among whom figure the Nurembergers Wohlge-
muth, the e.xcellent Peter Vischer, and Diirer, with
Burgkmair, Beham, Holbein, &c. &e. And among
the Dutch and Flemings we have Van der Weyde,
Memling, Mabuse, Goltzius, Vinckenbooms, Rubens,
Vandyke, Teniers, Rembrandt, Mieris, Terbuig,
Ruysdael, Van de Velde, &c. &c. Upon the right
hand screens are hung the engravings of the Italian
and German schools, all extremely interesting to
the artist, as suggestive of composition and autho-
rity for costume.

OBITUARY.

LORD NORTHWICK.
The death of this venerable nobleman—on the

20th of January—occurred just as we had closed

for press our last number. His name is so well-

known as an amateur of Art, as to justify a short

notice of him in our columns.

Lord Norlhwick was born in 1770, and at the

time of his death was ivithiu two or three weeks of

attaining his eighty-ninth year. In early life he
was sent to Switzerland for his education; and here
the mind received its first bias in the direction

which became so marked in after life. On leaving

Switzerland, his lordship—then the Hon. Mr. Rush-
out— proceeded to Italy, and other European
countries, in the study of whose antiquities and
wurks of Art he passed several years, not returning

to England until 1800, when ho succeeded to the

title aud estates of Northwick.

During the residence of his lordship on the con-

tinent, and especially in Italy, he acquired that love

of Art which continued with him to the latest period

of his life; for though during the last two years

his health had been declining, he lost nothing of

his intellectual vigour. To collect pictures was his

chief delight
;
and when, by the death of his father,

he had the means of indulging his taste, he lost no
opportunity of enriching his galleries in London
and at Northwick, aud subsequently at Thirlstane

House, near Cheltenham, to which the principal

pictures from London were removed. In the Art-
JovruallfiX September and October, 1846, appeared

notices of bis lordship’s collections at Northwick
and Thirlstane House respectively

;
the two united

would, we believe, form the most extensive private

gallery in Europe possessed by one not of royal

dignity. These vvorks are principally those of the

old masters. Amid the vast accumiilation—for it

is large indeed—arc, as may be expected, many
of very inferior quality, some decidedly good, and a

few—by comparison only—of the highest quality.

Lord Northwick’s desire to enlarge his colleclioii

often induced him, especially of late years, to pur-

chase w'ithout exercising that judgment which,

earlier in life, lie was accustomed to manifest. The
same remarks do not apply to his cabinets of coins,

medals, cameos, &c., for his lordship was a numis-
matist as well as a picture collector. The Greek
coins are said to he very fine.

Ilis galleries were always open at all times, under
proper restrictions, to the inspection of the public,

for he was ever as liberal in allowing others to see

his Art-treasures as he was in expending bis wealth

to acquire them. Ilis urbanity of manner, extensive

knowledge, and agreeable conversational powers,

will not soon be forgotten by those who had the

privilege of enjoying his society.

It is reported that the whole of the works of Art
will be brought to the hammer; if so, there will be

a wondrous dispersion of these extensive collections.

His lordship, it appears, died without making his

will; at least, none, according to advertisements in

the daily papers, has been found.







MINOE TOPICS OF THE MONTH.

Royal Academy.—The New Associate.—Ou
the 31st of Jaiiimry, the Royal Academy of Arts

filled up the vacancy which has so long existed in

the ranks of its associates, as a consequence of Mr.

i Foley’s promotion to the full honours of the body.

Our readers know, that, it is not very long since

the Royal Academy were persuaded to abolish

that absurd and unjust regulation by which their

elections, in cither rank, were limited to a particular

period of the year,—so as, iu combination with
I another restriction of theirs equally injurious, to

occasion, almost as a matter of course, a lengthened

vacation, and, as a matter of probability, very

lengthened iu one of a number of benefices ridi-

' culonsly disproportioned at best to the number
of expectants awaiting them and w’cll entitled to

their enjoyment. According to the common sense

and common justice of the matter, the vacancy is

filled up now as soon as it is created ;—though in the

present instance, circumstances have deprived the

last associate of the full benefit of this new birth of

academic reason. The Queen’s absence from town,

and engagements, have, it appears, prevented the

signature of Mr. Foley’s diploma;—and till the

diploma is signed, the election of the Academician
' is considered incomplete, and the vacancy for the

associateship not to have accrued. Whether, iu

days like these, the Queen’s absence in the far

Highlands presents such a positive ohslacle to the

completion of an academic title as the newly-

awakened wit of the body may not yet succeed iu

overcoming, we will not pause to inquire. We
throw out the suggestion :—and proceed, with much
satisfaction, to annouuce, that the new associate,

now that Mr. Foley has been got fairly out of his

way, is, Mr. John Frederick Lewis, late the Presi-

dent of the Society of Water-Colour Painters.

Twenty years ago, Mr. Lewis was well known to

the Art public as “ Spanish Lewis,”—as to the

public of to-day he is known as “ Eastern Lewis

—

but w'hcrcver his thirst of Art led him, he carried

with him a hand, for translating the characters

which he found, almost miraculous in its power.

—

Not forgetting that this election, like so many
which have preceded it, leaves certain long-standing

wrongs of the Royal Academy still unredressed,—if

our readers would see hoiv good an election in itself

it is, they will find, on turning to the number of

this Journal for February, 1858, a snmmaiy of the

extraordinary labours which now constitute Mr.
Lewis’s charm, and certain engraved specimens both

I

of his earlier manner and of his later.

The National Galleky and the Royal
Academy.—This “troublesome” matter may be

considered as arranged : the Chancellor of the

Exchequer brought his sagacious mind to bear upon
it, and that which his predecessors failed to do is

done. At all events, the question is settled—that

is something. There will certaiuly be two opinions

as to whether the country has acted wisely for Art,

in losing all hold on the Royal Academy—leaving it

for at least another generation altogether a private

and irresponsible body, to do just us it pleases with

the large and important interests that have been,

and are to remain, entirely under its conlrol. In

Piccadilly it will be as it is in Trafalgar Square

—

a narrow, selfish, and illiberal policy will prevail in

its councils
;
the great Art-tcachers—loctni'cs, libra-

ries, models, premiums, and schools— will give the

smallest possible amount of aid
;
the mystic forty

will continue to be forty; the annual dinners will

he, as heretofore, gatherings which benefit the

country and the profession nothing
;
and charity

will be, as usual, open only at one door. These are

evils that might have been remedied
:
perhaps not

easily, hut certaiuly. The Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer did not feel himself able to grapple with

them
;
and rid himself of a difficulty by sending the

Academy to Burlington House, and continuing the

National Gallery in Trafalgar Square. We believe

on the whole he has made good terras for the

nation, and can fully comprehend the obstacles he

had to surmoimt—obstacles that had absolutely ter-

rified preceding ministers into paralysis. There

can he no doubt that his largest dilficulty arose from

the fact that the President of the Royal Academy
and the paid member of Council of the Natiomd

' Gallery was one and the same person, and that, in
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occupying positions so irreconcilable, and, Indeed,

antagonistic, he kept the Government in a state of

thraldom. Ou the whole, therefore, an entire sepa-

ration is a boon
;
and possibly Sir Charles Eastlake

may hereafter be at the head of both, without serious

prejudice to public service. Por our own parts

—

and we believe we represent the feelings of many

—

wc consider it would have been a benefit of infinitely

greater magnitude if a worthy National Gallery of

Art had been erected at Brompton, and the Academy
had continued occupants of the present odious and

inconvenient building— subject always to public

control. We conceive, consequently, that we have

lost a great “ chance,” such as will not again offer

to the existing generation. The subject is so large,

and involves so many important considerations, that

we shall postpone dealing witli it for a month : we
shall then have all the necessary and authentic

documents before us, enabling us to judge rightly,

and place the matter iu all its bearings before our

readers.

France, and English Artists.—The French

goveriunent seems desirous to include the domain

of British Art within the entente cordiale that still

happily connects the two countries. Our adver-

tising columns contain a communication from the

French Minister of Slate to our Royal Academy
(and another from the Belgian Government), inviting

the artists of Great Britain to contribute to the

forthcoming annual exhibition in Paris. It ex-

presses the “great sympathy and esteem” which

his excellency entertains for the productions of the

English school, aud that a room will be especially

devoted to the reception of such works. We shall

be indeed well pleased to know that the invitation

will have such responses as may confer credit upon
ns, but cau scarcely hope this will be the case : our

leading artists of all kinds will generally, wc sup-

pose, prefer exhibiting at home; still, pictures which

have already been exhibited here, and are yet in the

hands of the painters, unsold, may find their way
into the galleries abroad: at all events, we sincerely

trust that whatever is sent may be of a quality that

will bring honour, and not discredit, on our school

;

it would be melancholy indeed to see it represented

by the works of our third and fourth rate, or even

sccoud-vate artists. As a corollary to the invitation

from France, M. Silvestre has forwarded to us the

subjoined communications, with a request that we
would publish them :

—

“ Tho following letter has been addressed by Mr. John
P. Knight, Secretary of the Royal Academy, to M. Thdo-
phile Silvestre, appointed by H. E. tho Minister of State

and of the Household of the Emperor of the French, to

inspect tlic museums and other institutions of the I'iuo

Arts iu Europe:

—

'''Royal Academy of Ai'ts, Trafalgar Square,
London, January 31, 1S59.

“ Sir,—

I

laid your two letters, the last dated (he 24th
Inst., before the President and Council of the Royal Aca-
demy of Art-s, at their meeting ou Saturday last, ami am
directed to convey to you tho assurance of their high
appreciation of the expression of II. E. the French Minister

of State, in .approbation of the English School of Art, and
also of the otter on his part to devote a room for the recep-

tion of English works of Art for exhibition at the Palais
de I'lndustrie in April next. I have also received instruc-

tions to make known this gratifying and generous offer to

the President of the different Art Societies in Great
Britain.
“ Tlie President and Council feel that this expression of

sympathy for British Art, on the part of the French
'

Government, deserves and demands an earnest response
from Biitish artists, as founding a noble emulation and !

mutual goodwill between tho artists of the two countries.
“ I have the honour to he, Sir,

“ Your obedient servant,

“JOHN P. KNIGHT, n.A.,See.”
“ jl/. Thcophile Silvestre.'"

“ Consulting Pecorator.”—This is a new idea.

It is soniew'hat singular that, at a period when cer-

tainly there is a general desire to do all things not

only well but rightly in the way of furniture and

decoration, we should have so long needed a com-

petent adviser without finding any. A prospectus

has been placed in our hands, to which it is our duty

to call the attention of our readers. It emanates

from Mr. John Stewart, “recently of Edinburgh,”

and is accompanied by testimonials of the highest

character, signed by some of the best judges in the

kingdom—conclusive as to Mr. Stewart’s competency

for the very delicate and important office he under-

takes. "We extract a passage from his advertise-

ment :
—

“ The growing appreciation of purer styles

of decoration is the best evidence of national pro-

gi'ess in Ai-t
;
and this awakening attention to the
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home development of artistic principles has created

new necessities to secure higher qualities of domestic

embellishmeut. So long as those entitled to lead

social taste were satisfied, the practical painter,

paper-hanger, or furnisher, supplied the demand;
or, ill important cases, the architect, with more
satisfactory results, diffused his unity of thought

over the mansion or apartment. Now, when higher

styles of home ornamentation are becoming integral

portions of domestic comfort, and when decoration

is rising to the importance of a recognised depart-

ment of Art, the period for a further division of

professional skill has arrived, when the consulting

decorator—oue specially qualified to advise in the

theory and inactice of decoration—has become as

indispensable as the consulting engineer or architect

in their respective departments.” Sir. Stewart

rightly adds that “no truth is now more demon-
strable than that beauty depends on harmonious

combinations, and not upon expensive selections,

which often prove nothing better than costly incon-

gruities.” It will be obvious to all who read this

notice that such a guide will be very valuable to

those who furnish or decorate, either a mansion or a

cottage, who, desiring to avoid needless or foolish

expenditure, feel that, if left entirely to themselves,

they arc far more likely to go wrong than right,

and who may not only effect their object by

obtaining elegance and adopting truth, but save

large suras of money by pursuing the only path

that leads to correct conclusions. We have long

advocated as a truism the principle that “ beauty is

cheaper than deformity,” that simplicity is pure

taste, and that to gratify and instruct the eye and

mind, wealth is a less advantage than a just apprecia-

tion of excellence. It is only in England that, when
the owner of a thing of cost seeks admiration for it,

he tells you how much he paidjor it. That reproach

is, however, rapidly leaving us. A time is not far

off, when it will be more difficult to find that which

is bad than that which is good in the factory or the

shop—consequently iu houses grand or humble.

We hail, therefore, as an auspicious event the advent

of Mr. John Stewart, and hope, if he he the first, he

will not be the only “consulting decorator,” who
will judiciously and honestly guide those who cannot,

and ought not to, depend entirely on their own
judgment when making arrangements, upon which

must depend so much of the pleasure they are to

have aud give—perhaps for a long scries of years

—

at home.*
The First Conversazione of the season held

by the "Artists and Amateurs” Society, took place

at Willis’s Rooms, ou the 3rd of last month. The
room was not so well filled with works of Art as we
have seen it on many former occasions, still there

were a few pictures aud portfolios well worth look-

ing at. Among the former we recognised two or

three old friends :—Maclise’s “ Gipsy Encampment,”
to our minds the greatest work of the artist

;
Tur-

ner’s “ Burning of the Houses of Parliament ;” aud

a large early drawing, by the same painter, of an
imaginary Italian scene, in which the Sybil’s temple

at Tivoli is introduced; the composition is full of

fine poetical feeling : the drawing was contributed by
its preseut owner, Mr. Vokins.

Honours to Wedgwood.—There are, it seems,

two proposals, each of which is designed to honour

the memory of Josiah Wedgwood, in the locality

with which his name is so closely connected. We
do not, however, yet understand them clearly

;
it

will, therefore, be our wiser way to delay somewhat

until w'e are in possession of sufficient facts for our

guidance. Tardy justice is, at all events, now sure

to be rendered to this energetic and enterprising

man : what shape it will actually assume is still a

question—whether as an institution, as almshouses,

as a statue, or—as an eloquent writer iu the Times

advocates—as a means of abating the “smoke
nuisance

!”

Photography applied to Lithography.

—

M.
Jobard has communicated to the Institute of France

a new process by which photography is made avail-

able for the production of lithographic or zinco-

gi-aphic prints. A lithographic stone or a zinc

plate is covered with the iodide of silver, aud a

picture obtained on this surface. As soon as the

light has made its impression, the stone or plate is

• Vi'c refer our readers to Mr. Stcirarl's advertisement,

which appears elsewhere.



covereil with a thick solution of gum Arabic, with
which some lamp-black has been mixed, auJ it is

placed aside in the dark to dry. “Wheu the gum is

Ihorougbly dry, it is placed' in water, which of
course dissolves it. Over all those parts upon
which the light has acted the iodide is removed,
which is not the case over the other parts. The
stoue or plate is now in a slate of preparation
to receive the ink

;
and if this is applied carefully,

M. Jobard states, the whites are retained in great
purity, and the proofs are very perfect.

Photogeai’Hic Pictures in Carbon.—Mr.
Pouncey some time since aunounced a discovery, hy
which the uncertainty of the silver salts was avoided,
and all the permanence of an impression from a

copper-plate givcu to photographic pictures. lie
has just communicated his process to the Photo-
graphic Society, and we hasten to give our readers
the advantage of this important discovery. The in-

ventor takes a “slack-sized paper,” which he care-
fully presses. Having the paper ready, it is laid,

face uppermost, an a hat hoard or glass, and he pro-
ceeds as follows:

—

1. Prepare a saturated solution of bichromate of

potash.

2. Prepare a common solution of gum arable about
the consistency of thin varnish.

3. Prepare vegetable carbon, by grinding it with
a mullet on a paiut-stoiie or slab, with water, in the
same manner that a painter grinds his colours.

ilix together equal parts of the solutions 1 aud 2,
and then add one-eighth the quantity of No. 3, stir

the whole together with a glass rod, and strain it

through the liucst muslin that can be obtained.
Coat the paper freely, by means of a broad camel’s
hair brush, aud allow the paper to absorb the mix-
time for about two minutes. Then, with a painter’s

four-inch hog’s hair “ softener,” w'ork the surface
regularly over, with an alternate vertical and hori-
zontal motion, until the whole presents a smooth,
even surface, partially dry. The dryiug may then
be completed by the fire. Place this paper, with a
negative photograph above it, in a copying frame,
and expose to sunshine in the usual way—the time
of exposiu-e varying from five to fifteen minutes.
When removed from the pressure frame, lay the pic-

ture, /ace ilomncards, in a flat dish of clean water
—and let it soak for five or six hours. During this
soaking, all those parts which arc not acted on bv
light come olf, while the other parts remain, varying
in intensity according to the influences of the rays
permeating the negative. Thus we obtain pictures

actually printed ou paper, in what must be a com-
pound of carbon and oxide of chromium, combined
with the organic matter of the gum and the paper.
\Vc anticipate very great results from this process.

The Puotodrojie.—Some time ago we noticed,
in our Journal, au optical contrivance devised by
Mr. Rose, of Glasgow, for rendering some of the
extraordinary illusions of persistence of vision patent
to an entire company at the same instant. Since
that time he has brought his contrivance to greater
perfection, hy producing an apparatus in comiectiou
with a poweifiil light, by which a large disc exposed
before au audience, exhibits, when set in rapid revo-
lution, veiy surprising effects. The apparatus con-
sists of two distinct parts : one, a large disc of about
six feet in diameter, wJiich is jilaced before the
company, with its face perfectly exposed, and set in
rapid revolution

;
the other, a powerful light thrown

from an opposite gallery, over the heads of the
spectators, and intermitted by the action of a per-
forated disc revolving witli great rapidity in front of
it. The iugenuity of the device maiuly cousists in

the skilful coincidcuce of two iitdependcnt motions,
at a great distance from each other, from which
results a regular and accurate measurement of
flashes of light, in due relation to the motion of a
disc of figures rapidly moving. In the coiistniclion

of the apparatus conditions have to be observed,
which could not be made inlelhgible without illus-

trative diagrams. One interesting effect may serve
to indicate the illusions presented. A wheel, four
feet in diameter, is brought to a velocity of two thou-
sand revolutions per minute, and instantly shown iu
a state of permaueui apparent rest, or moving slowly
iu the direction of its absolute motion, or contrary
to it. We have been accustomed to look with
iuterest on a rapidly revolving wheel wlien brought
to apparent rest, for a single i/rsiani, by a Hash of
electric ligiit, but it is something far more astonish-

ing to see the wheel at apparent rest for any length
ot time, when we know that such an effect can be
produced only by measuring out flashes of light

witli such exactitude that at every flash the spokes
shall be in the same relative position.

New Process for Fixing Cuaek Drawings.
We are often applied to for information on the best
method of fixing chalk drawings, and have, at

various times, answered to the best of our know-
ledge, Ihe queries put to us. The following notice
appeai-ed iu a receut number of the Builder

;

we
transfer it to our pages for the benefit of those whom
it may concern :

—
“ JI. Ortlieb has just communi-

cated a paper to the Academy of Sciences on this

subject. The first methods for fixing works of Art
executed in chalks, charcoal, and other substances
which are iu danger of destruction from the slightest

touch, d-ate from very far back, and in some cases are
perfectly successful. Sometimes the drawing is

rajiidly dipped into a bath of some glutinous liquid,

and sometimes the liquid itself is applied with a
brush. This, iiowever, cannot be done with chalk
or charcoal drawings. A very thin and transparent
sheet of bibulous paper is laid on the drawing, and
the brush is then passed over the protecting sheet

;

tlie glutinous liquid penetrates to the drawing, and
the wislied-for effect is produced. In the case of
chalk drawings (pastels), however, this process has
the inconvenience that certain lints, which, on being
wetted, change their tone, do not return to their

former state ou drying. This circumstance led
M. Ortlieb to make some experiineuts with a view
to find a better fixing liquid than those now in use;
and after many trials lie found that the silicates of
potash and soda answered very well, but with the
serious drawback that during the application the

colours were liable to be disturbed, so as to give
the drawing the appearance of being ‘ smudged.’
At length, however, he succeeded in obviating this

inconvenience by a very simple )>lan, which merely
consists in executing the pastel upon thick but
unsized paper, such as is used in copper-plate print-

ing, and afterwards applying the fixing liquid to the
back : it is thus quickly ab^sorbed, without causing
any disturbance of colours on the other side. To
this it must be added, that none but mineral colours
should be used, these being the only ones that can
combine with the silicates, which have no action ou
vegetable colours. These rules being observed, the
picture will not only resist damp, but will even
resist washing with water; acid vapours have an
eft'cct upon it; and it becomes combustible.”

Art in China.—A lady of distinguished taste,

who is at present residing at Penang, where her
liusbaiid has a high appointment, writes us that the
American frigate appointed to take out the United
States Slinister Extraordinary (Mr. Reed) to China,
touched at Penang, and gave au entertainment to

those “ having authority,” ou board what oiir fair

correspondent calls a " floating palace.” “ Iu the
state cabin,” she adds, “ were some beautiful pieces

of carved ebony funiitnre—a sofa and some tables:

we much admired them, and were told that some
gentlemen at Canton, who took the Art-Joumal,
allowed the Chinese artificers to see it, and that this

had much improved their designs. 'I'lie designs of

the carvings on the sofa, which were all pierced

through, were much more free, and less grotesque,

than those of Chinese iusph-atioii
;

and Uiis was
attributed to the influence of the Art-Journal."
\Vc arc not smely arrogating too mucli to ourselves

to caE this “ fume !

”

“The British Workman.”—It is pleasant to

report the satisfactory progress of this excellent and
1

most useful work, and our belief that its enlightened
j

projector, Mr. Sinilhics, is, after all, likely to fmd
'

it “answer” commercially. There is no publication
,

of the age calculated to be so extensively serviceable. '

It addresses itself to millions, and cannot fail to

instruct as well as to gratify every reader. The
letter-press is entirely unobjectionable, interfering

j

with no conscientious prejudice, exciting no bitter-
[

ness, arousing uo angry feeling or indignant thought.
!

It is for all, and all may enjoy it. Every penny '

part contains at least half a dozen engravings

;

they may be compared with the best that are
issued iu oiu- own or iu any other periodical work.
Thus, therefore, the eye and the mind are taught

; the
'

teaching through both is honest morality, the duties

and the rights of labour, to fear God, to honour the
Queen, and to love our neighbour. It is not too

much to say that all who desu-e to advance the
truest and best interests of the working classes— to

make them prospcious, happy, and content—should
aid the circulation of this admirable and valuable
penny paper.

“’The Old Riding School.”—Our brave and
energetic contemporary, the Criiic, claims, aud
claims justly, the merit of having, by a timely pro-
test, prevented the removal of the national pictures

of the English school to this receptacle, where
damp, if not fire, would have made short work of
them. The idea was so preposterous that we our-

selves conceived the rumour to be au invention

;

we are consequently the more bound to accord due
honour to the Critic, aud to express the gratitude
of all artists and Art-lovers for the exposure, and
the comments, that averted from a fate so disastrous

the collections of Vernon and Tumer, aud the other
glories of our British school.

Black Lead Pencils.—Wc remember the time
when Messrs. Brookraan and Langdon monopolised
almost the entire “pencil market;” it is uot so

now,—the spirit of competition aud of trade has
brought others into the field to dispute with them
llie claim to superiority. However, these manufac-
turers, judging from some specimens we have
recently tried, are by no means behind their rivals,

if they do not keep so far ahead of them as formerly.

'Their “ Fiue-Art Drawing Pencils,” adapted for

ordinary drawing purposes, are quite equal, as

comparatively cheap pencils, to any we have used

:

they work pleasantly aud smoothly, aud the colour
of the lead is rich. The B pencil would be greatly

improved by being made firmer; we find it break
under the touch if pressed upon rather heavily.

Exhibition of Designs for the Rev. C. H.
Spurgeon’s New “ Tabernacle.”—The com-
mittee presiding over the erection of the building

which they are pleased to designate a “ Tabernacle,”
and which is intended to be devoted to the uses of

Mr. Spurgeon’s congregation, has inaugurated an^
other arcbitectui-al competition. And certain archi-

tects U3id others have responded to their invitation
;

the result being an exhibition uf a numerous series

of designs, with plans aud specifications, in the
large room (and an excellent room it is) at Rea’s
Horse Repository, at Newington, immediately ad-

joining the site that has been selected for the build-

ing itself. The most ecclesiastical of architectural

styles was peremptorily excluded from this competi-
tion, the Gotliic having been directly ascribed, by
no less an authority than Mr. Spurgeou himself, to

a demoniacal origin. The classic, with its Italian

modifications, and that peculiar architectural ex-

pression which has its type in the Surrey Gardens,
accordingly remained open to the competitors. The
competition itself shows that the Byzantine, not-

withstanding its Gothic affinity, was held by some
to be an admissible style. By far the ablest, and
in every respect the best of the designs, is in this

Byzantine style. 'We know w'ell the skilful hand
from wliich these drawings marked “ llo^ii soit qni
mat If pence" proceeded; but we canuot hold out
to their author much hope of success, for the very
reason that he ought most certaiuly to be successful.

His design is too architcctm-al, and, what is still

worse, it is too ecclesiastical. The prevailing idea

is evidently obtained from the edifice in which
Mr. Spui'geon acquired so much of his populaiity.

Testimonial to E. W. Cox, Esq.—The editor

of the Law Times has found grateful friends among
his readers : a costly and beautiful piece of plate

has been presented to him, “ iu rccDgnition of liis

unwearied and successful endeavours to promote the

mental, moral, aud social advancement of iheir

branch of the legal profession,” hy the solicitors of
England aud Wales, Mr. Cox is uot the only editor

who has thus been honoured during the past month :

the editor of the Derby Reporter has received a

similar gratifying and “ rccouipcnsitig” compliment.
There is at Mr. Hogarth’s, iu the Ilaymarkct, a

fresco—or perhaps, more properly speaking, au
encaustic painting—which has been removed from
one of the palaces in Florence. It is a small life-

sized head of a Madonna, that has formed a prin-

cipal figure iu a composition. The history of the

fragment is uot given, but it is attributed to

Rafi'aelle. The fcalui'es are extremely beautiful,

witli more of the nature of Christian .\rt (liaii the

form of classic -A.rt.
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REVIEWS.

La Viruot: be L'Eobise bv Mont Sr. ArroL-
LiNAiiiE. Engraved by J. Kkrt-bk from the

Picture by E. Eegku. Published by H.
Ghaves & Co., Loudon.

Cavat.ieus and Kodnbiieab.<5. Engraved by F.

Wruneii, from the Picture by W.Cami' hausen.
Published by Acxeum.wn & Co., London.

Die Ge-schwisteu. Engraved by F. Weiineii,

from the Picture by E. Geselschap. Pub-
lished by JI. Guaves & Co., London.

Le Tintouet au Lit be Mort be la Fille.

Eugraved by A. JIartinkt, from the Picture

by L. Coionet. Published by E. Gamraut
& Co., London.

Dernieius Honneurs rendus aux Comtes D’Eo-
mont et De Horn par le Granb Serment
be Bruxeli.es. Eugraved by A. Martinet,
from the Picture by L. Gallait. Published

by H. Graves & Co., London.

The German “Christus.” Engraved by A.
filARTiNET, from the Picture by E. Gesels-
ciiAP. Published by Ackermann and Co.,

London.

We have classed these engravings together, because
they have all been issued by one publisher, Julius

Buudeus, of Dusseldorf, who lias placed them respec-

tively in the hands of various London publishers, as

indicated above. Deger’s picture of the “ Virgin and
Child” is a composition that has more of the cha-
racter of the Murillo school than of any of the
Italian painters

;
the two figures are beautifully

grouped
;

a feeling of deep tenderness is apparent
in the face of the Holy Slother, while that of the

child is wonderfully living and (infantile in ex-
pression. At equal distances from each other,

around and above the group, the heads of cherubs
are peering through the clouds; the uniformity of

arrangement which the artist has given to these

objects, three on each side the Virgin, and one
directly above her head, is a grand mistake in this

otherwise fine work: it invests the composition

with a conventionalism and stiffness, which it would
have been well to avoid. The picture has been
exquisitely engraved by Keller, who has given to the

flesn remarkable softness and delicacy of texture.

Camphausen’s “ lloundheads and Cavaliers ”

might nave been painted by Cattermole, or Haghe;
it is just such a scene as these artists would have
been at home in. A cavalier of noble blood, it

would seem, with his family, a wife, son, and
daughter, are prisoners in one of our fine old Eng-
lish churches

;
they are reclining on a bed of straw,

with a sour-looking Puritan soldier, well armed,
keeping watch and ward over them

;
on the floor

leading to the clinncel a body of Cromwell’s
fanatical troopers have kindled a fire with, appa-
rently, some portion of the wood torn from the sacred

edifice, while two of their horses refresh themselves
from the font, whose waters have for long years

been the visible sign to many generations of intro-

duction into the Christian fold ;— those old Puritans
were as insensible to the humanizing influences of

ecclesiastical art as they were to the hallowing

creeds and ceremonies of the reformed Church.
The picture is very fine both in composition and
detail

;
it is full of interest, painful though this bo,

and the characters are most ably sustained. The
engraving is in mezzotinto, and a good specimen of

the style.

Another example of mezzotinto is V'emer's en-
graving of Geselschap’s picture called “Die Gesch-
wister,” or “The Sisters:” it represents the
interior of a cottage, where a round-faced young
German girl is seated in a chair, holding in her
arms a child whose face is even rounder than her
own

;
they are true types of tlie peasantry of

“Fatherland,” but the print has little interest

beyond this.

Coignet's fine but most sad picture of “ Tintoretto

painting the portrait of his dead Daughter,” is well

known to those acquainted with the best works of the

modern French school, as well as by the prints that

have before been published from the picture. Mar-
tinet has not translated it in his best manner : the
engraving is flat and ineffective, faults that appear
to arise from over-elaboration

;
certain portions are

very beautifully rendered, such as the dead body,

and the draperies immediately surrounding it.

M. Martinet is a French engraver of deservedly

high reputation, which this print, however, does

not sustain.

A far more successful result has been attained by
the same engraver in his reproduction of Gallait's

picture of “ The Last Honours paid to Counts Eg-
mont and Horn,” the bold Flemish commanders
who were executed in Brussels in 1568, by order of

Alva, captain-general of Flanders for Philip of

Spain, because they endeavoured to establish the

independence of their country. The picture offers

a bold and grand composition; side by side on a

rude couch, and covered, e.-ccept the heads, with a

black velvet pall, lie the two gallant soldiers, sur-

rounded by civic officials, troopers, &c., whose
countenances betray unmistakeably the various

emotions of the heart, that of grief being the most
apparent. This is in every way a fine print

;
the

figure.s are powerfully characterized, and most
iutelligently expressed.

The German “Christus” is a small mezzotinto

engraving, the subject suggested by a custom which
prevails in some parts of Germany, where children,

laden with toys, fruits, &c., go to the houses of

their friends at Christmas- time— or New-Year’s
Eve, we rather think—to make presents. In Gesels-

chap's picture, a young child, robed and bare-footed,

having a fflori/ round its head, and altogether after

the similitude of one of those “Infant Christs”

ainted by the old masters, '.is passing along a lonely

ighway, laden with offerings; on its shoulder a

stick is borne, on which is suspended a “ Christmas-

tree,” its branches bearing fruit; the lap is filled

with fruit and toys, and at the side hang a drum,
a sword, slates, &e. It is a fanciful and pleasing

idea, that would, however, be better ap|ireciated in

the country whence it originates than with us.

A Sketch of the History of Painting, An-
cient AND Modern, showing its gradual and
various development from the earliest ages to

the present time. By Ealph Nicuoi..son

‘WoRNUM, Keeper and Secretary, National

Gallery. Published by J. Murray-, London.

The University of O.xford having selected Mr.
\Vornum’8 “ History of Painting,” the first edition

of which was published a few years since, as the

class-book for students who present themselves for

examination in the Fine Arts, the author has been
induced to prepare another edition of his book,

carefully revised, and enlarged so as to bring the

subject down to the very latest period. The volume
is only what it professes to be—a sketch, or manual,
of the history of the art from the earliest known
records, those of the Egyptians, extending over a

period of more than three thousand years, and in-

cluding every country wherein painting has been
developed in a nation or a school. The materials

have, however, been very diligently collected, they
are systematically arranged, and lucidly placed be-

fore the reader, who may almost at a glance ascer-

tain to what particular school every great painter

belonged, and what are the peculiarities and excel-

lences of his style. For the purpose of enabling
the student to investigate at greater length any
especial portion of the subject, a series of notes at

the end of each epoch or period refers him to such
works as will afford the information he may desire.

It is altogether the most comprehensive work of the

kind that has ever come under our notice.

In his concluding remarks, Mr. Wornum makes
some sensible observations on the so-called Pre-
Eaffaellite revival in Germany and this country.

He says :
—“ The attempt of Overbeck and others to

re-establish the early sentimental or ascetic art is

a retrograde movement
;

so is that style also which
denotes excessive attention to elaborate detail, and
magnifies the eccentricities or accidents of the indi-

vidual into generic characteristics. No exalted

sentiment can possibly be aided by either ugliness

or disease ;
neither health nor comeliness are in-

compatible with sorrow or piety. To attempt to

represent intellectual or spiritual power at the ex-

pense of the physical condition is absurd. The
physical ideal can alone harmonize with the spiritual

ideal
;

lofty sentiment and physical baseness are

essentially antagonistic.”
“ If such revivals are to be looked upon only as

the reaction of vigorous minds to counteract effete

academic generalities, then they are great services

;

but they must rank accordingly as mere means, and
are on no account to be admired for their own sakes

as ends to be attained. This will probably be the

result of tliese new art vitalities.”

Our own view of modern Pre-Eaffaellism is em-
bodied in this last paragraph : it is that we have
often expressed

;
if the tendencies evinced in the

labours of Mr. Millais, Mr. Holman Hunt, and
their school, have such a result as filr. 'Womum
anticipates, these artists will have worked to some
good purpose as regards others, and not entirely

without benefit to themselves, as instruments

;

in

such a light their names may have an honourable

place in the annals of English Art.

Life at the Sea-side. Engraved by C. 'W'.

SiiARFE, from the picture by ‘VV. P. Frith, E. A.

Published by the Art-Union of London.

A marvellous exhibition of the bright and happy
side of Cockoeydom is Mr. Fiilh’s picture of Eams-

gate sands in the season : were it satirical, it would
be Hogarthian

;
but there is no satire iu it, all is

genuine, true, and actual—the living men, women,
and children of our day, luxuriating in the warm
sunshine and healthy breezes of the Kentish coast.

Neither is there vulgarity here among these groups
of citizens with their families; in fact, they show
an aristocratic bearing, suited to those who have
retired from business for awhile and become
idlers by the blue sea-side. But we discussed at

considerable length the merits of tlie picture when
exhibited in 1854 : it only therefore remains for

us to say a few words about the engraving. From
the peculiarity of the composition, the large number
of figures it contains, and the infinite variety of

colour and tone apparent in the dresses, Mr.
Sharpe’s task—as we know well from having fre-

quently seen him working on the plate—was one
of no ordinary difficulty. The composition divides

itself into two parts
;
a line drawn through the

centre will at once determine this : of these two
parts respectively, li{/ht is the keystone of the one,

and darl; of the other : it was utterly impossible to

bring these into harmony, when in truth they are

two distinct pictures, tolh in composition and
treatment, and the eye cannot embrace the whole
at the same time. This defect in the arrangement
of the subject is far more prominent in the en-
graving than in the painting, where variety of

colour has a counteracting influence; neither Mr.
Sharpe, nor any other engraver in the world, could

entirely overcome this difficulty : all that could be

done has, we believe, been done, to bring the sub-

ject together, as artists are accustomed to say. A
close examination of the print in its details will

testify to the skill, ingenuity and labour bestowed

upon it; vigour and delicacy have been respectively

employed where these qualities were needed, while
there are certain passages to which we could point

that are admirable specimens of cutting
;
ana the

fidelity with which the faces are translated will be
at once admitted by all who recollect the original.

An engraving, however, of this magnitude, to have
ample justice done to it, required more time for its

accomplishment than could be spared by the society

for whom it was executed. Under all the circum-
stances of its production, Mr. Sharpe ought to be a

gainer in public estimation as an accomplished,
sound, and honest engraver.

That the rent-roll of the Art-Union of London
will also be swelled by the gift of this print to the
subscribers of the present year, there cannot be a
doubt : the popularity of the subject, independent
of any merits it possesses as a work of Art, must
attract a large number of subscribers, especially

among the thousands who have seen and enjo3ed
“Life on Eamsgate Sands:” with our country
cousins too—those who dwell always among plea-

sant fields and bubbling streams, requiring no sea-

breezes to bring health to the body and roses to the

cheeks—it will be both amusing and instructive to

know how we Londoners demean ourselves at the

sea-side when out for a holiday.

Memoirs of Bartholomew Fair. By Henry
Morley. Published by Chatman & Hall,
London.

Mr. Morley’s book is a novelty in literature, and it

may already be pronounced a successful novelty, as

far as criticism and sale are concerned. Those per-
j

sons who, like the fine ladies of Oliver Goldsmith, can
only talk of “ Shakspere and the musical glasses,”

may question the propriety of writing a book at

all on BO “low” a subject; indeed a shake of a

critical head, as portentous as that of Sheridan’s

Lord Burleigh, has been given toward the author,

who sins in good company, for genial Ben Jonson
i

devoted his best talents to a five-act play, depicting
1

the fun of the fair in the early days of James the

First. Ben was a student of the humour that gave so

strong an individuality to men, when he and Shak-
1

spere walked the world, “gathering humours of
j

men daily wherever they came,” as honest old I

Aubrey tells us. Now the “humours” of seven
centuries are depicted in the history of London’s
Great Fair

;
and are they not worth exhumation ?

How little we know of the busy people, whose his-

tory has never yet been written, while the follies of

state never want their historian. "We who re-

member Bartholomew Fair in its dying condition,

may think of its decease with as little compunction

as of any other near Newgate : it had long outlived

its utility, it had become a nuisance, and was

abolished. But though degraded for fifty years,

it had been otherwise during six hundred, and

more than that long period of its history' has fallen

to Mr. Morley’s lot to narrate. When it was first
i

founded in the green fields of the outskirts of

London, it was as welcome to tlie churchman and

the merchant, as it was to the mere pleasure-

seeker. It was a market to which all men flocked,

and Prior Eahere,—when he founded St. Bartho-
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lomew's Monastery, hatched his marvellous stories

of miracles done there, and, better than all, got
the credulous to believe them—felt that he only
avantcd a general gathering from all quarters on the
great festival of the patron saint, to ensure due
attention to his brotherhood, and a large shave of
business profit. The grant to hold this fair, awarded
him by Heury I., is abundant in its powers, and
profl'ers the royal protection to all who come to it to

trade or for pleasure. Trading was in those days a
somewhat difficult matter

;
roads were bad, robbers

abundant, communication consequently very diffi-

cult. Such a combination of the tililc and the
didcc as Smithlield then presented, made the feast

of St. Bartholomew much to be rejoiced in by
the Londoners, who timed their movements afi'ec-

tionately toward its annual commemoration. Mr.
Morley has most patiently gathered from all sources

the various phases of its existence ;
first as amarket

of utility, ultimately as a sort of Saturnalia, in all

stages of its history using his facts rightfully, as a

means of displaying the past life of the people of

England. In his chapters we see, as in a series of

pictures, the peculiar feeling which governed the

men of the metropolis, as century after century
passed away

;
and by contrasting the later chap-

ters with the earlier, we feel how changed it hud
become. 'Where the trader and the wandering
glee-man met in the days of Henry I., there came in

those of Elizabeth a motley crew of revellers, who
converted the fair into what Ben Jonson described

it in the reign of her successor, a vast and some-
what reckless scene. Puritanism scowled it down,
but it rose again like a giant in the days of the

merry monarch, and reached its culmination when
in its great theatrical booths, under the manage-
ment of such men as Henry Fielding, the novelist,

and with the best actors from the royal theatres,

it could attract the nobility and royalty itself to

witness its various sights. The Prince of 'Wales

was once conducted by torchlight over Smithfield to

see “ the fun of the fair,” by llich, the manager of

the theatre royal, and Sir Robert Walpole, premier,
was a frequent visitor, and is said to have eaten
roast pig in the precincts—one of the “correct
things to do here” in the olden time.

The reader must search in Mr. Morley’s book for

the thousand-aiid-one odd things which took place

in Smithfield during so long a time. We cannot
narrate a tithe of its wonders, from the “ Hai-e and
Tabor” of the days of Elizabeth, to “ the Learned
Pig” of the last of its shows; from the glories of

Elkanah Settle’s “ Siege of Tro}',” to the literary

doings of Henry Fielding—tales which make the
pages of these “ memoirs” so varied and so fresh.

Mr. Morley’s volume is got up in good taste, with
an abundant sprinkling of curious engravings. It

is quite a drawing-room book, and is a good in-

stance of what a clever man may do with an apj

rently unpromising or “ vulgar ” subject. T
history of a fair is in reality a history of the man-
ners and customs, as well as the amusements, of the
capital of England, and deserves to take its due
place as an interesting and instructive contribution
to a knowledge of our ancestors.

Sir Joshua Rkynolds’s Notes and Orserva-
TioNS ON Pictures, &c. Edited by William
Cotton, Esq. Published by J. R. Smith,
London.

Mr. Cotton is most indefatigable in his determina-
tion to enlighten the world upon the subject of
Sir Joshua. Reynolds is his hobby-horse, and he
rides him almost to death. The title-page of this
book—whether it will prove the last, or not, we can-
not tell—embraces a variety of matter

;
it runs

thus :
—“ Sir Joshua Rej’nolda’s Notes and Observa-

tions on Pictures, chiefly of the Venetian School,
being Extracts from his Italian Sketch-books. Also,
the Rev. "W. Mason’s Observations on Sir Joshua’s
Method of Colouring. And some unpublished Let-
ters of Dr. Johnson, Malone, and othei-s. 'With an
Appendix, containing a Transcript of Sir Joshua's
Account-book, showing what Pictures he painted,
and the Prices paid for them.” 'With the excep-
tion of a few of the notes on the Venetian pictures,
we can discover little or nothing here to interest or
inform

;
and the substance of these notes Reynolds

embodied in his “Discourses.” The history and
practice of the great paiuter has but a very faint
gleam of additional light thrown on it by Mr.
Cotton’s new publication.

"Winter. From a drawing by "W. E. Jones. Pub-
lished by Gr. Baxter, London.

This is one of the very best “ imitation drawings”
we remember to have seen : it is printed by Mr.
Baxter’s patent process. The scene is the outskirts
of a village

;
to the right of the road, which runs

almost straight through the centre of the picture.
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stands the venerable little church, faced on the
opposite side by some cottages—church and cottages
surrounded or flanked by groups of fine old trees,

whose leafless branches are shown with photogra-
phic fidelity. The snow lies about on roof and
ground, and it clings to the trunks of the trees;

only here and there is it white and glittering, for

the day has been bright, and the sun, now illumin-
ing in its descent the distant horizon by a dull red
streak, has thawed and discoloured large patches of

the pure covering which in the morning spread
itself over the landscape. The picture is a bit of

true nature, faithfully copied by the artist, aud as

faithfully by the printer : it seems to be the only
JJ'intcr we shall see this season, for we are now in
the middle of February, and in our suburban garden
primroses are in full blossom, and the sweet-briar
hedge is putting forth green and fragrant leaves.

Dreamland. By Jessie Macleod. “With Illus-

trative Lines by Mary Elizabeth. Published
by "W. Kent & Co., London.

Our immortal dramatist has said,

—

“ We are such stuff .as dreams arc made of, and
Our little life is rounded with a sleep.”

Upon this hint the two ladies whose names appear
upon the title-page of this richly-bound book have
spoken—the one with her pencil, the other with her
pen. Here is the “ Poet's Dream ;

” his lute is laid

aside
;
he has fallen asleep over an unfinished manu-

script, and a vision passes before his sealed eyelids;

one winged figure holds a chaplet of laurel towards
him

;
another blows the trumpet of fame

;
another,

with streaming hair, and unlovely countenance,
flies from him, while imps, and gnomes, and hideous
reptiles, come forward to meet him with bags of
gold, which, in all probability, his hands will never
grasp. The “ Exile,” a maiden, dreams of the land
from which destiny has separated her, and of the
hour when she was wooed by a gentle shepherd
swain under the branches of the wide-spreading
beech-tree. The “ Conqueror,” an aged monarch,
crowned and robed, has his memory once,again revert-

ing to the days when he “ waded through slaughter

to a throne,” and received the forced homage of the
vanquished. The “Criminal” is in bis dungeon,
chained and fettered; but he sees once more the
hours when, an innocent boy, he knelt beside his

mother and received the blessings of the white-
robed priest. "We wish Miss Macleod had surrounded
the latter with the attributes of the Protestant faith,

instead of those that distinguish the Romanist.
Perhaps, however, the lady is herself of this creed

;

if 80, she has applied Ler art conscientiously.

“Age,” an old woman, whose distafl^ is by her side,

but whose thread of life is almost used up, dreams
of early love, of matronly felicities, terminating ia a
terrible catastrophe—the death of her husband as a
felon. The “Merchant” dreams of rich argosies,

which storms are engulphing in the sea. The “Mi-
ser” of his hoards, which, as he sleeps, the midnight
burglar steals from him. The “ Murderer’s” dream
summons up the spectre of his victim, exposing to

him the wound of the assassin’s knife; and the
“ Brave Knight,” sleeping on the tented field, has a
vision of his fair wife and young children. There
are other dreamers, too, but we must leave them in

the “ land of Nod” undescribed.
'

Of the two ladies whose united talents have pro-
duced this work the artist bears off the palm—not
that Miss Macleod’s drawings are of a high order,

nor do they evince much originality of conception :

they are ingenious and pleasing, and, withal, the
idea is rather novel. The illustrations—we should
call Mary Elizabeth’s lines “descriptive” rather
than “illustrative”—are drawn on stone by Mr.
J. Brandard, and printed in tints, which give them
a showy appearance. The “Exile’s Dream,” and
the “Conqueror’s Dream,” are to our mind the
best in the series

;
the former is pretty and poetical

;

the latter very spirited.

A M.anual op Photographic Chemistry. By
T. Frederick Hardwick. Fifth Edition.
Published by J. Churchill, London.

The name of Hardwick in connection with the Che-
mistry of Photography is now so well known, that
it scarcely requires a word of ours to assure our
readers that this, the fifth edition of his admirable
manual, is one of the best books for the photographic
artist or amateur. Mr. Hardwick's examination of
each special division of his subject becomes more
and more complete with each new issue of his book,
and we feel fully justified in stating that this is one
of the most complete of all the works which have
appeared on photography.
Mr. Hardwick has done so much good work, that

he could readily afford to give more credit than he

has done, to those who have gone before him in this
most interesting field of labour. He has followed
in the footprints of older photographers, and has
worked so well, that he might have added to his
own most favourable position, if he had shown more
candour towards those who were his teachers, and
had more freely acknowledged the sources from
which Ills first lessons were derived.

Extracts from the "VVorks of Jean Paul F.
Richter. Selected and Translated by Geor-
GiANA Lady Chatterton. Published by J.

\V. Parker & Son, London.

Those who cannot gather for themselves the flowers
of German literature, are greatly indebted to such
as not only collect, but select from the abundant
beauty and wisdom to be found in “ fresh fields aud
pastures new” what is most calculated to eurieh and
improve our taste, and enlarge our appreciation of
the treasures which have been hitherto sealed
against us. "We are grateful to Lady Chatterton
for the discrimination she has shown in these
extracts from one of the highest, purest, and best
men of the age. No more valuable gift-book could
be presented to old or young.

Spenser’s Poetical "Works. "Vol. I. With Me-
moir and Critical Dissertations, by the Rev. G.
GiLFtLLAN. Published by J. Nichol, Edin-
burgh; J. Nisbet & Co., London.

We have on several former occasions noticed this
well-edited, yet cheap, library edition of the works
of our poets—those that date before the commence-
ment of the present century. 'The volume last

issued begins the writings of Spenser, to be com-
pleted in five volumes. The public, generally, know
little of this poet, chiefly, we believe, on account of
the difficulty of understanding him, with bis obso-
lete words and quaint etymology. "Various editions
have been published at different times with the view
of obviating this, but it has never been so completely
done as by the method adopted by Mr. Gilfillan, who
has had the glossary, or modem meaning of the old
words used by Spenser, printed at the margin of the
line in which they appear, so that the reader ia not
constantly “running his eye” to the bottom of the
page in search of what ne would find—the old
method of printing glossaries, when not inserted at
the end of the book. The advantages of this plan
must be manifest to all.

Views of the English Lakes and Mountains,
By T. L. Aspland. Hamilton, Adams, & Co.,

London : J. Garnett, Windermere.

These views consist of eight little aqua-tinta prints
of the principal scenery of the lakes : they are
neatly drawn, prettily coloured, and are well suited
to a scrap-book or album

;
or, as they are published

in an ornamental case of green and gold, they will
help to make a drawing-room table look gay.

Heraldry in History, Poetry and Romance.
By Ellen J. Millington, Published by
Chapman <S: Hall, London.

A lady has here ventured on what some may con-
sider a very dry and uninviting subject for study

;

but she has, ^y her mode of pleasant anecdotal
treatment, made it a most agreeable book to all who
wish for a good general comprehension of a
“science” that had its glorious days in the chi

-

valric era, when “ valiant knights and ladies gay”
made it an important part of their education. Our
fair authoress has e.xhausted all the associations

that connect themselves with heraldry in a series

of chapters abounding in curious facts (unrestricted

in their discursiveness, but always illustrative of
the subject in hand) in a portable volume.

A Manual of the Philosophy of Voice and
Speech. By James Hunt, Ph.D., &c. Pub-
lished by Longman & Co.

When a practical man writes con amove upon a
subject he loves, he rarely misses to make a book
generally interesting to all. This is the case with
Dr. Hunt’s volume, which abounds with curious
details and amusing anecdotes sufficient to make it

agreeable to readers who would fear “philosophy”
less palatably given. Dr. Hunt, following his
father’s career, has long been known for his success-

ful treatment of all vocal defects
;
the present book

is a proof how sound is his knowledge, and how
well-grounded he is in all that relates to his art.
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LEONAKDO DA YINCI.

i> HE first period of Italian

I painting portrayed the

visions of an imaginative

faith with something of

a childlike simplicity and

rudeness
;
the second pe-

riod, headed by Masaccio,

P
" •

-• j,*\ laboured to add natural truth-

fulness; the third, which we now
fipproach, contributed a beauty and

grandeur in harmony witli lire highest
^

requirements of tlie cultivated imagina-

tion, and, by their union with the quali-

' tics earlier souglit for, raised the art

at the beginning of the sixteenth century to

that brief eminence, which was the loftiest

and divinest it lias attained in modern times.

Da Vinci is entitled to be considered the

foremost leader of this, the Augustan epoch

of Italian painting. He was—in this art

at least—a man of slow unfertile invention,

and by no means gifted with natural facility

of execution
;
but iiis perceptions were subtle

and penetrating, his feeling was tender and

profound, his taste refined, all to a rare de-

gree
;
and what these could effect by dint of

patience and labour, without a prolific imagina-

tion of the intenscst force or the most vigorous

technical power, was accomplished by him.

Although a poet with his pencil in a liigh

degree, he was even more a philosopher in Art,

whose aim was to rectify and enlarge its prin-

ciples rather than to muftiply pictures. Hence
resulted a manner of drawing careful and

refined, and yet of partial excellence, a round-

ness and force in the modelling, and light and

shade unexampled, though commonly laboured

to hardness and heaviness, a beauty of compo-

sition, an elegance in what is called style,

w'hich were both wholly without precedent.

Above all, his works arc distinguished by a

perception of character and expression subtle

and delicate to the highest degree that he

could by thought and assiduity attain, tliougb,

in his ideal subjects, often of an irrelevant

beauty. It is commonly an abstract exem-

plification of nature, rather than a strongly

imaginative conception of the particular theme.

Leonardo’s office was, amongst other things, to

free Art from the last remains of Gothic rigidity

and mcagreness. In his reputation he has

been by far the most fortunate of painters.

Critical writers have commonly seized on him

as a ready means of supplying them with the

pleasures of unalloyed admiration, and the con-

sequent luxuries of unimpeded eulogy, accept-

ing his really imperfect endeavours as consum-

mate achievements, and, in spite of the endless

labour, iiicompletion, and fewness of his works,

exalting liis name as the synonym of an ac-

complishment and mastery in Art which were

restrained only by the limits of mortal powers.

There are few things in our experience more

surprising than the comparison between these

praises and some of the pictures which ai-e the

particular objects of them.

“ Not to admire is all the art I know,
Tu make men happy, and to keep them so."

So says the Creechian version of Horace, to

which may be opposed Wordswortii’s declara-

tion, that “we live by admiration, hope, and

love,” a truth to be heartily acknowledged with

reverential gratitude. Yet it must be confessed

that the enjoyments of ideal love and veneration

are apt exceedingly to warp the judgment, and

so place continual stumbling-blocks in the way

of just criticism
;

since, such is man’s proueness

to them, that in the absence of an object worthy

of admiration, be will immediately shape one

with his fancy out of something at baud, which

is, indeed, often very unworthy of such a dis-

tinction : and hence the world has been filled

with idols, such as Napoleon, Ccesar, and

others, from whose glorious fanes their sen-

tinels denied all issuing forth ; so that they were,

in sober fact, mere abodes of captivity, delusion,

and suffering—full of the narrow cells of death.

In the more peaceful and pleasant paths of

Art, this craving after a perfectly delightful

ideal has, we feel convinced, been singularly

fortunate for Leonardo da Vinci, raising his

fame much above his merits, great though they

were undoubtedly. Before Tew divinities iu

his part of the temple of fame have there arisen

such dense and continual vapourings of critical

incense.

He was born iu 1-152. His illegitimate

father, Ser Piero, notary to the Plorentine

Signory, provided for him a liberal education;

and though his singular versatility itself, from

the first, seems to have interposed obstacles,

through the inconstancy of mind which it occa-

sioned, his early progress was extraordinary.

In arithmetic, especially, he soon puzzled his

teacher
;
and no less apt at the more graceful

studies—applying himself to melodious as well

as abstract nurnbers—he played on the lute

and sung, it is said, divinely, improvising both

poetry and accompaniment—a display which

his beauty and graceful vivacity must have ren-

dered extremely attractive. But the plastic

arts were already even more his favourites

;

and liis earliest attempts of wliich an account

remains arc singularly characteristic of some of

his permanent preferences. He modelled

smiling heads of women and children in terra-

cotta, and from such figures he soon afterwards

drew on very finecambnc or linen most patiently.

Who does not here see, at once, that love of mild

female elegances, and infant beauty, and round

modellings, which ever afterwards distinguished

him—tendencies which seem to have arisen in

some degree from the example of Andrea del

Vcrrochio, who, we are told, drew with extra-

ordinary care female heads, wliich were con-

stantly imitated by Leonardo da Vinci. And
probably this influence of Verrochio may have

led Ser Piero to consult him as to his son’s

future pursuits, and by his advice, to send him

as a ])upil to that great artist’s w’orkshop. But
the astonishing youth soon took the pencil out

of the master’s hand for ever. He added to

one of his pictures an angel, the liveliness

aud beauty of which so disgusted Andrea with

a sense of his own inferiority, that he deter-

mined thenceforth to confine himself to sculp-

ture.

The Medusa is probably the earliest work by

Da Vinci now at Florence, and a highly cha-

racteristic one, inasmuch as, with a careful

stud^ of tlie beautiful, it combines its anti-

thesis, or artistic foil, fantastic ugliness, for

which he bad so marked and curious a predilec-

tion. The Gorgon’s severed head lies in a

cave—the face upturned, and the crown, which

is nearest to you, tressed with snakes, dying,

and some detaching themselves. The last ve-

nomous vitality of the dreadful being seems

quivering away through her serpent hair. These

uncoiling braids of multitudinous snakes are

realized with extraordinary labour aud truthful-

ness, down to their very hardness, weight, and
ghastliness of sheen, aii3 the sudden spasmodic

upturning of their half-dead members. Were
not Leonardo’s tenderness to animals well-

known, did w'e not remember that he would

purchase birds for the simple pleasure of freeing

them from their cages, we might have feared

that many a snake was tortured into a model

for this strange display of reptile agony. The
Gorgonian lure of beauty in the face— which,
fascinating and absorbing the gaze, may have

often prevented those snakes from being seen,

till the victim was unredeemably within their

power—is rendered with less gusto, and, cha-

racteristically enough, left unfinished. The
hard-ringed, venom-sweating eyes, the mouth,

breathing obviously a noxious vapour, have by
no means that “loveliness” which Shelley’s

imagination saw in the infinite void above

them, when he penned his famous verses.

We recollect hut three other remarkable

pictures by Leonardo in all Florence : the

Adoration of the Kings, a large composition,

not carried forward beyond the dead colour

of the shadows, and chiefly noticeable for the

excessive elaboration of the trees, which he has

at once completely delineated with a stiff aud

mannered minuteness, quite at variance with

the true spirit of such objects; secondly, we
recall a portrait said to be of tlie beautiful

Geuevra de’ Benci, who is, however, here not

beautiful, and drawn with hardness and an

absence of elegance remarkable for Leonardo,

and reminding one of a somewhat early Flemish

picture rather; thirdly, is to be remembered
with far more satisfaction, the portrait of him-

self when advauced in life, one of the most
grandly handsome of heads, dignified, pene-

trating, adorned with a magnificent silver beard,

and, tliough over dark, one of the noblest and

best painted of his works. But to admire

his delicacy and eler/ance iu portraiture, we
must journey from the banks of tlie Arno t,o

those of the Seine. When unemployed in

Italy, chiefly because so much less practical

than his great rivals, he accepted the invita-

tion of Francis I., and went to little more
than die in his service—he took with him that

most famed portrait which he bad painted at

Florence sixteen years before, in happier and

less disputedly glorious days. This is the like-

ness of Mona Lisa del Giocondo, the fair Flo-

rentine lady, with the demure dark Cyprus

drawn over her hair, and yet smiling, wlicre she

is seated in the midst of a strange quaint land-

scape, like sharpest alpine aiguilles. Although
said to be unfinished, the rounding and softening

of the features are singularly laboured, w’ith an

untiring resolution to render every dimple in

her elegant, pleasing face, which, even like

some refined coquette’s, smiles on you so

faintly, that it scarcely seems to smile at all.

But what a melancholy wreck is the picture

!

A sickly invalid is Mona Lisa now. Just sucli

complexions abounded iu Florence when the

Boccacian plague struck it, aud drove away
her ancestral likenesses to the pure and healthy

villa amongst the hills. Where, alas ! now are

the pinky nostrils, and the dim violets of the

eyelids, and that artful union in the carnations

which made up the very freshest bloom of life,

aud the apparent lively heating of the pulses,

seen especially at the pit of the throat, w’bich

Vasari celebrates ? Faded—gone—followed

by a complete little network of cracks. Mona
Lisa’s face is now wan and colourless—abso-

lutely greeuisb, with shades of nothing but

black ! But the worst of it is, the famed per-

fection of the execution no longer appears;
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the laboured finish now seems to result in
something of stiffness,_ and yet to be softened
away into a want of distinctness and precision.
This is the very portrait which Leonardo
kept on his easel no less than four years, from
his desire to finish it to the utmost complete-
ness and perfection he could attain. They say
he was accustomed to take a musician, or a
good teller of facetious stories, with liiui to the
sittings, to keep up well that smile of hers,
which he was bent upon fixing on his canvas
safely,^ for the endowment and enrichment of
posterity. But, surely, unless indeed the
painting required the entire absorption of his
faculties, such assistance can hardly have been
needful, since he was distinguislied by his cap-
tivating powers of conversation, and proficiency
in tlie lighter acconiplishments, as well as for
his rare philosophical and artistic gifts. With-
out taking into the account his superfluous
attraction of personal beauty, one may conclude
that an occasional tete-a-icte with such a per-
sonage cannot have been distasteful to the lady
herself, aud may have been accorded by her
with a very becoming urbanity, and a quite
sufficient^ tendency to smiles. Nay, we should
rather think the (difficulty would have been to
keep the comers of the mouth, and the
attendant dimplings, within due limits. Wc
dare say his friends, when they met him in
the streets, jested occasionally on the subject.
“Ah, Messer Leonardo,” we fancy we hear
them saying, “whither away, in such deep
cogitation bent ? Addressest thou thyself now
to fill the intestines of the woolly tribe with
air, till they swell to such an alarming degree,
as almost to fill the chamber? Or art thou
fabricating little Plutonic reptiles, which,
though they have no life, have yet the wit to
fiy through^ the air? Or condescending to
graver utilities, and schemes of moderate, sober
practice, art thou at the present moment
teaching rivers how to run up hill, or churches,
w'ithout so much as dropping a stone, to mount
a whole flight of steps? Or, being averse to
everything but pure thought and meditation
thyself, art thou setting the elements them-
selves—the very air and light around us—to
work ^mightiest things with marvellous po-
tency?”—“No,” says another, “he is doing
none of these things just now. I wish lie—the latter. And as for his noble cartoon
for the SigQory, Pietro, despairing of ever
bringing him to it again, ana considering it

properly our own, inasmuch as three ducats
aud a half have already been paid on account,
has given that to the plodding and unswerving
young Buonaroti to finish; and I have just
seen him at it in Santa Maria Novella, hard at
work rectifying the anatomy and the passions
of those crazy infuriated horses, which he says
are altogether out of order.” Here the speaker
winks, and touches his gossip with his elbow.
“ But what is—-what really is Signor Leonardo
about all tliis time ? I’ll tell you in your ear.
Like a bee in a bell-flower, hebasbeeu haugiuf
with all his soul three or four days iu only one
of Mona Lisa’s dimples; aud as she has so
manv—in cheeks, aud chin, and neck, besides a
lovely little one at the root of each finger
goodness, when will he come to the end o? her
picture ! They will evidently have time to turn
and narrow into wrinkles first. Monsignore
Ulysses in Mona Calypso’s cave for half a dozen
years was uotbiug to this

;
or rather it is like Ju-

piter hiinsel f, quite bound aud tied up by the little

cestus of Venus; for here is a fellow, whose
proper function it is to order about the
elements, irrecoverably lost in the pit of a
dimple. Is it not kmeutablc? Oh, with his
one mind, give him a hundred hands, and three
centuries of existence, and the power of action,
aud he would build the true Palace of Life out
of the rude obscure materials lying neglected
about us ! But farewell, Leonardo, our duty

and our homage to Madonna Lisa del Giocondo.
Come, gentlemen, I have private news from
Home, which will give us all a good laugh at
the Pope

; after which I want you to give me
your opinion on my new guitar.^’*

Another portrait in the Louvre of Leonardo’s
genuine handiwork is the Belle Berronihe,
perhaps Lucrezia Crivelli, mistress of Ludovico
Sforza. She is no beauty, with her straight
hard features and full cheeks, although her
eyes are full of thought aud character. The
flesh tint, (almost brassy in hue,) is here unmiti-
gated unvaried brown ochre shaded with black,
eyes and all, aud the background is wholly
intensest sable. Vasari says admiringly, that
this great genius, to give the utmost force of
relief, laboured to discover a black darker than
other blacks, calculated to throw forward every
shacle of lesser intensity, “all with a view of
attaining the last perfection of Art.” We see
in this example ()f such a system of light and
shade, that nothing could be heavier or more
disagreeable. How superior the advances in
light and shade and colour made by Francia
and Perugino, who were botli born a few years
before Leonardo; so that in styling him the
leader of the post accomplished period of Art,
wc must admit several important qualifications,

preferring him simply for his more truthful
and refined drawing and composition, aud
greater variety of character and expression.
The defects of shading aud colour whicli mark
the Ferrouiere, prevail even more in another
Louvre picture, mso of Leonardo’s own execu-
tion—a half figure of the Baptist. The morn-
ing star of righteousness is here represented as
a good-liuraonred smiling personage, who would
do exceedingly well for a Faun or Sylvan.
Even a thyrsus would be advantageously sub-
stituted for the cross he holds in his band.
In modelling and colour, this is like a figure
ppothly carved iu ivory, and steeped iu waluut
juice, and with all its elaboration, very hard
aud imperfect in much of the drawing. By
the bye, it occurs to us to ask, what has Mr.
Ruskm to say of such a very paganish notion
of the Baptist ? Does it uot tend to show, as
well as Leonardo’s mild, round-cheeked, quies-
cent Madonnas, and even the Roman consular
looks and draperies in his Last Supper, that
the “corrupted,” the “fallen Raphael,” de-
n()uuced by that writp- for demoralizing Art
with conceptions of this class, was preceded in
them all by his ever deeply-respected Da Vinci,
who should therefore be considered even more
culpable for having set the shameful example ?

The commendable cheerfulness to which his
views of religious subjects tended, is strikingly,
though somewhat eccentrically, marked in an
elegant and pleasing picture, also in the Louvre,
which was, however, to all appearance not
painted, though designed, by him. The Beata
Virgine, sitting on the knees of her mother, an
elegant female as young as herself, stoops
down, and stretches forth her hands to take to
her bosom her Infant, who is playing with a
lamb. Her look is languid willi exceeding
tenderness. “ Oh, come to my heart, you
pretty little fellow' !” she is saying. He, meau-
wliiJe, holding his lamb, (pretty little creatures
both,) seems asking with most eloquent inno-
cence of tongueless glances whether he may
play a

_

little longer. Santa Anna, a pretty
lady with soft eyelids, looks down on them
with a sweet smiling complacency. This group
has much highly studied beauty of form and

• It is pleas.%ntly noticeable that this geiitleman’s quiz-
zing is nearly all of it substantiated by Va.sari. One of
Leonardo’s projects was to raise the Baptistery, and place
stops under it, without injury to the edifice—a plan which,
with ins usual eloquence, he so explained, that the thine
seemed practicable till he departed, when every one saw
for himself that it was impossible. Humboldt styles him
the preatest physicist of the fifteentli century

;
and adds—

p Like Bacon, but a whole century before him, lie regarded
induction as the only sure method of treating natural
science.

lines, aud thus far is, no doubt, Leonardo’s

;

but for the almost whimsical sportiveness of
the expression, (though for certain sublime and
profound reasons we are by no means inclined
to quarrel with it,) he has not been considered
fully responsible. The countenances in his own
Cartoon of the Virgin and Sant’ Anna bear a
more noble and elevated character

; so that
probably the tone of the playfulness may have
been considerably qualified by the hands of the
pupil.

The inost beautiful known composition of
Da Vinci’s, excepting his “Last Supper,” is,

it appears to us, La Fierge aux Rochers, a pic-
ture which, from the Last Supper being an
utter wreck, is one of the most precious w'orks
by him remaining. We allude to the one be-
longing to Lora Suffolk, in which the refine-
ment_ of the expression, and parts of the
drawing, the extremely laboured aud forcible
raodeUiiig, aud finish, (all different from the
manuer^ of his scholars,) claim for it the rare
distinction of being, iu the important parts at
least, the work of his own hand. Ijord
Suffolk’s picture is far finer than the repetition
in the Louvre iu almost every respect, espe-
cially in the singulaily sweet face of the kneel-
ing angel, who here looks lovingly on the
Infant St. John, as he adores the divine Child;
whilst in the Louvre version, with a coun-
tenance of no such tender power, she looks out
of the picture towards the spectator, and points
to him the devout act. A far less happy con-
ception, this last—though also Leonardo’s own,
as shown bj' a separate study from his own
hand—since it interferes with the simple tender
unity of the sentiment, and the repose of the
picture. Besides, in that lonely, basalt-like
cave, wild with tangled plants, aud carpeted
with flowers, where by the banks of the Red
Sea we may conceive them to Lave sought
shelter from Herod’s sword, we should scarcely
look for a visitor. This view of their situation,
which at first seems a most free poetic licence,
perhaps reuciers it sufficiently probable. The
elegant ideality of the figures, on the other
liaud, bows itself into a tender tribute of imagi-
nation to the sacred theme, with a most attrac-
tive grace. The kneeling Virgin throws her
arm over the little St. John, with a maternal
care and guidance, as he, kneeling also, but
reverently aloof,_ adores the infant Saviour,
with atoudiing infantine seriousness and sim-
plicity. His divine playfellow, seated beneath
on the ground, in a significant lowliness of
place, answers him already with the well-known
sign of benediction

; and the Angel, who kneels
behind, supporting the Saviour, regards him
with a most calm, complacent tenderness. Her
face, (for to such a oue it is impossible to
apply an other than feminine pronoun,) is per-
haps the loveliest Leonardo has left us

; the
most winning example of that peculiar kind
of beauty which he often strove for, with a
patience supported wonderfully almost to the
end. The full soft eyelids, the mouth with
its mysteries of sweetness, the delicate small
chin, aud dimpled cheek, are resting-places of
pure tenderness, where it seems safe from
further bauishment and wanderings. And yet
it is, emphatically, a “sweet woman’s” face

—

if such an expression may be used without
trivial and uudignified associations—not speci-
fically saintly or angelic, but full of that dear
and true love universal, which no oue who
comprehends and feels what it is, would venture
to profaue by marking as uncongenial with
sanctity, as distinctly apart from it, and un-
worthy of heavenly persons aud occasions. As
wc have often said before, we delight altogether
in pictures which thus finely, honour pure and
true humanity. Last summer we could never
gain a complete view of Mr. Frith’s “ Derby
Day,” at our Academy, so densely was it

thronged on every occasion. Literally, we



could only see a scrap of that most popular

production at a time. Meanwhile, Leonardo’s

Angel, exhibited in the next street, was left

almost in solitude with Giorgione’s delightful

heroine, and this notwitlistanuing all that has

of late been taught with respect to Art, and all

our boasted advancement. Surely that ad-

vance, as yet, has carried us but a little way.

And yet the present work of Leonardo’s is

mueli deteriorated. Notwithstanding^ all his

science, his colours have been quite singularly

fugitive
;
and this picture especially both palely

and darkly mourns his ill-acivised experinmnts

in that branch of the art. The flesh tints have

now no red whatever : they are like parchment,

or old discoloured ivory
;

and the shadows,

throughout, must be blackened far beyond

even what Leonardo’s erroneous preference for

darkness left them. Yet even now we cannot

help fancying, though perhaps it is but a fancy,

that we see traces of a beautiful subdued cool

harmony in this picture, composed of deep

yellows, greens, soft rich blue, and brown,

with but little of ruddier hues
;

the whole

resulting in a tone poetically appropriate to

that cool and fresh solemn sea cave, where but

for the sacred personages who now enshrine it,

the glaucous Nereids would certainly inhabit,

starring their locks with those jonquils, and

braiding them witli the leafy garlands tliat

droop from the quaint pinnacles.

But notwithstanding its elegance, and tender

sweetness of sentiment, and poetry, the picture,

on examination, certainly lets one quietly some-

what further into the secret of Leonardo’s

weaknesses and unsurmounted difficulties.

The drawing is in parts strikingly defective;

and the modelling much over-lalDOured, pro-

ducing a substance hard and unflesh-like, how-

ever smoothly and forcibly projected. With
subtle and refined, but partial perceptions, he

carves with his pencil those finger-joints and

tendons of the foreshortened baud, those dim-

plings of the cheek, those languorously sweet

eyelids laden with love
;
and yet, even here,

a want of artistic power and facility appears in

the hardness and heaviness with which they

arc overwrought, and much is indeed, in sober

truth, astonishingly jejeune and bad. Even
fhosc who most admire Leonardo cannot avoid

seeing these defects, but they attribute them
to his scholars. These secondary parts, say

they of the present picture, must be by some
inferior hand, and the beautiful heads only by
Leonardo. But unfortunately the heads tlicm-

selves are in many parts equally ill-drawn.

Tlie Madonna’s face is altogether crooked, and

even the exquisite Angel’s in parts very much
in what may be called the juvenile style. There

is wanting, generally, that natural easy fusion

of contours, that delicate modulation of form,

that due subordination of every part to the

simple unity of the whole limb or figure, which

constitute the charm of Kapbacl’s very supe-

rior manner of drawing and modelling. Leo-

nardo’s analytical, distinguishing, dividing

mind well understands many separate parts of

the form, but will put them ill together. As
in many things, the two painters may here be

not ineffectively contradistinguished. Leo-

nardo, of great intelligence and refinement,

yet dwelling analytically on the elements of

things, more in the spirit of the philosopher;

the other synthetical, that is, more like the

poet, seeing objects rather in their entireness

and result, or living aspect, with that simpler

truthfulness of the imagination which is denied

to the piecemeal or partial perceptions of those

who rather slowly construct the matter by

reasoyimg it out.

In his “ Last Supper,” founded on the nar-

rative of St. John rather than on that of St.

Matthew, Da Vinci’s love of fine distinctions

of character and expression has elaborated a

scene of extraordinary animation and dramatic
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variety out of a subject which painters have

commonly treated with a monotonous tameness.

Indeed, if we may venture to ascribe a defect

to such a work, we should say that it is some-

what too much of a magnificent display of varied

animated action. At the moment chosen, when
the Saviour was declaring tlie_ impending

treachery, we cannot but imagine a more

solemn unity of feeling on the part of the dis-

ciples, a more deeply, intensely concentrated

attention to his words. Not all at once, surely,

that separation into knots, and discussion and

questioning of the event with all the diversities

of feeling and character which the painter has

ingeniously brought together; though much of

this, consistently with what St. John relates,

may have occurred when the first excitement

had abated, and individual peculiarities found

time to recover from the all-levelling shock of

astonishment and sorrow. But whatever de-

fect there may be in the general conception,

from a too artificial variety of emotions not

probable at the moment represented, thoroughly

admirable are the several groups of them-

selves, apart from such a consideration. Ad-

mirable the assumed composure of that dark

liard-featured Judas, (the only shadowed face),

and the ardent St. Peter bending over him to

the almost swooning St. John, and asking him

to inquire of whom those horrible words were

spoken. Where shall we find a group com-

bining moral and picturesque contrasts more
finely ? How animated, too, that younger man
at the end of the table, starting up and leaning

forward in his excitement, with something of

the spirit of a Boman prompt to champion

his master ! What life m the eager, honest,

affectionate fidelity, the questioning wonder,

the thrilling horror, the grave calm ingenuous-

ness on the other side—a rare, many-linked

chain of the most varied and speaking ex-

ression. Above all, the pathetic resigned

eauty in the air of the Saviour—a beauty still

faintly traceable in the face, that most melan-

choly of all the ruins in the pensive, faded

Elysium of Art ! To descend to technical

matters from such heights as these, consum-

mate is the skill in grouping and composition

down to every detau; and peculiarly refined

and noble the cast of the draperies, a something

at once novel and unequalled in its kind by

later artists.*

An idea of the picture in its original state

sufficient to justify all this, may be gained by

the aid of early copies, and Leonardo’s remain-

ing studies, but thus only, as the
_

painting

itself is almost effaced. Yet its ruiued con-

dition, and the meanness and bareness of the

room which contains it, compose a picture so

pathetic in itself, that it is worth while, even

for that, to go there. Surprise may at first be

felt at Da Vinci’s want of judgment in execu-

ting this his greatest work, which occupied

years of thought aud labour, on the irremov-

able wall of a chamber, in a remote corner

of the city, and a poor one in its best days

;

but this also is characteristic of a man no

less marked by impracticability in all that re-

garded the completion and permanence of his

works, than by the prolonged meditation and

labour he devoted to tlieir couception, and
earlier stages of progress. His experimental

use of oil instead of fresco so failed, that the

picture, further injured by damps, and even

inundations, began to decay within fifty years.

The chamber now reminds one of nothing else

so much as the dining-hall of one of our poorer

• Wc .ivail ourselTes of the first opportunity of amend-
ing an erroneous impression conveyed in page 323 of our
last volume. We there stated that in the compositiun of

his “ Last Supper,” Leonardo was much indebted to a bas-

reiief by Luca della Robbia, now in the Soulage collection.

A clearer view of that has-relief, which hangs over a door
in a bad light, shows that it is not by Luca himself, but
a later work by one of his followers. In this case Leonardo
must therefore have been the original, not the copyist.
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workhouses. And as for tlie picture, it is,

perhaps, the most melancholy exhibition of

many here that arc melancholy—a wreck of

beauty, poetically representative of the wreck
and decay of so much else that was beautiful

and great in Italy. A faint, filmy, dirty indi-

cation yet appears of the tender beauty of the

Saviour’s head, as if, (to express in other terms
Wordsworth’s idea of it,) Time and Decay
themselves, which have even more injured

every other important part of the picture, had
here felt some slight reverence. Of the other

heads scarcely anything can be made out ; and
some of them, mottled all over with tlie ap-

pearing wall, black weather -stains, and the

thrice repeated streakings of the wretched re-

daubers, have a miserably grotesque character.

They look like rude caricatures of what was
originally intended, a wretched pai'ody of it,—
even as the religion prevailing around is of the

true Christianity. The dim beauty of the

Saviour’s face—faint as a calm moon within

the edges of a thickening smoke—creates the

impression of having been more youthful than
the head in the engraving, and far more beau-

tiful, in the close sense of the word beauty.

How Leonardo remained days in meditation
before that face in its unfinished state, his

hands idly before him, everybody knows, and
how the good Prior grew fidgety, and even
indignant, and at length carried a complaint to
my Lord Duke; when the painter made him
aware that thinking is not idleness, and that
men are often best employed when apparently
doing nothing; the couception then proceeding
most actively and successfully, and the exe-
cution not wandering on in the dark before it.

The story that he retaliated on the Prior by
making him the model of that hard self-

possessed Judas, whose head was the other
difficulty, is rendered improbable by the known
worth of the Prior, aud the good nature of
Leonardo himself: besides, the face indicates
no monstrous wickedness, such as is implied
by these traditionary stories, and very pro-
erly, since, had the dark apostle been thus
randed in the visage, he would not, surely,

have been so trusted.*

The convent court is converted into the
stable-yard of a barrack, with a copious Judas-
like heap of manure rising darkly in the midst
of its light arcades, which were frescoed by
some of Leonardo’s pupils. Their works are

• After leaving Milan, Leonardo deserted the divloe
art he h.ad here faithfully followed, and betrayed science
into the hands nf murder and rajune—grievous to relate.
He became travelling engineer to C»sar Borgia, and made
journeys through his dominions, to strengthen the for-
tresses and offensive engines of that horrible monster.
Oh, what a falling off was there I Surely, when so occu-
pied, he must have sometimes reverted compunctiously to
his employments here, and, remembering tliose two con-
trasted faces, have exclaimed, “ Oh, great archetypes and
symbols, are ye, as 'twere, of myself, and of what I have
abandoned? Disgraceful irresolution, and inability to
cope with the world, which throws me to the very feet
of the first occupation that offers! Oh, too seductive
thoughtfulness of science, which so absorbs me that I
am apt to overlook utterly the object for which I use its

powers!” His want of practical energy with Ills pencil,
and the disappointments rcsulling from it, give a me-
lancholy tinge to the latter part of his career. Leo X.
bespoke a picture from him; but when he saw Leonardo
only fiddle-faddling about the composition of a varnish,
he exclaimed, “ The man will do nothing : he is thinking
of the end, before he has m.'ide a. beginning.” At Florence,
the Servite monks took him with all his household into
their abode, flattering themselves that thus they held him
safe. Many a meal was devoured by those burdensome
guests, before any equivalent appeared. At length, how-
ever, the cartoon now belonging to our R. A.'.s came forth,

and excited soch admiration, that all Florence flocked to

it, as to some high festival. But how provoking was that

which followed! As usual, Leonardo, all at once, became
absorbed in anotiier pursuit. He took to painting the

portrait of the celebrated Ginevra Bend, and deserted' the

monks of the Nunziata. His only work in France was
canal- making, accompanied by procrastinating promises

of something from his easel
;
and thus matters went on

but battlQgly, till a lingering and fatal illness overtook

him. He is said to have then added to his multifarious

acquirements by labouring diligently to make himself

acquainted with the Catholic ritual, and the true path of

the Christian faith ; and to have lamented on bis death-bed,

that he had offended God aud man by not labouring in Art
as he ought to have done.
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now all faded and rcdaubed
;
and stable re-

fuse is piled against the walls, and chokes up
the windows they decorated. A cenacolo of
Austrian dragoons was seated on the benches, de-

vouring bread and cheese and garlic
; and others

were’ grooming their horses m the middle of
the court. Oh, the abomination of desolation
Las indeed visited this unhappy land; and here
we pathetically feel it

!

In the Anibrosian library at Milan are many
of Leonardo’s pen and ink studies—grotesque
caricatures, female heads, little round portly
horses,* and a multitude of other scraps, some
of them^ drawn with extraordinary neatness,
though for the most part stiffly and feebly

;

the whole highly significant of the desultory
character of his mind and lamentable habit of
trifling away time. Many of the caricatures
were done, it is said, in furtherance of his

favourite inquiry into the imagined connection
between human and brute physiognomies

; but
surely, for a scientific purpose, Ihe limits of
nature should not have been passed

;
and these

faces are commonly neither urutc nor human,
but monstrous grotesque, and with little or no
humour. Moreover, the many studies by Da
Vinci, to be seen here and elsewhere, abun-
dantly confirm the impression which the rest

of his works known to us creates—namely,
that lie possessed very little invention. If his
brain liad teemed with fine conceptions, it is

not in nature for him to have restrained the
expression of them, and wasted so much time
in elaborating tliese trifling and niggled little

things, so diiferent from the inventiveness and
importance of almost every sketch we have
seen by Raphael, and, at the same time, so
inferior in their hardness and feebleness of
drawing to his easy and spirited truthfulness.
The “Last Supper” is a work of elaborate
intellectual deduction rather than a truly
imaginative impression; the “Battle of the
Standard,” commonly thought to be his de-
sign, js simply Rubens’s, suggested by Vasari’s
description of the lost cartoon

; and what else

is there of Leonardo’s to indicate power of
imagination ? His Holy Families, usually with
the kneeling Infant Baptist, are singularly
deficient in variety. It is of course wholly
inconceivable that he could have filled the
pontifical halls with works comparable to
Raphael’s for creative power. Comparisons
are odious, and w’o make this one in no vain
disparagement of Da Vinci, but in just respect
for another, far greater in every way, with
whom he has been groundlessly ranked in

terms of transcendental praise, as if he were
Ills equal—nay, something superior, in com-
pleteness and profundity. But, in truth, his
powers have been most strangely and incon-
sistently misrepresented by many writers.
Vasari, at the beginning of his eulogiuin, says

:

—“ There was an inexpressible grace mani-
fested without efi’ort in every work, and so
rare an ability, that to wliatevcr subject he
turned his attention, however difficult, he pre-
sently made himself absolute master of it.

Extraordinary power was conjoined with re-
markable facility.” Now nothiug can be less
characteristic of Leonardo than this. He was
so far from possessing this facility, that it

must be manifest to all who really study his
works, and not his critics merely, that they
were produced—we can hardly say finished, so
few of them were completed—with an un-
paralleled slowness and labour, resulting not
in the graceful lightness and ease of a Terburg
or Rembrandt, but in a hardness that betrays
the want of facility very unpleasantly

:
yet

Vasari himself, a page or two on, adds, incon-
sistently enough—" Many of his undertakings
were never completed, because it appeared to
him that the hand could never give its due
perfection to the object which he beheld hi his
imagination; for he frequently formed an idea

so subtle and wonderful, that no hands, how-
ever able, could fully realize it.” The ascrip-

tiou of a divine power, so often made, seems
here virtually abandoned. “ But there is

good reason,” Vasari continues, “to -believe

that the very greatness of his most exalted
mind, aiming at more than could be effected,

was itself an impediment
:
perpetually seeking

to add perfection to perfection—this was the
true hindrance.” The proper ameudnieiit here
would be that he aimed at more than he could
effect, seeking to attain perfectiou, for its ac-

complishment by no means appears in bis works.
Notwithstanding all his knowledge and refine-

ment, his productions had, in other lands es-

peciall_y, been already excelled in some of the
most important technical requisites; and in

almost every respect they were far surpassed
soon afterwards.

This tune in honour of Leonardo having
long become conventional, catches the ear of
Young Ottley, and is hummed forth by his lips

enthusiastically; but when we turn to the
only specimens he can set before our eyes, we
are struck with their paucity and prominent
blemishes. Mr. Ruskin, too, finds Leonardo
an available image in giving rhetorical point
and picturesqueuess to transcendental dogma-
tisms.* For our humble selves, it has been
“so far forth” our aim to draw some of the
embroidered veils of undistiiiguishiug admira-
tion from before the image of a refined and
philosophical improver of Art, knowing that
vague and exaggerated praise yields only a
spurious and barren fame. It is a distinct per-
ception of the merits actually existing, which
alone confers on those who are admired, the
true honour of imparting a fertilizing delight
and instruction.

• “ Classed by love of bcanty, Leonardo will stand
higtiest."

—

Modern Painters, vol. iii. p. 43. Where are the
proofs of this to bo met with? An echo from every
collection wo have been able to visit answers, Where?
Careful e.-camination of numbers of tlie painter’s works
convinces us that he is not entitled to any such distinction.
Its strength, we have little doubt, lay in subtlety of cha-
racter and of expression. His most attractive figures arc
sweet, elegant, and tender, but certainly not eminently
beautiful. In his favourite mannered female heads, the
over-heavy eyelids, the full cheeks and dimplings, the
alee of the nostrils, and other features of the kind, are
generally expressed witli a hardness and exaggeration
by no means indicative of an intensely delicate feeling for
beauty. It was exquisite in Mr. Kuskiii here again to
ignore Raphael. Had Da Vinci “stood liighest f.r Jove
of beauty," his sketch-books would have abounded with
endeavours to trace out the connection between the human
and the divine, rather than with monstrous media between
the human and the brute, with stitity rounded insipid pretti-
ness, and finical modellings with his pen of clumsy little

horses, in wliich the beauty of the noble animal is missed.
In his first example of a proper manner of ranking the
painters, we are told by Mr. Ruskin that the habitual choice
of sacred subjects “constitutes the painter, so far forth,
one of the highest order; as, for instance, Leonardo in
his painting of the ‘Last Supper.’ He who delights in
representing the acts or meditations of great men, as, for
instance, Raphael painting tlie School of Athens, is so far
forth a painter of the second order." Of course the
immediate comment here is, that Leonardo, besides tliis

one “Last Supper," painted scarcely any picture (none,
so far as we know, that survive) of the liigliest class of
subject, but commonly wasted his time in trifles, as we
have abundantly had to lament. Raphael, on the other
hand, not only treated the Cenacolo—most probably twice
—but all the other greatest events of Holy Writ, with an
energy and variety of invention wholly unparalleled. It

may be said, on Mr. Ruskin's part, that he means strictly
to limit his assertion within the particular terms he
uses sofar as theypainled such subjects. Rut admitting
this, such Instances, put fortli in a pompous didactic
style, as an illustration of the right way of classing
painters, are most absurdly inapposite and partial. Wo
might just as properly say, Dante, tlie author of a sub-
lime mystery, is, so far forth, in the highest place

;

Milton, the writer of lyrical dramas and sonnets, so far
forth, in the second ; or Sophocles, who sounded the
depths of tragedy, will necessarily belong to the first
order in his sphere, and Shakspere, a writer of sportive
comedies and dramatic fairy tales, will henceforth take

'

rank in the second order of geniuses. Truly our critic,
“so far forth," is himself not a creditable painter of
painters, and we fear must “take rank" parallel with
some of the lower limners he disdains so majestically, or, .

to use his own solemn words, “no rank at all—ratlier a
'

negative rank, holding a certain order in the abyss for,
bearing in mind his animus against Raphael, expressed so
openly elsewhere, there can, we think, be little doubt that
this is not mere carelessness or love of high sounding
dogmatism, such as is unhappily frequent with him, but
an unjustly disparagiog remark, levelled deliberately
against the special object of his aversion.

THE ROYAL PICTHRES.

THE HOME-EXPECTED.
W. Mulready, R.A., Painter. C. Cousen, Engi-aver.

Size of the Picture, 2 ft. i in. by 1 ft. 8 in.

A TIME will come—even if it has not already-
arrived—when the works of Mr. Mulready will be
as eagerly coveted, in England, at least, as those of
any artist of any time or country. Nearly sixty
years have elapsed since he came over from Ireland
to enter the schools of the Royal Academy, where
it was soon predicted of him, that “one day he
would distinguish himself.” The dawn of tliat day
soon appeared, and from its ealiest hour to the
present the sun of his fame has never gone down, nor
been obscured, except when he has voluntarily or
unavoidably withdrawn himself from public observa-
tion

;
but for the last nine years the world has seen

little or nothing of him on the walls of the Royal
Academy, except two or three pictures painted in
his earlier days, and that exhibited last year, “The
Young Brother,” painted for the Vernon Gallery

;

this work had been long on the easel, aud therefore
may he classed in the same category, though not
entirely completed till recently. In 1S48 he made
his last great appearance before the world by exhibit-
ing four ])aintiugs, one of which, " The Butt,” was
worthy of his very best time. The exhibition, how-
ever, which was opened the same year in the large
room of the Society of Arts at the Adelplu, showed
the progressive and accumulative powers of the
painter to the greatest advantage. Here were
collected the residts of half a century’s earnest aud
patient study, unceasing devotedness to his pursuit,
and increasing experiences. More than two hun-
dred works of various kinds, told perspicuously the
story of this most eminent artist’s professional life.

It is, we believe, a fact—and, if true, it is a
singular oue in the practice of painters—that Mr.
Mulready very rarely finished a picture till a long
time after its commenecraeut

;
as many as twenty

or even thirty years have been sufiered to elapse
between the beginning and the eud. This delay
was occasioned almost invariably by his extreme
desire to satisfy himself—to realize his own concep-
tions of what the work should be : he felt, too, that
year by year he added to his knowledge, and
matured his powers, and thus, year by year the
pictures gradually “ripened under his baud

;

”
aud

from this method of procedure it is, perhaps, that
we see in all no approximation to change of style,

though full evidence of comparative improvement.
Though the quality of expression was among the

excellences at which he aimed, those of drawing and
colour seem to have been most studiously sought
after and realized : we speak of his practice now in
the past tense, for we cannot expect, in the course
of nature, to see much more of any kind from the
pencil of the venerable artist, who is, we believe,
the oldest member of the Academy, except Mr.
James Ward. What fiue examples of di’awing are
the studies from the life iu black and red chalk,
whicli were exhibited, with his pictures, in the
Adelphi ! At (he present time a number of these
sketches are being reproduced in lithography, at the
instance of the Department of Science and Art, for
the students iu the various Goverument Schools

; and
nothing better of their kind could be put into the
hands of pupils. Colour, Mr. Mulready seems ever
to have held in profound estimation

;
and he has

had his reward, accordingly, in an acquisition
of power with respect to this quality which has
never beeu surpassed—rarely equalled. And yet it

is singular that his pictures do not engrave well

;

they arc not translatable into black and white : the
fact is only to be accounted for by other facts—the
absence of strong contrasts, and the absolute nega-
tion, or nearly so, of whites, or very high lights

;

with marvellous brilliancy aud richness of colour,
there is at the same time such extreme harmony,
that it is impossible they can make effective

engravings : hence it is we see so few' from the
works of this admirable painter. A notable example
of these deficiencies is supplied in the picture of the
“ Horae-Expccted,”— a most pleasing composition,
but of so uniform a toue throughout as to deprive
the work of more than half its value when denuded
of its golden plumage—a warm, sunny tint of colour.

The picture hangs iu one of the corridors of Buck-
ingham Palace.
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VISITS TO AllT-JIANUFACTOIUES.

No. 4.—CimOMO-LITHOGRArilY.

THE ESTABLISHJIENTS OF MESSRS. ROWNEY & CO.,

AND OF MESSRS. M. & N. HANIIART.

Like the dyer’s hand, the human mind talces colour

from that it works in so Shakspere wrote, and

tlic truth of this is rendered evident by each day’s

experience. Surround any individual mind witli

deformities, and the result is tliat it becomes de-

praved—its tastes, its feelings arc perverted, and it

loses the power of perceiving the difference between

the true and the false. We have evidences of this

in childhood, wheu the ill-formed doll, the rude

representation of a horse, or the gaudily-coloured,

but ill-drawu picture, becomes the idol of the heart.

Til maturity we discover the contiuuance of this

perversion, and litid the man expressiug his admira-

;
tiou of some caricature of nature, and the woman

rejoicing in the deformities which arc the fashion of

her class, although every propriety is set- at defiance,

and the rules of decency scarcely escape violation.

Surround another individual mind with objects of

beauty, whether of nature or of Art, these become

its types, with which all other things arc compared

—its standard by wliich it measures the correctness

of Art-productions, and to the test of which even

Nature is submitted.

Tticrc is not any remarkable difference in the

capacities of men, but there is the widest possible

diversities in their power of appreciating those things

which are offered for the entertainment of the ima-

gination, or for tlie improvement of the intellect.

“ A clear blue sky, spangled with stars, will prove

;

an iosi])id object to eyes accustomed to the glare of

1 torches and tapers, gilding and glitter—eyes lliat will

turn with disgust from tlie green mantle of the

spring, so gorgeously adorned wUh buds aud foliage,

flowers and blossoms, to coutemplale a gaudy silken

robe, striped and intersected with unfriendly tints,

that fritter the masses of light and distract the

vision, pinked into the most fantastic forms, ilounced

and furbelowed, and fringed with all the littleness of

art unknown to elegance.”

Knowing then the importance of preventing the

formation, on the tablet of the mind, of unnatural

or impure pictures, aud seeing, that as the camera-

obsciira represents the objects around, so does the

dark box of the human soul exhibit the influences

external to itself, it becomes one of the most im-

portant elemeuta in education to secure the absence

of all those things which are destitute of truth,

incongruous in themselves, aud consequently which

tend to produce a vitiated taste, lu spite of all

that mav be said to the coutrary—and we know

it has been so said—-we have the fullest convictiou

in the soul-purifying power of the works of genius
;

aud hence it is our earnest desire to see such works

as widely spread as possible amongst the people.

A cheap literature is finding its way through the

. length and breadth of the laud. It would be a

blessing could we say it was a pure literature, but

somehow or other this large field is left to the cai-e

of a set of adventurers who fmd that Iheii- spiced meat

is eagerly devoured, aud they spice it accordiugly,

regardless of the results. Art has been greatly

cheapened, and we feel confident that the dissemina-

tion of really good engravings from the works of the

best masters, and woodcuts representing pleasing

subjects, have already done their work of good.

The Art-Journal is fairly entitled to take some

1

credit to itself for what it has effected within the

1
field of its exertion, and there are other illustrated

journals which have done their work full well, and

i
aided in improving the public taste. It is uotwith-

1 out regret that we have recently seen the production

1 of pictures in colours which have been, with a few

' exceptious, false in every prineijile, and the len-

1

deuev of which must he—seeing that they are reu-

1 dered attractive by their brilliant colouring, and

j

knowing, as wc do, that they are used to adorn the

wall of the cottage, and the parlour of the re-

spectable mechanic— that they, like the spiced

literature already referred to, will tend to deprave

the taste, to destroy all feeling for the works true

to nature, which are calm aud unoblruding in their

trutli, and to render the iniud insensible to any in-

fluences that ai'e not in the liigliest degree slimU'

lating.

Chkomo-lithography, which we have classed as

an Art-manufacture (and a description of the pro-

cesses employed will show that we are correct in

doing so), offers the means of repeating the work of

the artist in the artist’s own best style. Thus, it is

one of the means for obtaining tbe end which we

desire—offering, it appears, the greatest facilities for

diffusing a taste for Art, for educating the people in

a correct appreciation of its powers, and guiding

them aright in the knowledge of its principles.

Cliromo-lithography affords us the means of repro-

ducing facsimiles of the best works of the best

masters in colours. Some of the productions have

already been so nearly perfect, that at a little dis-

tance the mechanical picture could not be distin-

guished from the original work, of which it was a

copy; they may therefore fairly take their places on

the walls of those who are not sufllciently affluent

to purchase the original production of the artist, in

the same way as a line engraving substitutes the

picture of which it is the representation
;
xvbile the

chromo-lithograph has the charm of colour super-

added.

We have lately visited the works of some of the

most celebrated of our lithographic priuters, who
have especially worked in colours, but we must

endeavour to describe the methods by which the

pictures arc produced, before wc say anything of the

chromo-lithographs themselves.

Lithography, from lithos, a stone, aud graphe,

writing, is the process of obtaining impressions from

writings or drawings previously made upou stone.

The stoues best suited for this purpose are obtained

at Solenhofcn, near Munich: they are not unlike

some of our Hath stones
;
but hitherto no success

appears to have attended the use of any British rock

as a lithographic stone. Quarries of the fine-grained

sandstones used occur along the banks of the Da-

nube, in tlie county of Pappenheiin, which arc exten-

sively worked. The good quality of a lithograpliic

stone is generally denoted by the following charac-

ters—it has a yellowish grey hue, and uniform

throughout, a steel point makes an Impression upou

it with difRcuhy, its fracture is conclioidal.

The stones from Munich are retailed on the spot

in tlie form of slabs, or layers, having an equal

thickness
;
they are obtained from the quarries by

sawing, in such a manner as to sacrifice as little as

possible of the irregular edges of the slabs. Ouc of

the sides is then dressed aud coarsely smoothed.

The thickness of these stones varies from iuch to

3 inches, and is nearly proportional to their other

dimensions.

The stones receive their fiuishing, dressing, and

polishing at the lithographic establishment, which

operations arc performed in the same manner as the

grinding and polishing of mirror plate. The work

is done by hand—by rubbing ouc slab, with a cir-

cular movement, over another, the lower one being

fixed in a horizontal position, aud having finely-

sifted sand with water placed upon it. The degree

of polish to be oblaiued is determined by the style

of work that the stones are intended to produce.

For crayou drawing the stone is grained according

to the faucy of the draughtsman. The higher the

fiuish of the surface, the softer ai-e the drawings;

hut a smaller number of impressions can be taken,

as the printing sm-face becomes pasty much quicker.

For chromo-lithography this preparation of the sur-

face is of the utmost importance. Wheu the stones

are required to be worked upon with ink they should

be still more softened down, and the final polish

produced with pumice stone and water ; thus pre-

pared, the stones ai-e packed for use with white

paper between their surfaces. To work on these

stones lithographic crugons are employed.

Lithography depends upou the power of the stone

to absorb grease, and to yield it up again in part to

another absorbent body, such as paper. The pro-

cesses of the ai't have bccu stated to be founded ou

the following principles.

] . Upon the adhesion to a grained or fiucly-

polislied stone of an encaustic fat, which forms the

lines of the drawing or writiug.

2. Upon the power acquired by the parts pene-

trated by this encaustic of attracting to themselves

and becoming covered with priuter’s iuk.

3. Upou tlie interposition of a film of water over

those parts of the stone which have not the greasy

lines of the drawing, or writing.

4. Upon a pressure applied to the stone, such as

to transfer to paper the greater part of the ink

which covers the greasy tracings or drawings of the

encaustic.

To insure the abseuce of iuk from those pai'ts

of the stone which have not the required lines, or

which correspond with those parts of the picture or

writing which should be white, the water employed

is slightly acidulated.

For flue lithographic prints, the crayons must

possess every requisite quality: the ingredients which

they contain should be of such a natiurc as to adhere

strongly to the surface of the stone, both after the

drawing has received tbe preparation of acid, and

during the printing
;

they should be sufllciently

hard to admit of a line point being made, and to

w'ork comfortably without breaking. The following

composition for crayons has been employed success-

fully by MM. Bernard aud Dclarne, at Paris, who

liave been long celebrated for their manufacture of

lithographic materials :
—

Pure wax (best quality
)

. . • 4 parts.

Dry white tallow soap . . . 2 ,,

Gum lac . . . . • ,,

White tallow ..... 3 „
Lampblack, enough to give a dark tint 1 „
Occasionally copal varnish . . 1 „

The wax must be melted over a gentle heat, and the

lac added by degrees in small pieces, keeping the

wax stirred the whole time
;
the soap is then intro-

duced in fine shavings, and wheu these substances

are perfectly mixed, tbe copal varnish, which should

contain the lampblack, must be poured iu. The

heat aud agitation are continued uutil the mixture

acquires the requisite consistence, which may be

recognised by letting a small portion cool on a

smooth surface, and testing its quality with a pen-

knife. The composition, on being cut, should afford

brittle slices. The boiling may be quickened by
i

igniting the rising vapours, wliich increases the

temperature, and renders the fumes less offensive.

When ready, the substance must be poured into a

brass mould of a convenient crayon size, which has

been prcviou.'ily smeared with a greasy cloth.

Lithographic iuk, for producing the ordinary

prints, is prepared in the following manner

Wax 16 part

Tallow 6 ,,

Hard tallow soap . . . . «

Shell-lac 12 „
Mastic In tears . . . . 8 „
Venice turpentine . . . . 1 „
Lampblack 4 „

The mastic aud lac, previously ground together, are

to be carefully heated in the lui’pentine, the wax '

and tallow are to be added after they are taken off

the fire, and, wheu their solution is effected, the

soap shavings must he thrown in
;

lastly, the lamp-

black is to be well intermixed. Wlienever the union

is accomplished by heat, the operation is finished

;

the liquor is left to cool a little, theu pomed out on

tables, and, when cold, cut into square rods.

Lithographic ink of good quality should be sus-

ceptible of forming an emulsion, so attenuated that

it may appear to be dissolved when rubbed upon a

hard body in distilled or rain water. The ink

should be flowing in the pen, not spreading on the

stone
;
capable of forming delicate traces, and very

black, to show its delineations. The most essential

quality of the iuk is to sink well into the stone, in

order to re-produce the most delicate outlines of ,

the drawing, and to afford a great number of im-

pressions. It must be able, therefore, to resist the

acid with which the stone is moistened, without

letting any of the greasy material which it contains

escape.

The ink which has been described may be em-

ployed equally with the peu and brush, for writing,

black-lead drawing, aqua iinla, mixed drawings,

woodcuts, &c. "Wlien the ink is required for use,

it must be rubbed down with water, till the shade

be of requisite depth
;
the plate or slab upon which

the ink is rubbed should be heated to a temperature

of from 84° to 90° Fahr. As tbe ink rarely keeps

in a liquid state for more than twenty-four hours,

no more should be dissolved than is required for

use at the time. The artistic work may be either

executed at ouce on the stoue, or it may he pro-

duced on paper, and transferred to the stone.

Autographic Paper.—

T

he operation by which

writing or drawing is transferred from paper to

stone is termed autography
;

it not only presents a

means of abridging labour, but also of reverting the

writing or drawing into the direction in which they

2 D
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were traced : whilst, if executed directly upon tlie

stone, the impression given by it is inverted
hence a writiug upon stone must be inverted frorr
right to left to obtain direct impressions. Bj
means of autographic paper and the transfer, proofs
arc obtained in the same direction with the writiug
and drawing, while the tedious and difficult task oi

reversed writing is avoided.

Autographic Ink.—

T

his ink should be fatter
and softer than that applied directly to the stone,
in order that it may dry upon the paner, and still

preserve sufficient viscidity to stick to the stone by
mere pressure. The ink is composed of

—

mite soap loo parts.
Wliite wax of best quality . , 100
Mutton suet 30
Shell-lac SO „
Mastic 60 ”,

Lampblack . . . . 30 or 35 „

These materials are to be melted in the same man-
ner as described for the lithographic ink. It will

be understood that if this page had been printed
with an ink like the above, and if it was then
turned face down on the lithographic stone, and a
gentle rubbing pressure applied, that a copy of it

would be obtained on the stone; and if a damp
I sponge was then passed over the stone, that all the

inked parts, rejecting the acidulated water, would
receive a greasy ink. which would not stain the

1
parts of the stone covered with that fluid. Such is

I

lithography.

Chromo-lithography, as the process of printing

1

in colour from stone is termed, has not been long

,

introduced, and, considering all the difficulties which
surround the process, great progress has undoubtedly

,
been made. It must not, however, be for one

I moment supposed that the art is perfect in all its

1

details
;
the results obtained by a purely mecha-

nical process are sui-prising, and we may confidently
predict that in a few years pictures of the highest

I possible merit will be produced by those skilful

:

lithographers to whose works we shall presently
more particularly allude. It is first important to
describe the process of chromo-lithography. A
drawing of the subject in outline, on transfer
tracing-paper, is made in the ordinary way

; when
transferred to a stone, this drawing is called the
kei/sione, and it serves as a guide to all the others,
for it must be transferred to as many different
stones as there are colours in the subject : as many
as between thirty and forty stones have been used
in the prodnetiou of oue coloured print. The first

stone required, generally for flat, local tints, is

covered with lithographic ink where the parts arc
required to be of solid colour

; the different grada-
tions are produced by rubbing the stone with
riibbing-stuff, or tint-ink, made of soap, shell-lac,
&c. &c., and with a pointed lithographic chalk where
necessary. The stone is then washed over with
nitrous acid, and goes through the entire process
described above, A roller charged with lithogra-
phic printing ink is then passed over it to ascertain
if the drawing comes as desired, and the ink is

immediately afterwards washed off with turpentine;
if satisfactory, this stone is ready for printing, and
is worked off in the requisite colour

;
the next stone

undergoes the same process for another colour, aud
so with the rest, till the work is complete : it will
of course be understood that before any single im-
pression is finished, it will have to pass through as
many separate printings as there are drawings on
stones. The colours used in printing, we may add,
are ground up with burnt linseed oil, termed
varyiish. Supposing we have any picture in colours
which we desire to copy

;
there is first made a

general drawing of the whole, then, with great care,
this is dissected, all the pai'ts which are red being
marked out on one stone, all the parts which are
blue on another stone, all the parts which are
yellow on a third stone, and so on through any
number of stones. It is as if with the utmost
caution we had cut up the picture, so as to separate
every colour, or gradation of colour, and yet so
exactly that every section fits, and unites into
a perfect whole. To place a drawing of the
character of one of Turner’s productions, ‘The
Polyphemus,’ for example, in which the colours,
and the blendings of the colours, are most irregular,
and yet the whole effect is harmonious, is a task of
no small difficulty; but when once this is effected
satisfactorily—although each picture may require
thirty printings—the result is thus obtained with

comparative ease. Each stone is of the same size,

and they all fit. with much exactness into the frame
of the lithographic printing press. It will, we
think, be easily understood, that if on the centre
of the upper edge of the frame there is a needle-
point, and two others on the lower edge of the
frame, permanently fi.\-ed, there will be made three
fine holes in the paper when it is placed on the
press. This being done, if at each printing the
needle-points are made to pass through the same
holes, the most perfect "register” will be effected.

Every part of the picture will match with every
other part, and the finished result will, if successful,

disguise the mechanical ingenuity liy means of
which the result has been obtained.

The chromo-lithographic artist must, to a certain
extent, employ the same means to produce any
given effect as the original artist has done. The
painter has obtained wbat he couceives to be the
most natural or artistic effect by certain combina-
tions of colour, or certain contrasts of colour.
Every one of these conditions must be secured by
the artist on stone, before the facsimile desired can
be produced

;
that effect which the artist has

obtained by means of the brush and the palette are
mechanically repeated by using many stones charged
with the same colours as those with which the
artist charged his brush. It will, we think, be
evident to our readers that we are correct in calling

this process an Art-manufacture, though it is au
Art-manufacture of the highest order.

At the establishments of Messrs. Rowney & Co.
and Messrs. M. and N. Hanhart, which wc have
visited, we could not but express our admiration at
the perfect imitations of the original drawings which
they were enabled to produce with the lithographic

stone. We examined, with much care, many of
their productions, and there was only one point by
which we detected the differences between the work
of the artist and the Art-manufacture. In any
water-colour drawing we find the evident marks of

the brush, by which effects have been produced,
and there is certain arrangement of the lines, mark-
ing each man’s work, which we have not seen per-
fect/^ imitated in any of the chromo-lithographs.

At the same time it must be admitted, that the
peculiarities of the artist’s style are repeated in a
very remarkable manner, and, in mnny cases, where
the drawing and the chromo-lithograph have been
mounted in the same manner, and similarly framed
and glazed, it has not been possible, at the distance

of a few feet, to pronounce with certainty which was
the original or which the copy. In some pictures,

of which chromo-lithographic copies have been
obtained, the number of colours have been so great,

that between thirty and forty stones have been
required to produce the necessary effects. The extent
to which this is carried may be judged of by the
fact, that to produce the correct colour employed by
the artist Hunt in his ‘Bird’s Nest,’ to represent
the eggs, no less than three priutiugs, and there-

fore three stones, were required ;—and the peculiar
effects, which are so beautifully given by the same
artist to the plums, in his ‘ Delicious Dessert,’ iu

which the powdery “bloom” is singularly real, we
find reproduced, with very great success, by the use
of four different stones, printing in the order—first

blue, then red, then blue again, and then yelloio—
aud each colour is, as it were, stippled on the stone,

so that the combined effect is very nearly that of
nature. Those two pictures are produced by Messrs.
Hanhart.

Messrs. Rowney & Co. have lately published the
‘ Polyphemus ’ of Turner

; and, as a reproduction
of that extraordinary work, it is in every way a won-
derful production. The blazing sun which shoots
its powerful rays through masses of vapouring clouds,
pied with every prismatic tint, and reflecting those
on the heaving waters beneath, so that we have air

and ocean blending, in purple aud gold, into one
dazzling whole, is as near an approach to perfec-
tion as anything which has yet been produced by
this method. Some years since, Messrs. Day & Co.
produced, by the same process, the ‘ Blue Lights.’

In each of these pictures there is the same kind of
exaggeration, aud a similai* kind of truth, and in
l)oth the chromo-lithographer has caught the wildest
pcculiai'ities. We are disposed to think that with
;he experieoce which has been gained, during the
few years which have past since the ‘Blue Lights’
was produced, a superior manipulation has been

gained, and the general aerial effect of the latter
picture is superior to that of the former one, as the
result of this more delicate handling. The greatest
possible merit is due to the enterprising litho-

graphers who have, with so much perseverance,
brought chromo-lithography to its present state.

The following remarks from the prospectus of
Messrs. George Rowney & Co. arc so much to the
purpose that we copy them :

—

“ Chromo-lithography has recently become one
of the most popular arts in this country, from its

having been adopted as a means for multiplving
copies of oil paintings and water-colour drawings

;

and so admirably is it adapted for this purpose, that
not only is each colour and gradation of light and
shade rendered with remarkable accuracy, but even
the very texture of the paint aud the rough surface
of the paper is copied with strict fidelity. Now,
although this latter process may seem to the casual
observer to be a matter of little moment, it is, in
reality, of the gi-eatest importance to the truthful
representation of an artist’s work, which, without
texture, is apt to appear tame aud insipid.

"Beautiful as are many of the floe line and
mezzo-tint engravings, and perfect as they un-
doubtedly are iu light and shade, they must always
fail to give an accurate idea of a painter’s style,

owing to the absence of the colour of the original

work. And when it is considered that colour is one
of the greatest charms of the English school, and
that, in this respect, the British artist is un-
rivalled, it will be readily admitted lliat without
this new proce.ss many fine works, if published,
would lose half their interest by being divested of
that quality which appeals most directly to the eye,
and produces that sense of pleasurable emotion so
desirable when contemplating works of Art. It is,

therefore, with considerable satisfaction that the
publishers of this series of prints contemplate the
success of their experiments in this new art. They
were the first to perceive its capabilities, and they
succeeded in developing its qualities, in despite of a
strong amount of prejudice and opposition. They
have worked steadily on, with one fixed object—that
of producing facsimiles of good drawings, at such a
moderate price as would bring them within the
meaus of the public generally

;
hoping by this means

to foster the love and appreciation of the Fine Arts
aud to aid in some measure the spread of Art-
education, the importance of which is now univer-
sally acknowledged. As manufacturers, iu matters
of taste, the English may be said to be behind many
of their neighbours

; but certainly no nation pos-
sesses artists more capable of rectifying the defi-

ciency, and that in the best and simplest manner

—

namely, by example. But it is equally essential
that the public should be able to discriminate
between the really good and the mediocre

;
and

nothing is more likely to tend to that desirable
result than the constant contemplation of good
works of Art. The eye by such means becomes
insensibly tutored to observe and admire that which
is beautiful and harmonious, and to reject those
objects which are offensive to good taste.”

Messrs. Rowney & Co. have produced, and are
producing, copies of some of the best works of
Turner, of Stanfield, of Roberts, of Lance, of Hunt,
of Front, and others. Messrs. Hauhart have also
choice examples of the works of Stanfield, of Roberts,
of Cooper, of Harding, of Richardson, of Holland!
In those chromo-lithographic productions there is,

as in the line engraving, many degrees of excellence,

these depending, iu one case as in the other, on the
feeling of the artist on stone for the w'ork which
fie may be employed to copy. The 'Wetterhom and
:be Castle of Isenberg, from Richardson, and a
scene on the Calabrian coast, from Rowbotham,
appeared to possess the highest excellences. These
were the productions of the presses of Messrs. M.
and N. Hanhart. We still think, however, that it

s quite practical to secure more of that softening i

rifluence of air, called, as it appears, not quite cor- 1

rectly, aerial perspective, than they have yet ob-
i

ained. The ‘Choice Fruit,’ after Lance, and the
Choice Dessert,’ after Hunt, from the same estah- :

lisLment, leaves little to be desired. It is difficult,
:

amongst the numerous productions of Messrs.
'

jcorge Rowney & Co., to particularize those possess-
ng the highest degrees of excellence. We have
already spoken of the Polyphemus of Turner. We

,

lave before us the ‘Crossing the Ford,’ after Mul-
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ready, and ‘The Canal of tlie Guidecca, and Church

of the Jesuits, Venice/ after Stanlield, which are, as

rcprodiiclioiis, neither more nor less than beautiful.

The water of the canal, the blending of the distant

hills, with the lieavy cumuli which rise from the

Adriatic, are, as artistic effects, triumphs in the

original picture, and they are no less triumphs in

the mechanical copy. The warmth of colouriug

iu theehrorno-lilhograph after Mulrcady is preserved

in a remarkable manner. A ‘ Sketch of St. Paul’s,’

after Dodgson, shows as perfectly as anything we

have seen how completely the difficulties of printing

air, smoke, or mist from a stone may be overcome.”'

LAST HOTJLS OF THE TAINTERS.

BY G. WALTER TIIORNBURY,
ADTUOR OF “ AUT AND NATCUE AT UOME AND ABROAD,” ETC.

No. 1.—Brauwer in the Antwerp IIospiTAL.t

SCENE I.

The Hospital Reception-room. The old IIodse-suroeon, in
spectacles, is readin'j the entries of the last night from
the Reception-book.

Surgeon (reads)- “ Dirk Giielders, brought in

from the Sedan Chair Tavern, incised -wound
of head.” Drunken brawl, I suppose. But
where is that name the great painter, Peter

Paul Rubens, came here the otiicr day hoping

to find. “ Floris,” “ Vaudeqiot.” No. Yes!
here it is, I declare- Adrian Branwer, in a

state of collapse, apparently produced by long

indulgence in vice and unceasing drinking,

found near the glasshouse furnaces. Pulse low
—scarcely audible; stertorous snoi-e—almost

apoplectic; since, on tonics being administered,

feverish and delirious.” Bad, bad I—no hope
for the poor vagabond painter, though he is the

friend of Herr Rubens, and Hals’s old pupil,

as somebody said. This comes of your beer-

drinking and smoking, and of the sottish

boors you spent your foolish life drawing.

—

Dear me I dear me I where have I been and
put my spectacles to ?—I must go and look after

the poor scoundrel who has sold himself to the

devil, and never got his wages. It will look

well with Herr Rubens, who is a man of mark
and influence, and will lie talked of as a deed
of charity, and will—will—extend my practice

—not that I do it for that. I’ll just quill up
my ruff a little first, and roll out my baud-

strings, aud get Catherine to rub my gold-

beaded caue with a little rouge—I know the

little puss won’t have far to go for that

plate-powder I Aud just a thimble full of

Cura^oa, to prevent infection, for one does not
know where these tramping fellows have been
lying,—and then to charity. Thank Heaven I

although I am old, and just a little bald, my
heart is in the riglit place. Let me see- One
ducatoon yesterday from Burgomaster Lichen

;

one from Prau Katsen. The money conres in

—it comes in
;
but then, what with the taxes,

the almsbox, and

—

[Goes out, counting on his fingers.

* A notice of several of those chrorao-lithng^raiihlc prints

T\-ill be fouiiil under the hc.ad of “ Reviews ” in tlie present
number of the Art-Journal.— A. J.

t Adrian BKAinvER, one of the most celebrated of the
Dutch genre painters of the Teniers and Ostade school,
was the son of poor parents, and bum at Ilacrlem or
Oudenarde—biograpliers dispute whicli. He was fouud by
Frank Hals painting hanUkorcliiefs for liis mother to sell,

aud was taken by the painter and educated in his studio
;

but treated so cruelly lliat, by the help of his fellow pujiil,

Ostade, lie escaped to Amsterdam, where, to his delight,

he found the dealers’ windows full of his pictures. Here,
do longer a “milch cow” to the miser Hals, Brauwer
plunged into low vice, painting merely to earn money for
tavern feasts, and always idle or drunken. The rest of his

life was Bohemian ennugb. He got imprisoned at Antwerp,
aud was released by the intercession of Rubens, who
received him into his house and treated him as a brother.

But the severe regimen of refined life is as unbearable to

the Bohemian as a bedroom roofed in to an Arab chief.

Again he plunged into the mud bath, and only reappeared
to return and die in the Antwerp Hospital. Rubens put
up a monument to this Morland of Holland.

Ward No. -i. Brauwer sitting up in bed, trying to sketch

the man next him.

Brauwer. “ Wc are the salt of the eartli,”

quotha; that is what seemed written all over
,

him. “Yes; and the pepper too,” thought I;

for I heard that same smooth-faced fellow of a

chaplainflyblowadozengood men’s names yester-

day while talking with the house-doctor in the

window-seat for half an hour, only just after he

had shut the Bible to, and marked his place

—

“ T)o as men should do untoyou”—with a lavender

stalk, taken from the blue and red china bowl

on the side table- “Be merciful, even as your

Father in heaven is merciful;” that is another

of tlie chapters where the good man’s lavender

stalk goes—the lavender stalk, that pays you
for pinching it by smelling dl the sweeter.

There, that lavender is the true Christian !

Wlien Rubens squeezed me, and gave me one

of bis sour, proud looks, I rammed my foot

througli my canvas of “ The Tavern Feast,” and

went off to the canal boat whistling. YVas I a

pet dog, to be stroked quiet when I chose to

show my teeth ? I am not one of your lavender-

stalk men. When you squeeze me, I give out

no pleasant oil, but poison, for the squeezer.

—

But, thank Heaven, no one can say I am a hypo-

crite- You fellow in black there, bring me a

stoup of Burgundy. You shake your head ? A
flask of sherry ? No? Well, then, a tankard of

miserable beer, for my throat is redhot; aud if

the burning once smoulder down to my heart,

you’ll have no more Brauwer to paint you
boors up to their knees in torn cards, surgeons

dressing a knife cut, or jolly topers fighting in

a heap on the tavern floor. Why don’t you
go ? I have no money (searches his coat, which

lies on his bed, eagerly)—no, not a stiver; and
all the gold buttons I cut off to pay the drunken

rascal of a bailiff at Paris to let me off; but

I’ll paint you that fellow with the red rag round
his yellow skull forehead in the fourth bed
in my row. Yes—yes I will. Go—go for the

liquor I He does not go. Fling a pillow at

him, you No. 6, with the red spots on your
face; you are nearest. YVh^ does not No. 7

hit him with his fist? he is close by.—Oh I

No. 7 is dead—under the slieet. Very well.

I beg Van Undertaker’s pardon; I should be
sorry to disturb him-

2do. G. Be quiet, No. 1 ; the fever is on you

:

that is not the doorkeeper
;

that is only the

Doctor’s black cloak hung up while he goes

round the next ward.

No. 2. Can’t you let us sleep, No. 1. It

is very hard poor sick men can’t be let sleep

;

and all for a drunken madman picked up in the

streets.

Brauwer. Take care, you skeleton in sheep’s

clothing, or I’ll throttle you before the Doctor
can come. If I was picked up in the street, I
wasn’t born there, like you. Take care, or

I’ll paiut you as a devil in my next picture for

the Duke d’Aremberg. Why, you are only fit

to sit as a model for Lazarus at the Rich
Man’s Gate. You have the sores of Lazarus
and the bad heart of Dives, you scoundrel, you I

What business have they to put you next to

an unfortunate great man’s bed, whose shoes
you are not fit even to black. Grumble away I

Say a word more, aud I’ll fling this bottle of

leeches at you, you pickle-herring, you saucy
matchscller, you. I have seen better men than
you hung before this.—That pain in my temple
again I Where am I? Landlord! anotlier

flagon of canary; that’ll make three. More
liglits. Another chair for the great Peter Paul
Rubens.—If that rogue of a dealer will not give
a hundred ducatoons for “The Skittle Players,”

brin" it back—D’ye hear ?—and I’ll ram it with
my foot into the stove fire. “Too cold in

colour,” says he- Well, that will warm it.

Be going, or I’ll toss tlie mug at thee ! Don’t
bandy words with the great i)utcli painter.

No. G. Ilis head wanders. This drunken

glazier is the curse of the ward.

Brauwer. Here ! bring my colour-box, Dirk,

and the golden amber oil in the dusty schiedam

bottle over the fireplace, and my hogs’ brushes

that I have worn into shape, and my mahogany
shield with the ring of the rainbow iu it. There

it is 1—under the bed of that quiet fool, who
will keep his shaved head under the sheet

;
and

my heavy maulstick, that I should have knocked

old Hals down with when he kept me locked

up, without beer or meat, in that Qltby garret,

where you could hear the fleas, aud the vats

nibbled at you by daylight. Faugh ! How
glad I was to burst out into the blue air, and

get to the ^ood taverns of Amsterdam I St.

Didymus ! didn’t I leap for joy to see a picture

of mine in a dealer’s window. There, that is the

sketch I began on the ale-barrel last night when
I drew the landlord on tlie wainscoat with the

redhotpoker,when some onetouched my poor sick

brain with fire, and sent me here on a shutter.

I could hear them saying, “Dead drunk
;
dead

drunk 1” like a funeral service, over me; but I

knew the way to trick them, and save coach

hire. I am not the green gosling fool that I was

when Ostade let me out of that cursed garret

of Hals’s. Not I. Now for fame! Fill the

glass again
;
froth in snow flowers ; that’s good !

Shake that quiet fellow at No. 7 up; I want

to immortalise him.

No. 0. Death lias done that already. Draw
me. You can leave out where they put the

blister.

Brauwer. A merry fellow. Now I like that;

but don’t joke me about death. That is the way
the Doctor talks. “Black fever,” then shakes

his head like a rattlesnake; "third stage; it

is no use giving that man any more medicine.”—“ I know it,” 1 said
;

give me brandy

—

aqua
vitce. Let me swim in it—brandy

;
and look

here—a long clean pipe—I don’t like your foul

pipe; it makes me ill. My stomach is not as

strong as it was
;
what though I have a splendid

constitution, aud a chest (strikes it and laughs.

Sings)

—

The white rose-clouds were all iu flower

Uj) in the wandering blue,

And in between the bursts of sun
The lark, rejoicing, flew.

0 that won’t do, that is Isey’s song.—Now,
No. 6, as you have been civil. I’ll sketch you
a Cuyp. Squeeze me out some Vermillion,

ivory black, ochres, aud blues. Thank ycm.

Now then (pretends to paint on his coverlet).

We’ll soak it in sunshine after: I have the
glaze here in this bottle ; it’s all a trick, and is

done with a certain sort of a brush. Haven’t
1 caught the viper critic cant ! There, didn’t I

tell you ! Gentleman in scarlet cloak, holding a

black horse—red cow patched with white, and a

wine-coloured bull—boy fishing in a canal under
some pollard willows. I know the trees, close

to Haerlem, where I used to paint the Iiand-

kerchiefs with flowers for my mother to sell. I

was happy then ; the devil wine hadn’t taken
me by the hand then ! I can do any style :

yellow tan dogs pulling at a wild boar’s ear

—

that is Snyders. Both’s white horse
;
Teniers’

grey men in red caps, playing at bowls

;

Ostade, with his golden gloom—ail learnt from
me—chaldrons bright as plate—cabbages, curl-

ing and crinkling—canal boats with uinbery

sails swollen with wind—foggy sunset, as over

the ‘ dunes,’ half dull smoky red, half red bur-

nished to polished ruby, kindling in threads

aud bars of fire. Bless you, I kuow all their

tricks I Flowers, too. Guelder roses like puffs of

snow—poppies burning to a black core—gilt

sunflowers—hollyhocks iu rosettes—the lily’s

silver cup—the violet, orange, as I am, at heart,

and so on. I think I shall give up my painting

now, and go over to the bleaching ground out-

side the wall—though I never see the clean linen

without longing to begin to paint on it, and
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the grey clouds don’t sit still like good model
boors, with red cauliflower noses, you give your
gulden an hour to stare at you.—Now I have
no money I shall have more leisure, and shall

)

do great things
; and hang me if T be shut up

1

any more, with only a bottle of wine a-day, at
,i Rubens’s. The cursed hospital I was in yes-

1

terday was better than that, with its row of

1

numbered beds, (your next-haud man perhaps a
dead man

!) and that liorrid bare room, with the

:

1

cofliu-Iid ceiling, and notliing to listen to but the

,j
consumptive cough and the gurgling of the me-

1

dicine that made me thirsty, and that breath-
ing of the angel in the clock-case—‘one and
two, and one and two’— till I flung a stool at

j|

it. If I asked for aquafortis to etch with, they

|l

tliought I wanted it to drink—burn them!

—

I What did the doctor say of my pictures at the

j

duke’s, where he dined yesteraay ? Let me
! think—my memory flatters. I heard him
1: telling the smooth-iaced chaplain, as he passed

carelessly my bed, not thinking I was the man

—

' I know all their drivelling cant, but how was it ?

i

—“ The expression so lively and characteristic,

the management of the colour so surprising
and transparent, the finish so exquisite and so

i
truliiful, the drawing so correct,” and all the

:
work of that poor wretch (that’s me), with the

I

crack through the brain, and the withered up
heart. I called to them to hand me the wine

j

jug— they first laughed and then scolded.

—

[

Wliere am I ? Hals’s garret, with the sloping

1

roof and dusty stacks of lumber pictures? No;
tlie_ window is in the wrong place. The church

1 I hid from him in behind the font, watching
every face that entered? No; there is a chest
of drawers where God’s altar and the star

candles should be. The Amsterdam picture-

dealer’s saloon? No; I see no table covered
with Turkey carpet, no Titians on the wall.

0 poor, poor brain
!

{j-ises on one elhoio) where is

;
it ? Oh, help my poor dim eyes I The Antwerp

j

prison ? No
;
there are no rings and chains, no

j

soldiers playing at cards for me to sketch them
;

at the table in the corner. Rubens’s house, with
the nosegay pictures, and the stately man in

j

black ? No ; there is no easel here, no pic-
tures. The tavern den at Paris, reeking of

'

1

smoke, and noisy with the clash of swords
;
the

'

;

hideou.s faces covered with hair, like the baboon
devils of Breughel ? No; T have it—it is the

1

great inn at Strasburg. The wine is in mv
, head ! W^hat do all these people do in my bci-

ii room?

jj
No. 7 . Pray be quiet, and let us sleep; you

are in the Antwerp Hospital.

Brauicer. Oh don’t say the hospital—
;

!

don’t say tlie hospital I My heart is full of
blood, my brain still beating like a printing-
press at work; I have materials for thirty

years of life in this busy factory of my
body. I have been a sinner—Heaven lielp me I

That spasm again, like a knife drawn across
my heart I Hear me from thy tlirone, 0 Judge

j

of all I Don’t press so on my forehead. Doc-
tor—that is where I am in such pain. Wine
—wine, or I faint I I am often in this way—it

i
is for want of wine. Save me. Doctor ! save
me from that great black hand that claws at

j

me—keep me from that square hole in the
1

ground they push me into I I will not die—

I

' will repent I Lord, have mercy upon me 1

There comes that hand again I no—no, not
yet I

—

[dies).

SCENE III.

1

Boor opens, enter Rcbess.

[

Boctor. I think you said the name of the
patient was— ?

Rubens. Adrian Brauwer.
Doctor. Adrian Brauwer—that is No. 1

,

' quite at the further end.
Rubens [coming up, lifts the sheef). Poor

Adrian! he is asleep,

i

Doctor. lie is dead !

JOSIAH W^EDGWOOD.

We are living, it would seem, in a time of

retributions. The age which has been charac-

terized as emphatically the age of practical

applications, has an ear and a heart, it is found,

open to sentimental ones. That Science to

which the world of our day has so largely sur-

rendered itself is not, after all, the cold uu-
genial spirit which it was a fasliiou once to

call her. In her search over the field of fact,

she comes now and then, we see, on a neg-
lected grave, and by its side she takes a reverent

stand. In the very whirl of her rush over the

present, she will pause to restore, with pious
hand, some fading inscriptiou of the past.

This busy period of ours finds leisure for the
verification of old titles and the redress of pos-
thumous wrongs. In more than one of its very
busiest marts, for example, the wheels stood
still, not many weeks ago, to let proclamation
be made, in the nanie of the Scottish Muse, of
the accomplishment of the first period of that
Burns’ immortality which is to be reckoned in

centuries. Then, wandering through one of

those melancholy areas which sanitary science

has at length reclaimed from tlie service of

pestilence to the wholesome uses of a city, the
age stumbled, only the other day, over the un-
marked resting-place of the artist Stotliard,

and handed it, reproachfully, over to tlie Muse
iu whose cause he wrought so long and so well.

Down by the old Abbey walls, at \Vestminster,
under whose sliadow, as it were, all the great
motive agencies of this time of marvels iiave

met, or are to meet, has been found flitting

the unappeased ghost of him who planted iu our
soil the mighty principle that is the strength
of them all. Hard by the Dean’s Sanctuary,
the genius of our day has to celebrate, ere long,

an ancient acliievement mightier than its own, to

write the name of William Caxton, and the re-

cord of his great gift to England,—the Print-

ing-press. And now, the figure of Josiah

Wedgwood starts suddenly up iu the path of

science, from its sleep of more tliaii sixty

years, a claimant for the notice of that spirit

of redress which is abroad, and at once finds

such a reception as befits it from the chivalry

of the age.

And who was Josiah Wedgwood, that he
should assert a place in the memories of busy
men? Who was Josiah Wedgwood ! It were
as reasonable—and, indeed, something like the
same thing—to ask, who is the Emperor of
China. Josiah Wedgwood was a worthy who,
as regards all that has for ages presented the
figure of that celestial potentate most familiarly

to the English mind, did, iu his day, enter on
a rivalry with the Brother of the Sun and Moon.
He ran '• Stoke” against “Pekin” for the plate.

The man who should seriously put the above
question would raise an inference, as respects
liimself, that dinner is to him an unfamiliar fact.

Wedgwood is a name which he who eats may
read. It is more widely known, and greatly

more respected, than the willow pattern. Pecu-
liarly and emphatically, W''edgwood is a “ house-
hold word.” Commerce has carried the name
into all the cities of the earth, and pilgrims

into all the deserts. We of a century later

than Wedgwood’s, live in, a period of great
excitement, when Science casts her triumphs
into shapes so startling, that it should seem
scarcely surprising if the world overlooks, for

a time, those labours of hers, however worthy
of their source and useful to itself, which took
forms less strange and transcendental. But
Science is justified of all her children, and
justifies them in return : and now that attention
IS called to the name of Josiah Wedgwood, it

will be found, that the dazzling nature of the
scientific lights amid which we live will serve
but to throw their stronger illumination on the

grave of the artist-potter, where it lies, as yet
imhonourcd, amongst the English hills into
whose sterility lie brought a new Etruria.
We may rejoice, then, that the men and the

women of tliat hardworking but unromanlic
and unpicturesque district of busy England
have been aroused to a sense of what they
owe to this great man, and are about to
honour liis memory. Aud we trust the glory
will not be theirs alone, but that from every
part of England aids will be tendered to do
the work worthily; for there is no part of
England wliich derives no advantage from the
enlightened mind of the great potter.

The local newspapers inform us that there
are two ways iu which this object is to be
achieved

; both are desirable, aud both are in
harmony tlie one with the other. In the pot- .

teries of Staffordshire, and in the immediate
vicinity of Wedgwood’s labours, there is, it

seems, to be an Institute, in Avhicli the young
are to be taught and the old to be comforted

:

what precise form it will assume we cannot
vet say, but there can be no doubt of this

being done. The other is to erect a Statue
of “ the man,” somewhere in the locality—we
hope in immediate proximity to the Institute.

We tpst that no conflicting elements will

find their way into this scheme—that the ab-
sorbing—the only—consideration, will be how
best the memory of Wedgwood may be
honoured. Tlie purpose is holy; it is the
payment of a just dent : and those who throw,
or suffer to be thrown, impediments in the
way, must be held responsible for the con-
sequences that may postpone the discharge
of a sacred duty. We write so much because
there are rumours of divisions and dissensions,
where all should be harmony and good-wiil for
the accomplisliment of a high purpose.

If both objects cannot be attained, the In-
stitute is surely the best and the most appro-
priate, especially if it be, as we understand
It is to be, associated with a school of Art,
a museum, and a free library. Such would
surely be the desire of the man who is to be
honoured—such is the higliest compliment his
memory can receive from his successors in “ the
Staffordshire potteries.”

But if lliere be a statue, as we Lope there
may be, also, we trust it will be the fruit of
honesty, “ fair play,” and patriotism

; that no
injustice will be perpetrated at the outset,

such as may be a heavy blow and great dis-

couragement to Art, and an effectual impedi-
ment to the progress of subscriptions. This
warning is not without a meaning : one of the
most active of the many gentlemen who take
this case in hand, writes concerning “a beau-
tiful and life-like statuette,” by an artist named
“Eontana,” which it appears he has seen, and
than which he considers “ nothing could be
more appropriate,” “the dress, the likeness,

and the figure” being, as he opines, " the most
j

accurate embodiment of the living Wedgwood
ice shall ever see !'^

This is anticipating with a vengeance ! Cer-
|

tainly, if there be no other competitor, we
shall never see a better, any more than we
shall see the “ Spanish fleet,” because it is

“not yet in sight !” But how a stranger—we
suppose an Italian—be he good artist or be he
bad, can comprehend what Wedgwood was,
and how he ought to be represented—in “ dress,

likeness, and figure”—we are at a loss to
conceive. And if it be a settled matter that
this statuette is to grow into that statue, we
hope few persons will be so unwise as to con-
tribute funds to perpetuate what, if not an
absurdity, will be an injustice, discreditable to
those who would honour Wedgwood’s me-
mory— a thorough English manufacturer—de-
grading to British sculptors, and dangerously
prejudicial to British Art.

i
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No. XLIV.—JOHN UNNRLL.

NOTiiER name, long and lionourably known in our

school of landscape painters, must be added to

those we have already placed on the list of this

series
;

it is that of John Linnell, who was born

in London in ] 702. lie commenced the study

of drawing under that eccentric man, but clever

artist, the late John Valley, one of the early

founders of the English school of water-colour

]iainters, with whom he had, as a fellow-pupil,

William Hunt. Linnell began to c.\hibit tlie

fruits of his Art-studies at a very early age,

for when he was scarcely liftcen years old,

lie sent to the Royal Aciidcmy two small landscapes, and iu

the following year, 1808, to the British Institution, another small

])icture, called “ Fishermen—a Scene from Nature:” to both of

these galleries he has been a constant contributor, with scarcely'

an interval from that period
;
the Academy, as may be presumed,

receiving tlic larger proportion of his works.

We liave classed Mr. Liimell among the landscape painters,

because he is now chiefly known by his piclnres of this class

;

but for more than one half of his career—and, of course, tlie earlier half—he was

in much request as a portrait painter. Many of our readers may not be aware

that portraits arc excluded, by the rules of the British Institntiou, from the

I

exhibitions of that society
;
most of the landscapes, therefore, painted by this

artist, were sent tlierc, and his portraits to the .Academy. On glancing through

the catalogues of the latter, which extend from the year 182-i to 1838, we liiid

a long list of portraits from his pencil, and among them those of many distin-

guished individuals. The landscapes exhibited during this period were,

“Evening—the vicinity of a Farm,” in 1827; “A Sandy Road,” in 1820
j

“The Farmer’s Boy,” iu 1830; “.A Fish-Market,” in 1831
;
“Christ appear-

ing to the two Disciples journeying to Einmaus,” a large and flue landscape

subject, in which the figures occupy only a subordinate place, in 1835
;
“The

Hollow Tree,” in 1836; “ Southampton by Moonlight,” and a “Scene iu

Windsor Forest,” in 1S37.

In 1839 he exhibited at the British Institution “St.John Preaching,” a

work that attracted marked attention by its originality of conception and vigour

of execution : in this, as in all other compositions of a similar class from his

hand, the figures hold quite a secondary place, though the title would lead to a

different conclusion
;

here, for cxanijile, the dreary wilderness, the arena of the

forerunner of Christ, is effectually brought before the mind of the observer

;

while the first baptismal font, a pool “ iu Bethabara beyond Jordan,” enhances

the interest of the pictorial story. Six portraits were contributed to the Royal

Academy that year. " Gipsies,” in the British Institution in 1840, is a land-

scape of a very high order of merit, most efl’ective in its rich tone: in the

Academy tlie same year he exhibited four portraits, those of the Alarqiiis of

Lansdowne, the Earl of Shelburne, the Countess of Mount Edgcciimbc, and

Major Farrant, and with them “ Philip baptizing the Eunuch,” a line landscape

compusition treated with a true feeling for the iiicluresque, and touched with

masculine vigour. Another subject of this class, “The Fliglit into Egypt,”

was sent to the Institntiou in the followiug year
;
a landscape eoulaiuing a mass

of rich material, but with almost an entire negation of the green tints which

are frequently apparent even in Eastern scenery. The “ Cottage Door,” a most

]ileasiug represeulatiou of English domestic lite iu its rural aspect, was exhi-

bited iu the sunic gallery in 1842 : it is touching in character, and pointed with

EDjrST-ed by] HAMPSTEAD HEATH, [ButUrwcrlh and Heath.

infinite skill; but the subject seems ill-suited to the size of the canvas; the

picture appears as if it were the fragment of a larger oue. Ttie whole of his

contributions this year to the Academy were portraits, three of them being of

the Baring family; and, with oue exception, the same may be said of his

pictures of the year followiug, the exception being a gemiiiie figure subject,

“ The Supper at Emmaus,” a work which was the result of deep feeling, but

which, in the arrangement of light and shade, showed some treatment scarcely

to be justified by any recognised rules. In 1844, the whole of this painter’s

exhibited works were portraits, the principal one being that of Thomas Carlyle,

a very striking picture, for the artist seems to have imbued it with that kind of

dreamy, yet deep-toned, character which htdougs to this original, powerful, but

ofttimes mystical writer; it, in tact, partakes more of sentimental composition

than of portraiture. Again, in 1843, we find him still exhibiting portraits

only : those of Lady Beauchamp, the Earl of Ilchestcr, Lord Methuen, &c.

In 1846 Linneil exhibited at the British Institution the charming little

picture entitled “A Spring Wood Scene;” it was purchased by the late Mr.

Vernou, and is now iu that portion of the National Collection which bears the

name of the donor. An engraving I'rom it appeared in the Art-Joitrnal tor

the year 1851. His coiitribulious to the Academy, in 1846, were three

portraits. At the British Institution in the following year was another beau-

tiful small picture, called “The Dell,”—not quite an appropriate title, for the

scene presented is little else than a narrow sluggish stream, shadowed over with

a mass of trees. The effect is sombre ;
but au examiuation of the work displays

extraordinary richness and depth of foliage opposed to the careering white cloud

2 E



rising in the shy. Two out of tliree of his contributions to the Academy were
landscapes also— The Windmill,” a small canvas, now in the Vernon Collec-
tion, and engraved in the -</r/-J'c/«r?2 a/ for 1850; and “Mid-day,” illustrating
a line from Thomson’s “ Seasons :”

—

“ While Nature lies around deep lull'd Iti noon."

The scenery of the latter work consists principally of a meadow: in the fore-
ground is a wide-spreading oak, beneath which a flock of sheep, together with
their shepherd, have sought shelter from the noontide heat

;
beyond this the

eye is carried into distance over au extensive and diversified range of country.
The sentiment aimed at, and successfully carried out, is that of entire repose;
the treatment of the subject dilfers greatly from the artist’s usual maimer,—he
delights iu tempestuous aspects and skies of thunder-clouds. Perhaps the
earliest of his larger pictures of this description is, “ Tlic Last Gleam before the
Storm,” exhibited at the British Institution in 1848. In noticing this work at

that time it elicited from us the following remarks:—“With respect to the
selection of subject-matter usually made by this artist, we venture to suggest
that, were he to vocalise his canvas with something more ambitious as a ground-
work, he would rank among the greatest poetical paiuters who have ever lived.

He invests his uninspiring Georgies with an aspect of sublimity well fitted for

the loftiest theme of the epic muse. The jucturc appears to be a composition
in which every care is taken to give elfecl to the voluminous white clouds

arrayed in the lower sky
;
in contrast to which the coming storm drops its black

curtain first over the foreground.” As a whole it is a work of rai-e merit,
elaborated with the most careful thought. Pine as this picture is, and greatly
as it was admired when exhibited, it will not bear compai'isou with that seen at
the Academy iu the same year :

“ The Eve of the Deluge”—the only work he
sent—quite took the public by surprise, from the sublimity and daring with
which the painter has invested his subject, drawn especially from the concluding
passage of Milton’s description of the entrance of the animals iuto the ark;

—

“ Meanwhile the south wind rose, and with black wings
Wide hovering, all the clouds together drove
From under heaven."

The artist has availed himself of the expression, “ together drove,” to work out
one of the grandest effects of sky that has ever been seen in painting. The
sky closes from an apex at the top of the composition, the opening gradually
widening to the horizon, whence again upon the landscape the light seems to
diminish to a point. Tiie ark appears high on a rocky point on the right,
to which the auimals, in a lengthened train, are making their ascent

;
and

above are crowds of scared wild fowl aud birds of prey directing their
course to the ark. The breadth of the composition is a landscape of grandeur
corresponding with the sky, the lines in all its parts forming a beautifully
harniouious system. Iu the immediate foreground is the strongest point of

light, and iiare arc seen Noah, liis sons, and their wives. In colour, composi-
tion, and sublime poetry, the picture is truly worthy of the verse of -Milton.

^

The 1 light into Egypt,”—a repetition, with some sliglit alterations, of the
picture exhibited in 1841,—and “A Summer’s Evening,” were contributed to
the British Institution in 1849, and to the Academy were sent “ Sand-pits,”
and The Return of Ulysses.” The “Sand-pits” ranks among Art-critics as
one of the purest examples of English landscape our school has produced; the
materials are of the most simple pictorial character, but they are brought
forward with such exquisite feeling for the truth of nature, with so much
delicacy of conception, and with such mastery of pencilling, as to become
irresistibly attractive. The spectator looks upon a descending road, on whose
light are the jiits and a mass of broken ground: beyond this the eye is met
by a middle region, whence the eye travels on to a distance beautifully touched,
and brought up with great sweetness to the sky at the horizon: it is a brilliant
picture, one that will stand the test of the most fastidious connoisseur who
knows what good Art is. “The Return of Ulysses” is a large work: the
scene shows a small bay, having an outlet in the distance to the open sea

; a
single galley, its sails still unfurled, floats near the shore. Ulysses—who,
according to the poet’s version of the narrative, is soundly asleep— is bein'^
carried from the vessel by his attendants. The aim of the artist has evi*

i

dently been to present a powerful effect of sunlight, in which he has abundantly
succeeded.

“Opeuing the Gate,” and “Purchasing the Flock,” were hung in the
British Institution in 1850: the titles of the pictures sufficiently declare the
respective subjects

;
the latter of the two works pleased us best.

’
Iu the same

par Linncll exhibited at the Academy “ Crossing the Brook,” one of the
illustrations which accompany this notice; the picture is gorgeous in colour
and brilliant with light, which, with the various shades, is admirably dispersed :

it is a noble landscape. “ Christ aud the Women of Samaria” was seen at the
same exhibition : like most works of a similar kind by this painter, it shows
a scriptural narrative “grounded” on au English landscape, for there is no
attempt at delineating the scenery of the East : the ideality of the composition
is limited^ to the figures, which is by far the least agreeable and interesting-

passage in it; but it is altogether a graud work, glorious iu colour and
masterly in its breadth of light and shade. A little gem is “ The Farm—
Evening,” exhibited at the British Institution in 1851; its efl’ulgent tran-
quillity is the very poetry of painting; evening sunlight was never more
gloriously represented on canvas. “Woodlands” and “ Jlorning” were in
the Academy.

Another of the finest landscapes by Linncll was seen at the British lustitu-



tion in 1852,—“A Boar Hunt in England in the Olden Time:” a wild

country, broken by woodland, is here represented with great power
;

in the

foreground lies the animal slain by the hunters, who repose in groups

around the carcase. Tltc sky is, as usual, magnilicently painted, disputing

priority of attention with the rest of the composition. To the Academy

exhibition of that year he contributed three paintings,
—“ The Sere Leaf,” a

passage of broken woodside scenery, with a mass of underwood and a few

trees, seen under the effect of a dull autumn day
;

“ Barley Harvest—Evening,”

a rich sunset scene ; a man and a cart loaded with the ripe grain stand out

in strong relief against the red horizon
;
and ” The Timber Waggon.” “ The

Weald of Kent,” iu the British Institution in 1853, is a notable example of

what an artist of g cnius can accomplish out of the most ordinary material

:

there is nothing here but a range of yellow sandy bank, succeeded by a flat airy

distance ; the whole is, however, so truthful and sunny, that it cannot fail to

excite admiration, canopied, as it is, by a sky of clouds rolling along in magni-

ficent array. Three landscapes were contributed to the Academy in that year,—“ The Village Spring,” a rough roadway scene, with here and there a

shallow pool of water, enclosed by a screen of trees, all firmly and vigorously

painted; “A Forest Hoad,” nearly similar in character; and “Under the

Hawthorn,” a beautiful picture, but hung in a part of the gallery where, from
its position, its merits must have beeu overlooked by a majority of tbe visitors.

The last time Mr. Linnell exhibited at the British Institution was iu 185‘f,

when he sent “ Harvest Home,” the leading feature of which is a glorious sky;

and “ The Refuge,” which shows an impending storm, represented with the

powerful effect of which this artist is master. To the Royal Academy he

contributed only a single picture in that year,
—

“ The Disobedient Prophet,”

but it was one of l/ie pictures of the season : it is a large work, and its com-
ponent parts are few aud massive, the principal being a high bank crowned
with a group of pine trees, at the foot of which a broken road runs through

the composition
;
here are seen the dead jirophet, the lion, and the ass, as

described in the sacred narrative : it is a painting of extraordinary power, both

in colour and treatment.

In 1855 Mr. Liniicll exhibited also only one picture: he called it “A
Country Road,” aud it is literally nothing more than a representation of one

of those passages of rural scenery of which scores are to be found within

twenty or thirty miles of the metropolis, on the southern side of the Thames:

Esfirsre'i t;?
’

Cooper,

the subject is composed and treated iu (he usual manner of the artist— a piece

of broken foreground, nearly closed iu by trees, the distance almost melting

into thin air. Iu the following year, loo, he had but one picture iu the

exhibition, “A Harvest Sunset;” in 1857 he sent nothing; and last year

again only oue, “ Shepherds,” the latter especially sustaining the high reputa-

tion of this veteran painter.

Mr. Linncll’s maimer, or style, as it is generally called, is truly original: in

his earlier landscapes it seems evident he took Gainsborough as his model; bis

later are entirely his own—he has imitated no other painter, either ancient or

modern. The few comments our space has permitted ns to make on his exhi-

bited pictures will suffice to show the leading characteristics of his subjects aud
treatment

;
light appears to be the quality he most seeks for, and ou his skies

'

he exhausts all the powers of his invention, the fruits of his studies, and the

resources of his art
;
not that he is insensible to, or careless of, the other com-

ponent parts of his subjects, but he seems to work at the sky and the clouds

with a loving heart aud an obedieut hand. His general manipulation is some-
times iudeliuitc and rather confused, giving to the picture what artists call

icooUincss. Mr. Uiiskin says
—“The finest studies of J. Linnell are peculiarly

elaborate, and in many points most skilful
;
they fail perhaps of interest, owing

to over fulness of detail, and a want of generalization in the efTect.” Ilis

portraits are distinguished by broad and masterly execution, combined with

delicacy and force of colour,— iu truth, he is a great colourist, both as to tone

and transparency.

Mr. Linnell is not a member of the Academy, to whose annual exhibitions

he has been for so many years one of the most valuable contributors ; whether

or no he has ever proposed himself for academical honours by eutering bis name
as a candidate we arc not quite sure; he may be indifferent, for aught we know,

to having those magical initials, R.A., after his name; but most undoubtedly

one of the most successful portrait-painters, and one of the greatest landscape-

painters of the English school, should be iu the ranks of our national Art-

acvsdemy. The opinion entertained of him by the amateur and collector is

sulHeientiy tested by the large suras given for his pictures—800 or 1000 guineas

being no uncommon price: we know of iio landscape-painter in the Academy
who is paid such sums.

About seven years ago Linnell left Loudon, and took up his residence near

Reigale, in Surrey; the scenery in this locality has supplied him with materials

for mauy of his latest subjects. He has two sons, artists, who are following

very closely in the wake of their honoured father.
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No. U.—J. M. W. TURNER, R.A.

PoKT and painter were combined iu the mental orga-

nization of Joseph JIallordWilliam Turner
;
his works

can never be fully appreciated until they are taught

to be considered not merely as pictures (however
high the class to which they are assigned), but as

poems

;

for that they undoubtedly arc, and as much
lifted above the ordinary world as the thought and
action of a line poem must ever be. England has

reason to be proud of her landscape painters
;
they

have outlasted all rivalry, and have won a tardy

acknowledgment of superiority from the genenil

world: but among the worthiest we shall look in

vain for a power like Turner’s, capable of elevatiug

into the ideal the most commonplace subjects, and
turning, by the alchemy of his genius, “the basest

lead to solid gold,”

It is pleasant to form an ideal picture of the man
studious of beauty, devoting a life to the most exqui-

site delineation of nature in its most beautiful moods.

He lived, by choice, so much alone that few knew
him, and it had been well if the reserve he coveted

had been never broken by biographic notes, as it is

impossible to conceive a more anti -poetical person

than Turner himself. All reminiscences of him arc

decidedly unpleasant, in person and iu manners,

and worse than all in habit; his parsimony was
excessive. Altogether, it is best to know him only by
his works, and keep an ideal Turner for the mind to

dwell upon. Many anecdotes of his “ruling passion”

float about in artistic circles, it is almost to be hoped
no one will collect them for the press, though some
have been so gathered

;
they only serve to lower the

man, and are but records of the evil which, more or

less, weighs down human nature. Let the “ earthy

part” of Turner rest in his parent earth, and let us

only know his sublime mind—in the bequest he has

made to the nation. Here, at least, he has behaved

nobly; the sun broke through the clouds in setting!

Maidcu Lane, Covent Garden, was the home of a

small barber iu the latter half of the last century.

It is a narrow crowded way, through which carriages

cannot pass
;

at that period this neighboui’hood

was a dense labyrinth of courts and alleys from

St. Martin’s Lane to Covent Garden. Here was
an abundant pojmlation

;
all the stories, or even

BIBTU-PLICE OK TUBSEU.

rooms, of the houses held separate families
; it was,

therefore, a fitting locality for a busy hair-dresser.

His name was Turner, and his parti-coloured

pole hung beside the archway leading into Hand
Court

;
the house is a small one, with only one

window iu front
;

it is now added as a storehouse to

adjoining premises, but is unaltered in its general

features. Here the painter was born, in the year

1776, and christened iu the adjoining church of
St. Paul’s Covent Garden, on the I4tli of March.
His early days were spent iu this squalid district,

the flowers he saw were among the rickety sheds of

Covent Garden market
;
aud the neglected grass-

grown enclosure, which then occupied the centre of

St. James’s Park, was his nearest glimpse of country
life. But his early aspirations towards Ai't were
proudly talked of by his parent,—whose profession

naturally led to the communicative,—and got to the

ears of Dr. Jluuro, an Art-amateur, who had
gathered a large collection of drawings, aud added
to his stores by engaging young artists to work in

tubker’s kesidksce.

his house of an evening at the rate of a shilling an
hour. The Doctor was useful in his time to many

;

the cash, though little, was valuable, as the “ over-

time ” earnings of poor lads, and he liberally lent

his drawings by great masters, for their use by
day. Girtin, Varley, Edridge, and others began with

the Doctor, aud looked back in after life, not unplea-

santly, to the evenings spent iu working, chatting,

and learning with him. At this time water-colour

drawing was restricted to a half-mechanical style of

washing in positive shadows by a series of middle-

tints, which brought out the body of the design
;

it

was heightened by simple washes of warmer colour,

or strengthened by brown shadows. The early

drawings of Turner, like those of Dayes, Ilcarne,

aud Rooker, are all formed on this model. Turner
resided with his father, in Maiden Lane, until the

year 1800, when he was elected an Associate of the

Royal Academy
;

two years after this he was
“au R.A.” He had entered as a student there in

1789, his first oil-picture was hung in the exhibition

in 1793. When he left Maiden Lane for the north

of London (the artistic quarter), his father went
with him, and the old man who answered the door,

and took a six])encc from a visitor, is said to have
been the same person. Neither father nor son ever

lost a chance of securing or saving the smallest

trifle. The painter has been known to take to a

])rivate purchaser a picture for which a thousand
pounds lias been paid, and then ask for the fare of

the hackney-coach iu addition.

Turner never allowed a visitor or a brother artist

to see him at work, or to enter his painting-room.

Slowly he emerged from his early style, and the

works he executed at the beginning of the present

century are among his best ; they combine fancy

with fact
;
ultimately he let his poetry so far pre-

dominate that “fact” could scarcely be recognised

in his works
;
he lived to caricature his own great-

ness. The want of discrimination iu the mass of

the world, and the large reputation the painter had
earned, gave a fictitious value to all his works. His
cold formal early drawings now sell for high prices,

while better works of the same calibre and era in

Art are comparatively valueless
;

his later gorgeous
dreams of colour, ill-defined, aud hardly to be com-
prehended, are also bought at high prices. Neither
deserve to be placed beside such earnest and truth-

ful poems as his “Carthage,” iu the National
Gallery, or his “Ulysses” in the “Turner Col-

lection.”

Turner’s last residence was No. 47, Queen Anne

Street, Cavendish Square. It is a gloomy house,

with dull blauk walls, and few windows; it was
known by its state of dirty neglect for many years.

Here were stowed away the great mass of pictures,

sketches, and prints from his works, which Turner
amassed carefully, but did not “ preserve,” for many
were found injured by dust and damp, the result of

the neglect of cleanliness and comfort which had no
charms for him. A curious instance of the value

he attached to the merest trifle from bis own
hand, aud the dislike he had to any person trading

by chance with it, was related by an eminent
printseller, into whose shop he once walked, to

purchase, if possible, an engraving made many years

before from one of his pictures. His description of

the subject he aided by a few rude lines, scrawled
with a pen on a loose piece of paper, which flew

behind the counter in turning over the portfolios to

look for the print. The painter ultimately got his

print, and, missing the scrap of paper, eagerly

demanded it of the unconscious printseller, whose
confusion redoubled Turner’s anxiety, which was only
appeased when the scrap of pajier was recovered

from a dark corner, aud carefully wrapped with the

engraving. In justice, however, to Turner, it must
be admitted, from the facts which have been re-

vealed to the public since his death, that he had a

motive—and a worthy one too—in exercising this

apparently avaricious and grasping disposition ; he
knew well that everything from his pencil, however
insignificant in character, would realize money when
he was gone

;
and he sought to accumulate it in

every way for beneficent purposes.

The illness which led to Turner’s death required

him to take a change of air; hut he dreaded e.x-

pense, though now a rich man, and he found by
chance a small lodging to let iu a little house
fronting the Thames, near Cremorne Gardens,

Chelsea. Retaining his dislike of visitors, he
never gave his name to the mistress of the house,

nor did she know it until after his death, which
happened here on the 19th of December, 1851.

On a bright winter’s day, a very short time before,

the painter was carried to the first floor window to

see the sun set with a calm glow over the Thames.
On the 30th of the same month he was buried in

the crypt of St. Paul’s Cathedral, by the side

of Sir Joshua Reynolds, whom he highly esteemed.

nOOSE IN WHICH TDRNER DIED.

and by whom he desired to find a last resting-place.

The funeral was attended by the President of the

Royal Academy, very many of its members and

associates, and a large number of others, anxious to

do honour to the memory of one, who did as much
as ever artist did, to elevate the British school

houoiirably among the nations. To no painter was

there ever given so large a power of appreciating

and portraying the beautiful in nature
;
and there

is no name in Art more widely and universally

known and reverenced.

E. W. P.\1RI10J.T.
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PERSONAL RECOLLECTIONS OF
GREAT ARTISTS.

ny E. V. Ri pr iNGi LLE.

No. 1 .—Tiiouwai.dsex.

Upon Monte Vincio, one of the seven liills of

tiie eternal city of Rome, and in the Via Silvia

or Sistina—I forget wliich—there lived that

fine old fellow and noble artist-sculptor, the

Dane, Tiiorwaldscn (date, from ’37 to ’41).

On tiic right, as you made your way towards

the Quatro Eonfcani, you observed the almost

blank wall of a very unpretending house, which
had no proper entrance, and which looked like

one of those dwellings, certainly to be found in

many parts of Italy, in which the builder had
forgotten the staircase, aud was obliged to

supply one by an after-thought. There was a

single stone step laid down, as it were, at the

bottom of the wall, and projecting into the

street
; and surmounting this was a kind of

plain back-door, which usually stood open, and
looked as if it were intended as a guide to

strangers that paid their respects on a Sunday
morning, as the practice then was, to the

dwelling of the great sculptor, to sec his

private collection of modern pictures and him-

self. Upon this flight of steep and narrow
steps presenting itself, you crept up, at the

peril of falling back into the street
j and

having reached the upper step (no landing-

place), made your presence known by knocking
at a door with your stick or your knuckles, or

in the best way you coulcf. After a little

delay, the door was opened, and a large man
stood before it. To him you gave your card
or your name, and a large warm baud was
immediately lieJd out to you, and a low, soft,

and musical voice invited you to enter. It is

impossible for you to be mistaken—it is the
great sculptor himself. The room is filled

with well-dressed people, speaking all languages.

You arc accompanica for a minute or two by
the master of the place, and perhaps asked
bow long you have been at Rome, how long
you intend to stay, and also told that this is

Ills private collection, and that the studio of

his own work is in the Piazza Barbeviui; he
then tells you to look about you, and joins his

company. Your reception is warm aud cordial

in the highest degree, and you arc a very
extraordinary mortal if it does not make a
lasting impression, or if for the next half hour
you can see anythmg but the great sculptor

himself. He mixes, and talks, aud laughs, in

the admiring crowd with the natural ease and
simplicity of a schoolboy. The deep tone of
his voice sustains, like the diapason of an
organ, the harmony of all the tongues iii

motion, swelling and falling as he approaches
or recedes from you. I have really sometimes
felt a musical delight in the cadences thus sus-

tained, especially when mixed with the sweet
voices of certaiu Eimlish females, making up
the choir, and whicii contrast strongly with
those of tlie natives. But now he comes this

way. V'hat a splendidly developed head, with
its mass of grey, or rather white, hair, which,
like the mane of a lion, first lifts itself, and
then falls in loose and shaggy negligence ! That
large area of face, fresh and healthy, with its

light blue aud bright eyes beaming with intel-

ligence and good nature
; and how well sup-

ported is this rich capital by the ample column
upon wliich it rests ! What a happy combina-
tion ! How necessary—how well fitted to
each other as a composition ! What breadtli,

what firmness, what consistency ! Such a form
and character seems lit to ’deal with the
pyramids and with the gigantic Mcranons of
the desert and the plains of endless extent.
What a singular mixture of dignity and good

nature ! But there is a knock at the door.

A visitor presents himself: it is an old friend,

and a countryman. The greeting is truly

beautiful and hearty in the extreme. Both
hands arc held out to tlie stranger, and a long
low “Ay-ay-ay!” is met with a burst of lan-

guage strange to the ordinary ear. ’Tis not
alone delightful to be the friend of the sculptor,

but of such a man as Thorwaldsen.
It would be folly to attempt to describe the

pictures—it is difficult to see them, or any-
thing but their owner, in the loose gray wort-
iug-coat he wears, buttoned up to the throat
and coming down low over, neither trousers

nor pantaloons, but a pair of long cotton
drawers, socks, and slippers. This is his

weekly levee—his home suit—his working-
costume, and yet arouud him here are some of

the first people of many countries. In the

small roonr next to liis bed-room there is a
portrait of him by Horace Veruet wortliy of

the fame of both great artists
;
and there is

also a large slab of slate, upon which is the
chalked outline of a figure in bas-relief, and on
an old chair a lump of modelling clay, with
sticks, &c. But we are now in the bedroom

—

large, airy, aud untidy, of course. Shoes and
clothes are scattered about, and on a chair by
the bedside lies a blue or a black coat, under
the lappel of which glitters a bright star, with
the ribbon of some order. It is not left here
for effect. We come into the room to see

many pretty pictures which tlie better apart-

ments will not contain,—and this is left in our
way, like other tilings. Everywhere the good
taste which selects, and friendly feeling which
makes the great sculptor the possessor of so

many clever works of Art, are apparent. Here
are many of the best, and as many of the earlier

aud inferior productions of the artists living

with and around him got together. To the
knowing in such matters they suggest the
cheering and probable fact that there is an
enjoyment connected with them utterly un-
known to the common collector, whose vulgar
gratification is gain, or the consoling fact of

knowing that he has hung up as mauy guineas
upon his walls as he has taken out of his

pocket. I have good reasons to know that tlie

great sculptor prided himself in helping many
a deserving brother in Art as much as in the
possession of a valuable picture. But there is

an odour of soup, and the visitors are going.

At one of those splendid soirees given during
the winters at Rome by the Due di Torlonia,

and at which all the Mite and ordinary of all

nations are found, I had first the delight of
meeting Thorwaldsen. Gibson, the sculptor,

with his usual honhommie, was so kind as to

introduce me, and, as I was then green in

Italian, to translate between us. From the
truly great an amiable reception is certain, and
of course I met with one. To the question of
how long I thought of staying at Rome my
reply was received with a hearty laugh from
tlie great sculptor. The idea of “ a year or
two” appeared greatly to amuse him, and with
much glee lie remarked, “ I said the same fifty

years ago;” and then, turning to Gibson, “here
is another of the run-aways.” Some of tlie

works of Thorwaldsen which 1 first saw in

St. Peter’s rather disappointed me. There is

too much of the conventional iu them, and
when an attempt is made to get out of that,

too little selection is made in common nature.

Iu the monument of one of the popes, by Thor-
waldsen, the allegorical figures of Faith, Reli-

gion, &c., are liltle else than direct portraits

of the ordinary Roman woman, with her pecu-
liar squat form, and short stout column of neck.
It will not be imperiinent to observe that in no
place in the world has Art availed itself less of
the ideal so abundantly furnished by Greek and
classic forms than iu Rome. Look into any
of the works of the last forty years, or of

modem Art in Rome, and you will not be able
j

to detect a single example, or the slightest
'

proof that Art has not begun where you find
j

it, or that any antique or medifcval Art has
preceded it. A class of artists unknown in this

1

country—mere copyists—exists at Rome, yet '

the fine examples of the Vatican, the l)oria,

the Farnese, &c., have no imitators. Conven-
tionalism embraces the lifeless, the vapid, and
the commonplace

; and imitation extends onlv
to the vulgar of every-day life. So strongly
tinctured with this are the artists of Rome, that

!

all who notice or can understand such things
must remember that the excellent president of
tlie Royal Academy, upon his return to Eng-
land, gave to all his females this Roman-woman
form and character, evidently without per-

ceiving the peculiarity he conferred.

_

It may readily be imagined I lost but little

time in visiting the studio in the Piazza Bar-
'

beriui, where the bas-reliefs and the recent
|

great works of Thorwaldsen —“ Christ and his

Apostles,” and “ St. John Preacliing,” &c.,

were to be seen. At one o’clock all the work- i

men of the studios were absent at the traiorias
j—one of Gibson’s has often amused me and

others at the Lepri, when he came for his

dinner, by taking off his coat, sitting down '

with his hat on, aud by using a fan which he
carried in his nocket to cool himself. This

'

was the agreeable hour for going to enjoy the
|

works of the great sculptor. I had frequently

been, and had the pleasure of exchanging a few
words with him. He was always free to com-
municate, aud language was for a time my only
difficulty. This wore away, aud my admiration
increased—light broke in upon me in the study
I was pursuing as to the genus loco. Fault-
finding and laudation arc the common resorts

of vulgar criticism, while refinement in taste

not only takes broader views of results, but
loves to trace the course which the mind of
the operator has pursued, to mark the obstruc-
tions at which it has hesitated, lingered, or
been subdued, or diverted, or where it gained
new strength, light, and advancement. It is

true that this can only be done on a large and
long-continued scries of efforts, and of works

;

but here they were, and the study became the
more profound and interesting.

j

Some years had now passed
;
I was about to

leave Rome, much to my sorrow aud lasting re-

gret, aud the noble old fellow,whom I now spoke
to freely, and regarded with sincere affection, I

think,was then on the point of leaving for Copen-
hagen, to receive the honours lavished, not upon
him, but reflected back upon his country and his

countrymen. I think it must have been almost
the last time I saw him. I had crept quietly
into his studio, during the glorious heat of
mezzo giorno, and was seated on a scat 1 had
placed in a convenient light for examining the
last and greatest effort of the genius of Thor-
waldsen—his “ St. John Preaching.” It con-
sists of a rank of perhaps twenty figures, larger
than life, and given that kind of arrangement
that fits them for the space offered by the
tympanum of a pediment. This large studio,

fillea with casts and unfinished works, was
divided into several compartments, by means
of cloths or canvases suspended and stretched
from wall to wall. The stillness of the place
was perfectly undisturbed, and I sat quietly

musing after a long examination, and deeply
buried in niy own thoughts and reflections.

The bas-reliefs had wearied me, the monotony
of surface, and the eternal legs, heads, and
tails of the horses, and the men holding bridles,

making a display of casqued heads, shoulders,

bodies, aud arms, all well drawn and executed,

but of these I had enough. Both subject and
style were properly stilled

;
the right cut of

face, the right display of muscle, with swords
and spears to match, true fighting-men, no
doubt, and bent upon doing great things In

2 r



some way or other, but not knowing what
they looked, with very unmeaning faces ; one
glimmer of intelligence, one spark of character,
would have been worth a whole army of such
perfect and correct automata

;
and I felt how

liappy the_ world was in its diversified ugliness,
and how insipid it would be were its beauty
as perfect and unobjectionable as sculptured
marble makes it. Here was a bust of tlie

fine head of Byron—I could not look at it,

it was so like other fine heads. A statue of
that marvellous man, Napoleon I., whose per-

sonal character, cast in the glass of an Eau de
Cologne bottle, or in tlie worn-out mould of
a wandering fomatore, and mounted upon a
board with any of the monstrosities in the
world of forms, yon can never mistake

;
yet

here it was missed altogether, a fine work of
Art, no doubt, but of Art producing nothing but
itself. All these and many more bad been
seized, passed, and were sinking into utter

obscurity before the glories of the “ St. John
Preaching.” I was asking myself how a mind,
which had received such just, true, and perfect

impression, could also fail in tasks of appa-
rently far less difficulty. Delusion I knew to be
the grand source of human error, and neither
ineompetenej nor obstinacy

;
but with the truth

starin" yon in the face, and vociferating in your
ear, challenging your attention, and insisting

upon being attcndled to, how was this possible ?

In what way could the votary of truth be so
beguiled ? Inexplicable ! A light touch upon
the shoulder made me start; and at the same
moment the low and pleasant musical laugh of
the sculptor was Iieard. “So,” he said, "I
have found you again listening to the Preacher.
Ebbene? What docs he say to-day?” “More,”
I replied, “ than ever

; he has something to say
every time I see him.” The great man smiled.

But have you been round ?” he said. “ Many
times,” I replied;—“but I always come back
again to my old place, and feel no disposition now
to go to any other. Should I come a hundred
times, the Preacher would be the first and last

object of my admiration. Believe me, I am
deeply'touched, delighted, and instructed.”—“I
am glad,” he said, with rather a subdued
change of manner. “I too have learnt some-
thing in the prosecution of that work.” I
looked inquiringly at him. With ratlicr more
of earnestness, he continued—“If I am right
here, I have been wrong everywhere else

;

indeed, I am sure we are all wrong. The
universal is often no more than the prevailing
commonplace; the ideal no more than the
idolatrous or the conventional for the time
being. I came to Rome to study Bernini.
Canova, Gibson, and many others did the
same

; and, whatever others may have done, I
feel, if my present knowledge ha^ come earlier,

I might have spared half the labour of my life.”

I ventured to remark that the efforts of
few lives had led to such grand results.

I also observed that Gibson had told me he
meant to found himself upon Bernini, but was
lucky enough to discover his mistake, and that
it appeared to me Canova must have done the
same, as his fame certainly rested upon his
total rejection of all Bernini had conceived and
done. “That is true,” he remarked; “but
mauy, under this delusion, have plunged them-
selves into inextricable darkness.” Still he
said he regarded the ideal as the “grand inga-
natore” (tlic great cheat) of Art. Tliat misled
by the ideal, he liimself had left nature to
follow at any distance behind, and thouglit he
was advancing because he went before her.

"I am now sure,” he continued, “that an
artist must walk with nature as his companion;
and where the ideal professes to be his guide,
he must take care she does not lead him
astray.” After a slight pause he asked,—“In
what work would you say there is the largest
quantity of the purely natural ?”—“ Certainly,”

I replied, “in this of St. John preaching.”
“ No,” he replied, “you mistake me

;
I do not

refer to my own works, but to one of the highest
of antiquity.” I observed I should fear to
venture an opinion. “I will tell you,” he
said; “there is more true nature in the Apollo
Belyidere than in any other single work of
ancient or modern Art.”—“I am d^elighted,” I
said, “ to have your opinion, but I fear my
knowledge of the subject does not extend far

enough honestly to accord in your judgment.”
“ There is a general error in estimating the
excellence of this statue, as well as others
which are said to be formed on the ideal of
Art : it is not the ideal, properly speaking, nor
the universal and the general, which constitute

excellence
;
had it been made up merely of

selections and parts from what is properly re-

garded as the general and the universal, it

would have been insipid, and even common-
place, and not what it is, the most beautiful
statue of the world : it is in the selection of
the peculiar, and not of the general, that its

matchless and perfect character is made up
capisce”—‘‘ Really,” I replied," this is a beauti-

ful and nice distinction, and I feel the full force

of wliat you have said. It is clearly in the
perfection of its character that its superiority
exists. But I remember,” I said, “ Cicero
somewhere remarks, that what we call/om the
Greeks call character’'—" That is true,” lie re-

plied, “ except that character is the soul of
form.”—“Then,” I continued to observe, “all
the beauty in the world combined in one speci-

men could not confer character.”—“ Certainly
not,” he said, “ unless that beauty could be made
transcendental as to create the novelty or
peculiarity wliich is the essence of character.”

—

“ I shall tliink long and deeply over this con-
versation.”—“There is muen,” he said, “for
the genuine artist fo reflect upon, and of a
kind, too, which can only be supplied by the
genius of Art itself ; but the knowledge wanted
often arrives too late to be put into practice.”

“As regards the Apollo,” I ventured to remark,
“that marvellous statue is, to my conception,
but an abstraction of the thing it represents.”
“That is true,” he said; “it is the essence of
the thing it represents, and is a proof that it

is not mere form which makes it what it is

—

there is a something which clearly goes beyond,
and is superior to it. Form is the resort of the
feeble in Art, is easily obtained, and often
mechanically.”—“But,” I again observed, “an
abstraction is but an apotheosis to the thing
rather tlian a representation of it

;
this makes

sculpture a more perfectly imitative art than
painting.”—“ And it is so,” he answered, smil-

ing. My look of surprise spoke for me, and
he continued,—“ You regard painting'as a supe-
rior and more perfect art than that by which
imitations are rendered, as in wax-work
figures ?”—“ Certainly,” I said. “But the imi-

tation is far less complete in your art than in

that of Redi ;* but the imitation here is the
imitation of the inferior in the thing repre-

sented; now it is in the imitation of the high
and the highest upon which the excellence of
the other arts is founded.”—“ I perceive clearlv

what you mean.”—“ No douot the embodi-
ment of action is superior to that of form, and
the embodiment of form is most perfect when
it comprises character.” After a pause I
asked, “ Does it not speak highly for the popo-
laccio of Athens, the mobs of the Agora, for

their taste or natural acumen, that they could
be presented with, and made to enjoy and
appreciate, such an abstraction as the Apollo

—

a bowman without his bow and arrows, and
representing nothing but the action of dis-

cliargiug an arrow ? “ Da vero, da vero,” he
rejoinea quickly, “that question has rarely

been replied to, because,” he continued,
smiling, ‘‘it has rarely indeed been asked.”
Our gossip ended suddenly, and, I am sorry
to say, never was renewed.

THE EXHIBITION

THE ROYAL SCOTTISH ACADEMY".

• The anatomical imitations of Redi are some of the
most exquisite works of the kind known to the world

;
the

principal are in a museum at Florence. For truth and
identity in appearance there is perhaps nothing to com-
pete with them

;
tlie most slavish Pre-Raphaelite niggle

sinks into Insignificance by comparison.
°

The thirty-third exhibition of this academy was
opened in the beginning of February, and, as usual,

it contains a considerable number of pictures highly
creditable to the artists of Scotland. These cannot
with propriety be gone over at great length, nor
looked at critically in their details, but the more
salient points of this northern exhibition form part
of those standards by which national progress iu

Art is to be tested
;
and confining our remarks to

this aspect of the exhibition, our critical duty shall

be discharged as briefly as possible, especially as

there are no new works of much general importance
exhibited. Perhaps an exception ought to be made
to this general statement, not so much for what the
drawing is, as for what it is not. Ruskin has entered
the lists as an exhibitor, and it is interesting to see

how the eloquent writer agrees with the more
humble exliibitor. We arc not of those who would
insist that he “who drives fat oxen should himself
be fat,” nor should we think of anything so absurd
as confounding the faculty of criticism with the
power of painting; hut it may reasonably be expected
that those who constitute themselves tribunes of
Art, who pronounce dogmatically upon artistic prin-
ciples, and who assume to be not only teachers of the
unlearned multitude, but teachers of our most ac-

complished artists,— it may be reasonably expected,
when such put their theories iu practice, aud ven-
ture to come before the public as painters, that the
works they produce shall at least be consistent with
the opinions they propound. It is not meant that
the amateur shall have acquired the technical know-
ledge, or be able to display the manipulative dex-
terity of the professional artist,—these, as a general
rule, are only to be acquired through long practice,

as well as hard study; but if a teacher insisted

that grey was the only colour to be used for a
given purpose, if he denounced all who did not use
the peculiar tone of grey he fancied, and if, when he
began to paint, he used red instead of grey, his

pupil would not be likely to acquire more implicit
faith in his prelections. Mr. Ruskin, by the exhi-
bition of this drawing, puts himself very much in the
position of such a teacher. It would be useless to

give extracts from his writings to support the state-

ment that in true Art nature and its literal imitation
is everything, and the conventional rules of schools
less or worse than nothing, because other passages
could with equal facility be found teaching almost
the opposite opinion

; but, taking his opinions
upon the merits of naturalism, as these have been
understood by the public, and influenced the Pre-
Raphaelites, we venture to assert that this sketch is

not only contrary to, but inconsistent with those
teachings about the literal imitation of nature being
the perfection of Art, wherewith Mr. Ruskin has so

long been endeavouring to enlighten the world, and
especially the British public. The difference between
pictorial and ornamental art has long been recog-
nised, and is well understood, although ittalces more
space to describe than can be afforded iu the general
notice of an exhibition

;
but both in form, composi-

tion, and colour, that difference is essential and well
marked ; and what we maintain is this, that Mr.
Ruskin’s drawing, although professing to be a
literal copy of nature, and, therefore, belonging to

pictorial art, has nevertheless, either through ignor-
ance, or intention, been produced for effect by those
unreal combinations in colour which, are only per-
missible in the style known as ornamental, and which
are not permissible at all by one whose mission
is the restoration of pictorial art to the unaided
literalism of nature. Like many of Mr. Ruskiu’s
sentences, these peach-blossoms arc beautiful, but
they also arc not absolutely true; and, in both,

brilliant colour is made to supply the lack of
verity or knowledge. The deep ultramarine sky.
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the white blossoms touched with Inhe, a rich brown

stem with grey light on the one side, and re-

flected lights enriched with lake, and leaves touched

with emerald green, form, as may easily be supposed,

a pretty combination of the most brilliant colours

and contrasts
;
but how a sky of intense blue would

produce lake reflected lights, even on a brown stalk

of pcaeh-hlossom, is upon Ihc literal theory not yet

made plain by Mr. Iluskiu. In truth, knowingly or

or unknowingly, he has followed the practice of

AValtcan, rather than adhered to nature, in the

painting of these blossoms. The prince of French

ornamentalists laid all his sliadows in with a brown

lake, and to this is attributable much of that rich-

ness and harmony which arc the chief features

of his style. But for lluskin to set forth the con-

ventional craft of Watteau as his own nmuixed

study of nature, was cither to draw deeply on public

gullibility, or to exhibit his own want of practical

knowledge in the most elementary attributes of

colour. We have dwelt longer ou this pretty, but

trifling, sketch than is at all consistent with its real

importaucc; but as a straw indicates the direction of

the current, so this sketch, trilling as it is, shows

that however conventionalism and the rules of Art are

ridiculed when adopted by others, Mr. Raskin does

not despise taking advantage of the most intense

conventionalities known, even in ornamental art,

when more brilliant elTccls in paiut can he ob-

tained, than can be secured through that steadfast

reliance on nature which he has so magnified in books,

intended for the guidance and enlighteiiinenf of others.

The exhibition embraces many pictures of more

or leas merit, such as ‘The Escape,’ by Millais,

‘ The Thunder-Cloud,’ by Cooke, the ‘ Eve of St.

Agnes,’ by Hunt, and others, which have in former

years been noticed in these columns in connection

with one or other of the London exhibitions. It

also contains the ‘Dr. Guthrie Preaching,’ exhibited

last year in the Royal Academy by Mr. George

Harvey, and ‘The Massacre at Cawnpore,’ and

‘The Bloody Trystc,’ exhibited by Mr. Noel Paton.

Both the Preaching and the Massacre have been

considerably altered—the former in effect, and

the other in intention—yet it is unnecessary to

say more than that both Harvey’s picture and

Patou’s have been bettered by the change. There

has been some disappointment felt and expressed

that the fine aeries of six pictures painted by llarvey

for the Royal Association are not exhibited; but

these pictures will make an exhibition of them-

selves. - The subject is Burns’s celebrated song of

“Auld laiig sync;” and it is sufficient to say, to

secure for them a hearty welcome from Scotch-

men, in whatever part of the world they may be

located, that the pictures sustain the sentiment of

that world-wide song. The Royal Association for

the Promotion of the Fine Arts in Scotland ought,

with such a series of prints, to add very largely to

the subscription list, because no man has shoivn

himself so thoroughly a national painter as Harvey.

Noel Paton exhibits several other subjects besides

those seen in London last season—drawings, sculp-

tures, and pictures; and while all bear the strong

impress of his elegant fancy, it would be mere idle

adulatiou to say that the genius displayed iu any is

likely to add to his previously affirmed repulalion,

if ‘Barthram’s Dirge’ (No. 613) be excepted, which

shows an advance iu colour far beyond what the

most sanguine of Mr. Baton’s admirers could have

anticipated. Could this artist but reproduce the

strength and quality of colour obtained in this

sketch throughout his larger works, the celebrity he

has attained would be but the first-fruits of that

which he might speedily achieve. This ‘ Barthram’s

Dirge,’ by Paton, stands its ground iu colour against

Holman Hunt’s ‘Eve of St. Agnes,’ which bangs

beside it
;
and, for Patou’s pictures hitherto, such a

test would have proved more severe than agreeable.

Sir John Watson Gordon appears to be reserving

his strength for the Royal Academy, because, al-

though bis portrait of William Chambers (painted

for the Hall and Reading-room at Peebles, which

that gentleman has so generously built for his native

townsmen) is a good likeness and a creditable pic-

ture, there is nothing in it as a specimen of Art to

attract more than ordinary attention. The same is

at least equally true of Lord Dalhousic, the Duke of

Argyle, and the otlicr portraits exhibited this year

iu Edinburgh by the venerable president. Colvin

Smith, however, appears in greater strength than

he has done for many years past, two of his half

lengths displaying a clearness of colour combined

with that firm hold of a likeness which this artist

never fails to get—a combination of qualities which

offer an additional guarantee for the contiuued

success of the Scotch school in portraiture. There

is also a very fine full-length portrait of the Mayor
of Liverpool, by John Robertson, clearer in the

lights and more transparent in the shadows
;

in a

word, less leathery in tone than many of the earlier

portraits by this artist, and it displays altogether a

considerable advance in professional excellence. Mr.

Graham Gilbert has some lieads fine in colour; and

there is a portrait of David Roberts, R.A., painted

some twenty years since, by R. S. Lauder, whicli is

very beautiful; but among the younger artists there

is nothing in portraiture to mark either much pro-

gress or much promise—a fact all the more remark-

able, that iu figiue paiuting both are conspicuously

visible in the works of several of the coming men.

Iu female portraiture, Francis Grant, R.A., exhibits

the most important work in the rooms— a full-length

of Mrs. ilarkham, exquisite for the lady-likc feeling

thrown over the principal parts of the figure. But

there is more than a tendency to the old difiiculty

often so conspicuous in the works of Lawrence, and

iu the full-lengths of all the portrait-painters between

liim and Sir Josbua Reynolds, with the single ex-

ception of Raeburu—viz., the difficulty of getting

ladies and gentlemen to stand on their feel rather

than on their tiptoes. It is quite true that many
women, when they aspire to appear elegant, step

on their tiptoes, or nearly so, rather than walk on
their feet

;
but it betokens more a lady’s-maid than a

lady’s gentility; and nothing adds more to the

dignity of cither a lady or gentleman, whether in

society or on the canvas, than a firm step, accom-

panied with easy action. The snowy landscape

background of this portrait is also well intended,

but bears evidence of that haste from which nearly

all the general portraits of our most popular artists

suffer more or less, although it is but justice to say

that Mr. Grant sins less in this direction than many
of the greatest men who have gone before him. In

female portraiture, one of the most promising heads

exhibited is a portrait of Mary, youngest daughter

of Stew'art B. Hare, Esq., of Calder Hall, by
William Crauford—a head which is not only clearly

but cleverly painted, but which also contains the

higher qualities of genuine girlhood, combined with

true simplicity of style aud unaffected expression.

Among the landscapes there is nothing so im-

portant as to demand detailed criticism, although

there are some creditable, and a great minibcr of

very respectable, landscapes by R. S. Lauder, E. T.

Crauford, Hill, Houston, Macculloch, Bough, A.

Fraser, aud others, too numerous even to name.

Indeed, Scottish Art—so far as the older artists

represent it—is running entirely into landscape,

except among those who devote themselves to por-

traiture. There may be many causes for this

change which has come over the spirit of those

who were once historical painters, but the two prin-

cipal are, first, a restiveness under hard work,

combined with the necessity of getting a certain

amount of money in the easiest way possible, and,

second, a mistaken idea, but one painfully prevalent,

that landscapesare far more easilypainteil than figures.

Concerning the first reason, the matter must rest

between the painters aud the purchasers, and if the

latter arc satisfied, the evil must go on
;
but the

time will come, when public attention will be

directed to the gradual disappearance of historical

aud high Art from our annual exhibitions; and
nowhere more than in Scotland is this evil increas-

ing, although even in London its existence begins to

excite serious attention among those thoughtfully

interested in the worthy development and progress

of the British school of painting. But the second

cause—namely, the idea that landscape paiuting is

so much easier than figure subjects—is the child of

a dim-visioned delusion. It is quite true that a

third or fourth rate landscape is more easily painted

than a historical subject taking the same rank; and
it may be admitted that mediocrity is more readily

reached in landscajie than in figure subjects; but

the absolute dearth of first-class landscapes shows
that, after all, humanity is more easily rendered

than the outer world of nature. First-class land-

scapes are as rare as great historical pictures, so

that those who aspire to lasting reputation from

their works need net expect to cozen fame by leav-

ing the more laborious path for any shorter by-way.

Among the figure subjects there are some pictures
j

of great merit, not only for what they are, but for 1

what they promise. As already intimated, the
,

majority of Royal Scottish Academicians do uothing
'

for the Scottish Exhibition in this department,

while cijual abstinence in others would at least

detract nothing from the reputation of the Scottish i

school. But a few pictures by artists resident iu
|

England or elsewhere help to make up the want
;

'

and chief among them is .Johu Phillip, A.R.A., who
sends his ‘Evil Eye,’ one of the main attractions,

ill which is a very clever portrait of himself sketch-

ing by a side glance the interior of a Spanish

gipsey’s tent. This picture is not so black iu its

shadows as Mr. Philip’s sometimes gets, and is, as a

whole, a very good specimen of his style and powers.

The greatest—we might say almost the only—effort

in historic Art, is Jlontrose, driven to Execution,

by James Drummond, R.S.A. The aim of this pic-

ture is high; and even comparative failure on such

a work is more creditable than success in a dozen

of subjects not worth the painting; but although

there is much excellence and a praiseworthy amount
of historic trntli, every figure being a lesson on
costume, yet the principal figure is deficient in

dignity, and the subject altogether looks as if beyond

the grasp of the artist. ‘ The Porteous Mob,’ by
the same painter, exhil)itcd some years since, was
within his circle, and therefore it was an excel-

lent, although by no means a perfect picture
;
hut

Mr. Drummond will require to rise on more power-

ful wings before he can be equally successful with

that higher range of historical incident of which the

Montrose tragedy forms one. There is a large but

not very attractive picture by J. Archer, and an-

other—more Pre-Raphaelite, and in this exhibition

one of the expiring embers of that fallacy which has

gone out like the crackling of thorns under a pot

—

the second better iu reality, although not so much
of a picture as the first. There is also a frost setne

by Lees, wonderfully like several which have preceded

it from the same pencil
;
and there arc some Irish

subjects by E. Nicol, which liave all been seen

before in one form or another, although they always

provoke laughter, however often they are looked at

;

and some smaller or less important specimens from
j

dozens of other artists, more interesting to local

than to general readers; but the vast stride made
by John Faed in colour, as displayed principally in

the ‘ Bedouin exchanging a Young Slave for Armour,’

is a pleasing fact of more than local importance.

There are some freely painted heads in a small his-

torical picture by the [|same artist
;

and he has

endeavoured to embody the heart-vexed Job and his

heartless comforters
;
but this is the least successful

effort of the painter, and not to be compared as a

work of Art with the ‘ Bedouin,’ already mentioned.

There are some pictures of importance to all

interested in Art, the productions of young men
on whom the burden of supporting the reputation

of the Scotch school is dready resting. These
youths have all recently been, and some of them
still are, students at the Royal Institution

;
aud

while their works do honour to their iustructors,

it may be hoped that, under the new regime of Art-

teaching in Edinburgh, the fruits of the future may
equal those of the present and the past. First

among these youths, Hugh Cameron may be placed
;

his picture of ‘ Going to Hay’—two country girls

going to the hay-field, and singing as they go

—

being one of tbe best specimens of colour and legi-

timate ai'tistic finish which has been exhibited iu

Edinburgh for years
;

aud there were very few

pictures exhibited last year in London superior to

this ‘ Going to Hay,’ in the two qualities named.

The tone and texture, and simplicity of style '

achieved, is a high standard from which to make
another start, aud uothing but intense study and i

hard work will keep Mr. Cameron up to the point

he has already reached. In such a case, not to

go forward is to go back ;
because a portion of

'

that strength which has been concentrated upon

colour will require to be devoted to the composi-

tion of more mind-wearing subjects, if a high

reputation is to be attained
;
and then comes the

rock ahead—that ou which so many young men
of highest promise have made shipwreck of their

professional prospects—viz., the need for increased

application, which can alone compensate for the
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diffusion of mental power over the many necessary

requisites of great pictures. Another of these young
men is John Euvr— his brother does not ex-

hibit this season—and his ‘New Frock/ although

not so perfect, in any quality, has many points

of excellence combiued with some serious de-

fects. In character, and the power of rendering
the children of common life as they are, these

brothers Burr have already secured high local

estimation, and most justly, because upon these
i phases of their art most laudable elforts are

;
bestowed; but in this ‘New Frock’ there is in

1
some parts a carelessness of drawing, and a want

1

of appreciation of womanly beauty, which mar what
would otherwise have been a very high class picture.

' As it is, it is simply a good picture, with many high

J

class passages interspersed—the worse ones being

so clearly the result of inattention as to make the

1 mixing up of such excellence and ungainliness far

!
from creditable to tlie artist. Peter Graham,
another of these lads, aspires to higher efforts, and,

1

in ‘ An Incident in the Times of the Covenanters/

veutures on that mine of Scottish story which
1 Harvey has so successfully worked. 'With many

well-expressed ideas, Mr. Graham has also much
1 to acquire before he can become victor in so high

a field; but his ‘Incident’ is creditable, and not
without promise. M'Taggart is another yonng
mau whose pictures arc well calculated to inspire

hope, although that should not altogether he uuraixed
with fear, because there is one tendency shown in

nearly all the works of this young artist, which
must be checked and overcome. There is nothing
more delightful or generally more diilicult to achieve
than harmony and tone, and. therefore, it is not
unnatural that the minds of young artists should be
devoted to overcome the diniculty. But they must
remember that a false tone may be got so perfect as

to become insipidity, and that there is more hope
in vigorous rawness than in sickly harmony of
colour. We cannot go into that subject at present,
but nature knows nothing of subjects painted on a

key, and no Art can be true which even proximately
violates the princip/es of nature. The last of these
young men which we shall name, is Pettie—a mere

!
youth, but one who already paints with a
dexterity, and thinks with a vigour, far beyond his

years. These all belong to a class of students
which, if the public and associations spoil them not,

j

will mark au era in the history of Art iu Scotland.
First among the specimens of sculpture stands

1

Mr.Calder Marshall’s magnificent figure of ‘Ophelia,’
' well koowD both in London, and from being one of
. the gems of the Manchester exhibition

;
and next to

it must be placed a colossal bust of that myth, ‘The
Norse Sea-king,’ by a young man, another of the
class of young students, John Hutchinson, who
exhibits, we believe, for the first time, and who has,

therefore, taken the northern artistic public by-

storm with his successful del/nL The head wants
some of those characteristics such as the heavy under
jaw, usually associated with such personages, and
which seem necessary to give the full idea of animal
strength

;
hut even with such defects, this head is a

conception sufficient to secure for its author more
than a respectable place atnongimaginalive sculptors.
The colossal bust of ‘Her Majesty the Queen,’ hv
John Steel, is already well known; and the busts by
Brodie and others are many of them respectable,

but require no separate notice. Among the water-
colour drawings there ai-e specimens bv Kenneth
Macleay, Mrs. Blackburn, G. M. Grei’g, Ferrier,
W. Miller, and others, creditable to the" respective
artists

;
and some clever architectural designs hv

David Bryce, Bind, and jMatheson, the latter exhf-
biting the plans of the new Post-oflice for Edin-
burgh, which have been approved both by govern-
ment and the city corporation. Two verv clever
sea-pieces, by Yallance, and some landscapes, hv
Craiistoun, Mc^Vhirtcr, and Charles E. Johnston,
should have been noticed. Many have been left

unnoticed although marked for criticism
;

yet
with the pictures already named, and others, some

1

of them by London artists, the Exhibition is this

year fully as interesting, and certainly more en-
couraging, than it has been for some years past.

We believe the rules of the Scottish Academy do
not prohibit the exhibition of works that have been
hung in other galleries : why then do not the

. Scottish artists send more often to London? where

j

they would be welcomed.

THE KOYAL PICTIJEES.

V I E T R I.

C. StaiifieUt, R.A., Painter. XV. Miller, E?igraVer.
Size of Ilie Picture, 2 ft. 8 in. by 1 ft. lOj in.

Numerous as are the picturesque scenes which
invite the artist to lioger on the coasts of Southern
Italy, he will find none more inviting than those

which abound in the Gulfs of Naples and Salerno.

The w’hole line of sea-girt land extending from
Pozzuoli on the north to Salerno on the south

would supply landscape subjects sufficient in uumber
to fill a large picture gallery, and beautiful enough,

if treated as they deserve to he, to win the admira-

tion of all who might chance to see them. This

region is the sketching-ground of many of our

painters, as it was of some of the old Italian artists.

The pod Rogers alludes to its loveliness, and asso-

ciates one particular locality situated therein, Amalfi,

with the name of Salvator Rosa ;

—

“ There would 1 linger—then go forth again,
And hover round that region unexplored,
Where to Sai.vator (when, as some relate,

Hy chance or choice he led a bandit's life,

Yet oft withdrew, alone and unobserved,
To wander through tliose awfol solitudes),

Nature revealed herself. Unveil'd she stood.
In all her wildness, all her majesty,
As in that eider time, ere Man was made.”

Vietii lies at a short distance only from Amalfi,

which at one period of its history—namely, iu the

twelfth century, when it was pillaged by the Pisans

—contained a population of 50,000 inhabitants, aud
was a city of vast commercial importance :

—

“The time has been
When on the ejuays along the Syrian coast
'Twas asked, and eagerly, at break of ilawn,
‘ What ships are from Amalfi ?

' when her coins,
.'tilvev and gold, circled from clime to clime

;

From Ale.vandria southward to Sennaar,
And eastward through Damascus and Cabul,
And Samarcand, to the great wall, Cathay.

"

It has not been our good fortune to visit Tietri,

but we find it described in that excellent tourist’s

companion, Murray’s Jlamlhooh of Sonlhem Italy,

as “a small but delightful watering-place, of about

3,000 souls, beautifully situated at the extremity of

a savage gorge, called the Val Arsiccia, iu the

northern angle of the Gulf of Salerno.” Mr. Stan-

field’s picture shows but a small ])ortion of the town,

that which is immediately situated on the shore, from

a point where the view is taken. The sea here

assumes tlie form of a bay, the farther end of which
is enclosed by precipitous rocks, terminating with

hills, not very lofty, but gently sloping towards the

beach. The principal object in the picture are the

remains of an ancient tower, on the summit of which
some buildings of a comparatively modern date have

been erected, as a kind of dwelling-house. Stretch-

ing onward from this, and to its right, the various

edifices are seen grouped in a most picturesque

manner, almost as if intended to invite the pencil of

the artist. Drawn up on the beach, underneath the

tower, are a few fishing boats—all that now remain

of the vast commercial navy tliat used to float on
the waters of this and the adjacent ports ; and in

the foreground a few of the fishing population are

occiij)ied with their work.

Interesting as is the subject pictorially, Mr. Stan-

field has given to it additional value by bis skilful

and able treatment : the sky is especially worthy of

notice, from the elegant forais which the clouds

assume, and their light, feathery, and floating

appearance
;

their reflections in the water render

the blue surface of the latter very transparent. In
colour the picture is bright and very harmonious,

with au entire absence of that “ chalkiness,” which
is seen iu some of this artist’s works. We feel

it would be an act of injustice to Mr. Miller,

the engraver of (his charming picture, were we
to pass by, without notice, the admirable manner in

which he has performed his task. The engraving

is one of remarkable delicacy and finish, especially

in the clouds, and the sands in the foreground
; the

texture of the latter is wonderfully preserved, soft,

damp, and glittering in the sunbeams. We believe

that the print of Vietri will be regarded as one of

the best landscape engravings that has appeared in

this aeries.

The picture is in the collection at Osborne.

AET IH COHTIKENTAL STATES.

Paris.—

T

he number of Art-works received at
the Salon for this year already exceeds 4500, about
2000 more are expected—an extension of lime for
their reception having been grunted.—We are here
looking forward with hope to the invitation given
to the English school.—The proposed exhibition of
.Ary Scheffer’s works seems at pre.«ent to meet with
difficulties not easily surmounted.—A fine pano-
ramic building has been erected in the Champs
JEli/sees, where Colonel L’Anglois is now c.xecuting
a picture of “The Taking of the ilaliikoff.”—The
commune of Vaucouleurs has voted 10,000 francs for a
statue of Joan of Arc.—A petilion,the object of which
is to prevent the reproduction of engravings by jiho-
tography, is about to be presented to the Emperor,
who will have some difficulty, it may be presumed,
to prevent these piracies.—if. A. Martiny has re-
ceived a commission to execute a plate from the
picture of “ The Nativity of the Virgin,” bv Murillo,
lately purchased by the Government.—Ary‘Scheffer’s
picture of “Christus Consolator,” which was en-
graved in the Ari-Journal several years ago, and
which belonged to the late Duchess of Orleans, Wiis
recently sold for the sura of £2400 to M. Fodor,
a well-known Dutch collector.

CoLOGNB.—The society existing in Cologne for
the purchase of works of Art intended to form the
nucleus of a civic picture-gallery, has just added to
the collection “Oliver Cromwell at the Bedside of
his Dying Daughter,” by Professor Julius Schrader,
of Berlin. For the years 1858, 1859, 1000 and 1500
thalers (£150 and £225) were appropriated to the
purposes of the society. The sum of £000 is fixed for
the year 1860, and the pictures which are submitted
in competition must be historical. In the first year
this was not the case, and size, as well as subject, was

:

left to the discretion of the artist.—A picture
by Zimmerman, which was in the (Jreat Munich
Exhibition, and which we marked in our catalogue
at the time on account of its excellence, representing
French troops quartered in the magnificent saloon
of a 'palace, has been bought by H. Stein-Her-
statt; and another, which we also remember return-
ing to admire in the same e.xhibition—“Peasants
Singing in a Church,” by Benjamin Vautier, of
Dusseldorf, has too been bought by Karl Stein.
Dusseldouf.—

N

o decision has yet been come to
respecting the directorship of the Academy. It is
thought that Bendermann, of Dresden, will be in-
vited to fill the vacant office, but no steps have
hitherto been taken to learn if he would be inclined
to accept it. His amiable disposition would ensure
him many friends.—Lessing, who left Dusseldorf to
accept the offers of the Grand Duke of Baden, does
not think of quitting Carlsruhe

; on the contraiy,
he is much pleased with hia position there. Those
artists, however, who lately emigrated to "Weimar
feel many a longing for the Rhine.—In December
last a New York merchant paid Dusseldorf a visit,

to take measures for carrying out a long-cherished
scheme—namely, to show, to the Americans what
German art is. lie intends, if possible, to arrange
a great exhibition of the works of German artists

;

and a hundred pictures of the Dusseldorf school have
already been obtained, and are indeed already on
board ship to be sent to their destination in the
New World. No desire of gain is mixed up with
Mr. Aufermann’s undertaking; it arose solely from
the wish to introduce into the land which has now
become his home, specimens of German mode of
thought, of German poetry, and German feeling.
Vienna.—

O

n the 7th of Februarv, the sixteen
plans which are to contend for the 'prize for the
monument to be erected in memory of Prince Charles
Schwarzenburg, were exhibited in ihe Academy of
Arts. They are still on view. The decision rests
with a committee composed of Count Thun, the
Director Ruben, and five professors of the Aca-
demy.
Munich.—

T

he Russian battle painter, Kotzebue,
who for some years has resided in Munich, has
just finished one of his large works, which he was
commissioned to paint by the emperor, representing
“Suwarrow’s Passage over the St. Gothard.” It is

placed in his atelier for the inspection of the public,
and the proceeds of the exhibition are to be given to
the Artist’s Relief Fund.— Genelli, who is about to

settle at Weimar, in accordance with the invitation
of the Grand Duke, has not yet left Munich. Be-
fore his departure bis brother artists intend to enter-
tain him.

Brussels.—M. Fraikin has just finished a piece
of sculpture which is attracting large numbers to
his studio, where it is exhibited : the subject is

Venus in a shell, unfolding her veil for a sail

;

Cupid is the steersman, and he uses his bow for the
rudder. It is one of those fanciful subjects which
Etty used to paint with so much poetical feeling
and such gorgeousness of colouring.
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IHDOOKS AMUSEMENTS
AND

OCCIIPATIO^TS OF THE LADIES
IN THE MIDDLE AGES.

BY THOMAS WKIGHT, F.S.A.

TOE Il.LCSTnATlON'S UY F. W. FAIRUOLT, F.S.l.

Equally in the feudal castle or manor, and in the

house of the substantial burgher, the female part of

tlic family spent a great part of their time in

differeut kinds of work in the chambers of the lady

of the household. Such work is Uflnded to in

mcdifcval writers, from time to time, and we find it

represented in illuminated manuscripts, but not so

frequently as some of the other domestic scenes.

In the romance of the
“ Death of Garin le Loherain,”

when Count Eromont visited the chamber of fair

Beatrice, he found her occupied in sewing a very

beautiful chahisil, or petticoat ;

—

“Vint cn 1.1 diambro h la bele Beatrix;

Ele cosoiL uu molt riche chainsil.”

Mart de Garin, p. 10.

Ill the romance of “La Violctte,” the dangbter of

the burgher, in whose house the Count Girard is

lodged, is described as being “ one day seated in her

father’s chambers working a stoic and amice in silk

and gold, very skilfully, and she made in it, with

care, many a little cross and many a star, singing

all the while a chanson-a-toile,” meaning, it is sup-

posed, a song of a grave measure, composed for the

purpose of being sung by ladies when weaving;

—

“ I. jor sist es ebambres son pore,

Une e-stole et 1. aniit pore
J>e sole et d’or molt soutilmciit,

Si i fait ontcntevemeiit
Maiiite croisete et m.aiiite cstollc,

Et dlst ceste chanchon il toiie."

Roman de La VioltUe,v. 113.

Embroidery, indeed, was a favourite occupation : a

E

Fig. 1.—EMDEOTDERV,

lady thus employed is represented in our first cut,

taken from a richly illuminated manuscript of the

fourteenth century, in the British Museum (MS.
Reg. 2 B, VII.) The ladies, too, not only made up
the cloths into dresses and articles of other kiods,

but they were extensively employed in the various

processes of making the cloth itself. Our cut (Fig. 2),

Fig. 2.-
. LADY CARDING.

taken from a manuscript of about the same period
(MS. Reg. 10 B, IV.), represents the process of
carding the wool

;
and the same manuscript furnishes

us with another cut (Fig. 3), in which a lady
appears in the employment of spinning it into

yarn.

The ladies and maidens were at times released

from these serious labours, and allowed to indulge

in lighter amusements. Their hours of recrea-

tion followed the dinner and the supper, when

they were often joined by the younger portion of

the gentlemen of (he casllc, while the older, and

more serious, remained nt the tabic, or occupied

themselves in some less playful manner. In the

romance of “La Violettc,” already quoted (p. 159),

we read of the father of a family going to sleep after

dinner. In the same romance (p. 152), the young
ladies and gentlemen of a noble household are

Fig. 3.—A LAD7 SPJNMNQ.

described as spreading themselves over the castle,

to amuse themselves, attended by minstrels with

music. From other romances we find that this

amusement consisted often io dancing, and that

the ladies sometimes saug for themselves, instead of

having minstrels. Sometimes, as described in a

former paper, they played at sedentary games, such

as chess and tablca'; or at plays of a still more
frolicsome character. These latter seem to have

been most in vogne in the evening, after supper.

The author of the “ Mcnagier de Paris,” written

about the year 1393 (tom. i. p. 71), describes the

ladies as playing, in an evening, at games named
iric, and qid fe>y ? (who struck), and imce-
meriUe, and tiers, and others. The first of these

games is mentioned about a century and a half

eailier by the trouvere Rutebcuf, and by other

raediaival writers; but all we seem to know of it is

that the players were seated, apparently on the

ground, and that one of them was furnished with a

rod or stick. We know less still of fince merille.

Quifery is evidently the game which was, at a later

period, called hot-cockles; and tiers is understood

to be the game now called bliudraan’s buff. These,

and other games, are not unfrequcntly represented

in the fanciful drawings iu the margins of raedimval

illuminated manuscripts
;
but as no names or descrip-

tions are given with these drawings, it is often very

difiicult to identify them. Our cut (Fig. 4), which

is given by Strutt, from a inauuscript in the Bodleian

Fig. 4.—THE GAME OF HOODMAN-ELIND.

Library, at O.vford, is one of several subjects repre-

seating the game of blindraau’s buff, or, as it was
formerly called iu England, hoodman-blind, because

the person blinded had the eyes covered with the

hood. It is here played by females, but, in other

illuminations, or drawings, the players are boys or

men (the latter plainly indicated by their beards).

The name hoodman-blind is not found at an earlier

period than the Elizabethan age, yet the name, from
its allusion to the costume, was evidently older. A

personage in Shakespeare (“Hamlet,” Act iii.

scene 4), asks

—

“ What devil was ’t

That thus hath cozen’d you at hoodman-hlindl "

Hot cockles seems formerly to have been a very

favourite game. One of the players was blindfolded,

and knelt down, with his face on the knee of another,

and his hand held out flat behind him
;
the other

players in turn struck him on the hand, and he was

obliged to guess at the name of the striker, who, if he

Fig. 6.—A GAME AT DOT-COCKLES.

guessed right, was compelled to take his place. A
part of the joke appears to have consisted in the hard-

ness of the blows. Our cut (Fig. 5), from the Bodleian

manuscript (which was written in 1344), is evidently

intended to represent a party of females playing at

hot-cockles, though the damsel who plays (he prin-

cipal part is not blindfolded, and she is touched on
the back, and not on the hand. Our next cut

(Fig. 6), which represents a party of shepherds and

2 G

shepherdesses engaged in the same game, is taken

from a piece of Flemish tapestry, of the fifteenth

century, which is at present to be seen in the South

Kensington Museum. Our allusions to this game
also are found in the writers of the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries. Among the
“ commendatory

verses” to the second edition of “ Gondibert,” (by

William Davenant), printed in 1653, is the following

rather curious piece of wit, which explains itself.



aud is, at iLc same time, an extremely good descrip-
tion of this game :

—

The Poet's Ilot-Cockles.

“ Thus poets, passing time away,
Like children, at hot-cockles play;
All strike by turn, and Will is strook,
(And he lies down that writes a book).
Have at thee, Will, for now 1 come,
Spread thy hand faire upon thy bomb

;

For thy much insolence, bold bard.
And little sense, I strike thus hard.
‘ W hose hand was that? ' ‘ 'Twas Jaspar Maync.'
‘ Nay, there you’re out

;
lie down again.

'

With Condibert, prepare, and all
See where the doctor comes to maul
The autlior's hand, 'twill make him rec!

;

No, Will lies still, and does not feel.
That book's so light, 'tis all one, whether
You strike with that or with a feather.
But room for one, new come to town,
That strikes so hard, ho’Il knock him down

;

The hand, he knows, since it the place
Has toucht more tender than bis face

;

Important sberifT, now thou lyst down.
We 11 kiss thy hands, and clap our own."

The game of hot-cockles has only become obsolete
in recent limes, if it be even now quite out of use.

on (he English crown iu the reign of Edward I.,

the deed by which they made this acknowledgment,
having all their seals hung to it, presented when
rolled up much the appearance of the roll used in

this game
;

and hence no doubt they gave it in.

derision the name of the Ragjnan’s roU. After-

wards it became the custom to call any roll with
many signatures, or any long catalogue, the various

headings of which were perhaps marked by strings,

by the same name. This game of chance or fortune

was continued, under other names, to a late period.

In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries the bur-

lesque characters were often inscribed on the back of

roundels, wjych were no doubt dealt round to

the company like cards, with the inscribed side

downwards.

Sometimes the ladies and young men indulged

Fig. G.—SnEPHEEDS AND SHEPDEBDESSES.

Most readers will remember the passage in Gay’s
“
Pastorals.”

“ As at hot-coekles once I laid me down,
And felt the weighty hand of many a clown,
Buxoma gave a gentle tap, and I

Quick rose, and read soft mischief in her eye.”

This passage is aptly illustrated by the cut from the
tapestry given above. The same Bodleian manu-
script gives us a playful group, reproduced in our
cut (Fig. 7), which Strutt believes to be the game

called, in more modern times, frog-iu-the-middle.

Oue of the party, who played frog, sat on the

ground, while his comrades surrounded and buffeted

him, until he could catch and hold one of them,

who then had to take liis place. In our cut, the

players are females.

Games of questions and commands, and of forfeits,

were also common inmediteval society. Among the

poems of Baudoiu and Jean de Conde (poets of the

thirteenth century), we have a description of a game

Fig. 8.—A CAJIE AT BALL.

within doors in more active games—among which
we may mention especially different games with the
ball, and also, perhaps, the whipping-top. We learn

from many sources that hand-ball was from a very
early period a favourite recreation with the youth of
both sexes. It is a subject not unfreqnently met
with in the marginal drawings of mcditeval manu-
scripts. Our cut (No. 8) is taken from one of the

carvings of the miserere seats in Gloucester Cathe-
di-al. The long tails of the hoods belong to the

-THE GAME OF FBOG-IN-TnE-MU)DLE.

of this kind. “ One time,” we are told, “ there was
play among ladies and damsels

;
there were among

them both clever and handsome
;

they took up
many games, until, at last, they elected a queen to

play at rog-qui-ne-ment (the king who does not lie)

;

she, whom they chose, was clever at commands and
at questions.”

“ Uoe foi iorent en dosnoi
Eutre dames et damoiselles

;

De coiiites i ot et de belles.

De plusienrs deduits s’entreniistrent,
Et tant c'une royne fistrent

Pour jouer au roy-qui-ne-ment.
Ele s’en savoit finemeut
Entremettre de commander
Et de demandes demander."

Barbazan Fabliaw, tom. i. p. 100.

The aim of the questions was, of course, to provoke
answers which would excite mirth

;
and the sequel

of the story shows the great want of delicacy which
prevailed in medircval society. Another sort of

amusement was furnished, by what may be called

games of chance
;

in which tlie players, in turn,

drew a character at hazard. These characters were
generally written in verse, iu burlesque and often
very coarse language, aud several sets of them have
been preserved in old manuscripts. They consist of
a series of alternate good and bad characters,

sometimes only designed for females, but at others
for women and men : two of these sets (printed in
my Anecdoia Liierana) were written in England

j

one, of the thirteenth century, in Anglo-Norman,
the other, of the tifteeiith century, iu English.
From these we learn that the game, iu England,
was called Rageman, or Ragman, and that the

verses, describing the character, were written on a

roll called Ragman’s roll, and had strings attached
to them, by which each person drew his or her
chance. The English set has a short preface, in

which the author addresses himself to the ladies, for

whose special use it was compiled :

—

“ My ladyes and my maistresscs echone,
Lyke hit unto your humbylle wommanhede
Resave in gr6 (good part) of my sympille persone
This rolle, which withouten any drede
Kynge Ragman me bad mesoure in brede,
And cristyned yt the merourc of your channee

;

Draweth a strynge, and that shal strelght yow leyde
Unto the verry path of your governaunce."

i. e. it will tell you exactly how you behave yourself,

what is your character. This game is alluded to

by the poet Gower iu the " Covfessio Amantis ;”

—

“ Venus, wbichc slant withoute lawe,
In non certeyne, but as men draws
Oi Ragemon upon the chaunce,
Sche Icycth no peys (weight) in the balauncc."

The ragman’s roll, when rolled up for use, would
present a confused mass of strings hanging from it,

probably with bits of wax at the end, from which
the drawer had to select oue. This game possesses

a peculiar historical interest. 'When the Scottish

nobles and chieftains acknowledged their dependence

Fig. 9.—wmmNG-TOP.

costume, of the latter part of the fourteenth century.
The whipping-top was also a plaything of consider-

able antiquity; I think it may be traced to the
Anglo-Saxon period. Our cut (Fig. 9) is taken
from oue of the marginal drawings of a well-known
manuscript in the British Museum (IVIS. Reg. 2 B.
VII.) of the beginning of the fourteenth century.
It may be remarked that the knots on the lashes

merely mark a conventional manuer of representing

a whip, for every boy knows that a knotted whip
would not do for a top. Mediicval art was full of
such conventionalities.

A subject closely connected with the domestic
amusements of the female part of the household is

that of tame or pet animals. Singing-birds kept in

cages were common during the middle age, and are

both mentioned by the popular writers and pictured

in the illuminated manuscripts. In the romance of
"LaViolette” a tame lark plays rather an important
part in the story. Our cut (Fig. 10), where we see

two birds in a cage together, and which is curious for

the form of the cage, is given by Willemiu from a

manuscript of the fourteenth century at Paris. The
hawk, though usually kept onlyfor huuting,sometiraes

became a pet, and persons carried their hawks on
the fist even in social parlies within doors. The
jay is spoken of as a cage-bird. The parrot, under
the name of qiapejag, popinjay, or papingay, is also

often spokeu of during the middle ages, although,

in all probability, it was very rare. The favourite
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talking-bird was the pie, or magpie, which often

jilays a very remarkable part in mediscval stories.

The aptness of this bird for imitation led to an

exaggerated estimate of its powers, and it is fre-

quently made to give information to the husband of

the weaknesses of his wife. Several mediaival stories

turn upon this supposed quality. The good Chevalier

de la Tour-Laiidry, in his book, of counsels to his

daughters, composed in the second half of the four-

teenth century, tells a story of a magpie as a warning

of the danger of iudulging in gluttony. “I will

tell you,” he says, “a story in regai'd to women
who eat dainty morsels in the absence of their lords.

There was a lady who had a pie in a cage, which

talked of everything which it saw done. Now it

happened that the lord of the household preserved a

large eel in a poud, and kept it very carefully, in

order to give it to some of his lords or of his friends,

in case they should visit hini. So it happened that

the lady said to her female attendant that it would

be good to cat the great eel, and accordingly they

eat it, and agreed that they would tell their lord

that the olter had eaten it. And when the lord

returned, the pie began to say to him, ‘ My lord,

my lady has eaten the eel.’ Then the lord went to

his pond, and missed his eel
;
and he went into the

house, and asked his wife what had become of it.

She thought to excuse herself easily, but he said that

he knew all about it, and that the pie had told liim.

The result was that there was great quarrelling and

trouble in the house
;
but when the lord was gone

away, the lady and her female attendant went to the

pie, and plucked all the feathers from his head, saying,
‘ You told about the eel.’ And so the poor pie was
quite bald. But from that time forward, when it

saw any people who were bald or had large fore-

heads, the pie said to them, ‘Ah! you told about

the cell’ And this is a good example liow no

woman ought to cat any choice morsel by gluttony

without the knowledge of her lord, unless it be to

give it to people of honour; for this lady was after-

wards mocked and jeered for eating the eel, through

the pic which complained of it.” The reader will

recognise in this the origin of a much more modern
story.

One of the stories in the celebrated medifcval

collection, entitled “The Seven Sages,” also turns

upon the talkative qualities of tliis bird. There was

a burgher who had a pie which, on being ques-

tioned, related whatever it had seen, for it spoke

uncommonly well the language of the people. Now
the burgher’s wife was a good for nothing woman,
and as soon as her husband went from home about

business, she sent for her friend out of the town

;

but the pie, which was a great favourite of the

hurgber, told him all the goings on when be re-

turned, and the husband knew that it always spoke

the truth. So he became aciiuaintcd with his wife’s

conduct. Ouc day the burgher went from home,
and told his wife he should not return that night,

so slic immediately sent for her friend
;
but he was

afraid to enter, for ‘‘the pie was hung up in bis

cage on a high perch in the middle of the porch of

the house.” Encouraged, however, by the lady,

the friend ventured in, and passed through the hall

lo the chamber. The pic, which saw him pass,

and knew liim well on account of some tricks he
had played upon it, called out, “Ah, sir! you who
arc iu the clmmbcr there, why don’t you pay your

visits wlien the master is at home?” It said no

more all the day, but Ihc lady set her wits to work
for a stratagem to avert the danger. So when
night came, she called her chamber-maiden, and

gave her a great jug full of water, and a lighted

candle, and a wooden mallet, and about midnight

the maiden mounted on the top of the house, and

began to beat with the mallet on Ihc laths, and

from time to time showed the light through the

crevices, and threw the water right dowu upon
the pie till the bird was wet all over. Next morn-
ing the husband came home, and began to question

his pie. “ Sir,” it said, “ my lady’s friend has been
here, and stayed all night, and is only just gone
away. 1 saw him go.” Then the husband was
very angry, and was going to quarrel with his wife,

hut the pie went on
—

“Sir, it has thundered and
lightened all night, and the rain was so heavy that I

have been wet through.” “ Nay,” said the hus-

band, “it has been fine all night, without rain or

storm.” “You see,” said the crafty dame, “you
see liow much your bird is to be believed. \Vhy
should you put more faith in him when he tells

tales about me, than when he talks so knowingly
about the weather?” So the burgher thought he
had been deceived, and turning bis wrath upon the

pie, drew it from the cage and twisted its neck

;

but he had no sooner done so than, looking up, he
saw how the laths had been deranged. So he got a

ladder, mounted ou the roof, and discovered the

whole mystery. If, says the story, he had not

been so hasty, the life of his bird would have been

saved. In the English version of this series of

tales, printed by Weber, the pie’s cage is made to

hang in the hall :

—

“ The burgeJs hadde a pic in his hallc,

That coutlio telle tales allc

jVperllich {openhj), in Frencii iangago.
And Iieng in a fairc cage."

In the other English version, edited by the author
of this paper for the Percy Society, the bird is said

lo have been, not a pie, but a “popynjay ” or parrot,

and there arc other variations in it which show that

it had been taken more directly from the Oriental

original, in which, as might be expected, the bird is

a parrot.

Among the animals mentioned as pets we some-
times find monkeys. One of the Latin stories iu

the collection printed by the Percy Society, tells

how a rustic, entering the hall of a certain noble-

man, seeing a monkey dressed in the same suit as

the nobleman’s family, and supposing, as its back
was turned, that it was one of his sons, began to

address it with all suitable reverence
;
but when he

saw that it was only a monkey chattering at him,
he exclaimed, “A curse upon you! I thought you
had been Jenkin, my lord’s son.”* The favourite

quadruped, however, has always been the dog, of

which several kinds arc mentioned as lady’s pets.

The Chevalier dc La Tour-Laudry warns his

daughters against giving to their pet dogs dainties

which would be belter bestowed ou the poor. I

have printed in the Reliquia Anfiqua^^ a curious

Anglo-Norman poem, of the beginning of the fom*-

teenth centm v, written as a satire on the ladies of

• The Latin original of this story is so quaint that it

deserves to be given ipsissimis verbis. ''Be riistico et siviia.

Quidara aulam cujusdatn nobilis intrans, vidensque
siuiiam dc secta fllinram veslitum, quia dorsum ad cum
habebat, fiiiiira credidit esse domlni, cui cum reverentia qua
debuit Icqueretur. Invcnit esse simiamsuiier eum cachin-
nantem, cui ille, ‘ JIaledicaris !’ inquit, ‘credidi quod
fuitscs Jankyn filius domini mei.' '’—Latin Stories, p. 122.

the time, who were loo fond of their dogs, and fed
them delicately, while the servants were left to

*"

short commons, {lleliq. Antiq. vol i. p. 155).
Cats are seldom mentioned as pets, except of ill-

famed old women. There was a prejudice against
them in the middc ages, and they were joined in
peoples imagination with witchcraft, and with other
diabolical agencies. The accompanying group of
an old lady and her cats is taken from a carving on
one of the misereres in the Church of Jlinster in the
Isle of Thauct.

CEYSTAL PALACE ART-TJNIOjS'.

If the ultimate success of any project is to be
measured, at an early stage of its career, by a pros-
perous beginning, and by a popularity far exceeding
wbat had even been hoped for, the Crystal Palace
Art-Union may be already pronounced successful.

'This is the more satisfactory, because this Art-Union
possesses strong claims upon the public for sym-
pathy and support. It is a good thing—aiming
at really beneficial results, ably and judiciously

conducted, and calculated to realize even more than
it holds forth to its subscribers. It, therefore,

to become popular. And, accordingly, it is with
satisfaction we record the fair promise it already

gives of success.

It will be borne in remembrance that this associa-

tion has not been formed for the purpose of giving
effect to any commercial enterprise. On the con-
trary, it is strictly wbat it professes to be—an Art-
Uuion. It has been formed for Ibc purposp of

developing, amongst all classes of our social com-
munity, the love for works of true Art, and for

leading to the general “advancement of Art-appre-
ciation.” The association has allied itself to the

Crystal Palace, because its own objects it declares

to be identical with those of that wonderful institu-

tion. “The resources of the Crystal Palace,” the

council of this Art-Union affirm, to “supply a means
of aiding in a comprehensive educational progress,

especially in reference to Art, altogether with-

out precedent.” It is, indeed, a just inference

from such a conviction, that the Crystal Palace

should be made to assist in the dissemination of

works of Art, and productions of Art-mauufactui-c,

that will “confirm and enlarge the value of its own
system of action.” Once assume that the Crystal

Palace is a great—the greatest—popular Art-teacher,

and it follows of necessity that it must take that

practical step in advance, which renders it the centre

from which educational works of Art of a popular
character should radiate. We rejoice to find the

Directors of the Crystal Palace Company taking up'a

decided position as teachers of Art. They possess

abundant resources iu that capacity; and, since they
have come forward with this Art-Union, we feel en-

couraged to look to them for a full development of

the educational powers of the Crj-stal Palace. But
this is too comprehensive a matter by far to be con-

sidered as incidental to an Art-Union, or, indeed, to

any other subject; and, besides, it is our present

object to place briefiy before our readers what the
“ Crystal Palace Art-Union” is doing, and to invite

for it their cordial and zealous co-operation.

“The works proposed to be included within the

sphere of the society’s operations comprise pictures,

di'awings, engravings, sculptures, bronzes, carvings,

pliotographs, enamel and porcelain paintings, glass,

as well as selected examples of the higher branches

of ornamental art;” and “the distribution of these

objects will be effected, first, by the selection of a

work of Art, by the subscriber himself, from among
those executed expressly for Ibis purpose, and,

secondly, by the annual drawing, within the palace,

of the prizes, w'Wch will be carefully selected by the

council, whose duty it will be to secure for the

prizeholders objects of a varied character and of the

highest excellence.” These plans speak for them-

selves; and it can be easily understood that they

are calculated to cxeft an unusual influence. Sub-

scriptions may be either of one, two, three, or five

guineas; and the objects to be selected, and the

chauces of prizes, are adjusted lo the proportionate

claims of those amounts. Amongst the works
already prepared and awaiting selection by subscribers
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of one guinea are two exquisite busts of Ophelia and
Miranda (eleven indies high), executed after the

original models by Mr. W. Calder Marsliall, R.A.,

by Copeland, in ceramic statuary
;

a Renaissance
vase; fine model reproductions of Grajco-Etruacan

vases, executed by Messrs. Battam and Son
; a beau-

tiful “swan lazza,” and the “Ariosto vase,” in

Parian, by Kerr and Binns, of Worcester
; a jewel

vase;—aud photographs: four large views (21 by 18
inches) of the Crystal Palace—two interiors, aud two
tahen from the gardens. For subscribers of larger

sums there have beeu provided a flue tazza in electro-

bronze; model Greek vases; a beautiful vase and stand

in Parian
;
life-size copies of the bust of Ophelia

;
the

magnificent photograph of the interior of the Crystal

Palace (54 inches by 24), by Delamotte, that lately

attracted so much atteutlou at the Photographic

Exhibition
;
aud a thoroughly Gibsoiiian version, in

ceramic statuary, of Gibson’s “ Nymph at the Bath,”
wliich forms an exquisite statuette, prejudicially

affected, however, by the iutroduction of gold and
colour, after the present manner of the distinguished

sculptor. Other works will be added in course of

time. The objects for prizes are still under the

consideration of the council.

We desire to express in the strongest terms our

approval of what this Art-Union has already accom-
plished. Everything that is submitted to the choice

of the subscribers must be good, since all bear the

impress of a pure taste, and teach a refined apprecia-

tion of Art. In the selection of prizes we trust

the council will extend their approval to worthy
objects of every class that is specified in their most
satisfactory prospectus. There is one point that M-e

would press upon their attention with reference both
to the prizes and to auy future objects to be pre-

sented to subscribers; and this is, that their Art-

Union should comprehend works no less vai'ied in

their style of -^;•/than in the material in which they
are produced and the forms they assume.

“The Crystal Palace Art-Union” will receive

from us such future notice as may be consistent

with its progress; and when hereafter adverting to

this society itself, and to its proceedings, we shall

be prepared to corroborate our present expression

of admiration for the manner in which the duties of

secretary and general superintendent are discharged

by Mr. Thomas Battam, juu., F.S.A.—the Mr.
Battam of the Ceramic Coiu-t. Having thus, at the

ontset of this project, given to it a warm and cordial

support, we shall be the more free to corameut
upon any errors or short-comings, if, at any time,

any such shall be found to exist.

AST lU SCOTLAND, IKELAND, AND
THE PEOVINCES.

Edinuurgk.—

A

t a recent general meeting of
the Royal Scottish Academy, the following Asso-
ciates were elected to the rank of Academicians :

—

Messrs. E. Nicol, Gourlay, Steell, aud W. Brodie

;

the last-mentioned is a sculptor.
The Wallace Monument .—It having been decided

by a number of Scottish gentlemen that a monu-
ment to the memory of this ancient hero should
be erected on the Abbey Craig, Carnbuskenneth,
Stirlingshire, £5000 being subscribed for the same,
the committee selected the design by Noel Paton,
and so far the matter seemed settled, until, with
that strange perversity which seems to attend the
fate of all public monuments, the secretary of the
committee endeavoured, at a subsequent public
meeting, to get up a strong agitation, aud en-
tirely overthrow everything that has been done.
Mr. Paton, who has long been favourably known as
a painter of eminence, has now, for the first time,
appeared before the world as a sculptor, and his

notions have evidently been too artistic for the
opponents of his design, some of whom seem to

prefer a tall tower placed on the site, or a gigantic
Wallace on a pedestal. Mr. Paton’s design is now
in the Edinburgh Exhibition, and is by him
tended to typify “The triumph of Freedom and
Bravery over powerful but unholy Ambition,” which
is done by sy mbolic figures of a lion and serpent-
limbed giant. This prostrate figure holds the
broken chain with which he would bind the lion,
who hw planted his feet upon him, and sounds
forth his note of triumph. The design is exceed-
ingly spirited, and if executed of the colossal pro-
portions originally intended, would be one of the

most striking public monuments we know. It

completely out of the “ convenlional ” style
;
hence

it has alarmed some of ibe committee, who have
the folly' to talk of ofiending the Flnglish by such j

display
;
for this purpose the monument, like Bottom

in the “Midsummer Night's Dream,” has been
“ translated,”—the lion is said to be Scotland, of
course, and the figure beneath “England, crowned,
brawny, and perfidious;” and English tourists are
prophesied to fiy Scotland in future in high dudgeon
at all this; and ])erhaps intestine wars may again
break out between north aud south. For the com-
fort of all such alarmists, we beg to assure them
there would be little difficulty in erectiug sucb a

monument in Smithfield, the spot where England
disgraced herself by the execution of "Wallace.
Jlost certainly no Englishman is silly enough to

take tlie ignorant aud narrow view of tbo matter
some Scotsmen seem inclined to take. A poetic
work must not be put into vulgar and distorted
prose for mere party purposes.—Mr. Patou’s pic-

ture, “la Memoriam,” exhibited in the Royal
Academy last year, has been purchased by Mr.
llill, of Edinburgh, the eminent printseller.

Gi.asgow.—At the examination of the students of
the.Normal Colleges by her Majesty’s inspector, in
December last, eighty-three prizes were awarded
for the best works in the various stages of Art-
instruction, viz. free-hand drawing, practical geo-
metry, perspective, model drawing, &c. &c., being
an advance of tbirty-eigbt on those of the pre-
vious year. At the Paisley Educational Institute

thirty-five prizes were given. The Art classes in
these institutions are conducted by Mr. Edwin Lyne,
of the Department of Science and Art, who displays

great energy and skill in their management, since

his connection with the Government School of

Design. We believe that drawing has become much
more general, being now taught on sound principles

in many of the public schools of Glasgow; indeed,
it is rapidly becoming a part of general education.

Bani'F.—

A

lecture on “ The Harmony of the
Fine Arts” was recently delivered before the Banff
Literary Society', by the Rev. J. B. Ritchie, of
Aberdeen. We have seen an outline of the address
in one of the local papers, from which we judge
that the reverend lecturer treated his subject in a
most able and pleasing manner.

Clonmf.l.—On the 17th of February, the lecture
hall of the Mechanics’ Institute was numerously
attended by the friends of the pupils attending the
School of Art, and others interested in the welfare

of the Institution, to witness the distribution of

prizes to the successful candidates. A large number
of the prizes were the gift of Mr. White, a gentle-
man resident in Clonmel, who has liberally aided
towards the support of the school. One of the
speakers, Mr. Fitzgerald, sub-sheriff, expressed his
deep regret that the interest originally taken in the
school had not been maintained ; as a proof of the
fact, he stated that the average attendance of pupils

bad decreased from ninety-one to thirty-four, the
number attending about the period of the recent
exhibition, since which period it had again fallen

as low as thirty. Allusion was also made to the
comparatively small attendance of the artizan classes

at the exhibition, for whose benefit more especially

it was intended. Such a statement is anything but
complimentary to the operative classes of Clonmel,
and argues indifference to their own welfare.

Manchester.

—

The annual meeting of the Man-
chester School of Art was held at the Royal Insti-

tution, Moseley Street, on February 22nd. 'i'he

galleries were filled with the national drawings
from all the schools of Art in the United Kingdom.
We learn from the report that the debt of about
£400, contracted three years ago, had since been
almost paid off, chiefly by the additional progress
of the school. The subscriptions had fallen from
£295, in 1855, to £255 in the past year; but the
fees from students had, during the same period,

advanced from £313 to £513. The total income
had been for the past year £1166 13s. ld.

\
and

though the year commenced with a defat of £120
2s. 9rf., the amount owing at the close was
only £10 13s. Id. Mr. Hammersley, the head
master, stated that the number of pupils who
attended the School of Art was 549; 800 pupils of
parochial schools had been taught by pupil teachers

;

and 2451 pupils of other classes had received in-
struction by the masters or certified teachers of the
school; he also said that while no school of Art
could receive more than thirty medals at an exami-
nation, the Manchester school had awarded to it

twenty-nine at the last examination. Sir. Aider-
man Agnew paid a well-merited compliment to Sir.

Hammersley for his management of the school.

Among the visitors on this occasion was Sir. Ruskin,
who addressed the meeting for an hour and a half
upon the characteristics of Art and artists

;
his

lecture— for so it may be called—was listened to

with the utmost attention and interest, though, as

may be presumed, his remarks were tiuged with
his own peculiar feelings and opinions.

Newcastle-undeu-Lyne.—The friends and’sup-
porters of the School of Art here had their annual
meeting on the 22nd of February, when Sir. W.
Jackson, M.P. for the borough, was called to the
chair. In the course of his address, Sir. Jack-
son made especial reference to the education of
females in Art, and said, as an illustration of its

importance, that a fashionable milliner of Regent
Street told him that any girl who understood the
elements of drawing was able to obtain much
higher wages than a one who had not that know-
ledge, and that several young women in her em-
ploy, possessed of some information on the art of
design, were of the greatest assistance to her. This
fact is well worthy of consideration on the part of
those who are seeking to ameliorate the condition
of intelligent young females who have to earn their
own livelihood. From the report it appears that
the total number of pupils receiving instruction at,

and in connection with, the central school, was
300 : the number of students at the latter was 58,
being an advance of 11 over the previous year.

‘ Leeds.—The School of Art in this town being in
debt to the amount of about £120, attempts have
recently beeu made to liquidate it by holding two
conversazioni at the Town Hall: at one of these
gatherings a paper, ably [written, was read by the
Rev. A. Bury, on “Art as an Interpreter of Na-
ture.” A concert, in connection with an Art-
exhibition, is, we understand, to take place for the
same object.

Bradford.—A School of Art was inaugurated in
this town on the 1st of last month, when Mr. Ruskin
delivered an appropriate address to the company
assembled.
Canterbury.

—

A monument is being executed
by Mr. Pyfi'ers, whose works have been occasionally
noticed in our columns, for the crypt of St. Augus-
tine’s Chapel, to the memory of deceased students
of the college in this city. The principal figures in
the sculptural design are St. Augustine preaching
to Ethelbert, the Saxon monarch.

riCTUIlE SALES.

A CONSIDERABLE number of pictures by the old

masters, chiefly from the collection of the late

Mr. L. Pryse, M.P., was disposed of by Messrs,
Christie and Manson, on the 12th of Maixh.
"We observed that none of the works fetched

remarkable high prices, a fact tending to show
that old pictures are not estimated as they used
to be, or else that those submitted for sale on
the present occasion were not of the highest cha-

racter. The principal “lots,” and the prices they
ealized, were as follows:—“Portrait of Helcnaa
Forman,” Riibeus, from the collection of Lucien
Bonaparte, 101 gs.

;
“ La Carita,” Andrea del Sarto,

from the Ruspigliasi Palace, 125 gs. ;
“ 11 Vaggio

di Radicle,” Salvator Rosa, from the gallery of La
Contessa M. T. Spinelli, 240 gs.; “The Vircin,

attended by Two Angels, appearing to St. Dominic,”
B. Boccacino, 101 gs.

; it was stated that this picture

is believed to be the only example in England_of
this old and rare Italian painter

; it was formerly in

the Church of St. Dominic, at Savona. “Venus
Bathing,” and “ Endymion carrying Venus on his

Shoulders,” both engraved by G. Ghisi, about the

year 1 556, a pair, by Luca Penni, 245 gs.
;
“ Land-

scape, with a Peasant driving Sheep over a "Wooden
Bridge,” Ruysdael, 170 gs.

;
“The Holy Family,”

W. Mieris, 155 gs.
;
“Italian Seaport,” J. Vernet,

1 00 gs.
;
“ Italian Landscape, with a Large Party of

Muleteers under a Group of Trees, &c.,” a very flue

picture, by N. Berghem, which was most keenly
contested, £-735

;
aud a beautiful specimen of Caua-

letti’s pencil, “The Grand Canal, Venice,” 275 gs.

There were more than 170 pictures sold
; the gross

sum they realized was upwards of £4550.
At a sale by Messrs. Foster, a small picture by

Webster, called “The Hop-Garden,” realized 126 gs.;

“Tlie Meadows near Canterbury—Summer Morn-
ing,” by T. S. Cooper, 260 gs. :

" Alpine Scenery

—

the Rocky Glen,” T. Creswick, 145 gs.
;

“ View near

Arran, Scotland,” and its companion, II. Bright,

114gs.; “ The Blind Piper, a Scene in Normandy,”
F\ Goodall, 100 gs. :

“ The Wedding Morning,” R.
Redgrave, 130 gs. ;

“Lake Walliiigstadt, Switzer-

land,” W. JluUer, 320 gs. The number of pictures

included in the catalogue of the sale was 138 ; the

sura for which the whole were disposed of ex-

ceeded £4000.
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EXCURSIONS IN SOUTH WALES.
BY MB. AND MRS. S. C. HALL.

Part IV.

—

Monmouth.

TUB ILI.USTIt.lTIONS FKOM DUAWISGS BY F. W. HBLME, ETC.

,

iMIWiy |
SiiKBIf[!l ONMOUTH rises from the river-side,

. occupyiDg a slight elevation, which

) stands between the Monnow and the

Wye, at the mouth of the Monnow,

whence its name is derived. The

effect is very striking from the bridge

at which the voyager moors his boat.
'

The situation of the town "is singularly beau-

. liful, occupying a tongue of land formed by the

conlluence of the two rivers at the termination

of a rich valley, surrounded by lofty hills, whose

wooded acclivities, from the base to the summit,

? f enrich a landscape rarely surpassed in any part of

Wales or England.

Seen from the Monuow, the town seems perched on the

height of a huge cliff; whilst from all adjacent places, the

church steeple—the Church of St. Mary—towers high above

surrounding houses.

The tourist has a choice of good inus—a matter of no

small importance ;
for as Monmouth is the centre of many

attractions to those who visit the Wye, it will probably be

a restiiic-place of sonic days
;
hence they will make excur-

sions Income of the most interesting objects in a locality full

of them. We cannot, therefore, do better than supply the

tourist with a guide to the several leading “Lions” of the

district.* Some of these we shall picture : but to describe

them all would be to enlarge this portion of our tour beyond

the limits to which we are restricted.

Monmouth is famous in history
;
and has been so from a

very remote period
;
although its earliest existing charter is

dated no farther back than 1549—granted by Edward VI.
“ to the burgesses of his burg and town of Monmouth, in the

Marches of Wales, and in the Duchy of Lancaster.”

It is surmised to have been a Roman station, the Blestium

of Autoniiius
;
hut it was certainly a stronghold of the

Saxons, by whom it was fortified, to maintain their acquired

territory between the Severn and the Wye, and to check in-

cursions of the Wedsh; there was uudoubtedly a fortress here

at the Conquest. It is expressly mentioned in Domesday

Book as forming part of the royal demesne
;

“ in the cus-

tody of William Fitz Baderon,” in whose family it remained

for two centuries. Lamharde states that "the citie had once

a castle in it,” which, during the barons’ wars, was razed

to the ground. "Thus,” quoth the chronicler, "the glorie

of ilonmouth had cleue perished, ne had it pleased God
long after, in that same place, to give life to the noble king

Henry V., who of the same is called Henry of Monmouth.”

It is this castle, and this memorable " birth,” that give

imperishable renown to the town of Monmouth. The present

castle—a miserable and shamefully desecrated ruin, yet one

that vies in interest with that of imperial Windsor itself

—

was built, or perhaps rebuilt, by old John of Gaunt,—time-

• For this “ Guide" we arc indebted to a kind correspondent, W. W.
Old, Esq., of Monmouth, an amateur artist, who, having long resided

in the neighbourhood, is familiar with every portion of it. From
liimalso we have received the minor sketches which illustrate this

chapter,—tlie Naval Temple, Geoffrey's Window, Nelson’s Summer-
house, Staunton Church, and the Buckstone : Captain Carter having
supplied us with a drawing of tlie “ Castle from the Meadows."

honoured Lancaster,—to whom it devolved by marriage with Blanche, " daughter and heir” of

Henrv, Duke of Lancaster, whose title was inherited, with the estates, by the gi-eat nobleman

who is immortal in the pages of history, and also in those of “the playwright”—William Shakspere.

Passing subsequently through various hands—especially those of the Herberts, Earls of

Pembroke—it became the property of the Dukes of Beaufort and the present Duke is now its

lord. We cannot believe him to be responsible for the shameful condition in which these

remnants, left by old Time, are suffered to exist. The walls are crumbling away
; “Harry’s

window” is breaking up ;
while the interior has been literally converted into a pigsty, where it

is hazardous for a foot to tread. The state of this ruin forms so marked a contrast with that of

MONMOUTH CiSTLE, FROM THE MONNOW.

Raglan, and also that of Chepstow—both of which are the property of the Duke, and remarkable

for neatness and order, and due care to preservation— that we must suppose Monmouth to be,

in someway or other, out of his jurisdiction. At all events, Monmouth Castle is discreditable

to the local authorities; and argues very short-sighted policy, no less than shameful indif-

ference to the source whence the town derives its glory and its tame.

2 II
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contains an old carved chair— his seat during a visit to the neighbourhood, in 1802. But that

which attracts most attention in this interesting locality, and to which all tourists will raake a

pilgrimage, is the Kyrain Hill, the ascent to which commences immediately after passing "Wye
Bridge. It is partly in Monmouthshire and partly in Gloucestershire, and on its summit is a

Pavilion, which we picture, less for its intrinsic value (for it is clumsy, and little worthy of the

proud position it occupies), than as the spot from which a view is obtained, equal, perhaps, to

any that may he obtained in Wales or in England : from this point are seen no fewer than nine

counties:—those of Monmouth, Gloucester, Hereford, Worcester, Salop, Radnor, Brecon, Gla-
morgan, and Somerset. Of this exciting scene thus writes the county historian:

—“I shall not
attempt to describe the unbounded expanse of country w'luch presents itself around and beneath,
and embraces a circumference of nearly three hundred miles. The eye, satiated w'ith the
distant prospect, reposes at length on the near views, dwells on the country immediately beneath
and around, is attracted with the pleasing position of Monmouth, here seen to singular advantage,

admires the elegant bend aud silvery current of the Mounow, glistening through meads, in its

course towards the Wye, and the junction of the two rivers.”

The Pavilion was built in 1794, and “ a Naval Temple ”
was added to it in 1801, the purpose

being to accommodate the numerous parties who visited the hill to enjoy the view ; from
its windows and neighbouring seats the whole country, near and distant, is commanded. It

is impossible for language to render justice to the delights supplied from this spot to all lovers
of the grand and beautiful in nature.

A road leads from the Kymin to the Buckstone—one of the most famous druidic remains

The hero of Agincourt was horn here, on the 9th of August,
1387. The chamber in which “

he first drew breath” was a
part of an upper story, 58 feet long by 24 feet broad, and was
“decorated with ornamented gothic windows,” one of which,
the only one that remains, we have engraved. The “county
magistrates” erected a statue to “Harry of Monmouth” in

the frout of the Town
Hall, the only authority

they could find for “a
likeness” being a whole
length portrait in the cabi-

net at Strawberry Hill

;

this they copied, and the

result is a very miserable

production, considered as

a work of Art, although

an undoubted proof that

his fellow-townsmen re-

collected him some four

centuries after his death.*

Moumouth is believed

to have been the birth-

place of another famous

man—“Geoffrey of Mon-
mouth :” little is known
of his history, except that

he became archdeacon of

his native town, was
“probably” educated at

one of its monasteries, and
was consecrated Bishop of

St. Asaph in 1152.
Geoffrey of Monmouth, who was also called “ Gaifridus

Arthurius,” but whose proper name was Gcoffrey-ap- Arthur,
is known chiefly by his romantic history of England, a work
“altered and disguised” from a history of British Kings,
written by “ Tyssilio, or St. Teilau, Bishop of St. Asaph, a
writer who lived in the seventh century.” It has been long
regarded as a collection of fables, to wiiich no value can be
attached

; but it originated the tragedy of “ King Lear,” was
the source from which Milton drew the beautiful picture of
“ Conius,” and to which other poets have been largely indebted.

• On the preat staircase at Troy House is preserved an old cradle,
which is called thatofllenry V. It is certainly not as old as the era
of that monarch

; we enprave it, togclher with some pieces of old
armour apparently of the time of Elizabeth, which stand beside itA comparison of this cradle with that upon the tomb of the infant
child ofJames I. in Westminster Abbey, with which it is almost iden-
tical, will satisfy the sceptical as to iUdate. It is covered with faded
and tattered red velvet, and ornamented with gilt nails and silken
fringe

;
from its general character we may believe it was constructed

about 1G50. The late Sir Samuel Meyrick considered it of the time
of Charles I., and the arcbaolnglsts who visited the house recently
ropudiated the notion of Its being that of the 6fth Harry

which swung between posts, surmounted by carved birds, with foli-
ated ornament beneath. It has been figured in books devoted to
antiquities, and recently in Murray's " Handbook of Mcditeval Art,"
where it is stated to be preserved In Monmouth Castle ; it has, how-
ever, long passed from thence into private hands, and, at present, we
are unable to say where the relic may be seen, or whether indeed it
be in existence.

There yet remains, in a very good state of preservation, a tower of the ancient Prior?, founded
durmg the reign of Henry I., for black mouks of the Benedictine order, by Wyhenoc’ grandson
of Fitz Baderon, and third Lord of Jloiimouth. In this tower exists an apartment, said
and believed to have been Geoffrey’s study; but it is evidently of a later date. The build-
ing is now used as a National School—remarkably neat, well ordered, and apparently well
conducted.

* ^

The Monnow Bkidge is an object of considerable interest; so also is the Gate-house
a singularly picturesque structure, “the foundation of which,” according to Grose, “is so

_

We engrave a represeiilalioii of another olii cradle long preserved
in Monmouth Castle, and which had better claims to he considered
as that in which the baby-king was rocked. It has all the character-
istics of cradles of his era as represented in ancient drawings

;
and

was entiretj’ made of word. It was merely a wooden oblong box,

ancient that neither history nor tradition afford any light respecting its erection.” Obviously
it was one of the most forraidahle defences of the town in “ old times.” The venerable Church
of St. Thomas stands close beside the bridge : it is of high antiquity

;

“
the simplicity of its

form, the circular shape of the door-way, and of the arch separating the nave from the chancel,

and the style of their ornaments, which bear a Saxon character, seem to indicate that it was con-

structed before the Conquest.” It has been carefully and judiciously “restored.”

There are few other “ remains ” of note in the ancient town of Monmouth, although in its

suburbs and “ within walking distance” there are many. We may, therefore, be permitted to

introduce on this page an engraving of a building which is considered and shown as one of its

“lions”— a summer-house consecrated to the memory of the great Admiral Nelson, aud which
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to be found in a district abounding with them : it is a

singular relic of the wildest superstitions of our British an-

cestors

—

“ Wliich tlie pcntlest tnucli at once set moving,
But all carlli's power could'nt cast Trom its bate !

”

Such is the poet’s reading; and they were usually so con-

wc shall treat in the Part tliat follows this. A reference to our Plan will show that other

interesting objects are accessible by short drives or walks from the town. Llanthony Abbey,

Grosmont Castle, Usk Castle, and “shadowy Caerlcon,” are too far away to be reached easily.

Skenfrith Castle, the Templar’s House, and New Castle, will supply material for much thought

and interest, if the tourist take but a health-walk. These “ strong dwellings” of the old border

lords are illustrations of its history, when the district was a continual seat of war; each is now

a broken ruin, but each had renown iu its day as

—

“ A statelie seate, a loftie princdle place.”

White Castle (“Castle Gwyii”) was, so far back as the reign of James I., described as “ruinous

and in decay time out of mind,” and Skeufrith as “decayed time out of the memory of inau.”

STAUNTON CllUKCU.

We introduce au engraving of the interior, from the pencil of

our friend Mr. Old.

We have already made the reader familiar with those
attractions which neighbour Monmouth and border the

Wye— Goodrich Court and Symoiid’s Yat
;

Boss is dis-

tant only a few miles—-by land, that is to say. Others we
shall describe as we resume our voyage— downward to

Chepstow : the venerable Church of St. Briavel, the gloomy
I'orcst of Dean, and the Abbey of Tintern—the majestic ruin
that glorifies the banks of the fair river. Begal llaglan

• “ The form of the stone is an irregular square inverted pyramid,
Tlic point where it touches the pedestal is not above 2 feet square. Its

height is about lU feet ; S. E. side, 16 feet 6 inches
; N. side, 17 feet;

S. W., 9 feet
;
and its south side, 12 feet. The rock pedestal is an

irregular square ; S. E. side, 12 feet
; N., U feetO inches

j W., 21 feet
5 inches

;
S., 14 feet.”—

F

osbroke.

which some learned autiquai-iaiis have derived the name of Trelech {Tri lech or Tair llecJt), is

a relic of much interest.

Troy House, one of the scats of the Duke of Beaufort, is situated about a mile from Mon-

mouth, to the east, near the small river “ Trothy,” corrupted into Troy. It is said to have

been built by Inigo Joues, but is by no means a pure example of the great architect’s geuins.

On our fourth page we give also a view of the Leys, a mansion and domain we visited and

noted on our way down the Wye. To that division of our tour it properly belongs, although seen

from any of the heights that neighbour Monmouth, from which it is distant only about four

miles, aud of which, consequently, it is one of the leading attractions.

structed, or so placed, as certainly to “rock” when but lightly

touched—hence their popular name of “ rockiug-stoncs.” *

The Church of Staunton, in the immediate neighbour-

hood, is highly iiitenisting in cliaracter, and very picturesque.

It is said to be the oldest caslle iu Moumouthsliirc. The Templar’s House is now a farm-

house. Tre Owen, an ancient mansion, is now also the abode of a substantial farmer. It

is, however, a remarkably fine specimen of Tudor domestic architecture, said to have been added

to by Inigo Jones. Close to New Castle—a castle now' “old”—is the famous fairies’ oak, a

singularly grown tree, with pendent branches. The druidical monument, the three stones from
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There is, however, one interesting structure in ^roiimouth
of which we have as yet taken no note—the Almshouses
founded by “AVilliam Jones”—a common name, but one to
which is due tlie gratitude of a long posterity in this town.
Monmouth seems more proud of its William Jones than

Ross of its John Kyrle. Tliere is a degree of mystery about
the former that increases the interest felt to know what are
facts and what fancies of the good man’s history. The
“facts” are clear enough: the Free Grammar School and
pretty almshouses tell of the liberality aud benevolence of
their founder. The “ fancies” cannot be better given than
in the words of a woman we met at the entrance to one of
the houses, and who volunteered to tell us “ more about them
than any book or body in Monmoutli.” Our informant could
not have been very old: her small form was erect and lirm

;

her step brisk and elastic; but lier face was lined and re-

lined—a wonderful specimen of “cross hatching”—not at

all, it would seem, of the same date as her keen, earnest,
restless blue eyes—eyes that were still full of the untamed
fire of energetic youth. She was respectably dressed; the
steel buckle in her high-crowned hat was briglit, aud her
jacket and petticoat, of the tine Cambrian cut and colours,
fitted to a hair.

“Many say one thing, and as many another,” she com-
menced; “but I have good right to know tlie truth. 5Iy
gran’raother came from Newland, where Master Jones his
parents, if not himself was born ; for the Monmouth people
say he was a Monmouth lad, and my gran’father—or
maybe it was my great-gran’father—knew and lived in the
same house wi’ the shoemaker King. If I don’t know the
truth about Master Jones, all I say is. Who does ? and no
one ever tells me.”

The old lady was too decided for ns to question her veracity,
so we meekly asked for the story.

“But will you believe it?” she inquired, sharply, “and
not go looking after it into hooks, that never tell a 'word of
truth.”

As we were well up in “authorities,” we could assure her
we did not intend looking into books, but rather at the
almshouses. No charities so enduring as those recorded in
brick and mortar.

“ Master Jones’s family could do little for him,” she con-
tinued, “or they would not ha’ let him be a ‘boots’ to au
inn iu Monmouth. A very gay, lightsome, spirity lad he was.
And, though my gran’motlier did not hold wi’ it, some did
say that he fell in love wi’ a girl above his rank, and, finding
it would not do, he left Monmouth iu despair like

;
but before

he went he owed Master King, the shoemaker, the price of a
pair of shoes. lie got them only a night or two before he
ran right away from the inn

; and when many called him a
rogue, ^Master King laughed, and said, ‘tVill Jones is a good
lad, and whenever he can he’ll pay me.’ Well, years and
years went away, as they always do, rolling one after the
other. The old people at Newland died in less than ten
years after their son left

;
and whenever Will Jones was

mentioned, it was as the lad who ran away with Master
King’s shoes

; but still the shoemaker said, ‘ The lad’s a good
lad, and when he can he’ll pay me.’ Well, after a while
even the shoes and W’ill Jones were forgotten. The slips of
elder that old Master Jones aud liis missus planted in the
garden of their little cottage at Newland had grown into
trees, and the whole look of the place was changed. It was a
fine spring morning, and the cider-trees were in flower,
when a poor man, doubled like a bow, and shaking under a
ragged coat, crept through the village, and sat on the grass,
under tlie shadow of the trees, for they spread far beyond the
rails. The woman who lived in the cottage only scoffed at
his questions, and would not answer civilly, and told him to
go away, but he would not. He entreated her to let him
rest there, aud give him to drink of the water of his father’s
well, but she was witliout feeling, aud set her dog at him.
So rising up, he went to the alehouse

;
and when the

master found he sat on the bench at the door, and
ordered nothing, he told him there was an overseer then
at the poorhouse, and he had better go there at once,
and not take up the room of a good customer. Well,
there he went, aud declared himself to be Will Jones, who
had been nearly thirty years away, aud who had returned,
ragged and penniless, to claim relief from the parish where
his parents lived and died, and where he was horn; hut they
declared that, after having lived at Monmonth, and been long
away, he had no settlement in Newland

; that he should have
no relief from them, but that they would send him ou to Mon-
mouth. He tried to win their pity

;
said he was footsore and

weary—an old worn-out man, who only craved to end his
days where he first drew breath, and be buried in the grave
where his parents lay. But no pity was shown him

;
he was

taken before Mr. Wyndham, of Clearvvell, who sent him,
hungry and footsore still, to Monmouth, as his right set-
tlement. I always heard that iu llie Monmouth poor-
hoirse he wore the pauper’s dress, and eat the pauper’s

bread; and yet there was that in (he mau which went to the hearts of those about him.
He soon made his way to Joe King the shoemaker, and found liim living in the same small
house, next door to the ‘King’s Head’ inn, where he had served when a lad. Joe was always
a kindly fellow—my father said all Joes were kindly—it comes to them from Joseph, who
put gold money in his brothers’ sacks : that’s in the Bible, and if you won’t take my word for
it, you may go to the Bible and look. Aud Joe, thinking the strange man was above the
common, pitied him because of the pauper dress, and asked him to have a hit; and they had
a long chat together. And after awhile, Master Jones asked the old shoemaker if he remem-
bered a good-lor-Dolhing scamp of a boy who lived next door, years ago—one Jones, who had
cheated him out of a pair of shoes, and gone to London ? And the old man looked kindlv
shook his head, and said he remembered Will Jones,—‘Wild Will’ some called him,—but
he was no scamp; and would pay him vet—if he could

;
if he could not, he was not going to

sin his soul by not forgiving a poor fellow the value of a pair of shoes.
Next morniug the pauper was gone, and of course there was great fuss and talk in the poor-

house that he had gone off with the workhouse clothes : but a month after that a gentleman’s
coach drove right iip to the door, and a gentleman got out

;
a liue broad-shouldered gentleman

he was, firm on his limbs, with a back as straight as a poplar- tree
;
he carried a bundle under his

arm, and asked for the master of the poorhouse. The news spread, as they say, like ‘ wild-lire,’
—great news, that the pauper, old W’ill Jones, had turned out to be William Jones, Esquire, of the
city of Lon’uii, and ever so many foreign cities—who had a right to stand upright before the Lord
Mayor of Lon’un and the King— a mau full of money. And after that he drove straight to
Master King’s, the shoemaker, and it was no easy thing to make him believe that the great
gentleman, or the old pauper—one or the other—was the boy from Newland, who ran away from

the inn, and owed him for tiie shoes. Aud they had a deal of chaffing about it. And my gran’-
father said a purse, lieavy with gold, was left on the shoemaker’s table. Ah, there’s many a
ready-made gentleman has worn the pauper’s coat ! He did intend to have done for little New-
land what he did for great Jlonraouth, but never forgave their turning him over to Monmouth
parish—how could any one forgive ihai? Sure there’s no pleasanter sight than the houses he
built, and the comfort he gives year by year to many who, but for him, would be comfortless :

and such was his love for this town of Monmouth, that he left thousands of pounds in Lun’on
to build almshouses for twenty blind and lame people of the town, who might find themselves
in that far-away city. Surely, Monmouth was near his heart 1 But he was too pure a Chris-
tian to bear malice, and left even to the poor at Newland five thousand pounds, with direc-

tions about their having the Gospel preached— to teach them charity!”
Such is the popular story of William Jones, and such the origin of those admirable almshouses

which supply food and homes to many who have “ seen better days.” W’e may safely believe it

—

tradition is rarely wrong; and though there ai-e even in Monmouth some cold-brained folk who
seek to prove that William Jones never was poor, they do not deny that he was a native of the
district—that he made a fortune iu Loudou—and that he has been for two centuries the bene-
factor of Monmouth town.
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INSTITUTION OF FINE AETS,
rOKTLAND GALLERY,

To the exhibilion of this Institution the landscapes

again give colour and charocler. It must also] be

observed that the majority of the subjects is derived

from the inexhaustible fund of the picturesque which

we possess at home; and truly our own home varie-

ties, with all their garden-like freshness, are much
more difficult to paint than continental scenery.

Long’ago every peep, from the Monte Pincio and the

august Palatine, has been made as familiar as the

Piazzi of Pimlico
;
and he who canuot tell the

number of bricks in the Doge’s Palace must have

sadly forgotten his arithmetic. But these 'VYelsli

and Highland mountains laugh or weep ac-

cording to the humour of our skies; and at tlie

same behest they are brown, grey, or green. We
have now been enabled to see some of the habitual

exhibitors at this institution through various phases

of their practice, and of them nothing but what is

honourable can be said. During the summer they

labour earnestly from nature; and that it is with

profit, there is evidence enough in the results
;

in.

some the minute imitation of surface cannot he

carried farther, while in others the lights and darks

are alternated with the happiest effects. There is a

deficiency of figure pictures suitable for the line, the

majority of the best figure studies being very small;

and in some of these compositions so resolute is the

feeling for an unqualified dayliglit effect, that the

backgrounds canuot be kept from patting the figures

on the back. This exhibition has always had many
small interiors and genre pictures very highly worked

out, and of these there is now a considerable pro-

portion
;
but it is to he observed that many artists who

arc indebted to this institution for what reputation

soever they may enjoy, exhibit here no more as

soon as they find themselves established in the

public good-will. This is neither graceful nor

grateful; but hence it is that we find here so many
painters in the transition state.

No. 4. ‘ Follow-my-Leader,’ J. A. Fitzgerald.
The jioint of the incident is the preparation of the
“ leader” to conduct his following, \Vill-o’-the-Wisp

like, into a pond. Being “ clothed in rags,” he is a

most picturesque illustration of that vulgar paradox.

The principle which the artist has proposed to him-
self is that of securing the greatest measure of day-

light, relying for his oppositions on variously gra-

dated colour. In this lie is successful; and the

picture is otherwise very minutely finished.

No. 5. ‘The moon is up, aud yet it is not night,’

II. Moore. A small picture, composed of that

peculiar comhiuatiou to which the painter shows a

marked preference—a sea view from an upland

shore, studded with trees. It is a passage of uu-

affected natural truth.

No. G. ‘ Left in Charge/ J. D. Watson. A little

girl stands here as cui'atrix of a sleeping baby. They
seem to be the sole occupants of tbc cottage. An
effective picture.

No. 12. ‘Salmon Fishing, Wales—ascertaining

the Weight,’ A. P. Rolke. A party of four sports-

men are here engaged in weighing their lisb. The
artist declares himself a piscator, for the stream

looks likely, aud in good condition.

No. 24. ‘ A Woodland Pool/ B.W. Leader. The
trees here, and their foliage, ai'e ^lainted with great

firmness, and that independence of feeling which is

arrived at by close study of nature alone. The
whole of the objects perfectly maintain their places.

No. 31. ‘The Spring,’ N. 0. Ldpton. 'This is

also a sylvan theme, shaded in a great measure by
dense leafage, aud selected with some taste for

romance. It is generally low in tone, but the paids

are well defined.

No. 34. ‘ Gathering Bark,’ II. Moore. The
virtue of this excellent work lies in the sea, which
is not presented as a flat smooth surface, hut infi-

nitely rippled, and with the nicest elaboration. The
foreground, shaded and partially shut in by trees, is

enriched with a variety of wild flowers, which con-

tribute much to the interest of the picture.

No. 37. ‘St. Paul’s, from the Thames,’ S. A.
Sleap. a small upright pictme, painted much in

the feeling of the French school. It is uniformly

low in tone, and in parts—as the water—not suffi-

ciently careful.

No. 38. ‘ Church of St. Pierre, at Caen,’ W.

Parrott. This is the view so frequently painted

—

that of the back of the edifice, where it is washed by
the river Orne, after passing under the main street.

The place is depicted most accurately. The ‘Old
Clock-tower at Eouen’ is equally exact.

No. 40. ‘ The Idlers,’ C. Dukes. We are intro-

duced here to a group of rustic gossips, each and all

very characteristically supporting the title. The back-

ground—a woodland screen—is freely and firmly

painted, and gives value to the colour and execution

of the figures.

No. 44. ‘Thames Barges/ E. C. Williams.
They arc moored at the water’s edge, the perspective

carrying the eye down the river, each successive

object diminishing in substance, until the distance

is lost iu the morning light. In colour the picture

is most unassuming; the frankness of its treatment
is its great charm.

No. 53. ‘An October Morning—clearing the

Ground for Winter Sowing,’ J. Peel. The morn-
ing effect is rich, and perfectly successful, save that

the shadows are here and there slightly too strong.

The subject Is difficult to paint. It has not been
selected for its prettiuess, being a ridge of arable

land—perhaps somewhere near Coniscliffe, on the

'fees, as wc presume that is the river which appears

below.

No. 50. ‘Gathering Kelp—Evening,’ G. A.
Williams. The distances arc very skilfully dealt

with
;

they are removed by the evening mists,

which at ouce veil the background forms, and give

substance to (be near figures, engaged iu col-

lecting sea- weed. The quantities, and the substance

of the quantities, in the composition, arc so ad-

justed, that we feel that nothing could be added
or subtracted without being felt. Below this, by
the same artist, is a winter sunset, a phase which
he renders with great truth.

No. Cl. ‘Trifling with AITection/ C. J. Lewis.
There are three figures, but so studiously perfect

are the accessories, that the eye wanders from
the love-lorn fisher-boy and the two mocking
maidens to the thatch, the pigeons, the masoury,
and even the straw. Curiously painted accessory

will, iu nine cases out of ten, supersede the figures.

No. 67. ‘ Ou ]the Thames, near Goring,’ T. J.

Soper. A characteristic passage of Thames
scenery, brought forward under clear daylight.

No. 71. ‘ Falsehood, and a Mother’s Admonition,’
J. M. Barber. This pictui-e is unequally painted,

as if it had been ultimately hurried
;
but there arc

certain passages which are unobjectionable. It is

one of those domestic scenes of humble life, of which
there are perhaps too many.

No. 73. ‘Saiiitfoin and Clover in Flower,’ J. II.

Raven. The time has been when the painter of

such a pictui'e as this would have been pronounced
irremediably mad. The subject is simply what the

title imports, with a very low horizon. The picture

is fragrant, not only with clover, hut with all the

wild flowers that stud and star the summer fields,

from the giddy fiauntiug poppy to the humblest indi-

viduals of the family of gramina. Of the foreground
we can only say that every item of the wild luxuri-

ance is most conscientiously painted. The actuality

of the minute elaboration, aud the patience necessary

for it, are equally surprising.

No. 78. ‘ The Rehearsal,’ J. L. IIixoN. A peri-

patetic acrobat is here educating some kind of terrier

puppy for a future public career. Tbe point of the

incident is forcibly dwelt upon.

No. 80. ‘ In the Jleadows, Pyrford, Surrey,’

F. Hulme. The nearest section of this composition

presents a stagnant pool, fringed with aquatic weeds;
and hence the eye passes to a ruin, a feature which
assists the picturesque quality of the view. His ap-

prehension of the simple beauties of nature qua-

lifies the works of this artist as among the most
graceful of our rising school.

No. 91. ‘The Tranquil Stream,’ H. B. Gray.
An old pasture, studded with gorse and trees, with
a secondary section—a wooded distance, closing the

view. Such are the materials of this picture, which
appears in every passage to have been worked imme-
diately from nature.

No. 95. ‘The Church of St. Germain, Amiens,’

L. J. Wood. This, and the ‘ Beffroi, at Calais,’ are

two street views, not perhaps so elaborate as others

that have preceded them, but still very interesting.

No. 98. ‘ The Turnstile,’ C. Rossiter. A com-
position showing a knot of children assembled at a

2 i

turnstile, on which a boy with an infant is mounted,
and turned round by girls. The proposition is an
unqualified daylight, with brilliaucy aud variety of
colour, in the realization of which the success is

perfect. The locus is Hampstead—that paradise of
painters, where every kind of background material
is found at their doors.

No. 102. ‘The Majesty of Night,’ Elijah Wal-
ton. This is a study of a nude lady, enthroned
on a moonbeam, aud backed by the crescent. The
figure, as being too heavy, has been painted from an
ill-selected model, but the flesh painting is unexcep-
tionable.

No. 105. ‘Farm Yard—the Pet Team,’ J. F.
Herring, and A. T. Rolpe. The artists show
great knowledge of the points of the animal; and
the other department of tbe conipositiou is made
out with much freshness.

No. 110. ‘Ou the Hills, near Hastings,’ S. R.
Percy. We are placed here on a section of broken
foreground—an elevation studded with trees, aud
overlooking the sea—se non e vero e hen irovato—that is, if it he not all truth, it is most judiciously

disposed. It is painted with an effective touch, and
an agreeable harmony of strong natural colour.

No. 111. 'The Raft,’ W. Underhill. This
subject has beeu very frequently treated

;
but

the iucidents of the theme may be varied infi-

nitely. There arc but few figures, and the single

life motive is a man helping a woman out of the
sea to a miserable refuge from the yet howling tem-
pest. On the raft are two men, apparently dead,
and if so, not from starvation. It is a large picture,

put together in a mauuer sufficiently telling as to

the immediate incident. In ttie figui'cs much of the
nude is shown; the slightest inaccuracy in propor-
tion is therefore at once declared. It is, however,
a daring essay, successful in many points.

No. 113. ‘ Woodcock and Spaniels/ G. Armfield.
The excitement of the dogs in this picture is a
faithful piece of portmitui'c.

No. 122. ‘Red Wheat and Wild Flowers,’ J. S.

Raven. This is a small picture, of which the sub-
ject is a bodge nook iu a cornfield, the citadel of a
iiommuuity of rabbits. The subject is simple, but
it is beautifully brought forward.

No. 144. ‘ The Red Tarn, Helvellyn,’ G. Pettitt.
The impressions which this work conveys to the
mind are various. It has been clearly the purpose
to express vastuess, which had been further promoted
by some imposing feature in subdued tone. The
hard and stony truth of the foreground is a passage
of which the importance is at once acknowledged,
and thence the eye passes to the lustrous mirror-like

tarn, with its marvellous reflections. If there were
more of shade in the picture, the eye would scarcely

dissent from its uniform greyness, and, without the

episode of the lost excursionist, the whole would he
qualified with a sentiment more penetrating than
that by which it affects the mind.

No. 159. ‘A JlcrmaiJ,’ G. lluNCiMAN. There is

no story or point, as far as we can see here
;
the

sky is divided between effects of sunset aud moon-
rise, both lights falling on the figure. It is painted
in the feeling of a foreign school.

No. 167. ‘The Rose of Lucerne,’ F. Underhill.
The refinement that is often attributed to imper-
sonations from the lower strata of society is a
mockery aud a delusion. The characters, on the
contrary, in this work might have had more of

interesting form. We only make the observation
because the picture is highly successful as a study
of sunshine and shadow

;
a great advance on its

predecessors.

No. 170. ‘Scene on the Coast,’ F. Montague.
A very large pictme, showing the coast line going
into the picture with aii expanse of dry sand and
shingle as at low water. The effect is that of broad
daylight, with appropriate incidents, telling accord-

ing to the degrees of distance represented. It is

the largest composition we remember to have seen

under this name, and although the objects are not

numerous, the interest is sustained.

No. 181. ‘ Benvoirlich,’ B. L. Leader. This is

as wild a passage of scenery as any in the Highlands,

and such is its semblance of reality that it suggests

the idea of having been painted on the spot, with

every attention to local colom- aud sunny effect.

No. 190. ‘Primulas,’ Thomas Woesey. These
flowers are painted with much freshness and delicacy,

but the sky does not in anywise assist the group.
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No. 195. ‘Clovelly, by Moonlight,’ H. C.'Wijaitf..

With all the power given to the boroing kiln, in the

middle of this composition, the force and character

reside, nevertheless, in the moonlight, as treated in

the lower part. We submit, that with conception

so just, aud a manipulation so true, the moonlight

alone would be sufficient.

The screens in the first room contain many works

i
of much interest and beauty, but as many of the

artists have their superior works distributed on the

1 walls, where they are noticed in their numeral
sequence, we give only some of the names of the

authors of these smaller pictures, as Mrs. Withers,

A. Moore, Sleap, Smalliield, G. S. Hall, Sarah

Hewitt, Garrick, Fitzgerald, Burgess, Dukes, Sark,

Pettit, Needham, Fraser, Naish, &c.

No. 319. ‘Early Lovers,’ F. Smallfiei.d. To
speak of this work as a picture, without reference

to the narrative, it must be pronounced an essay

of real power in the essentials of Art. It contains

two figures, a youth, and a girl much his junior

:

but the correlative expression of the two, as read

in the earnest features of the latter, and the pressure

of the hands of both, supersedes the necessity of a

title. They meet nt a stile, and, as it is evening,

the tones are generally low, with the exception of

a hedge of eglantine which, with its extravagant

luxuriance, fills the right of the composition.

No. 329. ‘ Roslin Chapel,’ J. D. Swarbbeck.
One of the best pictures of this famous relic that we
remember to have seen.

No. 336. ‘The Romp,’ C. Dukes. There are

four figures in this composition, two women and
two children. It is generally low in tone, and
thence much force and reality are obtained for oue
of the figures, which is painted up to a light tone.

The background is unexceptionable.

No. 348. ‘A Dream of the Gouliot Cave, Sark,’

J. G. Naish. There is great power of colour in

this work, but, for want of definition, the story is

obscure.

No. 351. ‘Spiing-timcinthe Woods,’ S.J. Lewis.
The principal object here is the bole of an ancient

oak-tree, which, with its surroundings, is very suc-

cessfully delineated. It looks the portrait of a

veritable locale.

No. 354. **•** D_ Pasmobe. The
scene of the incident here is the ruin of a chapel or

monastery
;

it is now turned into a cuisine, the

business of which is carried on ’by a chef, who is

receiving a dish of fine trout from a female attend-

ant, while a boy is occupied in attending to a sirloin

of beef at the fire. It is spirited throughout, and
ingenious in composition.

No. 359. ‘ Samuel,’ Bell Smith. Samuel may
be here received as about to minister before the

Lord, "girded with a linen ephod.” The features

are lighted up in a manner that may be accepted

as allusive to the spiritual condition of the child

;

and this, with a significant action and elevated

expression, establishes character according to the

letter of the sacred text. Near this is a ‘Rustic
Group,’ by the same artist, the best of his produc-
tions in this genre.

No. 368. ‘ A Quiet Valley,’ S. R. Percy. A
composition of lake and mountain scenery

;
present-

ing features of much romantic beauty, with a system
of colour extremely harmonious.

No. 371. ‘Her Ladyship’s Pets,’ W. Horlor.
These are two spaniels of the King Charles's breed,

crouched upon a table with, near them, the head of

a greyhound, that stands on the floor; the heads of

the spaniels are well painted, and characteristic.

No. 379. ‘The Popular Song,’ F. Smallfield.
This is a miniature in oil, finished to a degree of

infinite nicety. It contains but one figure, that of

a girl, who holds before her a ballad which she is

singing.

No. 392. ‘A Cottage Door,’ A. Peovis. Also a

small picture, remarkable for the most delicate

manipulation. We stand within the cottage door,

looking outwards on the bright sunshine of a

summer’s day, amid which stands a girl holding

discourse with another within. The result is the

utmost force of contrast.

No. 397. * * * * R. S. Lauder, R.S.A. The
subject is a section of a lofty range of mountains,

as seen from the lake which washes the base. It

is a mountain solitude without sign of life, brought

forward with a tone of exaltation amounting to

graudeur. The green of the moimtaiii-side is ex-

tremely positive, but from the apparent truth of the

general detail it must be accepted as true.

No. 399. ‘A Summer Evening,’ A. Gilbert.
This is a small view on the Thames, brought for-

ward with a warm treatment, in perfect accordance

with the proposed effect.

No. 403. ‘The Woods in Spring,’ G. Harvey.
The subject is a forest glade, in which the trees and
their leafage are described with masterly feeling.

No. 407. ' Itinerants,’ C. Rossiter. These pre-

sent themselves as an agroupment of four, three

boys and a girl, their instruments being two tin

pipes, an accordion, and a triangle. Their sweet

music may scare a would-be charitable public, but

the irresistible appeal of their faces, with its superior

centripetal force, must extract the bawbees from the

pockets of the passengers. It is, as usual, powerful

in colour.

No. 410. ‘ Yew Tree, in Lorton Vale, Cumber-
land,’ B. Rudge. This is the yew which Words-
worth tells us may have supplied weapons to the stal-

wart bowmen who fought at Agincourt—nay, even

at Crecy. The tree is certainly most skilfully painted,

but it stands alone, a melancholy spot in the picture,

entirely unsupported by any shred of sympathizing
shade.

No. 413. ‘ Ice Cart—Hazy Winter Morning,’

G. A. Williams. Of all the winter subjects painted

by this artist, this is by far the most intense. There
is no tricky execution to amuse the eye; it is a

freezing reality.

INNER ROOM.

No. 427. ‘ Moniing—on the Jersey Coast,’ W.
E. Bates. The entire section of land and water in

this picture presents a low-toned breadth, that

contrasts effectively wnth the sky lighted by tlie

sun, which is rising behind the castle. This simple

treatment is so successful as to constitute the

picture oue of the best we have seen by the artist.

Near it is another, ‘The Emigrants,’ an incident

from "David Copperfield,” by the same hand.

No. 431. ‘The Discovery after the Duel,’ M. J.

Lawless. The discovery is that of the body of the

cavalier, who has fallen in mortal strife with a rival

in the affections of the lady who is now bending

over the dead man : the scene of the incident seems
to be the roof of Iladdou Hall.

No. 434. ‘The Morning after the Gale,’ J. E.
Meadows. We see here a transport which has

been cast ashore on a rocky coast
;

the sea is yet

rolling heavily in, and the incident is accompanied
by all the probable circumstances of such an event.

No. 439. ‘ A Summer Day—Hoylake, Cheshire,’

II. Williams. The subject is a flat expanse of

sandy shore at low water, in the mauagemeut of

which the distances are skilfully aided by the sunny
haze that pervades the locality.

No. 463. ‘La Creux Harbour, Island of Sark,’

painted on the spot by J. G. Naish. The principle

on which this work has been painted seems to be

to show how far execution can supply the place

of picturesque quality. The drawing of the rocks,

of the jetty which forms the harbour, and the

sprinkling of shingle on the shore, is as minute and
circumstantial as photography

; but the most un-

fortunate element of the composition is the water,

of uncompromising green, aud this, without grey,

direct or allusive, is an unmanageable anomaly.

No. 466. ' River Conway,’ F. W. Hulme.
Vhether flowing between low or high banks, the

scenery of this river is always attractive. The
stream divides the composition in the centre, the

left bank rising into bluffs in the middle distance.

The aspect is reduced to the tone of a clouded

summer day.

No. 474. ‘ Leading Hay near Wiuchelsea, Sus-

sex,’ A. W. Williams. The simplicity, substance,

and concentrated power of this work constitute it

oue of the best of the productions of its author.

The scene is a breadth of hay-meadow, sloping

gently upwards to the left, with the mown hay
running in lines into the composition. A laden

hay-cart is ready to be drawn off, and the oxen are

being yoked. In comparison with those that have
preceded it, this picture is characterised by a valu-

able and salutary difference.

No. 482. ‘ Coming from the Farm,’ N. 0.
Lupton. The wayfarer is a little girl, and she

approaches us by a bowery path through a wood

:

the thin drooping sprays of elm, with their spai’se

leaves individually painted, form the best feature of
the picture.

No. 506. ‘Cottage Interior,’ A. Provis. If

this, in all its parts, be a veritable habitation, it is

more valuable in a picture than in the reality;

hence it will be appropriated as subject-matter by
every artist who might see it. It has much of the

excellent feeling with which the painter qualifies his

w’orks.

No. 507. ‘ Night,’ J. E. Collins. This is a
profile-study of a female head and bust, relieved by
a dark sky. The features are painted with solidity,

but the face and shoulders should not have been
identical in colour.

No. 508. ‘ A Sprig of Plums,’ II. Chaplin.
Portions of the little picture are studiously worked,
hut the bloom on the fruit does not look as if likely

to be swept off by a bee’s wing.

No. 522. ‘An Easy Conscience,’ J. Hayllar. I

This is a study of a child’s head, on which is a 1

chaplet of hawthorn flowers. Pretty and childish,

but it would have told with much greater force
|

relieved by a dark background.

No. 529. ‘ Grouse on the Wing,’ D’Abcy Bacon.
These birds appear to be represented as at the end
of their flight, and about to drop just beyond the
shoulder of the mountain over which they are

flying. The grouse are definite enough, and the
composition is wild in character, but it might
have been a little wilder in its tones.

No. 531. ‘The Light of the Cross,’ Dr. Col-
lins. We turn to Revelation for the interpretation of
this mystic composition

;
hut it would have been well

if the painter had assisted the spectator by giving the
direct source of his inspiration. It is a large work,
in the upper part of which the cross appears,
diffusing a dazzling efTuigence around it; in the
lower part crawls the serpent, the last inhabitant

of the world, the human race having disappeared.
There is some good painting in the picture, but
mysticism in Art is always unsatisfactory.

On the screens in the third room are distributed

some works of merit, as

—

No. 543. ‘ CadsoD Forest in June,’ A. Fraser.
In this picture the shaded passages of the leafage

are somewhat heavy, from being painted with colour

too opaque. The dispositions are effective, but they
would have been yet more so had the ground lights

been of a higher tone.

No. 546. ‘A Summer’s Eve at Sonning,’ E. C.
Williams. The subdued and tranquil feeling in

this work is most agreeable; the time is sunset,

merging into twilight.

No. 549. ‘ Lane near Frankley, Worcestershire,’

P. Deakin. The subject is simply a piece of rough
bottom shut in by trees, painted mth some success.

No. 552. ‘The Bird’s Nest,’ W. S. Rose. A
small picture, pleasantly coloured as to the lower
passages; but the trees are of a weird green, excep-

tional in nature.

No. 566. ‘Toothache in the Middle Ages,’ H. S.
Marks. The sufferer wears the hood and camail

of the fonrteeuth centurj'
;
he holds a handkerchief

to his face, and rocking himself on a low stool,

thus appeals to your sympathies. It is a small

picture, powerful in colour.

No. 569. ‘Gilse and Trout,’ II. L, Rolfe. The
fish painted by this artist continually draw forth

our unqualified praise; we have again to call atten-

tion to the very close imitation of nature in this

work.

Besides the works we have noted, there are on
these screens, and w'orthy of mention, flowers by
Rimer; a landscape by Deakin

;

‘Pear Blossom,’

WoRSEY
;

an interior by Pasmore
;

‘ Cologne,’

De Fleury, &c.

The number of works exhibited is about the same
that has been hung for some years past. It is

desirable that the upper parts of the walls should

be filled with larger works, but the days of life-

sized figures arc gone, whereas miniature in oil in-

creases year by year. The quality of the landscape

works improves from year to year
;
a very important

feature of the improvement being that desirable

diversity of manner and feeling which characterises

many schools rather than one. The -landscape

painters are more constant to these walls than those

who paint figures, and some of their productions

would be attractive to any exhibition.
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OBITUAEY.

MR. T. K. HERVEY.*

Another of the links that connect literature with

the Pine Arts has been severed by the death of Mr.

T. K. llervey, the author of some very graceful

poetry, the editor for many years of the Athenaum,

and a frequent contributor to Art-Journal. We
have been surprised to have met with no biography

of this accomplished writer in the columns of any

of our daily or weekly contemporaries, and hasten

to remedy the omission, so far as we have it in our

power, by recording such particulars of his life as

we have been enabled to collect.

Thomas Kibble Hervey was born at Paisley on

the 4th of February, 1799, and was brought to

Manchester in his fourth year by his father, who

settled in that towu as a drysalter in 1803. He
received the rudiments of his education at a private

seminary, whence he was removed in due time to

the Free Grammar School of Manchester. After

the usual course of study, he was articled to an emi-

nent solicitor in that town, to whose London agents

he was afterwards transferred, with the view of

obtaining for him a wider ])rofe33ional experieuce

than coidd have been afforded him in a provincial

town. The arliclcd clerk of a metropolitan solicitor,

unlike his salaried colleague, is seldom overbur-

theued with work
;
he does, in fact, pretty much as

he pleases, and has often more liberty at his com-

mand than is either expedient or wholesome. This

was especially the case with young Hervey, who,

having a precocious taste for the lighter branches of

literature, was little disposed to fatigue himself by a

too earnest devotion to the dry details of law
;
and

his friends soon ascertained that although you may
bring a horse to the water, to make iiira drink is a

much more difficult operation. Certain it was that

his draughts from Blackstone, or Coke upon Lyttel-

ton, were of a thoroughly homceopathic character.

So soon as he was supposed to have profited suffi-

ciently by the accustomed term of probation, he was

placed with Mr. (afterwards Serjeant) Scriven, in

order that he might be inducted into the mys-

teries of conveyancing and special pleading; of which,

however, ho imbibed such infinitesimal quantities as

seemed by no means likely to avail him for any prac-

tical purpose. But he could “ pen a stanza” if uuable

to “draw a plea,” and his dexterity in this respect

appears to have excited the undisguised admiration

of his preceptor, who assured his father that his

son’s genius was of too high au order to be wasted

upon the desert air of a provincial attorney’s office

;

and who recommended, accordingly, that he should

be permitted to qualify for the Bar. . A suggestion

so flattering to the honest pride of au indulgent

parent was tolerably secure of acceptance
;
and the

young poet was entered about the year 1818 at

Trinity College, Cambridge, which he quitted, after

a residence of two years, without taking a degree.

The success of a little poem eutitled “Australia,”

which he published in the second year of his colle-

giate life, and which drew him once more to Loudon,

had well-nigh turned his head. It was, indeed, an

attempt of no ordinary promise, and if a little too

much of an echo of a well-knowu model, possessed

merits of its own which were calculated to create

a favourable impressiou of its author. It seems

to have beeu commenced as a prize poem, but

Mr. Ilervey’s muse having lured him considerably

beyoud the limits to which collegiate poets are

ordinarily restricted, he resolved to work out his

idea without reference to his original object, and his

poetical honours appear to have fully compensated,

in his estimation, for the absence of those to which

he ought to have eutitled himself atCarabridge. Nor
were the praises bestowed upon this first offering of

his mnse by any means undeserved. It contains

passages which, for vigour, melody, and curious

felicity of diction, have seldom been distanced by

modern writers of the heroic couplet, and are still

more rarely to be met with in the primilice of a

young poet. A second edition followed quickly on

the first, to which was appended various lyrical effu-

sions of considerable merit. Some of these pieces

* We are indebted for this biographical sketch to an in-

timate friend of the late Mr. Hervey : for the valuable ser-

vices wo derived from his pen, wo refer with gratitude to

his memory, and are induced to give to the subject greater
space than we usually allot to such notices.—.Ed. A.-J.

have been included in very many volumes of selected

poetry, and are thus known to thousands who might

have had no opportunity of possessing themselves of

the collected writings of their author. “The Con-

vict-Ship ” made its first appearance in the Literary

Souvenir for 1 825, and in after years many charming

lyrics from Mr. Ilervey’s pen were published from

time to time in that periodical, The Amulet^ and the

Friendship's Offering , of which last mentioned an-

nual he was for one year (1826) the editor. Many
of his poems display an intimate acquaintance

with the best models, and are graceful, melodious,

and what is not without significance in these days

of stilted nonsense, intelligible. "We are, indeed,

hardly acquainted with an instance in which the first

eflbrts of a youthful poet have beeu more entirely

free from the vices of style and the solecisms of taste

which ordinarily characterise such compositions,

than the poetical of T. K. Hervey.

In 1829 Mr. Hervey published a third edition of

his “ Australia,” aud a series of his minor poems

(including those which had appeared in the Aunuals),

uuder the title of “ The Poetical Sketch-Book but

a great number of his shorter lyrics remain still

unedited. xVbout the same time, he produced a

tasteful collection of fugitive poetry under the title

of “The English Helicon,” aud a volume of very

graceful poetical illustrations of the chef-d'ceuvres

of some of the most eminent modem English

sculptors. This work affords ample evidence of the

cultivated taste in matters of Art of its author, aud

mauy of his essays in the Athenaim aud the Art-

Journal, several years afterwards, may he taken

as conclusive proofs of his competency as an Art-

critic.

For upwards of twenty years prior to 1854,

Mr. Hervey had been an extensive contributor of

critical essays to the Aihenceum, and for the last

eight years of that interval he was its sole respon-

sible editor. He was, indeed, the means of raising

that publication to au enviable position in the

periodical literature of the country
;
and were any

considerable number of his articles to he reprinted

in volumes of the ordinary size, they would pre-

sent evidence of an amount of industry for which

few people have hitherto given him credit. It

is but fair to his memory to remark that very

mauy of these criticisms are characterised by a cor-

rectucss of taste aud an intimate acquaintance with

the literature of his time, which has been exhibited

to the same extent in few other contemporary pe-

riodicals. The knowledge which long experience,

and a love of literature for its own sake, can alone

supply, snperadded to a sort of intuitive appreciation

of what was good, would have rendered him the

beau ideal of an editor for a literary periodical,

had his perseverance and powers of application

borne anything like a due relation to his critical

taste and judgment. But we must hesitate to con-

demn a want of energy in the later years of his life,

which he might not have had it in his power to

control. For a long period antecedent to his de-

cease, he had beeu afflicted with a chronic asthma,

which, under the influence of a cold, would often

assume a most alarming character. Although

greatly relieved, from time to time, by the skill and

zealous attention of his medical friends, its harassing

recurrence had a most injimious effect on, not only

his bodily health, hut on his mental and moral

energies. For many months together, at different

intervals dui'ing the last few years, he has been

uuable to take rest in a recumbent posture, or to

procure even a temporary alleviation from extreme

suffering, excepting from remedies which were

almost as bad as the disease. During these pa-

roxysms, mental labour was out of the question.

Some of his literary acquaintance who can discover

an excuse for no shortcomings hut their own, had

been accustomed to denounce this physical incapacity

as wilful negligence or indolence (Coleridge was for

mauy years the victim of a similar reproach)
;
but

those who, like ourselves, were acquainted with the

physical condition of the man, have been able to

assign a more charitable ground for much of his

inertiou. lu the autumn of 1853 his disease as-

sumed a most distressiug aspect— one, indeed, which

filled everybody about him with dismay, aud wholly

incapacitated him for any literary labour whatsoever.

During that interval a locum tenens in the Alhenanim

became indispensable, and one of his friends who
had learned from him some portion of his knowledge

of the editorial craft as his assistant, was appointed

in that capacity, and towards the end of the year

superseded him altogether in his post. Thus struck

down by severe illness, and deposed from an em-
ployment which so entirely accorded with his tastes,

he had to contend with the combined evils of a

present incapacity for labour, a denuded purse, and

a comparatively hopeless future.

On the partial recovery of his health, Mr. Hervey
became a contributor to this Journal, and during the

last four years, its pages have been enriched by many
admirable papers on various Art topics from his pen.

On subjects connected with the Fine Arts, aud with

Sculpture more especially, his judgment was re-

markably sound. Many of his lyrical and descrip-

tive poems were written to commemorate paintings

aud sculptures by English artists ; and no more
conclusive evidence could be adduced of the purity

and refinement of his critical taste than is to be

found in these poetical exercitations.

To his prose criticisms on books, it has been

objected that they were sometimes too incisive;

but his conversation was genial, good humoured,

and, we may add, instructive, when the topic afforded

him any opportunity of pouring forth the stores

with which he could invest.it from his extensive,

if desultory, reading. Me have, indeed, rarely en-

countered a literary man of the present day, the

geniality of whose manner or the charm of whose

conversation were more fascinating than his. Al-

though an idler in one sense of the term, he was an

indefatigable reader of English aud French literature;

and in poet-laud, there was hardly a spot of ground

which seemed capable of yielding him a nugget,

however insignificant, into which it had not been

his ])leaaure to penetrate; extracting often from

forsaken diggings treasure which had been wholly

overlooked by previous investigators.

His scattered poems will, we hope, be collected

and published in an integral form ;
accompanied by

such a notice of his life as may render justice to his

genius without concealing those failings which would

subserve the interests of morality and truth, if set !

forth as a beacon to his younger successors in lite-

rature, would indicatc.to them the rocks aud shoals i

to which it was his misfortune to be exposed with-
i

out, ou his part, the prudence that might have i

enabled him to avoid them. That his career was,
j

to a certain extent, a vie manquee can scarcely be
j

denied; but those who have experienced the remorse

which must sooner or later attend the issue of

opportunities unimproved, and talents comparatively

UDConverted, may readily understand how severely

the consequences may have pressed upon him, and

how large an amount of atonement may already

have been offered for shortcomings which have

marred but too often the fame, and alloyed the

happiness, of literary men who have possessed every

qualification for success, save that defiued principle

of action and unilcviating perseverance in the pur-

suit of an honest aim, without which no substan-

tial success can be achieved.

The death of Mr. llervey took place on the 17th

of February, 1859 ;
ou the 4th of which month

he had completed his sixtieth year. Its immediate

cause was a recurrence of the chronic disease which

had so long oppressed him, arising from the effects

of a severe cold. He was married on the 17th of

October, 1843, to Miss Eleonora Louisa Montagu

(herself a poet of no mean order), who (with their

only son, Frederick Robert, born ou the 11th of

March, 1845) still survives him.

M. FRANgOIS LEON B^NOUVILLE.

The French school of painting has to deplore, in

the recent death of M. Benouville, the loss of one of

its most promising and popular artists. He was

bora in Paris in 1821, and studied under M. Picot.

His principal works are, “ The Christians in the

Amphitheatre before their Mai-tyrdom,” bought by

the French Government; “St. Frau^ois blessing

the Town of Assise,” purchased by the Emperor

Louis Napoleon
;

aud “ The Death of the Dis-

obedient Prophet ;” portraits of Queen Hortensia

and the Emperor Napoleou, painted for the

Minister of State; “The Two Pigeons,” the

property of M. Benoit Fould
;

“ Ratfaelle’s First

Meeting with the Fornarina;” “Poussin on the

Banks of the Tiber,” and several smaller works now

in the Hotel de Ville. In 1855 he was decorated

with the ribbon of the Legion of Honour.
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THE PEODIGAL SOH. THE ROYAL ACADEMY.

FROM THE GROUP BY J. MOZIER.

In one of a short series of papers sent to us from
Rome, and published in our Journal four or five

years since, the writer says, “ People at Rome, and
in England, have a very mistaken appreciation of
the development of Art among the Americans. They
are generally supposed to be of too positive and
practical a turn of mind, too much engrossed with
the stern realities of life, to waste the precious hours
inworshipping at the shrine of Art; yet this is a great
mistake

; whether arising from prejudice or ignorance
we cannot say, but, at all events, it is utterly false.

The American School of Art, as developed at Rome,
evinces both cicellence, earnestness, and true feclinir

for Art
;

it is a school of promise, bidding fair to

take its place and hold its head aloft in the great
artistic republic. Consistently carrying out their

national views, or, rather, more profoundly speaking,
founding their impressions on the same broad basis
on which rest their religious aud political creeds, the
American artists are essentially eclectic. Untram-
melled by the dogmatism of any particular school,
ranging at pleasure through the accumulated treasures
of bygone centuries, spread before tiiem in the
wondrous galleries of Italy, they faithfully and ear-
nestly propose to imitate all that is beautiful,

without considering whence it comes, or whither it

may lead them. They surrender up their souls to
the guidance of their artistic conscience, and, like

true republicans, refuse to bow down before any
graven images of conventional tyranny. The gods
of Greece are to them no gods at all, unless they
lead them towards an ideal heaven, where their
imagination may revel in contemplation of unalloyed
natural beauty. There is something grand and
elevating, as well as fresh and enthusiastic, in this

simple worship of Art for its own sake, contradis-
tinguished to the dogmatic subjection of prescribed
rules enforced by antagonistic schools.”

ilozier, the sculptor of the group here engraved,
is one of those American artists referred to in the
foregoing observations

; he is a gentleman of inde-
pendent property, who follows Art more from love
of it than as a profession, and who has taken up his
residence in Rome to avail himself of all those
facilities for study and practice which this renowned
Art-city affords. The “Prodigal Son” belongs to the
naturalistic school of Art, which the sculptor has
evidently followed, rather than the examples left us
by the great Greek sculptors and their immediate
successors

;
there is no attempt to idealize or give a

poetical version of the subject; it is simply an aged
Eastern man embracing a youth, whose somewhat
attenuated form and ill-clothcd limbs are signs of
want and misery

;
but the group is presented with

'

a feeling of genuine pathos which is most striking:
the faces of the two figiu-es arc highly expressive;
that of the father, is loving, yet worn with sorrow;
the erring son’s is confiding and little else

;
the

remembrance of the past must be too deeply
engraven on the memory to admit of any com-
bination of joyous feeling.

We have said this group is of the naturalistic
school, the remark appears to be borne out as much
by the altitude of the young man as by any other
part of the composition; this is simply 7iatural,
produced by the act of embracing, but it is not
graceful, the lines flow inelegantly, a fault that
could not possibly be avoided, circumstanced as the
figure is. If the sculptor had studied Art rather
than nature he would have adopted aless constrained
and formal attitude, yet, perhaps, it would have been
one which told the story far less effectually than that
he has adopted. The upper part of the group is
very beautiful, aud sculplwesquelp rich.

One of the most remarkable works executed by
Mozier is a statue of Pocahontas, the daughter of an
Indian king who ruled over Virginia at the time
when the English first settled there. She was
married to a Captain Smith, one of the settlers, who
had been taken prisoner by her father, and condemned
to death, but at the intercession of the young
Indian girl, who offered her life for his, he was
pardoned. Smith converted her to Christianity, and
brought her to England, where she died. Jlozier
has represented her meditating upon the cross, the
symbol of her new faith; those who have seen the
statue speak of it in very high terms.

The public is at length informed as to what course
the Government mean to pursue in reference to the
Royal Academy— for good or ill, the matter is at all

events settled; the National Gallery will be exclu-
sively used for exhibiting the national pictnres, and
the Academy will receive from the country a set off

for the advantages of which it has been considered
expedient to deprive them—that set off being a piece
of ground situate in Piccadilly, and now occupied by
Burlington House.
We are, and have ever been, among those who

maintain tliat the Royal Academy had a moral, if

not a clearly legal, right to their holding in Trafalgar
Square. To have sent that body adrift without com-
pensation would have been to commit au act not
ouly indefensible but dishonourable: the country
was bound by an implied if not an actual contract;
and although some iintbinldng or prejudiced persons
in the House of Commons have desired to ignore it

altogether, we rejoice that neither tlie dignity of the
Crown nor of Parliament is likely to be compromised,
hut that the Academy will receive to the full an
amount of liberal justice, which equity as well as
policy demands for them.

For ourselves (and we represent the views of
many), we should have been better pleased to learn
that the whole of the ungainly structure in Trafalgar
Square had been left to the Royal Academy, while
the country had erected a Palace of Art at South
Kensington, that would be what the present National
Gallery never can be—worthy of the Nation. A
time will come when England will lament to have
lost a chance that can never again offer. Much,
however, may be done with the large space the
Government may allocate in Trafalgar Square, by
removing the barrack to more fitting quarters, aud
also St. hlartiu’s Workhouse—entirely out of place

—

taking in, indeed, the whole of the ground that
intervenes between the present front of the National
Gallery and Leicester Square, aud erecting an entirely
new building on the site.

We are not now called upon to consider this
matter: our present business is with the Royal
Academy alone. That body has found an able aud
eloquent advocate in Lord Lyndhurst. They have
been singulaidy fortunate. At an age that few
men reach, and in the possession of faculties on
which time seems to have had no prejudicial influ-

ence, this venerable peer rises in the Upper House
to explain and to excuse, to defend and to enlighten,
to destroy much of prejudice, to give evidence of
great good, to prove strong claims upon public
sympathy, to supply conclusive pi-oofs of public
service—iu a word, to show that the "claims” of
the Royal Academy upon national support arc large
and many, and that they have continued—increasing
year by year—since the time when George III. gave
them his patronage, and a few poor chambers, needed
for no other purpose, in Somerset House. There
can be no doubt that Lord Lyndhurst proved his
case,—but it is quite clear, to those who heard him,
and to those who have read his speech, that he
treated his case as an advocate, and not as a judge.
All that was in his brief he stated with consummate
skill

;
and if the issue had rested with “ twelve good

men and true,” he would have obtained damages to
any amount he had asked for—£70,000 worth of
land in Piccadilly, or as much mere as they were
“laid at.”

Fortunately, however, the matter is not to be
settled quite so easily. Lord Derby, on his part,

protests against granting the “too much” that has
been asked; and Lord Monteagle steps forward to
interpose—shrewdly, and with a long look forward

—

his counsel of prudence before that is done which
cannot be undone.

If we are to render justice to the Royal .Academy,
justice is due also to the public. Fully admitting,
and readily conceding as a the demands of the
Academy to the full value of their holding in Tra-
falgar Square, it is neither reasonable nor just that
they should receive a value much beyond it, espe-
cially as they resolutely and perseveringly determine
that, wherever they may be, however they arc con-
sidered, aud whatever is to be their compensation,
they will permit no interference, no guardianship,
no surveillance, either of the public or the Parlia-
ment—responsible in no degree to the Legislature,

caring nothing for public opinion, amenable here-
after, as they have been heretofore, only to the
Crown—the Crown being now, as ever, merely a
nominal— or, if it sound better, au honorary

—

control over their proceedings, and of which they
are, to all intents and purposes, as really aud prac-
tically free as any other society self-clccted, self-

constituted, and answerable for themselves only to
themselves.

It was in the brief which Lord Lyndhurst held,
that, while other Art-iiistitutions iu every state of
Europe were upheld and maintained out of the public
purse, the Royal Academy of England was in no
way a tax on the nation, sustaining itself solely
by its own exertions, and deriving its funds exclu-
sively from public exhibitions, instituted and con-
ducted by its members. It was iu his Lordship’s
brief also that the Academy supported schools, pen-
sioned decayed brethren, relieved suffering professors,

aud did many other good things, which it was in
reality the duty of the country to do. But it was

in his Lordship’s brief to state the case on “the
other side ;” that is yet to be done. And of a surety
it will be done in the House of Commons, if not in
the House of Peers, when the shortcomings of the
Royal Academy—its sins of omission, if not of com-
mission—may receive illustration and explanation
also.

It will be matter of deep regret if the country
loses, once and for ever, all chance of exercising a
salutary control over the Royal Academy

; if it

require no change of any kind in its laws, no altera-

tion whatever in the system by which it is omnipo-
tent over the destinies of artists, and almost over
those of Art, in England.

Lord Lyndhurst is aveiy aged gentleman—a man
of large mind and of singular ability; but time lessens
much a desire for “experimenting,” aud to those

'

who have lived long there is always an apparent
I

peril in change : we appeal therefore from his au-
thority to that of men. who believe that what was
wise and fitting to au institutiou in the year 1780
can he neither wise or fitting for that institutiou in
1859.

It is probable that the Royal Academy, which >

repudiates all interference with its privileges or
'

principles on the part of Parliament, and distinctly 1

intimates that it will receive no public grant that is
|

trammeled with a right of public inquiry, will itself I

set about the work of reform. We know, indeed,
that among its members arc several enlightened
men who see, and have long seen, the necessity of
so altering their constitution that it shall be com-
mensurate with the advancing spirit of the age—that
where all is progress they dare not stand still

;
in-

deed, already there are rumours afloat which induce
a belief that regulations adhered to with a pertina-
city absolutely marvellous for nearly a century will
he forthwith abrogated, and that the Royal Academy
will anticipate all the public might do by doing all

the public could desire to have done. This is indeed
a consummation devoutly to he wished. We know 1

too much of commissions, and have too wholesome
!

a dread of blue books, not to fed that much danger
'

might be the result of “pressure from without,”

—

but that would be a less evil than a warrant to the
'

Royal Academy to continue for the next half cen-
tury the 2>lan and policy on which it has existed
during the last eighty years, and by which it has been
placed perpetually in a position of hostility, if not to
Art, certainly to the public.

As this subject will be, ere long, again canvassed
in the House of Commons, and as we shall then be
better able to consider it in all its bearings, it is

unnecessary to give to it at present larger space.
We shall probably soon know also what concessions
the Royal Academy design to make, for although
they may concede nothing to coercion—nothing as

matter of bargain—there can he no doubt that in a
short time information will be conveyed in some i

way or other to the public that certain changes in
the character and constitution of the Royal Academy
will bear date from the day on which they enter on
their new possessions, and are no longer, as they
have either been or been thought to be for nearly a
centurj’, at the mercy of a caprice.

The other claimants for “ground,”—whose de-
mands will be undoubtedly considered, and, we
presume, admitted—such as the “ Water-Colour
Societies,” &c., &e., we shall have to notice in due
course.
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THE

ARCHITECTUEAL EXHIBITION.

The Architectural Exhibitioa has undergone two

changes of considerable importance since we last

invited attention to it in our columns. It has estab-

lished itself in a new locality, and it appears at a

different season of the year. Instead of seeking, as

heretofore, a temporary resting-place in the galleries

of the “British Artists,” in Suffolk Street, it now

has a home permanently its own in Conduit Street,

under the roof of the Architectural Union Company

;

and it has taken its place amongst the spring exhi-

bitions of the London season in preference to a com-

panionship with the pictures in the French Gallery

as a winter exhibition. In both of these matters

the Architectural Exhibition most decidedly gains

by the altered arrangements.

The collections that arc now open to the public

in Conduit Street will be found to pronounce a

very emphatic opinion upon the much-vexed question

of style in the architecture of the day. So com-

pletely has the set of the architectural mind (so far

as it is apparent from this exhibition) been in the

direction of Gothic art, that drawings in other

styles here appear almost in the character of excep-

tious to a general rule. More than a little, indeed, of

the Gothic is singular enough, and a still larger

proportion of it as far as may be from being cither

satisfactory or promising
;
yet all this must be en-

titled Gothic, or at any rate, Gotliic it was intended

to be, and it certainly cannot be assigned to any-

thing else. But then there arc some drawings that

worthily vindicate the honour of the style, while

they no less clearly express the divided feeling whicli

prevents a cordial union amongst the ablest of its

adherents. Jlr. G. G. Scott, in addition to some

minor subjects, exhibits his very judicious and effec-

tive design fur the restoration of St. Cuthhert’s

Tower, Durham Cathedral. Air. Street, in the

little that he vouchsafes to place before us, is as

clever and as medimval as ever—if possible, even more

mcdiicval, and therefore more retrogressive than is

his wont. Mr. Ashpitel gives ua a somewhat

striking design for what he tei-ms “ a restoration

of St. Alargarct’s, Westminster.” The restored

church would approximate in style, as closely as

in its present condition it docs in site, to the

Chapel of Heury VII., and it would supply tlie

central deficiency of the Abbey with a very lofty

spire after the Fribourg type. Mr. J. K. Colling

has several drawings of great beauty and interest.

Those that represent his admirable new church,

now erecting, for Mr. R. C. Naylor, in Hooton

Park, Cheshire, arc amongst the very best in the

collection, as the edifice itself is evidently a work of

the highest order of architectural excellence. It is

constructed of red and white sandstone, with polished

red gi'anitc columns to nave and chancel, entrauce

doors, and porches. Air. Colling’s two drawings of

parts of West Walton Church, Norfolk, recall vividly

to our remembrance one of the most remarkable

edifices that the thirteenth aud fourteenth centuries

produced in England. Air. G. Truefitt, in his

designs, is clever and original, as usual, and his

drawings are executed with his customary ability.

Air. J. 11. Withers has a group of agreeable draw-

ings, architecturally good, of churches in Hertford-

shire and Esse.\, showing new works projected or

which have been completed. Air. Goldie, Mr. T. A.

Lewis, Air. A. M. Dunn, Air. J. H. Browne, Air. A.

Billing, and Air. J. Clarke, exhibit meritorious de-

signs for new churches. There are several designs

for schools, and others for villas, mansions, aud their

lodges, which justly claim commendation, without

evincing any very decided originality of cither con-

ception or treatment. The best (and we are com-

pelled thus concisely to group them together) are by

Alcssrs. C. F. Hayward, W. Lightley, J. Blake,

W. G. Habershon, 6. R. Clarke, J. Norton, E.

Roberts, J. Alackland, R. J. AVithers, S. S. Tculon,

J. James, E. Ellis, D. Brandon, R. Hesketh, and

C. Gray. Air. J. D. AVyatt exhibits a clever and

effective drawing of Pippbrook House, near Dorking

;

and Mr. J. B. Phelip a photograph from the column
executed by him with great ability as a memorial of

the late Sir C. Hotham. Both of these works are

from designs by Air. G. G. Scott. Air. W. Burges

does not exhibit anythingarchitectural; but he shows
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his intense medievalism in a group of furniture such

as Piers Gaveston might have ordered, had his London
residence been in St. James’s Square. Of buildings

not in any sense or degree Gothic, Air. D. Burton’s

“United Service Club, Pall Alall,” is the facile

princeps. We do not consider it to be necessary to

specify any works that we should have supposed

their authors would have been anxious not to have

exhibited; but we cannot refrain from expressing

our regret at finding in the collections such produc-

tions as occupy the greater part of the screen in the

cast gallery.

The almost supercilious neglect with which it is

treated by so many architects, has evidently awakened

in the minds of some of their professional brethren

the idea that they may advantageously convert the

Architectural Exhibition into a species of school for

the display of architectural drawings. “ Sketches,”

both at home and abroad, accordingly, abound; and

many of them—particularly those by Air. Street,

Air. Digby Wyatt, Air. Vaughan, Air. F. P. Cockerell,

Air. Christopher, and Air. Graham—are excellent

productions of their class. They arc also peculiarly

valuable in these photographic days, since they

demonstrate the fact that studious aud elaborate

architectmal drawing from old edifices has not been

altogether superseded by instantaneous suu-picturcs.

From what has been said, it will have been in-

ferred that in such original works as display the

higher grades of architectural genius, this exhibition

is signally deficient. Air. Owen Jones, indeed, with

his Aluswell Hill romance, almost engrosses this

department to himself. His large drawings and

careful plans for the proposed new Crystal Palace

in northern London, have been executed by him

with the utmost freedom and effectiveness
;
and they

declare, in a most impressive manner, the rich fer-

tility of his artistic resources. So attractive are

they, in fact, that it is almost impossible for any

one (not practically interested in the existing

Sydenham Institution) to withhold the wish that

Air. Jones were a veritable Aladdin, endowed with

full powers to realize a vision well worthy to take

rank with the fairest fancies of the Oriental en-

ciianter. With Air. Owen Jones’s drawings, we are

tempted to ])lace in contrast another design, with-

out any enchantment whatever about it, aud for an

edifice of a very different character: this is Air.

Penuethorne’s version of the new Government

Offices, with the actual erection of which it is de-

voutly to be hoped that Air. Pennethorne will have

nothing to do. A duller, less artistic, less inviting

edifice it would indeed he difficult to produce.

The small drawings of stained glass, with the

cartoons of full size, are not many iu number

;

but amongst them there are works of a very high

character. The designs for stained glass exhibited

by Alessrs. Clayton and Bell, Lavers and Barraud,

an4 Hardmau aud Powell, show with what ease

these three great establishments maintain their

position at the bead of their profession.

A small court has been fitted up by Alessrs. Cox
and Son with ecclesiastical plate and embroideries,

and with the productions of the patent wood-carving

works, now their exclusive property. Here are

specimens of the carving processes in every stage

and condition, all of them deserving thoughtful

attention. We propose very shortly to consider in

detail the capabilities and the great value of the

patent machinery that the Alessrs. Cox are employ-

ing with such beneficial effect in the execution of

every variety aud class of carvings in wood.

Alessrs. Hardmau exhibit a case of works iu

various metals, chiefly of an ecclesiastical character,

in every respect worthy of their reputation
;
but

Alessrs. Hart are not represented, neither are there

any contributions from Coventry. Alessrs. Johnston,

of London, however, are exhibitors of works of this

class. The other collections of architectural acces-

sories comprise numerous and admirable specimens

of the tiles of Alessrs. Alintou, Alessrs. Alaw, and

others
;

of carvings in that beautiful material, ser-

pentine ; with Hobbs’ and Pugh’s looks and keys,

Botten’s and Howard’s valves, Thumble’s paper-

hangings, Kershaw’s imitative woods, parquetry,

aud various bricks aud other similar productions.

Alessrs. Thumblc’s paper-hangings are singularly

meritorious in design as well as in quality; but no

fresh designs appear to have been introduced by

the serpentine companies.

MmOE TOPICS OF THE MONTH.

The Society or Painters in Water Colours.
—At a recent meeting of this society, held for the

purpose of electing new members, the occasion

passed without an election. The candidates were

twenty-eight in number, and the common inference

is that none of these were worthy of election
;
yet

among the aspirants there were mentioned before

the day of election, names of established reputation,

on which a slur is cast by rejection. Yet if, iudi-

vidually, the members of the society were appealed

to, a large majority would pronounce each of the

two or three most favourably-known candidates

fiUly eligible, on the score of accomplishment iu their

art, to the distinction of nomination, and hence the

inevitable conclusion that such a resolution must

have been effected by some interested diversion.

The number of members in this society is not

limited—their election is annual, and hitherto their

straightforward policy has ever been the recognition

of merit. Their laws requires two-thirds of the votes

to establish election—and this is liberal, when it is

remembered that in some bodies one black ball in

ten excludes. We revert with pleasure to the ante-

cedents of the Old Water-Colour—none of our Art-

bodies have sustained, themselves during their long

and brilliant career less questionably than this

society ; they have occupied for a long series of

years a distinguished place iu public estimation,

which it would now be most unwise to damage,

'rhey arc amenable to no outside tribunal—their

business is within their own nutshell
;
yet they are

what is called a “ public body,” and hence should

public opinion be an item in their consideration.*

South Kensington AIuseum.—An important

collection, lent by Alatthew Uzielli, Esq., of antique

and other engraved gems and cameos, is now to be

seen in the Aluscum, South Kensington. It com-

prises nearly 500 specimens, many of great excel-

lence aud value, including upwards of 350 of those

recently dispersed at the sale of the Hertz collec-

tion. There arc examples of the best periods of

Greek and Gricco-Roinau work
;

also some of the

Cinque-cento, in settings of the time. The reception

“ on loan” of fine works of Art from private persons,

who are willing to give the public some benefit from

their collections, is a characteristic of the Aluseum of

Art at South Kensington.

The Sheepshanks Gallery.—The Critic starts

a suggestion that application should be made to

Air. Sheepshanks to rescind that stipulation, in his

munificent deed of gift to the nation, which limits

the exhibition of his pictures to a building at

West Brompton. Steps should certainly be t^en

to accomplish so desirable an object. When the

arrangement was made, no doubt Mr. Sheepshanks

believed, cither that the British Art-palace would

be at South Kensington, or that a very long period

would elapse before space was obtained in Trafalgar

Square. The case is now entirely altered: it would

be a calamity to separate the Sheepshanks gift from

the gifts of Vernon and Turner. The National

Gallery, he it where it may, will surely be the fitting

place for collecting and exhibiting these evidences of

British genius and British patriotism: to separate

them would be a serious evil.

The Guards’ AIemorial, to he placed at the

bottom of Waterloo Place, is progressing; the

design, as our readers have already been told, is

by Air. John Bell, who has modelled one of the

figures which are introduced into the composition,

and sent it off to the foundry of Alessrs. Elkington,

at Birmingham, who liavc undertaken to cast all the

bronze work : the artistic execution, by them, of

Air. Foley’s statue of Lord Hardinge, shows their

capabilities for the performance of work of this

kind. The metal to be used for the “ Guards’

AIemorial” is that of a quantity of brass guns

captured at Sebastopol, which arc now being broken

up at Woolwich for the purpose.

• Since the above was written, we understand that a

meeting of the Society has been held, at which, among

other resolutions passed, was one stating that if more space

was at its command, they would gladly open their gallery

to artists who are not members ;
and it was also resolved

to memorialize the Lords of the Treasury for apartments

in the intended building on the site of Burlington Gardens.

Lord St. Leonards, in his place in parliament, brought the

latter subject to the notice of tho Government: a similar

step has been taken by the New Water Colour Society.
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British Pictures in Paris.—There is raucli

speculation in the Art-world as to results that will
follow the invitation to contribute pictui-es to the
eshibition in Paris

;
it would seem there is a pro-

bability of their being such as will do credit to our
country; for no fewer than thirty artists, at the
head of whom is Sir Charles Eastlake, express a
wish that the arrangement may be conducted by
M. E. Gambart, who has their " full confidence.”
M. Gambart has large experience, and is a gentle-
man of integrity, as well as ability, and, if he be
encouraged to set himself heartily to the task, we
cannot doubt his success. The artists acting with
him will be enabled to borrow from *' proprietors

”

such paintings as may favourably exhibit our school,
and uphold the reputotion it has already obtained in

France. We trust M. Gambart will exercise stem
resolution in rejecting, as well as in selecting, for a

few bad works w’ould more than coimterbalance the
effect of many good. Better few or none, than a

number of “ mediocrities.”

Panorama op Canton.—Mr. Burford has re-

cently added to the other panoramic attractions at

Leicester Square a view of the city of Canton, as it

appeared after the bombardment and assault of the
allied English and French troops, in December,
1857. The picture is painted from photographs
taken by the officers of the Royal Engineers, for
military purposes, and lent to the artist by General
Peel and General Sir J. F. Burgoyne. The view is

taken from a spot now known as Captain Mann’s
Battery, a newly-erected work on one of the highest
points on the northern side of the city, within the
wails. It consequently embraces the whole of both
the old and new towns, the east and west suburbs,
the river, with the island of Honan in the distance,

and, towards the north, a considerable extent of
country, bounded by a picturesque range of lofty

mountains, called the “ White Cloud Mountains.”
This point of view must be best for showing the
extent of the city, and the surrounding scenery, but
it leaves the spectator with a very unfavourable im-
pression of the architectural beauties of Cauton, if

it really has any. As far as the eye reaches, the
ground is covered with a dense mass of low houses,
looking more like ranges of cowsheds than human
habitations. They are all built with sloping roofs,

and have only ground floors; there are no chimney-
pots or apertures for getting rid of smoke; the
doorways are low, and the windows few and small

:

in fact, the whole aspect of the place is wretched and
miserable. Towards the river, which, in the picture,

is far in the distance, there are signs of a better
class of houses, while, here and there, the tower of a
pagoda rises up. Looking to the IcR, and a little

behind, as the spectator stands with his face to the
city, the country is most picturesque, it seems well
wooded, and the paddy fields, or rice grounds, give
to it the appearance of being caiefuUy cultivated.

There are many interesting localities introduced into
this portion of the panorama which we have not
space to point out. We can only recommend our
readers to pay a visit to the picture, which is painted
with Mr. Burford’s accustomed care and artistic

knowledge. He has not here availed himself of the
usual means of enriching his work by groups of
figures or other similar recognised privileges of a
painter, and he has adopted throughout rather a
low tone of colour. The picture looks a transcript
of nature—of a place nearly deserted, save by those
whose valour has given them possession of it. A
few soldiers of the allied armies are almost the only
living beings to be seen about.

Monument to the Late Bishop of London.—A monument is to be erected in St. Paul’s to this

excellent prelate, a sum of £1200 being at the dis-

posal of a committee for the purpose. They have
issued invitations to compete to no fewer than
eighteen artists

;
the cost of the competition, divided

between the eighteen, will, therefore, amount to the
sum that one of the eighteen will receive, and the
committee, we humbly think, might have limited
their application to half a dozen, with quite as much
probability of a satisfactory result. The list contains
two painters, Mr. Dyce and Mr. Richmond, both ad-
mirable artists, and men of unquestionable ability, but
they are no more sculptors than Messrs. Foley and
McDowell are painters

; if these two were asked to
compete with Messrs. Dyce and Richmond in deco-
rating the walla of the House of Lords, we imagine
they would receive the application as either a ” hoax”

or an insult. We cannot doubt, that in such a
spirit Messrs. Dyce and Richmond protested against
a requisition to compete with Messrs. Foley and
McDowell, in designing and executing a recumbent
figure to constitute a monument to the memory of
Dr. Blomfield. We can only suppose that, in the
confusion incident to examining a Royal Academy
catalogue, the committee supposed Messrs. Dyce
and Richmond to be sculptors, and uot painters,

and that they did not discover their mistake until
the two painters informed them of it. If it be not
“ a mistake,” it is about as gross an error as the
history of Art records; but we are now so accus-
stomed to “blunders” concerning competitions that
we can scarcely marvel at any absurdity or injustice
connected with them.

Langham Chambers.—The first of the annual
series of exhibition meetings was held in the Lang-
ham School on the evening of the 26th of February— the contributors being Duncan, W. Hunt, Small-
field, Higgins, PidgeoD, Fitzgerald, Calderon, G.
L. Hall, J. H. Mole, E. Hughes, Marks, Pearson,
Ilixon, C. J. Lewis, &c. The oil pictures sent here
are generally recently executed, and intended for the
public exhibitions.

The Hertz Collf,ction.—This very extensive
collection of classic antiquities, formed after many
years by Mr. Hertz, and sold by him to Mr. Mayer,
of Liverpool, was again scattered during the last

month in a sale that occupied sixteen days. The
collection attracted much attention when exhibited
last at Manchester, and its value was estimated in
its collective form : the sale has shovvn that this

was just, for though large or fair prices have gene-
rally been secured for the whole of the 3,137 lots,

a loss has resulted on the total. The collection
was purchased for £12,000—the sale has realized

£10,011. Some few lots have been reserved; but
if set against the auction expenses, it will still make
the difference of about £2,000. The larger quan-
tity of articles comprising the collection consisted
of gems, set as rings, in cameo and intaglio. It was
thought that so large a number at once brought, to
sale would produce low prices

;
but they all sold

better than they usually do at sales
; and some

few fetched extraordinary prices. Thus, a ring,
with an intaglio of Apollo, less than two inches in
height, sold for £90. The general run of prices
was from £15 to £20 for fine rings

; but a large
number sold from £2 to £5. The statistics of the
sale have some interest for collectors, and it tends
to show that even fine Greek and Etruscan vases
will fetch prices much beneath rings and jewels.
The British Museum very properly made some
cheap purchases of really remarkable works. Thus
they obtained, for £26, the beautiful Greek vase
engraved by Lenormaut, having a draped Victory
painted upon it; and, for £34, the well-known
metal mirror found at Chiusi in 1826, and which
has been engraved in three of the best works de-
voted to ancient glyptic art. The largest prices
have been paid for articles which scarcely should
have been catalogued with classic works : a set of
bronze Buddhist deities sold for £225, and a
pair of horrible human skulls, inlaid with coloured
stones, the work of the old Mexicans, sold for £30
and £40 each. Collectors therefore evidently look
to rarity, rather than beauty, in their purchases.
Such of the public as care to study some of the
finest of the gems from this collection may now
have a good opportunity of doing so at the South
Kensington Museum, as stated above.
Herb Carl Werner.—This gentleman will

open his studio, with an exhibition of his works,
early in the presen tmonth

;
and, at the same time,

be will be prepared to receive his pupils in his

classes for the study and practice of drawing in

water colours.

Photographic Dissolving Views.—Messrs.
Negretti and Zamba, the photographers to the Crystal
Palace Company, have adapted transparent photo-
graphs on glass to the dissolving view apparatus
with which Mr. Pepper illustrates his lectures. The
pictures thus obtained are very effective, and they
give quite a new, as well as a more elevated, artistic

character to this favourite exhibition.

The Wellington Monument.—Mr. Stevens is

busy preparing the work committed to his charge,
and we understand it will be ere long shown to “ a
select few.” There is still, however, a degree of
mystery, not calculated to allay suspicion, pervading

, the affair; and, if rumour were to be credited, the
public might be alarmed as to the form which, after
all, this " monument” may yet take; at present it

woifid be equally unwise and unfair to notice the
various “ whispers” that reach professional ears.

David Cox.—There is, we believe, some inten-
tion to have an exhibition in London, during the
season, of the works of this admirable landscape
painter, whose water-colour pictures, especially, are
among the finest of our school, for originality, truth,
and beauty. His small drawings, of a few years
since, are veritable gems; while there is a grandeur
and a poetical feeling in his large w’orks which few
landscape artists have ever reached, and none have
surpassed. We anticipate a treat in renewing onr
acquaintance with many old pictorial friends which
still live pleasantly in our memory, while we are
sure the exhibition will be hailed with delight by
every lover of genuine art.

The Nelson Collin.—Since our last number
was at press this matter has once more been
mooted in the House of Commons, Mr. Laurie
having inquired of Lord John Manners when the
lions were expected to be “placed in position,”
and why the execution of them was entrusted to
Sir E. Landseer instead of Mr. Lough, the sculptor
originally appointed by the committee. His lord-
ship replied that Sir Edwin was at present engaged
in modelling the animals, which, it was expected,
would be in their places at no distant day, and that
the Government had selected him for the task
because they considered him the most competent to
undertake it.

Sedgfield’s Stereographs of English and
Welsh Scenery.—We have examined a very large
collection of stereographs produced by Mr. Sedg-
field, who, we understand, holds a prominent rank
in this “ branch of Art.” An important branch it

has become, considered even commerciaDy; but it

is also an essential element in education, opening
up many new sources of delight, while adding
materially to our power of deriving instruction
from the great book of nature. If these examples
he, as they certainly are, “cheap,” they are "good;”
as good, perhaps, as any that have been submitted
to purchasers. We have here delicious scenery

—

“bits” from the lakes, and charming passages
from the river-banks in Wales, and old abbeys

—

Battle, Tintern, and Netley
;

cathedrals—Bristol,
Salisbury, Exeter, Wells, York, Canterbury, Win-
Chester

; venerable ruins—Kenilworth, Raglan, Pe-
venaey, and Hurstmonceaux ; in short, a series of
interesting British views, to the number of nearly a
thousand, every one of which is of value to the
antiquary, the lover of Art, or both. The publisher
of these stereographs—Mr. Bennet—has produced
a new stereoscope especially designed for their use,

but applicable also to any other views. It is very
simple in construction, being open at the sides, so
as to obtain the largest available quantity of light.

The focus is easily obtained, and altogether it is

convenient as well as elegant in construction and
design.

The Crystal Palace Picture G^vlieby.—Mr.
Wass informs ns that this exhibition is closed for a
month, in order that it may be re-opened on the
1st of May; and the directors desire publicity to

their earnest wish to render this division of the
Crystal Palace largely beneficial to artists. Many
sales have been effected during the past year

;
as

a source of enjoyment and an element of instruc-
tion, there is nothing in the great edifice that
renders so much public service. The gallery is

always crowded; and it is certain that knowledge
concerning Art is by this means generally and use-
fully spreading. It is, therefore, most desirable that
the collection should consist only of works of e.xcel-

lence. We know how impossible it is to gather
together anywhere a thousand pictures all “first-

rate ;” but it is the duty as well as the interest of
the directors to keep that object continually in view.
And in their superiutendent, Mr. Wass, they have an
able and experienced auxiliary, who has done, and is

doing, “his best.” Some additional help from col-

lectors who are disposed to “lend,” in order to gratify

and teach the many, with a little more consideration

on the part of artists to benefit themselves and the
institution, will render this exhibitiou—what it is so

well calculated to be—one of the most meritorious
and popular of all the picture exhibitions of the
metropolis.



Mr. Potts of Birmingham is exhibiting, at

56 ,Lincolu’s Inn Fields, various of his combinations

of metal with marble—Art metal-work—adapted

principally to mantel-pieces, but ap])lied also to

various architectural purposes. It is some time

since we directed attention to this novel and very

valuable branch of Art
;
but on more than one occa-

sion wc have described its peculiarity and its merit.

Mr. Potts has been many years labouring to bring

it to such a state as may render it available for

practical purposes, and he has succeeded. Many of

the reliefs in bronze or in metal dore are admirable

specimens of pure and high Art, that may certainly

rival in design, as well as in execution, the best of

those which have been produced, for purposes akin

to these, in France, As we shall ere long treat this

subject at some length, wc for the present content

ourselves with such notice as may direct to it the

thoughts of architects, artists, and amateurs.

Monumental Effigy of Queen Katherine
Parr.—This work, now nearly completed by Mr.
J. B. Philip, is in white marble, and is designed to be

placed in Sudely Castle by Mr. J. C. Dent, its present

proprietor. The original monument of the queen,

who was so fortunate as to survive Henry AHII.,

was destroyed when many similar memorials fell

victims to the wild zeal of iconoclasts. Mr. Philip

has studied his figure from the best portraits of

Katherine Parr, and his treatment of it realizes all

the purer sentiment of mediteval effigies
;
and, at

the same time, he has clearly shown that his work
belongs, not to the middle cither of the fourteenth

century or of the sixteenth, but of this present

nineteenth century. Mr. Philip is also completing

a monumental memorial, of uuusual artistic impor-

tance, to the late Dr. Mill, which is destined to

take its place amongst the fine early monuments in

Ely Cathedral
;
and the new work will be found a

worthy associate for the early ones. Mr. G. G.

Scott’s monument to the late Duchess of Gloucester,

and his Crimean Memorial which is to appear near

the western front of "Westminster Abbey, we pro-

pose to notice with care when they shall have been

completed : both are in course of execution by
Mr. Philip. This artist’s studio is also occupied

with many highly interesting works of architectural

sculpture, the most important of which ftre four

statues of the Evangelists of colossal size, to be
placed at a height of about fifty feet in the tower of

St. Michael’s Church, Cornhill. Having devoted

himself to architectural and monumental sculptui’e,

Mr. Philip is gradually developing the principles which
guided the late lamented Geerts, of Louvain, iu the

production of his exquisitely beautiful works. Iu

their style of art, accordingly, the productions of

Mr. Philip are essentially and ^emphatically Gothic;

and they, therefore, provide a practical reply for

any inquiries into what the Gothic of our own day
desires to do, and is able to do, in its application of

the greatest of the arts that are iu alliauce with

architecture.

The Celebrated State-Bed from Stowe.

—

We understand this magnificent and valuable bed,

which was designed and executed by Signor Borra

in 1737, and during 108 years formed the restiug-

place of the many royal personages who visited

Stowe, including her present Majesty and the Prince

Consort, is now exhibited in London for the first

time at the picture gallery of Mr. Walesby, in

Waterloo Place.

The Spurgeon Tabernacle.—The second pre-

mium of £30 has been awarded by the committee to

Mr. W. W. Pocock, of Knightsbridge, for his design,

bearing the motto “ Metropolitan.” It is presumed
that, as matter of course, Mr. Pocock will be en-

trusted with the erection of the edifice.

Flaxman’s Works.—The condition of Flaxman’s
casts in University College is by no means credit-

able to the authorities. They are loaded with dust,

insomuch as entirely to destroy theh effect. We
have an impression that a huudred pounds were
voted to the College for the creditable custody of

these works
;
but since they arc so neglected it is

to be regretted that they have been placed where
they are, as they ought to form a prominent feature

iu a gallery of British sculpture
; this must not be

forgotten in the arrangements about to be carried

out.

The Royal Gold Medal of the Institute of

British Architects has been awarded this year to

Mr. Gilbert Scott, A.R.A.
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Chromo-lithographic Pictures. IPublished by
G. Rowney & Co., London.

A large number of chromo-lithographic prints have
recently been put before the public oy Messrs.
Rowney and Co., who seem of late to have
paid especial attention to this particular branch
of Art-illustration, and with more or less of success

iu their productions. Several of those which have
come into our hands are printed at the establish-

ment of Messrs, Rowney; the others are printed by
Messrs. Hanhart : wo will first notice the former.
Mulready’s “Crossing the Ford,” from its size

and character of the picture, claims our first consi-

deration. The print is as large ns the original, of

which it convej’s a very favourable idea: in colour

it is remarkably brilliant—far more so, we should
imagine, than the picture was, even when it came
fresh from the painter’s easel

;
it is, in truth, hoi

to a degree of intensity. Considering the difficulties

of copying by any mechanical process, such as this

is, the peculiar manipulation of ilulready, the print

may be accepted as a good imitation
;

anil, certainly,

when framed and glazed, it will make a very pretty

decoration to any well furnished apartment. “ The
Canal of the Guidecca, Venice,” from the picture

by Stanfield in the Vernon Collection, is also a large

print, and, as a whole, pleases us better than the

Mulready copy; all the principal points of the
original are faithfully preserved, and the general
effect is rich and powerful; the sky and the water
are admirably managed. This print is also well

worth framing and hanging up. “The Cathedral
Porch, Evreux,” after E. Dolby, is a good repre-

sentation of that fine old architectural specimen;
it is warm in colour, and has throughout that aspect

of nature which cannot be mistaken. A little more
attention to the details of the architecture would
have been a decided improvement. “The Church
of St. Jacques, Caen,” after AV. Callow, is not so

pleasing. It seems, however, to have been copied

from a sketch, or unfinished drawing : there is a

general want of harmony in the picture—the prin-
cipal shadowed part falling on a low mass of shop-
roofs at the base of the church, a conventional rather

than a natural method of treatment, for which the

original artist is answerable, not the copyist.

Passing on to the prints from Messrs. Hanhart’s
presses, we commence with a large one—“The
Andalusian Letter-Writer,” from the picture by
F. W. Topham. It is excellent,—so good that one
would almost as soon possess it as the original. In
colour and texture the imitation is inimitable, and
the beautiful harmony apparent throughout the
work is among the highest attractions it offers: this

is certainly one of the beat chromo-lithographs we
have ever seen. “ Mount St. Michael,” after Stan-
field, is a far less successful copy

;
it is heavy, and

entirely deficient in half tones
;
the transparency of

oil-colours can rarely be obtained by the process of

chromolithography, and for this reason the deep
shadows which the artist chooses to put into his

work should be kept lighter in the printed copy,

and thereby such defects as we observe here would
be avoided; there is, moreover, a manifest coarse-

ness throughout for which no power of colouring,

even if more agreeable than it is here, could com-
pensate. “The Lake of Lugano,” and “The
Rhine, near Cologne,” a pair, after drawings by T.
M. Richardson, and both good, though we prefer the

former; there is a sweet and tranquil atmospheric
effect pervading the lake and distant mountains,
while tne foreground, broken up into rich masses of

colour, tells admirably against the blue waters
;
the

few stunted trees which crown the banks are, how-
ever, too black, and from this cause meet the eye
too intrusively. There is scarcely material enough
in the “ Rhine” subject to demand so much space

as the artist has given to it, but he has treated it

with much taste and feeling. “ Pallanzo, on Lake
Maggiore,” from a drawing by Rowbottom, is one
of the best of the number before us, delicate in tone,

sunny, and picturesquely treated: the quiet surface

of the lake is, however, ruffled—to the eye, at least

—by the reflected forms of the nearer hill; surely,

Mr. Rowbottom, you could not have seen them
assume the inverted pyramidal shape you have
given to them : there is little in the outline of the

hill itself, still less in its shadowed indentations, to

justify your mode of treatment, besides, these lines

“compose” awkwardly with the white ripple left by
the row-boat close by. “The Coming Shower,” a

marine-subject, after Meadows, deserves a word of

commendation : the distant water and the clouds

are true to nature, and the composition of the pic-

ture is pleasing : we have no doubt it has been
faithfully copied by the lithographer. Another
marine view—“ Beating up Channel,” after J. Cal-

low, is not good—the forms of the waves are dis-
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agreeable, and unlike anything we have seen in

nature, and the colouring is poor and crude. “ Pass

of the Grimsell,” after T. M. Richardson—the last

we have to notice, is likewise the least interesting:

it was a grand mistake upon the part of the artist

to make an oval-shaped picture oi such a scene

—

those mighty mountain elevations require a more
substantial base than is here allotted to them—they

seem as if they would topple down and crush all

beneath them; as a print, too, it looks thin and poor,

although parts are heavily coloured.

Chrlst Blessing Little Children. Painted
by H. Lejeune; engraved by James Fabd.
Published by Henry Graves & Co., London.

This is a fine print, of a class somewhat rare of

late; for Art is not often now-a-days made “the
teacher.” Lejeune is a painter of high order,

thinking ever, as well as working continually
;
not

content to accept as themes the commonplaces of

life and character, but searching for subjects in

sources the most elevated and the most instructive.

Such an artist is ever welcome to the critic. This

divine subject he has treated with sympathy as well as

understanding—we had almost said with prayer

;

and perhaps it is so, for he has evidently felt it,

and his pencil has been guided by no ordinary sen-

timent while picturing one of the most touching

and beautiful of all the episodes in the Saviour's

pilgrimage on earth. It is not a little singular that

none of the old and great masters in Art should

have selected a point in the history of His career, so

peculiarly suited for Art. "We cannot call to mind
one : yet there is no incident so inviting, and none
to which there was so much certainty of recompense

of fame, for its appeal is universal to the human
heart

;
and, perhaps, there is no passage of the

Bible so familiar as that which records the words

of Christ—“Suffer little children to come unto

me, and forbid them not,”—when he rebuked His

disciples, who would have kept them back. Mr.

Lejeune has, we repeat, felt his subject, and treated

it with great ability. The figure and countenance

of the Saviour is a fine conception; no artist baa

ever, or will ever, reach our ideas of the Divinity

—

but Lejeune has not failed, and that is saying

much. The mothers and the children are beauti-

fully rendered ;
they supply, indeed, the strength

of the picture, while the apostles, standing by,

pondering and wondering, are true to the text. A
picture better suited to English homes, where Art

18 loved and appreciated, and where a perpetual

lesson for good is, as it ought to be, derived from

Art, has been seldom issued by any publisher
;

for

the engraver has done his work well, and essentially

aided to make this print a favourite, as it cannot

fail to be, with all classes.

Gethsemane. Painted by H. Lejeune. Engraved
by Charles Tomkins. Published by Henry
Graves & Co., London.

Here Lejeune has dealt with the Saviour alone
;
at

that awful moment when “ agony” was the prelude

to death. It is a bold essay : the artist here treads

on ground that has been occupied by mighty prede-

cessors
;

challenging comparisons that no living

painter can bear unscathed, and if we much prefer

the subject to which we have just adverted, it is

because from no hand, in our day, can we expect a

portraiture that realizes our conceptions of the

Divine Master. There is no incident of His life so

difficult to Art. It is, indeed, all but impossible to

convey to the mind that terrible suffering which the

apostle records in a few burning words. Lejeune
has treated it, perhaps, as well as it could be treated :

he has made a touching picture, a picture that pro-

duces profound reverence, and aids the Christian

teacher in his task. That may have been the

utmost of his aim, and in so far he has succeeded.

Prayer. PaintedbyW. C. T. Dobson. Engraved
by Henry Cousin. Published by H. Graves
& Co., London.

Here are two children merely, a sister and brother,

their hands resting on the sacred book. They are

at “Prayer”—a simple prayer, no doubt, but one

that is ever beard, for the heart utters it. Of such

slight materials the artist has made a most effective

picture, charming in feeling and in treatment; the

faces are beautiful, with that holy tranquillity which

is in harmony with the occupation of the moment,

and which gives a truer zest to the gaiety that

naturally and wisely follows thought. The print

is one that all will look upon with pleasure : one

which the engraver, as well as the painter, has felt
j

it is an Art-companion that all will comprehend,

and which all may enjoy.



Coming Events. Painted by Thomas Faed.
Engraved by W. H. Simmons. Published by
H. Graves & Co., Loudon.

This picture is simply that of a graceful Scottish
girl—graceful in spite of her rustic jacket and bare
feet—standing by a stile, and waiting; waiting for
what No other figure is seen

; but there is a dog
bounding from out a pass of underwood—\ve may be
sure hia master is not far off, although the trees
hide him for the moment from her sight. The
“Coming Event” is one that may by possibility be
guessed at by all who are young, [and love. The
picture is very pretty, and very pleasing

;
it is the

work of a chaniiing artist, Ekilfully engraved, and
will be regarded as an accession of value to all who
desire pleasure from Art.

Punch. Engraved by II. Lemon from the Picture
by T. Webster, E.A. Published by the Art-
Union of Glasgow.

We have a profound veneration for Mr. Puiic/i, and
his worthy spouse Judi/, and a loving regard for
their wonderful dog Tooi/, the pattern of meekness
and submission to insult ;—from our childhood to the
years we have now reached, the show-box of tbe
glorious trio has been an object of our interest, and
we confess, without a blush on the cheek at our
apparent cMldishness, that we never see it elevated
for exhibition but we involuntarily stop to refresh
our memories and our spirits with the welcome
drolleries of the actors. We consider Punch as a
legitimate part of the national constitution, and
should fear that the country was falling into irre-
trievable ruin were any calamity to befal him

;
as

staunch conservatives of all that is venerable and
worthy to be maintained in our institutions, we
strongly protest against any attempt to introduce
reform into this estate of the realm; Punch requires
no Act of Parliament to “alter and amend” bis
domestic economy

;
it works admirably, and to the

entire satisfaction of the crowds fo whose notice it
is daily submitted in the public highways.

Stimulated by the success which last year attended
the issue of the engraving from Mr. Webster’s pic-
ture of “The Playground,” the Art-Union of Glas-
gow purposes to give the subscribers of the current
year another work by the same artist—hia “Punch ”
a picture painted ns far back as 1840, in which year
It was exhibited at the Eoyal Academy. It is a
composition that shows as much of individual cha-
racter as any picture this artist has produced at any
period of his career. The scene is laid in a country
village, and Punch is being exhibited on the high-
road, skirted on one side by, probably, the rectory-
house—for we have only sight of the railed-in
garden—and on the other by the village school-
house, a fine old gable-ended house. By the side
of the show-box stands its owner, “ distilling sweet
music” from his Pandman pipes and big drum : this
man is a most admirable impersonation of the cha-
racter. In front is gathered a group of spectators,
old and young, giving undivided and almost breath-
less attention to the dialogue between Punch and
his wife. The venerable schoolmaster has left his
pupils to take care of themselves, and stands leaning
on nis stick in perfect admiration

;
his “ better half,”

by his side, lifts up her withered hands at the marvel-
lous exhibition

;
the postman delays the delivery of

his letters—tbe baker is allowing the dinner be
carries home to get cold—the public-house lad is
seated quietly on his beer-tray—a gaping farm-boy
looks aghast : in short, there are a score of incidents
all worthy of note in this remarkably humorous pic-
ture, where all seem as much interested and amused
as the occasion demands—all but the widow and her
orphans, who wait the coming of the daily waggon
that 18 to bear them away from their loved home
and have no heart for laughter. This latter episodem most judiciously introduced, contrasting, as it
does, effectively, though painfully, with the mirth
Ox tbe others.

The eDgravieg of the picture is, upon the whole,
good and telling. Mr. Lemon has evidently made
the figures his first consideration, and they stand out
well. The print is large, and will no doubt attract
many subscribers to the society that publishes it.

The Book of the Thames. By Mr. and Mrs.
S. C. Hall. Published by A. Hall, Virtue'
and Co., London. ’

The readers of the Art-Journal need not to be in-
formed of the nature of this work : we speak of it
here merely to announce it as a separate publica-
tion in a handsomely bound volume. Every atten-
tion has been given in the way of paper and printing
to produce the illustrations in the best possible
way, while the authors have made considerable
additions to the text, in order to render their tour
of the river as complete in all its departments as
could be done.

The ‘Works of Isaac Disraeli. Edited by his
Son, The Right Hon. B. Disraeli. Amenities
OF Literature. Vol. II. Published by Rout-
ledge & Co., London.

This volume completes the new edition of the
writings of the elder Disraeli, which Messrs. Rout-
ledge have published in seven volumes, well printed
and neatly pound, and published at a very moderate
price. It is now nearly seventy years since the
author made his appearance before tlie public, when
the first volume of the “ Curiosities of Literature ”
was produced

;
the third and last of this series was

not published till 1817
;
subsequently a second series

appeared, also in three volumes. His other writ-
ings are “Literary Miscellanies,” “Quarrels of Au-
thors,” “ Calamities of Authors,” “ The Character of
James I.,” “ Tbe Literary Character,” and “ Ameni-
ties of Literature.” These books, severally and col-
lectively, evidence a highly cultivated mind, much
antiquarian study and research, as well as an inti-
mate acquaintance with things not generally known
in history and literature. Though philosophically
written, the essays or dissertations are by no means
dry reading; and however much unsuited to the
prevailing taste of the day, which, unfortunately,
demands books that require but little attention and
less thought, there are few persons possessing the
sense to appreciate what is really worth reading,
who will not derive pleasure and instruction from
their perusal. It is fair to presume that this neat
and portable edition will make the writings of
Isaac Disraeli far more widely known than they
have hitherto been.

Poplar House Academy. Bv the Author of
“ Mary Powell.” 2 Vols. Published by Ar-
thur Hall, Virtue & Co., London.

No author of fiction writes more, and few write so
well, as the author of “ Mary Powell.” fictions
may facts, because of their perfect truth to cha-
racter. She never distorts, never exaggerates, never
calls up bitterness or acidity for the sake of flavour
or contrast

;
is earnestly sorry when her men and

women “ come to grief,” but never risks a prin-
ciple to avoid the result of misconduct ; her pecu-
liar element is truth, her happiness that charity
which “ suffereth long, and is kind.” Her books
are all “fresh,” because their source is pure.
Nothing can be more simple th.m the construction
of this charming narrative. Three sisters—
meet with a reverse of fortune, and rather than he
dependantupon a brother ''John," resolve to esta-
blish a “ boarding school for young ladies.” The
house they inherit is admirably suited to the pur-
pose, and they set about “ sacrificing a position”
with different degrees of hope, fear, and pride,
according to their several dispositions. The three
Bisters are sketched with a bro.idness and yet a mi-
nuteness that would enchant a literary “ Ruskin ”
fine, natural women are the three, the second not
of so high a nature as her sisters, but coming out
bravely, as proud women often do, in the hour of
trial. The incidents arising from the different
characters of the pupils grow without forcing; and
it is impossible to lay down volumes containing so
much pathos, such quiet humour, such keen obser-
vation, until they are finished; and then a second
reading becomes a necessity, for there are holy and
sacred thoughts and lessons grafted on many a page
that deserve to be treasured in our heart of hearts.
Long may the author live to write, and we to read.

The Prince of the House op David; or, Three
Tears in the Holy City. Edited by the
Rev. Professor J. H. Ingraham, Rector of
St. Johns Church, Mobile. Published by
Arthur Hall, Virtue, and Co., London.

Some two years ago, we'recommended the “Prince
of the House of David ” to a publisher who was
anxious to reproduce some able work of “ Brother
Jonathan’s,” but, after a careful perusal, and sundry
consultations, he said, “ He was afraid there would
be such an uproar in the religious world against
the very semblance of fiction connected with the
life of our Saviour, that he would have nothing to
do with it.” TVe regretted this extremely, for we
felt assured that, on the contrary, numbers of the
“ religious world” would hail the volume as cal-
culated to be most valuable, from the purity of its
object,_the beauty of its style, and tlie information
so poetically conveyed of the scenes of our Saviour’s
labours.

It was certainly'with no small degree of pleasure
that we received our old favourite in its English
dress from the hands of our omti publishers, who
better

_
understood the temper and tone of the

“religious world,” and who have laid the public
’^nder a great obligation by thus [placing within
their reach a work which, we are persuaded, everv
denomination of Christians cannot fail to appreciate.
1 here is no story—so to say—to analyze, no mystery

to solve, no “new thing” to tell, and yet from the
first page to the last, the volume overflows with
interest; the characters are well developed, the
scenery is in accordance with “ Bible History,” the
incidents flow out, without an effort, and we con-
sider it, aswe.would a beautifuljand holy dream if
not inspired, certainly suggested by “ministering
angels.’* In America, its author, Professor Ingraham,
has achieved great popularity; and, as' there they
count the circulation of a book by thousands, where
we should be well content to number hundreds, so
“The Prince of the House of David ’’has passed
through sixteen or eighteen large editions : it is now
in the hands of our own public, and we look forward
to its exciting the deepest interest wherever it is read.

Town Swamps and Social Bridges. The Sequel
of “ A Glance at the Homes of the Thousands.”
By George Godwin, F.R.S., Editor of the
Builder. ‘With numerous Engravings done
from the life. Published by Routledge and
Co., London.

There is ample food for melancholy meditation in
Mr. Godwin’s little book, and an ample field set
forth for the labours of the Christian and the
philanthropist in the work of ameliorating the con-
dition of those classes of our countrymen and
countrj-women to which its pages refer. It seems
almost incredible—and is enough to damp the ener-
gies of the most ardent regenerator of those whom
we call the “masses”— that so much of vice and
misery should still exist, notwithstanding the vast
efforts that have been made within the last few
years for their suppression ; evils are put down in
one place, only to rise up in greater numbers and
strength at another, so that the only chance of
ultimate and lasting improvement seems to be the
united action of all in a position better than those
whom it is designed to benefit. Individual inter-
ference, and that of societies, have done much, but
infinitely more than has been already accomplished
is still undone. On reading over Mr. Godwin’s
fearful narrative, one is well-nigh tempted to ask
whether a curse does not rest upon a city where
such iniquity and such squalor prevails without
any universal attempts being made to eradicate
them root and branch. “Verily, we are guilty
concerning our brother.”

London in the Reign of Queen Victoria,
Drawn by. N. ‘Whittock. Published by
Lloyd, Brothers, London.

This is a large “ bird’s-eye” view of London, taken
from a point, as it seems to us, near Bethlehem
Hospital, St. George’s Road, Southwark, though by
what means the artist could in that locality have
attained such an elevation as enabled him to 'draw
his plan, we are at a loss to conceive. However,
here is London, the modern Babylon, stretching
out in its length and breadth into almost inter-
minable distance, its public buildings, squares,
streets, and alleys, too, delineated with marvellous
accuracy. Intersecting the dense mass is the
lhames, winding its way from Lambeth Palace to
Limehouse. It is a work on which immense labour
must have been bestowed, and will stand as a
record of what London is in the year of grace 1859,
What it will be at the end of another century none
can foresee

;
we only know that in every direction

it is enlarging its boundaries, and year by year
sheltering beneath its ample wings additional thou-
sands of human beings to swell its already over-
grown population. A “key” is published with
the map, which is useful to point out particular
localities.

The Principles and Practice of Harmonious
Colouring in Oil, Water, and Photo-
graphic Colours, Especially as Applied
TO Photographs. By an Artist-Photo-
grapher. Published by J. New.man; and
Cassell & Co., London.

With the improvements in photography there has
arisen a new art—the art of colouring the pictures
which light has drawn. The conditions were neces-
sarily novel, and whether the painter had to deal
with sun-drawn pictures on paper, glass, or silver-
plate, some inventive power was necessary to secure
the true effect of colour, without sacrificing the
photographic detail, and harmony of light and
shadow. The author of this little work appears to
have studied all the peculiar conditions of this new
art, and he communicates the results of his experi-
ence in a very clear and satisfactory manner. There
’o great room for improvement in the large majo-'^-13 great room lor improvement in the large majority
of pictures, whether portraits or stereographs, which
are now nroduced

;
and we think this “ Artist-

Photograpner ” has conferred a benefit on his brother
photographers, in placing before them the principles
upon which they should proceed, and in teaching
them the details of the manipulation of colouring
photographs.
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PElirCINO, FllA B.VUTOLOMEO,
AND OTlIiMl riLE.RAl*IIAELITES.

!) HE collecl.ion at Elorcncc

) in the Piiti Palace, the

grand duke’s residence,

consisting of little more
t.liau five Imndred pic-

tiires, is not so numerous
as tiiat of the Uilizii, but

more select
;
most of the works

being very good indeed, and
scarcely any bad. Tliey are living in

twelve very splendid halls, of which
the six principal ones arc in straight

,\v persnectivc, and the others divergent on
' tlie left hand. Tlic magnificent inlaid

floors are of variegated marbles. Here are

tables of the costliest pietra-dura, representing

antique utensils aud fruits and flowers and shells,

enriched with the glorious lapis-lazuli, and sar-

donyx, and amethysts and topazes fashioned

into grapes, purple and yellow, and stones whose
delicate gradations of shade-like colour are most
ingeniously made available for the rounded forms

of different objects of the same hue. AVhat
marvellous elaboration is here, too, of the most
delicate flower painting, on huge Sevres vases,

the finest we ever beheld, throned on these

tables, at tlic end of little silky boudoir-like

passages and recesses, luxurious with ottomans
aud diairs of delicate brocade, embedded in

"ilt scroll frames!—Tourists may well be dilB-

qent of reclining on them in travelled vest-

ments, which perhaps have gathered some soil

from sitting amongst tlic gentians on the Alpine
stones. The paintings around, also, are var-

nished so as to have an unusually brilliant

and lively appearance ; indeed, the delicate

and softly harmonious colouring of the many
large pictures by Andrea del Sarto, wliicli are

a most conspicuous and showy part of the col-

lection, has somewhat suffered from this very

lustrous heightening. Aud, finally, if these

treasures on the wall will ever permit your eyes

to range so far, you will not come away unim-
pressed witli the sumptuous ceilings, painted
in the seventeenth century, by Pietro tla Cortona,
aud supported at the cornice by demigods and
nymphs and satyrs, in white alto-relievo, dis-

playing, some of them, much animation, spirit,

ana grace of fancy. Pive of these apartments
are named after planets denoting virtues attri-

buted to Cosmo, the first grand duke
;
and thus

we have the Halls of Venus, Apollo, iMars,

Jupiter, and Saturn, in which those deities arc

represented as faking the kindliest interest in the
advancement of tliat odious youth, cold-blooded,

treacherous, aud ferocious, as be was, and capa-
ble of almost any atrocity. They arc assiduously

training him in those virtues wliich be so syste-

matic.aily avoided
;

aud hence the allegories

have, at any rate, this advantage, that in the

eyes of those acquainted with Cosmo’s career,

they will pass for very discriminative and biting

satire. The collection beneatli is chiefly of the

Augustan age of Italian art; the works of the

earlier masters, especially, being neither nume-
rous nor remarkably interesting. Amongst so

many treasures of the very highest order, it is

not until the second or third visit that you can
settle long or composedly on any one of them,
llathcr, you hurry about from one picture of

world-wide renown to anotlicr, already some-
thing known to you through tlie cold, cloudy

reflections of Die engravers, jnst to salute it,

as it were, and mark it out for future rumina-
tion; belter pleased at first to take a general

and comprehensive survey of the whole banquet
before you. Certainly, no bceldown by a north

wind from a bare mountain to a liiuidred par-

terres, each equally alluring, or from Laverna
down to Careggi, could be more puzzled than

ourselves, where first to bury biinsclf, and cull

nectar with suflneient patience and steadiness.

Having regard, however, to what we have
already offered of our Plorentine impressions,

we think there arc good and snllicient reasons

for beginning— at length—with the earliest

work wliicli it seems desirable to notice
; aud

this is an exquisite Perugiuo in the first room
you enter.

Our last paper, that on Da Vinci, related to

one who laboured profoundly to combine with
a more sulitle aud varied truth and expression,

an unexampled elegance and harmony of style

and composition
;
aud it is pleasing to bear in

mind that in this advancement he smoothed
the way for Haphael. But at the self-same

time, there was progress making in another
great essential whic'ii distinguished Haphael.
We mean that more enthusiastic aud delicate

spiritual tenderness and grace wliicli he was
the first, and indeed the only one, to unite, fully

and largely, with the physical requisites of Art,

and so accomplish, at last, the union of all that
is needed for the higliest order of religious

painting. Here, as is universally known. Ids

precursor was his own personal instructor,

Perugino, whose fancy acquired an exclusively

devotional cast from the influences predominant
in the land where he was born aud bred— the
very Holy Land of Monkery. Assisi, near
his native place, had become the Medina of

Italy; for tliere innumerable pilgrims flocked

to the tomb of St. Francis, the Spouse of
Poverty, the Aposllc of voluntary sores aud
mortifications, the_ great supnlementary Me-
diator, almost the’ second Hcaecmcr. Dante,
with a huge monstrousness of metaphor, says
the mountain slope wdiere he first saw the day,

Assisi, should be called nothing but the East,
since there a sun rose on the world; meaning
tliis seraphic teacher. Formerly wise men came
from the East ; here, (to accept Dante’s new
style,) fools went to it. Tliither, too, dupes
gifted, almost all the most eminent religions

painters had repaired in their turn, not only to

decorate the shrine itself, but in many instances

to enrich the country around witli the work of
tlieir pencils

; so that the strong early bias of
Penigino’s imagination need in no way surprise

us. ills more immediate instructors were in

all probability, Nicolo di Foligno and Fiorenzo
di Lorenzo, who derived mucu of their feeling

through Angelico, aud Taddeo Barlolo, the
Sienese. Peingino came to Florence at a very
early period of liis career, aud was there influ-

ential in developing spirituality in painters of

congenial minds, in opposition to that natural-
ism, which was then, with especial force, the
prevalent native tendency.

His picture in the first room of the Pitti,

which has given rise to tliesc preliminary obser-
vations, is certainly one of the most interesting
and most characteristic of liim we ever met
with. The Madonna, with a pensive melan-
choly expression, is kneeling in a meadow, be-

fore a beautiful landscape, under a sky of sur-

passing clearness and serenity. Slie is adoring
tlie Sacred Child, laid low on the earth, signi-

ficantly, and held by an angel, wlio looks on
her with upturned sentimental eye, most Peru-
r/inesqucli/. And another little child, wholly
naked, is behind her, kneeling aud likewise

adoring, with touching infantine simplicity

—

a little thing thrown helpless on the world, for

pity and tenderness to profit by. An intense

serene repose, the deepest feeling, pervades
every part of the picture; the colour of which
is tranquil purity itself. The landscape—a dis-

tant river retiring under green lawny slopes,

and crossed by a bridge flanked with picturesque

spires amidst delicate trees, the sunshine on
which is expressed by touches of gold leaf— is

of a deep beauty and tenderness ; the aerial

perspective being remarkably good. The re-

ceding hills, like semi-transparent azure crystal,

melt away into the silvery brightness of the dis-

tant atmosphere, even like the remote Apeu-
niuos, near Carrara, at the end of the green Val
d’ Arno, when we saw them the afternoon be-

fore from the height of Fiesole. The landscape

seems influenced by the same calm spirit of

holy love as the figures—seems gently con-

scious of tlie sacred presences. We know of

no earlier or even contemporaneous painter who
has displayed so sweet and delicate a feeling of

beauty in landscape. Hio tells us, that wlicn

Perugiuo was tempted by the most brilliant

prospects to settle at Home, his love for his

native mountains, and his wish to return and
live amongst them, prevailed over every other

consideration. In this picture we seem to see

evidence of the truth of that assertion. It is,

on the whole, a most perfect and poetical ex-
ample of the tender dreamy enthusiasm which
constitutes the chief charm of the painter.

The Madonna, the Bambino, and angels, are

the same in general design as those in the centre
of tlie triptycii by Perugiuo, lately added to our
gallery

; but the second child is there omitted
;

and the landscape is far less interesting and
important. The Pitti picture too has, we think,

a more simple impressiveness from the absence
of the three choral angels standing in the sky

;

and our present notion is that the Madonna’s
face is more expressive aud beautiful than in

our version: the colour is certainly of a clearer

and more luminous tranquillity. The compa-
rative heaviness of oiir repetition, and its marked
resemblance in tliis, and also in other respects,

to the Sposalizio at Milan, may support the sug-
gestion that the youthful Haphael chiefly painted
tiie centre compartment from the Pitti picture

;

Perugino himself executing the wings. The
right one, of the angel leading tiic boy Tobit,

he certainly never surpassed. The spirit-like

placidity of the winged Haphael, embued yet
undisturbed by such mild tenderness aud pity
as angels feel, and the simple wondering reve-
renfim love with which that delightful lad in

the quaint Urbiuese costume looks up at him,
as he is handed along, are the very quintessence

of the master’s finest thought, the very flow'er

of his meditations in that Umbrian valley, where,
(they say,) the spirits of St. Fraucis'aud Sta
Chiara still liovering, blest their votaries with
heavenly visions.

In the Pitti Palace is also his "Deposition
of our Lord,” a large picture of many figures,

stiff and jejunely artificial in composition, but
seldom equalled for its expression of calm sacred

sorrow. A number of saints arc gathered

around the crucified Hedeemcr, supporting and
lamenting him. The Madonna, worn aud shaken
by the depth of her sorrow, looks steadfastly in

the face of her dead son : other saints stand

around, hanging the head pensively, (tender

elegiac figures,) or raise their solemn groaning

looks towards the spectator, as if in direct

appeal to him
;
thus giving the work something

of an expressly didactic character. Behind is

2 L
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aa elaborate but not very significant landscape.

Tins precious work is unfortunately much in-

jured. There is now no longer in it that pure

strength of splendid luminous colour, which is

so characteristic of Perugino, and so appro-

priate to his spirituality of conception
;

the

picture being much faded, from long exposure

to the sun in the Church of Sta Chiara, for

whose nuns it was painted. Soon after it was
finished, a wealthy Plorentine offered them
thrice as much for it as they had given, and to

procure them another exactly similar from the

same hand
;
but they declined, inasmuch as

Pietro himself, on being referred to, could

not undertake to equal it by any second

effort.

Perumno’s spiritmd lackadaisicality, (we wish

to use tne word in the least disrespectful sense

it will possibly bear), or rather, we ought per-

haps to say, his lackuncmaraiUhuess, is not

absent even from this solemn and pathetic work.

The figures, conscious of the spectator’s pre-

sence, spread their hands, and hang tlieir heads

on one side, as if desirous to be an edifying

spectacle of sacred sorrow. The female saints,

too, are clad in caps with graceful loops for

ears, and gauzes wreathing their shoulders

with that studied elegance wliich is one of this

remarkable painter’s fascinations. These orna-

ments arc, in this dreadful moment, precisely

2ioiHf de vice, entirely unrent and undisordered

by then’ geutle wearers, whose grief is doubtless

too entirely spiritual to entangle itself with

base matter of any kind. Nevertheless, despite

these pecuharities inseparable from the artist,

the grief in the countenances,—a grief tempered

by tenderness and faith, as if already the Holy
Spirit were descending to comfort them,—evinces

a profound and rare depth of feeling on the

part of the painter. Perugino, generally, was

so wrapped up in imaginations of seraphic

longings, “ Elysian beauty, melancholy grace,”

as to seem scarce conscious of anything out of

harmony with them, and to invest even objects

in themselves of opposite character, when thrust

unwelcomely in his way, with their attributes.

Eor instance, in that beautiful fresco at Paiii-

cale, of the Mai'tyrdom of St. Sebastian,—for an

acquaintance with which we are indebted to

Mr. Lnyard, and the humane exertions of the

Arundel Society,—the executioners are amiable,

slender youths, who seem using the arrows of

love, not death, in postures of suitable grace,

only a little too fantastical. The hail around,

all golden with festive antique grotesques, is a

hall for a bridal
;
aud the landscape beyond its

arches, placid delightfulness. But for the ex-

quisitely appropriate face of the martyr, it

would seem some lovely talc of mild cuchant-

meut
;
the agents of Venus subduing Adonis

at last, by some unheard-of and inconceivable

stratagem ] or, at the best, a beatification with-

out pam—no martyrdom. lu Pietro’s “Battle of

the Amazons,” too, in the Louvre, the fair war-

riors look back on their adversaries like that

coquette, pretty Phillis, whose lingering eyes

were so much at variance with her fugitive feet.

On the whole, tlie great aud delightful prin-

ciple, so admirably exemplified by bis pupil

Raphael, of objects being harmonized and recon-

ciled by all-embracing gentleness, and the em-
phasizing whatever beauty is in them, was often

carried by this painter to a puerile and fantas-

tical excess. His narrow monotonous view of

things, his constant subjection of them to the

same type, violated the grand law, by virtue

aud by privilege of which tire mind requires

variety. Too much Perugino sequestered his

fancy, fed it on one most dainty kind of food

;

and it was, we think, most probably from this

lack of varied diet, more than from any other

plying with a deplorable fertility, tlie proofs of

his intellectual prostration.”

The accusations against his moral character,

repeated by Vasari, form a remarkable anti-

thesis to bis works. He says that Perugino,

having with the energy inspired by his kind

conductress Poverty, raised himself from most

penurious beginnings to considerable wealth,

became distinguished for avarice, and placed all

his hopes in tne goods of fortune. It is added

by the same biographer, that he was envious

aud untruthful, leagued with a brain of marble

hardness, aud that he denied the immortality

of the soul,—had very little religion. Holy ^

St. Prancis ! Thy Laureate of the Pencil, the

Visionary of holy sorrows, possessed of but

little religion ! This stream, emanating from

the sacred heights of Dante’s new Orient, the

first tributary to the young river of Raphael,

enriching it with calm waters, which, linger-

ing, reflected a holy brightness, and the hues

of tender seraph wing-like clouds, said to have

soaked and lost itself in a foul bed of mortal

clay ! His enthusiastic admirer, Mr. Ruskin,

avails himself of this report characteristi-

cally. Comparing him with Augelico, he

speaks of “a short-coming undefineable about

his noblest faces, an absence of the full out-

pouring of the sacred spirit that there is in

Angelico
;

traceable, I doubt not, to some

deficiencies and avaricious flaws of his heart,

whose consequences in his conduct were such

as to give Vasari hope that bis lies might

stick to him, (for the contradiction of which

in the main, if there be not contradiction

enough in every line that the hand of

Perugino ever drew, compare Rio).” Then,

if so, why reiterate the imputation ;
why give

it increased currency; why bring it forward,

just for a poor foil to brighten Angelico withal ?

Perugino might here well say, “ The six St.

Catherines, and the blessed Sta Umilita, Sta

Scholastica, and StaPlacida to boot, defend me
from my friends ! If, after all, (thanks to my
weak paintings,) he believes my heart free from

these avaricious flaws, is it right in him to

break it, himself, into a mere foil to set off the

blessed Era Giovanni’s scatheless purity aud

holiness, and to decorate his own pitiless style

with the bleeding fragments—that style
_

in

which he seems ever, I do think, to be making

up for the weakness of his reasons, by the

strength of his images ?” In support of which

protcst,-^for indeed we think the painter has

some right to complain,—we recommend the

reader to examine well the triptych by

Perugino, in our gallery, already alluaeS to, the

young Tobit’s and Raphael’s faces especially,

aud try to discover what flaws of an avaricious

heart are there to be traced, in conformity with

Mr. Ruskin’s “ I doubt not.”* But, to speak

seriously, such is remorseless rhetoric, which

sweeps ou, sacrificing right aud left, for the

sake of the iudispeusimle brilliancy aud strength

of effect ! Had the chief theme, (or whim),

been Perugino, something the reverse of all

this might just as easily have been said.

Perugino revisited Ploreuce at an advanced

period of his career. Provoked by his caustic

remarks on the works of the painters there, in

that more advanced style wliich was super-

seding his own, Michael Angelo told aim
publicly that he was a blockliead (goffo) in

Art, for which he summoned him before the

justices, who, however, dismissed the complaint.

As Buonaroti cauuot have been insensible of

the Umbrian’s high merit, we must suppose

that his contempt merely pointed at the in-

dolent mannerism into wliich he was more and
more sinking, and his disregard of that ex-

tended knowledge of truth and nature, wliich

could alone redeem him from it. His feeble

drawing, his shauky legs, bis rheumatic feet

and hands, must have been quite irritating to

that mighty ITorentine. The works of Da
Vinci, six years bis junior, though gaining an
immense influence immediately around him,

had but little effect on the imperturbably

dreamy Pietro. Their aptest Elorentine acl-

mii'er was a fellow pupil with Leonardo of

Vcrocchio, Lorenzo di Credi, who in the com-

panionship of both Perugino and Da Vinci,

enjoyed facilities for combining their different

merits according to his prevalent aim. In the

Ulfizii are several pictures by him of saints,

graceful, amiable, sweet-souled personages,

standing before copious green landscapes of soft

lawny hills and trees. Thus far all may be

called diluted .Perugino; only the manner is

fuller, and more Da Vincian. Indeed, in other

pictui-es by Di Credi, this interesting novelty

of rounducss is pushed to a preposterously

fleshy and clumsy excess; and some of liis

Bamoinos are even hideously obese : as in the

toad-like one in our own gallery. The grace of

the motive and pensive tenderness of the senti-

ment, however, constantly atone for this hippo-

potameiau type of limbs, and the frequently

heavy, ill-proportioned faces. This gentle and

pious painter, an ardent follower of Savonarola,

• Tliere is, it seeuis to iis, but little discernment in this

comparison depreciatlve of Perugino. The countenances

characteristic of tlie two painters being essentially dif-

ferent. Perugino’s saints are still sorrowing aud aspiring,

and Angelico’s, beyond them in their course, have at-

tained serene felicity. Perugino’s “short-coming unde-

Cneable,” shown by unearthly longing beaming forth from
sorrow, constitutes, in fact, the very pathos of his beauty.
“ The full out-pouring of the sacred spirit" is not yet

Touchsafed. Witli regard to the general charge of avarice

against Perugino, it has indeed been considerably weak-

ened by the production of some particular instances of

liberality in his dealings with religious bodies
;
and the

assertiou that he was denied Christian burial because of

his infidelity, refuted by the discovery of a church docu-

ment which establishes the contrary. It is certainly

highly desirable that so delightful a painter should have

the full benefit of any weakness in the evidence against

him. But the idea that such accusations may be held as

simply refuted by the works of his pencil is puerile, and
involves a principle fraught with such gross injustice with

respect to our conclusions as to the conduct aud character

of others, that wo would protest against it. For who docs
not know how anomalous a being is man—how refined and
lofty may be the intellect, and how gross and mean the

jiucr passions of the same person ?—a creaturedivided between

,1 , , . . 'i 1 • , 1 'if I two principles : one moment aspiring above the stars, and
CaUS6, tbilt hlS mind sunk into 3. prolonged tee-

; looking steadily with vision beatific through the gates of

bleuess, which his warmest admirers do not 1
hcavenitse!f;thenextcrawllnginthemud,andfascinated,

m,r.«t;nn . for RIn vnlatPR tint thp 1 act- i Charmed with it ; in his intellectual Operations following
question, tor even ItlO IClates tuat tne last

) incitements of his reason and most lovely Imagina-
j. j. _p . - ... cc 1

.

j

jjQnj in hij actions too often the degraded slave of atwenty years of his life were passed in “ multi-

perverted will, and all its grovelling habitudes. Moreover,
we may sometimes meet with individuals, who, in matters
ethical, resemble Perugino in his art—persons so absorbed

in the contemplation of a pure, abstract spiritual ideal, as

to trouble themselves very little about mere ordinary,
practicable, every-day morality

j
in which they have been

betrayed into strange hardness and paltriness, from sheer
inattention to matters they have brought themselves to

consider but trivial and ephemeral
;
in such instances, the

natural instincts of meum, (as indeed might be expected,)

prevailing over the more foreign and artificial claims of

tuum. Besides, in the constant endeavour to climb the

coldest, and most sequestered pinnacles of purity, (but

thinly aired for poor human lungs,) the fall into muddy
nlaces is sometimes, (lamentable to relate,) very sudden
and humiliating. On these grounds, and others, for which
we lament we have no space, we cannot consider the
painter’s character vindic.ated by the pictures; nor do we
think it safe to trust any man simply because of the
divinity of his musings.—We cannot imagine it right that

any iiainthigs of angels and saints whatsoever, or seraphic
sonnetings, or gorgeous treatises in prose, full of high-
sounding abstractions of sentiment, should be received as

proofs, or even evidences, of moral firmness, self-command,
or practical goodness, any more th.an that, on the other

hand, such painters as Teniers, Salvator, and Caravaggio,
for representing subjects of a different kind, should be
grandiloquently consigned to pits of imagiuary perdition,

in that meek, modest, and charitable style of criticism,

which has recently been iutroduced into our literature.

With regard to the present “ teaching ’’of Perugino, (to

use the term now brought prominently forward in Art
criticism), we consider that where the mind is balanced by
the robustcr and more rational sympathies, and well
grounded in beauties of the subllmer order, his influence

may refine the fancy and the sentiment.al faculty delight-

fully. But, otherwise, his fascinations, which are un-
doubtedly great, may tend to emasculate and narrow the

imagination to something of a spurious Franciscan tone.

If our own son, Percival, who deliglits in a rich aud massy
mediavally bound cburch-service, a narrow white collar,

and long double-breasted coat close buttoned, were con-
stantly admiring prints after this master, and wc found
that over-pleasant fellow, his younger brother Tom, had
meanwhile been ornamenting his chambers with subjects

by Titian or Correggio, not quite allowable or creditable

to his choice, why we think we should feel rather more
fidgety about the Poruginos than about the others,

considering them likely to have a prejudicial operation

much more subtle, obstinate, and lasting.
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is celebrated by Ilio for bis filial tenderness to

bis instructor Verocebio, whose remains be
fetclicd all tbe way from Venice for interment
at Elorence, bis native city. Ho was, however,
his legatee as well as friend, and brought bis

goods together with his body.

A somewhat later student of Da Vinci, and
on the whole perhaps tlie equal of that master,

was Era Bartolomeo, several of whose pictures

are amongst tlie largest and most magnificent

ornaments of the Pitti collection. His expres-

sions have by no means the intense seriousness,

t!ic abstracted, dreamy, unearthly longing of
Perugino’s. His feeling is indeed sometimes
solemn and pathetically tender, but in several

important instances highly characteristic of

him, it tends, within certain limits, to what we
will call a sacred allcnro. Devotional cynics

liave impressed Bartolomeo into their service;

but we feel convinced, on examination of his

works, that he is a livelier and more liberal-

hearted painter than they would make him out
to be. His saints arc a much more genial,

pleasanl, and sociable order of beings than the

Umbrian’s: the weakness is, that they are

sometimes somewhat too consciously graceful,

too artificially elegant. There is, m these

instances, ratlier too much flutter, too much
ado, as they arrange themselves round the

throne of the Madonna
;
whose canopy is held

by converted Cupids flying in the air, and
whose footstool is perhaps sweetly accorded to

a most enthusiastic little winged Lutist, sing-

ing some holy anacreontic, or canticle, full of
bright tenderness and joy. The persons who
form this elegant tableau are by no means
deficient in piety and tender feeling. Heaven
forbid that we should say the contrary

;
but

perhaps they are thinking a Utile too much of

showing their sweet gifts and graces
; though,

no doubt, still from amiable motives : for tbe
sake of beautiful appeaxances, (as gentle lovers

of beauty,) and for an edifying effect conceived
as resulting on those who regard them.—Yet,

after all, may it not simply be, that they are

some light-hearted, innocent race, so nurtured
on beauty, and on tbe vivifying cKiuate of tbe

south, that what to our cold stiff northern
ignorance and insensibility seems artificial

grace and frivolity, is with them unconscious
nature, and the mere sweetness of unfettered

joy?

Bartolomeo’s iechmeal power was extra-

ordinarily great, and, iu all but colour, marks
an epoch iu advance of Perugino, than whom
he was twenty-three years younger. His com-
position, more interwoven and united than that

of the older schools, is an admirable subordina-

tion of easy variety to harmonious order and
symmetry

;
his drapery, (for which he origi-

nated the lay tigure,) being especially noble
and beautiful. His lines, from the large con-
tours down to the lesser details, are as a laby-

rinth iu which beauty is secretly and assiduously

worshipped. His light and shade is broad,

vigorous and novel
;
his colour clear and power-

ful, though too much abounding, we think, iu

green and hard ill-toned red, and sometimes
too black in tbe shadows, from bis, thus far,

following Da Vinci even in the use of change-
able pigments. His union of a light freedom
with force iu the manner of painting is unpre-

cedented. In short, in all things, we have here

an approximation to the true picturesque prin-

ciple, iu opposition to the formality and dis-

connectedness of the old mauncr. His single

figures of prophets, painted late iu his career,

under the influence of Michael Angelo, especi-

ally the gigantic St. Mark seated under a
niche, are imposing figures, magnificently

draped
; but emulation Jiere led him beyond

his proper sphere ; and the result is something
forced and imperfectly felt. He shines fur

more in calm and gentle grace
; as in that

figure of St. Stephen, at Lucca, a chai-ming

idealism of a gentle young priest in Romish
vestments, and the very elegantly elevated

Madonna della Miseracordia, iu the same city,

protecting a number of votarists with her
mantle. An interesting picture of his iu the
Pitti, is, nevertheless, ot a pathetic cast—

a

Dead Christ, with the Magdalen impetuously
embracing his feet, the Madonna holding his

hand, and gazing in his face with a calmer
grief, and the Apostle of Love, with softened

sorrow, supporting his figure at the back.
The Pietii of Perugino is not here rivalled.

Yet even that is, we think, transcended by our
Pictorial Blessing, (if so bold a term may be
pardoned,) Erancia’s Pieta, the soul of our
National Gallery, a spark of the highest and
sweetest spirit of Italy translated into the great

body of our metropolis, making it a place of

pilgrimage to divine beauty more preciously

endowed than the Assisian hill, and vying with
the Elorentiue shrines and halls themselves.

The Bolognese has, it seems to us, more heart,

a more human-like tenderness and beauty iu his

pathos than the abstractedly dreamy Umbrian :

those quivering lips evince a sorrow more like

ours ; those eyes, even of the angel, where love

and comfort seem clearing through the tears,

look at us more warmly, with a more genial

sympathy
;
and in the incomparable beauty of

the dead Saviour’s face, the beautv of His soul

may still be wonderfully traced. We have
seen nothing like it elsewhere.

But to return to Era Bartolomeo for a few
moments

;
for his life presents much interest.

Born at a village near Prato, of obscure
parents, and dwelling near one of the gates of
Elorence dmung his first studies under Cosimo
Ilosselli, he was called Baccio della Porta

; nor
was he known to his companions by any other
name. The youth was loved for his upright,

orderly, and devout life; and his delight iu

the society and preaching of learned and pious
men soon led to so ardent an intimacy with
Savonarola, that he almost lived in his convent,

and imhappily became a foremost assistant iu

the first of his more fanatical, self-ruining

excesses. We allude to the notorious public
burniug, on the first day of the Carnival, of

works of Art, of the unveiled and mythological
kind, which arose from the ill-judged rigidity of

the heroic, but headstrong, arbitrary, and far

too_ meddling reformer—tLat funeral pile of
antique and natural beauty, mingled no doubt
with grosser matter, for wliich he provided the
flames ; lus own reputation for sense, and all

that commands the confidence of cautious and
discerning men, being essentially, and most
lamentably indeed, the apex of it. In tbe out-

set of these proceedings, processions of cliildrcu

belonging to tbe schools he had benevolently

cstabiisbed, were sent by him from house to

house, to demand in tlie names of Jesus and
the Madonna, that the anathema should be
given un to them—meaning all objects which
he had denounced as licentious or profane; and
many of the citizens so aided this exaction, as

almost to enforce compliance. A scaffold was
erected in the public square for the reception

of these condemned spoils. At its base were
false hair, carnival dresses, musical instruments,

cards, dice, and trinkets of every description.

Above, were books and drawings, busts aud
ortraits of the most celebrated Elorentiue

eauties, aud even pictures by great artists,

condemned, in many instances on insufficient

grounds, as indecorous aud irreligious. The
fabric was diademed aloft by several admii*able

antique statues, to which the names of con-
temporaneous fair ones had, in a frivolous bad
taste, been given; as La Bella Bencina, La Bella

Bina, La Lena Morelia, and others. What a

beautiful pile it must have been ! With what
a plenitude of melancholy admiration we should
have walked round and round it ! Either had
come Baccio della Porta, and contributed those

drawings of the nude, without which he could
never liave advanced his art. And there came
Lorenzo di Credi, and poor Sandro Botticelli,

whose fine fancy became paralyzed by this fana-
ticism, so that he was ground down by it to a
pitiable renunciation of his art, to an old age
of lugubrious indigence, to absolute beggary,
in which he must have perished, had not the
profane Medici relieved him. These and several
other distinguished Piagnom, or Weepers, as

they were nicknamed, followed the example

;

aucf the pyre was kindled amidst hymns and
rejoicings, although a grave by-stander, a mer-
chant of Venice, had offered to redeem it at a
cost of twenty thousand crowns. This was a
sad bonfire, burniug many beautiful things, aud
with its fumes, no doubt, intoxicating still fui--

ther the high-wrought brain of him who con-
trived its kindling. Erom that time, many of
the prudent fell away from him; aud his stimu-
lated rashness and extravagance increased, till

a still more foolish recurrence to this odiously-
abused, life-nourishing element of fire accom-
plished his ruin. The Franciscans, with the
pope’s approval, challenged him to submit his

cause to the test of fiery ordeal. With reluc-

tant weakness he gave way to the enthusiasm of
his coadjutor, theDorainican Eriar, Pescia, who
rushed forward as his champion. Accordingly,
a dismal pile of fagots ana broom rose in the
public square, eighty feet long, intersected by a
lane two feet wide, along which the ordealists

were to pass, concealed in raging flames. Almost
the whole population of the republic was heaped
aud piled around the square. At length, when
expectation was motionless, mute, raised to

the highest, canticles were lieard in the living

lane beyond the pile ; and the Dominicans were
seen arriving; but tbe host was immediately
discerned borne high amidst them. The Fran-
ciscans sprang forward. They would not allow
the Holy Presence to be carried through the
fire

;
perhaps really fearing in their hearts that

its sanctity might save its bearci', and so give
triumph to their adversaries. The Dominicans
insisting on the contrary, a wrangle of several
hours ensued, and the populace were losing

patience
;
when suddenly, an admirable down-

fall of rain so debilitated the combustibles that
the immediate consummation of the tragical

absurdity became impossible; aud all separated,

wet through, aud disgusted at the loss of that

exnuisite and thrilling excitement which they
had confidently promised themselves. From
that hour Savonarola completely lost credit

;

aud a few days afterwards even the friendly

Signoria betrayed him to his enemies. On
Superstition and Fanaticism, it was simply ye
who destroyed that high-hearted, pious, and
atriotic man ! Borgia and his Franciscan
ounds were but instruments in your hands

!

But for the disgust arising from the work of
your delusions, the Florentine people and govern-
ment would not have so abandoned him

;
aud

his cause, so great and admirable iu the main,
might have eventually prospered ! Never was
there one iu which the failure is more distinctly

to be traced to the failings aud weaknesses of

its representative, with a severe and melan-
choly retribution. When Savonarola’s enemies
attacked his convent, for the purpose of de-

livering him to the papal power, the affection

of Baccio della Porta made him one of the five

hundred citizens who had undertaken to protect

the now doomed reformer. But when danger
thickened, aud blood actually began to flow, be

was reduced to a pitiable condition. Being, as

Vasari tells us, ol a chicken-hearted tempera-

ment—poor dear man, iu one so gifted for quiet-

ness, we may readily forgive, however much we
may lament, an inaptitucie for scenes of violence

and peril—his courage and presence of mind
altogether gave way ;

and in the extreme flutter

of lus trepidation, he vowed, if he escaped, to

renounce the world altogether, and assume the
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Dominican habit. This vow he punctually fiJ-

fiUed
;
and when soon after, that ominous fire

(which his friend himself had unhappily kept in

use, sauefioned, in . some degree,) consumed
Savonarola’s strangled body, in the self-same

place which had witnessed the former degrading
spectacles, Fra Bartolomeo, utterly spirit-broken,

relinquished his art, as well as his secular free-

dom. Four years he kept this second vow, till

the youthful Kaphael visiting Florence, sought
his acquaintance, and lamenting a mysterious
unfathomable loss in lliis sad idleness, per-
suaded him to resume the pencil; and then a
delightful interchange of intellectual gifts took
place between them

; the Frate communicating
In’s acquirements in light and shade, and colour,

and receiving in retuim, not merely lessons in

perspective, but a deeper feeling for grace and
suavity -from Jiim who was of all who ever used
the “silver point,” the master of them. Barto-
lomeo afterwards went to Rome, and there

studied Michael Angelo also ; but from an
excess of modesty, the quiet timid man soon
returned, bewildered and humbled by the pro-

digious quantity and variety of artistic excel-

lence he had met within the eternal city—though
the greater part of it was, no doubt, incompar-
ably inferior to his own productions. Thus
losing heart, he even left a picture he had
begun, for Raphael to finish. Subsequently,
being twitted at Florence with his inability to

paint the nude,—told perhaps that he did quite

right in formerly burning his studies of that
kind, though on grounds dilferent from those
pretended, namely, liis incapacity,—he so far de-

parted from his recent strictness as to paint a
St. Sebastian without drapery. The soft and
vivid figure was a signal triumph, indeed too

beautiful
;
for the monks found in the confes-

sional that it stirred light thoughts
;
and so it

was removed, and soon afterwards sent to the
King of France. The good Frate’s last years
must have been pleasant to his convent and to

himself: pleasant to his convent, partly because
the profit of his works, which were numerous
and important, was entirely its property; plea-

sant to himself, inasmuch as improving to the
end, he went on painting, with infinite love,

delightful works, which he brought to a felici-

tous conclusion—enjoying that quiet retirement
which even in youth he had most desired, and
occupying his leisure with music, and singing
to himself, for which recreations his fondness
increased as he grew older. But this enviable
life, (which we could almost ourselves covet,)

was unhappily not of long duration. In con-
sequence of his painting beneath a window
where the hot sunbeams continually poured on
his

,

back, he became partly paralyzed
; and an

imprudent excess of figs, of wliicli he was exceed-
ingly fond, adding a fever to this malady, he
finished Itis course, with pious consciousness
and humble trust to the last, not later than his
forty-eighth year.

Early in his career, there was a painter with
whom he formed so close an inlimacy that they
lived and worked togctlicr, till their style be-
came so similar, that it was sometimes difficult

to trace their several hands. Yet their tem-
peraments widely differed. Mariutto Alberti-
nelii was jovial, a lover of pleasure, and especially

hated monks
;
so that when his loved Baccio

became one, he was almost beside liimself with
grief and,vexation. Bereft of his friendly sup-
port, tired of the endless difficulties of Art, and
tormented by the cabals and captious criticisms

of tbe painters around him, he, too, soon after-

wards, abandoned bis calling, but strange to

relate, to keep an hotel and eating-house, not
to meditate in a cloister. And for some months
he even discharged his new functions with spirit

and gusto. “Ah! formerly,” said he to his

guests, “the object was to imiicite flesh and
blood: liere we nn/ke them—surely a liiglier

vocation I And those tiresome cuvilliiigs on

muscles and foreshorteniugs, to. which I had
constantly to listen with impertnrbable meek-
ness, are pleasantly exchanged for the good-
humoured praises 1 liourly receive for my good
wine, golden Verdea and ruby Monte Pulciano.”

Nevertheless, he soon resumed the pencil, and
for the rest of his days, which however were
not many

;
for, in consequence of over exertion

at a giostra, or tilting-match, at Viterbo, in the
eyes of his hucuiomia, he brought on a malady,
which terminated fatally in liis forty-fifth year.

The monkish cynicism of Rio casts on liim much
unfounded opprobrium. It styles him pro-

foundly vicious, although in the authority cited,

nothing is laid to his charge beyond wbat we
have stated : it imputes to him gross habits

of debauchery, in mere fertility of style, as it

were, and mildly substitutes for the giostm at

Viterbo, a fatal excess of intemperance. Poor
Mariotto! This scrapliic doctor of criticism

scribbles thee but a sorry epitaph I A deter-

mined opponent of Savonarola, and a bon cimnty
must have been a bad and vulgar man, and such
a man must have handled sacred subjects in a
mean and commonplace maimer, whatever illu-

sory appearances there may be to the contrary.

V*e believe this gentle species of inference has

led Rio to form a lower estimate of Mariotto’s

works than he merits. The extraordinary force,

clearness, and softness of his colour and light

and shade, in which he vies with Bartolomeo,
are fully admitted; but we think his types and
expressions would have been thought more
highly of, had the circumstances of his life been
agreeable to the w’riter—had he, in short, been
one oftlie “Weepers,” instead of one of their

adversaries. We have scarcely space left for

Gliirlaudajo’s son, Ridolfo, also a scholar of

Bartolomeo’s, and an admirable painter. His
two pictures in the Hftizii, of miracles by St.

Zenobius, have an energy of action and expression
rare at this period, and a fine remanent of the
old spiritual feiTour combined with a singular

clearness and intensity of colour and light and
shade. And magnificent is his ceiling in the

chapel of the Florentine Palazzo Vecchio—

a

rich invention of sacred figures and emblems,
adapted with delightful ingenuity and signifi-

cance to the number and grouping of the orna-

mental compartments which enclose them.
Here the style is truly noble and refined, and
denotes one of those lesser luminaries which
shone in the heaven of Italian Art by the side

of Michael Angelo and Raphael. Indeed,

Raphael, who was Ridoifo’s personal friend, so

highly esteemed his talents, that he urged him
to come to aid in his great works at Rome.
But Ridolfo did not respond to the call. We
are told that he was one of those who loved

“not to lose sight of the Cupola,” that is to

say, liked best his native air, and so at Florence
he remained.

Such—the heroes of these last two articles—
were the real Pre-Rapkaelites. In carrying out

a parallel between them and our own painters

of the same title, we suppose we must take Mr.
ilillais for our Leonardo, Mr. Ilolniaii Hunt
for our Pemgiuo, and Mr. Wallis for our Fra
Bartolomeo. These gentlemen have surely

drawn their nom de guerre from a too recent

period; for. in the noblest principles of Art,

they are demonstrably Pre-Masaccios and Pre-
Giottos. But in fact they ought not to be com-
pared to any Italians; since tbe Italians aimed
at beauty, or at all events, where it was other-

wise, at grace and dignity—of all which our Pre-
T^phaelites have no notion. From their asto-

nisliing awkwardness and hideousness of con-

ception, we should rather compare them with
the more ungainly of the early Flemings

;
not

calling them Pre-Rubenses, however, since they
are nothing in that glorious direction, but from
their remarkable inferiority in all that consti-

tutes pure and harinouious painting, Pre-Ma-
buses, Pre-Van Eycks.

THE ROYAL PICTURES.

THE SPANISH SISTERS.

J. riiillip, A.R..\., Rainier. D. Devacliez, Engraver.

Size of ihe I’lcLure, 1 ft. Sj In. by 1 ft. 4.’- iu.

Of the numerous pictures of Spauiih life which Mr.
Phillip has painted, tliis, which was eshihited at the

Royal .Academy in 1S55, uuder the title of “El
Pasco,” is one of tiie most pleasiug and elegant.

The figures are, probably, jiortraits, and, by the

richness of tlieir costume, belong to the upper

classes of society. Tbe contour of their faces, their

blight black eyes, the deep olive and red of their

coniplevions, identify them at once with the race

whose blood is of Jloorish origin. They are liabitcd

in embroidered silk, apparently of the costliest ma-
nufacture

;
tlieir veils, richly laced, fall gracefully

over their persons; wliilc the indispensable fan

—

without which a Spanish lady’s walking costume is

never complete—and the stringed beads appended
to the crucifix, put the finishing touches to this

picturesque group. The national coquetry, for which
the younger ladies of ihe country have so distin-

guished a reputation, has not been forgotten by the

artist in the demeanour and expression with which

he has presented his subjects.

Pyron (to whom England and cverytliing English

were but dust in the balance, wheu weighed against

other countries with which, and their inhabitants,

he had formed acquaintance) pays suck compliments

to the ladies of Spain, even at the expense of his

own fair countrywomen, as ouglit to iiavc for ever

banished him from the presence of the latter. He
says, in his “Childe Harold,” after eulogising the

exploits of the IMaid of Saragossa,

—

“ Yet are Fi'ain's inai<ls no race of Amazons,
But formed for all tlie witching arts of love

;

Tliough thus in arms they emulate her sons,
And in llie liorrid phalanx dare to move,
'Tis but the tender fierceness of the dove
Recking the hand that hovers o’er her mate;
In 8oftne.»s, as in firmness, fur above
Itemotcr females, famed for .sickening prate ;

Her mind is nobler sure, her charms perchance as groat."

• ••••«
Match me, yc climes which poets love to laud!
Match me, ye haroms of the laud where now
I strike ray strain, far distant, to applaud
Beauties that e’en a cynic must avow

!

Match me tliose houris whom ye scarce allow
To taste the gale, lest Love should ride the wind,
With Spain’s dark-glauoing daughters I— deign to know,
There your wise Prophet’s paradise we find

—

His black-eycd maids of heaven, angelically kind !"

The prean which Byron here offers to Spanish

feminiue beauty is more creditable to his genius as

a poet, than to his estimate of that moral and intel-

lectual worth which alone constitutes real beauty,

and to his laale aud judgment, when he would com-
pare the daughters of Spain with those of his own
land. We prefer the picture which a prose writer

has sketched of this subject to that drawn by the

poet :
—“ It is not the smiles of a pretty face, nor

the tint of her comple.xion, nor the beauty aud

symmetry of her person, nor the costly dress and

decorations, that compose woman’s loveliness: nor

is it the enchanting glance of her eye, with which

she darts such lustre on tiie man she deems worthy

of lier friendship, that constitutes her beauty. It

is her pleasiug deportment, her chaste conversation,

the sensibility and purity of her thoughts, her

affability and open disposition, her sympathy witk

those in adversity, her comforting and relieving

the poor in distress, aud, above all, the humbleness

of her soul, that constitute true loveliness.” And
what a gem of a picture has Shakspere left us iu

these few words

—

“ Oh, slic (loth teach the torches to Imrn bright!

Her beauty liangs upon tiie clieek of night,

Like a ricli jewel in an Ethiop's ear ;

Beauty too i-ich for use, for earth too dear .’

"

Fascinating and attractive as are the maidens whom
Mr. Phillip has delighted to honour—true types,

doubtless, of “Spain’s dark-glaucing daughters”

—

they would never carry off the golden .npplc from

her whose portrait is sketched by our great

dramatist, iu which mind aud heart constitute the

truest elements of its beauty.

The “Spanish Sisters” is in the collection at

Osborne.
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LAWEEKCE
IX LOXDOX BEAAVING H003IS.

BY G. WALTEIl TIIORNBURY,
Armor, of “aut and satcre at dome and abroad," etc.

We enter ilic Lawrence world on tiptoe, over
carpets of tlirce-pile velvet, softer than, the

llowricst turf that fairy ever tripped on, in

i.Iiose moonlight games, where a mushroom Avas

the maypole. On the mantelpiece there is a

dock of gold and amber, which ticks oif the
moments with a silvery cliirrup, as if moments
were not of the smallest consequence in fashion-

iiblc life. There arc gorgeous Titians on the
wall, lapped in a luminous atmosphere of
^’’euctiall sunshine and sea air; there arc
Rembrandt scenes where Jewish Eabbis and
Dutch cavaliers seem holding some mysterious
meeting in a cellar, where but one ray of light

;

comes; there arc radiant Cuyps, and angelic
visions of Murillo. As for the sofas, they arc
soft as clouds; and tlic curtains frame the

! windows with a rose-coloured light, as of sun-
shine penetrating through ilowcrs.

It gives me rather a chill to step mentally
out of tliis rose-leaf world, and to go back in

memory to that faded genteel house in the
|iarish of SS. Philip and Jacob, where the
youu" genius was born. It is in the most
wretclied quarter of that city which the slave-

Iradc enriched, tliat this raw brick house, with
its square parallel windows and smoky walls,

now stands. It is in the very centre of that
whirlpool of mud that is called Bristol, far

away from tlic stately street where pompons
merchants, fresh from the Exchange, talk over
liygouc business; far from the old mediaeval
gateways and sculptured towers

;
far away

from Cliattertou’s dim room above the porch;
far from the silent quays and the old deserted
squares, once the centre of wealth and fashion.

'I'hc city that let Savage pine in prison, and
(,’hatterton poison himself in Brook Street, is

probably ignorant that it ever gave birth to so
smalt a genius as even Sir Thomas Lawrence.

Like all parvenucs, who never rest till they
irritate an accidental want into a disgrace, and
who spend their first guinea iu going to the
Ilcrala’s for one of those absurd parchment
ground-plans, where, from a central lie, branch
a dozen hypotheses, Lawrence, the well-known
lihenomonoii son of the landlord of the Bear
Inn at Devizes, was enabled, by the imagination
and exertions of kind antiquarian friends, to

I racc himself up to a crusading kniglit, whom
that great king—half lion, half wolf—Richard
the i'irst, dubbed at the siege of Acre. Ilis

nmther they proved to be of tlie gentle blood
uf the Powisscs. Bygone estates were showered
upon these du"-up ancestors; and baronets
were proved to Be traceable on boili sides of
the House.

_

We all know now that these
heraldic tracings arc purchasable by money,
and amount to nothing more tlian an expensive
catalogue of all known persons of your own
names who have grown rich since the Con-
quest.

The rielg people who associated with Law-
I’ciice in his time of prosperity and wealth,
limliug him handsome, well mannered, a clever
actor, a good billiard player, a good shot, and
nearly cvcrytliiug but a good rider, could not
rest till they bad proved the good taste of their
friendship by sliowing that (lie landlord’s son
was no plebeian born. Only one taste of their
protege's they did not care to remember, and
that was his early love of pugilism, and how,
with all his native city’s passion for bruising,
lie used to take a boy—afterwards his model
for Satan—and go out into a field where they
could pummel out their grievances like two
young blacksmiths.

Lawrence’s crotchety, restless father was
just the man wliose son might have been ex-
pected to be clever. His life was a web of
half-begun schemes and incomplete studies. It

was a mind nnfocussed and undirected strongly
to a given point. In the son the bias came
early, from the twofold fact of his father having
been once an artist, and his imi at Bristen
being adorned with good engravings

;
from

such twofold advantages of innate faculty and
youthful direction sprang the genius. He has
been a solicitor; tlicu a travelling poet and
artist; he married a clergyman’s daughter;
rail through his money; became a supervisor
of Excise at Bristol, m the gloomy house we
liave described; he gave up this to take the
White Lion Inn, to wliich he added a coffee

|

house and small farm
;
in due time became, as

might be expected of such a rolling stone and
featiier-brain, bankrupt

;
emerged again as

landlord of the fashionable posting inn, the
Bear, at Devizes

; and there was absorbed into

the superior effulgence of his child’s genius.
The fatlier seems to have been a vain, rest-

less, bustling, good-humoured man, with the
scholar and geulleman curiously peeping out
sqmctimesthroughthelandlord. Pressed in black,

willi enormous powdered periwig and starched
rulllcs, he would bustle in to his hungry, irri-

table, newly-arrived guests, with, insfead’of the
bill of fare, Milton and Sliakspcre under his

arm, out of which lie would insist on reciting

special passages. In the mother we find the
quiet, gentle, English lady, honourably lowering
her spirit, to her liumble duties, and submitting
with toucliiug patience to the insults or impa-
tience of the rich or insolent.

Long after, Lord Kenyon used to relate how
the father would come into private parlours,

and say liow tlie phenomenon, only live years
old, would either take their likenesses or repeat
Milton’s “Pandemonium.” At tliat moment
the door opens, and in burst the beautiful child,

careering round the room on a stick. He was
asked if he could take the gentleman’s likeness.

‘That I can,” he said; “and very like too.”
So he drew Lord Kenyon “very like too,” told
Mrs. Kenyon lier face was not straight, and

' was coaxed and praised, as might be expected.
Once a year the inimitable Gamck stopped

at the Bear, and was instantly off to the
summer-house with his Erench wife, to hear
“the one or two speeches Tommy had learned
since last time.” Prince, lloare, Slieridau,

Wilkes—everybody—heard the little boy with
the antelope eyes, patted him on the head, and
had their likenesses taken. Tlie phenomenon
was a boy of extraordinary beauty, witli a
Grecian moutli, a perfect nose, woman’s eyes,

prettily surprised eyebrows, and rich liair,

falling iu curling torrents on his boyish
shoulders.

How could such a genius—so double-armed,
so beautiful—but be spoiled. Tlic only wonder
is be did not grow up a monster, without heart
or stomach. The lather had sixteen children

;

one of them was already at Oxford when
Thomas, the genius, was sent to a small school
near the old fortifications, on St. Michael’s
Hill, Bristol. A real live earl was among his
schoolfellows. A scrap of French and a mouth-
ful of Latin was all tlie landlord’s son learned.
Five years of this school, and he was taken
away by his foolish, impracticable father, again
to paint and spout. Hot yet of liira could it

be said, as Fuseli afterwards foolishly said,

intending, by a volley of undue praise, to cover
a stab of unjust detraction, “But, by Got, he
paints eyes better than Teeshian.”

At six Lawrence painted his first remem-
bered portrait. At seven he was so well-known
that his likeness was engraved by Sherwin.
The same year tliat Mrs. Siddons declared the
boy’s voice was just and true, Garrick made a
face at him, took him on his knee, and asked

Tommy if he would be actor or painter.
|

“Wliich was it ?” But this precocity, though i

dangerous, is not rave, but it is only in special
cases that it is recorded. At eightReynolds drew

j

,

Plympton Church
;

at seven West sketched
his sleeping sister; and at six Morland was
I’cnowncd.

Lawrence’s father would not let him, as he
called it, cramp his genius by rcaBng books or
rules,—and here he was wise

; but he took
him round to gentleman’s seats, to sec the old
masters that rusticated there. These sights
canm as healthy “coolers” to the boy’s rising
vanity. The glory of a Rubens made him sigh, ;

'

and say, “Oh! 1 shall never paint like that.”
From reciting Joseph’s story, and Pope’s “ Ye

i

nymphs of Solyma, begin the song,” at the
mature age of ten, little Tom began to aim ||

at high Art and religious history—“ Clirist '

rc])roving_ Peter,” for instance. lie had yet
'

to learn his limitations.

The boy began to go the round of the country-
houses. His drawings were the playthings of •

the drawing-room table, and furnished topics
for those bewigged dilettanti and cognoscenti
wiiom Heme describes as twaddling about tbe
CoiTCggiosity of Correggio

;
one special king of

Twaddledom even dilated, in his nook, on the
clever boy who drew strong likenesses of any
one with freedom and grace iu exactly seven
minutes.

_

The rolling-stone of a father evidently now
discovered that his true mine was his son. He
threw by his inn, and first wandering about
Oxford and Weymouth, as if he had been a
showman, and his son a learned pig, he settled
dowu iu .Ball), -where, if liis son prove a genius
of the true mint, his future is easy; no more
frothing up ale, or shouting stern directions for

the “ Blue Parlour,” for Mr. Lawrence now— |

no, no I A deformed sister of peevish Cum- i

berland—Sheridan’s Sir Fretful Plagiary

—

comes and lives with them. Tlie Oxford son
gets a Bath lecturesliip. The daughters go to
school, and the eldest becomes companion in a
baronet’s family. His Iiouse cost him a hundred
a-year. The son’s portrait of Mrs. Siddons, as
Zara, was engraved. Sir Henry Harpur wanted
to adopt him as his son

;
and a painter even pro-

posed to paint the future ilattering fashionable
portrait-painter as Christ. His oval crayon
likenesses at a guinea and a half became ihe
rage

; and, to crown all, besides the patronage
of Lord Cremorne and the beautiful Duchess
of Devonshire, the boy made himself famous
by drawing Miss Shakspere, the “ toast” of the
day, from memory : his cultivated memory of
the human face had become a genius. '

There was one shoal, however, he seemed
likely to split on: he fancied he was more I

actor than painter, and being least successful
,

iu this art, grew more anxiously proud of it
; ,!

on the same principle on which Milton pre-
j

ferred his “Paradise Regained” to his "Para-
dise Lost.” If he had become an actor; he ^

would have returned to painting, but with mind >

i

soured and warped, and time lost. His father,

thinking the brush more profitable than tlie

buskin, arranged a plot with the comedians
Palmer and Bernard. Old Lawrence and

|

friends are in the back room, the unblushing
phenomenon and tiie two actors iu the front

;

the blow is to be struck heavy and sudden—no
second one Avill be required. The scheme was
dramatic : Palmer took an armchair at one end
of the room, while Bernard, opening “ The
Brides of Venice,” began a scene in which he
was Priuli, and Lawrence Jallier. The tyro

Avent on for some time, then stopped
; no one

prompted him
;
he hemmed, he coughed, he was

lost. At this moment. Palmer, rising gravely

from his chair, took tlic boy regretfully by the

bauds, and assured him that the sta^e was not

a safe undertaking for him
;
and while he was

still talking, the father burst in, crying, “ "What

!



Jaffici- ! -wliy, Tom, they w^ould not let you

murder even a conspirator !” tlieu tlie i’ricnds

chimed iu a chorus about the advantages of

Art, and the shame of neglecting and treading

under foot natural genius, and tlie thing was
done

;
the father and the winking actors felt,

as they left the crushed and tearful boy, that

they had won the game.

It was at this time, when a lady describes

liim to a friend as a handsome boy, with collar

thrown back, and with his dark curls falling

aud almost hiding his face as he drew, that be

obtained a medal and other honours from the

Society of Arts for a crayon copy of the Trans-

figuration. And now, too, he met the great

Barry, was bewitched by his fervid woi'ds,

and determined to come to London and study

oil-painting. He took a house iu Leicester

Square, where Reynolds lived, and had an

introduction to the great pi'esident.
_

It was a

solemn interview; the great man wasjust snub-

bing a pert young artist, and dismissing^him

with the cold and safe valediction of “Well,

well—go on, go on.” The president was kind

to Tom, said he saw lie had been studying the

old masters, aud advised him to go to ?Saturc ;

—

to Nature he went, but it was to the nature of

the drawing-room. West and Wcstall were

fellow-students at the Academy, at the time

when the bright-eyed country genius was draw-

ing the Apollo and the Fighting Gladiator.

Already, Lawrence had told his friends that

no one but Reynolds matched him in heads;

and now he came up to London to measure

weapons with Reynolds, Opie, Hoppner, and

Gainsborough. For the wantonness of Hopp-
ner and the elegance of Gainsborough he was

a match
;

Opie, beside him, was coarse and

wooden ;
but Reynolds he could not touch,—he

could paint women with fawn’s eyes, creatures

fair and graceful as flowers, but he could not

paint majesty, thought, and intellect like Rey-

nolds. For a year or two, at this time, the

young painter seems to have been intoxicated

with success, aud to have been as affected a

youth as could well be imagined. At parties

with Farington, Smirke, and Fuseli, he would

rise up whenever there was a lull in conversa-

tion, reciting in a soft, bland, conceited voice

long-winded speeches from Milton, as Fuseli,

always violent,—which be thought wms to be

strong,—cruelly said, “Very like Belial, but

deuced unlike Beelzebub.”

Lawrence’s first great picture, after leaving

Leicester Square for Jermyn Street, was am-

bitious, b\^t in a mistaken direction. He
painted for Payne Knight—who poor Haydou
liad so much to do with—an Homeric picture;

the young pugilist Jackson, afterwards Byron’s

Mentor, sat as a model ; but his first great

triumph was a successful portrait of a beauty

and a celebrity—Miss Farren, afterwards

Countess of Derby. Tliis was a legitimate

omen of his success in every way. It was a

portrait iu the first place, and secondly, it was

a female portrait—here was his strength. He
painted the beauty in a white John cloak;

critics tried to make mischief by comparing it

to old Sir Joshua’s Mrs. Billington as St.

Cecilia—her thin bare arms and wunter muff

the critics spit at, till Burke said that “ painter’s

proprieties are always best”—a very poor argu-

ment for irrational conventions.

But the crown of the young man’s success

was painting portraits of the King aud Queen,

to be sent out by Lord ^Macartney for the Em-
peror of China. It was quite enough : the

King had said, ‘This is a genius, he shall paint

for me :’ at once the air round No.—,
Jermyn

Street grew yellow with the flying swarms of

guineas.

But in one thing the young Devizes genius

was unlucky. He had sown nettles of debt,

which would grow round his easel, till that day

he should be lifted from the floor, and the doctor

feeling his pale pulse, should look vacant, and
]

cement. This lady’s man, in spite of his

say, with cold, practised mechanism, dead,
j

soft, dark eyes, aud taper, white hands too,

H'is father was always starting impracticable
|

could work still in a way that his crusading

schemes. He allowed his father and mother
|

ancestor (if he ever lived), pouuding away at

£300a-year. He had perpetual accommodation ,
the gates of Acre, at the head of the Red

bills to answer
;
his domestic outlay was cave-

|

Crosses, might not have sneered at. On one

less and neglected. He kept two houses, one
I

occasion (I think when painting tremendous

ill Jermyn Street for himself, one in Greek
;

Lord Tlmrlow’s portrait), Lawrence, walking

Street for his parents. Mr. Angerstein lent about all the time (for he seldom sat down to

him money, on condition he should receive all I work), painted two whole days and one night

his earnings till the debt was paid off, allowing without stopping. Professor Wilson loved to

the artist £20 a-week. His father had been
|

write at a breathing, and, with a cigar aud some

reckless—expensive, and the son suffered from
|

sherry, be shut up till he had thundered out one

that same mental disease. Late in life, when ' of liis “ Noctes but the feat is scarcely so

borrowing money, SirThomas said, “Ibegan life
I
wonderful as the straiu of body and mindtlms

wrongly—I spent more money than I earned,
j

successfully, and without any recorded injury.

and accumulated debts at heavy interest.

In spite of all his success and ambition,

Lawrence did not exhibit in the Royal Academy

j

till 1787
;
then, though only eighteen years of

age (the year Reynolds exhibited thirteen por-

traits), Lawrence broke out “forty thousand

strong,” and sent seven. In 1790, the year lie

painted the little Princess Amelia, he sent

twelve paintings, and took a showier house iu

Old Bond Street. He still had Hoppner, the

favourite of the Prince of Wales, to compete

with, and their adherents formed two factions.

But there was no stopping Lawrence, who was

too prudent to make a fool of himself by paint-

ing great pictures that would not sell
;
he was

not going to split bis handsome bead against

the classical rock, like poor frantic Haydou ;
he

was not going, entangled in a net of debts as

he was, to drive himself mad by painting huge

cartoons of unmeaning mythological dreams

stolen from Lempriere. lie wanted to carry

ouL the success he bad begun at six years of

age" He saw that though portrait-painting

may, in unworthy hands, be a mere degraded,

flattering manufacture, it had been one of the

ideals of Art from the time Giotto painted his

friend Dante. What he wanted to do was to mow
down that prickly underwood of nettly debts

that grew so thickly round his easel, and vexed

him as he worked. And this was strong and

noble in the painter of beautiful women ; he

did well in not setting up a sham and dead

ideal—only another name (or his own vanity

—

and burning incense before it, and worshipping

it perpetually. No ;
he, like a true man, tound

out Ills limitations, and what he could do, and

did it, and did nothing else did not, as some

men I know do, pine and fret out their lives,

trying to do just what God never meant them,

—turning away vexed and discontented with

the simple work they could do so well aud easily,

and straining for the impossible excellence that

lures them to poverty and ridicule. Fancy

Teniers giving up his quiet skittle-players and

snug inn revels, and growing thin as a thread-

paper with envy, staring his life away before

llaphael’s “Transfiguration.” No, no, not lie;

be was satisfied with his own triumphs iu his

own humble world, and remained the easy

king and lord of it, as he deserved for Jiis

wisdom. Before those erring men let the vision

of Haydon, dabbled in blood before his un-

finished picture, come sometimes as a terrible

warning. Let them think of dead Wilkie being

let down into his deep, still grave, among the

lavina: waters of the Spanish seas ;
and remem-

ber how the man who was born to show us the

piety and simple happiness of the Scotch pea-

sant’s cot, sold Iiis birthright for the miserable

satisfaction of painting bad historical pictures,

—streaky, smeared, flimsy, empty wind-bags

of pictures, without feeling or without life.

Lawrence was too cold of blood, and too

hlase with early success, to throw away his

fame and income to feed such nightmare

Sirens as these. He went on working bravely

and hard, believing in no glory to be picked

ready-ripe from the tree—no fame to be built

up without blood, tears, and sweat, as the

borne by the fashionable painter. Not m vain,

we should think, had been those strippings to

the waist, and those lashing out fights in the

Bristol fields
;

well those routrli sunburnt

cricketings and tumbling wrestles of early

days, lucre was stamina for work in this

graceful pet of drawing-rooms
;
pith in this

quiet, equable man, who could have moved
unruffled iu any court of Europe, and not have

passed for the worst bred man cither, land-

lord’s son though he was.

Now, as the suii of popularity grew hotter

and brighter on that favoured Jermyn Street

house, in spite of West’s growing fame, with

his tame history and vapid religion,—in spite

of Opie aud Hoppner,—the painter would

daily hear, as be set his palette of early morn-

ings, faster aud louder roll the wheels of coro-

neted chariots, louder aud more fulminating

beat the volleying knocks of fat-legged footmen,

with strawberry leaves on their glittering but-

tons. Vanity, vanity, all is vanity indeed, he

might have cried with the wise king ;
but then,

why should he rave at Vanity, who fed upon

the crumbs that fell from her table ! Not,

mind, that we would drag Lawrence, who
had been the correspondent aud friend of

Reynolds and Cowper, down to the level of the

mere flattering portrait painter: the smooth

man whose duty it is to improve nature—to

turn bilious yellows and dyspeptic lividness to

maiden carnation and the light that burns

within the rose
;
who pares off warts, irons

down wrinkles, puts the dial of age back half

a dozen degrees, leaves the white streaks out

of the hair, plumps out the sinking cheeks,

refills the mouth w'ith its lost pearls; in fact,

that fools and flatters you that others may also

come to be in turn cheated, fooled, and flat-

tered. He was not the mere smirking empty-

headed coxcomb, who paints coxcombs and

feather-brains so well from pure sympathy,

—

who, as he flicks on his carmines and rose

madders, trips out his commonplaces and mise-

rable compliments, which only people more

foolish than himself would simper at, in that

ridiculous way peculiar to people who know
they are being flattered.

No
;
Lawrence was too early satiated with

praise, too early, as the phenomenon land-

lord’s son, accustomed to all the sillinesses and

trifliugisms of people of fashion, to care much
for such ephemeral fame as the glitter of a

May exhibition could give him. He, who at

thirteen had considered himself second only to

Reynolds, and superior to Opie and Hoppner

—

wliosc ambition, with occasional outbreaks not

specially successful, had been sensibly content

with portrait-painting fame— was too hlaid

with small success to care for anything but real

eminence in Art. Above bis easel, Rembrandt’s

Jew Rabbi looked ever gravely down on the fops

and “toasts” who filled his studio, inciting

him to higher efforts; not sufficient for him

was the legendary dying speech of Reynolds,

“ that Lawrence begins where I leave off.”

He, the fashionable painter, who was wel-

come in any society,—who knew everybody

and was seen everywhere.—who had none of
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the ilnst and sovdor of the struggling pioneer
genius about liim, but was to all the cmiablc,

coldly-warnp perfect gentleman, who could flirt,

or gossip with the best, was all this time, when
money poured in, and every paper brayed out

its foolish praise, not really iiappy or content.

No, not even at Rome, when in the Vatican
the gracious successor of St. Peter descended,

from Ills throne, to go to his room, and put
on tlie real Fisherman’s ring;—no, not when,
after the Peace, two emperors sat to him, and the

autocrat of Russia “ graciously condescended,”

as the phrase goes, to shift his picture, and
alter the easel pegs ;—no, not when Metternich
invited liim to go and see the Colosseum by
moonliglit. No

;
he knew his weakness as

well as the merest youngster who but yester-

day cried ready to break his heart over the

first picture returned from the Academy, with
tlie fatal R chalked upon the back. He knew
that tliough he could give sunshiny eyes, dewy
with tears of ioy and laughter,—hair falling in

golden cascades over shoulders tliat Venus
might have envied,—that he could not build

up a senatorial head like Titian; that he could
not infuse into his painted eyes the thought and
wisdom that Raphael knew how to infuse.

What was liis Mr. Angerstein, and his oracular

Payne Knight, who did not tliink much of the
Elgin marlilcs, to Vandyck’s Gevartius, on
which Rubens is thought to have painted, and
wliich Vaiidyck is said to have kept in his

paint box, like a precious amulet? He knew
the witcliery of lilushing flesh, of the glow of

health, of sea-blue eyes, of vermilliou lips,

dewy as flower leaves after rain
; but he felt

that his art was somewhat of the meretricious

and flimsy,—that it wanted the solidity and
thoughtfulness of the old masters,— that, com-
pared with Titian, that Homer of painting, he
was a mere clever child, who drew pretty
faces.

That dreadful upholstery picture of George
TV. by Lawrence shows us how dangerous it

is for a man of limited powers to ever attempt
the grand, historic air. There was nothing
grand in the padded, worn out, fat old gentle-

man
;
but then, that is no reason the painter

should have buried him alive with sofas, cur-

tains, and console tables.

Yet, small as the ideal of Lawrence was, is

not tlic whole world of Art contained in the
oval of the human face ? Are not all phases
of day and niglit to be looked in tlic dark
sea of tlie human eye, where rain and sunshine,
and all transitions from noon to twilight, flit

and change ? Are not all the curves of geo-
metry to be found in the changes of the lips?

all the varieties and gradations of colour in the
rose-tints of the check? The alchemist called

the human body “the little world,” believing

it had its own sun and constellation, sea and
air—might not the name be more appropriately
given to the human face?

Let us not, then, call the great portrait-

painter’s ideal a mean one.

OBITUARY.

MR. JAMES STARK.

Tins artist, whose laudscapes have, with the ex-

ception of one rather long interv.al, for a period of

nearly forty years, been contributed to the exhibi-

tions of the Royal Academy and the British Institu-

tion, died, in the sixtieth year of his age, at his resi-

dence in Moniington Place, Hampstead Road, on
the 2 ith of March : he had long been in a declining

state of health, but the illness which terminated in

his death was severe, and rapid in its results.

In the volume of the Art-Journal for 1850
appeared a portrait of Mr. Stark, with a biographical

sketch of his career. Those of our readers who
desire to acquaint themselves with the history of

his life will find it recorded there. It will he suiTi-

cient for us uow to repeat only a few leading facts.

Mr. Stark was a native of Norwich, and was placed

as a pupil with the elder Cronic, whose son, the late

John Crome, had been his schoolfellow and com-
panion. Soon after the term of his articles had
expired, he came up to Loudon, and was admitted a

student of the Royal Academy in 1817. His first

picture
—

“ Boys Bathing”—was exhibited about

this time, and was purchased by the then Dean of

Windsor. Other works followed in succession, and
found their way into the collections of Sir J. G.

Egerton, the Marquis of Stafford, the Countess dc

Grey, Sir P. Chantrey, T. Phillips, R.A., Lord
Northwick, Mr. Watson Taylor, Sir G. Beaumont,
Sir F. Freeling, &c. &c., patrons whose well-known
taste and judgment suffice to evidence the merits of

this artist’s pictures. lu the very midst of his suc-

cess, however, he was compelled, by a severely pain-

fid affliction, to leave Loudon, and return to the care

of his family at Norwich, where he remained twelve
I

years, the first three of which he passed without the
j

ability to practise his profession. In 1830 he re-
j

turned to London, remained here ten years, and
i

then, in consequence of the death of his wife, took
j

up his residence at Windsor, the neighbourhood of
'

which supplied him with subjects for numerous
|

pictures. About the year 1850 he once more was
j

established in London, being induced to remove i

from the country by the desire to afford his son, I

Mr. A. J. .Stark—who, by the way, has recently i

exhibited some small pictures of considerable merit
[— the advantages derivable from the Art-schools of i

the metropolis.
j

It cannot be denied that the later productions of !

the deceased painter found less favour with the

public than his earlier works. Other patrons of
j

Art arose, “who knew not Joseph.” His quiet, i

unpretending, and unobtrusive style, true as it was
to nature, did not suit the prevailing taste of the

[

last few years
;
but still his works were looked for

and appreciated by those who relish gennine English
landscape delineated with a careful, firm pencil, and
clothed in a garb of sober colouring, which attracts

and satisfies, but docs not dazzle, the senses.

MR. WILLIAM EVANS.

We recorded, in the early part of the year, the

death of Mr. William Evans, which occurred on the

7th of December last, after three or four years of

intense suffering. We are now enabled to offer to

our readers a brief sketch of his life, from the pen
of a brother artist who knew him intimately.

Mr. Evans was an associated member of the old

Society of Painters in Water Colours, and was
better known as “ Evans of Bristol.” in order to

distinguish him from “ Evans of Eton,” another
well-known and earlier member of the same society.

It is with infinite pain we bow ourselves to that fiat

which in this instance strikes out, by an irresistible

necessity, from the list of living painters, a man of

such original powers and depth of feeling as Mr.
Evans.

In landscape painting, his chief and most suc-

cessful pursuit, we have never had a man since the

origin of our water-colour school, running in a

parallel course of Art, and with the same successful

results, with ttiat of the one whose demise we now
deplore. His originality was perfect and unique

;

so much so as to induce the impression that he
might have come amongst us already a painter,

without previously seeing the works of any other

painter. lie certainly had, among other things, the

one great advantage of pursuing liis subject from
the first, without the warp so often received from
the ordinary elementary tuition. Ilis sole contests

wore those with Nature, and he soon found, from
hard knocks received alone in these encounters, that

she must be resolutely seized to be made to yield.

He, like all of us, commenced with small arms, and
found that his spoils were necessarily small. Earlier

than any student we have known, he relinquished

his first mode, aud assumed a broader front; and
sooner than any other whose career we have fol-

lowed, did he realize larger and more general con-

cessions to his artistic power.
It will be already perceived that our preposses-

sions are highly in favour of the subject of this

memoir
;

and, under this circumstance, it would

perhaps appear injudicious, iu the present state of

: the critical press, to say, that we cannot call to
' memory a single instance in which he ever made a

I microscopic study of a piece of lir/ie?i,moss, thistle-

I down, or cherry-blossom

;

hut we have a vivid re-

collection of a passage introduced in one of his

landscapes, iu wliich the fragile and beautiful minor
convolvulus wiuds for support its elegaut aud grace-

ful binding stem around the scarcely less fragile

stem of one of the reed-like grasses : a true picture

of frailty leaning on frailty, and which, being as

true a picture of the frailty of the moral and phy-
sical world leaning for support on its equally frail

sister half, outweighs in moral and poetical beauty

three acres of lichen, six bushels of thistle-down,

or au orchard of cherry-blossom. Evans, iu his

treatment of these things (for all true Art is some
specific treatment of some specific thing, productive

of some one specific beauty, belonging to it or

deducible from it, without disparagement to its

essential nature or quality), closely follows out the

precepts of the great and illimitable Book he was
closely reading during the whole of liis life. He
found, from the varied pages of this great book,

that the initial forms imposed by creation on our
world were first the largest, and that the sccoudnry

forms occurred in descending sequence
;
aud though

vegetable life might have been initiated by the

smaller, yet to descend in Art much more than

half way towards these would be to lose much of

the impressiveness resulting from a treatment in

which the larger and more general is kept in the

ascendant. His treatment, however, of these ex.

tremes betrayed his true appreciation of both, the

one being only subordinated to the other. His
sense of close character, again, induced a natural

mode of execution, by which, while attending to the

ultimate realizatiou of the principal forms, the

secondary incidents became sufficiently indicated.

In treating hill and mountain scenery, he would
appear to have never emulated the beautiful, the

light, the graceful. He often said, “There arc

already too many doing tills.” But he never, on
the other hand, omitted to give a large equivalent

in character and rugged grandeur, supported by a

wondrous force and “ presence ” of the things repre-

sented. Hill crests, under his management, become
natural ramparts, to scale which would require high

physical force and hardihood : they were not places

for picnics, nor for strolls
;

and the gloomy depth
of the valley would be immeasurable but from the

flashing light from the undutous mirror-surface of

the low and far-off torrent, which enables the eve to

measure its remoteness. If one simple phrase would
more than any other serve to realize a just idea of

this style, it may be said of it that it is “essen-
tially male and, by way of mere illustration, that

upon scanning attentively one of the sides of his

nearer hills, you would instinctively throw off your
dress boots, and arm your feet with the iron-bound
mountain-shoe of the district.

Many circumstances of Mr. Evans’s life contri-

buted, if not to create, to nurture this pronencss to

robust Art. lie domiciled himself for many years

in the centre of a grand gorge of this mountain
scenery in North AVales, at a farm called Tyn-y-Cai,
on an extensive pool forming the junction of the

Llcddr with the Conway. A Cyclopian cottage

formed the farm-house
;
and while accommodating

himself to the habits of its primitive inmates, bis

mind became more and more unaccommodating to

any but the impressions furnished by the stern fea-

tures around him. Isolated thus from schools, and
studios, and exhibitions, it was only to be feared

that he might fall into the trite, circumscribed, or

minute, or have evaporated into the unreal and
flimsy; but his original impulse never left Lira, and
during this period of his career lie produced what
must perhaps be considered his finest works, and
amongst them a small one, of superb merit aud
pathos, called “ Trath Mawr.” A continuation of

the dreary Trath forms the foreground, in which, at

a distance, a figure on a pony—uneasy and restive

under the combined annoyance of wind, rain, and
no fooling—waits for, and hails, the unseen ferry-

boat.

He was not less felicitous in grappling with the

true characteristics of the torrents that stir the

gloom of these dreary regions, threading their down-

ward course in a thousand more or less defined rills,

collecting themselves into tranquil pools, rushing
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witli darkeniug force through gloomy gorges, fret-

ting their margins amongst minor impediments,

and leaping with surging bound the larger obstruc-

tions to their career, at once trammelled and im-

petuous. Nothing can be imagined much finer than

his occasional treatment of the cottage scenery of

the same district ;
and not limited to the exteriors,

hut frequently furnished by the views of their inte-

riors, which rival, in force, colour, aud light and

shade, some of the finest works by the great Dutch

masters of the same style, hearing closer upon that

of Rembrandt than any one else, though tliey are

felt at once to be neither imitations of one nor the

other.

The last three years of Evans’s studies from

nature were spent in Italy, ranging between the ex-

treme north, or lake districts, and as far south as

Salerno
;
wintering at Genoa, Rome, aud Naples,

from which ])laccs be accumulated stores of mate-

rial which will now never be realized in the form of

completed works. Ilis treatment of Italian sub-

jects was again perfectly original, when compared

with the general staple of other men’s works, and

he may be said to have made it bend in an extraor-

dinary manner to that same masculine genius which

sustained him so triumphantly through the best of

his English subjects.

In the earlier portion of this notice it was said,

“ it will already be perceived that our prepossessions

are highly in favour of the subject of this memoir.”

It is true; and if Jlr. Evans may have had, in

common with the great painters of every age, some

few points to detract from this large catalogue of

pictorial powers, let the microscopic critic of the

day detect them— logically or illogically attempt to

prove, multiply, aud enlarge them. We can only

say, with a genuine love of true Art aud real gran-

deur before us, it is impossible to do so witliout

first dinging aside the infinitely greater enjoyment

of his beauties, and that the loss and error by this

process would be too flagrant aud too palp<able to

submit to for the mere purpose of flinging a few

sun-spots ui)on the glowing front of genius.

AUT IN CONTINENTAL STATES.

Paris.—The lottery at the Snion is definitively

fixed at one franc tho ticket; we hope next month
to give some report of the exhibition. It is said

the jury, composed of the first class of members of

ihe Institute, has been excessively severe in their

rejection of proffered works
;

our correspondent

states that works by Chaplin, and other eminent
artists, have been refused.—M. Dnprenoir, a land-

scape painter of talent, is dead
;
he was a great

tiaveller, and executed many views of Russian,

English, and Scotch scenery: he was bom about
|

the year 1800.—The splendid buildings of tlic

Boulevard de Sebastopol advance rapidly; this

spring will witness the destruction of nearly the

whole of the Rue de la llarpc, and all the buildings

which surround the Sorbonne.
MuNirn,—There are few authors who understand

well the invention or the recitation of a story
;
in

German literature we can scarcely name one other
besides Giun and Musmus : and so also is it in

painting; indeed, we can mention but two such
artists, E. Neureuther, of Munich, and A. Richter,

of Dresden, who understand this representation in

a truly artistic manner. Rut lately still a third is

solving this problem in a new, original, and sur-

prising manner—Moritz Schwind, who is surely

obtaining an elevated rank. The fame of the paint-

ing of the “Seven Ravens,” which adorned the

German Exposition at Munich, has certainly ex-

tended beyond the Channel. Before this, Schwind
had represented the well-known charming tale of
“ Aschenbrbdel,” in a series of drawings. This
work, executed in three great divisions, now in the

possession of the Baron von Frankenstein, has been
engraved by Professor Fules Thaeter, and published

bv Piloty and Evehle; to this engraving I would
direct your attention. The story, I presume, is

well known. Schwind’s arrangement divides it

into three parts, an introduction to the departure

for the princely {royal) feast, and the neglect of

Aschenbrbdel
;
Ker appearance at it, and abrupt de-

parture, leaving behind her the golden slipper

—

forming, as it were,, the allegro and adagio of the

symphony; and finally, in the third picture, the

discovery of Aschenbrbdel by the prince, and the

universal rejoicing of the people. Besides the minor
scenes appertaining to the story, two others are

added in the ornamental bordering, representing

the final triumph of oppressed and persecuted inno-

cence, viz. the Grecian fable of “ Amor and Psyche,”
and the Gorman legend of “ Dornroeslein,” the

maiden thrown by an angry fairy into an enchanted

sleep, and imprisoned in an enchanted castle, from
which a valiant young prince rescues her. In the

first picture we see the richly apparelled sisters c«-

tcring the Utter which is to bring them to the royal

ball
;
tho father follows, bearing tho lap-dog in his

arms: the mother is yet absent, engaged^ in con-

fining the poorly-clothed Asnheubrbdel in the

kitchen. A small picture, preceding this one, gives

us a view of tho sisters’ dressing-room, while one

following represents Aschenbrbdel mourning over

the pile of grains which she is charged to sort, with

the doves assisting her, and the good fairy entering

with her gifts. In the second drawing Aschen-

brbdel, richly dressed by the fairy, appears, re-

splendent with grace and beauty, at the prince’s

ball
;
the prince, on hU knees, is greeting her, and

her sisters, affrighted, are staring at their rival.

Joy and brightness, beauty and love, are to be

found in that painting, which, as a contrast, is fol-

lowed by the night in the second one, where the

prince is looking for her who so suddenly vanished,

but discovers only her elegant shoe. Between hap-

piness and grief—for she cannot be found, as the

fairv has carried her through the air—is merely a
1

small painting, showing the watchman on the palace

tower, with piercing gaze seeking through the night

traces of the refugee: finally she is found. We
have seen the unfortunate prince, full of grief,

looking at the golden shoe, and now Aschenbrbdel

is discovered to be the happy and charming one to

whom the shoe belongs, and she becomes his bride,

amid the astonishment of the step-parents, the rage

of the sisters, and the acclamations of the populace.

It is engraved from the drawing which Feid Piloty

has made of Schwind’s picture, in which also atten-

tion is paid to the distinction of light and dark

colour. We know not which deserves the highest

praise, the beauty and elegance of the drawing, the

well-defined character of the figures, the represent-

ation of mingled emotions, or the highly humorous
intermezzo. The richness and clearness of the com-
position make the work a source of pleasure to

the artist, or an elegant adornment for the drawing-

room.—The Album of King Louis, which is, so to

speak, a general German exposition of Art, will be

finished during the present summer, in the same
establishment as the faithful and exact portraits of

tlie beauties of King Louis’ Gallery.—The his-

torical painter Joseph Anthony Fischer died here

on the 20th of March.—Franz Adam, the son of the

celebrated battle-painter, has just finished a por-

trait, the size of life, of the veteran Marshal Ra-

detszky on horseback. The picture, painted by

command of the emperor, is destined for the arsenal

in Vienna. The marshal is on his well-known

grey horse, and thougli the animal is standing still,

there is much life and vigour in every part. As a

horse-painter, Franz Adam has long enjoyed a high

reputation. The usual quiet look of the marshal is

preserved in the old soldier’s countenance
;
he seems

thoughtfully waiting the result of some well-laid

plans. There is something touching in the filial

veneration which the young emperor cherishes for

the memory of liis old and faithful servant. At his

death and at his funeral, there was no mark of

honour or of personal respect omitted which it was

possible for the survivor to show the dead. The pic-

ture is greatly praised, and is considered one of the

best works of the master. The best proof of the

faithful individuality of the portrait is to be

found in the manifold recollections which the sight

of it calls forth in all the old companions-in-arms

or acquaintances who come to look at the well-

known features.— Another picture which has made
quite a sensation here is the work of Ludwig von

Hagn, and is at the present moment the cynosure

on which all eyes are directed at the exhibition of

the Art-Union. It represents a matinee musicale;

the scene is the terrace—the pleasant, shady terrace

—of the pleasure-grounds pertaining to a baronial

castle, which, with all its rich ornament and
tracery, is seen in the background. The actors

consist of a circle of dilettanti who are occupied

with their music; and the air and dress of the

figures denote the high rank of the performers.

The costume is that of the last century. In the

great Munich Exhibition of last year tho artist

had a striking picture of the same sort—“A Pro-
menade at Versailles,” which gave him, as here

also, an admirable opportunity of pourtraying with
delicacy and skill the characteristics of the indi-

vidual, in addition to that pomp and brilliancy

which the court-life of the time presented.—The
sculptor Halbig has just completed a bust of Frei-

herrn von Aufsess, the founder and indefatigable

president of the “Germanic iluseura.” The bust

was commanded by his majesty King Louis : the

likeness is considered most faithful,

Vienna.—In one of the churches here, the so-

called “ Alt Lercbenfeld” Church, a series of fresco

paintings has been in progress for some time, and
this year it is expected the whole will be brought
to a conclusion. The same artist wlio was entrusted

with the execution of the figures in the newly-
restored cathedral at Speyen, namely, Joseph Gasser,

has been commissioned to undertake the sculpture

around the portal of this church. The figures from
his hand at Speyen arc finely conceived, and a

natural ease, as regards the attitude, aud a sim-

plicity of treatment in the drapery and other ac-

cessories, are the characteristics of his work. The
interior of the edifice is also to be restored, and in

S it, organ, and altar, much of interest will be
ght to light which has hitherto been but little

heeded.—The artistic world in Vienna gives sign of

renewed life and vigour
;

indeed, it is striking

how much progress has been made here in all that

relates to Art in the last few years. The changes
now going on in the appearance of the city itself

will afford many an opportunity for the display of

artistic taste and invention. New buildings will

be erected, both public and private, and before long

we shall have the old Vienna before us with quite u

new face.—The casting has taken place of the

monument to the memory of the Archduke Charles.

Three hundred weight of bronze flowed into the pit,

four fathoms deep, in which the mould stood, and
all went on successfully. Since the great cast of

the upper part of the “Bavaria,” at the Munich
Foundry, nothing on the same enormous scale has

been attempted.
Frankfort.—A well-known picture, by Dietz

—

“ The Destruction of the Castle of Heidelberg by
the French, underGeneral Melac”—is now exhibit-

ing here. The first lime we saw it was at Munich,
just after its completion, and ngain at the great

exhibition of works of Art held in that city last

year. Although on these pages no reference to

politics finds a place, we cannot help observing that

this picture, with all its truthful delineation of

human woe and wanton destruction of a monument
of beauty, is the very fittest reply that could be offered

to certain phrases lately disseminated anent “ Li-

berty,” “Civilisation,” and “Regeneration of the

Peoples.” The name of Melac is so execrated to

this very day in Wirtemberg, that we have ourselves

heard in the Black Forest many a dog called so.

The deep curse of a whole people fell blastingly on
that man’s head, and popular feeling gave itself

vent by thus applying the name of him who, more
like a demon than a human creature, had brought
woe into every homestead. The picture is a street

scene. In the background, high over the houses,

rises the Castle of Heidelberg, as seen from that

side fronting the terrace, and looking down on the

town and the river. Smoke and flames are pouring
forth from the windows of the castle, and vast

volumes of smoke roll away over the other parts of

the magnificent building, filling the sky with terror

equal to that seen in the thronged street below.

’J'here is an ill-boding look in the wild shapes sailing

along high above the devoted heads of the agonised
burghers. In the foreground rides Melac through
the crowd : he looks down with a demoniac calmness
on a group composed of a young mother, an old man,
and two weeping maidens. The groups of soldiery

hastening through the town are animated, and there

is life in the composition. We could wish, however,
that the colouring were other than it is—the flesh

of most of the figures has none of the warmth and
vitality of flesh

;
it is waxen and unlife-like.

Crowds of visitors flock to see the picture, for it is

especially interesting at this moment, when philan-

thropic intentions are unfolding, thus to behold in a

S
alpable shape the work of “ regeneration.”—The
!unst Verein of this city has just purchased a small

picture of Annibal Caracci, representing the Holy
Family, and another of Ribeira, named “Spagno-
letlo,” the subject of which is the Good Samaritan.
Both were bought for a very moderate sum, the

uncertain state of the financial world having already

begun to exercise its influence even in this direction.

—From the above-named society the Grand Duke
of Baden has obtained a charming little picture by
Overbeck, for the sum of 2500 florins.

Dresden.—Bendermann is about to depart from
here, to begin his duties at Dusseldorf. There is

but oue feeling of regret at this event, for he has

been more than twenty years a member of the

Academy, and his beneficial influence has made
itself felt, and has been acknowledged by all.

—

Ludwig Gruner, tho keeper of the print-room in

our museum, has been appointed professor of en-
graving in place of Herrn Steinla, lately deceased.

Stuttgaudt.—A collection of old German pic-

tures of the Swabian school has just been purchased

by the government of Herrn Abel, in order that

they may be incorporated with the national col-

lection. There arc seventy-nine in all.

.
;T.v-



ROME, AND HER -WORKS OF ART,*
TART I.—EDIFICES.

“ The Ninbe of nation.s, there she stand*!,
Childless and cruwiiless, in her voiceless woe;
An empty urn wiiliin her withered liands, -

Whose holy dust was scattered long ago.
The Sclpios' tomb coiitaitis no ashes now,
The very seimlchres lie tenantless
Of their heroic dwellers : dost thou flow.
Old Tiber, through a marble wilderness?

Rise, with thy yellow waves, and mantle her distress
”

ChilJe Harold.

2
TARY is the country, and Rome the city, to which for ages
the foot of the traveller has turned, wlio desires to see the
noblest relics of ancient grandeur, and the finest momunents
of a nation’s genius in Art. Century after century has served
to make desolate’her palaces, and lay waste lier*herilage of
greatness; the Goth and the Christian have by turns trampled
down and destroyed the landmarks of past glories; foreign

. -wars and intestine feuds have aided iu the work of spoliation

;

and yet Italy stands alone, as a nation, in the magnitude and
costliness of her Art-treasures. Almost denuded of political
power, a reproach to herself, a derision to her neigh-
bours, her very name partially blotted out from the indepen-

' dent governments of the world,—fair and beautiful without,
but unsightly within,—still from all parts of the world men
are attracted thither by the memory of what she has been,
aud by what is yet in her possession. Tiie marvel is that,

with the vicissitudes and changes to which the country has been subjected for
nearly fifteen hundred years, it retains anylhiug to invite a pilgrimage to its

sliriuc,—that it has not become like Greece, an almost deserted land, and like the

cities of Palestine, where the owl and the bittern find a habitation,—that the
serpent does not hiss iu the ancient halls of revelry, the springs of her rivers
are not choked up, and her vineyards do not grow wild grapes." It is from the
forbearance of other nations, and the reverence felt for her former magnificeuce
and glory, that such results have not happened, more than from any efforts made
by her own children to preserve the inheritance bequeathed them' by their fore-
fathers. It will be our purpose, in the series of papers of which this is the
corameneement, to describe and illustrate some of the most remarkable of these
Art-moiiumeiits—architectural, sculptural, and pictorial—which Rome contains
To many of our readers the subject, doubtless, will not be altogether new; the
ground has been often travelled over; but it will bear revisiting, and a renewal
of old acquaintances, through our pages, we hope will not be unacceptable to any
wlio may have wandered through the streets, or contemplated the galleries of“ imperial Rome.”

’

There are two phases of Art which people visit Rome to see ; one, what is
left of the works of the old Romans

;
the other, what has been created in the

city, or gathered within its limits, during the last five or six hundred years : the
former is almost entirely restricted to architecture and sculpture; the latter
adds to these, painting in its most elevated character. In this article it is pro-
posed to deal only with the subject of its ancient architecture, though one of
the illustrations which now accompany our remarks we have selected because
it represents a principal view of Rome as it now stands.
What a train of memories must pass over the miud of the student of

Roman history both past and present, as he walks through the city, still
grand amid its comparative desolation, or extends his visit of inspection through
the surrounding suburbs.^ How, as he surveys each shattered ruin of some
noble building celebrated in its annals, will he repeople the scene with the men
whose names are chronicled in the most famous pages of the world’s liistory;
and the events with which those names are connected will rise up before him in
all their glory or infamy. Every foot of ground is eloquent with the stories of
truth or tradition. There, is pointed out to him the actual or presumed spot
where the Roman populace, in tlie majesty of a righteous indignation, kindled

MODERN ROME FROM THE LEFT BANK. OF THE TIBER.

at the altar on which an insulted matron was sacrificed, rose up and expelled
from his throne the last of their kings;—he sees the city filled with hordes of
wild, ferocious, but warlike barbarians, and the venerable senators waiting in
their offleid robes llic fate of the vamiiiished from the hands of the infuriated
Gauls ;—he traces out the locality where Cresar, the crowned conqueror, fell

* XVe commence, with this article, a series of papers on the principal Art works inRome: the illustrations which accompany thorn are from the large and costly work
of one of the most enterprising publishers in Europe of

Illustrated books of a higli character, and with whom we have entered ’n'o an arrange
merit for a supply of such woodcuts .as will best answer our purpose, and niaiataiu thJ
position which our illustrated pages have long secured to us.

beneath the daggers of Brutus and his fellow-conspirators against the man
whose valour, genius, and success excited the jealousy of his countrymen he
stands, perhaps, upon another spot of ground, which once, according to tradi-
tion, opened, and then closed again, over the body of a self-immolating patriot

;

—he remembers that iu the midst of the city the great Apostle of the Gentiles’
and his fellow-labourer, whose assumed successor now sits enthroned on the
Seven Hills, sufl'ered martyrdom at the bidding of a tyrant and fiend, and that
thousands^ professing the Christian faith yielded up their lives, in every possible
form of violent deaths, amid the rejoicings of assembled multitudes ;—and, if
he be an Englishman, he will not forget that an ancient British sovereign was
led captive through those streets, exclaimiug as he passed along aud saw the
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grandeur of the proud and haughty city, “ How can a people possessed of

such magnificence at home envy me my humble cottage in Britain ?” These, and

many recollections of similar import, will crowd upon the mind of a stranger as

he meditates on what is left to recall the histories associated with old Rome.

It is a fact upon which all writers now agree, that during tlie early part of

the republic the Romans possessed few architectural works of much preten-

sion. The people and their rulers were too intent upon establishing and con-

solidating the power of the government to give time or attention to the

adornment of the city : the private residences of the citizens were simple in

structure, and their public buildings were scarcely of a higher character.

During the reign of the kings Tarquinius Priscus, Servius Tullius, and

Tarquinius Superbus, the last of the race, who was dethroned about two

hundred and fifty years after the building of the city, or about 510 B.c.,

the architecture of the city made considerable progress. The great Temple

of Jupiter, in the Capitol, the Circus Maximus, the Romauimi Forum, vast

aqueducts, the Maraertinus, or prison of Tullius, were among the most

remarkable of the public works raised by the kings
; but not a vestige of

any of them now remains, except of the Mamertinus. The long period

which elapsed between the death of Tarquinius Superbus, and the establish-

ment of the empire under Augustus, a period of nearly five hundred years,

and designated by historians as the “Commonwealth,” was not remarkable

for much iraprovemeut in the architectural beauty of Rome. Intestine dis-

putes and foreign wars seem to have engaged the sole attention of the Romans :

it was a period of gigantic wars, vast conquests, and wide extension of dominion
throughout the three quarters of the globe. Still some edifices not un-

worthy of this great and powerful nation were erected, especially during the

latter portion of the time referred to
;
but of these, as of those of earlier date,

scarcely any traces exist: the only remains which, it is believed, can with any
probability be reckoned among them, are the substructures of three aucient

temples below the Church of Sau Nicola iu Carcere
;
the so-called Temple of

Fortuua Virilis, near the theatre of Marcellns; and, perhaps, also the three

columns in the Forum, by some called the Temple of Jupiter Stator, and by
others the temple of Castor and Pollux

;
of the last mentioned we shall speak

hereafter.

The empire being firmly established in the hands or Augustus, and the doors

of the Temple of Janus closed—the signal of universal peace—the Emperor
directed his thoughts to the social condition of his Roman subjects, and to the

state of the city. Under his patronage—which was in a great measure insti-

gated by his friend Mecrenas, whose name is to this day synonymous with that

of a liberal patron of literature especially—artists aud men of letters flourished
;

aud Rome became as renowned for its magnificence as the people were for their

military prowess. Augustus is said to have remarked towards the close of his

long reign, that he found Rome a city of bricks and should leave it a city of

marble: and this was'no vain boast—aqueducts, temples, ai'cades, theatres, and

public buildings of every kind, rose up in all directions ; the wliole plain be-

tween the Quirinal hill and the Tiber became a new town, which in splendour

far surpassed the City of the Hills: it was entirely covered with fine public

edifices only, not a single private dwelling was allowed there, lest by its com-

parative meanness it should destroy the grandeur and uniformity of the whole

plan. The wealthy Romans, like our own citizens, had their mansions and villas

iu the suburbs ;
they were placed in gardens within the fields between the high

roads which issued from the city, and principally in the district round about

the Esquiline hill, contiguous to the Quirinal. Among the many noble edifices

constructed at Rome in the time of Augustus, may be enumerated, according to

Suetonius, the Temple and Forum of Jlars the Avenger
;
the Temple of Jupi-

ter Tonans, which the Chevalier Bunsen calls the “ Temple of Saturn the

Temple of Apollo Palatine
;
the Portico and Basilica of Caius and Lucius

;
the

Porticoes of Livy and Octavia, and the Theatre of Marcellus. And, during

the Emperor’s absence in distant parts of the Roman empire, his friend and

son-in-law, Agrippa Vipsanius—who had been mainly instrumental in raising

him to the imperial throne, and whom he left to direct affairs at home—erected,

at his own expense, the Porch and Temple of Neptune, the hot baths called

Thermte Agrippa, and the magnificent Pantheon, whose portico is generally

ellowed to be “the most sublime result that was ever produced by so little

I

architecture.” He also conveyed the waters Virgo, Julia, and Tcpula, to Ronjc,

I by aqueducts of stupendous length, decorated with large and beautiful columns

[

of marble, besides repairiug those which brought the waters Appia and Marcia

I
to the city. Mrs. Crecy, in her translation of Milizia’s celebrated work,

,
Memorie degli Architeili Antichi e Moderni, writes,

—“ The reign of Augustus

1 was the golden age of science and the fine Arts. Grecian architecture at that

period was so encouraged at Rome, that Augustus could with reason boast

of having left a city of marble where he had found one of brick. In the time
' of the Cfcsars, fourteen magnificent aqueducts, supported by magnificent arches,

conducted whole rivers to Rome from a distance of many miles, and supplied

* one hundred aud fifty public fountains, one hundred and eighteen large baths,

besides the water necessary for those artificial seas in which naval combats were

represented; one hundred thousand statues ornamented the public squares, the

temples, the streets, and the houses
;
ninety colossal statues, raised on pedestals,

and forty-eight obelisks of Egyptian granite, adorned various parts of the city.

Nor was this stupendous magnificence confined to Rome, or even to Italy. All

the proviuces of the vast empire were embellished by Augustus and his succes-

;

sors, by the opulent nobles, by the tributary kings and the allies, with temples,

I circuses, theatres, palaces, aqueducts, amphitheatres, bridges, baths, and new

cities.” How insignificant is all that we see and hear of the works of modern
I times, and especially in England, in comparison with what w'c read of as

existing in old Rome. But ours is an age of iron rather thau of gold in every-
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thing pertaining to Art: we build, it is true, but we first count the cost, and
our expenditure is regulated more by what we choose to spend than by what
we ought, to maintain our position among the great and intellectual nations of
the world. Private patronage does more for Art in England than public.

That Home borrowed her ideas of Art from Greece there is uo question;
i

large numbers of Gj'eeks had, even prior to (he time of Augustus, settled in t

various parts of Italy, and carried with them a knowledge of those arts wliich
|

liad raised their own country to so elevated a position. The Roman emperors
are supposed to have employed the Greeks who resided in Rome, both as archi- !

tccts, sculptors, and decorators
;
while it caunot be doubted that the Roman

|

artists of all kinds acquired their respective arts from their teacliings and
practice. Vitruvius, the earliest of the Roman architects whose name has
desceuded to us, and who is now called the “ father of architecture,” lived in the
time of Augustus, and probably designed some of the edifices built in his reign,
though there is no authenticated record of the fact. It has been asserted that he
designed the Theatre of Marcelius, but Milizia is of opinion that its arrangement
is not consistent with his precepts, as laid down in his work ou architecture,
which has descended to our own limes. Vitruvius disapproved of details in the
Doric order which are usedia this theatre. In his treatise he gives the rules
of Grecian architecture, so that it is evident he had made them his study’, and,
doubtless, he followed their principles in wliatever work he executed.

^\e shall conclude this introductory article by a few remarks on the subjects
introduced as illustrations, reserving our observations on the vai'ious edifices,
both ancient and modern, to future papers.
The View op Modern Rome, taken from the left banks of the Tiber, is very

fine. Stretching across the river is the Rridge of St. Angelo, not iu itself an
imposing structure, especially when compared with our own metropolitan
bridges, but of vast historic interest; to the right is the Castle of St. Angelo;
aud beyond the bridge, a mass of palatial residences, above which rises the
dome of the_ noble Church of St. Peter : between this aud the castle is

seen the Vatican. The bridge, e-xcept the parapets, and a small arch at
the end nearest the castle, is of ancient construction

;
it was built by the

Emperor Hadrian about 130 a.d., and was originally called Pons Jilius.
Ill 1450^ Pope Nicholas V. thoroughly restored the masonry; Clement VII.,
about 1520, decorated it witii some statues

;
and Berniui, about the year

1060, by order of Clement IX., added two others, and the parapet. Bernini’s
figures are tlie two angels—one bearing the crown of thorns, the other with
the inscription on the cross. Hadrian constructed the bridge to enable him to
reacli, from the opposite side, his mausoleum and the gardens of Domitia, whicli
he much frequented. This mausoleum is now the Castle of Angelo; it stood
within the gardens of Domitia, and consists of a circular tower, whose present
diameter is 188 feet, placed on a quadrilateral basement, each side of which is

ARCH OF SEPTIMIUS SEVERUS.

253 feet. Originally' it was highly decorated, according to Procopius, who, in
the sixth century, speaks of it as built of Parian marble, and adorned with
statues, both of men and horses, of the same material

;
but no vestiges of these

works now exist. In the fifth or sixth century of the Christian era it is stated
to have been converted into a fortress, though the decorations were left intact

;

but during the latter invasions of the Roman territories by the Goths, tlie

Romaus, besieged in the castle, were compelled to hurl down the statues on the
heads of the besiegers. Rosilini, a Florentine architect,—much patronized by
Pope Nicholas V.,—and other architects, during the respective pontificates of
.^exander VI. and Urbanl HI,, extended and strengthened the castle as a for-
tified j)lace; it is now used almost exclusively as a state prison. Its utility as
a fortress, under the modern system of warfare, is valueless. On the summit
is a colossal bronze figure of an angel, armed with a sword.

The Forum has been in all times the most celebrated part of Rome, the
scene of the greatest events connected with the history of the city. Here were
discussed those great qnestious on which at one period hung the destiny of the
world. Under its porticoes were heard the eloquent orations of Cicero

; and
there the Gracchi inflamed the passions of the multitude by their seditious
harangues : now it is little more than a desert, for grass aud rank weeds grow
up at the base of its ruined edifices. The range of columns in the foreground
of the engraving is all tiiat remaius of the Temple of Fortune, according to
Nippy, but which Bunsen calls the Temple of the Vespasiani

; it now consisis of

j

an Ionic hexastyle portico of granite columns, the bases, capitals, and entabla-

I

lure being of white marble
;
on the latter is the following iuscriptiou :

—

I SENATVS POPOLVSCiUE KOMANA'S

j

INCENDIO CONSVMPTVM RESTITVIT.

The internal part of the frieze is ornamental, but tills is assumed to be some

j

of the old masonry used in the rebuilding.

I

The Arch of Septimius Severus was erected in 205, by order of the Senate

I

and Roman people, to commemorate the victories of Severus, and his sons,
Caracalla and Geta, over the Parthiaus, the Arabs, and other oriental nations.
It is built of Peutelic marble, and has three archway's, with transverse arch-
ways through the piers of the centre arch. Each part is decorated with four
fluted Corinthian columns, and a series of bas-reliefs, representing the modes of
Romau warfare. Towards the end of the third line of the inscription and
throughout the fourth, the spectator may trace the alterations made by Caracalla,
one of the most infamous of the Roman emperors, after he had assassinated his

brother Geta : he then erased his name from the arch. The whole of the mould-
ings and the vaultiug are highly enriched with sculptured ornaments.

The Colosseum, or Flavian AmpkUheatre, has generally been considered
the most imposing building, from its magnitude, in the w'orld. When the
Emperor Vespasian restored to the Roman people the lands which the execrable
Nero had taken from them, he laid the foundation of the Colosseum on the
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site where stood Nero's Bomns Aurea, or “ Golden House :” it was finished
1
by Vespasian’s son, Titns, about a.d. 79. The iorm of the edifice is oval; the

THE COLOSSEUM : SOUTH SIDE.

greatest diameter is G20 feet, and the transverse 513i feet, measured from the
1

outer face of the walls, from which the columns project 1 foot 10 inches.

THE COLOSSEUM : NOliTH SIDE.

a work of architecture, there is iu it nothing to excite admiration, though I internally this amphitheatre must have been singularly grand and impressive.
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THE

SOCIETY OE BUrnSH AimSTS.

Tins Society opened its rooms to tlic public

on the ilSlh of April, with a catalogue of eight
Imndrcd and twenty-two jiictures and drawings,
and seven sculptural works. Of figure subjects—\X\t foible of many exhibitious—there is a
considerable proportion, the members having
exerted themselves to good purpose to repre-

sent every class of Art. With, therefore, a
long list of minor aspirations in all kinds of
genre, the miscellany affords thoughtful in-

stances of poetry and history. We have
always observed of this institution, that it

lias less of the leaven of the new school than is

found elsewhere. There arc two or three of
what are called Pre-Eaffacllitc essays; but
these arc all, for there is no tendency among
the members themselves to the new manner.
Careful drawing necessarily leads to careful
painting, but faithful execution does not neces-
sitate hardness, a commonplace truth illus-

trated by many of the smaller figure pictures
here. Tlie best of the landscapes will bear
comparison wjtli the best of the landscapes
in other institutions : tliey speak for them-
selves, as s))oi)s ])aticnt]y won from tlie great
garner of nature. But this is now the character
of all our landscape art; in such [lictures we
can breathe and live

;
their freshness is life

;

wliiie the brown and yellow sadness of the
studio landscapes of Cygone years was the
clironic malady of the art and its professors.
But to proceed to an analysis.

No. 0. ‘Tlie Abandoned,’ J. A. Eitzcee.\ld.
This is neither a sliip, nor a lady, in extremis,
but a little girl asleep on the seasliore, perhaps
somewiiere near Pegwcll Bay. Tlie flesh tones
arc of remarkable purity

;
indeed, the little pic-

ture is a pleasant breadth of natural dayliglit.

No. 7. ‘A Cavalier,’ A. II. Voueeier. He
sleeps, extended in his cliair, but not at his
ease, as no man can in corslet and baldrick.
Tliere is merit in the work

;
but it would have

been well bad the artist made out tlie face a
little more, and toned down the outlines on the
tapestry.

No._ 9. ‘Sunny Moments,’ AY. Bromlev.
The title is open to an interpretation more
poetic than could be realized in the cottage, in
M-liicli two country girls are here presented to
us. There are forms in the composition tliat

reduce the importance of these figures : the
removal of these would improve the picture.

^

No. 11. ‘Uealher Bells,’ E. J. Corbett.
This miglitbe a botanical study—class Genistce ;
but the individuals of t he agroupraent are of
another order—nothing less than a company of
Cottiers’ daughters, with such (!) petticoats for
colour and texture, and standing on a piece of
hillside bottom, rich in grasses, and fragrant
witii the sweet heath-bloom. Tlic figures are
made to tell powerfully against the sky and
distances.

No. 19. ‘A Summer’s Morning among the
^lountains,’ II, J. Boddington. This is a
composition of lake and mountain, witli the sun
rising near the centre of the picture. It is fre-
quently difficult to determine between morning
and evening effects, but the paler misty aspect
of the scene speaks here of morning.
No. 23. ‘ Cam’s Park, Fareliam Leak, Hants,’

G Cole. A tranquil breadth of summer day-
light, full of what painters and critics used to
call “ repose,” with a sky full of idle cumuli, and
a water surface whicli any sportive gnat might
break up into tiny ringlets.

No. 29. ‘ Good News,’ Henzell. The
colour of this composition is much assisted by
the yellow wall of the cottage, at the door of
which are two girls, one reading a letter to the
other.

No. 3-L ‘Spring Time,’ A'icat Cole. The
foreground of this picture testifies to extraordi-

nary devotion to the face of nature as the prin-

ciple of this artist’s practice. It would be
most difficult to carry minute imitation further

than we find it here. It is a landscape, con-

sisting of many parts and various successive
distances, painted from the side of a broken
bank— fresli in colour, but tlie colour is the
green of nature, at the time of the year which
it is proposed to celebrate.

No. 35. ‘Entrance to the Port of Havre,’
S. J. AVilsox. Tile place declares itself at

once. The spectator looks outward, having on
his right the Tower of Francis I., with an
opening leading to the Hue de Paris, and a
distant glimpse of the cliffs beyond St. Adrcssc.
The sky is clouded and windy, with a corre-

sponding effect on the sea.

No. 30. ‘ Alexander Ilutli, Esq.,’ C. Baxter.
A very brilliant portrait, sedate in treatment,
but forcible in effect. Tlie face is most care-

fully painted, but tlie elaboration is success-
fully concealed. The features are earnest and
eloquent.

No. 42. ‘ Scene at Bethlehem,’ J Stevexs.
This “scene” is the infant Jesus sleeping,

watched over by an angel. Near the group is

a butterfly, an incongruity wliich cannot be
satisfactorily accounted for in Christian Art.
The arm of tlie angel forms an angle imme-
diately impending over the sleeping 'child in a
manner injurious to tlie composition. Tlic

treatment and tone of the picture seem to be
suggestions of the Bolognese school.

No. 43. ‘ The Chequered Shade,’ A. J.

AVoolmee. The locale a garden avenue of
trees, so dense as entirely to exclude the sun-
shine, save here and there, where an unusually
obtrusive beam penetrates the gloom. In the
foreground are placed two or three of those
figures that throng the compositions of this

painter—impersonations that seem to be con-
jured down from dreamy spheres of never-end-
ing luxury and ease.

No. 44. ‘The Sea-bird’s Summer Home,’
II. Moore. A coast view somewhere, perhaps,
on tlie southern sliores of our island. It has
evidently been worked out on the spot, aud
with singular assiduity.

No. 48. * * # *
'i'. Boberts. The point

of this bright and effective little work is a
little girl seated in a churchyard culling flowers
among the tombs, aud decorating her bat with
them. The face is in clear shade, and the sun-
light falls on the shoulders, bringing the figure
out \vith great force. A work of much excel-
lence.

No 49. ‘The AYearied Shepherd,’ J. J.

Hill. The boy and his dog are grouped
together, both sleeping in an open scene,
like a section of the South Downs. The pic-
ture is broad and harmonious.

No. 53. ‘Hamlet Prince of Denmark,’ F. Y.
Huklstoxe. In all his readings and interpre-
tations this artist emphasizes a desire to
place before us his impersonations in their

everyday aspect. As to their dress, Hamlet
and his mother may be very commonplace
people, aud tbe Queen is not a beauty. It is

situation, action, and expression that here fix

the attention. The artist has done his best
that there shall be nothing of the merely inte-

resting—no debilitating prettiness to alloy the
grave sentiment of his work. The subject is

from the fourth scene of tlic third act, wherein
Hamlet addresses tlie Ghost :

—

“ Save me, and hover o’er me with your wings,'* &c.

The Ghost is seen in the right of the picture,

looking somewhat large in comparison with
the other figures. Hamlet occupies the centre
of the picture, excited by the apparition to an
orgasm of emotion, while the wondering Queen
pronounces him mad.

No. GO. ‘ Going to the Telegraph Hill, Llan-
dudno, North AVales—the River Conway and
Penmaenbach Mountains in the distance,’ J.

Texxaxt, This seems to be an earnest and
literal rendering of one of the most captivating
prosjiccts tliat North AA’^ales can boast. It is

sunny, without effort, and the forms in the
foreground, strong in tone and firm in line,

effectively rarefy the distances.

No. 01. ‘Margate Harbour,’ AA^ E. Bates.
The view is taken somewhere near Buenos
Ayres, just taking in the liglithouse aud the
end of the pier; and although there is so
little in the picture, the local identity is unmis-
takeable.

No. G3. ‘A’’ia Appia Yecchia, near Home,
commonly called “the Street of the Tombs,”’
J. _B Pyne. a small picture, in which the
artist, bearing in mind the “ iter Bruvdusium
usque," proposes to reverse Horace’s descrip-
tion,

—

“ Minus est gravis Appia tirdis,"

—

by making the road as much as possible assimi-
late with the place of a skull. But we have a
canopy of glory overhead, for tlie sun signalises
his “good night” with surpassing splendours.

No. 70. ‘The Confiscation of Sir Walter '

Raleigh’s Estate,’ AA'^. Salter, iM.A.F., &c.
The impersonations introduced here are those i;

only necessary to the narrative, which assumes !,

the form of personal relation rather than that '\

of the recital of an act of the state; and this
!|

distinction reflects the more pointedly on the ,

!

cliaracter of the chief of the persona? before us. -

Ou the left of the composition sits James T. in h

the act of giving to his minion Carr, Earl of
'

Somerset, the deed wliereby he became seized
\

of the estate of Sir AA'^alter Raleigh, then a
[

prisoner in the Tower. Lady Raleigh, with '

her children, supplicates, on her knees and in
]

tears, the restoration of the property
; but the

“sorry king” says he “maun hae the lands for

Carr,’’ and accordingly gives them to him. The
story is told with perspicuity, and the characters
are of appropriate conception. The principle
on whicli the work has been coloured reverses
the common practice of placing the most power-
ful tints in the centre. Here the middle of tlie

composition is the black satin dress of Lady
Raleigh, and the extremities present the
brightest hues of the palette. The work is

full of expression, and it is the best its author
has ever produced.
_No. 77._‘Beac!i Scene,’ W. Shayer. A large

picture, with numerous figures, darker than the
usual tone of the works of this painter.

i

No 85. ‘Uncertainty,’ J. Noble. In this
j

composition, the principal of the two persons i

that are introduced is a lady, who is writing;
j

while behind her, and entering her boudoir, is i

a man, who pushes aside the curtain that hangs
at the entrance. The dispositions are made

j

with much elegant taste.
j

No. 87. ‘The Torrent-sculptured Bed of the
Conway, North Wales,’ J. P. Pettitt. The .

earnest purpose of the artist in this view has
been to realize the “wave-worn” masses of
limestone that compose the walls of tbe gorge
through which the water-course is cut. The ’

picture is, in truth, a geological study; but it
|

has been thus worked out at considerable sacri-

fice. The variegated lichens, the points of the
;

rock outwards, and their “smooth bore” in-

wards, are most scrupulously described.

No. 95. “’Tis but Fancy’s Sketch,’ AY. D.
'

ICennedy. Simply a young lady wearing a
j

plain white satin dress, which she extends at I

the sides, as if reliearsing the minuet de la I

cour. It has rather a portrait than a pictorial
i

character
;

its merit is its execution, justifying

only tbe last word of the title given to it.

No. 103. ‘A Heath Scene in Sussex, with
Cattle,’ T. F. Waixewrigiit. This, by some

j

mistake, is a misnomer, the scenery being I

a passage of something like Higliland lake ana
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mountain. The cattle avc sheep and kiue,

wliicb, with the other coiiiponents, are disposed

i
ill a manner to form an elTectivc comjiosilion.

1 No. 108. ‘The Mountain Path,’ J. Hen-
' ZELL. The ground in this picture is a section

of hillside, very like a reality. It is a rather

large composition, in which, as a principal, a

girl is descending with her gatlierings of

ferns.

No. 109. ‘ Distant Yiew of the Entrance to

1

tlic Pass of Nant Erangon, North Wales,’ J.

Tknnakt. The eye here traverses a basin

shut in by hills, and lying below the point

of view. The distances are most skilfully

defined, with a large detail of objects, yet with

a breadth the most satisfactory.

No. 110. ‘The Idle Embroiderer,’ J. E.

Patten. A study of an odalisque reclining

on a couch, in which all the components are

made out with extraordinary neatness of touch;

but there is a certain general yellowness of

hue pervading the picture which is anything

but agreeable.

No. 113. ‘News from ray Lad,’ J. Camp-
EELL, Jun. The arrival at a conclusion such

as this, manifests an independence of feeling

well supported by the power of asserting it.

The subject is an old blacksmith reading a

letter in his smithy, the wall of which is im-

mediately behind liim, hung with implements
of liis craft, and coming forward to the same

.

plane as the figure, which is entirely unrelieved.

1

Painters only will praise the work, but they

[

will not imitate it.

No. 125. ‘The Hon. Mrs. Edmund Phipps,’
' E. Buckner. Tins is an elegant portrait, out

too tall and too young for the lady intended to

he represented. The secret, after all, of por-

trait painting, is to keep down all, if pos-

sible, except the head
;

even the lace here

is put in with a middle tint of umber, Mr.
Buckner profits by looking at Gainsborough,

carrying Ins suppressions even further than Sir

Joshua’s rival.

No. 130. ‘ Sunset—Coast of Devon,’ Alfred
Cltnt. The line of coast runs into the picture

from the left, gradually softening until lost in

the liglit of the setting sun. This is an effect

which the artist paints with much force and
precision.

No. 132. ‘ Mountain Tliver View, Caernar-

vonshire,’ J. C. Ward. A passage of romantic

scenery, which nearly fills the canvas as a fore-

ground composition. The artist eschews ex-

cursive colouring, in his desire to communicate
palpability to his material.

No. 116. ‘A Mountain Pastoral,’ G. Cole.
This is a large picture, essentially a cattle

composition; out it is more of a carefully

executed romantic landscape than is usually

found in association witli flocks and herds

;

. and so agreeably is the scene painted, that

]

even without the cattle it were an attractive

1
picture.

1
No. 158. ‘Little Red Riding Hood,’ C.

Baxter. A study of the head of a little girl,

cloaked and hooded to the letter of the story.

The face is an irresistible reality; its childish

innocence and earnestness are memorable cha-

racteristics.

No 167. * Genoa, from the New Terrace,’

J. B. Pyne. Ecco I liere we are in Gemva la

Ricca, with the terrace on the right, backed
by that bewilderment of hotels running in a

line into the picture, until they seem to meet
in fellowship with the snow-capped mountains
which are ever ready to assist the Genoese
glaciers to produce those famous ices that are

the boast ot tlieir cafes. The port is open on
the left, with a crowd of craft that always look
well in pictures; and the distance is closed by
the mountains, that we wot of, being taken up
into the sky by masses of menacing clouds. But
where is the Dogana ? has it sunk into tlie sea
by the stroke of a brush, as fell the walls of

1

Jericho at the blast of the trumpet ? Never-

theless it is Genoa, there is no other consum-
mation like it

;
besides, here is the Croce di

Malta: and all is so sunny, the vessels look like

pleasure-boats, and the people seem to play at

business. It is a work of many splendours,

one of the best the artist has ever produced

:

l)y the way, he celebrates himself in the corner

painting this very picture, working on the sky

in a frenzy, because the colours dry so fast.

No. 173. ‘ The Opinion of the Press,’ T.

Roberts. In this picture appears an artist,

overwhelmed with grief at the announcement
that a patron, by whom he has been commis-
sioned to execute a commission, declines com-

pleting the purchase, in consequence of an

unfavourable notice that has appeared in some
of the newspapers. The subject has been

suggested by tlie alleged occurrence of an in-

cident of this kind last year. 'L'he narrative

is pointed and perspicuous; the young wife

attempts to cheer her husband, but he has

cast his palette on the floor, and is inconsol-

able. It presents an admirable adjustment of

forms and quantities.

No. 176. ‘Evelyn, second daughter of Cap-

tain George Cookes,’ E. B. Hurlstone. This

is rather a picture than a portrait; it is some-

what hard in surface, and wants warmth of

colour, but the little face is extremely quaint

and engaging in character and expression.

No. 1S2. ‘ Clifdcn—the Twelve Pins of Con-

nemara in the distance,’ Alfred Clint. The
view commands the village, beyond which the

mountains rise like a grand amphitheatre into

the full power of the sun’s light, the bases and

lower terraces being diversified with broken

lights and flitting shadows. This is compara-

tively new ground—a worthy example of Irish

landscape.

No. 187. ‘Tiutern Abbey,’ H. J. Bodding-
TON. The whole of the lower part of the com-

position is in shade, while the sun yet gilds

the high ground that bounds the prospect on

the left. Tlie effect is perhaps commonplace,

hut the depth and clearness of the shades, and

the brilliant tenderness of the lights, consti-

tute it a production of much beauty.

No. 188. ‘Children Nut Gathering,’ E. J.

CoBBETT. This is one of those compositions

in which this artist excels all, and one of the

best of its kind he has produced.

No. 195. ‘The Rose,’ W. Salter, M.A.E.,

&c. Tliere is a singular purity and sweetness

in this study—that of a fair-haired, delicately-

complexioned girl, having her back turned to

the spectator, and looking over her shoulder.

It is the most graceful single figure the artist

has ever painted.

No. 196. ‘The Storm on the Hills,’ T. F.

Wainewrigiit. The storm is a pretty diver-

tissement ; the reality is a couple of sheep stand-

ing together, and gravely debating some ex-

pastorm matter, for they have thoughtful and
intelligent heads. The fleeces are painted up
to the nicest identity.

No. 206. ‘North Coast of Devon—Storm
clearing off,’ W. West. The colour is not

veritably local, which it might be, and the

trutii would then be more impressive; yet the

material is dealt witli to excellent purpose. It

is a large picture, with au iron-bound coast line

running into distance
;
the gradations are well

executed, but there is a prominent piece of

rock in the sea which the composition were

better without, as its only office is to exclaim

continually, “ Look at me.”
No. 213. ‘ Samson and Delilah, from the

“ Samson Agonistes” of Milton,’ F. Leighton.
It would seem that the artist has been much
troubled with the background of his work,

having, after all, left it heavy to the last

degree. It is an extremely dark picture, con-

ceived in the taste of the earlier Venetian
school, and worked out with somewhat of

the feeling of Giulio Romano. It has some
»ood drawing, careful painting, and striking

character, but there are long and important

courses of outline entirely lost in the back-

ground. Is it impossible for this artist to

return to something like the feeling of his

‘Procession of the Madonna?’
No. 232. ‘Tynemouth,’ J. Danby. The

subject being viewed fj'om the shore towards

Cufiercoats, rises with good effect against the

sky. The South Shields shore is lost in a

sunset, which would appear to be rather south

than west
;
but if the artist paints here what

he has seen he must be right. The eye is won
by the light and gladsome coloui\

No. 233. ‘A quiet spot on the Thames,’

W. W. Gosling. The picture is worthy of a

better title : we have haa a catalogue of “ quiet

spots.” Wherever it goes it will be considered ^

;

a meisterstiick—that is, one of the few best things

that a man does in his lifetime. But let us say

what it consists of : there is a breadth of w'ater
j

reflecting the sky on one side and the trees on
|

the othei', so faithfully, and with a surface so
1

tranquil, that the dip of the May-fly would be i'

registered in far-extending circles. Then tliere
|

is a piece of the shore with the trees, which in
|

form arc not all that could be wished, but this

shows that all was painted as it appeared. It-

is a work of rare quality.

THE SOUTH-EAST ROOM.

No. 241. ‘ Scene in Conway Bay, North
1

Wales,’ J. Tennant. A composition of few

quantites, but simplicity is always effective.

A deep and natural colour, with firmness and
,

precision of touch, tell hsre to great advantage. ;

256. ‘A River Scene— Cattle reposing,’ •
1

T. E. Wainewright. We are forcibly re-

minded here of Paul Potter, and other bucoli-

cal essayists of the Low Country schools.

They arc, after all, the classics of the cattle

painter.

Nos. 257 and 258 are respectively entitled

‘Sunshine’ and ‘Clouds,’ M. W. Ridley

—

and

present, the one, a young man and a young
j

woman, cither as devoted lovers or au affec-
|

tionate married couple ;
the other, a similar pair

quarrelling, with angry gesticulations. We
seldom notice such works : in this case we do

'

so simply to instance the singular poverty of

thought which could afford nothing more
worthy as subject-matter for a picture.

No. 267. ‘ Whitby, from Upgang,’ E. Nie-

mann. This view is from the north beach,

whence we see only the cliff, the castle, the

pier, and a few other notable features, the town

lying towards the bay on the other side. The
sky shows a storm passing off, the effect being

supported by judicious dispositions in the lower

part of the view.

No. 277. ‘East Prawl, South Devon—Crab

and Lobster Pots,’ W. Pitt. There is appa-

rently merit in this work, but it is too high

for satisfactory examination.

No. 286. ‘ Yiew (Autumn) on the Dee,

North Wales,’ J. C. Ward. The treatment

of this close scene looks very like a suggestion

of nature, the conscientious deference to which

has excluded all tendency to prettiness.

No. 294. ‘Ground Swell on a Suoimer’s

Day, South Wales,’ Alfred Clint. The title

affords the inference that the description is

that of a calm after a storm, with the influence

of a sea yet unsubsided ; and such is the literal

reading of the composition, which is so bright

and real that it is to be regretted that the pic-

ture is not larger.

No. 295. ‘Young Nurses,’ W. Hemsley.

A group of children, one of whom sits feeding

a baby, while th6 others earnestly look on.

This work illustrates some of the best prin-

ciples of composition. The primary forms and

quantities are the cliildren; and although there

is nothing to detract from the interest with
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wliicli Ibey are invested, there is yet ample and
careful detail to satisfy tlie eye. Although so
simple, it shows abundantly that kind of know-
ledge which is more demonstratively power,
in Art, than in anything else.

No. 301. ‘Welsh Rustic,’ J. J. Hill. A
small study of a girl at a spring, brouglit for-

wai'd with more taste tlian usually distinguishes

this kind of subject.

No. 80S. ‘Bray Strand— Evening,’ E.
Hayes, A.R.H.A. There is much here to

admire : tlierc is evidence of an “educated
eye ’’ and a ready hand

;
but, in tlie desire for

a liglit breadUi, there is a tendency to fall into

insipidity. The remedy is a well-disposed pas-

sage of dark.

No. 309. ‘Labourer’s Rest,’ J. Cajipbell,
Jun. This, it may be presumed, is to be. re-

garded as a “ Pre-llairaelitc ” essay : as such,
It is eminently successful. It represents a
cottage family—father, mother, and cliildreu;

and tiiey arc grouped so close that it cannot
be understood how they can be so placed. The
recipes fur colour and execution are very fairly

carried out, and there is the proper absence of

I

relief and substance as to the bodies.

I

No. 321. ‘ The Way to the Mill,’ II. J. Bod-
dinctTon._ The stony bed of the shrunken

I

summer rill is here set forthwith all the weeds

j

and bearded herbage wliich, with water, is one
1

of the few features whereof the eye is never
weary. A graceful composition.

No. 325. ‘Lyme Cob, Dorsetshire—Beach-
ing boats in a flood-tide,’ J. B. Pyne. And it

might have been added, “in a heavy sea,” for

the waves roll in with a force and volume that
would imperil the fragile constitution of any
fishing-boat, were she left but a few minutes

j

to tlie will of these roaring billows. The pic-

j

ture is slight in material, but masterly in the

II
use to which the material is put; the result

I

:
being more tlian interesting—it is exciting.

i!
No. 339. ‘Near Capcl Curig,’ J. Syer. The

I
prominent passage here is a rough nook,

j

abounding in stones, weeds, and rank grass,

j

I and divided by a thread of water, all of which
are rendered with liecoming truth.

No. 350. ‘ Beecli Trees in Weston Wood, :

Allmry, Surrey,’ Vicat Cole. When foliage

is sparse, and does not fall into elTective

masses, there arc few things more diflicult to
paint, and this is especially the characteristic
of the beech. This picture seems to have been
worked out on the spot, touch by touch, with
the most exemplary patience and earnestness.

THE SOUTH-WEST ROO.M.

^No. 356. ‘Sunset on the banks of Loch
Katrine,’ A. Gilbert. There is impressive
sentiinciit in tliis picture : it is more than tran-
quil—it is solemn

;
a feeling which is even en-

hanced by the departing ligU, The refiections

look somewhat strong, the sun being on the
liori/ou.

No. 373. ‘Apple Blossoms,’ T. Worsey.
This, in its wav, is really charming. The feel-

ing of tlie little picture is fascinating, and its

' truth unimpeachable.

i No. 375. ‘ Higliland Sheep,’ G. "SV. IIorlor.

I

In the iinraecliatc foreground of rather a large

I

picture stands a group of the animals, with a
I handsome collie Tying on the ground. The

composition confines the eye to the group,

,

which has been painted from veritable ragf^ed
mountaineers,just before the season forshcamig.
No. 383. ‘ Scripture Musings,’ L. Walter.

A study of a female head, well drawn and
eft'cctivcly painted.

No. 388. ‘The Favourite,’ J. Henzell.
This favourite is a calf, which a girl is feeding
at a cottage door. The work is bright in

colour, and successfully carries out its pro-
positions. Certain of the markings arc perhaps
too positive.

No. 389. ‘Boppart on the Rhine,’ J. B.

Pyne. A small picture, beautifully mellow in

colour, and altogether of a high order of excel-

lence.

No. 4'06. ‘Entrance to Shields Harbour,’
J. P. Pettitt. The time is sunset, and we
look from the clilF at Tynemouth, near the
lighthouse, over to Soutli Shields. An attrac-

tive picture.

No. 423. ‘Bonclmrch, Isle of Wight,’ J. J,

Wilson. A representation of this little church
tliat cannot be mistaken. No. 439, ‘ Cottage
Home, Kent,’ is also an interesting picture,

although the subject is so simple.

No. 424. ‘ Gleu"ari£f, Ireland,’ G. Skaldeks.
A wcll-ciiosen subject, rendered with a feeling

appropriately romantic. The various forms
approach each other with the most delicate

gradations; it is, in short, the best landscape
that has ever been exliibited under this name.
No. 433. ‘A Fishennan of Folkslone,’ J.

Zeitter. a very effective sketch; the man-
ner of execution is happily adapted to the
subject.

No. 440. ‘Beatrice listening in the Bower,’
A. J. WooLiiER. The figure would have com-
posed belter if reversed

; as it is, however, it is

perhaps the most real and most carefully

rounded that the artist exhibits.

No. 460. ‘ Wood-cutting, Rivinglon, Lan-
cashire,’ W. C. Johnson. The subject is

one of oi-dinary class—meadows and trees

—

interpreted with freshness of feeling and
colour.

In the north-cast room the most note-
worthy pictures are—No. 4S4. ‘A Scene near
Clifdcn, Connemara,’ Alfred Clint

; No. 484.
‘ A Bit of Luncheon,’ E. J. Corbett

;
No. 497.

‘Autumn—tlie First Snow on the Hills,’ II. J.

Boddington
;
No. 498. ‘ Pilot Boat near Mount

Oi'gueil, Jersey,’ W. E. Bates; No. 500.
‘Deer Hounds,’ T. Earl; No. 501. ‘A Plea-
sant Chat,’ G. Smith; No. 502. ‘The Fair
Musician,’ C. Rossiter; No. 5)6. ‘Rocky
Glen, near Lake Ogweii, North Wales;’ No.
543. ‘Higblaud Mary,’ C. Baxter; No. 544.
‘At Llanoedr, North Wales,’ J. P. Pettitt;
No. 549. ‘The Parsonage Window,’ Mrs.
Rimer; No. 562. ‘The Blackpool, on the
LJeder, North Wales ;’ No. 590. ‘ French
Fishing Lugger eastward of Dover,’ J J. Wil-
.son; No. 610. ‘The Caher Mountains, GJen-
gai-iff, Ireland,’ G. Shalders.

Thc_water-colour room contains, as usual, an
extensive variety, of which a few of the most
meritorious drawings arc—No. 629. ‘Study of a
Girl’s Head,’ Isabel Naftel; No. 632. ‘Fruit,’
A. Finlayson

; No. 642. ‘ Woolwich Reach,’ R.
II. Nibbs; No. 643. ‘Little Nelly sliowing the
Monuments in the Old Church,’ Miss E. Maci-
RONE; No. 666. ‘The Death Watch,’ G.
B.arnard; No. 672. ‘Forty Winks,’ E. Groom:;
No. 077. ‘Moel Siabod, from Tyn-y-Coed,’
G. S. Keys; No. 698. ‘Fruit,’ P. Brown;
No. 699. ‘An Italian Peasan!,’ T. Cope, Jun.;
No. 717. ‘Study from Life,’ Madame Noa;
No. 726. ‘Just after Sunset,’ A. W. Weedon;
No. 727. ‘Late Supper—full of Horrors,’ F.
Smallfield; No. 738. ‘The Amazon,’ aftci

Wiuterlialter, enamelled on porcelain, A. Ilo
gers; No. 741. ‘A Study ot Roses,’ Miss E
M alter; ‘Old Lightliousc at Sunderland,’
Mrs. E. D. Murray; ‘The Happy Family,’
Mrs. Withers; No. 768. ‘ Sunset M Mullion,
Cornwall,’ G. Whittaker; No, 780. ‘Re-
proach,’ W. Ayling. And the sculptural
contributions are by E. G. Papworth, Sen.,

E. G. Papworth, Jun., C. Wilke, and W.
Barker. And of the whole it may be said,

that, although better exhibitions may have
been seen on these walls, there has never
been an exhibition here that has in certair
departments of Art borne more immediate
reference to nature.

THE FRENCH EXHIBITION.

The sixth annual exhibition of the works of
French artists is now open at No. 120, Pall
Mall. TJiere arc 175 pictures, with some ex-
amples of those charming “conversation” sub-
jects which arc the gems of these exhibitions.

We have seen here admirable examples of
the poetic translations of Scheffer, of tlie

more material narratives of Delarochc, and
even of the substantive power of Vcrnct, the
mysticism of Ingres, and of others who have
ascended almost to the same plane of exalta-

tion, but of certain of whom the earthly
labours arc ended, while of the survivors the
names do not appear on lliis year’s catalogue.
There is, however, in small figures, and other
works, a fair re]n-escntation of the French
school by Rosa Boubeur, Mcissonicr, Cliavet,

Frerc, Plassan, Tassaert, Troyon, Bida, Au-
guste Bonheur, Brion, Couture, &c. The ex-

,

ccllence of many of the small pictures does
!

not consist in minute and precise execution,

but in very tasteful composition and pictorial

effect
; indeed, a large proportion look like

costumed studies set in schools. The subjects
taken up by Frfere and others, wlio paint low-
class life, have one sentiment, and their force

and truth lie in their vulgar domesticity
; but

;

very far removed from tlicse ai'e the higher •

caste themes of Plassan, Meissouier, and those
|

who follow them, and it is in this section of
their school that the French stand alone

;
tliere

is no other school in Europe that can show
|

anything like these. Upon this' occasion the '

collection has been more judiciously formed i

than those wliich have preceded it. Land-
scapes are few, and there are no marine pic-

tures, iu the naturalness of both of which
departments the French are very far behind
us

;
for whereas now we esteem uotliing that is

not animated by the living impress of the
woods and fields, and the voices of the ever-
toiling waves, the French content themselves
extensively with studio colour and with studio
form.

The most ambitious picture is No. 74, by i

Galiait, ‘ The Brussels Archers paying the last

respects to the Counts Egmont and Horn,’
a piall composition, looking very much as if I

painted as the initiative of a larger work, or a
|

small copy from one. The two Counts lie on ;;

the same couch after their execution
;
near tlie

|

bodies stands a Spanish officer in armour, and '

the archers crowd near flic bottom. It is a l|

solemn subject, treated with solemn colouring, Ij

the two heads of the counts being relieved by I

a white cloth, a resource wliich we have seen 1

1

before in Galiail’s works. The story is affect- I

iiJg, and the artist establishes his point. By
\

Leys there is a remarkable picture, No. 1U8^
1

‘ The Early Days of the Reformation—Weis-
,

seliug, the Carpenter of Antwerp, secretly ex-
'

pounding the Scriptures.’ The first feeling
j

that this picture conveys is the uneasiness
:

occasioned by the restless importunity of the
local circumstances, and the still-life of the
composition. The carpenter and his audience
are in a courtyard, and it is sufficiently evident

|

that the meeting is secret. The work has
i

many merits, and it has been worked out with
earnest inquiry and patient labour; but it

'

would liave been better in character if the
painter liad not deferred with such self-aban-

donment to Lucas Cranach, and the dry Ger-
man painters of the fourteenth and fifteenth I

centuries. Another work by Leys is No. 109, ^

‘ Scene from the Siege of Antwerp—Lady ui-

terceding for tlie preservation of a Church,’ a

dark picture, iu the taste of the later Dutch
masters. ‘Early Morning on tlie Riiinc,’ No.
31, is a large picture by Brion, the imme-
diate subject being a Rliinc raft with its

motley crew. The raft winds into distance.
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aud is lost lu t.lie morning' mist. Tlic nearest

groups are palpable aud characteristic. No.

39, ‘Tlie Chess Players,’ by Chavet, is, as a

small figure composition, the gem of the col-

lection. It represents two ladies playing chess,

witli two gentlemen as spectators
;
it is a coup-

cle-maitre, all brilliancy aud elegance. ‘The
Toilet,’ No. 129, byPIassan, is afso a perform-

ance of infinite sweetness and grace. It con-

tains two figures—a lady seated at her dress-

ing-table attended by her maid. The delicacy

of the colour and the softness of the manipu-
lation acquire great value from the general

treatment.'- There are also byPIassan, ‘The
Bouquet’ and ‘The Tired Sempstress.’ Nos.

77 and 78 are two single figures, by Geromc,
very small, ‘ An Albanian Soldier,’ and ‘ An
Ariiaut Soldier drinking.’ The white drapery

of the former falls into a form extremely objec-

tionable, but otherwise the figures are excellent

in everything. This is the artist, be it remem-
bered, who painted the really wonderful pic-

ture, ‘ Tragedy and Comedy.’
‘ The Decadence of Rome,’ No. 41, by Cou-

ture, is a small composition, very full of

figures; but we have some remembrance of

having seen a very similar subject here last

year. It is a voluptuous allegory, masterly

in arrangement, colour, and descriptive point,

aud looks like a sketcli for a larger picture,

or a fresco. By Rosa Bonheur there is No. 17,

‘Landscape, with Sheep,’ a small picture, pre-

senting a group of three or four of the animals

ill a piece of rough pasture, painted without

any parade of execution, and with much soft-

ness of manner. There are also two studies,
‘ An Apple-tree in Blossom,’ aud ‘ A Clierry-

tree in Blossom.’ Edouard Pierre Frere ex-

hibits Nos. 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, and 62, which
are classed as ‘Scenes in Humble Life.’

‘The Toilet,’ ‘The Breakfast,’ and ‘The Arti-

zau’s Family,’ are compositions of one or

two figures, in wliich always the materfamilias

is the prominent figure, busied with her

household cares. In the execution of these

figures there is no pedantry, but the actualities

of composition give them substance and pre-

sence. lu ‘The lYood-gatherers,’ the back-

ground, a wood scene, is vanishing in mist, an
untrue but favourite resource of French artists.

Theodore Charles Frere paints principally

Oriental scenery, as the ‘ Caravan crossing tlie

Desert,’ ‘Constantinople,’ &c. No. 75 is a

second picture by Gallait, ‘ The Evening
Prayer,’ a composition very like one of the

Madonnas of llalfaelle. A mother holds her

infant in her arms, and in the place of St. John
there is another child at her side. No. 143,
‘The Last Prayer,’ by Tassaert, contains a group
of two female figures in humble life, the elder of

whom may be supposed to be dying. The pic-

ture is painted with little else than white and
black, but the figures arc ingeniously circum-
stanced, and the balance of lights prevents
their appearing at all heavy,—a skilful method
of treatment, which shows that colour is not a
necessary condition of power. No. 142, by
Leignac, ‘The Grandpapa’s Portrait,’ is some-
what formal in composition, but is distinguished

by many valuable points. No. 110, ‘Peasants
going to tlie Fields,’ by Lies, is a small crowded
composition, perhaps too strictly local in its

scene, but yet very careful in all its parts. No.
1 1 1 ,

‘ The Smiles,’ by 1 he same hand, is a supe-

rior work, containing foreground rustic figures,

relieved by a dark and very Dutch landscape.

By Guillemin, is No. 84, ‘A Girl at Prayer,’

a single figure, that of a peasant, with a
chair before her as a prie-dieu, relieved by a
])Iain background, but with au exquisite taste

that enhances every touch in the figure. It is

the skilful treatment of these commonplace
subjects that gives such value to material so

insignificant. No. 36, ‘ Curiosity,’ by Chaplin,

—a lady listening, standing by a curtain, which

she partially draws aside,—is more artificial

than the preceding. Nos. 35 and 38, ‘The
Toilet’ and ‘The Album,’ are by the same hand.

No. 85, ‘The Convalescent,’ by Guillemin, is a

girl who has just risen from a sick couch, and
is contemplating in a glass the waste of her

features—a study of great power, but not so

successful as No. 84. No. 152, Ulysse, is

‘Three Jolly Fellows of the Time of Henry
the Third,’ a small picture, containing three

figures, in the costume of the sixteenth century

-—fou Scoitice and /oifs Gallice. The principal

contribution of Troyon is No. 147, ‘A Country
Fair in France,’ presenting in the foreground a

flock of sheep, with an assemblage of cha-

racters as may be supposed to figure at such a

scene. ' It is not so striking a picture as some
we have seen by M. Troyon, whose other works
are, ‘The Hay-cart,’ ‘Cattle driven to the

Pond,’ ‘The Rainbow,’ and ‘Crossing the

Brook.’ No. 17 is a ‘Landscape with Sheep,’

by Auguste Bonheur. It is a large picture,

containing an oak-tree in the centre, with

wliich exception tlie scene is for the most part

open. Beneath the tree there is a female

figure, with several sheep tliat here and there

catch the sunlight that penetrates the masses

of foliage. This is extremely well managed

;

the lights might have been forced a little more,

for they will lose power as the picture acquires

age. A second work by the same artist is

No. 18, ‘ Cattle Watering.’ ‘ The Cradle,’ No.
103, by Lassalle, is one of the humble life sub-

jects, of which there are so many admirable

examples here. It shows a woman tending a

child ill a cradle
;
but the composition is too

full, aud hence becomes commonplace. It is

much more easy to crowd a picture than to

effect a proper adjustment of quantities. In
No. 25, ‘ Sunset m the Bay of Naples,’ by
Bouquet, all the components of the scene

itself are painted with studied softness, as a

contrast to which there is a boat brought for-

ward with considerable body and sharpness.

The delicate colour and tender treatment of the

subject are very successful. No. 175, byZiem,
is entitled, ‘The Grand Canal at Venice;’ but

the view is taken from off the Riva degli Schia-

voni, with the Grand Canal, of course, far to

the left. The view is comprehensive
;

and
although sketchy here and there, we find every

remarkable object in its place tinted over with

prismatic hues, and idealizing Venice as a

city of molher-of-pearl—the scene of a never-

ending lioliday. No. 1 74, ‘ The Place St. Mark,
Venice,’ by Wyld, is another subject, taken

abreast of the Palace. We know of no artist

who paints Venice with such painstaking

veracity as Wyld
;

all his views of tlie place

are local identities. No. 136, ‘Environs of

Barbison,’ presents two or tliree apple-trees;

the subject, in fact, is an orchard frontier, of

which the prominent apple-trees are the out-

f

iosts. A difficult and unpromising scmi-subjcct,

ike to -which there are some fifty between
Lisieux and Caen. The artist seems to pro-

pose the work as a ioitr dc force, for a more
nnpicturesque selection he could not have made.

There are some drawings by Bida, especially

‘Egyptian Recruits removed from their Vil-

lage,’ a foreground crowd of miserable wretches

driven off to military bondage. The other

subjects arc, ‘An Albanian Baker,’ an ‘ Arnaut
Soldier,’ and a ‘Cairo Donkey-driver.’ They
are, like his former works, drawn with compo-
site black lead on white paper; but the mani-

pulation is so soft, that they have the appear-

ance of having been made on cotton or silk.

The style aud manner are unique in tenderness

and easy finish
;
they transcend all engraving

and lithography. As a whole, the selection

has been made with much tact; in those works
of the French school which are most interesting

to English artists aud amateurs it is especially

rich.

THE ROYAL PICTERES.

MOKNIXG ON THE NILE.

J. Jiicrjbs, Painter. T. A. Prior, Engraver.

Size of the Picture 3 ft. If in. by 2 ft. in.

Tms picture is the companion work to one, by the

same artist, entitled “The Golden Horn, Constan-
tinople,” an engraving from which appeared in a

former number of tliis journal. M. Jacobs is, as

was then stated, a distinguished member of the

Belgian school.

A few years ago Egypt was a country which was
comparatively nnesplored by artists—now it has
become a sketching-ground almost as much fre-

quented by them as foreign lands nearer home;
and as a result we have become familiarised, through
their works, willi its scenery, and with the manners
and customs of its inhabitants. Moreover, it has

been made tlie great high-road to onr East Indian
possessions, and the wild Arab of the desert may
catch the shrill sound of the steam- whistle as the

fleet engine whirls panting and puffing along the

burning solitude. People, too, find their way
thither who Lave no other object than the pleasure

derived from a summer or autumn tour—-who,
having explored Europe from Paris to Cape Spar-

tivento, and exhausted all which they consider

worthy of attention within these limits, sail over

the blue waves of the Mediterranean, disembark on
the African coast, and malgre all discomforts and
personal inconvenience, follow the windings of that

wondrous river, the Nile, till they recline under the

ruins of old Thebes, or press onwards to witness

the fall of the far-famed Cataracts.

A mysterious river is this Nile, defying every

attempt of the traveller to trace out its origin.

Winding its way from the high lands north of the

equator, in three streams of considerable magni-
tude, which pass through Abyssinia, and other

regions to the westward of it, they meet in one
vast channel in the country of Sennaar. These
united waters then flow northwards through Nubia
and Egypt, and after a course of more than eighteen

hundred miles from the farthest explored point of

its principal branch, the Bahr el Abiad, or White
River, they enter the Jlediterranean hy several

mouths, which are termed the Delta. An American
traveller who some years ago formed one of an

exploring expedition to Dongola and Sennaar, thus

describes the appearance of the river in its course

through upper Nubia:—“The Nile, below the

point of junction of the Abiad and Azrek”—that is,

the White aud Blue Rivers—“presents a truly

magnificent spectacle. Between Ilalfayaud Shendy
the river is straitened, and traverses a deep aud
gloomy defile formed by liigh rocky hills, between
which the Nile runs dark, deep, and rapidly for

about twelve or fifteen miles. On emerging from
this defile the river again spreads itself majesti-

cally, and flows between immense plains of herbage,

bounded only by the horizon.” After entering the

Egyptian territories, the Nile runs through the

whole length of the country, which it waters and
fertilizes—and to it alone is it owing that Egypt
exists as a productive and habitable region

; hence
the ancient Egyptians worshipped the river as their

tutelary deity. The rise of the Nile, occasioned by
the periodical rains of Central Africa, commences
in June, about the summer solstice, and it con-

tinues to increase till towards the end of September,
and sometimes, as in the last year, till October,
overflowing the low lands along its course.

We have not been able to ascertain the name of

the place that occupies so prominent a position in

M. Jacobs’s picture, but it is evidently in the vicinity

of the Great Pyramids, which are seen in the dis-

tance
;

it is, not improbably, a part of Jizeh, a

small town standing opposite to Cairo— or, perhaps,

Beni Souef, a place of rather more importance,

which is situated south of Jizeh. On the river is a

number of coasting-boats, one of which, laden with

camels and passengers, is preparing to quit her

moorings, for a sailor is “ weighing anchor” in a

way which a British seaman would regard with a

contemptuous look. The time of day is morning.

The colouring of the picture is its least commend-
able quality, especially in the shadows, which are

opaque and heavy.

It is in the collection at Osborne,
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THE WOUKS OE DAYID COX.

Thebe is no more severe trial to which the pictures

of any painter can be subjected, than by collecting

them togctlier, and, when thus combined, by view-

ing them as a whole, or comparing them with each

other. The critic is then in a position to observe

and test the progi'ess or retrogression of the artist,

to compare him with himself, to scan his merits or

defects, and to ascertain whether he has been con-

scious of either, and if so, whether he has laboured

to correct the one and maintain the other: in

short, the Art-life of the man is placed before the

spectator, and laid open to his judgment in indel-

ible characters, which arc the seal of his reputation;

how few are there who can undergo the ordeal

without apprehension of the result.

To such a trial, however, has the veteran land-

scape-painter, David Coi, been submitted by his

friends aud admirers—an exhibition of about 170
of his works having recently been opened at the

“German Gallery,” 108, New Bond Street; and a

rich treat the exhibition is to all who can appre-

ciate thorough English scenery, represented in a

style of art which is as original as it is true. \Vc

hav'c sometimes heard people say they cannot un-

derstand David Cox
;
we could only offer to such

our pity,—pity that they had not eyes for Art

or nature ; that they could not sec his glorious sun-

shine, the motions of his clouds as they

“ Float through the azure air

pity that they could not inhale the sweet breath of

his hay-tields and purple heaths, nor see the rushing

on of his tempests, nor hear the pattering of his

summer showers, nor repose with him under shadows
of his thick, umbrageous elms and his graceful

ash-trees. Not understand David Cox? why, there

is not a peasant in the land who goes to his daily

toil by the hedge-rows or in the fields, who could

not comprehend and thorouglily feel the truth and
beauty of his landscapes

;
who would not acknow-

ledge that what he shows them is just that which
every villager sees above aud around him each
summer of his life. The highest quality of Cox’s

works is their truth of nature, not in her minute
and microscopic details, but in her broad, grand,

and comprehensive character, in the majesty of her

forms, the brightness or the darkness of her coun-
tenance, and the richness of her vesture. Let those

who hitherto have been unable to understand him,
visit the gallery in Bond Street, look well at what
is there, and if then they come away unenlightened,

we may safely alfirm there is no remedy for their

mental or visual obfuscation.

David Cox was, if we mistake not, a pupil of

John Varley, but there is nothing, even in his

earlier works, to remind one of bis master: from
the first he seems to have founded a style of his

own, and rarely, if ever, to have departed from the

principles he had laid down for his guidance. One
of the few early pictures now exhibited, “ Meadows
on the river Lugg, Herefordshire,” from the collec-

tion of an early patron, Mr. Allnntt, of Claphara
Common, reminds us, in colour and handling, of

the works of the late George Barrett, the water-

colour painter; but this is the only work in which
can be traced the slightest resemldance to any other
artist, living or dead. From the same collection is

:

also another picture of his earlier time, and one
which has always been regai-ded among the best of
liis productions, “ George IV. embarking for Scot-
land at Greenwich,” a kind of subject very rare

from the hand of this artist: it is an elaborate
composition, gorgeous in colour, aud picturesquely

treated.

Cox, as most of our readers must be aware, is

known chiefly as a water-colour painter. He is, we
believe, one of the oldest members of the elder

Society; but the gallery in Bond Street contains a
considerable number of oil-pictures, most of which
have been painted within the last ten or fifteen

years. These have rarely been seen iu Londou, or
even at any of the provincial galleries, unless, per-
haps, in Birmingham, near to which place he has
latterly resided. Among those now exhibited we
would especially point out a large picture, No. 1 in
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the catalogue, a view of the town of “ Rhyl,” on

the 'Welsh coast, a marvellously fresh and life-like

represeiitatiou. The subject is little else than a

large open bay, with a line of sands traversed by a

few figures, and the small town in the distance ;
but

t)ie effect of light, the motion of the silvery clouds,

and of the clear grey waves, form one of the most

beautiful representations we have ever seen. It is

painted in a remarkably free manner, and must be

looked at from a distance. No. 31, “ Tlic Vale of

Clwyd,” another large work in oils, is a highly

meritorious production ;
so also is No. 13-1, “ Cut-

ting Vetches,” bright and sunny. No. 153,
“ Bettwys-y-Coed Church,” also a large oil-picture,

will attract attention, as much by its real truth as

by (he daring manipulation employed by the artist.

Nos. 18 aud 19, small companion pictures, and re-

spectively entitled “Twilight,” and “Bridge neai-

Bala,” are wonderfully rich and transparent in

colour. No. 156, “‘\’Vind, Rain, aud Sunshine,”

another small oil-picture, is a brilliant gem, though

the effect seems to be produced by the most cai-eless

and indiffereut handling, as if I’oughly sketched on

the spot.

Of the water-colour drawings we especially

noticed No. 20, “Deer Stalking, Bolton Park;”
No. 75, “ Ilay-carting,” a delicious, quiet rural

scene
;
No. 83, “ Mountains and Sheep,” grand aud

stormy; "The Bull,” a highly poetical composition,

—one may almost hear the roaring of the affrighted

animal, and the splashing of the heavy rain, as it

pours in torrents down upon the meadows, and the

seething mists rise up as from a boiling cauldron;

No. 116, “Bolsover Castle;” No. 117, “Vale of

Clwyd,” a ricli autumnal scene, with gleauers

;

No. 118, “A Wreck on the North Coast,” an even-

ing after a storm, the rocks painted with extraordi-

nary solidity; No. 124, “A Mountain Pass,”

through which a troop of armed raeu is passing;

No. 125, “ Chatmoss—Broom-gatherers,” at work

on the purple plain, under a canopy of whirling,

fleecy clouds; No. 140, “Lancaster Castle,” to-

wards which a detachment of troops with baggage-

waggons is wending its way, amid heat aud dust.

Among the numerous small drawings are “ bits
”

of great value. His productions of this class, exe-

cuted fifteen or twenty years ago, when the pencil

of the artist was used with less freedom of manner
than it has since been, have never been excelled,

scarcely equalled, by any painter, for their truth of

character, and the pure, genuine feeling with which

the rural scenery of England and Wales is invested :

they are gems of landscape painting. To those

who love aud reverence such pictures the exhibition

now open in Bond Street cannot fail to prove a rich

treat, and will convince any sceptic, if he has eyes,

that David Cox must always stand in the very lirst

rank of British landscape painters.

PERSOXAL RECOLLECTIOXS OF
GREAT ARTISTS.

BY E. V. IIIPPINGILLE.

Xo. 2 .—Fuseli.

It was in the year of my debiit as an artist

—

in the year I produced my picture of “The
Country Post-office” (God save the mark !)

—

just forty years ago, that I made a visit to

Fuseli. He tlieu inhabited the Keeper’s

Chambers, in the old Royal Academy of Somer-

set House, aud was not only in the schools an
object of great terror to the pupils, but out

of them few persons who were not well backed

by those who undertook their introduction

would venture to approach him. I had heard

a good deal of him, and had seen him in public

—that is, his pictures ; hut I had the curiosity

to wish to see him in private, aud to hear

him speak. I had not tne vanity to think he

would talk with me, a green fellow of twenty.

I had some difficulty in accomplishing this

ambitious object, for the first two or three

persons I asked appeared overcome with my
temerity, aud flatly refused. At last a cou-

rageous fellow I knew something of consented,
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and the project appeared to be taking flie

!

right course until we came to the lligiit of
' stone steps leading to the Keeper’s apartments,

aud then I perceived a leetle demur aud hesita-

tion. !^[y friend, poor fellow, was as deaf as a

post, and when wc came to a stand-still, to my
surprise, he put his hand to his car, and in a
whisper, which was usual with him, he asked
me “ what I was going to do ? ” The question

was a itoser, and seemed to me to inquire

whether I meaut to persevere or turn back.

However, this was not exactly what was
meant. It meant, had I any letter of intro-

duction ? or should the peril be encountered

simply on the plea of asking to see Mr. Fuseli’s

pictures ? This was determined on, and my
friend very gingerly lifted the old-fashioneh

knocker, aud gave a tap or two, so gentle, that

I was quite sure, unless somebody was on the

watch, nobody would hear. At last the door

was opened, aud a ladylike person, whom I

understood to be Mrs. Fuseli, came to learn

our business. It was explained that I, a
countryman aud a stranger, begged to see Mr.
Fuseli’s pictures and sketches, and we were
accordingly shown into his studio. My friend

was well acquainted with them all, gave me the

history of many, and we proceeded to look

about us, aud to make our comments pretty

freely. There was certainly a great deal to

speculate upon in tlie choice of subjects chosen,

iu the treatment they had received, and iu

the style and maimer adopted by the artist.

To one of little experience, and who had seen

but little of the various modes by which nature

and a conception of the objects of Art impress

those who study and profess it, thei’ewas some-
thing, in what was before us, exceedingly

puzzling. It was clearly difficult to decide

wliether what we saw were the steps to some-
thing whicli was to succeed, or the accom-
plished thing itself. In both cases the mind
was perplexed. Anything so accomplished iu

conception—a proof that the mind has long

studied aud reliecLcd upon the subject-—was
never before, perhaps, seen iu connection with
such crude and unformed execution. There
was evidence enough of well-considcred prin-

ciples, deduced from an examination of the

highest and best examples, but all at once

they appeared to stop short, or to be left,

while tne aspirant was runnmg into the wildest

extravagances. Drawing put forth its claims
;

composition, iu some cases, was learned
;
ex-

pression and character were not without pre-

tensions, but both were found every now and
then wild aud licentious in the extreme. My
friend and myself were both getting very deep
in our critical investigation, and I was shouting

my notions into his ear, when I beard a latch-

key rattling in the lock of the door. As I

looked towards the opening door, not quite at

my ease, my friend turned his face and his

eyes in that direction with evident alarm. At
the same moment a figure entered in black

clothes and white hair—all that the terror of

the moment would permit us to see—with the

air of a man who had detected in his house a

couple of burglars. I was pushed forward to

hear the brunt of the explosion, which, from
appearances, threatened to be rather violent;

hut as I made my bow, and stood up to

explain myself in the best way I could, the

surprise, which had given an angry stir to the

feelings, bad subsided, and a quiet and severe

dignity, with some slight symptoms of courtesy,

had taken its place. “ We have availed our-

selves,” I said, “sir, of the kind permission of

Mrs. Ihiseli to see your pictures.” Something

like a slight bow was attempted on the part of

the painter, and, in a voice anything but

encouraging, he growled forth, "I voruder you
did nort go obstairs.”

—“We have been up-

stairs” (it was exhibition time).—“Den I
voruder you should koome down.” I stood,

2 p
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crumpling my card of address in my fingers.

He put out his hand rather abruptly, and taking

it, not waiting to have it given him, said,

“You Iiarve your name dare ?” While he was
attempting to read my name, written very

small, through a pair of heavy gold-rimmed

spectacles, I ventured to suggest that I was a

beginner in Art, and was anxious to examine
the w'orks of one who had preceded me by so

many years, and pursued so different a course.

“0 aye!” he said; "you are de bainter of a

picture obstairs? Vail” he said, "do nod led

dem uerswade you dat you harve done all dat

is to DC dorn in Art. And dis ^endelraan is a

bainter too?” he asked, hly friend, not hear-

ing, looked at me, whilst I answered, "Yes, he

is, sir, but he is deaf.”
—"No, he is nort deaf,

but deafish.” My friend then spoke, and re-

marked, that he was a student at the Royal
Aeademy, and had to thank Mr. Ruseli for his

admission into the school. "Yal,” he said,

"den perhabs I have done a goot ting, or

perhabs nort.” My companion then spoke

of some pictures he had painted and exhi-

bited; this brought forth a very, very long
" Aw-aw-awoa I

”—a sound which appeared
' to me of a very equivocal character, or

rather more sarcastic than a simple "I un-

i
derstaud.” In order to say something, I

I
remarked, “I do not see, sir, that you have
any pictures this year.”—" Nort obstairs, you
mean?” I nodded. "No, I liave nort. lam

I

nort a bainder of bordmids. My lord and my

I

lady have nort sat dis season, so I have

nordiug. Dese are sobjects from Meeltorn.

I

You have heard of Meeltorn?” This was a

I

little too much, and I could not refrain from

i

laughing. The look of my deaf friend, who
did not understand one w'ord, although listen-

: iug with his hand to his ear, was perfectly

!

ludicrous, so completely was he posed by my
mirth, aud the suppressed, savage glee of the

Keeper, who looked as if he was resolved not

to enjoy his own joke. Before either of us had
recovered ourselves the satirist was going on
with a description of his works, much in the

way the housekeeper proceeds with the visitors

in a pi'ivate collection when she expects but a

small fee. "Dis is de Minataur, Adam and
Eve, de Lazar -house, de

—
” I could not

stand this
;

so, with the best grace I could

muster, aud with somethiug of an altered

manner, I broke in with, “I beg your pardon,

sir, but you are giving us a catalogue of your

i

pictures. I hoped to hear you say something

I

of the philosophy of Ai-t, aud the principles
—

”

!

—"Aw! very val;” and he sat down upon a

! high stool, saying to himself, “Very val! veary

i
vm!” Eor a minute or two we were silent;

and my companion put on a very inquiring,

and, as I thought, rather disturbed, look. I

had fixed my eyes upon the Adam and Eve, was
examining it with some earnestness, and, I

dare say, with some symptoms of pleasure
;
my

companion, with his hand to his ear, was
dividing his attention between us, and watching

to catch what might fall from the Professor.

"Dat will show,” he said, “ I have been in de
lyfe?” (studied from the living model.)—"Yes;
and to some purpose too.”—“ I had dorts once

to form myself upon living forms aud living

tints, but I have been denied colour—colour

has flown from me, and I have pursued in vain.

I had dort to fill her place wid oder matter,

bud I know nort. Der is somting in drawing,

in fine form, egsprasion, and character, and in

avoidance of de vulgar aud commonplace.”

I looked towards him, smiling at the sarcasm

that was again oozing out. " Val, once I dort

so.” And I fancied I saw a shade of melan-

choly cross that severe face, but it fled in a

moment. At the next he rose from his seat,

lanted his feet firmly upon the floor, drew
imsclf up to his full height, and assumed Ms

fierce and defiant look. Much of this was
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habitual clearly, for he spoke unmoved, and
said, in the tone of voice he had used all along,

“Datt is a scene in a lazai'-house. Tell me
wart you tink.”

—" I do not conceive I am
capable of criticising such an extraordinary

work.”—“ Val, how you are impressed, den.”

—

"I am not capable of judging of the composi-

tion impartially.”
—"Val, of de arction, of de

character, of vart you will.”
—"I see,” I

timidly observed, “ that the actors are un-

known to me, and of a class I have never seen
about the streets

;
they do not at all belong to

the familiar or to common everyday life.”

—

“Dart you find?” he asked. "Den you have

discovered vart de world has meest. I knew
you saw character.”

—
" I have great enjoyment

m the search for it.”
—“You vill fynd it, take

my vort.”

Having made my way so far in safety, I

thought i would ventui-e on an ordinary subject,

aud see what it would produce. Remember-
ing a dear old friend, a countryman of the

painter having often spoken of Mm, I men-
tioned Ms name, his marvellous acquirements,

and, above all, his genuine, sterling, and bound-
less humanity, and asked if he was remembered
by him. He could not recollect at the instant,

but repeating his name once or twice over,

"icing, King, of Clifton; yas, he was de

broader-in-law of Dr. Beddois ; 0 yas, I was
staying at de house of Meester Gouts, and de

doctor used to koom dare every day for his

guinea. Val,” he said abruptly, " have you seen

all you vish ?” The question took me a little by
surprise, and appeared the more harsh because

entirely unqualified by any change of expres-

sion, the same cold, hard, and stolid face

attending every change of sentiment, criticism,

wit, sarcasm, &c. I have talked to people

intimate with Euseli, who have declared that,

with all Ms apparent bitterness, there was
great gentleness and kindness in his nature.

I must say I left him without any such im-

pression being made on me.
The personal character of Fuseli was com-

pletely exotic ; there was not a particle of the

Englishman about him. His shoulders were
narrow, Ms chest flat, and his petit figure the

type of what is vulgularly associated with a

Frenchman of the old school. There was a

bustling look of activity about him, devoid of

dignity aud of t he force which appeared capable

of being directed to any great purpose
;

his

head betrayed something of intelligence, but

nothing of sentiment or of imaMnation. He
is said to liave been learned, to have known a

good deal of Greek and Latin; but that he

was well read in the humanities and philosophy

of things is very doubtful. In estimating the

art he practiseti there is some difficulty; it is

impossible to see how the learning he boasted

bore upon what he practised
;
no evidence of

it is to be found either in the choice of Ms sub-

ject, or in the treatment of it. He appears

to have practised Art upon the broad grounds

upon which it is exercised and pursued by
artists of every class, from the highest to the

lowest, not upon any inlierent property or

quality of propriety possessed by it, but by
tne mere bias of inclmation, or Sy the direc-

tion of whim or caprice. He chose his subjects

and painted them, not because there was any-

thing in them peculiarly adapted to the pro-

vince of Art, or anything that specifically

recommended them to the respect of taste, but

because they pleased Mm, and were congemal
with the nature of his mind and femings.

Looking at his works with this truth in our
minds, we feel that Ms learning was useless,

and exercised no influence whatever over the

thing he professed, adopted, and practised, and
that he raiglit full as well have been without,

and as ignorant as his brothers. Learning, in

Fuseli’s case, was of no more advantage to

Mm as an artist than as if he had been a good

chessplayer or a mathematician. These re-

marks are not made to undervalue learning,

but to lead those who think on the subject to

consider how it may be applied, aud in what
way dii'ected. In the study of Art it behoves

all aspirants to learn aud to apply aU and
every kind of knowledge which truly belongs

to it, and which furthers excellence in it. In
considering the subject before us, certain points

and particulars come out quite clearly, aud are

practically proved. It is seen and demon-
strated tfiat pictures may be painted by men
of the most limited powers and acquirements.

That it is the same in Art as in Music, in which
singers and fiddlers are made by gifts of nature,

by possessing fine voices or mechanical aptitude.

Such cases as tMs we have been considering, if

reflected upon, are apt to flatter men, in their

ignorance, by exMbiting instances in which
great acquirements were productive of no great

results. Perhaps, in so comprehensive a pur-

suit as that of Art, a sufficient number of

departments will ever be filled by operators

equal to the taste of the public, and who, as

they find patronage, will never care to make
acquirements. A mackarel upon a deal board,

painted to the life
; a patch of blue sky, with a

run of water in a meadow and among green

trees
;
the eyes-nose-and-month resemblance in

a portrait, will ever be matters of satisfaction to

a certain number of painters and patrons : but

the aspirant in Art, bent upon higher acMeve-
ments, as he learns to know that a poverty of

acquirement will certainly cramp his progress,

and defeat success, will, in studying tlie oppo-
site, take no small pains to learn what it is that

will facilitate, give advantage, and ultimately

lead him to the great object of Ms ambition.

He will at least see that such attainments as

those of Fuseli will not make him a painter.

PARQDETRY,

We have already noticed the Architectural Exhibi-

tion, and we return to it now for the purpose of

making a few remarks on the interesting display of

parquetry exhibited by Steinitz & Co. Some time

since {Art-Union Journal, 1845, p. 169, and 1846,

p. 70) we gave two articles, with plates of illustra-

tions, on the manufactures of this fii-m
;
and more re-

cently {Art-Journal, 1855,p.l5l) we directed espe-

cial attention to the solid parquetry introduced by the

Messrs. Arrowsmith, of Bond Street. It is not ne-

cessary, therefore, that any large space should be occu-

pied by our present notice. The specimens of par-

quetry which are exhibited by Messrs. Steinitz & Co.

ate exceeding good examples of this ornamental ma-
nufacture. These consist ofparquet floors and borders,

and parquet-marquetry borders, veneered panellings,

and wall decorations in various kinds of wood, eccle-

siastical decorations, ornamental, inlaid, and panelled

ceilings, and a beautifully executed expanding table

in parquetry. These sufficiently illustrate a kind of

decoration which we desire to see adopted more
frequently than it is, and which, we believe, is

becoming more fashionable (for the]" deformed thief,

Fashion,” has rule also here) than it has been

within our time. It is, of course, understood by our

readers that parquetry consists, ordinarily, of cement-

ing pieces of ornamental wood in geometric figures

upon a plane of solid wood. The cabinet-maker is

enabled in this way to introduce woods of varied

colours and beauty, which, as they can. only be

obtained in small pieces, could not be made avail-

able for ornamentation by any other means. Thus,

not merely can wainscot, walnut, maple, and such-

like woods, be employed, but the purple-wood, tulip,

sassafras, zebra, and numerous other varieties derived

from tropical plants, which never attain to any

larger growth than that which is designated by the

term shrub.

Another process is that known as solid parquetry,

which we have, as we have already said, previously

described. This, however, it may be stated, consists

of interlocking and firmly cementing together solid



pieces of the woods employed, of the required thick-

ness, for floors or any other purposes. The first is

essentially veneering, and the seeond a process of

binding together. Upon this point wc cannot hut

quote a passage from the circular of Steinitz k Co.,

which wc could desire to sec corrected. In reference

to the parquetry table, they say, “ The peculiarity of

this table, the design of which can he equally well

applied to a parquet floor or border, is, that, instead

of being merely veneered, like usual first-class tables,

which cannot resist cither heat or wet, or being

made eoUd, like the more ordinary work, which

seldom stands, it is plated with quarter-inch hard

woods upon solid groundwork, by which means the

greatest beauty of design can he combined with the

perfect durability of a parquet floor.”

Ihe italics are as we find them, the object being

to convey an idea that this table is not veneered.

What plating can mean but veneering we do not

understand, and the whole system of parquetry by
this process is one of veneering and nothing else.

W’e must object to two other statements calculated

to mislead. They say their "Patent veneered

panelling and wall decorations in wainscot, maple,

aud walnut, offers no injiainmable material in

case ofjire.” That "this advantage possesses like-

wise a certain degree of importance may be inferred

from the fact that the serious calamity which oc-

curred some years ago at Windsor Castle, aud has

been repeated in many churches and other buildings,

arose from the ignition of ihe solid panelling, which
had been placed in too close proximity to the heated

flues.” Woods may differ in their degrees of in-

flammability, but if Messrs. Steinitz’s veneered

panelling is placed in "too close proximity to tire

heated flues,” it will as certainly take fire as will

any other ligneous structure. Their woods, again,

according to their own statement, will not swell if

placed on a damp wall or a wet floor ;
and hence,

say they, the superiority of their parquetry over

the solid parquetry, which, they admit, obeys the

law of all fibrous bodies, and will swell. We know
not in what forest this Company grows their non-

inflammable and non- absorbent wood
;
the naturalists

would be interested to learn something more about

this very abnormal condition of a product from the

vegetable world.

Our impression is that both the solid pai-qnetry

and the veneered parquetry are liable to precisely

the same conditions in relation to fire and water.

It is greatly to be regretted that, advancing beyond
the fair circle of competition, statements of so absurd

a nature should be made, since but few who think

will receive them, aud those who receive them will

be misled.

The works of this company are veiy beautiful;

and, as they say truly enough, they are enabled “ to

form curvilinear as well as geometrical designs, of a

richness utterly impossible to be produced in 'solid’

parquetry, except at au enormous cost,” and they

can " introduce rich fancy wood, the use of which
would preclude their use in solid work.” We have

on former occasions done full justice to both manu-
factures

;
and we feel that is a duty which we owe

to our readers to place them right where they may
possibly be led astray.

We clearly perceive that veneered parquetry may,
in the hands of the skilled workman, be rendered far

more ornamental than the solid parquetry, and,

therefore, for many purposes it has the advantage.

At the same time, there are many very important

situations in which solid parquetry may be applied

with far more certainty and propriety.

THE GHEAT EXHIBITION OF 1861.

If we are not altogether disposed to sjunpathize

with the individuals with whom the proposal for a

Great Exhibition in the year 1 861 has originated, wc
cannot withhold from these gentlemen our admira-
tion of the steady aud determined pesreverance with
which they have maintained their views. Nor do
we differ from them in opinion as to their project;

of its being made productive of great practical

utility, we are fully persuaded. The project, in fact,

must be now held to have been accepted
;
and the

question which, therefore, remains for consideration

has reference rather to the means that may be most

,

advantageously employed for its realization, than to

I

the proposed Exhibition itself. At the same time

. there aie certain arguments in support of this Exhi-

j

bition, and of the decennial gatherings, of which this

is to be the first, that require to be clearly set forth

aud fairly discussed. We propose, after having de-

clared our own sentiments, to offer a few practical

suggestions with reference to the ultimate working

out of the plaus that may be adopted.

The only opposing argument of any weight is the

one that a powerful daily contemporary put forth,

as soon as the proposal of the Society of Arts

in its columns was made public. That argument
was based upon the supposition that the Exhibition

that had been suggested for the year 1861 should be

a repetition, a kind of duplicate of that which has

made 1 851 au era of its own
;
aud it was urged that

the 1851 Exhibition was an exceptional afl’air alto-

gether, a thing of itself, and to be left by itself,

which it would be impossible to repeat, and any imi-

tation of which must inevitably lead to a discredit-

able failure. Perhaps, if the premises were to be

granted, the conclusions drawn from them in this

view of (he Society of Art’s proposition might be

accepted as correct. I3ut it has been satisfactorily

shown (assuming the exceptional character of the

Exhibition of 1851, audtlie consequent impossibility

to repeat it) that a scries of Decennial Exhibitions

might be held, which would possess qualities, and
aim at results, altogether distinct from those that

characterized the wonderful assemblage of the world’s

produce in 1851. In two respects the 1861 Exhi-

bition would essentially differ from its predecessor:

it would omit much that had been before introduced,

aud it would introduce much that before had been

omitted. It would also be designedly and expressly

educational in its character. Instead of merely

showing as many objects as possible, and seeking to

stimulate curiosity by placiug a few wonderful

rarities in the midst of vast masses of the miscel-

laneous productions of human industry, the 1861
Exhibition would bring together, under a simple yet

strictly systematic classification, specimens of what
Art, and Scieuce, and Manufacturing enterprise will

have accomplished within a period of ten years, for

the purpose of leading and encouraging all who are

engaged or iuterested in any such work to still more
perfect and more beneficial achievements. The Exhi-

bition of 1851 may indeed be said to have conveyed

a certain amount of teacliing, since it demonstrated

both the admirable skill and dexterity of the workers

in the different processes of production, and the

short-comings in the far greater qualities of thought-

fulness aud design, which on every side but too evi-

dently chai'acterizcd their productions. This teach-

ing, such as it was (aud all teaching is valuable

that brings onr imperfections and faults faithfully

before us), would fail to lead to more advantageous

issue, unless there should be provided some compre-
hensive means for testing its effects. We profess to

have set ourselves in earnest to the work of bringing

Art into alliance with Manufactures, and to have
studied Art itself in all its higher aspirings, with the

view to the attainment of a progressive proficiency

in our practice aud in our appreciation of it. The
proposed Exhibition in 1 861 is intended to exemplify

what we liavc accomplished both in Art and Art-

manufacture. It will invite all artists, all Art-

manufacturers, all producers of whatsoever works,

to place before the world specimens of their success.

Repudiating all that savours of mere display, it will

classify everything, and everything will have its

place determined by its merit aud its ability to

convey valuable information. Such an exhibition

must be the appropriate result of the Exhibition of

1851, as, iu its turn, it will lead, with strict con-

sistency to its own successor, when another decade

of years shall have been fulfilled.

Ill addition to the progress that will have been
made since 1851, aud which requires to be made
known more widely than is possible by any other

means, the ten years that will be completed in 1 861
will have almost enough of what is directly and
specifically their own to justify a great Exhibition at

that time, even if it were to contain nothing beyond
specimens and illustrations either of fresh dis-

coveries or of new and improved applications of

inventions previously known. And then, again,

since the wonderful advaucc in social and commercial
intercommunication that has been realized by the

electric telegraph, and by the improved application

of steam machinery, a new sentiment of both fellow-

ship and rivalry has arisen and established itself in

action amongst the inhabitants of different regions

of the earth, which demands periodical opportunities

for that mutual interchange of ideas which is ob-

tained in great artistic and industrial Exhibitions.

It has been said also, and with good reason, that the

younger portion of our population will require once

in ten years a great Exhibition, tliat they may be

old enough to understand that with which they

may themselves become personally familiar. Many
other reasons might be advanced in addition to

those at! which wc have briefly glanced, all of them
in favour of the project of the Society of Arts; and,

since there appears no really sound argument on the

other side, we repeat our convictiou that, with the

year 1861, a great Exhibition may be expected, that

will be distinguished by excellences and also by

characteristic features peculiarly its own. In the

meantime much remains to be said upon every prac-

tical point connected with the accomplishment of

this great enterprise. To one most important

matter we would at once invite the serious attention

of all who are interested in the project under our

consideration,—and this is, that preparations of
every kind he commenced in good time. Even now
it would be well that the place for the Exhibition,

and the building in which it should be held, be

considered with a view to some decision upon these

preliminaries being formed. And from the present

moment it would be most desirable that all artists

and manufacturers should form their several plans,

aud thus give themselves space for that careful and

well studied preparation which alone can render the

Exhibition a complete success, through being tho-

roughly useful aud beueficial.

That there should have been delays and hesitation

on the part of the contributors, when the Exhibition

of 1851 was in the course of formation, was only

natural. A great Exhibition then was not a sub-

ject upon which any appeal could be made to ex-

perience. No one knew exactly what it might be
expected to prove, or in what manner contributions

might most advantageously be prepared for the pur-

pose of appearing in it. But now the case has

assumed an aspect entirely different. There can no
longer exist any doubt or any uncertainty. Every
person can understand what kind of an Exhibition

it is that the Society of Arts has proposed, and all

who think of taking a part in it know exactly what
they ought to send. The two years that precede

the first of the decennial Exhibitions, do not pro-

vide at all too long a period for the formation of

arrangements, and for their realization. These

preparations are calculated to be more important

in their effects than any others that each individual

or each establishment have ever made : they have to

be made, too, iu addition to the customary avoca-

tions and engagements of each
;
and there will not

be in another year a less amount of those habitual

claims upon time and thought, which might leave

for the great Exhibition of the next year an un-

divided attention. If they propose to contribute to

the gathering of 1861, let both artists and manu-
facturers immediately enter upon a course ofprepa-
ration. ‘When the interval shall have passed away,
we feel assured they will acknowledge the soundness

of the advice, that urges upon them promptness as

well as energy of action.

The Crystal Palace at Sydenham has been spoken
of, in certain quarters, as the edifice in which the

1861 Exhibition ought to be located. The Crystal

Palace might allege a strong claim, should those who
are in authority there desire to have such a sugges-

tion cai'ried into effect. Still, upon mature reflec-

tion, it must appear that for many cogent reasons

the proposed Exhibition must have a building pro-

vided for it nearer London, easier of access, and

more completely available for its own requirements.

The great aim aud purpose of the Decennial Exhi-

bitions the Crystal Palace might indeed carry out to

their full development, by strengthening its own
position as a permanent museum of Art-manufactures

and of industrial productions of every descri^ition.

There remains one other point to be particularly

noticed with reference to preparations for the pro-

posed Exhibition : we allude now to the catalogues,

and to the organization of a system of popular

lectures in explanation and illustration of the various

collections. All Museums, all great Exhibitions,

and we are disposed to add, every Exhibition of
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whatever kiod, ought to be rendered clearly in-

telligible, and to have their teaching qualities made
known in the most popular manner, both by simple

descriptive notices and by lectures. The Great

Exhibition of 1861, beyond all others, will require

to be described; it will, in fact, in a great measure

rely for its success upon its application through de-

scriptions of its contents. And let us not again

have a catalogue in course of preparation at the very

time that it is most needed in a complete form.

Detailed notices of the collections, such as will be

better calculated for memorials in future times

than for hand-books of present reference, must

necessarily be written after the Exhibition shiUl have

been formed. But it is essential that the arrange-

ments should include some really good and trust-

worthy catalogue, that may be had when it is wanted,

and used while it may he useful. The Art-Treasures

Exhibition at Manchester has left behind it, as

almost the only memorial of its existence, this ad-

mouition to all who undertake the direction of

Great Exhibitions :—that the formation of their Ex-

hibition constitutes one-half of their duties,—and

that the other half consists in exhibiting it.

THE SOCIETY OF AllTS.

SUBJECTS I'OR PREMIUMS.

Long titles and compound names may be very

expressive things, but they also are very inconve-

nient. Hence they very generally are subjected to

a process uf abbreviation, which so grievously curtails

them of their fair proportions that, in their practical

application, they become remarkable for an unusual

brevity. Such a fate has befallen the institution

that is so well known as the “Society of Arts.”

It is, in reality, the “ Society for the Encourage-

ment of Arts, ^Manufactures, and Commerce;” but

this is by far too cumbrous a title for everyday use,

and so the “Manufactures and Commerce” are

dropped with “ the Encouragement,” and the society

thrives, and is supposed to fulfil its vocation, as the
“ Society of Arts.” We have not the very slightest

objection either to the abbreviated title, or to that

which sets forth the society’s style in extenso

;

nor

have we noticed the fact of this discrepancy between

the society’s accepted title and its real one, with

any other purpose than as introductory to the

expression of an opinion, that if the society in any

sense is a “Society of Arts,” the Arts ought, in

common justice, to have their full and fair share in

its operations, and in “the Eocourageinent” which

certainly it professes to hold out to the Arts ou at

least equal terms with “ Manufactures and Com-
merce.” Without doubt, the prevailing opinion is

that this institution is a “ Society of Arts,” and the

Arts, consequently, are very generally supposed to

engage exclusively its fosteriug care. And yet, on
reflection, either it must be admitted that the Arts

are very uugrateful, or this society will be found

sadly wanting in the discharge of its duty towards

them. The fact is, that the Society of Arts does,

and has done, hut little for the Arts
;

little indeed,

in itself, and a little which becomes still less when
brought into comparison with the “ encouragement”
that is systematically given, to Mauufactures and
Commerce.
Amongst the agencies employed by this society

in the practical working of its scheme of action,

are certain prizes aud premiums which it annually

awards for communications on subjects, which it

duly publishes to the world. Of these prizes aud
premiums we submit that the Arts, in good policy,

as well as in most strict equity, have a right at

least to a third. Indeed, as the society itself

derives from lovers and patrons of the Arts the

larger part of its incoine, aud from the Arts alone,

what we may designate its working title, we should

uot consider ourselves to have exhibited any un-

warranted partiality had we claimed for the Arts

the best of the prizes, and rather more than an

even third of the premiums. We are content, how-
ever, to place the honourable and ever-to-be-honourcd

trio side by side in strict equality, thus seeking

an uniform and impartial encouragement for Arts,

Manufactures, and Commerce from the society,

which claims a right to them all in its title, tbongh,

in practice, it rarely uses the name of more than

one of them. Both the public and the subscribers

to the society, we arc assured, will adopt our own
views in this matter, and will indorse them with

their approval. All that now remains for us to do,

then, is to I’cquest that the public and the sub-

scribers will have the great kinduess, with us, to

take up the society’s “ Premium List,” and to ob-

serve how the Arts are shown by that document
to be dealt with.

This “Premium List” commences with setting

forth the objects for which four “ special prizes” will

be awarded, and the terms of the several awards in

accordance with the wishes of the donors of these

prizes. The first is for a “ Treatise ou Jurispru-

dence;” the second, for “The Discovery of a Sub-

stitute for Cotton” (this prize having been placed at

the disposal of the council, the subject has been

chosen by that body)
;
the third for the “Produc-

tion of an Incombustible Paper for Ledgers, &c.

and the fourth, for “A Design for an Institute.”

The Arts, as it appears from hence, have not much
concern with these “ special prizes.” Then follows

the “ General List.” We are not about to inflict

upon our readers even an abstract of its hundred

aud forty-five subjects
;
but while in this list there

is opened up a wide and diversified field of scentific

inquiry and research, and while both Commerce aud

Manufactures may hope to derive advantages of

the utmost importance from anything resembling

a satisfactory treatment of the proposed subjects,

the Arts are almost entirely left out of the question,

or they at best only appear indirectly and under

subordinate conditions. If the Society of Arts is to

profess one object, and to aim at the realization of

another, this list must he pronounced a singularly

appropriate production. In this case, let ns have a

society that, perhaps, may bear some name that

cannot be easily associated with the Arts, but which,

after what would seem to be the fashion of the

times, m.ay devote itself to them. By all means

let onr societies be entitled after their own fancy;

if in their titles 'we can discern their actual ob-

ject, so much the better—the better, that is, in

our opinion
;
but if this is not to be expected, at

any rate the Arts ought to secure for themselves

the encouragement of some society that will be

found worthy of such a duty, and competent to

discharge it successfully. We believe, indeed, that

this is the true mission of the institution established

in the Adelplii; if so, we look to that institution

for the fulfilment of the trust that devolves upon

it—such a fulfilment of that trust as will extend

over the entire range of those diversified, yet united,

operations, that ought to constitute the distinctive

characteristics of a “ Society for the Encouragement

of Arts, Manufactures, aud Commerce.”

AET IH SCOTLAND AHD THE
PROYI^n'CES.

EmNBrRGK.—Gainsborough's celebrated portrait

of Mrs. Graham has recently been bequeathed to

the Scottish National Gallery. The history of the

picture and the bequest is stated thus in the Scot-

tish papers. At the mature age of forty the late

Lord Lynedoch, then Mr. Graham, married a lady

of the Cathcavt family, and of great beauty, to

whom he was devotedly attached
;

the lady died

not very long after her marriage, and her portrait,

taken when she was in the lull bloom of }’outh,

was carefully locked up by her husband, after her

death, and deposited in the hands of a person in

London, where it remained unopened till his lord-

ship’s decease, a period of fifty years. None of his

friends ventured, during his lifetime, to allude to

the picture, but after his death search was made

for it : it was recovered, and exhibited at the

British Institution a few years ago, where it

attracted universal admiration. The portrait had

been entailed by Lord Lynedoch, but Mr. Graham,

of Redgerton, Perthshire, the gentleman who be-

queathed it to the Scottish gallery, and who died

on the 11th of March, was exceedingly anxious to

secure it for the purpose mentioned, and arranged

with the next heir of entail to pay such sum as it

might be valued at by Mr. T. Nisbet, of Edinburgh :

the sum of £'2000 was fixed as its price, and it has

now found a resting-place where its merits will be

seen and appreciated.

Birmingham.—The'Report emanating from the

committee of the School of Practical Art for the

last year, shows that the number of pupils attend-
ing the classes of the central school during that
period was 820; and the number of children and
adults in the classes of the public and parochial
schools, the diocesan training college, and the dis-
trict school iu Spon Lane, was 1163. Twenty-five
medals were recently awarded, at the annual ex-
amination of the works of the students, by Mr.
Bowler, the government inspector, to 21 pupils.

Buistol.—The first general meeting of share-
holders of the School of Practical Art in this city
was held at the end of March. The president,
Mr. P. "W. S. Miles, addressed the meeting, and in
the course of his remarks stated that the school
had now been in operation five years

;
and the re-

port showed that great credit was due to the master,
Mr. Perrier, for the success which had hitherto
attended it, for he had, unfortunately, received
very inadequate support from the public. When
the school was first established there were 62 pupils
only, now the number had increased to 300 males
aud females.
Noiiwicu.—The recent sale of the pictures and

objects of vertu belonging to the late Earl of Orford,
at Wolterton Hall, near this city, attracted a largo
number of amateurs and collectors, including many
from Loudon. The pictures which buyers were
mostly iu search of were some valuable family por-
traits; but prior to the sale, Mr. Butcher, the auc-
tioneer, announced that, although the directions in
the will of the earl made it necessary that the whole
of these paintings should be put up for sale, he had
commissions from members of the family to purchase
lhem,(and,consequently there was a large reserved
price put upon them, After such an intimation
the biddings were merely nominal, and the works,
with the exception of one, were all bought in at

merely nominal prices
;
the exception being a por-

trait of Sir Robert Walpole, by Vanloo, which was
knocked down to Mr. Scott, of the firm of Col-
naglii & Co., for the sum of £175. Other pictures
bought in were a portrait of William III., by Sir
Godfrey Kneller; one of Lord Nelson, by Lane;
and a “Hunting Scene on the Beach at Bran-
caster,” with portraits of Sir E. Walpole, on the
horse taken from the Pretender, Colonel Churchill,

&c., by Wootton, a famous painter of such subjects

in the early part of the last century. Two fine

portraits of Sir E. and Lady Faulkner, in crayons,
by Listard, were purchased by Mr. Scott, for £86;
Mr. Faulkner, of London, bought one of Lady
Robert Spencer for £36, and one of Archbishop
Laud for a similar sum. The antique furniture, tapes-

tries, wood-carvings, china, &c., realized prices that
showed their value in the estimation of the buyers :

the principal “lot” among these objects was a set

of twelve Louis Ciuatorze elbow fauteuils, carved in
walnut, the backs and seats covered with fine

Gobelin tapestry, representing scenes frora.33sop'8

Fables : they were knocked down for the sura of

£328 13s. The catalogue contained 1500 lots in

all, and the sale lasted four days.
Carlisle.—A small monument has recently been

erected in the cathedral church of this city to the
memory of Musgrove L. Watson, the sculptor, who
died in 18-17

;
a short biographical sketch of his

career appeared iu the Art-Journal for January,
18-18, with a notice of his principal works

;
one of

these, an e.xquisitely beautiful bas-relief, represent-

ing “ Death and Sleep bearing off the dead body of

Sarpedon,” we also engraved. The monument in

question includes a medallion portrait of the

lamented artist—one of true and original genius

—

and, at the base, are a few modelling tools, a ham-
mer, chisels, &c,, symbols of his art, grouped toge-

ther. We understand that the monument has been
erected at the cost of a few brother sculptors, who
have—and all honour to them for it—thus testified

to his worth. Watson was born near Carlisle.

Hanley.—On the 21st of February the annual
meeting of the supporters of the Hanley School of

Art was held. The report was deemed quite satis-

factory, both as to the position of the institution

and the progress of the pupils. Workmen had
come forward with subscriptions, proving thereby

the interest felt in the success of the school.

Sunderland.—A monument is to be erected to

the brave and good General Havelock at Sunder-
land, for which the following artists have com-
peted. The design of Mr. Behnes has, it is said,

been selected by the committee :—Mr. G. G, Adams,
Mr. W. F. Woodington, Mr. Bell, Mr. J. C. Lough
(an equestrian statue and others), Mr. E. G. Pap-

worth (an obelisk with figures at the base), Mr. E.

Jefferson, Mr. Tbornycroft, Messrs. Oliver aud

Lamb, aided by Mr. Beall (a Gothic canopy crock-

eted), Mr. Noble, Mr. Behnes, Mr. Camroux, and

Mr. Rowe, of South Shields. The monument is to

be erected on the hill in the Park. There were

twenty-six statues, two busts, and an obelisk, and

several designs for statues and canopies among the

competition works.
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1. Keep, or Yellow Tower. 2. Chamber, famous for its elabo-

rate oak carvitiR. 3. Great Hall. 4. The Huttery. 5. Kitchen.
0. Gateway anil Staircase. 7. Galleries and State-rooms. 8. Chapel.
9. Gateway leading to the Howling-green. 10. Spot formerly
crossed by a bridge. 11. Hrcacli made during the siege. 12. On
the upper story is King Charles’s window. 13. Moat surrounding
the Keep.

It is obvious that tlie space to which we are neces-

sarily limited will enable us to do little more than introduce

n brief outline of its history, w'ith some explanations of the

various circumstances and several objects that cannot fail to

interest the Tourist. This we shall do as carefully as we
can; endeavouring to enhance the enjoyment of those by
whom the venerable and beautiful ruin may be visited.

* We have borrowed some of the illustrative woodcuts for this
Part from “ Tlic Castles and Abbeys of England," by William
Beattie, M.D., a work of great merit and value. The subjects arc of
objects which do not now undergo change, and .are excellently engraved
ft-om drawings by an admirable artist, the late W. II. Bartlett. It

may be desirable to add tliat several very beautiful photographs,
produced by Mr. Earl, of Worcester, may be purcliased in one of tlie

lodges appertaining to the castle.

FliOU THE SlOiT,

lionse is, therefore, illustrious in a higher sense than even that which is derived from rank,

wealth, and antiquity. After the Restoration, the then Marquis of Worcester, eldest son of the

second marquis,
“

the author” of “ A Century of Inventions”—a work that “ went far beyond

its time”—and the grandson of the gallant soldier whose defence of his castle is among the

most stirring incidents of the age, was advanced to a dukedom, being created, in 1682, Duke of

Beaufort, “ with remainder to the heirs male of his body,” in consideration not alone of his eminent

services to the crown, but also of “his noble descent from King Edward III., by John de

Beaufort, eldest son of John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster, by Catherine Swiiiford, his third

wife.” The present—the eighth—Duke, Henry Charles Fitzroy Somerset, was born in 1824.

venerable family-seat the late comniandcr-in-chlef in the Crimea took his title. The Listorj’ of the

j)rincely race of the Somersets is almost that of England during its most eventful periods, from
the wars of the Roses to that of tlic Crown and the Parliament : they were foremost among the

nobles of the realm in every reign, always gallant gentlemen, often accomplished scholars, and
very frequently the patrons of Letters, Science, and Art,—on many occasions holding rank
among their most eminent professors. The memoirs of this great “ house” arc indeed full of

incidents akin to romance
;
furnishing to tlie throne and the country brave soldiers, skilful

ambassadors, loyal subjects, stout defenders of national rights, and men who considered that to

increase popular knowledge, as well as civil liberty, was the first duty of a nobleman. This

EXCURSIONS IN SOUTH WALES.
BY MR. AND MRS. S. C. HALL.

Part V.—Raglan Castle.

j.L who are vvanderers of the Wye, and

rest ill the old town of Monmouth,
will certainly visit the picturesque yet

very magnificent remains of Raglan

Castle; and a “Part” of our Tour

may be properly devoted to a de-

scription of its attractions.* The
visitor, however, will find “on the

spot” a guide, such as he will rarely
j

encounter in any “notable” place of any district. The

Warden of Raglan Castle is a gentleman and a scholar,

although circumstances have placed him in a position some-

what under that to which he is eiitillud of right. His

appointment to the office by the Duke of Beaufort is, at all

events, an advantage to those who visit this beautiful ruin;

he is ever active and ready in communicating the know-

ledge—large and accurate—he possesses concerning its

remarkable and interesting history. To him—acting as the

Duke’s representative—we arc no doubt indebted for mueli

of the care and cost expended to prevent further encroach-

ments of the destroyer—Time. It is but just to commence
our notice of Raglan by giving e.xpression to tlie gratitude

that cannot fail to he felt towards his Grace by all wiio

visit this fine relic of a great epoch, to which all visitors are

freely welcome, and where a liberal and judicious manage-

ment is perpetually exercised to preserve without “restoring,”

to arrest decay while excluding evidence of “newness,”—so

that ail is in perfect harmony and “keeping.”

A ground plan of the castle will enable the reader, better

than any written description can do, to ascertain the distri-

bution of the several buildings of which it consists.

Raglan is
“
of no great antiquity,” as compared with its neighbours, dating no farther back

than the fifteenth century. In the reign of Henry VIII. it is described by Leiand as “ fair and
pleasant, with goodlye parkes adjacent;” and later, by Camden, “ as a fair house, built castel-

like.” There is no doubt, however, that the citadel, or “ Yellow Tower of Gwent,” is of a period
much more remote, and that a “Lord of Raglan” held sway here as early as the timd of the
first Henry. Subsequently it received various additions by succeeding ’lords, until, during
the civil war, it was besieged, taken, dismantled, and finally destroyed. For nearly four
centuries it has been tlie property of the Earls and Marquises of Worcester; and from this
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The reader will advantageously traverse this ruin if we
give him some idea of the duties of leading subordinates in

the defence of a castle in the olden time.

Among its retainers there was no more important per-

sonage than the

AVaeder. He kept

the gate, and he only

arranged all entry or

exit. He lived in a

small room beside the

portal, which was

usually protected by

bolts, bars, and a for-

midable portcullis.

The folding gates

were on ordinary oc-

casions shut, and the

smaller wicket door

in one of them opened

for foot-passengers.

A grated opening,

])rovidcd lu the gate

for the warder to observe and take note of those who demanded

admission.

Notification of danger was given to the neighbourhood

by lighting the Beacon
on the topmost tower,

which, as castles were

usually placed on emi-

nences, might be seen

around for luanymiles
;
so

that retainers, or soldiers,

from other strongholds

might be sent as aids.

These beacons were open

fireplaces of iron, affixed

to the ramparts, and to

tend them was a service

of danger, when bowmen
could hit with an arrow

as certainly as ritie-meu

now do with a ball.

The Armourer was an

important denizen of the

“stronghold of stone,”

and his services were con-

stantly in request, from

the first hour when the

young kuight had ‘‘his

suit of mail” ordered, to

that of the battle-field.

In the days when archers were the chief warriors, plate-

armour was a coveted

defence; audin“piping

times of peace” the

skill of the armourer

was devoted to the de-

coration of the noble’s

suit, which was so

valuable, when inlaid

with gold and silver

and enriched by Art-

workmanship, that iu-

stances are on record

„ where the wearer was
' slain merely to obtain

When gunnery be-

came general, the ^Iusketeer manned the ramparts of the old

castle, and bis steel cap

and cuirass were the only

relics of “the panoply

of steel” that once en-

cased the soldier, and

which was found of

little avail against the

bullet. These were

among the foremost

subordinates of a castle

such as tliat of Raglan;

therewereotlicrs of equal

note, and of perhaps

greater importance, but

to picture them would

be foreign to our pur-

pose; those we have in-

uosKCTEBE. trodaced on this page

may, however, enable

the reader to people the old ruin with its old guards, as well

as its ancient lords aud governors.

Raglan Castle is indebted for much of its renown to the events that made it a ruin—its brave

defence, in 1646, when assailed by the army of the Parliament. The good aud gallant Marquis,

a loyal gentleman and a true man, when summoned to surrender in the June of that year, returned

for answer, he would ‘‘rather die nobly than live with infamy.” The besiegers were rapidly aug-

mented by troops “released from Oxford,” and, headed by Fairfax, they compelled a surrender,

but not even then until the venerable soldier had twice received the commands of the king

to abandon further defence. On the 17th of August, 1646, “the officers, soldiers, and gentle-

men of the garrison marched out with horses and arms, colours flying, drums beating, trumpets

soiiudiug, matches lighted at both ends, bullets in their mouths, and every soldier with twelve

charges of powder and ball,” choosiog any place they pleased to deliver up their arras to the

general of the Parliament. The gallant old marquis was then eighty-four years of age, and his

castle was the last in England that “kept to” the cause of the unhappy king. The siege was

followed by sequestration and sale of the whole estate, Cromwell obtaining a large share of it.^ The

lead was taken from the roofs
;
the walls, broken by the cannon, soon let in the weather ;

timber

was removed by every greedy band, and Time was left to “do his worst” with the^ valuable aud

beautiful castle-raansiou that had been so long the glory of Monmouthshire. Unhappily, no

effort was made to restore it when restoration was practicable ;
it has, therefore, been a ruin

during two centuries, but it is, beyond all question, the most picturesque and beautiful ruin in the

kingdom; other ruins there ai'e, grander and more imposing, but none so graceful in decay, none

that 90 pleasantly, yet so forcibly, recalls a period when the Baron’s hall was a coutiiiual scene

of hospitality, and the Baron at the head of his retainers in all but name a king.

Our description of the castle, its towers, its dilapidated staircases, its groined windows, its arched

doorways, its once jiroud keej), and the gorgeous remains of its lofty halts and stately apartments.

ROTAL APABT.MENTS.

must be necessarily brief. A sufficiently accurate idea of them, in their present condition, will

be formed from the appended woodcuts
;
which exhibit the more striking aud interesting parts of

the vet magnificent structure.
* “ A fanaous castle fine

That Ragolan hight, stands moated almost rornd

Made of free- stone, upreight, as straight as line,

\Vhose workmanship in beautie doth abound

;

With curious knots, wrought all with edged toole:

The statelye tower that looks o’er pond and poole,

The fountaine trim, that runs both day and night,

Doth yield in showc a rare and noble sight
!

"

“ The famous castle” was scarcely more “ fine” in its glory than it is in its decay.



The county historian, Cose, and the Kev. John Evans '

(“ Beauties of England and Wales ”), describe the ruin fully
;

hut Dr. Beattie has devoted to the subject a large portion of

his interesting and valuable book, “The Castles and Abbeys
of England.” Erorn these sources we borrow our details.

The ruins stand on a gentle eminence near the village;

including the citadel, they occupy a tract of ground not less

than a third of a mile in circumference. The citadel, a

detached building, was a large he.xagon, defended by bastions,

surrounded by a moat, and connected with the castle by a

drawbridge; it was called Melyn y Gwent, or the Yellow

tower of Gwent, and is five stories high. The shell of

the castle encloses two courts or areas, each of which
communicated with a terrace walk, to which residents

resorted for “out of door” exercise and enjoyment, and
which communicated with the bowling-green. The Grand
Entrance is formed by a gothic portal, flanked by two
massive towers

: they arc still in a good state, gracefully

clothed with ivy. The porch, which retains the grooves
for two portcullis, leads into the first court, formerly paved,

but now carpeted with cleanly shorn grass, and “ sprinkled

with shrubs.” On the eastern and northern sides are the

range of culinary oflices— the kitchen being remarkable for

the great size of its fire-places, indicating the hospitality of

its old lords. The southern side seems to have formed a

grand suite of apartments, and the great bow window of the

hall, at the south western extremity of the court, is “ finely

canopied with ivy.” The stately hall which divides the two
courts, and which appears to have been built during the reign of

Elizabeth, contains vestiges of splendour aud beauty.* Here,
carved in stone, are the arms of the first Marejnis of Worcester,

with the family motto, “ Mature vcl timere speruo”—“I scorn

either to change or fear.” To the north of the hall are ranges

of offices, which appear to have been the buttery and pantry.

Beyond them arc traces of splendid apartments, some of the

sculptured decorations of which yet remain. The western door
of the liull led into the chapel, which is much dilapidated

;
few

indications of its holy uses are to be found
;

it was probably

destroyed, as well as desecrated, by the soldiers of the Com-
monwealth

;
yet it is singular, notwithstanding, that scarce a

trace of its architectural ornaments remains, excepting a few
groins vising from grotesque heads that supported the roof.

Dr. Beattie conjectures that the chapel was of a very early

date, probably coeval with the Gwent tower, and that it had
never been decorated as other ])arts of the castle were. The
Fountain Court may still be distinctly traced

;
the “ water-

works” at llaglan, during the sovereignty of the first marquis,

formed, indeed, the leading attractions of the castle, and are

said greatly to have pleased the taste and soothed the feelings

of King Charles, when, a fugitive from Naseby field, he had
such a welcome of voice and heart within these walls as he
was never destined to receive afterwards from any of his

subjects.f

Most of the apartments of this noble castle-maosiou were
of large dimensions

;
everywhere there is evidence that “ ac-

commodation” was obtainable for a small army, and that

“entertainment” was always there for the “grand company”
ever attendant on its ladies and its lords, officers of the

household, retainers, attendants, and servants.

"We see everywhere proofs that large cost, as well as continual care aud matured skill

had been expended, during several epochs, to give to the castle beauty as well as strength

;

mouldings and friezes, arches and corbels, of graceful character, although broken and decayed,

meet us at every turn, often peering through rich draperies of green ivy, sometimes standing
grimly out from shattered walls, and occasionally rising from out of mould-heaps—the g-hosts of

glories departed.*

In short, enough of Raglan remains to justify the praises it received in so many histories of
varied and eventful times. The unhappy sovereign, Charles I., hiding from his enemies, found

shelter, and was safe from peril there—his “harbour ot refuge” for a time; and his words of

eulogy concerning its strength, its grandeur, and its beauty, will be repeated by all, who, moving
about these superb ruins, can picture in imagination the castle in the days of its renown, its

hospitality, its gallantry, and its loyalty, and offer respectful homage to the brave and generous
lords who ruled it proudly and worthily iu the olden time.

* In the B.inriuct Hall a great imiirovemont has been intrndiiced
by the present warden. The floor, which, since the hand of. the
spoiler removed the encaustic tiles some two hundred years apo,
was composed of a .slilT clay, on which vegetated a few scanty blades
of grass, and on which the water, arier showery weather, always used
to lie in pools, Is now macadamised, and covered with mine dust, a
suflideiit dc|>th of clay having first been wheeled away to insure the
original level being preserved. Aline dust being somewhat of tlie

same colour as the original tiles (red predominating), harmonises
nicely, and gives a tone that was wanting. The dimensions of this
splendid hall—68 feet long, 28 wide, 63 to summit of gable, and 30 to
corbels, whence spring the roof—m.ay now be viewed in comfort, the
floor being ns dry as a carpet.

t Some interesting discoveries have been lately made as regards
the water supply of the castle. During the winter of 2 858-0, the
liberality of the duke enabled his Grace's agent, Mr. Wyatt, to

search for the ancient draw-well, which was filled up nearly a cen-
tury and a half ago, in consequence of sheep frequently falling into
it, having wandered among the ruins, then utterly neglected, from
adjacent farms. A congress of octogenarians was first summoned,
to learn if any of them could recollect having heard their parents say
whero was] the exact site of the ancient draw-well. But not a spark
of information on the recpiircd subject was it possible to elicit. No
one could even guess in whlcli direction of the Pitched or Stone
Court tlio well was situated. At length the warden suggested that
the well ought to have been at a point which is equidistant from three
doors where water must have been most required, namely, the
Kitchen, the Buttery, and Ihe Banquet Hall

;
and he felt convinced

that, “wherever the well ought to have been, there it was." Mr.
Wyatt then gave orders for the turf to be removed

;
yet nothing but

broken stones and rubbi.sh could be discovered. Still the men were
ordered to persevere for some days; and, at length, at a depth of
8 feet 3 inches from the surface, in a hole cut through the marl
(filled with broken tiles, evidently belonging to the roof of the Ban-
quet Hall), ten feet in circumference at the surface, and gradually
tapering to 4 feet at the base, was discovered the veritable well, the
masonry of which is still in perfect preservation. After sinking
25 feet lower, a splendid spring gushed into the well, and, in forty-
eight hours, there was 15 feet of water, enough, in fact, to supply the
requirements of so large an establishment.

What food for thought is here ! What pictures may be drawu by imaginatiou, with the aid of

history 1 The facts are palpable
;

it demands no large effort of fancy to people every chamber

of these broken ruins : the eyes may sec, and the ear may hear, the chivalric meu aud fair womeu

who revelled iu these halls, and trod these terrace walks in peace, or here heard the boom of the

besiegers cannon, and saw the destroyer doing, in a day, the work of a century of time !

It is on record that twenty-three staircases were removed for the sake of the stones ;
its walls were

regarded by the peasantry as so many quarries
;
the fine and venerable trees of the park and grounds were

either sold or stolen, the fountains and fishponds filled up with (Mris, and so the “ fine castle was left to decay.

Happily, however, the late and the present Duke have felt the pleasure, as well as acknowledged the duty, of

arresting the steps of time, while preserving the remains from vandals and thieves. As we have Intimated,

a proper guardian protects the ruin. Tlie Duke's agent, Osmond A. Wyatt, Esq., an enlightened gentleman,

gladly aids all the plans and projects of his Grace ;
and now we may almost question whether, as a ruin,

Itaglan Castle is not more interesting than it would be if endowed with all the beauty and grandeur, for which

it was conspicuous before the wars of the Crown and the Parliament.
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The day of our visit to this memorahle ruiu was a day lafe

in autumn: the trees were dropping their leaves
;
Nature had

“ In her sober livery all things clad."

But the sombre shadows of the time were in harmony with

the solemnity of the scene; and it was but natural to sit

under its ancient and time-worn tower, looking into the dark

moat beneath, and behold, in imagination, the castle in its

glory and its pride
;

to people that broken Hall as on some

The Bowling-green, between the keep and the outer wall, is still a smooth lawn
;

trees

surround it
;

it is partly bordered by the moat, and is always shadowed by the yet lofty remains

of the strong walls that formed the castle. But the visitor will not fail to ascend either

the keep or the watch-tower, in order to obtain a view of the scene, near and distant, that

has been occupying his thoughts. The accompanying print is taken from the summit of

the Tower of Gwent, whence the whole of the ruins arc seen immediately below, with the

Gaer Vawr, and the Roman camp of Carig-y-Garcyd
;
the hills above Pontypool, with those

beyond the dark vale of Ewias, in which lie the veuerable ruins of Llantony Abbey : these, and

other objects of absorbing interest to tlie antiquary and the lover of nature, being surrounded

by high mountains, each of which is a landmark of history.

We have written enough to show that a visit to Raglan will afford one of the highest enjoy-

“ great” marquis! Descended from an august race—pure

women aud good men— in his posterity he gave to his country

heroes of peace aud heroes of %var.

WINDOW OF DllAWltJG-KOOJt.

hiah festival, and hear again sweet or lofty music from yon

minstrels’ gallery. Almost as easy w'as it to watch the

leaden missive as it broke into that stately chamber, touching

the white hair upon the old man’s honoured and venerable

head;* to follow him to his desolate loneliness in Loudon

Tower, where, being told by his enemies, as death a])proached,

that he would be buried at Windsor, he gave thanks to God

that after he was dead, a nobler house would cover him than

he had dwelt in while living. Honour to the memory of the

village and church steeple close at hand, and whence is obtained a fine prospect of the adjacent
country, bounded by distant hills and mountains. Erora this point, too, may be seen all of the
many “lions” which neighbour Monmouth; the Kymin Hill, Troy Park, Craig-y-dorth, a
famous battle-field between Henry IV. aud Owen Glendowcr; the Trcliic range, with the Beacon
Hill

;
the royal forests of Peu-y-cae Mawr, the heights of Caerleon, the British encampment of

• This incident actually occurred. Dr. Bayly, the historian of the
siege, writes thus:—“There came a musket bullet into the willi-

drawiug-room, where my lord used to entertain his friends witli his
pleasant discourses after dinners and suppers, which, glancing upon
a little marble table of the window, and from thence hit the marquess
upon the side of his head. His daughter-in-law, terrified, ran away
as if the house had been falling down, but presently returned, and
apologized to her father, who jileasantly said, ‘ D.mghter, you had
reason to run away when your lather was knocked on the head.'

"

meuts of which this beautiful and picturesque district affords so many. A residence here of a

few days—at a neat aud comfortable hotel, the “ Beaufort Arms,” iu the village adjacent—may
be pleasant and profitable; for the ruins of Raglan Castle, although they cau be “seen”
in an hour, may yield pleasure and instruetiou for a much longer time. The distance is but seven

miles from Monmouth town, and that distance is traversed by a railway.
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THE jrAllYLEBOHE LITEEAllY
INSTITETIOY.

An exliibitioa of a few very celebrated pictiires was
opened last month at the Marylebone Literary Insti-

tution, in Edward Street, Porlnian Square, consisting
of a numerous list of Sir E. Landseer’s works, among
which were some of his most celebrated productions,
together with Frith’s ‘ Derby Day,’ Uosa Bonheur’s
‘ Horse Fair,’ and various other pictures of great

interest, all the property of Mr. Jacob Bell, who is

president of (his institution. The idea of this e.xhi-

bilion originated in the fact of Mr. Bell’s having
heen unable, on account of the state of his health
during the past year, to perform the usual duties of

his otlicc, he was desirous of furnishing some source
of attraction which might prove interesting to the
members, and, at the same time, contribute towards
the liquidation of an old debt originally incurred at

the lime of the re-building of the theatre. 'J'lic

pictures are hung in the theatre, which has been
floored over temporarily, but with great solidity.

Among them we noticed several which we arc
gralified in having an opportunity of again seeing.

There is a gem by Constable,' Waterloo Bridge,’ as seen
from somewhere near Whitehall stairs, long before the
erection of tlie suspension bridge. ‘The Maid and
tlic Magpie’ and ‘Shoeing,’ by Sir E. Landseer,
whose works, moreover, comprehend ‘ The Defeat of

Coinus,’ a beautiful composition, painted as the study
for tlic fresco in the j\iiltou Villa, in the gardens
of Buckingham I’alacc

;
the well-known ‘ Dignity

and Impudence,’ ‘Highland Dogs,’ ‘The Sleeping
Bloodhound,’ ‘Alexander and Diogenes,’ ‘The Dead
Warrior,’ ‘ Otter Hounds,’ ‘ Bloodhound and Pups,’
‘ Three Brothers,’ and others of interest and imp<irt-

ance. Mr. Frilli’s ‘Derby Day’ may be seen here
to great advantage, as the visitors are not so
numerous as at the Royal Academy. The ‘Horse
Fair,’ by Rosa Botihcur, is smaller than that (irst

exhibited at the French Gallery, but both pictures
were in progress of execution at the same time

;

the background in this appears to be darker than in

the larger duplicate. Jlr. Ward’s picture, ‘ James II.

receiving the News of the Landing of the Priucc
of Orange,’ maintains all its force and brilliancy.

‘Andrew 3IarveI’ and ‘The Sacking of a Jew’s
House,’ by Charles Landseer, are also here; and a
repHca of ‘Uncle Toby and the Widow Wadman,’
ot which Leslie painted two after the original, one
being in the Vernon Collection, another in the
Sheepshanks gallery, and the third, the property of
Mr. Bell. ‘ An Old I-aboratory,’ W. Hunt, a most
extraordinary drawing; ‘The Coast of Holland,’
E. W. Cooke, A.R.A.; ‘ Malvern Hills,’ F. W. Key)

;

‘ Bibliomania,’ a large picture, W. Douglas
;

’‘ A
Bather,’ W. Elty, R.A.; ‘A Glcauer,’ F. Taylcr;
‘ A River Scene,’ F. R. Lee, R.A., and T. S. Cooper,
A.ll..\., and ‘ Evening in the Meadows,’ by the same
artists

;

‘ Scene from the Taming of the Shrew,’
A. Egg, A.R.A.; ‘The Foundling,’ G. B. O’Niel;
‘Lucy Lockitt,’ A. Elmore, R.A.

;
‘Courtship in

Spain,’ very carefully executed, tlic late D. C. Gib-
sou, and by the same, ‘'I'he A'isit to the Country
Cousins

;

’
‘ View on the Const of Cromer,’ W. Col-

lins, R,.\,.
;

‘Four fancy portraits in one frame,’

W. P. Frith, R.A.
;

‘ Free Trade’ and ‘ Protection,’

the two original drawings, by Sir E. I.iaudsecr

;

‘ Partridges and Goldfiuchcs in the Snow,’ Wolfe

;

‘ An Alderney Cow,’ J. Ward, R.A.
;

‘ Calves Feed-
ing,’ W. Horlor; ‘ Small Landscape,’ F. R, Lee, R.A.;
‘Tlie Duet,’ F. Stone, A.R.A.

; ‘A Happy Family,’
G. Morland

;
‘ Going to School,’ E. V. Rippiiigillc;

sketch for ‘The Larder Invaded,’ Sir E. Landseer;
‘The Carrara Mountains,’ C. Stanfield, R.A.

; ‘An
Old Soldier,’ J. Morgan

; and, to us, not tlic least

interesting picture in the colleclion is Briggs’ ‘ Do
you Bite your Timmb at Us,’ very well knoVn from
the engraving. There is also by Briggs, ‘Othello
relatiug his Advcntui-es,’ and yet more interesting

than this last, Wilkie’s ‘ Hookabadcr,’ but the surface

is entirely destroyed—a circumstance attributed, by
Mr. Bell, to the trying ordeal of its exhibition at

JIancliesler
; but as there is asphallum worked into

the whole of the injured part, the picture would, at

any time, have been liable to the same injury, where
other works, in which aspliultum was not used,

would have remained entire. It is gratifying to

hear that the exhibition, in a pecuniary view, has
been highly successful.

THE CATALOGUES

OF THE 110YAL ACADEMY,
AND

THE PAINTERS AND PICTURES THEREIN
CHRONICLED.*

Thk statistics of modern exhibitions differ in a
variety of circinnsfanccs from those of similar insti-

tutions a hundred years ago. There are, probably,

in these Jays, more than two thousaud pictures

annually rejected by our various Art-societies
;
which,

added to the account of works unsold at the end of

the season, must, at a very moderate estimate, raise

the annual number of unsuccessful works to four
thousaud. Even a century ago there w’erc hundreds
of artists; but there was little sound Art; yet it

would appear that artists were extensively employed.
The early catalogues of the Academy are simply lists

of pictures sold before exhibition
;
with, of course, a

large proportion of portraiture. These were the
halcyon days of painting, when a little practice con-
stituted an education in Art—when the legcr-de-
main of execution was Iranscendeut excellence

;

when asceticism in finish and drawiugwas not; but,

above all, when every work exhibited was sold.

We allude in nowise to such meu as West, Rey-
nolds, Barry, and a very few others, whose works
glorify their names. We are surprised at the suc-

cess of men whose names come not down to us
either by tradition or honourable mention. Who
are ye, William Tompkins, William Pars, Elias
JIaitiii, William James, S. 11. Grimm, Edmund
Garvy, and others it were useless to name? We
know ye here as prosperous gentlemen, whose works
stood high in popular estimation. But where are
these works now? if they arc not in those garrets
of which Reynolds spoke in reference to the works
of the followers of Kucller— those that may be pre-
served as showing the condition of this or that pro-
perty a hundred years ago, hang now in the darkest
corners of the panelled breakfast -rooms of ancient
houses, and are still remarkable for their “creamy
texture’’ in the lights, and “juicy depth’’ iu the darks,
and for that defiant touch, which interpreted every-
thing, but meant nolhiiig. The cataloguesofthe Royal
Academy, considered indicatively, are more replete
with information more really curious, than the dry
and prosy biograpliies wherein painters are celebrated
by indiscreet friends. Every artist whose name is

at all favourably known has a post mortem pre-

scriptional claim to three volumes octavo, and even
this is sometimes insufficient for the introduction of

correspondence without reference to Art, and de-

scriptions of visits to patrons without the relief of

either wit or incident. The aborigines of the Aca-
demy were a band of hope from the first. The
motto on the title-page of the catalogue of 1769 is

pithy, but not conciliatory, triiunpliant— nay, more
or less contumelious, as read by those who were left

“outsiders.” It is

—

“ Major rcrum niihi nascitur oi'Jo."

Commonplace enough, but considered fitted for the
occasion

;
though it is said that a so-called emen-

dation was jn-oposed, that is, the plural instead of the
singular reading of tlie jironoun— for "niihi,”
wliioh, no doubt, would have raised the motto from
what was considered a sneer, into a grievance. The
quotation of the following year

—

“ Et vires acquirit eundo,"

is a bulletin, a proclamation which sets aside all

apprehension as to the stability of the institution,

and, curiously enough, it is printed iu capitals—the
only prefatory quotation iu the entire series thus set

forth. After those two, which thus stand by them-
selves, the mottoes become proverbial, critical, and
didactic, but no longer allusive to the condition of

the Academy.
Among the notabilities of the time who exhibited

with Reynolds in tlie earliest years of the Academy,
we find Gainsborough, who was then living at Bath,
Paul Sandby, West (who then lived in Panton
Square), Richard Wilson, Zuccarelli, and one or two
others. Poor Wilson, iu one of the early catalogues,

records himself thus:—“A Landskip,” “Its com-
panion,” and “ A Landskip,” and these, and others
iu succeeding years, are all contributions coming to

• Continued from p-vge 327, vol. iv. 1853.

I
the Academy already disposed of; indeed, of a cata-

[

logue of S-1-5 works given in the catalogue of 1770,
I
only 27 were sent in for sale; and in 1771, of 27

‘

2
,

only tweiily are without the asterisk, which declares
them for disposal

;
and in 1772, of 324, there were

only 44 marked as unsold. Notwithstanding all

that is said of the needy condition of all artists of
those days who were not portrait painters, the cata-
logues of the time, as coutaiuiug very few works
that were not already the property of patrons, indicate
a most enviable preterite to hundreds of our living
painters, whose works are removed from the walls of
the Academy, to go on the provincial tour to Man-
Chester, Liverpool. Bristol, and Glasgow, and thenee
back to the studio of the artist. At the date of the
inslitutiou of the Academy, there existed two Art-
societies

;
one entitled “ The Free Society of Artists,”

the other, “ The Society of Artists of Great Britain,”
the former of which alone consisted of more than
one hundred members, and the cry then was, “ How
can they live?” Such also is the cry to-day,
when we look at the index of the catalogue of the
Royal Academy, and such will be the question to-

morrow, and to the end. Verily the wisdom of the
profession is but a modicum. There have been,
however, some who have sacrificed poetry to an
acquisitive philosophy, aud Thomas Gainsborough
was one of these. Richard 'Wilson went to Italy as

a figure, or rather a portrait painter, when, being
told that he was by nature a landscape painler, he
at ouco set up his altar in the fragrant fields of
Italy, and worshipped Nature in her own hyprethral
temple. Gainsborough wns also one of the conse-
crated priesthood of the spirit of the beautiful. But
Wilson was naturally an Arcadian

; his visions were
of sunny plains aud blue melting distances, while
Gainsborough loved the seclusion of llie groves,
where he, till the end of his life, carried on his
flirtations with the Dryads. Wilson, with desperate
enthusiasm, walked iu the faith of landscape art

alone
; but Gainsborough produced landscape pictures

in the proportion of one to four or six portraits, aud
could therefore afford to decline local portraiture, and
indulge his fecliug by painting that which was pic-

turesque in, se.

Certainly the manner in which Gainsborough enters
upon his academic life stamps him a financier of a

high order. He exhibits a “ Portrait of a Lady

—

whole length,” “Ditto of a Gentleman,” “A large
Landscape,” and “ A Boy’s Head.” The third life-

study may, like the first and second, be n portrait;
and thus twenty-five per cent, of landscape was, in

those times, a safe and sane proportion of a quota;

and yet Gainsborough’s rooms were hung with his

landscapes. Had he not painted portraits he could
not have afforded to keep his landscapes

;
they

must have gone in exchange for the staff of life,

and wliat opsonium soever there might be the
means of procuring to eat with it. In 1770 occurs
for the first time the name of John Flaxman, whose
residence was “ at Mr. Flaxman’s, the ‘ Golden
Head,’ New Street, Coveiit Garden,” his contribu-
tion being “Portrait of a Gentleman—a model:”
modest cnougli, but this lie was throughout life.

Flaxman was born either too soon or too late: at

his actual birth in our Christian era the world was
not ready for him. Had he been born at Athens, in
one of the Olympiads, say the 79th or 80th, he would
have been tlie friend of Pericles, and his works
would have been among the best of our antiques,
for be excelled even the Greeks in that Rhodian art

iu which they excelled the rest of the world. Flax-
man is of those great ones who have no honour in

their own country. In the cities of continental
Europe he is cherished and imitated, but at home
he had no encouragemeut to work out his sublimest
conceptions. But we cannot compare advantage-
ously the patronage of poetic sculpture iu the best

days of Flaxman with the same patronage in our
own times. But little of the sculpture of our day
has its inspiration and interpretation in immortal
verse. Literally and figuratively the “city article”

has more to do with the temporary and fluctuating

conditions of sculpture than patrons are willing to

admit. The manner, therefore, wherein their works
read, is not to be charged on the sculptors, for ours
is the hardware epoch of the art. Year by yeai*,

for the last twenty years, have we visited the sculp-

ture room of the Academy
;

nay, more, year by
year during the last five lustres, have we, by
the grace of Don Perez ZambuUo’s complaisant
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acquaintance, seen the contents of each studio, so

miicli of which must be designated as “dowlas,”
dropping the adjective which qualifies the word in

the mouth of a corpulent authority in “ Henry IV.”
It is scarcely necessary to refer to the vulgar fact

that when money is, in city phraseology, “ tight,”

the state of the sculpture market may be indicated

by zero
;

for whereas consols do not frequently de-

scend to a panic point, the Art-indicator is much
more truly merciu'ial and sensitive, as it rises and

falls at a multiplied ratio. We know a sculptor of

eminence who, to quote his owu words, “ has had
no commission for two years /’ and we know others

who, for even a longer period, have not been em-
ployed sufficiently to meet their current expenses.

The prospects of the profession are at present

slightly improved, but only in the commercial de-

partment. There are a few public monuments con-

templated, the execution of which, according to an

old rule established among us, is most frequently

awarded to the worst sculptor. If any startled

subscriber to public works demands proof, we place

him in any of the illustrated spaces of our metro-

polis, and breathe, with a sigh, the last words of

Wren’s epitaph. Hut this is scarcely a propos of

him whose name wc have last culled from the cata-

logues. When Reynolds said that Flaxmau would,

by marriage, be ruined as a sculptor, he judged
erroneously. Reynolds has been a school, but John
riaxmau is still a school, and must remain a school

while the art lives. With their lips, and in their

art, Tliorwaldscn and Canova did homage to Flax-

mau : and no less sincere has been, and is, the

admiration of the German sculptors, with Rauch
and Rietsehel at their head

; and among painters

it is enough to say that he lias been more than
acknowledged by Ary Scheffer and Ovcrbeck,

The limited range of subject-matter in these early

catalogues is instructive. Those whose taste led

them to purchase figure pictures had no choice save

in the “grand style.” Barry sends perhaps “Venus
rising from the Sea,” and “ Medea performing her

lueantnlion ;” Cipriani sends “ Marsyas and Apollo

Coaway, “Rinaldo and Armida;” Hayman, “The
Cure of Saul;” Angelica Kauffman, “Andromache
and Hecuba weeping over the Ashes of Flector,” or

a Penseroso; Penny, Lord Clive in some historical

relation; West, “Juno receiving the Cestus from
Venus,” “Penn’s Treaty with the Indians,” or

something mythological : the bulk of the catalogue

consisting of portraits, and generally very dry. A
new sensation was created by those who painted

Italian landscape, as being of a new order of subject-

matter. The social and domestic, as we know them,
had not yet then taken shape in the dreams of the

painters of a hundred years ago. Hogarth’s best

productions were broad satires; his worst were

broad caricatures: yet it is to be hoped that in

their time all were wholesome preltclions; the

remedy was homccopatliic, but the doses were by no
means infinitesimal. Hogarth was acknowledged to

be inimitable; hence, there was no attempt made to

follow in bis steps. This was an era of large pic-

tures
;

the mythological and historical characters

were not unfrequently of the size of life, and very

commonly half-life, or small-life size. The low
Country schools were well known in England

;
but

it is extraordinary that nothing that could be called

cognate with the Dutch appeared till the early part

of the present century. Let ns look round the

walls of any of the exhibitions of the present day

;

wc shall find a variety of material worked into pic-

tures which never could have been entertained by
minds crowded with the populace of history and
mythology. Wc may see as a subject an exterior

flight of stairs, built against the outside wall of a

house. On paper the theme seems dry and squalid,

but on the canvas it is rich in dilapidations, full of

valuable cracks and crevices, which are all so faith-

fully painted, that the picture is sold as soon as

exhibited. Again: there is a study of a pebbly

brook—the limpid overflowings of some mermaiden’s

fountain—with a green selvage of the graceful

herbage that our Flora has confided for nurture to

the margins of our streams. And this, too, was
eagerly purchased; and it will remain a picture

when many of these large canvases shall have been
long forgotten. And which of ye whose names
stand forth on those young records would have
condescended thus to trifle with a loose pile of stones,

and the knotty fringes of a garrulous thread of

water ? For their local subject-matter artists did not

travel. There were views of Westminster Bridge, of

London Bridge, St. Paul’s, Westminster Abbey,

Lambeth Palace, old houses in Southwark, old

bouses in Clerkeuwell
;
and the landscapes were in

great number commissions from lauded proprietors

for views of their seats. Thus wc have, by George

Barrett, “ A View in Peiiton Lynn, on the River

Liddle, running through Cauonby, in the County of

Dumfries, three miles south-east of the first

Turnpike on the New Road from Carlisle through

the Duke of Bucclcuch’s Estates to Edinburgh.”

This is pretty well for a title. Then we have, by
Wilson, “A View near Winstay, the Scat of Sir

Watkin Williams Wynn, Bart.,” and other similar

subjects by all the landsca])e painters, this class of

Art being the extent to which wealthy country gen-

tlemen understood landscape painting, The pictu-

resque was not loved for its own sake, and, despite

the lessons of Claude, Hobbema, and Both, truthful

detail was entirely superseded by licence of execution.

And in these days drawings enjoyed the distinction

of being hung with oil pictures. Samuel Wale, the

professor of perspective, depicts history on paper,

and, with exemplary humility^ calls his productions

"stained drawings;” whereas Paul Saudby de.scribes

bis works as “ water colours,” the term by which the

Art is now universally known. “ Sluinecl drawings”

are now only casually met with
;
they were made

out in the usual way with the pencil, and then very

thinly washed xvith one tint of each of the necessary

colours
;
and when these early essayists in a depart-

ment generally held to be despicable, contemplated

their own meagre performances, they could not,

even in their most glowing visions, have conceived

the glorious future of their puny art. They dreamt

not that a time would arrive when water colour

would rival oil in depth and richness; that it would

be an art eminently British, and of such beauty as

to be the admiration of every school of Europe. In

1771 West exhibited nine pictures, of which eight

were historical—one being his really fine picture,

“ The Death of General Wolfe,” which suggested to

the profession of that time the possibility of painting

history otherwise than in ancient costume. And in

the same year occurs the name James Barry, who

exhibited “Adam and Eve.” When the Academy

opened, in 1769, Barry was in Rome, whence he

wrote to Reynolds—“As I was conscious that my
notions of colouring were bad and ill grounded,

copying of Titian for some time was, I thought, the

only advisable course I could take, and I have reason

to think I did not judge ill. The way of colouring

I had then was enough to damn even a good design

and drawing, more especially amongst such people

as ours, who are floating about after raagilphs and

mysteries, and very little likely to satisfy themselves

with that saying of Annibal’s—' Buon designo e

cohrito di fango.’
” When Bariy wrote this he

little knew how closely he was approaching Sir

Joshua’s weakness. The observation comes filly

from him, for it docs not appear tliat he was ever

seduced by the fascinations of “magilphs and mys-

teries.”*

riCTURi: SALES.

The first important sale this season took place at

the auction-rooms of Messrs. Christie and jianson,

on the 26th of March. The paintings and drawings

submitted to competition were generally of a higli

character, and formed portions of the collections of

Mr. B. G. Windus, the late Mr. Segeant Thompson,

and other amateurs. With one or two exceptions,

all were of the English school.

The principal oil pictures, and the prices they

realized, were—' The Last Sight of England,’

F. M. Brown, 325 gs., bought by Mr. Garabart;

‘A Female Head,’ J. E. Millais, A.R.A., 47 gs.;

‘Head of a Lady in the act of cutting off a Lock of

Hair,’ J. E. Millais, 102gs.; ‘Pot Pourri,’ J. E.

Millais, a picture unknown to the public, 195 gs.;

‘The Death of Marmion,’ W. Cave Thomas, 90 gs.;

‘Pic du Midi,’ C. Stanfield, R.A., a small picture,

83 gs. ;

‘ The Eve of St. Agues,’ an early work by

W. Holman Hunt, 160 gs., bought by Mr. Gam-
bart

;

‘ A River Scene—View near Endsleigh, Devon,’

• To be continued.

a fine cabinet picture, and curious as being almost

the only landscape painted by Sir E. Landseer,

R.A., 440 gs.: it was formerly in the possession of

the late Duchess of Bedford, and was purchased at

the sale now noticed by Lord Ward
;

‘ The Dawn of

Christianity,’ J. M. W. Turner, one of his extrava-

gances, 320 gs.
;

‘ Glaucns and Scylla,’ another of a

similar class, by the same artist, 280 gs.; ‘Pene-

lope Boothby,’ Sir J. Reynolds, one of his most
graceful pictures, and in a Hue stale, 1100 gs.,

bought by Lord Ward. The whole of these oil

paiutings, and the following water-colour pictures,

were from the collection of Mr. Windus :
—

‘ The
Bridge of Sighs,’ the vignette drawing engraved as

an illustration of “ Childe Harold,” J. M. W.
Turner, 69 gs.

;

‘ The Lake of Zug,’ J. M. W.
Turner, said to be the last of this artist’s drawings,

200 gs., bought by Mr. Garabart; ‘Bellinzoua,’

the companion work, 180 gs., bought by Mr.
Pritchard: these two have never been engraved;

‘Naples and St. Elmo,’ J. D. Harding, from the

Bernal Collection, 71 gs.; ‘ Val d’Aosta,’ J. D.
Harding, 47 gs.

;

‘ Life in the Harem,’ J. P. Lewis,

A.R.A., the well-known picture exhibited at the

Society of Water-Colour Painters in 1857, 255 gs.,

bought by Mr. Agnew of Mauchestcr.

To continue the oil pictures:
—‘The Dirty Boy,’

T. Webster, R.A., 280 gs., bought by Mr. Marshall

;

this work formerly belonged to the late Mr. Wad-
more, of Tottenham, and was sold, after his death,

for the sum of 346/. lOs. : it is engraved in the

volume of the Art-Journal for the year 1855
;

‘Landscape—View near Hampstead,’ J. Limiell—it

is dated 1859, and, therefore, we presume, has

never been exhibited—235 gs., bought by Mr.
Jarves; ‘The Wise and Foolish Virgins,’ Etty,

160 gs.; ‘ Hylas and the Nymphs,’ Etty, 400 gs.,

bought by Mr. Farrer; ‘Digging for Rats,’ a small

finished ‘study, by Wilkie, slightly altered for his

diploma picture, 70 gs. ; ‘A Stiff Breeze,’ Sir A. W.
Callcoft, his last work, 355 gs., bought b,v Mr.

Rought
;

‘ Italian Landscape, with Figures,’ Callcott,

410 gs., bought by Mr. Agnew
;

‘ The Last Banquet

at Whitehall in the Time of Charles II.,’ a large

gallery picture, by Professor Lentze, of Diisseldorf,

330 gs., bought by Mr. Cox; ‘Lear and Cordelia,’

E. M. Ward, R.A., painted in 1857, 290 gs., bought

by Mr. Shepherd. ‘ Portrait of Mrs. Hoare, of

Boreliam Park, Essex, and her Infant.’ The lady,

attired in a rich dress of white and gold, is seated in

an open landscape, nursing the child. The catalogue

of the sale states that “this very important and

beautiful work has never been out of the possession

of the family for whom it was painted: it is enume-

rated ill the published catalogue of Sir Joshua’s

works, and has never been engraved.” After a

most spirited competition, it was knocked down to

Mr. Holmes for 2550 gs., a larger sum by 450 gs.

than was given for Reynolds’s celebrated ‘ Strawberry

Girl,’ at the sale of Mr. Rogers’s collection. ‘Por-

trait of the Hon. Mrs. Bucknell,’ attired in a white

dress, and scarf trimmed with fur, Sir J. Reynolds.

This picture came from the same collection as the

preceding
;

it was painted in 1777. and, according

to an entry in Sir Joshua’s journal, he received

75 gs. for it. Mr. Grenfell was its present pur-

chaser, at the sum of 360 gs. The last work wc

have to record is also a portrait—and a right good

one too—by Gainsborough
;

it is called ‘ The Morn-

ing Walk— Portrait of Miss Haverfield.’ Mr.

Holmes was the purchaser, at the price of 720 gs.

This picture, also, it is stated, has never been out of

the possession of the family for whom it was painted.

.

The proceeds of the day’s sale amounted to

£11,750.

A valuable collection of English pictures, most of

them the property of Mr. Thomas Todd, of Aber-

deen, was sold at Messrs. F6ster’s gallery, on the

30th of March. Among them were—‘ Cattle stand-

ing in a Stream,’ T. S. Cooper, A.R.A., 181 gs.

;

‘View at Hampstead,’ J. Linnell, 222 gs.; ‘The

Village Post-office,’ F. Goodall, A.R.A., the finished

sketch for the large picture, 170 gs.; ‘The Way-

farers,’ a gipsy woman and child, C. Baxter, 105 gs.

;

‘ Somnolency,’ a life-size half-length figure of a

nymph, her hair wreathed with wild poppies and

harebells, W. Etty, 165 gs.; ‘Sheepfolding—Even-

ing,’ J. Linnell,' 295 gs.; ‘Dutch Boats running

into Saardam,’ C. Stanfield, R.A., and one of his

finest pictures of this class, 505 gs.; ‘The Nearest
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\Vay in Summer,’ the engraved picture, by T. Cres-

wick, ll.A., and 11. AnsdeU, 500 gs.; ‘The Five

Figures,’ or ‘The Toilette,’ W. Etfy, 280 gs.;
‘ Landscape,’ with figures, cattle, and sheep, a noble

work by Gainsborough, 570 gs.; ‘View of Ediu-

biirgh,’ J. M. W. Turner, 340 gs. Mr. Todd’s col-

lection, of which these formed a portion, numbered
thirty-three pictures, and realized £4350.
From the other works included in tlie sale we

may poitit out
—

‘ The Village Patriarcli,’ T. Webster,

H.A., 123 gs. : this gem of a picture measured only

11 inches by 8; ‘Autumn Scenery,’ S. Percy,

80 gs.; ‘The Widow,’ T. Webster, R.A., a small

picture, which has been engraved, 80 gs. ;
‘ Heidel-

iicrg,’ W. Miillcr, 170 gs.; ‘Spring,’ J. C. Hook,
220 gs.; ‘The Maids of Alcyna endeavouring to

tempt llugero,’ F. R. Pickersgill, ll.A., 91 gs.;
‘ The Duel Scene between Viola and Sir Andrew
.\guecbcck,’ W.P. Frith, R.A. (size, 11^ inches by 8j),

101 gs. ; ‘The Highlands,’ T. S. Cooper, A.R.A.,

Sags.; ‘The Water-Mill,’ T. Creswick, ll.A., the

figures by F. Goodall, A.II..A., 92 gs.
;

‘ Fordwich
Meadows— Sunset,’ T. S. Cooper, A.R.A., 105 gs.

A sale of the pictures belonging to Mr. Pem-
berton, of Liverpool, took place on April 13th, at

Slessrs. Foster’s. The following are a few of

t!ic lots :
—

‘ The Woodside,’ T. Creswick, 90 gs.

;

' Across the Stream,’ T. Creswick, 83 gs.
;

‘ The
Bagpipe Player,’ F. Goodall, 1 99 gs.

;
‘ A Bit of

Nature,’ W. Muller, 80 gs.
;

‘ L’ Allegro,’ W. E.
Frost, 120 gs.

;
‘The Red Rose,’ Charles Baxter,

107 gs.; ‘The Impending Chastisement,’ W. Mul-
roady, 92 gs.

;

‘ Amalfi In the Nca])olitau States,’

J. B. Pyue, 137 gs.; ‘A Landscape,’ P. Nasmyth,
235 gs. ;

‘ Pick-a-back,’ P. F. Poole, 290 gs.

;

‘David and Saul,’ J. Liunell, 210 gs.—There was
also another collection sold, including an early Land-
seer, which realized 95 gs.; a small Stanfield, 245 ga.;

and others equally good prices. The total value of

the pictures sold was £3770.

KING HENHY THE EIETH
AT THE PRINCESS’ THEATRE.

AotNCOUiiT was a name proudly recorded by the

older English aunalists; and Henry of Monmouth
was a combination of the regal and the knightly

character, suited to the requirements of an age of

chivalry. If the prowess of the British soldier in

that famous field had been only recorded by pens
like that of Sir John Froissart, delighting in pre-

senting the heroic in rainbow tints, wc might have
doubled some of the astouuding incidents of that

(lay’s contest, which gave to the small and wretched
lookiug English ai'my a glory no after age can
diminish: it was its Marathon. The driest record
of the coldest writer has invested the day with the

glory of an almost superhuman bravery. It was
reserved to Shakspercto “make the dry bones live,”

and give

“ The very age ami body of the time,
Its form, and pressure."

In the alembic of the poet’s brain, from the old

])rosy generalization, is re-created the king and bis

followers
;
we have their thoughts and words in the

clear vigour of natural truthfulness: the soldiers

Bates and Williams are as distinctly characterised as

their king or captains. We understand the sort of
men that made up the English forces

; they arc not
autoinalons led by a greater mind merely, but they
have Iheir hopes and fears, and give expression to

the thoughts within them. They are men worth
leading, for you feel that conviction with them leads

to victory or death. In this Shakspere differs from
all his contemporaries

;
all characters he depicted

have their own strong features. As when you meet
men in a crowd, though you may sec them but for a
short while, yon detect the difference between man
and man

;
so it is in his works as in nature

—

there is no crowd made up by mere repetition.

The soul-stirring words of Shakspere put iuto the
mouth of his Henry V. must have told as powerfully

in the Globe at the Baukside as now tlicy do in the

Priuccss’ Theatre. The poet’s laboured apologies for

the mean appliances of the stage for which he wrote
are there out of place. Two centuries and a half,

instead of rendering our great poet’s works obsolete,

have given them a “ rejuvenescence for it is the

research and scholarship of our own day brought to

bear on a portion of the work the Elizabethan stage

could not eliminate, that has enabled us to present

the great events of past ages in our own with a

vigour and a truthfulness that make us almost feci

as if we were actors in the mimic scene, and saw

“ the very casques
That (lid affright the air at Agiiiceurt.”

Mr. Charles Kean, in speaking of his labours,

says, '' Accurac^y ~aQ\, show, has been my object.”

This is true to an extent that not one man in a

thousand who crowd his theatre can entirely appre-

ciate, Many hundreds would have been as well

satisfied to have seen “real armour” of one fashion

as of another—the ribbed and gilded suit of the

Elizabethan era as that which has to be constructed

with infinitely more cost and care, from the early

drawings that decorate a monkish chronicle. It

is Mr. Kean’s merit to despise no minutim which

can give reality to his scene; and the antiquary, who
would go simply to judge his work by his owu
branch of study, would feel tliat each portion of the

appointments of the drama had been earnestly cared

for. The pendent ornaments that hang around
the girdle of the king, the badges embroidered on
his canopy, the thousand and one little items be-

longing to the detail of the drama, are all copied

from ancient originals, not mere gauds, invented by
stage-dressers, but resuscitations of long-forgotten

realities.

When, therefore, the Chorus, in the person of

Mrs. Charles Kean, solemnly invokes altcutiou to

the action of the play, and the dusky clouds of past

ages seem to roll away at her behest, we ajipear

to be really listening, amid the glories of the old

Painted Chamber in the royal Palace of West-
minster, to the solemn deliberation that leads to

Henry’s French wars
;

or, in the succeeding scene,

to be walking with Falstaff’s old retainers in East-

cheap, and listening to good Dame Quickly’s record

of the fat knight’s last hour. This scene is espe-

cially remarkable as a work of Art
;
and it would

be unjust not to note the conscientious elaboration

of detail that has been bestowed upon it, as well

as the chaste tone of natural colour that pervades

the whole. London has lost much of the picturesque

element In the march of ntilitarianisra. There is a

beauty in old London which, with all oim modern
wealth, we have lost in the new.

The active business of the play is in France, and
the great scene is the siege of Harfleur. This has

been made the most of: and the desire to present to

the eye of the spectators a real battle of the middle

ages has bceu crowned with the most complete suc-

cess. The crowd of combatants mixed in a strug-

gling mass—the showers of arrows which fly over

them—the nuwieldy wooden castles that are pro-

pelled toward the devoted city, and spread fire and

confusion amid its towered walls—the rude cannon

shooting forth their fires—aud the heroic king pre-

pared to mount the heap of masoury that has fallen

from the breach in the walls, present a coup d'wil

of an old battle-field that seems to draw the spectator

into the mSlee. Amid the smoke and lurid gleams

that shoot upwards from burning buildings, glints of

briglit light reflect from glaive and morion of half-

obsenred soldiers. The besieged make defence of

their breach as best they may by temporary en-

trenchments, aud the soldiery pour in masses

up the huge mound of ruined stone. As in a real

battle-field, we cannot distinguish how goes the vic-

tory, till words of capitulation aud the voice of

Henry the King is heard on the summit of the

breach. Harfleur has surrendered ; the wild cheers

of the soldiers spread the fact wide; and amid the

smoke, and cry, aud clang of the trumpet, they

clamber through tlie dead and dying, swarming over

broken stones into the old city. As the scene

closes, W'e feel the confusion of a battle as deeply

impressed on the mind as if W'e had participated in

the fight, and have the same vague hut deep impres-

sion that the soldier must have had, whose arm aided

the general victory. We look on this scene as the

greatest triumph of stage art in simulating nature

that we have ever witnessed. Nothing fails. Every
man seems in earnest. There is a terrible energy

—

a wild confusion—a dim struggle amid carnage and

fire— and a resulting whirl of victory, which make

the fall of the curtain a welcome repose
;

for the

mind has been enthralled and excited in the mimic
war before us.

The great event of Henry’s career, the battle of

Agiiicourt, has been most carefully elaborated in a

series of scenes; but their monotony has been judi-

ciously abrogated by the introduction of two tableaui

—oue devoted to the French, the other to the Eng-
lish camp. After this wc are introduced to the

watchfires of the British soldiery, as the moon sinks

over that plain, so soon to be immortalized by a

victory that now looks like “a forlorn hope.” This,

aud the sunrise over the French camp, aid our
comprehension of the position of both armies, and
is followed by one of the most cfl'cclive scenes in the

play—that in which the king addresses his soldiers

in the manly, unalFected, but heart-stirring words,

which warm all desponding meu. This is not a

scene especially “noted” as one that is to engage

attention, but to our raiuds it was second to none,

in picturesque and truthful vigour. The soldiers of

all grades, and in every variety of costume, from the

noble knight, in “panoply of steel,” to the humble
archer in his leatheru jerkin, rise from the apathy

of the ranks as the king’s earnest words are heard;

and gradually, as his enthusiasm rouses, their hearts

respond, until his appeal is met by an eager crowd,

all trying to reach the monarch’s baud, and assure

him by gestures, more eloquent than words, of their

love and fealty. No one has ever succeeded so well

as Jlr. Kean in thus managing to di'ill masses of men
into natural actors. His crowds arc not the usual

stage crowds, wedged in a throng, aud moving to

measured spots. Tiiey break forth into picturesque

irregularity—they each act iudependcutly of the

other, and all according to individual proprieties of

feeling. It is this that gives such a striking reality

to his productions, aud beguiles the spectator into a

belief that he, for the time, is actually present

on the scene.

All historical episode, introduced by Mr. Kean to

exhibit the reception of the conqueror king in

London, still further displays his artistic tastes.

A mass of people await the coming of Henry, on

the Surrey side of the river, and the battleineiited

gate of old London Bridge is crowded with min-

strels, and hung with tapestry
;

the crowd are

eagerly watching, and leap forward as the soldiers

of the renowned battle-field march toward the city.

Many a greeting passes, a hearty shake of the hand

from some old acquaintance who, “ in populous city

pent,” will gladly join his soldier friend in an East-

cheap or Thames-bank tavern, and hear him tight

the battle o’er again. One distinguishes a wife aud

children in the crowd, and breaks through all

formality iu grateful joy at joining them again.

But all is not so unalloyed a triumph : one poor

maiden sinks sobbing down, for one she had hoped

to meet lies beneath the turf of Agincourt. The
loud shouts of all now aunounce the approach of

Henry
;
the citizens, headed by the mayor, cross the

bridge. The bells pour out their joyous music, and,

amid an almost frantic enthusiasm, the king appears

on his richly-caparisoned steed. Then

“ The mayor and all his brethren in best sort,”

tender him the keys of the capital, and the Hymn
of Victory bursts forth ai'ouud him

;
this, it must be

remembered, is the very one that was sung upon

the 23rd of November, 1415, when this great event

took place, “ and agens his comynge was ordeyiicd

moclie ryalte in London,” as the old chroniclers

iuform ns. They are also Mr. Kean’s authorities

for the winged children “ arrayed in white, with

glittering wings, and their hair set with sprigs of

laurel,” and the “ others, like virgins, having their

hair adorned with laurels interwovened with gold,”

who greet him with dance and song. It is a vivid

realization of the glowing pages of Iloliushed, aud

when the king approaches the bridge gate, and a

rain of golden leaves is showered on him from the

battlements, as he bows toward his joyous subjects

on all sides, and voices shout, and minstrels sing,

and bells again ring out a deafeuing welcome, we

feel, as the curtain descends, that we have obtained

a retrospective glance at olden gl(iries that ask

no small labour, thought, and cost to realize.

Mr. Kean’s farewell might be fitly taken in this

scene, which so perfectly embodies his artistic

power as a manager.

The rest of the play goes somewhat flatly after
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this. The concluding scene— the calm interior of

the old Cathedral at Troyes—is the solemn end of

Henry’s glorious French career.

And now that Mr. Kean has determined to rest

from liis labours, and decided on this as the last of

those Shalcsperian revivals which have been the

great theatrical events of London for the last nine

years, should we not record our strong sense of what

he has done, morally and artistically, for the theatre.

As an actor and a manager, Charles Kean may
obtain his reward upon the stage; as a scliolar and

a gentleman, he deserves it elsewhere. We have

always felt, as a misfortune to a considerable class

of uur fellow-subjects, the moral prejudice against

the stage
;
we have felt that, properly conducted, the

theatre may be a great teacher, may “ hold the

mirror up to nature,” and restore a knowledge of

past limes and manners, whicii cannot be so per-

fectly rendered in any other than dramatic art.

As we write we see again the splendour of Sar-

danaplus, the barbaric magnificence of Lear, the

rude solemnity of Macbeth, the Gothic splendour of

John, the gorgeous magnilicence of the court of

King Henry VIII., as they were successively, and

successfully, displayed on the stage of the Princess’

Theatre. Each change of this many-cnloured life

had all the truth of a daguerreotype, with the

advantage of living personation
;

there is some-
thing beyond mere acting talent in all this.

It cannot be but that Mr. Kean’s absence will be

greatly felt from a stage he has rendered a great

Art-teacher
; it cannot be but that very many will,

for years to come, remember the pleasures he has

given tliem, the memories with which be has stored

and enriched their minds. He is an artist desirous to

ennoble his own profession, and he has done so.

The theatre has been, in his hands, a place of men-
tal recreation; no whisper has sullied its fair fame.

He has been more than usually successful in win-

ning ” golden opinions from all sorts of men,” and

more than usual nnanimity of kind feeling auiong

his own corps. All this must have been the result

of steady probity, and earnest labour; the man, as

well as the manager, must be recognised
;
and in

noticing the last of ttiesc poetic revivals of our

great national poet’s works that we are to receive

at his hands, we feel it our duty to ask the recogni-

tion of the labours of Charles Kean, not only as

actor and manager
;
and now this

“ Well-graced actor leaves the stage,"

let his retirement he accompanied by some honour-

able testimony that he has

“ Done his spiriting gently.”

We trust the friends of Mr. Kean—and they arc

many—his admirers, they are very numerous—and
the general public, who have contracted to him a

large debt for much pleasure and much instruc-

tion—will ere long take some steps to recognise his

long and valuable labours, not alone as a wise

manager, but as a great teacher.

SALE OF THE LIBEI MANUSCRIPTS.

The sale of this collection, the most important which
has been offered for very many years, was concluded

on the 5th of April; it comprised 1170 lots, and
realized £6515. We believe that the result has

fully satisfied the expectations of all, and proved
that scholarship lias not failed in producing its due
interest. Seldom have we seen a belter catalogue,

but then it is seldom that a scholar will devote tiie

enlarged knowledge of a life to the subject; in this

instance M. Libri has been his own cataloguer, and
we have not only the results of his knowledge, but

also of his personal acquaintance with the books he

describes. Ills prefatory pages are such a conden-

sation of the information a man obtains through a

life speut among books, as is extremely valuable to

the uninitiated, and abounds with anecdotes of in-

terest. A scries of well-executed fac-similes of the

principal manuscripts are ajipendeil, and serve to

depict their most interesting features. The list of

works employed in compiling this catalogue, as well

as the careful inanuer in which every lot is analyzed,

testify to its conscientious scholarship.

JI. Libri has an honest love, not only for his books,

but for those who made them—the laborious writers
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of the middle ages—the painstaking and obscure

monks who, with wondrous perseverance iu danger-

ous times, and amid JilBculties of which we now cau

for.mno idea, obtained and transcribed older authors.

The value of such transcripts we know from history.

When kings borrowed them from monastic libraries,

llicy entered into solemn agreements for their re-

turn under pain of heavy forfeitures
;
and one of

the manuscripts in the present collection, compiled

by Regiinbertus, a monk of the time of Charle-

magne, contains, in his own handwriting, a formal

request to his brethren, to whom he leaves it after

death, to preserve it carefully, and never lend it

until a proper pledge had been given for its resti-

tution; and he minutely describes precautions that

are to be taken to prevent its being injured. His

reasons for valuing his labour still remain good, as

the volume contains an unknown treatise by Pliny.

Sometimes these patient scribes had difficulty in

procuring writing materials—parchment, stylus, or

pen and ink—all were wanting to him who devoted

himself to study, and there was no lack of danger

at an epoch in which those who allowed themselves

to trace geometrical or astronomical figures were

accused of magic. This condition of things lasted

in Italy down to the time of Petrarch
;
and when

that poet and scholar desired to copy a precious

fragment of Roman antiquity, he found that he

could obtain no ink in the town.

It is not merely the curiosity, or the originality

of manuscripts, that gives them their entire value;

frequently in one version is the only true rendering

of a disputed passage. In the eagerness with which

men souglit to spread knowledge after the glorious

invention of printing, they put to press any copy

they could obtain of a classic work
;
hence many

early editions are imperfect and bad. M. Libri has

given some instances in which such imperfection

has descended to modern times. His collection has

been chiefly made, not only with an eye to the

curious, but to ihc valuable, in the character of the

version preserved iu the manuscripts he obtained.

Seventy Latin manuscripts, older than the twelfth

century, are, among others, iu this collection, and

arc more in number than those in the royal library

at Turin, or those at Ravenna and Venice. The
old Irish and Anglo-Saxon saints were the authors

of many, and to them we owe the preservation of

older learning, sometimes in the form of “palimpsest,”

or twice-written books, the older writing being par-

tially obliterated to make way for the new, or else

interlined among it. We cannot pretend to give

any enlarged detail of this great collection, but wc
may give an idea of its contents, and the prices

realized by a few of the principal lots. The highest

price was given for a vcllurn manuscript of Petrarch

aud Dante, e.xecuted by a contemporary hand for

one of the noble family of Strozzi, of Florence—it

was bought for £250; the lowest price (or one of

the lowest prices) being given for the very curious

magi(‘al manuscript of Michael Scott, immortalised

by Walter Scott, and which only fetched 10 guineas.

It is tilled with diagrams, signed “ Michael Scotus,

Prage in Bohemia,” and the curious are warned not

to read It outside the magic circle, lest a fearful end

be theirs. As usual in all sales, some remarkable

lots fetched low price?, and others went beyond their

value. Thus, the “ Lives of Saints,” written by

Olloh, the Monk of Trbves, in the eleventh century,

fetched only £15, while the designs for ships and
fortifications, made in 1620 for the use of Robert

Dudley, Duke of Northumberland, when he was.

Grand Chamberlain to the Duchess of Florence,

sold for £51. One of the most important manu-
scripts was secured for the British Museum, the

treatise on the Mundane Spheres, written and illus-

trated by Galileo himself, which sold for £101. A
series of mathematical treatises, by Kepler, in the

same way illustrated by diagrams, and containing

unpublished matter, sold for only £19. Generally

speaking high prices were not given, and, if con-

trasted with the fancy absurdities of old china sales,

they were low indeed.

At the conclusion of M. Libri’s introduction to

the catalogue he has given a glowing eulogy of our

British Museum library
;
we arc reminded by it to

add our willing echo to his sentiments : certainly

all (hatM. Pauizzi has done in perfecting this splen-

did inslituliou for the British student is worthy of

as much honour as can be awarded it.

BAimOW.
FROM THE STATUE BY M. NOBLE.

Du. IsA.AC Bauuow, the son of a liueuJraper oC

London, was born in 1650, and at school was more
remarkable for a love of fighting than for attcution

to his books. Ila studied at Cambridge for the
church, aud at the age of tiiirty obtained the Greek
professorship of Cambridge

;
two years afterwards

he was elected Professor of Geometry at Gresham
College, Loudon. Both these chairs he resigned in

1663, on becoming Lucasian Professor of Mathe-
matics at Cambridge, and six years afterwards re-

signed this office also, in favour of Sir Isaac Newlou.
lu 1672 he was nominated to the mastership of

Trinity College by Charles II., who remarked on
the occasion that “he had bestowed the honour ou
the best scholar iu England.” In 1675 Dr. Bturrow

was chosen Vice-chancellor of the University. He
died in 1677-

The statue here engraved has heeu somewhat re-

cently placed in tiic vacant niche of the ante-chapel of

Trinity College, Cambridge, as a companion figure

to that of Lord Bacon, which fills the opposite

niche
;

it is the resulting expression of a sort of com-
promise in a qitcstiou which has for some consider-

able time been matter of eager debate in the college

itself, and in the university at large,—and which
has been decided not in the largest spirit, aud,

therefore, not with the most satisfactory result that

might have been obtained. It seems, that the

Marquis of Lansdowne, when visiting the Master of

Trinity, had noticed the monumental blot iu the

Chapel Hail, aud the propriety of sculpturally

peopling this niche,— so as to compose triangularly

with the sitting Bacon opposite, audthemaguificeut

statue of Sir Isaac Newton, by Roubiliac, where it

stands in the centre of the hall, “commercing with

the skies.” This want, then. Lord Lansdowne
offered to supply by a gift from himself;—but lie

left the selection of ibe man, worthy in this place to

consort with Newton aud Bacon, to the college.

Here began a difficulty and a polemic,—where it

seems to us that there should have been noue.

Milton was proposed;—and the question is solved,

we should imagine, in the very mention of the

name. But Milton was a member of Christ’s, and
not of Trinity:— so, Newton aud Bacon could not

have his great companionship. Not pausing to

ask, liow, on this argument. Bacon found his way
on to the opposite pedestal, wc content ourselves

with saying, that this is narrow reasoning, and
does the college no credit. Trinity is a great cor-

poration in itself, doubtless,—but it is a member
of a greater; and we should like to know—what
college in Cambridge has not a share in the glory

that Milton sheds over the university? Un-
doubtedly, considering the rest of the company,
Jlilton should have had this niche:—unless the

men of Trinity could, for ouce, have stepped out of

themselves and their university altogether, and, in

an honorary way, brought down Shakspere to sit

with Newton and Bacon iu this conclave of the im-

mortals. To this large hospitality, however, they'

were not equal,—aud Lord Macaulay is said to have
proposed Dr. Bentley. Now, Dr. Bentley was a

very eminent man, in his way
;
but it is not very

diflicult lo understand the reasons which should

forbid Trinity College, in particular, to select him
from all others for a signal and exclusive honour,

amongst themselves, like this. They did so :—and
other uames were discussed. Dr. Barrow, liowcver,

seems to have been fiuaUy elected into this great

seat on the somewliat negative ground, that he
wounds fewer susceptibilities than any other pro-

posed. For ourselves, we think be scarcely fills the

place. No one will dispute, that Dr. Barrow was a

most respectable divine :—but Newton and Bacon
are terrible names to test a greatness by. However,
there the doctor sits, at last

—

sedet ei sedebit—on
a posthumous throne, like wliich the world has few

to offer. The statue is by Mr. Noble,—aud is exe-

cuted in the finest Carrara marble. Tnke the

Bacon, and to match with if, it is, as wc have said,

a sitting figure
;
and it represents the doctor willi

his mathematical symbol, the compasses, iu one hand,

and a volume of sermons, indicating his divinity

eminence, in the other.
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THE SOCIETIES OF TAIXTERS IX
WATER-COLOEES.

Tiik following address to the Lords of the IVeasury

declares the views and feelings of the Old Water-

Colour Society in reference to tlic position which

it desires to assume, and to which its distinc-

tion as a body entitles it. The gossip of the

studios attributes to the Royal Academy a desire

that the Society of Paiiilers in Water-Colours should,

directly or indirectly, be incorporated with them-

selves, or, at least, exhibit under the same roof with

the Royal Academy. Tliis may account for certain

expressions that occur in the address and the resolu-

tions which follow it. The society expresses itself

ready to erect a building at its own cost
;
the sum

which it coutemplatcs investing is teu thousand

pounds.

TO T0E KIOIIT IIONOURAHI.K the I.ORDS of the TRSiSOBT,
TVniTEKALI..

The humhle memorial the. umlersirmeJ, heinrj members
composimi the Society of Painters in Waler-Co/ours,

(0, Pall Mali Past, S. W.)

Slieweth:— 1. That annual eshibilions of works of Art
are essential to the existence of any national scliool of
painting; that to artists they arc of the first importance,
inciting (hem by honourahlo emulation ; while to lovers

of painting, and the general public, they are schools of
Art, and on these grounds the Society of Painters in

Water-Colours bases its claim to the attention of tlie

Government.
2. Ill 1804 the founders of this society came to the fol-

lowing resolution :
—“ Tlie utility of an exliibilion in for-

warding the fine Arts arises not only from the advantage
of public criticism, but also from the opportunity it gives

to the artist of comparing his own works with those of his

contemporaries in the same walk. To embrace both these
points, ill their fullest extent, is the object of the present
exhibition, which, consisting of water-colour pictures only,

must from that circumstance give to them a better arrange-
ment, and a fairer ground of appreciation, than when mixed
with piclures in oil.

3. The principle Involved in this resolution has guided
the society to the present day ; by it the art of iiainting in

water-colours has taken deep root In the country, has
attained to its present eminence in the great exhibitions of
Europe, and attracted marked attention from its distinctive

national character. The government of France has applied

to the society for the scheme of its constitution, and has
awarded to some of its members the highest honours; an
example which has been followed by the academies of J Lol-

land and Ueigium.
4. This society was formed inccnseiiuence of the inability

of the Royal Academy to foster water-colour art in its in-

fancy; and, although the Royal Academy has numbered
amongst its members many of great eminence, who have
occasionally practised water-colour painting, yet those wlio

paint only in water-colours are excluded from any partici-

pation in the honours of that institution.

5. The Society of Painters in Water-Colours is, there-
fore, regarded by the public as supplementary in its cha-
raclor to llic Royal Academy, and the highest distinction

attainable by those who follow this art is the membership
of the society.

0. Your memorialists are of opinion that the successful
progress of water-colour art is mainly, if not solely, attri-

butable to its being pursued as a distinct school, and to its

works being exhibited apart from all other kinds of Art;
and this iiide|)cndence they are most anxious to maintain.

7. The growing importance of the art of water-colour
painting forces upon the attention of tills society the
necessity of its extension, but this object they have
hitherto found to be unattainable from the limited space
at their command

; now, however, that the Government is

about to appropriate a site at Burlington Gardens to the
wants of the Royal Academy, and of learned and scientific

bodies, they earnestly aiipcal to bo allowed to participate
in the grant, and to erect a gallery at their own cost.

8. The Government having acknowledged the utility
and convenience to the public of congregating societies of
Art and Science, your memorialists—believing that wher-
ever the Royal Academy is established it becomes tlie

(jmius loci— the centre of all Artaltraction—would humbly
participate in these advantages.

D. Education in tlie Royal Academy is confined to the
professional student: painters iu water-colours arc the
chief instructors of the puhlic.

10. The grant now sought, if accorded, would, in the
opinion of your memorialists, bo a national recognition of
the value and usefulness of the art of painting in water-
colours, and secure to it the continuance of that indepen-
dence which is necessary to its future welfare and advance-
ment.

11. Your memorialists, therefore, humbly request that
they may have assigned to them, on the Burlington House
estate, a site fit for the erection of a gallery for public
exhibitions, which, from the nature and comparatively
small size of paintings in water-colours, needs but a very
moderate space, tills society bearing the coat of such erec-
tion, and, if tlie Government should think fit, paying also
iu ground rent or otherwise for the spaee so occupied.

Signed by twenty-five members.

At a general meeting of the society, held on the

7tli of March, it was resolved :

—

I.—That the society earuestly desire to extend their num-
bers, and usefulness, which their limited space for
exhibition now prevents their doing.

II.—That, had the society space at its command, it would
gladly open its rooms to exhibitors, not members or
associates of their body.

I

III.—That, if it were tiiought desirable, and moans wero
pliived within reach of the society, it would also

I

willingly establish schools and classes for the study
and practice of painting in water-colours.

V.—That, in communicating with the Government and
I the legislature, the special committee is to express

I
the conviction of the society that the Interest of Art

j

can only be truly promoted by the management of
the atlairs of this, and all other Art societies being

I

left in their own individual control
;
and that the

,
society also is of opinion that the freedom of action

' now enjoyed by the Royal Academy, by this society,
and by other Art societies, cannot be wisely inter-

' fered wifli.

The New Society of Painters in Water-Coloars

I

has also racraorialised llie Treasury, stating that,

. with its present very limited space, it cannot, as it

; desires to do, “afford support and encouragement
I to numerous meritorious artists who are seeking

j

efficient means of bringing their works into public

notice.”

j

These memorials presented will, there cannot be a

!

doubt, receive that consideration to which they are

.

justly entitled. The appeal of the New Society

refrains from entering into a detailed statement of

its views, considering it a duty to leave to the

Government the dictation of terms upon wlxich the

prayer of the memorial may be granted.

COllRESPONDENCE.

To the Editor of “ The Art-Jovrnal.”

FORGED PICTURES.
Sir,—As you have so often and so ably defended

the integrity of Art, and as I know you are anxious
on all occasions to expose any of those tricks by
which the Arts are lowered, the public imposed
upon, and the artist injured, I venture to state to

you a recent case.

About ten days back, a person of respectability

came down here, from London, with a picture said
to be by my hand

;
and so closely had my work been

imitated, and my signature (in two places) been
forged, that I was at a loss (with the aid of a glass)

to speak with certainty. I felt convinced it was a
copy, but I could not pronounce it to be one beyond a
doubt. The picture was afterwards shown to a
leading dealer in pictures, as well known in the
Arts for his good judgment as for his high integrity;

and that gentleman at once declared it to be a copy.
Through the assistance of others, the person wfio

copied ray picture was traced, and admitted that
be had made three cojiies of the picture. As every
voice raised, however bumble, assists in all reforma-
tions, I beg to hand you this statement, to be used
as your judgment directs.

Alfred Montague.
Tilchurst, near Ecading, March 22, 1859.

[This is only one out of many instances which come to
our knowledge, seiring to show the soundness of our oft-

repeated advice, that buyers of [lieturos who desire original
works, should go direct to the artist, or should procure
them through some dealer whose respectability is a
guarantee against imposition. It is much to bo regretted
that artists will not take more trouble than they fre-

quently do to expose frauds such as Mr. Montague's' letter

indicates. It is neither just to tlieinsclves, nor honest to
the public, to withhold their ready aid.—

E

d. A.-J.']

ENGRAVINGS IN THE GALLERY OF FLORENCE.
Sin,'—In the article on “ The Drawings of the

Old Masters in the British Museum,” contained in
a recent number of your valuable Journal, you
mention that the rich collection of drawings by the
old masters belonging to the Public Gallery, in
1‘Torenee, is kept in certain small rooms of the
Palazzo Vecchio, inaccessible to the general public,
and charily drawn forth for the inspection of the
privileged few. It may interest some of your
readers to know that this is no longer the case. In
November, 1857, when the writer of these lines was
in Florence, a selection of the choicest of these
exquisite drawings had been framed and glazed,
and arranged on the walls of three rooms in the
Gallery of tbeUffizi. The collection does not com-
prise drawings by ail the European masters, in and
out of preservation, like that of the Louvre, but it

is a very complete school of Florentine art, and the
fine condition of these treasures shows the care with
which they have been kept. In order to copy in
the gallery, a letter of recommendation is necessary
from some Florentine householder to the curator,
which the traveller may obtain from his banker,
and which must state iu which department of the
gallery he wishes to copy. Having obtained this

permission the artist, or amateur, will find every
facility for carrying out his wishes, and the greatest
courtesy in all the officials.

An Amateur.

2 s

MINOll TOPICS OF THE MONTH.

The “Hangers” at the Royal Academy Ibis

year are Messrs. D. Roberts, A. Elmore, and J. II,

Foley.

The Academy E.khibition.—Among the most
remarkable pictures that will appear at the coming
exhibition, there are, by Sir Edwin Landseer, four

;

of which one, twelve feet long, shows a stag pursued
by dogs in the water : the sky presents a rainy effect,

with a rainbow; the second is a girl leading a calf

over the stream—this is the property of the (^ueen

;

the third, entitled “ Jly Own Stric!ceil Deer,” is a 'I

composition full of exquisite poetry ; and the fourth
is a poor terrier wailing patiently the reversion of a
bone which is still a subject of discussion to a

'

mastiff. E. M. Ward, contributes “Marie Antoi-
nette hearing read the Order for her Execution,”
iu every way equal to tlie best of Mr. Ward’s
French series

; this is accompanied by two smaller
works, both single figures

;
Mrs. Ward also exhibits

a picture of much iuterest in subject, and charming
i

as a work of Art. By J. R, Herbert there is a
powerful picture, in which the sister of Lazarus
is represented going early to the tomb of the
Saviour; it is qualified by all the telling points of !

Mr. Herbert’s practice. F. R. Pickersgill sends a I

large picture—a troubadour, a soldier miustrel, !

singing, as in competition for the laurel crown, his
1

1

song of love and war, to a listening tribunal of 1

ladies
;
a work which, iu substance, character, and

!

sentiment, transcends everything that Mr. Pickers-
gill has yet produced. A second picture by him is
“ Samson and Delilah,” from the verse of Milton.
lUillais contributes two pictures: one, “The Nun’s
Grave,” presents two nuns digging a grave, which has
some wouderful points of execution; the other, a
study of apple-trees in bloom. This is the third year,

we believe, that Mr. Hunt has been engaged on his

picture, but it is not yet finished. Frith, in the
contemplation of another large picture, sends oiilv

one work, “A Portrait of Charles Dickens.”
F. Stone contributes three

;
the subject of one is a

boy about, for the first time, to accompany his

father in bis boat to the fisliiug-grouud
;
the others

are “Broken Friendship” and “Too Late,” both
scenes from French coast life. F. Goodall’s picture

is an Italian subject, the material of which be pro-

cured during bis recent visit to Venice. Phillip’s is

“A Lover’s Quarrel,” Spanish, of course. Egg
paints “ Cromwell invoking God’s Assistance before
the Battle of Naseby.” Hook sends four coast

scenes from Clovelly; and E. W. Cooke also four.

There are, moreover, very elaborate works by Solo-

mon, “ The Acquittal by O’Neil, “ The Re'turn

Wyburd, a subject from Undine, &c., &c.
;
and the

quality of those works which we mention, with
numerous others which we know to have been iu

preparation, will, it may be argued, raise the standard
of this exhibition beyond that of preceding years.

The Royal Academy.—To the professorship of

history, in the Royal Academy, vacant by the death
of Jlr. Ilallam, Mr. Grote has been nominated

;
and

the Academy could not have made a more worthy elec-

tion. In the case of Mr. Ilallam the professorship

was not filled, perhaps, according to its strict inter-

pretation
; but Mr. Grote's labours are essentially iu

the field of ancient history. The trusteeship of the

British Museum, also vacant by the death of Mr.
HaUam, is filled also by Mr. Grote. It is a singular

'

circumstance that, belore his decease, Mr. Ilallam
|

expressed a wish that Mr. Grote should be his sue- i

cessor in the trusteeship. !

The Water-Colour Societies are both open.

Their “ opening,” however, took place at too late a

period of the month to enable us to offer any re-

marks on their contents.

'The National Gallery.—Seven pictures have
been added to the National Collection—one by
bequest, tlie others by purchase. The late Miss
Jane Clark, of Regent Street, bequeathed “ The
Blind Beggar,” by Dyclcmans, a living artist, and a

native of the Low Countries. The picture had

been ill the possession of Eedpath, the railway

defaulter, at the sale of whose elFects it is said to

have realized nine hundred aud sixty guineas. It

is a small pictui-c, containing principally a group

of the beggar, au aged man, with a long grey beard,

and his child, a delicate-looking girl. They stand

soliciting alms at a church-porch, within which is
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sccQ a womau praying to a figure of the Virgin, and

at Die same time another woman is about to descend

the steps. In tiicsc days of bright and glowiug iiar-

mouies, the eye is at once struck with the virtuous

abstinence from colour which the artist has made
a cardinal principle in the execution of the picture.

The beggar wears a kind of drab wrapper, and tlie

girl a pale green dress. The heads are painted

with a finish almost ctjual to Denuer; aud through

the nice care with which the glazings have been

conducted, the group comes well forward in the

composition. Tlie beggar’s head is a most success-

ful study, and the whole is extremely pure in

feeling aud sentiment. The other pictures are of

the Italian schools, the best being an “ Infant Christ

in the Lap of the Virgin,” by Jlarco Basaiti, of the

Venetian school, who lived between 1470 and 1520.

The hands of the Vii-gin arc too large; but the whole

of the rest of the work is much beyond its time.

The delicacy with which the head of the Virgiu is

carried out is beyond all praise. The colour, both

of the mother and child, is somewhat mouotouous,

and approaches the foxy-, these arc among the weak-

nesses of the jicriud
;
yet, altogether, the picture will

be esteemed one of the most valuable of its time. The
background is wonderfully true and spirited— a

meadow with cattle in the foreground, and a castel-

lated mansion. There is a portrait of a lady by

Battista Zclotti, who painted between the years

3532 and 1592. It is a life-sized head aud bust,

simple and individual, with the character, but not

the colour, of the school of Titian. The dryness of

the colour is allusive to the fresco practice of this

paiuter, in which he excelled. Some of his best

works were executed in the hall of the Council of

Ten, at Venice. A third is a “ Depositiou in the

Tomb,” by Palmezzano, who pointed between 14SG

and 1537. lie was of the school of Romagna; his

lines ai'c hard and cutting, and his composition

wants what cognoscenti call “repose.” A fourth is

a Virgin and Child by Giambattista Cima da Coiicg-

liano (1492—1517), of the Venetian school. The
Virgin wears a silk bordered kerchief on her head,

aud a I’ed robe, over which is a blue drapery. This

is by no means so graceful a picture as that of

Basaiti, but still it is a remarkable work. Another

is “St. Domcnic, the lustitulor of the Rosary,” a

simple upright figiu'c, by JIarco Zoppo, of the

Bolognese school, who lived between 1471 and

1498. It is very elaborate—complicated as to

composition, but in perfect conditiou. The seventh

is a “St.Trancis in Glory, contemplating a Crucifix”
—a small picture, iu which the figure is standing

relieved by a gold-diapered background, and having

on each side a choir of angels. These are all

valuable historical additions to the collection.

The NationaI; Gallery.—In anticipation of the

removal of the Royal Academy from Trafalgar

Square, Captain P. I'owkes, R.E., whose services

at the Great Exhibition of 1851 must be remem-
bered by all connected with that undertaking, and

who has since been actively engaged at the Museum
at Bromptou, has sketched out plans for so altering

the whole of the building in Trafalgar Square, as to

render it capable of containing three times as many
pictures as at present constitute our national col-

lection, aud at the very moderate cost of thirty-four

thousand pounds. "Wilhout going into the details

of the plan, we may briefly state that he proposes to

raise the floor of the central hall to the level of the

floors of the present picture galleries, so as to form
an uninterrupted line of apartments the whole

length of the building, while sufficient height would
thus be obtained for an enti'ance hall under the addi-

tional gallery which would then be formed, and
which would be entered, from the street, under the

floor of the portico as now existing, the steps on
each side beiug taken away. The lower floor, now
used for various purposes of comparatively little

importance, Captain I'owkes proposes to convert

into rooms for the exhibition of drawings, but they

must have far more light than at present to make
them eligible exhibiting rooms. These would be

entered at once from the entrance hall; and four

staircases—each stair eight feet wide—will lead

from each side of this hall to the upper galleries.

The alterations to the exterior are limited to the

removal of the central and two secondary domes,

aud the substitution for the former of an attic

story, carried over the whole central portion of the

building. Captain Eowkes’s plan seems perfectly

feasible, and, if we arc not to have an entirely new
edifice, is, perhaps, as good as can be had—for the

money
;
aud, in these days of rigid economy of the

public funds, a financial view is one which must

inevitably carry weight vvith it iu propc 'liou to the

reduced rate of charge for work to be done.

Mu. Henry Cole, C.B.—We rejoice to know
that Mr. Cole has returned from Italy, and has

resumed his duties at South Xensington, with re-

stored strength and health. He has not been idle

while at Rome; the Museum of the Department of

Science and Art already bears evidence of his activity.

And there can be no doubt of his having largely

augmented his knowledge and experience, so as to

add materially to his means of advancing the pur-

pose of the Institution over which he presides.

The “ Artists and Amateurs” held their third

conversazione for the season on the 7th of April at

Willis’s Rooms. It attracted— as do all these most

pleasant meetings—a large assembly, of which the

numerical superiority must be claimed by the

ladies. The great room, and a smaller one ad-

joining. were supplied with pictures iu oil aud

w'ater-colours, portfolios of drawings, sketches, aud

photographs. Among the most prominent of these

works we noticed the large finished sketch for

O’Neil’s picture of “ Eastward ho!—August, 1857

a pow'erfiilly painted water-colour drawing, small, of

“Belem Castle, Lisbon,” by C. Stanfield, R.A., and

a charming little coast scene iu oil by the same

painter; a group of a lady and her two children,

admirably painted by E. Goodall, A.R.A.: they re-

present, if we mistake not, his wife and his two

youngest children ; a masterly sketch iu charcoal by

J. D. Harding; a fine drawing by Cattermole of the

“Defence of Latham House by the Countess of

Derby against the Parliamentary Troops in the Civil

Wars;” “Haymaking,” by H. Jutsiim, fresh aud

fragrant; with many others our space will not

permit us to specify.

Ml'Seum of Art, South Kensington.—

A

mong
other additions to this collection, there have been

lately acquired several interesting specimens from

the Museum of the Collegio Romauo. Among these

are three curiously engraved bamboo canes, noticed

iu Murray’s Roman Handbook, the elaborate orna-

ment on one of which dates from the end of the

fifteenth century
;
the subjects on all have reference

to scripture history. There is also a mosaic of a colossal

head of St. Peter, an interesting illustration of an art

little known in this counlry. Some small Florentine

bronzes of good workmanship, and some carved

ivories, are included among the number of speci-

mens. These acquisitions for the Museum were

made by Mr. Cole
;
be also obtained in Italy from

another collection at Rome a very fine signed

example of the majolica of Eorli.

The Bridgewater Gallery has.wc understand,

once more been opened by its noble owner to the

public during the season. Tickets of admission may
be had on application to Mr. Smith, picture-dealer,

New Bond Street.

Mr. Joseph Wyon

—

a nephew, we presume, of

i\iQ. great medallist—has received the appointment

of chief engraver of Her Majesty’s seals. He is,

wc understand, a young artist of much ability; aud

we trust, as we believe, he will “carry on” the

honoiurs of his name.

Artists’ General Benevolent Institution.—The forty-fourth anniversary festival of this cha-

rity was held at the Freemasons’ Tavern, on the

16th of the last month. Viscount Hardingc pre-

sided, aud was supported by a goodly muster of our

leading painters and sculptors. The income of the

society during the past year amounted to £1959,

and the expenditure to £1314, which includes £1075,

distributed iu various sums, as the circumstances

seem to require, to 73 cases of distress; the balance

of £645 is applicable to what is termed the Christ-

mas distribution. Sir Charles Eastlake, in retuvuiug

thanks for the toast of “ The Royal Academy,” took

occasion to express “ liis hope aud expectation that

the new building about to be provided for them
would afford greatly increased accommodation, both

to the public aud to works of Art.” The subscrip-

tions announced during the evening amounted to

upwards of £500. We may be permitted to

remark that the “ Artists’ General Benevolent lu-

slitution ” is one of the best managed charitable

societies with which we are acquainted—it effects a

large amount of good at the very minimum, of cost;

and oil this account, if those who are benevolently

disposed feel no especial sympathy with the destitute

of the profession, it deserves encouragement aud aid

from all who can, and are willing to, assist.

Victoria Cross Gallery.—A series of pictures,

painted by M. Desanges, was opened to the public
;

at the Egyptian Hall, ou the eve of our going to

press ;
we must therefore defer till next month any

detailed notice of them- For the present, it may
suffice to say that these paintings illustrate many of

the actions for which the Victoria Cross has been

awarded.

Public Fountains.

—

The movement that has

arisen iu favour of what are proposed as “ drinking !

fountains,” has at length resolved itself into a

determination that there shall be fountains. AVc <

abstain from canvassing the capabilities of tlic com- ’

mittecs and sub-committees who shall be appointed '

to carry out these works. There will be, as there

ever has been, the same nmount of intrigue that

besets all public commissions. Each member of

committee accepts oflicc only with the view of for-

wardiug the interests of some promising tyro, and
thus to enterprising incapacity the public advantage

is too frequently sacrificed. Public fountains have

at all times been regarded as among the most
fitting objects for the exercise of artistic taste and

skill
;
but numerous thongb they be in the public

place.s, and even the nooks of the cities of Europe,

and how famous soever be the names wherewith

they are associated, the failures as Art-productions

are more numerous than the successes. What wc
would observe aneat this idea is, that some attempt i

should be made to render as ornamental as possible

those fountains which may be allotted to our most

public tlioroughfares. 'The paterm and jets in Tra-

falgar Square are a standing reproach; the twisted

fish make the most of their Mlowaucc of water,

but, after all, there is not even enough in nsum
delphiiiorum. Fountains are by no means among
the most practicable of those things which to artists

are veritable asses’ bridges. Allegory and mytho-

logy are the sources to which the Italian artists

have generally addrcs.sed themselves for ideas.

Among the best exceptions is the famous Slave

Fountain ;
and whatever may be our own essays in

this diiectiou, we trust mythology will be entirely

excluded, and that even to sane allegory something

historical will be preferred. Take a given conti-
;

neutal city where the best Art has been fostered—
say Florence

;
there is the Neptune Fountain in the

Piazza del Granduca, by Ammanati, a work of

small account : there is the Bargello Fountain, only

interesting on account of the Greek sarcophagus
(

which forms its basin; but then there is the h

Centaur Fountain, an admirable work by Gian ^

Bologna: then there is the Boar Fountain in the

Mercato Nuovo—but the boar is copied from the

Greek, and, with all its rare merits, we have never

beeu able to consider it an appropriate ornament for
'

a fountain. Then there are those of Santa Croce,

S. Spirito, &c., none of which we remember as at
!

all worthy of the first school of modern Art. Let

us turn to Nuremberg, the very antipodes of every-

thing Italian
;
there is the marvellous fountaiu iu

the Hauptmarkt, by the Ruppreebts aud Sebon-

hofer
;
then there is the famous Gansemannehen,

and the Fountain of the Virtues in the Lorciizplatz.

Tliese are all of iron, and wc mention them as

being of a style iu everything distinct from mytho-
logy and allegory, and do not hesitate to propose that

in order to avoid the humiliating errors into which

we have fallen in other things, that before the de-

signs of these w'orks are selected, engravings be

procured of the best of tbe Italian and German
fountains, not for tbe purpose of copying, but for

the sake of suggestion. i

Street-Lamp Advertisements.—Some of the

metropolitan parishes are, we bear, entertaining 1

proposals for using the street-lamps for advertising

the goods of tradesmen, such advertisements being,

of course, written or painted on the glass; the idea :

is an abominable outrage upon taste, and ought to

be scouted by eveiy decent “ parish board.” There

is not a city or town on the Continent where such

an enormity w'ould be permitted, aud foreigners,

should they ever have the opportunity of witnessing

a sight of this kind, will have just reason for apply-

ing to us the remark of Napoleon I., that “England

is a ualion of shopkeepers,” implying thereby that

we have not a thought of anything which does not
|
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involve a trading advantage. A lucinbcr of the

‘‘board'* of ClcrkenwcU parish, spoke sensibly, wliea

the matter was brought under consideration there.

Ho said:
—“The plan would interfere with the

])ublic light, and, perhaps, one of the members of

that body—an undertaker—would be likely to cover

a large part of the street-lamps with mourning
roaches, and other funeral devices; ancdlicr member
would cover the glazing with pots and pans; and
that others in various ways would avail themselves

of this meaus of directing attentiou to the pecu-

liarities of their trades. It was also said that

ClcrkenwcU had been called the ‘ prison parish,’

and that it was to be feared if this suggestion was
cairiud out, it would he called the ‘ advertising

parish,’ and that it w'ould not be right to let out

the public property for the pm-])osc of personal

advertising.” Under what order, it may be asked,

would Mr. Kiiskin class a lamp thus decorated, if

ever he publishes a new edition of T/ie Lamps of
Architecture ? One would suppose the absurdity

of the project would suffice to crush it in the bud

;

but if not, we trust the public voice, speaking iu the

name of public taste, will at once anuibilatc it.

Thic New Royal Academy Ruilding.— A
contemporary stales, but upon hearsay only, that

Sir Charles Barry is named the architect of the

projected edifice iu Biirlington Gardens, and that

Messrs. Barry and Banks arc to be the architects

of the adjoining “ Palace of Science.”

Tue Picture by Vander Were, stolen some
months since from the Amsterdam Gallery, has

been found in London, by the vigilance of our
])iilice, and restored to its rightful owners. It w'as

discovered iu the possession of some Preuchmen of

questionable character, residing at the east eud
of the town. Lord Suffolk’s pictures, feloniously

taken from his lordship’s mansion, near Malmes-
bury, in 1850, were also recovered by the aid of

the police, after a lapse of many mouths. The
value of the Vauder "Werf painting is said to

be £2000.
The Muswell Hill Crystal Palace.—The

directors of this projected edifice have, through
Mr. J. Masterman, made an offer to the council

of the Artists’ Beuevoleut Institution, of five acres

of freehold land, out of the space secured for the

palace, for the purpose of erecting an “Artists’

College,” as a liome for members of the profession

who may, unfortunately, have fallen into reduced

cireum8tauee.s. This liberal offer has, however,
been declined by the council, after a full discussion

of the subject; the resoluliou agreed to, states,

—

“ That, with the iuformatiou before the meeting, it

is not expedient to proceed further with the ques-

tion.” The Critic observes, with reference to this

decision, “ that it appears the result of consultiug

Ike other artistic bodies on the subject has beeu a

reply favourable to the plan from the New Water-
Colour Society and the Artists’ Amicable Pnud, but
the other societies have, signified either disapproval

or iudiffereuce.” Will the artists of Great Britain

ever be seen uniting as one body for their mutual
interests ? We fear not.

The Crystal Palace Art-Union.—At a recent

visit paid by tlie Queen to the Crystal Palace, her
[Majesty graciously permitted her name to be placed on
the list of subscribers to the Art-Union, and selected

the following works from those which the committee
have purchased for subscribers :—A statuette of

Gibson’s “ Nymph at the Bath,” one each of ('alder

Marshall’s small busts of “Ophelia” and “ Mirauda,”
and two Etruscan vases, by Messrs. Battain. The
prices afliscd to these works amount to liftceu

guineas, consequcutly, her Majesty is a subscriber

for fifteen shares.

The Loud Mayor gave a brilliant “ evening ”

on the loth April to artists, men of letters, and
citizens, the immediate purpose being the illustra-

tion of Art-progress in photography. Seven or
eight hundred ladies and genllenieu were present.

Waverley Novels.—Messrs. A. and C. Black,

of Edinburgh, announce a new edition of the

Waverley Novels, iu cheap monthly volumes, the

first of which will appear early in the present mouth.
It will be abundantly illustrated with steel engrav-
ings aud woodcuts, and, from the specimen pages
that have been shown us, a portable and carefidly

got up edition of these ever popular books will be
offered to the public.

REVIEWS.

The OxroTiD Museum. By Henry W. Aclanu,
M.U., Regius Professor of Medicine, and John
Ruskin, jil.A., Honorary Students of Christ
Church. Published by Smith, Elder & Co.,

London; J. H. and J. Parker, Oxford.

This is a small volume, containing the substance
of a lecture, delivered to the Architectural Societies
of 0-xfoid by Hr. Acland, having reference to

the new Museum in that seat of learning, now in
the course of erection from the designs of the archi-
tects, Sir Thomas Deane and Mr. Woodward, The
learned professor touches but slightly on the Art
of the building, but, in the course of his remarks,
here and there introduces an observation which
shows how completely his mind is imbued with the
essential requisites of good architectural Art

;
and

be expresses a hope, to which we have frequently
given utterance in our pages, that “ the time draws
nigh when the professional staff of Oxford will in-

clude a Professor of Art.” One passage towards the
end of his address we cannot forbear from quoting,
as evidence that zealous, faithful, and honest men
are at work, head and hand, on an edifice which
will, when completed, be ranked among the glories

of Oxford :
—“ While this building has been in pro-

gress, we have not been wholly unmindful of the
hardy bands that worked for its erection. Alas!
we can do little for each other, to ease the daily

toil, and sweeten the hard-earned bread. But with
the laying of ihe fouiidatiou-stone we also erected
a humble mess-room by its side, where the work-
men have daily met for their stated meals

;
have

begun each day with simple prayer from willing
hearts ; have Lad various volumes placed for their
use, and have received frequent instruction and aid
from the chief oflicer in the building, Mr. Bramwell,
our clerk of the works. The temper of the archi-
tect has reached the men. In their work they have
had pleasure. The capitals are partly designed by
the men themselves;”—and we may here notice
that some of these capitals present novelties in de-
sign

;
one, for example, engraved as a frontispiece

to the book, is copied from British ferns, and very
elegant it looks, on paper at least; but we should
fear that if the pillar be lofty, the details of the
ornament, which constitute its beauty, would be
almost lost;— “and especially by the family of
O’Shea, w’ho bring wit and alacrity from the Eme-
rald Isle to their cheerful task. The carvings of
the capitals and the decoration of the windows,
limited, very limited, as our means have been, have
raised ever-living interest; and as strangers walk
in the streets, ever and anon they hear the theme
discussed by the workers who pass by.” An under-
tukiug thus commenced and carried on can scarcely
fail to realize all that its most B.anguiue supporters
desire to see it.

Pollowing in the wake of Dr. Acland’s lecture
are two letters from Mr. Ruskin to his friend, the
professor, bearing on the subject of the edifice. It
is quite impossible for Mr. Ruskin to write upon
Art of any kind without speaking some truths, or
delighting us with the charms of his eloquence.
Here, therefore, we meet with many passages com-
bining one or other—aud, in some, both—of these
qualities, and which we earnestly wish were on-
graven on the hearts and understandings of our
countrymen. One or two of these must find admit-
tance into our pages. Speaking of the patronage
given to a certain class of Art-works, he says :

—

“ The paintings by Meissonier in the Erench
Exhibition of this year (1858), were bought, I be-
lieve, before the exfiibitiou opened, for 250 guineas
each. They each represented one figure, about six
inches high—one, a student reading

;
the other, a

courtier standing in a dress-coat. Neither of these
paintings conveyed any information, or produced
any emotion whatever, except that of surprise at
their minute and de.xtrous execution. They will
be placed by their possessors on tiie walls of small
private apartments, where they %vill probably, once
or twice a-week, form the subject of five minutes’
conversation while people drink their coft'ee after
dinner. The sum expended on these toys would
have been amply sufficient to covlm- a large build-
ing with noble frescoes, appealing to every passer-
by, and representing a large portion of the history
of any given period. But the general tendency of
the European patrons of Art is to grudge all sums
spent in a way thus calculated to confer benefit on
the public, and to grudge none for minute treasures,
of which the principal advantage is that a lock and
key can always render them invisible. I have no
hesitation in saying that an acquisitive selfishness,
rejoicing somewhat in the sensation of possessing
what can nut bo seen by oiliers, is at the root of
this Art-patronage. It is, of course, coupled with
a sense of securer and more convenient investment
in what may be easily protected and easily carried

from place to place, than in large and immovable
works

;
aud also with a vulgar delight in the minute

curiosities of productive Art, rather than in the
exercise of inventive genius, or the expression of
great facts or emotions.”
Who can doubt the truth of these observations ?

and what is the remedy for the evil complained of ?

Clearly none, till men feel a cosmopolilan love of
Art, 80 to speak, and learn to merge their own in-
terests in it in those higher interests which include
the gratification and profit of the multitude.

Again, what truth and eloquence are combined
in the following passage, where Mr. Ruskin pleads
for the combining of portrait sculpture with archi-
tecture

;
as, for example, in a door-way ;

—

“ AVe never seem to know at present where to

put such statues. In the midst of the blighted
trees of desolate squares, or at the crossings of con-
fused streets, or balanced on the pinnacles of pillars,

or riding across tlie tops of triumphal arciu's, or
blocking up the aisles of cathedrals, in none of these
positions, I think, does the portrait statue answer

I

Its purpose. It may be a question whether the

I

erection of such statues is honourable to the ercc-

1
tots, but assuredly it is not honourable to the per-

i
sons whom it pretends to commemorate; nor is it

I

anywise master of exultation to a man who has
!
deserved well of his country to reflect that bis

i

effigy may one day encumber a crossing, or disfigure
a park gate. But there is no man of worth or

heart who would not feel it a high and priceless

I

reward that his statue should bo placed where it
' might remind the youth of England of what had
I
been exemplary in his life, or useful in his labours,

i
and might be regarded with no empty reverence,

' no fruitless pensiveneas, but with the emulative,
eager, unstinled passionateness of honour, which
youth pays to the dead leaders of the cause it loves,

or discoverers of the light by which it lives. To be
buried under weight of marble, or with splendour
of ceremonial, is still no more than burial; but to

be remembered daily, with profitable tenderness, by
the aotivest intelligences of the nation we have
served, and to have power granted even to the sha-
dows of the poor features, sunk into dust, still to

warn, to animate, to command, as the father’s brow
rules and exalts the toil of his children,—this is

not burial, but immortality.”
"We could multiply extracts of like import, but

must forbear, trusting that we have shown enough
to induce our readers to look into this little book
for themselves, and to uphold Mr. Ruskin’s charac-
ter for integrity of purpose in his dealings with
Art, however much we may sometimes differ from
him as to the direction in which he would carry us.

Indian Scenes and Characters : Sketched from
Life. By I^rince Alexis Soltykufi'. Edited
by Edward B. EASxwjCKr F.Il.S., E.S.A.
Published by Smith, Elder, & Co. London.

The value of these sketches must be estimated
more by their presumed accuracy than by their

artistic excellences. No one who looks at them
would, we imagine, doubt the truth of the observa-
tions made in the preface, that “ the publishers
think it right, in order to ensure a just appreciation
of the work, to mention that it contains nothing
which is not an exact and faithful representation of
nature. Indeed, these delineations may be said to

possess almost the accuracy of photographs.” The
book is a large folio volume, containing sixteen

lithographic illustrations, selected from most of the
great provinces of India. The artist, we presume,
is a Russian nobleman, who, while travelling in the
East, h-as employed Lis pencil in delineating some
of the most striking incidents, places, and people,
that came under his notice. Thus be has sketched
a group of the half-naked fishers on the Coromandel
coast; was present at the festival of the goddess
Dourga, at Calcutta, the tutelary goddess of the

city, when, as we are told, the wcMlhy Hindu gen-
tlemen of Calcutta decorate and light up their

houses, and dancing aud singing are the amusement
of all classes of the natives. The “ Harem Car-
riage of the King of Delhi,” drawn by a pair of

gracefully-shaped bulls, caparisoned, is a strange-

looking vehicle, but, with the figures introduced by
the artist, the whole makes a not inelegant picture.

Next follows a full-length sitting portrait of Maha-
raja Hindu Rao Bahadur, a Muratha prince of the

Scindiu family, resident at Delhi, and very popular

with Europeans during the time that Lord Har-
dinge was Governor-General. A group of “ Moun-
taineers of the Himalaya” show.s much of the

European character in the phvsiogouomy of these

people. “ Hunting leopards belonging to the Rajah
of Bliurtporc,” waiting in the garden of his high-
ness to be set free for the chase, is a picturesque

subject, with all its attendant paraphernalia of

oxen, carts, drivers, «Scc., backed by masses of foli-

age of the tufted mangolias. A “Cavalcade of
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Silch Ciiieftaiiis,” some mounted on elephants, ex-

hibits a magnificent array of these brave warriors,

Buuh as we are accustomed to read of in eastern

tales, or the histories of Bajazet or Solyman. The
next plate also represents Sikh Chieftains—two,

well mounted and heavily armed, looking, with
their attendant squires running by their side, as if

starling forth to sonic knightlv encounter on a
“ Field of the Cloth of Gold.” ^The portrait of the

Maharaja of Gwalior, with his attendants, is inte-

resting, as it represents one whose name has become
known and respected in England, for his devotion
to our cause in the late Indian rebellion, notwith-

standing the defection of his own followers. He is

represented as a very slight and delicately-framed

young man, and without much intellectual charac-

ter or expression. ‘‘The Palace at Jaypore ” is a

rich Moorish-looking edifice, one story only in

height, surmounted with open turrets of varied

forms. The remaining subjects are—“ A Fakeerof
Rajpootana,” “ Fakeers of Malwah,” “Arab and
Negro in the Service of the Rajah of Baroda,”
“ House and Gardens at Bombay, ’ a scene suited

to an Arabian Night's tale, and a “ Dance of Nautch
Girls,” whose attitudes would undoubtedly never
seduce an European sculptor into using them as

'

examples for study : anything more ungraceful one
cannot imagine.

Prince Soltykoff’s sketches are amusing and in-

teresting, so far as almost everything that concerns
British India has of late become interesting to us

at home
;
yet they show very little that previous

artists have not already brought before us, and
*

oftentimes with a higher artistic character. We
must remember, however, that nobles, though they
frequently are liberal patrons of Art, are seldom
first-rate artists : the Russian prince is quite en-
titled to take his place with the best of them.

The Night Side of London.—Hebe and There
IN London,—The London Pulpit. By J.

Ewing Ritchie, Esq. Published by Williaji
Tweedie, London.

We have placed these three works together, because

they are by the same author, and bear upon each
other. We consider the “ Night Side of London ”

the most valuable of the three, as it shows us the

wretched groundwork of that “ aocialevil” of which
so much has been said, and for which, after all, so

little has been done. The monster evil—the great

“sin-master” of the British Islands, is Intempk-
RANCB,—this is the determined foe to our moral
and material improvement. The great Tf,mperance
Movement began with the lower orders, but it as-

cended rapidly; and, while “gentlemen” would
now be ashamed to be seen “ drunk,” they take but

little pains to prevent the drunkenness of the poor.

If it be the one luxury of the latter, it is a luxury
for which they pay dearly, aud which consigns them,
after struggling lives, to nameless graves. Mr.
Ritchie lays bare the haunts and temples of “ fast

men ” and miserable women, and draws his deduc-

tions with strength and earnestness
;
but we would

impress upon him, and upon all who desire to benefit

the lower “middle class” as well as the poor, that

there must be relaxation for the worker
;
the great

question is, how is that relaxation to be obtained,

and in what should it consist ? Our climate cannot
be depended upon for the enjoyment of the cup of

coffee and the out-door music that content our con-

tinental neighbours, but why should not the Tem-
perance advocates provide attractive and yet ra-

tional amusement? We do not mean teachings,

but what produces the cheerfulness that lightens

toil, and sends forth the worker with renewed
spirit. Certainly there should be some counter-
attraction of a harmless kind to keep the poor from
the pot-house. Evening bands, in the summer, in

the parks might do a great deal
;
and, when the

weather did not permit, in the Temperance Halls.

The legislature should remember that a disjointed

state must spring from the congregated impurities of

onr population, if not checked, and turned into diffe-

rent currents from those which it is now loathsome
to think of. The “Night Side of London” deserves

a place upon the table of every thinker in England.
“Here and There in London” bears evidence of

the same train of thought and feeling, though the

subject does not call them forth in their strength.

Indeed, this volume shows the author’s weakness,
for, mingled with much curious aud interesting

matter, and still more that is right and holy, is a

narrow-minded bitterness against our Established
Church, that we note with deep regret. This is

especially manifested in the observations upon the
preachings in St. Paul’s Cathedral. How sadly are
some tempted to forget that “ Paul may plant, and
Apollos water, but God giveth the increase,” in-

crease to the labours of both. Yet still Paul must
plant, and Apollos must water, and can they not do
so in brotherly peace and love ?

“The London Pulpit”— the last of the three

upon our table—is an eloquent and valuable hand-
book to all who desire to know where they can best

go to worship and to hear, in accordance with their

peculiar Christian creed or desire. It contains a

vast amount of information, and many opinions and
criticisms, in some of which we do, and in others

we do not, agree. Facts as to the preacher's early

and actual life are difficult to gather ; we found a

mistake in the biographical portion of the first

sketch,—the Rev. J. C. M. Beliew is not an Irish-

man. And here, again, Sir. Ritchie has a fling at

the Established Church. Happily, assertion is no
proof

;
but we should like to know how Sir. Ritchie

would prove that “Irish Protestants have little to

complain of,—their history is written in the tears

and blood of millions whom they hare wronged for

ages!” This is strong language, and is given with-

out a shade of reason for its support.

Six Yeahs’ Travels in Russia. By an English

Lady. 2 vols. Published by Hurst and
Blackett, London.

English ladies do now what it would have been im-
possible to do a few years ago. The “freedom of

the rail,” even when it does not extend be} ond our

every-day boundaries of France, Germany, portions

of Italy and Spain, has nevertheless revolutionised

the roadways of the world, and the proprietors of

inns and horses are obliged, by their own interests,

to provide very differently for travellers than they

used to do in those “ good old limes,” which are

now happily matter of history. This particular

“lady” must be a charming travelling companion,

as ready to endure as to enjoy; abounding with the

ready sympathy that woos all who come within

its influence to affection, and abates the sufferings

of others without greatly increasing our own. We
know very little of our great northern neighbours,

after reading these volumes, we are certainly

disposed to embrace the Russ, and bestow upon
him (<^f#rhis bath) the kiss of peace. We some-

times Iiave felt that our fair traveller is almost too

anxious to steep everything in \kiax coulcur dc rose

which is a lady’s privilege
;

but she accords, in

general, good sound reasons for her praise, and also

gives us nearly as much pleasure as she received.

The style of her writing is firm, and fresh, aud

genial, while her remarks are sufficiently con-

densed. She deals with facta rather than with

opinions, and never seeks to shield herself beneath

the banner of impartiality. She feels an affec-

tion for the people among whom she lived for

six years, aud not having a large perception of

the ridiculous, she does not perhaps perceive their

foibles, or, if she does, she desires rather to conceal

than to display. Her book would be more popular

with the million if the contrary had been the case,

and we should have got more strictly at the founda-

tion of the social evils that exist, under different

aspects, in every state
;
but our “lady” does her

best, not her tcorst, for the Russians, and for this

they ought to be grateful. The volumes are indeed

full of useful, as well as of interesting, and even

entertaining, matter, written in a pleasant style,

abounding in illustrative anecdote, and bearing

evidence throughout of an observant, yet a generous,

nature.

The Bouquet or Beauty. Engraved by H.
Rohinson, from the picture by C. Baxter.
Published by T. McLean, London.

A fanciful title given to a group of three girls, “ not
ow’er young to marry yet,” but each of whom, it

may be presumed, would make a loving, as she

certainly would be a lovely, wife. There is a little

too much of operatic character in the manner in

which the artist has “composed” them, yet the

grouping, with the graceful arrangement of the

dresses and the nosegays, is rich and tasteful. The
engraving can scarcely fail to be popular, for the

subject recommends it, and Mr. Robinson’s free aud
delicate burin gives additional value to the painter’s

elegant design : the shadowed tone on the face of

the gipsey-looking maiden is most skilfully managed
in its transparency, and contrasts admirably with

the sunlight on the countenances of the others.

Evenings at the Microscofe; or, Researches

among the Jlinuter Organs and Forma of Ani-
mal Life. By P. fl. Gosse, F.R.S. Published

by the Society for Promoting Christian Know-
ledge, London.

All that Mr. Gosso has hitherto done in the way of

authorship has been well done, and this, the latest

of his works, affords no exception to the rule. The
field of investigation opened up by the art of the

optician is so vast, that no limits can be assigned to

it: all which the most active inquirer can do is to

glean a few scattered fragments that lie in his way
as he moves along the path, of nature. Mr. Gosse
does not profess to do move

;
he says he “has swept

rapidly across the vast field of marvels, snatching
up a gem here and there, and culling one and
another of the brilliant blossoms of this flowery
region, to weave a specimen chaplet, a sample coro-

nal, which may tell of the good things behind.”
As the title of his book indicates, the investigations

arc restricted to zoological subjects, and such as

are, for the most part, within the reach of all who
have access to the sea-side or hedge-rows; and the
descriptions are given in language as familiar and
untechuical as the nature of the subject permits

;

for it must not be forgotten that the study of the
world of nature is a science, not a mere amusement
to wile away idle hours, and that, even with the
aid of the microscope, which enlightens so much of
our mental darkness, it must be approached as a
work of labour, requiring thought and assiduity;
it will soon become a labour of love. Among the
numerous books which have been written to assist
the young student in his researches, w'e know of
none that may be more useful to him than this. It

is illustrated with a large number of woodcuts of
subjects drawn directly from the microscope.

The Laws of Contrast of Colour, and their
Afplication to the Arts. By M. E. Chev-
REUL, Director of the Dye Works of the
Gobelins, &c. &c. Translated from the French
by John Spanton. New Edition, with Illus-

trations printed in Colours. Published by
Routledge & Co., London.

In the number of the Art-Journal for September,
1S54, there appeared a brief notice of M. Chevreul’s
valuable book on colour, as translated by Mr.
Martel; and in the following month our able con-
tributor, Mr. Robert Hunt, made it the subject of
one of his valuable articles. After these notices it

is quite unnecessary for us to go over the same
ground again, for although Mr. Spantou’s transla-

tion differs from that of Mr. Martel’s, it is only in

the form of expression
;

each alike contains the
sense of the original. Iji reviewing the former
edition, we spoke very strongly of the omission of

the coloured diagrams appended to the French
work, remarking that without these the book was
nearly useless : the omission has been supplied in
ibis new edition, and the value of the diagrams
will be sufficiently apparent to all who consult the
work; and it is within the reach of the thousands
occupied in professions and trades where a thorough
knowledge of the laws of colour is indispensable,

for it is small in size, and published at a very
moderate price.

The "Wild Flowers of England. By the Rev.
Robert Tvas, M.A., F.R.B.S. 'With Twelve
Highly Coloured Groups of Flowers, by James
Andrf.ws, F.H.S. Published by Houlston
and Wright, London.

This is one of the most charming “ companionable”
volumes we have seen for “ many a long day it

is a literary houqitci of beauty and fragrance, fresh

from our bills, our lanes, our woods, our river-

banks. We might quote page after page, with
advantage to our readers, if we had space

;

even then we should do but half justice— give
but half pleasure

;
for where would be the

flower groups that add such richness and va-

riety to the whole ? This gathering of wild
flowers is especially fitted for the baud of the
country clergyman, and Mr. 'Tyas has done his

spiriting lovingly, with heart as well as pen, and
with head as well as heart. His love for the poetry

of nature has not impaired his zeal for the history

of the flowers he delights to honour, and the pretty

book contains sufficient information to satisfy a

moderate botanist. Mr. Andrews’s illustrations arc

faithful in colour and in drawing; we anticipate

many a stroll through the lovely lanes of our
favourite county with this book as our companion.

LiGitT and Shade. Engraved by Henry Cousens,
from the Picture by J. Sant. Published by
Graves & Co., London.

The pictures of Mr. Sant are always charming;
there are few artists who so entirely reach the

heart, and that by no straining after effect, but simply
by a jiure love of the beautiful in nature and the

true in Art. This is a most agreeable print: it

portrays two lovely girls, one -solemn, the other

joyous
;
one literally in shade, the other sparkling

with light—the light of a happy heart as well as

under a ray of a morning sun. The print is

small, and has been very skilfully engraved by

Mr. Cousens ; it is a pleasant subject to look upon,

and cannot be too often in the mind and before

the eye.
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^ HE question as to whetber

that which is called Pre-

Raffaellism has led to the

exactitude that has now
for some time eharactcr-

ized the drawing of our

school, or the precision

of which even twenty years ago
^

there existed admirable instances

in the works of artists who have lived

to see the triumph of their principles,

it is not necessary to determine here.

J'" The result, however, undoubtedly is, that

' the precisians arc “ masters of tlie situa-

tion.” Indifferent as is the exhibition of this

year, look where we may on these walls, there

remain but two or three works—sketchy tradi-

tions of the infancy of the present century

—

that profess “ spirited touch ” to be the all in all.

Tims the collection is preponderant in exam-

ples of manner wherein great exertion of labour

has been directed towards the realization of

minute detail, and, in innumerable instances,

without the slightest feeling for elTect, or

even roundness. The platitude of surface

and unwholesome breadth which so frequently

accompany sharp and linear drawing, are oi-

fensive to taste of even the least refine-

ment
;
for there are certain canons which must

regulate the production of good Art
;

and

when we find works that have been executed

in obedience to these, combining at tlie same

time exactitude of form, the result must

be a quality which was not common to our

school in the first quarter of the present cen-

tury. Imitation of form is carried to a scrupu-

lous extreme, and it is left to genius to clis-

cover the golden mean, of which we may say,

that although there arc no ambitious instances,

the collection is not without worthy examples.

It is not necessary to inquire whence the bene-

fit has arisen,—the drawing and painting of

our school has of late years improved, inso-

much that the manner of the Ereuch,

once considered minutely definite, is now re-

garded as unsatisfactorily loose. This seve-

rity of practice is shown principally in the

works of non-acadcmical exhibitors, whose

productions excite great public interest, and

some of which ai'e models of beauty and power.

We shall yet for years to come observe on

the walls of the Academy the negative in-

fluence of the slowly progressive decorations of

the Houses of Parliament. The best figure

painters of tlie body academic arc subsidized

for the most precious years of their lives.

When Maclise, Herbert, Ward, Dyce, mingle

fitfully in the throng, tbeir writing on the walls

of the citadel of Art has not the grand decla-

matory force with which we know they have

the power to move our sympathies. We are told

to search the Houses of Parliament. We do,

and find tlieir essays hidden in lobbies, cliambei’s,

and corridors— sacrificed to inexorable archi-

tecture and uncompromising stained glass.

The palace at Westminster will be the wailing

place of many of the best works of our day.

When these painters are in tlieir places on the

walls of the Academy, their presence is apolo-

getic : they exhibit some diversion of their

leisure hours, and thus do no more, from time

to time, than make “signs.”

‘\\'ard concludes the misfortunes of the royal

family of Prance by the act of accusation of

Marie Antoinette. 'Herbert exhibits a single

figure—Mary Magdalen. Dyce paints ‘Content-

ment’—an aged ferryman
;
and Maclise a grace-

ful trifle from Jloore’s Irish j\Iclodies. And
these must be received in the stead of pictures

of nobler purpose, such as we might have had

if the artists we name were not employed for

the Houses of Parliament. The pictures ex-

hibited by Sir Edwin Landseer fail to maintain

the impressions which have been made by those

that have gone before, although of tlie four

there is one that no other hand can equal.

And even while we w'rite, we receive the sad

intelligence that the profession lias lost one

of its most acconqflished members
;
one whose

w'orks—conceptions of refined and elegant taste

—have ever, during his long and brilliant career,

been sources of pleasure to the public,—wc
mean Mr. Leslie, to whose memory a fitting

tribute is paid elsewhere in our pages. By
this eminent artist there are two pictures. The
works of P. 11. Pickersgill are more earnestly

historical than any that have preceded them;

and Egg’s ‘ Cromwell at Naseby ’ is an ori-

ginal idea, that has sulTcred somewhat in a

perhaps hasty execution. Horsley’s ‘ Milton ’

13 one of the most charming productions of its

class
;
and in Prederick Goodall’s ‘ Pelice Bal-

larin’ we see re-productions of the men that

sat to the worthies of the Yenetian school.

Phillip’s picture is a work of great power and

perfect accuracy, as descriptive of national

costume and character. Prith exhibits only a

portrait,—he is gatliering material for anotlier

well-peopled canvas. ]\lulready has enfeebled

his small picture by painting a naked child in

it
;

for, beautifully as lie draws the nude,

he does not colour it well. Stanfield, Roberts,

Redgrave, Lee, and Creswick, contribute sub-

jects in their respective departments, as do

some others ;
and a certain number do not this

year appear as contributors.

Millais’ figures of this year falsify the

position he has so rashly striven to vindicate.

Of them there can be no other interpretation

than that they are a painful recantation of the

principles to which it was the creed of his fol-

lowers that w'C must all subscribe at last. His

pictures are placed on the line because he lias

Dcen received into the associateship of the

Academy
;
but it cannot be believed that such

works coiUd otherwise have procured him that

distinction, nor can it be supposed tbey will

ever raise him to full membership. But
where are the demonstrations of those who
have been so boastful of tlieir “Pre-Raffaellite”

heresy ? Wc meet liere and there with figures

by ones and twos—all essence—shivering in

their ecstatic meagreness,—mendicants rather

than saints,—craving your charity rather than

praying God’s blessing. The charity with

wliich the “hangers” have regarded the essays

of lesser professors of the faith should not

have been denied to the works of Mr. Millais,

—he sutlers an irreparable injury by the too

conspicuous exposure of his pictures. They
will oe remembered when all else he has done

is forgotten.

The works of our rising school are legion

even in the exhibition, and there must have

been a tliousand rejected. All these evince a

certain pretension in mechanical power, and _a

portion of tliem are the results of poetic senti-

ment
;
but a multitude show that their authors

construe originality as the selection of a bald

passage from some eccentric poem, and the

following it out in all its maudlin affectation.

It must be admitted that tlie exhibition of

1S59 is below the average : we do not complain

that there is no one picture of universal interest

and attraction—that is an advantage; but it is

subject for reflection and regret that we fail to

obtain evidence of marked advance in any of

the leaders of our school, while we seek in vain

for new candidates whose productions give

assurance that they are destined to fill the

places which Time is now frequently rendering

vacant. We do not find proofs that the men
of mark who are aged, or who have gone from

ns, are to be replaced by others as likely to

uphold the fame of our nation.

Yet a grand future is before us, if we can

greatly meet it. All the disadvantages by which

the Royal Academy has been encumbered, all the

obstacles that impede its progress, all the difli-

cultieSj real or presumed, that liavc been the

excuses of its members for doing on/?/ what
they have done to foster and strengthen British

Art', are in due course of removal
;
and the

question is, or soon will be, shall we be in a

condition to prove that the evils of which wc
have been so long and so energetically com-

plaining arc really those that embarrass Art in

England, and that if relieved from them, our

powers would be better seen and appreciated,

and our glories be more unf[Ucstionably mani-

fest ? We confess to some dread of the issue,

when a new palace of modern Art is found in

Piccadilly, and we have failed to attribute our

failures and “shortcomings” to limited space,

and so forth, in Trafalgar Square.

Possibly, as we grow older, our memories

may revert to the past with too much of old

love : but we confess our liearts are sad as we
call to mind the exhibitions at Somerset House,

in rooms far more circumscribed than are those

at the National Gallery, when Mulready, Leslie,

Eastlake, Landseer, Stanfield, and Roberts,

were in their prime, and Turner, Hilton, Wil-

kie, Callcotl, Lawrence, Constable, and others

almost as note-worthy, were the contributors

by whom the walls were furnished. It is, how-

ever, wiser to hope than to despond, and it is

certain that what is called our “rising school”

has many excellences, and gives much good

promise, although not in force suflicient to

make us forget our glories, as they were ex-

hibited, year after year, before Millais painted

and Rnskin wrote.

We proceed to review the collection. Al-

tliougb, as heretofore, wc devote considerable

space to the great Art-topic of the yeai-, we
have now, as ever, to regret that wc shall be

compelled to limit our notices to comparatively

few words of comment. Por many good works

we have had to search far above “ the line,”

and as much below it as possible. “ The
bangers” are certainly not to be envied; but

there are cases on these walls so flagrant that

to attribute them to ignorance—to the inability

to distinguish merit from mediocrity—would

be wrongfully to accuse “the three.” Is this

power to give heart-pangs—to blight hopes

and ruin prospects—to continue always ? We
have the means of judging when obvious in-

justice has been eoiiimitted in reference to

pictures that are placed, but we can do little

more than guess at the melancholy results as

regards the works of artists who have been

rejected altogether! We should startle, as

well as pain, our readers, if wc were to explain

some of the cases that have been submitted to

us,—of pictures by jiaiuters who have earned

fame, to whom “admissions” seem unaccount-

able impossibilities.

t.

K-V
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No. 8. ‘The Village Bridge,’ T. Creswick,
H.A. The bridge is a picturesque object, aud
in the picture there is a reminiscence of the

artist’s earlier faith—minus the freshness of ex-

pression. The copal is too evident in the touch

;

aud in matters more important, the work is but
a reminder of what the painter has done.

No. 9. ‘Grace Harvey’s Visit to the Sick
Girl,’ W. Gale. The subject, we arc told, is

found in Kingsley’s “ Two Years Ago but the
incident speaks so distinctly for itself, and is so

commonplace, that it were by no means neces-
sary to go so far for such material. The two
figures are most delicately executed, aud the

room in which the interview takes place is

minutely described
; but the curtain at the

window comes too forward.

No. 15. ‘The Vale of Best,’ J. E. Millais,
A. The friends of Pre-Baffaellite art are en-

tirely at a loss to divine into what the pro-

fessions of their proU^cs will finaUy be re-

solved. The composition to which the title

attaches is somewhat large : it contains two
figures, both nuns

;
one is digging a grave,

wdiile the other sits by in a contemplative pose.

The churchyard, or convent cemetery, is in-

closed, and beyond the wall there is nothing
to break the skj save the trees which grow in

j

tlie place. The recent works exhibited by

j

Mr. Millais have been a series of surprises, but
this even more than all that have gone before
excites especial wonder. The graveyard, with
its fresh grass, trees (painted, by the way, very

I much as if from photography), and appropriate
incident, we dismiss by saying that it could
not have been better

; of the nuns there is

more to be said. In all previous works the
faces have been stippled -with surpassiiigy?«(?wi’,

but the features of the woman digging are as

coarsely painted as any trial sketch that Ho-
garth ever made. Again, the figure is dis-

torted into false action, and is glaringly im-
perfect in drawing. "With respect to the sitting

figure, the head does not seem to belong to the
body,—the features ai'c coarse in character,

and vulgar in colour. Mr. Millais has shown
that he possesses knowledge and power, but
every successive production of late has been a
new phase, insomuch that we still ask, “What
is Pre-Baflaellite art ?” This painter must
surely be trying to probe the depths of human
credulity.

No. 21. ‘Paris in Portugal—Costumes of

Grigo, near Oporto,’ J. Schenck. The subject

is extremely fantastic— Portuguese reapers
wearing chapeaux tie dames. The effect of this

composition is destroyed by disingenuous treat-

ment
; the natural daylight hue ot the corn-field

would have brought the figures forward.

No. 22. ‘The Very Bev. the Dean of St.

Paul’s,’ H. W. PiiiLLiPS. An admirable like-

ness of the poet Milmau : such as his co-mates
aud posterity will like to see him. It is ex-
cellently painted, and bears evidence of a
master hand, and a kindred spirit.

No. 28. ‘ The Bight Bev. the Lord Bishop
of Salisbury,’ G. Bichiiond, A. A simple half-

length of the size of life, with a cast of inquiry
on the features. The spire of the cathedral is

in the background. The taste of these per-
sonal allusions is very questionable.

^
No. 25. ‘A Pleasant Way by the Biver,’ W.

P'. WiTHEEiNGTON, B.A. The entire upper
field of view is a screen of the foliage that
overhangs a path on the river-bank, made out
with a reverent attachment to the simplest con-
struction of the colourand the breadth of nature.

No. 20. ‘ Prison Solace,’ B. Garrick. Al-
ways a touching incident, when set forth with
a becoming feeling, A young man, a prisoner,
has ascended to the window of liis cell, to
hold discourse with some dear heart—a wife,
or at least a betrothed. His arm is passed
through the bars, to which her face is closely
pressed. The artist has been ill at ease for

costume—something less scenic had been more
pathetically eloquent

j aud theu the brilliant

colour of the hose suits but ill with the spirit of
a meeting which proposes to touch the tender
emotions. Cedes, m colour there is a sentiment
never failing if faithfully appealed to. Had we
seen but half a limb of this prisoner wc should
have recognised the acrobat of the ‘Weary
Life,’ of last year.

No. 27. ‘A Woodland Bank,’ H. Moore.
A small paradise of wild flowers, grasses, and
weeds—a fragrant nook of surpassing beauty.

_

No, 30. ‘An Incident in the Life of Prede-
rick the Great of Prussia,’ hirs. E. M. Ward.
The “incident” is related in a passage of Car-
lyle’s “Frederick the Great,” being the little

Fritz’s earliest indication of an “ appetite for

soldiery,” by “ strutting about and assiduously

beating a little drum.” The two children— for

there are two—are admirably painted. The dra-

peries are broad and effective, yet by no means
slight in colour or finish. The characters arc

conceived aud expressed with force aud truth,

aud altogether there are few more meritorious
works in the collection. The “hangers” do
not appear to be of this opinion, or have, at

all events, acted as if they were not ; they
have been influenced neither by intelligence nor
gallantry. The picture is small

:
yet it is so

placed as entirely to destroy its value—imme-
diately under Mr. Grant’s “ killing” lady,

and on the ground, where it will have a con-

tmual coating of dust. We rarely attribute

wrong motives
;
but it is difficult to know upon

what principle “ the three ” liave so effec-

tually ruiuea this accomplished lady’s work.
No. 31. ‘Mrs. Baillie Cochrane,’ F. Grakt,

B.A. A small full-length : the lady is stand-

ing with her left hand resting on the back
of a chair. It is a graceful figure, though
more sketchy in execution than other similar

works by its author.

No. 32. ‘ Pavonia,’ F. Leighton. By a
simple process of etymological deduction this

lady is so christened because she holds up a
fan of peacock’s tail, which rebeves the head.
It is an original idea, effectively available in a
picture. Tne head is full of character, aud the
quality of the painting is incomparably superior

to that of ‘ Samson Agonistes,’ or any other
later work.

No. 3-1. ‘ Portrait,’ S. Cole. That of a
little boy in a red dress, telling -u’eU from the
brilliancy of Its colour.

No. 36. ‘ Walton-ou-Tbames,’ W. E. Bates.
A pleasant reminiscence of an always agreeable

subject : seen better, it -would be better appre-

ciated.

No. 39. ‘The Late Charles Dixon, Esq., of

Stansted Hall, Hants,’ J. P. Knight, B.A.
A full-length figure of the size of life

;
a pro-

duction of great power and reality.

No. 40. ‘The Night before Naseby,’ A. L.
Egg, a. Of the ‘Night before Naseby’ there

may be many interpretations—it may have
been passed by the opposing hosts as -was the

night before Hastings. Our attention is ad-

dressed, however, to but one man, and that man
is Cromwell. He is on his knees, praying fer-

vently in his tent, with his Bible before liim

supported by bis sword—a little trick to which
we take objection. His featm-es are eutmely
in shade, the light being at his back

;
but the

shade is so heavy and opaque that in time the

head will settle into a black spot. The lines

of the tent canvas interfere much with the

composition. Beyond we see the tented field

lighted by the moon. Tlie subject is a good
one, aud it is brought forward -without any
vulgar display of military apparatus

;
its selec-

tion is evidence of tliought, and the treatment
proves reading and reflection. It is not, how-
ever, an agreeable picture, although unques-
tionably the production of a master thoroughly
imbued with a knowledge and love of Art.

No. 11. ‘Claude sketching the Tomb of
Plautus, near Tivoli,’ W. D. Kennedy. A land-
scape with a title bearing reference to Claude
should he of more classical character than that
which is seen from the bridge, even with the
tomb of Plautus. The work is skilful in mani-
pulation, but the colour is not that of uatui'e.

No. 11. ‘A Posthumous Portrait,’ B. Thor-
btjrn, a. It is a small full-length of a child,

a girl apparently about twelve years of age
; a

miniature in oil. The liead is charmingly
painted, and the composition supporting the

,

figure is rich, but in good taste. The feet and
legs, however, are too small aud slight. 'j

No. 15. ‘Morning,’ E. M. Ward, B.A. A '|

profile study of the head and bust of a lady in
, I

walking-dress, apparently tending her flowers. i'

The head comes foixvard palpable and life-like, i

and the picture is charmingly painted.
!

No. 16. » * y. A. Pitzgeeald.

“ Full many a flower is born to blush unseen,
And waste Us sweetness on the desert air.”

'

The subject is a flower-girl, who, as if weary '

with ill-success in selling lier violets, is resting
her head against an ivy-covered bank. The
proposed sentiment is at once felt, and there is

great merit in the execution of the several
parts that malce up an effective whole.
No. 55. ^ J. Sant.

“ Sometimes, with most intensity
Gazing, I seem to see
Thought folded over thought."

In one essential, of the utmost importance to

the class of subject which he has adopted,
Mr. Sant succecd^s to admiration : his costume
is of indefinite form— of no fashion, though
always elegant, and it never in interest su-

jiersedes the figure. This is a lady looking
Irom a window, both arms resting on a cushion.
The features arc beautiful, but they bespeak
inward anxiety. There is a surpassing charm
in every production of this accomplished ailist’s

pencil.
1

No. 56. ‘Tar, a celebrated Betriever, the ^

property of Charles Brett, Esq.,’ A. Coofeb,
B.A. There is only the dog—a black dog with
a duck at his feet. It is a small picture, but

;

the best its author has for some time exhibited j

indeed, he has never produced a better.

No. GO. ‘ The Little Loiterer,’ H. Le
Jeune. The landscape here is an important '

chapter of the story; it is solid, broad, and
natural. The idler is a village child—a girl,

\

who, on lier way to school, is seated listlessly

on a grassy bank. Nothing can be more com-
mon})iace than the circumstance in description

;

but the picture has that interest which the
hand of genius alone can communicate, and
which no detail can describe.

_

No. 61. ‘A Grey Morning,’ H. Moore. A
view sea-ward, with nothing for a theme save a
shred of morning sky. Without colour, without
an effort, the artist has produced a gem of price.

No. 62. ‘Beilstein, on the Moselle,’ G. Stan-
field. The Moselle is well known for its pic-

torial sites, and none of these is more attractive

than Beilstein. The little quaint, dirty, inter-

esting old town is viewed from the river-bank, so
'

as to bring it under the hiU with its crown of
I

ruins. Every passage of the work is traus- !

lated with unimpeachable sincerity of purpose.
The preservation of local colom-, with an effect

so felicitous, is a triumphant success.
i

No. 63. ‘A Huff,’ J. Phillip, A. Bather .

a large composition, presenting an extensive
!

agroupment of Spanish holiday-makei's, of

^lom the principal and centre-pfece is a girl,

who stands pouting aud angry, having had a
j

quarrel with her husband or lover, who is
|

near, mounted on horseback. She is vexed
even to tears; but that it is a quarrel with
the man on horseback is not very perspicuous,

although her companion wishes to induce her

to turn round and speak to him. The figures
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are numerous, and purely national in character

ami costume. The artist maintains liis rank
;

it is not to be questioned
;
and if, in this work,

he gives us less pleasure than he has given us

on other occasions, we may be sui'ely content

with a production to be placed among the best

of its class.

No. G5. 'Mrs. Peel,’ H. Weigall. A
portrait of the size of life, simple and elegant

ill treatment.

No. 09. ‘Tlie Countess della Torre,’ H.
BucKNEii. This would be a graceful portrait

if the stature of tlie lady were not exaggerated

beyond all possibility.

No. 70. ' The coast of Cornwall, near the

Land’s End—A Dismasted Ship rescued by a

Steamer,’ E. E.. Lee, E.A. The ship and the

steamer in this really grand work vitiate the

pure and exalted style which prevails through-

out the remainder of tlie picture. The subject

is a section of sandstone rock, with a cliff

beyond it, as a secondary and supporting

quantity. Tiie sandstone rock has been worn,

torn, ground, washed, and riven by the action

of the elements, and the surely destructive

alternation of heat and cold during centuries.

And this is what Mr. Lee has proposed _to

himself to paint, and this, and all the relative

circumstances, he has realized with a magna-

nimity of feeling we rarely see equalled.

If the small figures were removed, and the

allusion to life expunged, the poetic argument
would bo iue.xpressibly enhanced. There is a

want of grey in the shadows, but perhaps the

artist does not feel this to be a disadvantage.

It is the clii'f-iVicuvre of his long and honour-

able career.

No. 73. ‘Puritan Emigrants—An English

Pastor’s Eamily,’ C. Lucy. This is scarcely a

probability; one of the voluntary exiles for

iiiith’s sake of tlie seventeenth century, lands

oil a lone coast with his Bible and his scant

baggage, and sits bewailing the homeward-
bound ship.

No. 74. ‘On the River Wliarfc, near Bolton

Abbey,’ N. O. Lupton. The near passages of

this picture arc full of valuable truths; tlie

scenery about the abbey is at once recognisable.

No. 75. ‘Prederick Hiith, Esq.,’ W. Box-
all, A. The subject is presented in profile,

seated ;
the head is an exceedingly careful

study, and the whole exhibits rare talent; but

the markings of the eye seem to want the

strength of life.

No. 81. ‘II. R. II. the Prince Consort, as

Master of the Trinity House,’ lY. Boxali., A.

The Prince wears the uniform of the Trinity

House
;

lie is standing uncovered near the sea-

shore, and behind him a storm is raging.

There arc extant better likenesses of the

Prince : the drawing and proportions of the

lower limbs are questionable; But the work is

liable to a heavier objection ; while the sea is

roariug, and the winds arc blowing, in the

background, neither the one nor the other

disturbs a feature or moves a hair of the sub-

ject of the picture. This is iu all ways wrong

:

tiie vraisemhlance is destroyed—wc feel at once

that the circumstance is an impossibility.

No. S2. ‘ Warrior Poets of the South of

Europe contending in Soug,’ E. R. Pickehs-

GiLL, R.A. The singer is one of the military

troubadours of the tnirteenth century, who is

siiigiug, to a harp accompauimeiit, a poetic

recital of his own achievements, or those of

some popular hero. The court of judgment
is, according to the custom of the time, a

tribunal of ladies, who, iu this case, distribute

themselves beneath the shade of an orange

grove on the shores of the Mediterranean,

somewhere, it may be, in the neighbourhood

of Genoa. The female figures are numerous
;

all coincide in attention to the lay, but with

as great a variety of expression and tempera-

ment as there are impersonations. It is a

large picture, bearing on its entire surface

indications of studious labour. The different

draperies are all cast in lines and forms, and

worked in tones that promote the system of

the composition. It is altogether a more im-

portant work of the poetic class than any

which Mr. Pickcrsgill has yet produced.

No. 86. ‘ Summer,’ S. R. Percy. The
broken, tufty, and uncared-for shred of old

pasture that occupies the right section of this

canvas is in reality the picture : the imitation

of the worn and commonplace sunny surface

is unexceptionable.

No. S7. ‘ R. J. Lane, A.E.,’ J. P. Knight,
R.A. This is a successful portrait

;
the features

are meditative, the real sentiment for such a

bead. The resemblance is perfect.

No. 96. ‘ Coming Summer,’ T. Creswick,
R.A. There is little or no variety in tlie

material employed by Mr. Creswick in his

larger compositions of late years ; a river,

trees, a village, a strip of common, and a piece

of cultivated country in varied disposition,

constitute the limit of his ambition. The prin-

cipal quantity iu this picture is a small knoll

peninsulated by the bend of a little river, and
from this base arises a company of aged elms,

painted with a minuteness ^Iiich seems to have

g^o^vu out of the practice of drawing on wood.
On the right is a village, the left opens to the

cultivatca fields. On every part of the surface

the utmost care has been exerted, and with

entire success as regards the nearest site.

No. 97. ‘ What the eye does not see, the

heart does not grieve at,’ J. Havllar. The
proverb is illustrated by a little girl in a green-

liouse, who is admiring the flowers while her

dog is worrying her doll behind her : bright in

colour, ana precise in the stipple of the

figure.

No. 98. ‘Love in Two Chapters,’ J. Mor-
gan. The pendant is No. 100, and the two
pictures describe the courtship and married

life of two persons of humble station : tliey are

neat iu execution and agreeable in colour.

No. 101. ‘Jean’s Toilet,’ J. D. Watson.
A study of a girl dressing her liair ; the head

and arms arc painted up to a surface like ivory,

but the lines are left extremely sharp. The
right arm is longer tlum the left.

No. 1 04. ‘ Ousely Bells, on the Thames, near

Windsor,’ H. Dawson. A piece of common-
place river scenery : the pith of the work is

the sunny sky.

No. 105. ‘The Poet to his Wife,’ D. Mac-
LISE, R.A.

“ Oh, could we do with this world of ours
As thou dost with thy garden bowers

—

Reject the weeds and keep tlie flowers

—

\Vliat a licaTeu on earth wo’d make it !

”

We have seen a smaller version of this picture

—

differing it may be somewhat from this—painted

for engraving as an illustration to Moore’s

works. The poet and his wife are two young
people. She is busied iu trimming the fuchsias

and passion-flowers which cluster round her

arbour, while he stands by philosophising as

above. The proposed sentiment is fully esta-

blislied. It is, as are all the works of this

admirable painter, interesting and beautiful.

We may wish, however, he had given us a

production of more importance.

No. 106. ‘The Countess of Mulgrave,’ W.
Gush. The draperies in this portrait are the

ve plus ultra of lace and silk painting.

No. 113. ‘ Clarkson Stanfield, Esq., R.A.,’

D. Macnee. This portrait is painted for the

Portrait Gallery of the Royal Scottish Aca-

demy. Mr. Stanfield is standing, as in the act

of sketching. It is an unmistakable identity.

No. 114. ‘Repose,’ C. W. Cope, R.A. A
circular picture, showing a mother closely

embracing her infant, in a manner wliich de-

clares the tenderest affection of the parent.

The colour is brilliant and broad—this, with

its other qualities, constitutes it one of the

best of the minor performances of the artist.

No. 116. * ^ lY. Gale.

“ Love thy mother, little one

;

Kiss and clasp her neck again."

These lines from Hood stand in the place of a

title to a miniature group of a mother and

child, executed with a refinement of touch that

rivals the most finished productions on ivory.

No. 118. * * * E. Leighton.

** Looking at the happy autumn fields,

And tliiuking of the days that are no more."

The quotation refers to a study of a female head

of a dark southern type, probably painted from

the same subject as the figure in a work already

noticed. There is much more iu it than in the

ordinary class of head studies.

No. 119. ‘Off Guard,’ M. J. Lawless. He
who is in this happy condition is a trooper of the

seventeenth century,—a royalist—and English,

it would be at once determined, tlid not the

watchword “Yive Ic Roy” stand inscribed on

the wall. It is a small work, microscopic in

finish.

No. 124. ‘The Eoreign Guest,’ W. II.

Knight. The guest is the monkey of a peri-

patetic Italian musician, and the scene of his

entertainment is a cottage, tlie inhabitants of

which—father, mother, and children—welcome
their visitor in (he manner most acceptable to

him, that is, by feeding him. It is equal to

its author’s best works.

No. 125. ‘ Marie Antoinette listening to the

Act of Accusation, the day before her Trial,’

E. M. Ward, R.A. The conceptions of the

two characters, and all the circumstances of

this subject, are perhaps as near the truth as

may be. There is uo extraneous accessory to

divert the attention from the personal force of

the figures, wliich are so opposite in their

attributes. The queen, dressed in the plainest

possible attire, sits in profile, opposed to the

light, which defines the contour of the

figure iu a manner that brings it most effec-

tively forward from the background. Eouquier

Tinville, on his entrance, had surprised her at

her religious duties ; the crucifix is on the

little table before her, and while he reads bis

document, she keeps her eyes fixed on the cni-

cifix, and what she hears of the Act she re-

ceives with a certain curl of the lip, a reserve,

and a dignity of pose, that bespeak contempt,

and refusal to recognise the authorities where-

by she is outraged. Tinville, a coarse, even

brutal impersonation, weaving in his hat three

feathers—white, red, and blue— sits swinging

his legs under the window, holding the paper

before him. This work seems to complete the

series in which Mr. Ward has pcorded the

misfortunes of Louis XVI. and his family. As
a picture it is a worthy conclusiou to the

valuable series, and, like its predecessors, will

be placed among his best productions.

No. 133. ‘William Henry Sawyer, Esq.,’

Sir J. W. Gordon, R.A. This portrait has

been painted for the Hall of the Drapers’

Company. It is a full-length, of the size of

life
;
but that is all that can be seen of it, as

the varnish has chilled.

No. 134. ‘Posthumous Portrait,’ Miss E.

Partridge. A small study of a head, well

rounded, and agreeable in expression.

No. 135. ‘ Waiting for the Ferry Boat

—

Upper Egypt,’ J. E. Lewis, A. Like the desert

and daybght subjects of this artist, the pale

breadth of the scene is unbroken by a single

streak of shade. iMi*. Lewis is true to tlie

principle, that where there are no clouds there

are no gradations. Those who await the boat

are two camels and two Arabs; and an exami-

nation of the group proclaims the painter not

so entii-ely at home with oil for a medium as

water. Ime picture is, however, most cai-cfully

elaborated, aud had we never seen the watcr-

»T:>

r

IK;
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colour painliugs of
^

the artist, we could not
have made a comparison so disadvantageous.

No, 130. s s » » G.

“ Daugiiter of Jove and Lcda, blessed, once blessed,
Wlien her two brothers, on their snow-white steeds
Conspicuous, at her nuptials wav'd the torch

;

But the gods bore her from my house away.”

The picture describes the rescue of Helen from
Theseus, by her brothers Castor and Pollux,
who, between them, careering through the sky,

bear their fair burtheu. It is fcally a pretty
idea, but better suited for bas-relief than
painting.

^No. 137. ‘The Fusee,’ A. CoorER, R.A.
arc here introduced to a shooting party,

who arc resting. The two ponies arc well drawn.
No. 138. ‘Doubtful Crumbs,’ Sir E. L.and-

SEER, R.A. This is a story of a large mastiff

that, having picked a beef bone, fell asleep,

but still kept one paw on the bone, at which a
hungry puppy stands looking with the most
grotesque expression of interest, but without
daring to touch it. The black pup, with his

eagerly protruding tongue aud rougli coat, is

I
the point of the picture. Sir E. Laudseer has

I
painted many such heads as that of the mas-

;

tiff, but he has done nothing which in its way
' will pair off with the poor hungry pup.
' No. 139. ‘Field Flowers,’ II. Le Jeune.

I

The scene is a broad, low-toned composition,

I

less than a landscape, as landscapes are now

i

painted, but more than a background, as back-
grounds have been paiuted; and in this happy
valley are groups of children, who employ
themselves in gathering and plaiting flowers,

j

Rarely do_we see incidents so insignificant

I

qualified with so much sweetness of sentiment,

j

No. 113. ‘ Interior of a Farm-house,’ A.
' Frovis. So characteristically is all the garni-

I

ture of this artist’s humble aud quaint interior

I

painted, that the still-life surfaces far transcend
the forms which are intended actually to live

aud breathe in them. They arc interesting
' pictures

; but the colour is not that of the rc-

I

alitics ; au approach to fidelity of tint would
;

therefore be a new epoch.

No. 116. ‘ Sunbury on Thames,’ W. E.
Bates. The view is taken from the opposite
bank. It is a small picture, in which the

I

value of a breadth of grey tint is at once felt

aud acknowledged.

No. IIS. ‘Near the Common, IVoking, Sur-
rey,’ F. V>

.

Hulme. The veracity of this

foreground cannot be impugned. It is a nook

;

closed in by trees,—such a scrap of way-side

I

waste we may see fifty times instanced between

I

Clapbam aud IVoking, but not in one case

j

would the “ uneducated” eye discover a single

I picturesque combination. AVlien, however, the
I

rough aud weedy bottom is translated to canvas,

I

not only is the association of circumstance wel-
comed as beautiful, but the maimer of its ren-

I

dering is pronounced the perfection of Art.

I

No. 152. ‘Hotspur and Lady Percy,’ C. 11.

Leslie, R.A.
Lady. Wliat is it carries you aw.ay 1

Hotspur. Why, my horse, my love—mv horse.
First Part 0/ Henry I\’., Act II., Scene 3.

The farewell is presumed to take place on the
grand staircase of Warkworih Castle. Hotspur
IS booted aud bonneted for his journey, and the
horse of which he speaks is held by a groom at
the "ate. His manner is as impatient as his
words, but Lady Percy is all tenderness aud
solicitude. There are circumstances in the
picture which might point to that passage of
the play that has inspired the conception

;
but

there are others so entirely at variance with all

pre-conceived notions of Hotspur, as to forbid
the supposition that Hotspur could be pro-
posed m the male figure under consideration.
This impersonation asserts that Hotspur was
a man slight and under the middle stature,
and his air, with his gloves, beret, and long
boots assume him to have been a fop. His

manner is frivolous
; it is true, the words

which Shakspere puts into his mouth are
trifling, but they are meant as evasive, aud
might be uttered by a grave and thoughtful
man, such as was the Harry Percy of Henry IV.,
before he set out on his desperate mission.
This picture were a subject for a long chapter
on costume and character, but we have not the
space here for such a disquisition. We looked
at it with sad interest, remembering that it is

the last work of this gifted painter which we
shall have to notice : the pictures of Leslie
will henceforth be vainly sought for on the
walls of the Academy.
No. 100. ‘ The Church of Santa Maria della

Salute, at Venice. Erected pursuant to a decree
of the Senate, as a monument of thanksgiving
after the cessation of the great pestilence in

1032, in which 00,000 ot the inhabitants
perished,’ D. Roberts, R.A. Tlie church
alone constitutes the picture, the purpose being
to give it elevation and importance. The
Dogana is shut out, as are the buildings that
flank the canal, which would appear if the
point of view were more distant. Mr. Roberts
lollows Canaletti in painting Venice iu low-
toned breadth, aud consequently differs from all

other living painters, who with one consent
make it another Heliopolis, with its deity ever
shining on it.

No. 103. ‘Doing Crochet-Work,’ E. Davis.
Two young people—sisters—are here busied
accorcling to the title; the younger especially

is a most successful study. The background
is perhaps too flat, but it is a work of much
excellence.

No. 105. ‘ Mary Magdalen with spices, ap-

proaching the tomb of our Lord—Study for

part of a picture of the holy women passing at

daybreak over the place of crucifixion,’ J. 11.

IIebbert, R.A. The mind is at once affected

by the inward suffering betrayed by these
features. The eyes are iuflamed with excess
of weeping, aud the face is wan with watching.
It is a half-length figme

;
she carries the.vessels

containing the spices, and although but half of
the person is visible, we see that she is in

motion. Mith the most perfect propriety the
costume is uot conspicuous

; the head is enve-
loped in a white drapery, which falls on to the
shoulders, and besides' this, there is a white
robe aud a blue mantle, aud we doubt not this

arrangement, as it is managed, has been a sub-

ject of anxious study. But the effect is the
triumph of the picture : the time is just after

daybreak, aud the yet feeble morning light falls

upon the left cheek witli just sufficient power
to bring the head gently forward from the
background. The subject is mournful; there

is, consequently, no prominence of colour, and
with equal good feeling no parade of manner.
In deep aud touching sentiment the work is

not surpassed by any other of any time or any
school.

No. irj7. ‘ Just ‘as the twig is bent the tree ’s

inclined,’ W. Mclre.ady, R.A. The ‘twig’
in this case is au infant, whom its mother is

teaching to pray. The defect of the picture
we state at once, by saying that the child is in

colour too red, aiicl this redness, by the too
free use of burnt sienna, is exaggerated in the
shades. This artist does not succeed in paint-
inf) the nude, that is, as to colour

;
but who is

there, in any of the living schools, who could
excel him, even of late years, in dratciiif/ the
nude ? Look at the morhklezza of the mother’s
face; the exquisite texture, the warm and
yielding surface, the drawing and painting of
the hands; the soft union of conterminous sur-

faces; the playful, yet unobtrusive trick of the
hair—and tell us where the want of freshness
is. "VVe feel humiliated in asserting that, had
the child been dressed, the picture would have
been as good as many of the artist’s most
esteemed works. “ Get thee glass eyes,” and

look at the flesh surface
; the fiuish is pro-

vokiugly minute.

No. 173. ‘England and Italy,’ Jfrs. J. B. Hay.
A very quaint conceit—that of placing two boys
side by side, an English aud an Italian boy, in
illustration of happy England aud sufferiu"
Italy. The two figures are extremely wefi
painted, as is the entire landscape

;
but, perhaps,

m the entertainment of subject-matter of this
kind, there is a waste of power, that would
tell effectively in more legitimate material.
This accomplished lady is now resident in
Italy as “Miss Benham ” she obtained no
inconsiderable repute by her pencil illustra-
tions of Longfellow. IVe rejoice to find her
aiming at a higher purpose, and very largely
succeeding.

No. 171. ‘The Good Shepherd,’ "W. Dyce,
R.A.

“ lie shall carry the lambs in his bosom.”

This is a literal presentation of the Saviour as
the Shepherd

;
he gathers the sheep into the

fold, bearing in his arms a lamb, and being
followed by_ the sheep as he enters. Thus the
language of Scripture is rendered by a literal

interpretation in Art, for which it is scarcely
necessary to say there is every precedent
in the ancient schools. If the figure of the
Savioui- were removed from this composition,
there would remain a landscape with a sheepfold
paled in, trees, and a cultivated country, such
as might be seen iu any rural district* round
London; and in this tKe artist follows the
simple conceptions of early Florentine painters.
But the presence of the Saviour glorifies the
whole, and elevates the version to the spirit of
the scriptural text. It is paiuted in the most
perfect purity of feeling

; it is, iu truth, a work
of the highest order, compelling not only
reverence for the theme, but respect for the
artist who could so well conceive, and so
admirably picture it.

No. 175. ‘Bran will never put another stag .

to bay
; and Oscar will no mat’ out by liimseb

The deer will do fine yet,’ Sir E. Lakdseer,
R.A. These are the words of the keeper, on
seeing one of his best dogs killed iu the water
by a swimming stag, and the other likely to
share the same fate. It is a large picture,
showing principally the head of the stag, and
that of the pursuing dog, which, as he is pre-
paring to seize the stag, the latter is about to
"ore to death, as he has destroyed the other
dog. The expression of the two animals is

fierce and resolute, but the dread menace of the
sta" dooms the hound. The scene is au expanse
of lake, agitated by a storm that prevails in
the murky sky

;
the painting is, however, less

satisfactorj^ than in other productions by this
eminent painter.

No. 182. ‘A Fine Day iu Arundel Park,’
P. W. Elen. The view is that from the high
ground in the park, looking up the Arun towards
the Veald

; but the C|uality of the work cannot
be seen, as it is too liigh.

No. 183. ‘Mrs. Gaskell,’ F. Grant, R.A.
The lady appears in au open composition, witli

snow on the ground, aud consequently in
winter walking dress, wearing the Andalusian
hat, which is at present vulgarized; but this por-
trait will outlast the ephemeral fashion, and
it will hereafter be considered a becoming head-
gear. It is at once a portrait and a picture.

No. 184. ‘On the Coast of Brittany,’ C.
Stanfield, R.A. The sea beats on the shore
somewhat heavily, and in the meeting of the
waves lies the argument of the picture. It is

an ordinary low coast scene, broken by a
variety of material, valuable only iu pictures,

—old groins, old boats, bits of wreck, spars, and
rugged-looking men. There are few points of
liglit

; but the few we find are of great import-
ance iu the broad and generous treatment with
which tlie subject is worked out.

No. 185. ‘interior of a Cottage in Brittanv,’
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I). W. Dease. Pcw structures in the shape

of human residences can be more sordid than ,

tliis
;
but, as a picture, it is very vigorous, the

light falling efTectlvely on the back of a woman
j

who is seated in the so-called cottage. 1

No. 190. ‘ Barley Harvest, on tlie Welsh

Coast,’ C. r. Knight. Tarts of Uic work

are satisfactory; but there arc certain cutting

parallel lines that are destructive of unity of

composition. The barley-field is the most

agreeable feature in the picture, which cvery-

wlicrc indicates anxious elaboration.

No. 193. ‘ Cordelia receives intelligence how

her Father had been ill-treated by her Sisters,’

C. Vi. Cope, R.A. The Hues that supply the

subject occur in the third scene of the fourth

act of “ King Lear”

—

Kent. Did your letters pierce the queen to any demon-
stration of grief?

Gent- Ay, bir! She took them, read them lu niy

presence

;

And now and then an ample tear trilled down
Her dclic-ate check, &c.

Cordelia, as Queen of France, receives the

letter, the contents of which bring tears to her

eyes. On her right is he who has delivered

it, and, on lier left, licr own attendants. Cor-

delia is a felicitous conception, becomingly

carried out; tlie other characters arc not so

successful.

No. 191. ‘James Wilson, Esn., hl.P.,’ Sir

J. W. Gordon, R.A. The head looks some-

what large, but the features are tliose of the

,
subject. The principle of the portrait has

i been to keep down everytliing but the head,

according to whicli, the face becomes the centre

whereto the eye is attracted. It is in all

respects the work of a master, who yet remains

witWiit a rival.

No. 203. ‘ThePri/c Calf,’

S

ir E. Landseer,

ll.A. This is a smaller picture than those

already noticed. The calf is being led by a

girl over the stepping stones that cross some

Highland burn. The figure is dressed with an

ingenuity most valuable in pictorial composi-

tion, as, witli the exception of the petticoat,

j

to none of the other garments can a name be

given. There is something pleasantly original

j

in the treatment of the idea; but the picture

!
looks fdmy, shadowy, as if only prepared for

^

finishing: it has, certainly, none of the brilliant

])roperties that distinguish earlier works.

No. 201. ‘I'wilightj’ J. W. Oakes. The

tones arc not sulTicieiitly deep for twilight

—

it is but the aspect of a cloudy day. The
force of the composition lies in a shingly nook

on the left—a portion of the winter bed of a

little river, wlicreon has been cast all the worth-

less jetsom of the winter floods. This passage

is worked out with exemplary patience.

No. 209. ‘The Draught-players,’ J. Clark.

“ Tn toacli hi« pramisnn drauglUs then

His leisure lie'd cinjiloy,

Unlll. at last, the old tn-aii

Was beaten by the boy.”

Such is the situation. A ragged urchin, wliose

feet do not reach the floor, as he sits on his

rickety chair, is chuckling over the draught-

board whereon he heats his grandsire. The

heads and extremities of the ligurcs are less

careful than in other works by the same hand;

but there is a perfect knowledge of tlie means

of producing good ciFects : all tlie figures— (for

besides tiie two mentioned there arc others)

—

are well brouglit out.

No. 210. ‘Charles Dickens in his Study,’

W. P. Frith, ll.A. Mr. Dickens, when sitting

for this portrait, has mistaken the sentiment

wherewith lie should have invested the author

of “ Pickwick” and the “ Old Curiosity Shop,”

who must in his nature overflow with the milk

of human kindness. He wears a velveteen

wrapper, and appears to have put his left hand

hastily, and significantly, into his pocket, as

turniug round with an expression of counten-

ance somewhat severe, he seems to negative

some application wc arc quite sure he would

have answered in the affirmative. The action

is certainly ungraceful, if not unbecoming
;

it

is, to say tlie least, “a mistake” so to picture

such a man,—an error on the part of the author

as well as on that of the artist. The portrait,

therefore, although admirably painted, is one

wc do not desire to sec multiplied, the more

especially as the accessories are by no means

in good taste.

No. 211. ‘Jeanic Deans and Queen Caro-

line,’ C. 11. Leslie, R.A. Tiie impersonations

at once speak for themselves, but most espe-

cially the weeping and pleading daiigliter of

Donee Davie Deans. The interview takes

place in one of the shaded alleys at Kensing-

ton. Thin as the work is, there is an elegance

of conception up to the tone of some of

Mr. Leslie’s best works.

No. 21S. ‘The Emigrant’s Last Sight of

Home,’ 11. Redgr.vye, ll.A. In comparing the

landscape portion of tliis picture with the

figures, it appears that Mr. Redgrave throws

himself into the former witli a fervency of

devotion rarely witnessed. AYe press the hand

of the honest emigrant, and pray God speed

him on his voyage to his new home. In

looking forward, tlie eye rests on a hill-side, at

the bottom of which winds the liigh road, here

and there flanked by houses, and rising hi

the distance. The severe truth that prevails

throughout tlie description of this material

—

simple in character, but very trying as an Art-

theme—camiot be too highly eulogised.

No. 219. ‘The New Boy',’ G. Smith. This

is, it need not be tolJ, a school incident. The
boy is taken to school, by liis mother, who is a

widow
;
and while she is paying the entrance

fee to the pedagogue in his sanctum, his ill-

mannered nisciples place the dunce’s cap on

the head of the “ New Boy,” who is jiale witli

affright at the rccejitioii lie meets with. The
picture is full of light, and all the faces are, in

their tenderest gradations, worked out in a

manner most flattering to the eye.

No. 221. ‘ GleiigaritF, Ireland,’ G. Shalders.

A small landscape : romantic in aspect and

combinations. Painted with a sentiment that

w'ould have justified a much larger picture.

No. 222. ‘Milton dictating “Samson Ago-

nistes,” ’ J. C. Horsley, A. Milton composed

the poem of “ Samson Agonistes” late in life,

incited to the subject by his own affliction,

which he thus indirectly laments :

—

“ 0 dark, dark, d.ark, araiil llie blaze of noon,
]iTccovcr:il>ly dark, kilai eclipse,

Without all liopc of day ! " &.C.

Milton, at this time, lived in the neighbour-

hood of Buiihill Fields, Cripplegate. He is

here seated in profile, at his organ, and stand-

ing on the other side of him is his wife, and

benind him, with tlie Bible on his knee, is his

young friend, Thomas Elwood, tlie Quaker.

Into the little room, from the window^ of which

is seen Cripplegate Churcli (Milton’s last rest-

ing-place), the sun is shining, and the lighting

and shading of the figures are beyond all praise.

In the features of Milton fliere arc depth

and poetry— with a little more of refine-

ment, the face would have been yet nearer

!Milton. Elwood is an admirable conception.

The only inharmonious chord in tlie whole is

Elizabeth Miushuli, Milton’s wife ; she looks

vulgar and shrewish. It is a large picture,

and well wmrthy of being so
;

far transcending

everything that Mr. Horsley has hitherto done,

and not likely to be often equalled.

No. 22S. ‘ Crossing tlie Stream,’ TY. F.

AA’iiherington, R.A. This is a section of

the gentle river AV'harfe, near Bolton Abbey, and

very happy is the description of the different trees

by which the stream is shaded. It is a cheer-

ful picture, lighted up with a sprinkling of

sunbeams, which assist effectually that most

difficidt achievement in tree painting, the deli-

nitiou and placing of the masses of foliage. It
|

is one of the most satisfactory of the artist’s

works.

No. 229. ‘ Consolation,’ T. Brooks. The
j

relations here are of a painful cast, the conso-

lation being offered by a clergyman to a maiden '

evidently iii a dying state. The figures are

well drawn and firmly painted.
j

No. 230. ‘Happy!’ C. S. Lidderdale. ij

Happy indeed to be upon the floor, and be
tickled with a feather ! Such is tlie condition

of a laughing, crowing infant, an cider sister

being tlie operator, and the mother hanging in

self-congratulation over her pride, llcidly an

excellent pictm-c of its class ; but the yellow !

paper above the mantelpiece sliould be toned

down—the combinations would thereby gain
j

force.

No. 232. ‘hlothcr and Cliild,’ R. Tait.
|

Tliese life-sized figures appear to be portraits
:

j

there arc passages of very conscientious study

in the work, especially the limbs of the child.
j

No. 23G. ‘The Earl of Derby,’ F. Grant,
j

R.A. A full-length portrait of the size of life,
|

somewhat severe in expression, yet remarkable
j

as a resemblance, and admirably painted. 1

No. 237. ‘A Maltese Xebec on ilic Rocks 1

of Punla JIazzodi, Procida—a Steam-Tug and
j

Neapolitan Boats rendering Assistance : the
|

Island and Castle of Ischia in the Distance,’

C. Stakeield, R.A. The movement is on the

right
;
the helpless .\cbec is on her beam ends, ;

heeled towards the shore, fixed in the rocks, 1

with foremast and main and mizen-topmasts
J

gone, and it can scarcely be understood how.
i

the tug is to help her. Ischia lies across the '

strait, rising in the left centre of the picture.
!

Like all Mr. Stanfield’s works, it is charac-

terised by breadth and firmness.

No. 210. ‘Patchwork,’ D. H. Friston,

Tlic patchwork is in progress between a little

boy'and his grandmother; the child’s head is

earnestly painted
;
but it is too large, and his

hands arc too small.

No. 213. Ici on rase,” Brittany,’ A.

Solomon. AA'^c arc introduced here to a

hilarious company cZ/e:: line Oarhicre, for it is a

lady who operates, even to the extent of cm-

hcilii' Ut jeuitcfse et rojeunir la vieillesse. A
sturdy Breton is in her hands, but he is afraid

of being cut, for she is listening to the lively

gossip of her friends, instead of wielding her

razor with becoming steadiness. The descrip-

tions are full of characteristic points; the air

and expression of the people are strikingly

national.

No. 215. ‘ Miss hfaciice,’ D. Macnee. This

is a portrait of tlie size of life
;
Die young lady

is seated at needlework : the face in half light,

with a touch of high light on the right check,

which renders the study very interesting as a

picture.

No. 2 IS. ‘Brcadalbane Cattle,’ J. AY. Bot-
TOMLEV. A group of long-horned black cattle

standing in water
;

the animals arc qualified

with valuable points for painting.

No. 250. » » J. C. Hook, A.

“ AnO out ag-ftiij I curve ami flow

To join Uie brimming river

;

Tor men mny come, and men may go,

Hat I go on lor ever."

The subject is, of course, a brook shaded by

trees, and over which, on the right, passes a

wooden bridge, painted with the happiest

reality. It has Keen worked out with the

most earnest labour from a given locality.

No. 251. ‘Fruit,’ G. Lance. There is an

abandon in this combination wjiich is very

agreeable; various fruils arc piled up in a

basket, that is again surrounded by the most

luscious gifts of Pomona. Nothing in this

department of art can excel these luscious
i

imitations.

No. 253. ‘A Bright Spring Day,’ C. P.

Knight. A small picture, of great merit in

2 u
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its represeutation of the near trees, the tex-

tures of their boles and branches, and the

ground herbage M-ith its ^veeds and primroses.

Ko. 254. ‘ rriendship Endangered,' E.
Stone, A. In this picture are two girls, one
of whom holds a letter, and the other the
envelope. The expression of the features of
both is that of angry excitement. It would
appear that there has been a disagreement
about the letter, but the story goes no farther.

There is much careful work in the picture, but
the faces are not executed with that studious
clearness of tint which we have been accus-

tomed to see in the female heads of the artist.

No. 2GL ‘W. H. Carpenter, Esq., E.S.A.,’

Mrs. C.VEPENTER. A head and bust
;
bright,

animated, and like the subject : a picture that,

with others by the same hand, will go farther

than a volume of argument to compel the

Royal Academy to acknowledge “the rights of

women,” which they have been always disposed

to ignore.

No. 2C2. ‘Venice,’ E. W. Cooke, A. In
all that appertains to effect, colour, and the
fulness of the composition, this picture re-

sembles those that nave preceded it, but in

manipulation it is manifestly different, being,

in comparison with other Venetian subjects by
Mr. Cooke, but as a sketch. The view has the
Dogana on the right, looking out of the port;
the sky is clouded, and the aspect is generally

low in tone. The right and left are crowded
with craft laden with wood and provisions.

No. 2G3. ‘Richelieu and Anne of Austria,’

IV. M. Eoley. As a proof of the sincerity of

his passion for her, Anne of Austria exacted
of Richelieu that he should dance a saraband
in her presence as a Spanish jester. In this

character, therefore, we see him in grave per-

formance of the dance, to the music of one
violin. He wears a green velvet doublet and
small clothes, with a brown Vandyked camaille,

at each point of which is a bell. Behind a
screen is concealed a party of spectators, who
betray themselves by laughter at the contor-
tions of the cardinal. All the garniture of the

room, and especially of the adjoining cabinet,

is admirably painted*.

No. 267. ‘ A Breezy Day on a Rocky Coast,’

J. IV. O.iKES. The subject is a section of
coast scenery, with the sea, at high-water,

breaking heavily over the rocks. The forms
of the boiling surf have been earnestly studied,

but there is an infirmity of touch which declares

the artist not a master of this class of subject.

The point is enfeebled by two great a breadth
of white surf.

No. 26S. ‘ Gamekeeper’s Daughter,’ H. H.
Eiimekson. Tbe time here is twilight, and
the scene is strikingly romantic, with a female
figure carrying game at her back. She looks
like nothing so domestic as a gamekeeper’s
daughter.

No. 269. ^ A. M. Madot.
He took me by the Tvrist, and held me hard ; and,

with his other hand thus o'er his brow, he falls to such
perusal of my face, as he would draw it."

The subject is Ophelia’s description to Polouius
of the surprise she suffered from Hamlet. She
is represented in the garden

;
but tbe incident

occurred when she was sewing in her closet.

She is seated on the grass, and Hamlet
seizes her hand from behind

; but his attitude
and the relation of the two figures is not
intelligible

; the form, too, of his draping is

objectionable. Ophelia is in some degree suc-

cessful, yet the subject in its best interpretation

can never be a grateful one.

No. 270. ‘My Cottage near the Brook,’
E. R. Lee,_ R.A. The avenues which this

artist exhibits from time to time are among
the best of liis works. Tliis is a subject of
that class, and the perspective illusion is per-
fect. There is in the trees more of natural
form and colour—more freshness, and direct
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reference to reality, than have lately been seen

in Mr. Lee’s works.

No. 271. ‘The Farewell Sermon,’ A. Rank-
ley. It may be inferred that the two figures

presented in this work are a clergyman and
nis wife, the former in the act of composing
his “farewell sermon.” They are seatea in a

small room, which is lighted by a shaded lamp,

while without, the moonlight renders every

object distinct. The shade into which the

figures are thrown is managed with masterly

sBll, as are also the moonlight and the lamp-
light, as they break on the faces and other
ol)jects. So far all is good, but there is

nothing on the canvas allusive to a “farewell”
sermon.

No. 272. ‘Mrs. Colvin, of Pishobery Park,
Harlow, Herts, and her Children,’ T. M. Joy.

A life-sized family group; the children are

very happily characterised, and the work apper-

tains to the most meritorious of its class.

No. 281. ‘La Nanna,’ E. Leighton. A
half-length study of the same dark lady that

appears in others of the artist’s works. It is

a simple figure, without movement or pointed

expression; but it is extremely interesting in

character, and costumed with graceful taste.

No. 2S2. ‘Mrs. Fordyce Buchan,’ R. Tnon-
BUEN, A. A small portrait of a lady seated;

she is plainly attired in a white muslin dress.

It is painted with more resolute execution

than is observable in any of Mr. Thorburu’s
previous works.

No. 281. ‘Shade,’ H. Jutsum. The fresh-

ness of early summer is charmingly felt in this

little picture, with its meagre footing of grassy

declivity, shaded by hill-sicte trees, and the peep
of distant woods.

MIDDLE EOOM.

No. 285. ‘Companions,’ F. IV. Keyl. These
companions are a leash of bloodhounds, perfect

in the characteristics of the animal ; but why
are two of the heads presented at precisely the

same angle ?

No. 291. ‘Portrait of a Lady,’ S. Peaece.
The presence and movement arc very graceful,

and the drapery textures are entirely success-

ful. The face might have been coloured with

more delicacy.

No. 292. ‘Henry Mathews, Esq., late Mayor
of Bradninch, Devon,’ J. P. Knight, R.A.
The features are full of animation; they at

once address the spectator. Mr. Knight has

never painted a move life-like head.

No. 293. ‘ The Fox and the Grapes,’ A.
Solomon. The scene of this incident may be

Ranelagb, or any public resort some time during

the first half of the last century, and the

“grapes” one of two yonugladies who are walk-

ing with a man dressed in the extreme of

the fashion of the time. The “ fox ” is another

beau, seated on a bench, who gesticulates the

most lively repugnance when a friend remarks
to him on the beauty of one of the ladies who
have just passed. The subject and point of

tbe observation of both the fox and his friend

are very distinct. The dresses are perfect in

their mode, and also in respect of the singular

industry employed in following out the patterns.

No. 295. ‘Entrance to the Grand Canal,

Venice—Sunset,’ E. A. Goodall. This view

is so well known that it is unnecessary to

describe it. It is enough to say that the

Dogana and the Salute form the priucipal

quantity in the arrangement, and the canal

opens of course towards the right. But it is

in the effect that lies tbe virtue of the piece

—

that finely-felt indefmition which the rays of

the sun, rather than distance, lend to the view.

No. 29G. ‘Sixtus the Fifth, when a shepherd,

studying at a wayside Altar,’ C. Goldie. An
excellent subject, but more might have been
made of it : the incident alluded to is not suf-

ficiently insisted on.

No. 297. ‘ The River Skeme, near Dar-
lington,’ J. Peel. So fresh, so entirely free

from the brown predilections of the artist, is

this picture, that we should not have attributed

it to him. The view is taken just below the
bridge, a spot famous for small chub. A pic-

ture of many beauties.

No. 298. ‘ Spring,’ J. E. Millais, A. Mr.
Millais’ works of tiiis year are by no means
the result of the same infatuation which has
produced some really good pictures

;
he must

now be practising on the toleration of his

friends. With a few good points, but which
do not redeem the rest, the picture has every
bad quality of the worst art. If this be Pre-
Raffaellite, and ‘ The Order for Release,’ and
the ‘Huguenot,’ be also of the same class, we
are still at a loss to know what “ Pre-Raf-
faellite” means. The composition places be-
fore us an assemblage of some seven or eight

school-girls, who seem to be picnicing on
curds and whey on the verge of an orenard.

If Mr. Millais has shown the utmost Jhiesse of
execution in other works, he shows m this a
laxity which is not ease; and if he has shown
a sincerity and truth of drawing which was
not always a beauty, he shows here imperfec-

tions which arc not venial because they are

not graces. Anything like a taste for the
beautiful is outraged Gy the large measure of

vulgarity that characterizes the ill-conditioned

faces which everywhere meet the eye. The
picture is bright—even powerful ; but this is

all but a mechanical quality. There is no
rouudness, no presence in the figures, and
there is scarcely a face that is not out of

drawing; all the flesh being devoid of natm-al

colour, softness, and transparency. The upper
part of the picture is filled with a representa-

tion of fruit trees in blossom. This is the
better half of thecomposition,but here even some
of the blossom flowers arc immensely too large.

The picture has not even the negative merit
of being an eccentricity, at which the patrons

of the artist can afford to laugh with him.

No. 304. ‘Effect at Sunset,’ T. S. Coopee,
A. A group of cattle on the bank of a river,

telling against the light sky. It is vigorous
;

but the animals are heavy in effect.

No. 303. ‘The Chess-I’layers—“Guard your
Queen !

”
’ IV. Gale. A small picture of exqui-

site finish, showing two officers playing chess,

their upper halves being in mufti, tbeir lower
halves in military continuations; the lady, it

may be presumed, who stands at the back of the
elder, gives the injunction embodied in the title.

No. 30G. ‘ Tile New Ballad—Scene in Brit-

tany,’ D. IV. Deane. Two girls are leaning on
the fragment of a low wall

; the one reads to the
other tiic ballad in question. The figures arc

substantial and characteristic.

No. S09. ‘ Olivia and Sophia in their Sunday
Finery,’ Mrs. Robbieson. Sophia is decorat-

ing tbe hair of Olivia with flowers; both heads
are extremely well drawn and painted, and the

manner in wGich the laces and dvapei-y textures

are represented, is unexceptionable. The works
of this accomplished lady are always attractive,

not alone from choice of subject, but as exhi-

biting many of the best quahties of Art. She
is entitled to take high professional rank.

No. 310. ‘ Sunday in the Backwoods,’ T.

Faed. This is a work of the rarest c.xcellenee

in its line of subject. It describes not only

the peaceful Sunday-morning worship, but tbe

entire condition of two famihes of Scottish emi-

grants. The circumstances arc presumed, as

supplied by the extract of a letter -RTitten to

Scotland, and describing particularly the simple

form of worship on the morning of the Sab-

bath. The characters are the father and

mother, daughters and son, of one family, and

of another—a younger couple with younger

children. They are assembled at tbe door of

their log-house, and the Bible is in the hands
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of a flue stalwart form, bearing ample evidence,

in his rude personal equipment, of a life^ of

laborious days. Then there is the mother, aA'ec*

tionatcly tending her daughter, who is dying for

one she has left pehind, two other daughters on

llie right, and the other figures distributed in

attitudes of attention to the reader.
_

The

general tone of the w'ork is low—an admirable

provision for telling points
;
and in order to

give them full value, the figures arc most sub-

stantially painted, with a nice discniuination of

]

textures. The faces arc made out with every

I
variety of appropriate colour, and all coincide

j

in the reverential expression bccomiug_ to the

occasion. The composition abounds with sup-

!

pleineutary incident allusive to Scotland, as at

the window a piece of heather in a pot,_and

!

within the door a portrait of Burns. This is

the signal production of its author, and w'C do

not think he will transcend it.

No. 31G. ‘Der lloscnkrantz,’ W. C. T.

Dobson. A study, principally of the head of

a Httle girl—a German rustic : she holds the

rosary before her. It is painted willi a Ger-

man predilection, but it is nevertheless a pro-

duction of rare merit.

No. 318. * Sea-Coast at Lulworth, Devon,’

J. D. CnorsEy. A very conscientious transla-

tion of rocks, apparently worked out on the

spot witii singular diligence.

No. 319. ‘TalstalV in Trouble,’ A. B. Clay.

The scene in the "Merry Wives of Windsor ”

wherein Falstaif escapes in disguise. There is

some good painting in the work, but the

figures arc presented as all in one light, and

all on one plane. In open-air scenes effect is

produced by lights and darks
;
the rule might

liave been observed here.

No. 320. ‘ A Levantine Merchant,’ F. Craw-
roRD. We have made this dark gentleman’s

acquaintance before. He is again introduced

sitting on tlic deck of his own xebec, as black

I as ever, attired in a costly Smyrniotc suit, liis

j

legs encased in tbe traditional apology for the

jambs of the well-greaved Greeks of old.

No. 321. ‘Avenue at Youlstone, near Barn-

staple, Devon,’ F. R. Lee, ll.A.
^

This is an

avenue of firs, not so rich in material as other

avenues by the same hand, but a well-studied

transcript from a veritable locality.

I
No. 323. ‘Mrs. Reynolds,’ H. Moseley.

j

A half-length portrait of a lady in a white

|j
dress, painted with graceful and becoming

;]
simplicity.

I
No. 327. ‘ Highland Sport,’ G. W. Horlor.

i

The subject is principally three setters lying

on a bank, with game before them. The
animals are drawn and painted with spirit.

No. 32S. ‘ John Croall, Esq., of Southfield,’

Sir j. W. Gordon, R.A. This portrait ex-

emplifies tlic force that may be obtained in a

figure by simplicity iu the background; tbe

subject is seated on a chair, at the back of

which is a plain panelled wall. The head has

all the intensity of this eminent painter’s best

works.

No. 329. ‘ Felice Ballarin reciting Tasso to

the people of Chioggia,’ F. Goodall, A. Tlic

remarkable assemblage of heads here carries

us back to Titian and Paul Veronese
;
these

figures are truly the people of Chioggia, with

the same type of feature wc see in the works

I

of all the Italian painters. The reader, Bal-

I

larin, stands with his back against the vaulted

porch under which his audience listens, some
seated, others standing. He has selected the

death of Ciorinda, in, the twelfth canto—a kind

of naiTative sure to interest his heai'crs, and

they arc absorbed by the story. The picture

Soscs nothing beyond the simple act of the

cr and the fixed attention of the audience,

but tbe artist will be struck with the variety

and character of the heads.

No. 331. ‘ In for a Ducking,’ G. Saiith.

From a pail of water before a cottage door

some children arc drinking, and the last head iu

the pail is about to be immersed by an inter-

loper, who steals towards the drinker with mis-

chievous intention. The heads and figures are

clear and solid in manner of execution, and

that which is so seldom entirely satisfactory

—

the relief is unexceptionable.

No. 332. ‘ Harvest Field,’ J. J. Hill. A
small picture, successful in breadth and light.

No. 333. ‘The Highland Vulpecide,’ A.

CoorER, R.A. A foxhound and a pony here

are painted to the life, but whether the "vul-

pecide” be the dog, or the man, who ought to

assist at the composition, but who docs not,

there is no means of determining. The point

of the far fetched title does not appear.

No. 331. ‘Mary Agatha, youngest daughter

of the Right Hon. Lord John Russell, M.P.,’

J. Sant. The head aud bust floating in clouds

is ail uncommon idea, aud one extremely difli-

cult to deal with. Tlic figure is very peremp-

torily cut off at the waist,leaving too much to

the imagination ; with respect, however, to tlie

head, nothing can exceed its childish grace

and sweetness. Few living artists can paint

such subjects so well.

No. 335. ‘ On Shore,’ T. Creswick, R.A.

The line of coast trends from the left trans-

versely inwards, and is followed by the lines

of the waves, which fall heavily on the shingle.

It is blowing freshly from the sea, and a figure

on horseback points to a distant vessel, wnich

seems to be on the rocks. We have not

before seen a study of waves by this artist

;

the forms are wanting in that subtle variety

which occurs in nature, and which earnest

devotion to this phase of nature alone can

give.

No. 337 . ‘The Lord Seymour,’ J. R. Swin-

TON. In this portrait the flesh colour is ex-

tremely ungrateful to the eye : it is devoid of

freshness, and the features are deficient iu

animation.

No. 3I7. ‘ The Earl of Seafield, Laird of

Grant, and his son. Viscount Reidhaven,’ F.

Grant, R.A. Both figures are full-lengths,

standing ; the heads are remarkably successful.

No. 318. ‘Dalila asking Forgiveness of

Samson,’ F. R. Pickersgill, R.A.

Dalila. Let me ai^ytroach at least, and touch thy hand.

Samson. Not for thy life, lest fierce rcmembraucc wake
My sudden rage.

Samson is in the act of uttering his refusal;

his back is turned to us, and the contraclion

of the muscles declares the shrinking repug-

nance with which he hears Dalihi’s request,

more distinctly and forcibly than could any

expression of^hc features. The body is in

nowise attitudinised ; the determination of the

refusal is declared by the muscles of the back.

Dalila kneels trembling before Samson, and

her attendants in equal degree share the feel-

ing of their mistress. The soundness of the

work, and its honesty of principle, recall to

mind certain of the eminent masters of the

Venetian school; but their conventionalities

of costume are discarded for forms which

might have been acknowledged even in the

days of the Philistines.

No. 350. ‘ Sunny Hours,’ J. D. Wingfield.

The works exhibited uuder this name always

display great knowledge and taste in dealing

with the costumes of the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries. The scene is the “ plea-

saunce,” either at Haddon or Hampton Court,

with a fair sprinkling of beau monde.

No. 353. ‘ Ave Maria,’ E. W. Russell. A
study of a girl at vespers, painted with firmness,

and very appropriately circumstanced.

No. 356. ‘A Sunny Afternoon in Autumn,’

T. S. Cooper, A. 'There is an unfortunate

sameness in all cattle pictures, for there is but

little story in the correlations of kiiie
;
with

ilorland it was toi/jours cochoii, with others it

is (oujours motilon. In this large picture groups

of tall trees rise against the sky from a hum-
mock in the immediate foreground, past which

flows a river, wherein, according to an old pre-

dilection, some of the cows are batliing their

feet, while others of the herd and numerous

sheep are distributed over the site.

No. 359. ‘The Truants,’ W. Underbill.
There is something original, light, and spirited

in this picture
;

but the forms are too much
cut up ijy lines which really have no office iu

the composition. The truants are three boys,

who are on the trunk of a tree that stretches

"askant” a brook. The picture is hung too

high for inspection.

No. 363. ‘Mrs. Laurence R. Baily,’ J.
1

Robertson. The lady, a half-length in a grey !

dress, is placed between two ffimost equal
j

quantities of foliage, making tlie figure look '

thin and shadowy, as well as outraging the first 1

canons of conmositiou.
j

No. 368. ‘The Evening Song,’ A. Rankley. i

The striking featui’e here is the upper sky— I

tlic rosy clouds lying iu parallel lines. It is a I

beautiful natural phase; but it does not make
itself felt here as it would iu a composition of

j

appropriate sentiment. The evening song is

sung uy a company of children on a near site

of green sward.

No. 369. ‘Luff, Boy !’ J. C. Hook, A._ This

idea is original
;
it is carried out with spirit, pre-

scuting as a base of operations part of a fishing-
,

boat only—the stern-sheets—where are seated '

three figures, a middle-aged aud weather-
j

beaten iisiierman, a youth, perhaps his sou,
;

and a child, a little 'boy, who does his best
!

with both hands to obey the sharp command
|

by laying bis rudder hard-a-weather_ to bring

the boat up in the wind
;
but why tliis is done

we are left to conjecture. The colour is bril-
'

liant, but wc have never seen the sea so gi-een

No. 371 . ‘Miss Elliot,’ T. Y. Gooderson.

An elegant aud simple portrait, presenting the

lady at full-length iu a plain walking di-ess.

No. 375 . ‘Miss Emily Long, ’ is another full-

length figure of like good quality.

No. 378. ‘Brighton and Back, 3i'. 6^/.,’ C.

IlossiTER. The title is illustrated by a section

of an open railway carriage, into which a smart

shower of rain is blown on the windward side.

The company show some variety of character,
1

which is rendered definite by a remarkable

firmness of toucli. ^

No. 379 .
‘ The lYelcome Home,’ G. E.

'

Hicks. A rustic interior, with an expectant
j

wife waiting the return of her husband, who is
j

about to enter. Tlic colouring throughout the
|

picture is bright and harmonious— certainly

too pretty to be probable ; setting aside, how-

ever, what we know to be the colours of most :

rustic dwellings, it is an agreeable picture.
^

No. 380. ‘The Monk Felix,’ C. Goldie.

This conception is an inspiration from Long-

fellow’s " Golden Legend

—

“And lo ! lie heard
The singing: of a bird

Among the branches brown.

“And long, long
He listened to the song.

And hardly breathed or stirred."

A figure picture without a face is usually con-

sidered an impossibility
;
yet this is one. The

monk Felix, in his white frieze, turns his back

upon us, and is in form less interesting than

the most maudlin of human-kind. Saving tlie

colour, which is too metallic, the foliage aud

tree are unexceptionable ;
but Felix is the

^

least happy feature of the picture.

No. 382. ‘Ophelia,’ A. Ercole. Ophelia

at full-length, and of the size of life ! aud truly

a work of many beauties, savouriug of the best
,

manner of the French school. It is not desi-
j

rable to see Ophelia painted an ethereal beauty,

nor is it fitting that she should be reproduced

a hideous “ Pre-Raffaellite” crudity. She con-



fro]its you here not an angel, but a well-grovrn
woman, of delicate and nervous temperament.
\Vitli an earnest stare she says, “Tlierc’s
rosemai-y—that’s for remembrance

;
pray you,

love, remember : and there is pansies—that’s
for thoughts and tliis witli an air sufficiently

(Ustrail, for rampant vulgarity is not an attri-

bute of the character.
'
It were only to be

desired tliat the features were somewhat more
decidedly marked, to separate them from the
draperies, and bring them back to humanity.
The face is in half tint, very delicately painted,
and the high lights are dropped on from behind.

The wiiite drapeiy is an admirable study
;
the

entire figure Ijeing brought forward by a dai'k

wooded Ijaekgrouud.

No. 386. ‘ Tlie Young Brother,’ F. Undee-
niLL. The playful lightness of this -work is

extremely independent
;
but the diagonal suc-

cession of the heads is not good composition.

No. 388. ‘A Dutch Peon, running for the
Port of Harlingen, is driven in a Heavy Squall
Outside the South Pier Head,’ E. Cooke,
A. It cannot well be understood how she is

to escape running foul of that same pier-head.

A miserable kedge, with a whipcord of aliawser,

is tlirown out, and the helm is jammed hard
up, but she must go against the jetty. The
craft and all her gear are very couscientiously

made out. There is no artist who so com-
pletely conveys to canvas the reality of such a
scene

;
his pictures arc always true, and always

evidence of intense thouglit and iutelleclual

power.

No. 3S9. ‘At Saarburg, on the Saar,’ G. C.
STANEUan. TIjc object to which the eye is

directed is a clumsy old boat, liauled up from
the river for two purposes—to be repaired,

and to be painted,—that is, in a picture : tliLs,

with the accompaniment of water, houses, and
distant clilTs, forms a subject of tempting
originality.

No. 390. ‘Barley Harvest,’ H. C. Wiiaite.
"VVlieu the mind is bent on one quality alone in

Art, it is generally realised by the sacrifice of
j’ many others. Microscopic execution has been

the desideratum in this picture, and it is carried

out witli a singleness of purpose which consti-

I

tutes it the unique quality of the work. Tlic

field is bounded by a rising ground covered

!
with wood, the treatment of wliicli is one of

' the errors induced by the passion for excessive
finish.

No. 391. ‘Interior—Boys at Play,’ W. \Y.

Nicol. The simplicity and tone of'the back-

i

ground are extremely judicious—they would

j

serve for any domestic arrangement of cliarac-

i

ters. The boys are really children—a success
which does not attend every attempt at naiutins:

boyhood.

I No. 392. ‘A Cottage Interior,’ A. Piiovis.

Not,_ pcrliaps, so effective as we have seen the
studies of this series, though studiously at-

tractive iu colour—which, by the way, is a

pleasant fiction.

No. 393. ‘ Home Thoughts,’ E. M. ‘WAun,
B.A. The title :s unnecessary; it is a lady
who, having received a letter from liomc, is

transported in thought back to tliat home iu

England,—for she is iu India. The deeply-
thinking face is full of suggestion; it is rich lu

beauty, and full of character. The work is

t charmingly painted—a portrait and a picture.

No. 391. ‘Le Chapeau Noir,’ T. M. Joy.
If a French title be at all necessary, the pro-

prieties of tlie case require it to be Ze Chu])cun
Andalusie», for such is the head-gear worn by
the young lady on the canvas. It is a portrait

with mucli pictorial quality.

I

No. 100. ‘Home again—1S5S,’ H. O’Neil.

I

This picture is proposed as a companion to that
' of last year, but it is not so vigorous a work.

Moreover, ‘Eastivard Ho!’ was an extremely
! felicitous idea, carried out with a substantive

earnestness which had never before been

evinced by the artist. The figures here arc
numerous mid cliaraclcrislic, and the ollice,

condition, and relations of each is at once de-
clared. In order to amplify the narrative, and
enrich it witii allusion, the ladder whereby
the disembarkation takes place is much too
crowded. There are no boats in readiness to
receive tlie descending jhrong—the wounded
sergeant who is being lowered down will occupy
all the disposable space. It is undoubtedly a
^yol•k of merit

; but it is altogether so mucli
like ‘ Eastward Ho I

’ that the novelty of the
idea is worn off. The subject has not been
fell; the principal figure, the burly sergeant we
liave referred to, is, at all events, convalescent

:

he looks, indeed, more like one who is suffering
from gout, the result of ease and rich living,

than an invalid wounded, as well as sick, who
is destined for Chelsea.

^
No. 404. ‘ Old Mill, North IVales,’ W. D.

Kennedy. There is mucli sweetness and har-
mony of colour in this simple subject

;
but it

is coloured according to au exploded regime.

It is file picture wliicli, in reference to this

qualify. Sir George Beaumont, had he the
power of glancing round these -walls, would at

once point to as an exemplar after liis lieart.

405. ‘ Augustus L. Egg, Esq., A.R.xV.,’ J.

PniLLir, A. AVhen painters paint for them-
selves and each other, they declare their tastes

and feeling less equivocally than when painting
for patrons. The subject is seated, and holds
ou his knee a terrier. It is a small picture,

painted witli wonderful force. Perhaps it

would not be too much to say it is the best
portrait iu the collection. Moreover, the like-

ness is unexceptionable.

No. 413. ‘A Lake Scene— Going to the
Fair,’ F. Dandy, A. Tlie aspirations here are
less poetic than those of the produefions gene-
rally of Mr. Dauby. Since his ‘ Fisherman’s
Horae,’ years ago, we do not remember any-
thing of a character so simple as ‘Going to the
Fair.’ Tiie shore of a lake meets the base
line of the picture, and the shore wiiich closes

it in the right distance is a wooded high-land,
with a castellated edifice. A ferry-boat is

about departing with a variety of passengers,
as market people, cows, and a man ou horse-
back

;
but the sentiment of the composition is

its description of early morning, that is shown
iu the awakening sky and the colours which
greet the eye from the high places of the
earth.

No. 41G. ‘ The Eve of IMonmoutli’s Rebel-
lion,’ J. Geant. The title would suggest
a large historical composition, but it contains
only two figures—that of Monmouth, scaled
on tlie trunk of a felled tree, and Lady Went-
wortli, who urges him ou to his fatal enter-

prise, while slie significantly places on his liead

a_ crown of flowers.
_

The duke is haunted by
dire forebodings,—his eyes are downcast; even
the lady’s dramatic air and inspiriting assu-
rances do not rouse him. The subject is well
chosen, and in its execution there are some
creditable passages; but the artist shoAvs him-
self simply a face painter,—and, by the way,
both heads are too large. Tlie work in tlie

accessories does not equal that in the heads.
No. 418. ‘The Old Porter’s Daughter

—

Door at Haddon Hall,’ A. Penley. The door-
way has little attractive quality about it, but
the stone textures are rendered with striking
veracity.

No. 420. ‘Interior of the Church of St.

Mark, Venice,’ D. Robeets, R.A. A section
of the interior, very rich in subdued colour.
According to Mr. Roberts’ feeling, it is painted
in a_ breadth of middle tone, with numerous
cutting points, liglit and dark, as figures. In
the picture a greater altitude is given to the
roof tlian it has in reality.

No. 426. ‘xV Kind Star,’ Sir E.L.vndseee,
R.xY. This is the most enigmatical of all the

works of llie artist. It coufains two forms

—

that of a hind, apparently Ai’ouudcd, and lying
ou the bank of a lake

;
the other is tlie “kincl

star,” that has descended from her place in
the spheres for the especial consolation of the
afflicted or dying hind. '

No. 427. ‘Dogberry’s Charge to the Watch,’
H.S. Marks.

Dogherry. “ Y’oii shall conipreliend all vngrnm
men

;
you are to bid any man stand, in tlie Prince's

name,” ic.

This mustering of the Avatch lias a large share
of the spirit of the text. The watch-house is

full of movement, and ou all sides there is

serious preparation for duty. Dogberrv, on
the left, delivers his instructions

;
and almost

grotesque figure is he who stands forward with
the question, “How, if he will not stand?”
The costume aud equipments of the good citi-

zens show that some inquiry has been insti-

tuted anent the petii-coafs, the pvlches, tlie

hoods and hose of the beginning of the fifteeutli

century, with A'arietics of those pikes, halberds,
and jiartisans, which, from the days of Hastings
to a very recent date, have figured iu our bat-
tles and our pageants. The composition is full

of appropriate character.

No. 429. « - ^ ^ w. C. T. Dobson.
:

“Also ho (D.avirl) bade tliem teacli tlie chiklren
;

of Judah the use of the boAV."
.

j

Beyond the letter of this passage from the
|

first chapter of the second of Samuel, tlie spirit !

of the piece is not carried. A boy is in tlie
j

act of shooting, while by his side stands an
instructor, witli a few other supplementary
figures. It is not a subject iu which can be

|

set fordi those graces of expression tliat the
artist has in other Avorks shown

;
but iu the cos-

tume thc conventionalities of tlic old masters
are dismissed, and the dicta of unquestionable
truth are recognised.

No. 430. ‘Tlie lion. Sir Samuel Ciiuard, I

Bart.,’ J. J. Napier. A life-sized figure, seated,
with a head and features full of vigorous in-

telligence.

IS^. 437. ‘Contentment,’ W. Dyce, R.A. !

A subject in humble life,—the only one we re-
'

member to have seen by this artist. The title
|

is illustrated by au ageefferryman, who is seated i

not far from the door of his cottage, past which
flows a river, bordered by .scenery something
like that of the Clyde. The old man, Avith liis

face shaded by Ids nor’-wester, looks straight
out of the picture—an admirable figure, !

lainted with great skill, aud most effectu'ely !

irought foi'AA'ard from the airy distance. The
‘

hard and stony ground is a most successful
illusion. The surfaces are excellent

; but it
j

must be said withal that the picture is too
grey in the foreground and too blue in the
distance.

No. 440. ‘The First Voyage,’ F. Stone, A.
The scene is laid on the French coast, aud the
per&onee are principally the father, mother, and
aunts of a young French fisherman of some
eight years old, who is about to embark on the
enterprise mentioned as the title of the pic-

ture, of which tlie spirit, in its impersonations,
is as national as can be wished.

No. 443. ‘ Ou the Lighthouse Hills, at Cro-
mer,’ x\. J. Stark. Siuiply a piece ot grassy
foreground, with a distant view of the sea.

A flock of sheep are grazing on the spot, each
individual of which casts its long shadow
on the grass, whence we are pithily instructed
that the time is eA-euiug.

No. 444. ‘A Nonsuit,’ J. II. S. Mann. In
the various panorama set before the astonished
senses of Don Cleofas Leandro Zambullo,
efeeiera, by his friend Asmodeus, iu Lesage’s
pungent satires, is a picture presenting an aged
loA^er pressing his suit to a lady by detailing to
her his youthful conquests. The scene is here
transferred to the canvas, where we, as well as

Don Cleofas, can see the lady’s repugnance to
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licr lover. The work is small, but the point

of the story is so well sustained that it would
paint cffcctivclv as a large picture.

No. -Mb. ‘The Elder Sister,’ C. ^y. Coi-e,

11.A. The younger is all but an infant, and
the elder is offering lier fruit. If the relations

between tlic two were not given, it might be

supposed they were mother and cliild ; but iu

citlier case the incicleut is equally inter-

esting.

No. 455. ‘ Under the Old Bridge,’ T. Cres-

1
WICK, li.A. A version, probably, of the old

1
bridge near Bettws, with its summer coat of

forest green: an interesting subject, with the

now shrunk current rushing through the arch

into the pool below. The watercourse is de-

scribed with the usual power wlierewitli the

artist treats material of this kind.

No. 450. ‘Silent Pleading,’ M. Stone.
Entire indices of artists do we know, that is, of

those w)io can paint, but “M. Stone” as yet

wc know not. Here is, however, a picture that

at once raises his name to distinction. It sets

before us a poor and ragged wayfarer, wlio,

worn and weary with fatigue, has seated him-

self in a wood-shed and fallen asleep, exposed
to the rigoiu's of a bitter winter day. He is

discovered by a policeman, who is about to

handcuff liim, but a more merciful passenger

suggests forbearance. The drawing, painting,

and circumstantial narrative, cannot be too

liigiily eulogised. It possesses eminently two
qualities wliicb always give value to works of

Art—these are, earnestness and simplicity.

No. 457. ‘ Castilian Almsgiving,’ J. B. Bur-
gess. The recipient is a blind man, who has

taken his stand witliiu a church door, to move
the charity of the faithful. Two (igures- are

passing in—perhaps mother and child—and
the latter, a girl, gives the blind man a piece

of money. The beggar, the proraiuent figure,

is a fciicitous study, carefully draw’n, w'cll

painted, and strictly national.

No. 453. ‘Evening on the Nile—Philaj,’ F.

Dillon. The island, with its mysterious

temples, occupies the left centre of the com-
posilion, at some distance from the nearest

section, the right being closed by feathery

palms and portions of the immediate bank of

the river. The temples, being removed from
the eye, are not seen iu ruins, and thus, by
the suggestion of their entirety, the mind
is borne back to the days of the Pharaohs, and
all the mysteries of ancient Egyptian history.

No. 459. ‘ Brodick Castle, Isle of Arran,’

C. Stanfield, II. A. The castle crowns a

wooded amphitheatre facing the sea, and higher

again than that rise the more distant peaks of

Arran, iu this case spotted w’hitc with the snow
not yet melted out of the clefts of the peak.

The sea opens to the right, and on the imme-
diate left is a shred of pasture, with cattle, and
their herds. The whole looks like a piece of

veracious local portraiture.

No. 4G0. ‘ A Mother and Child,’ R. Tiior-

BURN, A. This is an agroupment of the Ma-
donna class. The mother is seated in an open

1
landscape, clasping the infant in her arms.

Both are probably portraits. Tbc group bas

,

been painted with a degree of freedom seldom
1 seen in the works of this artist.

No. 4G6. ‘ Bruuetta,’ II. Tait. A portrait

i
—that of a young lady, presented as leaning

I against a console, the glass of which reflects

her features in profile—a second portrait. The

j

draperies arc painted with perfect truth, and
arc brilliant in colour.

1

No. 4G8. ‘Man goetli forth to bis work,

and to his labour, until the evening,’ P. H.
Calderon. The workman in this instance is

an aged letter-carver, who is seated on the

pavement of one of the side aisles of a church,

carving an inscription on a slab in the floor.

It is an accessible and telling subject, treated

with much skill and power.

WEST ROOM.

No. 474. * Scarborough, from the North
Bank Top—Morning,’ j. W. Carmichael.
This is a full and effective picture. It appears

also to be worked up to au extremely careful

fiuisb
;
and if such qualities do not entitle

works to be placed so that they can be seen,

the conclusion is, that after certain pictures

are placed, merit has but little claim to consi-

deration.

No. 478. ‘Review on the Champ de Mars,

on the occasion of Her Majesty’s Visit to

Paris,’ G. H. Thomas. There is always a

certain amount of formality in a review, which
it is extremely dilficult to dispose of. There
are long lines of Zouaves in the immediate

front
;
while ou the right a batallion of grena-

diers is just disappearing, and on the left

masses of cavalry are marching up to the

wheeling point. The Queen aud the Empress
are seated on a balcony, beneath which is a

crowd of officers of all ranks, with Prince

Albert and the Emperor in the front.

No. 479. ‘Domenico da Pescia urges Sa-

vonarola to have recourse to the fiery ordeal

for a miraculous confirmation of his doctrines,’

IV. C. Thomas. If this work be not a com-
mission, it can scarcely be understood that

such a subject, even willi a fine quality of Art,

can be commonly interesting. The figures

—

both monks— stand together in a cloister,

drawn and painted in a manner very masterly,

though iu iiie feeling of a foreign school; but

the flesh tints are unnatural,—they arc stouy

and unlife-like.

No. 4S0. ‘The Burgesses of Calais, a.d.

1347,’ U. Holiday. Of the six burgesses

whom Edward required should “ yelde them
sefe ” purely to his will, wc see one here,

and he is prepared for the surrender, being

barefooted, in his shirt, aud having a halter

round his neck
;
and by him prays Ins wife for

his safety. The subject is not a pleasant one,

nor is it carried out with the graces wherewith
it might be invested.

No. 481. ‘Tough and Tender,’ E. Osborn.
“ Tougli ” is a seaman, sitting on the rail of a

jetty, and “ Tender” is the cnild that be holds

carefully in his arras, a tliird person in tlie

group being the mother. The features of the

mail are bent down—the drawing, painting,

and lights of the face are uncxcejitionable.

No. 482. ‘ The Love of James the First of

Scotland,’ J. E. Millais, A. This “ Love ” is

Lady Jane Beaufort, who is passing flowers

into the window of his prison, while In cap-

livity iu Windsor Castle. The story of his

“ love ” is narrated by himself, and Jane Beau-
fort afterwards became his queen. His first

sight of her he thus describes

—

Cast I down mine eyes again,
IViiercas I saw, walking under tlie tower,
Full secretly, new comer here to plain.

The fairest or the freshest younge (lower
That ever I saw, methonght, before that hour ;

For wiiich sudden abate, anon a st.-irr,

The blood all ray body to my lieart."

James and Mr, Millais do not agree about the

lady’s beauty, as the description on tlie canvas

by no means accords with the image the king’s

verse would convey. It is the least objection-

able of Mr. Millais’s three pictures-

No. 488. ‘The Stack Rocks at Sunset, near

StackpoLe Court, Pembrokeshire,’ J. Mogford.
These rocks are singular in form, aud consti-

tute an effective feature iu a picture when
treated so successfully as in this work.

No. 489. ‘ Saltimbauques comptaut Icur re-

cette,’ C. ScriLOESSER. This is a French pic-

ture, prejudiced by that defect coramou to the

school—a dead, dark, opaque, aud heavy back-

ground. The subject is suggestive, and much
more might have been made of it. A womau,
in impersonation too refined for the society in

which she appears, turns out the the

day’s earnings—at which the men look with

some curiosity.

No. 490. ‘ Gretna Green,’ J. Barrett. The
story is of the cruel interruption of the mar-

riage by the annouucemeut of the postboy that

the pair are pursued. There are five persons

present—the unhappy pair, tiie successor of

the famous blacksmith, the postboy, aud a
female servant—all of whom express alarm at

the prospect of the invasion. There are in it

passages of creditable work.

No. 491. ‘A Statute Fair,’ G. B. O’Neill.
The canvas is thronged with wcll-conceived

aud wcll-exccuLed characters, but it is au unfor-

tunate circumstance that so much right good
work should be lavished on a composition iu

which there is no incident beyond the hiring

of a servant. The figures, we say, are very

numerous, representing every class, rural aud
burgher, with an infinite and j ppropriate va-

riety of costume, worked out with tbc utmost
care.

No. 493. ‘ The Skipper Ashore,’ J. C. Hook,
A. The subject consists of the boat and the

boy tliat are waiting tlie “ skipper’s ” return.

In all the luxury of temporary idleness, the

ragged sea-boy is lounging on the scats of the

stern-boat of a small sloop or cutter, that is

auchored in the offing. It is bright in colour :

it would seem that this was the ouly desidcrau-

dum of the painter.

No. 494. ‘A Thunder Shower,’ J. T. Lix-
nell. The features of the landscape are some-
what like those of the harvest-field of last

year, the view beiug bounded by an upland.

The base of the composition is a hay-field,

wherein the labourers are hastening their ope-

rations, iu apprehension of a thunder-storm

that is rising over the hill. The sun is not yet

obscured, aud hence is an opportunity afforded

for an effective play of fugitive lights and
darks. The imminence of the storm is felt iu

the confusion of the haymakers and the rapidly-

darkening sky.

No. 495. ^ W. II. O’Connor.
“ She, from M'liom no care of mine was liiii, turning

try mo, with aspect glad as fair, bespake me :
‘ Grate-

fully direct lliy mind to God, tiirough whom to this

first star wo come.’
”

This passage, proposed as a theme, is a transla-

tion from the lines of the “Paradise ”

—

“ Volta ver me si lleta come bella,

Drizza la mente iu Dio grata, mi disse," &c.

;

and Dante and Beatrice are, of course, the

characters introduced; but we find them iu a

commonplace green landscape with trees—such

a plot as might be picked up between Vauxliall

and Wandsworth—although Dante just before

says— I

“ Giuiito mi %-idi ovo mirabll cosa, '

Mi torse il viso a sfe,"— !

in reference to having soared with Beatrice, far

away from earth. And Dante is here old,

whereas lie himself tells us that he is about
thirty-five. We simply make these observa-

tions to show that a work painted from a

standard source, to be of any value at all,

ought to be in the wliole spirit of the letter.

No. 499. ‘The Bay of Baite,’ W. Linton.
Wc look up the bay from the vicinity of the

ruius of some of those ancient palaces of which
the luxury aud licence were condemned by
Sallust and Seneca. A light aud broad day-

light version.

No. 501. ‘ My Father’s Portrait,’ G.Scumitt.
Au artist appears here at bis easel, painting, it

may be presumed, the portrait in question.

Simply a life-sized bead, whercou is thrown a

gleam of light, which, in relieving the head

from tlie dark background, communicates to it

much pictorial effect.

No. 507. ‘The Children in the Wood,’ C.

Lucy. The “wood,” in this interpretation of

the story, is painted up to a minuteness of

detail that imperils the quality of the children

;

for although tlieir faces and draperies are most

2 X
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carefuUy made out, yet there are natural sur-

faces that can be worked up, so as to supersede

the painting of flesh and draperies. The
ground, the trees, the leaves, have been realized

with the most exemplary assiduity.

No 508. 'The Highland Tod-hunter,’ U.
Ansdell. The change that is come over the

sphit of this artist’s labours is by no means so

satisfactory as that of his earlier bright and
cheerful sporting and pastoral essays. The
composition contains numerous figures, among
whom stalks the tod-huntcr, with the tod

{Anglice, fox) slung at his back
;

but he is

eclipsed by the grotesque-looking dogs of the

party, terriers and foxhounds, loose and in

couples, the " least genteel of dogs.” The
difference to which we allude is the blackness

in all the markings and shadows, whicli, with

the dark landscape, renders the work very

heavy. Mr. Ansdell has been looking at the

Spanish masters
;
but we do not hesitate to

say, that any manner formed on such a basis

will be much less popular than the more truth-

ful daylight he has been accustomed to paint.

No. 509. ‘Eruit,’ Miss E. H. Sta>"nard.
Painted with admirable effect, and in close

imitation of the rich maturity of nature.

No. 513. 'The Cup of Cold Water,’ E.
IIuGUES. The figures arc correctly drawn, and
firmly painted, but in the heads lies the inte-

rest of the w’hole,—that of the mistress of the
cottage betokening, in an eminent degree, dig-

nity and gentleness of character, while the lights

and shade on the face of the beggar are per-

fectly transparent, and support tlie drawing
without the slightest tendency to blackness.

In the entire catalogue, the instances of in-

tegrity of purpose, honest and sound principle,

equal to this, arc not numerous.
No. 511'. 'The Black Rock, from Kemp

Town, Brighton—West View,’ J.T.Willmore,
A.E. The sea and sky present here a phase of

great natural beauty that is extremely difficult to

paint. The view is sea-ward
; the sun, descend-

ing towards the horizon, is veiled by a cloud,

and thus a beautiful play of light and dark
appeal’s on the tranquil sea. The atmospheric
medium is managed with great felicity.

No. 516. ‘The Start—One, two, three, and
away !

’ W. Hemsley. A briglit, sunny pic-

ture, wherein tlie figures stand well forward,

being principally four boys marshalled Epsom-
wise for a race, and exhibiting intense eager-

ness for the “ start,”—the master of the course
being an old man, who is in the act of giving

the signal. The action and expression of the

1

boys are all that can be desired, and the painter

is most judicious in his choice of models.

1 No. 519. ‘Dividend Day at the Bank,’ G. E.

!

Hicks. It may be asked why this subject has
not been taken up before, a question whicli

might be asked of many other profitably con-
vertible ideas, that are too common to attract

1

notice. It is a large canvas, everywhere
1 crowded with holders of stock

;
in fact, very

much hke the place on the supposed occasion,

only Avith somewhat more of fashion than is

generally seen there, The agroupment at the
counter round the old gentleman in the wheel
chair is various and interesting, and in all the

figures the work is thoroughly conscientious.

There is more of serious prose than poetry in

the scene, but for its class It is an excellent

subject, leaving in the execution nothing to be
desired.

No. 523. ‘ “ A thing of beauty is a joy for

ever.” Michael Angelo, in his advanced age,

in the sculpture galleries feeling the statues

—

A sketch for a picture,’ E, M. Miller. The
materials are well put together, and with care-

ful elaboration they may be worked out into

an interesting work.

No. 52'!. * « * # A. Hughes,

“ For how myght ever sweetnesse liave be known
To hym that never lastyd bitterocsse ?

"

The application of these lines to the composi-
tion is not very clear—or rather, it is difticidt

to see liow the Imes can he interpreted as we
see them. There are two figures—lovers with-
out question; he is partially hidden by the

bole of a massive tree, as about to pluck a flower

which hangs over his head, while the lady is

also looking up. The costume they wear is

modem, and they stand amidst the summer
luxuriance of flowers and foliage. The face

of the man is so creditably painted that it can
scarcely be believed to be by the same hand
as the head of the woman, tliat seems wanting
in proper attachment to the body, the features

being disqualified by an inane sentimentality.

This is a professedly “Pre-llaffaelite” work,
with everything in it rushing out of the frame,

and introducing as much of the crudity of the

manner as can oe shown on a limited field.

No. 525. ‘Marchllyn-Mawr,’ J. W. Oakes.
A subject from the Welsh lakes, with no sign

of life save a patient and statuesque crane con-

templating the water, Narcissus-like, but with

a different feeling—the question of the moment
being with him a dinner. Level with the eye

lies the surface of the lake, bounded on the

other side by green hills, to the hospitable

sides of which the clouds descend for rest.

But this artist is great in the minvUce of fore-

grounds, without any parade of handling,

llocks and stones, witli their lichens, the pool

through wliich passes the redundant water of

the lake, the sedges, the heath, and the variety

of small salad that goes to make up a fore-

gi’ouud, are all charmingly made out.

No. 526. ‘Danish Shepherd, with Dog and
Sheep,’ Mrs. E. Jericilag. A very spirited

work—we were about to say, for a lady
;
but

ladies now paint with as much power as the

other sex. It is a large composition, with the

shepherd, bis canine lieutenant, and the woolly

charge, dl enjoying on the grass the olium

which the gods vouchsafe them. The sheep

are tall and long-limbed
;
they are also large-

headed, llomau-nosed animals, reversing in

every way the pohits of om’ South Downs.
No. 538. ‘Sheep-washing in Glen-Lyon,’

R. Aksdell. In tone this work is much the

same as the ‘ Tod-hunter ;’ the markings ai’c

heavy and opaque, and the landscape reminds

us of Palma Vecchio.

No. 539. ‘Sandsfoot Castle, W''eymouth,’

E. W. Cooke, A. The remnant of tlie castle

extends to the brink of the cliff, and the view,

as given here, is that from the beach below

;

but the power of the picture is in the beach,

with its rocks, stones, and multitudinous inci-

dents, and, above all, the shallow water, with

its “skyey” reflections and tiny waves that

lap the shore at your feet.

No. 510. ‘The German Patriot’s Wife in

ISIS,’ J. E. Hodgson. The story is of the

bribing of the gaoler to admit the wife to see

her imprisoned husband. There is much
labour in the work, but the result is not very

satisfactory.

No. 513. ‘Returning from Torcello,’ G. E.

IIering. Venice is yet far off, and it will be
dark before the two gondolas shall have lauded

then’ living freights. The sea is as calm as a

lake, the surface being disturbed only by a

ripple, catching on its minute ridges the light

that is yet powerful in the sky. The idea is

extremely simple, but it is brought forward in

the spirit of the most refined poetry.

No. 516. ‘Evening,’ J. Linnell, Sen. The
landscape is a production of infinite excellence,

but in calling nis pictm-e ‘ Evening,’ Mr. Liu-

nell has intended the allusions in the sky to be
the paramount point of the picture. In its

forms and tones the composition comes move
kindly together than any recent work of the

painter, and the twilight on the fields, and the

clear sky above, are passages which appeal at

once to the feeling. There is in the sky a red

cloud of surpassing magnificence, of which the
foreshortening and retirement are a masterpiece
of truth. The cloud does not overpower
the landscape, but is supported bv warm tints in
the nearest site, that are also red without being
felt as such. The clear air, the purity of the
light above, and the firm and transparent
depth below, are beyond all praise. A work
like this is too fine for merely showing the
opei'ation of penning sheep. It may be re-

gretted that the associations are not more
elevated in tone. The work is that of a great
master in Art.

No. 547. ‘ Caught again,’ E. Eagles.
Tliose who are caught are a boy and girl

—

Italians
;
but it cannot well be seen whether

the youth is kissing her, or lighting liis pipe
at her eyes. The feeling of the colour and
manner is strongly Ereiich.

No. 557. ‘Not Guilty,’ companion to ‘Wait-
ing for the Verdict,’ A. Solohon. These two
works have found more favour with the public
than, we think, any that have gone oefore

them, but this does not so entirely enlist the
sympathies of the spectator as did the picture
of 1857. The prisoner, a stalwart country-
man, is just released from custody, his wife
clings to him, his mother holds up one of
the children for an embrace, and his father prays i

God to bless the advocate who has so ably

defended his son
;
thus the scene is full of excite-

ment and emotion, of which themselves at once
point out the cause. The head of the principal

figure is too large, and the features want agree-

able character. Altogether, however, the work
is one of great merit.

No, 55S. ‘The Sunday-school,’ R. McInnes.
The relief and repose of Sunday morning is the
proposition of this work, that shows accordingly

a double line of the best little girls in the parish

about to enter the church-door, and, as a con-
trast to them, two very naughty boys, one up
in the yew-tree, and the other leaning idly

against the trunk. The church, and chm*cli- 1

yard, are painted with the utmost care, and
the faces of the children are equal in finish to 1

the most delicate miniature.

No. 562. ‘Our Saviour Jornmeying to Jeru-

salem,’ J. Wood. A long picture, with a
|

multitude of figures, and showing the Saviour
riding on an ass in the midst. There are, in

the throng, many well-conceived characters.

No. 569. ‘ Milton Visiting Galileo in the

Prison of the Inquisition,’ E. Crowe, Jun. This
is an admirable subject, but it is materially

damaged by the way in which the background
material is painted up. Galileo is stretched

upon a couch of dried sedges, tended by his

two daughters, who were nuns in a convent

near his prison ; but Milton sits at the door,
j

as if he was not of the party—an airangeraent

which disintegrates the composition. As well
'

as can be seen, the figures are most carefully

drawn and painted.
;

No. 570. ‘Hills and Dales in Wales,’ T.

Danby. The genial and harmonious warmth
that pervades this view leaves no room for

unfavourable remark with respect to colour.

The materials are of ordinary character : an
expanse of rough bottom on the right, but on
the left broken by clumps of trees, the whole
closed by near mountains. This suave manner
of colour produced, we may suppose, by geueral

glazes, yields faith to the principles propounded
and advocated by Reynolds.

No. 577. ‘ Through the Needle ee, boys,’

R. Gavin. The title is the name of the game
in which this hilarious company are engaged.

The merits of the picture are of a positive kind,

as illustrating the force of firmly-painted and

strongly-toned figures in opposition to an open
airy space. The heroes and heroines are

village children, more earnestly than grace-

fully active in their sport. Tlie artist has

dared to paint eccentric attitudes of much diffi-
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culij, not only to llie painter, but also to the

mocicl.

No. 583. ‘Scene in “the Glebe,” South

Brent, Devon,’ J. Gendall. A well-selected

subject, translated to the canvas apparently

with good taste, but too high to be seen. The

artist enjoys well-earned repute.

No. 588. ‘Miss Eliza Partridge,’ Miss _E.

Paiiteidge. a head and bust, coloured with

much natural freshness.

No. 589. ‘The Young Koyalist,’ J. A.Vxntee.

A small picture, in which a child is armed with

his father’s cuirass. Very agreeable in effect

;

but the cuirass is of a fasrdon too modern.

No. 591. ‘ Morning on the Lago Maggiore,’

G. E. Heeing. The view is taken from a

garden terrace on the banks of the lake, whence

IS seen the amphitheatre of mountains rising

from the opposite shore, and there it is that we
discern the type of the morning. Tlie moun-

tains appear through an atmosphere laden with

thin grey mist, the function of which is dis-

charged in a manner that fully supports the

title.

No. 592. ‘Clover Time, DencrossEann,Ediu-

bridge, Kent,’ W. S. Rose. The most earnest

production wc have ever seen under this name

;

but there is yet room to improve the ragged-

ness of the foliage and its very cold hue—and

the sky is somewhat tame; but with these

exceptions, it is a landscape of considerable

merit.

No. 595. ‘Jly aiu Eircside,’ T. Eaed. The
qualities of this picture are of the same high

order as those of ‘ Sunday Morning in the

Backwoods.’ Two cottagers, man and wife,

are seated at “ their ain fireside,” and the

mother has placed the baby on the floor to play

with a rough terrier. The picture exhibits

much of the science of the art in its variety of

well placed gradation, and the force given to

the highest tones that are employed. The
little window at the back of the woman per-

forms no useful office in the general effect, out

is rather prejudicial to it by disturbing the

background, and so depriving the female figure

of a portion of her proper substance.

No. 596. ‘ Gallantry,’ J. A. Houston. The
figures here are two village children—boy and

gii'l—that are on their way to scliool, and the

boy holds a broad leaf of burdock over the

head of his companion. The figui’es are brought

well forward : out the girl is too pretty, and
she looks fixedly at the spectator.

No. 606. ‘ Charles Lewis Gnmeisen, Esq.,

E.R.G.S.,’ li. W. riCKEiisGiLL, U.A. This is

a small portrait, which, as to the quality of the

work, is one of the best ever painted by this

excellent artist.

No. 619. ‘ Garden Elowers,’ Miss Mutrie.
Tlie firmness of manner, powerful colour, and
natural condition and circumstances charac-

terizing the works of this lady, are refreshing

to those wearied w’ith the everlasting prim
drawing-room arrangement that prevails among
our flower painters. No. 621. ‘ Travellers’ J oy,’

MissA. F. Mutrie, is, perhaps, even more attrac-

tive than the former; both are of surpassiug

excellence.

No. 622. ‘ On the Mole, near Dorking,
Surrey,’ H. B. Gray. A weedy pool shaded
by trees, with that uumistakeable air of truth
which is derived from being painted on the spot.

No. 626. ‘The Lost Change,’ W. H. Knight.
The subject is dignified by so much good work
having been bestowed on it. A child, it seems,
has lost some money, and has enlisted a little

anny of sympathisers, including the rector. It

is a composition that does not tell its own story.

No. 628. ‘ The Dargle, County Wicklow,’
E. Hargett. As to forms and local features

this is a most honest version of a given locality;

we feel the ground firm under our feet, but
the metallic and uncompromising green of the
trees is entirely beside nature.

No. 631. ‘ French Peasants finding their I

Stolen Child,’ P. II. Calderon. The scene
!

here is the stage of a company of saltimbanques
\

at a country fair, and there, supported by a
j

police functionary, they claim their daughter,
I

who is dressed in tawdry rags as a performer. I

All the figures liave been very carefully

wrought, and the supplementary circumstance

assists the story.

No. 636. ‘J. C. Hook, Esq., A.,’ R. Han-
nah. A small profile head, very skilful in

manipulation, and an excellent likeness.

No. 637. ‘A Water-Miil,’ the late J”. Stark.

This work, we regret to say, will be the last

exhibited under this name. The late Mr. Stark

was one of the very few naturalists of our land-

scape school before it was revolutionised. When
landscape painting was nothing more than in-

door skctcliing, James Stark was diligently

working from tlie face of nature, and hence the

freshness which, from an early period, stamped

his productions with that local reality which

can never be improvised.

No. OiO. ‘Equestrian Portrait of His Grace

tlie Duke of Bedford,’ S. Pearce. The Duke
is mounted on a very quiet grey pony, and is

surrounded by foxhounds
;
he wears “ pink,”

and looks like the creature so loudly vaunted

in ancient verse and modern song—the “ old

English gentleman.”

No. 6i9. ‘Capture of Mediterranean Pi-

rates,’ J. Danby. The capture is but an epi-

sode aside
;

the sunset is the theme, worked

out as it is with the utmost power of the palette.

The pirate, a xebec-looking craft, and the wai'-

stcamer, are grouped on the left.

No. 660. ‘Summer Time, in the South of

Essex,’ H. B. Willis. Summer is here cele-

brated by a gi'oup of cattle on a site raised

slightly, but suliicicntly to bring them up
against the lower sky and the airy distance.

The animals, especially the horses, display

perfect knowledge of the anatomy and form
;

and the work is, altogether, one of very consi-

derable merit.

W'e have left no space for even a brief review

of the drawings and miniatures
;
there are, how-

ever, hung in the Water-Colour Room a few

works which cannot be left without notice.

No. 900. ‘Too Late,’ W. S. Windus. A
man, two female figures, and a child, are the

figures iu this composition, of which it can

only be said that it is iu the extremity of

" Pre-Raffaellite ” manner. The story is hope-

lessly obscure.

No. OIL ‘Near the Goat Pen, Windsor
Great Park,’ A. !M‘Calluh. The colour in

this work is perhaps too playful, but the detail

of the trunks and branches of the trees has

been carried out with exemplary patience.

No. 921. ‘ Pfcstum,’ J. F. Cropsey. The
ruins are brought forward under an effect of

sunset : a scene of imposing solemnity.

No. 933. ‘A Quiet Pool in Glen Falloch,’

B. W. Le^vder. The stones, water, and fore-

ground material in this work are of suqiassing

excellence

No. 935. ‘ The Spimiitig Wheel,’ J. Eos-

lOCK. A single figure, wed drawn and effec-

tively brilliant in colour.

No. 962. ‘Breakfasting Out,’ R. Dowling.
Literally breakfasting out, for it is a street

breakfast—the hour six, and the party a “ mix-

ture;” but the characters are very judiciously

selected, and everywhere the painting and
drawing are unexceptionable. The name is new
to us, but his manner of Art is sound, and bears

with it a prospect of distinction.

It is certain that photography has scattered

the "miniaturists it may be long before we
again see the starry assemblj^e of faces “in
little” we have been accustomed to see in this

room.

THE sculpture.

Y'ear by year ai'e we painfully reminded of

the insufficiency of the sculpture crypt—but,
happily, there is a prospect of amelioration

;

for in their new edifice the Academy dare not

fall into the error of building only for their

own day. The first work in the catalogue

of the sculpture is ‘ H.R.H. The Prince

Consort,’ W. Theed, a life-sized bust of the

prince, remarkable at once as a felicitous

resemblance, and an unaffected work of Art.

Then follow these small works, of whicli

the titles only can be given. No. 1232, ‘ The

Triumph of Judith,’ J. S. Westmacott,
either bronze or coloured plaster

;
being the

apex of the pyramid, it cannot be examined.

No. 1231-, ‘Alfred the Great’—bronze statu-

ette, H. Armstead. No. 1235, ‘Ideal bust

of a Warrior’—marble, W. D. Jones. No.

1236, ‘Sir Jamsetjee Jejieblioy, Bart.’—bronze

statuette, Baron Marochetti. No. 1238,
‘ William the Conqueror ’—bronze statuette,

II. Armstead. No. 1239, ‘The adopted sketch

for a statue of Caxton, to be erected in the

Westminster Palace Hotel, part of which

building stands on the site of Caxton’s house,’

by Joseph Durh.vm. No. 1210, ‘Right Hon.

Viscount Palmerston’—marble statuette, R.

C. Lucas. No. 1211, ‘Christ Enthroned; his

Birth, Death, and Ascension
;

St. Peter on his

right, St. Paul on his left.,’ 11. L. Boulton.

No. 1213, ‘Frolic,’ W. C. Marshall, R.A.

No. 1211, ‘Thomas Fau-bairu, Esq.’—bronze

medallion, T. Woolner. No. 1215, ‘Lady
Harrington and her son. Lord Petersham

—

sketch for a portrait grouji,’ T. Tuornycroft.

No. 1 216, ‘ Group of Mare and Deer-hound,’ C.

McCarthy. Of these there arc certain works

—in plaster or executed iu bronze or marble

—

justly estimable as pieces of cabinet sculpture,

composed with such nicety as to lines and

quantities, that even with the same propor-

tionate adjustments, they would he equally

appreciable in heroic or life stature.

To turn to the larger works, No. 1218 is

‘The Good Samaritan,’ C. B. Biucii, a subject

so unsuitable for round sculpture, that it has

never been our good fortune to see a success-

ful version of it. In bas-relief it is more

tractable
;
but here, as in other instances, the

nude and the draped are not reconciled, and,

unfortunately, the drapery of the Samaritan is

so heavy as to make the opposition more

sensibly felt. No. 1219, ‘ The Expulsion,’

W. C. Marshall, R.A., has been modelled to

be viewed from the left, on which side the

firmness of the muscular and positive ten-

dencies of the linear expression describe, on

the part of Adam, rather an orgasm of rage

than the subdued and bui'stiug agony of de-

spair. Adam appears to tear his hair. If this

be not the action proposed, the arrangement is

faulty, because it suggests that action; if it

be the action intended, it would seem to be an

act too scenic for the subject. Both figures

present everywhere surfaces and lines of infi-

nite beauty. No. 1250, ‘Innocence,’ L. A.

Malempre. In feeling, this statue is through-

out identifiable with antique relics, but the

extremely thick eyelids is a trick of the

modern French school. The title is illustrated

by a girl playing with a viper, that is twisted

round her wrist. No. 1252, ‘The Love Chase,’

E. G. Papworth, Jun. A girl with an Italian

greyhound, which has leaped up to her shoulder

to express its joy at having found its mistress,

who had hidden iierself. No. 1253, ‘ The Bard

of Coila,’ P. Slater, is a bust of Bums,
crowned with holly, according to the idea in

the poet’s “Yision.” It is a good subject,

and some surprise may be expressed that it has

never occurred before to Scottish artists, so

many of whom have seai'clied Burns through

and through for subject-matter. Much more
might have been made of the idea. The hair

I
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,iu importance supersedes ibe wreath. No. 1355,
‘Emily and the lYliite Doe of Rjlestone,’ E.

M. Miller. A very carefully modelled sta-

tuette, showing Emily seated, and the doe by
her side. No. 1256, ‘Happiness,’ J. Han-
cock. This is a light figure of a girl dancing
or skipping, with an advancing movement. She
is looking at a small flower that she holds in

her left hand. An hilarious vacuity is fully

established, and the figure has many elegant

points- No. 1257, J. Bell, is a private soldier

of the brigade of Guards in heavy marching
order, as those troops fought at Inkermanu,
being one of the figures intended to be cast in

bronze, as 'forming a portion of the Guards’

Memorial in "Waterloo Place. The proposition

in this -figure is an illustration of those quali-

ties which stood our troops in such good stead

a.giiinst the fearful odds that were led against

tiicm. A statue of Dr. Isaac Barrow, No. 125S,

•by M. NontE, presents the subject seated,

resting the left hand on a book poised edge-

ways on the thigh, the left hand hanging down.
It is an impressive work. No. 1259, a monu-
mental effigy of Queen Catherine Parr, is a

recumbent figure iu marble, laid straiglit, and
with the palms of the hands together, like the

ancient monuments ; it is the work of J. B.
PiilLip. No. 1261 is the model of the colossal

statiie of Newton, which has been erected in

bronze at Grantham. The form is erect, and
•holds in the left hand a mathematical figure,

on which he is lecturing. Tiie expression of

the features is somewhat dark, from tlie head
being thrown forward; had the countenance

-been raised, tlie result must have been Hglit,

language, aud address: it is the work of W.
Tiieed. ‘ Morning Dew,’ No. 1261, one of a

• series of alti-rclievi, representing the Hours,
in course of execution for the hall of Bridge-

wdter House, by order of the Earl of Elles-

mere. The figure, by H. Bandel, is modelled
with extreme elegance of form

;
her wings arc

extended upwards, and the dew falls in drops
from her extended hands. The flight of the

owl indicates morning, or the subject would be
difficult of interpretation : the lower limbs

might perhaps have been disposed in better

lines and forms, but it is a work of infinite

beauty. No. 12C6, ‘Evangeline at tlie Jesuits’

Mission beyond the Ozack Mountains,’ &c.,

E. IM. Miller, is a figure full of earnest ex-

ression
;

it lias been most carefully modelled,

ut it is not a subject well suited for sculp-

ture. ‘Daphne,’ No. 1269, a marble statue

by M. WooDj'prcsents the nymph turned into

a laurel. An idea very similar to this is ex-

tant, we think, in an antique bas-relief in the
museum at Naples. Parts of the figure are

charmingly modelled and carved, but it is an
error to place the figure in the easy pose of

resting on the left leg while being turned into

the tree : moreover, the projecting side seems
too bulky. ‘ Tlie Parting of Paul and Vir-
ginia,’ No. 1270, J. Durham, is a group in

which is consummated the essence of the

characters. . Virginia argues that it is the
will of God she should depart. “ But can
you go,” was Paul’s reply, “aud leave me here?
We have had one cradle only, and one home.”
Virginia is turned from him, but Paul has
passed his arm round her waist, as if he would
ever there hold her. This finely sculptured
and liappily-conceived work is undoubtedly the
“gem” of the exhibition; it is charming iu

feeling, and has been executed with exceeding
truth ; the group, therefore, will greatly aid

to raise the excellent sculptor to nigh rank.

No. 1271, ‘Reveil de I’Amour,’ J. ^Geefs,
exhibits Cupid on his mother’s knee, an
arrangement that carries us back to the
sickly classicalities of the Louis Quatorze,
and which no excellence of execution could
render agreeable. An admirable statue iu

marble is No. 1272, P. Hollins, ‘Thomas Hol-

loway, Esq.’ It is the portrait of a gentleman
who lias obtained no small sliare of notoriety,

for his name is known cverywliere throughout

the globe. The catalogue slates that it is

“ intended for a charitjible institution to be

founded by him”—a good way of expending

the fortune he is understood to have made by
ministering to the diseased fancies of millions.

Eew more excellent works in marble than this

have been produced by British sculptors.

No. 1273, by G. Fontana, is similar iu cha-

racter to No. 1271, and called ‘ Cupid Cap-
tured by Venus,’ aud represents Cupid held in a

net by his mother. For such subjects taste

lias been long exploded, and we confess

some surprise at their elaborate execution in

marble. No. 1279. ‘Model of the Memorial
iu Badminton Church to the late Duchess of

Beaufort,’ J. Edwards. A composition of

excellent and appropriate taste. No. I2S2,

‘Cromwell,’ a marble statue, half-Hfe size, by
S. Leifchild, represents Cromwell with one
foot much advanced, both bauds supported

by Ills sword, before liim, and holding a Bible.

It is somewhat forced in character, but is

nevertheless an excellent work. No. 1296,

‘The Young Emigrant,’ E. G. Pai’WORTii, Sen.,

is a statue of a child—broad, simple, ami
beautiful. No. 129S, by J. H. Eolev, R.A.,

‘Model of part of a monument erected by his

surviving children to the memory of John
Jones, Esq., of Crosswood, near Welshpool,’ con-

tains three female figures contemplating in sor-

row the tomb of tlieir departed father. They
are charming iu character, and the features are

full of the most refined and touching expression.

‘The Field of the Cloth of Gold,’ No. 1325,

"W. Tiieed, is a model in alto-relievo, forming

part of a series of subjects from English

history, executed iu bronze for the Palace of

Westminster, by order of Her Majesty’s Com-
missioners of Fine Arts. This is most care-

fully modelled : such works will do credit to

the Houses of Parliament. No. 1326, by J.

Thomas, ‘Briseis,’ a statue in marble, forms

part of a chimney-piece, for John Iloldsworlh,

Esq., of Glasgow; and No. 1332 is ‘Ttietis,’

also a statue in marble, executed for the same
destination : they arc works of great merit

;

the taste which gives such commissions cannot

be too highly lauded.

Of the busts. No. 1285, ‘The Rev. C. H.
Spurgeon,’ J. D. Crittenden, is a pain-

ful error iu everything relative to the art.

No. 12S6, ‘Mrs. Winn Knight,’ J. Hancock,
is agreeably animated and expressive. No. 1290,
‘ Signor Mario, as Duca di Mantova, in “ Rigo-

letto,” ’ by C. F. Fuller, is one of those

errors of taste and judgment which sometimes

become conspicuous from veiy extravagance.

‘D. ^laclise. Esq., R.A.,’ J. Tuo^ias, a marble

bust, admirably executed, and very like the

subject. ‘ W. P. Fritli, Esq., R.A.,’ also by
J. Thomas, equally strikina: as to likeness.

Then there are No. 1299, ‘Lord Brougham,’
J. E. Jones; No. 13U1, ‘The late Venerable
John W’iUiams, Archdeacon of Cardigan,’ J.

Edwards
;

No. 1309, ‘ John Pro.})ert, Esq.,

Founder' and Treasurer of the Royal Medical

Benevolent College,’ E. "W. Wyon; No. 1320,
‘ John Edmund Reade’—marble bust, T. But-
ler ; No. 1321, ‘ An African Head,’ H.
Weekes, a.; No. 1322, ‘George Samuel,

Esq.,’ E. A. Foley; No. 1327, ‘The Right

Hon. the Earl- of Shaftesbury’—marble bust,

jM. Noble; No. 1330, ‘Geoi-ge Stephenson’

—

marble, E. W. Wyon
; No. 1339, ‘Miss Mary

Warburton Waters,’ E. A. Foley; No. 13-16,

‘ George M. Jones, M.R.C.S.,’ P. MacDowell,
R.A.

;
No. 13-17, ‘ The late Duke of Marl-

borough,’ H. Weekes, A. The sculptural

works number 151, among which there is a

dearth of conceptions of exalted aspiration,

the general tone of the sculpture coinciding

with that of the rest of the exhibition.

THE ROYAL PICTUPvES.

THE SISTERS.

Sir C. L. Eastiake, P.R.A., Paiiifor. R. Graces, A.R.A.,
Engravei-.

Size of the Picture 1 ft. 105 in. by l ft. 4 A in.

No one who is thoroughly conversant with the

works of Sir Charles Eastlake would he likely to

attribute this picture to any other hand, so com-
pletely does it bear the irnpre-ss of those qualities

which characterise the President’s style,—his ele-

gance of composition, his delicacy of feeling, and
tenderness of colouring, which here almo.st amouuts
to feebleness. The figures are, we have heard, por-

traits of two sisters, maidens of English birth and
blood, but they arc so like some of the females

which the paiuter has introduced into other works,

aud aj-e so Italianised, as it were, that one is apt to

imagine they have served as favourite models for

several of his pictures
;
certain it is that he has

brought his feeling for Italian art into his repre-

sentation of these aristocratic descendants of Saxon
lineage. We have spoken of the colouring as having

a tendency to weakness, but it is only by compari-

son with that we are accustomed to see from the

hands of the best painters of the English’ school,

and also by comparison with many of the pictures

painted by the Presideut himself, whose most im-

portaut works,—those which he produced in the

zenith of his practice,—are remarkably rich, though
not brilliant, in colour

;
forcible, but uol over-

powering. Jloreover, there is in this picture such,

a beautiful harmony of tints throughout the whole,

that it in a great measure compensates for the

absence of that other quality— power, which many
consider as absolutely esscutial to good painting.

The features of the “ Sisters ” are very lovely,

eloquently expressive of gentle birth, intelligence,

and sweetness of temper, discoursing with abundant

emmestness the language of the heart.

Almost all the works of Sir Charles Eastlake

manifest a feeling that has its origin in his love of

early Italian art; and who that has studied it iu

the best examples—those which exhibit but little

indication of the influence of Greek or Byzantine

art—is not impressed with the pure and exalted

sentiments that animated the spirits of those old

painters? “If,” says M. Rio, in his “Poetry of

Christian Art,” "we consider painting in the

periods of its development as the imperfect hut

progressive expression— the voice, as it were, of the

nations of modem Europe, before the formation of

their language; if we reflect that in these rude

works were deposited the strongest and purest

emotions of their hearts, as well as the liveliest

creations of their imaginations
;
that it was their

hope aud intention that these despised works should

be immortal, and render undying testimony to their

enthusiasm aiid.faith
;
we become less severe iu our

criticism of the various kinds of merit, the union,

of which coustitutes, in our judgment, a chef-

d’aiivre, and, fixing our attention less closely on

the surface of things, vve endeavour to penetrate

more deeply into tlieir nature.” It is because we
accustom ourselves to look too much for the ex-

ternal evidences of good art— its mere mechanism,

as it were—and too little for the mind aud soul

of the painter, (hat these inspirations of the early

masters leave so unfavourable and unworthy an im-

pression upon us. Iu a word, ours is an age iu

which both artists, and they who profess to love

art, have little community of feeling with those

who lived four or live centuries before us.

The types of the President’s style of painting are

found in the Venetian school when it was still

under the influence of the traditions of Christian

art, aud had not imbibed that volnptuonsncss—the

word is used here in its most refined sense—of

manner which at a subsequent period cbaracterised

its disciples: even in those works which do not

strictly represent religious subjects, such as his

“ Pilgrims arriving iu sight of Rome,” there is a

devotional feeling and a solemnity of treatment that

almost justifies their being included under such a

ti»le. Other living painters may possibly make
stronger appeals to popular admiration, but the best

pictures by Sir C. Eastlake will always win the

sufi'rages of the discriminating few.

“The Sisters” is in the Royal Collection at

Osborne.
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THE SOCIETY OF PAINTERS
IN WATER-COLOURS.

In consequence of the lateness of Easter this

year, the opening of this exhibition was post-

poned a week, so as to be first accessible to

the public simultaneously with that of the

lloyal Academy, a coincidence which may have

fallen out in earlier years, but certainly not

in the later history of the instilution. The
private views were held on consecutive days

—

the 29th and 30th of April. The Society

show an assemblage of works as brilliant as

has ever been seen on its walls, and on a

general survey, there appears more of equality

than on previous occasions. The line pre-

sents a succession of excellent works, but

above and below the line there are productions

which might be placed by the side of those of

the highest class—a circumstance which shows

that the members could fill a much larger snace

than that which is at their disposal. There

has been evinced here for some time past, both

in figure and landscape, a progressive tendency

to earnestness and reality which develops the

most satisfactory results. In figure composition,

those who especially distinguisn themselves are

Gilbert, Burton, Topham, Nash, Eredcrick

Tajler, Miss Gillies, and Riviere
;
and in land-

scape, marine, and local description, those who
especially earn distinction are Harding, Hol-

land, Cox, Duncan, Newton, Davidson, Bran-

white
;

with others in fiowers and fruit, as

Hunt and Bartholomew. Among the minor
landscape drawings there are no examples of

easy slip-shod SKetching
;
and even in such

works as may be designated failures, the errors

are not of tlie free-and-easy kind—the artists

having been particularly laborious in going

wrong. The works of two of the most distin-

guished of the members will be missed from

the walls—neither Jenkins nor Haag contri-

bute : botli are figure painters
;

bad they

supplied their usual quota, there would have

bccu at least a dozen or sixteen more of first-

class figure subjects. But, to proceed to detail,

we commence with

—

No. 9. ‘ Stepping-Stones on the Llugwy

—

Moel Siabod in the Distance,’ C. Buanwhite.
The masterly mecanui^ie of this artist claims

generally all the admiration which is elicited

by bis works : but in this case there is more
of nature than is usually found in them. The
composition presents very simply two breadths,

the lower ot shade, tlie upper of liglit—the

higher objects catching the rays of the de-

scending sun.

No. 13. * * * * C. Davidson.
“ Yo liai'jiy, happy trees,

That in perpetual case
Stand in the soil wiiero ye as saplings grew," *feo.

These verses of Mackay supply both title and
theme to a drawing which we find mucli more
subdued than the intense sunny verdure we
have been accustomed to heretofore. The
drawing of the branches is extremely careful

;

but the lights want spirit and breadth. It

looks like a study made on the spot.

No. IG. ‘A Trumpeter,’ John Gilbert. A
grand figure, so excellent as to evoke the closest

examination of the rest of the drawing, and on
finding a Haw or two, we revert to Uie trum-
peter himself, aud forget all the rest. He is

rather a cavalier than a roundhead, and his

open sleeve places him above the rank of a
trumpeter, llis horse looks some ribs too

short
;
but if the hip of the animal were toned

down, it would puzzle a very close observer to

detect this. The manipulation presents curious

passages of despotic handling—there is body-
colour over pure water-colour, and water-colour

over body colour, insomuch that the horse’s

mane looks as if it were mildewed. The
man aud horse ai-e relieved by a dark sky.

Wc fancy another hand must have been at

w’ork on this drawing—it seems to liavc been

touched upon by one Diego Yclasquez.

No. 20. ‘The Highland Emigrant’s Last

Look at Locli Lomond,’ Margaret Gillies.

The touching sentiment with which this lady

qualifies her works is of a nature to give its

full force to a subject such as this. The emi-

grant is au aged man, who sits on the mountain-

side absorbed in mournful tliouglits : a title

is not necessary to declare it a sorrowful leave-

taking.

No. 22. ‘Tlic Life-Boat,’ E. Duncan. This

is a coast-scene in a storm, with a ship already

in the breakers driving ashore. On the sands

appear a number of people dragging the life-

boat, as about to render assistance to the fated

craft. Ill this admirable drawing, the sea and

the sky are triumphant passages of expression;

the vulgar resource of heavy fore-sea waves

has no place here
;
without these wc feel the

hurricane, and taste the salt spray. The view

takes the eye along the coast ; and never have

we seen any similar description in which the

vehement raging of the sea was so perfectly

sustained throughout. If Turner’s name were

to this drawing, it would be esteemed the best,

the most intelligible of his wrecks. It is

throughout pure water-colour.

No. 2G. ‘ Spanish Gossip,’ E. W. Topham.
The subject is a various agroupment at the

door of a posada apparently, where wc are

introduced to a muleteer, a centre-piece in a

bouquet (that is, artistically speaking) of

Spanish women, who are very skilfully dis-

posed in composition, with a charming play of

reflected lights. The locale, with its archway

aud all its curiosities of architecture, is brought

forward, it may be presumed, just as the artist

found it.

No. 31. ‘ Wreckers, Coast of South Wales,’

E. Duncan. This drawing forms an unexcep-

tionable pendant to the other. No. 22, just

noticed. A large vessel is cast ashore, aud a

number of the coast inhabitants are busied in

breaking her up and appropriating the timbers.

There are qualities in this work equal to ‘ The
Life-Boat.’

No. 3G. ‘The Caunoch Bum,’ James Hol-
land. The subject is a deep, dark, eddying

pool in a limestone basin ; a very powerful

sketch, never touched apparently since it was
put into the portfolio on the spot.

No. 38. ‘Thatching the Haystack,’ C. Da-
vidson. There is no ambition m this drawing,

save that of reproducing the farmyard, in which
j

the haystack is being covered. It shows a

more generous treatment, with colour more
iugeuuous than appears in No. 13.

No. 40 .
‘ Interior of the Church of St. Law-

rence, Nuremberg,’ S. Read. This drawing
transcends every former effort of the artist.

The prominent feature of the composition is

the famous pix in the Church of St. Lawreuce,
which rises relieved by the more deeply-toned

walls, and the painted windows of the edifice.

It is a difficult subject to deal with, and might

easilv have become offensively rigid ; but here

it falls into the composition, and yet is sulli-

cieiitly important.

No. 43. ‘The Lay of the Last Miustrel,’

JosEni Nash. It is because Mr. Nash is a

cit/que and a sei-ceniist that he is open to the

suspicion of intending a joke here. The title

is Scott’s, and it can never be applied other-

wise tlian in reference to Scott’s verse. Mr.
Nash’s miustrel is infirm aud old, certainly,

but he wears continuations which at the present

day may be seen in every shire in these king-

doms. The ladies are too closely packed, and
there is too much light

;
the decorations of the

room have been studied more than the effect of

the drawing.

No. 41. ‘ Head of Loch Lomoud, with Ben
Lomond in the Distance,’ B. J. Nafiel. Well

selected for variety of line and quantity
;
but it

is cai-ried out so absolutely that there is no
nook wherein wc can escape the impertinences

of the art. The entire surface wants softening.

No. 4G. ‘Don Quixote Disarmed by the

Waiting-Women of the Duchess,’ Joseph
Nash. Why has this admirable subject never

been painted by Leslie or Maclise ? It merits

something beyond a water-colour drawing, and
with a Quixote some twelve heads high. Again,

everything bustles into light— yet there is

great piquancy in everything which Mr. Nash
touches.

No. 49. ‘Interior of the Middle or Lower
Church of St. Erancesco, Assisi,’ E. A. Good-
all. This is the church that was decorated

by Perugino. It remiuds the traveller of St.

Stephen’s, at Vienna, or it may be somewhat
more crypt-like. The character of the ancient

frescoes is rendered with perfect exactitude.

The subject is very rarely treated, although

more pictorial than a long catalogue of the

lofty cliurches.

No. 51. ‘A Father aud Daugliter,’ iMar-

GARET Gillies. The story is simple aud per-

spicuous : they are contemplating the portrait

of one departed—the wife and the mother—and

the features of both coincide in expression of

emotion; but their language is dincrent—for

tliere is alight and an exaltation in the features

of the girl, Uiat speak of her as less dwelling on

the pictui'e than communing with her mother

in the spirit.

No. 54. ‘ Lake of Thun—Evening,’ S. P.

Jackson. An essay less fortunate than his

coast-subjects. In nine out of ten times when
wc sec Alpine scenery, the lower section of the

view is kept low in tone, while the mountains,

with their snowy mantles, are thrown up into

light,

—

sic 07unes.

No. 56. ‘Preaching in the Crypt,’ G. Dodg-
SON. A masterly sketch, mysterious aud im-

pressive, insomuch as to fix the attention,

although so slight.

No. 57. ‘Kidwelly Castle, South "Wales,’

G. Eripp. a small drawing, broad, substan-

tial, harmonious.

No. OS. ‘ luterior of the Cliurch of St.

Jacques, Antwerp,’ S. Read. Principally the

well-known screen
;

beautiful in colour and

graceful in proportion. The tone of the

screen admits of the full daylight effect.

No. 72. ‘ Scotch Prisoners taken at a Con-

venticle—the subject suggested by Sir W.dtcr

Scott’s tale of “Old Mortality,’” Eued.Tatler.
Translated literatim according to the spirit of

the history : there is the cart containing tlie

minister and a part of his congregation, all the

men being manacled. They arc accompanied

by an escort of Claverhousc’s troopers. The
aflusion is patent : the supposition has been

too frequently a reality, witli greater atrocities

than are even hinted at here.

No. 73. * » * * D. Cox. A quotation

stands here in the place of a title to a large

drawing, the breadth of which presents a rocky

river-bed, over which the water ilows foaming

in full volume. A very powerful sketch, as

dark as auy by its author. Tiie surface shows

a number of creases, as if the drawing had

been folded, or pasted together.

No. 75. ‘In St. Eucharins’ Chapel, Nurem-
berg,’ E. W. Burton. The colour of this

drawing is nearly that of the chapel itself;

and truly, with auy knowledge of the manage-

ment of gradations, colour other than veritable

local tint could be dispensed with. Great

elevation is obtained by carrying one of the

columns upwards out of the composition.

No. 84. ‘ Durley Churchyard,’ D. Cox. How
temptingly easy it looks to make a drawing of

a churchyard, with a tree in the centre, a regi-

ment of spectral tombstones, and a full moon
looking very red through the lowest and most

eartliy stratum of atmosphere : many have
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essayed a poem like this, but very few have
achieved such a success as we see here.

No. 83. * The Stepmother,’ Alfued D.
Ffiirp. The stepmother is a peasant girl, and
her stepchild is a very young calf, which, it

may be supposed, lost its foud mother by some
vaccine casualty. A verj pleasing figure,

good-tempered and happy in her office. The
calf will never miss its natural parent.

No. 9‘2. ‘The Valley of Chamouni,’ J. D.
Harding. In this work the valuable points
of landscape scenery which it presents are

dealt with in that masterly feeling which is

ever recognisable in the works of Mr. Hard-
ing. Chamouni were nothing without Mont
Blanc; we have, therefore, a view of the sum-
mit of the mountain mingling with the clouds.

No. 103. ‘ Summer Shade,’ G. Dodgson.
The shade is tliat which visitors, if they choose,

may enjoy under the group of trees near the
steps on the terrace of Haddon. It is one of
the best versions of the place that have of late

been exliibited.

No. 104. ‘ The Fisher Boy,’ Walter Good-
all. A sea-side agroupment, consisting of the
said fisher boy and a girl, holding a child that is

wondering at the movements of a crab, which
the boy holds up to its observation. The
figures, and all the searside material, are very
honestly rendered.

No. 108. ‘ Part of the Rath-Haus and Street—Scene at Paderborn, Westphalia,’ J. Bur-
gess, Jun. This is a portion of the side of the
town-haU which was built in the seventeenth
century, with a glimpse of one of the numerous
fountains for which the place is celebrated.
No. lie is a front view of the Rath-Haus,
given as it is, and witliout qualification.

No. 117. ‘The Pet,’ iVxFRED D. Fripp.
The two figures in this drawing have been
washed so much that they sustain themselves
with difficulty against the more substantial
background. The pet is a goat, which the
younger of the two is leading.

No. 119. ‘Moonrise,’ C. Branwhite. Suc-
cessful in the simplicity of the elTcct, which,
like No, 9, consists of an opposing light and
dark. The drawing would have been more
effective had it been smaller.

No. 121. ‘ Scene in Glen Morristou,’ T. M.
Riciiardson. The “scene” is a wild gorge,
through which occurs the downward rush of
a rapid stream over a wild confusion of rocks
resembling the ruins of a former world. There
are numerous points of light which allow the
eye no rest.

No. 122. ‘ Street of the Blacksmiths, Genoa,’
E. A. Goodall. a narrow street, picturesque
with everj^ irregularity of Italian street archi-
tecture,—irresistible as a subject even to a
figure painter.

No. 123. ‘ Nature’s Mirror,’ Walter Good-
all.

_

Two girls at the brink of a pond, one
assisting the other to adjust a water-lily as a
head ornament by the aid of the reflection in
the w’ater. The figures are well rounded,
and opposed to a piece of landscape of much
sweetness.

No. 125. ‘Sir Andrew Aguecheek writes
a Challenge,’ John Gilbert. The matter in
hand is rather Sir Toby Belch reading the
challenge to Fabian and Maria, while Sir
Andrew stands a little apart, his very attitude
a menace and a challenge to any bystander.
Mr. Gilbert this year throws off the mask
entirely; we have hitherto bad but glimpses
of his thew and muscle, he is now faiidy en
pose. His oil-pictm-es are beaten out of the
field by his_ own water-colours. It cannot be
supposed—it were by no means desirable

—

that lie should attempt a higher finish than is

found here
; his precious etching is only seen

when we seareli for it, and very felicitous it is in
every touch. The feet of Sir Andrew look as if

the artist had condescended to the lay figure

—
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he may yet relent to the living model. In a
icture of such excellence the eye is fretted

y even small weaknesses
; but now for the

error of the drawing, and that is not a small
one. We would gladly listen to Sii- Toby,
but the backgroimd is too loud—it is one sur-
face of restless flutter, depriving^the figures of
their presence and address, when the eye
passes to the ‘ Trumpeter’ (pity that fine fellow
is a non-combatant), the question is at once
put, can the same mind have conceived both
pictures? Again, there is No. 132, ‘The
Banquet at Luceutio’s House,’ a gem in all

but the background. Bouquets of vulgar
roses and camellias are showered in heaps on
this artist

; we cast him one coronal of laurel.

No. 12S. ‘The Widow of Wohlm,’ F. W.
Burton. A group of two figures, the widow
and her daughter, brilliant in flesh tint, and
painted with sincere feeling, without a thought
of dalliance with a single circumstance that
could rob the widow and her child of one throb
of sympathy. It is, however, a singular over-
sight, that both faces should be turned the
same way. It is a work of great power.

No. 136. ‘ The Park,’ J, D. Harding. One
of those passages of landscape art which afford

scope for the power of the painter—a passage
of close scenery in the home grounds of a
castellated mansion; consisting of a water-
course divided by an islet, and sliaded by aged
and lofty trees. To earnest inquiry this pic-

ture is a mirror of tlie variegated thought that
has filled the mind of the artist in its execu-
tion

;
everj^ form, every gradation has its voice

in the recital. While the effects are pro-

nounced, the subtlety of the execution alone
is inscrutable.

No. 140. ‘ The Sizar and the Ballad Singer,’

F. W. TopiiAsr. An admirable subject, paint-

able literally in all its circumstances. When
poor Goldsmith was a student at Trinity Col-
lege, Dublin, his habits even then were by no
means provident, and, to save himself from
actual starvation, he used to write ballads, and
sell them for five shillings each at the “ Rein-
deer Repository,” in Mountrath Court. And
now for the theme. It was his pleasure to

steal out at night to hear his verses sung in

the streets, and here we find him giving a
halfpenny to the little sister of a giil who is

singing one of these ballads. This is not the
least affecting incident in the life of poor
Goldie.

No. 145. ‘ Fruit,’ V. Bartholomew. Real-
ized with all the tempting freshness with which
this ai-tist always qualifies his fniit—in this

case, a pine, plums, a melon, grapes, &c., and,
in No. 177, gooseberries, plums, apples, &c.

No. 168. ‘ Rue de la Grosse Horloge, Rouen,’
W. Callow. It would be irapossiole to say
how many times tiiis famous iour has been
painted

;
but it has never been more effectively

represented.

No. 171. ‘Carnarvonshire Mountains, from
near Bettwys-y-coed,’ D. Cox, Jun. A large

drawing
; more perfect in its breadth, and im-

posing in character, than, perhaps, anything
that has ever been exhibited under this name.

No. 176. ‘At St. Leonard’s-on-Sea, Sussex,’

T. M. Richardson. The view gives the line

of coast towards Eastbourne and Beachy Head
;

but the feature of the drawing is the heavy sea
that is beating on the beach.

No. ISO. ‘A Merchantman riding out a Gale
on a Lee-shore,’ S. P. Jackson. This is the
class of subject in which the artist excels.

The ship is well-drawn, and seems likely to

liold out
; but what becomes of her at the ebb,

for it seems now high-water, and she is all but
ashore ?

No. 181. ‘First Approach of Winter—Scene,
Inverlochy Castle, Inverness-shire,’ A. P. New-
ton. In character the subject is very like

that contributed last year under this name. A

more perfect representation of snow on a moun-
tain-side has never been achieved. Here and
there, where the rock crops out, it is not made
a spot, but it looks black enough, and is felt

sufficiently hard
;
and, again, the sky—the air

looks full of snow; and withal there is no
;

parade—none of the idle pomp of execution.
The nicety of the work is beyond all praise,

although in some degree it approaches the
photographic. This perfection of painting
throughout the landscape makes the two smaU.
figures look more faulty than they are. These
are the spot in the worlc—they are very feebly
drawn.

No. 182. ‘ On Raunoch Moor, Argyleshire,’

T. M. Richardson. Treated in an excellent
spirit; brilliant and effective.

No, 194. ‘Lake of Como, from Meuagio— I

Early Mona,’ W. C. Smith. We look down
on the lake from a gallery, but the view is

superseded by the sky, which is proposed as I

the point of the picture—it is, although pale,
very powerful.

No. 197. ‘ Striking the Bargain—An Irish

Fair,’ H. P. Riviere. A composition of

numerous figures
; the most important that

the artist has painted. The fair is held in

the open
;
and the society into which we fall,

in the foreground, is most happily national.

The bargain is for a pig, which a girl sells to
some eminent dealer or agriculturist.

On the screens Nash again shines in ‘ The
Taming of the Shrew,’ two subjects

; and by
W. Hunt there ai'e many drawings quite equal
to his very best efforts

; as also several of

great merit by E. A. Goodall, F. W. Top-
ham, Margaret Gillies, Frederick Tayler,
T. M. Richardson, Burton, a brilliant view of
Venice, by Holland, &c., &c., which our limited

space does not permit us to particularise.

Perhaps the oest evidence of the popularity
of this exhibition is the number of works
marked “sold;” they numbered, at the private
view, one hundred and seventy-eight.

THE NEW SOCIETY OF PAINTERS
IN WATER-COLOURS.

Upon a certain Saturday in April we look for

the private view of this exliibition—that Satur-
day nearest the middle of the month

; and for

years the prescription has been observed. If
a balance be instituted, it will be found that
the room presents a show of average merit

;

for, if the few more ambitious figure subjects
fail in some points, there is compensation in
the l^hest dass landscape drawings. Since
Mr. Haglie has taken up the oil-palette we
feel the absence of his splendid essays : he
exhibits only one drawing of importance—

a

subject from Scott’s novel, “Woodstock,”
which has not the careful finish of former
pictures. Mr. Corbould paints from Tennyson '

a ‘Dream of Fair Women,’ and sets before
i

us Cleopatra, Jephthah’s daughter, Helen, Fair i

Rosamond, and others—a theme more difficult
j

of treatment in painting than in poetry, espe-
i

cialJy with the realism of Mr. Corbould’s
'

conceptions. Mr. Warren paints a figure from i

the first lines of “ Paradise and the Peri

a

J

work which, if not entirely successful, is dis- '

tinguished by many beauties. Also from the
poetry of Moore ilr. Tidey exhibits a compo-
sition, ‘ The Feast of Roses,’—a result of much I

thoughtful labour
;
and by Mole and Lee there

j

are domestic incidents wherein the figures ai’e !|

most conscientiously made out. Tlie land- ji

scape, marine, and sylvan material, by Bennett, j

'

Cook, E. Warren, Fahey, Pidgeou, &c., attest
1

1

fine feeling, and the power to carry it out, and
!

i

many of the smaller varieties have every admi-
rable quality.

| j
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No. 2. ‘ Close of Day—Returumg Horne,

West Coast of Coniwall,’ S. Cook. This and

No. 6 arc, as to material, tlie same subjects,

but the latter is a morning effect. It is a

rocky coast scene, with a prominent cliff in the

centre of the drawing. The sky is spotted

with light and dark clouds, which are settling

for the night
;
the tide is retiring to its proper

ocean bed, and a few now mute sea-birds are

seeking their lodging in the cliffs. The senti-

ment is most impressive, and the success of

the evening version reduces the interest of the

morning eficct.

No. is. ‘Ancient Aqueduct across the River

Meles, Smyrna,’ D. H. M'Kewan. This aque-

duct, with a mi-Ked course of Gothic and Roman
arches, crosses a gorge running perspectively

into the composition. The drawing is inte-

resting as presenting a view of a remarkable

architectural relic.

No. 32. ‘ In the Rields,’ E. G.

It is not sufficiently apparent that we are in

the fields here, as it would appear that we are

under the sliade of an immediate clump of

beeches—trees extremely difficult to paint, the

weak part of all pictures of beeches being the

individuality of the leaves. It is a careful

study, worlced out, it would seem, on the spot.

No. 36. ‘ Leisure Hour at the Smithy,’

Haeiuson Weie. The subject is a couple of

horses waiting the devoirs of tlie blacksmith

:

they arc well drawn and characteristic; both

look as if they had done their work. The

drawing is well put together, but the execution

1 seems to have been the difficulty.

No. 41. ‘ Roslyn Chapel,’ John Chase.

True, it is very green, but the vegetation

sorely importunes the eye. In the drawing, its

proportions look larger than the reality; but

this were not remarkable had there been some-

what more of poetry in the rendering histo-

rians and poets have done with it—it is now
the copyhold of painters only.

No. 45. ‘A Willing Ear,’ J. H. Mole. A
rustic group—maid and youth “fore-gathered”

at a stfle; the “wilhug ear” is, of course, that

of the girl, and the subject of their discoui'se

is the vexata quesiio ol the youthful heart;

they may speak in whispers, but we hear every

word they utter.

No. 41). ‘ The Rath-Haus, Prague,’ Thomas
S. Boys. This view of the quaint old town-

hall, with its tower and innumerable windows,

is taken from that part of the Great Ring
which brings the pillar of the Virgin into the

composition on the left. A subject of much
picturesque interest.

’ No. 53. ‘ Cromwell,’ L. Haghe. This is

' the scene from Scott’s novel, “Woodstock,”
in which Wildrako witnesses the interruption

of Cromwell’s contemplation of the portrait of

Charles I., and hears the deprecatory appeal of

the Protector’s daughter, “Bather, this is not

well
;
you liavc promised me tliis should not

happen.” Cromwell is our accepted ideal of

the Protector ;
his eyes are fixed upon the

pictui-e, and his frame and features are con-

vulsed with emotion, as his daughter gently

takes his hand. In this branch of art, Mr.
Haghe is at home ; the composition, character,

and effect are admirable, but the heads are not

so well executed as formerly
;
the female head

has been forgotten—it is little more than
marked in. Scott’s Roger Wildrake is the

most perfect conception of the reckless cava-

lier
;
but the figure in this drawing is not the

Roger Wildrake of Sq^uattlesea Meer, Lincoln,

w’ho was young, handsome, and, as the times

went, a gentleman
; but not one of these quali-

fications has this embodiment.

No. 57. ‘Tile Skirts of a Wood, Wooton,
Surrey,’ J. W. Whymeeh. A large drawing
of a close sylvan subject, treated more success-

fully than any similar theme we have ever seen

exhibited under this name.

No. 61. ‘An Emeute at Louvaine in the

Olden Time,’ L. Hague. This, or something

very like it, is the subject of one of Mr. Haghe’s

series of lithographs descriptive of remarkable

pieces of architecture in Belgium. The scene

IS the street in front of the Hotel de Ville,

which is attacked by an armed mob, and de-

fended by the authorities, between whom the

conflict is raging with a sauguinary and a fatal

issue. The figures are very spirited in their

action.

No. 67. ‘The Junction of the Greta and the

Tees, Yorkshire,’ W. Bennett. This is high

up the river, above Barnard Castle, where its

most picturesque features are found. It is

principally the bed of the Tees that is here

seen, cumbered with lieavy blocks of stone,

which break the course of the gentle summer
stream. The river-bed lies between over-

hanging masses of foliage, that we may assume

to be entirely elm, for there is no descriptive

individuality. It is a powerful and effective

drawing.

No. 73. ‘The Peri,’ Heney Waeeen. It

is scarcely necessary to say that the subject

is

—

“ One morn a Peri at the gate
Of Eden stood, disconsolate,” &c. ;

but the head of the Peri does not realize the

ideal conveyed by Moore’s verse ;
the face is

round, chubby, and wauts poignancy of expres-

sion
;
and the hair, as it does not tit the head,

suggests rather a peruke than natural hair.

These defects are not difficult to remedy
;

if

the face were inspirited, the drawing would
be one of the best Mr. Warren has ever pro-

duced. Tlie architecture is Moresque where

it should more properly have been Christian

;

but the draperies, flowers, and general cha-

racter of the picture are admirable.

No. 88. ‘Lost in the Woods,’ E. G. Wab-
EEN. It is a child that has lost its way, but

the interest is in the woods, not in the child.

The whole of the lower section of the drawing

lies in shade under the tall trees, and the tone

is forced into depth ; but its breadth is mo^t
satisfactory, as aboimding with an infinity of

herbage and leafage, each item of whicli is

painted out to the life. The depth, as we
have implied, of the shade is not true, but

never was untruth more fascinating.

No. 92. * * * * William Lee. The theme
is a mother teaching her child to pray—a sug-

gestion of the lines of Montgomery

—

“ And beautiful beyond compare,
An infant kneeling down to pr.ayorl

When lining up its little hands,
Tlio soul beyond the age expands."

The composition contains four figures—aFrench

fishing family
;
the interest bemg centred in a

child at its mother’s knee, in the act of prayer.

All the faces are executed with the utmost

delicacy of execution, and the other qualities

of the drawing constitute it a production of

much excellence.

No. 96. ‘ Edinburgh Old Town,’ G. Simonau.
The subject is an agroupment of old houses in

a wynd debouching ou the Canongatc, or some
other of Reekie’s historical highways. It is

really a drawing of force and character, most
modest in colour, but palpable in substance.

The left of tlie view is materially injured by

a hideous form, like a wooden gable
;

the

omission of this had been a venial, nay, a vir-

tuous license.

No. 99. ‘Marie Antoinette playing the Milk-

maid at the Trianon,’ E. Morin. A composi-

tion with rather the qualities of a sketch ibau

those of a picture. We are introduced to a

throng of jauntily-dressed people, with whom
the business of the hour is the most earnest

trifling, and the flutter of the sketch is much
in that feeling ; it looks, by the way, like a

satire on the life of one whose days closed in

agony and bitterness.

No. 100. ‘Fishing-Boats off the Public Gar-

dens, Venice,’ J. H. D’Egville. This garden

terrace, with an accompaniment of boats and

figures, appears from time to time in exhibi-

tions
;
but it always looks scenic, visionary

—

yet in this it is but in character with very

much of the City of the Sea. It had been

better even to have carried out this feeling

;

its matter of fact reduces the subject to

petitesse.

No. 107. * * * * Heney Tidey.

“John Amlevson my .Jo, John,
We clam the hill tbegither,

Ami mony a canty day, John,
WeVe had wi' ane aulther.’’

We see at once that the old couple here are

no other than John Anderson and his dame;
the circumstances of the group declare this

;

but in the face of the old man there is a want

of that intelligent bou hommie with which we
are accustomed in imagination to qualify the

features of John Anderson. The manipulation

of the faces is skilful and effective, but the

colour is monotonous.

No. 117. ‘The Little Playfellows,’ W. Lee.

The playfellows are a child and a dog that are

rolling together ou the ground
;
there is also

in the picture a mcderj'amilias, not canine, hut

human, who regards with interest, and, perhaps,

not without reproof, the fitful gambols of these

two members of her household. The artist

has succeeded perfectly in giving this really

difficult incident with all its spirited natural-

ness.

No. 134. ‘ Florence—from San Miniato,’
j

T. H. Ceomek. We arc as weary of Florence,

from this point, as of Venice from off the
i

Piazza. We meet here with a goatherd of 1

the Campaena—a personage never seen near
!

Florence, xhere are twenty charming^ views
j

from the Boboli Gardens, others from Fiesole,

others from both shores of tlie Arno, below

the city, but San Miniato is ever the spon-

taneous “littlego” of every travelling sketcher

who goes to Florence.

No. 142. ‘ Early Primroses,’ Fanny Harris.

The leaves, especi^y, of this simple bouquet

are very truly painted.

No. 146. ‘ Prior Aymer and Sir Brian de

Bois Guilbert on their way to the House of

Cedric the Saxon,’ G. H. Lapoete. The
animals on which the chiefs of this cavalcade

are mounted are admirably drawn
;

but we
fear the refinements of breeding shown here

were not those of the days of Cedric.

No. 152. ‘British Horse Artillery dashing

into Action,’ George B. Campion. The spirit

and truth of this drawing ai-e undoubtedly

results of experience and observation in Plum-
stead marshes.

No. 157. ‘Sunset in Solitude,’ T. Lindsay.

A composition of the kind called poetic, and

wanting, therefore, all the incident of local

identity. The material is a lake shut in by

rocks, and a little removed from the broken

foreground. The sentiment is what it is meant

to be—romantic
;
but the heron is out of his

place on a rock in the ueai’ section of the com-

position.

No. 163. ‘Divinity Cliapcl, Christ Church,

Oxford,’ J. S. PEOUT. This drawing is not

large enough to show the detail of the subject,

which is, lu reality, a portion of the splendid

tomb of St. Frideswide in the “ Dormitory.”

The treatment is simple, straightforward, and

accurately descriptive.

No. 166. ‘ The Greenwood Shade,’ H. Maple-

stone. In giving a title to this drawing it

has been forgotten that it is without one

gleam of sunshine, and the idea of this defect

causes us to feel the effect somewhat heavy.

No. 171. ‘The Feast of Roses,’ H. Tidey.

This is Feramorz’s story of Ihe lovers’ quarrel,

and their reconciliation on the occasion of the

“Feast of Roses” The locale is not that
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described in the poem, being more like a
terrace on the Bosphorus than the vale of
Cashmere. It is a rich composition, very suc-

cessful in the oriental abandon -which cWrac-
terises it. Tlie scene is brought forward under
two lights : that of the moon, and that of the
lamps that illumine the festival. It is sorae-

-what too full of material, and could, therefore,

well spare one or two redundant passages
;

it

evidences, however, ample resource and good
feeling in execution.

No. 17S. ‘An Oxfordshire Village—Gleaners
Returning,’ James Patiey. The subject is

especially a line of thalched cottages that run
into the picture, gay with the summer gi-eenery

of some ancient loving trees that look as

if they had, for the best part of a century,

clung for support to the white-washed walls.

This class of habitation, with its outward inain-

,
tenance and suiToundings, we see nowhere but

I in England.

I

No. ISl. ‘ Game Eow'ls,’ CiXAiiLES H. IVei-
' GALL. We know nothing of the “points” of

poultry, but these birds are life-like and sym-
metrical.

No. 1S2. ‘Eishing-Boats—Venice,’ William
Telbix. a group of those boats that arc now
so well-known as Venetian, -ultb snatches of

the city as a background. The craft, with all

their appointments, have been rinished -with

great assiduity—without prejudice in anywise
I to the breadth of the work.

,

No. 192. ‘The Mardol, Shrewsbury,’ Thos.

;

S. Boys. Had these houses been a httle less

I

precise in execution, they had been more pic-

, turesque, as they approach the character of

;
those valuable dirty old houses that are yet
extant at Rouen anS Abbeville.

No. 197. ‘ Hurstmonceaux, Sussex,’ Jonx
Chase. Simply the two entrance towers over
the dry moat; but they are not sufficiently

dignified, and the colour of the brick is much
brighter than here represented. The propor-
tions, moreover, are very graceful m the
reality.

No. 19S. ‘A Fisherman’s Horae,’ J. H. Mole.
His home just overlooks the beach, and he is

nursing one of his children—the wife forming
also one of the persona; of the scene, which

I

is highly successful as a representation of
domestic felicity in humble life.

No. 201. ‘ The Tees and Mottram Tower,
Yorkshire,’ W. Bennett. The liquid space
which does duty as sky in this drawing is so
triumphant as an expression of air, tliat the
trees are left entirely to themselves to assert

their substance, which they do very impres-
sively. It is a sunset of great power, alford-

ing us a distant view of the clear boulder-
bedded river Tees, famous for landing-nets,

and brandling, the smallest of the genus salmo.
' A work of high character, earnest, simple, and

natural.

No. 212 ‘A Dream of Fair Women,’ E. H.
CoiiBouLD. The circumstances of poetic nar-
rative cannot, in every case, be attempted Ute-

! rutihi. In verse the material may be broad-
cast, and yet the verse may constitute a poem;
but oil canvas the subject cannot be irrelatively

distributed, and so form a picture. The sub-
ject is from Tennyson, and the composition is

the result of earnest thought and studious
elaboration

;
but the artist knew that in isolat-

ing his figures he was outraging a funda-
mental principle of composition. It is not
enough that it is a dream—it is not enough
tliat in the poem the figures are disjunc-

tively conjoined
;

in grave narrative it is a
vicious experiment

; in whimsical recital it

would be scarcely tolerable. The composition,

then, contains four principal figures, two of
which especially are statuesque individualities,

upright, mdepcndentj and honest haters of each
other; the others, reclining on the ground, arc
equally at variance with each other and the
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composition. The nearest is Cleopatra, but
she has no speculation in her eyes, nor is she
the voluptuous, fiery Egyptian queen of whom
we can have but one idea. The history of Fair
Rosamond and the vengeful phantom Eleanor
is sufficiently perspicuous, but not so clear

are those of Helen and Jephthah’s daughter.

Next to the want of unity in this work is the

palpable presence of the figures. It caunot be
doubted that when the poet wrote his dream
that his mind was full of the “Inferno” of
Dante, and the painter would have done better
to have assumed in his work a tone more
visionary.

No. 215. ‘ IladdoD, from the Terrace,’ John
Chase. So frequently has Haddon been
painted, that we seem to have a nodding ac-

quaintance with every feature of the place.

No. 221. ‘Venice in the Sixteenth Cen-
tury—A Festival before the Palazzo D’Oro,
Canale Grande,’ Chables Vachek. These
fesie were necessarily a parade of gondolas,

but the edict was not then in force enacting
that they should all be painted black; thus we
have them here of every possible hue. These
fa9ades, with the wear of centuries, do not
look so fresh in fact as in this pleasant

picture.

No. 222. ‘Bamborough Castle, Northum-
berland,’ Edward Richardson. This is the

view from the north, the drawing being prin-

cipally a study of a rocky foreground, painted
with firmness, to oppose an airy distance.

No. 22-1. ‘On the Beach at Bonchurch,’
T. L. Rowbotham. a sparkling trifle, plea-

santly but too palpably artificial.

No. 227 ‘ Sunset on the Bernese Alps, as

seen from Lucerne,’ H. C. Pidgeon. This is

always a difficult subject, and so unlike is it to

everything of our own domestic scenery, as

to seem in execution rather a brilliant vision

than a verisimilitude of nature. Tins is scru-

pulously true in its relation to the reality.

No. 22S. ‘ The Avenue, Evelyn AVoods,
Surrey,’ Edmund T. Warren. The extremity
of the avenue looking out to the open—tlie

pitli and point of the drawing being the three
weird sunbeams that have alighted on the
ground, and to which we apprehend much has
been sacrificed. It is a careful drawing, and
intended as an efl'ort, though not perhaps so
felicitous as others we have seen by the same
band.

No. 232. * Light Cavalry Picquet Mounting
—Videttes driven in, Crimea,’ M. Angelo
Hayes. A spirited drawing of a party of
Hussars, looking like the Sth, alarmed by the
advance of the enemy in force.

No. 233. ‘The Flight into Egypt,’ Henry
Warren. The scene is the banks of tlie Nile,

with aviewof thePyramids. The Virgin, with the
Infant Jesus, is mounted on the ass, and Joseph
is in the act of procuring water from the river;

the time is that of mornmg or evening twilight.

The flatness and evenness of the broad tones
of this drawing are laid with a perfect mastery
of the material.

No. 210. ‘Bold and Bashful,’ Edward Cor-
bould. “Bold” we may suppose to be the
principal figure, that of a knight mounted, and
wearing a suit of plate armour

;
and “ Bashful ”

must be a couple of youthful maidens who
Lave been surprised playing at horses with
their little brother. Mr. Corbould shows his

knowledge of the knightly equipment; but the
subject is of little interest.

No. 250. ‘Boppart, on the Rhine,’ Edward
Richardson. The character of Rhine scenery
is so unique as to be at once determinable : the
distances look too fai- removed.
No. 251. ‘ Hardwick Park, and Ruins of the

Old Hall,’ W. Bennett. The power of this

drawing resides in the near trees, which look
like oaks

; hut the character is not sufiiciently

definite. V hen trees are given so prominently.

tliere ought to be no doubt of their species.

The principle of this artist, as shown in all his

works, is simplicity of composition, treated
with nervous firmness of handling : the result

of which is always a palpable materialism that
permanently impresses the mind.

No. 25S. ‘River Lleder, Valley of Dolwyd-
ellau, North Wales,’ S. Cook. Tliis artist

may or may not be a dra-ning-master
;

if he be,

he is to be congratulated that he has not fallen

into the insipid amenities wliich too frequently

distinguish practice in that branch of the pro-
fession. There are parts here which the rule

of prettiuess would have omitted, but tliey are

naturally treated in their places, and therefore
contribute to the identity.

No. 268. ‘ Part of the East Cliff, Hastings,’
1\ L. Rowbotham. The subject, in reality,

is composed of a warm grey sandstone
; but

the drawing does not describe a material of
the kind, but a clift' much of the colour of
chalk. The drawing is neat in execution;
but this is the facile mecaniqm of the art.

No. 272. ‘ Happy Nutting Days,’ H. War-
ren. A subject in every way efifferent from
those generally treated by this painter, whose
predilections are so pronouncedly oriental. In
this drawing and its subject there is a character
which we humbly submit would be more popu-
lar than Mr. Warren’s Eastern themes.

No. 277. ‘ Autumn,’ J. H. Pidgeon. A
sylvan subject, having tlie merit of appearing
a faithful transcript of a veritable locality.

No. 280. ‘ Goodrich Castle,’ James Eahey.
The ruined towers, which form so attractive an
agroupraent from the Wye, are presented in the
immediate foreground. We have never before

seen the ruin painted from this side, and so
near. It looks like an unqualified version of
the subject.

No. 295. ‘Wild Flowers and Bird’s Nest,’
Mary M.iUIGETts. The leaves and flowers in

this agroupineut are made out with a micro-
scopic minuteness.

No. 297. ‘ Palazzo Facanoni, Venice,’ W.
Telbin. a canal view, setting forth a charac-

teristic facade of Venetian architecture.

No. 298. ‘The Great Pyramid after Sunset,’

H. Warren. The name of the artist is a
sufficient authority for the accuracy of the
view; blit in this drawing the sky is green

—

in the ‘I’light into Egypt’ the sky is blue.

No. 310. ‘Preparing for Blind Man’s Buff,’

Emily FxVRMER. There is in tliis drawing
much that is commendable. It is very care-

ful
;

the daylight effect studiously—too stu-

diously unbroken, and the colour extremely
pure. The faces would have been improved by
more positive maildngs, and the figures assisted

by somewhat more oi relief.

No. 312. ‘ The Adour, near Bagneres de
Eigorre, Hautes Pyrenees,’ "W. Wyld. This
is but a trifling sketch; something more might
have been expected from such a reputation.

No. 316. ‘Which baud will you have?’
Emily FxVRMER. Much of what has ali-cady

been said in reference to No. 310 will apply
here

;
the absence of markings in the faces is

even more conspicuous than in the drawing
already noticed.

No. 321. ‘Gathering Mussels,’ J. II. Mole.
A coast view, with figures in the best feeling

of the artist.

No. 337- ‘ Sabbath Readings,’ L. Hague.
A family wearing the costume of the seven-

teenth century listening to one of their number
reading the Scriptures. It is a small drawing,

but so masterly in all its dispositions that we
regret it is not a large one.

Tlic number of drawings exhibited is 36-1,

among which are examples of every class of

subject
;
and really, in some of the small draw-

ings, there is an earnestness of purpose which
would have given importance to the subjects

in a larger form.
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EXCURSIONS IN SOUTH WALES.
BY MR. AND MRS. S. 0. HALL.

Tart A'L—Tenev, &c.

THE ILLCSTR.\TIONfl F!10'( PU.Y'VISGS UY lilltKET FOSTEU,

E. A. bUOOKE, G. I.. HALL, ETC.

IIK Terminus of the South

Wales Railway is at iMil-

foi'd Haven ; the country

tlirough whicli the line

'

'

’Ajr';
'

between Gloucester

' iS tow ^bis noble harbour, we
I Bi.li' Wf '

, mL.I «»f
JesL-ribe hereafter.*

Our present purpose is to ac-

company the Tourist to “ fair

and fashionable” Tenhy
;

one of the prettiest, plua-

^ santest, quietest, and, in all

respects, the most attractive, of tlie

“sea-bathing” towns that adorn the

coasts of Wales and England. “Brad-

shaw" will inform him that, ifhis purpose

be to visit Tenby, his “ station ” is Nar-

berth Road; but if he take our advice,

in preference to that of the “mystifyer,” he will

continue the journey until he reaches the Terminus:

a'^ then, after crossing a ferry, take the coach road thence,

instead of that from Narbcrlh— wliere, however, onmi-

huses arc always in uttendauce, and whence lie v\'ill be trans-

ported to 'I'enby with less trouble, than ifhis route be through

Milford Haven. But in the one case he will Iraver&c a

lonely and uiipieturcsquR road, (liidiiig only one object of

interest—the ruins of Narbcrlh Castle,f w'liile in the other

he will have a charming drive—a prospect all the way, such

as can he found only in our island; where nature revels in

abimdaiit beauty, iiiul where he will encounter at every road-

turn some glorious relic of a renowned past. This we shall

describe in due course. Tiie tourist, e» route to Teuby, we
repeat, will do well to proceed to Milford Haven. He arrives at

acomfortablc Hotel, close to the station, recently built by the

South Wales Company, where he may rest an liour, a day, or

longer, as he pleases, visiting many attractions, and crossing

the Haven, in a steam ferry-boat, to e.\amine the dockyards,

or to procure—llierc and thence—either a private or the public

conveyanee to Tenby. The journey is not more costly, nor

is the distance he has to travel increased after leaving the

railroad
;
although, by railway, it is added to by about twenty

miles; tiiat is nothing
;

for he passes through a fiue and richly

cultivated district, having the Haven on his left, and many
interesting objects continually in view.

We may suppose the tourist to be adopting this course.

He has reached the terminus on a summer evening, in ample
time to arrive at Tenby before the sun goes down, or, at all

events, while the pleasant liglit between noon and evening is

adding its charms to the landscape
;
or we shall rather con-

sider him as resting a night in the neat Hotel we have referred

to, in order that a morning or a day may be spent in examin-

ing the several objects of interest within reach.

J

* Tlin terminus at MilTiinl Haven is that at which travellers by
this line embark fur Ireland. There is no railway in the kingdom
hettor conducted lhan tliat of llie “ South Wales to tliosc who visit

the south of Ireland, it presents peculiar advantages ; if tlie journey
be longer liy sea, it is sliortcr by iand ; but. in reality, altliough tlie

voyage to Waterford is ciglit hours, wliile lliat to Dublin, by Holy-
head, is but four, tlie furmer will bo preferred to tlie latter by all

who liave, as we has’c, made both. Arriving at Holyhead, tlio

passenger is at sea a minute after ho is on Imard ; there is no lime
for preparations es.scntia! to tliosc wlio consider a voyage, under any
circumstances, a vialheur, and he continues at sea until ho touches
the pier of Kingstown. If he embark at Milfunl Haven, ho lias two
hours', or nearly as much, pleasant sailing along a beautiful bay;
he has ample leisure for all aiTaiigeinents “ below,” and two other
lioiirs of Hie eight will be passed in Waterford liarbour—unrivalled,
periiaps, in the kingdom for natural beauties presented to the
voy.iger. Moreover, the steamboats are of large size, with every
possible convenience; they are nnder tlie care of Captain Jackson,
so long and so pleasantly known as the supcriritendcntof packets from
London to Antwerp; they are entered direct from tlie terminus, and
at Waterford passengers are lamled on tlie quay at all times of tide.
The journeys from Waterford, to Limerick, Clare, Cork, Galway,
and Killarney, as well, indeed, as those wliich lead north, to Dulilin,
are full of interest and hcaiity

;
these journeys we have very fully

described in our work, “ A Week at Killarney,” to wliich we may be
permitted to refer the reader wlio is contemplating a vhit to tlie South
of Ireland and the far-famed and ever lovely “ Lakes."

'

t If tills mad be taken, the tourist will rest awliilc at Karbertli, to
examine tlie old cliurcli and tlic ancient castle. The caslle is a ruin,
of no great extent, built on Hie site of a fortalico iinicli older

;
the

broken walls overhang tlie mad, to call up associalbnis with an age
wlien “ Pivyll Pendevig, Prince of Dyv&l, set out from Ms palace,
at Arberth, to hunt in the vale of Cych.”

*.J The terminus station is at “ Neyland the point opposite—the
Ferry—Is “Hobbs’ Point,” at Pater; the ianding-jdaces, on botli
sides, are well constructed. The South Wales Hotel is at Neyland,
and there are several good inns at Pater.

It is a pretty ferry that which crosses the haven, anil leads from the terminus to the busy aud

bustling towu of Fateh— principally known by its recently acquired name, Pembroke
Dock. It was a village not long ago, ami the ruins of an old castellated mansion may still be

found there; happily, superintendents of government works did not remove this relic and

reminder of old times, and it looks, among barracks, storehouses, and artisans’ dwellings, much, as

a grim and grey veteran of mauy battles would look iu the midst of raw recruits at drill.

Before we cross, however, let us first visit Milford
;

it is already in decay, although no older than

eighty years, for the removal of the dockyards, the formation of good quays, and especially the

railway terminus, “ higher up,” have taken away all trade from tlic towu
;

it is no longer a

“packet station” as it was for half a century, and cannot compete with its younger, more active.

-U11.FOKU UA\EN: THE TSKIIINCS.

and more robust successor, which Government fosters aiul protects. Those who sail or steam by

it, on the way to Ireland, may be reminded of, if they cannot recall, the Milford of a by-gone time,

when, often overcrowded by passengers waiting a fair wind “ to cross,” it was a scene of perpetual

gaiety and amusement. Its glory has departed
;
its prosperity is gone. NcveiTheless, it will attract

the notice of sea-voyagers between the two islands
;
ami, therefore, we have pictured it.

Milford Haven has been renowned “ time out of mind ;” by Shakspere it is called the “ blessed

havcu :” in “ Cymbeline,” Imogen asks

—

“ Tell me how AVales was made so happj’ as

To inherit such a Haven f
”

PATER : THE FERRY.

and quaint old Drayton thus praises it iu the “ Polyolbion —
“ So iiighly Milford is in every moulli renown’d,

Noe haven liath augiit good, in her that is not found.”

The “ lardg and spatious Harhorough” has, indeed, been lauded iu many ways
;
by historians,

geographers, and poets : and, we iielieve, its manifest advantages will, ere long, be so fully

developed, now that a railway leads to it through so interesting a district, that future writers

will have to describe it in terms they borrow from the past.

Four centuries have gone by siuce on this shore Richmond lauded ;
marchiug hence to meet

“tlie bloody aud usurping boar” on Bosworth Field, receiving “great comfort and encourage-

ment” from many of the princes of Wales—for he was theit couutryinan, boru in the old castle
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stantial account is ^iven by Selden, in a uotc on a passage of Drayton (” Polyolbion”), which
describes the Plemings as emigrants, in consequence of innndatious that “swamped” their land.
It w-as during the reign of Heory I. They were “ kiudly received” by the king, “in
respect of the alliance which he had with their earl, Baldwin Earl of Flanders,” and settled
chiefly in Northumberland

;
where, however, they were found so unruly that “ King Henry

was under the necessity of driving them into Wales.” Other historians assert that it was by
persuasion, and not compulsion, they became “ settlers” among the Welsh

;
the Anglo-Normans

finding them brave and valuable allies, while their habits of thrift and industry made them
useful examples, as well as auxiliaries, to the conqueror’s. The second Heniy gave them direct

MII.FO«n TOW.S.

encouragement, and considerably augmented their numbers, recommending them to his knights
as ready aud powerful partizaiis, the more to be trusted because so thorongbly isolated in the

midst of merciless enemies, against whom they were perpetually compelled to keep watch and
ward. Of their domestic architecture—strong houses, easily and readily fortified against bands
of marauders—there exist picturesque remains in many parts of the country, the massive
chimneys being those that have best withstood the assaults of time. It is by no means certain,

however, that these ruins are what tradition affirms them to be—remains of T/emish architec-

ture. Some architects and arclitcologists have recently promulgated opiuions that they are of a

date much later
;
that uo structures resembling them exist in Flanders, and that they were probably

erected by the Welsh, who borrowed their character from Brittany.

I'KMDfiOKE DOCKYAIID.

Pembroke county is “the extreme point of South Wales.” With the exception, of a small

tract towards the north, this is the most level part of the principality, and “seems to bear a

resemblance to the general face of English country, as close as the affinity of its inhabitants to

the English people, so that it has been called “Little England beyond Wales.” *

* Malkin, writing- of South Wales, so recently as 1804, states that “so different were the manners, Arts,
and agriculture of the two people, that they have scarcely made an advance towards assimilation in the space
of seven hundred years. It has happened that men from the same p.arish have been on a jury together
without a common language in which to confer." This evil has greatly diminished,' but has not entirely
ceased. It is still easy to distinguish the one from tlie other, and there yet remain districts in which little y
no English is spoken. Indeed, we are informed by a correspondent, Thomas Pubnell, Esq., of Tenby, to

whom we are indebted for much assistance, and many valuable suggestions, that, “ in the upper portion of
the country, the people cannot speak English, while in the southern hundreds, they do not understand Welsh.”

• “ Standing at the point of the cast lllockhouse you enjoy one "f
those magnificent scenes of which one carries the image ihrougli life.

The blockhouse is built on the bluff summit of a rocky cliff. Imme-
diately before you lies the splendid mouth of this gigantic harbour,
with the bold promontory of Dale, now being fortified, and St. Ann's
lighthouses immediately opposite. To the right the view e.xtends
over the whole area facing the entrance of the haven before it turns
eastward, and comprises an e.xtent of some fourteen or fifteen .square
miles. Further to the right hand, and just within the entrance,
stiinds Thorn Island, a towering ami isolated rock, now for the first
time fortified. To the left is Sheep Island, which forms a bold feature
at the eastern extremity of the same rock-bound coast. Seaward
looms the Atlantic, and the broad expanse of ocean, east and west--
ward, formed by the confluence of St. George's and the Bristol
Channels. Few sea views ever impressed me more intensely' witli
depth, magnitude, oeanty, and repose. May its last attribute soon
pass away, and the fleets of the civilized world give life and animation
to this glorious gift of n.ature !

”

t “The superior skill of the Anglo-Norman knights who were
engaged in constant inroads on the Welsh frontier, and who were
frcquentlydetaching from it large portions, which they fortified with
castles, thus making good what they had won, wa.s avenged, indeed,
but not compensated, by the furious inroads of the British, who, like
the billows of a retiring tide, rolled on successively, with noise, fury,
and devastation, but on each retreat yielded ground insensibly to
their invaders."—The Betrothed. The portraits of Wilkin Flammock
and his fair daughter Rose, and details concerning the early Fiemisli
settlers in England, are familiar to all readers of this novel—one of
the “Talcs of the Crusaders."

we can see from any adjacent height, and which we shall visit

presently. Yet, although Milford is in many respects

unrivalled as a harbour, not alone for beauty of scenery,

bnt for safety and security in all winds and weathers,

it has been strangely neglected : and even now, so ill is it

fortified, that there would be small impediment iu the way of

any invading force desiring to land troops on the coast, and
to burn and destroy the dockyard at Pater.

Wc cross the ferry in a steam ferry-boat

:

this accessorj

is bnt a recent introduction : it is a valuable one
;

for the

winds blow, and the sea rolls fiercely, at times, iuto this

harbour, and the timid may dislike even so short a passage
in one of the small boats hitherto alone available for the

purpose. Now, all idea of danger, or even iuconveuience,

at any time or tide, is removed. First, however, \vc may
ascend either of the neighbouring heights, to obtain a magni-
ficent prospect; or if we visit Jlilford Town, as no doubt

many will do, we may enjoy one of the grandest, and most
beautiful, sea views our islands can supply. We borrow a

description from a valuable tract written by Jelinger

Symons, Esq.,* and published by Jlason, of Tenby, to which
we refer the reader who desires further iuformation concern-

ing this beautiful Haven.

At Pater, we may, if we please, spend an hour plea-

santly and profitably in visiting the dockyard. Our own
visit must be brief. The old dockyard was at Milford; the

establishment was removed “further up” iu 1814 ; the con-

sequence is, that an insignificant village has became a large

and flourishing town, where a thousand artisans are always

busy, and whence issue so raauy of those noble war-ships

that are, as they ever have been, and ever will be, the
“ wooden walls” of our Islands.

We are now in PEMUUOKESfiiEE. The county is bounded

THE FLEMlSn CHIMKET.

by St. George’s Channel and the Bristol Channel, on the north,

west, and south, and on the east by the shires Cardigan and
Carmarthen. The county of Pembroke is, according to an
old historian, “partly Dutch, partly English, partly Welsh ;”f
a colony of Flemings being there planted, of whom a circum-
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* The ciiamber is now a ruin. When Leland visited the place, it

must have been in a very ditTerent condition. lie writes: “In the

utter ward I saw the chainbro wher Henry the 7t!i was borne, in

knowledge whereof a chymmeney is now made with arms and badges

of the King." The “chymmeney " is still there, but the arms and
badges w'cre probably destroyed by the soldiers of Cromwell.

t The three leaders—Laughariie, I’owcl, and Toyer—were c.v-

pressly excepted from mercy. Tlicy were sentenced to dcatli; but

tlio Parliament having resolved to punish only one, three papers

were placed liefore them; on two were written the words, “Life
given of God,” one was blank. A child drew the lots

;
the blank fell

to Foyer : it was his death-warrant.

J Tlio keep is computed at seventy feet in height, tlie interior

diameter at twenty-four feet, and the walls are from fourteen to

seventeen feet in ttiickness. One of the many accomplished archse-

ologists of Wales (E. A. Freeman, Esq., in i\\& Archaiologia Cam-
6mwis), thus describes tlie stately and venerable pile:—“ U remark-
ably combines elevation and massiveness, so tliat its eflcct is one of

vast general hulk. It is another cons]>icuoii8 instance of the majesty

often accruing to dismantled buildings, wliich they could never have

possessed when in a perfect state."

§ The records of the several lords of this fortress are fertile

of interest akin to romance. Tliat of Stronghow, the Anglo-
Norman invader of Ireland, is well known. A story, even more
romantic than his, is told of his predecessor, Gerald, who in 1108

was the King's Lieutenant in Pcmlirokeshire. He had a beautiful

wife, whom a Welsh cliieftaiii, Owen, the son of Cadwgan ap
Bletlun, coveted. At midnight' this profligate, aided by youths
as unprincipled as himself, obtained entrance into tlie castle, and
carried tlie lady off, her lord narrowly escaping with life. Sucli

was the lawless state of the times and the condition of the country,

that during eight tedious years, Gerald vainly sought to regain his

treasure—the lady as earnestly desiring to rejoin her lord—and to

bo revenged on liis base and perfidious enemy. Tlie day of reckon-

ing, liowcver, came at length : the betrayer was, after long and
patient waiting, but always with the one purpose steadily in view,

slain by the betrayed.

II
“The real name was undoubtedly Llanfydd— tlie Welsh for

Fanum sancta: Fidei Ilrf/mi's—dedicated to St. Faith."—“The first

instrument I have seen dated from this place is one of Bisliop

Richard do Carew, s.n. 1259; and from that time the occasional

residence of almost all the bishops there in succession may be traced

,

particularly of Gower, Adam Iloton, and Vaughan, To Gower
principally may he ascribed its grandeur and extent."—

F

estox.

LAMPHET PALACE.

access to aU comers. The neighbouring church will claim a visit, although, neither within nor

without, does it contain much that need delay the Tourist. He pursues his onward route, along

a ridge of high laud, and soon arrives in sight of the majestic ruins of Manorbeer.

\Ve are now on the high road to Tenby
;
conveyances are

sufficiently numerous, and there are omnibuses that meet

all the London trains. AVe may choose either of two routes

:

that which leads by Carew Castle, or that which passes

through Pembroke town. \Vc select the latter; a visit to

the former will he one of our excursions from Tenby. "We

ascend a steep, and obtain a fine view of the opposite shore,

soon arriving in sight of Pkmduoke Castle. This magni-

ficent fortress occupies a bold rocky eminence that projects

into an arm of Milford Haven; for more than eight cen-

turies it has been renowned, not only as the scat of the

famous earldom “to which it gave name,” hut as of historic

interest, from the time of the Conquest to the wars of the

King and the Parliament.

Its appearance is “ inexpressibly grand,” surmounting a

rock, out of whicli it seems to grow, so that it is “hard to

define the exact boundaries of Art and Nature.” It is, indeed,

a wonderful group; and, considered in connection with the

remains of a priory, on an opposite hill, and which, seen from

a distance, seems part of the stupendous structure, there is,

perhaps, no object in Great Britain so striking, or so exciting

as a reniiiuler of ancient days. A description of its details,

and especially an abstract of its history, would demand larger

space than can he aUbrded in these pages. The guide, a

kiudly aud intelligent woman, will point the visitor’s attention

to the “Wogan,” a “mervellows” cavern, underneath the

castle, of which tradition and superstition have talcs to tell
;
to

the chamber, or rather the relics of it, in which Henry VII, was

born;* and, above all, to the noble round tower, the Keep, in

whicli a small army defied all the resources of the Common-

wealth, kept the Lord Protector at bay, and yielded only

when a traitor enabled the besiegers “ lo cut off the supply

of watcr.”t It is a day’s work, and a pleasant work it will

be, to examine these ruins
;
for although decay is now arrested,

and the courtyai'd is a smooth green sward, there is ample lo

stir the fancy into peopling it in its strength, restoring its

prodigious bulwarks, its inner aud outer wards, its towers,

gateways, barbicans, bastions, and embattled walls,^ and

greeting its successive lords, from that Arnulf de Montgomery

to whom the sou of the Conqueror gave the laud, to those

descendants of the Herberts who, to-day, keep the title and

the name inherited from a i-ace of men famous and illustrious

in war and in peace. §

Our road lies through Pembroke town
;
of antiquities it has

none after we pass the bold entrance to the castle
;

it consists

mainly of one long street, aud there is nothing to detain the

Tourist until he arrives at a village, on the outskirts of which,

along the banks of a small river, are the ruins of Lamphey
Palace.

|1
Here the bishops of St. David’s had their “ country

scat.” ^Vhethel• “ built by Bishop Gower,” or at ati earlier or

later period, no doubt many prelates contributed to augment

its graces, internal aud external, and its interest is enhanced

as having been some time the residence of “the unfortunate

Earl of Essex.” The ruin retains evidence of much architec-

tural beauty, affording, by its calm and quiet character, its

site in a pleasant dell, and the absence of all offensive and defensive remains, a strong contrast to

the castle we have just left, and the castle we are approaching. Lanipliey is distant but eight

miles from Tenby
;

visitors to this attractive spot arc, therefore, numerous
;

and there are few

j-

I’EIIDIIOKE CASTLE.

places ill the kingdom so productive of rccompence to those who either walk or ride fhilher.

The ruins are entered over a pretty bridge that crosses the streamlet, and a modern mansion and

grounds adjoin them ; the owner who, we presume, also owns these venerable walls, freely permits



^lidway between Penibrolce and Tenby (about two miles off

the liigh road) is Manorheek, or Waenor Byrr, “so called

from its being the manor of the lords, or the mansion or manor
of Byrr.” Its situation is charmings “standiugc between

two little hillettcs,” the rochy bases of which repel the fury of

an ever boisterous sea, “with its sheltered greeu park on one

hand, a bare hill, with the slender tower of the old Norman
church on the other, and the whole mass suspended over the

sea-beach, that takes its angle and curve from the protruding

rocks, tlie scene presents a combination of features that never

fail to impress the stranger with mingled sentiments of

))ictiiresque beauty, solitude, and desolation.” Its pon-

derous gateways, massive towers, high embattled walls, and
extensive outworks, yet exist to establish its rank among
Norman structures of the first class, built while the Baron
was tlic mark of many eueniies, in ages when “might was

right,” and power appertained to strength only. Allliongh

the interior is a ruin, much remains to indicate its former

spleudour. Visitors will wander with awe, yet pleasure,

through the courtyards and vestibules, nay, iuto the dungeons,

of tliis stronghold of many fierce chieftains, so long the terror

of “ down-trodden "Wales.” *

Manorbeer, however, has another interest
;

it was here the

historian, Giraldns Cambreusis,twas born, about the year 11 40.

He dearly loved the place of his nativity, styling it, with par-

donable pride, “ Maenorpyr, the Paradise of all Wales.”

Within a short distance of the castle may be seen

curious and interesting Druidic remain—a Cromi-Eacit, of

which so many examples exist in various parts of the country.

J

TUB CBOMLEACn.

The tourist will visit the Church, a very aged edifice,

bcantifiilly situate on a high slope that overlooks the sea

;

it is of Norman origin. Near it is another interesting

structure—a chantry, or collegiate building, erected, pro-

bably, by a De Barri, who, in 1092, was one of the twelve

kniglits of Fitz-Hamon, among whom this district, plundered

• A visit to this castle, within four miles of Tenhy, supplies one of

the leading delights presented fiy tliat charming sea-town. I’ic-nlc

parties are met here almost daily during the summer, and “ helps
”

are afforded them by “care-takers” of the ruin.

t Giraldns do Barri, commonly known by his patronymic of
“ Cambrensis,” was descended on the maternal side from lUiys ap
Tewdwr (or Theodor), Prince of South AVales. Ilis uncle was
Bishop of St. David's, and his early education was there received.

After a prolonged tour on the Continent, lie took orders, and was
]>rescnted with the archdeaconry of St. David's. On Ills uncle'.s

death the chapter selectwl Giraldus as liis successor, hut tlie king,
Henry I., refused to ratify their choice, fearing danger to his power
from the abilities and influence of a man so closely allieil witli

tile native aristocracy of a country wliicli England held by a
very (|iiestionahle tenure, llis literary reputation rests mainly on
his book—“ Tlic Itinerary of Bishop Baldwin tlirough Wale*.
A.D. MCLXXXviic. tiaving accompanied that eminent prelate as
Ills secretary and adviser tlirough Wales, to “ preach the crusade,"
he gathered information, and the result was a far more valuable
legacy to posterity than all the gains oldained in the Holy T.and.

Tlie first edition of this Itinerary was printed in 15x5
: it was tran*.

latcd and edited, with copious notes, illustrative and exidanatory, liy

Sir Bicliard Colt lloarc, in 1S06. Giraldus died at St. David's in

tlie seventy-fourtli year of his age, and was buried in the catbedrai
cbiircli. Sir llichard Colt Hoare thus sums up liis character:—
“ Noble in liis birth and comely in bis person, mild in bis manners
and atfalile in his conversation, zealous, active, and undaunted in

maintaining the rights ami dignities of the church, moral in his

character and orthodox in liis principle*, charitahie and disin-

terested, tliough ambitious, learned, though superstitious." Wlien
young he was tall, well-formed, and so remarkably liandsnme, that
one day, being seated near the bishop, a Cistercian abbot, who sat on
the other side, having eyed him for some time, exclaimed, “ Do you
think it possible so beaiilifiil a youth can ever die?"

J Those who have visited Ireland, nr are familiar with the views
of Irish arcliaologists, will be content to attribute these singular
remains to the Druids, considering them as altars of sacrifice.

They abound in Ireland, and are not uncommon in Wales; their

origin is, undoubtedly, very remote
;
we do not here notice the

several controversies concerning them. That they long preceded
the introduction of Christianity into our islands is certain, and it

may be sufticiently safe to consider these huge masses of stone

—

always untouciicd by tool, and iuvariably placed one above another,
as in our engraving—

“ The work of Druid hands of old."

from the Welsh princes, was divided. The chantry is now a parish school; it was pleasant

to see there so many earnest and healthy faces under a roof that was new eight hundred years

ago, and is still vigorous, as well as useful, in age.

Having left this deeply interesting place, after long “musings ” over terrible times, we are on
the highway acain, pacing along

“
'I’he Ridgeway”—for so the road is called that leads from

Pembroke to Tenby. How full it is of intense delights ! Is the tourist a lover of nature ? Let

him search into any one of those hedges, and what a bouquet of wild flowers he may collect ! - He
listens to the songs of birds that issue from every bush and tree

;
while the gayest of gay butterflies

roam all about. A delicious air comes from distant hills, mingling with sea-breezes. Health

is here: strong winds upon heights for the robust
;
mild zephyrs in sheltered dells for those who

are delicate; the spirits are raised; the mind and the soul expand. It becomes an instinct, as it

MASOBBEER CASTLK : EXTERIOR,

and then the eye falls upon some ancient ruin, such as that we have described— Pembroke,

Manorbeer, Carew, and others are here; any one of which might seem to justify the often-

quoted words of tlie great lexicographer, splenetic though they be, that ail the castles of Scotland

might be crammed into the court-yard of one in "Wales.

Those who have walked or ridden along “ the Ridgeway,” from Pembroke to Tenby, will have

enjoyed a luxury “past telling;” language cannot do it justice: it can be little aided by

Art ; we believe neither iu Wales nor in England can there be found a scene that combines so

much of interest with so much of beauty.

were, to laud and thank the Creator. And what a view ! Look landward across that lovely

valley, dotted with farm-houses,— villages here and there, marked by church towers above siir-

roiuiding trees,—the wcll-ciiltivated land, greeu with the promise of spring, or broivn with i(s

fulfilment iu autumn,— rich meadows or fertile fields. Look beyond all these, and see the mouii-

tains, the highest in South Wales, productive almost to their summits. Or turn your gaze sea-

ward—what a line of coast !—iron-bound !—huge dill's against which the Atlantic daslies

;

graceful creeks, where there is scarce a ripple; white sails that seem aerial specks; islands, large

and little, where men inhabit or sheep feed; rocks, peopled literally by millions of sea-birds;

while dimly, and afar off, is seen the English coast—mild and beautiful Devonshire. Every now
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No. 5.—THE MOSAIC RUGAV0I:K OF THE MESSRS.
CROS^LEV, OF HALIFAX.

When, with his advancing intelligence, man
began to eoustruct ornamental articles to de-

corate his dwelling, or to adorn his person, we
find him taking natural i)roductions, chiefly

from the mineral kingdom, and combining

them in such a manner as may aflbrd, by their

contrasts of colour, the most pleasing effects.

From this arose the art of mosaic, \vhich*ap-

pcars, in the first instance, to have been

applied only to the combination of dice-shaped

stones {lessercn) in patterns. This was the

op/(fi musiDUM of the Homans ;
improving upon

which we have the Italians introducing the

more elaborate and artistic pielra dura, now
commonly known as Florentine-work. It is

not our purpose to treat of any of the ancient

forms of mosaic-work, further than it is neces-

sary to illustrate the subject before us. The
opus iessdatim consisted of small cubes of

marble, worked by hand into simple geome-
trical figures. Tlic opus sedlle was formed of

different crusts or slices of marble, of which

figures and ornaments were made. The opus

venuiculatiud was of a far higher order than

these: by the employment of differently-coloured

marbles, and,—wdicrc great brilliancy of tint

was required,—by the aid of gems, the artists

produced imitations of figures, ornaments, and

pictures, the whole object being portrayed in

all iis true colours and shades.

The advance from the optts vun.uoulatum to

the fine mosaic-work, which had its origin in

Home, and is, tliercfore, especially termed

Roman mosaic, was easy ;
and we find tliis

delicate manufacture arising to a high degree

of excellence in tiie city wTiere it originated,

and to which it has been almost entirely con-

fined, Venice being the only city which lias

attempted to compete with Rome. To this

Art-manufacture we more especially direct

attention, since a description oi it will aid us

in rendering intelligible the most interesting

and peculiarly novel manufacture of mosaic

rug-work, as practised by the hlessrs. Cross-

ley. Roman, and also Venetian enamels, arc

made of small rods of glass, called indiscrimi-

nately paste and smalt. In the first place

cakes of glass are manufactured in every

variety of colour and shade that are likely to

be required. These cakes are drawn out into

rods more or less attenuated, as they are in-

tended to be used for finer or for coarser

works, a great number being actually threads

of glass. These rods and threads arc kept in

bundles, and arranged in sets corresponding to

I
their colours, each division of a set presenting

I

every desired shade. A piece of dark slate or

marble is prepared, by being hollowed out like

a box, and this is filled with plaster of Paris.

Upon this plaster the pattern is drawn by the

artist, and the mosaidsti proceeds with his

work by removing small squares of the plaster,

and filling in these with pieces cut from the

rods of glass. Gradually, in this manner, all

the plaster is removed, and a picture is formed

by the euds of the filaments of coloured glass ;

these are carefully cemented together by a

kind of mastic, and polished. In this way is

produced, not only tliose exquisitely delicate

mosaics which were, at one time, very fashion-

able for ladies’ brooches, but tolerably large,

and often highly artistic pictures. iJ'iany of

our readers will remember the mosaic land-

scapes which rendered the Italian Court of

the Great Exhibition so attractive
;
and in the

Museum of Practical Geology will be found a

portrait of the late Emperor of Russia, which
IS a remarkably good illustration of mosaic-

work on a large scale. We may remark, in

passing, that the whole process of glass mosaic
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is well illustrated in the Museum in Jermjn
Street.

Tiie next variety of mosaic-work to which

we will direct attention is the manufacture of

Tunbridge, which resembles still more closely

the mosaic in wool. The Tunbridge-ware is

formed of rods of wood, varying in colour, laid

one upon the other, and cemented togetlier, so

that ilie pattern, as with the glass mosaics, is

produced by the cuds of the rods.

Tliere will be no difficulty in understanding

bow a block of wood, which has been con-

structed of hundreds of lengths of coloured

specimens, will, if cut transversely, produce a

great number of repetitions of the original de-

sign. Suppose, when we look at the transverse

section presented by the end of a Tunbridge-

ware block, w'c see a very accurately formed

geometric pattern; this is rendered perfectly

smooth, and a slab of wood is glued to it.

When the adhesion is secure, as in a piece

of veneering for ordinary cabinet-work, a very

thin slice is cut off by means of a circular saw,

and then we have the pattern presented to us

in a state which admits of its being fashioned

into any article which may be desired by the

cabinet-maker. In this way, from one block

a very large number of slices can be cut off,

every one of (hem presenting exactly the same
design. If lengths of worsted are substituted

for Uiosc of glass or of wood, it will be evident

that the result will be in many respects similar.

By a process of this kind the mosaic rugs

—

with very remarkable copies from the works
of some of our best artists—arc produced, and
we proceed at once to a description of this

Art-manufacture.

Tiie tapestries of France have been long

celebrated for the artistic excellence of the

designs, and for the brilliancy and jiennaneuce

of the colours. These originated in Erance,

about the time of Henry iV., and the manu-
facture was much patronised by that monarch
and his minister Sully. Louis XIV. and
Colbert, however, were the great patrons of

these beautiful productions of the loom. The
minister of Louis bought from the Brothers

Gobelins their manufactory, and transformed it

into a royal establishment, under the title of

Le Teinturier Parfail. A work was published

in 17iG, in which it was seriously stated that

the dyes of the Gobelins bad acquired sucli

superiority, that their contemporaries attributed

the talent of these cclebratea artists to a pac-

tion which one or the other of them had made
with the devil.

In the Gobelin and Beauvais Tapestry we
liave examples of the most artistic productions,

executed with a mechanical skill oi the highest

order, when wc consider the material in which
the w'ork is executed. The method of manu-
facture involving artistic power on the part of

the workman, great manipulatory skill, and the

expenditure of much time, necessarily removes
those productions from the reach of any but

the wealthy. Various attempts have been
made, from lime to time, to produce a textile

fabric which should equal those tapestries in

beauty, and which should be sold to the public

at much lower prices, None of those appear

to have been successful, until the increasing

applications of Indian-rubber pointed to a plan

by which high ai’tistic excellence might be
combined with moderate cost. In Berlin, and
subsequently in Paris, plans—in most respects

similar to the plan wc are about to describe

—

were tried, but in neither instance with com-

plete success. Of coui'se, there cannot now
be many of our readers who have not been

attracted by the very life-like representations

of lions and dogs which have for the last few
years been exhibited in the carpet warehouses

of the metropolis, and other large cities.

"While we admit the perfection of tlie manu-
facture, wc are compelled to remark that the
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designs which have been chosen are not such
as appear to us to be quite appropriate, when
we consider the purposes for which a rug is

intended. Doubtless from their very attractive

character, and moderate cost, those rugs find a
large number of purchasers, by whom tliey are

greatly admired.

With these remarks we proceed to a descrip-

tion of the manufacture, every detail of which
was shown and described to us with the ut-

most care, by the direction of the proprietors

of this princely establishment, when a few
weeks since we visited Ilahfax.

Every lady who has devoted herself for a

season—when it was the fashion to do so—to

Berlin wool-work, will appreciate the impor-

tance of a careful arrangement of all the

coloured worsteds which are to be used iu the

composition of her design. Here, where many
hundreds of colours, combinations of colours,

and shades, are required, in great quantities

and in long lengths, the utmost order is neces-

sary
;
and the system adopted in this estab-

lishment is iu this respect excellent. "We
have, for example, grouped under each of the

primary colours, all the lints of each respective

colour that the dyer can produce, and between
each large division the mixtures of colour pro-

ducing the neutral tones, and the interblendiug

shades which may be required to copy the

artist with fidelity. Skeins of worsted thus

arranged are ever ready for the English

mosuicisli iu rug-work.

Sucii is the materiul. Now to describe

the maimer of proceeding. In the first place

an artist is employed to copy, of the exact

size required for the rug, a work of Land-
seer’s, or any other master, which may be

selected for the purpose. Although the pro-

cess of copying is in this case mecliamcal,

considerable skill is required to produce the

desired result. This will be familiar to all who
have observed the peculiar chai'actcristics of

the Berlin wool-work patterns. The picture

being completed, it is ruled over in squares,

each of about twelve inches. These are again

iuterruled with smaller squares, which corre-

spond with the threads of which the finished

work is to consist. This original being com-
pleted, it is copied upon lined paper by girls

who are trained to the work, each girl having

a square of about twelve inches to work on.

These are the copies which go into the manu-
factory. A square is given to a young woman
whose duty is to niatcli all the colours in wool.

This is a task of great delicacy, requii-ing a
very fine appreciation of colour. It becomes
necessary in many cases to combine two threads

of wool, especially to produce the neutral tints.

It is very interesting to observe the care with

which every variety of colour is matched. The
skeins of worsted are taken, and a knot or

knob being formed, so as to increase the quan-

tity of coloured surface, it is brought down on
the coloured picture; and, when the right

shades have been selected, they arc numbered,
and a corresponding system of numbers arc

put oil the pattern. In many of the rugs ohe
hundred colours are employed. The selector

of colours works under the guidance of a mas-

ter, who was in this case a German gentleman,

and to his obliging and painstaking kindness

we are much indebted. Without his very exact

description of every stage of the process, it

would not have been easy to have rendered

Ibis rare mosaic-work intelligible to our

readers. When all the coloured wools have

been selected, they arc handed, with the pat-

terns, to other young women, who are termed

the “ mistresses of a frame,” each of whom
has under her charge three little girls.

The “frame” consists of three iron stands,

the two extreme ones being about ‘200 inches

apart, and the other exactly in the middle.

These stands are made of stout cast iron, and
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may be said to consist of two bowed legs, with
two cross pieces of iron, one at the top of the

legs, and the other about fifteen inches below,

the space between them being that which is to

be occupied by the threads of wool w'hich are

to form the required square block of wool.
These frames are united together by means of

cast kon tubes, running from end to end. The
observer is struck with the degree of strength

which has been given to these frames. It

appears that, for the purpose of merely holding

together a few threads of wool, a much slighter

frame might have been employed; and we cer-

tainly were surprised when we were informed

that, at first, many frames were broken, and
that they were compelled to have the stronger

ones at present in use. The cause of this will

be obvious, when we have proceeded a little

further with our description. At one end of

these frames sits the “ mistress,” with a stand

before her, on which the pattern allotted to

her is placed, and a vertical frame, over which
the long coloured worsteds are arranged. By
the side of this young woman sits a little girl,

who receives each worsted from the mistress,

and hands it to one of two children, who are

on either side of the frame.

Commencing at one comer of the pattern, a

thread is selected of the required colour, and
handed to the first girl, who passes it to the

second, whose duty is to fasten it to a stiff,

but slight bar of steel, about half an inch in

width, which passes from the upper to tlie

under bar of the frame. The third girl re-

ceives the thread, and carries it to the lower

end of the frame, and fastens it to a similar

bar of steel at that end. The length of each
thread of worsted is rather more than 200
inches. It is well known that twisted wool
does not lie quite straight, without some force

is applied to it; and of course the finislied

pattern would be incomplete, if all the threads

did not observe the truest parallelism to each
other. To effect this, a stretching force equal

to four pounds is required to every thread.

The child who carries the thread, therefore,

pulls the worsted with this degree of force,

and fastens it over the steel bar. Every block,

forming a foot square of rug-work, consists of

fifty thousand threads ; therefore, since every

thread pulls upon the frame with a force equal

to four pounds, there is a dii’ect strain to the

extent of 250,000 pounds upon the frame.

When this is known, our surprise is no
longer excited at the strength of tlie iron-

work
;
indeed, the bars of hardened steel, set

edgewen/St were evidently bent by tlie force

exerted.

Thread after thread, in this way, the work

E

roceeds, every tenth thread being marked, by
aviug a piece of white thread tied to it. By

this means, if the foreman, when he examines
the work, finds that an error has been com-
mitted, be is enabled to have it corrected, by
removing only a few of the threads, instead of

a great number, w'bich would have been the

case, if the system of marking had not been
adopted.

This work, requiring much care, does not

proceed with much rapidity, and the constant

repetition of all the same motions through a

long period would become exceedingly mono-
tonous, especially as talking cannot be allowed,

because tlie attention would be withdrawn
from the task in hand. Singing has therefore

been encouraged, and it is exceedingly pleasing

to see so many young, happy, and healthy faces,

performing a clean and easy task, in unison

with some song, in which they all take a part.

Harmonious arrangements of colour are pro-

duced, under the cheerful influence of liar-

monious sounds. Yorkshire has long been
celebrated for its choristers, and some of the

voices which we heard in the room devoted to

the construction of the wool-mosaics bore

evidence of this natural gift, and of a consider-

able degree of cultivation.

The “ block,” as it is called, is eventually

completed. This, as we have already stated,

is about a foot square, and it is 200 inches

long. Being bounA so as to prevent the dis-

turbance of any of the threads, the block is cut

by means of a very sharp knife into ten parts,

so that each division will have a depth of

about 20 inches. Hearth-rugs are ordinarily

about seven feet long, by about three feet wide,

often, however, varying from these dimensions.

Supposing, however, this to represent the

usum size, twelve blocks, from as many dif-

ferent frames, are placed in a box, with the

threads in a vertical position, so that, looking

down upon the ends, we see the pattern.

These threads are merely sustained in their

vertical order by their juxtaposition. Each
box, therefore, will contain 800,000 threads.

The rug is now, so far as the coustmetion
of the pattern is concerned, complete. The
boxes into which the rugs are placed are fixed

on wheels, and they have movable bottoms,

the object of which will be presently under-

stood. Erom the upper part of the mimense
building devoted to carpet manufacture, in

which this mosaic rug-work is carried on, we
descend with our rug to the basement story.

Here we find, in the first place, steam chests,

in which India-rubber is dissolved to form a

gelatinous mass, in appearance like carpenter’s

glue.

In an adjoining room were numerous boxes,

each one containing the rug-work in some of

the stages of manufacture. It must now be
remembered that each box represents a com-

E
leted rug—the upper ends of the threads

eing shaved off, to present as smooth a sur-

face as possible. In every stage of the pro-

cess now, all damp must be avoided, and wool,

like all other porous bodies, has a tendency to

absorb, and retain, moisture from the atmo-
sphere. The boxes, therefore, are placed in

heated chambers, and they remain there until

all moisture is dispelled
;
when this is effected,

a layer of India-rubber solution is laid over

the surface, care being taken, in the applica-

tion, that every thread receives the proper

quantity of the caoutchouc ; this is dried in

the warm chamber, and a second and a third

coat is given to the fibres. While the last

coat is being kept in the warm chamber, free

from all dust, sufficiently long to dissipate

some of the solvent, the surface on wliich

the rug is to be placed receives similar treat-

ment. In some cases ordinary carpet canvas

only is employed
;

in others, a rug made by
weaving in the usual manner is employed, so

that either side of the rug can be turned up, as

may be desired in the room in which it is placed.

However tliis may be, both surfaces are properly

covered with soft caoutchouc, and the “ back-

ing” is carefully placed on the ends of worsted
forming the rug in the box. By a scrapiug

motion, the object of which is to remove all

air-bubbles, the union is perfectly effected

;

it is then placed aside for some little time, to

secure, by rest, that absolute union of parts,

between the two India-rubber surfaces, which
is necessary. The separation of the two parts

is, after this, attended with the utmost diffi-

culty; the worsted may be broken by a forcible

pull, but it cannot be removed from the India-

rubber. The next operation is that of cutting

off the rug, for this purpose a very admirable,

but a somewhat formidable, machine is re-

quired. It is, in principle, a circular knife,

of about twelve feet diameter, mounted hori-

zontally, which is driven, by steam-power, at

the rate of 170 revolutions in a minute.

The rug in its box is brought to the re-

quired distance above the edge of the box,

by screwing up the bottom. The box is then

placed on a rail, and connected with a

tolerably fine endless screw. The machine
being in motion, the box is carried, by the
screw, under the knife, and, by the rapid cir-

cular motion, the knife having a razor-like

edge, a very clean cut is effected. As soon
as the rug is cut off, to the extent of a few
inches, it is fastened by hooks to strings

which wind over cylinders, and thus raise the
rug as regularly as it is cut. This goes on
until the entire rug is cut off to the thickness

of three sixteenths of an inch. The other
portion in the box is now ready to receive

anather coating, and the application of another
surface, to form a second rug, and so on, until

about one thousand rugs are cut from the
block prepared as we have described.

We hope the account which we have given
of this singular manufacture has been intelli-

gible. Having seen the entire process, under
the guidance of most intelligent gentlemen,
who were obligingly directed by the Messrs.
Crosslcy to describe everything to us, the
whole appeared particularly simple

;
when,

however, we attempted to convey in words
the details of this wool mosaic, we began to

feel many difficulties. Hoping, however, that

we have sufficiently described the operation,

we have only to remark, in conclusion, that

the rugs being subjected to careful examina-
tion, and being trimmed round the edges, by
young women, are ready for the market.

The establishment of the Messrs. Crossley,

which gives employment to four thousand
people, is one of those vast manufactories of

which England may proudly boast, as examples
of the industry and skill of her sons. Here
we have steam-engines urging, by their gigan-
tic throes, thousands of spindles, and hundreds
of shuttles, and yet, notwithstanding the human
labour which has been saved, there is room
for the exertion of four thousand people. The
manner in which this great mass of men,
women, and children is t^reated, is marked in

all the arrangements for their comfort, not
merely in the great workshop itself, but in

every division of that hill-encompassed town,
Halifax. Church, schools, and park proclaim
the high and liberal character of those great
carpet manufacturers, one division, and that a
small one, of whose works we have described.

Bobert Hunt.

SYDNEY, LADY MOEGAN.

Ptmorij.

Tue great literary link between the past and
present is broken

\
the most remarkable \voman of

the present century, who was an author at its com-
mencement, has been taken, at an age so advanced,

that the stated “ seventy-six” seem to those who
knew her, very far short of the years Lady Morgan
had numbered. Her playful verses recently written

and printed, are evidence that she had no intention to

betray what has been called a “woman’s greatest

secret the exact date of her birth can only be

guessed at, for, during the last century, “registers”

in Ireland were, if kept at all, singularly imperfect.

Lady Morgan and Lady Clarke (the latter has been

dead some years) were the daughters of Mr. Owen-
son, an Irish actor, respected by all who knew him,

and gifted with coosiderahle musical, as well as

dramatic talent
;
much of both was inherited by

bis daughters. Lady Clarke, the younger, married

young, was blessed with children, and devoted her-

self to the domestic, and occasionally the social,

duties, which are inseparable from Irish nature.

Her sister’s affections and energies from early child-

hood, were dedicated to literature
;
she wrote songs

and tales before she was fourteen; but Miss Oweu-

son’s first grand coup was “The Wild Irish Girl it

created a furore about the yeai's 1803-4, which it

would be easier to imagine than describe
—“rushing”

through six or seven editions. The world declared
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that the author and the heroine, “ Glorvina,” were

one and the same. The bright clever girl caught the

idea, and appreciated its advantage, aud the salons

of Dublin rang with the tones of her Irish harp, and

the charm and expression she threw into the melo-

dies of her country. Her witticisms were treasured

and repeated, her songs sung and quoted, quoted aud

sung, everywhere
;

but to read, as we have just

done, the most popular of them all, “ Kate Kear-

ney,” is to be convinced how much they owed to the

fascination and renown of their composer. All the

enthusiasm of Miss Owenson’s character was devoted

to her country, for at that time

“The (lark chain of silence

Had hung o'er it long."

There was enough, aud more than enough, of injus-

tice in its managemeut to make the brain tlirob,

and the blood boil, and before Maria Edgeworth

reasoned, aud Moore became immortal, Sydney

Owenson—a young and brilliant, if not a beautiful,

girl—unaided by wealth, or the "accident” of

birth, unfurled the green flag of her country, and,

elevating it on the staff of her genius, stood bravely

forward os its champion, repelling, perhaps, with

more wit than wisdom—but always repelling,

attacks on her country, with the firmness an(l

earncsluess of a patriot. Mias Owenson wrote

several novels before her marriage; "The Wild

Irish Girl” laid the foundation of her fame, and

both "O’Donnell” and “I’lorence Macarthy” in-

creased it. We have but a faint, and not a pleasant,

recollection of “ The Novice of St. Dominic,” or of

“Ida, of Athens;” but the novel of “O’Donnell”

is a more noble, a loftier, book than "The Wild

Irish Girl;” it is, in some respects, the most suc-

cessful of Lady Morgan’s heroic delineations of

Irish nature ; all she wrote was dramatic, but all

was faithful to the great object of the young girl’s

life—an ardent desire to show her country, as she

believed it to be, nay, as it was, even at that time,

oppressed, and patient uutil goaded beyond endm-
ance. "O’Douuell” is a fine portrait of the chi-

vab’ic Irish gentleman, compelled to seek in foreign

service the position denied to his faith in his own

—

one of those

“ Who resign'd

The green hills of their country, 'mid strangers to find

The repose which at homo they had sought for in vain.'’

But the gem of the hook is the old schoolmaster

:

he is the prototype of Miss Edgeworth’s “ Tliady,”

in her wonderful tale of
‘
‘ Castle Rack-rent.” Gerald

Griffin and the Bauims, and others, caught much of

their inspiration in their delineation of Irish peasant-

life from the same source. We do not mean to

accuse these Irish authors of plagiarism

:

we simply

believe that Lady Morgan’s delineation of that pecu-

liar phase of Irish character was so entirely true,

that though the lights and shadows may fall

differently, the faithful nature in the peasant-born

Irishman, or woman, is the same, and only gains

variety from the perception of the writer. " O’Don-
iiell” and " Florence Macarthy” have a vitality of

their own, quite iudependeut of the fashion which

for a time enshrined Glorvina and her harp.

"Florence Macarthy” was writterr some time after

Sydney Owenson became the wife of Sir Charles

Morgan; and there can be little doubt that the

staunch and lasting popularity of this more thought-

ful book was owing, not so much to Lady Morgan’s

increased experience, as to her husband’s judicious

snggestioos. Perhaps no writer ever owed less to

experience than Lady Morgan
;

the faults of her

youth were the faults of her age; her mind attained

its majority at a very early period
;
she carried the

same views, the same ideas, the same prejudices,

the same desire for liberty, the same sympathies, into

her more aspiring works on “ France” and “ Italy,”

the same contradictory love for republicanism aud

ai'istocracy, the same vanity—a vanity the most
abounding, yet so pretty, so quaint, so unlike, in its

perfect and undisguised honesty, its self-avowing

frankness, to all other vanities, that it became abso-

lutely a charm—perhaps one of her greatest charms

;

it sparkles as brightly in her " Autobiography ” as it

did in " The Book of the Boudoir.”

"I am vain,” she said to us, during one of those

tele-il-teles which always gave us something to re-

member
;
“ I am vain—but I have a right to be

SO; look at the number of books I have written!

—

Have I not been ordered to leave a kingdom, aud

refused to obey ? Did ever woman move in a more

false—or a brighter sphere—than I do? My dear-, I

have three invitations to dinner to-day, one from

a duchess, another from a countess, a third from a

diplomatist, I will not tell you who—a very naughty

man, who of course keeps the best society in

London. Now what right have I, my father’s

daughter, to this? 'What am I ? A peusioned

scribbler ! Yet I am given gifts that queens might

covet. Look at that little clock; tlial stood in

Marie Antoinette’s dressing-room. When the Louvre

was pillaged, Denon met a bonnet rouge with it

in his hand, and took it from him. Denon gave

it to me.” Then, with a rapid change, she added,

—

“Ah, that is a long time ago, though I never

refer to dates. Princes and princesses, celebrities

of all kinds, have presented me with the souvenirs

you see around me, and that would make a wiser

woman vain. But do they not show to advantage,

backed by a few yards of red cotton velvet ? If

ladies did but know the value of that same velvet

—

know how it throws up, and throws out, and turns

the insignificant into the significant—we should

have more effect and less upholstery in our drawing-

rooms.”

Certainly the arrangement of Lady Morgan’s

rooms in William Street was most effective; the

lights and shadows were in their right places, the

seats were comfortable, the eye was perpetually

arrested by something that was either beautiful or

interesting. Somebody said it was like a “baby-

house;” perhaps it was, but the toys are histories,

and the “ red velvet” made, as she said, an admirable

background, harmonizing the whole. Lady Morgan
was pre-eminent in tact, as well as taste; if you
complimented her on her looking “so much better,”

she replied, “ Perhaps I am better rouged than usual.”

Once a lady, not famous for sincerity, said, " Dear

Lady Morgan, how lovely your hail’ is; how do

you preserve its colour?” “By dyeing it, my
dear ; I see you want tlie receipt.” If we were so

fortunate as to find her alone, we were charmed by

the mingling of acute observatiou with much that

was genial and generous
;

but this placid enjoy-

ment would be suddenly uproused by a sarcasm,

just as when in a delicious sandwich you are stung

by an unwieldy drop of mustard
;

it was an accident,

aud so was Lady Morgan’s sarcasm: it had no

business there, but it was there, and she really could

not help it. She could not help “ cutting she

did it rapidly, and without a jag; it was an im-

pulse, not an intention. She would stand up in

her latter days as bravely for a friend, or against

oppression, as in her youth she did for her country

:

her beliefs were often wrong, but she was as true

as steel to them. Devoted as Lady Morgan ap-

peared—to strangers—to be to the frivolities of the

world, she had sound and rational views of life aud

its duties as a daughter and a wife. She was sans

tache, and she would have made au excellent

mother. Speaking, during one of our iUe-a-tetes,

of some young ladies suddenly bereft of fortune,

she said, with an emphatic movement of her dear

old green fan,
—“ They do everything that is fashion-

able

—

imperfectly

;

their singing, and drawing, and

dancing, and languages, amount to nothing. They

were educated to marry, aud, had there been time,

they might have gone off with, and bereafter/ro;«,

husbands. They cannot earn their salt
;
they do

not even know how to dress themselves. I desire

to give every girl, no matter her rank, a trade—

a

profession, if the word pleases you better
;

culti-

vate what is necessary in the position she is born

to; cultivate all things iu moderation, but one

thing to perfection, no matter what it is, for which

she has a talent—drawing, music, embroidery,

housekeeping even
;

give her a staff to lay hold of,

let her feel ‘ this will carry me through life without

dependence.’ I was independent at fourteen, and

never went in debt.”

After such a sound bit of teaching, she would, if

a lady was announced, tack round to her

small vanities, ply her fan after a new fashion, and

exclaim, with such droll, pretty affectation,
—

“ Why
were yon not here last night ? I had two dukes,

the beautiful Mrs. P. — (well, never mind the

scandal, it is nearly worn out, I assure you!)—the

young countess, who is so like the lady in ‘ Comus,’

the Indian prince, who dresses the corner of a room

so superbly, and is everything we could desire

—

ex-

cept fragrant. I am a liberal, as you know, but

really, since the Riform Bill, have ceased to count

M.P.s as gentlemen ;
still they are M.P.s ; I had

seven—certaiuly of the best men

—

en route to the

division. I told you two dukes and one duchess
;

but the delight was a new and handsome American,

a member of Congress—I daresay he exchanged his

Bible for a Peerage the moment he landed at Liver-

pool ! You should have seen his ecstacy when pre-

sented to a duchess, and how he luxuriated beneath

the shadow of the strawberry leaves !

”

But it is impossible to transfer to our page the

eloquence of her looks and movements when excited

by society and conversation. A very stately aud

dignified lady of the pen, who frequently questioned

Lady Morgan as to what she was doing, aud where

she got her “ facts,”—a species of cross-question-

ing which the mercurial lady disliked exceedingly,

—

loomed down upon her one evening when her lady-

ship was very brilliant and entertaining, with a

question about some " fact” in her “ Italy.” Twist-

ing her large green fan, and flashing upon the fair

one the full blaze of her animated eyes, she re-

plied,— “We all imagine our facts, you know—

•

and then happily forget them ;
it is to be hoped

our readers do the same.”

Lady Morgan’s “evenings” were not more re-

markable for their “fashion” than their literature
;

all “new men and women” brought her introductions.

Old friends, who had sometime led " the world,” the

senate, or the bar, frequently enjc-iyed the fresh

half hour at Lady Morgan’s before joining the

crush of a large party. “ Milady” was always

cheerful aud piquant, apt at repartee, furnished

with the last on dil, aud flashing like a brilliant in

sunshiue ;
everything in those boudoir-like rooms

was artistic, and when filled, as we have seen them,

you might have imagined yourself in the presence of

Madame de Genlis, feeling that, after the passing

away of that small form which enshrined so much
vitality, aud so large and expansive a mind, the

last link between us and the Aikins, the Barbaulds,

the D’Arblays, would be gone ! We shall never see

again such a graceful mingling of the parvenu and

the lady of rank—the worldly aud the spiritual

elements—the real and the unreal—the fashionist,

aud the truly kind-hearted woman. When both Sir

Charles and Lady Morgan wrote for a well-known

periodical, they were ever ready to foster young talent;

aud we call to mind, with gratitude, her generous

criticism on the works of an author, whom a less

generous nature would have noted as poaching on

what she might have considered her own Irish

preserve. Lady Morgan had her quick and national

appreciation of an absurdity or a weakness, and

could not help having “a fling” at it; it was your

neighbour’s turn to-day, and might be yours to-

morrow
;
but what matter?—she would <lo you a

kindness, and be really glad to do it, all the same.

She never put the young aspirant for celebrity aside,

to pay more attention to a tilled visitor. If the

detractors of the poet Moore said he loved a lord,

those who knew Lady Morgan say she loved lord

aud lady—and so she did; but the affection was

reciprocal : and those who sneer at it, in nine cases

out of ten, would do as much with the same oppor-

tunities.

The last, time we saw “ The Wild Irish Girl,” she

was seated on a couch iu her bed-room, as pretty

and picturesque a ruin of old-lady-womankind as

we ever looked upon ;
her black silk dressing-gown

fell round her pelite form, which seemed so fragile

that we feared to see her move. We recalled to

memory Maria Edgeworth, having believed her to

have been the smallest great woman in the world,

but Lady Morgan seemed not half her size. Yet

her head looked as noble as ever
;

the lines of

her face had deepened, but her large luminous eyes

were bright and glistening, her voice was clear and

firm, her manner subdued—she was not at all rest-

less, but spoke w'ith coufidence of arranging her

autobiography, of which she had sent forth a little

portion as au avant courier. She showed us a

large black truuk, which, she told us had, when she

married, contained her trousseau
—“during the happy

interregnum between hoops and crinolines ” and

now was filled with MS. ;
she spoke with affection

of the dear relative “who never suffered her to feel

that she was childless,” other devoted servants (aud

they certainly deserved her praise), and of the kiud-

ness of her friends. She gave voice to one or two

little sarcasms that showed her acuteness was uu-
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dimtued
;
but the hour flew swiftly and harmoniously:

we promised to come some evening soon, and
rejoiced her maid by saying, that though her lady-

ship was changed, she looked much better thau we
expected. "We heard, what w'e knew to be the case,

that Lady Morgan, during her illnesses, and, indeed,

always to her servants, was the most patient and
gentle of mistresses. An uaamiable woman could

not have been beloved, as she was, by all around
her. We little thought we had seen her for the last

time : a few days afterwards she was seized with an
attack of bronchitis, hut it was not considered as

fierce as that which her docility and good temper
had assisted her to escape from a year ago.

Lady Morgan has been accused, with some show
of reason, of deserting her country, after she received

a pension for her patriotism {ox pariizanship) : she

defended herself from this charge by saying, that in

Dublin her politics would have confined her to one

phase of society, while here she could choose from

all. Certainly she never “ cottoned” to Dublin

after her residence abroad •, but she received her

countrymen and women kindly and courteously,

never questioning their religion, or their politics,

for though her own opinions were fixed, her heart

and mind were both large.

She is buried in the cemetery at Old Brompton,
and, by her own desire, her funeral was perfectly

without ostentation or display
—"a hearse, and one

mourning coach.” Lor years to come, many a pil-

grimage will be made to that grave.

A. M. H.

THE ART-UiaOH OE LOHDOH.

On the 26th of April the subscribers to this society

met, at the Adelphi Theatre, to receive the annui
report of the council, and to witness the drawing
of the prizes. Sir Charles Barry, R. A., took the

chair in the absence of Lord Monteagle, who has
so frequently presided on these occasions. Jlr.

Godwin, F.R.S., one of the honorary secretaries,

read the Report, of which the following is a brief

summary :

—

The subscriptions for the year amount to £15,210 6s.

;

this sum has been thus expended:

—

Expenses of printing, exhibition of prizes,
local agents, salaries, and other charges,
including reserve 2J per cent. . . . £3,523 V 3

Cost of plate (“Life at the Sea-side"), paper,
and printing 6,9SO 18 0

Amount to be allotted In prizes . . , 4,706 0 0

popularity of the print from Mr. Frith’s “Life at

the Sea-side.” Wc find also that the sum now set

apart for the purchase of prize-pictiu-es is, notwith-

standing llie larger income of the society, less than

that of last year by about £600 ; so that the artists

of the country—we may say, the Art of the coun-

try—will reap little advantage from the more ex-

tended list of subscribers. This, most assm-edly,

ought not to have been the result. The councQ

expended an enormous sum for the plate from Mr.
Frith’s picture, and the cost of printing so large an

engraving must necessarily be large ; indeed tlic

whole is set down, as above, at something very near

to £7,000, not much short of half the entire income.

The council is, undoubtedly, right in securing an

engraving which will attract subscribers, but it is

too dearly paid for, when the only object it achieves

is its own circulation. We are sadly afraid that

the large body of artists accustomed to look for the

sale of their works to the prize-holders of the Art-

Union of London, \sS\\ be disappointed at the pros-

pect which the proceedings of the society this

year hold up before them
;
nor, with the thunder-

clouds of war rurabliug in the distance, is there

much to encourage their hopes of private patronage.

Of the other matters referred to in the Report, it

is only needful we should notice that, for the sub-

scribers of 1800, a volume is being prepared, con-

taining thirty wood-engravings, by Mr. W. J.

Linton, from the works of deceased British artists;

for some future distribution, Mr. Willmore, A.RA.,
is cngi'aving a plate from Turner’s “ Italy and

Mr. Lake Price has undertaken to produce photo-

graphs from Raffaelle’s “ Transfiguration,” Dome-
nichino’s “ St. Jerome,” the two great pictures in

the Vatican, and from other celebrated paintings.

Four vacancies in the council have been caused by

death or retirement; their places have been filled

by the Lord Mayor, Mr. P. Hardwick, R..\.,

General Derville, and Mr. Robert Bell.

As a sequel to our remarks on the day’s proceed-

ings, we may add, that the £200 prize fell to the

lot of Mr. W. Dixon, of Grantham
;
the prize of

£150 to Mr. G. Tunnicliffe, Market Drayton; and

that of £100 to Mr. G. Domone, Christchurch.

Other prizes will find their way to New Orleans,

Adelaide, Amsterdam, Philadelphia, Hobart Tow’u,

Geelong, Jlelbourne, Oporto, Samarang, Canada,

Wellington, See., &c. ;
and thus, through the agency

of this society, British Art, iu some phase or other,

finds a home throughout the civilized world.

Total . . . £15,210 6 0

Tlie rc.scrve fund now amounts to the sum of £8,832.
The following: is the .allotment of the sum set apart for

prizes to be selected by the prizeholders themselves

;

viz. :

—

. . ,£10 each.

. . IS „
. 20 „

. . 25 „

. . 30 „

. . 40 „
. 50 „
. T5 „
. 100 „
. 160 „

. . 200 „

To these are added :

—

5 Bronzes of “ Ilei- Majesty on Horseback."
61 Bronze Busts of “Ajax."
30 Porcel.aiu Groups of “ Venus and Cupid."
CO Porcelain Statuettes, “ The Dancing Girl Re-

posing.

"

10 Tazzasin Iron.

30 Silver Medals of Gainsborough.
700 Volumes of Photograplis.

The prizeholders of last year purchased from the various
exhibitions of the season 110 works of art, to the following
amounts, viz. ;

—

From the Royal Academy
The National Institution of
Society of British Artists
British Institution -.

Royal Scottisli Academy
Water-Colour Society
New Water-Colour Societj
Royal Hibernian Ac.ademy
Society of Female Artists .

. . .£1,115 6 0
Fine Arts . 627 5 0

. . . 307 0 0
. . . 235 15 0

20 0 0
. . . 160 16 0
. . . 167 10 0

35 0 0
. . . 69 0 0

From the above extracts we ascertain that the
amount of this year’s subscriptious exceeds those of
the last year by £3,560, or nearly one-third more,
an increase that is doubtless attributable to the

ART m CONTINENTAL STATES.

Paiu.s.

—

The bi-annual exhibition, now open
in the Palace of the Champs Elysees, is the princi-

pal feature of Art-news here at the present time.

A brief notice of it appears in another part of our
Journal.—Next comes the exhibition of Ary Schef-
fer’s works, which opened on the 10th of ilay. The
collection includes ninety-five pictures, one statue,

and two busts. Among the former are most of his

best works
; and the exhibition is, altogether, one

of which the French school has just reason to be

proud. Scheffer was the last of that aeries of great

painters who threw a lustre on the Arts of France
;

and, from present appearances, there is no one who
promises to maintain, in the same degree, its high
position. We have had great pleasure in examining
once more these pictures, although so many were
previously well known to us. The French Govern-
ment has purchased his last works—“Our Saviour
tempted by Satan,” “ St. Monica and St. Augustin,”
making, with the “Weeper” and the “ Suliot

Women,” four which the Government has in the
Louvre, Of these the “Temptation of Christ” is

the largest and most important.
Cape op Good Hope.—A Fine Art Exhibition

was opened early this year at Cape Town, and
prizes were awarded for works exhibited : of these
prizes several passed into the hands of ladies. A
prize for architecture was given to Mr. AY. Caim-
cross, Jun., for the best original design for a villa.

Genoa.—An interesting experiment has been
tried with success on a series of mural fresco paint-
ings, by Ottavio Semini and Luoa Cambiaso, at

Genoa
;
the pictures have been taken off the walls

and transferred to cloth by the method described
by Lanzi : the subjects are principally relating to

Scipio Africanus, and the siege of Troj'.

THE ROYAL PICTURES.

THE HERDSMAN.
N. Berghciii, Painter. J. B. Allen, Engraver.

Size of the Picture, 3 ft. 8 in. by 2 ft. 8 In.

AVhat a numerous and brilliant constellation of
great painters irradiated the Low Countries during
the seventeenth century ! While Art in Italy hasted
to its setting, illumined only by a few glorious stars

which coulimicd in the horizon and served to rescue
the land from dim obscurity by shedding upon it a
beautiful twilight, Holland and Flanders were re-

joicing in the full splendour of their Art-luminaries,
and sending forth men to uphold the supremacy of
painting. Rubens—the most versatile and prolific

artist of his own or of any other time, and one of

the greatest coloui-ists— adorned churches with
sacred pictui’es, convents with legendary subjects,

civic halls and mansions with history, bacchanalian
scenes, episodes of everyday life, landscapes, and
portraits

; Rembrandt— grand, gloomy, vigorous,
and imaginative— followed almost in the same
circle

;
Vandyck, though best known by his brilliant

portraits, was great also in subjects of sacred and
mythological character; Jordaens, the pupil and
able assistant of Rubens, proved himself in some
of his historical pictures no unworthy disciple of

the princely painter
; Teniers, Jan Steen, and the

two Ostades, attended village fairs, merry-makings,
alehouses, “taking notes” of cottage doors as they
passed along the road, and leaving us immortal
records on canvas of such scenes ; Terburg, Mieris,

Metzu, and Gerard Douw, derived their inspirations,

generally, from a higher grade of society, moving
about among the aristocracy and wealthy Dutch
burghers, whose couversatioual and musical parties,

lovers’ fete-u-te'tes, and portraits,— gems of por-

traits, too, these are,—they delineated with scrupu-

lous fidelity, delicacy of manipulation, and beauty
of colouring: some of these artists found subjects

deemed worthy of their pencils in the frequenters

of vegetable and fish stalls. Ruysdael, Both, Ever-
dingen, Hobbema, and Wynants, lingered on the

outskirts of forests, and before mouulaia cataracts,

clioosiug the quiet solitudes of nature, with spark-

ling brooks falling over broken rocks
; Cuyp, Paul

Potter, Berghem, and Adrian A'an der Velde, were
the companions of shepherds and herdsmen in luxu-

riant pastures, and as they drove their fiocks and
herds from place to place

;
William Van der Velde

—

father and son—and Backhuysen were seeu among
those who “do business in great waters”—storms at

sea, and ships riding quietly at anchor, and fleets en-

gaged in deadly fight, were the subjects these artists

loved to paint; Philip AVouvermans selected battles

iu the field, hunting-scenes, horse-markets, troopers,

travellers, and highwaymen
; and Snyders was the

Nimrod of the studio, who represented stag-hunts

on a grand scale, aud terrible combats of wild beasts

of prey. These are the principal stars in the great

Art-constcllatiou that shed lustre upon Holland and
Flanders in the seventeenth century

;
but many of

less magnitude could he pointed out which con-

tributed no “modicum” of light to the general

radiance.

Nicholas Berghem has always been regarded as

one of the most original and chai'ming of the Dutch
landscape painters. His pictures have all the finish

uecessaiy to works of such character, though he is

known to have painted with great facility. His
touch and manner are peculiai', yet easily imitated;

and on this account it is, perhaps, that so many
copies of his productions abound in collections,

where they are considered geuuine. The arrange-

ment of his subjects is very masterly
;

his drawing
good

;
and he excelled in the delicacy of aerial per-

spective.

“The Herdsman,” which is at Windsor Castle,

is a particularly fine work, and painted with a free,

broad pencil : the group of figures aud cattle on
the right hand is naturally and intelligently ar-

ranged
;
the herbage, trees, mountains—in fact, the

whole of the landscape is most truthfully painted,

and there is little doubt that when the work first

left the studio it was beautiful in colour; now the

shadows have become dark and opaque. The sky

is not represented with Berghem’s accustomed

felicity : the time is early morning, hut the clouds,

though light and fleecy, are too dtdlp iu form, in-

elegant, and hard at the outlines.

1
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LAST HOURS OR THE PAINTERS.

BY G. W^\LTEU TllOnNBURY,
AOTllOn or “ ART AND NATDRE AT UOME AND ABROAD," ETC.

No. 2.—PuA. Angelico in the Chapel of

THE Vatican.

SCENE r.

The Garden. Michelixo anti Gozzoli, disciples of
Fra Angelico.

Michelino. How fares Fra Beato this morn*

iijg, Gozzoli ? how is our holy master ?

Gozzoli. Ill— ill ! But he will toil up his

scalfoll ill the chapel, and work on at the

St. Jerome by the light of that swinging silver

lamp, though he is so weak that he nearly

swooned this morning, as he knelt to take the

holy wafer, as is his wont before beginning to

paint.

Michelino. If ever a man of us see the saints

he has painted on earth, face to face in heaven,

’twill be he, Benozzo. Take my word for it,

0 ye martyrs and confessors, ’tis a silver soul,

Gozzoli. Nay, thy metaphor smacks some-
what of the Jew traders over the Tiber. Why
silver ?

Michelow. W^ell, then, an ermine soul—

a

new-born flower’s soul—a soul white as the

snow fallen an hour since on the Monte Rosa.

Who ever saw him crossed in temper? who
ever saw him tread on a worm? If a viper

were to creep under his pillow, w'ould he not get

out of bed, in order that the poor thing should

be undisturbed ? The very birds do not stop

singing in the olive-trees when he passes them,

and the rabbits come out aud feed at his feet.

Gozzoli. He is a Saint John in heart, and his

religion is a religion of love. Did he not
refuse the archbishopric of Florence,-—more
fool he, say some,—and all sorts of dignities the

Pope would heap on him ? “ Dignity enough
for me,” he says, crossing his breast, “ to shuu
liell and get to Paradise. I need quiet and
rest for iny blessed art, wherewith I try to

serve God aud do good to men.” Would some
wc know—that waspish, stinging prior {icMs-

pers), to wit—were like him. They say our
Angelico weeps over the Crucifixions that he
paints. Is it so ?

Michelino. Marry, is it. I saw him yesterday

crying ready to break his heart. “ Be com-
forted, father,” cried I, thinking it was only

some physical weakness, “ dinner is ready.”

Gozzoli. And what said he then, carnal man?
Michelino. What do you think ? Wliy, that

the bread and olives he had had two hours before

meridian were quite cuough for a poor sick old

man, but that he wmiild stay there aud pray,

and then paint a little while the light was strong

enough, for his eyes were not as they were.

Gozzoli. Which very much affected you—till

the cover was taken off the meat

!

Michelino. Ribald ! Yes, thank God ! we had
that day wild-boar steaks, and Heaven gave me
appetite to cope with the repast,—aud to digest

it after I had coped with it. By-thc-bye, that

reminds me of Girolamo’s story of the village

priest, he heard the other day preach out some-

where near Bellinzoua, at the foot of the moun-
tains. The sermon was on the miracle of the

loaves and fishes, which he attributed to Saint

Barnabas.

Gozzoli. A suitable text for those glutton

monks

!

Michelino. You remcinher the parable I refer

to, you godless one, about the five barley loaves

and two small fishes, with which our Lord
feasted tiie teu thousand men

—

Gozzoli. Five thousand men !

Michelino. Well, five thousand men
; but

tliat’s nothing to the story. The ten barley

loaves

—

Gozzoli. Five barley loaves

!

Michelino. Well, five barley loaves. WTiat
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a torment yon arc, with your dry corrections

!

The monk, unfortunately intent on his relics

—

a feather from Gabriel’s wing, aud one of the

coals that roasted Saint Lawrence—got con-

fused, and either from ignorance or such con-

fusion, reversed the parable

—

Gozzoli. Miracle, not parable

!

Michelino. Bones of Saint Barnabas ! well,

miracle. What a word-splitter you are ! Well,

miracle
—

’sdeath ! that does uot make the story

better !—Reversed, I say, the miracle, and de-

scribed that, on a mountain on the other side

of the Sea of Galilee, our Lord fed five persons

and two small fishes with teu thousand barley

loaves, leaving twelve basketfuls of fragments,

over and above those which were eaten.

Gozzoli. Ha, ha ! well done monk ! And
what said the people ?

Michelino. Listen. The monk had scarcely

finished his narrative when he felt he had made
a mistake, aud the truth began to dawn through

his fat brain
;
but he was too crafty to confess

his mistake, and show his carelessness or his

ignorance—not he.

Gozzoli. That is not the way with such

cattle.

Michelino. No; he bravely stood up, stroked

his stomach, coughed, hemmed, aud pausing a

moment, looked up to the clouds with the

whites of his gluttonous eyes, and said, "Yes, my
dear brethren, such was the mmacle. Strengtli

was given from heaven to those five persons,

unaided, to bite aud swallow the five tuousaud

barley loaves and two small fishes ; and what
is more, such was the power granted to the

saint, and the greatness of the miracle, that they

digested them.—I will now send round the box
for alms for the brotherhood of the saint who
wrought that miracle.

Gozzoli. Not so bad. I should like to know
that monk

;
your fox’s wit is always keenest

when the dogs have him at bay. Did you ever

see such a colour as those violets ? the Pope’s

robes arc nothing to them.

Michelino. I must bid you farewell—I must
now to the Vatican chapel, to work at the Saint

Jerome with Fra Angelico.

Gozzoli. And I to the tavern on the Pincian,

to drink a flask of Orvieto, and tell your story

of the Bellinzoua monk aud his parable.

Michelino. Miracle, sir
!
your mistake is an

ignorant one ! Miracle, Gozzoli

!

[Gozzoli goes out laughing.

Michelino {adjusting his white hood). That
fellow’s face will do for my “ Descent into

Limbo,” with his sneering nose, suspicious

eyes, and wiiite lips. Bah ! I hate the fellow

!

—singing even wliile he paints the doors of

the holy Cibormm,—whistling while he puls on
the gold leaf round a saint’s liead ! That can’t

come to good. He is one of the children of

this world,—laughs at my angels—aud at my
devils in the fiery boat, that I frescoed at

Cortona, to the astonishment of all the town,

five ladies swooning when I took down the

curtain from it ! Envy— sheer envy ! He
looks sour at my jokes. I saw liis painful

smile when I showed him the “ St. Peter
”

yesterday ! He asked me if the colour was
uot rather pale, and the carnations somewiiat

livid. But I’ll tread on him yet—I’ll tread

on liim yet

!

\_Goes out, repeating one of the penitential

psalms.

Bartolomeo, the Chorister Bog {coming out

from behind a cypress). Ouf ! how I hate that

fellow, with his kind, bitter advice, that he

pokes down your throat, just as you give a dog
medicine ! He is as great a hypocrite as ever

turned over a mass-book, he, with his beads and
penitential psalms ! To see him fall on Fra
Angelico’s neck, and hug the good man, when
I know he longs for his death, that he may have

all the painting of the chapel to himself, and
get to the Pope’s elbow ! The wriggling snake
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—with his slow-turning, stcallhy eye ! How
meek he is, too, when lie is painting,— asking

how you like it, and painting out the best part

again, fearing there is something wrong in the

drawing—listening witli his neck on one side !

I was sent to call him, for my dear master is

iD, aud cannot paint much to-day. Gozzoli

gave me a picture yesterday ; he is worth three

of this toad. But, ouf ! I hate him as I do
the devil ! Now, as I am out, I’ll look after

that nightingale’s nest in the fig-tree. They
must have young by this time. {Sings)— '

“ Tho nightingale sings, the nightingale sings,
Like a new-born angei wUli unfledged wings,

In tho ile.x's dark-green heart

!

Or wails like a soul that is waiting its doom,
Hid from the bright moon deep in the gloom

Of the g.-irden’s thickest part
!"

Michelino {coming angrily out of a side-walk).

Hush, boy ! no singing near the chapel ! Thy
master is faint, aud the noise vexes him. Go
to tliy book. Are there no altai-caudles to

trun ? no censers to swing ? no myrrh or gums
to pound for the thuribles to-night ? no pixes

to polish ? No

—

Bartolomeo. Plenty ! hut I am no Barbary
slave, to spend time on such lackey’s work.
I sing in the choir, and I sing out of the

choir ! But, whatever I am, I am no servant

of thine
!

[AnV.
Michelino. That is a little limb of the devil,

that will never come to good. Strange, that

the holy father should so affect the pestilent,

mischievous urchin, who has neither sanctity

or devoutness. But so it is. Contrasts—we
like our contrasts. So David loved Absolom,
and Solomon his pagan wives. Tlie holy

father ails—his eye gets dimmer : even those

nearest bis heart must now rather pray for his

release than his detention. His mind some-
times wanders, which shows the bodj is weak

—

weak. He sees fiery chariots waiting for him
in the air, and the saints he has painted on
earth come crowding to the brink of heaven,

to welcome him to paradise! "Lord, how
long?” he keeps repeating. My prayers are

at last answered : he is going to heaven, aud
is happy. I shall remain here, and shall be

happy too, wearing the crown of Art which he

must nut off before he can put on the wdiite

robe, and take up the golden harp I \B.vil.

Enter Bartolomeo.

Bartolomeo {stepping from behind a hay-tree,

and laughing). Now, if anything was to

happen to our dear master to-day, I could

swear ^Michelino, with all his piety, would be

away at some cardinal’s levee, and Gozzoli, for

all his taverns and singing, at the dying man’s

bedside.

SCENE II.

Another part of the Gardens of the Vatican. The Monk enci

the Chorister Boy, Bartolo.meo.

Fra Angelico. Christ in everything I aud his

cross everywhere !—in the flying swallow, in

the tree boughs, in this our frail body, yea,

even in this apricot-tree, that these hands cru-

cifled to the wall, where the quick lizard is

already out, his dormant blood quickening with

the spring sun, that makes the almond-blossom,

too, open—foolish prodigal ! that comes before

its leaves, and flushes out its youth, like a

spendthrift, in a few hot days of sinful plea-

sure ! I feel weak, aud cannot paint this

morning in that small, dark, cold side-chapel,

where there is no sun to warm me. Don’t chase

the lizard, Bartolomeo ! God made it of brittle

emerald, and thou wilt soon hunt it to death.

Remember, it is God’s creature, like thyself,

—

spare it for another day of sunshine—remem-
bering Him who vould not break even a bruised

reed ! If thou must be pursuing life, catch

me the large purple butterfly yonder—there,

on the Narcissus flower—aud put it under that

drinking glass, that I may, without hurting it,

copy its wiugs for that angel iu the third page
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of my litany, in the initial letter of the divine

song of Simeon

—

Nuric Dimillis—that the prior

tlie other day gave thee to learn for singing

a false note in the Te J)eum.

Chorister Boy, Bartolomeo. Here are two,
Fra Giovanni—two of the royal purple. You
find them always in the violet ; but I had to

beat one down with my cap, and I could not

catch the other without dropping the heavy
choral book on him—but he isn’t much hurt,

Fra Giovanni. They give me a deal of trouble

catching, mid why sliould one let them go
again ? But why do you look so pale. Fra
Giovanni?
Bra Angelico. It is nothing, Bartolomeo, but

a faintness that has fallen on me in the cha-

pel; so I laid down my brushes and my palette,

and came out in the garden, into the sun, that

shines with equal love upon the just and upon
the unjust.

Chorister Boy. The just—that’s you, dear

father; all the Dominicans call you Angelico

and Beato, and say that St. Luke comes down
and teaches you how to paint.

Fra Angelico. Use not such words, Barto-

lomeo, to the poor sinner, brother Giovanni
; I

am a poor dreamer of heaven, and I but paint

my dreams. IV hy there’s Masaccio

—

Chorister. "VVliat, that slovenly fellow who
learnt of Masolino ? He is no monk.
Fra Angelico. All the heads in Paradise,

Bai'tolomeo, will not be shaved ones. He will

paint so, that where I leave off will be but

his beginning. I pray he may do God more
service by his art than Fra Giovanni has done.

Chorister. Isot he, with his hood all awry,
and his cloak torn.

Fra Angelico. Nay, my boy, a man does not

carry his brains outside him. The nightingale

is a poor brown bird, yet it sings. I tell

you he will beat us aU, and if it be to the

glory of God, pray God he may. Do I envy

you your young life and free limb ? why should

I his genius ?

Chorister Boy. 0, Father John, he will never

paint Gabriel like you have, with those wings
that seem all set with dew-drops, thick as the

jewels in our relic-case at Orvicto
; and those

garlands of angels dancing in the green

meadows of Paradise—greener than the flax-

field we passed yesterday; and those saints

and bishops, with the clotii of gold robes, stiff,

and grand, and rich, and the sTiarp mitres cut

in two like filberts; and those colours you
get from the crocuses aud violets in the

garden at Fiesole, that you arc so fond of,

that you— But Pm teazing you with all my
talking

;
you put your hand to your head.

Fra Angelico. You don’t tire me, Barto-

lomeo, no more than the thnish on the bough
there over his nest could tire me ;

and though
I tell you that in future time, when you and
I, boy, have turned to flowers in some garden
outside a chapel like this, that I shall be

thought of, in comparison of Masaccio, but as

the child that drew the face upon the vineyard

wall there outside.

Bartolomeo. When I paint. Fra Beato, I

won’t paint those yellow-skinned Saint Jeromes,

with heads like skulls
;
but beautiful women,

with rosy cheeks, like those Michelino paints

in one corner of his Purgatories. I’ll have no
bleeding men being sawn in two, or flayed

with knives ;
but children dancin", holding

garlands of roses. But you are ill, father ?

Fra Angelico. It is nothing, Bartolomeo

;

but lend me your aid to the scaffold-stcps in

the chapel, and I will rest while you run for

the leech in the street of the Three Fountains.

[Exeunt ornnes.

SCENE III.

The Cho'pd. Fra Angelico, Gozzoli, and Bartolomeo,
^who has just returned.

Fra Angelico. And now, as I sit on the

steps that lead up to the ceiling scaffold, it

seems a long time, Gozzoli, to look back, to

those young days when I used to hide myself
in the belfry at Veccliio, to paint the starling’s

nest with the pale-blue eggs in it, for the first

page of my new missal, aud where the pigeons

sat above me cooing, as I wrote in with dl my
care, turning round my tongue as if in pain,

Ave Maria, gratia plena, round the aureole of

our Blessed Lady the Virgin.

Gvzcoli. Your life must seem, ray deal'

master. Like a gardeji, in which the flowers

have sprung up behind you as you passed by.

Wherever you have been, in cell aud on wall,

in cloister or over archway, you have left some
blessed testimony of your faith there; and
over every picture is written by thy dear hand,—“ Do all to the glory of God.”
Fra Angelico. Who comes yonder, Gozzoli,

down between the cypresses, with the white
robes, aud the lily wand in her hand ?

Gozzoli. Where ?

Fra Angelico. There, to the right, by the
old olive-tree, where the walk winds to the
fountains—now it is gone. My eyes are fail-

ing me
;

it was but that tree white with blossom
that I saw through the darksome ilex tops. I
thought I saw before me the Virgin I painted

for llic Orvieto church, with the snowy robe,

under the rainbow arch [Falls.

Gozzoli. Master of masters, lean on me;
you seem weaker. Shall I fetch help, and
bear you to your bed iu the Pope’s upper
guest-chamber ? Would tlie leech were here !

Fra Angelico. Patience. There is no need
; I

would Iiave no crowd to see an old man yield

his soul to God. Let my dear brothers at Fiesole

have the few golden pieces that are due to

me—they may go for masses for my soul. I
always prayed to die in the spring, aud now my
prayer is granted me. Would, though, I had
finished that work at Orvieto that I left un-
done—but Thy will be done. Tell Micbeliuo
never to paint till he has received the eucha-
rist

;
how can a man paint religious pictures

if he have au impure heart ? Stand boldly

before men, but paint on your knees
; a

sees best the holy passion he paints through
his tears. I have never seen heaven so cleany
as when I have knelt to the cross, aud looked
towards heaven with penitent tears in my eyes.

Take the thought God sends, and do not sully

it, Gozzoli, with foolish changes.

Gozzoli. Nay, but, father,! caunot paint these

angels of the flowers that thou delightest to

make fading lesser and lesser, till they grow
absorbed into the light of the great throne,

and of Him who sitteth thereon. I would fain

wander in the seven Bolgi of.Dante’s Inferno,”

where horrid faces are revealed to me between
the wafts of smoke and flame. God made the

summer and winter, the wild deer aud the

wolf ; there must be diversity of natures.

Dear Fra Beato, blame me not if I have not

thy peaceful heart aud tender aud devout soul.

I cannot paint my prayers like thee, Fra
Giovanni

; St. Luke never comes to me as I

work with my wet colours
;
aud if I had been

offered the archbishopric of Florence, I should,

though a raouk of the Doimuicaus like thee,

have incontiuently have snapped it as yonlizard

just did yon fly. You are never angry with

the lazy brothers, while I long for a sword to

slay them in -thoir sleeping stalls, pine for

the power of the Medici, aud want to paint

men, not angels; whom I don’t know much of.

Bartolomeo. How the leaves flutter. Father
John ; one would think they were butterflies

with golden wings, trying to get loose, or as

if they were little golden cymbals, that the

soldiers shake on the Moorish staff
;
and hear-

ing the singing, and not seeing the birds, one
would think. Father John, that it was the very
young leaves themselves singing for joy.

Fra Angelico. Yes, Bartolomeo, it makes us
forget the night that is surely coming; let us

work while it may be called day, for the
night cometh when no man may worL

Bartolomeo. Nay, Father John, there is no
work for me to-day, for the Pope is away at
Frascati, aud I don’t sing in the choir to-

night; you must not work anymore, for you
are weak, and the spring air iu the garden
will revive you.

Fra Angelico. I must presently to my work,
Bartolomeo, at that hollow-eyed, lean Saint
Jerome, heating his breast red with a sharp
flint, that made thee cry out for fear yesterday
wlieu thou broughtest me my bread aud olives

at the noon meal. That old hermit will bear
the wound long after I am gone to rest.

Bartolomeo. Don’t talk in that way, Fra
Giovanni; you are not going to leave Rome
yet. The lioly father

—

Fra Angelico. I "o when I am called; when
the trumpet sounds I am ready to depart.
The frail tent of this body is already tom and
rent

;
it is time it were furled and put away

in the dai'k place.

Bartolomeo. 0, father, look at those swal-
lows weaving there round the fountain

;
there,

I nearly struck oue down with ray hazle-

switch.

Fra Angelico. Bear with me a little ! Don’t
touch the picture—the colour is wet. Keep
the chapel window shut, till the blue of the
Virgin’s robe dries, and the gold stars be well
fixed on the ultra-marine. This painting of
ours is at best but a frail thing—a wretched
mockery aud echo of the truth—aud it will

not bear injury, my dear sou in the faith !

Cold, colder, now it comes ! I feel the blood
freezing up, up, to my heart ! Tell the holy
father an old mau gave him his dying blessing

!

The ceiling melts into cloud ! — the sea of
molten crystal, and the throne !

— Him that
sitteth on it, is, to look upon, like a jasper and
a sardine stone ! There is a rainbow round the
throne and over the throne, which is in sight

like unto an emerald ! There is the Virgin,

witli the sceptre of lily flower, and the saints

aud martyrs, with their swords and axes and
saws ;—and all faces turned to the throne
and to the Lamb

!
{Swoons— recovers, and

in a feeble voice cries') — Quick ! fetch the
Book of the Gospels, aud read me the vision

of St. John

!

[Gozzoli and Bartolomeo kneel beside

the dying man, xcho crosses his hands on
his breast ; they read alternate verses.

Michelino. “The four and twenty elders fall

down before him that sat on the throne, and
worship him tliat liveth for ever and ever, and
cast their crowns before the throne.”

Bartolomeo. “ Having every one of them
harps, and golden vials full of odours, which
are the prayers of the saints.”

Gozzoli. “ And I heard the voice of many
angels round about the throne, and the beasts,

ancl the elders, aud the number of them was
ten thousand times ten thousand and thou-
sands of thousands, saying with a loud voice.

Worthy is the Lamb that was slain, to receive

power, and riches, and wisdom, and strength,

and honour, and glory, and blessing.”

[Fra Angelico dies.

Gozzoli. "Aud I saw a new heaven and a
new earth, for the first heaven, and the first

earth were passed away.—Even so come Lord
Jesus.”

[Bartolomeo bursts into tears, and flings

himself sobbing on the dead body.

Gozzoli. Weep not for him, Bartolomeo

!

—he is gone where the sad ones cease from
sorrowing, and where the weary are at rest.

Repeat after me, and let us each say it from our
hearts, and on our knees

—

{Both repeat, hold-

ing the dead man’s hand)—“ Let me die the

death of the righteous, and let my last end be
like his.”
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OBITUARY.

SIR. C. R. LESLIE, R.A.

This distinguished artist, whose health had for a

long time been declining, died at liis residence, in

Abercoru Place, on the 5th of May, at the age of

sixty-four.

The Art-Journal for the months of Jlarch and

April, 185C, has forestalled anything which it might

now be ouv duty to write on the career of Mr.

Leslie ;
those two numbers of our pnblicatiou offer

as complete an [account of his life as could be

obtained by any means withiu our reach, as well as

a list of his principal works. Very little remains

for us to add to our former remarks ; for, unhap-

pily, whatever has since come from his hand hears

the umnistakcable impress of impaired mental

energies and pltysical weakness. The author of

“ Sancho Paiiza and the Duchess,” of
“ The Rivals,”

“Uncle Toby and the "Widow Wadman,” "Le
Bourgeois Gentilhoinme,” and a host of other

works, equalling these iu excellence, is scarcely to

he recognised in the pictui-es he contributed to

the Academy during the last three or four years.

In colour, a quality in which he was rarely great,

these latter works especially arc lamentably de-

ficient.

Mr. Leslie was for very many years considered,

both here and on the other side of the Atlantic, as

an American ; but, in 1843, a letter—published

anonymously iu our Journal, and which we are now
at liberty to say was written by the late Mr. Uwius,

R.A., a fellow student of Leslie’s when both were
boys—settled thc[ question. Mr. Uwins stated that

Leslie was horn in Clerkenwell, that ihe had fre-

quently heard liim speak of the youthful days of his

childhood, and of his early voyage to America with

his parents, from which country he returned with

them when he was about twelve years of age.

Mr. Leslie’s contributions to the Art-literature of

our time, though not exhibiting much originality of

subject-matter, nor much deep thought and study,

are, nevertheless, of considerable value, especially to

those for whom his writings—that is, his published

lectures delivered at the Royal Academy—are more
particularly intended.

The personal character of this lamented painter,

whose death cannot but be regarded ns a hea\y loss

to our school, uotwithstanding the defects of his

later works, may be summed up in a few words.

He was a gentleman in the true sense of the term

;

somewhat reserved, and unappi’oachahle by strangers
j

yet kind and courteous to all who knew him, and
liberal towards those members of his profession who
required his aid or advice.

MR. E. V. RIPPINGILLE.

It is with very sincere regret we have to record

the death of this gentleman, whose services as a

coutribntor to our columns we had hoped to retain

1

for some lime to come, notwithstanding he had
almost, if not quite, reached the allotted term of

life—the ilireescore years and ten. Mr. Rippingille

died suddenly, on Good Friday, at the railway

station of Swan Village, in Staffordshire. A post

mortem examination led to the conclusion that death

i

resulted from disease of the heart.

We are not at the present time in a position to

offer our readers any detailed account of his career

as an artist and a writer upon Art
;
we may, how-

ever, do so iu a futui'e number. All we can now
say is, that for a long series of years his pictui’es,

especially those of Italian subjects, were well kuown
to, aud not unappreciated by, the public. He
passed many years iu Italy, where he formed the

acquaintance of a large circle of brother artists

—

foreigners and British. His theoretical knowledge
of Art was, perhaps, greater than his practice,

though the latter was sound and careful, ilauy
years ago Mr. Rippingille started a monthly perio*-

dical devoted to the Arts, hut it met with little

encouragement, and, after the publication of a few
numbers, it was discontinued. He was a man of

large information, a diligent student of Art, and a

shrewd observer of character, as the papers from his

pen we have recently published show, and others

!

yet in our hands will still further testify.

THE

PIlEIs^CH EXniBITTOlS' OE 1859.

The demands of our own exhibition, and the pres-

sure of other matter claiming priority iu our

arrangements, have hitherto interfered with a notice,

on our part, of our neighbour’s great biennial review

of Art, in the Falais de VJndustrie. It is, however,

uoilher our wish nor our intention to let it pass

without some remarks—remarks condensed aud
brief— in, as it were, an inverse ratio to its extent,

occupying, as it does, some thirteen lai*ge saloons,

and profl'ering a catalogue of 3045 works. Diderot,

in his day, had his nerves seriously affected by an

ominous muster of 400 canvases iu one exhibition.

How would he have met these perilous times, when
the superficial space occupied by such a display has

expairded out for many a rood? To the seemingly

prodigious change we liave become gradually habi-

tuated, through the influence of that marvel-working

innovator—Time. The French catalogue, in the

year 1853, registered about 1850 iahleuux

;

that of

1857j 2715. In the present year, there is an
advance of 330, giving a total of 3045. Perhaps,

however, with regard to contributions on this occa-

sion from purely French pencils, there is no great

difference, in amount, from those of the previous

period—any precise calculation on the subject being

rendered difficult from the circumstance, that, in ’57,

the pictures of foreigners were mingled indiscri-

minately with the French, while here, iu ’59, they

are gathered iu a special saloon.

To the final completion of the catalogue on this

occasion, a column, plenary it is to he hoped, of the

promised English works, is yet to be added. It has

been a disappointment to many that these were not

delivered for the opening, with a punctuality in

keeping with British habits of business. The post-

ponement can scarcely he palliated by the plea of

pressure to meet the demands of the home exhibition.

Tlieir arrival is, however, an event fully expected,

and a special saloon awaits them. They must he,

perforce, omitted from this notice.

IVhcn they have made their appearance, they

will doubtless confirm the impression, left on the

minds of those familiar with the course of the Fine

Arts on each side of the channel, and who have now
visited the Falais de I’lndnslrie, that the creations

of the French palette approach more and more to

the characteristics of those, which figure on the wall

of the Royal Academy. This revolution has been

in progress for some time, aud will continue to a

fulfilment, notwithstanding past jealousies aud the

influence of intolerant schools. It is vain to fetter

the limbs of Art, or attempt to control permanently

her natural movements by a machiuery, however

elaborate iu mannerism. Eccesignum. Tlie affected

idealism of the school of David has wholly passed

away from the French aieliers, and, while there is

no desertion therein of either sacred theme or mili-

tary illustration, a large body of their tenants devote

themselves genially to the wide range of fancy aud

feeling, which yields such teeming subjects to the

class of genre. In landscape, too, instead of their

dry iterations of j«ffj/-Claude aud ^wari-classic

inanities, they have learned to trust to their own
impressions, aud to present scenes from field or

forest
“ Dewy with nature's tear-drops.

”

It must, in sincerity and sadness, be added that the

Parisian Exhibition has fallen a victim to the plague

of portraits, and that, throughout its present thirteen

saloons, redundant aud remorseless canvases per-

petrate transitions, but too faithful, of foolish faces.

To judge from the fulness of this infliction, the

portrait-painters of Paris have but slight cause to

iU'ead the iufluence of photographic rivalry: their

easels must be abundantly occupied.

To sacred subjects, with unrestricted canvas, an
entire saloon has here been dedicated—a very judi-

cious avrangemeut ; but we have not been able to

recognise a single inspired work, upon either of its

four walls, by which the eye might be arrested, or

the feelings edified. The mantle of Paul De la Roche
would not seem to have fallen upon any of his

surviving cotemporaries. Aud yet the spirit of

religion is far from being so much below par in

France as it has been : on the contrary, churches

well filled, aud with more than fair peuiteuts, are

now familiar in tliis much-sinnhig Paris, and the
i

reparaliou aud pictorial embellishment of sacred
|

edifices have been amongst the most animated ope- i

rations upon which the hands of its architects aud i

])ainfcrs have been engaged. There is one exception

to the above remark, and it is in the work of a

foreigner, a South American—Seuor Salome Pina.

This is named “ Une Pitie,” and represents the

Virgin holding up and weeping over the body of

Christ, while, on either side, a saint looks on in

piteous contemplation. Peeliug unequivocal ami

fresh is eloquent on each physiognomy; the artistic

management of the composition is judicious, and its

colouring clear and forcible.

Two military pictures, of Versailles dimensions,

occupy the places of honour in the chief saloon

;

therein thrice are slain the slain of the Crimea.

Neither of them is, in the high sense of the word,

liistoric—where the treatment of one great act in-

dicates a volume of minor incideui, and tells, at a

glance, how a great day has been lost or won. Of
the latter we have familiar examples in the old epic

pictui'es of Austerlitz and Eckrauhl. In one, the

Emperor has arrested his horse upon a commanding
eminence, his slafl' in attendance, a column of his

guard in reserve behind him, around him some
wounded, some dying, some dead—the debris of a

battle. Iu ealrn, cold confidence, he looks over the

extended field, aud awaits the headlong approach of

that aid-de-caiup, who bears the intelligence of the

two rival potentates having fied, aud tlieir armies

being irretrievably routed.

In the Bekmuhl, wc have again but one principal

action. Napoleon, accompanied by a few of his

greatest lieutenants, has halted by a group of

wounded soldiers of the army he has just defeated,

and while his surgeons, with sedulous anxiety, are

soothing their sufferings, he expresses, by one look

aud action, his deep sympatliy with them. The
whole background presents a desolate plain of snow,

which has been the “winding-sheet” to an army
of slain, and over which, in the twilight of day-

close, the columns of the conquerors are indistinctly

moving iu obvious pursuit of the vanquished. No
trifling incident, or accessory of indifferent interest,

is allowed to intrude upon either of these great

compositions. They are at once simple and sublime,

and present a very significant contrast to the works
of 51. Yvon, who is now the field-marshal of the

French military school of Art. In these, the chief

interest is derived from their presentation of the

detailed horrors of the battle-field; for an appalling

fidelity in this, 51. Yvon has never been equalled:

he throws the dramatic Le Bruu deep into the

shade, The murderous melee of the Slalakoff is

still the subject of his pencil and his vast canvas,

(which revives the hand-to-liaud contest of the

French and Russians, in the last defensible gorge

of the fort), meets tlic eye of the visitor to the

exhibition as he enters the chief saloon, and compels

him to hold his breath for awhile. Here every

visage of every soldier engaged on either side is

distinct, as if one were an actor in the scene—the

unwounded living glaring on each other in concen-

trated hate, or desperation akin to madness—the

dying writhing in concentrated agony—the dead

crushed stark and ghastly uuder their companions’

feet, or the uprooted gabions. The whole treat-

ment of the subject is veritably described in the

words of the catalogue ,

—"Russes et Franfais,

/i07fimes et choses sont horriblement annoncelees.”

After all, this is hut a commonplace of war : every

campaign will furnish scenes as bloody and as

desperate. Their record leaves no wholesome im-

pression, except it he a loathing of

“ The big wars,
That m-ake ambition virtue.”

It is assuredly repugnant to the fitness of things,

grating to the humanities of art, that such a work

as this should be honoured with the chief place in an

exhibition of 300ti pictures.

Its companion, on the opposite side of the apart-

ment, “The Lauding of the French Army in the

Crimea,” is from a pencil of higher promise than

that of 51. Yvon,—that of Barrias, whose fine

pictm-e of “The Exiles of Tiberias,” introduced

him so promisingly to his countrymen, on his re-

turn from the school of Rome, iu the year 1855.

lie was, however, more fortunate in that spon-

taneous, than in this dictated, undertaking. He has

given a good, chrouicle-likc record of the event in
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question, and no more. The whole of his fore-

ground is occupied, on the one side, by a full band
of drummers, who head a division in double-quick;

on the other, by a piece of artillery, with all its

accompanying horses and train. Towards the

middle distance, the figure of JIarshal St. Amaud
is seen, just as he and his staff have mounted in

hot haste; far beyond him, and down to the distant

edge of the shore, the ground is peppered over with
the red and blue indications of troops landed, or

landing. The bine sea and smoking steamers bound
in all. There is probably much fidelity in the

scene, which is thus depicted by the hand of a good
colourist and draughtsman, and it will accordingly

be a valuable addition to the Versailles panorama.
Numerous minor canvases in this collection carry

through endless detail the Crimean story.

From the crow'd of portraits in this exhibition

we shall be content to notice bnt a few. Perhaps,
in more than courtesy, the place No. 1 should be
given to a lady, Madame Ilcnriette Browne, whose
portrait of an elderly gentleman, for strength of

character and masculine but rich handling, fairly

emulates that remarkable portrait of the Provost
of Peterhead, by Sir J. W. Gordon, which attracted

so much notice and admiration, on the part of

French artists, in the year 1855. This lady has
fux'ther proved her great artistic power on this occa-

sion, by a picture charming for its truth of expres-

sion, as well as by its masterly brilliancy of effect,

the subject of which is a sickly boy tenderly nursed
by a sister of charity. . Two small, but exquisite

cabinet pictures, farther afford evidence of Madame
Browne’s claim to rank amongst the leaders of the

present French school.

"Winterhalter has given three works to this col-

lection, the chief of which is a portrait, all but full-

length, of the Princess Marie WoronzofF, which is

at once brilliant and unaffected in expression, and
artistically mai'ked by freedom and grace of hand-
ling. It is, in every way, thoroughly refined, and
reminds us much more of our highest British pro-

ductions of the same class than it does of the

French school. To the latter, Messrs. J. H. Flan-
driu and II. Lehmann belong beyond challenge, and
both are masters of works here which are elaborated

into very wax, or ivory. Henry Scheffer is at once
more free and unaffected than either ; his portrait

of his lamented brother, the late Ary Scheffer, is a

boon to the lovers of the Fine Arts ; it is stamped
with character. It has ah'eady been given to the

public in the form of an engraving.

Delacroix sends a few small canvases to compete
with the younger celebrities of the profession, who
have ail but monopolized the exhibition. Some of

these are but repetitions, and those depreciated, of

his past productions, such as “ Hamlet at the Grave
of Yorick,” and the " Templar’s Abduction of

Rebecca.” All are but generalised and sketchy,

and that with the same sweltering brush, with which
his greater works arc, in glowing roughness, lashed

into foam
;
they surprise, but cannot gratify. They

seem to spring from a similar mood—the “ dulce
est insanire in loco"— as that, which yearly per-

plexed the public with corruscations from the studio

of our Turner. In the imaginative, the hero of
this year’s creations is assuredly Gerome, whom
a vast and ambitious composition of “ The Age of

Augustus,” iu ] 855, aud his cabinet picture of

“The Duel after the Masquerade,” in 1857, have
made a rising star of first magnitude in the artistic

world. Gerome has a potent idiosyncracy, a self-

willed singularity, which commands more attention
than a sounder taste associated with less startling

accessories. His subjects, in three works, for this

year are
—“ Cmsar,” in other words, the slain Cresar

lying in the deserted senate-house—solitude made
ghastly

; secondly, a scene in the Roman amphi-
theatre, where a posse of gladiators, when about to

commence their fatal contest, salute the Emperor
with the words

—

“Jve, Ccesar imperator, 'morituri

te salutant and thirdly, Le Roi Caudule” ex-

hibiting furtively to his minister Gyges, the charms
of his wife. These are all remarkable for evidences

of a severe study without much soul. So minute,
fanciful, and formal are the scenic designs of each,

but more especially iu the latter royal bedchamber,
that we leave them with the impression, that an
admirable architectural draughtsman was lost iu
hi. Gerome : he is but a tame colourist. In the
picture by Cabanel, “La Veuve du Maitre de
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Ohapcllc,” the widow of the chapel-master, subdued

into tears amid her children, as she hears a favourite

strain of her late husband touched upon the organ,

is, for every fine quality of Art—eloquent senti-

ment—happy, but seemingly unstudied arrangement

and colour, at once rich aud mellow—a perfect

cabinet work. It is not, however, honoured with a

])lace equal to those of Gerome’s first and last.

Bandry, wlio, like Cabauel, has been a first-class

student of Rome, and who came out as a Correggio

colourist, has two works of his forte here— a Vcuus
and a hlagdaleu. “ Strange companie ; strange

companie!” He has not as yet mastered the difil-

cidties of finest flesh tint
;
he is pulpy hut uneven,

aud seems to have taken his canvases from the

easel before their time. On the other hand, La
PSre, also a first-class Roman student, has a firm-

ness which Bandry wants, and takes a leading place

in mastery of the human figure. His “ Bethzabee”
admirably illustrates his artistic merits, Ilamon,

the leader of the ethereal Pompeian school, has, we
regret to say, abandoned his true calling this year,

and none of his followers have done aught to com-
pensate for the loss of his delicate and piquant

creations; we should except a very charming figure

by Aubert (also a premier grand prix de Rom^, of

a nymph seated at the sea-shore, wrapped in the

most gracefully swathing of draperies that modesty
could suggest, and pensively meditating upon dreams
the most placid. Haraon has not surpassed this.

The names of Bougiierau, Curzon, Roeu, Duverger,

Lcleux, Brion, and Bellet, should not be omitted

amongst those, which have won honours on this

occasion, either in the more purely poetic vein, or

in specific genre.

In the renovated landscape of the French, several

names of exhibitors appear here, to whom honour
is due. Troyon fairly leads the way, with his fields

of pasturage, his everlasting clouds, and bis goodly

cattle, marching up the foreground iu gentle, pas-

sive obedience. Tuniiug over tbe many leaves of

the Troyon volume, we can find but little of that

essence called poetry in their leaves
;
and we are led,

moreover, to feel that, as a student, he must have

wandered (all unseen, or otherwise, as it may have

been) rather among the well-dyked cattle grounds

of Holland than amid laughing fields of France,

with their clustering vines aud golden wave of corn.

Id strong contrast to him, we have here some few

small gems of purest poesy, from the pencil of

Boiiet. In all these, delicious efforts of sun and
shade are realized, and they want but oue correction

to render them perfect, and that is, to give the

slightest softness possible to the foliage of those

trees which take so conspicuous a part in each scene.

They are a little too punctiliously stippled. M. R.

Lehmann’s view of the Pontine Marshes, with a

small river in front, whose obstructing weeds are

being swept away by a herd of buffaloes, which

have been driven in for that purpose, and amongst
whose grisly horned heads, a barge, peasant-laden,

moves slowly along, is a work of great beauty, with

a geueral air of silvery sunniness lighting up its

picturesque stream, its wide-expanding plain, and
distant pale blue hills. Aognste Bonheur has two

clever cattle pieces, and a brilliant, sparklingly-

tinted landscape, in which a flock of sheep is driven

forward by a young Breton boy. This is a gem.
The names of Fromentiu, Labito, Bandit, Diaz de

la Tena, and Duverger. will be found amongst the

strenuous students from nature, whose works lend

an ample average to the attractions of this col-

lection.

A large canvas of P. Rousseau, representing an

incursion of dogs upon an unguarded gala dinuer-

table, and their savage rivalry ia tearing its various

joints to pieces, is painted palpably in the manner
of Sneyders, and with an extraordinary vigour and
brilliancy of effect, which win for it a conspicuous

place of honour. The subject is, however, close

upon disgusting. Let ns contrast with it an ex-

tremely pretty group of a white cat and her family

of kittens, most spiritedly painted by Madame
PejTol, nee Juliette Bonheur, and which well sup-

ports the donors of the latter name.
The foreigners are not over strong in the quality

of their contributions to this exhibition. They
have nevertheless sent some works of sterling merit.

The most remarkable of these is a large landscape

by Palizzi (a Neapolitan, affiliated to France), with

cattle in front, finished up with a most vigorous

hand, aud glowing under a general effect of brilliant

noon. Burnier, of the Hague, sends small works,

in which Rembraiidtesque impressions arc loyally
!

transmitted. Here is a deliciously tender and pic-
i

turesquely-treated subject of a school of young girls
;

at Albano, from the pencil of Muyden (Swiss),
1

whose “ Refectory of the Capuchins ” won so much
;

i

admiration at the exhibition of 1855. The names ''

of Madrazo, who supports the honours of Madrid ;;

in portraiture,—Knaus, of Napau,—Verlat, Lamo- ,i

riuiere, and Lies, of Belgium,—Saal, of Coblcntz,

and Lanfredini, of Florence (who sends a most <1

piquant picture of a young gii'l reading Dante), will
|

,

be found amongst the elite oi this great professional
j

congress.
j

In concluding this brief notice, we can but ex- 1

press a general impression that no very startling

revelation of genius is to be found iu the thirteen,

saloons of the Palais de 1’ Industrie on this occa-

sion; and that the British school, if true to itself

in the selection which it sends, may occupy No. 1-1

without any apprehension of an untoward result.

ART IN SCOTLAND AND THE
PROVINCES.

Exeter.—An exhibition of works of Art was
opened in this city at the end of April. It was in-
augurated by the annual soiree of toe School of Art
on the evening of the 26th, when the Report for the
past year was read, and prizes were distributed to

the pupils entitled to receive them. The Report,
which embraces the year 1858 only, gives an average
of 149 students attending the school; but in March
of the present year the number in the various
classes was 173. In 1858 the aggregate number
was 259. The financial statement must be ver^’

gratifying to the friends and supporters of the
school, the treasurer’s account showing a balance
in its favour, at the end of the year, of £46 17s. 4rf.

;

and the most satisfactory part of this matter is, that
the chief part of the income is derived from the fees

of the pupils, which last year amounted to £227 5s.

Sir Stafford Northcote, who presided over the meet-
ing, spoke very encouragingly of the future pros-
pects of the school, and paid a well-merited com-
pliment to Mr. Wigzell, the bead master, to whom
the pupils lately presented a silver inkstand and a
gold pencil-case, to mark their sense of his unre-
mitting attentions to them. The exhibition, to

which reference has been made, was to remain open
for a month. It was collected and arranged by Mr.
Geudall, an artist long resident in Exeter, and
whose name generally appears as an exhibitor at
the Royal Academy. The respect in which this

gentleman is held iu the county has enabled him
to borrow from the mansions of Devonshire many
fine pictures by the old Italian, Flemish, and Dutch,
masters, as well as several by our own painters

—

Reynolds, Wilson, Lawrence, Stanfield, Redgrave,
Knight, Webster, &e. &c.

Glasgow'.—The public award of prizes to the
pupils of the Glasgow School of Art, over which
Mr. C. Wilson presides, took place last month.
They were distributed to the recipients by Sir Archi-
bald Alison, Bart., who, in the course of his address
to the students and their friends, strongly urged the
benefits which all classes would derive from a know-
ledge of drawing, aud admitted the great advantage
he had himself received from practising, as he had
done, five or six hours a day, for several years iu
the early part of his life. He attributed whatever
success his writings may have obtained to the habit
of drawing, which enabled him to form conceptions

in his own mind of what he wished to describe

;

and, having formed that image, it belonged to the
pen to transcribe it. The number of pupils in the
Glasgow central school at the present time is 808;
in other schools connected with it, 1,393; total

under instruction, 2,201.

Norwich.—The number of pupils in the School
of Art, in April, 1859, was 139

;
the number re-

turned for April, 1858,|was,125, showiiig(an increase

for the present year of 14. A debt which for more
than three years was pressing upon the institution

has been entirely liquidated by a bazaar held last

year, and a balance in favour of the school of nearly
£100 is now in the banker’s hands. Mr. Nursey,
the head master, has been using his utmost exer-
tions to accomplish this. The importance of the
School of Art is now fully acknowledged in the
city, and its appreciation by the inhabitants is

shown by the regular amount of subscriptions. It

has struggled through many difficulties during the

last five years, but it may now be said to have over-

come them.
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voiitLs was one named Granacci, a pupil io the studio of Ghirlaudaio, who lent

j

him drawings to copy, took him to his master's house, and encouraged and

!

assisted liim in every way to accomplish the object of his desires. For a con-

siderable time the father did all in his power to oppose the wishes of the young

artist, under the idea that the Arts, if followed as a profession, would lend to

! consider Michel Angelo in his compound diameter of compromise the diguity of the family. At length, however, he laid aside his

PtOME, AND HER WORKS OF ART.

TART It.-MICllKL ANCKLO nUONAHOTTf.

painter, sculptor, and architect,

he is unquestionably the most

illustrious artist the world has

ever seen ;
and if to these qua-

lilications be added those of civil

and mililary engineer, and poet,

the versatility of his genius has

had few parallels : it may, in-

deed, be alUrmed there is no

name in the annals of hiograjihy

which suggests such a conihi-

nation, in one individual, of

rare intellectual endowments as

his. Audit is especially worthy

of remark, that in each of these

arts and sciences he showed himself a consum-

mate master, though not equally so in all. There

is not one, however, with which his name is not

conspicuously allied : as a painter, it stands fortli

as one of the brightest constellations in the firma-

ment of Art.

Michel Angelo was horn when the arts of paint-

ing and sculpture—the former more particularly

—were emerging rapidly from the twilight un-

certainty and indistinctness of the thirteenth, four-

teenth, and fifteenth centuries. Ciinabuc ami

Giotto had risen and disappeared; they were the

heralds of the future glory which, increasing and

circiilatin" by the agency of Masaccio, Giovanni

Da Fiesole, or Angelico, Gozzoli, Ghirlandaio,

Verroehio, Perugino, and a host of others whose

names arc less familiarly known, culminated iu

the works of Leonardo Da Vinci, Michel Angelo,

llalTaclle, and their contemporaries and successors of the various schools of Italy.

A descendant of the noble and illustrious family of the Counts of ('anossa,

he was horn, on the Glhof

March, 1 474, at the Castle

of Cnprese, in Tuscany, of

which castle his father was

governor. The time of

his birth was peculiarly

favourable for the deve-

lopment of a mind like

his, for the Italian States

werevicing with each other

in the cultivation and pa-

tronage of the liberal arts:

talent was sought after,

and, when found, eucou-

raged and rewarded. At
this period it was a very

common practice to con-

sult the astrologer as to

the future destiny of in-

fants, and the birth of the

child Buonarotti formed

no exception to the gene-

ral ndc. According to a

contemporary biographer,

Condivi, his subsequent

fame was thus foretold :

—

“ Jlcrcnry and Venus were

in conjunction with Jupiter

for the second time, de-

monstrating a benign as-

pect, and plainly showing

that the child would be a

very extraordinary genius,

whose success would be

universal, but particularly

iu those arts which delight

the sense, such as painting,

sculpture, and architec-

ture.” Iu fulfilment of

the prediction thus pointed

out by those who made
the heavenly bodies their

study, the boy evinced at

a very early age an un-

questionable love of the

Arts, aud a desire to prac-

tise them. His chief com-
panions were the students

in the schools of painting

at Florence, to which city his family had retired from Capresc.

scruples, and articled the youth for a period of

three years to Domenico Ghirlandaio, aud his

brother David. While pursuing his studies under

these masters, a school for the advancement of

sculpture was established by Lorenzo de Jlcdici,

and the pupils of Ghirlandaio were invited to study

from the collecliou of antiques arranged in the

Mediccan garden, near the Piazza of St. hlark.

The sight of these works, it is alleged, induced

Michel Angelo to devote himself enliredy to

sculpture. It is related tliat while thus occupied,

he one day found the mutilated head of a laughing

fawn, and perfectly restored it. Lorenzo, who fre-

qiienlly visited the garden to watch the progress

of the students, saw him at work, and was so

struck with the skill and ingenuity displayed by
the young sculptor, that he invited him to his

palace, provided him with suitable apartments in

it for the prosecution of his labours, made him sit

at his table as his own son, and introduced him to

the meu of rank and genius who were the fre-

quent guests of this munificent patron of the Arts

and literature. Among the literary friends of Lo-

renzo, one of the most distinguished was Angelo

Poliziano, who also resided in the palace; and at

his suggestion Michel Angelo executed for their

patron a basso-relievo in marble, the subject of

which was the “ Battle of the Centaurs,” a work
that still exists in Florence, and which, in the

latter years of the artist, when his judgment had,

of course, become ripened, so satisfied it, as to

cause him to express sincere regret that he had

not devoted his talents exclusively to sculpture.

A ftrr a residence of three years in the palace of Lorenzo, Michel Angelo was

compelled, by the death of his patron iu 1492, to return to the house of his

father. He was then only

iu his eighteenth year

—

a mere lad. Pietro de

Medici, the successor of

Lorenzo, inherited his

princely possessions, and

80 much of his taste as

led him to patronise the

Arts, without having any

real love of them. He
assigned to Michel Angelo

the same apartments in the

palace previously occupied

by him, aud used to boast
” that he had two extra-

ordinary persons in bis

house: the one, Michel

Angelo, the other, a Spa-

nish footman, remarkable

for his personal beauty and

his swiftness of foot an

observation that shows his

estimate of men of genius,

llis misgovernment of

the Florentines at length

caused his expulsion from

the city, and on his down-

fall Slichel Angelo retired

to Bologna, where he exe-

cuted two statues for the

church of the Dominicans
;

hut, after a residence in

that city, returned to Flo-

rence, and to bis father’s

house. Once more at li-

berty to pursue the bent

of his inclinations, he exc-

outed a statue of the

" Infant St. John” sleep-

ing, and another of a
“ Sleeping Cupid,” as a

companion work, the for-

mer for a member of the

Jledici family. At the sug-

gestion of this noblemau,

Michel Angelo was in-

duced to lend himself to a

plan for imposingthe Cupid

on the public as an antique,

order to show that a modern seidplor could produce a work as worthy of

-•J c
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estimation as an ancient artist. Tlie statue was consigned to the care of a mao
wlio was made acquainted with the secret

;
he buried it in a vineyard, and after

it had lain there sufficiently long to become stained, he dug it up and gave out

that he had discovered an antique. The work was sent to Rome, where it

attracted universal admiration, and was purchased by the Cardinal S. Giorgio

for the sum of two hundred ducats. The cardinal, however, had not possessed

it long before he found out that it was the work of a living sculptor, and feeling

indignant at the imposition practised, sent one of his household to Florence,

to ascertain the truth of the report. Having discovered that the sculptor

was Michel Angelo, whose
fame seems to have reached

Rome at this time, he in-

vited him to the imperial

city, as the most promising
arena for the exercise of his

great talents. The invitation

was accepted, though the car-

dinal, who could not forget

the deception of which he
had been the victim, did little

or nothing to encourage him
when he had reached Rome.
From this time,howcver,must

be dated the beginnitig of

Jlichel Angelo’s uudyiug re-

putation.

During this, his first re-

sidence in Rome, he studied

very assiduously, and e-xecuted

several works, the most cele-

brated of wliicb is the Virgin

with a dead Christ iu her lop,

and is called a Fieta

;

an en-

graving from it appeared in

the Art-Journal for 1854.
It was executed for the Car-

dinal Rovano, and is now an
altar-piece in the chapel in

St. Peter’s, dedicated to La
Virgine Jlaria della Fehbre:

several copies of the group

were made, both iu marble
and bronze.

A new order, or form, of

government having been es-

tablished at Florence, which
seemed to promise stability,

several great works of Art
were commissioned by the

government. Michel Angelo,

by the advice of his friends,

returned to Florence in 1500,

iu expectation of receiving

a portion of the patronage

held out to artists : the first

undertaking in which he en-

gaged was a gigantic statue of

David, hewn from a solid

block of marble. This work
had been commenced some
years previously by Simon da

fiesole, who, finding that he

had midertakeri a task wholly

beyond his capacity, aban-

doned it in despair. The
marble was left little else than

an ill-shopen block, and it

was entrusted to Michel An-
gelo to do the best he could

with it: he accommodated
bis design to the irregular

shape of the marble, from

which arose the statue that

now stands in the great square

of Florence, oii one side of

the doorway of the Palazzo

Vccchio. Majestic as this

work is, it bears evidence, in

the attenuated form of the

figure, of the constraint placed

upon the sculptor by the peculiarly shaped material out of winch it was
created, after Da Fiesole’s unfortunate attempt to execute the work.

Hitherto the productions of Michel Angelo were chiefly sculptural; we
have, however, referred only to a few of them, but we must pass on to speak

of him as a painter. The ouly easel picture from liis hand which can be

authenticated is iu the gallery of Florence
;

it is a Holy Family, painted for

a Florentine amateur, named Angelo Doni, and was executed at this period of

the artist’s life, or about 1503. But his geuius was of a character that could

not restrict itself within such limits, and an opportunity was afforded him to

give it a wider range. The head of the government of Florence, who was

called the go7!faloniere, was at that time a distinguished citizen of the name of

Pietro Sodcrini, who commissioned Michel Angelo to paint a large historical

subject to decorate tlie hall of the ducal palace, while Leonardo da Vinci was
engaged to c.xecute one for the opposite side

;
the latter chose for his subject

the victory of the Florentines over the Milanese in 1440 ;
the former, Floren-

tine soldiers bathing in the Arno surprised by an enemy. Cartoons were
prepared, but the pictures, from some cause or other, were never executed ou
the walls of the palace, nor, so far as is now known, is there a vestige of ciiher

cartoon in existence: both were considered works exhibiting the highest genius

iu the art of design
;

while, in the case of Michel Angelo’s, we, in the present

day, have an opportunity of

testing its merits to a certain

extent, from the engravings

of a portion which has come
down to us : this passage of

the composition shows re-

markable power of grou])ing

and anatomical knowledge,

with an intensity of individual

and combiued action truly

wonderful, especially in an
artist who had not yet at-

tained his thirtieth year: by
this work he not only estab-

lished his reputation as the

greatest artist of his time,

but, by the novelty and
grandeur of his design, cre-

ated a new era in the Arts.

The cartoon was placed iu the

Medici Palace, to which, ac-

cording to Vasari, all the great

painters of Italy, who had the

means of reaching Florence,

flocked to see it, among them
Raffaelle, BandenilH, Andrea
del Sarto, &c.

In 150-i, Michel Angelo
was again in Rome. Julius

II., a man who for energy of

character bore a strong re-

semblance to the artist him-
self, had been elected to the

paj)al dignity, and was no
sooner seated in his high

position than he caused him-
self to be surrounded by men
of geoius. Michel Angelo
was one of the first whom
he invited to the imperial

city, and gave him an un-

limited power to design and

build a mausoleum for his

holiness, a commission which
the artist felt to he commen-
surate with his powers. He
accordingly prepared a design

which, had it been completed

as originally intended, would
have surpassed in grandeur,

beauty, and richness of orna-

ment, every work of a similar

kind that the world had seeu.

The plan was a parallelogram,

and the superstructure was to

consist of forty statues, many
of them colossal, and inter-

spersed with ornamental fi-

gures and bronze ba^si-re-

Uevi; the architectural por-

tions were to be appropriately

decorated, so as to combine

all into one grand and har-

monious whole. To this mag-
nificent design Rome is in-

debted for the Church of St.

Peter’s, “the grandest dis-

play of architectural spleu-

(lour that ornaments the

Christian world;” the story

of its erection may be thus

briefly told. 'When the design for the tomb was submitted to the pope, he

unhesitatingly approved of it, and desired the artist to go into St. Peter’s

(the old church of that name), to see where it could be placed; after due

inspection, it was ascertained that no spot could be found that would exhibit

to advantage so noble a design when carried out
;
this fact being represented

to the pope, it was, after divers consultations, determined entirely to rebuild

the sacred edifice.

The monument was commenced, and during its progress Julius was frequently

induced to visit the artist, for whom he entertained the highest esteem, aud to

inspect the work
;
but at an early stage it was interrupted by a circumstance

which strongly indicated the character of Michel Angelo. Having occasion to

I

(



recjuest an nudieiuie of his holiness for an especial purpose, he was twice refused
admission

; and, on the second application, considering that one of the pope’s
attendants had treated hiin with superciliousness, he immediately gave directions

to his servants to sell his funiilure and effects to the .Tews, and set oil' for Florence.

He had, however, gone but a short way on his journey when several couriers

arrived from the pope, commanding his immediate return. The indignant
artist paid no heed to the papal emissaries, and. continuing his journey, reached
Florence. Three briefs from Home followed him there

;
but it was not til! his

friend, Soderini, fearing that he himself would incur the anger of the pope, who
was then at Bologna, urged Michel Angelo to return to his duty, that the latlcr

acceded, and went to Bologna to present himself to his holiness. Julius received
him with an outward show of

severity, but almost imme-
diately after gave him liis be-

nediction, received him into

full favour, and ordered him
to make his statue in bronze.

Michel Angelo remained six-

teen months at Bologna, (in-

ished the statue, and then re-

turned to Rome.
Bramante, the favourite ^

architect of the pope, had been
entrusted with the task of

preparing designs for the re-

building of St. I’eter’s; and
Michel Angelo fully antici-

pated that he should at once
be permitted to proceed with
the monument : instead of this,

Julius, at the instigation, it is

said, of Bramante, who was
jealous of the Florentine,

ordered him to decorate the

ceiling of the Sistine Chapel
with paintings in fresco. Raf-

fnclle, at that time, was or-

namenting the Vatican with

works of a similar kind.

Jlichel Angelo most earnestly

endeavoured to decline the

task,—he had never attempted
fresco-painting

; but Julius

would allow no impediment
to stand in the way of his

will : the cartoons were pre-

pared, aud artists from Flo-

rence, skilled ill the art, were

brought to Rome to execute

the pictures. Their labours,

however, did not satisfy Michel
Angelo, and, entering the

chapel oue moriiiug, he dis-

missed them all, and deter-

mined to do the whole work
himself. Within one year and
eight mouths from its com-
meuceraent, the decoration

was completed
;

an achieve-

ment which, whether wc con-

sider the magnitude and sub-

limity of the performance, or

the incredibly short time oc-

cupied ill its execution, is with-

out a parallel in the history of

Art.

Adescription ofthis glorious

work— now, unhappily, so

much faded as to be, in some
parts, at least, almost invisible

—would occupy many of our

pages
;
we can only briefly

describe it. The ceiling is

divided into twelve compart-
ments, in which is painted the

history of the antediluvian

world, in a series of large

aud small pictures, repre-

smling tho most import-
j,,,,

ant events recorded in the

book of Genesis the Creation and Fall of man, with its immediate conse-
quences. The e eventh subject of the series is the Deluge, aud the twelfth is
the story of Isoah, showing the remnant of the human race preserved after that
awlul event. lu the large triangular compartments at the springing of the
vault, are sitting alteruate ligurcs of the Prophets aud Sibyls, as the foretellers
of the coming of Christ

;
and in the soffits of the recesses between these com-

partments 13 a senes of designs representing the individuals who form the
genealogical roll, so to speak, of the Saviour. Two of the illustrations we have
introduced here are from the series of the Prophets aud Sibyls, and one is from
the soffits. The ceiling of the Sistine Chapel is acknowledged to be one of
those marvels of Art which, eveu in its present dilapidated condition, men

make a pilgrimage to Rome to see
;
aud it is impossible to contemplate it

without reverence and astonishment.

As it is the principal object of this notice to exhibit Michel Angelo by the
works he executed in Home, the next twenty years of his life miist now be

,

passed over, for, during this period, he was for a short time only in the imperial
city, and these twenty years were almost lost to him as an artist. The

: monument of Julius II. had been the favourite labour of his life, and he had
devoted to it all his powers; but it had proved to him, almost from its com-
ineiicement, a source of disquietude. Each poutilf, since the death of Julius, had,
on his accession, required the services of Michel Angelo on other works, and in

other places, aud compelled him, notwithstanding his remonstrances, to discon-

tinue his labours on tlie monu-
ment ; it was, however, at

length completed, in 153.5, hut

on a smaller scale than it was
first intended to he, and placed

not in St. Peter’s, as originally

intended, but in the Church
of San Pietro in Vinculo. He
was now quite free to com-
mence a work, the cartoons for

which he had prepared some
time previously : this was the

wonderful fresco of “ The
Last Judgment,” which oc-

cupied him eight years to com-
])letc, and of which we have in-

troduced an engraving. “The
Last Judgment” is painted on
the end wall, over lliehigh altar,

of the Sistine Chapel, and is

sixty feet in height. “If we
consider,” says Kugler, “the
countless number of figures,

the boldness of the concep-

tion, the variety of jiiovemeiit

and attitude, the masterly

drawing, particularly the ex-

traordinary and difficult fore-

shortenings, this immense
work certainly stands alone

in the history of Art
;
but in

purity aud majesty it does not

equal the paintings on the ceil-

ing.” The same intelligent

writer aud critic thus describes

the picture :

—“ In the upper
half we sec the Judge of the

World, surrounded by the

Apostles and patriarchs; be-

yond these, on oue side, arc

the martyrs; on the other, the

saints and a numerous host

of the blessed. Above, under
the two arches of the vault,

two groups of angels bear

the instruments of the pas-

sion. Below the Saviour,

another group of angels, hold-

ing the books of life, sound
the trumpets to awaken the

dead. On the right is repre-

sented the resurrection, and
higher, the ascension of the

blessed
;

on the left, hell,

and the fall of the condemned,
wlio audaciously strive to

press upwards to heaven.”

Any one who closely examines

this composition, especially

with the feelings inherent in

a true English Protestant, will

be pained and disappointed.

As a picture, moreover, it is

by no means calculated to give

pleasure
;

its predominant ex-

pression, throughout, is that

of terror aud dismay : no-

OF LYBIA, where do we recognise those

rejoicing spirits who, rising

from the sleep of death, are about to “enter into the joy of their Lord:”

even the martyrs, those who went through “ a great fight of afllictions,” and

patiently submitted themselves to every kind of persecution, aud sundry forms

of death, appear, not as disembodied spirits for whom crowns of glory are

ready, but bearing the insignia of their martyrdom. It is a day of wrath,

not of mercy, and “it must be admitted,” to quote again our former

authority, “that the artist has laid a stress on tliis view of his subject, and

it has produced an unfavourable effect upon the upper half of the picture.

We look in vain for the glory of heaven, for beings who boar the stamp of

divine holiness, aud renimciation of human weakness; everywhere we meet

with the expression of human passion, of human efforts. We see no choir
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by a slow fever, whidi, ou the ITlh of February, ]5fi3, called him from the scene
]
of his labours. A great artist, a true Christian, a benevolent and libcrally-inindcd

of solemn, tranquil forms, no harmonious unity of clear, grand line;

duced by ideal draperies; instead of these, wc find a con-

fused crowd of the most varied moveinenis, naked bodies

iu violent attitudes, uiiaceompaiiied by any of the cha-

racteristics made sacred by a holy tradition.” It is alto-

gether of ‘‘the earth, earthy,” and its real excellence

consists in the extraordinary powers of invention displayed

in the various groups, and in the profound knowledge ot

the human figure, by which the artist was euabled so

eftectually to embody his conceptions.

Another of our illustrations is from
a fresco by him: “The Cuucifixion
OF Sr. Peter” is placed under the

large window of the Pauline Chapel, in

the Valicau
;

it is in a moat unl'av

able light, and has become so blackened by the smoke of lamps as to be
scarcely visible, but the composition is gnsud.

lu the year 154fi, Sau Gallo, who had succeeded
Bramante as the architect of St. Peter's, died

;
the pope

called upon Jlichci Angelo to fill the post. At first he
declined, pleading his advanced years; Imt the pontiff

would hear of no excuse, and made his request a com-
mand, which could not be disobeyed. The design adopted
by San Gallo was of a Saracenic order

; this Michel
Angelo altered into the form of a

cross, thereby giving it a more Chris-

tian and imposing character. After

a life of continuous activity and ex-

ertion, continued up to a very short

period of liis deatli, he was attacked







KIETSCHEL’S

MONUMENT TO LUTHER.

Not only the name of the man lowborn this monu-

ment is to he erecteci, but the prandeur and striking

originality of the design, will, we tliink, ensure for

the following dcscriiition of the truly noble work no

small degree of interest.

Kictschel’s last achievemeat was the Goethe and

Schiller luonuraent, inaugurated last year at ^Veimar;

and this, as well as the .statue of Lessiog, gives sudi-

ciciit proofs of what he is capable.

tVe, in England, are accustomed to see single

figures only raised in honour of the departed great;

and, indeed, the composition of a group to glorify

some hero is attended with many more difficulties

Ilian where he aloue is represented whom we desire

to honour. The drawings wliich the compeiition

for the Wellington Monument called forth prove

this sufficiently. Unless the events of an epoch, or,

rather, unless an epoch, with its grand deterininiug

event, is to be symbolised, the one figure would he

preferable. But, though in one characteristic per-

sonification the man himself may be shown us wlio

brought about some decisive change or overthrow,

it will not be possible to typify the cotcmporaiy

state of things—the incfiaceable features stamped

upon an age—without the aid of accessories. Now,

in setting up a monument to Luther at Worms,
Professor E.ietschel wished not merely to comme-

morate his glorious appearance there, but to connect

with him other cities and other events also memo-
rable, and to show, moreover—to mai-k clearly and

uuinistakeably in a worthy manner—the spirit which

lliat one man’s bold act called forth, and which,

God be praised, became thenceforward the charoc-

IcrisUc and prevailing spirit of his own and other

lands. But we proceed at once to the description

of the monument, of which a competent judge has

said, tliat since the plan, unfortunately never com-

pleted, wliich Michel Angelo designed for erection

over the grave of Julian II., no such hold under-

taking lias been attempted.

The monument * altogether occupies a space of

forty feet in diameter. Two immense steps raise

the hascracut above the ground, serving as a protec-

tion, while, at the same, time they give an air of

solidity to the foundation, aud elevate the whole

beyoud all profane neighbourhood. At the four

corners of this raised platform stand, on high pedes-

tals, the protectors of Protestantism, Frederick the

Wise and Philip of Hesse on each side of the entrance,

aud at the other two corners lleuchlin and Mdanc-
thon,—representing thus the princes who, -with their

good swords, aided the cause, and those learned

men who, by means of the written aud spoken word,

also bravely battled for it. The space between the

lirst two figures is left open ;
that between the others

is filled up by a massy wall of granite six feet high,

with battlements a-top. On the inner side of these

battlements arc the arms of twenty-nine towns, which

especially distinguished themselves as the safe re-

treats of Protestantism. Tu the centre of these

embattled walls rises a pedestal somewhat less high

than the corner ones, and these support three sitting

figimos, personifying cities, each with a mural crown

—namely, sorrowing Magdeburg, resolutely pro-

testing Speyer, and Augsburg, with the palm of

peace. This surrounding outwork has a most im-

posing elFect. The massy granite embattled wall

forms indeed a citadel of strength. How clearly is

here shown tliat what we have to defend is as a

tower firmly built on a rock, and that the best aud

bravest are chosen for its defenders and for its

protection ! It is on entering this strong citadel

that we come to the real monument
;

and here

again the history and the import of the great work

of lleformation is clearly developed—fully and yet

with woiulerfnl simplicity. Ou a pedestal rising by
three successive gradations to the height of 17 or

IS feet, stands Luther, of colossal size, 10^ feet

high. This imposing figure is habited in the

flowing robes of the Protestant clergy of the present

dav,—loosely flowing aud waving, be it observed,

indicative of the free spirit of Protestautisin, in

• In tills description we profit by the remarks of one
who, a few days ag:o, saw the sketch of the monument in

rrofessorRictschel's atelier, in Dresden.
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contradistinction to the more formal ascetic spirit of

monkdom. His head is raised ;
he is looking up-

ward with a determined resoluteness
;
yet there is

an air of inspiration over liis features, certain, as he

seems to he, of victory. In his left hand he holds

the Bible ;
bis right hand, which is closed, rests

upon it with a firm assurance which nothing is able

to shake. His whole attitude, his upraised look, all

announce fhe moment of utterance of those memor-

able words, “ Here I stand : I cannot do otherwise

!

May God help me!” The whole man is indeed

heroic.

To show how admirably Eietschel has brought

together eutemporary events as accessories, we ob-

serve that on the soccle are the arms of six princes

and two cities, by whom the Confession of Augsburg

was signed. At the fom* corners are sitting figures

of tlie four Reformers, Huss, Savonarola, Peter

Walders, and ‘Wicklyffo. These men, representing

as they do four difTerent nationalities, show clearly

that the great movement was not confined to a

particular country, or was the result of auy one

people’s development, but that its occurrence was au

unavoidable necessity as the result of the preceding

events of yeneral history. Below are represented in

relief tiie most important events connected with the

Reformation—the posting up the theses publicly at

Wittenberg, the Diet at Worms, the translation of the

Bible, and the administration of the Sacrament in

tlie two forms, aud the maj'riage of priests. In

front, above, arc the ever-to-be-remembered words

already quoted.

From this account it will, we think, be easy for

the reader to form to himself a notion of the general

appearance of this grand composition. It is so

original, there is such profound thought iu the con-

ception aud arrangement, and the whole is so clear

and intelligible, that we think tlie perusal of even

the present slight sketch will not fail to call forth a

lively feeling of admiraliou.

EXHIBITION OE PRIZE DRAWINGS
AT TUB

SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM.

The rooms prepared at the South Kensington

Museum for the Vernon aud Turner collections,

have been temporarily occupied, during the last

mouth, by the drawings of the students in the metro-

politan district schools of Art, established at Ken-

sington, Spitalliclds, the Churtcrhousc, Gower Street,

Finsbury, St. Martin’s, Hampstead, and Rothcr-

hithe. *Of the Kensington scries, the best is a

design, by R. R. Bayne, for a mansion, in the later

German Gothic style, and, with its accompanying

details, is a very successful work
;
a design for a

dwelling-house and shop, by G. Williams (carpenter),

is both meritorious and ap]dicable. These are

the most ambitious works
;
indeed, Mr. Bayne con-

tributes the best work in the entire exhibition. A
drawing of fruit and llowers, by ^liss Street, and of a

geranium, by T. Morris, are worthy of note, the

former especially
;

but Kensington by uo means

shines, or, with the one exception we name, is at all

superior in its results to the other schools.

A floral design, by T. J. Smith, is the most suc-

cessful of the Charterhouse contributions. A similar

w'ork, arranged geometrically, by Mr. Glcnuy.is the

best of its kind from the St. ilartiu’s school
;
a fruit-

piece, also contributed by a student of the same school,

Sir. Trego, is au excellent arrangement of brilliant

colour, as well as careful iu design. This school is the

best represented of any in the series. Throughout

all the works we noticed too much of a stereotyped

style of teaching, too much copying of one scroU

pattern, and tedious repetitious, in country and

town, of the floriated Roman chariot. Surely a

little less of “red-lapism” might he advantageous

in so large a field of study.

A series of works of students trained to master-

ships, and appointed to schools of Art, is, in general,

good, and forms the most striking portion of the

exhibition. Then follows a series from local schools,

in competition for the National Medal : here Liver-

pool and Sheffield excel. From the former city,

the works of Messrs. Houlgrave, Mann, and Ga-

inage are all good. The Egyptian, Greek, and

Roman designs, by Mr. G. 11. Read, of New-
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castle-under-Iyme, are all most carefully designed,

aud truthfully elaborated. The three designs for

plate and race-cups, furnished from the Sheffield

schools, are excellent, the best being by Mr. C. Green.

The patterns furnished by Mr. Evans, of Stoke-upon-

Trent, for floral plateaus, are worthy of the atten-

tion of manufacturers. The study from life of a

prostrate male figure, by Mr. Evans, of Manchester,

is the best and most ambitious work of its class

:

the perspective and chiaroscuro are admirably

managed. Jliss Mary Alnicnt, of Dublin, has a

good bit of sylvan landscape, which promises greater

results hereafter.

Hanging committees are frequently blamed else-

where, and they often shift the blame on want of

space, but at Kensington we have the singular fea-

ture of empty walls, aud yet one half of the pictures

are quite lost to view
;
the eight screens, upon which

I

they are hung, form sixteen sides for display, but
j

they are placed so close to the wall, that few persons i

think of squeezing behind them, aud yet some of
j

the best works are there. Thus, Miss Street’s aud n

Mr. Evans’s designs have both to be sought fur in
||

obscurity, though the best works iu the collection, ;

'

which is an injustice to tbcm, and an injury to the 'I

exhibition generally—all the more extraordinary as
;

,

it is in a government building, constructed expressly
j

i

to display its own labours, and witli more than

enough room to show all effectively. If such a thing

had beeu done to the prejudice of the whole collcc-
|

tion elsewhere, what would have been said ?

MINOR TOPICS OE THE MONTH.

Tub Annual Dinner of the Royal Academy

took place as usual. It was remarkable for only

one incident : the Lord Chancellor, iu the course of

his speech, expressed a hope that such assemblies

might meet within “ those waUs'’ for many years to

come. Tlie Earl of Derby, with his wonted acumen,

perceived at once the error committed by his noble

colleague, and distinctly intimated bis expectation

that not there, but in a palace of Art to be erected

on the site of Burlington House, would future

academicians dine.

The Museum, South Kensington.— The

Jluseum will be open free on Mondays, Monday
evenings, Tuesdays, 'I'uesday evenings, and Satur-

days. The students’ days are Wednesdays, Wed-

nesday evenings, Thursdays, and Fridays, when the

public are admitted on payment of 6r/. each person.

'J'he hours are from ten to six in the daytime, aud

from seven to ten in the evening. Tickets of ad-

mission for cojiyiug and consulting works on the

students’ days arc issued at '2s. each, monthly; 'is.

quarterly; 6^. half-yearly
;
and lOj. yearly. Copies

of the progiammc may be obtained by application at

the Museum, or from Messrs. Chapman and Hall,

publishers, Piccadilly.

The Ladies’ Art Exhibition.—It is known
to many that “ the Society of Female Artists,” in

the third year of its existence, has contrived to be in

debt. Ilow this has chanced, or why it should he,

we do not now inquire : so it is—or, rather, so it

was
;

for the debt has been cancelled in two hours

by one whose latest act of generosity it is our happy

dutv to acknowledge. Madame Goldschmidt is one

of the committee; though not “au artist,” in the

ordinary sense of the term, she is a true and earnest

“ lover of Art,” aud so is her estimable husband

;

of liis tastes we may more especially speak, as those

of an accomplished gentleman, devoted to all the

pursuits that inculcate goodness aud ensure happi-

ness. It will gratify many to know that a lady

who, in her public position, has promoted so many

works of mercy, is especially happy in domestic life.

As one of the committee she was necessarily aware

that the bui-thcn of debt threatened the existence of

the society, and she resolved to remove it. Her

husband and herself determined to give a private

concert in the exhibition room, by which a sum

might be raised sufficient to relieve the society from

its responsibilities, and set it fairly “ afloat.” This

they did; ou Wednesday, May 11, the object was

thus accomplished, aud the institutions of Eugland

have incurred another obligation to this admirable

woman—an addition to a very loug list. No pub-

licity was given to the undertaking; we are not

quite sure, indeed, that ^Ye do not betray confidence
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ia making reference to it now it is done. The
tickets were distributed by the several members of

the committee, a moderate price was put upou them,
inasmuch as only a moderate sum was required for

the object in view. Some idea may be obtained of

the rich treat, that many would Lave coveted, but
few enjoyed, when it is known that Madame Gold-
schmidt sang seven limes, two of her songs being
English—“ the Land of the Leal,” and “ Auld Lang
Syne.” Mr. Goldschmidt also cojitributcd largely

to the delight of the occasion, as a composer aud
a performer, who has attained eminence in his pro-
fession, and whose titles to its higher honours are

admitted by the critics in England as well
Germany.

public. In his treatment of the “ story ” he has
evideutly taken as its groundwork. Sir Bulvver

Lytton’s romance of “Harold:” a work in which
the facts of history are but little interwoven with
its fictions, as regards the chief incidents. It is the
intention of Mr. Gambart, who is, we believe, their

owner, to have them engraved
;

if this be done in the
spirit of the originals, the work will be a treasui’e

every lover of Art would eai-nestly covet.

The Artists’ Benevolent Fund Societt.-
Thc fiftieth, or jubilee, annivei'sary dinner of this

society was held at the Freemasous’ Tavern on the
7th of last month. Mr. A. Beresford Hope occupied

^

the chair, aud was supported by a considerable

!

number of ai'tists and gentlemen interested in Art,
The Last Conversazione for tbe present season,

|

among whom we recognised the President of the
held by the “Artists’ and Amateurs’ Society,” took

[

Eoyal Academy, Messrs. D. Roberts, E.A., J. H.
place at "Willis’s Rooms on the evening of the 5th of I Foley, R.A., E. M. Ward, R.A., F. Taylcr, Louis
May. The attendance of company was very large, I Ilaghe, J. T. Willmore, A.R.A., Gcorg’e Godwin,
and the display of artistic works both numerous and F.S.A., Hemy Twining, Dr. Lankestev, &c. The
of unusual excellence; the committee seemed desi- i chairman, in projiosing the toast of the evening,
rous of terminating their proceedings of this ycai’ in

j

advocated in suitable and eloquent terms the claims
the moat efficient and agreeable manner, and that of this institution to general support, its object
sueb was the result no one in the room had the being to assist the widows and orphans of ai'lists

slightest doubt : the evening’s entorlaiiiracnt was who had been left entirely destitute, or insufficiently
among the most brilliant of its kind we remember provided for. Notwithstanding the disbiu'sements
to have witnessed. A catalogue of the works exhi- of the past year amounted to the sum of £81S loj.,
bited would fill one of our pages : among those which

I

distributed among fifty-one widows, and eighteen
most attracted our attention were Poole’s large, orphan children, there were still numerous applicants
painting of “ Solomon Eagle during the Great

,

seeking its aid, but which the committee was un-
Plague^ of London;” Carl Haag’s “ Roman Pea- able to give, from the languishing condition of its
sants

;

’ a noble drawing, in chai'coal, by J. D. finances. He expressed a hope that the society
Harding, a study for his picture of “ The Park,”

i would, from this, its fiftieth anuiversary, receive a
now in the gallery of the Water-Colour Society; a

|

fresh start, and go forth furnished with increased
highly-finished sketch, in oil, of the well-known

;
funds to pursue its course of benevolence to those

picture of ‘ Launcelot and his Dog,” by Johu Gil- who may, unfortunately, require assistance. The
bert^; two small gems, in oils, of Turkish figures, by secretary announced that the subscriptions of the
J. I. Lewis, A. It.A.; a fine early drawing, large, > evening amounted to the sum of £374 14j., including
b\ Turner; drawings by D. Cox, Ncsfield, &c.

|
100 guineas from the Queen, being Her Majesty’s

The Series of Drawings, illustrative of the
' ‘

story of the Norman Conquest, by D. Maclise, R.A.,
is now being exhibited, with the collection of the
works of David Cox, in the upper rooms of the
French Gallery, Pall Mall. These drawings, as
many of oui- readers will, doubtless, recollect, formed
one of the most attractive features in the Royal
Academy, in 1857 : we have examined them in
their present abode with increased pleasure

;
they

more than justify the opinion we expressed of them
formerly, when we said that the invention and
imagination they displayed are truly marvellous. The
mind of the artist seems to have been thoroughly
imbued with the spirit of the subject: every figure
looks a true impersonation of the half-civilized,

stern, resolute, fierce, but not ungenerous, Saxon
aud Norman, and each incident is portrayed with
a vigom- and a grandeur of conception which, we
arc siU'c, no modern artist of any country could
surpass

;
while to these qualities must be added that

of simplicity of composition united with masterly
and effective grouping. There are forty-two draw-
ings; of the whole number those which*we particu-
larly admire are—No. 5. ‘Harold and the Saxons
confined in the Castle of Beaurain, uear Montreuil

;

’

No. 7- 'Guy of Ponthieu giving audience to Harold
and bis Companions;’ No. 9. 'Harold receiving
the Submission of Conan, Earl of Bretagne

;

twenty-first subscription of a similar sum
The Society of Arts has held its eleventh

annual eshibilionof new inventions in machinery, &c.,

at its rooms in the Adelphi, and a veiy instructive

and interesting gathering it was
;

embracing a

large variety of useful inventions in all the necessary
arts of life, from breach-loading cannon, to machines
for knife-cleaning. Very many of the models ex-
hibited were of the highest interest, particularly those
which signalled danger to railway trains

;
others,

such as were connected with electrical and other
printing, marked the thoughtful progress of the age.

A large number of what might be termed domestic
inventions, such as the sewing machine, &c., exhibited
the large amount of scientific attention now devoted
to every article wc use. The exhibition altogether

well represented the condition of our useful arts.

The Proposed Exhibition of English Pic-
tures IN Paris is not to take place, or, at all

events, is postponed. This is one of the emphatic
evidences of the miseries of war. Mr. Gambart,
who had been entrusted by the authorities in France,

and also by the artists of England, with the collec-

tion of works, called together, recently, those who
had signified them intention to exhibit, and an-
nounced to them this unwelcome intelligence; at

the same time explaining to them the corffial feeling

with which they would have been welcomed ia
No.

^

10. William conferring upon Harold the Paris, the honom’s that awaited them there, and the
dignity of a Norman Knight,’ a remarkably fine

composition; No. 11. ' Harold’s Oath of Fidelity to
William, sworn over the concealed Relics of the
Saints,’ another composition remarkably rich in
character and expression

; No. 19. 'Tostig, defeated
in his Attempt against Harold, flies in his Galley
from the English Coast;’ No. 2fi. ‘William, in a
Procession, displays the Relics of St. Valery to allay

the discontent of a portion of his Troops ;’ No. 32.
‘Tile Deaths of Tostig and Harold Hardrada;’
No. 33. ‘Harold, wounded, sitting at a Banquet,
at York, when a Herald announces the landing of
William;’ No. 34. ‘The Fiery Star apostrophised
by the Monk of Malmesbury;’ No. 35. ‘Harold
olfering Prayer and Adoration at the Abbey Church
of Waltham No. 40. ‘ The Normans retreating,

stayed and turned by Villiam.’ There is material
enough in these forty-two drawings for a long
descriptive analytical paper, had wc room for one.
They are, we understand, the result of Mr. Maclise’s
leisure evening hom-s, and most profitably have
these been passed, as regards his own reputation,
not less thnu the instruction thus given to the

sincere regret that evil times had fallen for awhile

on Art and its professors.

M. Blanchard, the eminent French engraver,

has been in London, on a visit to Mr. Gambart, for

whom he is engraving the plate from Frith’s famous
picture of the “ Derby Day.” The etching is com-
menced, and a portion of it has been printed, the
custom in France being different from that usually

adopted in this country. There, a Avork is produced
“piecemeal;” here, an impression is rarely taken
until the Avhole of the subject has been etched.

Report speaks in very liigh terms, and so does the
artist most interested, in the thus far production of

M. Blanchard.

Female Artists.—The Eoyal Academy has, it

appears, received several applications hanng refer-

ence to the ill-policy of excluding women from their

schools. The subject is one that may not be dealt

with ia a paragraph
;
we shall take an early oppor-

tunity of treating it at length.

The Baron Marochetti’s Statue of Victory
has been placed, by consent of the Duke of Wel-
lington, in his Grace’s garden at Apsley House—one

of the most public places in London. The work has
merit; indeed, so have all the baron’s productions;
but in England we have many sculptors by whom
he is surpassed; it is the art in which we do not
need professors, but for which we do want patrons.
It is said that this “ statue of Victory ” was, or is,

“ the Angel at the Tomb,” of the design for a monu-
ment proposed to be erected somewhere, aud origin-

ally planned for St. Paul’s. The Duke of Wellington
has, it is said, commissioned aud paid for this work,
and it wnll probably be in a mausoleum at Strath-
fieldsaye. There is an idea abroad that the statue
is thus placed, in order to show the loss that Eng-
land has sustained, by not giving to the baron the
commission ordered by the House of Commons,
aud for which, it will be remembered, the baron
was invited to compete—an invitation he declined.
Well: be it so. But if it be exhibited with a view
to re-open this question, and to permit this gentle-
man to avail himself of advantages from which all

other members of the profession are excluded, there
will be only one word in the English language that
can be used to describe such a procedure.

The Turner Gallery'.—Mr. J. S. Virtue is pre-
paring for immediate publication a series of en-
gravings from sixty of the most celebrated paintings
by Turner, selected from those in the National
Gallery, as well as from such as are in the hands
of private individuals. The work is to be published
in parts, and proofs only, in two states, will be
circulated. We have seen a few specimens of the
finished engravings, and can conscientiously testify

to the beauty and excellency of the plates. The
work will be published at a price that will bring it

within the reach of a large number of patrons. The
best of our liue engravers—and the best only— are
engaged to engrave the plates, many of which arc
already finished, aud finished admirably. They will

be, as we have said, issued only as on India
paper, aud will become, at no distant period, of great
value. The letter-press will be written by Mr.
W'ornum, the Secretary to the National Gallery, a
gentleman eveiyway qualified for the task, aud who
is acquainted with many curious anecdotes connected
with each jiicture. It will be beautifully printed

—

the typography and the engravings. The work,
therefore, promises to be, and no doubt will be, one
of the most interesting and valuable of modern
limes,—a worthy monument to the great master.

Wood-carving.—The showrooms of Jlr. W.
G. Rogers, in Soho Square, are now filled with
au interesting collection of wood-carvings, executed
by that well-known ai’ti-st, for the decoration of

St. Michael’s Church, Cornhill; they comprise an
hexagonal pulpit, a chancel screen, and a series

of benches, all of oak, aud all most elaborately

decorated with a number of emblematic designs of
much beauty. Mr. Rogers has been anxious to

produce something original, and has not adopted
any conventional style; he has taken what would
best suit his ideas, from those of the Byzantine and
mediicval eras, and treated them with the variety and
freedom which a more direct reference to natural

foliation would give. His series of “ beuch-ends ” arc

not, as is so frequently the case, repetitions of one
idea, but every panel or poppy-head differs from
the others; aud, as these amount to a very large

number, the fertility of his inventive powers prove
to be great indeed. Many of his simple and beau-

tiful allegories ai’e finely rendered, and the texts,

here and there entwined among the ornaments, are

singularly appropriate, and full of the broadest spirit

of holiness. As works of Art these w'ood-carvings

take high rank : they are beautiful originalities,

boldly and broadly carried out, and we have never

before seen an entire series of church decoration of

so high au artistic character, evincing thought and
deep feeling, and they are eminently “ Protestant.”

We conceive that we shall have, in St. Michael’s, a

brilliant example of what a modern English ch’-Hch

should be.

The Readings of Miss Glyn.—This accom-
plished lady has been recently giving “Readings”
of the dramas of Shakspere, to the exceeding delight

of “ applauding audiences.” Her advantages are

large ai^d many, physical and intellectual; a fine

person, and remarkably expressive features, are by
no means unimportant aids to such a task : these

are eminently hers
;
she half reads and half acts the

parts, carrying her auditors with her into the several

scenes, by acting the characters as well as speaking
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the words
;
Uais giving to the play almost as much

of reality as it could receive upon the stage. Her
mind is of a high order; she entirely comprehends
and enters into the part she enacts

; her personations

are calm and dignified, or eloquent and impressive,

but always subdued by a seeming consciousness that

she is rather reading a written poem than perform-

ing a drama in which force and passion are, so to

speak, qualified by distance, and justified by sur-

rounding appliances. Her " Readings” are therefore

lare intellectual treats, in which the author is all in

all
;
and we can conceive no means by which Siiak-

sperc may be so eifcctually understood, or so truly

enjoyed, as when thus preseuted to us—apart from
all embarrassing circurastanee—by one so thoroughly
capable of reudering justice to so grand a theme.
Whether tender or fierce, persuasive or energetic,

wlietiier exhibiting the gentler or the stronger

passions, she is equally a mistress of her art
;

so

intensely has she studied, and so completely has she

understood the great poet, that every sentence

receives its proper weight, while uolhiug is lost,

nothing is exaggerated. There is no effort to produce
mere ellcct; the purpose is solely to illustrate what
the author meant : it is Shakspere who is read

—

gracefully, emphatically, and forcibly. Her voice is

singularly fine, her manner peculiarly impressive,

her mind largely comprehensive
;
but the artist is

evidently ever conscious that it is the author, and
not the actor, who is to be brought before the
audience in these ” Readings and in this is their

gi'eat charm. It is impossible to imagine a way by
which an “ evening” may be passed more agreeably,

more intcUectiially, or to greater profit.

JI. Rudolf Leiim.\nn, a German artist, who is

well-known, and highly estimated in England, and
has large fame in Paris, where he has of late years

made his home, received a mark of distinguished

honour from the Priuce of Wales, while his Royal
Ilighucss was at Rome. The priuce inspected the

artist’s portfolio, and especially a series of crayon
portraits of remarkable meu of the epoch, \\fith

much attention, receiving from them great satisfac-

tion and pleasure
;
afterwards his Royal Highness

invited the artist to dinner. 'I'hese evidences of love

of Art, and appreciation of artists, are very welcome
in this country, where the young hope of England
has already grown into the affections of those over
whom he is destined, by God’s blessing, to rule.

T The Lucknow' Sceptee.—A sceptre of agate,

inlaid with gems, has been recently shown, by
Mr. Phillips, of Cockspur Street, at whose establish-

ment it may still be examined by the curious. It

is of beautiful workmanship
;
the head is composed

of one massive piece of fine oriental agate, elaborately

fluted, in the form of a mace, and enriched with
rubies and emeralds. A soldier found it at the sacking
of Lucknow, and gave it to his officer, who presented
it to Mr. AV. H. Russell, the special con-espondent

of the Times.

Copyright in Art.—Jlr. Gambart recently

obtained an injunction from Vice-Chancellor Wood,
to restrain Messrs. C. and A. Louis, of Dowgatc
Hill, from importing, or otherwise dealing with,

certain prints, the copyright of which is in the hands
of the plaintifl'. The prints in question are, “ The
Departure—Second Class,” “The Return—First

Class,” “Can 1 come in?” “Saturday Night,”
“Sunday Morning,” and “Shoeiug,” which, from
the evidence offered by the counsel, appear to have
becu reproduced in Germany, and consigned for sale

to the defendants, one of whom, it was alleged, had
disposed of a large number.

IcoNOCLASjr.— Our readers will doubtless re-

member hearing of the injmy done, some few
months hack, to the altar-piece of AH Saiuts’

Church, Langham Place. Since then, AVest’s pic-

ture of the “Nativity,” iu Marylebone Church, has

been partial! destroyed
; and the statues of the

Queen and the Priuce Consort, belonging to the

proprietors of the Colosseum, have also been sadly

mutilated. The police authorities were for a long

time engaged in tracing out the offender, who at

length has been discovered and brought to justice.

As might reasonably be e.xpected, the image-breaker

and destroyer of pictures turns out to be a maniac,

a poor chair-maker, who, about October last, was
discharged as cured from the Hanwell Lunatic Asy-
lum, where he had, during his residence, exhibited

strong predilections for the amusements iu which
subsequently he has so unfortunately indulged. The

man, whose name is John Hughes, was recently

apprehended and tried for the offence. The jury
acquitted him on the ground of insanity,—a verdict

wliich, in all probability, will ensure his safe cus-

tody for life. The circumstances that led to his

apprehension are somewhat singular. Hughes, it

appears, besides the outrages alluded to, had
scratched various seutcuces on the pews aud monu-
ments in the churches, such as, “ Destroy rubbish.”

One of the keepers of the Hanwell Asylum, who
had him under his care, saw the account which the

newspapers published of the offences committed,

and recollected tliat this was an expression which
the lunatic often both used and wrote when at Han-
w'ell. He immediately communicated his suspicions,

that Hughes was the offender, to the authorities of

the asylum, who gave him leave of absence to trace

out Hughes, with whose haunts he was acquainted,

and in a short time the poor maniac was handed
over to the police. As the vestry of Alarylebone

Parish had offered a reward of £150 for the disco-

very of the perpetrator of the outrage, we presume
the sum will be given to the Hanwell officer.

Herr Carl AVerner tliis year opens Itis exhibi-

tion of water-colour drawings ou the first Jlonday
in June, instead of the corresponding day in May, as

has been his previous custom. The present collec-

tion will be found to sustain, and more than sustain,

the liigli reputation of this accomplished artist.

Herr AVerner is now engaged upon some interior

views of AVestminster Abbey and the House of

Lords, which will appear in his exhibition. He also

is devoting some time daily to pupils.

Rust of Handel.—A very interesting bust of

tlie great composer has been produced by Messrs.

Bates, AVesthead, & Co. {(he successors of John
Ridgeway), of Shelton, Staffordshire, for Mr, Haw-
kins, of the “China Court,” Crystal Palace. It is

in Parian, and has been modelled by Theed from
Roubilliac’s famous statue, in the possession of the

Sacred Harmonic Society : the “ authority,” there-

fore, is unquestionable. Under any circumstances,

the work would be an acquisition of value to all who
regard music as an art or a delight, and can appre-

ciate the compositions of the great man who is
“
for

all lime,” aud for every people. It will become a

cherished treasure iu homes where music is a source

of happiness. The period of its “publication” is

auspicious—in a few weeks tens of thousands of

people will assemble at the Crystal Palace to com-
memorate “ the centenary ” of the mighty artist.

No better memorial than this could have been de-

vised to recall the occasion
;
and, as Mr. Hawkins

has produced the Lust in three sizes, to suit three

“purses,” we cannot doubt that its circulation will

be, as it ought to be, very large.

The Museo Cami-ana.—We fear this wonderful

collection is no longer within reach of England.

The Marquis Campana has been, by another arbitrary

act of the Neapolitan government, deprived even
of the semblance of control over it : he has been
forced to resign all claim of right

;
and still remains

in prison, where he is, indeed, likely to continue

until its gates are opened, either by freedom or

license, as the case must be, and that ere long, at

Naples. The existing generation will never have so

grand au opportunity of enriching a nation’s stores

of Art : we have lost it—and may deplore the

“short sight” by which the loss is sustained.

The Contemplated Exhibition of 1S61.

—

The operations of the committee are, we under-

stand, suspended, under an impression that if there

be an European war, there will be little probability

of caiTj'ing out their project to a success, or in a

manner worthy of (he nations to be represented.

Two VERY Remarkable Pictures—of Ancient
and Modern Jerusalem—may now be seeu at Messrs.
Jennings, Cheapside. They are the productions of

Herr Muhllcr and M. AA'^hittock, and are based upon
researches made in Palestine by A. Raphael, Esq., a

wealthy and eminent antiquary, who has devoted

much money aud much time to accomplish Ihe im-
portant task he undertook.

The Roman Wall.— Some years since, bis

Grace the Dulce of Northumberland took up the

notion that a complete survey of the great Roman
wall, and of the stations along its line,—which,
notwithstanding the fragments of the past, in the

shape of inscriptions and other records, that they
are constantly thi'owing up, have never been sub-

jected to systematic investigation,—was an object

at once of interest and of importance ;—and, not

unnaturally, as some of our readers will thiuk, he
imagined that such interest and importance as

belong to the theme are especially referable to a

society of antiquaries. That shows, that neither he
nor our readers in question have a clear notion as

to what is the function of richly endowed societies

in England. Accordingly, the Duke of Northum-
heiland, in ignorance of the slumbei-ous qualities of

the body whom he addressed, proposed to the

London Society, through its president. Lord Mahon,
to pay the entire expenses of a thorough survey, if

the Society of Antiquaries w'ould put itself, with no
demand upon its funds, at the liead of these costly

researches. Of course, the society refused,—and
went to sleep again. Not so the Duke of Northum-
berland : he employed a surveyor of his own, Mr.
Maclaughlan, to explore the wall, aud the AVatling

Street north of Pierce Bridge, in Yorkshire
;
and

the plans of the surveys, the castra on the course of

the wall, aud along the AVatling Street, he has caused

to be elaborately engraved, at a cost, it is said, of

some thousands of pounds. The Duke has been
liberal in his donations of this work to scientific

aud literary institutions, at home and abroad, and
to individuals engaged in the investigation of our

national antiquities and here is another instance,

well worth recording, of ducal means employed in

a literary interest, and subsidizing Art in the in-

terest of Science.

TiiE Appointment of Mr. Grote to the chair of

Professor of History at the Royal Academy, as

stated in our last number, induces us to express a

hope that the office will not be, as hitherto, merely
honorary: Mr. Grote’s well-known writings eminently

qualify him to be a public teacher of history.

A'^ictokia Cross Gallery'.—Under this title a

number of oil pictures, by Mr. L.AV. Dosanges, is now
on exhibition at the Egyptian Hail, Piccadilly

:

they illustrate incidents, chiefly in the Crimean
campaign, which have won for the heroic actors the
“ A'ictoria Cross of Valour.” Substituting indi-

vidual acts of bravery for the triumphs of armies,

and we arc reminded, iu some degree, of Ploraee

Vernet’s gallery of battle-pieces at A’ersaiUes. AVc
do not mean to imply that Mr. Desanges is really

a A'’ernet, though we think the veteran French
battle-painter would not disown him as a not un-
worthy follower, especially as a colourist. The
collection, which is to receive additions from time

to time, as we understand, contains about twenty-
two ])ictiu'cs, some of them large, the figures being

life-size; the others, only finished studies for larger

works now in progress. Our attention was prin-

cipally directed to No. 1, “ Commander AV. N.
Hewett, R.N., repelling a Sortie of Russians from
Sebastopol,” which may be described as a bold,

full-length portrait of a young naval officer standing

defiantly by the side of a heavy siege gun : No. 3,

“Lieut.-Col. Sir Charles Russell at the Battle of

Inkerinanu a picture of some pretensions, hut
too melodramatic in its action : No. 4, “ Major
Probyn, C.B., 2ud Puujaub Cavalry, at the Battle

of Agra,” as a whole, the best piece of painting in

the gallery : No. 5, “ Major C. Charles Tees-

dale, C.B., at the Battle of Kars No. 6, “Lieut.-

Col. E. AV. D. Bell, 23rd Regiment, at the Battle

of Alma;” spirited as a composition, the horses,

perhaps, taking precedence, in the eyes of an Art-

critic, of the hero : No. 7, “Major G. L, Goodlakc,

Coldstream Guards, defending the Windmill Ravine,

before Sebastopol ;” the head of the private whom
the gallant major seems to address is very finely

and powerfully expressed. A small picture, marked
No. 8, “ Corporal R. Shields, 23rd Regiment,

seeking his wounded Adjutant, Lieut. Dyneley,”

deserves especial remark; so also does No. 12,
“ Private Anthony Palmer. Grenadier Guards, charg-

ing singly upon the enemy at Inkermann both

of these are really works of good Art. AVe know
not to what extent Mr. Desanges proposes to carry

out his project of a “Victoria Cross Gallery;”

perhaps he is looking forward to a time when the

nation will require a gallery illustrative of battles

gained and of heroic actions; he will then be in a

condition to offer them what will serve as a nucleus.

At any rate, he has embarked in an enterprise that

must cost much time and lahoui-, and we hope he

may find his rew'ard in it ; the pictures arc highly

interesting, and may prove sources of delight to

thousands of visitors.
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The City of the Gkeat King. By J. T. Bae-
CLAY, ^'l.D. Published by Chai'len & Sons,
Philadelphia.

This is an interesting volume
;
we wish we could

add, it is also an honest one, but the facts that
appear with reference to the manner in wliich it

has been produced preclude such a verdict in its

favour : we refer to the topographical illustrations

in the book, and not to the text. Dr. Barclay re-
sided in Jerusalem for a considerable time

;
he was

there when the late Jlr. "W. H. Bartlett visited the
city to make sketches and collect materials for his

wcU-kcown works on Jerusalem, from which it

appears Dr. Barclay has copied several of the illus-

trations, and announced them as original : out of

the fire steel plates introduced in the American
publication, the only one which has any title to

originality is the portrait of the author; three of

the others being copies of Bartlett’s drawings, not
merely unacknowledged, but described, as from a

photograph.” Of his fort3’-fire woodcuts, we learn
from the publisher's preface that twenty-eight are
from transfers, and onlv seventeen profess to be
original

;
while among these is one only so far new

that it is a reduction of one of Bartlett's steel

plates. With respect to the lithographs, which
principally consist of plaus, &c., they most closely
resemble those already in existence, still the pano-
ramic view of “Jerusalem from the east,” attri-

buted to Dr. Barclay's artist, Mr. Bounthal, is a
manifest copy of Bartlett's “Pancrama of Jeru-
salem,’’ in his “ Jerusalem Revisited and we
think that in other lithographs a free use has been
made of the subjects in the English volumes,
although some alterations may be detected in the
details.

* It is a pity that Dr. Barclay should have rendered
himself amenable to the charge which these plagi-
arisms involve : had he applied to the English
proprietors of Mr. Bartlett’s copyrights, he might,
there is little doubt, have obtained without diffi-

culty whatever he wished, and, perhaps, at a
cheaper rate than he has paid for copies. Detec-
tion was sure to follow the adoption of the course
pursued, for Bartlett’s works are as well-known
and as popular in America as they are here. The
appropriation, to use a mild teiiu, of the cuts, with-
out the slightest acknowledgment, is, moreover, to

be reprobated, because our English author and
artist, in his “.Jerusalem Revisited,” repeatedly
expresses his obligations to the doctor and his

accomplished daughter for their kind assistance and
hospitality while he was staying in the “ City of
the Great King.”

LivEnrooL, 1859. From a Drawing by J. R.
Isaac. Published by the Artist, Castle Street,

Liverpool.

An elaborately drawn “bird's-eye” view of the
great commercial port, with its miles of docks
stretching seawards along the northern banks of
the Mersey', its vast storehouses, continuous streets,

its squares and churches, its lines of railways con-
necting it with other iil/icos of busy industry

;
and,

on the opposite side of the river, the rising town of
Birkenhead, with its docks and other objects, form-
ing the Hjccki of future mercantile rivalry. The
print is a large chromo-lithograph, treated so ar-

tistically as to give it all the appearance of a well-
executed iiitluie. The view is taken from the
eastern side of Liverpool, the eye taking in the
Cheshire coast as far as the Fort and Rock Light-
house, and, on the Lancashire side, the country
beyond the town within the limits of vision.

When one looks at this huge mass of buildings, and
recollects what we read of Liverpool as it stood
only a century ago, one is astonished at its growth,
and, did we not know what English enterprise and
industry accomplish wherever opportunity occurs
for their exercise, should pronounce it an impossi-
bility. Mr. Isaac is at present engaged on a similar
view of Manchester, which, from what we have seen,
promises to be as admirable a work as “Liverpool.”

Oun Faem of Four Acues, and the Money we
MADE BY It. Published by Chapman & Hall,
London.

“Our Farm of Four Acres!” The romance of a
four-acre farm ! Charming ! A lady farmer—straw
bat—green watering-pot—cottage onitc—Kerry cow
—spangled bantams—gold fish in a granite basin

—

little pigs, sponged with Naples soap—curds—cream
and strawberries ! So much for the suggestions
created by the Jirst title !

“And the Money we made by it!” We open
the little volume with a strange mingling of

respect and curiosity. A lady make money by a

farm of “ four acres !
” Yes

;
here comes the miu-

gling of poetry and prose—the prose certainly in

the ascendant. It is, to write seriously, a volume
that no dweller in the country should be without,

now that those who make their money in London

—

from the banker to the banker’s clerk—migrate in

every direction round the metropolis,—some placed

by circumstances, which it is a mistake to call the

happiest, above the necessity for domestic economy

;

others obliged to weigh carefully the means of life,

and consider how that life can appear respectable

on “ limited means.” A book like that upon our
table becomes certainly to the latter a safe guide
and companion, protecting the voung country
housekeeper from the errors of ignorance, and
giving information to the more advanced, with a
zeal and accuracy which is quite invaluable. The
difficulties of finding a country home are first e.x-

plained
;
and then follows the detail of country

life, and country occupations,—“our’ cows, and
what we made by them, reduced to hard figures,

—

the account of “ our ” butter making (we wish the
“ American churn ” had been tried : we speak from
experience, and know its value as a saver of lime),—“ our ” pigs—“ our” poultry—“ our ” pigeons,

—

how we cured “our” hams,— “our” bread,

—

“our” kitchen garden,—“ f/ie mojicy tcc made!”
All dealt with cheerfully’, playfully, rationally—
teaching and expounding,—drawing pleasure from
duty, and amusement from—we had almost written

labour. No “ country life,” passed as this “ lady ”

passes bers, could be dull or uninteresting. If a
“ lady ” take into the country, as her staple com-
modity, the habits and desires of a town life, she

will simply be herself uncomfortable, and make
every one within her sphere restless and discon-

tented. Many such have no idea of what they should
do—how they can economise'—and find that, except

in house rent, they effect no saving. Here is their

teacher. Any home-loving, active, intelligent

woman, of limited means, and surrounded by
“olive branches,” can here learn from “Our Farm
OF Four Acres ” how an income may be increased,

and the many advantages and blessings of a country

life multiplied, by following wise iustvuctious, dic-

tated by acquired knowledge and practical expe-
rience.

The Duel after the Ma.squerade. Litho-

graphed by A. SiROUY, from the Picture by
Geuome. Published by E. Gambart & Co.,

London.

Although, happily, the custom of duelling is gone
entirely out of fashion in England,—while even on
the continent this half-barbaric practice is falling

into desuetude, and the majesty of the law is al-

lowed to vindicate real or fancied wrongs, rather

than the pistol or the rapier,—it was well to give a

wide circulation, through the printing-press, to the

great moral lesson taught by Gerome’s finely-dra-

matic, but most painful, picture of “ The Duel after

the Masquerade,” which was exhibited last year in

the French Gallery, Pall Mall. It is an appalling

scene: the combatants and their seconds, heated

doubtless with wine and the night’s revelry, have
quitted the assembly of “fools and their follies,”

and have met, in an open space of the “ Bois de

Boulogne” it may possibly be, to settle a quarrel,

probably about some one unworthy a jangling of

words, still more unworthy of the life’s blood that

has been poured out. All are in masquerade cos-

tume : the clown is there, and the harlequin, a
Turk, a Venetian noble, and other characters, and
the deep snow, trodden and blood-stained, is under
their feet, and the cold grey mist of a wintry morn-
ing is above and around them. The duel has been
fought : one of the combatants has received his

death-wound, and is supported, a pale and ghastly

figure, by his friends and seconds. The victor, led

by harlequin (could satire be more eloquently ex-

pressed }), is hurrying away to a carriage, looming
indistinctly on the’ verge of the battle-ground. It

is a picture most striking and truthful iu the lesson

it inculcates, and powerful in the manner in which
the subject is treated. As an example of lithogra-

phic Art, the print is also worthy of commendation.

The Lonely Hearth. Engraved by F. Bacon,
from a Painting by Rankley. Published by
Graves & Co., London.

We have here a cottage interior. A somewhat aged
peasant is sitting by a lonely fire-side, Avhile guar-
dian angels are bearing away the form of his dead
wife. They are not watching over the departed

clay ; why should they ? The spirit is gone—the

funeral is over, for the hat, crape encircled, lies on
a chair. How the incident has been felt, or in

what manner the sentiment is meant to be con-

veyed, we are at a loss to say. No consolation is

there for the afflicted : the angels are not minis-
tering to him. His thoughts are of the dead, no
doubt, as he sits beside his now lonely hearth

;
but

that is not enough, cither to picture or to teach.
We cannot comprehend the artist’s purpose; for
although the untasted breakfast is beiore him, the
fire burns brightly. We may warn artists against
too much dealing with subjects of this class, which
must be deeply felt to be truthfully rendered.

School Perspective : being a Progressive Course
of Instruction in Linear Perspective, both
Theoretical and Practicol. Specially designed
for the Use of Schools. By J. R. Dicicsee.
Published by Simpkin, Mafishall, & Co.,
London.

Numerous as are the books which have been written
on the science of perspective, there are none, it

would seem, to suit the purposes of Mr. Diuksee, in
his office of drawing-master to the City of London
School, and to the Normal College for Training
Teachers of British and Foreign School Society.
He has therefore compiled and published such a
treatise as, from his own experience, he finds
adapted to his requirements, and as he believes will
be of service to others—pupils as well as teachers.
The lectures and exercises constituting the course
by which the students at the college have been pre-
pared for the annual Government examinations,
form the groundwork of the manual

;
to this much

new matter and a great number of exercises have
been added, and it is primarily divided into two
parts—Theoretical and Practical.

To master the science of perspective is not an
easy task for the young student of Art to accom-
plish. It has proved a stumbling-block which
many’, desirous of learning, could never pass over;
and only because it has not been set before them in
a simple, intelligent manner. A man may possess
a thorough knowledge himself of some science or

Art, while at the same time be is utterly incapable
of imparting what he knows to others

;
and thus,

at the very outset, the learner encounters difficulties

which he feels he cannot overcome, because his
teacher has not the ability to help him; and, as a
consequence, the one is wearied with fruitless efforts

at instruction, and the other is discouraged with
fruitless efforts at learning. Now, Mr. Dicksee’s
book aims at remedying both evils, and thereby
assisting both parties

;
and we think be has suc-

ceeded in his objects. The plan of the work is sys-

tematically progressive, and just so much of descrip-

tive explanation is given as seems necessary to

enable the student thoroughly to understand the
subject. It is illustrated with a large number of

woodcuts, not merely of diagrams and geometrical
forms, but of landscapes and other subjects eluci-

dating and explaining the precepts laid down in the

text. It is also published at a very moderate price,

so as to bring it within the reach of all classes.

Maps. Published by J. Wyld, London.

The war-trumpet blown on the continent has put
our raapsellers on the alert, with reference to the
countries in which the operations of contending
armies are taking place. Mr. "Wyld has just issued

a “ Map of the Theatre of "War in Italy,” in which
is comprehended the whole of the Italian States

lying north of Rome, and those parts of Austria,

France, and Switzerland which immediately border
the Italian provinces. It is rather large in size,

and is clearly engraved, so that any one desirous of

following the movements of the hostile armies will

find no difficulty in doing so.

Another publicaiion emanating from the same
source is a “Map of London, and New Postal Dis-
tricts,” amid the mazes of wliich both eye and
mind seem almost to lose their consciousness, not-

withstanding the precision and accuracy with which
the modern Babylon is traced out on the paper. The
draughtsman and the printer have done their best to

produce order out of a vast chaos of bricks and mor-
tar, extending from Parson’s Green to Bow Creek,

east and west, and from Tottenham to Brixton,

north and south.

Choice Garden Floavers. With Coloured Illus-

trations. By James Andreavs, F.H.S, Pub-
lished by Houlston & Wright, London.

This is a very choice little manual of garden flowers,

containing advice and information for their culture,

and various inodes of propagation, which cannot

fail to be of value, to ladies particularly who take

an interest in their flowers beyond that of gather-

ing their bloom. The illustrations are correctly

drawn and beautifully coloured, but the margin
should have been larger, or the flowers smaller, as

the effect is impaired by their size.
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REYNOLDS AT HIS EASEL.

BY G. WALTER TIIOIINBURY,
AUTHOR OF “ AllT AND NATDRIi AT UOMK AND AllROAD," ETC.

No. i-, LEICESTER SQUARE,

S’ tbe fair west side, the

side of the city where the

London sun sets
;

this is

tlic liouse w'c want—it is

Sir Joshua lleynolds’s.

'j-y Ilof'arth lives opposite, at

v,nr,4

’ “The Golden Head,” on
hr"^ the cast side. In a little street open-

ing out of tbe south side. Sir Isaac

Hewton once lived—so that we are in

Ij’-} a quarter of good* memories
;
and the

tfVyY bearded, bitter refugees, and Wyld’s
Globe, and the singing cafes, and the

exiles’ newspaper-rooms and debating

clubs, are not yet dreamed of. Beside, is there

not the statue of George II., on horseback, in

the centre of the square
;
and a tree or two,

and lots of cocked-hat promenaders—friends

of I)r. Johnson, people who knew Wilkes, and
Gibbon, and Bishop Percy, and Burke, and
Boswell ; and, to give the place a certain

aroma of royalty, there, in the north-east

corner, is Leicester House, where the Duke
of Gloucester lives now—May 25, 1766.
Bemember, reader, we are invisible men,

with noiseless velvet feet, and more than the

usual complement of eyes and ears, so that

we are privileged, and, gliding through Sir

Joshew-a’s door-panel—not frightening the

plump-legged footman with a knocker can-

nonade—we pass at once into the hall. If we
choose to throw olf our cloaks of darkness, and
just call “ Tummus,” we might get him to show
us Sir “Joshew-a’s” new exhibition gallery,

or to kindly condescend to tell John to tell

somebody to tell Sir Joshua’s coachman to

throw open the folding coach-house doors, and
allow U3 to see the great artist’s new chariot,

which has carved and gilt wheels (“ I won’t
have one like an apothecary,” the knight said

to his sister), and “the Pour Seasons,” blooming,

to the wonder of the link-boys and chairmen,

on its costly panels. It is a trifle like the
Lord Mayor’s coach

;
but Sir Joshew'a does not

think of that, though “Tummus,” if wc were
to sound him, may.

It is only half-past nine of a May morning,
and Sir Joshua never comes into his studio till

ten, so we arc safe for a good half hour, and
can look about. I can hear his bland voice

now at his chocolate, inside that door we pass.

The good old bachelor, I know, rises at seven,

and breakfasts at nine : he is at it now’—you
heard that tap, that was cutting off tbe top of

an egg—a Devonshire egg, too—it came by the
coaeli this morning.

Tread softly—this way. I feel like a burglar

who has just taken the hats off their pegs in

the hall, tied a handkerchief round the alarum-

bell, put on list slippers, and lit his wax
candle. This way—gently : this is his study

—an eight-cornered room, 20 feet long, 16 feet

broad, and 15 feet higli.

There is but one window, and that is small

and square, with a quiet, unfluiictuating norl.li

light, coming, as the London artist’s favourite

light does, from Higligate ; the sill, on which

is a slight deposit of snuff-like London dust, is

nine feet from the ground—just, in fact, within

one’s reach. Gently, so that we are not heard.

—

Turn round now, and observe, sideways to the

light, ou that square platform covered with faded

red cloth; the sitter’s chair, that moves glibly

on castors, and stands about a foot and a half

high (I measure it for the sake of accuracy with

a foot rule I always carry in my pocket)—yes,

exactly a foot and a half, for I find the top of

the red baize, now a little brown about the

edges, touching the dark line that marks the

third half foot on my ivory rule. Northcotc is

not yet Sir J.’s pupil, and will not be for some
years

;
but some other of his drapery painters

nave laid everything ready for the great man
on the side-table already by the large straddling

mahogany tripod easel, witli its shifting rack,

drawers for bottles and brushes, and ledge

patiently subservient under the weight of

Mrs. Hales’s portrait—Mrs. General llale, in

the character of Euphrosyne
;

Euphrosyne
being, in fact, a smiling, tripping portrait of

the second daughter of Mr. Chaloiier, a York-

shire gentleman, and better known at dinners

and routs as the sister of Anne, Countess of

Harwood. The famous Marquis of Granby,

immortal in the last century’s tavern-signs,

flaming in scarlet and fine linen, leaning on a

mortar, and quite indifferent to a lively little

engagement in the background, is there, too,

with his face turned, like that of a naughty

boy, to tbe wall
;
and next it, equally hidden,

except to our keen eyes, is a half-length of

Sir Jeffrey Amherst, who is some years hence

to be heard of at China, much to our national ad-

vantage. There also is the great square boxwood
palette, with the long handle aud oval hole for

the Devonshire man’s thumb—just as you may
see it now in a certain Loudon print-shop win-

dow; tbe inner circle of it is yellow and shining,

the outer rim is a little darkened by the sticky

lakes, and ochres, and ultramarines, that our

experimentalist uses for his dangerous aud too-

often fugitive dead colouring. There, like a

sheaf of arrows tossed in a bundle from a giant

archer’s quiver, arc the brushes of the great

magician, clean washed in cleansing turpentine

by the chattering, mischievous pupils, ready

for to-day’s triumphs. The mahogany handles

are eighteen inches long, for Sir Josliew-a

paints Broadly, and at a long distance from his

model. He paints standing, too, so that he
may perpetually recede from aud advance to

his sitter, be it Crauby’s marquess or Clarence’s

duke.

Up at seven, breakfast at nine, studio at

ten, think over attitudes and adaptations till

eleven, sitters till four, then dinner at five

—

nap
;
evening to the world of sitters (Monday

evenings, the Club). This is Sir Joshua’s day,

surely as the sun rise
;

unless he be off for a

trip to Paris, or his beloved native Devonshire,

Baleigh’s country, aud Herrick’s. By his

brushes lies that browui coilin chest of a paint-

box, locked, as it always is, for fear of some of

our colouring experiments aud discoveries

oozing out through prying students, jealous

visitors, or knavish servants, who have been
known to sell secrets : not that "Tummus,” a

Devonshire man, or our negro servant, would
do this, but still it is as well to be on the safe

side, and only the rogues about us, if there are

any, will be vexed at the precaution that baffles

Iheir curious eyes.

3 E

What ! can I believe my eyes ?—no-—yes

—

yes it is Sir Joshewa’s diary
;
the little double-

columned book—one column for names, and
one for memoranda, and the names of his

sitters for this month, entered in his large,

honest, good-natured sprawling hand. His
prices, let me tell you, invisible friend, as you
are helping me to inventory the great man’s

studio, are just now, three-quarters, twenty-five

guineas, luilf-length, one hundred guineas, whole
lengths, two hundred guineas. Let us read

the names for a few months of this year—1766;
we are sm-e to come upon some celebrity, or

some one wc know something about.

10. Mu. Alexander.
lOw. Mr. Blair.
11. Lord Bruce.

1-0-. General Burgoyxe.—Our unfortu-

nate "American friend, 1 suppose. He little

thought of the Indians here, though they do

smear themselves with just such vcrmillioii,

general, as Sir Joshewa is now’ kneading on his

palette.

11. Sir Charles Bunburv.—Some relation

to tbe ingenious caricaturist, I suppose.

1. Lord Cuike Justice Camden, holding

Magua Charta. I know—a truly mental pic-

ture, full of pride of place, legal weight, aud
constitutional dignity.

10. Mrs. Horton, afterwards a widow,
afterwards Duchess of Cumberland, and there-

fore much tormented.

IIoRNECK, !Miss Mary.—Ah! here is indeed

an old friend. Why, this is Goldsmith’s “.les-

samy Bride,”—probably the first love of the

mercurial poet, and who, when he lay in his

coffin, sent for a lock of his hair : a charming

portrait indeed.

Take care—shut the book, for fear Sir

Joshua should come bustling in suddenly.

Thank heaven, it wdll not be till long hence

—

indeed, Monday, July, 1789—that Sir Joshua,

finding his eye obscured l)y a growing disease,

will stop w'orking at Lady Beauchamp’s por-

trait, w'ill lay down his brush, sit for a moment
in silent thought, and then, with a sigh, lay it

down all but for ever. It seems as long a time

to look back to that rude portrait drawn in ink

on Sir Joshua’s bed-room wall, at Plymptou,

or since he drew that window in perspective in

his Latin exercise, at school, and his good old

father wrote on it, in a little neat, incisive hand,
“ Done by Joshua at school out of pure idle-

ness.” I observe, by-thc-bye, looking back at

last year, that Sir Joshua had one hundred and

twenty sitters.

I am afraid Sir Joshua, though a bachelor, is

not very particular about his studio being kept

neat, for I observe, evidently left from yester-

day’s campaign, a great ring of brown dust,

whicli I believe to be the famous Hardliam’s

37, the snuff from 37, Elect Street, that Gar-

rick uses and puffs. There it is, all round the

easel, dropped in lavish slovenliness—a trail

of it marking the artist’s walk between the

easel and the throne. It is rather a weakness

of Sir Joshua’s, and, in fact, he sometimes sets

his wits and beauties sneezing, so that they lose

their expression and spoil their attitudes. The
six sitters of to-day will not like it. I know
he, Sir Joshewa, is so bland aud courteous they

will not like to say anything, remembering the

story at Blenheim, of how he refused to let the

servant the duchess sent sweep up the suuff

till he had finished painting, observing that his

picture would suffer more injury by the dust

than the carpet could possibly do with the

snuff.

Sir Joshua, who was up at seven, and has

gone out for a breezy walk round the park with

his little niece, Offy Palmer, will soon be here.

As ten strikes he is generally in his studio,

opening his portfolio of Yandykes, or seeing ii

his last portrait is dry enough to paint on. Three

minutes to ten—count it; one, two, &c., sixty

—
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oue, two, &c., sixty—one, two—I hear the door
open, llie rattle of a tea-spoon, and Offy's

nienj laugli. Take care ! 0 yes !—we are
invisible, 1 forgot. Here he comes : a man of
middle size, full-flcshcd, but not corpulent

;

blunt, kindly features, beaming spectacles

;

uppcr-Iip deeply scarred, from falling down a
precipice when out riding in Minorca. His
complexion is of tliat rosy floridness that
healthy middle age, even in liondon, sometimes
wears; his face is round; his wliite wig bushy
and bobbed

;
the veins on his full broad forehead

are prominent
;

his mouth is twitcby and sen-

sitive
;
his eyes keen and observant. His face

wears a little of a deaf man’s anxiety,*and he
can-ies the inevitable ear-trumpet, that acknow-
ledgment of an infirmity that Johnson disliked

so. Reynolds has still a great adversary in

;

Ramsay—Allan Ramsay’s clever son. Romney
I lias not appeared above the horizon

;
but there

:
is rough Gainsborough, a dangerous rival in

j

Pall Mall. Tlioimh not yet president. Sir

1
Josiiua—as we call him, though be is not yet
knighted, and West is gaining all the attention

of the court, and hoping to establish an aca-

demy—looks a quiet, courteous, sensible gentle-

man as need be : silent at liis easel, but able

to talk, well read, travelled, and schooled
by duels with Johnson to some subtlety and
accuracy of reasoning and conclusion. Now,
with his spectacles, full cravat, frilled shirt,

deep-collared buttoned coat, lapelled waist-

coat, and Michael Angelo watch-seal, he looks
born for rank, does the Devonsliire clergyman’s
son

;
and if 1 wanted a special word to express

at once the chief characteristics of Sir Josliua,

I should choose the adjective “ respectable”

—

that, apart from liis genius, is what he socially

is.
_

Barry is a raving Irish savage beside him

;

Gainsborough a distempered clown; Wilson a

red-nosed and drunken boor
;
West a Methodist

churchwarden. We know he is parsimonious
iu his household, inclined to secret jealousy,

cold, and inclined to be dictatorial; not an
impulsive, warm-hearted man, but au agreeable-
tempered, bland worshipper of the "respecta-
bilities;” slow of invention; rather too free a
borrower from the old portrait-painters, and in
everything but colour experiments, prudent,
discerning, and safe. No doubt answers may be
found to these charges by men who like to

think their heroes angels, and do not want the

j

truth, or the hard instructive reality
;
no doubt

!
he helped Dr. Johnson to do good by alms

; no
' doubt he gave Gaiusborough one hundred gui-

neas for his “Girl and Pigs,” when he asked

[

onl^ sixty
;
no doubt he once gave a starving

' artist £100
;
but he was a screw at home, and

i fldgetted his servants about the caudlc-drop-
1 pings and cheese-parings, when he had a snug
i £60,000 lying at his bank. We must remem-
I ber, too, that many people thought themselves

j

defrauded by the faaing of some of Reynolds’s
experimental pictures

; and that his women, as

I

Walpole, the clever chatterer, says, were
' thought unsuccessful, and his poor children
! too_ courtl.v and polished. This is what my

j

invisible friend says, for he is one of those who
I

like to see the true man painted, and not au
I impossible virtuous lay-figure

; and he is going
: on till I threaten to throw off ray invisible

! cloak, pull Reynolds by the coat-tail, and tell

I
him all the scandal.

[

Shut, then, your scandalous mouth, and gaze
I

with admiration and hushed reverence on that
chair which Barry will one day stand over, with
generous tear in his eyes, when it was given him
6y Reynolds’s niece, the Marchioness of Tho-
mond. That chair has held, or will hold,
nearly every great man and beauty in Reynolds’s
half century :—antiquarian Percy, the indirect
founder of modern poetry; Burke, tlie orator;
Robertson, the historian

; Warton, the poet

;

Mansfield, the patriarchal judge; Gibbon, the
historian of the later Roman empire; the stu-
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pendous Johnson
;

the unfortunate Warren
Hastings

; stupid Lord Auson, who went round
the world, but never saw an inch into it

;

Goldsmith, the immortal, who dedicated "The
Deserted Village ” to Reynolds

;
Sterne, the

humourist
;
Walpole, the memoir writer

; Fer-
guson, the astronomer

; Banks, the man of

science
;
and the brave Lords Heatlifleld and

Ligonicr. Unsuccessful as he was sometimes
in likenesses, we must remember that he has
perpetuated greater men, aud more of them,
than either Vandyck, Titian, or Rembrandt

—

great, I mean, iu the intellectual, best, and
wisest sense.

This snuffy floor, too, I venerate it much,
though it is covered with a brown layer of
Hardman’s 37, more than if it was that of a
relic chapel, because here stood and sat the
models of his ingenious pictures : here sat that
dreadful beg^ar-mau, with a fortnight’s beard,
and traces of ardent coal-heaving in his face,

grinning that dreadful grin, which Goldsmith
afterwards said reminded him of Dante’s Ugo-
lino, by the name of wliieh sufferer the grinning
coal-heaver’s portrait w’as eventually christened
by the would-be imaginative great man.

Shall I now (as we are about it) throw off

my dark cloak suddenly, and out aud ask Sir

Joshewa—or hadn’t we better go down stairs

and teaze the old servant, Ralph Kirkman, for

some stories of the great man’s models ? I
tliink by these means we shall not merely
gratify a very excusable curiosity, but obtain
some very useful clues as to the extent and
facility, or otlierwise, of this our artist’s in-

vention. Now this Puck, for instance, this

inimitable little brown goblin, tossing his

frolicsome legs on the round top of a spongy
mushroom—Uie picture that Walpole did not
like, and that Alderman Boydell would have
painted for his Shakspere Gallery—was it

taken from a chubby beggar boy that Sir

Joshua found sitting on the steps of this very
house that we are in in Leicester Square

;
or

was it from the stray street boy who, after-

wards becoming a brewer’s porter, was, singu-
larly enough, years after wdien grown old, pre-

sent at the sale-room when this very picture

was put up to the liammer ? or was it, which
is more likely, painted at first from the stray

boy, afterwards one of those sturdy champions
in quilted coat and leather armour, that you
see riding luxuriously on Barclay’s drays, and
afterwards repainted, at Boydell’s request, on
the mushroom as Puck, and finished from what
do you think, invisible friend of mine ?

“I give it up.”

Why, from a dead child, pale aud flaccid,

borrowed from a hospital, aud bandaged up in

the position of the laughing goblin. Sir

Joshua was full of these expedients; for Mason
tells us, that just as he painted hungry " You-
go-Iean-0” from a grinning coalheaver or street

beggar, w'ith a fortnight’s beard on, so he
painted some of his cherubs from a mirror
suspended at angles above the lieads of chil-

dren sitters. His fancy aud historical pictures

were, iu fact, merely portraits, ana often

originated by chance circumstances, for Sir

Joshua’s periwigged imagination was not a
nimble-footed one, and was not always at hand
when called for. His " Cliildren in the Wood,”
for instance, arose from the fact of a beggar
cliild, who was sitting to him for some other
picture, falling asleep, aud looking so innocent
and calm, that Sir Joshua instantly put a clean
fresh canvas on his easel, and painted in the
head; and then, as the child turned in its

sleep, he drew' on the same canvas another
study of the same head. Some leaves, an
orange-breasted robin, aud some boughs, were
then added

; aud the dish, so spiced and cooked,
was henceforth known as "The Children in the
Wood.” This very child nearly came to a had
end

;
after being thus immortalised, for one

day, the beggar-mother let it fall out of her
arms from the raised throne, but luckily the
child escaped unhurt. In his allegorical picture
of Dr. Beattie, Reynolds introduced a portrait

of lean, wizen Voltaire, and a fat man’s back,
that everybody w'ould christen Hume’s. Then,
let us not forget that chubby little giant, the
boy Hercules, di-awn from the son of a tenant
of Burke’s, down at Beaconsfield, where the
rusticating artist saw him, robust aud happy,
rolling on the cottage floor. He grew up to
be a farmer, and is, we believe, still living,

though not able, Hkc Puck, the brewer’s man,
to remember being carried a struggling young-
ster to the studio, where he knew, for the base
consideration of lucre, he would have to lie

stripped aud shivering on the throne for a
mortal hour. We will not stop, sneaking behind
Sir Joshua in this disagreeable invisible way

—

bothof us perpetuallyatraidtliat m walkingback-
wards from his picture he will stumble agaiust
us—to discuss whether Sir Joshua’s Thais was
the celebrated Emily Bertie, or the no less

unfortunate and beautiful Emily Coventry,
who, accompanying a lover to the East Indies,

died there; nor wUl we delay or lose time this

blessed May morning, when we want to get
out aud see the young green on the May leaves,

and the tender warmth wooing them to unfold,

by stopping to describe how, opposite that

mirror you see there, Dr. Beattie the poet
once stood in his robes for five hours, while
Sir Joshua painted him; or how, by accident-

ally turning to look at the old masters that

hang round the octagon room, Sir Joshua’s
sitters have won a gi'ace which has been in-

stantly, with consummate skill, cauglit on the
canvas. Here leering Sterne, with the cres-

cent mouth, arch eyes, and bumping round
forehead, sat with oue finger on his brow; here
Mrs. Siddons gazed, as if listening to a voice

from heaven, or like the Pythoness on her
throne.

This, too, let us remember, is the room
where Sir Joshua sometimes said sharp tilings

to impertinent sitters, presuming on the vulgar
accident of wealth. Here he said to Sir Timothy
Tunbelly, who complained that the pattern of

his lace rufiles was not enough made out,

“That is my manner, sir, that is my manner;”
and to Lady Goldsack, who was very fond of

displaying her long glove-stretcher hands,
"Madam, I commonly paint my hands from
my servants.”

Now let us go visit the inner room, where
Reynolds’s pupils work. Northcote is not
there yet, but there is Huraplirey copying,

Zoffani chatting, or Gill, the Bath pastrycook’s

son, finishing some drapery in the broaa histo-

rical way. There are casts in the room, aud
hosts of unpaid for aud rejected portraits, for Sir

Joshua was not always lucky in his likenesses

;

and here are some of the old masters he is so

proud of—some bought to scrape, and peel,

aud flay, to discover Venetian secrets; others

to gloat over and study
;
aud a few damaged

and St. Bartholomewed by picture dealers (the

hardened sinners !), to work upon aud repair.

Here are sunny Claudes, monotonous and a trifle

dull with figures, that showed Claude, as Sir

Joshua says, sometimes " did not know what
he was about;” learned (pedantic) sketches by
Poussin

;
a wonderful dark Velasquez, who

" does at once what we all try for with so

much labour;” the doubtful portrait of Milton,

bought of a dealer
;
“ The Witch coming from

Hell w ith a lapfiUl of Charms,” by Teniers j

Michael Angelo’s Madonna and Child, in oil

;

Ludovico Caracci’s study of a head for the

Bologna picture of Saint Antonio
;

and a
Sheep-shearing by Bassano. Particularly ob-

serve those two portraits by Velasquez, because

they have been touched up by Reynolds him-

self
; that full-length portrait of Philip IV.,

when a boy, has felt his brush; and to that
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Moor, blowing a flageolet, lie painted an en-

tirely new background. And here, too, is one

of his rare halt-dozen landscapes—a view of

the Thames from his own villa on Kichraond

Hill.

Perhaps you know that "Reynolds is sadly

deaf (as that ear-trumpet of his implies) from

a cold caught by painting in winter in the un-

aired Raphael Rooms of the Vatican, so Sir

Joshua in the nest room will not hear us
;

and I can tell you that these portfolios are

full of {irints and drawings, which the great

painter never refuses to lend to any poor artist

who comes hither for advice, trembling, ner-

vous, and downcast. Generally, regardless of

the chance of these valuables fjeing seized for

rent, he lends willingly from his Gaza of art;

but sometimes he will seem worried by the

perpetual inteiTuption, and send home a poor
fellow to mope idle in his garret for a mouth.
Sometimes he tells a conceited dog merely to

“Goon, go on;” sometimes, “All ! I see you
have been looking at tiio old masters—go to

nature.” To others he talks of Italy and
Michael Angelo, or lauglis at his old master,

Hudson, whose works have all gone up into

the garret. Ilcre, perhaps, Toms, the drapery-

painter, is working, and from him Reynolds
goes out for a moment’s breathing to pet the

eagle that he keeps on a perch in liis back
area, or goes to feed liis parrot, being, to

tell the triitli, a little vexed by somewing
Toms has said. Great men don’t like to be
crossed ill their dictums : now Toms, for-

getting he is merely a serf and a drudge—
really a dull, lieavy workman—can sometimes
be very independent and reckless in what he
says, which, for a serf and Gibeoiiite, is aggra-

vating. You can see Toms is sulky—wrong-
headed, ill-judged Toms !

—

by his keeping his

head down, and grubbing away silently at bis

drapery. "VV'’ell, what was it ? It was this.

There’s that Toms, Avilful and impatient—not,

perhaps, much enjoying his profession, or the
fag end of it—never listens to Sir Joshua’s
directions, and only last week, in consequence,
painted Lady Trumpiugton in a court dress

instead of Melpomene’s robes, which was tor-

menting in a serf like Peter Toms. Well,
about one o’clock, just as Lord Breezely is

"one, and before the Honourable "Mrs. Carder
is come, in runs Sir Joshua, palette aud brushes
iu hand, and a trail of snuff following him,

having just taken a biscuit and glass of sherry
for lunclieon—runs in to see how Toms
(knowing his carelessness) is getting on.

“ Why, Toms,” cries lie, “ good heavens !

you have made Lady Trumpmgton a court

lady instead of a Musidora. Tut, tut ! dear,

dear, dear—Toms, you ain’t worth your salt !

This is how you arc always vexing and worry-
ing me. Tut, tut ! Tut there, it won’t do

;

you must paint it all again. I must not have
my orders neglected in this way. Didn’t I
tell you, by Ralph or Margaret, to put blue

about the sleeves, and licre you have put red.

Tlicrc—there !

”

It was no doubt ve.xiug
;
but it was rather

sad, it seemed to me, to see Tom’s pale, hope-
less, immovable, sickened face look up, and in

a deprecating way, with that expression on it

that a spaniel puts on when you raise your
arm to beat it. Drapery painting for two gui-

neas a week is not lively work, and the drudge’s

heart perhaps ached over this picture. He
looked up sorrowfully first at the lay figure that
held the drapery move patiently than tlie worn-
out drudge, and said in a low voice, “I can do
no more to it. Sir Joshua

;
you ought to be

more explicit when you give the pictures into

my hands.”

Sir Joshua {taking snnjf, and pulling up his

car-lrumpet, as if he was going to wind a horn
with his ear, as J)r. Isander on the

Sandwich Island Jhite loith his nose). Tut, tut

!

Toms, don’t bandy words with me
;

your
drapery doesn’t accord with the head.

Toms (^fretficllg). Tliat is, Sir Joshua, because
your heads are painted on a diminislied scale.

Sir Joshua (firing xip). Eh, eh ! diminished

scale? What ! Do you say that I paint in a

little manner ? Did you say mine is a little

manner {puffing) ?

Toms. No, Sir Joshua—no; but I say, that

your heads are less than life.

Sir Joshua. And I say that—
Footman {jlings open the doo)). Lord Deuc-

ace and the Marquis of Sizes.

[Exit Sir Joshua, with afierce look at Toais.

-* -S ;>

Shall wc ever sec Toms again, the poor
drudge ? Yes, once, as we, with eleven other
gentlemen, shufiie up stairs to a St. Martin’s
Lane garret, with spider-web windows, where,
on a attic rickety deal table, near a square-

looking glass and an empty bottle, lies a razor,

with the blade covered with dried brown blood,

aud oil the bed, under a sheet—
“ Let us get out into the open air,

gentlemen, this garret is oppressive.”

vtf

Indeed, this equable, angel-tempered man,
like most of us, bad ugly little fits of temper at

times, aud could make up in a moment or two
for some weeks of phlegm aud equanimity. I
am afraid tliat even in matters of temper the
old Adam has its corapeusatious. I have known
religionists eat to repletion at table

; too
often, I think, a certain abstinence leads to the

outbreak of some neighbouring vice, for to keep
badness under is lilic keeping sand in one’s

closed fist—it is sure to leak out somewhere.
When Sir Joshua was using fleeting lake

and carmines for his flesh, and trying to retain

the fugitive colours by imprisoning them in im-
perishable cages of varnish, he used to get very
petulant if any one told him vermillion was
more durable. Then he would hold up his

hand to his silvery spectacles, and say testily,

“ I can see no verniilliou.”

Sometimes the Toms of the discussion would
say,—

“ Well ! but, sir, did uot Sir Godfrey Enellcr
always use vermillion in his flesh colours !”

Sir Joshua {sharph/). Sir, what signifies it

to our discussion what a mau used who could
not colour. But you may use it if you will.”

[E.nt ahruptlg through the concealed-

door into his study.

I see in the world I walk through and fret

about, meu with many sorts of temper, but all

the classes may be divided into two great

divisions :

—

The Smoulderers aud the Elaiters.
I see no others ; the one rankle, and chafe,

and sulk, aud remember; the otliers explode,

clear the air, and forget. Sir Joshua was a
good, kind man, but still a sraouldcrer. He
was too cautious aud reserved to be of the true
strike-and-forget race. Barry abused and in-

sulted him, aud shook his fist, and called

his “Discourses” “poor mistaken stuff,” Sir

Joshua smiled blandly, shifted his trumpet,
took snuff, and turned away. Not long after-

wards he said to a friend, “ If there is a mau
in the world I hate, it is Barry.” Tlicy lie

now side by side in the Abbey quietly enough—and there let them rest.

In his quiet, cutting way Sir Joshua could
be severe on sitters. If one pretty actress

laughingly told him that her face “ was freckled

as a toad’s belly,” he quietly laughed at her
artful vanity.

_

"yVlicn the Nabob wrote to him
to add “the Titian tint aud the Guido air” to
a picture, be laughed quietly at the fool’s igno-
rance

;
when the Duchess of Cumberland

(a pavvenue) condescendingly offered to sit to
him at his oxon house, he laughed quietly at the
inevitable pride of parvcuuism. Was uot this

just the man, -when all silly London was flock- '

ing to see Madame Ic Bruu’s portraits, to say

to a foolish admirer of the novelty, “ Yes, they
arc very fine—as fine as those or any painter,

living or dead.” “ As fine as Vandyke.” “Yes,
andfinerF
The May-day is really wearing so fast, that

if we stop much longer we shall be in time •

(in our invisible dark cloaks) to see one :

of Sir Joshua’s weekly scrambling dinners.

Eight laid for—sixteen come; guests asked at '

the last moment, all the arrangements left

to the servant by our bachelor friend, who is

not a clever host, though a kind one. Dinner
at five exactly

;
wait for no one. Not knives

enough, or glasses enough, or plates or forks
'

enough—more like a picnic than a dinner. Not i

servants enough
;
beer, bread, and wine never

ready to be got. Talking tremendous, and
disputativc. Johnson’s voice thunderous

;
the

way he eats the Devonshire cream, and
drinks the Plympton cider, is terrible to any
one but a doctor to contemplate. Sir Joshua

j

docs not praise the venison, or press any one
i

to take anything. Peers, doctors, lawyers,
|

actors, musicians,liistorIans, everyone scrambles
;

for himself, and talks, laughs, and wrangles. Sir
|

Joshua is easy, conciliatiug, aud unaffected, full

of anecdote, aud most conversable and unosten-
i

[

tatious. Gibbon tells a story of somebody i

finding Essex’s ring in the concealed drawer of i

an old cabinet. Boswell praises the port at

the Mitre. Johnson says beef-steak pie is a '

good thing if it were ever cold (he has just

burnt his mouth—1770). Burke is great on
the antecedents of some pompous nabob. i

If any man’s life may be summed up in a
series of pictures, it is surely Reynolds’s.

Eirst, the little round-faced son of the

Devonshire clergyman stealing time to copy
tlie prints from Plutarch’s lives, and Catts’s

“Emblem,” or lining out artful diagrams from
|

the Jesuit’s Perspective next copying Guer- i

;

cino drawings in Hudson’s studio, surrounded
,

i

by pompous full-lengths, iu blue velvet coats
\

aud white satin waistcoats, or with his “ fat- ;

headed” master at a sale, pressing forward to

touch the thin, long hand of Pope, just as

Northcote afterwards pressed forward to touch

his. Next in the Sistine Chapel, standing rapt

before Michael Angelo’s great autograph, or

sighing to find himself not enthusiastic enough
at the Raphaels

;
or noting down in pocket-

book “The Leda,” in the Colonna Palace, by
Correggio, is dead-coloured white, and black,

or ultramarine, in the shadows, and over that

is scumbled, shiny aud smooth, a warmer tint

of asphaltum. Then, having driven Lio-

tard from the field, and established iu Great

Newport Street (now Mr. Gibbs’s, the print-

sellers), talking to Johnson, laughing over a
man looking at his picture and saying, “ Rey-
nolds, you have fallen off; Shaksperc in poetry,

aud Kneller in painting, damme!” or in the

great house in Leicester Square, dining with
Sterne, quizzing Goldsmith, reasoning with fat

Gibbon, or moralizing with Wartoii. Next
entering the room where Chambers, West,
Cotes, and Moser are discussing the founding

an Academy, and being hailed by them with

one voice as “ President ;” being cheered by
students in the Oxford theatre, when he ap-

pears in his new scarlet gown, with Beattie, a

D.C.L.
;

and shall we miss him that rare i;

evening, at the St. James’s Coffee-liouse, wlien ,,

the epitaphs were written, and Goldsmith read, :

amid applause :— ;

“ still born to improve us in every part— '

His pencil our faces, liis manners our heart."

Then in Bolt Court, by the death-bed of John-

son, taking his chilling hand, and promising,
j

with tears dimming his spectacles, never to
;j

touch brush again on Sundays. Then by the il

death-bed of Gainsborough, clasping his hand
in generous reconcilement. Then that sad il



July day, when he felt bis sight failing, and
laicT down his brush for ever, and said, “I
know that all things on earth must come to an

end, and now I am come to mine.” Then blind

and dejected, groping about Leicester Square in

search of his pet canary, that bad strayed

;

and lastly, grave and silent, lying in state in

Somerset liouse, in the black velvet coffin,

with Burke and Barry, Boswell and Langton,

Kemble and John Hunter, and Townley, and

Augerstein, looking on in the room hung with

black cloth.

And now, throwing off our dark cloaks, and

advancing to the foot-lights to speak tlie epi-

logue, let us give a short summary of this great

man’s excellences and. defects. We all know
the. rich, genuine tone of a good Ileynqlds

—

the old Stilton texture, the tone as of a picture

“boiled iu brandy,” the mellow yellows, the

transparent reds, the sunny browns. W^e know
his grace, ease, and variety, the thoughtfulness

and dignity of his heads. We know he painted

not merry grace like Gainsborough, and pretti-

ness, like liomney, but wisdom and dignity, like

Titian and Vandyke. W'e may regret that bis

pictures have faded, but cannot reproach a

great mau for making experiments in colouring

which were not always successful. We must
remember, too, the humility of genius with

which he spoke of his eclectic and unsuccessful

search for Titian’s great secret ; how gra-

ciously he says, “ I was influenced by no idle

or foolish atfectation
; my fickleness in the

mode of colouring arose from an eager desire

to attain the highest excellence.” No doubt,

we must allow that iu pursuit of this cliimera

Sir Joshua sold pictures for large prices that

were literally mere dissolving views, turning

after a time to worthless withered canvas.

There is no reason, either, to assert that Ids

admiration of Michael Angelo was a sham
;
for

he takes care, in his admirable “ Discourses,” to

point out forcibly the aberrations of that great

Bloreutinc. But what we most regret iu Sir

Joshua is not so much his attempts to trick up

his portraits into historical pictures, as his

lamcniable exhortations about the ideal, and

his mischievous advice to students to paint

generalised drapery, as if anything could be-

come ideal by the sacrifice of truth.

A NEW METHOD OP MOULDING
IN PLASTEE;

WHEREBY THE HARDNESS OF jrARBLE

IS COMMUNICATED TO THE CASTS.

Wn never contemplate a fine plaster cast without

lamenting the fragility of the material of which it is

formed. 'I'o the beauty and purity of fine plaster

casts there is, in addition, a softness which no
aclunl chiselling can give; and certainly this reflec-

tion of the tool which we find in good casts

approaches nature in a way that captivates every

artistic intelligence: but we never see a plaster

cast without a strong impression of that c.vtreme

tenderness of the material which renders it suscep-

tible of injury on -occasions of the most trifling

accident. Its ready and'accuratc assumption of’form

has constituted gypsum the most valuable auxiliary

of the sculptor
;
hut its liability to fracture is au

imperfection which reduces it to the condition of a

temporary utility. Jlany attempts have beeu made
to harden it by the mixture of lime, alum, and other

substances, but these additions have failed of the de-

sired effect. A communication, however, has been

made by Signor Abate, of Naples, to the Paris Aca-

demy of Sciences, of a process for hardening plaster,

which he describes as entirely successful. In a course

of experiments, it is observed that the vaideties of

gypsum are of different degrees of hardness—some
being of a solidity equal to that of marble—that its

consistencedepends less upon its chemical constitution

than upon natural or incidental circumstances ante-

cedent to the agglomeration of the molecules
;

for,

indeed, there are kinds of gypsum of the same che-

mical constitution which are of different degrees of

hardness. The burning of the natural matter in

the preparation of plaster effects no change in the

chemical composition of the material—the result of

burning being only the expulsion of moisture, esti-

mated at tvveuty-seven or twenty-eight per cent.

These facts suggested, that in the preparation of a

Lard plaster for sculptural purposes, the natural

condition of tiie material should he imitated as closely

as possible, and consequently in mixing the plaster

that the proportion of water should not be greater

than is fouud iu nature,—and that by powerfid

mechanical pressure the mass should be as closely

consolidated as possible; for firm cohesion depends
upon the compression of the mass. The ordinary

method of preparing the plaster is wrong iu prin-

ciple, tlie result being most defective. A material,

however, as hard as that found in nature is pro-

ducible, but only in obedience to the natural law.

The great affinity for water existing iu gypsiun

is always gratified to saturation in preparing it

for casting. Tlie quantity of water added may he
averaged at two hundred per cent.— that is, a

proportion of eight times the quantity found in the

stone in its natural slate. Evaporation immediately

commences, and the water which is driven offleavcs

beliiud a porous body, susceptible of damp, and
which, by the alternations of heat and cold, soon

sutlers a disconuecliou of the particles.

Many methods have been tried to reduce the

volume of water usually mixed with the plaster;

and those artists wlio have been e.xperiraeuting with

a view to its induration, have found the most
satisfactory method to be, the introduction of the

water iu the form of steam, which is thus ef-

fected:—The dry plaster is placed in a cylinder,

mounted in sucli a manner as to turn horizontally

ou its axis; and in connection with this cylinder is

a steam apparatus, by which means the plaster

receives in a short time tlie necessary quantity of

water, which may be adjusted by weight to the

gre.atest nicety. Even after this process the gypsum
still retains the condition of powder, and so conceals

the presence of water. The plaster being thus

prepared, the moulds are filled, aud the whole is

subjected to the action of a hydraulic press. A few

moments suffice for the pressui'e, after which the

casts may be removed.

The process is at onec easy and economical, the

cost of casting being simply that of the material,

when the proper moulds have been obtained. The
same observation, indeed, ajiplies to the ordinary

method: but it frequently occurs that improve-

ments are attended by additional expense. Casts

thus made arc very substantial, and take the bril-

liancy of marble. The finest bas-reliefs—even those

of medallions —arc reproduced equallyperfi-ct with the

original. The method has been known for some years,

and the inventor has exposed casts thus made to the

action of the weather, and thus far the experiment

proves them to be well fitted for exterior ornament

;

and according to the known processes of imitating

marbles, any of these may he counterfeited with

the most perfect success: and hence is producible

an admirable substitute for marble at an insignificant

cost. Supposing the material to possess that dura-

bility which Signor Abate attributes to it, from the

experiments which he has made, the discovery will

prove of inestimable value as a branch of commerce.

Signor Abate suggests even that gypsum thus com-
pressed might supply in architecture the place of

cut stone. Buildings constructed of this material

would have au effect superior to marble in richness,

at only a fifth or a sixth of the cost of stone. But
there is a question on wliich the ingenious Ncapolilau

does not seem to have touched—that is, the kind of

mould qualified to resist the force of a hydraulic press.

Tlie material forming the moulds for such a purjiosc

must be iron, and the cost of these must not only

be very considerable, but they must he fiuished with

the nicest art. All casts require more or less

dressing when removed from the mould, and a

material thus hard will require a treatment similar

to that of marble. Of a discovery which promises

so much we are very desirous of seeing some
results, which will enable us to form a just estimate

of its real value.

THE EOYAL PICTUEES.

PRAYER IN TJtE TYROL,
r. Foltz, P.iiiiter. P. Liglitfoot, Engraver.

Size of the Picture, 2 ft. 1 in. by 1 ft. sj in.

Eoltz has been greatly distinguished by his illus-

trious patrons in England: this is tlie third jiicture

by him contained in the Royal Collection, yet his

name is but little known beyond tlie coniines of his

own country ; eugravings from his two other works
have already appeared iu this series. “Prayer iu

the Tyrol” is not unworthy to he the companion
of t]ic“Jagcr,” and the “ Jiiger’s Wife,” though,

as au example of clever painting, it shows to less

advantage than these : the colouring is hard, opaque,

aud monotonous in tone
;
there is an utter absence

throughout of air and light, while the general treat-

ment is of such a nature as to render the task of

the engraver not very easy, in ordei' to produce an
effective print. Painters rarely work with the

object in view of having their subjects translated

by means of the Inrin, or they would assuredly

adopt a different method of arrangement and colour

to that so frequeully employed.

We have pointed out what we consider the de-

fects of the picture, because they are seen, to a cer-

tain extent, in the engraving: it would be impos-

sible for any engraver to conceal them entirely, and
wc would not have our readers suppose they had
escaped our observation

; its merits consist iu the

sentiment it conveys, and the lesson it teaches.

No one who has travelled iu Roman Catholic

countries but must have liad his attention arrested

by the numerous aids to devotion, in the form of

crosses and wayside altars, which meet the eye.

The adherents of the Romish Church embrace every

opportunity of keeping its followers linn iu the

faith, and reminding them of the duties it imposes :

few Catholics have to complain that there is no
outward and visible sign of their creed to recall

them to their allegiance, when inclined to forget or

forsake it. Here, amid the silence and solitude of

a vast rnoge of Tyrolese mountains, and by the side

of a path which none, ouc would suppose, hut a
daring hunter or a chamois would venture to tread,

stands a rude effigy of the “ blessed Virgin,” before

which a peasant woman and her child kneel ia

lowly adoration, quite regardless, as it seems, of the

fact, that the slightest false step on rising would
precipitate them over the rocks into the depths far

below, and bring tliem to an untimely and fearful

end : such a catastrophe appears imminent from
the position occupied by tlie figures. If, however,

any such idea has crossed the mind of the elder,

whatever fear it has engendered is quieted by the

assurance that the “ holy mother” will protect her

worshippers.

The lesson to he learned from the subject of the

picture is, that it recognises an omnipresent Divi-

nity: this pious woman may be -ignorant of the

creeds of her Church—she may not even know the

names of one tenth part of the saints that fill up
the ecclesiastical calendar; her faith in its doctrines

may be of the weakest character; but she has found

in this wilderness of mountains a symbol of One
whose spirit she believes to he present with her,

and who will hear and answer her supplications.

Such memorials, in the eyes of a Protestant, are

allied with idolatry
;
yet it can scarcely be denied

that they are without a beneficial influence where

purer doctrine and teaching are absent.

A very strong religious feeling pervades the

Tyrolese peasantry, and to it may be attributed the

constant appearance of the crucifix on the road-side

iu every part of the country. Upon more remote

paths, leading from one valley into another, crosses

arc erected to serve as guide posts
;
and it has not

uufrequently happened that by this means the be-

nighted traveller has recovered his road, or bccu

saved from destruction, as a flash of lightning has

revealed to him the crucifix, so that the symbol of

his faith has become the landmark of Jiis journey.

Occasionally tlicy are placed near spots where some

fatal accident has occurred, which the memorial

records, with the name of the sufferer, aud an en-

treaty to all who pass by to offer a prayer for the

repose of the dead. Possibly Foltz may have wit-

nessed such a scene, and made it the subject of his

picture.

It is iu the Royal Collection at Osborne.
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PEBSORAL BECOLLECTIOHS OF
AimSTS,

^

BY THE LATE E. V. RimNGILLE.

Xo. 3.

—

Buulowe the Sculi’Tor.

Till': yenr 1837 left many lamentalile mementoes
liebiiid it. Enf^land, France, Italy, &c., were visited

by (bat terrible scourge, the cholera, and among
the many thousand victims that fell was poor Bur-
lowe the sculptor. Tii the September of that year

I left England for Romo, and saw in my journey

sad and abundant evidences of the ravages of this

fatal epidemic. Tlie uumber of deaths were at that

momeut so reduced, that time w'as given for inter-

ment with the usual ceremonies, and this modified

condition spohe volumes for that which had passed

and preceded it. At Paris the still open public

graves told the terrible fact that confidence in its

cessation was not fully established, and that more
victims might still be expected, and perhaps in such
numbers as scarcely to afford time for the decency
and decorum with which suffering n-iortality is

usually cousigned to the earth. lu Italy it was far

worse. In my curiosity to look about me at Paris,

a city I had not visited for sonic years, at the Great
Hospital of the lldtel Lieu I was politely invited

by the porters to walk upstairs, and see some
cholera patients die, and encouragingly told that

the peste was not all over yet, but that there was
no danger. As the velturo passed along every now
and then, wc made way, or turned out of the road,

the celturino first crossing himself, and then holding

his nose and mouth with his hand till the corpses

had passed. Every church and burial-place bore

evidence of peculiar disturbance, and of course in

every hotel—in every room and perhaps bed— in

which w'e sojourned for the night, some sacrifice to the

insatiable destroyer had been offered up. It was neces-

sary to inquire w'hen there were two different routes

—vvhich was not often the case—which was free.

Once we met the military authorities, who congra-

tulated us on our speedy arrival, and told us that

had we been five minutes later wc should have been
pleasantly included iti the circle of the “ cordon
saiiitaire," which they were there at that momeut
to fix. The calamity, great and terrible as it was,

appears to have afforded a good occasion for a

plentiful supply of jokes, for, in addition to a witty

ditty adapted to a certain air in Fra Diavolo in the

succeeding carnivals in Paris and other ])laces, many
most apt representations of cholera victims, with

the double entendre of dying blue, were got up for

the amusement of the public. At Rome, I am sorry

to say, a farce of a more terrible nature was for the

period an everyday occurrence.

We started from Paris, and reached Florence
exactly in twenty-eight days, paying ten shillings

per day, which included everything—hoard and bed.

At noon we had a good meal; at night another;

and, being on the road every day from three or four

in the morning till seven in the evening, we wanted
no inducement to enjoy our bed. At Florence we
met Gibson, Wyatt, and a host of the prudent, who
liad flown from the dreadful scene of disease aud death
to a spot the cholera had not reached

;
but the especial

subject of my notice had unfortunately been left to

take his chance with many more at Rome. I think
it was about Christmas when we reached the “ Eter-

nal City.” News iu Italy (ravels at a snail’s pace,

and we did not expect to pick up much information
on the road

;
but it was curious, that wherever a

question was asked as to the state of the public
health, the masters and waiters at hotels all pre-

tended entire ignorance of any disease prevailing.

At one place Gibson attacked the waiter, and re-

marked, “ You don’t mean to say there has been no
cholera at Rome?”—“Allro!” exclaimed the
fellow;

“
all kinds of reports are about.” “But I

know,” continued the inquirer, “myself some that

have died—one a dignitary of the Church.”—" Puo
essere!” returned (he waiter; “he had overfed
himself—that was all.” Upon our reaching Rome,
we found a very dillerent account, and a fearful list

of the absent was brought to light
; and in my first

inquiry I learnt the certainty of poor Burlowe’s
death. As the ravages of this dreadful scourge
extended, a kind of mania appeared to seize the
people. Every kind of extravagance was resorted

to. The populace of Rome are generally sober, hut

they now ate and drank as much as they could

obtain, and mixed the delirium of intoxication wi(Ji

that more dreadful mauia—superstition, a truly

fearful compound. Bonfires were lighted in all the

principal streets and open spaces, and processions

made barefooted, carrying relics and chanting ollices

and functions, both by day and night. A continued
outcry was kept up by the mobs iu the streets.

Frequently parties of people, mad or drunk, attacked

those surrounding the bonfires; they yelled and
shouted, and pushed each other into tiie llames;

and this mad freak ofteu ended in serious hui-nings,

and hurts, and quarrels, iu which the ready knife

was employed on all tiiat came withiu its reach.

The police had lost all authority, aud the charred

and heated remains of what had been burnt was
seized and whirled into the air and iu all directions,

without regard to the mischief it occasioned. The
next momeut, the mob fell into a juissing pro-

cessiou, tajiers were lighted, the hells of theaccolites

tinkled, all voices joined in the chant, till the

church door was reached. In all the churches, as

a friend told me, who had been a witness, the

responses became uproars, and, in the offices for the

dead, and iu tlie orations and prayers touching the

reigning calamity, such was the ell’cct produced
upon a people of strong passions, and under peculiar

excitement, that the most violent paroxysms of grief

aud despair produced the most fearful lamentations,

aud violent outbreaks, aud cries of distress. Iu the

midst of groans and sobs were heard the shrieks of

unhappy wretches, who, overcome by excitement,

had fallen upon the pavement, aud were being
crushed to death by the mobs, whom fear, terror,

and drink, had rendered regardless of everything,

and who, iu their madness, passed over women and
children calling for help, and dying under their feet.

Sometimes a moody fit of savage devotion came
upon the poor wretches, wdio blasphemed loudly,

or stood in silence, barefooted upon the cold and
stony floors, or who knelt and rapped their wretched
heads with violent sounds upon the floor, or
thumped their breasts in penance. In this way
thousands prepared and offered themselves as ready
sacrifices for the evil they dreaded. Under an in-

fluence 80 unnatural and terrible, it will scarcely

appear strange that crimes of a nature almost

unheard of were perpetrated. The Roman Catholic

will seldom desecrate what his church holds holy,

but here all restraint was thrown away, and men
abandoned themselves to the devil, and assumed his

nature. The infernal monstrosities of the Becca-
morii, or those employed in carrying away the

dead, cannot be named. A few of these wretches
fell into tlie hands of justice, and were privately

executed in the night; but the iufamy was un-
checked until it subsided with the wide-spread evil

by which it was produced, and, whilst it lasted, the

calamity and excitement appear to have deprived
men not only of reason, but of humanity itself.

All epidemics of disease and insanity appear to

act in a similar way upon men, and have their

certain changes and phases of cliai-acter, and so it

happened here. The new form of madness that

sprung up was a wild fancy that the infliction was
not disease, but that poisoners were employed to

destroy the health and life of the people, aud that

these were suspected to he English— a notion, how-
ever groundless it might be, that claimed and liad

its victims ! There was at Rome, at that time, a
teacher of languages, of the name of Alsheal, who,
I think, was a Scotchman. This devoted man,
amusing himself in the slirriug scenes ai'ouud him,
had, it appears, strolled into that dangerous quarter
of the town called Trasiecere, beyond the Tiber,

iuhahited by some of the proudest, fiercest, and
most jealous people of any quarter. While looking
on at the mad freaks of the people surrounding one
of the many fires burning, he either asked, or was
asked, some questions by a child standing near him,
and, as is supposed, pleased with its intelligence

—

for a native of that quarter would rather starve

than beg— lie was seen to give this little creature
something out of his pocket, a baiorcho {a half-

penny), or a sweetmeat, or something, and, at the
same moment, the cry was raised of “ a poisoner.”

A sliower of stones, thrown with that dexterity that

none but the Traslecerini can throw, assailed him
;

he was struck, poor fellow, and fell to the ground,
and, in a few seconds, a dozen knives were iu his

heai’t.

In this state of excitement and confusion which
prevailed everywhere, the poor victim, seized sud-
denly in his lonely lodging, could receive no ready

|

aid or attention. Perhaps nothing can be more
j

dreary than the places of abode of the unmarried at

Rome
: your home is a kind of kennel, in which '

i

you sleep, aud where no other accommodation is

ioiuid, your bed is “shook-dowu” in your absence, I

and your room swept while you breakfast aud dine,
1

work in your studio, and meet your acquaintance i

at the cafes, and never go to your home hut at bed-
time. Y^ou tlieii make your way up long dark
fliglits of stone steps, arrive at your door, grope
your way iu, provide yourself with a light, and
tumble into bed, without seeing or speaking to a
living creature. In this forlorn condition mauy au
unfortunate recluse was suddenly seized, and died
before any friendly hand or voice could reach him.
The Germans, who are the largest class of students

in that great republic of Art—Rome, had, with a

praiseworthy prudence, organised a little plan for

their own security
;
rendezvous were appointed where

medical men were to he found, or heard of, and a
certain number of the members vvere iu continual

attendance to run immediately for medical aid, and
to make constant visits to the abodes of their

compatriots, to ascertain the condition of thintfS.

Nolhiug of this prudent kind was done by the

English, but something of the sort was just begin-

uiug, for the evil and the alann had now extended
even to the most reckless and thoughtless of a class

distinguished by their loose lives aud idle habits.

The good example set by the Germans was, to some
extent, followed

;
a few of the more sober and con-

siderate began to make inquiries and visits to the

lodgings of all whose absence from their usual

haunts was observed. Upon one of these occasions

it was that poor Burlowe was found. The visitor,

with his cigar iu his mouth, in his idle mirth,

reached the dark and lonely door, on a high land-

ing-place, and knocking and shouting for a minute
or two, at last heard groans, and entered, and,

to his horror, found his frieud stretched upon the

bed, rapidly sinking iu the embrace of death. Many
long hours had elapsed since the attack of the

terrible disease, and uothing had been done
;
not a

creature had become aware of the state of the poor
sufferer. As soon as the presence of the visitor

|

was known, and a few words spoken, the brave

victim earnestly entreated him to fly, and evade the
|

peril of contagion
;

for himself, he said, it was now
!

too late to do anything, as another hour or two
must end his miseries : he, therefore, made his re-

membrance to some friends, bade him farewell, and
again begged he would fly and save himself, and leave

i

him to his fate, which was already sealed. The
terrified, but kind, little fellow—whose name I give

you privately, not knowing whether or not lie

would like it made public—quickly determined what 1

to do.* He knew it was of no use to do what wc
would have done at once iu his own country—rouse

the house
; hut, at the peril of his neck, in the descent

j

of the stairs, he was, in a minute or two, among 1

Germans he happened to know, aud, instantly after- j-

wards, iu pursuit of one of their medical men, who, j'

too deeply occupied, was not readily found aud
brought to the assistance of the poor dying artist.

!

i

As soon as the doctor came, and saw the condition i

of the unfortunate man, stamping his foot upon the
;

floor, and in a fit of angry grief, he exclaimed, |

'

“You dogs, you have suffered your countryman to
j

die
;
why did you not come earlier ? it is now too

1

late.” The last words fell unheard upon the ear of 1

the poor sufferer—the last struggle was over : death
|

had released him. The friend who was thus acci-

dentally made the sad witness of this terrible scene,
1

turned to take a last look of the remains upon the

bed, which presented scarcely any trace of the

well-kuovsTi living form, when the terrible thought

flashed upon him, that, within the next hour, the

body would he torn away by the brutes and
scoundrels engaged in the loathsome business of

carrying out the dead. The doctor had flown, to

render aid where it might be required; and he stood '

for a moment, pondering upon what to do. He
j

knew it was necessary to secure any little loose
j

• CharJes Lambert, son of the principal in the firm of
;

Lambert and Rawlings, silversmiths, Ilaymarket. There
|

can be no reason why this name should not bo published.
The gratitude of all the friends of poor Burlowe is i

emincnlly his.
j j
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property that might be lyiug about
;
and not feeling

himself, at that moment, equal to the emergency,

he loched the door on the outside, and went in

search of some friend to assist. Upon their return

they had but scarcely time for their purpose
;

and,

in the nest half hour, all that remained of poor

Burlowe was hurried away and hid for ever.

I knew Burlowe intimately for some years before

his departure for Rome, and had many reasons to

respect him. I felt disappointed at not seeing him
upon my arrival, hut that disappointment was
softened by hearing him spoken of with deep regret,

tenderness, and esteem, by all who knew him. At
a parly, in which were that accomplished artist,

George Richmond, and many other persons of taste,

we were delighted with a female head, which Lord dc

Clifford produced as the first work of Burlowc’s on

his coming to Rome. Reflecting upon the character

of the few attempts I had seen made by Burlowe,

before he left England, I was surprised to see such

an example of his powers, so strongly marked with

a character of Art which might almost he called his

own, so bold aod free was it from any taint of

maonerism or conventional imitation. It struck me
as singular that this should have sprung forth so

suddenly, and without previous notice, and as a

proof how little, in a pursuit like Art, the capa-

bilities of men are to he tested or indicated by their

first crude and unformed efforts. It is also curious

that the attempt should have been made in a style

directly opposed to that which was prevalent among
the artists of Rome generally, being much broader

and bolder, and perfectly free from the littleness

found iu beginners, and especially characteristic of

a certain class of aspirants of the locality. It is,

certainly, dilTicuIl to say to what extent of excellence

and novelty in sculpture such powers might have
been carried, hut it is unquestionable that in Bur-
lovve the world lost a very promising artist, as well as

an honest, kind-hearted, and genuine good man.
I should think Burlowe was about twenty-eight

years of age; he was tall, well-built, fresh-looking,

cheerful, open, amiable, and the very man that,

meeting in the street and catching his pleasant

eye, you would like to speak to, and be acquainted

with. It may be well to say that Burlowe was the

brother of that cxceUent sculptor, "William Behnes,
and that he took the name ho assumed (I thiuk his

mother’s maiden name), to distingnisU his works
from those of his brother.

[We have a little to add to this interesting sketch

by Rippingille, who has so lately followed to the

grave the subject of his paper. We knew Harry
Burlowe well; and believe a better or more upright

man never existed. lie would, assuredly, have
realised the hopes aud expectations of his many
friends ; few men had more

;
they loved and re-

spected him for his high moral worth, his large

intellectual acquirements, and for that genius which
was undoubtedly his. He was, to all seeming,

destined to occupy a very prominent place in the

art to which he was devoted. More than twenty
years have passed since then

;
hut our friend is still

fresh in our memory. It may be interesting to add
that the name he took was suggested by ourselves

:

it was not the name of his mother. He assumed
it—'Calling himself Harry Behnes Burlowe— in

order that his works might not he confounded
with those of his brother, whose fame was esta-

blished; his uatural modesty, and liigh sense of
independence, making it indispensable to him to

work out a reputation for himself.—

E

d. A.-J.']

TlirSKIN’S “ TWO PATHS.’

As with almost all others of Mr. Ruskin’s writings,

60 with this volume, we have risen from its perusal

with mingled feelings of pleasure and disappoint-

ment; pleasure derived from its many glowing,

poetical, and truthful passages
;
disappointment at

the small amount of actual, real teaching of Art
which is placed before the reader

;
and, we are per-

suaded, that if the audiences to whom these lectures

were respectively addressed had, at the close of the

• Toe Two Paths: being Lccture.s on Art and its

Application to Decoration and Manufactures, Delivered in

1S5S-9. By John Ruskin, M.A. Published by Smith,
Elder and Co., London.

discourse, been asked their opinion of what they
had he.ird, nine out of ten would have arrived at a
conclusion similar to our own. It may, possibly,

be the obtusity of our intellect which prevents us
from seeing the end and aim of such teachings as

these
;

if so, we can only lament the absence
of appreciating faculty, both, for our own sake and
that of the author.

The fact is, Mr. Ruskin is either too much behind,
or too far iu advance of, the age; he w’ould have us
return to a state of nature in Art, or ho would push
us onwards to that happy period—Vaai Art Millen-
nium—when; the earth s'hall be filled with nothing
but what is pure, and beautiful, and good. Yet
then comes the question—what is alone worthy of
such characteristics ? And here he differs from
almost everyone but himself, while there seems to

be little chance of any final agreement between
him and his opponents, though we occasionally

catch a faint glimpse, on his side, of retractation of

previously expressed opinions. Most of us in Eng-
land who have loved and studied Art, and think we
know something about it, though, perhaps, we have
only been deluding ourselves all this time, are

inclined to believe that of the dead English artists

are many worthy to be called great. Mr. Euskiu
says we have only had five “ real painters”—Rey-
nolds, Gainsborough, Hogarth, R. "Wilson, and
Turner— though he laughs at AYilson’s “tree-
painting.” "What can he necessary, in his mind,
to constitute a “real” painter, when he can only
find, within the last lialf-century, during whict
time our school has grown up from strong infancy
to mature manhood, one man whom he thinks
entitled to be so honoured ? "We admit be is not,

happily, speaking of living artists; but supposing
that every man of repute still among us was with
the dead, how many of them, judging from his

written records of their works, would he rank with
the glorious yfre ? Constable might, in Mr. Ruskin’s
opinion, have made “ a second or third-rate painter,

if any careful discipline had developed in him the
instinct which, though unparalleled for narrowness,
were, as far as they went, true ;” while the “harm”
he has done in England is extending even into

Erance, so that French amateurs and artists, as well

as those of England, can admire, to Mr. Ruskin’s
regret, the painter of Suffolk meadows, and Suffolk
water-mills. It is clear that if the lecturer is right,

all the world beside must be wrong
;
and it is this

dogmatic assertion— this assumption of superior
wisdom and knowledge—based, as his writings too

often prove, upon ground perfectly untenable, and
from which he is himself constantly shifting,

that renders them so unpalatable to public taste,

and negatives the good which might otherwise be
derived from the many truths he utters. Men will

not take the trouble to extract the gold from the

alloy, when the process is distasteful and derogatory
to their understanding. Among the virtues he has
yet to learn and apply to himself, is that of humility,

or distrust of bis own opinions
;
he shows too much

of the Pharisee in his expositions of Art.

The volume entitled “The Two Paths,” contains

five lectures, delivered respectively at the Kensington
Museum, Manchester, Bradford, to the Architectural

Association in Lyon’s Inn Hall, and at Tonbridge
"Wells

;
the subjects of each being “ The Deteriorative

Powers of Conventional Art over Nations,” “ The
Unity of Art,” “ Modern Manufacture and Design,”
“ The Influence of Imagination in Architecture,”
and “ The Work of Iron in Nature, Art, and Poliev.”

“Though spoken at different times,” the author
says, they “are intentionally connected in subject,

their aim being to set one or two main principles of

Art in simple light before the general student, and
to indicate their practical bearing on modem design.

The law which it has been my effort chiefly to

illustrate, is the dependence of all noble design, in

any kind, on the sculpture or painting of “ Organic
Form.” “ The Two taths” are described as “ one
way leading to the Olive Mountains—one to the

vale of the Balt Sea”—a mystical allusion which,
with reference lo Art, we cannot comprehend.
We remarked that Mr. Ruskin would Lave us

return to a state of nature in order to produce what
he considers to be good Art. He admits that good
Art is essential to the happiness of a people, and
yet asserts that great success in Art has been
generally followed by national degradation

;

“ even
when no attack by any external power has acce-

lerated the catastrophe of the state, the period in

which any given people reach their highest power
in Art is precisely that in which they appear to

sign the warrant of their own ruin
;
and that, from

the moment in which a perfect statue appears in

Florence, a perfect picture in Venice, or a perfect
fresco in Rome, from that hour forward, probity,

industr}’, and courage seem to be exiled from their

walls, and they perish in a sculpturesque paralysis,

or a many-coloured corruption.” If this were an
actual, ascertained fact, it were surely better to

have no Art than to possess the power of producing
what leads to such consequences. But the truth of
the assertion admits of argument, nay, the assertion
itself is at once negatived, if we will only allow that
there may be’two opinions on the question of good
Art. Mr. Ruskin thinks there has been little, or
none, since the time of Eaffaelle; most people con-
sider there has been much

;
and yet the political con-

dition of Italy, for many years after the appearance
of the “divine painter,” was but little inferior to

what it was for many years before the world knew
anything of the “Transfiguration” and the “ School
of Athens.” Few persons, we apprehend, are dis-

posed to attribute the decline and fall of the Italian

princedoms to the successors of Eaffaelle and Michel
Angelo. Athens, too, maintained her military
renown long after the great sculptors of the age o”f

Pericles had rendered his government illustrious in
the annals of Art, .as it was also in arms.

There is a passage in the same lecture to which wo
havejustreferred—that on “ The Deteiiorative Power
of Conventional Art”—which aff'ords a proof of the
inconsistency so frequently to he found in his
recorded teachings :—“"Wlierever Art is practised
for its own sake, and the delight of the workman
is in what he docs and produces, instead of in what
he interprets or exhibits, then Art has an influence,
of the most fatal kind, on brain and heart, and it

issues, if long so pursued, in the destruction both of
intellectual power and moral principle

;

whereas
Art, devoted humbly and self-forgetfully to the
clear statement and record of the facts of the
universe, is always helpful and beneficent to man-
kind—full of comfort, strength, and salvation.”
And, a little further on, we find these remarks;

—

“ You observe that I always say interpretation—
never imitation. My reason for doing so is—first,

that good Art rarely imitates
;

it usually only
describes or explains. But my second and chief
reason is, that good Art always consists of two
things: First, the observation of fact; secondly, the
manifesting of human design and authority in the
way that fact is told. Great and good Art must
unite the two; it cannot exist for a moment but in
their unity.” Now, how far these doctrines corre-
spond with others propounded by the same writer in
former books, must be decided by those who have
read them

;
our own recollection of Mr. Euskin’s

theories, even down to the appearance of this

passage, is that the only good and great Art is that
which is an exact imitation of nature, the facts
which geology, and botany', and the heavens above,
place before the eyes of the artist, who must talce

the cup of the convolvulus, the lichens from the
grey stone, and imitate them

;
must daguerreotype

the floating clouds on the surface of the canvas

;

“human design and authority” were to have no
power over the work of his hand

;
whoever dared to

exercise such power was, to use his own words, “ to

cut himself off voluntarily, presumptuously, inso-
lently, from the whole teaching of bis Maker in

His universe.”
Let us now point out one or two of the truths

uttered by Mr. Ruskin in these lectures, and there
are many which ought to circulate among us, either
as warnings or encouragements. In his lecture
delivered at Manchester, on “The Unity of Art,”
he says,—“ Everybody is talking about art, and
writing about it, and more or less interested in it

;

everybody wants art, and there is not art for

i everybody", and few who talk know what they are

I

talking about; thus students are led in all variable
ways, while there is only one way in which they'

’ can make steady- progress, for true art is always,
; and will be always, one. "Whatever changes may
, be made in the customs of society, whatever new
machines we may invent, whatever new manufac-
tures we may supply, Fine Art must remain what
it was two thousand years ago, in the days of

Phidias
;
two thousand years hence it will "be, in

all its principles, and in all its great effects upon
the mind of man, just the same.”
Speaking at Bradford, on “ Modern Manufacture

and Design,” after describing in most poetical lan-
guage a passage of dull, gloomy, smoke-covered
landscape near Rochdale, and contrasting it with
the scenery that met the eye of the artists of Pisa,

—

the “ designers of the Gothic School of Pisa,”

—

Mr. Ruskin remarks,—“ To men surrounded by
the depressing and monotonous circumstances of

English manufacturing life, depend upon it, design

is simply impossible. This is the most distinct of

all the experiences I have bad in dealing with the

modern workman. He is intelligent and ingenious

in the highest degree—subtle in touch and keen in

sight : but he is, generally speaking, wholly desti-

tute of designing power. And if you want to give

him the power, you must give him the materials,

and put him in the circumstances for it. Design
is not the otfspring of idle fancy

;
it is the studied

result of accumulative observation and delightful

habit. W’ithout observation and experience, no



design
;
witliout peace and pleasantness in occupa-

tion, no design
;
and all the lecturings, and leacli-

ings, and prizes, and principles of Art in the 'world,

are of no use, so long as you do not surround your

men 'with happy influences and beautiful things.

It is impossible for them to liave right ideas

about colour, unless they see the lovely colours of

nature unspoiled; impossible for them to supply

beautiful incident and action in. tbeir ornament,

unless they see beautiful incident and action in the

world about them. Inform their minds, refine

their habits, and you form and refine their designs;

but keep them illiterate, uncomfortable, and in the

midst of unbeautiful things, and whatever they

do will still be spurious, vulgar, and valueless.”

The social question involved in these remarlcs is

one of the highest importance, and deserving of the

utmost attention
;
well would it be for our manu-

facturing population, in all that concerns their

welfare, both of body and mind, if the wise sugges-

tions here made could be practically carried out,

however Utopian they appear in an age like this.

One move quotation—it is from the same lecture

—

and we have done :
—“ We are about to enter upon

a period of our world’s history in which domestic
life, aided by the arts of peace, will slowly, but at

last entirely, supersede public life and the arts of

war. Por our own England, she will not, I be-

lieve, be blasted throughout with furnaces, nor

will she be encumbered with palaces. I trust she

will keep her green fields, her cottages, and her
homes of middle life

;
but these ought to be, and

I trust will be, enriched with a useful, truthful,

substantial form of Art. We want now no more
feasts of the gods, nor martyrdoms of saints; we
have no need of sensuality, no place for super-

stition, or for costly insolence. Let us have learned

and faithful historical painting— touching and
thoughtful representations of human nature, in

dramatic painting; poetical and familiar render-

ings of natural objects and of landscape
;

and
rational, deeply-felt realizations of the events which
are the subjects of our religious faith. And let

these things wc want, as far as possible, be scat-

tered abroad and made accessible to all men.”
Undoubtedly tbis is the kind of Art England in

the nineteenth century requires, but, at the same
time, the large majority of Englishmen would not
have it expressed, or exhibited, in the manner Mr.
Huskin has all his life advocated.

From these extracts our readers ma)* form some
opinion of the kind of materials which constitute

these lectures : they embrace a large and varied

number of topics, some, as we have intimated, of

great value
;

others, which may be taken for what
they are worth. If Mr. lluskin wishes to be con-
sidered an authority in Art, whose lessons are for
“ the healing of the nation,”—of universal and un-
deniable benefit, ho must get rid of many favourite

crotchets, must see with other eyes than those he
has hitherto employed, or, at least, like the boy in

the fable of the chameleon, must learn to persuade
himself that others may see and judge as correctly,

perhaps, as himself. His writings and lectures

•will always command readers and bearers : hitherto

they have made few’ proselytes to his creeds, though
they have helped to draw some artists out of a

E
att which was leading them astray

;
and so far be

ns his reward.

VISITS TO AUT-MANUPACTORIES.

No. 6.—GERHARD’S MANUFACTURE OF
ALUMINIUM AND SODIUM.

Everybody talks of aluminium, but, excepting that

a few, not very elegant, ornaments are seen in the

windows of the jewellers of Paris and London, the

public really know but little about it. Some notice,

sulliciently popular to convey to all a clear concep-

tion of the nature of this metal

—

ahiminium—is

therefore necessary
;
and, before wc give an account

of its manufacture, some space must be devoted to

the history of its discovery, and to the physical and

chemical condition in which it is found in nature.

We know that the city of Babylon and the great

cities of the most ancient empires were built, for the

most part, of bricks
;
some of these were'of sun-dried

clay, but they were mostly well burnt, and in many
cases covered with a vitreous glaze. At a depth

beneath the present surface of the sandy soil of

Egypt—which, marked as it is by the alternations

of sand and mud, from the annual overflows of the

Nile, indicate a period of but little less than twenty

ihouia7}(i years—vessels of baked clay have been

found. Beneath the Feperino rock, iu the neigh-

bourhood of Rome, also, have they found pottery.

"When, it is remembered that this rock is the conso-

lidated line ashes which have been ejected from the

ancient volcanoes of the Roman States, and that

within historic time—beyond the mere tradition of

the gulf into which the armed warrior plunged—we

have no intimation of any active volcano, we caunot

fail to be impressed with the evidence here alTorded

of a long lapse of ages
;

at the commencement of

which we find indications of the works of man. Yet,

notwithstanding that man has, in every part of the

world, been constantly moulding clay, and baking

and burning it, it was reserved for the present

generation to discover that it contained a metal

possessed of very remarkable properties, which may

be applied to a great variety of useful and orna-

mental purposes.

Every one is familiar with day, and to a very

large mrmber, the different varieties, distinguished as

London clay, Poole clay, Stourbridge clay, pipeclay,

china-clay, with others, are equally well known.

Now these clays are mixtures of true clay—aJunnna

—with earthy, ferruginous, organic, aud other

matters
;
and by tbc separation of these wc obtain

the pure white alumina. This alumina performs a

very important part in the great economy of nature;

not merely is it tbc principal constituent of all the

clays, but it enters largely into the composition of

the rocks themselves. Many of ihe most highly

valued gems arc alumina—sapphire is pure alumina

crystallized
;
aud the red, yellow, green, and violet

varieties, ordinarily known as the oriental ruby,

topaz, emerald, and amethyst, are alumina iu various

states of purity. The following list will show the

proportions of alumina contained iu some of these,

and also iu corundum and emery :

—

Sapphire of India .... 97-51 per cent.

Ruliy of India 97-32 „
Corundum of Asia Minor . 92-30 „
Emery of Gumtich . . . 77-92 „
Emery of Nicaria . . . 75-12 ,,

Alumina, lime, and magnesia arc classed with the

earths
;
and immediately connected with the subject

before us, are those substances known as alkalies

—

soda and potash. These well-known salts arc found

in combination with other bodies in the orgauic and

the inorganic worlds. They are, however, chiefly

obtained from the ashes of terrestrial and marine

plants. All these bodies, like clay, have been

known to mau for long periods of time, they have

been used extensively iu manufactures of all kinds;

they -were very largely experimented on by the

alchemists, yet they were never suspected to have

any connection with the metals.

All Englishmau of remarkable powers, who ad-

vanced liimself to the highest honours withiu reach

of the man of science in this country, but who has

not yet, owing to the jealousies of his cotemporaries,

taken his true position in the history of human

progress, was the first to prove that all the earths and

alkalies were compounds of metals with oxygen.

In precisely the same way as the rust of iron is an

oxide of that metal, so are the earllis respectively

oxides of metals, to which the names have been

given of aluminxiini, of caJrium, and of magneshnn ;

so arc the alkalies in like manner oxides of pofasshim

and sodium. The discovery of the metallic base of

poiash, by Humphrey Davy, in 1807, very naturally

opened the door to the discovery of all the others.

Not long since, Mr. Peter Le Neve Foster, secre-

tary of the Society of Arts, at great labour, collected

everything that bore iu the least on the history of

the metal alurainiuin. He communicated the result

of his researches to the Society of Arts, and we avail

ourselves of the valuable information contained in

his excellent paper. Commencing with Davy’s

discovery, Mr. Foster thus describes it ;

—

" Sir Humphrey Davy, in a paper read before the

Royal Society, in 1807, made known his discovery

of the alkaline metals. He employed what was then

a novel agent—voltaic electricity, and by its means

decomposed both potash and soda, producing their

metallic bases, potassium and sodium. For those

important discoveries, on which the science of

modern chemistry may be said to have taken its

rise, the French Academy conferred upon Davy the

prize of 50,000 francs, ollered by the Emperor Na-

poleon for researches in electricity. But though

Davy did not succeed in separating by electricity

aluminium from its compounds, yet electricity was

the meaus of obtaining it by chemical decomposition,

it having been the first source from whence sodium

aud potassium could be obtained. Iu tliis manner,

however, they could be produced only in very small

quantities, aud at au enormous cost. Gay-Lussac

aud Thenard afterwards made researches iu re-

ference to these metals, aud succeeded in producing

them by direct chemical reaction, but still only in

small quantities as laboratory experiments. Subse-

quently, their researches w-ere carried further by
Mitsclierlich, Brunner, Donny, and Mareska

;

* and,

following and improving on their labours, JI. De-
ville,t in France, liberally supplied with funds for

the purpose by the present Emperor of the Erench,

to carry out researches for the production of alu-

minium, succeeded in producing sodium in large

quantities, and at a price which, though liigli, was

reduced suflicicntly low to enable it to be emjiloyed

in tlie production of aluminium, at a cost which

admits of its commercial use in the Arts for certain

purposes, though too high for general use. To
enter at length into the description of the methods

adopted by M. Dcville would occupy too much
time. Those who are desirous of entering more

minutely into these methods will fiud them detailed

iu the papers by JI. Dcviile, in the ‘Annales de

Chimie,’ indicated in the notes. They may be de-

scribed shortly as consisting of heating at a high

temperntui’C a mixture of carbonate of soda, coal-dust

or charcoal, with chalk, in an iron vessel, when
certain re-aclions take place, and the sodium, which

is very volatile, comes out in vapour, which, by

means of receivers of a suitable form, is condensed,

and then runs out in a continuous stream into

vessels placed to catch it. It is through the modi-

fications introduced by M. Deville in tlie forms of

the receivers, and the introduction of chalk into the

process—which seems to facilitate the reduction in

a remarkable manner—that the production of sodium

has been rendered more easy aud less costly.”

Davy felt that alumina must, like the other bodies

which he had reduced to a simple form, he a com-

pound body, but he failed to obtain the metallic base.

Berzelius followed Davy iu experiments on this pure

clay, but with no belter success. Oersted, however,

whose name is for ever conuected with the discovery

of electro-magnetism, and consequently with the

application of electricity as a telegraphic agent, was

the first to pursue the correct road. Oersted con-

verted alumina into a chloride, and then acted upon

it by the alkaline metals. Wohler, following Oersted,

was yet more successful, and although he does not

appear to have obtained the metal aluminium iu a

coherent form, he did obtain it in a pulverulent onc.|

M. Deville, of the Normal College, in Paris, about

the year 1854, begau to direct his attention to the

means of obtaining aluminium at a comparatively

moderate cost, and success crowned his efforts. As

above stated, the chief cause of his success was the

production of tbe metal sodium at a cheap rate. As
this metal performs a most important part in the

process of manufacturing aluminium, it is necessary

that we should say a few words on its peculiar

properties.

Sodium and poinssiim arc metals lighter than

water, swimming like pieces of cork upon that fluid.

They arc brilliantly white and silvery when first cut,

but they absorb oxygen with such avidity that they

instantly tarnish. So rapidly does potassium sepa-

rate the oxygen from water, that the liberated

hydrogen is ignited by the intense heat produced

—

hence the metal appears to take fire wlien thrown

on water. Sodium docs not exert quite so energetic

an action, consequently it does not produce the heat

with sufficient rapidity to lire the gas formed by its

oxidation on water, hut if it is thrown on ice, or on

a piece of moistened paper, which arc not such good

conductors of heat as water is, it inflames like

potassium. To preserve these metals, it is necessary

that they should be kept iu some fluid entirely free

of oxygen
;
Naptha, a pure hydro-carbon, is usually

employed for this purpose. When tbe WTiter of this

paper first commenced his chemical studies,—and

nearly at the same lime he began to lecture on the

subject in a remote provincial mechanics’ institution,

—he gave for the sodium employed in his experiments

\
• 41 Rccherches siiv rExtraclkin du Potassium,” par

MM. Mareska et F. Donny. “ Annales de Cliiinie,” scr. 3,

tom. XXXV. p. 147.

t “Recherche8sorlesMi^taiix,&c. Annales de Chimie,

ser. 3, torn, xliii. p. 19 ;
et “ Memoire sur la Fabrication

du Sodi-um et de I'Aluminioin,'' par M. H. Saintc-CI.airc

Dcville. “Annales de Cliimie,” ser. 3, tom. xlvi. p. 415.

J “ Annales de Chimie," ser. 1, tom. xxxvii.

;
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sixpence a grain, and now, Mr. Gerhard informs
him, it can be obtained at one shilling an ounce;
and he is sanguine enough to hope that he may be
enabled to produce it eventually so as to sell it at

one shilling and sixpence the pound— such is the
remarkable reduction which has taken place in the

^

cost of an article for which a demand has heen
created. It is by the powerful aRinify of sodium
that the manufacturer now removes from alumina
the oxygen or idilorine with which it may he com-
bined. Deville discovered [that it was more easy to

produce aluminium from the chloride than auy other
preparation. To produce the chloride of aluminium

1 form a mixture of alumina (prepared hy calcining

j

aramoniacal alum) and charcoal made into a paste
with oil, this is to be heated to a red heat in upright

!

tubular retorts of fireclay, similar to those used in

i
the manufacture of gas, and whilst in this state a

1
current of chlorine gas is to be forced into the retort.

Strong chemical action now takes place, and the

chloride of alumiuiuin comes over in the form of

vapours, and is received iu appropriate vessels,

where it is condensed.

From this chloride of aluminium the metal was
thus reduced by Dcville’s process

A

tube of Bohe-
miau glass, thirty-six inches long, and about one inch
in diameter, was placed in an empty combustion fui'-

nace. Chloride of aluminium was introduced at

one extremity of the tube, and at the same time

!
a current of dry hydrogen gas was made to enter
the tube, and sustaiued until the operation was
finished. The chloride is uow gently warmed by
pieces of hot charcoal, in order to drive off any
hydrochloric acid it might contain

;
porcelain

1 boats filled with sodium are inserted into the
opposite extremity of the tube, aud the heat
augmented hy fresh pieces of glowing charcoal, until

the vapour of sodium decomposes that of the chloride

of aluminium. A violent reaction takes place, with
intense ignition, during which metallic aluminium
is deposited. Since this the following process has
been adopted ;

—

“Another method of obtaining alumiuiura from
the chloride has been adopted with success. It is

as follows:

—

“4‘200 grammes of the double chloride of alumi-
nium and sodium {i.e. 2'800 grammes
chlorideof alumiiiium.aud 1'400 grammes
common salt),

“ 2T00 grammes of common salt (the gramme is

equal to rather more than fifteen English
grains),

“ 2T00 grammes of cryolite,

thoroughly dry, aud carefully mixed together, are to

be laid in alternate layers, with '840 grammes of

sodium (cut into small pieces), in a crucible lined

with alumina—a layer of sodium should cover the

bottom of the crucible. "When the crucible is filled,

a little powdered salt is to be sprinkled on the con-

tents, and the crucible, fitted with a lid, is to be put
into a furnace, heated to redness, and kept at that

temperature until a reaction, the occurrence and con-
tinuance of which is indicated by a peculiar and cha-

racteristic sound, shall have terminated. The contents
of the crucible, having been stirred with a porcelain

rod, while in their liquefied state (this part of the

operation is essential), are ])oured out ou a surface

of baked clay, or any other suitable material—the
flux, &c., ou one side, and the metal on the other.’'

The cryolite here used is simply employed as a
flux.

“M.Paul Morin, who, with M. Debray, assisted

M. Deville iu his original researches, now uses at

his factory at Nanterre certain modifications which
he has introduced into Deville’s process of the
double chloride of aluminium and sodium, and gets
rid of the necessity for the contiuued stream of
hydrogen gas, as well as the use of the porcelain
tube as above described. "We believe it is due
to M. Morin to state that it was he who first

modified Deville’s process, so as to admit of the
use of the crucible instead of the tube, thus enabling

the manufacture to be carried out on a much larger

scale.”

1

The next advance was due to Dr. Percy, of the
! Jlnscum of Practical Geology, who suggested the

employment of a peculiar mineral, which is found
plentifully in Greenland, called Cryolite. This was
iu 1855.

Jlr. Dick, who was an assistant to Dr. Percy,
' was the earliest experimentalist with this substance.

Cryolite is a double fluoride of aluminium and
sodium.

Mr. Gerhard, an Englishman, has for some time
been engaged in experiments on the production of

aluminium from the cryolite, and Lis endeavours
have been directed mainly to obtain this metal at a

cheaper rate than hitherto.

Mr. Gerhard has erected furnaces at Battersea for

the production of both aluminium and sodium. His
process may he described as follows :

—

“ Two hundred and seventy parts by weight of

powdered cryolite are mixed with one hundred and
lifly parts of common salt, and into this mixture
are placed seventy-two parts of sodium, cut into

small pieces. The whole is then thrown into a

heated earthenware crucible, previously liued with a

melted mixture of cryolite and salt, which mixture
is also immediately poured over the contents of the
cnicible, covering them to some little depth, over
which the lid is then placed. The crucible then
put in a furnace, and kept at a high red heat for

about two hours. "When the pot is uncovered the

melted mixture is well stirred, and then poured out.

The buttons of aluminium are found mingled with
the slag, and may be easily melted together by
heating them in a crucible with common salt. Theo-
retically, the amount of aluminium produced should
be one-third of the weight of the sodium employed,

but practically such a result is never obtained, and
our manufacturers would be well satisfied with
obtaining between one-third and onc-fourth. This

Mr. Gerhard has accomplished, though he is not
always so successful. There is still some uncertainty

iu the process. From what we have seen, we are

led to believe that the cryolite process is the one
that will ultimalely he preferred to that of the

chloride of aluminium. As yet, however, the pro-

cess presents certain difficulties which Mr. Gerhard
appears to have to a great extent overcome.”

Before Deville coinmenced his labours, this metal

—aluminium—sold at enormous prices. In 1856
it was worth £3 per ounce. Aluminium is now
imported from France, and manufactured in this

country, selling at 5s. the ounce. The most striking

property of this metal is its extreme lightness. Its

specific gravity is 2'G, about the same as glass

;

whilst that of gold is 19'5, that of silver 10'5, and
that of copper 8‘9G. An ounce of pure silver is

now worth 5^. the ounce
;

an ounce of pure
aluminium, which is of three times the bulk of

silver, is sold at 5j. the ounce, therefore, bulk for bulk,

aluminium is but onc-third the price of silver. Mr.
Peter le Neve Foster, whose inquiries have been
very extensive as to the applications of this metal,

writes :

—

“ Abeady its lightness and colour has brought it

into use fur jewellery and ornaments of various

kinds, bracelets, combs, pins, seals, penholders, tops

of inkstands, port-monnaies, shirt-studs, harness,

statuettes, candelabra, candlesticks, -tc. Its duc-

tility and fusibilify render it readily stamped and
cast, It works easily under the graver, and being

unalTected by the atmosphere, it has an advantage
over silver. Its lightness renders it peculiarly

fitted for spcctacle-lrames, eye-glasses, telescopes,

aud opera-glasses, to which uses it has already been
largely applied. It does uot stain the skin as silver

does. The alloys, too, or aluminium bronzes, as

they may be termed, are pectiliarly fitted, from the

readiness with which they are worked, aud their

not changing under the action of the atmosphere,

for the wheelworks of clocks and chronometers, as

well as for the cases, too, for which the metal itself,

also from its lightness, is peculiarly fitted.

“ Spoons, forks, drinking vessels, and covers for

glass vessels, may be made of it, which, even at the

present price of the metal, will be much cheaper

than silver, while they even possess in a higher

degree those qualities for which silver has hitherto

been prized. Figuier suggests its use for theodo-

lites, sextants, and surveying instruments w'hich

have to be carried by hand, and where, therefore,

lightness is important. The adjusting screws of

such instruments, which, when made of silver or

brass, tarnish from the contact of the hand, might
with advantage he made of aluminiiun. Professor

Bleekrode informs me that the working of this

metal has, at his suggestion, beeu taken up by
Mr. Meyer, a jeweller, at the Hague, who, amongst
other things, has had a small hell cast, the handle

of which, as a casting, is equal to anything hitherto

done in silver. Mr. Meyer’s experience shows that
the metal works well under the hammer, is well
suited for chasing and engraving, as well as for

|

casting. He alludes to the want of a proper solder 1

for uniting several pieces, and has been obliged to
adopt riveting, as iu Paris. It has already been
used by the deutist as a substitute for gold, in
stopping as well as for fixing artificial teeth, both
on account of its cheapness aud lightness, but the 1

accounts differ as to its fitness. i

Mr. Harrington, a dentist in the Isle of M'ight,
[

in a paper which he read before the College of
Dentists in October last, states that he has used
aluminium successfully for dental purposes, and
entertains a high opinion of it as a basis for arti-

ficial teeth. His experience shows that after weav-
ing it for four months it underwent no apparent
change, and was perfectly free from all taste or :

unpleasantness of any kind. He cautions those
who may employ it to he careful in using otlier

metals with it, as even when “ wrought” aluminium
is used as wire for rivets, or any other purposes, a
galvanic action is set up, and the wrought metal
is rapidly decomposed, leaving the cast metal un-
affected. The metal is highly sonorous, and for

musical instruments it has been suggested as espe-
cially suited.

Mr. Gerhard has completely overcome the diffi-

culty of soldering aluminium
;
we have seen as

i

perfect a junctiou made between tw'o pieces of this

metal as it is possible to make between two pieces

of copper. This is a great step in aid of the useful

applications of this metal.

Many objections have been urged against the
colour of the metal, most of that which has been
in the market being somewhat like pewter in appear-

ance. By Mr. Gerhard’s process the colour is

greatly improved, and he possesses the means of
rendering it beautifully white. One application

which we have seen of this metal—to a watch-
dial—had a fine watered surface, which— especially

siucc it is not liable to tarnish under ordinary
conditions— is as useful as it is elegant. By far

the most important use of aluminium will, we be-
lieve, be found in the alloys it forms with other
metals. Many of these are very beautiful in colour,

some resembling gold
;
and in all cases it is found

to impart a great degree of hardness—even when
used in very small quantities—to the metal with
which it is combined. Silver, when combined with i

1 per cent, of aluminium, is no longer liable to 1

tarnish. Again, if 3 per cent, of silver he united !

with 97 per cent, of aluminium, it acquires the
'

brilliancy and colour of pure silver, and it will not
blacken by exposure to sulphuretted hydrogen. ‘

Tissier and Debray inform us that copper, alloyed
i

with one-fourteenth of its weight of aluminium,
has the colour and brilliancy of gold, and is still

very malleable; when the aluminium amounts to
i

20 per cent, the alloy is quite white. An alloy

of 100 parts of silver with a of aluminium is i

as hard as the alloy employed for our silver coinage
; 1

and an alloy of 90 parts of copper and 10 of
i

aluminium is harder than common bronze, and
1

is capable of being worked at high temperatures
easier than the best varieties of iron. Dr. Percy, in

his laboratory at the Government School of Miues,
has made a great number of these alloys, many of
them posessing new and very important properties.

Messrs. Calvert and Johnson describe an alloy of

25 parts of aluminium and 75 parts of iron, which
has the valuable property of not rusting in moist
air, or iu water. What may we not expect from a

metal possessing so many new and useful proper-

ties ? As a scientific discovery, the fact that clay

contains this remarkable metal is amongst the most
striking with which chemistry has brought man
acquainted. It is amongst the most abundant, if

;

not really the most abundant, of the metals. For
j

tin, and copper, and iron, for gold and for silver,
j

man has to penetrate to the depths of the earth, i

and the mineral wealth is only obtained at a great

sacrifice of human life
;

but aluminium, iu its

native combinations, is found in every district,

spread over the surface, or near the surface, aud
the labour of obtaining it is transferred front the

miner to the metallurgist. We do not doubt but

in a few years we shall find this metal, and some
others now as rare as it, rendered available for

numerous ornamental and useful purposes.

IloEEET Hunt.
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BRITISH ARTISTS;
THEIU STYLE AND CHAIIACTER,

WITH ENGRAVED ILLUSTRATIONS.

No. XLV.—KICIIARD REDGRAVE, R.A.

NE of the highest aims of artists ought to be to

make Art a teacher of moral, of social, or of

religious truths; it should oiler “line upou Hue,

and iireeept ujion precept” to guide luankiud into

the right way of living, of acting, and of thinking;

and this every artist may in a greater or less

degree accomplish, if he will only bring his mind
into the state or condition necessary to the task.

Ilis cllbrts may be humble, and, perhaps, will

result in no personal advantage to himself—nay, it

is just possible his endeavours will oulycall down
the contempt of those who cannot, or will not,

value motives well-intentioned, but, it may be, unsuccessfully carried

out
;

still, he is I’uliilliug, according to his ability, tiie highest mission of

his art, and dedicating himself to its uoblest purposes : every man so

working is entitled to our respect.

In this class of Art-teachers, few living painters have laboured more
diligently, and with happier results, tluiii Mr. Kedgiavc. lie was fortu-

nate enough, at an early period of his career, to strike into a path some-

what novel, and most instructive; the public had the discerumeut to see, and

the wisdom to appreciate, his lessons of philanthropic appeal on behalf of the

oppressed and miserable, whose cause he has pleaded iu the language of the

pencil as eloquent and glowing as ever came forth from the peu of tiic author,

or the lips of the orator. As a laudscape painter, moreover, he deservedly

liulds a very high rank.

A brief outline of .Mr. Redgrave’s life, writtcu by himself at tlie request of

the editor, appeared iu the Arl-Joarnal for the year 185U; it accompauied a

portrait of the artist. lie was born in Pimlico, April 30, 180-1. His father was
a manufacturer, iu whose countiug-house he passed his earlier years, chielly iu

making designs and working drawings : from this circumstance is doubtless to

be attributed the peculiar aptitude fur the position which he has of late years
held iu the Departoicnt of Science and Art. M’hile engaged with his father,

business occasionally led him into the country, where, after his work was done,

he would linger to make sketches, as well as his then limited knowledge of
drawing would permit, and to gather wild plants and Ilowers,—thus, to use his

own words, “laying the foundation for a love of the wild growth of plants and
for landscape painting, which are among ray greatest sources of present
pleasure.” When he had passed his iiiiieteentli year, the circumstances of his

family rendered it necessary for him to seek out some business or profession

distinct from that he bad hitherto followed, and for which he showed but Hitlu

iucliualiou, though to this time he bad diligeully attended to it from a sense of
duty. Art, however, was the leading idea in his mind, and having, yet with
some reluctance on the part of his father, obtained his consent, he set to work
iu the liritish Museum, studying and making drawings from the ancient sculp-

tures tliereiu. In 1826 Mr. Redgrave was admitted a student in the Roval
Academy

;
but he was not long able to pursue his studies uninterruptedly ; his

father’s family was large, and their claims pressed heavily upon the parent ; the
son resolved not to add to the burden, and left home to encounter the battle of
life by starting as a drawing-master. The struggle for a long time was very
severe—teaching and preparing for pupils all day, yet regularly in his place in

the Academy schools iu the evening
;
there was little leisure left for painting

pictures, always the young artist’s highest ambition. Twice during the tenii

of his studentship he contended for the gold medal, and failed on both occasions—on the last trial Maclise carried away lire prize. These disappointments did
uot, however, subdue his energies or slacken his diligence.

On looking over a lile of Academy catalogues, we find that Mr. Redgrave
exhibited his first picture there, “The River Brent, near Ilanwcll,” in 1825

;

this seems to have been prior to his admission as a student. An interval of six

years occurs, wlien, in 1831, lie contributed a kind of historical work—“The
Commencement of the Massacre of the Innocents—Alarm of a Hebrew Family

;”

in 1833 he exhibited a subject from “ Cyinbcline,” and two landscapes : from
that year to the present, his name has never been absent from the annual

ac.d 3estb.

exhibitions of the Academy. It is rarely that a young artist, unless he shows
remarkable talent, is so fortunate as to catch the eye of the public, or, at least,

of such as arc picture-buyers, and Mr. Redgrave’s early experience formed no
exception to the rule; however, about tlic year 1837, be exhibited a small
painting at the British Institution—“ Gulliver on the Farmer’s Table;” it for-
tunately for him, found a purcliaser, and was engraved

;
white, in the following

year, a subject from Crabbe’s poem of “ Ellen Orford,” which had been rejected
by the council of the British Institution, was hung at the Academy “ on the
line, and sold on the opening day to ilr. Cartwright, long koowu as a man of
sound judgment in modern Art, and a liberal collector. These sales did good
service to the artist, not so mucli pecuniarily as by encouraging him to biglier
ellbrts. In tlie following year he exhibited a work of still higher pretension

and character—“ Quentin Jlatsys, the Blacksmith of Antwerp and another

—

“Olivia’s Return to her Parents;” a subject which, in all probability, gave

birth iu his mind to the class of works that may be denominated “social

teachings,” the first of which, “The Reduced Gentleman’s Daughter,” appeared

in 1840 ; it is a most touching and effective compositiou, the subject is finely

conceived, and very carefully executed. He exhibited at the same time “ The
Wonderful Cure of Paracelsus.”

Within a space of scarcely three years Mr. Redgrave, from beiug an almost

unknown artist, had gained notoriety and Academical honours—he was elected

Associate of the Academy in the autumn of 1840. His pictures now began to

be sought after by visitors to the exhibition as among those which they went

there especially to sec. In 1841 he contributed three
—

“ The Castle-Builder,”

3 G
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the old story of the country-girl carrying a basket of eggs to market, “ Sir

Roger de Coverley’s Courtship,” aad “ The Vicar of Wakelield finding his lost
Daughter at the Inn;” the last, especially, a work of great power and feeling.

In the following year he contributed four pictures, one of which, “ Ophelia,”
is among our illustratious

;
the figure is an admirable embodiment of the poet’s

character, and the landscape is painted with a finish and attention to detail

which, in our day, would be called Prc-RalTaeliism : the other pictures of the

year were a
“ Landscape,” “ Cinderella trying on the Gloss Slipper,” and “ Dad

News from Sea.” His contributions in 1813 were respectively entitled, “The
Fortune-Hunter,” " Going to Service,” aud “ The Poor Teacher the last a

picture of such deep pathos and profound sensibility as to excite the strongest

feelings of compassion towards the uumerons class of individuals to which the

subject refers : there arc few pictures that have called forth so many involuntary

sighs as this, and another that immediately followed it, " The Sempstress,”

suggested by Hood’s immortal poem, “The Song of the Shirt it appeared
ill 1844, with “ The Wedding ilorning—the Departure.” Iii 1845 he ex-

hibited “The Governess,” almost a repetition of “The Poor Teacher,” and
“ IMiranda

;
and in the following year, “ The Suppliant,” “ The Brook,” “ Pre-

paring to throw off her Weeds,” and “ Sunday Morning—the Walk from
Church;” the two last-mentioned subjects scarcely equal in point of interest

some previous works of*a kindred character: the “ Suppliant” is a gimple,

natural representation of a child at a cottage door, and is most carefully

painted.

From this time landscape seems to have equally divided with yem-e subjects

Mr. Redgrave’s attention; of late years the former has had the ascendancy

:

but before we make any specific allusion to his landscape pictures, we shall

continue our notice of the others. In “ Fashion’s Slaves,” exhibited in 1847,
is another philanthropic appeal on behalf of the poor workwoman, whom a

young, fashionable girl is chiding for not having brought home her dress at an
earlier hour : the story is emphatically told, and the subject is put on the
cauvas with much elegance of composition and beauty of colour. A sweet
little example of this artist’s pencil is another picture of the same year—

a

child conducted by an angel, which bore the title of “ The Guardian Augel
“ The Deserter’s Home,” of the same date, is a subject that scarcely repays
the labour aud care that had evidently been bestowed upon it. “The Country
Cousins,” exhibited in 1848, is the picture now in the Vernon Collection, and
which, from that circumstance, as well as from the engraving we published a

few years ago, is too well known to require description. There is an excellent

moral lesson held forth in a small allegorical picture exhibited in 1849 under the

title of “ The Awakened Conscience the scene is an open landscape, in which is

seen a man with a cup by his side, probably containing poison, admonished by an
angel : whether the man meditates suicide, or is a drunkard, is not readily

determined, but he looks at the cup with feelings of horror : the idea is

original, and it is impressively carried out. “The Marquis and Griselda,”

(3 850), is a subject borrowed from Chaucer’s “Clerk’s Talc,” the passage

selected being that where the marquis, having selected Griselda for his wife,

causes the ladies of the court to dress her in the cottage of her father. The
canvas contains numerous figures, who are arranged rather too much e/i masse,

and, as a consequence, they have a crowded appearance; but there are several

admirable studies of character among them
;

the whole is very brilliantly

[Bulterworth sod HeathEngroved tj'j
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painted, and constitutes a most attractive work. " The Child’s Prayer,” of

the same date, is one of those pleasing, half-aacred subjects, to which refereuce

has already been made.

Four vacancies having occurred in the ranks of the Acadcmiciaus iu 1850,

Mr. Redgrave was, at tiic next annual meeting, early in 1851, elected to till

the place of oue of the deceased members. Possibly by way of supporting

before the eyes of tlic juiblic the judgmeut of the Acadeniy, his first exhibited

])icture after his election was of a more elevated character than any he had

yet produced;
—“The Flight into Fjgypt : Mary meditating on the Prophecy

of Simeon,” is a large picture, the subject treated with a soleiiuiity of feeling

and poetical expression perfectly appropriate. There is no attempt at imitating

the sacred art of the old painters, although the artist has adopted an arrange-

ment which we sometimes find in their works, the Virgin mother being seated

on a rock, holding the infant Saviour in her arms : still there is nothing iu

this disposition of the figures to remind the spectator of the schools of Italy.

The composition is in every way original, and the predominating sentiment
|

of the work accords well with the sacred nature of the theme. Assimilating

in character to this is another picture, exhibited iu ISoi, uuder the title of

“ Foreshadows of the Future,” in which Mary is represented holding tlie

iufaut Jesus in her lap
;
the child has a lily in his hand, and above the heads

of these two figures is a choir of angels; it is an excellent work of its class,

and would take a high rank iu any modern school of religious painters. A
small picture, called “ Handy Janie,” exhibited in 1856, comes into the

category of figure-subjects
;
the canvas shows ouly a single figure, a young

girl, with water-pails, standing by the side of a well; a subject in itself of

ordinary interest, but rendered valuable by the delicate and beaiuil'ul manner
in which it is treated. “ The "Well-known Footstep,” and “ The Moorland

Child,” e.xhibited in 1857, complete the catalogue of Mr. ReJerrave’s pictures,

contributed to the Academy, which must be distinguished from his landscapes.

In verv many of these works— those especially indicated in the foregoing

observations—he has, to adopt his own language, “aimed at calling attention

to the trials and struggles of the poor and the oppressed
;
labouring to ‘ help

them to right who snil'er wrong’ at the hands of their fellow-men.” He has

done this bravely, and from a sympathising, generous heart, that can feci for

the woes of others; and he has employed the gifts with which God has

endovved him iu ellbrts to excite the same commiseration iu the hearts of those

who are, often unthinkingly and unwillingly, the oj)pressors. Such a man
is, in his way, a Howard, and deserves all the praise which is due to philan-

thropy. Art so directed fulfils one of its liighest and noblest missions.

The landscapes of Mr. Redgrave are so far peculiar that we rarely see
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among them what are usually called “ open” scenes, extensive tracts of country
diversified in character; they are generally close sylvan subjects, reedy pools

overhung with graceful alders and drooping elms; paths shaded by sweet-

scented limes
;
the skirts of woods where the cunning fox “ runs to earth,”

and the weary hare finds rest from her pursuers
;

soft, green glades, where
lovers may hide from “day’s garish eye,” and the poet of nature may
draw fresh draughts of inspiration from her solitudes of beauty. Under one
or other of these characteristics may be classed bis “ Ferry,” “ Happv
Sheep,” “Spring,” “The Skirts of a Wood,” “Sun and Shadow,” “The
Stream at Rest,” “The Solitary Pool,” “The Woods planted by Evelyn,”
“ A Poet’s Study,” “ The Woodland Mirror,” “The Lost Path,” “ An Hour
with the Poets,” “An Old English Hojiestead,” which we have engraved,
“ The Mid-Wood Shade,” “ The Sylvan Spring,” “ The Source of the '

Stream,” “The Cradle of the River,” &c. &c., all of which have appeared i

within the last ten years. “Love and Labour,” a picture we have also
,

engraved here, seems to combine, in almost equal points of interest, both :

figure-subject and landscape. I

To be fully sensible of the excellence which characterizes the landscapes of
j

this painter, they must be closely studied; in no other way will the spectator

appreciate the delicacy and truth with wliich he represents nature; and these

qualities arc especially transcendent in his foregrounds, where a careful exami-

nation will discover the herbage, the weeds, and wild flowers most marvellously

painted. Mr. Redgrave does not belong to the Pre-Raffaellite school, and yet

his pictures exhibit as raucli attention to detail, and are as rich in colour, as

any which come from the hands of these “new lights of our Art-world
;

” he

repudiates their defects, but does not reject whatever is worth retaining in. their

style. He loves the summer-time, wheu the trees are thickest in foliage, and

greenest in tint, and, like Constable, secs no beauty in a hrown tree
;
his feel-

ing of nature is of the most refined order, his delineations of her simple and

faithful, and his choice of subject such as would win every lover of picturesque

beauty, even if it were represented iu a less iuvitiiig and attractive manuer.

The school of Practical Art, formerly at Marlborough House, but now
removed to Kensington, owes no small measure of its success to Mr. Redgrave

;

for many years he was its head master; he at present holds the office of In-

spector-General of Art-Schools; his published works and his lectures, both

connected with the subject of decorative art, have proved of great value to

students of all classes, iu the various schools throughout the kingdom.

J. Uafforne.
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TOMBS OF ENGLISH ABTISTS.

No. 15.—SAMUEL COOPER.

Metropolitan cbanges, since the commencement
of the present century, are among tlie most mar-
vellous in their extent and variety of any that liave

occurred since the days of Elizabeth. Take any
map of Loudon published about 1810, and there we
liod “fresh fields and pastures” where now are

densely-populated streets. Quiet localities that, by
some strange chance, were allowed to sleep on un-
molested by the march of bricks and mortar, have
suddenly become the centres of streets, and bid an
eternal adieu to rurality. Such a district is St.

Pancras.

The readers of Ben Jonson will not fail to re-

member his quaint
“
Tale of a Tub,” that curious

picture of
“ country life ” in the immediate vicinity

of the .London of his day, in which “ Sir Hugh,”
the vicar of Pancras, helps to plot for his own
benefit with Justice Bramble, of “ Jfaribone,” and
the High Constable of Kenlish-town

;
and the deni-

zens of Kilburn and Islington talk a sort of Somer-
setshire dialect, which seems to breathe of a pure
pastoral style; aided by'such scenic directions as
“ the country near Maribone,” or “ the country
near Kentisli-town.” Where is the country now?
At that time St. Pancras was a little village church,

a long way olF in the fields, with lonely, but pleasant
lanes, leading to the high land of Ilampstead and
Highgate—far-away localities, to be seen from
St. Paul’s steeple, but rarely visited by Londoners,
who must have thought of a journey there as we
now think of one to Yorkshire. Pancras retained

its lonely character longer than any other Loudon
vicinity. Norden, in the lime of Ben Jonson, speaks

of it as “ forsaken of all
;
and true men seldom

frequent the same, but upon divine occasions; yet it

is visited by thieves, who assemble not there to pray,

hut to wait for prey
;
and many fall into their hands

clothed, that are glad when tliey are escaped naked:
walk not there too late.” Venturous citizens who
neglected this warning ran great dangers in getting

from thence toward Gray’s Inn Lane
; in Walker’s

“Lives of the Highwaymen,” published in the time
of Queen Anne, is a characteristic picture of a high-

way robbery committed at some distance on the

London side of “St. Pancras iu the Fields.”

Even so recently as thirty years ago, this little

church, which Norden described in 1593 as "standing

all alone, utterly forsaken, old and weather-beaten,”

retained its lonely look. Paved streets, rows of

houses, and neat squares, now cover the fields then

used for grazing the cows of “ Rhodes’s Dairy;” and
just opposite the cemetery gates were the remains
of intrenchments, which the learned Dr. Stiikely

dreamed over as the veritable camp of Cscsar him-
self, and which was principally composed of a square

mound surrounded by a ditch filled by the waters of

the Fleet River, then an open, stream, meandering
from the high land north of Loudon toward the
“ sw’eet south” of Baguigge Wells aud Fleet Street.

There is a view of St. Pancras Church, from a

drawing by J. P. Neale, dated as recently as July,

1815, representing a group of young men bathing
here. The Fleet River is now one vast common
sewer.

Our view of the church is copied from a print by
Cliatelaiii, drawn about 1740. At that time there

were wells near the church celebrated for their sani-

tary virtue
;
aud people walked out there to test their

curative virtue, as they did to Sadler’s Wells, the

Cold Bath, or Islington—a weaker kiud of Tun-
bridge water, that served as an imaginary remedy
for minor illnesses. There is still a “ St. Chad’s
Well ” in Gray’s-Inn Lane

; there were many more
on this side of London.

St. Pancras in the Fields, originally a humhle
village fane, has been from time to time enlarged

;

but its most recent enlargement, in 1S48, has still

left it a small building, converting it into a kind of

toy gothic edifice, aud destroying its modest old

features. The fourteenth century is conjectured to

have been the era of the erection of the old church,

which simply consisted of a nave and chancel. It

contained many monuments : none more interesting

than that of Samuel Cooper, who has been appro-
priately designated the Vandyck of miniature-

painters. It is a modest monument, surmounted
by the painter’s palette

;
beneath is a coat-of-arms-

noi those of the painter, but of Sir E. Turner, the

Speaker of the House of Commons in the reign of

Cliarles II., who placed the monument here, and
took this extraordinary mode of recording the good
action.

Cooper died on the 5th of May, 1072, at the ripe

genial man, one of unosteutatious talent and cheer-

ful manners, happy in a calm course of life—a life

few but ai-tists are privileged to lead : they should
be happy and grateful men, for many of the noble
and rich envy them.

Before we leave this ancient spot, let us note the
age of sixty-three. W^alpole says, “the anecdotes I many celebrated names that appear on tombs in this
of Cooper’s life are few; nor does it signify—his I crowded churchyard, where for several centuries the
works are his history.” The brevity and the justice ' dead have congregated. Of artists, Ravenet aud
of these few words will bear an amplification of I Woollett

;
of authors, he who is supposed to have

reflection. His works are

his best history, and have
a chaim in their truth and
beauty still. To his pencil

we owe the best and truest

portrait of a great English-

man—Oliver Cromwell; iu

it we seem to see the mind
of the man.* This is the

true greatness of Cooper’s

works. Walpole has com-
pared them with those of

the earlier miniature painter,

Oliver, whose works w'cre

diminutively conceived, as

well as minutely painted

;

but, he adds, “ If a glass

could expand Cooper’s ]iic-

tnres to the size of Van-
dyck’s, they would appear
to have been painted for

that proportion. If his por-

trait of Cromwell could be
so enlarged, I don’t know
but Vandyck would appear

less great by comparison.”
Cooper was busily employed
during his life, and at high

prices. Pepys says, in his

amusing diary, that he gave

him i30 for his wife’s miniature. He tells us
“ he is a most admirable workman, aud good
company.” It is elsewhere recorded that he had
great skill in music, and played well ou the lute,

lie was a favourite at home and abroad; he lived

many years in Holland, and at the French court—
from the latter his widow received a pension. His
portrait, and these few records of his manners, seem
to combine iu presenting us with the agreeable

picture of a quiet, prosperous, industrious, and
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written “ The whole Duty
of Man Theobald, the

editor of Shakspere, aud
the hero of Pope’s original

“Duuciad;” Collier, who
wrote against the Stage;
Walker, who gave us our
best pronouncing dictionary;

William Godwin, aud his

equally famed wife; all rest

here. One of the most ex-

traordinary persons here in-

terred was the Chevalier

D’Eon, who for many years
lived as a woman in Eng-
land, after much diplomatic

continental employ. An-
other politician, Pascal de
Paoli, the friend of John-
son’s Boswell, is also buried
here

; he was chief of the

Corsicans iu their struggles

with the French. 'The

churchyard has always been
a favourite resting -place with
our Roman Catholic bre-

thren. The reasons given
are that it was the last

church iu England where
mass was performed after

the Reformation, and that masses were said for the

souls of such as were buried here in a church de-
dicated to the same saint in the south of France.

The Earl of Moira erected a monument here to a
“model priest” of that faith, the Rev. Arthur
O’Leary, a man of most liberal mind, whose catho-

licity was universal. The cross, and " requiescat

in pace,” or the initials of these words, occur

on many monuments here : would that the peace

of the old churchyard could be paralleled among
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the living sects, that they might “ rest in their

faith among their fellow men,” as they do “ after

life’s fitful fever” here! A quiet wdk back to

* In Mr. Stanley’s edition of Bryan’s “Dictionary of
Painters and Engravers,” he mentions a portrait, by
Cooper, of Miltun, as “recently discovered, and in the
possession of the Duko of Buccleuch, His grace owes it

to the country to have it engraved, as that formerly in
Sir Joshua Reynolds’s possession, and engraved by Caro-
line AVatson, with his sanction, is not the portrait of the
divine poet, but of one of his great coutemporaries.”

Loudon in the old days must have produced whole-

some thoughts after a pilgrimage to Pancras
;
now

the turmoil of noisy London is thick around it, and

OUT reflections must be made at home
;

but the

thoughts are good everywhere that result from

visits like these. It is well to turn aside—and not

unfreqnently, too—from the active aud busy scenes

of life, to hold converse with ourselves, as well as

with those who have gone from us.

F. W. Fairholt.
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AllY SCHEFFER.

The exliibilion of the collected works of Ary Sclicffcr,

whicli was opened at Paris early in May, has per-

haps occasioned some disappointment to those of

his admirers who believed that bis entire career

had been glorified by works equal to the essays of

his latter time—those on which his reputation

rests. He deprecated during life a posthumous
collection and exhibition of his productions, having

seen among the pictures of Delaroche some which

neither enliauced, nor even sustained, the fame of the

painter. But au exhibition of this kind is not

entirely understood by au enthusiastic public, as

being the revelation of a student to a student,—the

analysis of a being, of which the life-springs are not

patent to the many. The collection, as to dates of

production, comprehends a jieriod of thirty-eight

years, with a selection of subject-matter more widely

excursive in religious and poetic, than iu historic^

narrative, and in the early years of the painter

limited to incidents of every-day life. The labours

of every earnest artist evince vicissitudes which look

sometimes much like caprice
;
but the differences

shown in Schefl'cr’s pictures are all experiments

—

many, it is true, failures. But from all somelliiiig

has been learned; or, at least, difficulties have thence

become intelligible—a first step in painting towards
their subjugation. Ilaving no resource but his art,

Schc'iTer was an early competitor for fame. lie

jiroduccd ill 1810 ‘The Oath of Hannibal,’ and
‘ The Death of Pliny the Elder,’ of course in the

feeling of the time—that of the school of David;
and these were the only two subjects of this class

that lie executed, for he diverged at once into that

which the French call fjeyire, a signal dereliction

of “ liigh Art,” when it is remembered that his

master was Guerin, the painter of ‘iEueas and Dido,’

a picture by which so many have been fascinated.

But Scheffer was painting for bread, and could not

afford to illustrate the Greek and Roman virtues,

a kind of Art which, although not domestically

popular', was yet considered an auxiliary of the

goveruments of those limes. One half-hour’s visit

to the galleries of Paris suffices to demonstrate
the part that painting aud sculpture have played in

the politics of France during the last sixty years.

The faith of the Catholic Church, analyse it as you
will, resolves itself always into the worship of tliat

beautiful which has its only representation in Art-

forms
; and with a full recognition of the influences

of painting, each successive government has invoked
the aid of painting to popularise its creed. But to

be effective, such essays consisted necessarily of

scenic declamation, to the utter exclusion of simple

and forcible recital
;
aud hence very much of the

vicious extravagance of the French school. In the

two pictures mentioned, Scheffer believed he had
deferred sufficiently to the “ grand style,” and in

remembrance of Greuze, and those who followed

him, he entered upon a scries of ordinary genre
subjects, the material of which was drawn from
current literature or imagination. The works exhi-

bited, number one hundred and oue, of whidi three

are sculpture, being a bust of his mother, a monu-
mental effigy of his mother, and a bust of the

Countess Krasiuska. The earliest date iu fhe cata-

logue U 1819,— it is affixed to a portrait— (hat

of M. Victor Tracy
;
and as there are numerous

portraits in the collection, it may be well to turn

at oucc to this department, as these works claim

less attention than the poetical and sacred com-
positions. The number of portraits, then, is about

thirty-nine, of which tliosc of Lafayette, the Duke
of Elchiugeu, Odillon Bai-rot, Cavaignac, with that

of himself, are among the best. Of tliis class of

Scheffer’s works there is one comjiosilion to which
strongly marked exception may be taken. It is

entitled, ‘Lnissez veniru moilcs petits eufants,’ and
contains an agroupuient of the Saviour and the three

children of the Duchess Fitz-James. In reference

to this it is not now necessary to consider what tlie

old masters have done in this way, nor in what
spirit they have done it; to say the least, the taste

of the association is very questionable. Many of

Scheffer’s best productions are not here; but the

hundred and oue open to us the whole heart of the

man, and the entire craft of the painter. Scheffer, \

to the last day of his life, was au eager and devoted ,

student—his maturity was that of a “latter summer.”
j

Excellence was long withheld from him, but no man
^

merited his ultimate triumphs move worthily than
'

he, because none more laboriously earned distinc-

tion. As a portrait-painter he never would have

signalised himself, for from the first to the last his

heads want roiiiidness, force, and argument. The
heads of his male sitters have not been lighted in a

manner to bring them out advantageously, and in

the female heads we are reminded rather of the

paint than the life. Of his early pictures there are,

‘La Veuve du Soidat,’ ‘La Fainille du Marin,’ ‘ Le
Bapleme,’ ‘La Mere Convalescente,’ ‘LaTcmpcte,’
ami ‘La Sccur de Cbaritc,’ compositions founded

upon a class of incidents which, in France as well as

England, has for cabinet pictures superseded his-

torical narrative. Iu none of these works is there

promise of groat future eminence. In all of them
much of the accessory is painted without reference

to the proposed forms or surfaces, with a result

either unduly hard or loosely sketchy. The manner
of these small pictures resembles that of the English

school of the correspondiiig period, more than

any deduction from feeling antecedently or coutem-

porancously popular in the French school. Scheffer

always lamented that lie had not the gift of colour

—a deficiency singularly conspicuous throughout

the series
;
and haviug bceu driven to portrait-

painting by early necessity, there is in bis drawing

an absence of that facility and precision whicli are

attained by a I'cgular course of academic study.

The crude and uusympathising colour is strikingly

shown in tiie picture, ‘JMarthe et Marguerite.’

Here the importunate red petticoat of Margaret
harshly dissociates itself from the entire composi-

tion, a hard, dry, unconiproraisiiig surface; and so

it is with other red dresses or petticoats that appear

iu the aeries. He seems to have been extremely

partial to bright vermillioii, but his employment of

the colour was always very infelicitous. Scheffer’s

iiifinnities of drawing are ‘specially evidenced iu

his two unfinished works—'L'Ange anuouqant la

Resurrection,’ and ‘ I/Apparition de Jesus-Christ a

la Madeleine apres la Resurrection.’

Scheffer had bceu struggling onward for nearly

twenty years before he entirely relinquished that ideal

genre, iu which he C8sa3'ed domestic sentiment.

He rose to poetry, and in poetry and sacred history

developed a depth and force of expression in which,

though we look back through ceutiu'ies, even to the

revival, we shall find that his equals are not numerous.
Before he was so thoroughly penetrated by exalted

sentiment, and master of the motives of expression

so perfectly as to subdue the heart by the pathos of

his eloquence, like all earnest painters who are yet

immatui'c in the most penetrating accomplishment
of the art, he sought to impress the mind by action

more or less violent. ‘ La Bataille de Moral,’
‘ Ldonorc,’ ‘ Lcs Femmes Suliolcs,’ ‘Episode de la

Relraite d’Alsace,’ aud ‘Le Giaoui',’ are works in

this spirit, though in the last he hits, peradventure,

on the golden mine, of the existence of ivhich within

him, he never knew. Here is a consummation of

intense expression aud violent action, the last in

which strong movement is expressed, as from this

time (1832) he devoted himself entirely to the

language of expression. All the works which lie

executed under this influence are of ordinary merit.

Even the two pictures which belong to the Luxem-
bourg collection, ‘ Les Femmes Suliotes,’ and ‘Lc
Larinoyeur,’ from a ballad by Schiller, are not dis-

tinguished by much of interesting quality. His first

subject from “Faust” is ‘JMarthe et Marguerite’

—

that which has been already mentioned to instance

tbe red petticoat. This was painted in 1830, and is

one of those small pictures, in the execution of

which Scheffer never succeeded. Another small

picture, painted in the same year,
—

‘ Leonore,’ from

that passage of the ballad which describes her as

borne off by her spectre lover,—shows that after

twenty years of study and practice Scheffer was still

casting about for a manner. It is the most sketchy

of all the exhibited works; and the figure of

Leonore, as she rides behind the ghost, is timid and

unsatisfactory in drawing. Neither by his por-

traiture nor his small pictures would he ever have

acquired his present reputation; but at once, on
entertaining poetic and religious subjects of the size

of life, he shows himself possessed of a capacity

which he had never before manifested. ‘ F'aust dans

son Cabinet’ is one of the first of his larger works,

and its weakness in comparison with those that

follow is obvious; besides, Faust is a misconcepfion.

He is represented here as even a younger man than

in subsequent scenes after his rejuvenescence; there

is, moreover, an absence of the firmness of feature

that appears in any of the other impersonations of

the character. He is here soliloquizing in the open-

ing scene

—

“ Ilabe m;n, acli ! riiilosopliie,

Jiiri‘torei uiiil Mciiocin
Und Icider aucli Tlicologie 1

Durcliaus studirt

and he confesses himself aged, but tlie features here

are those of a young man of thirly. A comparison

of this head with that in ‘ Faust a la Coupe,’ or
‘ Marguerite sortant de I’Eglise,’ shows two things,

of which the first is the artist’s amelioration of his

conceptions by sustained study; the second is, au

immediate development of power, showing that this

was the class of art which he was best constituted

to cultivate. Thus we find him, after 1830, aud

for eight or nine succeeding years, entirely given over

to the passionate aud mystic poetry of Byron aud

GbLlie. The change is sudden and absolute. Such

transitions are common phenomena in artist-life,

but at a period of life so advanced, a change is

rarely otlier than a marked decadeuce
;
for it occurs,

too frequently', that, after a career of early aud too

facile success, artists cease to be students. But
Scheffer, to the last, was a laborious student, and,

perhaps, not the least precious of his rules of prac-

tice, was his concentration of his subject. The
whole of liis works show us that they were pre-

figured in liis mind before committed to the canvas

—a conceptive faculty which alwaj's yields pictures

of great force and reality. Allusion has already

been made to ‘ Marfhe et Marguerite,’ the scene

in wliich Martha invites the latter to come often to

her. This is the first of the Faust series which

Sclicffer painted
;

it is a small picture, with many
of the foibles of his minor works. The next year,

1831, produced ‘Faust daus son Cabiuet,’ the first

of the large pictures, and which has also been spoken

of. The same year brought forth ‘ Jlurguerite au

Rouet

—

“ Mciiic Ruir i.st liiii

Mein Ilerz ist schwer

;

Icti Unde sie niinmer
Uiid iiimmer melir."

But that work, like ‘Faust dans son Cabinet,’ is not

comparable to subsequent impersonations of the

character; tlie face is insignificant—a disqualifi-

cation that is confirmed by the eyes being so close

together. This picture was, we believe, the property

of a member of the Orleans family, and, falling into

evil hands, the head of the figure was cut out
;
but

it was subsequently repaired by M. Scheffer, the

marks of the restoration being plainly discernible.

In 1832, ‘ilargueritc a I’Eglise’ was painted, in the

spirit of the passage

—

“ Wo stelit dein Kopf?
In deinem Herzen
Welche missothat I” &c.

;

wherein Margaret is represented at mass in au
agony of remorse at the thoughts suggested to her

by the evil spirit. She is here in mourning for her

brother, who was slain by Faust, and she has the

appearance of a person above the station iu life to

which Margaret belongs. Some years elapse before

Scheffer returns to Gbthe’s tragedy; but he is con-

tinually occupied with portraits, of which altogether

he painted about three hundred. In 1832, ‘The
Giaour’ was produced—the last aud most violent

of those works wherein action is relied on for

eft'eet, though at the same time the force of the

passion is irresistible. This is a work of surpassing

energy; it is the first in which Schefler succeeds in

fully realizing his ideal; the passage is:

—

“ For he declines the convent oath,

And leaves those locks utihallow'd growth.

But wears our garb In all beside,” &c.

There is hut one figure, that of the Giaour, who
refuses to join in the religious exercises of the

convent, aud iu expressing his resolution he is

borne away in au orgasm of fury. Tliere is little

ill this picture that might not be painted with

white and black, with a qualification, of warmth

;

and those compositions in which colour is spared

are uniformly the signal productions of the artist.

‘ Medora,’ now so well kuown. through the en-

graving, was, painted in 1833
;
the fealui’es seem

to have been, drawn from the same model as those
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of i^fargaret at the wheel—they are of the same
mould, aud there is the like absence of argument.

We pass to the year 1838, in which was painted
‘ Marguerite sortant de I’Eglise.’ The scene is

properly a street, wherein Faust first addresses

Srargnret. When she is gone, hlephistophcles tells

Faust that she is just come from confession, that

she is guiltless, and he has no power over her.

Scheffer, however, by a pictorial licence, presents

Margaret as just coming out of church, with the

rest of the congregation, and there Faust is sup-

posed first to see her, and, to the letter, he looks

the spirit of the lines

—

“ Heim riimmel, dieses kind is soUbii

So ctwas liab ich tiie gesehn.
Sic ist so silt—und lugeiid veieh,

Und etwas schnippisdi dock ziiglclcli.”

And, in order to render the sentiment in its pleui-

tude, Faust aud Mephistopheles are placed so uear

to Mai'garct as almost to touch her. Margaret is

dressed in white, in coincidence with Faust’s descrip-

tion of her innocence, aud she is supported by the

rest of the composition as a breadth of low aud
middle tone

;
thus, virtually there are two parts in

the composition, one—the dorainaut—Margaret, the

other contributing to support the composition.

The professed simplicity of the effect is per-

spicuously artificial. The style of the figure is

according to her condition in life, aud although
Mephistopheles observes that Faust will now see

a Helen in every woman with any pretension to

beauty, the painter might have given such a degree
of relinement as would have literally justified the
admiration of Faust, for in the broad round forms
of the face aud head there is somewhat of an
every-day common-place that would scarcely have
enthralled one to whom the world was not new.
In his effort to qualify the bead with a bright and
beaming innocence, he has painted the face without
a shade, but the refiuemeut which would have
better suited it is made more conspicuously de-

ficient by a female face of superior nobility of

beauty in the throng behind— that of a person
belonging, like Margaret, to a humble station of

life. This is the first picture in which is observable
any expression of that influence to which Scheffer

may have yielded in his admiration of Ingres
; it is

especially seeu in the subdued markings of Mar-
garet’s draperies, and in the uncompromising sharp-
ness of much of the outline of the same figure.

The head of Faust is admirable
;
the happy result

of that study of the character which was well
matured by frequent recurrence to the play. In
1838 the two Mignons appeared, ‘Mignon Aspirant
au Ceil,’ aud ‘ Mignon Regrettant sa Patrie,’ in

both of which are more distinctly felt the sharpness
of a maimer like that of Ingres, with a specious
modification of the natural distinctness of line

that appears in all draperies. In the Giaour the
drapery is painted with a force and confusion of
marking correspondent with the tumult within,
audiu the ' Marguerite sortant de I’Eglise,’ and the
two Miguous, the sentiment of the drapery corre-
sponds with the peaceful emotions of the soul

;
in

the case of the Giaour, the treatment of drapery is

au elegant propriety
;

in that of the Mignons* it

might have been more approximate to nature, with-
out in anywise detracting from the penetrating
language of the features. ‘ Lc Rui de Thule’ was
painted the same year—a subject taken from Giitlie’s
ballad. The old king is represented drinking, for
the last time, from the cup given to him by his
mistress, before he threw it 'into the sea, lest it

should be profaned by the hand of any other pos-
sessor. There are two versions of this subject

; the
former is enfeebled by the introduction of too many
objects; in the latter, the king is a grand and solid
Rembrandtesque conception, in all its parts strong
and well kept in hand, and as to breadth, all but a
monotone. These two versions of the same subject
exhibit, as clearly as any of his works, Scheffer as
the earnest plodding student; and in the second
picture we see the goldeu fruit of his study. We
now arrive at the period at which Scheffer began to
devote himself to religious art, during his study of
which, for the remainder of his life, he returns but
seldom to his favourite poets. The exhibition con-
tains but two instances from Gdtiie, and one from
Dante, and two of these are among the most valu-
able of the works of this eraiuent man. ‘ le Christ
au Jardin des Oliviers ’ is the first essay in religious
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art exhibited. In purity of treatment and original

power, the picture merits comparison with the old

masters
; but in expression the head of the Saviour

is a failure. ‘Les Rois Mages,’ painted in 1844, is

not less original a study of three heads that may be

accepted as typical of the poet, the philosopher, and

the warrior
;
aud here again, in an eminent degree,

we recognise matured study applied to the embodi-

ment of a coiiceptiou of rare beauty. In 1844
'Mignon et le vieux Joucur de llarpe’ appeai'cd,

aud in 1847 'Les Saintes Femmes reveuant du

Tombeau,’ a work perfectly well known from the

admirable engraving which has been taken from it.

The treatment of the heads, their movement, and

expression, place this among M. Scheffer’s best

works. There may be somewhat more of poetry

than religion in the conception, but the touching

sentiment of the aspiration subdues criticism.

Again, ‘ Ruth ct Noemie ’ is a composition aud a

narrative worthy of the best times of the Italian

schools
;

it reminds the spectator now of the Floren-

tine Andrea, aud, anon, of the Bolognese Guido. The
attitudes of both figures arc copiously descriptive, aud

tliehaudsaudfeatures are all most eloquent, according

to the touching story that supplies the subjects.

But the crowning essay of Scheffer’s poetical genius

is the ‘ Francesca de Rimini,’ and whenever, here-

after, his name occurs to the memory, that is the

picture which will at once fill the mind
;

it is so

well known by the engraving that any descrip-

tion were superfluous. The canvas is large, the

figures being small life-size. The composition, with

its flowing lines and floating figures, is much in the

elegant feeling of Flaxiuan
;

indeed, Scheffer has

said that if he were ever tempted to follow any artist,

it would be Flaxman. Never was anguish painted

more poignantly in a profile than in that of Fran-

cesca, in whose action are also shown reliance, de-

votion, and love. The raoveraeut of Paolo will bring

to mind that of Lazarus in the National Gallery, but

here the function of the drapery is so beautifully

discharged, and it is so skilfully blended with the

figiU’es, that without it the composition would be

much less perfect. If the quotation in the cata-

logue—
“ Oil, lasso,

Quanti dole! pensicr
!
quanto desio, <fcc.,”

be the passage originally given with the title by
Scheffer, it is very clear from the action of the

figures that the lines on which he principally dwelt

were

—

" Mentre die I'uno spirto questo disse,
L'altro piangeva si, die dl pict.ade

lo venni meno come s'io morissc,” <fcc.

;

and the interview is at an end, for the spirits are

floating away, as we see by the line of Francesca’s

hair, which, by the way, is the least praiseworthy

form in the picture. With respect to the age of

Dante, there is an objection to offer. He himself

says, at the commencement of the “ Inferno,” that

he was

—

“Nel mezzo del c.ammin di nostra vita

hut we find him here certainly approaching sixty;

the head, moreover, of Virgil is morally a failure.

It avails but little to tell us that it has been copied

from the putative bust of Virgil: if there were as

many busts of Virgil as there are of .Julius Cresar, it

cannot be doubted that the types would be as vari-

ous as those attributed to the great commander.
The head of Virgil is so insignificant that it cannot

be received as that of him ivhom Dante challenges

as

—

“ Quel Virgllio e quella foiitc

Clio spandc di p.arlar si flume ?
”

In 'Saint Augustin at Saint Jlouique,’ painted in

1855, there is a distinction in the forms of the

head of St. Augustine that separates it from the

general type of the small heads in the Exhibition.

In these heads we have the same forcible expression,

that gives so much value to other works painted

dui'ing the last fifteen years of his life
;
and as dis-

tinguished by this exceUence may be cited
—

‘Les
Douleurs de la Terre,’ ‘ Marguerite a la Fontaine,’
‘ Le Baiser de Judas,’ ‘ Figure de Calvin,* ' Faust ii la

Coupe,’ 'Le Christ et Sain Jean,’ ‘IMaclcleine en
Extase ;’ and, besides these, there are other works
which do not reach this high standard, as ‘ La Ten-
tatiou du Christ,’ ‘ Jacob et Rachel,’ ‘L’AmourDivin
et I’Amour Terrestre,’ &c.

And thns is the genius of Sclieffir set forth, so

that we accompany him through his life of ceaseless

application, aud various emotions aud impulses. It

was not until after twenty years of labour that he
discovered lus pai-ticular qualifications

; but at this

we marvel not, as in artist life it is a common
contingency. The portraits exhibited are very nu-
merous

;
they may all be likenesses, but there arc

not very many of them possessing qualities much
beyond this. But Scheffer is truly gi'eat in the

expression of tender and intense emotion, and grand
in his rehearsal of the thoughts and passions of

men. His best productions ai*e those in which he
has not been seduced by attempts at colour; and in

the extensive allusion aud copious description of his

limited compositions he can never be excelled.

THE FIFTH EXHIBITION OF

PICTtrUES m WATEE-COLOUllS
BY GAEL WEENEE.

The fifth collection of his pictures in water-colours,
which Carl Werner is now exhibiting at his atelier.

No. 49, Pall Alall, honourably sustains the high
reputation he so deservedly enjoys. Like its prede-
cessors, this collection comprises various continental

architectural subjects, with landscape-scenery, and
figures, the results of the artist’s labours during the

last twelve months
;
and, in addition to these works,

which are twenty-two in number, Carl Werner has
this year painted three pictures since his return to

England in April last, his subjects being an interior

view of the House of Lords, and two well-known
portions of Westminster Abbey. These three
pictures impart a fresh character to the exhibition,

aud in themselves they possess qualities of the
highest order.

In his picture of the House of Lords, Carl Werner
has lieen content to give a faithful representation of

Sir Charles Barry’s gorgeous liall, as it awaits the
assembling of the peers of England beneath its

richly-decorated roof, without introducing even a
single figure to enhance the effect of the architecture

aud its accessories. In less able hands this must
have been a rather dangerous experiment

;
but Carl

Werner combines tbe science of an architect with
the power of a true artist, and he has produced one
of the most perfect architectural drawings that it

has beeu our good fortune to have seen. The pers-

pective is absolutely stereoscopic, the colouring is

rich and hai-monious, tbe whole being most skilfully

lighted up by a warm sunbeam, that floats in through
oue of the open stained-glass windows

; and the
texture, whether of fresco-adorned walls or carved
oak, or elaborately-wrought metal work, or crimson
velvet, has never been surpassed by the artist him-
self—and we know not how to express commenda-
tion in stronger terms.

The view of the tombs of Edward III. and his

Queen Philippa, which is obtained from the chapel
of St. Nicholas, on the south side of Westminster
Abbey, with the adjoining parts of the abbey itself,

has been chosen by Carl Werner to form the first of

a series of pictures which he proposes to paint in

this, the noblest of our Euglish churches. His
second jiicture, of smaller size, but fully equal to its

companion in excellence, represents the doorway
that leads to the Chapel of Abbot Islip, to the north
of the choir. We commend these drawings to the
thoughtful attenliou of those gentlemen connected
professionally with architecture, who both do and do
not contribute productions of their own to what
bears amongst us the title of the “Architectural

Exhibition.” They might obtain from them some
suggestions that would go far to raise the character

of their exhibition in its artistic capacity, and, indeed,

which might save it from degenerating into being

an exhibition of architectural accessories, accom-

panied with a certain number of oflice plans and
elevations.

Venice, the Alhambra, Lubeck, Leipsic, Verona,

Meissen in Saxony, Spalatro, and various other

parts of Dalmatia, contribute scenes, some of them
long established in favour with both artists and
poets, and others such as are but little known. The
“Bridge of Sighs” aud the “Rialto” are rendered

with a freshness of feeling and effect which convince

ns that such things exist as subjects for pictures

that are not to be worn out. The Lion of St. Mark,
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that, with a few other shattered relies of the lonp;-

departed days of Veuetiaa greatness, now lies amidst

the reeds in the swamps of Torcello, is an epic in

itself, and most poetically has Carl Werner treated

it. The same remark applies with equal justice to

the picture of the Cyclopean masonry at Norba, in

the Pontine Marshes, with the picturesque group of

goat-herds and goats watching the storm, that

threatens them* from Monte Circello, and from the

more distant sea and its islands. Two views of the

Town-hall at Lcipsic demand special notice, from

their singular merit,—a merit which has been most

appropriately appreciated, as is shown by the fact

that both have immediately found purchasers. One
other picture only our space will permit us to par-

ticularise. This has been entitled by the artist,

“The niches of Science;” it represents the interior

of Die “ Studio of Dr. Brchm, the eminently learned

and distinguished ornithologist, Peutendorll’, Saxony.”

The doctor appears seated in his studio
;
and most

certainly the room, w'ith its furniture and fittings,

are the very things to be associated with such a

man, as the man himself could scarcely be imagined

to exercise his vocation except in such a locale,

and surrounded by such objects as are here grouped
together, at once in admirable disorder aud in the

happiest artistic combination.

Our readers will not, we are assured, fail to

accord to ns their thanks for reminding them that

Herr Werner receives daily at his atelier visitors

who may favour him with a call, between the hours

of half-past two and six o'clock, for the purpose of

inspecting his pictmes
;
and also that he devotes his

mornings to giving instruction, in classes, in the

study and practice of his favoxiritc and popular art.

OBITUAEY.

Mil. DAVID COX.
A VERY few weeks only have elapsed since wc
directed the attentiou of our readers to the collec-

tion of pictures by David Cox, exhibited in the

metropolis, aud now we have to record the death of

the veteran painter—one whose equal, as an uncom-
promising and truthful delineator of English rui'al

landscape, we never expect to see. It almost seems
as if the collection in question had been gathered

together to form a chaplet of flowers of his own
reaving to be placed on his grave. He died at Jiis

residence, Harborue, near Binniugham, on the 7tli

of last month, after an illness of only two or three

days, as wc understand, though his health had
visibly been declining for some considerable time.

He was born in 1783, and, consequently, had
reached his seventy-sixth year.

It is not our intention now to go into the parti-

culars of David Cox’s career. We arc preparing

some engraviugs from his works to form one of our

series of “British Artists” for a future number,
when a more favoui'able opportunity than is at

pi-escnt afforded will occur for speaking of him.
Our personal knowledge of the artist, and the recol-

lection of his simple and uuassummg character,

would have restrained ns from saying, while be
lived, what we cau say now that praise “ falls listless

on unhearing cars.” Though by no means insensible

to any coinmeudatiou bestowed on his works, w’e

never met with a man who received it with more
difiidence, or on whom it made a less self-complacent

impression. It has been truly remarked by a writer

in the Birmingham Dailg Post, that, “ iu perfect

harmony with his simple and beautiful character,

Cox was the last to realise the fame and the honour
to which he liad reached.” He possessed, in its

way, a genius as original as that of Turner : there

arc those who cannot, or will not, understand cither

—wo sorrow for them as wc do for the jdiysically

blind, to whom the glories of nature aud of Art are

kremcdiably closed.

MR. JACOB BELL.

The death of this gcutlcman, during the last

month, must not pass without a record in our
columns. In noticing, a short time since, the ex-
hibition of paintings at the Marylebonc Literary
Institution, Mr. Bell’s contribution of pictures, in
which those by Sir E. Landseer were conspicuous,
was particularly pointed out

j
and also the circum-

that induced him temporarily to denude the walls

of his mansion in Laugham Place of their greatest

ornaments. His collection of “ Landseers” is, per-

haps, the finest in the kingdom, for, we believe. Sir

Edwin has painted but few pictures of late years

which have not passed into, or through, the hands

of Mr. Bell. Rumour, which it is hoped may not

prove false, says he has bequeathed his cntii'e collec-

tion to the National Gallery.

THE BRITISH INSTITUTION.

A VERY interesting feature in the collection of

the “ old masters” this yeai- is the number
of Gainsborough’s works that appears in the

third room, and which, perhaps, are the more
attractive, as those of the works of the Italian

schools that are celebrated as known pictures,

are more famous tliau exceUeiit. This exhi-

bition always opens soon after the Iloyal

Academy, and these same ancient masters,

with their sedate greys and browns, administer

an effective solaliam to eyes nervously excited

by the racking colours of the Royal Academy.
' The Salutation,’ by Manzuoli di San Triano

(No. 3), is a large altar-piece of much har-

monious beauty, very soft iu manner, with

somewhat of the feeling of Andrea del Sarto,

for Manzuoli was of the Florentine school, and
certainly studied Del Sarto. By Sebastian del

Piorabo there are (No. 4), ‘Francesco Albizzi,’

(No. 6) ‘ Head of a Man and, above all, two
small heads, charmingly painted portraits of

Michael Angelo and Giulio Romano, in excel-

lent condition. No. 14 is a ‘Landscape aud
Figures,’ by Poussin, as dark and deep as bis

works usually are
;

and No. IG is entitled
* The Madonna dell’ Impamiata,’ Raffaelle,

which looks very like a sketch made for a

fresco, and painted by Giulio Romano. In
many places the outlines pf t)ie drawing are

conspicuous, aud the whole seems to have been
coloured with extreme care, that the lines

might be preserved. The famous ‘ Madonna
dell’ Impannata’ is in the Pitti Palace, at Flo-

rence
;

it was painted by Raffaelle for Bindo
Altovita, aud soon afterwards came into the

possession of Cosmo dci Medici. It differs, in

all but design, very much from this, and it is

all but certam that even that pictuix was en-

tirely painted by some one of RaffacUe’s

pupils. There is a curiosity (No. 17) by
Salvator Rosa, ‘La Fortuna,’ a picture repre-

senting Fortune showering her best gifts upon
swine. The picture is said to have been
painted by Salvator when under the excitement

of auger against the pope, and on account of the

subject he was expeltea from Rome. To Titian

is attributed the remarkable portrait (No. 21),

that of Raffaelle, which may have been painted

by Titian, but it has mucli more the feeling

of Giorgione, and were it by that artist, woulH,

be more valuable than if by Titian. At No. 20

we come to an ‘Ecce Homo,’ by Tintoretto,

by whom are also (No. 1) ‘Portrait of a member
of the Pesauo Family,’ (No. 7) ‘The Last
Slipper,’ (No. 44) ‘ Christ driving the Money-
changers out of the Temple,’ aud (No. 45)
‘ The Baptism of our Saviour,’ each of whicli

has a manner peculiar to itself, and no two of

them could be recognised as by the same hand.

Dosso Dossi is a painter, of whose works many
have not trarellecl out of Italy; we find here,

however (No. 2), ‘Jupiter and Autiopc,’ a

picture to which much care has been given,

and (No. 33) ‘ Piauto, riso, ira,’ three grotesque

heads, which, from a certain resemblance they

bear to his own in the collection of the

Ritratti dei Pittori, iu the Palazzo Vecehio
at Florence, m^ have been studied from bis

own features. In ‘ Sclmyders, his Wife, and
Child,’ Vandyke does not rise to the rare

quality that is so imposing iu the dames and

cavaliers of Charles’s court. We do not re-

member when Vandyke quitted Antwerp, but
it was yet in early jouLli, and lie must,

|

therefore, have been very voung when he
I

painted tins sober and well-rounded study,
’

without 'any of tbe sunny gaiety of Rubens’s
manner, as seen in (No. 4G) ‘ The Ducliess of

Buckingham aud Family,’ a member of w'hich

is that ubiquitous cliubby child with the large

round eyes and light hair tliat Rubens will

drag into all his works, either as Christian

cherub or pagan Cupid. In No. 52 Ginlio

Romano gives a head of Giovamii de hlcdici,

and not a pleasant resemblance, if wc may
accept as a likeness the famous figure in

armour painted by Titian, and now among the

Medici portraits at Florence.

In the middle room is an interior (No. 54)
by A. Ostade, showing that especial partiality

for gradations of blue which is exemplified

more in tiie Louvre picture than in any other

of his works. The pictiu'c is far behind his

best works in the brilliant finish that distin-

guishes these. After passing (No. 50) ‘A
Winter Scene, with figures skating,’ J. Ostade,

(No. 5S) ‘A Calm,’ W. Vandevelde, (No. 62)
‘A Storm,’ W. Vandevelde, (No. 05) ‘ A Light
Gale,’ W. Vandevelde, we come to (No. 67)
‘ Landscape, with the fisherman presenting to

Polycrates, the Tyrant of Samos, a fish, inside

of which was afterwards found the ring he had
cast into the sea,’ S. Rosa; and also by Sal-

vator there is a pendant (No. 72), ‘Landscape,

with the story of the death of Polycrates
;’

and even in these two works the analyst may
read the temperament of the man. All his

smaller works have that spirit of irnprompfii

which shows that they were all pictures in his

mind before he touched the canvas. His great

power lies in landscape
;

but he affected to

despise landscape, and consequently despised

rural nature. These pictures are, therefore,

spirited sketches, with that almost uniform

treatment of the sky which heralds a Salvator

at any distance. Moucheron and A. Vande-
vcldc combine in (No. 70) a ‘Landscape with

Figures,’ a small garden scene with figures,

painted with great care
;

and No. 77 is a

large ‘Landscape,’ by De Koning, presenting

a tract of country somewhat richer, but not

imlike the extensive flat we survey from the spire

of Antwerp calhcdral. It is painted almost

without colour, and so skilfully managed as to

represent a vast expanse of country, always the

great merit of his works. ‘A Street Scene’

(No. 78) is an example of Linglebach; the

figures arc picturesque and admirably drawn,

and the general condition of the picture is

excellent. Near this is a ‘ Conversation,’ by
Jan Steen, bearing the date 1007, and painted,

therefore, in his thirty-first year, aud before

he had abandoned himself entirely to dissipa-

tion, for there is as yet not that infirmity

of touch which, indicative of the shaking hand
and weakened eye, distinguishes his produc-

tions of ten years later. No. 79, a ‘Land-

scape and Cattle,’ by Berghem, is an average

example of the painter’s manner, whose works,

with all their neaufy, we never see without

wishing that he had characterised them by
somewhat more of variety of sentiment aud
material. Tliis oneness of feeling tells us

many things, but especially that Berghem was

a great manufacturer of pictures, which his

captivating execution made extensively popular.

No. 85, ‘Fruit aud Flowers,’ is one of the

most elegant aud brilliant examples of Van Os
we have ever seen. This painter may be gene-

rally considered as inferior to Van Huysum,
but the latter never excelled this picture. By
Decker aud A. Ostade, a ‘Landscape and

Figures’ affords au admirable example of the

style of the former in a picture iu which

appears an earnest study of nature
;
the trees

look as truthful as those of Both and Hobbima.
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‘A Boar Hunt’ (jS"o. 104), and ‘A Stag Hunt’
(Ho. 110), form a pendant, of course, by
Schnyders. Tlic ‘Boar Hunt’ is a dark and
heavy picture, by no means comparable to the
other. All Schnyders’ dogs are of one type,
and although the admirers of this painter
believed that canine portraiture could never
be carried beyond his essays, dog painting has,
among ourselves, been carried to a degree of
excellence never dreamt of in his time. By
Euysdael, ‘A Landscape and Waterfall’ (No.
106) instances the very dark manner into
which lluysdael passed when he ceased ad-
dressing himself to nature, and accepting her
tones as those of incontrovertible truth.

There_ is by Vanderneer (No. Ill) a very
charming ‘River View,’ a moonlight in which
the effect has been conducted with great skill

:

it is clear and deep, without any opacity or
blackness.

The third room contains the Gainsboroughs,
of which there are forty-two. As Thomas
Gainsborough is one of the stars of our school,
we are thankful for an opportunity of com-
paring him with himself, for it is thus only
that a painter develops himself, and in looking
at collections of this kind it is easy to uuder-
stand wherefore many distinguished artists

j

deprecate a posthumous collection of all their
works, that is, as many as can be brought
together. In the arena of portraiture, Rey-
nolds felt that he was jostled oy Gainsborough,
and, therefore, signalised him as “the greatest
landscape-painter of the day”—an eulogy pro-
nounced by Sir Joshua in the hearing of

1

Wilson, who immediately added, with some
degree of asperity, that he was also the most
gifted portrait-painter. Wilson was not quite
right, hut he was nearer the trutli than Rey-
nolds, for there are heads in this collection of
which Velasquez or Vandyke might have been
proud, while there is no landscape which may
not be equalled, or surpassed, by our present
landscape school. Although in Gainsborough’s
landscapes we are reminaed now of Poussin,
now of Mola, and sometimes of certain of the
Dutch painters, yet he was as much an
originator as any other artist who is distin-

guished by beauties peculiar to himself. Rey-
nolds was the genius who reversed all the
ill-founded conclusions of our school of por-
traiture, that, before his time, had ignored
Vandyke, and extolled Knelier beyond the
stars

;
and Gainsborough iu tiiis was a fol-

lower of Reynolds, and iu that wherein he
was a follower, he was superior to that in

which he was original. But his degree as a
landscape painter must be considered rather in
reference to his time than his quality. Remem-
bering, therefore, the. time iu which he lived,
he must be acknowledged a landscape painter
of extraordinary power, and the history of the
art does not supply a name of which the
possessor was accomplished as at once a painter
of heads and landscapes beyond Thomas Gains-
borough. ‘The Cottage Door’ (No. 93) is a
line example of his domestic subject matter.
It is a large picture of a cottage, dominated
by dark masses of foliage, toned so as to
lead the eye to a group of rustic figures in

the foreground. Tlie dispositions are very
impres.sive. The student of marine subjects
may be surprised that Gainsborough should
have ventured on such material as is presented
in a ‘ Seashore and Figures ’ (No. 134). Ruys-
dael did the same thing, but he succeeded
much better than Gainsborough, for here the
sea is entirely without the common water-
forms

;
but in (No. 137) ‘ Landscape and

Cattle,’ we find him more at home, indeed, so
much more so, that we recognise in it more
of the studio than of open-air painting

; the
foliage of the trees, for instance, rises in
successive and equal quantities—an arrange-
ment which we do not see in nature. We

1

find, iu direct opposition to that free manner
in which so many of his pictures are worked
(No. 141), ‘Landscape, with Cattle and Figures,’

and its pendant (No. 147), ‘Landscape and
Figures,’ two pictures, painted up to a degree
of finish so minute, as entirely to exclude them
from comparison with pictures in his other

manner. They look like subjects realised

from veritable localities, yet with a certain

qualification of that cold metallic green to
which this painter was so partial. As a con-
trast to this (No. 159) a ‘Landscape, with
Horses and Figures,’ is made out with a
strong effect of light and shade, and with a

full and firm touch; and in a similar manner
(No_. 160) a ‘ Landscape, with Figures, after

Teniers,’ is painted. ‘A Girl Feeding Pigs’
(No. 172) is a charming picture, though so
unaspiring as to subject. The child is seated
on the ground, presented in profile, contem-
plating her porcine at their refection;

a very attractive figure, and, as for the animals,
they arc as satisfactory as any specimens that
could be shown. But to turn to the reverse of the
medal. A glance at Gainsborough’s portraits

shows us that he differs from Reynolds iu his

aim at honest simple painting, and, moreover,
that his landscape study gave him the power
of accompanying his portraits with shreds of
sylvan and garden composition, which consti-

tuted these combinations not only portraits,

but veritable pictures. Of this class is

(No. 97) ‘The Duke and Duchess of Cumber-
land, and Lady Blizabeth Luttrel

;

’ but in all his

most careful works we find some of tliat raw ter-

magant green that always forces upon us the con-
viction that Gainsborough was blind as to asso-

ciations of colour. Reynolds’s theory of har-
mony is quite right. Gainsborough’s attempt
to refute it by his ‘ Blue Boy,’ produced a
fine study, but did not disturb the solidity

of Reynolds’s position. A ‘Landscape and
Figures ’ (No. 147) is an admirable work

—

it is very careful, and is qualified with the
very best feeling of the painter. To continue
the portraits, there arc (No. 135) ‘Mrs. Gains-
borough,’ and (No. 139) ‘Miss Gainsborough,’
the lady, doubtless, whom the painter por-
tioned on her marriage with one of his

j)ictures. No. 142 is a ‘Portrait of Ralph
bchomberg, Esq.;’ (No. 149) ‘ Georgiana,
Duchess of Devonshire,’ that excellent person
whom the Prince of Wales, at her death,
characterised as a gentlewoman, and Charles
James Fox as an augel. ‘A Family Picture’
(No._ 150) is a large composition, with six

life-sized figures, painted with as much soliditv

as those iu Vandyke’s family pictures. ‘(Miss

Linley, afterwards Mrs. Sheridan, and her
Brother’ (No. 152), a study of two heads
only, affords one of the most precious examples
of Gainsborough’s art. In roundness, vitality,

and colour these heads will bear comparison
with any of the lustrous triumphs of the best
times cf the art; there is, moreover, a sim-
plicity in the painting which will, through a
course of centuries, maintain the tones of the
colour. (No. 154), ‘Miss Gainsborough,’ is a

profile as bright in hue as if by Reynolds,
out wanting his winning suavity of touch.

(No. ] 63), ‘ Georgiana, First Co'intess Spencer,’

presents the lady in a jacket, waistcoat, cravat,

and ruffles
; a head and bust only, and some-

what sketchy. These arc a portion of the
remarkable portraits by Gainsborough, and we
know of the existence of others fuity equal to
the best of these

;
and now we submit that an

examination of the pictures thus collected will

set forth the powers of Gainsborough iu any
comparison between his portraiture and land-
scape capabilities, as pre-eminent iu the former.
The exhibition contains various instances of

our school, but the opportunity of a compari-
son of Gainsborough with himself was an
occasion not to be lost.

THE ROYAL PICTHRES.

THE ALMSDEEDS OF DORCAS. 1

AV. C. T. Dubson, P.ilnter. II. Bourne, Engraver.
Size of the Picture, 3 fr. 3 in. by 2 ft. 0 in.

Pictures of this class are not generally iucluded
among those which usually bear the title of “ reli-

gious” Art-W'orks, aud yet Ihey have as much, or
more, right to be so denominated as those of the
saints, martyrs, virgins, and holy men—the staple

subjects of the old masters—who painted pictures

for the adornment of ancient religious edilices aud
institutions. The philanthropic lady of Joppa,
whom Peter raised from the dead, has not—so far,

at least, as we know—any place in the calendar of
that church which acknowledges as its founder the
life-giving saint by whom tlie miracle was wrought;
her labours of love, her benevolence, her warm-
hearted compassion, have not been able to secure
lier name to be engraven even on the lowest part
of the pedestal that bears the column on which
stands, in venerated dignity, the figure of the great
apostle who is said to hold the keys of the Chris-
tian church: but was not Tabitha a saint? and is

not a painter’s ideal representation of her good
deeds a sacred subject—a religious Art-work ? We
do uot allow', as many do, that every incident re-

corded in the Scriptures becomes, therefore, a
sacred theme for poet or artist

;
a mere historical

fact narrated by an inspired writer, aud having no
immediate connection witli the important truths
eontaiued therein, except as a matter of Jewish his-

tory, cannot strictly be so interpreted; there arc many
such passages which will readily occur to the miud of
every reader of the sacred volume. The history of

Dorcas, as Tabitha was called, cannot, however, call

forth two opposite opinions her life was eminently
religious ere she was struck dowu by the hand of

death; her restoration to lifesliowed the miraculous
power with which her Divine Master had endowed
some of his servants and companions on earth.

The evangelist St. Luke thus narrates her history

in the Acts, chap. ix. :

—

“ Now there was at Joppa a certain disciple named
Tabitha, which by interpretation is called Dorcas : tliis

woman was full of good works and almsdeeds wliioh she
did.

“And it came to pass in those days that she was sick
and died; whom when they liad washed they laid her iu
an upper chamber.
“ And forasmuch as Lydda was nigh to Joppa, and the

disciples had heard that Peter wa.s there, they sent unto
liim two men, desiring him that Ije would not delay to
come to them.
“ Then Peter arose, and went with them. When he

was come, they brought him into the upper chamber : and
all the widows stood by him weeping, and showing the
coats and garments which Dorcas made while she was
with them," Ac. Ac.

Mr. Dobson has not taken an artist’s licence with
the theme he has represeuteJ

; he has made Dorcas
what we are told she was, “ full of good works and
almsdeeds xchich she did she was herself the
almoner of her own bounty, and doubtless went

j

forth, as we see lier here, into the highways and
suburbs of Joppa—or, as it is now called, Jaffa

—

to relieve the sick and the destitute. She is repre-

sented in the picture before us administering relief

to a family of “children of the desert:” under a
rude tent of reed-matting is an aged man, appa-
rently at the point of death, to whose parched lips

her attendant is offering drink
; food has been

given to the others—husband, wife, and children—
and now Dorcas with her own hands is clothing
the naked. The whole composition is finely aud i

|

poetically conceived : the subject has been earnestly i

felt, aud most successfully worked out. In colour
|

it is abundantly rich—the principal figure is clad
i

in a robe of purple red, and over the shoulders falls i

a dark crimsou cloak
;
the scai'f round her waist is

'

orange; these colours are somewhat lowered in '

tone by the bright scarlet jacket which she is
i

placing iu the hands of the poor woman, whose i

dress is of the rudest materials—a rough sheepskin

over a tattered, ill-shaped, lower garment of a
brownish-black hue. The uegro-lookiug man has
a bright yellow cloth round Ids loins, and" is girding 1

himself with a scarf of deep carmine colour : he
kneels on a cloth of broad light blue stripes

;
the

1

young girl’s robe is of a white and pink material, in
;

stripes, with small flowers on it. i

The picture is at Osborne. 1







EXCURSIONS IN SOUTH WALES.
BY Mil. AND MRS. S. C. HALL.

Part VII.

—

Tenby, &c.

tcrrupt our narrative, ami

J

precede our notes coucern-
• ing Tenby, by reconducting

him to the Ferry between

Neylaud and Pater, to rc-

f
'l

" cord an incident that oc-

curred to us during our

passage? With sucli“ breaks” in

our dcscriplious we endeavour,

from time to time, to lighten topo-

graphic details.

It was a ))h'asant day we passed

between Pater and Tenby, visiting the old castles of Pem-

broke and Mauorbeer, and the venerable Palace of Lamphey;

even the ferry had its charm as we crossed it, preferring—

for tlie morning was mild and the breeze gentle— tlie com-

mon row-hoat to the boat propelled by steam, and so de-

lighting a group of weatlier-beateu mariners who watehed

our embarkation at the neat quay. Our boatmen— there

were two—fell naturally into discourse coucerniug this

incident, complimenting alike our wisdom and our taste,

and expressing, unrestrained, their own opinions as to

the folly or the wickedness of so abominable an innovation

on the freedom of the fair Haven, the parity of the air,

and the beauty of the landscape; both agreeing—and justi-

fying their belief by sundry sea-phrases, iucomprchcnsible,

or at least unpresentable—that it was an insult aud a degra-

dation to any British seaman to be asked to navigate a huge

tea-kettle. W’e may print a few passages of their sea talk as

they rowed us leisurely across.

“ I wonder, from iny licart aud sawl,” said one of them, a

sturdy fellow, who had lost an eye in some service,
“
did any

of them new-fashioned circumnavigators ever give ’emselves

time to look at a duck—only a duck— and see the way she

lloatsj and steers, aud turns on the ripple
;
and how her

little eyes watch the wind, and how she rises and sinks with

the wave ? See what a beautiful pair of oars the Lord gave

her to keep her gw.aia on tlie water : now I look on the

duck as the father and mother of all the boats, canoos, oars

aud scullers, that ever touched the waves— I do indeed
;
and

I’ll stand up to it, tlicre isn’t no such swimming-master on

the coast ns a duck—her paddling is beautiful I she has such

a take-it-ensy way with her, and yet cuts the element like

a prize wherry. But you’ll see, it’s not long your hue

scicntifick men will leave duck or goose to go the way of

nature they’ll he for improving them, as they think they

do land and sea, giving no peace to either. Now, messmate,

what is so natural to a ferry-boat as a pair of oars ? and what

so natural, when a poor fellow gets keel-hauled, yet wants to

he doing something, as /lis taking to the ferry-boat, and

earning a living? Tliey don’t count us ‘able bodied

seamen’ at the Admiralty, aud yet cither of us could ply

such !i craft as the old ferry-boat, and turn au honest penny,

aud no danger of tlic passengers being blown to Jericho— or

further, and worse. I wonder what Britaunia thiuks of these

new fangles ? I only wish aiild Neptune could catch a steam-

tug crossing the line— or a what-d'yc-call-um cable 1 Ah, it

wasn’t with such tackle wc won the battle of the Nile, or

tlie great Trafalgar, where my father did wlial the song says

England expected ‘ every man to do !

“
She’s pulling across now,” said the older sea-dog, with a

sound between a growl and a chuckle
;

“ 1 always watches

her night and day—never misses her crossing over; and do

yon knaw why? well. I’ll tell yah!” aud the seams and

puckers in his weather-heateu face were in harmony with

the keen twinkle of his grey eye
;
“I hiajv she'll blow vp,

and I wouldn’t miss it—no, not to be made first lord
!”

Ve are now on the high road to Tenby, and shall be

there anon ; it is in sight long before wc reach it.

Tenby is, according to the comity historian, Fenton, “ beau-

tiful in every stage of its approximation,”—occupying a lofty

promontory which the sea, at full tide, to use the forcible

phrase of old Leland, “ peninsulateth.” It is seen from afar

off, on whichever side the traveller “ appvoacheth,” aud on

none to greater advantage than from the cliarniing road we
liave been traversing—the road from Femhroke, called the

Ridgeway. Soon after leaving Manorbeer to the right, wc
come in sight of Caiily Island. A day will be well spent

here; a row across the bay, of two and a half miles, being

one of the especial treats of visitors, to examine the walls ami

remains of a castellated mansion which uow form parts of a

modern dwelling—the residence of the gentleman who owns

the old nest of the sea-kings. There are other objects here to arrest attention : an ancient tower,

and an inscribed stone, still more ancient
;
while its smaller sister, St. Margaret’s, separated from

it when the tide is in, and joined to it, at low water, by a reef of rocks, contains also objects

which the antiquary will explore gladly
;
while the rocks and cliffs that girt either shore are fertile

of matters deeply interesting to the naturalist
;
and the breezes, either mild or strong, are ever

full of health, on those green fields which the sea environs. From any of tliese heights we view
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Ihc town—a charming sight it always is, occupying a steep which the tide “peninsulateth,”

the Castle Hill its huge sentinel, St. Catherine’s, au island at high water, its advanced guard,

aud the tall tower of St. Mary its beacou and protector. All is hare on this side—tiie

artist has so shown it—while on the other, trees grow in luxuriaut beauty, under the shadows

of cliffs, and sheltered by near hills, where those who arc delicate have pleasant promenades,

leaving the side opposite to the more hardy and robust. The artist has here jiictured the town

from both points; into the sketch from the north, he has introduced the pier, where small

vessels are protected from all winds, on which, forinei-ly, stood the chapel of St. Julian,

where mariners offered up prayers, and left their dole for the priests, whose duty it was to

make perpetual intercession for the seamen and fishermen of Tenby who were labouring

on the perilous ocean.

In truth, Tenby is “beautiful” from whichever side approached, and very agreeable when

TENBY FKOH 1

entered : there arc good hotels here, and lodging-houses in plenty, the major part of them, of

course, facing the sea; the markets are well supplied, carriages are numerous, and not dear,

boats are at all times ready, the warm baths are good, and the bathing-machines in abundance;

wliile the sands, the yreat attraction of this charming sea-town, become so hard, almost instantly

after the tide is out, that the thinnest shoe may he worn by walkers who tread them ;
and, on one

side or other of the town, there is, at all times, shelter from winds to be avoided.

It is clear, therefore, that as a “ watering place,” Tenby has advantages second to those of

no seaport in the kingdom : to our minds, it is a recommendation, aud not a drawback, that a

railway does not run right into the houses, allliongh sufficiently near to give help without

encumbrance. M’e shall show, presently, how many attractions it has to induce walks and

drives— temptations to exercise, the source of licallh.

Before wc take our ramble round the town, let us visit the old church, and the venerable walls,

the castle, towers, and battleuients, on which the curious eye has been often fixed, from the

moment sight is obtained of 'reuby.
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The Church at Tenby, dedicated to St. Mary, is situ-

ated in the centre of the town
;

it is of large size, the

largest church in rembrolicshirc, but of oddly mingled archi-

tecture; the “style” is tlie produce of several periods—some

portions dating back to a remote age, others bearing unques-

tionable evidence of a time wlieii taste aud fitness were little

thought of in edifices dedicated to the service of the Deity.

No d^^uubt it suffered often during the Welsh wars, and was

restored according to the caprice of “authorities.” It con-

sists of a nave aud chancel, with side aisles, and lias a square

balllumented tower, surmounted by a spire of bath stone,

rising from the south aisle of the chancel to a height of one

hundred and fifty-two feet—a notable landmark for mariners.

Looking down the Iligb Street upon the three gable ends

that form the west front, the exterior has no peculiar

feature, excepting two fine Perpendicular windows—the only

two alike throughout the structure. Entering the interior

laboured to flatter the living parent. Against the east wall is the kneeling figure of William

Risam, dressed in his red aldermanic gown—a good specimen of a well-to-do tradesman in 1630.

Near the head of the wortliy alderman is a little break in the wall, said to have been caused by

Cromwell, w'bo nred at the figure, supposing it to be a living being ! The finest of all the

monuments, however, is that erected to the memory of two of the family of White—esteu-

Not far from each other, under richly ornamented niches in

the wall, are two very ancient tombs—the greater part of

both hidden by the pews : on one is the effigy of a naked,

emaciated inutiV, with n wiiiding-sbeet thrown partly over it,

The tomb which Fenton supposes to be the tomb of Tiilly,

Bishop of St. David’s, who, it is well-known, was bui'ied at

Tenby, is on the north of the altar steps. Another tomb contains

a female figure, robed in well-executed drapery : this we have

engraved. A little way further up is an extensive and ambitions

monument bespattered with paint and gilt; it was erected by

Thomas Rees, of Scotsborough, “armiger,” to the memory
of bis wife, who died in 1010. The husband, bare-headed, in

plate-armour, is on bended knees before &pne-dieu; the

wife, in all her frilled finery, is extended on her side at his

feet
;
whilst the boys aud girls of the deceased are represented

on the base, with features in which tlie sculptor has evidently
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suffered a just but terrible punishment, having been the means of thus luring his own two_ sons

to death. He is buried here, and, according to his epitaph, “awaits a glorious resurrection!”

This is the only church in Tenby— if we except the Cemetery Chapel, in the outskirts of the

town. Ill summer-time it is always full
;
seats, however, are reserved for strangers, who are cou-

scqueutly expected, or rather required, to contribute to the cost of repairs.

through the low arch that forms the western entrance, and pass-

ing under the middle gallery, the fine flight of altar steps at

the opposite end has a grand effect, and the great size of the

building is at once perceptible. The extreme length is one

hundred and forty-five feet, and the breadth proportionably

large
;
but this extensive area is broken aud the flatness re-

lieved by two rows of pillars and arches that separate the

aisles from the centre, aud serve to support the lofty, over-

hanging roofs of great width, from which hang the not inelegant

chandeliers. The greater portiou of the floor is encumbered
with close fixed pews, that rise in galleries against the walls

of both aisles
;
but the chancel, which lias had its magnificent

roof, recently repaired, and a fine monumental window inserted

in the east wall, is furnished with appropriate opeu seats. The
north aisle presents a goodly store of monumental antiquities.

t;ie cncRcu: exterior.

sive merchants of Tenby for several generations. This monument fills the arch at the left-

hand side of fhe altar steps; the base, of alabaster, divided into compartments and filled with

bassi relievi, supports two males, dressed in a style characteristic of the time. Here, too, is fhe

tomb of Walter Vaughan, of Duuraven—the hero of traditionary lore, as a famous wrecker in his

day
;
who, having "athered wealth by hanging out false lights, and so guiding mariners to rocks.
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A morning at Tenby may be pleasantly and profitably spent

in examining the old walls, the tower on the caslie-hill, the

remains of the castle, and the towers and gateways that yet

defy the inroads of lime. If left to themselves by “the

authorities,” perhaps that is their good, rather than their ill,

fortune; for if little has been done to protect them from

decay, nothing has at all events been attempted with a view

XICHE IN TOB TOWN WALL.

to their “restoration.” There are few walled towns in the

kingdom so easily examined, or so fruitful of rewnnl,

Tenby is a very old place: so far back as ll.oO it was

strongly fortified, its inhabitants being fierce and warlike; it

was twice taken before the close of the twelfth century, and

twice “reduced to ashes.” Its castle was then a large and

strong building—it is now a ahapelcss ruin
;
but some of tiie

walls arc undoubtedly seven hundred years old. During the

reign of Henry VIII., according to Leland, “the towne was

the strongest and most important fortresses of South "Wales.* On the two sides that face the

sea, the fortifications needed to be of no great strength ; nature was its protector; the huge

cliffs and the wild sea were its best guardians. All that now remain are a small circular

turret, and the watch-tower; part of the gateway, and a few fragments of the outer walls that

surrounded the castle-hill ; the gateway and the fragments are pictured in our engraving. The
castle-hill is an immense limestone bastion, that projects into the sea (dividing the north from
the south sands) at the point where the sides meet. The other two sides were defended by

THE SOCTU C-\TE TOWEIl.

(hick, lofty walls that ran .at right aiig!e.s with each other, and terminated both ways on the edge
of the precipitous cliff. These are still in tolerable preservation, and beside them, for a con-

siderable portion of their course, a pleasant walk, shaded with trees, occupies the site of the

aiicicnt moat. The best view of these old walls is from the north-west corner. Hence it will

be seen (hey are of very uiieijiial length. One ceases at the distance of a hundred yards,

leaving a space of about fifty, between its termination and the clitf, as an entrance to the

town, where the fine North Gate used to stand; the other runs in a straight line to the

south, and is strengthened by fretjiicrit towers of various sizes aud shapes. This at the angle

1

st.roiigli walled aud well gated, every gate having his’ port
collis ex sohdo ferro.” To trace these walls, some of which
are still perfect, and to enter these towers, two or three of
which continue in very tolerable preservation, is therefore au
enjoyment not often to be obtained in Englaml.

Tenby,* as we have intimated, was for a long period one of

• Tlie Welsh name of Tenby—“ Dynhych y-Pyscoed, the place of
fishes"—loads us to believe it was a fishing town at aveiyearly
period

; it is now not famous for fish— if we except oysters, which,
however, are used chiefiy for pickling: “being eaten rawc, they
seeme too strong a meatc for wcake stomackes, and must be parted ill

two, three, or fouro pecces.” Tenby is supposed by good authorities “ to

bo a name which, under tiie appearance of Danish, is really Welsli

:

the southern form of tliat whicli in the north is called Denbigii, i.e.,

little hill, or little fort."

is romul, and “ batters ” for about four feet from the base. A flagstaff rises from the tower, mid
over the broken battlements hangs a rich mantle of ivy, clasping the corbels in its creeping

course down the sides. A little way on is seen tiiiother almost similar
;
and further still the walk

* As a proof of the estimation in wliich Tenby was held, in tlie “ Mirrour for Slagistrates," Owen
Glendowr, who is reciting his misfortunes, says—

“ Twelve thousand more in Jlilford did arrive,

And came to me, then lying at Dtnhigh,
With armed Welslimca thousands double fyve,
With whome," &c.

Cromwell
(
16 -ia), in a letter to the House, gives his opinion that “ tiie castle and town of Tenby are equal to

any in England.”
“ Henry VI. is said to have built or rebuilt the walls, in the tliirty-sixlh year of his reign, but it was left for

Queen Elizabeth, who was a great benefactress to llie town in general, and whose initials are still extant over
part of the town walls, to contribute that strength and perfection to them which the present remains are
a striking proof of."—

F

enton.
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lu one of the houses perched on this cliff, and here pictured,

we resided, during our pleasant stay at Tenby
;
the group is

not inappropriately called “ Belmont,” and, so near as to be

almost part of the dwelling, is the old square tower—one of

the seaward defences of the town. Hence there is a wide-

spread and very beautiful view : immediately underneath,

at the foot of that huge roch, the firm sands extend to

St. Catherine’s rock, seen to great advantage from this point,

ill combination with the Castle Hill. Immediately fronting

us is Caldy Island, joined at morning, perhaps, with St. Mar-

garet’s, to be, at evening, separated by a sea, iu depth ‘‘ full

fathom five;” looking landward, a round tower, of very

doubtful age, but which, we believe, is by no means “ vene-

rable,” first meets the eye
;
while beyond are Pretty Penally,

the trees encircling Gumfreston, the steep on which is

Hoyle’s Mouth, and other objects that promise interest,

where genial breezes blow', and wild flowers grow, in rich

luxuriance, by green hedges, aud in fallow fields. These

wc shall describe presently. From the higher rooms of the

house, or from the summit of the tower, a (Inc view is

obtained of Giltar poiut, and, further off, “ Proud Giitar,” one

of the most picturesque of all the sea cliffs of the district, while

ill the extreme distance is seen the land that encircles Car-

marthen Bay, and, on clear days, Luudy Island, and the

coast of Devonshire; it is difiicult, indeed, to find anywhere

a prospect at once so extensive, aud so beautiful as that we
obtain from this house—outside of which there are no build-

ings, for it stands beside tbe old town wall, the boundary of

the present town.

From this tower, gentle reader, we have watched (as you
may, and, we hope, will), at all hours of the day, the thousand

things that make a sea-side dw'elliug a supreme delight ; often.

* About twenty yards from the gatewaj', between tiie embrasures,
is a j)rctty little niche, wliich probably held an image of St. Margaret,
or some other patron saint of Tenby : this uiche we have pictured.

terminates, and the view is bounded by the south-west gate-

way ;
a huge semicircular bastion, seamed with vegetation

and entered by a circular arch, which contained the porteullis.

The battlements and lancet-holes have been walled up, and

the sharp-pointed arches that supported the lower part of the

wall and the walk above, have been broken through.* The

space between this and the next tower is known as the ” South

Pool,” and is occupied by yards and sheds. About eighty

yards of the wall here appear to be of more receut date than

the rest, and a stone inserted therein tells us it was erected

when the Armada threatened our shores, when

—

“ From Eililystone to Berwick’s hounds, from Lynn to Milford Day,

The time of slumber was as briglit and busy as the day."

Flence, the wall runs through a green meadow, that gaily

contrasts with the old grey limestone, and terminates in a

little square turret—much resembling the church towers of

the district—that overliangs the sea, and seems to grow

out of the solid rock from which it springs.

The fortifications were defended through two rows of lancet-

holes : the lower can he reached from the ground
;

to com-

mand the other a succession of pointed arches supported the

archers’ path leading round the battlements, from sea to sea.

too, during portions of a summer night, when every wave sparkled with those phosphoric lights

for which the coast is famous. The sands were alive always. IVhcn the tide was full in, the

contrast between the foam, and the cliffs up which it dashed, was a glorious study for the artist;

and, when the tide turned, it seemed as it its halt was stayed by the horizon. Beneath, upon

the hard sands, were troops of laughing children, tripping ladies—many in search of the

different Actinea that fringe the picturesque caverns of St. Catherine, and which that gentle-

hearted and patieut naturalist, Mr. Gosse, has so faithfully depicted in his beautiful book of
“ Tenby”—aud gentlemen with telescopes, or opera-glasses, phaetous, aud horses, “promenading.”

Tiie sands arc alive with company; the bathing-machines, like overgrown bandboxes, are drawn
up on the shingle, while the pale, “washed-out” bathing woman sits in the suu, playing, iu a

listless way, with her little crippled child, beneath the shadows of the ruins that crown the

Castle Hill. Fresenlly a steamer comes in sight, aud all the glasses are directed to her : the

geutlemen, aud some of the ladies, rush off, some round the Castle Hill, others through the

town, to see the strangers disembark at the pier, by the baths—that is, the sheltered aud icest

eud of our quaint little town. Certainly Tenby is quaint
; of course, it believes in the pleasant-

ness of picnics, iu the reality of much that towns with a “terminus” know to be untrue; but

what of that ? it is all the happier iu its simplicity. You may buy your lea at the library,

and your stamps at a grocer’s, and receive, if you will, lessons on the concertina, from the

postman
;
while a most useful and ingenious assistant, who “ helped” Air. Gosse, and grc.atly

aided us—one John Jenkins— is ever ready to attend you to gather sca-weed, to collect Actinea,

to show you where grow the best mosses, orchids, aud ferns, and, iu short, to make you like

TOWEB ox TUE SOUTU CLIFF.

Tenby the more for the boons which nature offers so freely and so lavishly to the naturalist.

Anybody will tell you where Jenkins lives, and you will as readily find liis neighbour, the

saddler, of whom you may hire horses or ponies; his name is—Jones ! But that fact gives yon

little information, for it may be the name of every second man you meet. His son, a smart

and intellisent lad, is his charioteer
;
he is not “smart ” only, he is bright- eyed and clear-headed,

aud, though a lad, you are safe under his guidance, for well he knows every

“ Dingle and bosky dell,"

of the interest and beauty of wliich he has not only full knowledge, hut also keen appreciation : a

better guide you ivill not find ; he will be sure to make you pause at every point of import. His

store of legends, if not voluminous, is real; and, though without any botanical knowledge, when

he found we admired the wild flowers that rendered the lanes a " horlus siccus" hevvilderiug

in their beautiful variety, he always stopped and gathered, with taste and skill, whatever we

required. There is a close woody copse, about a mile from Tenby, of considerable extent, through

which runs about the worst road to be found even in "Wales
;
but it is over-arched at intervals

by interlacing trees, with vistas, opening into strips of grassy meadow, or ponds rich in

—

“ Tlie green mantle of the standing pool

it is a treasnre-trove of wild flowers. We were greedy gatherers— still crying “More, more;”

but the boy, seeing those he had culled in such abuudaucc already flagging beneath the sun’s

rays, said, Please, ladies, you have specimens of all, and, I beg pardon, but isn’t it a’lnost a

pity to cut any more off iu their youth aud beauty—for nothinrj
!"
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OUT-OF-DOORS
AMUSEMENTS AND liECEEATIONS

IN Till-: MIDDLE AGES.

BY THOMAS AVIIIGHT, F.S.A.

Tin-; iLuiSTaiTioss dt f. w. fairholt, f.s.a.

"When wc consider the confined and dark character

of most of (he apartments of the feudal dwelling,

wc cannot he surprised if our mcdifcval forefathers

loved the recreations which brought them into the

open air. Castles and country mansions had always

their gardens and pleasure grounds, which were

much frequented by all the diflercnt branches of the

household. Tlie readers of Chaucer will remember

the description of the “nohle” knight January

—

“ Anii^ngos ntlicr of his lionest thiTiRCS,

Ito iiad a gardyn walled al witli sioon.

So fair a gardyn wot I no wlior noon.”

It is implied, al least, that this garden was

extensive, aud

—

“ Tliis noble knight, tliis January the oldc,

Such deyntd lialli in it to walk and pleye,

That ho wold no wiglit sulFre hero the keye,
Save lie liimself."

CiiACCEn, The Marchaumles Tale.

So, in the curious popular collection of mcdifcval

stories, entitled the “ Seven Sages,” wc are told of

a rich burgess who
“ Iladdo, biliinden his palcys,

A fair gardin of nobleys,
I'ul of appel-tres, and als (a/so) of piric [pear-trees )

;

I'oules sniigc tliorinno murle.
Anihieward tliat gardyn fi-e,

Ho wax (yre»r) a pinnote-tre.

That haddc fair bnwes and frut

:

Tliur under was al his dedut (pleasure).
lie made Lher under a grene beiicli,

And drank tlier under many a sschench (cupful).''

Weder's Metrical Romances, vol. iii. ji. li3.

And again, in the same collection of stories, a

prudent moLlicr, counscUiug her daughter, tells her-

—

“ Daughter, till lovcrd (lord) hath a gardin,
A wel fair ympc (young tree) is tharin

;

A fair liarbeth (arbour) hit oversprcdetii.

All liis solas thcrimie he ledetli." Ibid, p. 69.

In the ” Fraiikclcyncs Tale,” Chancer tells how her

friends sought to cure the luclaueholy of the Lady
Dorigen:

—

“ They Icden liirc by rivers and by welles,

And eke in other places delightables

;

They dauiicon, and they pley at ches and tables.

So on a day, right In the inorwe (morning) tide,

Unto a gardeyn that was lher beside.

In wliich that they had made her ordinance
Ofvitaile, and of other purvcance,
'J'licy gon and plaic hem al tlie longo day;
Anti this was on the si.xte morwc of May,
Which May liad painted with Ids softe schoures
‘J'his gardoyn ful of Icves and flonres ;

And cr.ift of mannes bond so curiously
Arrayed had this gardeyn trewcly,
That never was ther gardeyn of sucho pris,

Hut if it were the verray paradis.
'J'he odour of floures and the fresshe siht
Wold han yinnkcd any herte light
That ever was born, but if to (/oo) gret sikencss
Or bi gret sorwc held it in distresse,

So fill it was of beantd and plesaiince.

And after liinnor gaii tliay to daunce,
And singe also.”

In these extracts we have allusions to the practices

of dancing and singing, of playing at chess and
tables, of drinking, and even of dining, in the

gardens. Our engraving (Fig. 1), taken from the

romance of “Alexander,” in the Dodleian Library,

represents a garden scene, in whicli two royal per-

sonages are playing at chess. Dancing in the open
air was a very common recreation, and is not

unfreqiicntly alluded to. In the “ Roman de Geste,”

known by the title of “ La "Mort de Garin,” a large

dinner party is given in a garden

—

“ Lcs napes metent pardeauz un Jardin.”

Mort lie Garin, p. 23.

And, in the “Roman de Bcrte” (p. 4), Charles

Martel, is represented as dining similarly in the

garden, at (he midsummer season, when the rose

was in blossom.

“ Entour lo saint Jehaii, que la rose est fleurie.”

There is an early Latin story of a man who had
a cross-grained wife. One day he invited some
friends to dinner, and set out hi& table in bis

garden, by the side of a river {freit poni meusani in

hortu suo prope aquam). The lady seated herself

by the water-side, at a little distance from the tabic.

and cast a verj- forbidding look upon her husbaiuVs
J

represents a party of ladies in the garden, gathering

guests
;

upon which he said to her, " Show a
J

llowers, and making garlands. The love of flowers

pleasant countenance to our guests, and come nearer
I
seems to have prevailed generally among our Anglo-

thc table;” but she only moved further off, and' Saxon forefathers, and affectionate allusions to them
nearer the brink of tlic river, with her hack turned occur, not unfreqiicntly, in the literary remains of

to the water, lie repeated his invitation, in a

more angry tone, in reply to which, to show her

ill-humour, slie drew further hack, with a quick

movement of ill-temper, through which, forgetting

the nearness of the river, she fell into it, and was
drowned. The husband, pretending great grief,

sent for a boat, and proceeded up the stream in

search of her body. This excited some surprise

among his neighbours, who suggested to him tliat

he should go down the stream, and not up. “Ah !”

that early period. In one of the Anglo-Saxon

religious poems in the E.xeter Book, the fragrance

of flowers furnishes the poet with a comparison :

—

‘swccca swetast,

swylco on sumcres tiJ

stineaO) on sb>wuin,
stathelum f»ste,

wyiinum after wonjimi,
wyrla peblowcne
huni^j-liiiwenJe.”

Kveter Book, p. 17"

sweetest of odours,
sncii as in lime of summer
send forth fvagance in places,

fast in their stations,

joyously over tho plains,

plants in blossom
fl iwiiig with honey.

said he, “you did not know ray wife—she did

everything in contradiction, and I firmly believe

lliat her body has floated against the current, aud
not with it.”

Even among the aristocratic class the garden was
often the place for giving audience and receiving

friends. In the romance of “Garin le Loherain,”

a messenger sent to the Count Fromout, one of the

great barons, finds him sitting iu a garden with his

friends.
“ Trouva Fromont .«e.'int cn un j.ardin

;

Environ lui avoit de ses amins."
Roman de Garin, vol. {., p. 2S2.

A favourite occupation of the ladies in the middle

ages was making garlands and chaplets of flow'ers.

Our cut (Fig. 2), taken from a well-known manu-
script in the British Museum, of the beginning of

the fourteenth century (MS. Reg. 3 B, VII.),

Aud so again, in one of the riddles iu the same
manuscript (p. 423) :

—
“ Ic com on stence
strengre thonne ricels,

othtlie rosa sy,

on eorthan tyrf
wynlic weaxclli

;

I am in odour
stronger than incense,
or Ihu rose is,

whicli on earth's turf
grows pleasant

;

1 wrsestre thonne heo. I am more delicate than it.

the.ali the lilic sy Tliougli that the lily bo
Icof mon-cyiine, dear to mankind,
hcorlit on blostman, bright in its blossom,
ic com betre tlionne boo." I am better than it.

Many of our old favourite garden-flowers are, I

believe, derived from the Anglo-Saxon gardens.

Proofs of a similar attachment to flowers might
be quoted in abundance from the writings of the

periods subsequent to the entrance of the Kormans.
The wearing of garlands or chaplets of flowers was a

common practice with both sexes. In the romantic



when the “squyer” was preparing to do his office

of carver in the hall

—

“There he araicd liim in scarlet red,

And set a chaplet upon his hcd

;

A belte about his sydes two,

With brod barres to and fro.”

Garlands of flowers were also the common rewards

for success in the popular games.

le Loherain,” Bcgues is represented as descending

from bis palace, after dinner, to walk with his fair

wife Beatrice in his garden.

“ En son palais fu Begues de Belin
;

Aprfes mangier entra en un jardin,

Avene lui fu la belle Biatris.”

Ttoman de Garin, vol. ii. p 91.

In another part of the same romance, Begues de

son, Charles, aud the Duke Namles, are represented

in the romance of Ogier as one, Charles, holding bis

hand on the duke’s shoulder, while the duke held

him by his mantle, as they walked along
j
they were

going to church together:

—

“ Kalles sa main H lint desus I’espaule

;

Namles tint lui par le mautet de paile."

Roman de Ogier, p. 113.
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history of the Fitzwarines, wTitten in the thirteenth All these enjoyments naturally rendered the

century, the hero, in travelling, meets a young
|
garden a favourite and importaut part of every

Fig. 3.—LADIES WALKING IN TOE GABDEN.

knight who, in token of his joyous humour, carries
|

mau’s domestic establishment ; during the warmer

a chaplet of flowers on his head. In the later I months of the year, it was a chosen place of resort,

English romance of the “ Squyer of Lowe Degree,’^
|
especiaUy after dinner. In the romance of “ Garin

Beliii and his barons, on rising from the table,

went to seek recreation in the fields.

“ Quant mangi€ ont cl bcu h loisir,

Les napes ostent, ct en priSs sunt sailli.”

Ibid, vol. i. p. 203.

The manuscript in the British Museum, from which
we took our last illustration, fuimishes the accom-
panying representation of a group of ladies walking
in the garden, and gathering flowers (Fig. 3.)

In the “ Menagier dc Paris,” compiled about the

year 1393, its author, addressing his young wife,

treats briefly of the behaviour of a woman wlien she

is walking out, aud especially when passing along the

streets of a town, or going to church. “As you
go,” he says, “look straight before yon, with your
eye-lids low and fixed, looking forward to the ground,

at five toises (thirty feet) before you, and not looking
at, or turning your eyes, to man or woman who may
be to your right or left, nor looking upwards, nor
changing your look from one place to another, nor
laughing, nor stopping to speak to anybody in the

street” (vol. i. p. 15). It must be confessed that

this is, in some points, rather hard counsel for a lady

to follow
;
but it is consistent with the general system

of formalities of behaviour in the middle ages, upon
which the ladies gladly took theii’ revenge when
removed from constraint. "When two or more
persons walked together, it was the custom to hold

each other by the hands, not to walk arm-in-arm,
which appears to be a very modern practice. In the

romance of “ Ogier le Danois,” the Emperor aud
Ogier, when reconciled, are thus represented, walk-

ing in a friendly manner hand in hand. The ladies

in our last engraving are walking in this manner

;

and in our next (Fig. 4), taken from a copy given

in M. du Somraerai'd’s “Album,” from a manuscript
in the library of the arsenal at Paris, written aud
illuminated fur a prince of the house of Burgundy,
in the fifteenth century, tlie lords and ladies of a

noble or princely household are represented as walk-

ing out in the same manner. It is well-known that the

coiu't of Burgundy, in the fifteenth century, offered

the model of strict etiquette. This illustration gives

us a very good picture of a street scene of (he period

to which it belongs. The height of gentility, how-
ever, at least, in the twelfth and thirteen centuries,

seems to have been to hold the lady by the finger

only. It is in this manner that, in the romance of
“ Ogier le Danois,” the hero holds the Princess

Gloriaude.

“ Donqaes ciimainue le bon Danois OKicr,
E Gloriandc, gw? j>ar Ic doil le tient.”

Ecv}an d'Ogici', p. 110.

So, in the romance of “ La Violette,” at the festivities

given by the king, the guests “ distributed them-
selves in couples in the hall (/. i?. a gentleman with

a lady), one iaking the other hy thefinger, aud so

they arranged themselves two and two.”

“ Quant il orent ass& deduit,

Par la sale s’acoinsent tuit

;

Li uns prent I'autre par le doi,

Si s'arangierent doi et doi.”

Roman de la Violelle, p. 10.

As a mark of great familiarity, two princes, Pepin’s



The ladies often engaged in exercises out-of-doors same manner as at the present day, hut in liawking
of a more active kind than those described above,

j

on the river, where dogs were of course less effective.

Hawking was certainly a favourite diversion with I other means were adopted. In a manuscript already
them, and tlicy not only accompanied the gentlemen * quoted in the present paper (MS. Reg. 2 B, YII.), of

to this sport, but ladies alone frequently engaged in it.

It would appear that on such occasions the ladies

were in the habit of riding astride their horses—at

least, so they arc commonly represented in the illu-

minations of mauuscripls. The favourite hawking
of the ladies, however, appears to have been that of
herons and water-fowl; and this was called going to

the beginning of the fourteenth century, a group of

ladies hawking on the banks of a river arc accom-
panied by a man, perhaps the falconer, who makes a

noise to rouse the water-fowl. Our cut, Pig. 5, is

taken from a very interesting manuscript of the

fourteenth century, made for the monastery of St.

Bartholomew, in Smilhfield, and now preserved ia

the library of the British Museum (MS. Reg. 10 E,
IV.)

;
it is part of a scene in which ladies are

hawking on a river, and a female is rousing the i

water-fowl with a drum, or rather with a taboiir.
;

The fountain is one of those conventional objects by
|

which the mcdimval artist indicated a spring, or
|

running stream. This seems to have been a very '

common method of rousing the game; and it is

represented in one of the carved seats, or misereres

(as they have been termed technically), in Gloucester
Cathedral, which is copied in onr cut. Fig. 0. The
tending of the hawks used in these diversions was no
little occupation iu the mediaeval household, and was
tlie subject of no little study; they were cherished
with miuutious care, and carried about familiarly on
the wrist iu all places and under all sorts of circ'um- '

stances. It was a common practice, indeed, to go
to church with the hawk ou the wrist, One of the

'

early French poets, Gaces de la Buigue, who wrote,
j

in the middle of the fourteenth century, a metrical
'

treatise ou hunting, advises his readers to carry their

pleadings (courts of justice), and among people to

the chiirelies, and in other assemblies, and in the
streets, and to hold it d.iy and night as continually
as possible, and aometimes to perch it iu the streets,

that it may see people, horses, carts, dogs, and
become acquainted with all things. The annexed
engraving, Fig. 7, taken from tlie same manuscript
last quoted (MS. Reg. 10 E, IV.), represents a ladv
tending her hawks, which arc seated oii their
“ perche.”

The author of the " Jlniagier de Paris,” a little

farther ou than the place last quoted (p. 311), goes
on to say, “At the end of the mouth of September,
and after, when hawking of quails and partridges is

over, and even in winter, you may hawk at magpies, at

jackdaws, at teal, which arc iu river, or others ....
at blackbirds, Ihnislies, jays, and woodcocks

;
and for

this purpose you may cany a bow and a bolt, in

^

order that, when the blackbird takes shelter iu a
bush, and dare not quit it for tlie hawk which hovers
over and watches it, the lady or damsel who knows
how to shoot may kill it with the bolt.” Tiie
manuscript which has furuished us with the pre-

ceding illustrations gives us the accompanying
sketch (Fig. 8) of a lady shooting with her bolt, or
hovjon (as it was termed in French), an arrow with
a large liead, for striking birds

;
but ia this iustance

she is aiming not at birds, but at rabbits. Archery
was also a favourite recreation with the ladies iu

the middle ages, and it no doubt is in itself an
extremely good exercise, in a gymnastic point of
view. The fair shooters seem to have employed
bolts more frequently tliau tlie sharp-headed arrows

;

but there is no waut of examples iu the illuminated
manuscripts in which females are represented as

using the sharp-lieadcd arrow, and sometimes they
arc seen shooting at deer. We Icaru from Lelaud's
“ Collectanea,” (vol. iv. p. 278), that wheu the
Princess Margaret, daughter of Henry VIII,, was
on her way to Scotland, a liunting-party was got
up for her iu the park at Aluwick, and that she
killed a buck with au arrow. Similar feats were
at times performed by Queen Elizabeth

; hut she
seems to have preferred the cross-bow to the long-
bow. The scene represented in our ent. Fig. ‘J,

is from the same manuscript
; the relative pro-

portions of the dog and the rabbit seem to imply a
satirical aim.

I fear the fact cannot be concealed that the ladies

of former days assisted not unfreqnciitly at pastimes
much rougher, and less feminine, than these. There

the river {aller en livihre), and was very commonly
pursued on foot. It may be mentioned that the
fondness of the ladies for the diversion of hawking
is alluded to in the twelfth century' by Johu of

Salisbury. The liawking on the river, indeed, seems

hawks with them wherever there were assemblies of i can be no doubt that they were custoraarv snectafors
people, whether m churches or elsewhere. of the baiting of bulls and bears. HenryVjII 'a two

- “ fir. ••
daiigliters, Mary and Elizabeth, witnessed this coarse

. , . ,

' ' amusement, as we are assured bv contemporary
Ihis IS explained more fully by the author of the

|

writers, with great satisfaction. The scene repre-

Fig. 9.—TUE LADT AT THE nABBIT-VTABRES. Fig. 10.—DAIT1>'C THE BEAH.

to have been that particular branch of the sport

which gave most pleasure to all classes, and it is

that which is especially represented in the drawings
in the Anglo-Saxon manuscripts. Dogs were com-
monly used in hawking to rouse the game in the

“Menagier de Paris (vol. ii. p. 296), who wrote i sented in our cut (Fig. 10), which is copied from
especially for the instruction of his wife and of the I one of the carved seats, of the fourteenth century,
female members of his family. “At this point of ! in Gloucester Cathedral, is chiefly remarkable for the
falcoury,” he says, “ it is advisable more than ever I

small degree of energy—the quiet dignity, in fact

—

to hold the hawk ou the wrist, and to carry it to the
|

displayed by the actors in it.
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will, uudoiibtedly, be the meaus, eventually, of elevat-

ing it to the position it should occupy in a country

so distiuguisbed as our own for its literary attain-

ments. The songs of a nation, be it remembered,
have always been considered as one of the most
manifest e.vpressions of its feelings, thoughts, and
desires

;
and have often been found to possess a

mighty influence upon its destinies and its actions :

a song has incited a city to revolution, it has nerved

an array for victory
;

a song of jiraise has raised a

thousand hearts into glad adoration
; a dirge of

mourning has hushed a multitude into motionless

sUeuce. With what exquisite pathos has the great

lyric poet of the ancient Hebrew nation expressed

in a few lines the captive condition of the people:

—

“ By the rivers of Babylon, there we sat down, yea,

we wept, when we reiuembcrcd Zion. We hanged
our harps upon the willows in tlie midst thereof.

For there they that carried us away captive required

of us a song : and they that wasted us required of

us mirth, saying, Sing us one of the songs of Zion.

How shall we sing the Lord’s soue: in a strauge

land ?”

Dr. Machay, whose recently published volume of

collected songs has called forlh these prefatory re-

marks, is not only a popular, be is also a prolific

%vriter : under the respective titles of “ Voices from
the Crowd,” “ Voices from the Mountains,” “Town
Lyrics,” &c., he has, during the last ten or twelve

years, published in the various journals with which he
has been connected, a very large number of lyrics,

many of which the world will not willingly allow to

die. He has been called “ the poet of the people,” and
undoubtedly his writings arc, generally, of that kind

which is most likely to find acceptance with that

portion of the people who can appreciate honest,

manly sentiments expressed in sound, honest lan-

guage. Dr. Mackay is not a boudoir poet, nor

does be assume to be one
; he has written for the

cottage rather than for the mansion; his sougs

generally require the accompaniment of the “ loud-

swelling organ,” not the soft breathings of the harp
strings : his aim has bceu, as he says, “ to make
song the vehicle for the inculcation of virtue, of

self-reliance, of patriotism, of manly and womanly
tenderness, of true love, and of all the charities,

courtesies, and amenities of life.” This is llie

legitimate task of the true song-writer, and cer-

tainly Dr. Mackay rarely fails iu coming up to the

prescribed standard. But he is not always con-

sistent with his avowed principles ; here, for ex-

ample, in a song called “ The Gin Fiend,” the sin

and misery of intemperance are shown in a few
powerfully-written, dramatic stanzas

;
while in an-

other, entitled “Mountain Dew,” illustrated by one
of the engravings here introduced, the whisky-still

of Scotland finds an advocate in the following

lines :

—

vitiated, and an invitation to a the chaniant was, if tion, both poetry and music, is still produced, but

accepted, a voluntary surrendering oneself to an ' yet a vast change for the better is apparent ;
in-

ordeal which few lovers of genuine music, incor-
|

duced, strengthened, and confirmed, as this change

porated with genuine and healthy poetry, cared to ,
undoubtedly is, by the success of the numerous

pass through. Too much of this kind of composi-
1
musical societies that have lately come into exist-

ence, and whose performances, estendiug to the

highest grades of composition, have taught the

• The Collected Soxgs of Cniiu.ES Mackat. With
'

Illostrations by John Gilbert. Published by Routleilfa
:

and Co., London.

peo])le what is good, and to admire that which is

good. Tlie lyric writings of iirs. Hemans, of the

Hon. Jlrs. Norton, uf Barry Cornwall, Longfellow,

of Dr. Mackay, and others, have tended to rescue

our ballad literature from entire degradation, and

“ Mountain Dew ! clear as a Scot’s understanding,
Pure as his conscience wherever he goc.s,

Warm as his heart to the friend he has chosen,
Strong as his arm when he fights with his foes

!

In liquor like this should old Scotland lie toasted,

I

So fill up again, and the pledge we'll renew,
1 Long flourish tlie honour

I

Her children have won her ;

—

j

Scotland for ever, and old Mountain Dew !

"

A single glass of Glenlivet, “pure, warm, and

,
strong,” as it is, to driuk “Scotland for ever,”

! would scarcely meet with an objection, except from
i a tee-totaller ; but an exhortation to “ fill up again,”

is only to invite the Whisky Fiend, as hideous a

I monster, we suspect, as the Gin Fiend. In the

I

songs called “The Wines,” and “The Barley and
the Hop,” the praises of intoxicating drinks are

sung, though in less hilarious terms thau iu “ Moun-
tain Dew.”
The volume contains upwards of two hundred of

these short poems, a large proportion of which have

never been published till now : if Dr. Mackay has

not the ricli, passiouate imagination of Moore, nor

the strong, impulsive, poetied feeling of Burns, he

has sufficient of both to make his sougs pleasant

reading: tlieir moral and social teachings are, ex-

cept in the instance pointed out, unexceptionable

:

and, when he goes to the world of nature for a

theme, his descriptions evidence a simple, yet true

and appreciating, sense of its beauties. Mr. Gilbert

has enriched the book, which is carefully printed

and “got up,” with several woodcuts, of which we
introduce two examples.

;
BALLAD LITEHATUBE.*

It is one thing to be a popular song-writer, it is

another thing to be a true one: no very difilcult

task is it to sit down and put a few commou-place

sentimental ideas into measure and rhyme, which.

by the aid of some skilful and popular vmestro of

melody, find their way into every fashionable draw-

ing-room and boudoir, for the gratification, but not

i the edification, of young ladies just entered iuto

; society, or preparing to “come out.” With such

song-writing the music-shops had been teeming for

I

many years, till the public taste had become
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CHRIST BLESSIXU LITTLE
CUILDRKN*

Tt has been the uuduvinting aioi of tlic Ai'l-Journnl

to encourage and sustain, by every means at its

disposal, lliat elevated department of the art of

engraving which has been so largely instrumental

in extending the knowledge and appreciation of the

British School
;
and whicli has been the means, often

under circumstances of great discouragement, of

augmenting the fame and perpetuating the works

of our most eminent English painters, We should

ili-discharire our duty, if we omitted to welcome,

with more than ordinary warmth, a production of

so important a character, as the really gi'cat work

which we have now the satisfaction to introduce to

our readers. "Wc allude to the magnificent transla-

tion, by Mr. J. II. Walt, of Sir Charles East-

Juke’s iiohle picture of “ Christ Blessing Little Chil-

dren;” one of the finest, and, vve fear we must add,

the last, of the many fine transcripts for which we

stand indebted to the liberal enterprise, and dis-

criminating intelligence, of Sir Prancis Graham

Moon
;
who, having been precluded, by his retire-

ment from business (he is now enjoying the

ofium cum diffnitate he has so richly earned), from

publisliing it himself, has been replaced in the

undertaking by Messrs. Day and Sou, of Lincoln’s

Inn Fields, the present proprietors of the ])late.

We cannot allow this opporLimity to pass without

bearing our testimony to what we believe to be a very

general feeling among artists and lovers of Art, iu

regard to (he services which have been rendered by

Sir Francis Moon to the English School of painting

and engraving, and (he liberality he has uniformly

displayed towards those wlio have been engaged in

caiiying out his great and usually most successful

speculations. That they have been appreciated and
rewarded in the highest quarters would afford us no
excuse for overlooking tlicm in a journal especially

devoted to the interests he has done so much to

promote, and we have accordingly the most sincere

gratification in availing ourselves of the completion
of one of tlic greatest of his undertakings, to offer

him the tribute to which he is so peculiarly entitled

at our liands. When we refer to the long list of

noble works for which we stand indebted to his

enterprise and good taste, and which includes many
of tlie master-pieces of the most eminent painters

and cngravcis of his time, we may fairly be allowed

to congratulate him on the enviable position he has

attained, and to express our hope that he may have

left behind him successors who, by imitating his

liberality to the painter and engraver, and emulating
the soundness of his judgment in the selection of

their subjects, may entiile themselves to similar

honours, and earn in due time as cordial a testimony

at our liands.

Sir Charles Eastlake’s picture represents one of

tlie most touching and impressive incidents iu the

history of Our Saviour; that in which he is de-

scribed as receiving and “ blessing little childrcu.”

Of the well-known versions of this most beautiful

incident, recorded by three of the Evangelists,

Jlatthew, !Mark, and Luke, Sir diaries has pre-

ferred that of Mark, as being the amplest and most
suscepliblc of felicitous pictorial illustration. lu-

ferriug from (he previous exhortations of Christ to

his disciples, that he would hardly, without some
special and accidental cause, have rebuked those
who bad brought their children into his presence,

and presuming, from the words of St. Mark, “ And
when lie teas tjoiie forth wio the toay," &;c., that
tlie reception was held, not in the open air, but iu

au interior, Sir Charles adopts the supposition that

some such cause may have existed; and has treated

the subject as if St. Peter’s resistance to the
entrance of some of the later applicants for admission
arose less from a disposition to exclude them alto-

gether, thau to prevent, for the moment, the entrance
of an iucoiiveiiiciit number into the room. Tiie treat-

ment of the subject, suggested by this very natural
iuterprctatioo, is not only altogether new, but averts

the necessity for interfering, iu the slightest degree,

with the perfect harmony and tranquillity that may

• Painted by Sir Charles EastlaUe, P.R.A. Engraved
by James Henry Watt, rublislied bj Day S: Son,
London.
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be presumed to have pervaded a scene of which
divine compassion, love, faith, gratitude, and vene-

ration, must have been the unalloyed character-

istics. Mothers with their children, of various

ages, are gathered around the Saviour, in every

variety of attitude; and Peter, perceiving that

others are pressing for admission, is gently closing

the door, until room shall be found for the new-
comers

;
when the memorable injunction is addressed

to liini, by One wlio could, at will, create space for

any number of children that might flock to Him for

;

bis blessing. Surely this interpretation, which is

I nowhere contradicted by the Evangelists, is most
I

consonant with the prevailing characteristics of the
' scene.

' The general arrangement of the light and shadow,
or clnaroscitro, of the picture, would seem to favour

an illusion tliat the composition is lit up by the

radiance emanating from the head of Christ
;
but

without violating the truth of the individual light

and shade, proceeding from an unseen source, on
the side indicated by the direction of the shadows.
Sir Charles Eastlake has, more than oucc, enunciated
a jirinciple which may fairly be said to be tire only
philosophical method of treating a truthful repre-

sentation of nature; namely, that there is a point

in Art at which the natural truth must not be too

closely approached. Thus, in this composition, the

parts are not modelled with that microscopic imita-

tion which we should commend in an academical
study, but rather in accordance with the principle

that the general trutli of imitation is the end
which it is most desirable to achieve. The “little

children” may be said to be mere accessories
; and

the passionless character of a child’s countenance
would seem to justify such a mode of treatment.
Depth of expression can only be traced in the faces

of adults ; and thus the various emotions created bv
the subject are here, with perfect propriety, exhi-
bited ill, and almost confined to the iieads of the
mothers, who appear, at a first glance, to destroy the
ouenc&s of sentiment which it seems to have been
desirable to preserve to Christ and Ihclittle children.

But the emotion conveyed in the heads of the

mothers, directs ns at once to the cause-, and
thus the unity of feeling is maintained, and even
strengthened, by what might otherwise have subsided
into n monotony of infantine sweetness. Tiie

confiding reverence of the mother with her child
in her arms, who is in the act of presenting
it to the Saviour, has scarcely been surpassed by any
painter, ancient or modern. The reverential aud
imploring expression of the molber with her infant,

and a somewhat older child by her side (with the
sacrificial doves in his hand, indicative of her thank-
fulness for her recovery from “the great pain and
peril of childbirth”), supports the oneness of senti-

ment of the subject by referring us to the central

point as the cause. The expression of this head
contrasts most effectively with that of the woman
on the left hand of Christ already referred to, and
varies tlic emotion arising from the subject. The
tenderness with which she holds her infant, aud the
nnwillingtiess with which she is turning from the
door that Peter is reluctantly closing upon her, (for

she is evidently unconscious of the diviue injunction
which authorises her in remaining) is most patheti-

cally depicted; and contrasts heautifuily with the
joyous child by her side, who is evidently commu-
nicating to other candidates for admission behind
him, the snhstanceof the divine command. Scarcely
less charming, although of another order of beauty,
is the face, radiant with e.vultation and thankfulness,
of the mother, wlio, kneeling with her two children
circled by her arras, has heard the blessed injunction,
and has turned her head towards those who arc about
to he repulsed from the door, for the purpose of
communicating to them the soothing expressions of
Christ’s sympathy and compassion, which she has
been among the first to receive. Here, again, the
emotion is varied by the mother on the right hand
of Christ, who, willi clasped hands, is enforcing
upon her child (standing by His knee) the necessity
of prayer. This general refereuce to the centrd
cause is urged with increasing force by the woman
in a white dress, who has just delivered her little

girl to the protecting ai-m of Christ, and who is

kneeling beside him in an attitude expressive of the
deepest veneration and gratitude. It may, perhaps,
be objected that the air and costume of this inte-
resting figure have a more modern character than

221

seems to accord with the period and tlie scene; but,
however this may he, they will he found to assist

importantly the general object of the composition

;

wliich is further promoted by the respective imper-
sonations of the apostles, especially of Peter, whose
attempt to close the door (albeit with no appearance
of harshness) is arrested by the command of his divine
itlaster; and whose movement is evidently notofachn-
racter to disturb the prevailing sentiment of the pic-
ture. Nor must we overlook the expostulatoryatlitude
of the elder of the two boys on (he right-hand side of
the picture, who appeals from Peter to the significant

gesture of the Saviour
; or the grateful expression and

prayerful attitude of his younger brother, who had
well-nigh been excluded altogether;—both of them
assisting to direct atteulion to Christ as the j>ohit

ft'uppui of tlie composition. The impersouatiou of
Christ (rendered more touching and effective by the
beautiful child in his lap, that is nestling to his side)

is, as might have been anticipated, the great
triumph of the composition, and to this centre of
attraction both the painter and engraver would seem
to have devoted their most earnest and anxious
attcution with the happiest results. The head of
Christ is (he beau ideal of physical and intellectual

beauty, whilst the expression, attitude, and gesture,

leave nothing to be desired. lie is in the act of
uttering those memorable words which have brought
consolation, joy, aud thankfulness to mothers of all

time. It has been tlie cardinal defect of most of
the pictures, ancient as well as modern, that have
been founded on salient passages of the life and
ministry of Christ, that they have failed some-
times most lamentably to realise to any reason-
able apprehension, those attributes, divine and
human, which must of necessity have characterised
tlie physiognomy, the figure, aud even the gestures
of the great Founder of our Faith. Many pictures,
however admirable in other respects, have thus been
rendered comparatively distasteful by the inability

of the p.ninter to approach the Godhead, if we may
be permitted so to express ourselves, of his subject.
Of the many acceptable phases of this diviuity of
countenance and action, Sir Charles Eastlake appears
to us to have selected tliose which arc most likely

to be universally felt aud understood, and which in-
dicate the compassionate love of Christ for the most
helpless order of beings within the grand scope of
His beneficence. The qualities with which this head
has been invested by the painter, are those which
should enter into every attempt to impersonate the
human affections and superhuman attributes of
Christ. The lesson taught by this beautiful and
affecting composition, is one that cannot fail to be
understood aud appreciated. The painter, and his
careful and conscientious reflector—the em;raver

—

are here teachers of a lesson more impressive than
could be afforded by any written bomily. They
present us with a picture for the fireside, which,
whilst it realises all the higher qualities of pictorial

art, reminds us, from hour to hour, of those great
and immutable truths which form the basis of our
faith, and which cannot be more forcibly represented
than by an incident in which the compassionate
feeling of the Saviour for the most betpless and
innocent of our species is thus pathetically ren-
dered.

This most touching, and, may we add, instructive
picture has been translated into black aud white iu a
spirit not unworlliy of its gi-eat and varied merits.
Brilliant aud effective as a print, and carrying out the
leading principle of the painter to its fullest extent, it

lias an intrinsic interest which brings it home to the
“ business and bosoms ” of us all

; and as a decora-
tion for the cabinet or the drawing-room, in which
“more is meant than meets the eye,” it seems
likely to obtain, even in the present depressed
state of the art of line-engraving, a very large

acceptance.

Having dwelt at so much length upon the subject
we have left ourselves barely sufficient space for

such au exposition of the technical qualities of the
plate as might afford something like a key to its

merits and peculiarities.

The effect in the picture is concentrated upon
Christ and the child in his lap by his red robe,

which is rendered still more striking by the mass of

complemental colour, a pearly green, which every-

where surrounds it and contrasts with it, and which
iu a greater or less degree pervades the entire com-
position. This concentration of the effect upon the

ii?--
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principal figure by means of the red drapery—simple

enough >vith the aid of powerful colour and its com-

plemeutal associate—must have formed the great

difficulty of the engraver, for reasons which we will

endeavour to explain. The coutrast of colour be-

tween red and its complemcntal hue, a pearly green,

can only he rendered in engraving by a contrast of

vAdtk and closeness of lines, which, in black and

white, produces but a faint representation of a con-

trast of colom's. The words brightness and obsciu-ity,

in engraving, represent colour and its complcmeutal

hue, and this contrast can only he produced by a

difference in the width between the lines. The

proper management of the interstices between the

lines produces that appearance of internal light

which distinguishes a line from a mezzotint engrav-

ing. The red drapery of the Saviour is intersected

by the head and neck of the kneeling mother and

the child on his lap, and serves as a background to

relieve them ;
aud thus this red drapery acts both

as a light and a dark; light upon the mass of

complemcntal colour of the background, aud dark

behind the child and the face of the mother. The

flesh of the child is necessarily of a deeper tone

than the white dress of the mother, which is itself

not absolutely white, and this great difficulty of the

engraver may he regarded as the key-note of this

grand pictorial compositiou. The red attracts the

eye to the principal figure, aud presents a brilliant

contrast to the complcmeutal hue wliich sur-

rounds it, and yet acts as a shadow colour to

the flesh of the child: this effect could only be

rendered by lines deep enough and broad enough

to hold the ink requisite to produce the dark coloiu-,

with interstices suflicicntly wide to give the requi-

site quantity of white light; thus making it dark

by the broad aud deep lines, and light by the broad

and white interstices. These lines on Christ’s dra-

pery arc not flowing, hut are broken up aud crossed,

so as to produce a scintillating tint, to coutrast

with the smooth and close work which represents

the coniplemeutal hue. The contrast also gives

smoothness to the flesh tints.

A great object in an engraving of this importance

is to avoid the appearance of what is technically

called greasiness in the flesh, which destroys its

luminous effect : again, too much smoothness aud

roiuiduess is apt to give to flesh the appearance

of ivory; defects which it demands no slight care

and dexterity to avoid. Finish must always be

decided by the size of the print aud the effect of the

composition. Sometimes it is indispensably neces-

sary, at others it is, in some respects, impertinent.

Each head, hand, and foot, in the print before us,

appears to have been finished with reference to its

place in Ihe chiaroscuro, although not always as

elaborately as if tlie groups had been separate sub-

jects of the same size. Thus the foot of Christ is

engraved with coarser dots than his face, in order

to harmonise with the coarse work on the lower

part of his dress. The hand of the kneeling mother

in white is engraved with coarser dots than her neck,

in order to produce a darker colour than her dress,

which is not mere white paper; doubtless to prevent

it from appearing chalky against the black drapery

of the principal figure. But the still coarser dots

on the cloaks of the boys who have just entered the

room, give a value to the flesli which it could not

otherwise have possessed. The coai'sc work of the

garment of the girl who is presenting the rose

appears to have been introduced for the express

purpose of throwing up the group of which the figure

of Our .Saviour is the principal, and its broad and
deep lines hold ink enough to give it colour. The
interstices give it sufficient light to connect it with

the tint of the lower part of Christ’s robe, the direc-

tion of which it continues, and is itself carried up-

wards by the coarse textui-e of the apostle’s garment,

whose deepened dots give value to those upou his

face. The coarse dots of this apostle’s head render

it sufficiently shadowy for its subordinate place

iu the picture, whilst the interstices between them
have the effect of separating it from the background
and shadow cast upon the head of the apostle.

The same principle seems to have been pursued
throughout. It would have been worse than idle

to have engraved any particular group as if it were
an independent subject, every part having to be
studied with reference to its particular place in the

chiaroscuro. If, for example, the group of the

mother with her two children had been a sepa-

rate subject, and not a part of a composition of

several similar’ groups, it might have been more

elaborately engraved ;
but had it been carried

further in the present composition, it would, be-

sides entailing enormous additional labour, have

impaired very sensibly the effect of the whole.

Nothing can be more masterly than the execution

of almost all the heads throaghout the picture.

Not only is the description of work the best that

could have been introduced for the purpose, but

the eflect is all that could have been desired

;

broad, as the size of the plate demands that it

should be, but brilliant without being inhai-mo-

uions; every part having apparently been studied

with a view to the general effect and integrity of

the whole. At a first glance, the breadth of

the work on the gai'mcnts of the two apostles

on the left, and of the two children on the right,

would seem to be excessive
;
but after a few moments

contemplation, all the component parts appear to

harmonise aud to fall into their proper places, aud

the eye soon finds repose in the smooth tints of the

mass of light which sweeps through the centre of

the composition. Indeed, these broader and coarser

parts of the work make the flesh tints appear even

softer than they really are. The coarse dots on the

scarf of the boy on the right side of the picture,

to which a fastidious eye might possibly object, hold

sufficient iuk to throw the head behind them into

light, and the corruscation of large white interstices

between them preserves its character of light upon

the hackgroimd. The broad and deep work on the

cloak is carried down by a similar process, though

by a different texture, into the tunics of these two

boys, and separates the group from the background

aud figures by a glittering tint, which gives repose

to the tone that sweeps through the centre of

the picture. This coarse work is repeated on the

other side of the compositiou, in the garment

of the boy at the knee of Christ, on whose arm,

by the way, the depth of the shadow creates an

impression, which vanishes on a closer inspection,

of imperfect drawing. The flesh of the child on

the lap of Christ, receives great additional value

from the broadness of these dots. The same motive

ajipears to have influenced the engraver throughout

his work. When it is remembered that the whole

of these draperies are of the coarse materials

usually worn by the humbler classes, and are inter-

spersed by none of those velvets aud satins which

present such agi’ceable and effective surfaces in

works of another class, it will readily he seen that

the only chance left to the artist of representing

auy effective variety of texture, was that of some

novel treatment of these comparatively similar

substances. The drapery of the Saviour is thus

distinguished from that of the persons around him,

by being of a somewhat richer texture, whilst the

frieze garment of one of the “fishers of men”
identifies it, at the risk of appeai-ing coarse to

fastidious eyes, with what it really is
;
whilst it

enhances the more elaborate execution of other

parts of the picture, and removes all appearance of

the sort of smoothness, technically entitled greasiness,

in the groups between the right and left extremities

of the print. Had the subject authorised the

introduction of silks and richly patterned stufts,

1 the draperies might have been of a more agreeable

texture, and would have rendered a far smaller

amount of labour aud thought necessary. The

glory which encircles the head of Christ may he

referred to as a proof how easy it is for a man
of genius and enthusiasm, to give importance to the

most ordinary details of his original, if he be so

minded. A slight feature of the picture, it becomes

iu Mr. Watt’s hands an important auxiliary in the

concentration of the varied elements of the com-

position; and from the remarkable character of the

work, assumes the appeai’ance of an electric light,

wliich irradiates or seems to light up all the prin-

cipal groups. As an engraving, the treatment of

the subject throughout has entirely fulfilled the ex-

pectations which Mr. Watt’s “Procession of the

Flitch of Bacon,” after Stothard; his “May Day,”

after Leslie
;
and his “ Highland Drovers,” after Sir

Edwin Landseer, w'ere so well calculated to create,

aud amply supports his reputation as an historical

engraver. The size of the work is unusually large,

being twenty-nine inches by twenty-two and a

half.

ALL SAINTS’ CHUECH,
>L\.RGARET STREET, OXFORD STREET.

The long unfinished structure of red and black

bricks, with the traccried windows, the high-pitched

roof, aud the tall eccentric-looking tower and spire,

which seemed to have been placed in the peculiarly

uncongenial region of Margaret Street solely iu

order to excite a curiosity that was not to be

gratified, has been at length so far advanced towards

completion, that it is now consecrated as “ All

Saints’ Cliurciu” As a church it is in use ; and it

also is open, all day and every day, to those who may
be disposed to enter within its walls. The edifice

has been designed by Jlr. Butterfield, and erected

under his direction and superintendence, for the

express purpose of vindicating the supremacy of

Gothic architecture as the ecclesiastical style of our

time, and, indeed, of all time. It occupies, ac-

cordingly, a position of pre-cmineut importance in

the midst of our modern churches
;
and both claims,

and must expect to experience, a critical examination,

which shall deal with it strictly in accordance with

its real merits. Happily, it does not fall within

our province to consider this building in its eccle-

siastical capacity, or to explain how it is that, being

what it is, it is connected with the Protestant

Church of Eugland; nor need we describe it archi-

tecturally, since that has been done iu a very com-

plete and satisfactory manner by our able contem-

porary, the What remains for us

to do, is to record om- own sentiments upon its

artistic character, and to declare whether we are, or

are not, prepared to accept it as conclusively demon-

strative of the supremacy of Gothic Art.

The chiu’ch itself comprises a nave of three hays,

with a clerestory and side aisles, a short chancel or

choii', also with aisles, a western tower, surmounted

by a lofty broach spire, 227 feet in height, and a

south porch. Tlie westernmost hay of the south

aisle forms a baptistry, aud the choir-aisles are both

of them for the most part filled with the organ. The

church stands back some little distance from the

street, from which it is separated by a small quad-

rangle, formed by two large buildings (the residences

of the clergy and the schools), that abut upon the

church, and by the southern wall of the church

itself, the fourth side of this quadrangle being closed

in by an entrance gateway, flanked on either side

by a low wall with palisading. Externally, these

buildings are chiefly constructed of bricks; aud

they attract attention rather from a certain inde-

finite singularity in their general aspect, than from

either richness of material, impressiveness of design,

or excellence of architecture. We pass through the

porch, and enter the church, aud now we discover

at a glance that upon its interior the architect has

concentrated the entire energy of his genius, and

that here he has used in lavish profusion the rich

and costly mRterials which had been placed without

restriction at his disposal. Granite, the most perfect

in quality, and cut and polished with truly exquisite

skill, marbles of every kind and every hue, with

porphyry, serpentine, jasper, and alabaster, with

carved woods also, and elaborately wrought brass

and ironwork—these all abound on every side. The

windows are all filled with stained glass. Tiles

—

some of the utmost richness, and others simpler,

yet scarcely less effective, with occasional marble

inlays—form the pavement. The walls are in part

to be covered with paintings of the highest order in

fresco, aud partly they are enriched with various

geometrical and other patterns, painted or inlaid in

different colours with tiles and other coloured sub-

stances. The vaulting of the choir is adorned with

rich carving, and it glitters with abundant gilding,

while the open timber roofs of the other parts of

the building are carved and inlaid. The low screen

that separates the choir from the body of the

chnrcb, the pulpit, the font, and the altar-like

erection which fills the eastern end, are all of them,

works in which the most precious materials receive

fresh value from the skill with which they have

been made to realize the architect’s designs. And
so it is throughout the whole church—ail is rich,

and skilful treatment is everywhere present. Ex-

pense has not been spared; for £70.000 are said to

have been expended upon this small church. The

architect also has been empowered both to act with-

out restraint, and to command the co-operation of
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the ablest fellow-workers. Mr. Beresford Hope is

a most valuable adviser. Jlr. Dyce has produced
iu his frescoes pictures wliich, in their class and
style, know no superiors. Mr. Myers is well known
to be a first-rate architcclnral carver and sculptor.

In incised work and the execution of iulaid decora-

tions Mr. Field deservedly enjoys an equally distin-

guished reputation, ilr. Potter ranks with Messrs.
Skidmore, ITardnian, and Hart, in the production
of decorative metal-work. Besides being on able

clerk of works, 5fr. Norris lias proved that he is a

master iu the art of carting wood. Jliuton’s tiles

need no fresh commendation. l\Ir. O’Connor is able

to paint glass well, if not so well as one or two of

his contemporaries at home; and M. Gcrcntc is

considered to take rank amongst the first of the

continental artists in glass. These are the men
Avlio have presided over the production of this

church, under Mr. Butterfield, of whom it is super-
fluous to speak, except, indeed, it he in the fewest
possible words to represent him as an architect of
the highest eminence. And yet the chui’cli is alto-

gether a failure. It is an absolute failure, because it

is not even a tmtliful expression of the style which
it professes to typify—because it is an exceptional in-

stance of what may now be done with the Gothic, in-

stead of being a typical image of what the Gothic is,

and what it can now accomplish—and, again, because
it is throughout characterized by inconsistency, and
by a want of harmony and of unity of sentiment.
It is a splendid vagary, not a noble work of Art,

and, more particularly, uot a noble work of Gothic
Art. On every side it shows what admirable work-
men England now possesses, and how thoroughly
they understand the treatment of the rarest and
most costly materials; but something more than
this is needed for the production of what is great in

art or in architecture. Much of the most elaborate
and the most carefully executed surface ornamenta-
tion is painfully deficient iu every truly artistic

quality. And, in the same manner, the most pre-

cious of the materials employed arc but too commonly
treated like diamonds, emeralds, and rubies in a
kaleidoscope. As an instance of imperfect Gothic
treatment, we may specify the large arches of open
tracery, entirely executed in admirable workmanship
in marble, that connect the choir with its aisles.

Here the architect had introduced, with peculiar

felicity, a most characteristic Gothic feature, and he
might have been expected to have rendered it in the
fulness of the Gothic spirit. But his tracery wants
the essentially Gothic attribute of snhordinatlon.
It is in marble, indeed, but it all lies in one plane.
And it Avill not be easy to discover any imperfec-

tions in the cutting of the marble by Mr. Myers’s
carvers

;
yet what truly Gothic eye can rest content

with the massive geometrical figures in the upper
lateral spandrels of the tracer y ?

We might with case specify shortcoming.q, and
imperfections, and instances of peculiar sentiments
iu Art being mistaken for artistic superiority. We
are content, however, to protest against the stained

glass, the work of M. Gerente, of Paris, which fills

the principal windows of the church. It is, without
an exception, unworthy of the edifice which it dis-

figures, as it is calculated to detract most seriously

from the artist’s reputation. Mr. O’Connor’s glass,

which consists of arabesques only, and is infinitely

superior to these figure compositions, is placed at a

great height iu tlie windows of the clerestory.

It is not possible to visit this remarkable edifice,

and to examine thoughtfully its magnificent adoni-

ments, without experiencing a variety of conflicting

impressions. The open-handed and unostentatious

liberality which supplied the funds for this costly

work cannot fail to be recognised with cordial

sympathy. That “ Lamp of Sacrifice,” which derives

its most beautiful bi-illiancy from the dedication of

the Creator’s choicest gifts to the glory of the

Giver, is seen to have been burning brightly in this

new church ; and who can discern that light, and
not rejoice in its shining? But, then, how soon is

that joy converted into sadness, when high aims
and noble gifts, and eminent talents, arc found to

fail, through a wilful looking hack instead of for-

ward—through the vain desire to reproduce, in

unexampled excellence, somethiug that has passed

away, instead of seeking a fresh, and consistent, and
healthful development of a grand and inexhaustible

art? All Saints’ Church has failed, because it is an
attempt to improve upon the Gothic of the Middle

Ages, nnder the same conditions in which it then ! art, like the architecture of the middle ages, is to
attained to its most perfect expression. Every! be revived in the old spirit, but not practised merely
similar attempt will inevitably lead to the same
result. We do not require, and we cannot use, the

Gothic of the Middle Ages. Wc want our own
Gothic. Mcdifcval Gothic belongs to the Middle
Ages, and with the Middle Ages it has passed away.
ViCTOEiAN GoTHiCjwZ/f/j it shall have been matured

,

is our Gothic; and it is the only Gothic that now
will cither attain to an architectural perfection, or

adequately expi'ess the existing capacities and excel-

lences of the style. AVe have yet to await the

appearance of a typical edifice in this style ; we wait
hopefully, however, hut wc do not rest our hopes

upon any of the mcdircvalists,

THE ILLUMINATING AUT-UNION
OF LONDON.

Tnrs association, which has just entered under
promising auspices upon what we trust may prove
a long career of usefulness and prosperity, is

designed to revive n taste for the mcdircval deco-

rative process known as the art of illuminating, and
also to form a new school of English illuminators.

The project, as it is put forth in the prospectus of

the society, embraces features that claim for it wami
sympathy and zealous support; as may be expected,

in several important particulars, it will admit of

decided improvement.
The projectors of this “Art-Union ” declare that

there already exists a large demand among the

higher classes of society for illumioated works, exe-

cuted after the manner of medimval illuminations

;

and, they add, that it is “the grand and chief end”
of their association very considerably to increase

this demand, with the view thus to provide remu-
neralivcand also congenial “cmjdoymcnt for mim-
hers of highly-educated females who, fi-om their

social position, are unfitted fur any menial occupa-

tion, and whose talents entitle them to he employed
in a Idghcr sphere of labour, suitable to their educa-

tion, and answering the purpose of creating a liveli-

hood, or increasing a scanty income.” This passage

speaks for itself, and pleads its own cause rvith

powerful impressiveness. A really practicable plan

for enabling “gentlewomen of limited income, and
respectable females in the middle classes of society,”

to obtain a “means of livelihood,” in a manner
at once consistent with their position and in har-

mony with their feelings, is precisely that to

wliich wc shoidd at all times be ready to accord

our hearty approbation and support. When any
definite scheme is submitted to us which proposes

to realize its objects through the practice of a hcau-

lifiil art, it necessarily follows that our approbation

should be strengthened, and, indeed, that it should

assume the character of an canicst and active interest.

Wc accordingly invite the attention of our renders

to the “ Illuminating Art-Union,” and refer them
for full particidars to Mr. D. L. dc Lara, the gentle-

man lowborn the mauagcmcDt has been entnistcd

by the ladies patronesses, and who may be heard of

at 3, Torrington Square, or 15, Rathbonc Place.

During the last few weeks the attention of the

public has been invited (o the “ first annual exhi-

bition” of this “Illuminating Art-Union.” The
works exhibited are about eighty in number

;
and

the collection contains many specimens of great

excellence, while every individual iDuinination must
in justice he said to possess its own distinctive meri-

torious qualities. The best and most characteristic

productions of the early illumhialors have evidently

been studied with intelligent care by their modern
admirers, and thus the students themselves have
been signally successful in acquiring the feeling, as

well as the manner, of medircval illuminating. This

is uot desirable, only, but absolutely necessary, as the

foundation upon which they arc to build up their

art. Let not our living illuminators, however, for

single moment entertain the idea that their

highest aim, and i;i fact their only aim, is to repro-

duce mcdifcval illuminations. These ladies, and (he

few gentlemen who may shave their labours, will

never become true artists in the department of

Art they have chosen, simply because they may
have acquired tlie faculty of expert copying. Their

as a reiteration of old forms of expression. They
are free to think and to develop their art in har-

mony with t!ic general conditions of modern life,

while themedifcvalillurainatorwas compelled to work
within painfully narrow limits, and very commonly
restricted to a single specific subject. AA’e hope to

see tlie accomplished, enterprising, and idilanthropic

members of the “ Illumioatiug Art-Union ” speedilv

adopting comprehensive views as to the range and
applicability of their art, and dealing with it in an
independent spirit. If they prefer religious subjects,

let religious subjects engage their attention. If

“missals”—that is, Roman Catholic service books
—are specially required, they ran be produced by
them. But the revived art of illuminating is in no
respect or degree restricted to religions subjects, or

pre-eminently associated witli them; and missals

have not a shadow of a claim upon it in preference

to any other class of works. Historical and biogra-

phical sketches or memoirs, with the brief passages

that chronicle to all time the salient points of

history itself—these will not pass unnoticed before

(he modern illuminator, and more particularly when
they will admit the introduction of regular and sys-

tematic illuslrative heraldry. The study of heraldry,

indeed, wc strongly recommend to the members of

the “ Illuminating Art-l'nion
;

” and wc do so in the

full conviction that they will speedily discover it to

ho the means of opening before them a fresh field

for (he application of their eminently attractive art.

APvT IN SCOTLAND AND
PEOVINCES.

THE

MANC'UESTEr..—The pupils of the Manchester
School of Art have recently presented to their head
master, Mr. J. A. Ilammcrsle}', F.S.A., a valuable
gold watch, accompanied by an address beautifully
engrossed, and richly illuminated and bound, as
tokens] of the appreciation of the ability and kind-
ness with which he has discharged the duties of liis

office during the ten years he has held it. The
presentation took place in one of the principal exhi-
bition rooms of the Institution, which was appro-
priately decorated with pictures, choice flowers,
exotics, &c.

;
a largo assembly met to witness the

ceremony, and to participate in the soiree. We
have had frequent opportunities of referring to the
high estimation in which Mr. Hammersley is held
by the directors and scholars of the school, and the
general public ofManchester—that estimation arising
from unquestionable desert; he has laboured well

and wisely, and, therefore, with success. The
immense move which Art has taken of late years
in the great capital of manufacture, is mainly, if

it be not solely, owing to his indefatigable energy
and continual exertion. It is satisfactory to find
his abilities and Lis industry fully appreciated
where he is best known

;
but his efforts have been

by no means confined to Manchester; by lectures,

at meetings, and on various occasions where Art
was to bo promoted, and the public interests served,
in many other cities of England, he has worked
earnestly and advantageously. If the prophet has
obtained honour in his own country, ho has been
honoured also very often elsewhere.]

Bristol.—The Bristol and AVest of England Art-
Union has already purchased a considerable number
of pictures for distribution to the subscribers of the

current year
;
among them are works by A. John-

ston, J. 1). Harding, Gale, Branwhite, Syers, S. P.
Jackson, Jutsum, Hulme, Gosling, Rosenberg, &c.
A circular which has recently been forwarded to us
states that,—“The Committee, after having pur-
chased what was represented to them as the exclu-
sive copyright of Sir Edwin Landseer's picture

called ‘ The Shepherd’s Bible,’ and engraved by-

Mr. T. Landseer, discovered, to their great sur-

prise, that a plate had been previously engraved by
Mr. C. G. Lewis, from the same picture, under the

title of ‘The Colley Dogs;’ and that Mr. C. G.
Lewis had a separate right to the publication of his

plate, which had been already before a court of

law. Under these circumstances the committee,

after recovering a portion of the price paid for the

copyright of ‘ The Shepherd’s Bible,’ have felt it

their duty to purchase Mr. C. G. Lewis’s plate also,

in redemption of their pledge to issue as their Pre-
sentation Piute an engraving published exclusively

for the subscribers to this Art-Union, and thirt}*

Artist’s Proofs taken from Mr. Lewis’s plate,

variously framed, will be issued as additional prizes

to the first thirty names successively drawn from

tv;

fV:

m
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the wheel after the distribution of the Prize Pic-

tures.”

York.—The sixteenth annual meeting of those
interested in the York School of Art took place on
the 9th of June, when Lord Teignmouth was called

to the chair. Mr. Swallow, head master of the

school, in addressing the meeting, said,— “If the
number of pupils had not increased so fast as those
who had the immediate management of the school
could have wished, they could not help feeling

pleasure that the increase had always, under the
present management, been greater each successive

anniversary. But the most satisfactory test of the
advancement towards success was to be found in

the annual e.vamination of the school by the Govern-
ment inspector. The facts proved the steady pro-

gress of the York School of Art, and gave promise
of still more important results in future.” The
report and accounts showed that the receipts for

the past sessional year had amounted to £246 8s. 4ff.,

and the expenditure, including a balance of £24 2s.,

due to the treasurer, to £256 10s. Ic?., leaving a

balance of £10 Is. 8(^. against the school.

Glasgow.—The local papers state that the bronze
statue of the late Sir Itobert Peel, subscribed for

some years since by a number of Glasgow gentle-

men, will soon be erected in its place, at the north-
west corner of George Square

;
workmen are already

employed in fixing the pedestal, which is of granite,

and will be twelve feet in height. The statue, cast

from a model by Mr. J. Mossman, is nine feet high,

and represents the statesman in the usual conven-
tional attitude, that of addressing the “House,”
with a roll of p.aper in his hand.
Taunton.—We are pleased to learn that the

School of Art here has maintained its high and
honourable position during the past year, under the

able superintendence of Mr. J. IJ. ‘\V'illiamson, who
has just received an appointment on the staff of

masters at the Training College, Kensington Mu-
seum. As the result of the exannnation by her
Majesty’s inspectors, held in May last, twenty-one
local medals, and nearly' one hundred other prizes,

have been awarded, the latter being a considerable
increase on the number of last year. On Monday,
the 6th of June, a mceliug of the students and.’some

of the promoters of the school was held, to take a
farewell of Mr. Williamson before leaving, and to

present him with a handsome gold watch and
chain, together with an address on vellum, signed
by all the pupils, expressive of their “ high appre-
ciation of his uniform kindness and unwearied
diligence as their teacher, and while deeply re-

gretting his departure, assuring him of their best

wishes for liis health and happiness.” Mr. William-
son acknowledged the gift in feeling terms, and
afterwards, on behalf of the pupils of the evening
classes, presented a portfolio of drawings, executed
by them, to the Eev. W’. A. Jones, and a valuable

box of water-colours to Mr. Blizard, the lion.

Secretaries, “ as a slight mark of their respect and
esteem, and in remembrance of their exertions to

promote the interests of that institution.”

Liverpool.—A lecture on perspective drawing,
and its application to pictorial art, was delivered

here, on the 26th of May, by Mr. S. Burkinshaw.
It was illustrated by numerous diagrams, models,
and a selection of engravings. The subject is not
of a character to draw a large audience, but it is,

nevertheless, one of interest, and was rendered so,

on the present occasion, by the clear and simple
explanations of the lecturer.

Yarmouth.—The prizes awarded by the Govern-
ment inspector to the pupils of the Yarmouth
School of Art, were presented to the successful can-
didates, on the 3rd of June, by the Mayor, Mr. 11.

Steward, in the Town Hall
;

fifteen medals, and
eighty other prizes, were awarded. The number of
pupils in the central school, during the past year,

was 150, and in the public schools 850.
Bilstox.—An exhibition of works of Art was

opened last month, at the St. Leonard's New Schools,
Bilston, the proceeds of which are intended fur the
benefit of the schools. The Earl of Dartmouth,
the Bight Hon. C. P. Villiers, M.P., the Mayor of
Wolverhampton, and other individuals of influence

in the neighbourhood, have aided in the formation
of the exhibition, and attended the inauguration.

Leeds.—A subscription having been raised for

erecting a statue in Leeds to tlie memory of the

late ilr. Robert Hall, formerly M.P. of the town,
and Recorder of Doncaster, a meeting of the sub-
scribers was recently held to consider the design

submitted to tliem by Mr. D. Lee, of Leeds, which
it was determined at the meeting should be ac-

cepted. The statue is to be e.vecuted in white
marble, and, when completed, is to be presented to

the corporation for the Victoria Hall. The figure,

of colossal size, represents the learned member in

bis robes of office as Recorder, as he appeared when
presenting an address from the Corporation to the
Queen.

PUIIITY.

FROM THE STATUE BY M. NOBLE.

Fi.AXMAN, ill one of his lectures ou sculpture, makes

this distinction between the natural style and the

ideal
;
be says, “ The natural style may be defined

tlius:— a representation of the human form, according

to the distinction of sex and age, in action or repose,

expressing the affections of the soul. The same words

may be used to define the ideal style, but they must be

followed by this addition ; selectedfrom such perfect

examples as may excite in oiir minds a conception

of the preternatural. By these detinitious it will

be understood that the natural style is peculiar to

humanity, and the ideal to spirituality and divinity.”

This may be correct reasoning if applied only to the

works to which especially ITaxman means it to refer,

the sculptures of the Greek and Roman deities, ou

the one hand, and those that symbolize or represent

what he calls “the affections of the soul,” on the

other. But wc frequently meet with e.xainples of

the sculptor’s art which are iuteuded to combine, or

should actually combine, the two qualities; such,

for instance, as that wherein a divine essence, or

character, pervades the human form into which it is

moulded. The latter—that is, the form—may. how-

ever beautiful, offer nothing more to our thoughts

than the perishing frame-work of mortality—the

image of clay, which we feel every storm of life is

shaking, and every year is hastening to its final

destruction
;
the fonner—the divine essence—asso-

ciates it iu the mind with another order of beings,

with a spiritualism, and, therefore, with a state of

existence which has no end ; in the combinatiou the

particular characteristic, or quality, of the divine

nature stands forth in a garment not its own, it is

borrowed from a world that is not ours, and will

not be till “ this mortal shall have put on immor-

tality,” and we “are changed.”

"Without entering upon any metaphysical dis-

cussion, it may be assumed that what lTa.vman terms

“the affections of the soul” include those which

spring from (he feelings of the heart, or the desires

of the mind: pride, envy, hatred, revenge, and all

other vices which arise up within us, no less than

the feelings of love, peace, gentleness, purity, and

others, that St. Paul denominates “ fruits of the

spirit.” Now, the sculptor, and the painter too,

who would represent in lus work any one of the

former has, most assuredly, a more difficult task to

perform thau he who undertakes to embody or

persouify any one of the latter ;
and the reason is

obvious. It is, as many probably may think, taking

a very low estimate of human nature, to say that it

has, generally, a direct tendency to evil; ueverthe-

less such a theory is commonly accepted as truth

;

and if so, the passions which most assimilate to

our nature, are just those which the artist finds it

the easist to represent—all others come uuder Flax-

man’s definition of “ideal,” or “ pretcrnatui-al

they ai'c foreign to us, and, therefore, our concep-

tion of them is generally imperfect and inadequate

;

while, moreover, as they often admit of no especial

action or motive, and are solely dependant upon

simple expression as the representative of character,

the medium by which the artist would convey his

meaning, any treatment of his work which falls

short of the intention, however ideal it may be,

docs not suggest the ideas we desire to have brought

before us.

Purity is just one of those abstract propositions,

90 to speak, which is not easy to personify. It is

an attribute of character that, in the absence of

cause or motive, as in a single sculptured figure,

takes no substantive from, and realises no idea

which would not be equally applicable to some one or

other " cardinal virtue.” The representation must

combine the natural and the ideal; grace of form

and simplicity of expression appear to be the essen-

tial qualities demanded of the sculptor, and these

Mr. Noble, in the figui-e here engraved, seems to

have realized, fai‘ more successfully too, it may be

added, thau we could have expected from him, seeing

that the majority of his works, and those by which
lie is best known, are portrait sculptures of men.

Ills “Purity,” holding a lily in her hand I’or a

symbol, is, however, a refined and elegant example
of -Mr. Noble’s ability to grapple with a subject in

which the spiritualism of Aid and its poetical feeling

enter lai'gely.

COHEESPONDENCE.

To the Editor of
“ The Art-Journal.”

-ART-UNIONS.

Sir,—

I

n these days of Art-Unions and Art-lotteries,

a little discussion may sometimes be of service, ami
iu the hope that my humble suggestiou may not
be too summarily cast aside, I beg to suggest, that

instead of such gigantic plates being engraved for

the subscribers, as the London and the Glasgow
Art-Unions have just produced, would it not be
better to have smaller engravings, to suit rooms of

ordinary dimensions?—the difference in cost being
made up by the highest possible excellence in the
engraving of the plate.

I am induced to mention this, as I am constantly
told that the cost of framing, on the one hand, and
not having any room for hanging such huge plates,

as well as the costliness of a portfolio large enough
to contain them, all combine to deter many people
from subscribing

;
and it is only in the hope that,

the usefulness of these societies may not be impaired
that I now inflict this letter on your readers.

"Would not the example of the Crystal Palace, in
giving other works of Art besides plain engravings,
such as good statuettes, or good chromo-litho-
graphy, be a change and “ consummation devoutly
to be wished.”

jiine, 1859. An Art-Union -Agent.

[The complaint of our correspondent is one we liave our-
selves frequently made; we know the magnitude of tliu

engravings deters many from subscribing.— Kii. .-I.-/.]

THE “VICTORY”' OF JI-VUOCIIETTI.

In justice to the Baron Marochetti, we give publicity

to a letter addressed by him to the Times. We have
treated this subject so often that it is needlcs.s to do
so again.

Sin,—Will you have the goodness to allow me a

little of your valuable space for a few words of

explanation on the statue at present exhibited in

Apsley House garden, as they seem to be called for

by some articles and letters in the public papers ?

This statue is a part of my design for the monu-
ment to the late Duke of Wellington when it wa.s

to be placed against one of the pillars supporting

the cupola of St. Paul’s. It was my intention tu

represent Victory sitting on the steps of the door of

the tomb, bidding adieu to her favourite son, and
taking buck the sword which she had lent him,

—

this is the statue now exhibited, and, though pre-

pared for a peculiar site, a change of position in

the figure will adapt it to any other. Had St,

Paul’s been opened to any artists except those

selected by Lord John Manners, I should have
exhibited a full-sized model there, and I have
accepted with gratitude the Duke of AVellington's

kind permission to place this statue in his garden,

in order to give publicity to a work which I should
be sorry to destroy or to bury in a corner without
trying to gain some credit by it, and endeavouring
to show that my pretensions to the honour of

executing in England a great national monument
were not founded on absurd vanity, and were not
disappointed in consequence of any want of exertion

on my part. I have been a candidate for the

monument to the Duke of Wellington from the

day it was decided that such a monument should
be erected. I did not take part in the competition
proposed by Sir William Moleswortb, which was to

have been confined to Messrs. Gibson, Foie}', Bail\

,

and myself, or in the general one opened by Sir

B. Hall, mainly because in both cases the model
was to be small. From such models the effect of

the real monument cannot be fairly anticipated.

They are good for recollection, not for suggestion

;

the use of them is mischievous to the pursuit of

sculpture as a profession. Only a model of the full

size will enable the Government and the public to

judge what the monument will be wlien completed,

and thus to understand what they are invited lo

accept or refuse. A further objection to Sir B.

Hall’s competition was that the site was to be

under one of the arches of the nave. I thought it

a bad choice, as it would have suggested either that

the monument was pkiced there teraporarilj', or

that the church was unfinished as long as every
other arch was unprovided with a monument of the

same importance. My refusal is, I think, justified

by the results. The design pronounced to be tiie

best by the judges, is not to be executed, and the

monument is not to be placed under one of the

arches. I do not complain that Lord John Manners
neither visited my design nor even sent for my
plans. As he has selected other artists, it is better

for me that ray design has not been seen, and con-

sequently has not been rejected.

Marochetti,
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WCTUIll! SALES.

Although the present season has not brought into

the public sale-rooms any large and important single

collection of pictures, many works of a high cha-

racter, especially by British artists, have been put

up to competition. Among them we consider the

following as entitled to notice:—
On the 13th of June Jlessrs. Christie and ^^a^son

sold a miscellaneous collection of ])aintings and

drawings, comprising
—‘The Cornfield,’ with cattle

and figures, an early work, by J. Linnell, 188 gs.;

‘Gillingham,’ TV. Midler, 103 gs.; ‘View near Can-

terbury,’ dated 1850, a large picture, by T. S.

Cooper, A.R.A., 168 gs.; ‘I-a Itoeliclle, from the

Sea,’ C. Stanfield, R.A., small, 70 gs.; ‘ I’ortrait of

Jliss Ridge,’ Sir J. Reynolds, 500 gs., sold to the

Marquis of Lansdowne ;
‘ Portrait of Miss Gwalkin,’

Sir J. Reynolds, 200 gs. ;

‘ Portrait of JIrs. Qiiar-

rington, as St. Agnes,’ Sir J. Reynolds, from the

collection of the late Mr. Payne Knight, 220 gs.;

‘ The Braddyl Family,’ whole-length figures grouped

in a landscape, Sir J. Reynolds, 1000 gs.; ‘The

Woodman’s Daughter,’ J. E. Millais, A.R.A., 210

gs. ;
‘ Dead Doc.’ Sir E. Landseer, R.A., small,

165 gs. ;

‘ A Welsh Valley—Morning,’ T. Creswick,

R.A., 136 gs.; ‘Landscape,’ P. Nasmyth, 80 gs.;

‘ Leith Flill, Surrey,’ J. Linnell, from the collection

of Mr. W. Wethered, 06 gs, ;

‘ Distant View of the

Severn, from Leigh, near Bristol,’ P. Nasmyth,

330 gs.
;

‘ The Woodlands, near East Grinstead,’

P. Nasmyth, 08 gs.; ‘View of Dedham,’ J. Cou-

stable, 188 gs.

In the same rooms the collection of pictures and

drawings belonging to the late Mr. W. J. Broderip

was disposed of. The latter realized but small sums,

and of the oil-paintings wc need only notice
—

' The

River Awe on Flood,’ F. R. Lee, R.A., 30 gs.

;

‘ Galatea,’ tV. E. Frost, A.R.A., 50 gs.
;

‘ Broad Oak
Road, Canterbury,’ S. Cooper, A.R.A., £45 34'.

;

‘ M^eaiy Emigrants,’ F. Goodall, A.R.A., 165 gs.

;

‘ View of Angera, on the Lago Maggiore,’ G. E.

Hering, 77 gs.; ‘Ariel and Cupid,’ Etty, 50 gs.;

‘ Isola del Pisc.Ttore,’ G. E. liering, 44 gs.
;
‘The

Jewelled Hand,’ J. Saiit, 70 gs.; ‘Coast Scene,’ G.

E. Ilcring, 63 gs.
;

‘Portrait of Vestris,’ Gains-

borough, £101 ;

‘ Fruit,’ G. Lance, £43 1 j.
;

‘ Sheep,’

Verbocckhovcu, £109. We ought to mention that

nearly the whole of Mr. Broderip’s works were of

small cabinet size.

AllT IN CONTINENTAL STATES.

Paths.—At a recent sale of porcelaia and curiosi-

ties, the property of M. Rattier, Uie prices given

for the following objects show that there is ns keen

a competition for works of this kind in Paris as in

London. An earthenware plateau, of the date of

162.5, by Aiidreoli, of the manufacture of Gubbio,

4700 francs; a dish of Urbino manufuoture, date

1.55S, 4.500 francs
;
three specimens ofPalissy ware,

5800, 4800, 1220 francs respectively
;
two bowls,

with the ciphers of Henry II., Catherine of Medici,

and Diana of Poictiers, interlaced, 12,600 francs.

The earthenware of the time of Henry II. is rare,

perhaps its chief merit: the Musee de Cluny has

only one example, M. Rattier had four in his col-

lection : a triangular saltcellar, with the cipher of

Diana of Poictiers, sold for 12,600 francs
;
another

of the same kind, the heads repaired, 6300 francs
;

a third, hexagonal in form, 10,000 francs; a cup,

restored, 7600 francs. The collection occupied live

days to dispose of, and produced the sum of

£14,800; it is said to have cost its late owner
£4000.—The Fine Arts have recently lost a liberal

patron, in the person of M. A. Morean; he was a

great collector of modern Art, and possessed a large

collection of the works of the best painters—as

many as six hundred pictures. M. Moreau was a

great encourager of young artists, and, enjoying an
immense fortune, he employed it in the purchase
of paintings, and other articles of vertu.—The non-
exhibition of the English artists here has been
made the subject of some depreciating rem.arks by
various journals.—The emperor has ordered a statue

of Humboldt, for the galleries of Versailles, by
M. A. Dumont.—An artist of talent, Count L.

T. do Crisse, Mcmbrc lihre de Vlnstitut, has just

died at the age of seventy-seven. He was
son of the Marquis of Crisse

;
ruined by the revo-

lution, he resolved to depend on his talents for a

livelihood, and he maintained a long and honour-

able career, respected by all who knew him.

THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

TUB IIAKDBL FESTIVAL.

Before these lines meet the eyes of our readers the

grand commemoration festival of the greatest of

musical composers will have taken its place amongst

the things that ru'e past. Meanwhile the Crystal

Palace has for some time continually exhibited the

progress that has been made, as the festival itself

has drawn near, in the preparatory arrangements.

Foremost amongst these is the great orchestra, now
enlarged from its former ample dimensions for the

reception of upwards of four thousand jiersons. We
have watched the cseeutioii of this unique piece of

engiiiceritig carpentry with great interest, and cer-

tainly it may challenge the criticism of the must

experienced of inquirers. The whole has bceu pro-

duced by the Crystal Palace staff of carpenters,

under the sole direction and superintendence of the

chief oflicial in that department, Mr. Earee, who
may justly claim the Jiighest commendation for the

uniform excellence both of his ai-rangemeDts and of

the manner in which they have been carried into

effect. The organ itself has been considerably

enlarged, and its exterior has received a fresh deco-

ration, that is in good taste, and produced a very

satisfactory effect.

The Fine-Art department of the Crystal Palace

has repeatedly excited our wondering regret, from

the painful incapacity with which it is administered.

Not content with doing nothing whatsoever to

improve the Fine-Art collections of the palace, and

to render them available for popular instruction

and refinement, whenever this department does take

anything in hand its works almost invariably excite

mingled sentiments of surprise, regret, and indigna-

tion. The so-called decoralioii of the Ilandcl

orchestra is the latest, and perhaps the most glaring,

instance of what the Crystal Palace Fine-Art

department is in the habit of producing. Here was

no common chance for tiic display of some taste

and some artistic feeling; and an unprecedented

opportunity was here presented for advertising the

powers of the Crystal Palace Fine-Art people. The

screen at the hack of the orchestra has been painted

to give it the appearance of clouds, seen through

bronze pillars that are to be supposed to support

the velarium of a Roman amphitheatre. Thus the

orchestra is adapted in its artistic capacity to the

sentiment of the Handel Festival, by associating it

with remiuisceuces of a pagan gladiatorial arena;

aud the enclosure, that has been constructed ex-

pressly for the purpose of completely shutting in the

space within it, is made to convey the idea of the

whole being in the open air, and without even the

covering of the glass vaulting of the Crystal Palace

itself! How easily might decorations have been

introduced, which would have harmonized witli the

character and the feeling of Handel’s sublime music,

and would at the same time have demonstrated the

presence of high artistic talent in the councils of the

Crystal Palace ! One would have thought that the

casts from the anfjel choir at Lincoln, which are in

the Gothic Coui't at Sydenham, must have suggested

fitting decorations for a Handel orchestra; hut it is

highly probable that the geutlemau who produced

the design that has been adopted, aud the autho-

rities who decided on its adoption, are ignorant alike

of the existence of an angel choir at Lincoln, and of

the presence of casts from it in the Crystal Palace.

3'he wretched failure which characterizes the

decoration (?) of the enclosing screen at the back

of the llaiidcl orchestra has not saved the front

from corresponding, aud even more offensive ill-

treatment. Here marble paper, and cheap imitative

marble painting, have been caRed in, aud the very

natural result approximates closely upon the most

approved suburban tea-garden type. All tliis is

very sad, aud it does not lend either to exalt the

reputation of the Crystal Palace or to improve the

prospects of the shareholders.

M'e gladly turn from tliese loorks of Arl, that

have thus been produced for the special houour of

the Ilaudel Festival, to that great musical demon-

stration, which may be expected to realize the most

exalted couceptions of Handel’s music. Full justice

will, without doubt, he rcudered to the illustrious

composer, and a majesty of music far surpassing all

that before has been heard by human listeners will

then be accomplished.

3 M
~

MINOR TOPICS OF THE MONTH.

National Pobtiiait Gallery.— Sir George
Coriiewall Lewis, the Bishop of Oxford, and Mr. M'.

Stirling, M .P., have been added to the list of trustees

of ttiis national collection of pictures, which has re-

cently received an accession of four portraits, those
of the Duke of Ormoud, Cowley, Selden, and Lord
Howe.
The Proposed 1801 Exhibition.—The council

of the Society of Arts have, as we anticipated,

resolved that, “ with reference to the present aud
prospective condition of the Contiuent, the inter-

national exhibition proposed to be held in 1861
should be postponed to a more favourable oppor-
tunity.” They intimate that the guarantee fund
would have sufficed for the amount required, and
that proceedings will be resumed as soon as affairs

arc
“
settled ” between the belligerents of Europe

;

they express a liope also that the names of guarantees

will be suffered to continue on the list, awaiting

more auspicious circumstances.

The M'ateu-Colour Society.—Mr. Paul F.

Naptel has been elected from the list of Associates

to a place among the members of this society.

Mb. Burfoud's Panorama of Benares,—the

“holy city,” as the Hindoos call it,— recently

opened in Leicester Square, must be classed among
the must beautiful pictures which have ever been
exhibited in that building, or any other of a similar

kind. Benares stands on the banks of the Ganges,
aud the view is taken from the river, near the centre

of a semicircle, whence the whole of the vast city

and the surrounding countiy may be seen. The
aspect of the city is grand and imposing—temples,

religious edifices, and pagodas of varied size and
form, some richly painted and gilt, others of the

original colour of the stone, stretch from the banks
of the Gauges to a considerable distance inland, and
occupy a vast length of frontage on the river line.

The Ganges is covered with craft of all descriptions,

rigged and unrigged, pleasure-boats, market-boats,

merchantmen
;
aud queer-looking vessels these are

to an English eye—so top-heavy that the slightest

sea-breeze would, it would seem, lay them on their

sides. A crocodile opens its ponderous jaws, from
the surface of the water, as a boat glides by, and a

dead body, shrouded, but not coffined, floats down
the beautiful river on a raft of bamboo and rashes,

unheeded and uucared for by the gay and merry
groups among whom it drifts. Both on shore and
on water the Hindoo population seems to he holding

high festival, and a most animated and picturesque

scene it presents, admirably painted everywhere

;

but especially so is the river—the gradations of tint

in depth and transparency, till they blend with the

distant horizon, are as truthful as nature. Not only

for the interest of the subject, but for its real intrinsic

merits, this panorama ought to draw a multitude of

visitors. Mr. Burford has, as usual, availed himself

of the able assistance of Mr. H. C. Selous in the

production of the work.

Lighting our Picturf. Galleries.—In order

to have an authoritative investigation into the

whole question of lighting Public Galleries with

gas, the Lord President of the Council has named u

commission of inquiry, consisting of Professors

Faraday, Hofmann, and Tyndall, with Mr. Red-

grave, R.A., and Captain Fowke, R.E., who will

commence their investigations immediately.

Lord Clive.—A statue of Lord Clive, of bronzed

plaster, and on a temporary pedestal, now stands

close to the pavement in Parliament Street, behind

the iron railing that encloses the ground of old

Montague House. It is the work of Baron Maro-
chetti : under what circumstances it has been exe-

cuted, wliy it is there placed, or what is to be its

ultimate destination, we are entirely ignorant. It

is not, we believe, a national commission—although

it may be, for there is usually so much of mystery

in proceedings of this kind, that very possibly the

statue may be already paid for out of the public

purse. It is where it is evidently to invite criticism,

to which it is cert.iiiily amenable. Although by no

means so utterly bad as it is represented to be in the

columns of the Times, it is unquestionably inferior

to any one of the many that may be seen a few steps

farther oii, in the entrance-hall of the Houses of

Parliament. The attitude is singularly ungraceful,

resembling rather that of an arrogant bully than the
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hero of Plassy, to whom England is indebted for

India. It is but a confirmation of the opinion we
hare long entertained and laboured to circulate

—

that Baron Marochetti cannot compete with our

more prominent British sculptors
;

this is proved

by every work he produces, when there is any

means of making comparisons. Wc desire to speak

of him in terms of respect, but against the fallacy

that be “leads” in this country, it is our duty to

raise our voice.

The L.ady MAntoN AtroriD’s Majolica Foun-
tain.—The prevailing taste for medifcral ceramic

productions, has led to the very satisfactory prac-

tical result of reviving some of the more important

and valuable of the early fictile processes. Amongst
the wares that attained to a high reputation in the

thirteenth and sixteenth centuries, the Majolica of

Italy occupied so proraiuent a position, that it is

but natural the Majolica fayence should be held

at the present time in great estimation
;

and,

indeed, the old Majolica but too frequently has

found modern purchasers, who have very greatly

over estimated its artistic value. The revival of

this peculiar ware, however, has been accomplished

in a manner that promises well for its future cha-

racter, as an important branch of our ceramic art-

manufactures. The spirit of the old works appears

in their successors, and already their imperfections

have been judiciously avoided, while in their stead,

the varied improvements of modern science and

refinement, have been introduced with admirable

skill and a thoroughly correct feeling. By far the

best example of the revived Majolica that wc have

yet seen, is a fountain of large dimensions, which

has been very recently produced by the Messrs.

Daniell of New Bond Street, from the design of

the Lady Marion Alford, and for that accomplished

lady. The composition, which is distinguished by

an impressive boldness, combined with the most
graceful delicacy, consists of a shaft formed of a

thick cluster of hull-rushes, rising from a tripod

base, over each foot of which there is placed a

youthful figure charmingly modelled. The basin

forms a broad tazza, and it is beautifully wreathed

with flowers and shells in high relief, The height

of the whole is about five feet. The agroupmeut

of this composition has been very happily accom-

plished, and the modelling of every object shows both

careful study and a remarkable freedom and vigour

of touch. Texture also has been thoughtfully

rendered throughout the whole; the colours are

rich and harmonious
;
and the glaze is peculiarly

soft, even, and brilliant. This fine work has been

deservedly admired by all who have enjoyed the

privilege of seeing it, and many repetitions of it

will, without doubt, be required. Several commis-

sions, indeed, have already been given for it; but

the expectant proprietors of this fountain must be

content to receive their copies in slow succession,

since the utmost efforts of the enterprising manu-
facturers will not enable them to produce more than

three or foui' specimens in a year. A visit to the

establishment of the Messrs. Daniell, will prove a

source of unqualified satisfaction to all who are

interested in the progress and success of English

manufactures. The potterj' and porcelain of onr

country may here be seen in almost endless variety,

from the Majolica fountain that we have been

describing, and from groups of vases that have

found ready purchasers amongst those of the

nobility who arc most distinguished for the sound-

ness and purity of their taste, to the simplest

appliances of daily use. The collection of the

productions of Herbert Minton and his successors

is singularly interesting, and it is also of such

importance that it may he considered in itself to

form a “Ceramic Court” or museum of fictile art.

Roman PtiOTOCEAPHS.— We have examined

with much interest a portfolio of Roman aud

Italian photographs, taken by Jlr. Maeplierson.

The entire series, of which we have seen only a

part, extends, we understand, to 1C3 views, em-

bracing the usual subjects from the Roman Forum
and other classic and roedircval remains within and

beyond the city walls, all well known to the Italian

traveller. It is also enriched with the pictorial

beauties of Tivoli and the Campagna, with bas-

reliefs taken from Orvietto, and with other subjects

and details lying on the roads of Perugia and

Sienna, long the admiration and study of every

traveller and artist. Among the more directly

landscape subjects, we would specially mention the

oft-painted Cascatelle at Tivoli, a photograph we
have seldom seen surpassed, whether for the beauty

of its subject, the infinity of foreground detaU, or

the broad delicate tone thrown over the undulating

distances. We would call the attention of the

artist to the far-famed has -reliefs from the Cathedral

of Orvietto, and to the group talceu from the grand

fresco by Luca SiguorreUi in the same church, all

showing in their- minute accuracy and detail the

services conferred by photography upon art, when
contrasted with all previous modes of illustration.

Mr. Maephersou has tal<en these photographs under

the special advantages which a long residence in

Rome can confer. The traveller well knows that

the production of photographs has now degenerated

into a direct trade, and an extensive manufacture;

we believe, however, that Mr. Maephersou himself,

has some better claims to the taste and knowledge

of an artist. Ten years ago we ourselves saw in

his studio a large cartoon for the execution of a

church picture, and the lovers of art and of litera-

ture may, perhaps, he interested in knowing that

Mrs. Maeplierson, who frequently aids in the printing

and production of the photographs, has the honour

of near relatiouship with Mrs. Jameson,

The Exhibitions being all open, landscape

painters are betaking themselves to the scenes of their

labours. It was not thus with those who worked

in the spirit of the fathers of our landscape art

:

for them June was too green; their principles of

colour, when they condescended to imitate natural

form and tint, did not allow them to paint trees

until the summer was in a more mellow mood.

Those passages of art that most nearly approach

nature, are greatly applauded by incoynoscenti lovers

of painting, for their reality; hut that is not the

best reason wherefore they should praise—it is that

in each success, difficulties all but heartbreaking

have been overcome. In comparison with this,

the facile chalk or pencil sketch, realized into a

pictiu'e with all the poetical license of the studio, is

as nothing. Wc meet with, it is true, much hard

and crude painting; but, on the other hand, this

assiduous labour from nature, produces pictures of a

character that were never dreamt of by the sketchers

of an earlier time.

The Cartoons at Hampton Court.—These

works have been photographed, and very successfully,

as may be seen at Messrs. Colnaghi’s. It is now
sixteen years since, in this Journal, it was earnestly

proposed that they should be protected by glass,

like other watercolour works. Glass has been ex-

tensively and very properly applied to many valuable

pictures in the National Gallery, and if the cartoons

have not yet been glazed, they will have again to be

subjected to a process of restoration which will, of

course, obliterate every touch of the pupils of

Raffaelle, if that be not already done.

An Australian Academy of Art.—’Vhc. Mel-

bourne Argus of April 1 , in a well-written “ leader,”

notices the establishment in the colony of an Aca-

demy of Art, which is to include sculptors, paiuters,

and architects. “At present,” the writer says, “the

number of members does not exceed fifteen
;

but, as

the founders are no doubt aware, the Royal Academy
of England, when ushered into existence by Cham-
bers, West, and others, not quite a hundred years

ago, was only composed of about thirty members

;

and the scheme appeared to be so unpromising that

Sir Joshua Reynolds hesitated for some time to join

it.” We learn also, from the same source, that the

trustees of tlie public library have “ invited the

co-operation of artists and others in the preparation

of a list of such casts, pieces of sculpture, &c., as it

may be most desirable to procure from Europe by

means of the grant of £2000, voted for that purpose

by the legislature, with a view to form the basis of

the collection about to be placed in the lower story

of the library.” These are hopeful signs of the

times for our countrymen in the new world.

The London and JIiddlesex Arch.eolo-

GiCAL Society held a meeting at Guildhall, on

Tuesday, the 14lh of Juue, to inspect the antiquities

of that building, and afterwards visited the ancient

Crypt of Bow Church
;
and the Church of St. Mary,

Aldermanbury. The Lord Mayor presided at a

crowded meeting in the Council Chamber, where the

Rev. T. Hugo read a paper on the Liber Albus, that

curious record of civic life in the middle ages. l^Ir.

Fairholt followed with an historic paper on the

Giants of Guildhall, and their ancient fabulous

history, as given by the old Chroniclers, aud

recorded by the civic officials, tracing the use of

giants in civic shows at home and abroad. The
muniments and other antiquities of the City were

liberally displayed, and the company were agi-eeably

surprised by the quantity and curiosity of the

ancient hooks and charters—which are totally

unknown to the world at large, and repose in the

town clerk’s office. Among them is a magnificent

volume, a History of France, compiled in the

fifteenth century, with admirably executed historic

paintings
;

a singulai-ly curious list of names of

Londoners in the time of Henry III. ;
Papal

decretals, chai-ters of early sovereigns, and manu-
script volumes connected with the history of

London from the days of King John.

Testimonial to Mr. Charles Kean.—Several

noblemen aud gentlemen, fellow students of Mr.
Kean at Eton, have associated, with a view to pre-

sent to that gentleman a testimonial on his relin-

quishing the management of the Princess’s Theatre.

AVc confess we have read the announcement with

some regret ; for its tendency is—aud no doubt its

effect will be—to separate Mr. Kean from the men
of letters, the artists, the dramatists, aud the general

public, by whom his services have been duly appre-

ciated and cordially acknowledged—the closes, in

short, to which Mr. Kean belongs, and to which, we
hope and believe, he is proud to belong. Such men
as those to whom we refer— the aristocracy of intel-

lect, not educated at Eton—are (whether inten-

tionally or not we caunot say) excluded from any

share in the honour they would gladly accord to

Mr. Charles Kean. No name of celebrity, except

that which is obtained by rank, appears in the list

of the committee; and we take for granted it will

he—as we imagine it is meant to be—the testi-

monial of “the aristocracy” to a man of talent,

who has certainly conferred honom- upon the order

to which he does not belong. We shall not be

satisfied, however, to permit Mr. Charles Kean to

leave the management of the Princess’s Theatre

without endeavouring to obtain for his long,

arduous, aud valuable services a recognition more
palpably that of his “ fellows ;” for we know there

are among his private friends and public admirers

many who, feeling themselves compelled—or being

compelled—to keep aloof from this partial and

limited movement, earnestly desire to place on re-

cord the high esteem with which they regard him
personally, aud their earnest respect for his cha-

racter as a gentleman, an actor, and a manager.

Presentation to Mr. and Mrs. Goldschmidt.

—A very interesting meeting took place at the Man-
sion iFouse on the 17th of June. The object vvas

to present to Mr. and Mrs. Goldschmidt a bust of

Her Majesty the Queen,—the presentation of which

has been long deferred, in consequence of various

circumstances needless to explain,—which resulted

from a subscription entered into by several of the

supporters of “the Nightingale Fund,” to record

their appreciation of the liberffi aid that fund received

from the services of Mr. and Mrs. Goldschmidt.

It will be in the recollection of our readers that the

concert referred to produced to the fund a sum
little short of £2000. The expenses were heavy,

amounting to neatly £600; but, to the astonish-

ment—we may, indeed, add, almost to the regret

—

of the committee of the Nightiugale Fund, when

they sought to pay these expenses, it was found

they had been paid—Mr. and Mrs. Goldschmidt had
jiaid them

!

consequently the gross proceeds of the

concert, without any deduction whatever, was paid

over to the account of the Nightiugale Fund. In

order to give some expression to the feeling with

which this act of unparalleled generosity was re-

garded, a subscription was entered into, and a com-

mission was given to Mr. and Mrs. Goldschmidt’s

friend, Mr. Joseph Durham, to prepare a replica of

the bust of Her Majesty the Queen, thus asso-

ciating, by one graceful act, three women—the one

illustrious and good, the other two good and famous

;

aud we are quite sure Her Majesty the Queen of

England will not shame to see her honoui-ed and

beloved name thus combined with the names of

Florence Nightingale aud Jenny Lind. The idea

originated in “the City,” at one of the meetings of

the City Committee, when Alderman Wire pre-

sided
;

hence the presentation at the Mansion

House. The Lord Mayor invited on the occasion
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all the siihsci'ibcrs to the bust, aud a few other per-

sons distiuguished by talent
;
the proceedings were,

therefore, deeply interesting. Mr. Goldschmidt ac-

knowledged the coinplimcut with singular grace, with

a degree of simple force that amounted to eloquence,

speaking English with renrarkable ease and facility:

and the Lord Mayor was emphatically "at home,”
as he always is when honouring intellect, aud advo-

cating or aiding a cause of which the heart aud the

hand approve. The ceremony will long be remem-
bered by those who had the good fortune to he pre-

sent, and who found what a large and unexpected

return they received for a very small investment.

A CoMJiiTi'EE, consisting of numerous gentlemen

directly or indirectly interested in the mining in-

dustries of the country, has been formed for the

purpose of presenting to Sir. Robert Hunt, F.R.S.,

E.G.S., &c., Keeper of Mining Records, and for

many years one of our most valuable contribu-

tors, some testimonial, "as an acknowledgment of

the great benefit lie has conferred on the miuiug
and inetalinrgie interests by the compilation of his

admirable series of statistics.” The intended tribute

bas been w'cll earned, and the proposition will doubt-

less find a ready response among the class to whom
the appeal is especially made. There are few men
better entitled to such a tribute, whether with refer-

ence to his emiucnce in science, or to his many
valuable published books.

Aiix AT Law.—A curious case bas been brought
before the Master of the Rolls, in Ireland. It

appears that Mr. Wallis sold liis picture of the

death of Chatterlon to a brother artist, Mr, Augus-
tus Egg, who sold the copyright thereof to a

Mr. Turner, who designed to make an engraving of

it. The sum paid for the picture by Mr. Egg was

100 guiueas
;
what sum he obtained for the copy-

right does not appear, but it would seem (hat no
part of it went into the hands of tlie painter, who
conceived and executed the work. Mr. Robinson,
a photographist of Dublin, having planned a series

of illustrations of the life of Chatlerton, desired to

make this scene its finale, and dressed up his

apprentice, and arranged a room as nearly as he
could to represent tlie sad incident as Mr. Wallis

had represented it ;
this photograph he published,

hut only as a stereoscopic view. Mr. Turner con-

sidered this an infringement of bis copyright, and
applied for an injunction

; it was refused—3nainly

on the ground that Sir. Turner had failed to show
any right—that Sir. Egg had equally failed to show
any right, and that neither of them was in a condi-

tion to apply for relief to Chancery. " Connsel (J.

E. Walsh, Q.C.) contended that the case fell within

the principles applicable to trade marks—namely,
that where a person endeavoured to enhance the

value of his production, aud to make profit of it, by
representing it to possess the qualities of some com-
position or article produced by another, the court

would interfere to restrain the party so invading the

copyright.” It is indeed high time that the question

concerning copyright in pictures should be settled

by the legislature ; we take for granted, however,
that nothing of the kind will be done this year

—Parliament being far heller occupied in deter-

mining which king shall reign in Downing Street

than in arranging the atfuirs of the nation.

OsLEu’s Glass Estadltsjiment.—Mr. Owen
.Tones has completed for the Messrs. Osier, the
well-known glass-manufacturers of Birmingham, an
edifice designed for the express purpose of enabling

them to display to the best advantage their various

productions. As we are, it seems, in all cases to

expect from Mr. Owen Jones—an alharabresque
sentiment pervades this work

;
which, however,

we have pleasure In pronouncing to be emi-
nently successful. The street-front of the build-

ing, without so much ornamentation, possesses

about as much architectural chai'acter as St.

James’s Hall. On entering, a well-arranged ves-

tibule is found to lead into a second and inner

ante-room, appropriately furnished for the accom-
modation of visitoi's, from which folding-doors open
into a truly splendid gallery, 110 feet in length by
25 in width, aud 25 iu licight, to the crown of the
vaulted ceiling. This ceiling is pierced throughout
its entire area with four-poiiitcd star-shaped open-
ings, whicli are glazed with variously-coloured glass,

every piece of the coloured glass enclosing a smaller

star of white glass. The effect of the whole is

admirable; and by this arrangement the lighting of

the gallery is most satisfactorily accomplished—the

light being both brilliant aud pleasingly subdued,

while it is evenly diffused in every direction. "When

the actual sun-light has passed away, gas sun-

hurners provide the best substitute with which we
are acquainted for the solar illumination. The walls

are covered with a rich crimson paper, upon which,

on either side of the gallery, are placed fourteen

large and lofty mirrors. The end is filled with

another mirror of still greater dimensions, and mas-

sive mahogany stands supporting mirror-slabs line

the gallery, and occupy its centre
;
upoji these stands

the manufactured glass is displayed in every con-

ceivable variety of form, and for every possible use.

Groups of objects in glass, both useful and of an

expressly decorative character, are formed imme-
diately in front of the side-mirrors ;

and their good

effect is very considerably enhanced from their being

placed upon graduated raised stands formed entirely

of mirror. From the vaulted ceiling are suspended

a glittering array of beautiful glass chandeliers, the

suspending-rods being most happily adjusted to the

stellar ornamentation of the vault itself. At the

end of the gallery arc the two colossal crystal-glass

candelabra, one of which for some time stood iu the

central avenue of the Crystal Palace. This noble

gallery, with its sparkling contents, presents to the

eyes of visitors a spectacle that must be designated

as magnificent. Nor does the impression produced

by the first glauce become at all weakened on an

increasing familiarity with the sceue
;

but, on the

contrary, the real merits of the building, with its

decorations and fittings, can be thoroughly appre-

ciated ouly after a deliberate examination, and it

also requires a prolonged examination to discover

tlie high qualities of the mauufactiured objects that

are thus so effectively displayed. "We cordially con-

gratulate both Messrs. Osier and Jlr. Owen -Tones

upon this important addition to the really fine edi-

fices that are associated with the commercial enter-

prises of the Metropolis.

Old Coins.—Oui- surprise has often been ex-

cited by the large sums paid by colled ors of pictures

and of other Art-objects; but the prices which

numismatists sometimes give for bits of gold,

silver, and copper, valuable only because they are

rare, almost exceeds belief; and, lovers as we are

of antiquities, wc can scarcely understand that

enthusiasm for such comparative trifles, which can

only be gratified at so heavy an outlay. At the

recent sale, by Messrs. Sotheby and "Wilkinson, of

the collection of coins formed by the late Rev. J.

"W. Martin, of Keston, Kent, the following speci-

mens were sold for the sums annexed to them :

—

A lialfpenny of Edward the Elder, £23; a gold

penny of Henry III., £130
;

a quarter-florin of

Edward TIL, said to be almost uuique, £145 ;
half-

angel of Henry VI., £31 ;
sovereign of Henry

VII., £39; sovereign of Henry VIII., £20 ;
halL

sovereign of the same monarch, struck in the thirty-

sixth year of bis reign, £1 5 55.
;

an angel of

Edward VI., £59; real of Queen Jlary, £71;
half-angel of the same, £35

;
half-sovereign of

Charles L, of the Bristol Jliot, £50; a “Lord
Baltimore” penny, struck for America, supposed to

he unique, £75 ;
a copper-piece, struck for the

Summer Islands, £29 ; a fifty-shilling piece of

Oliver Cromwell, £46 ; a gold five shilling piece

of Charles II., £20 IO5. ; a gold noble of the

Scottish King David II,, £41; a forty-shilling

piece of James VI., £20.
Parkins and Gotto's Prize Writing-Case,

—

With a view to obtain for oui' soldiers and sailors,

and also for emigrants and others who might require

it, a very cheap, aud at the same time a really ser-

viceable writing-case, the Society of Arts lately

offered a prize of twenty guineas, with a silver medal,

for the best specimen that manufacturers would

submit to them. The competitors were restricted

to size, weight, and price. Both money and medal

were awarded to Parkins and Gotto, of Oxford

Street, for the superior “ utility, durability, porta-

bility, and clieapness” of their model writing-case;

we may add, for its neatness, also generally satisfac-

tory character, as well as for the good quality of

its varied contents, all of which are supplied for the

sum of sixpence, the cost of the writing-case being

one shilling mid sixpence unfitted, or two shillings

with its fittings complete.

IIEVIE'WS.

The Turner Gallerv. With Descriptions by
Ralph N. Wornum. Part I. Published by
J. S. Virtue, London.

If we accept as evidence with regard to the majority
of Turner’s pictures, what is undeniably true con-
cerning some, that every year is causing their
beauty to fade, and depreciating their worth—and
such an opinion is stoutly maintained by many
competent judges—then assuredly every good en-
graving from his pictures must, hereafter, have
almost a priceless value. What would not the
lovers of Art now give for perfect copies of the
works of the great Greek sculptors—of those works
the names of which only have come down to us,

or of those whereof we possess only fragments, but
such fragments as render us too sensible of the loss

we have sustained ? If the art of the engraver had
not been employed upon reproduction, how little,

oomparatively, would be known of those great pic-

tures of past ages with which, through hia aid, we
are now well acquainted—pictures that time, care-

lessness, or ill-use, or all combined, have nearly
destroyed;—of the "Transfiguration” of ^ffaelle’,

the "Last Judgment” of Michel Angelo, the " St.

Jerome ” of Doraenichino, and, in truth, of a very
large number of the paintings that almost imme-
diately followed (be revival of Art in the fourteenth
century ? The perishable nature of the materials
with which Turner worked, especially during, at

least, the latter half of his life, is a fact patent to

all who have taken pains to examine his pictures
;

if, then, half a century, or even a quarter of a
century, has effected so much mischief, what will

they have to show at the end of two or three centu-
ries ? It is this consideration which must, and
will, have its due weight, with regard to any en-
gravings executed from them,

“ Before tli.-it Time's effacing fingers

Have swept the lines where beauty lingers."

However men may differ in their estimation of his

paintings^ there can scarcely be two opinions as to

the merits of his works as compositions

:

one may
smile at the eccentricities of his colouring, at the
blotches of paint that adhere to the canvas we
only wonder how, at the forms and shapes which
stand for human figures, at his strange and unex-
ampled manipulation, and the many other pecu-
liarities which disturb the eye and draw the
attention of the ignorant spectator or the dilettanti

from the "mind” of the artist as e.xpressed in his

work
;
but when the skill of the engraver has rid

the composition of all those real or seeming incon-
gruities and defects, when he has moulded the
figures into human shapes divine, when he has
given form and substance to what probably ap-
peared only as airy or earthly nothings, when, in

fact, he has translated the painter’s fancies into

hia own language—one more legible, aud, there-

fore, more easily read by the multitude
;
then, as

we formerly marvelled and were dissatisfied, we
now marvel still more at the genius of the artist,

so comprehensive, so original, imaginative, and
poetical—so full of power and beauty, and we are
more than satisfied, we are delighted.

A series of engravings from Turner’s finest pic-
tures, and of a size and quality commensurate with
their importance, has not till now been offered to

the public
;
nor, indeed, could it have been pro-

duced but for the glorious legacy bequeathed to the
country. During his lifetime he exercised supreme
control over his works, and would allow none to be
engraved but what he chose ; the large sums, more-
over, paid to him for " touching the proofs,” which
he considered equivalent to what he would have
received for copyright, acted almost as a prohibition

to such engravings getting into the hands of any
but the opulent. The "Turner Gallery,” now in

course of publication, and of which the first part

has appeared, must, therefore, procure a welcome
reception from the public, for many of the best

line-engravers of the day are employed upon it,

and it is issued at a price which will place it within
the reach of thousands. Each part contains three

engravings : those in the first part are—" Calais

Pier,” from the picture exhibited in the Academy
iu 1803, a comparatively early work, but one of

marvellous power and grandeur : it is not actually

the representation of a storm, but (he scene ap-

proaches very closely to it
;
the sky is black, except

where the sun illumines the tops of some dark

rolling clouds
;
and the waters are surging and

boiling round two or three fishing-boats preparing

for departure ; on tbe pier are numerous figures,

variously occupied. It is engraved by J. Cousen,

in a bold and masterly style, well suited to the

subject. " Bacchus and Ariadne,” engraved by C.

Cousen, a picture of about forty years later than
the preceding, is of a very different character, one
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of those “sunsliiny,” mystical Italian scenes, so

full of poetical beauty, in which Tunier, towards
the close of his life, delighted

;
it is circular in

form, and the materials are of the usual description

employed by the artist on such subjects,—a river,

tlanked on each side by rocky heights, whereon
temples stand and fir-trees grow

;
the mythological

story which gives a name to the picture is told by
a number of figures sporting on the banks of the
river. “Dido building Carthage,” date 1815, is

engraved by E. Goodall : this is the picture Turner
painted to compete with Claude, and which hangs
in one of the rooms of the National Gallery, near
to Claude’s great work ; the respective merits of

the two pictures need not be again discussed in our
columns—the triumph of our own countryman is

universally acknowledged.
The “Turner Gallery” opens well, and augurs

favourably for its future appearance
;
we have no

doubt the public will be found to endorse our good
opinion.

'The Evdiments of Botany, STiiucruiiAn and
pHYSiOLOGiCATi

;
being an Introduction to the

Study of the Vegetable Kingdom. By Chuis-
TOPiiEii Dressek.

Unity in Variety, as deduced from the Vege-
tahle Kingdom. By Christopher Dresser.

Published by J. S. Virtue, London.

We class these volumes together for two substantial

reasons
;

first, because they are written by the same
author, and secondly, because the one is supple-
mentary to the other. The author of both books
holds the appointment of Lecturer on Botany, and
Master of the Botanical Drawing Classes, in the
Department of Science and Art, at the Kensington
Jluseum, and his name must be familiar to most
of our readers, we presume, from a series of valu-
able papers on “ Botany applied to Manufacturing
Arts,’' contributed by him to the Art-Journal, last

year and the year preceding ; thus it may be said

he makes botany his profession.

The title of the first volume mentioned in the
above heading explains itself; but the method of
teaching the science, as here propounded, is novel.
Justly considering that the first object of the
student should be to acquire a complete knowledge
of the various parts of a plant,—as of the root,

stem, leaf, flower, &c.,—and then of the modifica-
tions which these organs undergo, or of the various
forms which they assume in different plants, Mr.
Dresser has adopted, as the best method of attain-
ing such knowledge, a system of short propositions,
each of which contains one statement only ; by this
mode of writing, or teaching, reference from one
fact to another is made easy ; notes, explanatory of
the propositions, are appended where it has been
thought necessary to introduce them. The gram-
mar—for the book may be thus designated— or
manual, also answers the purpose of a glossary, by’

means of the short propositions and the complete
index. Again, in order to convey an idea of the
growth of a plant, after a definition of an organ, its

first appearance, or most early form, is noticed

;

then its growth, or the changes it undergoes as it

advances to maturity; and, finally, its ultimate
form, and the modifications in which it appears.
The author, however, admits that “ the effort here
made to give the spirit of growth which we find in
nature is extremely imperfect, owing to the diffi-

culties with which the task is beset; but it is

deemed more advisable to attempt this plan, though
it must necessarily be imperfect, than to leave it

altogether undone.” The contents of the book are
(larcfully and systematically classified, in the hope
that the student will thus gain a feeling for classi-
fication, which seems to be on essential element in
the acquisition of all natural sciences. Moreover,
as the study of elementary botany requires—more,
perhaps, than that of any other science founded on
nature—that the understanding should be reached
through the eye, the “lludiments” is most pro-
fusely illustrated with woodcuts, accurately drawn
and delicately engraved, not only of plants, and
portions of plants, but also of trees, both singly and
in landscape groups, to enable the student to com-
prehend masses, as well as details of foliage and
forms : almost every page is thus illustrated with
one or more engravings.

In analysing the contents of this volume, and the
system of teaching the author adopts, it appears
that one object he had in view, was that of tracing
out the unity which exists between all the parts of
a plant, and between all plants. He has not lost
sight of the idea that a plant in its most elementary
form is extremely simple, and that all plants, how-
ever far extended, are nothing more than repeti-
tions or aggregations of this simple unit. But
finding that this view of the subject, to be fully
worked out, would scarcely come within the limits

of an elementary book, and would, moreover, in-

conveniently extend it, Mr. Dresser has written a
separate volume, which, under the title of Unity
IN Variety—a very appropriate one, by the way

—

embodies this theory of oneness in principal. From
this view of the vegetable kingdom, a special, or

primary advantage is gained by the student, who
thereby becomes acquainted with those general

principles upon which all plants grow, and, as he
extends bis knowledge, he is made familiar with
other laws, all of which are of wide general appli-

cation, till ultimately he branches into minor con-

siderations that relate to special cases or indi-

viduals. “Unity in Variety” seems to invert the
usual order of teaching where illustrations are

required, these serving, generally, to explain, or

make apparent, the text; but here the text is

employed merely to explain the illustrations, which,
as in the “ Eudiments,” are most numerous

;
and

there cannot be a doubt that the study of its con-
tents will greatly facilitate the progress of the

learner after he fias mastered the latter
;

the one
seems indispensable to the other

;
perhaps it should

rather be said they ought not to be separated, by
the young student at least.

Yet it is not only he who would acquire a know-
ledge of the interesting and elevating science of

botany, to whom Mr. Dresser’s books will prove
most acceptable; they will be found valuable to

that large class of persons whose tastes or pursuits

lead them to study the art of design. Every
designer and ornamentist, knows how much he is

indebted to the world of nature for beautiful forms,
and in these volumes is such a gathering that he
need scarcely go elsewhere for a supply : the field

is inexhaustible, in number and variety
;
and to

be culled without exposure to scorching heat, or

biting cold, without toil or labour. The author's

gleanings from meadow and forest, conservatory
and garden, yield a store that must satisfy the most
insatiate appetite for exquisite forms.

Sixteen Tears of an Artist’s Life in Mo-
rocco, Spain, and the Canary Islands.
By Mrs. Elizabeth Murray. 2 vols. Pub-
lished by Hurst & Bl.ackett, London.

The daughter of an artist, Mr. Heaphy, whos
works have long been before the public, tlie write

whose
i’riter

of these volumes, Mrs. Elizabeth Murray, is herself

an artist of no ordinary talent : her works exhibited

at the rooms of the Society of Female Artists are

among the chief attractions of the gallery, and
would tend to uphold the credit of any Art-institu-
tion in Christendom for the spirit and sparkle of

her pencil,—qualities which, as we find here, are

equally characteristic of her pen. While yet very
young, a love of travel and adventure carried her
abroad :

—“ A vagabond from a baby,”—so she de-
signates herself in the opening paragraph of her
book, with more candour, perhaps, than good taste,

in a lady,—“I left England at eighteen. I was
perfectly independent, having neither master nor
money

;
ray pencil was both to me, being at the

same time my strength, ray comfort, and my in-

tense delight.” She quitted England with the in-

tention of visiting Gibraltar and Spain in the first

instance, but chancing to meet, on board the ship
which was to convey her to her destination, with a
Moorish official of rank returning to Tangier from
a special private mission to the British court, Mias
Heaphy was so interested in his narrative of his

race and country, that she determined to extend
her trip, and to make Cadiz and Gibraltar step-
ping-stones only to the romantic shores of "Western
Barbary : her Moorish acquaintance found a way
into the good graces of the young lady by the
politeness and readiness with wfiich be consented to

sit to her for his portrait; the process of painting
it proved a source of great interest to all on board
the vessel. Tangier, however, was not destined to

he a temporary place of residence for the artist;

in less than a year she was married to Mr. H. J.

Murray, then English consul in the city, and now
filling the same office at Teneriffe : at Tangier she
lived nine yeai-a, and witnessed, from the deck of a
British line-of-battle ship, the bombardment of the
citj', ill 1844, by a French fleet. At the expiration
of this term Mr. Murray received instructions to

proceed ns consul to the Canary Islands; on their
passage thither they stopped for a short time at
Cadiz and Seville, affording the lady an oppor-
tunity of collecting notes for two or three chap-
ters of gossip about those cities, which chapters
carry the reader into the middle of the first volume

;

the remainder, and the whole of the second, are
devoted to her doings and wanderings in the Canary
Islands.

It might naturally be supposed that a hook
written by an artist, and especially by one so clever
as Mrs. 'Murray, would contain much that had
reference to Art

;
but it is not so with this : it is a

narrative of travel and adventure
;

the people,
manners, customs, and scenery of the countries
visited, are sketched with a freedom and vivacity
no less attractive than pleasing; while here and
there we meet with stories and histories which form
an agreeable variety in the gallery of pen and ink
pictures, of which there are many we would gladly
copy into our pages if we could find space for them.
A more welcome work of its kind, for an occasional
hour’s light reading, has rarely issued from the
press ; we use the term “ light reading” in no dis-

paraging sense, but only to convey an idea of the
style in which the book is written. Mrs. Murray
makes no pretence to philosophise upon what comes
within her ken, nor is she speculative or theoretic

;

she writes just what one would expect to find re-
corded by a clever, clear-headed woman, who has
an eye to see whatever is worth seeing, and an un-
derstanding to guide her in what is worth telling.

Practical Guides for English Tourists. By
An Engllshman Abroad. Published by
Longman & Co., London.

Anticipating the requirements of continental tra-
vellers, during the season now hastening onwards,
Messrs. Longman have published a series of
Guide Books for Switzerland, Italy, the Ehine, and
Paris, each of which may lay claim to the credit of
containing muUum in parvo

;

the object of the
author—whom, by the way, we know to be an
experienced traveller—being to indicate all that is

really essential, and to exclude all that is irre-
levant

;
in short, to enable the tourist to see all

that ought to be seen, in the shortest period, and
at the least expense. He is told the best mode of
reaching any particular place, and, when he has
arrived there, a glance down two or three pages
of the “ Guide” shows him at once where he may
find a suitable hostelry, and what there is in the
locality worth seeing. 'These are certainly the
most comprehensive and practically useful guide-
books we have seen. To those who do not require
all the details introduced into Mr. Murray’s volu-
minous and instructive aids to travel, we cordiallj’

recommend these, which are cheap as well as full

of information.

Things not Generally Known, Fajiiliarly
Explained. A Book for Old and Young.
Second Series. By John Times, F.S.A. Pub-
lished by Kent & Co., London.

It is not to be wondered at that ilr. Timbs has
volunteered to enlighten the public a second time
on things not generally known, when we see, in
his address to the “gentle reader” of this volume,
that he, or rather his publishers, have disposed
of twenty-three thousand copies of his former
work—such a result is a powerful argument in
favour of continuing the catalogue. What a mass
of curious, entertaining, and instructive informa-
tion is gathered into this little book, which, though
trenching occasionally upon Hone’s domain, the
“Every-day Book,” is of a more comprehensive
and varied character

;
and how many records and

volumes, unknown to, or forgotten by all, save the
“ dusty antiquarian,” must Mr, Timbs have searched
through, to collect all the “ things” he here brings
to light—things which are chiefly of a domestic
character, old English manners, ceremonies, and
customs, meals, and housewifery, herbs, and fruits,

old plays, pageants, and music, laws, legal customs,
home proverbs, sayings and phrases, phenomena of
life, and many other subjects

;
the knowledge of

which will help to make us wiser than we are,

while many of them ought to render us thankful
that we live at a time \Vhen the eyes of our under-
standing are opened to truths of which our fore-
fathers were ignorant.

Recreations in Shooting; with some Account
of the Game of the British Islands. By
Craven. Published by H. G. Bohn, London.

As we candidly admit we have no pretensions to be
considered a good “ shot,” and to be profoundly
ignorant of the relative sporting value of a gun, by
“Joe” Manton, Nock, Egg, or any other celebrated

maker, we cannot enjoy Craven’s “ Recreations
”

with that zest which a tliorough sportsman would
feel in accompanying him over moor and mountain,
through wood and thicket. But we can relish bis

descriptions of natural history, and delight ourselves
with the numerous engravings, on steel and wood,
which illustrate the volume. 'There is so much in
it to interest others beside the sportsman, that it

should, and must, find a welcome among many to

whom grouse, partridge, and pheasant are nothing
more than acceptable dishes on the dinner-table,
or pretty objects to look at, when one chances to

catch a sight of them, during an early ride or stroll

in the country.
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THE ART-JOUIINAL.

LOSDON, Auoust 1, lf59.

KUSKIN i'. IIAPHAEL.

1e Lave a crow to pluck

'with Mr. Ruskin concem-
llaphacl

;
and why ?

The reason is “ plain as

way to palish cliurch.”
^ The general aspect of our

recent Academy Exhibi-

)
tions shows that the imagination of

numbers of our painters has sunk into

\
aweak, morbid, and painful condition.

A Notions of healthy moral, or intellec-

tual, or even of personal beauty, are

rare amongst us. Noble, refined in-

vention seems almost to have died away, and

subjects which require it are built up of the

most commonplace, paltry, and oil'ensivcly

obtruded accessories. The character of llamlet

is, now-a-days, indeed left out by particular

desire; yet “the trappings and the suits,” and
especially those “of woe,” arc rendered with a

hideous vividness. But, far more commonly,
worthy and interesting subjects themselves are

neglected for those which are the least inter-

esting conceivable. We have sunk to goggling

phantasms, masquiug in human form in the

scenes of Shakspere, old ballads, and romance,

to limping goats, to wretched stone-breakers,

(pronounced by the oracle the two Art-heroes

of last year,) to fantastical dryly painful versions

of contemporaneous horrors, to homely scenes,

and the meanest landscape objects, selected

out of a cheerless ascetic sentiment, and the

dullest perversion of Wordsworthian lowliness.

It is scarcely possible imagination can be more
feeble, trivial, and spasmodic than it has

become amongst painters. And in whom arc

we to seek the instructor most influential in

their recent courses ? Indubitably in Mr.
Ruskin. It is he who has bound on them
faster their heavy vexatious burden of petty

material things, and urged them with a spirit

intense but narrow, enjoining a morbidly close

exactness at the cost of truth of impression,

and of all free idea—who, in a spirit part

monkish and part puritanical, slighting the

human body, is left, except in landscape ob-

jects, without appreciation of that beauty, the

narmonious union of which with character and
feeling completes the painter’s loveliest poetry

;

and who partly, in consequence, become narrow,
exclusive, ascetic, ungenial, has sentiments

meagre, harsh, and fantastical, like the figures

ill the pictures he so praises, and utterly at

variance with the true spirit and purpose of a
liberal art. The true old rights and privileges

of the imagination are unduly restrained: the
pure is assiduously narrowed with an unmanly
rigidity, and even here in our merry England,
(lieart of our forefathers !) there are to be “no
more cakes and ale,” a prohibition fraught with

most awful consequences. When, on turning

afresh to the works of this writer, we find that

the most imaginative, intellectual, and delight-

ful of all painters, is peculiarly the object of

his restless aversion, our notions are strikingly

illustrated. We have ourselves heard a favoured

proic(/e of his speak with olT-hand contempt of

Raphael, the painter wc of course allude to,

when it was clear that Raphael is the most
perfect example of all those beauties, the con-

trary of which made liis own works operate

through i.lie eye, even as a harsh sourkrout

operates through the palate. Indeed, so long

as this depreciation of Raphael prevails—and
we arc assured it is widespread in certain

corners—we believe there is not much hope in

Art for thevictim of the sorry delusion. Not that

we would have Raphael or anyone else directly

imitated
;
but we feel as if a few gentle asper-

sions of his spirit were the very thing wanted
to calm our petty restlessness, to teach us

something of beauty, simplicity, and grace,

something of true depth and dignity, and even

of the plain elements of good painting. That
calm pure spirit still waits to help us. There-

fore we think we shall devise for ourselves a

good task in clearing away some of the rubliisli

recently raised around us, within which that

delicate spirit cannot, if it would, penetrate

with its wise remedial promptings. In plain

words, we mean that we now design to examine
the principal assertions against llaphacl scat-

tered through Mr. Ruskiu’s writings. Chiefly

they are embodied in a chapter in that com-
pendium of illusory dogmatism, the third volume
of “ Modern Painters,” entitled “ The False

Religious Ideal,” and in the fourth of his

“ Edinburgh Lectures ;” and therefore we shall

be somewhat minute in our analysis of these

two writings, believing, moreover, that the

inquiry will not be uuinstructive on broader

grounds, since it may tend usefully to put

inexperienced readers on their guard generally

against violent and unscrupulous writers of the

same pretentious and imposing tone. Nor is

the plain truth here unamusing, for the solemn

blunders and childish fallacies put forth with

exquisite grave self-satisfaction in the linked

stateliness, long drawn out, of a poetico-theo-

logical Ilookeriau diction, very often verge on
the downright ludicrous.

In the first of the two essays alluded to,

Mr. Ruskin gives, at the outset, some queru-

lous, but more than questionable, propositions

as to the ordinary use of the imaginative fa-

culty amongst us. Tie begins with a general

complaint tliat “ we place our pleasure princi-

pally in the imagination, with a tendency to

build all our satisfaction in things as they are

not
; to take delight in anytliiug past, future,

or far-off, rather than things present adding

that, “ nearly all artistic and poetical seeking

after the ideal is only one branch of this base

habit
;
the abuse of the imagination in allowing

it to find its whole delight in the impossible

and the untrue.” Now, botli these initiatory

assertions are inaccurate, even as regards our
literature and art ;—our only popular pictures,

novels, and poems being tliose which either

actually are, or arc thought to be, strictly

truthful, mattcr-of-factj and illustrative of the

peculiar dogmas, discoveries physical and
metaphysical, and partial advancement of the

present day; pure imaginations of the remote
character having never been more neglected

and depreciated than now. Oui' own personal

experience certainly contradicts Mr. Ruskin’s
views on this point, strikingly. It has been an
old complaint with us that the conceptions and
sympathies of people are but too commonly
bounded by the next parish, or, at any rate, by
the next county. In the popular tales whicli

they read, no character has seemed in our eyes

so much to interest them as the one that might
be taken for a portrait of the Rev. Mr. So-and-

3 N

so, or Miss Such-an-oue, who is so charmingly
sclf-sacrificing in all her ways. And with re-

gard to the Arts, we have hanging up in our
parlour fine proofs of Longhi’s Marriage of the

Virgin, and Muller’s Madonna di San Sisto.

Rarely can wc get the ladies to take any sin-

cere interest in them
;
but directly we produce

anj[ engraving, however indifferently executed,

which can show them what Lady Clementina
Villiers, or Lady Jocelyn were like, the eager
vivacious enjoyment furnishes a contrast that

has really often mortified us. Mr. Ruskin’s

complaint here, that “ nearly all artistical and
poetical seeking after tlie ideal has been a
delight in the impossible and untrue,” is suffi-

ciently answered by a host of illustrious works,

including all the greatest.

Having disburdened himself of these prcli-

minai’y fallacies, Mr. Ruskin proceeds to in-

struct us as to the legitimate uses of the ima-

gination. He says that “ its first and noblest

use is to enable us to bring sensibly to our
sight the things that are recorded as belonging

to our future state,” (in direct opposition to

Holy Writ, see especially 1 Corinthians xiii.

12, and 1 Jobniii. 2), “ or as invisibly surround-

ing us in this. It is given us,” he adds, with

superabundance of imposing expression, “ to

imagine the cloud of witnesses, and sec, as

if tiicy were now present, the souls of the

riglitcous waiting for us (?), the great army (?)

of the inhabitants of heaven
; to see the chariots

of fire on the mountains that gird us round (?);

but, above all, to call up the scenes in which
we are commanded to believe, and he present,

as if in the body, at every recorded event in

the history of the Redeemer.” (?) The sanc-

tity of some of these words and separate

images ought not to deter us from reprobating

the absurdity with which they are put together

and misapplied. Simply, this so-stylcd noblest

use of the imagination is an impossibility. Try
to imagine but one loved spirit who has departed

from you, the one most familiar with yours

when on earth, and you will soon perceive the

vainness of the attempt; and reason, in alarm,

will forbid a persistence in that which would
but wrap you in morbid and delusive visions,

destructive of the balance of mind, and likely

to produce fruits worthy of Bedlam, rather

than of any holier place. Indeed, the supposed

realization by the writer of such metaphorical

ideas as “ the chariots of fire on the mountains

that gird us round ” shows (if anything) an
imagination akeady partly disordered by such

mental habits as he suggests. AVe affection-

ately entreat ardent young Ruskiniaus to pause

before they think of dedicating their imagina-

tion to any of these, its highest offices, or, at

all events, carefully to consult Dr. ConoUy
before they do so.*

* Tlio heavenly anticipations promised by the Gospel
we humbly conceive to be porelyspiritual conceptions and
emotions, nut distinct imaginative perceptions of the class

alluded to by Mr. lluskin j a foretaste of that enlargement
and exaltation of sjiirit to he enjoyed hereafter, not au
apprehension of heavenly imaijtry—i\ic mind having abso-

lutely no power that way, beyond the arbitrary and hete-

rogeneous combination of such things as wo have here seen.

Dante's “Paradiso" may well convince us how hopeless is

the endeavour to imagine the glorious hereafter. His
feelings arc ecstatic, and sometimes e.valted, but the visible

things he meets with consist of but a few ordinary orna-

ments of our nether sphere, now and then combined with

considerable beauty of fancy, but more commonly grouped

into signs and emblems which have but the effect of theo-

logical puzzles. In the luminous rapture of his soaring,

he smiles with contempt at the mean a.spect of our little

globe beneath him, and yet, in his highest heaven, the

beauties are only combinations, and sometimes puerile and
fantastical ones, of common little things in that little

world so disdained. In so far as Dante can preserve his

sympathies for his mother earth, and for sound humanity,
he is great and delightful, but where it is otherwise, he

abundantly illustrates the grand truth, that in ascetically

abstracting ourselves from our appointed native sphere,

we only soar to the contemiilation of transcendental no-

thing, and a mere idealism of self. In his remotest flights,

Dante, still accompanied by the arid tediousness of school

divines, rises but to an excitement too much alloyed by his

worst peculiarities to look like heavenly love, ending his

sallies in a luminous blank—dazzled intoxication, and
weak bewilderment. Let ux, therefore, gently strengthen

:
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Sovie of Mr. Uuskin’s second and ordinary

uses of the imagination are conceived in a

better spirit ; and, like a little thread of gold in

a gaudy woof of flimsy raaterialsj these plea-

sant words steal forth for a moment. “ Its

second use in the minor necessities of life is to

enable us out of any present good to gather the

utmost measure of enjoyment, by investing it

with happy associations, and in any present

evil, to lighten it by summoning back the

images of other hours.” But what immediately

follows requires revival of caution. One of

these second uses of imagination, it seems, is,

“ to give to all mental truths some visible type

in allegory, simile, or persouiflcation, which shall

more deeply enforce them.” This last, (no ex-

ercise, by-the-bye, of pure imagination, but three

parts built of reason,) is a delightful and pro-

fltablc exercise in moderation—a boon to be
received heedfully and thankfully when spon-

taneously or pleasantly inspired; but, as a
systematic habit, pursued too far, it is likely

to prove highly injurious, and to degenerate

into a mere trick of pedantry, easier and easier

—indeed, nothing can be easier than it will

become,—but more and more lifeless and soul-

less, till sweet things grow dead and stale from

a mere familiarity of intellectual meddling.

Let it never be forgotten that many lovely

things are pre-eminently intended to afi'ord

cheerful rest and relaxation to the mind, and
to be the source of untutored inspirations

;

therefore, moral entomology and metaphysical

botany are things to be somewhat shy of.

There are men amongst us who deem they

honour religion by a certain unwillingness to

accept a rose unless as a theological exercise
;

and out too many passages in Mr. Ruskin’s

works are most disagreeably tinged with that

humour, to which we object, even for sweet
Religion’s sake, knowing how much forced

habit deadens feeling, and that the mind
has not the power of dwelling constantly on
one sort of thing without becoming dull and
diseased with regard to it, however admirable

and even diviue it may be in itself. Finally,

after this visionary extravagance, followed, as

we think, by a too restless exacting intellec-

tuality, Mr. Ruskiu descends to the most
trifling and lowest uses of the imagination :

—
“ When the mind is utterly ouiwearied,'' (he

unbends enough to be thus far indulgent,) “ we

1

may refresh it with such innocent play as shall

1 be most in harmony with the suggestive voices
1 of natural things, permitting it to possess

living companionsliip instead of silent beauty,

and create for itself fairies in the grass, and
naiads in the wave.” On which suggestive-

ness our anxious amendment is—advice care-

fully not to suffer the mind to be utterly out-

jcearied at all, and to set about creating the

fairies in the grass, and the naiads in the wave,

i

while it is yet in a tolerably lively and vigorous

I

condition. IVe do not think they will come in

,
the least to the languid call of an individual

i suffering from a repletion of hard dogmas, or

a metaphysical dyspepsia, or “utterly out-

wearied” with an oppressive course of theo-

logical botany. Of all beings under the moon,
they indispensably require an invocation gay,

sprightly, vigorous, and clear, even as was
i

j

Shakspere’s, when came flocking Puck, and

! Peaseblossom, and the dainty spint Ariel.

I
111 sober plainness, there is no imagination

i 1 in these passages of Mr. Ruskin’s treating of

1 . that glorious faculty, but much solemn pe-

!

dantry. Metaphorical ideas are forced beyond

'
their limits, and glittering images freely used,

I

I

with but little feeling of their true spirit and
nature. His mental rules and regulations here

are but of a brain-fussing, restless, monoma-

niacal tendency, and would impose a grievous

aud even a destructive yoke on the imagination

of any reader so weak and inexperienced as to

be guided by them. Their result would be, not

free large-hearted poetry, but a piteous, petty,

self-conscious pedantry masked in her garments.

Having thus' by his grave recommendations
warned us what to avoid, Mr. Ruskin proceeds

to examine the principal forms of the misuse of

the imagination which have prevailed from
time to time; aud in so doing he descends

from his cloudy heights to the vapoui'y stream

of his particular subject. The eai’liest period

to which he goes back he illustrates by a wood-
cut of an initial letter P, from a thirteenth

century MS., enclosing a drolly primitive draw-

ing of the Nativity—a work so rude, really so

funnily archaic, that it seems something beside

the mark to introduce it into a grave discussion

on Art, for it is not Art at all. He regards it,

however, complacently
;
for the hand here em-

ployed having, as he says, " no power to assert

anything,” no harm can as yet nave been done
through that frailty of faith, that proneuess to

religious error and lapse, which Mr. Ruskin
manifestly thinks wonderfully ticklish. But,

it is added, “so fast as the pamter advanced in

skill, he gained also in credibility, and if he
sank into error, that which he perfectly repre-

sented was perfectly believed, or disbelieved,

only by an effort of the beholder.” This we
take to be fallacy the thousandth, or thousand
and forty-fifth, as the case may be, roughly

estimating the fallacies by the number of pages.

The writer quite misapprehends the kiud of

acceptance given by the minds of sane men to

works of imaginative Art. Pictimes, no more
than poems, are perfectly believed, except by
the grossly ignorant and stupid, whom Art
camiot step aside from her high purposes to

take into account. The imaginative entertain-

ment in the mind of a poetical vision is here

erroneously conceived as commonly stupified

into actud faith. Hence, according to hir.

Ruskin, “ so soon as Prancia and Perugino
arrived at exquisite power of realization, and
consequently of assertion,” much mischief was
done. Tiieir representations of the Madonna
in a fanciful manner, as a beautiful young
woman, crowned, jewelled, and kneehng to

adore her child on a floor of precious marble,

are solemnly and euphoneously reproved for

chilling the power of apprehending the real

truth. “ Their fallacies were indeed discredited,

but the real facts not presented were forgotten;

all true grounds of faith were gradually under-

mined, and the beholder was left the prey of

vain tales and traditions, and bowed liimself to

the lovely lady on her golden throne, when he

never would have dreamed of doing so to the

Jewish girl, in her outcast poverty. And a

shadow of increasing darkness fell upon the

human mind, as Art proceeded to still more
perfect realization,” &c. But who sees not at

once that the church, the creed, are here en-

tirely to blame, and not Art, who trustingly

and obsequiously followed them ; aud that, for

the Jewish girl in outcast poverty was pur-

posely, dogmatically substituted “ the Rose, the

Lily, the Pearl,” so flowered, gilded, and
gemmed in everyway in Romish litanies, the

medieval goddess, “the Mother of the Trinity,”

who offered her Son for the salvation of man-
kind, as some writers have afflrmed. It is

saddling the wrong horse with a vengeance—it

is a most mistaken Jeremiad, to rebuke in this

solemn, deliberate, and highly ornamented
manner the Art of any period, for carrying out

the creed of that period—to expect from the

Italiau painters of the flfteenth century the

original aud reformed ideas on religious

subjects.

“But these fantasies of the earlier painters,”

(as Mr. Ruskin persists in calling the prescribed

teaching, the very ritual imagery of the church,)

“though they darkened faith,” (the faith al-

ready canonically darkened to the height,)

“never,” he tells us, “darkened feeling 1' It

was, however, he proceeds to say, far otherwise

in the next step of the realistic progress, when
various technical science was necessary to the

work, and became the whole pursuit and plea-

sure of the painter, to the neglect and decay of

faith and feeling. True enough : the error is

to apply the description to a period too early :

the incomparable and wonderful error is to

apply it especially to one who painted with a

feming equally tender with that of any other

man who ever handled the pencil, aud far more
comprehensive aud varied. The change which
Mr. Ruskin laments is exemplilied by him
under the figure of “the crowned Queen Virgin

of Perugino sinking into the simple Italian

mother in Raphael’s Madonna of theChair”—an
inaccurate figure, by-the-bye, for Perugino and
liis contemporaries rarely or never represented

the Virgin as crowned.

“This change," he adds, “would liaveheen healthy if

effected from a pure motive
; but it was not made for

truth’s sake, but for pride's, and because the painter had
no longer any religious passion to express—ho could think
of the Madonna now very calmly, with no desire to pour *

out the treasures of earth at her feet, to crown her brows
with the golden shafts of heaven—he could think of her as
an available subject forthe display of transparent sliadows,

skilful tints, and scientific foreshortenings—as a fair

woman, forming, if well painted, a pleasant piece of fur-

niture for the corner of a boudoir, and best imagined by
combination of the beauties of the prettiest contadiuas.”

The imputation of cold-blooded callousness

here astonishingly made against Raphael by the

writer, only illustrates, in the most striking

manner, his own incapability of appreciating

that kind of feeling which the uainter, in these '

particular instances, dedicated to his work.

Raphael did not indeed pour the treasures of the
;

earth at the Madonna’s feet, or crown her with
;

an lieterogeneous and unintelligible diadem,

such as Mr. Ruskin himself has composed for

her
; but he brought to her an offering more

delicate and rare—the treasures of grace, and
sweetness, aud the crown of beauty, the gifts

he bad to bestow; and these are precisely the

gifts which Mr. Ruskin’s whole wi’itings con-

vince us that he has but very little power of

appreciating, for we have hunted them through
in vain for a passage showing him to be any-

thing of a gi’aduate in the matter of personal

beauty : on the contrary, his citations of in-

stances of it in the painters evince much
poverty and thinness of discrimination. He
disparages it unintelligeutly in many places

;

sometimes with a poor affectation of the

monkish tone
;
and the word “ gracefulness ” he

will use as if, of itself, without one word of

comment, it stood for a disgraceful epithet.

Now Raphael, on the contraiy, loving these

things deeply and seriously, could little liave

thought that the adorning his sacred figures

with them would be interpreted as proof of

frivolity aud coldness of feeUng. He delighted,

too, to represent the Madonna as serene and
happy, as we wish those we love and reverence

ever to be; and having already frequently repre-

sented her in various thoughtful, pathetic, and
exalted moods, he thought it no dishonour

to her, and a commendable honouring of hu-

manity, to imagine her sometimes simply as a

mother, pleased with the little, daily, heaven-

reniemlered acts of kindness and of love
;
as in

this superciliously-mentioned Madonna of the

Chair, where she gathers her child to her

bosom, and presses her cheek against his fore-

head, in the placid enjoyment of maternal love.

For the diviueness, smiling to us gently through

such things as these, it is plain that Mr. Ruskin

has no relish, no apprehension—no, not the

least. A Madonna released for the moment
from the impending cloud of foreboding aud

care, aud feeling but as our sweet human
mothers feel, is an object which quite rufBes

his temper. He has dwelt with satisfaction on

and multiply our ties with whatsoever is good and beauti-
ful in the fair mother here below, from whom the heavenly
Father raised us. At the least, those who abandon the
world leave its virtues as well as its vices.
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Orcagna’s hideous, monkish memento mori

morality, in painting “ with the most fearful

detail” the foulest corruption of death ; but the

delicate moral here is something without him.

It is a pity it should be so. We heartily wish

wi'iters subject to such humours would alight

from their spiritual stilts, and condescend to be

entertained by pictures of this class, for they

seem to us actually intended to meet their

melancholy case : they might instruct them
that, after all, there may he something too

blessed for a sneer in “the petty watchfulness

of maternity,” something in the commonest,

slightest interchanges of simply human affec-

tion whicli arc as a rest and restorative balm

to the sublimest soul of man—and more, far

more. They might thus tend to restore the

broken circle of the sympathies, adjust their

healthy balance, and soften a morbidly intense

devotion to things inanimate and abstract,

which, however sublime in themselves, when
followed exclusively, or even too far, de-

moralise almost like vice.

But, of course, those very precious smaller

pictures to which wc have just been alluding,

oy no means give the measure of Raphael’s

perceptions of the Madonna. lie never painted

her on a large altar canvas without investing

her witli seriousness and heavenliness, to the

best of his poor ability. Now, is it not edify-

ing, that this, our influential leader in criticism,

and public lecturer of uninformed men and
youth, in laboriously drawing them to a con-

temptuous estimate of Raphael’s Madonnas,
should here wholly ignore the Madonna di San
Sisto, painted, by-the-bye, at the self-same

period of his career as the Madonna of the

Chair ? Will he next tell us that she is there

a j)leasant piece of furniture for the corner of

a boudoir ? Is there, indeed, nothing there

more than scientific foresliorteuings, tints, and
shadows, and reminiscences of the prettiest

contadinas ? Is she, above all, “ sinking” from

the hands of Perugino and Prancia?

No
;

she soars, she soars ! And now she

stands awhile on the snowy clouds of the

middle air, in all the buoyancy of celestial

freedom. She is the most ethereally majestic,

the most gracefully sublime of figures, the

heavenly queen of all the Madonnas, the

empress of them
;
to adopt for a moment the

visionary style, the most divinely beautiful

manifestation of herself she ever made through

the pencil of favoured painter, and, we believe,

the lust. No “ treasures of the earth” are at

her feet, but adorning the threshold of heaven,

simple love, instead, imaged by two winged
children, who, for our comfort, show, with their

familiar, artless, genial tenderness, that sweets

cordial to our poor hearts survive the grave.

The long-forgotteii crown, which Mr. Ruskiu
anomalously and absurdly recomposed for her,

lies, probably, with other trash, far in the abyss

below. Her drapery of plain and simple woof,

stirred by the breeze of heaven, in its rare

beauty of line aud form, is a far nobler orna-

ment for her than all the barbaric gold aud
iCarl, which our own Milton, in an enlightened

hour degraded to hell, to adorn Satan’s throne.

Her countenance, like something vouchsafed

by heaven to the painter, rather than a tribute

from him to the celestial theme, is its own
gloria. She seems somewhat dazzled by her

own exaltation, by what is now displayed to

her. Her dilated, slightly-wondering eye inti-

mates thus much. But within her divineness

the sweet and tender graces of the gentle

maiden seem immortalised; within that brow
of heavenly clearness aud power, still seem to

lie profoundest sympathies for those sorrows,

ay, and those joys, which once she meekly
sliared. Those sympathies appear as if radiantly

enthroned in Eve’s fair form—the loveliest the

mind of man can image.—The curtain of the

vision fails. But the aves of that iris of

F'h<

cherubim, which nearly merged iu light encom-
passed her, still resound in the soul; and her
form itself often recurs, to lift the tlioughts

above low places, by the might of purest beauty.

But where is Mr. Ruskin all this while ?

Blindly, gloomily, in the dark below, grubbing
in an artist’s dissecting-room, purely of his

own device. Having disposed of the iladonna
della Sedia, and, as if wholly unconscious of

the San Sisto, Raphael’s highest Madonna-
picture, wrought, as we said, at the same
period, he thus proceeds, in some of the most
precious sentences we are acquainted with, to

his own finishing picture of the painter’s

notions of the Virgin :

—

“He could think of the Sfailonna iu her last maternal
agony with academical discrimination, sketch in first her
skeleton, Incest her in serene science witli the muscles of
misery, and tlio fibres of sorrow

;
then cast the grace of

antique drapery over tlie nakedness of her desolation, and
fulfil, with studious lustre of tears and delicately painted
pallor, the perfect type of the Mater Dolorosa. It Is thus
Raphael thought of the Madonna.”

Of about fifty representations by Raphael of

the Madonna with which we are acquainted,

four are of the Mater Dolorosa—the only ones,

we believe, of any importance—and certainly

they betray no callousness. His principal

Mater Dolorosa, which is at Madrid, (not with-

out feeling in the engraving), Mr. Ruskin,
unless we are very strangely mistaken, has

not seen, and the others furnish not the

slightest data, in. an^ one 'particular^ for his

descriptions
;
the designs, on the contrary, are

full of true, tender pathos. This cold-blooded

verbal picture, therefore, rendered ineffably

nauseous by petty arts of antithesis and allite-

ration, is entirely the coinage of his own brain

—fabricated studiously, for the purpose of ex-

citing our disgust against Raphael; and, to

render the work still more repulsive, it is put

forth on high grounds of religious feeling and
moral indignation. In one of his volumes,

Mr. Ruskin inserts a long note, expressive of

his utter contempt for the arts of tiie rhetori-

cian. Yet we know of no short passage any-

where wliich combines more completely, than

this one, the least creditable of those arts.

Here are false assumptions—untenable deduc-

tions from them
;
a style full of the pettiest

and most affected artifices, and, above all, in

the awe-inspiring name of religion, an end un-

just and slanderous.

In his earliest volumes Mr. Ruskin takes a

few brief, off-hand liberties with the name of

Raphael, but it is in his Edinburgh Lectures
that he first elaborately attacks him. His
severity is there based on the mightiest con-

siderations imaginable. “ The world,” he
states (with a singular felicity of diction), “has
had a Trinity of Ages, the Classical, Mediaeval,

and Modern;” the essential characteristic of

the two first being Religious Eaith, and that

of the third the absence of it. “To deny
Christ, that is intensely and peculiarly mo-
dernism,” are words repeated twice, with a

keen consciousness of the startling e&ct they

arc calculated to produce. As a necessary

consequence of these conditions of things, “ all

ancient art was religious, and all modern art

is profane ;” aud tliis great change, we are told,

was effected by Raphael’s practice. Such are

the lecturer’s great epical-tragical catastrophe,

aud his simple and effective means for ac-

complishing it. In proceeding, he illustrates

his assumed notion of the universal afiinnation

of belief by the ari of the middle ages, by citing

certain directions given to our Henry III.’s up-

holsteier, adding, with sententious satisfaction,

that “ the furniture of the king’s house was
made to confess his Christianity.” Amongst
other things, the decorative artist is ordered to

paint the king’s upper chamber with the story

of St. Margaret and certain other saints, the

tablet beside his bed with the figures of the

guards of the bed of Solomon, and the win-

dows of his great hall at Northampton with

the history of Dives and Lazarus. To be

sure, this individual monarch, as we all know,
was one of our most worthless. Early in his

reign, lie lost his golden opportunities in

France in one of those miserable enterprises

which were the disgrace of that benighted age,

in shows, and sports, and revels. And when
the lawless, rapacious poverty in this way re-

sulting had driven his barons to one of their

grand constitutional rebellions—that whicli

eventually blessed us with our first House of

Commons—this same king sought to till the

coffers of idleness and pleasure by accusing

the Jews of incredible crimes, by judicially

murdering, and occasionally massacring them.

He was faithless in prosperity, abject in ad-

versity, semifatuous in both. However, it is

some emollient to our contempt to find, from

Mr. Ruskin’s account, that the very_ furniture

of his house was made to conl'ess his Christi-

anity, and that when he lay tired of his silly

sports and revels with Gascon favourites, or

scheming the unhallowed means of new ones,

(so far as his feeble intellect could scheme

anything,) the wood, the glass around him was

replete with pious acknowledgment, aud the

tablet at his elbow pictured with the guards

of Solomon. Though vacant his head and

heart, whatsoever he reclined upon seems to

have presented some sanctified image, if not

in the sitter, at least in the seat itself
;
and his

bedstead, and all the little things about it, were,

in every probability, rich with theological

“ suggestiveness.” Whenever his exchequer

was full, he was the most uncompunctious

Dives iu his dominions ; whenever it was
empty, the most importunate Lazarus. “His
exactions, in defiance of the charters con-

firmed by himself, were excessive and shame-

less. He canvassed for presents on specious

pretexts, so as to be accounted the chief of

the sturdy beggars of the kingdom.”* Thus

says the Iiistorian. Nevertheless it is an ex-

ceeding comfort to learn from Mr. Ruskin that

the true moral was all the while glittering

vividly before him—in the most " nobly-conveu-

tioiial stained glass,” of course. “ You see,”

says the lecturer with grim complacency,

“that in all these cases the furniture of the

king’s house is made to confess his Christi-

anity.” Fascinated with this notion, Mr.

Ruskin adorns it with his accustomed boundless

prodigality of imagery. “ There was not a

pane of glass in their windows,” lie adds, “nor
a pallet by their bedside (?), that

_

did not con-

fess and proclaim their Christianity ;” and he

is very angry with our soulless fashionable

young ladies for not foHowmg the example.

Ascending from the evidence of upholstery to

that of treaties, laws, aud all transactions iu

the middle ages, we are additionally cheered

by learning that the vilest of them were, at all

events, devoutly preambled, and that “ where-

ever expediency triumphed, it was never with-

out a distinct allowance of Christian principle

as an efficient element iu the consultation.

Whatever error might be committed, at least

Christ was openly confessed.” These are

indeed the lecturer’s own grave words ; but

one with his eyes only a little more open

sees that, beyonS and above liis consciousness,

they are all the while exposing him ironically.

The noble phrases, in honourable conspiracy

against their purblind master, as it often

happens, set you on your guard against his

mischievous delusions. Yet, truly, had we
been of his audience, we should have gently

raised our own looks to inquire whether he

was really in earnest, or whether the triumph

of sarcastic gravity in his countenance was

utterly complete, as we have seen so delight-

fully in Thackeray’s. For bearing in mind the

« Mackintosh, “History of England,” i. 232.
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general actions of the thirteenth century, as

aescribed by his o^m revered Dante and others,

we should ourselves rather infer, (and even here

•we are almost told it,) that this conventional

frequency of sacred imagery ought rather to

be cited as the grand illustration of that

divinely profound old saying, “Familiarity

breeds contempt,” which is so much overlooked

by ruorbid religionists. In this blending—this

confessedly often inoperative blending— of re-

ligious forms with all things, whether important

or trifling, good, bad, or indiflcrent, we seem
to see. that tlic idea of sacred things, even of

Christ himself, had become so staled and dead-

ened by constant obtrusion as to lose its effect;

and we find but an argument against tliat

which Mr. Iluskin with so much confidence

commends.
Next in his discourse follow' some of those

brief, rigid, quasi-religious sentences, such as

we have known to fall like black drops of blight

on tlie hearts of the timidly cheerful,who are not

wary enough to add explanations which alone

can expand and brighten them into practical

justice, mercy, and reason. Further on, in a

similar spirit, we are invited to admire the

most loathsome, putrid piece of moralising in

monkish art, perpetrated by that overpraised

terrorist Orcagna; and so we are brought

down to Raphael, who is at once assumed as

the cause of a substitution of Pagan imagery,

which began to prevail at the close of the

fifteenth century, thougli not to one-fifth of

the extent which Mr. Ruskin’s words would
lead the wholly|ignorant to conceive. Raphael
is made mainly responsible for it all

;
and so

his beautiful, noble figure, falsely drawn, is

held up behind the shaded lamps, a mere un-

scrupulous lecturer’s coarse diagram, for the

most religious contempt of the audience, whose
ignorance might have been nicely gauged by
their applauses. A single person is thus gib-

beted as responsible for the change of tiie age—a change which, so far as it freed the imagi-

nation from the wearisome monotony and
deadening familiarity of monkish images, (well

estimated by our own surfeit of it in a gallery

or two,) w’as highly desirable, and which

Raphael, so far as he was concerned, only

guided within such moderate limits as to

merit unqualified approbation.

Nor, we regret to add, is there anything in

the tone of this administrator of a monkish
black-broth of Faith, instead of sweet, fresh

Christian bread, wliich enables us to suppose

tliat love of anything impels him to his task.

No love of any kind speaks in this fashion.

Tenderness warms and softens not even his

approbation. All is cold, bard; not merely

rigid, but frigid. His sharp, curt sentences

seem punched out of flint, or rather out of

Scotch granite for the Edinburgh occasion.

They seem mere restless pulsations of assidu-

ously developed little phrenological bumps of

pugnacity or combativeuess—bilious affections

of the mind—habits of invective, availing them-
selves of that very flimsy old Diogenic device

of disparaging and mortifying the present age

by exalting over it another, through over-

strained invidious comparisons. The exagge-

rated idea of mediteval piety is but a cynical

splendour, a heavy scarlet and gold, coarsely

daubed in, to make by the contrast our own
poor age look foul and dull.

Besides, it is but libellous on our surround-

ings, after all. Even whilst we first penned
this page, in the inclement season of mid-
winter, when deep distress arose, and, thanks

to our blessed press, tlie sigh of the poor—the

craving looks of little breadless children could

scarcely be excluded from the most luxurious

boudoir, we seemed to see page after page of

the Times newspaper daily covered with confes-

sions of Christ, not simply in munificent snh-

scription lists, but in letters full of precious

charily r,f thought, sweet ingenuity, labour,

and watchfulness. It is true, the name of the

Saviour of Man appeared not frequently. But
did not the benign influence and promptings of

His spirit come forthwith unraistakeable clear-

ness in hundreds of these gentle ministrations ?

Benevolent works like these are not all He
commanded from us

;
but we could, we think,

demonstrate logically that they declare Him
with, literally, as much precision as those

vaunted walls, tablets, and windows of our
fourth Plantageuet, pictured with St. Margaret,
the Evangelists, the Virgin, the guards of

Solomon, and the story of Dives and Lazarus.*

THE llOTAL PICTURES.

THE NUN.

J. 0. Schaeller, Painter. N. Lecomte, Engraver.
j

Size of the Picture, '2 ft. Of in. by 1 ft. 85 iu.
|

All that is nohle ia modern Art may trace back
its oriffin to the thirteenth century. The dim
twilight which preceded the gradual rising of the

spirit of intelligence and civilization that had subse-

quently culminated over the whole of Europe con-

cealed the fountain of light, whose beams were for

the healing of the nations. In the progress of time
man awoke from his meutal lethargy, and started

into existence as “a uew-created thing,” after a

slumber of more than five hundred years
;
aud step

by step he advanced in the development of his in-

tellectual faculties, religion—sincere, though too

often mistaken, or false—being his chief lielper.

Art certainly owes to religion all its greatness

;

polytheism planted the sacred groves of Greece
with the most marvellous sculptures the world ever

saw, and filled her cities with temples fit for the

habitations of the deities she worshipped. The
followers of the Christain faith covered Europe with

religious edifices at once the reverence and the

despair of all after ages; such treasures of mind,

coin, and time as they possessed were lavished for

the glory of God—for they believed that inasmuch as

they honoured Him they honoured themselves, and.

considered that by their works they became teachers

of the doctrines aud truths which they professed.

“We painters,” said BiilTalmacco, one of Giotto’s

pupils, “occupy ourselves in depicting saints and

holy personages upon walls and altars, to the cud

that man, to the great despite of devils, should he

led to virtue and piety.” The earnest devotion to

matters of a religious character, so often carried as it

was to excess, undoubtedly contributed to the spread

of superstition, and was employed by the Church of

Horae to promote her aggraudizement and selfish

ends; but, as already intimated, it gave to Art an

impulse and a power which we are sure it will never

again receive ; science in the present day makes

marvellous progress because the age demands it

;

Art makes no such advance, because the world

does not ask for it, and if it did the outcry would be

useless : all we can hope for is to equal the past—
to excel it is beyond the bounds of human capacity.

Who looks for another llatfaelle, another Michael

Angelo, Titian, or Rubens? New generations will

ai'ise when our heads are mouldering under the clods

of the valley
;
new nations may people valleys aud

forests yet untrodden by the foot of man; but they

must borrow their Art from the same sources as

ourselves, for we believe it has

“ Touched Uie highest point of all its greatness."

These remarks arc suggested by Schaeffer’s pic-
j

turc of the “ Nun,” which carries back the thoughts
j

to that period in the history of Art when the
[

solitary painter sal in his retired studio over can- !

vases whereon were depicted the saints aud martyrs '

w’hose names are inscribed in the calends of the

Romish Chm’ch. And with what zeal, and love, and

devotion he laboured, the works of those old painters,

of Giotto, of Angelico da Fiesole, of the monk
Bartolomeo, of Francia, Perugino, and of Raffaelle

ill his youth, abundantly testify : so also do those of

later date, Leonardo da Vinci, Correggio, Guido,

and Carlo Dolce : one may almost fancy they received

a direct iuspiratiou from heaven, so spiritual and

divine is the expression given to their Saints and

Madonnas. We may smile at the enthusiasm aud

“scorn of earth’s delights,” and patient endui-ance,

which led them to multiply iu so large abundance

these feminine ideal portraits
;
but we must admire

the beauty of their productions, and respect the

feelings tliat created them. These ai’tists seem to

have adopted for their motto,—
“ Nil parvum, aut humili moilo,

Nil mortale sequar."

J. G. Schaeffer, the painter of the “Nun,” is a

modern German artist; the pictui'e belongs leather

to the school of Guido than of Carlo Dolce
;

it is

characterised by great sweetness aud tenderness of

expression, as well as by great beauty of form, and

is painted with much delicacy of manipulation.

The picture is in the Royal Collection at Osborue.

• The first sentences of this jiai'cr, written before the
last Royal Acailerny Exhibition, may remain as some
record of 1858. With regard to the present year, our
chief consolation is that Prc-Raphaelitism has now attained

that prolonged and complete development of monstrous-
ness and essential weakness, which must soon, surely, lead

to its decay, ami, in its place, to some return to better
things. I-'rym woes and horrors, with now and then some
force in them, though almost always unhealthy and fan-

tastical, we have this year proceeded, naturally enougli,

to mere negative ugliness, ugliness for its own sake,

and frivolities even more puerile
;

neither is there

progress from over-miunteness to freedom and noble
breadth, as admirers have predicted ; but rather a diver-

gence to the wayside mud of the crudest and most violent
coarseness. This decline is manifest e'liially in the three

leaders of the school who exhibited this year. Their
works betray alike exhaustion and disorganization of
mind, the inevitable couseriuencc of a slavish drudgery,
combined with that constant rejection of judgment
and good taste, which (as in the case of ail things
unexercised,) must lead to the utter decay and loss

of those 'iiialities. Tliough regretting Millais' general
decline, Mr. Kuskin, nevertheless, palliates his picture

of tlie Convent Grave -digging, but on untenable
grounds, as we conceive. He assumes that the p.ainter

may not have meant it “ to be pleasing to us,” but only
“ strange and horrible "—no “ sweet piece of convent sen-
timent," but a stern representation of that hard ghastly
Living Death, which lie imagines, and no doubt truly, to

prevail in monasteries. Filled with this idea, Mr. Ruskin
proceeds to repudiate conventual segregation in a strain of

that overwrought sensitiveness of imagination, that hectic,
“ nervous ” ardour, which is in spirit so much more akin to

the condition reprehended, than to the temperateness, and
stout hcaltli of mind, which are its most effectual oppo-
nents; and viewing the picture as expressive of this dire

morlificatiou of the heart, he considers it “ a great work.”
But admitting all Mr. Ruskin assumes, neither that nor
any other moral purpose would alone make a great, or even
a respectable, picture. A mere intention to represent con-
ventual horror is surely within tlie scope of the very
trashiest painters and novelists, alike. It is the rendering
it with pictorial ability that would alone make the attempt
in auy degree commendable ; and here the artist fails in

his coarseness and monstrousness of line and hue, as well

as of expression. The de.ath in life of that nun’s face, a
staring skull thinly veiled with the semblances of vitality,

is justifiable neither on Pre-Raphaelite pretensions of
matter of fact, nor Raphaelite principles of poetic art.

Neither Art nor nature will recognise or accept it; and
tlie crude gross cLaubing is here little above the level of the
village tyro who irradiates the rural beersliop with his

pencil. Critical writers, we hear, have attributed much
power to the landscape

;
but, to the best of our judgment,

it was a heavy, graceless strength, much tainted with
the usual ugliness, and iu many essential things wanting
truth. That ugliness, for its own sake, is now the
object of this most perverse of painters, receives suffi-

cient proof from his other picture of those odious,

heartless, little monsters of girls, in fopperies of the
newest mode, eating syllabub under tlie apple blos-

soms. This is tlie very saturnalia of ugliness; a dull

suicidal insult to that natural sense of beauty, which is the
very heavenly grace of the imagination, and alsne can
keep it sweet—its divine preservative against harshness,
and gloom, and extravagant violence. In the daintier

puerilities of Mr. Hughes, we find a striking want of that

physic.al objective truth, on wliich the “ Brotherhood ” so
confidently, yet so delusively, rest their claims. Those
king’s children taking their siesta under more of the apple
blossoms, which Mr. Ruskin himself bespoke in his last

year's i'amphlet, are little fantoccini puppets, or blue-eyed
dolls, whose huge heads and shrivelled limbs, and
idiotic types of form, outrage proportion and drawing

:

the colour, the flesh shades of pure lilac especially, is

equally false. Mr. Hughes’s other picture, too, is devoid

of modelling, and of the modifications of colour by light

and shadow. But these monstrosities, and violations of
what is universal in the aspects of nature, are quite ignored

by Mr. Ruskin
;
and the painter is simply tutored, most

mildly, in soft, iuscioiis, apple-blossomy diction, to con-
tent himself with cottagers’ instead of kings’ orchards, and
not to be quite so gay for the future. Never did thedivinely
enunciated truth, that those who strain at goats may swal-
low camels, receive such copious and customary illus-

tration, as in these criticisms. To see how our annual
pamphleteer, standing before these pictures, will, as it

were, put gross Pre-Raphaelite camels iuto his spoon, and
swallow, and benignly with the mildest suavity digest

them, one after another; and then to note how he
will strain at some gnat, in the shape of any pretty
old-fashioned “conventionalism,” which is opposed
to the ugly new-fashioned cunventionalisms of the
Pre-Raphaelites— tliis is one of the curious features

of the time we live in, a something to which the annals of

criticism supply no precedent or parallel. We should
comment on other works executed under Mr. Ruskin's
particular directions, but there is no space.
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PEIISONAL KECOLLECTIONS OF
GEEAT AimSTS.

nY THE LATE E. V. RIPPINGILLE.

No. 4.—David WiLKif.

Tukkk arc certaiuly two ways of learning a tiling

—

the one by going riglit, the other by going wrong;

both teach, and, of the two, the aspirant who waits,

and will not begin until he is sure of the right

road, is perhaps leas likely of success than he who
dashes forward and is determined to find his own way,

and to succeed by his own efforts. Nature appears,

in both cases, to furnish or to withhold the impulse
;

and some men fail from a distrust in their own
))Owers, just as others succeed from a confident re-

liance upon them. In no pursuit, perhaps, is this more
the case than in Art, so that Sir Joshua Reynolds

has remarked, that “ few have been taught to any

purpose who liave not been their own teachers.”

In the year 1816-17, I found myself, like Dante,

grojiing my way in the bosca oscura of Art, aud

certainly not waiting to be shown either into or

out of tlie wood. I was courting and desiring in-

formation, when I accidentally came across a good
little fellow who, as he was a Scotchman, had
acquaintances among the artists of his couutiy, and

it was thus my good fortune to obtain the begin-

ning of a greatly interrupted intercourse with David
Wilkie. We started in pursuit of an interview

willi this truly great artist, for whose merits, young
09 ] was, I liod conceived the highest, and, am
proud to say, most just respect. My guide in this

important expedition remembered suddenly that be
knew something of another Scotch artist, to whom
he proposed to introduce me, in order that I might
obtain the iuformntion I wanted. The name of

this artist was Wilson, and, as I think my friend

pronounced it. Muster Andrea Wnlsou. I don’t

remember his person, but the reply he gave to a

question I ventured to ask made a lasting impres-

sion upon me. I had been, I remember, a good
deal surprised at the practical fact 1 had just be-

come acquainted with— that black and white did

not make the same kind of grey that Indian iuk,

used with water over white paper, produced, and
I wondered by what profound secret in Art this

marvel was to he effected. I am not certain that

this was the learned query I ventured to put to

“Mr. Wulson,” but no doubt it was one just ns

childish
; at all events, it was asked in perfectly

modest and boyish simplicity, when the painter,

turning suddenly towards me, with a look aud
movement that almost converted me iuto stone, said,

in the harshest voice I ever heard, “ Sir, there a’

seacrcts in the art which, when a man has worked hard

to obtain, he maun keep to hiiuscl’.” Of course I

begged bis pardon, pleaded my ignorance and in-

experience, and, as my friend seemed a little hurl

or disappointed loo, we rather abruptly took our

departure. As soon os we recovered ourselves, my
good-natured conductor tried to cheer me, and to

excuse the “body,” whom he said was “ sometimes
a queer divil,” aud offered to take me to anotlier

artist he knew. I could not help saying, “ I hope
he’s not a Scotchman!” “Then he just is,” he

said, “but a very different sort o’ chiel ye’ll fmd
him, I warrant.” I must say I had but very little

“ devotion for the deed,” but when I heard that

it was David Wilkie, the painter of the “ lilind

Fiddler,” a glow of warmth shot into my heart. As
we made oiu' way along, I determined to take espe-

cial care as to (he questions I asked, and not to get

such a rebuff again. Presently we were at the door

of the house at Kensington, and in the presence of

the great man, whose broad Scotch accent half

knocked me down upon the carpet we stood on.

la a few seconds our business was explained, and
Wilkie turned to me with an encouraging look, and
asked me kindly what subjects I had attempted to

paint. I o.xpIained myself with difficulty, but he
went on encouraging me, and directed my atten-

tion to some pictures about the room, and upon the

easels that stood there. Presently I ventured upon
a remark, and then upon a question, which was
replied to by the painter starting off’ down stairs,

aud in a minute after bringing up a sketch or

study he was just making from a group of glasses,

&c., which it should seem had been left by accident.

or placed by a servant, after washing them, upon a

table or dresser. The colour was wet, and the

bit of panel was placed into my hand that I miglit

examine the mode in which the study was executed.

Encouraged by this act of kindness, I ventured to

make mafly inquiries, but under a good deal of

restraint. This the kind good fellow saw, ami with

some gaiety of manner he turned to me and said,

“ Ye need na fear to ask me ony questions ye please

;

J am vary pleased to tell ye onything I know;
there are iia secrets

;
the art of a painter does not

depend, like that of a juggler, upon a trick—it a’

comes out o’ study aud reflection, nothing else.” I

was attempting some profusion in my thanks, but

he stopped me, and directed my attention to the

two small pictures which were then standing

upon the easels. These, I remember, were the

“Refusal,” from Burns’ songs, and the “Letter of

Introduction,” two of the most delicately painted

and most strongly characterised works in sentiment

and expression ever produced by anybody. The
production of these true gems of Art mark the date,

aud point to the fact that it was hefore the era of

MarfjuU}) had fairly set in. It had not then touched

Wilkie at all events, and it would have been better

if it never had. For delicacy of execution, and for

true finish, these little pictures send Pre-Raphacl-

itism where it ought to go, and betray, in a peculiar

way, the impotency of Ruskiuism. It is worth the

while of the nostrum-mongers and Maeguilpists of

the day, to look at and to study these exquisite

works of the brush : they are executed iu the same
manner in which David Teniers painted, and ate

unclogged, cleau, transparent, pulpy, and substan-

tial, without the factitious aid of a slimy medium,
and of course they remain firm and unchanged to

the present hour.

Of course I asked about the material, the medium
with which they were painted, and learnt that the

fu-st was simply old linseed oil, thinned witli tur-

pentine. At that time the chromes had not been

invented. The reds and orange tiuts, he told me,
were principally compounds of verrnillion with

yellow ochre, which, he remarked, was a heavy

colour, and did not mix in a friendly way with the

Vermillion. He spoke of light or Venetian red, also,

as a heavy colour, aud regretted that red lead could

not be depended upon in oil colour. When I told

him that, in my ignorance of the material, I had

mixed red lead aud verdigris, and used them forihe

pleasant grey they made, he laughed anti said,

“ Weel, ye could not have done better to bring mis-

chief about in a speedy way.” This kind-hearted

man listened very patiently and replied very readily

to all I asked. Of course, he recommended the

close aud unremittent study of Nature as the surest

guide. As long as this was kept iu sight, he said,

he regarded all processes with indifference
;

and

that it mattered but little upon what grounds, with

what instruments, or with what materials pictures

were painted. lie remarked that artists had wasted

a great deal of very useful time upon very useless

studies in these respects ; that there were many
ways of arriving at the same end, and that most
artists took both the means and the road that suited

them best, or was best adapted to their peculiar

poivcrs.

The whole of this couversation impressed me
strongly. Two points were couspicuoiis and memo-
rable iu it : these were, first, that very little indeed

could be taught, and that every aspirant and la-

bourer must depend upon himself. For myself, I

must say I fell this as the grand lesson I received

from David Wilkie. This grand lesson it is which

is reiterated in a thousand ways in the practical life

of every artist, and is the ouly certain course to

originality, oven Ihongli it fail, and lead to nothing ;

then it proves the saddest of all truths—that the

aspirant has mistaken his powers.

In his pursuit of Art, Wilkie fully illustrated the

doctrine he held and preached. Had this not been

the case, his earliest productions would probably

iiavc had that false promise in them which is the

pure direct result of imitation, and which so often

deceives those who attempt to judge of the capa-

bilities of beginners; but (the fact is curious) they

had not even this. In the exhibition of Wilkie’s

pictures at the British Gallery were placed two
of the first productions of his pencil, but these

had so little ])romise in them,—such an absolute

deficiency and indication of all pictorial power

and capacity,—that, after remaining exposed for

two weeks, they w'cre withdrawn by some friends,

fastidiously jealous of bis reputation. This was a

pity, as it would have fiirnislied evidence of the
difficnlty of judging of the first-fruits of an aspi-

rant’s powers, and have furnished a proof that where
no promise is given, great results may nevertheless

be in attendance, aud at hand. Il would also have
corroborated Wilkie’s own remark on the import-
ance of self-dependence, and that there is a better

prospect of success for the aspirant who produces
what is worthless, than for the imitator, who flics

to conventionalism, ever at the service of the feeble,

and easily made available to deceive the weak judg-
ment of the unenlightened.

That Wilkie trusted to the native power iu him
is certain enough, since he changed his style, as it

is called, at least five or six times in his professional

career, and this without becoming the imitator of

anybody. All and every ouc of these changes were
exiieriments made upon himself and his own capa-

bilities— assertions of his own independence, and
the determinatiou to think for himself.

But another and a far more important change
still awaited him, and would iuevitably have taken

place, had not death prematurely intei-niptcd the

course of hia highly interesting artistical career.

It has been seen but by few artists, while the world
is altogether too ignorant of Art to liave caught the

slightest impression of what was pending. Who-
ever remembers Hie exhibition of the drawings and
studies which were exhibited after the painter’s

return from the East, might have discovered that

he had been in a sphere of instruction pregnant
with new elements of colour, and that, as in the

"Penny Wedding,” a chromatic new birth awaited

him. It was easy for the cultivated eye to perceive

that a new light was about to break in, of a kind of

which there was no evidence in the productions of

his previous practice. It was clear that the varied

greys, worn by the people he had been among, were
about to unite the cold, crude blues and reds, aud
other unbroken tints introduced into the ordinary

combinations and compositions of colours observ-

able in his works. It is clear to the common critic

that Wilkie had the true feeling for colour
;
and it

will ever be matter of the most serious regret to the

enlightened that he did not live to realize and per-

fect what he had just seized iu the opportunity that

had offered itself, and in the scenes with which he

closed his valuable life.

The practical course pursued by Wilkie offers the

most valuable lesson the world of Art has ever

received. He had been a shrewd and watchful

observer all his life; he had lived surrounded by,

and had studied closely, the best examples of Art,

and had, iu bis practice, given ample evidence of

his powers to seize, and his great capabilities to do;
but he had neveiTlieless missed an excellence which
till now had ouly presented itself iu pictures and
not in life—not in the living examples which, as n

matter of course, became his models.

As in every point in the lore of Art ignorance

aud false notions prevail, so in that which insists on
a large and varied collection of works of Art for

professional study there is a similar error. As an
axiom of real wisdom and experimental truth, il is

abundantly proved that the produced and applied

thing is not in itself sufficient to teach
;
but that

the true impression must come through an acquaint-

ance with principles—the true knowledge through
study, assisted by practice. People may go to

exhibitions of pictures—stare, wonder, and affinire,

and be as ignorant of the real merits of Art at the

end of a long life as at the beginning. I have

known even dealers in pictures, men of good sense

and average taste, and whose livelihood depended

on a certain kind of acquaintance with pictures, as

ignorant of the merits and the aims of Art as mere

children. In the same way the history of Art, in

its progress and decline, clearly prove that the pos-

session of examples has neither advanced it nor

retarded its fall. Real artistic force is a power
obtained by absorption, and in no way from pla-

giarism of any kind. The mere pretender gives

examples of a certain kind of excellence by imita-

tion only, while that produced by the true artist is

ever per se ; while the mere connoisseur learns just-

enough to distinguish one example from another,

without ever knowing what are the true qualities of

Art, or what should be common to all its produc-
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tiona. ^Vrtists afford evidence of this truth as much
I as the common observer

;
and the great man who

I

I

is the subject of this little essay is a striking exam-

i

pie in proof. With powers superior to most men,

—

i’
with an earnest study and scrutiny adopted by few,

—with abuudant opportunities, David Wilkie re-

mained untouched until impression from living ex-

amples was about to be converted into knowledge,
applied and reduced to practice. It is not intended
to be said that pictures had done nothing for this

great aspirant iu Art,—one whose greatness was
built upon reflection

;
but in comparison it was

nothing, since, taking for example the article of

colour, forty years of exposure to impression, aided

by study, failed to achieve that which, among the

living examples in the East, took place in six
' mouths

!

I

In the largest collection of pictures existing in the

world, and in such a one as it would be vain to

I

expect should ever be got and lield together for any

I

efticient purpose of study, there would stiU be but

I

few examples of chromatic combination, when com-

j

pared with what takes place in one single hour,

I

where the lesson comes from life and nature—from
1

the real living aud existing ingredients fortuitously

combined. Something in the way in which we may
suppose it to take place in a kaleidoscope, could the

,

particulars and ingredients be of the true aud varied
character, such as is found iu life and nature among

. the people, who in themselves aud the costumes they

I

wear present the required combinations and effects.

;

But here, of coui'se, only a very imperfect result

i

would take place. As regards pictures, it is clear

;

that a picture can offer but one example, where, for

the purpose of instruction, thousands are required;

;

and thus it happens, as has been said, that the
applied aud practised thing teaches but iu a very
small degree. An ordinary collection of pictures
constitutes no important school for artists, and
beyond mere matter of amusement is utterly useless

to the public. It may be regarded as a great mis-
fortune to the interests of taste tliat David Wilkie
never put this important fact, deduced from his
practice, into ordinary language

;
but it may be

fearlessly said that the character of his genius and
the course he pursued in Art proclaimed this to the
world iu language as plain as that in every day use.

AVilkie knew all Art, yet it had hut small influence

upon his practice; one abort and hasty journey to
the East, among the people and the scenes reflecting

new aud varied elements of colour, changed his

whole being as a colourist, and would, bad he lived,

have made him one of the highest examples that ever
adorned Art. Colour was “Canforte of Wilkie rather
than auy other quality of Art. It was not humour,
for he had iu that hut a very confined scope—com-
pare him with Tom Hood, as far as they can be
compared. Certainly, he was without the remotest
conceptious of beauty or grace—thiuk of Raphael.
Even in character he was very confined, whilst iu ex •

pression he was great, aud in what he attempted a per-
fect master. His “ Columbus ” exalts him far above
all modern competition, while the keenness, scrutiny,
and suspicion depicted in the figure and face of the
old gentleman to whom the letter of introduction is

presented, the female looking into the tea-pot, aud
the boy with the cut fiuger, are examples rare
indeed, perhaps matchless. Expression is e.xcellent

everywhere, hut Wilkie’s true power was in colour.
The loose, freestyle he adopted in the middle period
of his career, especially in his “ Cotter’s Saturday
Night,” is beautifully calculated by its unmixed, its

disunited tinting, to give cleanness, brightness, and
effect to colour. Wilkie was also a man of deep and
serious reflection in his art, so that the influence of
his instruction vvould uot have acted and subsided
in one single or in a few specimens, as often happens
with artists who make an accidenfal hit

;
it would

have been absorbed, aud assimilated, aud become a
part of him, and nothing he produced would have
come forth unadorned aud unexalted by his newly-
acquired power. When one reflects on the cold
leadcu treatment all subjects received in the conven-
tionalism of English Art, and that this never affected

"Wilkie, we have reasons to feel certain that he
would have become, not only a regenerator, but the
Titian of native art.

It was perhaps twenty years after ray first

memorable interview with Wilkie that I met him
one evening at the house of Allan Cunningham, a
sadly altered and a shattered man. He was then
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about to start for Spain, where he rallied, and

returned laden with the newly-acquired riches of his

keen and close observation. At that time an inter-

course with the world had taught me something,

and I listened to the clear, deep, and learned remarks

which fell from him with a full sense and’ conviction

that such powers of intelligence carried into Art,

where unfortunately there is so small a stock, coiUd

not fail to achieve great and extraordinary things.

Irving the preacher, Barry Cornwall, and other

choice spirits were there, but their brilliancy in no
way eclipsed the solid, steady light given out by
Wilkie

:
perhaps I admired him beyond his claims

that he was an artist. Wilkie was of tall stature,

angular and bony, but now rather stooping and
emaciated. His head was of the round type, and
his hair sandy. The upper part of his face broad,

with cheekbones high
;
eyes light and grey, and with

an expression severe and searching. His nose

rounded and compact, with mouth spreading, but

closing firmly. On the whole, there was nothing

pleasiug or inviting in his aspect. Amongst his

compeers he was marked by a kind of dry, cold

humour, and, judging from the anecdotes told of

him, he would submit to be joked, and sometimes

venture upon a witticism, or a repartee. It seems
that the severity seen in his outward mau produced

only a simple seriousness aud quietude within. The
statue of him iu the vestibule of the National Gallery

resembles him more at the age of thirty than at that

at which he died
;

hut, on the whole, conveys a

tolerably correct impression of his personal ap-

pearance.

ENGLISH HOMES:
AS THEY ARE, AND MAY BE, IN FURNISHING

AND DECORATION.

The homes of this country present mauy phases

of attraction, and furnish abundant scope for reflec-

tion. The moralist sees them from one point of

view, the statesman beholds them from another, the

social reformer fixes his gaze upon their ills, aud
the state educator dwells upon the want to which
all ills are supposed to be attributed. These and
many others, enlightened and benevolent, are doing

good service to the people aud their homes, and
should have all honour for their intentions and their

works. Still, every section has its specialUie, and
the Art-Journal will prove itself a help rather than

a hindrance, to all interested in the general refine-

ment and elevation of Englishmen, by first glanc-

ing at what homes are, aud then showing what they

might be made, by a little popidar knowledge
on matters connected with taste aud decoration.

A rapid sketch of homes as they are, from the

cottage to the palace, compared with homes as they

might be, shall, therefore, form the subject of this

aud following papers ; and while principles shall not

be ignored, how practically to secure more pleasure-

giving aud instructive homes shall be the chief

object sought.

It is unnecessary to dwell on the general influ-

ence of home education upon children—among the

thoughtful of all ranks that is fully appreciated.

Neither is it necessary to insist upon the difficulty

of outrooting false prejudices, or habits of thought

contracted in youth
;
nor can it be doubted that

the example of all around is carrying on an involun-

tary education of the mind, which is bending it

silently, but more powerfully, than the precepts of

parents or the lessons of teachers; and from these

admitted truths, the homes of Euglaud may be first

glanced at. If this involuntary education be going
forward almost exclusively through the eye, and if

everything seen is leaving some impression on the

mind, how few parents and guardians are alive to

the duty of providing that these impressions shall

he those only of taste, elegance, and beauty ! The
present notion is, that anything is good enough for

the nursery : the cheapest paper-hangings cover the

walls, and the cast-off furniture from all other

rooms is good enough for children to destroy
;

but
those who so act forget that such decisions have
most important bearings on the optical and mental
education of their children

;
aud those nursed aud

nurtured amidst distorted forms and vulgar incon-

gruities of colour, cannot be blamed for being what
their education makes them. Parents wisely secure

the best nurses and teachers within their means, as

most advantageous to the children ; but how few

appreciate the fact that eveiytbing around, whether

home be a cottage or castle, is daily impressing

indelible lessons of elegance or vulgarity upon tbe

minds of children—that the chairs in every room,
aud the carpets on every floor, the ornaments on
the mantel-shelf, aud prints or pictures on the wall,

are each educating the eye more successfully, and

forming the minds more surely, than the lessons of the

schoolroom, the books in the library, or the admo-
nitions of the parlour. With this feeling emerging

into a recognised truth, it is not wonderful that

increased attention to taste and domestic embellish-

ment should be considered essential to the full

development of home influences, and the due dis-

charge of parental responsibilities.

The multitude suppose (for they caunot be said

to believe what they have never examined or thought
over) that everything pertaining to taste and style

iu the “ doing up ” of a house is the exclusive iuherit-

ance of the rich ; and the working classes are espe-

cially prone to that listlessness of feeling on such
subjects which would throw tbe burden of teaching

children elegance and taste on the shoulders of the

wealthy. The cotter or the artizan supposes, and
acts on the supposition, that to teach a son to

distinguish between good aud bad forms, belongs to

the same class of accomplishments as French or

fencing, and that while all may be included in the

education of a gentleman, the children of the work-
ing classes cannot expect indulgence in such luxuries.

Nor is this feeling confined to the working classes,

although, as shall be shown, it is more destructive

to them and their childi-en than to their richer

neighbours. The influences of home and parental

responsibilities are not confined to the richer classes

of society; and if the suiTonndings of home be
perpetually educating the eyes of children in lessons

of elegance or the reverse, it will uot be difficult to

show that peculiai- responsibilities rest upon those

whose children must be trained to labour, and who
will live comfortably just in proportion as that

labour is increased in value through increased taste

and skill. As has been demonstrated at length

elsewhere,* this subject of home embellishment aud
taste may be a matter of pleasure to the rich, but
it is a matter of wages and comfort to the labouring

classes
; and to them one half of what they receive

as education, small as that may be, is worthless as

a means of living, compared with the money ad-

vantages that would accrue from having the young
miud trained to familiarity with fine forms and
harmonious arrangements, but which, unfortunately,

both for parents aud children, are the kinds of in-

struction most neglected both at home and in the

school-house, Take a cottage as it was twenty
years since, aud what were the daily lessons it

enforced on children in matters of taste? Even
low walls and unceiled roof did not extinguish the

inherent love of home decoration which is found to

be universal. "When the walls were of mud, and
tbe floor brick or clay, the honest, thrifty couple

had their mantel-shelf decked with what cost money
taken from their scanty store. The familiar stucco

parrot, blotched over with dabs of green and red,

or a shepherd and shepherdess, attached to some
tree or tower, occupied the post of honour, while

one or two “jolly tars,” or buxom “ haymakers,” still

worse in taste and execution, supported the prin-

cipal article of bumble virtu. The girls were
educated in taste by hideous dolls, whose one quali-

fication was that they did not break; and tbe boys,

inured to symmetry through horses formed of four

square pegs, supporting a horizontal half-round

block, with something attached to the one end for a
head, and a smaller something placed at the oppo-
site end for a tail: everything in the form of orna-

mentation was on a level. If prints were added, the

Woodman, or Black-eyed Susan, Peace and Plenty,

or the Seasons, drawn without reference to form,

aud coloured without regard to outline, kept the

mantel-piece ornaments from blushing at their bad-

ness
;
while in better houses, in town or country, the

children’s toys were as bad, the ornaments made of

delft, perhaps, instead of stucco, but not better in

quality, while “Black-eyed Susan” and the “true

* Paper ou the Advantages of Art-teaching in Common
Schools, road by Jlr. Stewart before the Social Science
Conference at Liverpool, in X858.



British Sailor” would probably be superseded by
“Courtship” and “Matrimony,” with a couplet

under each

—

“ Tlie youth in courtship hands his lass

Over a stile a child might pass,"

aud the love-sick swaia was helping his Diilciuea

accordingly ; but nmtrimouy changed this state of

anxiety

—

“ But now she is a wedded dame,
Tumble or not, to him 's the same

the husband being represented as walking off, while

the wife was left to scramble over a five-barred gate

as best she could. The other efforts at decoration

did nothing to redeem the character of ornaraeuls

then so common
;
and it is some consolation to

know that we have got beyond that dreary night

of taste-destroying darkness. And what has suc-

ceeded ? What usually fills the trausition from

ignorance to knowledge,— the incongruous, the

grotesque, and the picturescpie. In Art-knowledge

generally, the people of this country are passing

through the picturesque period of thought
;
and the

still increasing light will as surely lead them, in all

pertaining to Art, decoration, aud design, from

the picturesque to the really beautiful, as increased

knowledge has already led those who revelled in the

romances of Mrs. Radcliffe, while in their “teens,”

to wonder now how they could then be delighted

with such works.

And while the change has been passing over other

classes of society, has it done nothing to elevate the

poor? It lias not done a tithe of what might, even

with present means, he accomplished
; but it has,

ueverlhelcss, transformed nearly every article in the

cottage, and, with few exceptions, for the better.

It is true that the fine forms of many of the old

spinniug-whecls, and other occasional pieces of

cottage antique furnitm'e, have disappeared, and

have not been replaced with articles equivalent;

hut compare the ornaments on the cottage mantel-

shelf, or the pictures on the cottage walls, or the

illustrations on cottage book-shelves, with what

these were even teu years ago, and how Art has in-

fluenced the dwellings of the industrious will be

conspicuously apparent. Instead of the old parrot,

or the more expensive Shepherd and Shepherdess,

—ornaments so called, which could only pervert the

taste aiul vulgarize the minds of all whose eyes

were suffering education from such objects,—the

cotter can now secure vases of respectable forms,

some of them beautiful when compared with the

parrots of the last geueratiou
;
aud figures of almost

exquisite symmetry can he purchased at less Uiau

the cost of the Shepherd and Shepherdess.

And if this is true of the art of the statuary,

which has been less encouraged, how much more

is it true of engraving aud its cognate branches,

on which the greatest amount of popularity has

been bestowed? Compar-e the prints which used

to adorn the parlours of even respectable houses,

— the Peace and Plenty which well-intentioned,

industrious people, with gropings after Art, used

to hang up on each side of the mautel-pieee

ornamenis already described, to support the mirror,

decorated by crossed peacock’s feathers (and these

are the only old cottage ornaments that we
should care to sec pi*eserved)

;
or even the Pour

Seasons, as they arc still to be seen iu the

back parlour of an old-fashioned country inn

;

or glance back at the "Woodman, or tlio* Sailor

and his Lass, and others of the same class, and

which hut compai'atively a few years siuce were

manufactured in thousands, and spread over the

couutry like a pestilence, perverting by their pre-

sence those lessons which might have been learned

by the more susceptible minds from the silent teach-

ings of natural beauty. Or go a few steps higher,

and compare expensive cottage prints, which iu

their day cost some shillings each, with those now
issued by many of the newspaper proprietors gratis,

or with any of the better class of illustrated cheap

publications, as, for example, the woodcuts after

Turner in the lUnstraled Times, or the portraits of

the Illustrated News of the World, and it is diffi-

cult to convey iu words the progress Art has made
in tliis direction. Twenty-five years ago, many
pictorial publications had a large sale at high prices,

the prints of which would not now fiud admission

into the cheapest illustrated serials, and really great

works, like Turner’s “ England and Wales,” were
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left unappreciated, as dead stock iu the market.

Thirty ycai's since, prints, for which hoys paid six-

pence each, were greatly inferior as specimens of

Art to anything which now appears in the Ulus-

(rated London News

;

and the caricatures of Gilray

and his cotemporaries, which sold at from five

shillings to a guinea each, are quite equalled by

those of Punch, at one-twentieth part of the cost.

The rate of progress in the same direction is at

present more rapid than ever. Aud why ? Not
because the British population have been taught to

draw, or have received systematic instruction in the

Fine Arts, but because the public eye has been

involuularily educated up to the appreciatiou of a

higher style of illustratiou, aud the supply and

demand arc acting and reacting on each other, in

raising the quality of popular Art devoted to

periodical publications.

The same kind of attention, devoted to other

branches of the same educational agency—to the

combination of inexpensive elegance with the neces-

sities aud comforts of home—would exercise the

same kind of influence for good, over the entire

people. And how much might not the rich assist

the poor, by aid which would return ample interest

for the outlay ? What an air of comfort would a

few shillings, judiciously laid out on paper-hang-

iugs, throw over hundreds and tliousauds of the

cottages of England? Even where the money is

not required, what might not he effected by a lady

of taste and kindly spirit assisting, by words in

season, the cottage housewife to adorn her humble

dwelling? If the village matron knew that a warm-
toned, harmoniously-coloured paper on Iicr walls

would not only educate the eyes of her cbildrcu in

useful lessons of taste, hut would also save fuel, by

the increased appearance of comfort given to the

apartment, and that certain combinations of colour

give her more light at less cost for lamp-oil, the

person offering such knowledge would be looked on

as a friend, and not as an officious intermcddler;

aud if further told that green was a cold colour,

even with red roses on it,—that red itself was most

diincalt to light up, and “salmon-colour” would never

appear comfortable if the bed-curtains were light

blue, she would receive information really to her

advantage. But if, in addition to this negative

information, the lady could also say— or, what

would be far better, show—that the various modi-

fications of “colour” arc those best and cheapest

fur saving light and diffusing a feeliug of warmth
and comfort over cottage apartments, the daughter

of the matron so instructed would not repeat the

error of her mother, by choosing light blue bed-

curtains when she was required to assist in furnishing

her own cottage. And what is true of paper-

haugings and bed-curtaius is iu principle appli-

cable to everything within and around the cottage.

But while the poor would be undeniably benc-

fUted by such knowledge, would there he no rever-

sion to the rich who qualified themselves to be

instructors? Would the village labourer or me-

chauic he less ready or neat-handed, that the ameni-

ties of home had been increased? Would the girls

be less tidy when sent out to service, because their

home looked more comfortable than the houses of

their neighbours? or would the boys be less likely

to find employment, or make inferior workmen,
because their eyes had been educated by congruity,

if not elegance, rather than by ugliness ? The
reverse of these questions would more truly repre-

sent the experience of such a family
;

and they

would not only he better themselves, but their in-

fluence would be felt among their neighbours. The
rich would reap a large share of benefit from such

improveraeut of those whom they must employ,

either as in-door or out-of-door servants; so that, as

already said, kindness bestowed with knowledge iu

this direction would yield a high return, both of

satisfaction aud profit, to those among the rich,

willing and qualified to become, in domestic decora-

tion, the helpers and advisers of the humblest

sections of our iudustrial population.

Glauce now at the home of the artizan, the clerk,

or the small tradesman,—men who by education, or

persevering plodding or ingenuity, have raised them-

selves, or have been raised, above the cottages in

which they were most generally born. The number
is small compared with the mass of ordinary work-

men, but large in proportion to any other class

above them, and specially important, as from this
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class the tradesman class is most generally aud

successfully recruited. These heads of families,

with incomes varying from £100 to £200 a-year,

have been more impressed by the transition state

of home embellishment than those below them.

Generally, with more power of discrimination, they

have used that power more continuously, aud have

been more strongly stimulated by that love of the

picturesque, than any other section of the commu-
nity. They have been among the first to appre-

ciate that growing excellence which has charac-

terized the cheap illustrations of literature. They
probably began as readers of the Penny Mayazhie,

and have enjoyed, watched, and encouraged the best

illustrated serials ever siuce. It was this habit of

seeing and appreciating better things from worse

that made them what they are—meu looked up to

by their fellows for their superior intelligence, or

placed in offices of trust by discrimiuating masters.

Home decoration with them is a practical matler,

and that only. Accustomed to have value for their

money, they carry this principle into everything,

house furnishings included
;
aud value with them

lueaus something that will fill the eye. They act

upon the maxim of making all show that will be

show, and upon this inherent falsity satiate their

eyes and staitle their neighbours, at the expense of

everything like taste. The love of gaudy colour

imbibed from iiifaucy is not subdued, although its

development has been changed : the crude bril-

liancy of the old parrot on the mantel-shelf is

transferred to the paper-hangings on the parlour

walls, while the hideous forms of the old tree-stump

or round tower, which supported the Shepherd

aud Shepherdess, or the Kuight and his true

Love, are transferred to equally hideous carvings

on the mantel-piece mirror or the chiffonier, the

side-board or the sofa.

Considerable noise has been made in the iVrt deco-

rative world against “ imitations,” ttiat is, against

the not uncommon practice of imitating woods aud

mai'bles on houses, the rents of which admit of such

expenditure. This question of imitation shall be

dealt with in due lime, but the homes now under

consideration have none or ought to have none of

these, for the simple reason that the price which

can be afforded out of rent or general means for

doing such work, cannot secure its being well doue,

and of all styles of decoration, bad “ imitations”

arc the worst. The builders of houses for this class

supjily the interior ornaments for walls and wood-

work, aud although ilicy are nominally responsible

for the atrocious want of taste so often displayed,

still, they supply a demand that exists, or self-

interest would speedily compel an alteration in style.

The greatest show for the lowest cost is the trade

motto, and uuforluuately it fully coiucides with

the opinions of the class who become tenants. The
fuj’niture, the hangings, the ornaments, the pictures,

and, as a rule, everything is selected on the same

principle, and the usual result is gathering together

a mass of vulgar incongruities, enough to corrupt

the taste of any, and all but universally fatal to the

development of those appreciations of delicacy and

beauty, with which children are so generally

endowed. The accustomed fondness for show,

strengthened through a perverted or neglected edu-

cation in the parents, is in time perverting the

children’s iiriuds in a similar direction, transferring,

it may he, ttiat perversion from one class of objects

to another, according to the fickle foibles of fashion.

Still the spring is poisoned at its fountain, so that

its pestileutial influence is the most prominent cha-

racteristic of the stream whichever way the waters

flow. Nor is that influence confined to home : it

extends fai' and wide throughout the homes of

England. No class in the community has so much
practical influence over general house cmhcllish-

ment as that comprising artizan’s foremen, manag-

ing clerks, aud those iu similar positions
;
they in-

fluence the workshop and tlie customers more than

the employer can; and even masters are more in-

fluenced by their managing subordinates than by

any otlier individual cause. If these, then, are con-

tent, and prefer inhabiting houses the walls of

which arc covered with paper-hangings which words

cannot describe, but which may be seen iu the

shops of fourth or fifth-rate paper-stainers, and the

fui’niturc, carpets, and etceteras, arc selected from

corresponding furniture dealers, wliat cau be ex-

pected in the houses of the general public, which
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arc very much what this class suggest they should

be? Other commercial causes conspire to perpe-

tuate this state of things, and it would be mere

affectatiou and cant for those interested in elevating

the people’s homes, to overlook or ignore those com-

mercial influences which must be encountered and

overcome before success in the promising work can he

achieved. ^len with families and limited incomes,

whatever their position in the counting-house or

workshop, must have a certain amount of accom-

modation at a limited rent
;
and the builder cannot

both furnish large houses and expensive decorations

for small quarterly instalments. Family necessities

would seem, therefore, to stand as an insuperable

harrier between the foreman or the clerk and a

tastefully-arranged home. Happily, this root of the

whole evil is a delusion, which growing knowledge

will dispel as effectually ns the belief in witchcraft.

Money would he saved by altering the proportions

in which it is distributed. Mere money is not the

real want, but that discrimination which shall pay

more to the Art-workman and less to the manu-

facturer of blazing reds and poisonous greens, more

for the elegance of form than for the vulgar fan-

tasras of so-called “ carved work.” Now, vulgar-

isms are made for the million, and therefore showy

things are chea])
;
but chair-makers have shown

that increased elegance of form has no necessary

connection with increased price, and a paper-stainer

could lift and impress an elegant design as cheaply

as a block disfigured by John Gilpin, or those

ships, towers, and trees, which rise above each

other in worse arrangement than any Chinese land-

scape ever seen. The want of general demand
makes the more refined class of goods higher priced,

hut this kind of reduction, increased consumption

would immediately effect.

Another ditficulty under which bofii tenants and

builders of this class labour, is the wholesale style

in which blocks of building are run up, and the

frequency with which houses change tenants. It

is impossible that every house should be done to

suit each new occupier, and when work requires

to be done to price, no amount of detailed informa-

tion would help in the production of general har-

mony of effect ; but there arc general principles

which, if understood and applied, would destroy

half the crudities that now exist in such rank pro-

fusion. First, it may he taken as a settled point

that in houses of few rooms, all in general use,

the prevailing tone should be that of genial light

and warmth, and this would infallibly destroy the

popular but mistaken dogma that “ dark papers

wear best.” The reverse of this opinion is nearer

the truth, for although it is essential for profitable

wear that patterns should be properly distributed

and distinctly pronounced, yet that has as little

connection with darkness of colour as depth has

with blackness in the pleasure-giving effect of a

picture. By contrast and combination the tones of

paper-hangings may he so arranged as to he nearly

all of one depth, and yet secure decision of pattern

and harmonious effect, combined with more substan-

tial wear. Another obvious general principle is,

that the style adopted in such blocks of buildings

should have reference both to aspect and general

situation. Who wants to look out on green mea-
dows, radiant with sunlight, from a room redolent

of arsenic greeu ? or upou a garden of living flowers

from a room covered with bad imitations in dead

distemper? The sim])le mention of such anoma-
lies shows their absurdity, not only from the had
being made worse, hut also by the annihilation

of that variety and contrast from which so much
of optical pleasure is derived. The same prin-

ciple is true, but in the opposite direction, when
applied to houses situated in the centre of great

cities •, and it would be as pedantic in decorative

architecture to exclude flowers, wliicli awakeu such

universal delight when well executed, as it would he

to cover a garden wall with the choicest productions

of De la Cour or De Fosso. Whether flowers

should be introduced as they arc at present, is a

subject reserved for after discussion.

Another general principle applicable to all houses,

hut more especially to houses of the class now
treated, is that paper-hangings which look best in

piece or in pattern, seldom look best upon the

walls. The effect is almost invariably felt, but the

canse is little understood; and hence the same
round of disappointment and complaint goes on

from year to year, and threatens to descend from

sire to son, if additional attention to such subjects

prevent not. This arises from one of three defects,

and not uofrequcntly from all three combined.

The first and most common is an inharmonious

ratio of colour, which escapes the unpractised eye

when seen in small quantities, but which forces

itself on attention when too late ; the second cause

is that false distribution of colour, which has the

same general resemblance to truth which a gilded

farthing has to a sovereign, and whose showy worth-

lessness so often baffles and disappoints the un-

initiated. The third- cause is what would popularly

be called over-elaboration of form. The art of con-

cealing Art is wanting, and the design which is

elaborated into a perfect pattern in the piece, ex-

pands into unpleasing lines and spots upon the wall.

A striking example of these defects may he seen

where it might not have been expected, except, indeed,

as a beacon warning the unwary of the danger.

In the lecture hall of the Kensington Museum is a

specimen of paper-hanging, marked ” No. 47,”

where the combinations are green, brown, and

white (so at least the latter appeared in gas-light),

hut where, from the drawing of the pattern without !

reference to the distribution of colour, alternate '

stripes of white run across both red and green in a
j

most disagreeable style. Nothing so readily dis-
;

plays poverty of grasp in a desicner as this inal)ility
!

to distribute the volume of forms in proper relation i

to the distribution of colours, and nothing is more
j

essential to the agreeable aspect of a room than that

these relations should be consistently sustained,
j

Experience proves that those paper-Iiangings whose

forms are least complete and attractive in the hand,

make the best embellishments for walls; but al-

though this rule be true, experience alone can teach

how far the truth is applicable to each individual

pattern. Without the selection of paper-hangings,

when these are used, upon what practically amounts

to the recognition of general principles guiding the

choice, congruity and harmony when these embel-

lishments are used, will be found all hut practically

impossible. Another general truth in decoration,

and one specially applicable to the smaller class of

rooms and houses, is that the appearance of size is

greatly affected by the style of paper-hanging used.

At best, the rooms of moderately rented houses are

always small enough ;
and although their real area

remains unchanged, their apparent size may he

expanded or contracted almost at the will, or rather

by the ignorance, of the builder. Nor is it either

necessary or expedient to have paper-hangings all of

. one shad*e to give an enlarged appearance to an apart-

ment, because the result does not depend on uni-

formity of tone, so much as on the uniform depth or

intensity of the colours used.

Another important practical truth essential to

decorative success in such houses, is that the

colour used upon the wood-work should be in tone

consistent with the walls. This may be effected either

by repeating those on the paper-hangings—the most

common and easiest way—or by using the wood as

a connecting link between the carpet, the furniture,

and walls. When that is impossible or inconve-

nient—as in the case of wholesale builders—a very

great improvement in general harmony of home
decoration could he effected by picking in the

mouldings of doors, shutters, and cornices, to suit

the furniture rather tbaa the walls.

Another class of influences tend to perpetuate

present evils : stocks must, if possible, be cleared

out, and the older goods are, and the worse they

are in taste, so much more anxious are many sellers

to dispose of them. A master tradesman, taking a

broad view of his own interests, may hesitate to

press the sale of such articles, wisely judging that

reputation is more valuable than immediate profit;

hut zealous servants have not the same responsi-

bility, and clearing out old shop stock at remunera-

tive prices, seldom goes without a meed of en-

couraging approbation. Such influences act as

checks upon rapid change, hut they cannot prevent

decided progress. Neither nations, nor sections of

nations, can be “crammed;” knowledge with them

must he a growth ;
intelligence must he digested

and assimilated to themselves, to be influential in

affecting national habits aod modes of thought
;
and

such checks as have been indicated may prevent the

car of knowledge from being driven rapidly forwaid,

but they also prevent it from losing ground.

John Stewabt.

THE EOYAL PICTUEES.

DBACIIENFELS, FUOM BONN.

J. A. Ilammersley, Painter. R. Braiid.ird, Engraver.

Size of the Picture 2 ft. 2 in. hy 1 ft. 6 in.

Byron, in his “Childc Harold,” has offered an

elegant tribute to the beautiful scenery represented

in this ])icture. Every traveller wlio has journeyed

up the Rhine must have remarked how the interest

of the voyage increases after passing the sraali, but

not unimportant town of Bonn
;

it is here that the

beauties of this picturesque river really commence.

From the ramparts of Bonn, not very distant from

the spot where Mr. Hammersley made his sketch

(it was taken, we believe, from the garden of the

Hotel Royal), the view is magnificent; the Rhine is

seen winding a course of several miles through a flat,

fertile country, above which, in the distance, rises

the range of hills known as the S’lehengelirfje or the

“Seven Jlountains,” among which the Brachevfeh
is conspicuous; several of them are crowned with

some ancient ruined tower, or other edifice. Byron

thus eulogizes the scene

:

“ T1)0 castled cr.ag of Drachenfels
Frowns o’er the wide and winding; Rhine,
Whose breast of waters broadly swells

Between the banks which bear the vine,

And hilts all rich with blossomed trees.

And Gelds wliicli promise corn and wine,

And scattered cities crowning those,

Whose far white walls aloiii; them shine,

Have strewed a scene which 1 should see

With double joy wert Viou with me.

The river nobly foams and flows.

The charm of this enchanted ground.
And all its thousand turns disclose

Some fresher beauty varyinp round

;

The haughtiest breast its wish might bound
Through life to dwell delighted hero

;

Nor could on earth a spot be found
To nature and to me so dear,

{.lould thy dear eyes, in following mine,
Still sweeten more these banks of Ithinc.”

Mr. Hammersley, the painter of this picture, has

for a considerable time most efficieutly occupied the

post of head-master of the Manchester “School of

Art.” When the Prince Consort visited the late

Art-Treasures Exhibition in that city, lie embraced

the opportunity of seeing also the exhibition of

lor.T.1 Art then open iu Peel Park; and it was Mr.

Hamraersley’s duly, as chairman of that successful

undertaking, to accompany liis Royal Highness

through the galleries, where, we believe, some of the

artist’s works were hung. The commi.ssion for the

picture arose out of this interview, and was sent to

Mr. Hammersley, through Sir Charles Phipps, after

the Prince had returned to London. The view was

selected by him as being that of a locality with which

he is very familiar
;

his Royal Highness studied at the

University of Boon, which bears a high character in

Germany, owing to the discipline maintained among
the students, and to the discernment exercised by

the government in the appointment of professors.

Soon after Mr. Hammersley received the com-

mission, he went over to Bonn for the purpose of

studyiug aud sketching the scenery. He has treated

the subject in a simple, unpretending, hut very

pleasing manner: there is no attempt to enhance

the beauty of the pictorial representation by any of

those scenic eflects in which many artists are apt to

indulge, aud which, in a view like this, offering few,

if any, points of striking picturesque beauty, might

advantageously he introduced ;
such, for example, as

a passmg thundei-shower, a brilliant sunrise, or a

glowing sunset. The whole range of country is seen

under the effect of a bright clear day—the early

part of it, perhaps. A few clouds are floating benealh

the bluesky.throwing their shadows over thedislant

part of the landscape, and causing an agreeable

variety in the tints and colours. The “castled crag

of Drachenfels ” towers above the level plains, clothed

in a robe of purple grey, while the rapid, yet tranquil

Rhine, hearing on its bosom some indications of the

commercial industry of the country, reflects iu sub-

dued tones the colour of the sky, as the river flows

onward through verdant banks, and ripe cornfields,

and vineyards yielding the luscious and cooling

grape. On the’ right hank of the river, in the

distance, is the pretty village of Godesberg, standing

about a mile from' it ;
and beyond the village is

the Castle of Rolandscck, an ancient ruin.

The picture is in the collection at Buckingham

Palace.

fj
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ROME, AND HER WORKS OF ART.

PART III.—COLU.MNS ! SCULPTURES.

OTwrTHSTANDixG modem warfare is waged
among the nations of Europe on a scale of

grandeur and vastness greatly surpassing, gene-

rally, the wars of the ancients, we are far be-

liiud the latter in the honours awarded to

victorious commanders. The Homans, above

all other people, were distinguished for tlie

magniiicence with which they welcomed him i

who had borne the standard of the republic ^

triumphantly over its enemies. When a general

had gained a victory deemed of sufTicient im-

jiortancc to entitle him to such an honour, he

entered the city in a chariot drawn by four

horses, preceded by his prisoners and the spoils

taken by his troops, who closed up the procession
;

it passed

along the Via Sacra to the Capitol, where the general sacrificed

a bull to Jupiter. During the triumphal procession, he stood

up in the chariot, wearing a purple toga, embroidered with gold,

his forehead was adorned with a wreath of bay, and in his hand he

carried a sceptre surmounted with the Roman eagle. Banquets and

other cutertaiaments concluded the solemnities, which were usually

brought to a close in one day, though in later times instances are

recorded in which the celebration was continued through three days.

Wiiea the Republic of Rome gave place to the empire, the emperor
himself being the commandcr-in-chief of all the armies, was the only person

who could claim a triumph, and it was rarely granted to any but one of the

imperial family. To these distinguished personages still greater honours were

awarded, arches were built, aud columns erected to commemorate their

victories
;

hence arose most of those splendid iVrt-monnmeuts, of which

a few only remain to testify to the grandeur of the ancient city. One of the

former, the Arch of Septimius Severus, was engraved aud described in a former

article (page 139) ;
others will be similarly treated in future papers ; our present

purpose is to speak of the Columns.

The most perfect, as well as the most beautiful, of these is the CoLU^[N OF

Tha.tan, of which an engraving is given on tlie next page: it stands upon a

space of ground known as the Forum of Trajau—as at present seen, a

spacious oblong c.xcavation, 13 or 14 feet deep, according to Sir Francis

Head’s account, with a level surface at the bottom, sunk, in the middle of au

oblong piazza called the Piazza Trajana, in such a manner that the sides of the

excavation are parallel to the sides of the piazza, leaving merely sufficient space

all round for a convenient thoroughfare for foot-passengers and carriages. The

Forum was commenced hy Trajan after his return from his victories over the

Dacians; and it is stated that the architect of the Forum and the column,

Apollodorus, caused a portion of the Quirinal Hill, to the height of 141 feel, to

be removed, in order to form the area : the work was completed a.d. 114. In

process of time, the area became partially filled in by the accumulation of earth

and rubbish to such an extent that houses and other buildings were erected on

it ;
but, in the sixteenth century, Sixtus V., or, as some say, Paul TIL, had the

accunuilatiou removed from the base of the column, whereby the pedestal was

once more brought to light. No further attempts at exploring the area, or, at

least, none of any importance, were attempted till the early part of the present

century, when Pius Vil. instructed the architect Caniperesi to remove the

buildings that stood on the area—two convents and several small houses, and

to level the ground: the sides of the excavations were protected by brick walls,

above wliicli a railing was placed, as seen in the engraving. During the opera-

tion of clearing away, the basemeuts of four rows of grey Egyptian granite
columns were discovered, from which the design of the Basilica, so
called from one of Trajan’s names, is distinctly marked out. “Tlicse columns,
planted from west to east, directly across, are about 11 feet in circumference.

composing an assemblage of fractured sliafts or different lengths, from

10 to 20 feet, as jagged aud uneven as if shattered by a thunderbolt—magnifi-

cent fragments, that, standing in their original places, indicate precisely the

ground-plau of the Basilica.” Their original height is supposed to have been
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55 feet. Arouud the are<a arc numeraus fragmeuts of marble capitals, entabla-

tures, and portions of the original pavement.
Trajan’s Column has always been regarded as the finest historical column

existing : it stands close to the northern side of the excavation, and, as may be

learned from an inscription, yet legible, on its pedestal, was erected by the

Senate and Homan people in honour of Trajan’s victories over the Dacians

;

though it is supposed he never saw it completed, insomuch as it was not finished

till about the period of the Parthian wars, from wliich the emperor did not live

to return. In a ciypt under the pedestal iiis remains are said to have been
deposited

; but other authorities aliirin that the ashes were contained in a brazen

globe, placed in the hand of the statue of Trajan, that once crowned llie

column. The figure which now occupies the summit is that of St. Peter, erected

there by Sixtus V., who caused the excavations to be carried out. The heiuht

of the column, including the statue, is about 143 feet; the statue is about 1

feet high. The column is composed of thirty-four blocks of white marble,

twenty-three of which, laid

all the way to tlie top in a

spiral baud, arc covered witli

bas-reliefs having reference

to the victories of Trajan

over the Dacians. The pe-

destal is decorated with war-

like instruments, shields, and
helmets: the human figures

alone arc said to number
3500, aud, with the horses,

form an admirable study of

anti(|ue sculpture, as they

are of considerable size

—

above two feet high, and in

admirable preservation. lu
the interior a spiral stair-

case, lighted by numerous
loopholes, leads to the sum-
mit.

The other principal co-

lumns in Home, to which
which we can only just al-

lude, are, that of Antouinus

Pius, discovered on the

Monte Citorio, in 1709: the

Antonine Column, erected

by the people and senate of

Rome, in 174, in honour of

Marcus Aurelius Aotoninus;-

in design it is a copy, though

very inferior in execution,

to Trajan’s Column ; the

bas-reliefs relate to the vic-

tories of Marcus Aurelius

over the Marconianui and

other nations of Germany ;

it stands in the Piazza Co-

loniia, to which it gives its

name : and, lastly, the Co-
lumn of Phocas, spoken of

by Byron as the “nameless
column with a buried base.”

This work, which stands in

an open space in the Campo
Vaccino, had, up to the year

1813, ballled all the learn-

ing and researches of the

antiquarian : at that peiiod,

however, the column was
excavated to the pedestal,

an undertaking, we believe,

commenced at the cost of

the late Duchess of Devon-
shire, and subsequently con-

tinued in 1817, when an

inscription was discovered,

proving that it was erected

in honour of the Emperor
Phocas, whose statue of

gilded brass was ])laced on its summit by Smaragdus, Exarch of Italy, a,d. 608.

It is formed of white marble, is of the Corinthian order, fluted, and is supposed

to be of a far more aucient date than the period of Phocas
;

it is generally

supposed to be of the time of the Antonines, and to have been procured by

Smaragdus from some other locality.

The oldest monuments of antiquity in Rome are, xmdoubtedly, tlie Obelisks

taken thither from Egypt by the victorious emperors as memorials of their

triumphs, and which, under the orders of successive pontiffs, liave been applied

to the decoration of the city; Sixtus V., in 15SC, setting the example by
erecting several, among them that now known as the Obelisk of the Vatican, a

solid mass of red granite, without hieroglyphics, found iu the circus of Kero.

Its entire height is rather more than 133 feet, and on two sides of the pedestal

there are still visible portions of writing, which show that it was dedicated to

Augustus and Tiberius ; it was carried to Rome, from Ilieropolis, by Caligula,

and an account of the voyage is recorded by Pliny. But the most remarkable

of the obelisks, considered in connection with the sculptures that flauk it, is

the Obelisk of the Monte Cavallo, or Piazza del Quirlnale, of which an

engraving appears on the following page. It is supposed to have been taken

from Egypt to Rome by the Emperor Claudius, in the year 57, together with

another, both of which stood in front of the mausoleum of Augustus, in the

Campus JIartius
;
the other is now in front of S. JIaria Maggiore, and bears

that name. The Cavallo obelisk was exhumated by the architect Giovanni

Autinori, under the direction of Pope Pius VI., in 1786
;
the shaft, which is

surmounted by a cross, is of red granite, upwards of 48 feet in height, aud

elevated upon a lofty pedestal, between the pedestals of the sculptures, and

close to a small fountain. But to the lovers of Art, the great features of

attraction here are the sculptures, called Castor and Pollux, and ascribed to

Phidias and Praxiteles, though the authority which gives these works to the

i

celebrated Greek sculptors is very doubtful. They are of colossal size, and are

supposed to have been originally planted on the mule of Alexandria, and after-

;
wards were transported to Rome, by Constantine, and placed iu his baths on the

Quirinale, where they were

discovered about the year

1589, in the pontificate of

Sixtus V., who caused them
to be erected where they

now stand, and wrote an in-

scription, in Latin, relating

to their discovery, which is

engraved on one of the

pedestals. Plus VI., to-

wards the end of the last

century, had them restored,

by Antinori, and placed iu

their present relative posi-

tions, which canoot, cer-

tainly, be the same as they

originally held. The change,

as Sir P. Head, in his

“Tour in Modern Rome,”
judiciously observes, “ has

produced the worst effect

possible, inasmuch as the

relative position of each man
and horse, as they now staud,

is contrary to nature
;

for

the nose of the horse, in-

stead of beai'ing towards the

hand that holds the bridle,

points in the opposite direc-

tion—precisely the reverse

of what was intended by the

sculptor— aud iu such a

manner that, especially as

the spectator advances from

the Via di Porta Pia, he

looks, as it were, right down
the open throats of each

rampant animal, both of

which, from that point of

view, and seen from a little

distance, might be readily

mistaken for sea-horses at-

tached to the car of Nep-
tune. On close inspection

the figures of the horses,

cousidcring the heavy, un-

couth description of horse

represented, are certainly

very beautiful, especially the

auimated expression of the

countenance aud wrinkled

nostrD, as the body is thrown

backwards in an extra-

ordinary degree on the

haunches.” Cauovais known
to have greatly admired the

fine anatomy and action of

these figures, and to have

entertained no doubt of their

Greek origin.

The other principal obelisks in Rome are that of S. Maria Maggiore, already

alluded to, which is supposed to have been carried to the city, by Claudius, iu the

year 57 ;
that of St. Johu Lateran, said to have been taken, by Constantine, from

Heliopolis to Alexandria, aud afterwards conveyed to Rome, by his son Con-

stantins, in the year 357 ; it is covered with hieroglyphics, which the distin-

guished Eastern scholar, Champollion, deciphers as affording the information

that the pillar was originally erected at Thebes, in honour of Thoutmosis HI.,

one of the Pharaohs, whom Herodotus speaks of under the name of Mceris

;

that of the Monte Citorio, remarkable for the beauty of the hieroglyphics
;

it

I

belongs to the period previously to the conquest of Egypt, by Cambyses, and

! is supposed to have been originally erected in honour of Paammeticus I., in

;
front of the Temple of the Sun, at Heliopolis, whence it was transferred to

^ Rome by Augustus, and erected in the Campus Martins
;
Pliny speaks of it

' as being used in his time as a meridian, or sun-dial, on account of being made

to show the divisions of time by casting a shadow on the ground: and, lastly,

' the obelisk of the Piazza del Popolo, which also is presumed to have stood

TKAJA.N S CULU.MN.
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before the Temple of the Sun at Heliopolis, and to have been erected by before the days of Moses
;

it «-as taken to Rome by Augustus after the battle

llhamses II., the Sesostris of the Greeks, or even at an earlier period, that is,
1

of Actium. These obelisks were all erected by Fontana, iu 15S9, during the

THE OBELISK OF THE MONTE CAV.ALLO.

pontificate of Sixtus V. To attempt even an enumeration of the sculptured I sihility : scattered over various parts of the city, or kept as sacredly within

works which Rome contains would, within our prescribed limits, be an impos- the walls of the Vatican aud of the Museo Capitolino, as a miser treasures up
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his stores of gold, is a vast array of productions such as no other city in the an apartment designated " The Chamber of the Dying Gladiator,” is this

world can boast, and among them are works which the highest genius of man
|
famous statue, found, in 1770, in the same locality as the ApoHo Belvidere,

has executed. The former edi'

fice contains that magnificent

fragment of Greek art, the Torso

Belvidere, generally supposed

to represent Hercules reposing

after his labours
; it was found

in the Baths of Caracalla, is

executed in white Parian mar-
ble, and was sculptured, as we
learn from an inscription at its

base, by Apollonius, son of

Nestor of Athens. "Winckelmann

considered that it approached

nearer to the sublime than the

Apollo Belvidere, also in the

Vatican, discovered about the

commencement of the sixteenth

century at Porto d’Anzo, the

ancient Antiuni, where it is

supposed to have oruamented

one of the imperial baths.

Byron has sung, in two exqui-

site stanzas of his “ Childe

Harold,” the praises of this

glorious work, which has a

world-wide renown, though no
writer or critic has satisfactorily

proved by whom it was e.\-

ccuted, or whether it is of

Greek or Roman origin: Canova
was of opinion—one shared in

by many of the most distin-

guished modern sculptors— that

it is a copy of n statue in

bronze. Here, too, is the Bel-

videre Antinous, to which Vis-

conti has given the name of

Mercury
;

it was found near

the Church of S. Martino, on
the Esquiline, where the baths

of Trajan were situated—the

ancient Romans are known to

have ornamented their baths

with the finest examples of

sculpture,—during the pontifi-

cate of Paul III., that is, about

the middle of the sixteenth cen-

tury; the anatomical e.xpression

of this figure has been pro-

nouDced faultless by the most
competent authorities, though,

unfortunately, the loss of the

right arm and the left hand
destroys its symmetry and ex-

quisite proportions. In the

^'atican is the well-known group

at Porto d’Anzo. This remark-

able and eminently beautiful

example of sculpture modem
criticism has shown to have re-

ceived a wrong title
;

it is un-

questionably of the best period

of Greek Art, and therefore of

a period long antecedent to the

introduction of gladiatorial con-

tests, a circumstance which

seems not, till somewhat re-

cently, to have entered the

minds of couuoisseurs and an-

tiquaries. General opinion uow
asserts it to be the representa-

tion of a Gaul, and that it

formed one of a series of figures

illustrating the irruption of the

Gauls into Greece :
“ the liga-

ture round the neck, previously

supposed to be an implement of

disgrace, is unequivocally re-

cognised as the honorary dis-

tinction of a Gaul—the Tor-

qves.” When the figure was
again brought to light after

having been hidden for centu-

ries, the riglit arm and the toes

of both feet were broken off

;

these were restored in a mariner

almost worthy of the original

work by Michael Angelo. The
distinguished surgeon and an-

atomist, the late John Bell, thus

expressed his admiration of this,

ill its class, incomparable ex-

ample of the sculptor’s art :

—

“ It is a most tragical and

touching representation, and no

one can meditate upon it with-

out the most melancholy feel-

ings. Of all feelings tiiis is

the surest of the effect produced

by Art. Although not colossal,

the proportions are beyond life,

perhaps seven feet
;

and yet,

from its symmetry, it does not

appear larger than life. The
forms are full, round, and
manly; the visage mournful;

the lip yielding to the effect of

pain
;
the eye deepened by de-

spair
; the skin of the forehead

a little wrinkled; the hair

clotted in thick, sharp-pointed

locks, as if from the sweat of

of the Laocoon, sculptured by the celebrated ai'tists of Rhodes, Agesander, I fight and exhausted strength; the body large; the shoulders square; the

Polydorus, aud Athenodorus
;

it was discovered in the pontificate of Julius II., balance well preserved by the hand on which he rests ; the limbs finely

in the year 1506, in the vineyard of Eelice de Fredis, near the Settc Salle, on the
1
rounded ;

the joints alone ate slender and fine. No affectation of anatomy

Ksquiline : Pliny is supposed to

have spoken of this work as

standing in the palace of Titus.

Like most other ancient sculp-

tures that have been exhumed,

the Laocoon has i)asscd under

the bauds of the restorer, aud
not to its advantage

;
still, with

all its present defects, it is a

wonderful work, a monument
of artistic genius, which, of its

kind, has no parallel. Most of

our readers will doubtless re-

collect that a cast from this

group stands in the entrance-

hall of the Royal Academy^,

where, however, it attracts but

little attention from the crowd
of visitors hurrying up the

stairs to look at the annual ex-

hibition of pictures.

The walls of the Hall of the

Emperors, in the Museo Capi-

tolino, are decorated with several

fine has-reliefs, one of which,

the “Calydonian Boar-
Hunt,” representing a legend

of ancient Greece, is here en-

here
;
not a muscle to he dis-

tinguished, yet the general forms

are as perfect as if they were

expressed. The only anatomi-

cal feature discernible is that

of full and turgid veins, yet

not ostentatiously obtruded, but

seen slightly along the front of

the arms and ancles, giving,

like the clotted hair, proof of

violent exertion. The singular

art of the sculptor is particu-

larly to be discerned in the ex-

tended leg
;

by a less skilful

hand the posture might have

appeared constrained; but here,

true to nature, the limbs are

seen gently yielding—bending

from languor—the knee sinking

from weakness, and the thigh

and ancle-joint pushed out to

support it. The forms of the

Dying Gladiator are not ideal

or exquisite like the Apollo ; it

is all nature, all feeling.”

In the same room is another

celebrated statue— the figure

of Antinous, called the “Anti-

graved : it is a comparatively modem work, but the composition is bold, 1 nous of the Capitol,” to distinguish it from the “ Belvidere Antinous,” in the

spirited, and shows a true feeling for the antique. In this building, and in Vatican. J- Dafforne.
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THE I’icTuras gallery at
THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

The removal of tlie pictures from the norlhern wing
of the Crystal I’ulace to the western gallery, south-

ward of the transept, is a change of locality of the

greatest advantage to the works exhibited. In all

similar spaces fully lighted, reflection? occur at

certain angles on painted surfaces
;
but the ampli-

tude of the light here enables the visitor justly

to estimate the labour in highly-wrought pic-

tures
;
and this, to the careful painter, is the desi-

deratum which he cannot secure if he be not a

member of an Art-institution—and, unfortunately,

the number of the privileged bears but a small pro-

portion to the “ unhoused” talent of the profession.

To Mr. Wass, the director of this department, all

praise is due for tlie discrimination that he shows in

the disposition of the works, every one of which is

placed according to its deserts. In any catalogue

the names of Roberts, Stanfield, Aiisdell, Creswick,

Cooke, Etty, ^Vilkic, F. Goodall, E. A. Goodall,

Lance, llaghe, Poole, Sant, Pyne, "VV. Hunt, &e.,

give such an interest as renders it desirable to see

any collection containing their works
;

and that

interest is sustained by the numerous productions of

merit exhibited by members of our rising school.

The foreign works constitute a very interesting fea-

ture of the collection, being contributions of painters

of the French, German, Belgian, and Dutch schools,

among which there is a greater number of cabinet

pictures than appeared there on the early institu-

tion of this gallery.

Prominent among the English pictures figures the

famous ‘Alderney Bull,’ by J. Ward, R.A., which

was painted in emulation of Paul Potter’s Bull, at

the Hague. A comparison of the two works is in

every particular favourable to the former. ‘ The
"Widow’s Mite,’ J. E. Millais, is a large picture,

painted in 1847, in the feeling of an Italian, say the

Bolognese, school, of the time of the Carracci. In

certain parts of the composition there is an asser-

tion of independence, but as yet no tendency to the

illusory manner which has seduced many who have

no power of otherwise giviug distinction to their

works. A View of Rome, by D. Roberts, is not the

large picture exhibited a few years ago at the Aca-

demy. This, however, like the view alluded to, is

panoramic in character—a long picture describing a

great extent of space. The point whence the view

is taken is from near the Convent of St. Onofno,
looking across the Tiber to the Castel S. Angiolo,

and showing all the prominent objects betw-een the

point of view and the Sabine Hills. ‘Evil Tidings,’

A. Egg, A.R.A., is a study of a girl seated in a

chair, painted with much of the firmness that cha-

racterizes Jlr. Egg’s execution. ‘Argau feigning

Death,’ Egley, is a subject from Molicrc, recently

exhibited. ‘ Venus and Cupids,’ by Brocky,—rich in.

morbxdezza, with a Venus more graceful than

Brocky usually painted. ‘ Feediug Rabbits,’ F.

Goodall, A.U.A.,—one of those small glowing pic-

tures which, in his earlier time, extended so much
the popularity of the artist. ‘ Cottage Interior,’

A. Provis,—as warm io colour, but perhaps not so

agreeable in composition, or so careful in execu-

tion, as some recent pictures. ‘A Calm,’ E. W.
Cooke, is very like the small Dutch subject by Mr.
Cooke in the Vernon collectiou—and truly iu his

North Sea subjects there is more of the charm of

natural simplicity than in his Venetian views.
‘ Christ Healing the Palsied,’ G. Cattermole. This

is an oil picture full of impressive figures
;

but

every production in oil exhibited under this name
shows the fallacy of the artist’s dereliction of water-

colour art, for the spirit of his body-colour never

cau be equalled iu au oil medium. In this sketch

there is a great deal of red, and from the paucity of

patieuls, and the numerous spectators, it would be

difiicult to identify the subject.
‘ The Siippliaut,’ Mrs. E. M. Ward, is a brilliant

little essay. ‘ The Flower Girl,’ II. O’Neil. A
profile study of a head and bust of a girl occu-

pied iu tying flowers iu bouquets for sale: smooth
in surface and minute in touch. ‘Autumn,’ 11.

Jutsum. A happy combination of harvest-field

and trees ;
mellow and airy in its tones, and de-

cisive in its manner. ‘ Lytham Common,’ R.
Ansdell. A few years ago, Mr. Ausdell exhibited a

picture of two or three sheep, with a partial view of

Lytham Sands; it was more highly finished than

this, but the latter looks as if sketched on the spot.

The place is not far from Preston, in Lancashire.

‘ Friends in Adversity,’ T. Brooks. A carefully

painted composition, showing a girl apparently in

the last stage of illness
;
her fricuds being a visitor,

her canary’, and her Bible. ‘ The Bridal Bouquet,’

G. Lance. A superb fruit and flower picture,

painted ten years ago. ‘ The Fish-hlarkct, Rome,’

E. A. Goodall. Tliis seems to be the sketch for a

very carefully executed work, which was exhibited

under the same title about two years since. The line

old Roman arch has a much better claim to atten-

tion than other much hacknied material, but we very

rarely see it painted. ‘ Lucerne,’ D. Roberts, R.A.

A small picture, bright and sunny—a phase now
very seldom treated by this artist. ‘ View in

Venice,’ C. Stanfield, R.A. A peep from beneath

one of the lagunc-side houses, over the water, to

the opposite lines of palaces, the sparkling points of

which are all duly registered. It has been painted

ou the spot. ‘The Recruit,’ L. Haghe. This sub-

ject has been exhibited lately—it will be remembered

as a guard-room scene of the seventeenth ccutury—in

which the part of the recruit is played by a white

poodle, that is going through the manual exercise, to

the edification of the whole burgher guard, a company

of well-conditioned and soldier-like citizens, painted

with all the relish that Terburg threw into his

works. ‘Job and Friends,’ P. F. Poole, A.R.A.

The sketch for the large picture whicli was painted

some years ago. ‘ Pier at Broadstairs,’ C. Stan-

field, R.A. A small sketch of a section of tliat

nondescript wooden erection enclosing the nook

pompously called at Broadstairs a harbour; tlic

material is such as the uneducated eye would not

look at a second time, but the manner in which it

is here dealt with shows, of how little pictures are

made in skilful hands. ‘ Interior of a Bretou Cot-

tage,’ D. W. Deauc. In these singularly primitive

dwellings the management of the light by Ihis

artist is very effective, but the painting is perhaps

opaque and cold. ‘ A Path through a Wood,’ G.

Sant. An extremely honest study, worked as if

diligently copied from the locality that it repre-

sents. ‘View on the Rhine,’ J. B. Pyne. A very

Tui'ucresque breadth of sunshine, in which the few

necessary dark spots are so admirably disposed as

to fulfil the functions allotted them without being

felt as spots—a science apparently facile enough,

but only to be acquired by a lifetime of study.

‘ Young Artillerymen,’ W. Gill. Some children

amusing themselves with a miniature cannon
;

a

very Wilkie-like sketch. ‘ Flowers,’ Miss JIutric.

A small composition, iu which a lily figures as a

principal, showing the peculiar freshness and beauty

of this lady’s work. ‘The Warren,’ J. W. Oakes,

has been very lately exhibited. The subject is a

section of rough bottom near the coast, witli a

population of rabbits. The merit of the work is the

minute attention with which the locality has been

realized, every blade of grass being individualized,

and yet with the preservation of perfect breadth.

‘ An Old Mill near Haweswater,’ J. W. Blacklock,

is a marvellously finished work of another character

as to nianipulalion, which here and there inclines

somewhat to hardness; but every stone in the old

mill lias its full measui-e of justice. ‘ Cupid Asleep,’

W. Etty, R.A. This sketch seems to have been

made from a female figure, perhaps in the school in

St. Martin’s Lane : it is extremely pure in colour.

‘Love me, love my dog,’ C. Baxter. A charming

study of a child with a dog. We have seen this

picture before
;

it is oue of the most successful of

Mr. Baxter’s works. ‘ Summer Evening—North

Wales,’ T. Danby, is a picture that appeals to the

eye as a literal transcript of a picturesque passage

of Welsh scenery
;
the colour is natural and har-

mouious, without the vitiation of any tendency to

prettiness. ‘ Charles the First’s Parting from his

Children,’ C. Lucy. The figures in this picture are

of the size of life : it appears to be one of those

works to which artists have sometimes recourse

that their works may still be seen, though placed

on the first line below the ceiling. ‘ The Dewdrop,’

E. V. Rippingille. This picture was exhibited, iu

1837, by the late Mr. Rippingille; it presents two

life-sized female figures disporting themselves in a

meadow. ‘A Study,' H. Lc Jeune. A small

female head, brilliant in colour and fiJl of senti-

3 Q

ment : to give so much interest to a subject so

simple demands power of no ordinary character.

‘Venice,’ E. W. Cooke, A.R.A. This view extends

from the corner of the Ducal Palace along the

Riva degli Schiavoiii, broken by craft, and showing

here and there the remarkable buildings of that

part of the city. ‘An Egyptian Temple,’ D. Ro-

berts, R.A. Few artists could succeed iu giving a

character so pictorial to these upright pillai-s, the

colours of which are almost as brilliant as when
first laid in. ‘ The Liverpool Steeple Chase,’ J. F.

Herring, represents the field “ taking” a stone wall

;

some of the horses are over, some are about to

take the leap, and others refuse it : the action aud

forms of the animals are those which cau be shown

only by one who has devoted himself as earnestly

as Mr. Herring has doue to the study of the horse.

‘ Windsor from the River-side,’ W. Hunt. An un-

common subject for one who has won his laurels

by microscopic imitations of spadefuls of wayside

herbage. It is an oil picture, painted forty years

ago, aud in the free touch of the time, without the

slightest tendency to that iniuute manipulation that

distinguishes Mr. Hunt’s water-colour drawings.

The transition from water to oil is common, but

that from oil to water colour is rare. It frequently

occurs that an artist passes half his life belore he

discovers the particular path iu which he is quali-

fied to excel. ‘Shades of Autumn,’ A. W. Wil-

liams. A Welsh lake and mountain composition of

remarkable force. ‘Dors, mon petit Amour,’ J. II.

S. Maun. A study of a mother and child, the

latter sleeping in its cradle
;
charming in its actual

reality aud harmonious colour. ‘ Helping Mamma,’
S. Auderson. A small picture, exhibited, we think,

last year at the Academy; the subject is a little

girl in an arm-chair, busied with her mother’s work ;

it is remarkable for the beauty of the draperies, and

for very elaborate painting throughout. * Harvest

Home,’ F. Goodall, A.R.A. A sketch fur a picture

of the subject painted some years since. ‘ A
Nereid,’ W. E. Frost, A.R.A. Oneof those miniature

figures which this artist qualifies with such delicacy of

colour. ‘ Birch Catching,’ W. Ilenisley. A highly-

wrought composition, exhibited this season at the

British lustitution. ‘ On the Thames,’ C. Stanfield,

R.A. An example of the painter’s manner thirty

yearsago. ‘Near Treves,’ G.C. Stanfield. Theviews

on the Moselle, so frequently painted by this artist,

are remarkable for their local truth. ‘ Interior of

St. Jacques, Antwerp,’ D. Roberts, R.A. This

picture was painted in the church iu 18-19
;
we have

seen it before
;
the subject is at once recognisable;

it is dealt with as a breadth of light, strongly

marked below by a crowd of dark figures, the

screen, and a few other objects. In the same year

Mr. Roberts painted the interior of the church at

Lierre, which forms a pendant to that of St. Jacques.

‘Sunday Morning,’ J. M. Autliouy. It is some

years since this work w’as exhibited iu Sufl'olk

Street
;

it has settled into one of the best of its

author’s productions. ‘The Minstrel,’ J. Sant.

This is Beattie’s Edwin
;
he is presented as looking

up while resting against a fragment of rock : the

sentiment of the head is very effective. ‘ Joan of

Arc dedicating herself to the service of her Country,’

and ‘ The Execution of Joan of Ai'C,’ may be called

the wiugs of the larger picture which Etty painted

during the latter years of his life, from the romantic

story of the Maid of Orleans. ‘ King Lear and the

Fool,’ W. Dyce, R.A. The least successful of this

painter’s receut works ; it was exhibited in the Royal

Academy some years since. ‘Rustic Love,’ J. J.

Hill. Two figures brought forward with telling

effect against the sky and a low distance. ‘The

Shepherd’s Revenge,’ is a composition painted by

Creswick and Ansdell. It shows a wolf pierced

by an arrow while in the act of devouring a

sheep. It has been exhibited. Two Coast Scenes

by Collins, rather large pictures, exeinplify the

earlier manner of this painter. ‘ The Choir of

Santa Maria, Florence,' L. Iloghe. There are^ in

Florence two or three dedications to the "Virgin
;

this, however, is the choir of St. Maria Novella,

and we think the best of Mr. Haghe’s oil pic-

tm-es; it has not the brilliancy of his water-colour

interiors, but it is admirable throughout: a pro-

duction of rare merit. ‘ Before the Coveuanl,

and ‘After the Covenant,’ are two remarkable pic-

tures by John Martin
;
aud by Wilkie there is a

subject from Scott’s “ Monastery”— Christie of the

W-
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Clint Hill, wilh his prisoner before the prior,

painted and engraved as one of the plates in the

first illnstratcd edition of the “Waverley Novels.

‘A Harvest Field,’ H. Jntsnra. A class of subject

which this nrtist is pre-eminent in painting; the

picture was exhibited in 1849. ‘Venus andPhaon,’

C. Broclcy. Successful in colour, but the figures

want grace. ‘Market Morning,’ J. Tennant. The
landscape and effect are very happily treated. ‘ The
Martyr for Truth’s Sake,’ W. C. Thomas, has been

exhibited in the Royal Academy. The subject is

the persecution of the Saviour by the Jews. It is a

work of high pretension, sustained by valuable artistic

quality. Jeaus is walking bound, before a crowd of

men, by whom he is scourged and stored with

merciless acrimony. The drawing and painting

are most careful, and every accessory in the com-

position has been studied with reference to its par-

ticular function in the composition. In ‘ Vandyke

and Frank IIul.^,’ D. W. Deane, we recognise at

once the former as the visitor to Hals’ studio.

‘ Crochet Work,’ W. Etty, A sketch which

the painter exhibited a year or two before his death.
‘ Village Church,’ J. M. Anthony. Very forcible in

opposition to the sky ; it looks like a portrait of the

“ivy-mantled” church of Stoke Pogis. ‘The
Battle of Waterloo,’ G. Jones, R..\. Well known
through the engraving. ‘The Lay of the last Min-
strel,’ W. D. Kennedy. A work of a very high

degree of excellence, first exhibited, w'e believe,

about the time of the "Westminster Hall competitions.

Sir Walter Scott is introduced as the minstrel
; the

compositiou is very ingenious, and the whole evinces

abundant resource. ‘ Apple Gatherers,’ E. J. Cob-
bett

;
‘ Autumn,’ Percy

;

‘ Ceres instructing Trip-

toleraus,’ C. Brocky
;

‘ Sleep,’ Morris; ‘The Return

from the Fair,’ J. F. Herring
;

‘ The Destruction of

Toulou,’ W. A. Knell, &c.

In that part of the gallery set apart for foreign

pictures, we find works by Van Schendel, Jlticke

of Diisscldorf, Dieffe.nbach, Lambinet, Scliaeffels,

Troyou, Guerand, Tcnkate, Verlat, Coroeceliiis,

Crans, a pupil of Scheffer, Verboekhoven, Trayer,

Isabey, Meyer of Bremen, Jordan, Rust, &c.

Of the works of our own school, the above are

but a portion, for the gallery is extensive and well

filled, and contains very many memorable produc-

tions with which we are much pleased to renew
oirr acquaintance.

CORRESPONDENCE.

To the Editor of^' The Art-Journal.’

THE EXHIBITION OF THE WORKS OF LIVING
FRENCH ARTIST.S.

Sir,—I presume to offer a few observations on the
general merits of the exhibition of contemporary
French art, now open in the Cliaraiis Elysees. On
each occasion that I have visited the annual salon,

—

and my first visits were paid to the exhibition in

the Louvre during the palmy davs of Vernet and
Delaroche, those same days which Ingres may
consider his best,—and every time that I have thus
seen these annual expositions, more deeply have
I been impressed with the vicious fallacies of the
teaching of what is called a “school.” There was
formerly, in France, a school of David, and, at the
time of its existence, all were imitators of a man of
unquestionably rare powers. But now French art is

labouring under the oppression of a French “ school,”
and the vices of this school are less corrigible than
were those generated of the precept and exainjde of
David. The number of works exhibited in paint-
ing and sculptui-e amounts to 3517, and in both
departments of art the evils of school teaching are
conspicuous. There is the usual proportion of

government commissions, commemorative of the
triumphant passages of the French arms before
Sebastopol, with otliers in honour of the restoration

of the imperial regime. This self-glorification has
been a national weakness ever since the days of
Louis XIV., aud has been productive of innumerable
bad pictures. There is ‘ La Gorge de Malakoff,’ by
Ivon, a very large canvas, wherein the French
troops are advancing from the right in their ulti-

mate struggle for the Malakofi', with the Russians
defending the position on the left, and, like all

similar compositions, it presents the usual heroic

episodes. Another state picture is ‘ La Commission

du Musde Napoleon piesente a leurs Majest^s Ira-

periales, an Palais de St. Cloud, les plans du Musee
fonde a Amieus par I’Empereiir,’ a picture, by

Court, in which the proposed incident is per-

spicuously set forth. Then there are ‘ Allocation

de S. M. I’Empereur a la Distribution des Aigles, le

10 Mai, 1852,’ by Glaize; ‘Renlree dans Paris de

S. A. I. Ic Prince President,’ by Lariniere, &c., &c.,

with others also destined for Versailles
;
aud these

commissions from the government tempt numerous
adventurers into the lists with such themes as

‘ Combat de Kanghil,’ ‘Le General Canvobevt recou-

uaissaut les travaux des Russes devaut Sebastopol,’

both by Beaucc, and many others of similar charac-

ter. But as these are not the works whereby a

school is characterised, I turn to the general figure-

subjects, and find, as productions of various degrees

of excellence, ‘ Une Ecolc de Village dans la Foret

Noire’ (No. 58), Albert; ‘Communion de St. Benoit’

(No. 252), Bertrand; ‘L’Abreuvoir—Souvenir de

Bretagne,’ and ‘ Troupeau dans un chemin Breton,’

‘Amateurs de Peinture en Visite,’ Brillouiu
; ‘Les

Sceurs de Charitc’ (No. 433), and ‘La Pliarmacie,’

both by Henriette Browne; ‘La Dormeuse’ (No.

584), Cliavet
;
‘Lc Chant dn Rossignol’ (No. 667),

and ‘Le Cardinal de Richelieu’ (No. 674), the

former by Corapte Calix, and the latter by Comte;
‘Uu Violoniste’ (No. 706), Conder; ‘Premier Pas

dans la Mendicite’ (No. 740), Culverhouse
;
‘Le

Retour’ (No. 792), De Dreux; ‘Les Dames de

Charite’ (No. 983), Duverger; ‘Des Amateurs
dans un Atelier de Peintre,’ Fichel, with two or

three others by the same hand
;

‘ Les Funei'ailles

d’unc jeune Fille aVenise’ (No. 1229), Gendron

;

‘Cesar’ (No. 1237), Gerome, and ‘Le Roi Can-
daule,’ by the same; ‘ Uue Arrestation sous la

Terreur’ (1256), Gijoux
;

‘Dante a Ravenne’
(No. 1393), and ‘ Stradivarius’ (No. 1391), both

by Hainman; 'Le Tasse a Ferrare,’ and ‘Lucas
Signorelli,’ both by Heilbuth

;
‘Le Ciuquantaine,’

Kuaus (No. 1 669), ‘ Christophe Colombe au Convent
de Sainte Marie de Rabida’ (No. 1794), Langee

;

‘ La Premiere Friere’ (2163), ' Frerc Capuchin dans

soil intericur’ (No. 2322), Jluyden
;
‘Une Visite

ebez un Peintre’ (2339), Pccras
;

‘ Le Livre
d’lniages,’ Petit (No. 2407); ‘ Lii Famille ’ (No.

2474), and others, by Plassan; ‘ La Sainte Famille ’

(No. 2782), Signol.

The above titles comprehend those of some of

the most remarkable works in the exhibition.

The selection is limited; but its characteristics

are so far uniform as to show that most of the

painters are indebted for their position to aca-

demical study rather than natm-al genius. It was
a precept of Reynolds’s, that technical labour

would always secure a certain amount of success,

and that principle is fully and entirely illustrated

here. There is much powerful and beautiful

drawing, but none of the painters can or dare

vindicate for themselves a natural sentiment
;
every-

tliing is vitiated by manner, insomuch that the

surface of paint alone appeals to the mind. The
number of works rejected was two thousand, aud
if these were refused in consequence of their

inferiority of quality, it is difficult to conceive what
could have been the demerits of the most of them.
The severity of judgment exercised at the Royal
Academy, in reference to the acceptation of works
proposed for exhibition, has established such a salu-

tary influence on the development of our school,

that we have never seen in any given section of the

exhibition at the Academy, at any recent period,

one tithe of the artistic crudity and disqualification

that any equal section of the exhibition in the

Champs Elysees presents. To the powerful draw-
ing—even though demoralised by the chic of

academic discipline—I bow in deference, and there

is no want of this; but any painter w'lio acknow-
ledges the subtle and fresh vicissitudes of nature
in preference to the dry results of atelier precept,

must be wearied with the insipid uniformity of
execution that prevails throughout the vast col-

lection. There has long existed a conviction
among French painters, that there was no art

in England—the feeling is inveterate, traditional

;

but, without any fastidiousness, a picture might
be taken from the walls of the Academy, and
transferred to those of the Palais des Champs
Elysees, which would in colour and natural quality

throw all around it into the shade. Of all those

who among ourselves have ai’rived at eminence,

no two paint alike, because that which they know,

and can do, are accomplishments they have won
for themselves by self-cultivation. We have been

reproached that there is no school among us

:

it is our glory and our boast that we have, iu the

foreign interpretation of the word, no “school.”

What I mean by the vicious mechanism of tlie

art, may be illustrated by one instance, aud for the

purpose it is beat to refer at once to some eminent

inability. Let us turn, therefore, to M. Ingres,

whom, as a professor and master in the literal sense,

I hold in the highest estimation. This artist enjoys

a high reputation, but it has not been achieved by

what he has painted—he has sustained himself by

the mechanism of his art, not by its poetry or even

its melodrama. lie is entirely devoid of that

imagery, which iu others is a prolific and a varied

source of pictures. His power, therefore, being

limited to an elementary accomplishment, he fell

into a dry and severe pedantry which communicates

an academic rigour to everything he does. It may
be presumed that the Luxembourg contains some of

his best works, but neither in ‘ Roger delivraut

Augelique,’ nor in his sacred subject, ‘ Jesus

Christ donnant les clefs a Saint Pierre,’ is there

any scintillation of genius. That which the

instance of Ingres illustrates, happens to all who
paint without being able to conceive pictures

;
and

in our own school, as well as in the French, tlie

number is proportiouably considerable; but with

us it is not so obvious and offensive, because not so

uniform in feeling as that which in France lias

settled into the universal manner of the French

school. Not less than in figure painting is this

obvious in landscape art, as tbe compositions iu

this department seem executed according to one

formula—that is, to present the entire field in a

warm and very low toned breadth, with trees very

loosely sketched, and distances without atmosphere.

In marine painting there are no examples that

represent water forms with any truth. It has been

a prevalent fashion among French artists to decry

every essay of English production ; but among the

rising section of our painters there is an earnest-

ness and independence which will qualify their

works with a distinct excellence that will establish

them permanent examples of laborious and well-

directed study. 'To the uneducated eye, the

difference between the two methods of study is

more apparent in the treatment of draperies than

in other pai-ts of composition. At home we find

these carefully studied, while it is the practice of

the French school only to sketch.

M.

COLOURS FOR RHOTOGRAPHIC
PAINTING.

As we advance towards perfection in the practice of

photography, curiously enough, the desire increases

for the introduction of the adornments of Art. "We
are not quite satisfied with a picture, perfect in all

respects but one; and if we cannot by our science

supply that one, we endeavour to do so by calling

Art to our aid. It is interesting and instructive to

study the mutual assistance promised by the alliance

of Science and Art in photography. The object of

every true lover of snn-painting has been to render

his camera-obscura a mirror of nature, in which he
has the power of fixing the otherwise fleeting images.

Advancing from the Calotype, by the hundred
steps, to the rapidity and the perfection of Collodion,

we now see the wishes of the early enthusiasts

realized in all things save colour. From the delicate

photographs which are now common amongst us, the

artist is eager, perhaps too eager, to borrow the

beautiful detail, which ever charms by its finish and
its minuteness. On the other hand, notwithstanding

the discoveries of Becquerel and Niepce, since wo
are not able to copy nature in the variety and charm
of colour, tbe photographer is glad to receive the aid

of the artist in imparting those tints which so

greatly increase the beauty of his picture. Seeing

that more than fifteen years have passed since it was

boldly stated that photographs coloured by the solar

rays were a possibility, and yet they are produced

not, many may infer that the difficulties of fixing

the impressed colours are so great as to render the
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desideratum improbable. It is to be regretted that

there is, at the present time, scarcely an experi-

mentalist in this country whose attention is turned

to the production of chromo-pliotographs. Charmed
by the facility of collodion, which renders the pro-

duction of an almost perfect picture the easiest pos-

sible thing, they care not to wade through all the

difliculties, or to encounter the disappointments

which stand in the path of the inquirer; consequently,

that which has been eifeelcd by Becqucrcl and by

Niepce (both of wliom have succeeded in producing

copies of nature in colours, perfect in all respects,

save that the tints were fleeting), is left without exa-

minntiou, though the promise of reward is high.

The artist is summoned to the aid of the photo-

grapher, and great have been the improvements
within a few years in the application of colour to

the sun-drawn picture. While we were yet endea-

vouring to iinjirove the calotype, numerons experi-

ments were made in the applicatiou of water colours,

aud even of oil colours, to the paper. None of

these were, however, very successful; indeed, it was

only wliere the artist has bceu satisfied to allow the

photograph to tell its tale, through his transparent

colours, that any pleasing efTect could be obtained.

The collodion pictures introduced new conditions,

and they arc but few who have succeeded in render-

ing those pictures pleasiug by the additions of their

colours.

It has been to portraits chiefly that the artist has

turned attention, and since the profession of the

miniature painter has been so deeply trenched upon
by the photographic artist, numerous well-skilled

painters on ivory have directed their attention to this

branch of Art, and now we meet with photographic

portraits finished with all the minute delicacy of the

ivory miniature. But, even if we select examples

of the most efl'cetive of these ])roductions, we shall

find that they are of very varied degrees of excel-

lence. In many of them the original photograph is

entirely obliterated— it, indeed, has served no other

purpose than that of a mere outline, over which the

painter has disported at pleasure. The conscqueuce

of this is, that the likeness is frequently very much
modified: in some cases, it may be improved, for a

skilful artist can remove a frown, or dispel the gloom
which fidls upon some faces in repose

; but, in the

majority of examples, the artist does not improve
that which the camcra-obsenra has done, and in

many the truth is sacrificed to the couveutionalities

of the school in which the artist has been trained.

The perfection of a coloured photographic portrait

consists in the preservation of all that chemistry

and physics have effected, 8U))eradding those tints

which will more nearly represent nature.

It will of course be understood that wc speak of

a portrait as perfect as pliotograpby can render it

—

a portrait obtained in from two to three seconds

upon a perfect collodion film, by means of a lens

wliich shall be truly achromatic, aud free from all

the defects arising from spherical aberration. These
defects may not he entirely removed, but they can be

reduced to such limits as to be scarcely appreciable.

Again, the photographer must be an artist, who,

while he disposes his sitter so as to avoid auy wide

differences in the focal lengths of the several parts

of the object, shall secure ease of position and

artistic effect. The ai-rangement, too, of his light

shall he such as to give no deep aud unnatural

shadows to the face. By attention to these and
other points, which need not be referred to, a good

photographic portrait being produced, the problem

to be solved is, to colour it.

We have been examining the colours prepared

by Mr. Newman, of Soho Square, the well-known
artist colourmau, aud it appears that the principle

adopted by them in the preparation of colours for

pliotograpby, aud in the application of those colours,

ensures the best possible efl'ect. The general views

will be fonud iu a little publication issued by this

house, entitled '' Uannonious Colouring in Oil,

Water, and Fhotogra/jhic Colours, especially as
applied to Fhotoyraphers." It is not quite easy

to give a correct description of the mode of

applying those colours to a collodiou portrait, so as

to render it intelligible to those who arc not

familiar with the processes of colouring on glass

;

wc must, however, endeavour to do so. A perfect

photographic portrait being obtained iu the usual

manner, the dry colours arc applied by a soft

rubbing motion, with a short camel-hair pencil,

on the side covered with the collodion
;
the appli-

cation of the colour depending, of course, on the

judgment aud skill of the ailist. These colours do

not appear on the other, or the uncollodionized side

of the glass plate, the darkened avgento-collodion

surface being tolerably opaque. When it is con-

sidered that a due amount of colour has been

applied to the portrait, the plate is gently warmed,

aud then it is flooded on the painted side with

a penetrating spirit varnish. The result of this

is, that the colour is carried, and diffused, through

the darkened collodion, and appears beautifully

clear, but with a softened character, on the other

side. It now is seen through the glass, and

although any required intensity of colour may be

applied on the back of the picture—as w’e will call

the collodion side of the ]*late—it will appear

tbrongli on the other side, the minutest details of

the photograph being undisturbed; careful examina-

tion, indeed, shows that every line, however minute

it may be, is brought out with somewhat increased

effect, coloiu" being thoroughly diflused through it.

The picture may be regarded, in some respects, as

dyed, for although there is no such chemical com-
bination between the colour and the photographic

picture as that which takes place in a dyed fabric,

yet the penetrating varnish so completely diffuses,

and, iu drying, fixes the colours, that a result in

all respects analogous is produced. The advantage

of this process is, that colour can be again and

again applied with the penetrating spirit, until any

depth of tone is secured
;
and yet the perfection of

the original jiicture is preserved. Many of the

pictures which wc have examined have displayed in

a striking muuner the correctness of this principle

of colouring the collodion photographic portrait.

With all the exquisite finish of the most perfect

ivory miniature, these portraits possess a perfection

which those could never reach. The delicate pencil

of the sunbeam has drawn with unerring fidelity

lines which no artist could describe with his pencil,

consequently the texture of every part of the dress,

the condition even of the skin, aud the physical

state of “each particular hair,” remain preserved,

so as to beai' very high magnifying power, while

the brilliancy of colonr is given to the whole. An
efl'ect is obtained in a few hours upon these photo-

graphs which could not be reached by days of the

most laborious application on ivory.

We have also examined the effect of a gela-

tinous solution prepared by Mr. Newman, in aiding

the diffusion of colour on albuminized and on salted

paper. Not only does this preparation enable

the artist to s))rcad his colour freely over the

paper, hut, as it dries, it so perfectly fixes the

colour, that a secoud colour can be readily washed
over the first. Many of the stereoscopic views

which we saw had been painted with this prepai'a-

tion, and they were all of very high merit.

We cannot refrain from alluding to some expe-

rimental trials which have been made by the

Messrs. Newmau for iintiny large photographs on
paper. The results were of the roost pleasiug cha-

racter, aud, although there appears at present to be

some difficulties in the way of preparing the liquid

colours employed, so that they may be kept for

sale, wc trust these will be soon overcome, when
we shall have pictures which can only be rivalled

by such as may be coloured from Nature’s own
palette by the solar pencil.

ART IN SCOTLAND AND THE
PROVINCES.

Glasgow.—Mr. Mossman’s statue of the hite Sir
Robert Peel has been placed in its position and
inaugurated

;
it is on the north side of George Square,

which seems to be the locality of sculptured works,
as it contains in addition to the Feel statue, one of
Sir John Moore, one of Watt, and the memorial of

Sir Walter Scott. In other parts of the city are
statues of Her ilajesty, and of Wellington.

Stiultno.

—

The designs for the Wallace monu-
ment were exhibited here during the past month

:

they are seventy-si.x in number, but the local journals
do not speak very highly in praise of any of them.
The Scottish Press says,

—“ The present exhibition,
like the last, is a complete failure, and onl) proves
to us what we were somewhat suspicious of before

—

how few real men of merit have entered the lists.’’

Biuminguam.—A movement, emanating from the
Birmingham Society of Artists, has been made for

'

ereeting a monument to the memory of the late

Bavid Cox, which it is proposed to place in the little

church of Harbornc, where the remains of the
venerable artist lie. It is intended that the me-
morial shall include a bust.—The statue of the late

Mr, T. Attwood, M.P., erected by public subscription,
was recently inaugurated with due ceremony : it

stands in Stephenson Place.
Wroxkteii.—

M

r. Thomas Wright, whose contri-

butions to our pages have made him well known to

our readers, has been the superintendent for some
months past, of the excavations at Wroxeter—the

Uriconiura of the Romans. This once important
city is about five miles from Shrewsbury, upon the

banks of the Severn, and was only known by a

fragment of Roman wall standing about tho centre

of the modern village. Mr. Wright suggested the

possibility of much interesting discovery in its

vicinity; and ultimately a committee was formed in

Shrewsbury, subscriptions opened, and Dr. Johnson,

of that town, appointed honorary secretary. On I

tracing the ground near this wall, the foundations
;

of large and important buildings were discovered, :

once the proud edifices of a prosperous Roman town
; |

the hypocausls of other buildings were discovered,

and in one of them, crowded in a corner, were the
|

skeletons of an old man and two females, who had
j

apparently fled there for shelter
;
the town having I

evidently been destroyed by an incursion of bar- !

barians, who had burnt and ravaged it
;
marks of fire

and violence being spread around. Near the old man
lay a little heap of 130 small copper coins, mostly

of tho Constantine family, the small treasure he

had endeavoured to secure. In the progress of

the excavations various smaller objects usually

found among the debris of a Roman citj', as pottery,

styli, hair-pins, &c., &c., as well as a few small

bronzes, have been from time to time exhumed.
The site is one of much interest, and it is to be

hoped that the works thus established will be per-

severed in for some time, until the larger part of

this city be again uncovered for the instruction of

the student. The Duke of Cleveland, the owner
of the site, and his tenantry—with one exception

—

are all interested and helpful in the matter. A
new subscription has been opened, and the Society

of Antiquaries of London have liberally awarded
£50 towards further investigation.

Leeds has erected a monument, in the parish

church, to the memory of those natives who fell in

the Crimean war. It “ consists of a pedestal, en-

closing a panel of white statuary marble, with a
Gothic canopy. Upon the pedestal is placed a sculp-

tured group, consisting of two life-sized figures

—

a dying soldier with the angel of Victory pkeing
upon bis he.ad a wreath. The rocky ground appears

strewed with the wreck and spoil of war. The
canopy over tho tablet, on whicn is inscribed the

names, consists of a groined and foliated series of

trefoiled flying arches, the cusps of which have

angels recording in open books the acts of the heroes.

On the pilasters are inscribed the Crimean victories,

entwined with laurel. The composition is sur-

mounted by the standards of the 68th regiment.”
|

The height of the monument, which has been de- i

signed and executed by Messrs. Dennis Lee and
|

Welsh, of Leeds, is 14 feet. Tho cost is about 1

300 gs.
. I

Carlisle.

—

The large east window in Carlisle
:

\

Cathedral is to be filled with stained glass : a design
j

for which has been approved by the committee, and '

i

sanctioned by the Dean and Chapter. The groups
,

[

are illustrative of the life of Christ. In the centre
|

light are the three principal groups, that at the top

representing the Ascension, with angels on each side
;

of the chief figure, and apostles standing below
;
a

full-length figure of Christ, with beneath it the

Roman soldiers guarding the tomb
;
and the Cruci-

fixion, with the Maries at the foot of the cross and

angels at the top on each side. The prevailing

colour around the central figure is blue, and the rest

is varied.

Bath.—The workmen engaged in digging on the

site intended for the additions to the Bath Mineral

Water Hospital, have discovered, fifteen feet below ,

the surface, a Roman tesselated pavement in excellent :

preservation : it is several yards in lenglh, and of

the pattern known as the “Btruscan Key,” worked ,

out in wliite and blue tessera, cut from Winterbourne
j

stone and the lias of the neighbourhood. The out-
|

lines of the building to which it belonged are plainly '

discernible, some courses of the masonry still being

perfect. The pavement will be allowed to remain in
,

its present position till a place can be found for it

in the building about to be erected.

.

Plymptiin.

—

There is some talk of erecting a ,

statue of Sir Joshua Reynolds in this his native

town
;

the corporation of which, however, were

liberal enough to sell a few years since the por-
j

trait of the great artist, which he painted for them, ,
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1

and presented during his life-time : it was purchased
by the Earl of Mount Edgecumbe.
New"castle-on-Tyne.

—

Mr. Lough, a native of

this town, has been selected to execute a model of

the proposed statue to be erected here in honour of

George Stephenson, If approved of by a committee
of the subscribers, and the consent of the corpora-
tion can be obtained,'of which’there seems to be no
doubt, it will be erected at the junction of "W eatgate
and Neville Street.

PICTURE SALES.

The collection of pictures formed by the Hon.
General Pliijjps, which at his decease became the

property of the late Hon. Edinuntl Phipps, was, by

direction of the executors of the latter owner, sold

by Messrs. Christie and Manson, at their rooms iu

KiuG: Street, on June the 25th. The collection con-

tained numerous excellent works by ancient and

modern painters, and realized prices quite commen-
surate witli their value. The most important were :—‘A Female Head,’ adorned with a wreath of

laurel, Giorgione, 1 1 5 gs., purchased by the Marquis

of Lausdowne; 'Tobit and the Angel,’ Elsheimer,

admirably engraved by Goudt, 155 gs., purchased by

Mr. Farrer
;

‘ The Dogana, Venice ’ and ‘ Church of

San Giorgio Maggiore, Venice,’ a pair of brilliant

cabinet pictures by Canalctti, 291 gs., bought by
Mr. Gambart; ‘A Champetre,’ Watteau, 100 gs.,

Mr. Farrer
;

the companion picture of the latter,

97 gs., bought by Mr. Anthony
;

‘ View of the

Thames from the Adelphi Terrace,’ Canaletti, 141/.,

Jlr. Webb; ‘Interior of au Apartment,’ a lady

nursing a child, and female servants, P. de Hooghe,

169 gs.
;

‘ River Scene,’ a sunset, a fine example of

the pencil of Vauder Neer, 200 gs., Mr. Farrer

;

‘The Music Lesson,’ Jan Steen, a small picture of

high quality, 215 gs., Mr. Mawson
;

‘ Sea View,’

Vau de Capella, 1?0 gs., Mr. Farrer
;

‘ Interior of

a Church, with a congregation assembled,’ E. De
Witte, 150 gs., Mr. James; ‘Interior of the Picture

Gallery of the Archduke Leopold of Austria,’ D.

Teniers, 260 gs., Mr. James
;

‘ Gil Bias and the

Actress,’ painted expressly for General Phipps by
C. R. Leslie, R.A., 138 gs., bought by the Marquis

of Lansdowne
;

‘ The Gentle Student,’ the picture

well-known from the engraving, C. R. Leslie, R.A.,

200 gs., bought by Mr. Mawson
;

‘ Sportsmen Re-
posing,’ coutaining portraits of Lieut.-Col. the Hon.
C. B. Phipps, and Lady L. C. Phipps, a small

cabinet picture painted for General Phipps by
Wilkie, 383 gs., understood to have been bought for

the JIarquis of Hertford
;

‘ Interior of a Cathedral,’

D. Roberts, R.A., 102 gs., purchased by Mr.
Rhodes

;

‘ The Boat-Builders.’ W. Collins, a coast-

scene, 220 gs., Mr. Joues ;

‘ The Widow and Child,’

Bonington, 180 gs., Jlr. Mawsou ;

‘ Highlander and
his Daughter, with a white horse and dogs, on the

hauk of a lake,’ Sir E. Landseer, R.A., 815 gs., said

to have been bought, by Mr. Mawson, for the

Marquis of Hertford
;

‘ Distant View of Dort,’ Cali-

cott, 270 gs., Jlr. Jones
;

‘ Count D’Orsay’s Dog,
with a cat aud kitten,’ Sir E. Landseer, R..A.., 505 gs.;

‘ An Interior, with portraits of Mr. Dudley Wood-
bridge and Caj)tain Holland, ’ 235/., Agnew’; ‘Por-

trait of Sir J. Reynolds,’ by himself, from the

collection of the JIarchioness of Thomond, 212 gs.,

Farrer
;

‘ Portrait of Mrs. Nesbitt,’ Sir J. Reynolds,

bought by Mr. Mawsou for the Marquis of Hertford,

600 gs.
;

‘ Contemplation,’ a portrait of Mrs. Robin-

son, seated near the sea. Sir J. Reynolds, 800 gs.,

also purchased by Mr. JIawsou for the Marquis of

Hertford. The entire collection realized the sura of

£9255.

A collection of English pictures, “ the property of

a gentleman removed from the country,” was sold

by Messrs. Foster on June the 29th, and realized

£4000. The principal works were :
—

‘ A Summer’s
Afternoon,’ T. S. Cooper, A.R.A., 225 gs.

;

‘ The

Sanctuary,’ E. M. Ward, R.A., 231 gs.
;
‘Land-

scape,’ P. Nasmyth, 255 gs. ;

‘ A Rustic Home,’

W. Muller, 300 gs.
;

‘ Sea-shore,’ W. Collins,

210 gs.
;

‘ The Waterfall,’ P. Nasmyth, 305 gs.

;

‘The High Altar,’ D. Roberts, R.A., 350 gs.

;

‘ Cranmer led to the Tower,’ F. Goodall, A.R.A.,

370 gs.,—this, we believe, is the finished sketch for

the large picture exhibited at the Academy in 1856.

THE ARCHITECTURAL MUSEUM.

From the time of its first establishment, the meet-

ings that have been periodically held at the Archi-

tectural Museum have uniformly been agreeable, and
the annual conversazione has always been the most
agreeable meeting of each year. The institution

fully maintains its old reputation in this matter,

now that it is established in state at South Kensing-

ton, instead of being the occupant of a range of

quaint hay-lofts near the Clock-Tower, at West-
minster. The annual conversazione for the present

year was held on Thursday, July the 7th, on which
occasion the whole of the South Kensington Museum
was opened for the reception of the members of the

Architectural Museum and their friends.

In place of the president of the institution, the

Earl De Grey, who has usually presided in person

on these occasions, the chair was occupied by Mr.
A. B. Beresford Hope, now the chairman of the

museum committee. Mr. Hope is an excellent

chairman for this institution, aud he made exactly

the speech that might have bceu expected from him
in such a position, setting forth the character and
aim of the Arcbitcctural Museum, and indicating

what it had to do, and was desirous of doing. Mr.
Gilbert Scott also addressed the assembly after his

customary habit, and in liis capacity of treasurer of

the museum urged once more its claims for an
enlarged measure of pecuniary support. The cordial

reception of Mr. Scott declared, in the most grati-

fying manner, that his valuable services to the

institution continued to be appreciated, and that the

museum itself still remained true to its original

character. The other speakers were Sir Charles

Barry, the Revs. G. Williams and Scott, Mr.
Godwin, Mr. R. Smith (of the Science and Art
Department), Sir. Bloxam (of Rugby), and Mr.
S. C. Hall. By these gentlemen the duties aud
objects of the museum were again and again brought
before the meeting

;
hfr. Hail especially devoting

his remarks to the importance of extending the

range of the practical working of the institution

amongst the public at large, and more particularly

with a view to the instruction in Art of architectiu-al

workmen. We hope, that when it again becomes
our duty to record the proceedings at another of

these yearly gatherings, wemay be enabled to specify

more of actual work than the Architectural Museum
has really done, in place of reiterated declarations of

what it would like to do and ought to do. The
ofiicers of the institution have told us year after

year what their museuni is, and what they propose

it should accomplish
; and their friends have not

failed to signify the course which, in their opiniou,

the museum ought to take. We very naturally, there-

fore, look for some p)ractical indications of the effi-

cient action of this institution. We expect, at its

yearly assembly, to hear of its systematic training

of architectural students aud workmen, and to see

its collections applied to their grand object of

making architecture a popular art, through making
it understood as an art. Jlr. Hope, the other even-

ing, directed attention to a restored copy iu ala-

baster of one end of the monument of Queen
Philippa, in Westminster Abbey, by Mr. Scott and
l\Ir. Gundy, as a proof of the value of such an
institution as the Architectural Museum. We
remember this singularly beautiful work in the

Great Exhibition of 1851, and consequently wc felt

surprised that it should be adduced uow, iu 1 859, to

corroborate the practical worthiness of the museum.
What has the museum been doing during the last few
years, and how has it been exercising its influence?

—what is it doing now, and what arc the present

effects of its iufluence? These are points whicli we
must urge upon Mr. Scott and his colleagues, as

tlie only arguments that will effectually avail to

strengthen their hands iu the administration of their

museum. They must he able to point to noble

architectural works, not eight years old, and to a

growing and evident diffusion of true architectural

taste, that may be traced iu its onward progress
from year to year. They must be able to refer to

their courses of lectures, plain yet attractive, which
they have addressed to the public and to architec-

tural workmen, and which they have also published
in a popular form for general use. They must meet
their friends and supporters with the consciousness

that their museum has become recognised as the

architectural training institution of England, and
that it is in vigorous and healthful working order

in that capacity. There then will be no longer any
necessity to appeal for an enlarged sympathy, and
more abuudant support. The public will not sub-

scribe largely, merely for the purchase of collections

of casts : what tliey look for is the vse that may be

made of those collections after they have been

obtained. In like manner, it is not in the in-

creasing numbers of visitors to the Architec-

tural Museum that wc recognise any tokens of

advancing influence for good
;
but it is iu an in-

crease of students. There may be very many per-

suus who now regularly walk through the galleiy

of the museum—and most certainly, in its present

habitat, the museum has acquired a dignity before

unknown; but wc must confess to entertaining

grave doubts as to whether its collectious are more
studied than they were at Cannon Row, or whether
what has been gained in dignity has not been pur-

chased by a corresponding loss in usefulness. The
question of popular schools of Art will be brought

much more promiuently forward, as time advances,

thau it has been brought before, and tlieu it will be

for the Architectural Museum to demonstrate its

claim to be regarded as the national institution for

instruction in the great art of architecture. We
shall always be found ready to support this museum
in a career of earnest, thoroughly practical work-
ing ; it has always had, and it still has, our cordial

good will. It is for that very reason that we urge

upon its officers an increased energy, and the sub-

stitution of results for aims—the substitution also

of work for promises of working.

The architectural exhibitions of the present year

have been decidedly below the average standard of

respectable mediocrity, instead of rising honourably

above it. Iu fact, we are not now iu possession of

anything that may justly claim to be an archi-

tectural c.xhibition
;

certainly the Royal Academy
knows no such exhibition ; and with equal certainty

such an exhibition has yet to find its way to Con-
duit Street. Meanwhile the Architectural Museum
rests on its oars, enjoying an oiivm cum dignitate

at South Kensington, and promising the great

things that it purposes to do. Once more we ask

for the fulfilment of these promises, and for at

least a first instalment of the "great things,” in the

shape either of a good architectural exhibition, or

of whatsoever is really good aud truly architectural.

ART IN CONTINENTAL STATES.

Paris.— Horace Vemet has started for Italy,

charged by the Government with commissions for

certain incidents of the war ; his first visit will be

to the field of Montebello, to sketch the ground on
which the late engagement took place.—A small

gallery has been added to the long gallery of the

Louvre, and some fine apartments are completed in

the portions of this edifice. The system of cleaning

and repairing the pictures is being continued to a

considerable extent, and, according to the opinion of

some of our correspondents, by no means to the ad-
vantage of the paintings.—A statue of Dr. Jenner
has been erected in the apace between the Louvre aud
the Pont des Arts.

Rome.—In digging recently to form the founda-
tions of a railway, the workmen discovered a fine

female statue of Venus, which is said will bear a

favourable comparison with the far-famed Venus da
Medici : the Emperor of Russia Is reported to have
purchased it at the cost of £3,000. Several mural

E

aintings, mosaics, and other antiquities have also

een brought to light in making excavations near
the Baths of Caracalla. The researches are being
made under the direction of Signor Guidi.

St.’Peteksbuiig.—The colossal equestrian statue,

in bronze, of the late Emperor Nicholas was erected

and inaugurated with much ceremony, during the

past month : it stands on a pedestal of pure white

marble.
> Briesne.—A bronze statue of Napoleon I. has
recently been inaugurated in this place, at the

Military School of which the Emperor received his

education. The statue is the work of M. Louis

Rochet, who has represented Napoleon as a pupil of

the school ; one hand is placed on the breast, in the «

attidude of a student receiving his honours, and in

the other is a volume of Plutarch’s Lives, his

favourite book of study.

if

El



EXCURSIONS IN SOUTH AVALKS.

BV MR. AND MRS.'S. C. HALL.

P.VUT VIII.—Temiy, &t.

have ikscribcd Sx. Cath
rine’s, the steep island cliiV that

sentinels the town, and contains

on its summit some venerable

relies, and of the Cemetery
C iiArEi, it will suffice to say it

is a pretty edifice that lies on

the side of a hill, just outside

the town, whence beautiful and

extensive views are obtained

:

both these interesting subjects we have pictured.

Tlie day was calm and beautiful, as seated on

one of St. Catherine’s green slopes, our attention

was directed to the residence—not the permanent

r dwelling—of a lady, the business of whose life is

“to do good, and to distribute:” one of those

admirable women, at once benevolent aud beneficent, who

obtains, by giving, happiness—who employs wealth in the

service of’ God, by dispensing it to the needy. We w'crc

reminded of an incident that occurred to us not long ago

:

wc need not say where, and we arc bound to withhold the

name of “ the good and faithful servant” to whom we make

reference. One of her “ homes ” is not far from the place

wc are describing
;

another is in a far-off county, by the

sea-side : there may be others of which we know nothing

:

an accident made us aetjuaiuted with these two.

“ lie looks very ill,” we said to our landlady, who had

been “ doing up ” the fire
;

“ he looks very ill
;
your fine air

can do little for him. How attentive his servant is
!”

“ That person is not his servant,” she replied ;
“ that man

belongs to ‘ the Lady,’ and comes from No. fi.”

“ Is the poor geutlcinau insane?”

“Oh, no—not at all—he is only very ill. Ah, if ever

there was an angel upon earth,” added the good woman,

laying down the coal-box and taking up tlie hearth-broom,

which, however, she did not use, but balanced, while she

put the other hand under her apron, a movement iudicatiug

that she had leisure and inclination to give any information

wc required, “ if ever there was an angel, it is ‘ the Lady —
not that she’s anything particular to look at—very quiet and

plain in her dress. She would keep her good works secret,

too, if she could
;
only grateful hearts will speak,'—^and God

forbid they sliould be silent,” she added, with warmth, the

more unexpected, because she is a gentle twilight sort of

woman, who seems to have dwelt under the shadow of

sorrow all the days of her life. Wc wailed; but the land-

lady had turned away to sweep a little at the hearth, aud wc
observed her put her apron to her eyes.

“
‘ The Lady ’ always makes me chohe, like,” she continued,

“ and I am sure that’s not what she'd desire to do. But,

living at No. 2, I niKst know wliat passes at No. 9.” “We

believed her !

“ About two years ago ‘ the Lady’ took No. 9 for onc-and-

Iwcnty years. She had always becu a lady of property ;
but

some one died, and left her more—more than she wanted.

Well, she took No. 9. I thought, what could she want with

it ? it is a very nice house, aud in the best situation
;

I

don’t mind saying that for No. 9, ns well as for this, No. 2

;

but I did not think it grand enough for ‘ the Lady.’ Well,

it was taken and furnished in a week
;

all the rooms turned

into bed-rooms, with single beds, and the frontrooms divided,

so as to increase the number, and folding-doors put to the

parlours, to make one large sitting-room ; single beds, aud

children’s beds (oh, yes, two or three of them in the large

top room)
;
capital furniture, hut jdain. On the Saturday

down came a man and his wife. Strangers they were
;
so

short and stiff in their answers; would tell nobody what

they came about. The next week two flies drove up, witli

nine children 1 such objects—some crippled—some twisted

—

some with coughs—some, such wasted creatures !—but all

looking like gentlemen’s children
;
not fine, nor even well

dressed, but with something about them that told what they

are, though some say, it only tells what they were. I

think it came out through the doctor, and it was this

:

‘ the Lady’ devoted the money she had been left, to taking

No. 9, and fitting it up for invalids
;
invalids, you understand,

who are too respectable to go to a sanatorium, aud yet have

no means to seek health at a place like this. She pays every

expense, provides every comfort, baths aud chairs, aud a

drive now and then over the Downs, aud comes herself when
least expected, to see that everything is properly attended

to. I watched those children at first creeping about, seem-

ingly unable to bear the breeze from the common ; and two

ST. catuehixe’s.

alone in the world—two little orphans—if one dies, the other will soon follow : they must he

saved !’ I don’t know what he auswered, but in about ten days one of the dear little snowdrops

was gone. A few mouths after, the grave was opened to receive another coffin.

“No. 9 is never empty, I wish No. 2 was always as well filled. If those who come down

like ghosts, leave at the end of their month or six ’weeks refreshed and strengthened, the veiy

next day others take their place. We have old and young, but I like to see the young best

—

there is’ hope for them; they get on so rapidly. ‘The Lady’ sends the worst cases in the
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that could not walk at all, wheeled in a perambulator. It was wonderful how they improved.

One dear child—such a pretty boy !—found it so bard, at first, to get up those steps even with

his crutch; at the end of six weeks I saw him run over them after his ball, like a lapwing. Two
sisters came, iu black—little dears, such sweet lambs !— clinging round each other as if determined

uot to be parted. How they were tended, to be sure ! their little stool carried down to the river’s

bank, that they might sit and enjoy the cool air together
;
and one morning the Lady was pacing

up and down here, with the doctor, and I heard her say, ‘ Yon must save her, doctor
;
they are

summer. I never knew any one looking so ill as that poor geutleman come at this season,

which is so wild and gusty !—but, law ! many arc so glad of such a home, even for six weeks.

The fact we gathered is simply this :—A lady, who is blessed (in her case it is a blessing)

with a superabundance of wealth, expends a large portion of it in sustaining comfortable homes

fur persons, gentle-born, who, requiring change of air during or after illness, are too poor to

obtain it, and whose natural pride closes the door of public charities against them.

May God give to her the happiness and the health she distributes with so large a heart and so

liberal a band

!
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J.et us take a moining walk, and visit Hovlk’s Mouth
;

nay, lot us euter the cave and see its wonders, speculating, on
our way, as to how it obtained its name : whether “ Hoyle ”

was but an easy change from “ Hole,” for tradition is silent

concerning any derivation; and whether it be a work of

art or a freak of nature, for we are cognizaut of the

ancient rumour that its exit is at Pembroke—that it is

a passage of eight miles long, leading to the “ mervellows

cavern”—the Hogan— underneath the old castle. Hoyle’s

Mouth is seen from afar off
;

it is on the side of a hill, just

where the “Itidgeway” begins. The entrance, high up far

above the level of the sea, is hidden from below by tangled

brushwood and trees of stunted growth
;
a narrow winding

path conducts to the spot, and the visitor finds himself on

firm earth in the cavern. Standing under the arched roof of

solid mountain limestone, we look out upon the landscape:

the picture from this secluded spot is surpassingly beautiful,

taking in, as it does, many of the best points of the sur-

rounding scenery.

The iuterior of the cavern is of singular interest, whether
we advance far into it, or arc content with inspecting merely

the title-page of the book : the roofs and walls, “ veneered”

by time and weather with a thick coaling of grey, are closely

crusted witli stalactite matter, which when chipped is jiurc

white, while all around, some distance in, grow luxuriant

ferns and kindred plants. .U the further end is a small

arch—the entrance to the interior. A low passage of thirty

feet conducts, over sharp rough stones, to an apartment large

enough to contain half a dozen ])crsons in acrouching position.

To proceed one must “wriggle” through a small tunnel,

several feet above the bed of the cave, over a mass of stalag-

mite protuberances, with a risk of the light being ex-

tinguished by the bats, or by drops of water oozing from
above. The remaining caverns and passages are lofty and
spacious. The sides and roofs throughout are beautifully

adorned by stalactites
;

in some places clustering like grapes

and acorns of frosted silver, or pendent from the roof like

huge icicles
; in others, meeting the stalagniites beneath,

it forms pillars and arches that seem to support the roof.

In one place the dropping of the water has formed a miniature

chapel, with a flight of steps leading to its high altar, the

whole shut out from the cavern in which it is situated by aii

almost perfect arch. In ali, there are eight compartments,

and as many passages. At the extremity of the most remote

is an aperture too narrow to admit a man, but, from obser-

vations made, it is thought that it very probably leads to

another series of these curious cells.

How far man has aided nature to produce this singular

work it is, as yet, impossible to say. That it was used in

old times is certain, for relics of a remote age have been

I'ound there ; it may really have beeu a passage by which, in

perilous times, communications were kept up with Pembroke
Castle

;
at all events, there can be little doubt that it was

often a place of secrecy and security to the wild Welshmen
wlien hovering about their Norman foes, or harassing the ^

Fiemisli intruders on their soil and their rights; or that,
'

during later periods, many a band of smugglers, when all

along this coast illicit trade nourished, must have there

sougiit, and found shelter, dividing their cargoes, and sending

them hence throughout the country. What tales these rug-

ged wails could tell! Many a gentle tourist will sit at the

entrance we have pictured, and call imagination to aid, while

gazing over the lovely landscape and the blue sea, to behold

successive warriors, from the piratic Danes to the Ironsides

of the Commonweallli, all with one common purpose—to

subdue and spoil a people hardy, brave, and enertielic,

yielding inch by inch to the invader, fighting as gallantly

and as continuously in their thin cloak.s of coarse wool, as did

the knights and squires clad in panoply of steel. Reader, if

your fancy be uot dull and lifeless, yon will linger and muse
here! Here, perhaps—nay, probably—assembled tlic early

Britons, watching the Vikings, Inuuar and llulfdeiie, brothers

and chiefs, crossing from Caldy Island to plunder and to kill;

here may have hidden the sturdy Welshmen who dogged the
|

footsteps of the Normans wliom .\rnulpli dc Montgoinci'y kd
;

along the Ridgeway to occupy lands that William Rufus gave
:

him—the bear’s skin before the bear was slain; here may
have gathered those who slew the soldiers of the king, when

,

“ the unevenness of the country and bad weather ” aided
,

"rebellion;” hence may have issued the “tall men,” who '

spoiled the Flemings, breaking down their stone walls as
|

fast as the strangers built them, “ making verie sharpe

warres upon them, sometimes with gainc, sometimes with

losse;” here unsubdued bands of fierce Welshmen may have

seen invaders, under Mac Muvebadha, with his “seventy

heroes dressed in coats of mail,” proceeding to make “ the

king’s town of Tenby dene Irish,” there "to commit many
great riots, routs, and unlawful assemblies,” as is their wont,

“against tlie king’s peace, crown, and dignity;” here may
have been secreted Meredith and Rhys, sons of GritTith, Prince

of South Wales, who sacked Tenby, “falling foul” upon its

garrison at midnight, in revenge for wrong done to their brother Cade.hl
;
here, perhaps, Maelgwn,

son of the ].,ord Rhys, gathered his followers, and again sacked and burnt the town, although a
person of “civil behaviour and honesty in all his actions,” who became very terrible to' his
enemies, and, “ like a lion hunting, slew all the Flandrysians who came against liim and here.

no doubt, assembled the heroic remnants of the defenders of Trefloyne House, close at hand,

when the soldiers of the Commonwealth drove forth its loyal master and his brave household,

converting his home into a ruin, of which some fragments yet endure to claim a place iu history.

It is easy, indeed, to associate this wild and secret hiding-place, concealed from sight, and difficult

of approach—iu which a score or a thousand fighting men may have sheltered while watching

au enemy—with all the stirring incidents of ages, from the war-prows of the pirate kings, ten

centuries ago, to the transports of the French “invaders,” who, in 17^7, sailed by this coast

to land and become prisoners in a dell at Pencaer, near to Fishguard.
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Let us walk again to-day, and visit the old house of
|

opposite. Shut iu by trees, and covered with vegetation, it can scarcely be distinpished, at

Scotsbofougii, ami the pretty hamlet and venerable church of
|

any great distance, from the surrounding foliage
; and not before the gate of the quiet church-

(lUinfrestori; the one little more than a mile, and the other yard is reached can this picturesque remnant of the past be seen iu its venerable beauty and

scarcely two miles from Tenby; both will repay us well, unadorned simplicity. Although within a stonc’s-llirow of the highway, the situation is so

for we traverse a pleasant road, by the side of the little I'ivcr

Ilitcc, crossing a luug and narrow causeway bridge, observing

the mill that stands Ijcside a broad sheet of water, into which

the stream falls, wlierc boy-anglers are often seen watching
“ the quill down float,” and taken note of the roads that lead,

(he one to Penally, Lydstep, and Manorbeer, the other to

St. Florence and Carew—roads wc shall take when a drive,

and not a walk, is our purpose, and a longer lime is arranged

for tlinu will be needed to visit Scotsboroiigh and Gum-
freston.

ScoTSUOiiouGii—whence its im])ortcd name we cannot say— is merely the picturesque ruin of an ancient house, wliicli

belonged to the honourable and far-descendcd family of Ap
Uliys, wliose monuments arc in Tenby Church. 'I’he ruin

consists of a number of crumbling walls, many of (licin held

together by twisting hands of ivy— tlie ivy being I'cmarkabiy

line. As an example of the strong dwelling of a period when,
altiiougli defences of domestic buildings hud become less a

necessity than they !iad been, it was still a policy and a duty
to be always prepared for attacks, the old liouse of Scots-

scoTsuoRoenn.

retiring that, were it not for the occasional lowing of eatllc on the opposite hill, and tlie

continual twitter of birds fluttering among branches of luxuriant ivy that cover sides aud

roof, it would be almost a perfect solitude. The church, which dales back for six hundred years,

consists simply of a puroli, and of a nave and chancel linked together on the south by a small

borough will be examined with interest
;

its mimcrous small

rooms, its rambling and “ iucohereut ” architectural cha-

racter—evidences of additions from lime to time—may tempt

the tourist to a somewhat careful scrutiny; but, at all events,

the neighbouring trees, the green lanes all about it, the

jilcasant dell in which it lies, and the soft breezes that seem

to have settled here, without a wish to wander, liill-way or

seaward, caunot fail to lure the resident at Tenby into many
a health walk at morning or at noon.

The little Church of Gumfreston slumbers on the inner

slope of the high laud that for miles overliangs the vale of

St. Florence on the norlli, as the llidgcway does on the side

mortuary chapel, and ou tlie north by a plain square lower, the ivy-crowned battlements of

which lift their heads just high enough to catch the rurabliugs of the ocean or the quick

strokes of the emfew wafted, on wintry nights, over the hill from Tenby, two miles away. The

porcl), which coutaius a Sxoup, and is furnished with a cold stone bench ou either side, forms the
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entrance to the “ darksome ” interior. We found it deco-

rated with ivy, giving: to it a character beautifully pictu-

resque ; it had forced its way from the outside through
crevices in the wall, and was nourishing as wc have shown
in oiu‘ engraving.* The walls aud low vaulted roof

are whitewashed throughout
;
and on the narrow, concrete

floor about a dozen dark, rickety pews serve to accom-
modate the rustic congregation. With the exceptiou of

that in the chancel, the windows look to the south, the ivy,

that veils t!io whole of them on the outside, auswering the

purpose of stained glass in mellowing the beams of the

noontide sun. Among architectural features worthy of

uotice, in addition to the stoiip, are the curious baptistery

that bellies out from the wall of the nave, and the decorated

piscina in the chancel. In this piscina is deposited a plain,

bronze hajjd-bfll, seven or eight inches in height, which
was used in times past as the sancte heV.y

At the bottom of the churchyard are three clear bubbling

WELus, bordered with tall grasses aud wild-flowers of various

hues
;
they have been analysed, aud two of them are said to

contain certain medicinal properties.^ Hence a wicket-

gate opens into a long green lane that rc-conducts to

tlie road
; the trees growing on the side twist their over-

Before wc return home, let us retrace our steps, and walk through a charming lane that leads

to Pretty Penally. It is a sweet village, inclining upwards from a glen, and receiving

into its bosom the sea-breezes, that seem softened as they approach it. We may have more to

say of this place hereafter : at present we must content ourselves with asking the Tourist to

examine the venerable church, with its peculiar and interesting antiquities, and, if he may, the

old ruin iu the grounds of yon graceful dwelling, in which a good, and kind, aud generous lady

resides—the consoler of all poor neighbours who need help. Tlic village is little more than a

mite from the town; a pleasant walk it is, aud fruitful of instnictiou as well as enjoyment:

whether the teachers be old stones that has'e endured for centuries
;
Nature, that here revels

in abundance, freely and liberally shared
;
the eloquent though silent monitors found in every

PESALLY VILLAGE.

hedge, clothed in “all their glory;” the open sea, the cliff's, or the ever green fields, teeming

with fertility on hill-sides crowned with trees that love the winds of ocean, under the influeuce

which they flourish. Surely, if there’s peace to he found in the world,” it is in this sweet

village—Pretty Penally.

RCI>' AT PESAlXy.

hanging branches together to form a shady roof
;
the hedges

are prolusely covered with graceful ferns aud beautiful mosses;
aud on one side there is a little brook, bridged over by the
roots of many trees.

A lonely, yet tranquil and pleasant "place of rest” is this

isolated churchyard, far away from the bustle and business
of life. Here, as in many other parts of South Wales, the
graves are iu several instances planted with flowers. The
custom is unhappily falling iuto disuse

;
aud in the neighbour-

hood of Tenby, these indications of the love of the living for
the memory of the dead arc becoming rare. The subject is,

however, one to which we shall recur when a better opportu-
nity than we have met with in this district is offered to the
pencil, as well as to the pen. Guinfrestou Churcli and village

^vill be visited often by those who arc sojoiu’ners at Tenby.

* “Stoup, stojipe, a Lasiu for holy water, usually placed in a niche
near the entrance door—sometimes in tlic porch, sometimes within
the door—for the purpose of aspersion on entering the cliurch

;
some-

times standing on a peilestal or short pillar, and detached from the
Uiill.”

—

Archil. Diet.
1 “So called because it was rung out when the priest came to

those words of the mass, 'Sanctc, tanrle, Deus SabaoOi,' that all
jicrsons who were absent miglit fall on their knees in reverence of the
lioly office wliieli was then going on in tlie church.”—Warborton.
The congregation were to fall on their knees at tlie ringing of this
hell. In later times it w.as frequently used to announce the arrival
Ilf the clergyman, and also to precede a corpse on its way to the dual
resting place

; then called the banger bell.

t We borrow a passage from our friend, the naturalist, Gosse,
whoso valuable and deeply-interesting volume— “ Tenby, a Sea-side
Holiday”—should be continually in the hands of visitors to the sea-
side—especially everywhere “ liereabouts “ The wells are so con-
tiguous th.at a child with his wooden spade could have made them aU
but one. The upper contains pure spring-water; the next has been
built up by Art into the quadrant of a circle—this is chalybeate,
found to be exactly similar to that of Tonbridge Wells in iU
sensible and chemical properties; it deposits a floccose red sediment
of oxide of iron, and, .as it bubbles up among tlie gravel, discharges
great volumes of gas now and then. Below this is a third spring,
also a chalybeate, but Jess impregnated

;
steps of worn masonry lead

down to it, indicating its former reputation; but now it is never
diunk; people have a notion that it springs out of the churchyard."
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NATIONAL FLAGS OF ENGLAND;
TlIKIIl IIISTOKY AND ASSOCIATIONS.

WITH A GLANCE AT THE FLAGS OF
OTilEll NATIONS.

BY CHARLES BOUTELL, M.A.,

AUTHOR OP A “ MANUAL OF HnJTISlI AllClIAiOI.OGY,”

“ CHRISTIAN MONUMENTS IN ENGLAND AND WALES," “ MONU-

MENTAL miiSSES AND SLABS," ETC., ETC.

pAiiT I.— Introductory.

From the very earliest periods in the history of

maiikind of wliich any aiithcDtic records remain to

us, we find it to have been an usage universally

prevalent for both individuals and communities to

be distinguished and known by some sign, device,

or cognizance. The idea of symbolical e-Ypression,

indeed, appears to be natural to and inherent in the

human mind. A wide range of thought may thus

be concentrated within a very narrow compass, and

a visible form and a vocal expression may be given

to the whole by the agency of figurative imagery.

On many occasions the use of some such dis-

tinctive insignia would be not desirable merely, but

actually necessary. Thus, iu the ratification of

important documents, whether of a private or a

public character, it would be rcfjuisite for the con-

tracting parties to be provided with seals, wbicti,

both at the time then present and throughout all

time to come, might appear as their corroborative

witnesses. Again, the seal or signet of a potentate

would form a peculiarly expressive, as well as a

most consistent, symbol of high rank or of dele-

gated authority. The application of the royal signet

in the matter of ttie faithful and upright Daniel is a

well-known and an early instance of such an usage.

AVe have commonly substituted the written name
for the impress of the signet : we preserve, how-

ever, a memorial of the original usage in our word
“ signature.”

The same device with which the seal ^Yould be

charged would also provide a ready and npjiropriate

mark for various articles of property, as it might

be employed for purposes of decoration and adorn-

ment. And then in war some modification of the

device of the chief w'ould naturally be adopted by

bis followers, as being at once a token for mutual

recognition and a sign of community of feeling and
purpose; while the presence of the chief himself

would be indicated by the display of his cognizance

upon liis own person, and also upon some banner

or ensign, which might be raised aloft, and so be

seen and distinguished from afar. IFence the origin

of Flags. They may, that is to say, be considered

as having been first introduced in consequence of

the necessity for some such blazonry in war. In

the first instance, the llag of each chieftain would

denote his own band or following, arranged under

either his personal or his delegated command.
Other flags would be added, as the collective sym-
bols of the principal military divisions of au army,

while the general-in-chief would have his own pecu-

liar standard. In process of time, flags would

naturally be invested witli national as well as with

personal symbolism; and so, on all peaceful solem-

nities and on all festive occasions, no less than amid
the cliances and in the front of war, the sentiment

of a people’s nationality would be sigiiilicaiitly ex-

jiresscd by tlie national ensign floating in the wind.

Such an ensign would iustiucUvely be regarded with

strong feelings of attachmeut and respect. The
traditions ami even the reputation of a peo)dc and
of their country would be inseparably associated

with the flag of the nation. Its preservation from

all danger and from all insult also would become
points of national honour

;
and any violation of

the privileges attending its presence would be

deemed a national disgrace.

In Holy Writ there occur frequent and express

notices of standards, both as the distinctive insignia

of certain confederacies of men, and as the ensigns

of war. Thus in the Book of Numbers (chap. i.

52; ii. 2; and x. IT, 18, 22, 25) particular

mention is made of the standards of the several

tribes of Israel—of their stations, and of the order

of their precedence. And, amid the poetic imagery

of the prophets, the presence and the lifting up of

the banners of war are introduced with vivid and

powerful effect.

The bas-reliefs wliich Layard and liis successors

have discovered iulbnn us that the standards of the

ancient Assyrians were carried by tlie charioteers,

(he standard-staff being partly supported by a rest,

affixed for that purpose to the front of the chariot.

In the examples tliat have been observed in the

Assyrian sculptures, tlie devices of the banners are

composed of symbolical figures,—the figures, for

example, of a divinity' standing on a bull and draw-

ing a bow, and of two bulls running in contrary

directions. These “arc enclosed in a circle, and

fl.xed to the end of a long staff, ornamented with

streamers and tassels.” (Layard, vol. ii. p. 347.)

Standards, somewhat similar to those represented

in the Assyrian bas-reliefs, were also in use, and
probably at even a much earlier period, in Egypt.

Some sacred animal or emblem, or some royal

cognizance, was generally placed upon them, and

they appear repeatedly amongst the wonderful re-

mains of ancient Art that yet linger along the

valley of the Nile (1).

In Europe, amongst the classic nations of anti-

quity, military standards were in general use, and

they were regarded with the most chivalrous attach-

ment. That standards were employed by the Greeks

in their warfare, both by sea and land, is apparent

from various passages iu the writings of the Greek

historians
;
but of the peculiar characteristics of tlie

Greek ensigns, called by them SHMEIA
we possess no distinctive details. Nor does any
representation of a banner survive, so far as I am
aware, amongst the yet existing relics of ancient

Greek Art.

Part II.—Roman Military Ensigns.

In the systematic organization of the armies of

ancient Home, the standards of the legions bore a

part closely analogous to that discharged by regi-

mental colours amongst ourselves. Accordingly,

in Roman military parlance, the advance, the halt,

or the retreat of an army was expressed by the car-

rying fhe standards forward or back, or by their

rest. Men were said to join, to follow, to defend,

to desert the standards. “ Hostile standards ” im-
plied the army of an enemy

;
and the act of closing

in the mortal strife of battle was described as a
“ collision of standards.” The standard-in-chief of

each legion was the “ eagle,” and consisted of a

figure of the imperial bird with expanded wings,

standing, as if about to rise, upon a spear or staff,

sometimes alone, and sometimes accompanied with
other devices (2, 3). Every manipulus (the proto-

type of our “company”), of which three formed a

cohort, had its own standard, which consisted of cer-

tain symbolical figures placed one above another. In

the primitive simplicity of the earliest Roman times
a bundle {manipulus, handful) of bay was said to

have been borne on a spear before each division of

the little army. In later and greater days the
standards

—

Sicna—of the maniijuli retained figures

of the old hay-bundles, and with them were asso-

ciated circular plates or discs, variously ornameuted
and inscribed, and sometimes bearing the por-
traiture of some general or deity. The figure of an

open hand {inanus) significantly surmounted many
of these signa, and sometimes it was encircled with

a laurel wreath. Occasionally, also, some famous

exploit had its figurative memorial—as a small turret,

to indicate the capture of a hostile fortress (5).

These standards being thus simply carved figures,

notwithstanding their use, may perhaps be scarcely

regarded as flags : those ensigns, however, which
distinguished the bands of the “allies ” {socii\ from
the legions of Rome herself, were strictly aud pro-

!
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perly flags (fi). They resembled the banners of the

Koman cavaliy of the empire {equiies), which were
called Vexilla, and were formed of a square of

silk or other rich material, displayed from a frame
fixed transversely at the head of an ensign -stall'. The
small flag thus displayed is sometimes seen to have
surmounted the groups of symbolical figures (3, 5).

Fine examples of the Roman sii/na and re.rUta exist

amidst the sculptures of the columns of Trajan and
Antoninus, the Arch of Titus, and other historical

monuments
;

also upon tlie almost innumerable
scries of the coins and naedals of ancient Rome.

In addition to the eagle, Pliny (Hist. Nat. x. 5.)

speaks of figures of the wolf, boar, horse aud mino-
taur, as Roman “ signa Tniliiaria,” before the second

consulship of Marius, that is, B.c. 104. The British

Museum contains, amongst other Roman relics, an

eagle of brass, with a wreath about its head, stand-

ing upon an hemisphere which rests on the shaft

socket, and the figure of a boar, which also appears

to have once formed a military ensign. In the

armoury at Goodrich Court, there is oue of the

horse-ensigns mentioned by Pliny.

The imperial standard carried before Constantine

and the Roman emperors, his successors, in form

resembled the vexH/um of the cavalry, and consisted

of a square of imperial purple (scarlet) silk, attached

by a cross-bar to the shaft, aud richly ornamented
with gold and embroidery. It was called Labauum,
and was emblazoned, in token of the Christian faith

then recognised by Rome, with the figure of a cross

aud a monogram of the title of Christ. This mono-
gram^ shown ill the accompanying example (7),

is formed from the three Gnek eharae'ers'X. P. I.

(CH. R. I.), The Labarum was also occasionally

displayed, without a cross-har, from an eusigu-staff,

as in (S). Thus a coin (figured in Wilberforce’s
“ Five Empires,”) represents Constantine standing
erect in the ship of the Roman State, which is

steered by an angel, aud carrying the standard of

his Christian profession in his hand—or, rather, the

emperor grasps it as his support, and is resting upon
it. In his right hand the emperor holds a hall,

upon which rests a pheenix, to intimate that he was
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the second founder of the Roman empire. It will

be remembered that the labarum derived its origin

from the luminous standard, charged with a cross,

aud hearing the legend, ix hoc signo vinces,

which is said to have appeared to Constantine, when
he was about to engage in battle with Maxeutius for

the empire. The labarum appears ou coins of

Constans, Magnentius, and others, besides those of

CoDstautine himself.

The high importance attached by the Roman
soldiery to the safety of their standards, on more
than one occasion, led to the achievement of those

brilliant deeds of arms that encircled the eagle-

banner with imperishable lustre. The Roman his-

torian Livy tells us that, on one hard-fought day,

the consul, in order to excite the ardour of the

soldiers to the highest possible pilch, seized the

eagle of the legion beside him, and flung it amidst

the lines of the enemy. To win back the symbol of

Roman fame, and in so doing, to carry the hostile

intrenchments, follovved almost ou the instant.

On another memorable occasion, the eagle-bearer

(aquijjfer) himself made a rush, eagle in hand,

towards the enemy, in order to attract his comrades

forward. He was the first who bore towards the

shores of Britain the ensign of imperial Rome.
When the invading Romans under Julius Cicsar

hesitated to attempt a landing in the face of the

hostile array of the islanders, and the more so (as

their chief tells us in his admirable “Commentaries,”)
because of the depth of the water into which they

would have to leap from their ships, having first

invoked the favour of Leaven upon his purpose, the

eagle-bearer of the tenth legion cast himself into the

sea, and, with his precious charge, waded towards

the shore. “ Follow me, comrades,” he cried, “ if

you do not desire to deliver the eagle to the foe.

I shall not shrink from the discharge of my duty.

I advance 1” He did advance, struggling with the

surf. The safety of the eagle must be made sure at

any hazard
; they hesitated no longer

;
the rush was

made by the entire force, and the shore was gained.

Then there arose a fierce strife at the water’s edge

—

“pvffnatum eat ab ntrisque acriter." But, the

eatjle teas safe. We know the rest. On a very

dill'crent day, when the three legions of '\’arus, with

their chief, fell victims to the fierce treachery of the

Germans, the captured eagles were placed in the

most sacred of their temples by the conquerors, and
there kept by them as trophies of inestimable value.

The great Roman has not told us whether the

gallant aquiUfer of the tenth legion fell in that act

of heroic duty xvhich has immortalized him ; but we
kuow that in later times many a good soldier has

sacrificed his life while imitating this example.

Thus, with a mournful pride, wc remember how, on
the heiglits of Inkernian, a young hero of our own,
Ensigu Clutterbuck, fell gloriously with the “ Queen’s

Colour ” of his regiment in his hand, while leading

his comrades against the dense masses of the

Russians, aud with the words in his mouth, “ Come
on, sixty-third!”

Part III.

—

Medieval Flags.

There was abundant occupation for every warlike

device throughout the stormy period of the middle

ages. The peculiar institutions of the feudal system

at this era identified the flags displayed in war with

each chieftain, who appeared in person, and brought

his own armed vassals or retainers into the field

with him, to serve under the supreme banner of the

king or suzeraine prince, or of the great baron to

whom the king might have entrusted the eommand-
in-chief. The use of defensive armour at this period

rendered it necessary for each warrior of high rank

to assume and wear some personal cognizance,
without which he could not have been distinguished.

Crests were for this purpose placed upon basinets
and helms, and the rich snreoats, (whence the
heraldic phrase “coats of arms,") that the knights
wore over their armour, were also emblazoned with
appropriate devices. In the flag of each knight the
same device, or some modification of it, was repeated.

The number and variety of the devices assumed by
the knights of the raidiUe ages necessarily led to the
adoption and recognition of a system of laws for

their regulation. This system we know under the
title of Heraldry. Like many' other matters that,

in the first instance, are associated with times long
passed away, heraldry is now generally regarded as

a dry and antiquated science, researches in wliich

can at best attain to certain quaint aud obsolete
usages, once prevalent during dark and turbulent
conditions of society. Such, however, is very far

from being really the fact. Beneath a superficial

dryness that does not actually extend beyond certain
technical peculiarities of expression, the student of

heraldry will find that this science comprehends vast
stores of equally valuable aud useful information.

With this brief passing tribute to the real worthiness
of heraldry, aud more especially in the capacity of
an handmaid to history, I proceed to consider and
describe the flags that were borne in England during
the middle ages.

The devices that appeared in the military ensigns
of the middle ages, while occasionally they must
have been the choice of mere fancy or capi-ice, more
generally had some direct signification, or conveyed
some special symbolism. As would naturally* be
expected, the earlier examples exhibit a much
greater simplicity than those which succeeded, or
were added to them at subsequent periods. Of these

devices, there is one variety which, from the pecu-
liarity of its character, and from its close association

with the flags now in use by ns as our national

ensigns, demands especial attention. The devices to

which I refer are the emblems of tutelary, or patron
saints. They were assumed, at an early period, by
both individuals and communities, and were borne
by them either as their own peculiar cognizance, or

(as was more frequently the case) associated with
some other device. By Richard II., for example,

the armorial ensign attributed to Edward the Con-
fessor was placed side by side {Heraldicb, “im-
paled”) with the royal arms of England; and after

this manner was the royal banner of that unfor-

tunate prince emblazoned. In the church at Fel-

brigge, in Norfolk, there is still preserved one of

those memorials known as “monumental brasses,”

which exhibits the portraiture of Sir Symon de

Felbrigge, K.G., banner-bearer to Richard IT., with
the royal banner resting on his arm. I believe this

to be the only known instance of such a monumental
representation. (The royal banner at Felbrigge is re-

presented in Part V.) Royal banner-bearers, as in

the instance of Sir Symon de Felbrigge, who was one
of the knights Founders of the Garter, were always
personages of eminent distinction. Nigel, son of

Roger, came over with William of Normandy as his

banner-bearer, and he received from his victorious

master lands in the counties of Derby and Stafford.

He was ancestor of the present Sir Nigel Gresley.

In Westminster Abbey, in the chapel of St. Paul,

there is a remarkable monument to Louis Rohsart,
K.G., {f.re u.roris). Lord Bourchier, who died

A.D. 1431. He was banner-bearer to King Henry V.
Four sculptured banners, supported alternately by a

lion and an eagle, arc introduced as architectural

accessories of tlie canopy of the monument
;
they

bear the quartered arms, not of the king, but of

Lord Bourchier himself. Sir — Waterton carried

St. George’s banner, which appeai'ed beside the

ensign, charged with the royal fleurs-de-lys and lions,

at Agincourt; thus we read

—

“ And Watertfin the banner brre
Of fam'd St. George, at Azincour.

"

The office of royal banner-bearer still exists in con-

nection with Her Majesty’s Honourable Corps of

Gentlemen-at-Arms, and it is uow most worthily

held by Major D. J. Ilarmer, formerly of the Life

Guards.

However indiscriminately such words as “ stand-

ard,” “banner,” “colours,” “ensign,” and others

may be used at the present time, each of these terms

had formerly its own distinct and definite meaning.
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The three principal varieties of mediarval flags,

distinguished each by its peculiar title, are the

Pennon, the Banner, and the Standard.

knight Toustain, the son of Rollo, and not by Nigel,

the duke’s banner-bearer. The Saxon standard is

displayed in the tapestry near the spot where Harold

and his brothers fell (14). Another curious cusignis

But before these varieties of flags had assumed
distinctive attributes, consequent upon the systematic

regulation of heraldry, princes and knights had long
been accustomed to display from their lances flag-

like appendages, generally adorned with crosses, a

group of circles, or a series of bars. They were
in many instances loosely attached to the lance-staves

by loops (10 and 11), and they may he denominated

(U.)

also introduced into this graphic record of the famous

conflict of Hastings : it is fringed, and bears a bird,

and has been considered to be a flag derived from

the old Northmen by the Danes of those days (15).

Lance-Fiags. E.vamples of these lance-flags appear

in the illuminations of MSS. of Saxon and Norman
times, upon some few seals, in the Bayeux tapestry,

and in certain other early relics. It is remarkable

that they generally appear to terminate in three

points, and that their circular devices are three in

number. This triplicity, coupled with the presence

of the cross symbol, has led to the supposition that

these ensigns were of a religious character, and

designed to symbolize the Christian faith. Similar

circles and crosses appear in many of our early

coins, and in the great seal of Henry I. (12). I have

A dragon was another device used at this period as a

military ensign iu England (10). It was borne by Ha-
rold at Hastings, and is represented in the tapestry.

Similar dragons also are depicted upon many of the

Norman shields
;

and others, apparently of the

same class, may be seen in the Arch of Titus, and in

the Column of Trajan, held aloft on spears, as

the ensigns of ancient barbarian warriors (17).

introduced several of these singular and very inte-

resting early ensigns, from various authorities. The
examples here figured from the Bayeux tapestry

are Nos. 9. 10, 13, 14, 15, 16, IS, 19, 20, and 21.

The flag that appears in the Bayeux tapestry, near

the person of "William, probably represents the conse-

crated standard sent to the Conqueror by Pope Alex-

ander IV, (13). The chronicler (Ordericus Vitalis)

informs us that it was carricil near the person of

"William throughout the day at Hastings, by the

( 17 .)

In the accompanying woodcuts, from the Bayeux

tapestiy, no attempt has been made to improve upon

the simplicity, and, indeed, the coarse roughness of

the originals. The exam]ile. No. 11, is drawn from

an illumination in the MS. in the British Museum,
Roy. MS. 2 A. xxii. fol. 219. The whole figure,

which is very curious, is engraved in Hewitt’s
“ Ancient Armour,” p. 255.

Besides the lance-flags, certain other ensigns of

considerable size were iu use in the same early times,

and were evidently employed to distinguish the dif-

ferent divisions of armies. The standard-in-chief

sometimes was of such ample dimensions that it was

necessarily conveyed from place to place in a car

provided for that purpose. The car-standard, or

carrocinm of King Stephen, gave the title of “ Battle

of the Standard ” to the conflict between the English,

under the command of Thurston, Archbishop of

York, and the forces of David, King of Scotland,

which was fought at Cuton Moor, near Norlh-

allcrton, in August, 1138. This extraordinary en-

sign is described as having consisted of a tall mast,

placed upon a car, bearing at its head a silver pix,

with the host, and beneath this the three flags of

St. Peter of York, St. John of Beverley, and St.

( 10.)

"Wilfrid of Ripon. These saintly flags were probably

adorned with portraitures of the saints themselves.

At the battle of Lewes, in 1 264, between Henry II I.

and his barons, De Montford and the revolted nobles

displayed the ancient car-standard-, and, at that same

(
20.)

battle, Matthew Paris tells us, that “the* king went

forward to meet his enemies with unfurled banners,

preceded by the royal ensign, which was called

the DRAGON." Richard Coeur-de-Lion (a.d. 1190)

also retained the dragon in his armies, as wc are

( 01 .)

expressly informed by Ilovedoa and Richard of

Devizes, the latter of whom says, “The King of

England proceeded iu arms
;
the terrible standard of

the dragon is borne iu front."

ii-'K



Part IV.—The Pennon.

Some years before the close of the thirteenth cen-

tury, the regular Pennon appears to hare taken the

place of the lance-flag. Of comparatively small

size, and in its proportions long and narrow, the

pennon was either swallow-tailed, or pointed at the

extremity. The pennon was charged with the

armorial cognizance of the bearer, or with the cross

of St. George—an upright red cross, that is, upon a

white ground, or field (22.) St. George himself, I

need scarcely add, has long been regarded as the patron

saint of England, as St. Andrew and St. Patrick are

severally held to be the patron saints of Scotland

and Ireland. Who this St. George may have been,

that is so highly honoured, yet remains abnost a

matter for conjecture. He is generally considered

to have been a valiant soldier of Cappadocia, who
suffered martyrdom in Palestine during the great

persecution under Dioclesian, a.d. 290. Under
what circumstances and at what time St. George

became associated with our far-off island, chroniclers

say not.

The Pennon was borne by every knight, as well

as by the more powerful feudal dignitaries, and by

them all it was displayed upon their own lance,

immediately below the lance-head. This appendage

of the knightly weapon still flutters above the heads

of our own chivalrous lancers, though now it is plain

red and white, without any device (23). A valuable

example of the military equipment of the times of

Edward I, is supplied by the brass to Sir John

d’Aubernoun, preserved in the Church of Stoke

d’Auberuon, near Esher, in Surrey. In this memo-
rial the knight appears with lance and pennon. The
pennon (2-i)>"'hich is fringed and pointed, bears the

singular, but a perplexing eS'ect, when the lances

were carried erect. The pennon of De Vere, for

example, which is quarterly, gules atid or; in the

first quarter a mullet, argent (a silver star of five

points), affords a striking illustration of this. In

(26) this pennon is blazoned correctly when the

lance is levelled
;
but, in this case, when the lance

is raised, the tinctures would necessarily have their

armorial cognizance of d’Aubernoun

—

azure, a

chevron, or, (a golden chevron on a blue field) ; and

in this instance the heraldic blazon is so set upon

the pennon that the ordinary (or device) would then

appear in its proper position when the weapon

should be levelled for the charge, as is shown iu

25. It is uncertain whether this method of

placing pennons upon lances was frequently adopted.

If such were the case, in very many instances the

heraldic charges must have presented not only a

positions reversed, and the mullet would shine in

the wrong quarter.

The Sir John d’Aubernoun, whose engraven monu-
mental efligy places before us so excellent a contem-

porary example of a pennon, was twice high sheriff of

Surrey, an office involving no trivial responsibilities

ill the troubled times iu which his lot was cast; and

the brass to his memory is the earliest memorial of

its class known to be now in existence. It is also

the only instance of which I am aware of the intro-

duction of the kuightly lance, with a military

effigy, into the composition of an English work of

early engraven monumental art— except iu the case

of some of the small figures which appear in the

compartments of the canopy of the tiue Hastings

brass at Elsyng, in Norfolk. The brass to Sir John

d’Aubernoun is engraved in full, in the noble work

by the Messrs. 'Wallers, in my own “Monumental
Brasses and Slabs,” in the “Transactions” of the

Surrey Archrcological Society, in Hewitt’s “Andeut
Armour,” p. 237, and, on a small scale, in the

ArcluEological Journal

.

Tri the illuminatioos with

which the MSS. of the middle ages abound, an almost

iuuumerable series of knightly pennons and banners

is introduced, and with them, in the later works,

standards are associated. As a matter of course,

they are charged with a great variety of heraldic

devices. Other examples may be observed upon

seals, and in stained glass, mural paintings, carved

ivories, &c.

In the pages of the old chroniclers we find men-

tion made of some variety or modification of the

pennon, under the title of gonfiannon. Thus Wace
writes:

—

“ LI barons ouvent gonfannovs ;

Li chevaliers ouvent penons."

“The barons had gonfannons, and the knights had
pennons.” It seems probable that the peunons of

the more powerful members of the medimval chi-

valry, wliich subsequently assumed the form, cha-

racter, and title of banners, were distinguished ori-

ginally by this title of gonfannon. The same name
was also occasionally given by the early writers to

the lance-flags.

Mention is also made of the pennoncelle, which
would seem to have been an elongated, streamer-like

pennon, the prototype, perhaps, of the standard that

was introduced somewhat later, and became preva-

lent in the armies of England.

MAIDENHOOD.
FROil THE STATUE BY J. HANCOCK.

It is a misfortune for the art of sculpture in this

country, and a still greater misfortune for the sculp-

tors themselves— especially for those who have not

ns yet, succeeded in gaining the eye of the public

—

that original productions are rarely seen where

their merits may be judged of, and appreciated.

The sculi)ture-room of the Royal Academy has

well-earned its epithet of the “condemned cell,”

and, as a consequence, few visitors enter it except

those whose enthusiasm in favour of the art urges

them to inspect it under whatever disadvantages j

but, as a further consequence, numerous works, the

result of genius, thought, and time,—works that

would confer honour on any existing school of Art,

—

are never seen by the public at all : they are carried

iu by the back doors, as if guilty of some crime

that renders concealment necessary, and are carried

out the same way after having served their term of

imprisonment, not to be let loose on society, who
knows nothing of them, and cares little for them,

but to be again immured in the studio of the sculptor,

to his discomfiture, and to the continuance of that

happy state of ignorance in which the public mind

is left.

It is not presumption on our part to say, that

through the medium of the Art-Journal, which cir-

culates wherever the English language is spoken,

the world has been made acquainted with the works of

British sculptors, which, but for its existence, would

liave been as effectually hidden from mortal sight, as

were those glorious productions of centuries ago,

the “ Venus de Jledicis,” the “ Gladiator,” &c., when
buried among tlie debris of ancient Rome. It has

been, aud will be, our privilege to rescue from the

oblivion, to wliich fate and not demerit may have

consigned them, many beautiful examples of native

talent, and to present them, by the aid of the en-

graver’s art, to the notice of our readers.

To the Jong list of those which have already

appeared, we now add the statue of “Maidenhood,”

by Mr. J. Hancock, a sculptor whose namehas long

appeared in the cataloguesof the .\cademy exhibitions,

but whose works are not so familiarly known to the

public as they deserve to be, and, doubtless, would

be, if seen under more favourable circumstances.

The statue was in the Academy in 1856, and

appended to the title in the catalogue were the

following lines from one of Longfellow’s poems,

which it is presumed, suggested the idea and treat-

ment of the work :

—

“ Standing, with reluctant feet,

XVhere ihe brook and river meet,
XVoraaiihood and childhood fleet

!

Gazing with a timid glance,

On the brooklet's swift advance.
On the river's broad e.xpanse 1

Childhood is the bough where slumbered
Birds and blossoms many numbered;
Age that bough with snows encumbered.

Gather, then, each flower that grows,
Wien the young heart overflows.

To embalm tliat tent of snows.

Bear a lily in each hand,
Gates of bra^s cannot withstand

One touch of that magic wand."

The remark we made on this statue when exhibited

was, that “it shows great refinement of conception,

and is beautifully modelled, though the appearance

of the lower limbs through the drapery is scarcely a

feature coincident in spirit with the rest of the

work in truth, the lower limbs are crossed rather

awkwardly, so much so as to render it somewhat

difficult to determine to which leg the foot in advance

belongs; the draperies and accessories give con-

siderable richness to the composition.

By an error which escaped our observation till it

was too late to have it rectified, the initial letter of

Mr. Hancock’s Christian name is wrongly inserted

in the plate: it should be as it appears above this

notice.

Among the works executed by this sculptor, we

may point out “The First Impulse of Love,” an

angel teaching two children to kiss one another; a

bas-relief of “ Christ led to Execution,” modelled

for the Art-Union of London; “Miranda;” a

statuette in bronze of Dante’s Beatrice; “Ariel,”

“Ophelia,” “Angel’s Mission,” &c. &c.
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VISITS TO ART-:MANrFACT01iIES.

No. 7.—THE ROYAL I’ORCELAIN "WORKS OF
WORCESTER.

Ouji venerable, but ever vigorous confemporary,

Mr. Urban, baa reccutly animadverted with just

severity upon those elementary and popular volumes

from which youthful students of the present day are

in the habit of deriving what they very naturally

suppose to be correct views of English history,

Renders of the Ge^iileman's ?fiiffazine, however,

have just discovered that these so-called “ histories”

are at best specious pretenders, being in reality, in

a greater or less degree, either culpably imperfect,

or tainted with gross errors. Mr. Urban has done

good service to the cause of popular education by

thus exposing the true character of this class of

educational works. Tlic next thing to be done is

to associate with Parker’s “Annals of England” a

Student’s English History, that shall be thoroughly

sound, compreheusive also, and both simple and

attractive.

The importance of portraying, in a clear and
i

graphic manner, the social and domestic condition

of the people of England at different historical

periods, is one aspect of English history that

hitherto has been almost overlooked, but which we
commend to the serious attention of those who may
contemplate the production of future popular his-

tories of England. "With this view, such writers

will do well to make themselves masters of the

archicology of Art and Manufactures, as they have

reference to English history. Thus they will dis-

cover the true value of genuine arrhaiology as an

ally to the historian. Let them take that one appli-

cation of Art working in happy association wilh

manufacturing industry which deals with ceramic

productions, and observe with what telling efl'cct it

throws light over the pages of history. It is by no

means an easy matter to picture to ourselves our

own England, peopled by our own ancestors, in

times with the leading and most characteristic inci-

dents of \-*hich we have long been familiar, as being

without any manufactory of earthenware of whatso-

ever kind (except for architectural uses), and desti-

tute altogether of home-made fictile manufactures.

And yet, if we would really pass in review before

our mental vision the England of the times of tiic

Edwards and the Henries, we must advance a step

beyond substituting armour for scarlet uniforms,

and, walking in the gardens of our forefathers and
entering their private liouses, we must realize a con-

dition of society which was almost, if not absolutely,

ignorant of cups, and plates, and jugs, and porcelain

chimney ornaments— ignorant even of flower-pots,

H id ffems omne—unless, indeed, they were ob-

tainable, by some unknown means, from some equally

unknown foreign potteries. It is certainly within

the limits of possibility that some kinds of pottery

may have continued in use from the Conquest till

the Reformation
;

but if so, their use must have
been rather exceptional than generally prevalent,

since it is certain that we possess no such relics of

the pottery of those centuries as would enable ns to

deduce from them any distinct and definite informa-

tion with respect to ceramic manufactures during

that period. Roman pottery yet remains in this

island in abundance
;

and the rude relics both of

the aboriginal Anglo-Celts and of the scarcely more
refined potters of the Anglo-Saxou era, each tell

their own historic legend. The potter’s art in

England evidently declined from the middle of the

fifth cetilnry, nor did it show any decided indica-

tions of a revival until, in the middle of the six-

teenth century, the brown stone-ware of Edward VI.
made its appearance. The close of that century
witnessed the introduction of the Elizabethan ware.
Then another hundred years elapsed before the dis-

covery of the salt glaze—an important step in

advance in the development of our national fictile

mauuracturcs
;
but meanwhile an enamelled stone-

ware had been produced (commencing about a.d.

IG.'iO) at Fulham and Lambeth, and in Staffordshire.

About the year 1700 porcelain manufactories were
cstablislicd at Chelsea and Bow. The porcehun of 1

Derby and 'Worcester date from the middle of the
i

last century. Aiul from about the year 1760, till

his death in 1703, the English Palissy, Josiah
Wedgwood, flourished.

Without attempting to do moi’c than direct atten- I

tion to the comparatively recent origin of the exist-
!

iug ceramic manufactures of England, it is our
|

present purpose more fully to describe the career of
I

one great establishment which has uniformly enjoyed

the very highest reputation. It was in the year

1751 that Dr, Wall, a distinguished physician, and
a good artist, in connection with several intelligent

and enterprising citizens of Worcester, formed a

I

plan for introducing in that city the manufacture of

j

PORCELAIN, a peculiar and beautifully translucent

I

fictile production, which is universally admired and
valued, and which at that period was engaging the

thoughtful attention of both learned men and sove-

reign princes throughout Europe.

The Worcester Porcel.nin Company from the first

have aimed at the production of such works as should

command decided admiration, and secure extensive

patronage. Their earliest efforts were directed to

the imitation of the porcelain of the Chinese. Chi-
nese patterns, accordingly, iu blue and white,

together with the forms in favour with the ceramists

of the Plowery Land, were reproduced on the banks
of the Severn. About the same time also Japan
colours were introduced by the Worcester artists in

their works—that is, they employed those conven-

tional arrangements of red, blue, aud gold, which
[technically are distinguished as “Japanese,” when
applied to fictile manufactures. These early “Wor-

' cester works, wherever examples of them (now
precious as relics) are to he found, exhibit evident

indications of that thorough appreciatiou of the true

qualities of porcelain, coupled with so happy an
artistic feeling, that they may justly claim to be

regarded as the auspicious forerunners of a triumph-

antly successful career. The cxecutiou of the

designs in this earliest Worcester porcelain, together

with the gilding freely introduced into many of the

patterns, are remarkable for their excellence.

About the year 1756 the Worcester Company
begau the course of progressive improvement, whicli

has distinguished their establishment now for more
than a hundred years. At this time the invention

of transfer friniing was introduced, and it rapidly

exercised a most important influence for good upon

the ceramic manufactures of England. In fact, this

process, discovered and first employed at Worcester

iu 1756, may be considered to have been the means
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of extending the demand for British fictile ])roduc-

tions more effectually than any subsequent discovery.

As in the instance of the imitative Chinese and

Japanese porcelain, the new transfer process was

executed at Worcester with complete success. Of
the engraved works executed at the period of the

discovery many specimens are still in existence,

which in themselves are truly beautiful, and as

examples of porcelain manufacture remarkably fine.

The next incident which contributed iu an impor-

tant degree to advance the interests of the Wor-
cester establishment, and to develop its practical

powers, may be considered to have occurred iu

1763, when the Chelsea works were closed, and the

artists who had been there employed, were dispersed

in search of engagements in other manufactories of

porcelain. The more excellent of the Chelsea artists

established tliemselves at Worcester, where their co-

operation enabled the company to produce various

works of considerable beauty after the manner of

the old Sevres and Dresden porcelain, but which, at

the same time, were distioguished by certain cha-

racteristic peculiarities. The history of the Wor-

cester Porcelain Works does not supply any clue to

; the causes that, within twenty years of this period,

I

brought about the first and only decided decline

they have experienced. The productions of the

year 1780, however, and of the few previous and

succeeding years, are far less satisfactory than the

works which preceded and followed them. They

determine for themselves their own comparative

value
;

and, when tested by comparison with both

earlier and subsequent Worcester porcelain, they

must be pronounced inferior in material, taste, and

finish. But this decadence was speedily to be suc-

ceeded by such a change in the administration of the

establishment, as might be expected to impart a fresh

impulse to its productions. In 1783 the works

were purchased by Mr. Plight, of Hackney, for his
' sons, and iu the hands of those gentlemen they
* rapidly regained, and even rose above, their former

j

reputation. At this critical period in the history of

I

the Worcester Porcelain Works, an event took place

which gave them an addition to their title, and

1
very materially strengthened their powers of action.

In 1786 King George III. paid a visit to the city,

j

when he granted the patent which gave to that city

the first “Royal Porcelain Works” in England.

This decided mark of royal favour, coupled with

the abundant patronage which immediately followed

it, placed the establishment beyond the reach of any

future vicissitudes. Its success was indeed secured.

Artists of the first taleut were employed, under

wliose care a school of students was trained up in

the study and the practice of the ceramic art. In

1793 Mr. Barr became associated with the works,

and, in connection with the former proprietors, suc-

ceeded in introducing into all their productions the

expressions of a pure aud refiued taste. About that

time a second porcelain manufactory was established

iu Worcester by the Messrs. Chamberlain, which at

once obtained a share of the popularity enjoyed by

its rival. Both of these works were actuated by a

similar spirit, and for many years the two may be

said to have produced by far the larger part of all

the important porcelain executed aud purchased in

this kingdom. Fortunate in being able to command

I

the services of ically able artists, aud no less happy
in the consciousness that their productions were

WOKCtSTEK PORCELAI>'.

duly appreciated, Messrs. Flight and Barr, and the
j

Messrs. Chamberlain, made a large number of por- 1

celain services for the Royal Family of England,

and for many Continental princes, in addition to

those which were sought from them by the nobility

aud gentry of this country. The patterns that still

remain in the show-rooms attest the uumber and

variety of the services executed during the forty-six

years that succeeded the appearance of the second

Worcester manufactory.

In the year 1839 the two establishments were

united in that of the Messrs. Charaberlaiu, who, iu

their turn, were succeeded by the present proprietors

of the oue united manufactory

—

Messrs. Kerb and
Binns—in 1852. Without doubt tlie emulation

excited aud stimulated by the preseuce at Worcester

of a rival establishment, tended to act beneficially

upon the art of porcelain making as it was practised

in that city; and so also, on the other hand, it is

equally certain that very decided advantages now
result from the concentration of both talent and

energy which has been effected by the existing

arrangements.

From the time of the first production of porcelain

at Worcester until the eorameucement of the present

century, the artists of the establishment appear to

have been influenced by an irresistible desire to

imitate the most attractive works of other ceramists
;

aud yet, despite of this imitative tendency, Worcester

porcelain has always been distinguished by some

decided Worcester speciality. If the class of designs

were Chinese, they were executed not in the Chinese,

hut in the Worcester manner. If the style of

decoration and the method of treatment w'ere

both adapted from some foreign specimens, the

paste possessed peculiar translucent qualities that

impressed upon the work some W'^orcester charac-

teristic. This porcelain, consequently, is at all

times easily recognised, uotwithstauding the many
features in which certain of its productions are assi-

milated to the porcelain of China aud Japan, of

Sfevres and Dresden. The exceediugly beautiful

translucency of the fabi'ic is the special character-

istic of the earliest Worcester porcelain, when Chi-

nese patterns were prevalent, aud when the taste of

the time attached peculiar importance to subjects

executed in black by the transfer process. Subse-

quently, as the last century advanced towards its

close, the soap-rock body then used imparted a

singular yellowness to the Worcester porcelain,

which detracted very seriously from the effect of its

finest specimens, at the same time that it stamped

upon them all aWorcesteridentity. A corresponding

distinctiveness of local character may always be

observed in every variety of the finest Worcester

porcelain : it is invariably Worcester, however stu-

diously it may have followed the works of Sevres,

aud of the German ceramic artists, in its gaily

painted birds, in the rich variety of its beautiful

flowers, its dark blue patterns and fine and lustrous

gilding.

With the advance of the present century, the

Worcester style has gradually assumed a more de-

cided character. A succession of specialities has

been superseded by a definite system
;

and, in the

place of imitating foreign excellences, Worcester has

studied how she might secure the universal recogni-

tion of excellent qualities intrinsically and perma-

nently her own. The effect principally aimed at
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early in this century appears to have been a gor-

geous richness. Such is Ihe eirect produced both by

tlie Japan patterns, executed for the royal family,

for Lord Nelson, and others
;
and iu the more classic,

but still equally splendid, services that were made

about the year 1815. Some of the paiulings exe-

cuted at that period by Baxter, Humphrey Cham-

berlain (great masters in their Art), and others,

are still considered to be admirable s])ecimensof the

art of enamel painting. Tiie gradual improvement

in the practice of Art which has distinguished the

succeediug years of tlie present century has not

failed to exhibit its happy iiilluences iu that peculiar

Art-inaimfucture, that has* identified itself with the

city of Worcester. The ceramic productions of

England have now risen to a position of the higliest

importance amongst our national raaunfactures, and

an honourable rivalry exists, not between two esta-
!

blisliments in a single city, but between a series of
,

great works placed iu various localities, and all of

them conducted upon the same sound principles, and

with the same aspiring aim. It is delightful to
i

observe how this admirable manufacture has thus
|

extended the range of its operations, not only with-

out any falling away from tlie standard of its earlier
j

excellence, but iu increased power, and with more

fully developed capabilities. And, at the same time,

the present condition of the "Worcester establisliment

is a subject for special congratulation, since it slil

retains, nay, extends, its long-established reputation

midst tlie group of its able confederates. A careful

comparison between the productions of the various

great ceramic works of the present day will coufirni

the high opinion of "Worcester porcelain, that is

excited by a visit to the estoblishmeiit of K>:urt anb
Binns, at "Worcester itself. Whether the material,

or the forms, or the style of decoration, or its exe-

cution be investigated, iu every one of these condi-

tions the W’^orcestcr porcelain of the iircseut day is

prepared to endure the most searching tests. It

bears about it evident tokens of care and thoughtful-

ness, expressing their action in association with a

liberal spirit, and genuine artistic feeling. The
more systematic course of action, that has so

honourably distinguished the Worcester Porcelain

Works during the last half century, and particularly

iu the latter tw'cuty-fivc years of that period, has

not by any means repressed the euterprising spirit

which has made AVorccster the scene of many fresh

discoveries, and. various new modes of treatment.

The recent improvements, on the contrary, include

many novelties of great interest and importance.

Amongst these the honeycomb, or pierced porcelain,

introduced iu 1846 by the Chamberlains, may be

speeitied as a characteristic example, which has since

I

continued to be a Worcester speciality. In 1854, a

1 much more important class of new works were added

I

to the Worcester productions. These consist of

' enamels, executed on porcelain in the style of the

celebrated Chamjdevc metallic enamels of Limoges,

but without their thread-like outliues in gold.

These very admirable works, which exhibit the same
beautiful tiuts witli the enamels of the thirteenth

and fourteenth centuries, have contributed beyond

every other recent adaptation of the porcelain

manufacture, to elevate the cliaractcr of our existing

ceramic establishments iu their Art capacity. The
enamels executed after this process have been applied

1
to various purposes of decoration with complete

j

success, and many are the gems of Ait of Ibis class

' that have already been produced. These enamels

\ are uniformly distinguished by an exquisite delicacy

I

of touch, auil that purity and refinement of general

. treatment which declare them to be the works of

artists of rare talent. The author of the finest spe-

cimens claims a distinct rccoguitiou for his masterly

productions, which would unquestionably have been

regarded by the old euamellcrs of Limoges as

.
Iriumphant expressions of their art. W’^e should

not accord justice to this establishment if we omit-

ted honour to the artist—M. Bott—who princi-
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pally paints in this new, interesting, and very im-
portant department. He is not tlie only artist at

these
“ "Works ” entitled to special mention ; there

are others whose merits are of the first order, and
who are the valuable ausiliaries by which the supre-

macy of "Worcester is maintained. There is no
manufacturer in England better qualified to direct

such "Works than Mr. R. "W. Bcnns, F.S.A. It is

most fortunate that its “Art” is under his direc-

tion
;
and assuredly to him we are largely indebted

for the valuable results now universally admitted

—

that the prosperity of the manufactory at Worcester

is secured. To Mr. Kerr, also, we must give voice

to public approval, for the energy and enterprise he

has exercised over bis establishment.

The judgment that has selected the subjects of

these enamels from modern pictures and works iu

sculpture, cannot be too highly commended. As a

most perfect example both of a consistent subject and
of its successful rendering in the Worcester porcelain

enamel, we may specify the large plaque, after Ary
Schefter’s noble picture of Paulo and Francesca di

Rimini, a specimen of which may be seen in the Cera-

mic Court, at the Crystal Palace. In the same case

will be found a series of the “ Worcester enamels,”

which exhibits fine and eminently characteristic spe-

cimens of every most important variety. Tliesc works
we commend to the thoughtful study of all persons

by whom the Crystal Palace is accessible. They
will do well, indeed, to undertake a special pilgrimage

to Sydenham for this very purpose. The beautiful

material, now well known as “Parian,” has not

failed to be employed at Worcester, as the vehicle

for producing a variety of graceful and attractive

works. Others have appeared in which the sur-

faces exhibit the texture of ivory
;
and these have

been very agreeably treated, in some instances,

by the introduction of silver upon parts of the

lignres and other objects. All these artistic pro-

cesses have experienced the most generous patron-

age from Her Majesty the Queen and the Prince

Consort, and also from the most distinguished

admirers and patrons of ceramic art.

The accompanying engravings represent some of

the most admired specimens of Worcester enamels,

including vases and paterm, coloured aud enamelled,

vases of the new ivory body, and candelabra, tazzi,

and other objects in parian. The of our series

of four groups of Worcester productions comprises

a collection of the most beautiful miscellaneous

objects that have been executed in the porcelain-

enamel
; but it does not include the Di Rimini

plaque. The plateau iu the centre, with chalice,

ewer, and dish, may be specially noted for the ele-

gance of their design, and the exquisite skill and
finish of their workmanship. A variety of pleasing

forms, and of appropriate and effective decorations,

is apparent in the second group, which consists of

objects in painted porcelain. The third engraving

is devoted to works in parian, and it exhibits several

of the productions iu this beautiful material that are

held in the greatest esteem. The styles of art tiiat

appear in these designs are classic and Renaissance.

fourth of our engravings is devoted to those va-

rious objects of more general use, which have contri-

buted ill no slight degree to the high reputation of the

Worcester establishment. The Worcester character-

istics of fiue forms and chaste decorations are dearly

apparent in onr sketches, though they necessarily fail

WORCESTER ORDINARY POKCEl.AIN.

to convey any ideas of the rich colouring which is so

important au element in the complete effectiveness

of these works.

In addition to the new porcelain-enamel, the Cera-
mic Court, at the Crystal Palace, contains a fine and
richly-varied collection of the more choice works
produced in porcelain, parian, aud other materials at

Worcester. The adjoining court, in the occupation

of Mr. R. Hawkins, is also entirely devoted to the
display, for the purpose of sale, of the more useful

varieties of fictile productions, a considerable portion

of the whole being from the Worcester establishment.

We desire particularly to direct attention to those

departments of Mr. Hawkins’ varied collection which
comprise the less costly works in porcelain, and are

such as would provide for the ordinary requirements

of domestic use. Here, as well as in the more
decorative works of high prices, the same good taste

aud the same manipulative skill are apparent. In
])lace of any detailed or lengthy descriptions of Mr.
Hawkins’ section of the Ceramic Court, we prefer

to request that our readers will seek from Mr. Haw-
kins himself the opportunity of examining such

illustrative specimens as will most satisfactorily

convey to them correct impressions of the useful

porcelain of Worcester. They will not readily forget

the beautiful forms, the exquisitely tasteful decora-

tions, and the delicate material of the cups and
plates, and dishes that will be put into their hands:

and their sentiments will be abundantly confirmed

by a comparison with the great majority of other

works of the same class. This is a matter of the

greatest importance, since it is in the more popular

productions of any Art-raanufactnre, and in such

as extend their iultuences far beyond the mansions

of the wealthy, that the practical advantages of

improved aud really beautiful productions are to

be most effectively displayed. Thus the public

taste is to be cultivated and relined, if it is by
any means to become susceptible of cultivation aud
refinement. Thus also the appliances of daily life

are to be elevated into instruments of perpetual

gratification, aud life itself may derive a charm from
the humblest and most unexpected agencies. In the

natural world, all is beautiful as well as useful

—

everywhere the requirements of utility are accom-

!
plishcd by the most skilful adaptation of means to

j

the proposed end, aud in everything the eye is either
' soothed or delighted by the beauties of form, or

colour, or agroupmeiit. We do well, when in the
' works of our hands we blend together, in the closest

union, the useful aud the beautiful. In so doing we
are following a high jirecedent, and we are seeking

to emulate the noblest of examples, when we regard

the trifling appliances of common use as the means

for displaying our own sense of external beauty.

While, therefore, they point with justifiable and hon-

ourable pride to their costly enamels, and tbeirdelicate

parian, and to the glowing tints of their translucent

vases, let the proprietors of the Royal Worcester

Porcelain Works continue to bear in mind that fully

equal in importance with all of these is the character

of their humbler and more useful productions. Here

they may address themselves to the community at

large, through the length and breadth of the land

;

here they can command opportunities for imparting

fresh graces to ten thousand smiling homes, and thus

they may excite, or at least convey, the first healthful

sliuiulus to unnumbered sym])alhies with Art.



THE iRT-JOCRNAL.

THE HAHDEL FESTIVAL, AT THE
CIIYSTAL PALACE.

This loiitj anticipated, event—ike musical incident

par excalhnce of tlie present year—duly took ])lace

at the time appointed, on tlic 20th, 22iid, and 24tli

of June
;
the grand full reliearsal having been given

on the 18th of the same month. In many respects

decidedly sueeessfiil, this nnprecedeuted musical

demonstration has pronounced a fiual and conclusive

opinion upon the conditions necessary for securing
;

such a measure of success as shall be complete and

uncouditional. It has shown that one of these

conditions is au edifice suitable in its form, its

ari'ungenients, and its fittings, both for the difl’usion

of sound, and for its ecjuable ditl'usiou throughout

its cutirc expanse. The Crystal Palace is now
proved to be hopelessly unfit for great performances

of music. It cannot do justice either to the musical

sounds produced within it, or to the audience who
may be assembled bcucalh its transparent vaults.

The music e.xperieuced unjust treatmeut, since its vo-

lume is absorbed, and its sonorous qualities deadened

by the building, and the audience may rightfully

complain that while the acoustic qualities of the

palace are unifonidy imperfect, there are many gra-

dations of this imperfection, which at last subsides

to tlie minimum of hearing. Whatever the general

iinpressiou produced by this festival upon the

audiences, these two ))oiuts admit of no denial—the

one, that grander and more impressive effects of

music have been obtained, with an executant force

numerically very much weaker
;
and the other, that

not half of the whole number of visitors were able

to form even a tolerably or approximately correct

idea of what this festival really was. The teachiug

and the ajiplication of these facts may lead to much
cousideration, and it is to be hoped that they will

conduce to ulterior results of no inconsiderable

iin portance.

it is useless for us, so loug after the festival,

to offer any critical remarks upon cither the per-

formances or the performers. Wc have simply to

record the occurrence of the festival; it being also,

at the same time, our gratifying duty to add that all

persona concerned appeared to exert themselves to

the utmost, and that their efforts impressed upou
this festival an unique reputation. The spirit of

Handel’s glorious compositious was deeply felt by
all that choral and instrumeutal army, and under

the influence of that deep feeling they gave ex-

pression to the great composer’s music in the ful-

ness of its majestic grandeur. There were no short-

comings in the executants, as there was no weakness

iu the administrative management. The general

arraugemeuts also were excellent, and they claim

the most explicit recognition, as well as a strong

expression of grateful admiration. Mr. Grove, the

able secretary of the company, and their prime

mover iu everything that reflects honour upou their

proceedings, was the iiusecu author of all the

arrangements that caused the whole affair to move
onwards as pleasantly and smoothly as a success-

ful ship-launch. Whatever Mr. Bowley’s particular

duties may have been, we have no doubt that he

discharged them zealously aud well : he is at home
iu musical gatherings, and accordingly the Handel
Festival would provide for him precisely that occu-

pation which he would most efficiently fulfil. It is

needless to do more than mention Mr. Costa as the

conductor of the festival, and to add that ho accom-
plished his serious task even more triumphantly
than had been expected from him

;
and he was most

ably seconded—the principal singers, tlie band, the

chorus, all vied oue with the other iu a generous

emulation, aud all alike merit the same honourable

remeiDbrancc.

The spectacle alfovded by the interior of the

jialace wa.< singularly impressive, and also peculiarly

beautiful. From the upper side-galleries, the view
was pre-emiucntly striking, since from, thence the

eye could range along the entire length of the

central avenue of the building, and at the same time
could comprehend neaidy the whole of the vast

assemblage iu the central transept, leaving out from
a place iu the panorama just enough to enhance the

impressiou produced upon the mind through the

consciousness that, much as was seen, there yet

remained something beyond the power of vision.

MINOR TOPICS OF THE MONTH.

The Nation.\l Galleuy.—The following Is an

official account, published iu the Times, of the pic-

tures purchased siuce the 31st of March, 1858:

—

A jiortrait of Jeanne d’Arcliel, by Antoni] Moro,
was, with the sanction of the trustees, and of the

treasury, purchased from Mr. C. J. Nieuwenbuys in

June, 1858. The following pictures were subse-

quently purchased on the continent, oa the recom-
mendation of Sir C. L. Easllakc :—A half-length

portrait of a Brescian nobleman, by Jloretto
;
a

small picture of St. Francis, by Filippino Lippi
;
a

picture of St. Dominick, ascribed to Marco Zoppo ;

the upper portion of an altarpiece, representing a

Picta; the ‘Dead Christ,’ with oilier figures, by
Marco Palmc/.zano ; a bust portrait of a lady, by
Battista Zelotti

;
‘The ^ladonna adoring the Sleep-

ing Child,’ by Marco Basaiti
; ‘The ^Madonna and

Child,’ by Cmia da Conegliano
;

‘ A Pieta,’ by Carlo

Crivelli. A picture of a blind man led by a girl,

painted by J. L. Dyckmans, bequeathed by Jliss J.

Clarke, was placed iu the gallery iu March last, and
aiioLlicr, given by the late Mr. J. Kenyon, called

‘Geraldiiio’ (a half-length figure), by W. Boxall,

A.R.A., is to be placed or hung up at the South
Kensington Museum. As soon as the new galleries

at South Kensington arc completcd.it is intended to

place in the larger of those galleries a portion of the

pictures now in Trafalgar Square, as a temporary
arraugemeut, till the alterations projiosed to be made
in the present National Gallery, on the removal of

the Royal Academy, can be carried out. By this

means it is hoped that sufficient space will be gained
to liang the pictures in Trafalgar Square without
undue crowding; although it may not he possible,

under the circumstances, to arrange them quite

systematically with regard to schools. Fourteen
pictures were protected with glass iu the year 1858,
making a total number of sixty-four in Trafalgar

Square. Four pictures were varnished during the

yeai'. 553,700 persons visited Trafalgar Square last

year, and 238,377 the pictures in Marlborough
House. The highest price given for a picture last

year was 041/. for a Marco Basaiti (tlorencc), and
537A for a Marco Palmezzano (Rome). The lowest

was 200L for an Antoni] Jloro, bought in Jjoiulon.

The National Portrait Gallery.—The trus-

tees have handed in their second annual report.

The following is the list of donations since the last

report—viz., a portrait of General Wolfe, 1726-59,
by Highmore; James Stuart, named “Athenian
Stuart,’’ 1713-88; "William Petty, Earl of Shelburne,
afterwards Marquis of Lansdowne, 1737-1805, by
Sir Joshua Reynolds

;
Admiral Boseawen, 1711-61,

by Reynolds; Sir J. Mackintosh, 1765-1832, by
Sir T. Lawrence

;
Robert Burns, 1759-96, by Rae-

burn and Nasmyth
;
John Kemble, 1757-1823, by

G. Stuai-t; Mrs. Siddons. 1755-1831, by Sir W.
Becchey; John Keats, the poet, 1795-1821, by
Severn ; President Forbes, of Cullodeii, 1685-1747

;

Dr. Edward Jenner, 1749-1823, by Northcote
;
Dr.

Nathaniel Hooke, died 1764, by Dandridgc
;
and

Sir Charles Bell, 1774-1842, by Janies Tannock.
Besides these doualions of single portraits, the

Government have olTered the great picture of the

House of Commons, at the opening of the first Re-
formed Parliament, iu January, 1833, ’’as painted by
Sir G. Hayter, and recently secured to the nation.

This pictiu'e, which measures 17 by 10 feet, coutains

nearly 400 portraits, including all the principal

statesmen of the time. The gallery at the disposal

of the trustees is so small as to ])veclude the imme-
diate reception of this picture. The purchases have
since increased to forty-four. These include por-

traits of Pidtency, Nell Gwynne, Lord Clive, Theo-
dore Hook, the novelist. Sir J. Reynolds (painted

by himself), the Princess Charlotte, Lord South-
ampton, the “patron” of Shakspere, as he is

amusingly aud artlessly styled by the trustees
;

Sir

D. l\’ilkie; Jeffreys, the infamous Lord Chancellor;

George Colmau the cider, William Harvey, James
VI. of Scotland and I. of England, at the age of

eight years; AVilliam Congreve, by Kueller; Sir

Robert Walpole (Vaiiloo)
;
Mary, Countess of Pem-

broke, and sister of Sir P. Sidney (died 1021) ;
and

Elizabeth, Princess of England and Queen of Bo-
hemia, 1596-1662, the source of the “House of

Brunswick.” The portraits now iu the gallery are

seventy in number.

JIaclise’s Cartoon.—The drawing for the

fresco intended to be executed in the Royal Gallery

in the Houses of Parliament is finished, and has

been temporarily placed in the situation which the

fresco is intended to occupy. The subject is ‘ The
Jleeting of Wellington and Bliicher at La Belle

.Vlliance after the Battle of Waterloo.’ When the

length of the cartoon is given as forty-six feet in

length, it may he supposed to eoutaiii many figures.

Towards the centre of the composition WL-lliugton

aud Bliicher are in the act of shaking hands
;
the

latter is elated, and full of congratulation, but the

expression of the English general is mouruful. Each
is attended by his staff, aud IVelliiigtou has behind

him a party of the Life Guards, and there are near

him Lord Somerset, Lord Sandys, Sir Hussey

Vivian, and other officers; and on the left, with

Bliicher, are Billow and a numerous statF. The meet-

ing takes place immediately iu front of the house,

aud on each side, on what looks like high ground,

in the immediate rear, wc see the retreating French

aiTillery attacked by cavalry. Iu the base of the

composition are massed dead aud dying men and

horses, dismounted guns, and shattered gun-carriages,

and prominent among the prostrate figures is au

officer, apparently of lancers, supported and tended

by soldiers of one of the Highland regiments; this

figure must represent a Pole, for we had no lancers in

1815. The extreme left is occupied by the Prussian

band, that halted, aud played “God save the King.”

Mr. Maclise, as we understand, has been occupied

only fifteen months in the execution of this cartoon

;

if this be literally true, it is the largest composition

that has ever been completed in a period so brief;

for there is nothing imperfect, the whole being made
out with a finish as careful as if the work were a

large lithograph. It is throughout dravvn iu French

chalk, the entire surface being lined aud hatched

like an academy study. In contemplating such a

work, we look about for similar instances, but there

arc no modern productions of a like character with

which it may not be advantageously compared,

Maclise shows himself a more able tactician than

those artists who, in painting battle subjects, choose

tlie everlasting melee

;

it is more difficult to paint

the ineetiug of the two generals after the battle,

than to paint the defence of Hougoumont, the

terrible slaughter of the French reserve, or the charges

of the Household or Union brigade. We see the

Criineau episodes at the Palais des Champs Elysees,

and the wars of the Empire, aud those of the more
recent history of France at Versailles

;
but they are

never without that something scenic, which qualifies

all the historical art of the French school. There

is an energy of naturalness in Maclise’s cartoon

transcending the mere military narrative of Vernet.

It is scarcely too much to say this is the greatest

work of its class that has been produced in

England : nor is there any painter of the Continent

who has surpassed it—not even Kaulbach : assuredly

no otiier. The picture is therefore one of which the

nation may be justly and rightly prom].

South Kensington JIuseusi.—'riic University

of Oxford, during the repairs of its public galleries,

has liberally consented to the removal of its original

drawings by Raffaclle and others, from Oxford to

the South Kensington Museum, where they will be

exhibited for some time. Permission has also been

given to the Science aud Art Department to take

photographs of those drawings required to complete

the extensive series of Raffaclle drawings, which
have been collected by the department from public

galleries at home and abroad.

The Roy.al Gallery.—The scries of Drawings,
one hundred in number, from pictures in the royal

collections at Windsor {,'astle, Buckingham Palace,

and Osborne, are now exhibiting at the French

Gallery, 120, Pall JIall. These are the drawings

made for the engravers, engravings from which have

been published in the Royal Gallery and the Art-

Joiumal. Our readers are therefore familiar with the

burin copies
;
we desire they should see the originals,

which they may do by visiting the French Gallery ;

they will readily believe they cau thus enjoy a rare

treat, for the series comprises examples of many of

the ancient and modern masters, the interest of

which cannot fail to be enhanced by the fact that

they are either the private acquisitions of Her
ilajesty the Queen and His Royal Highness the

Prince Consort, or heir-looms of the British Crown,
many of which are of inestimable value.
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Jacob Bell’s Bequest.—This very munificent

bequest of sixteen first-class pictures, the pro-

ductions, chiefly, of renowned British painters, has

met with the treatment it is our custom to accord

to national benefactions. The sixteen pictures are

hung upon the staircase at Marlborough House!

It would seem as if there existed a deliberate resolve

on the part of “ authorities ” to warn such persons

as are inclined to augment oui National Gallery,

that bequests create more trouble than they are

worth, being extremely inconvenient accessories to

those upon whom rest the duty of finding places

where to hang them. They may, indeed, attract

and delight hundreds of thousands during the year;

but they may be annoyances to those who do not

care about them. They will, however, be very soon

removed to Sontb Kensington, where they may be

seen and appreciated. It is a noble bequest: honoured

by the memory of the man who made it I

Evening Admissions to Public Galleiues.

—

There has been much discussion ou this subject; it

has, indeed, been considered in the House of

Commons, hitherto without result. There is an

indisposition on the part of the trustees of the

National Gallery to concede this valuable boon to

the public. It is conceded, however, at South

Kensington
;

the Sheepshanks Collection is there

shown during evenings
; and upon what ground,

except that hitherto “it has not been so,” it is

withheld as regards the Vernon and Turner

Galleries, about to be removed to the same locality,

we are at a loss to guess, It is true these grand

bequests are only to be at Kensington pro tern., but

the pro tern, is likely to outlast the present gene-

ration. Surely all thinking, right-minded, and

religious meu must believe that, to encourage visits

to ])icture galleries, is to promote social order, virtue,

and piety; working men must have relaxation some-

w’here; shall we send them to public-houses, tea-gar-

dens, and dancing-saloons, rather than to museums ?

AYe scarcely conceive it possible that a true philan-

thropist can vote for excluding “the people” from

such sources of improvement,

“The Heart op the Andes” is the title of

a picture now exhibited at the German Gallery,

If)8, New Bond Street. The painter is Mr.
Church, an American artist, the author of a work
exhibited in this country some time since, the sub-

ject of winch was the Falls of Niagara. The
present landscape is of large dimensions, being ten

feet in length, by about five and a half iu height

;

ou approaching it with impressions of South Ameri-

can scenery, the eye is gratified by the surpassing

verdure of the scene—its freshness being accounted

for when it is understood that the subject stands

thousands of feet above the arid plains of Ecuador.

The near section is divided perpendicularly by a

river, which obviously derives its current from the

snows that mantle the peaks of the mountains;

and from the foreground, with a masterly defini-

tion of distance, the view rises like an amphi-

theatre, until it is closed by the towering grandeur

of the principal mountain that all but fills the

distance of the composition. A\'e look for jialms

and all the gigantic members of the South American

flora, but these are all in another climate below.

The subject has much natural beauty, and, with a

most successful expression of space, there is n

minuteness of description which is very happily

combined with that breadth of treatment whereby

alone Mr. Church has felt he could do justice to his

material. In feeling, the work is purely realistic.

It must add greatly to the reputation of the painter.

At Messrs. Colnaghi’s, in Pali Mall, there

are exhibited two ivory statuettes—works of the

Baron de Triqueti
;
the subjects are a Faun and the

Death of Cleopatra. The latter figure, about a foot

and a half in length, reclines in a bronze chair,

into which she has just fallen hack, as closing her

eyes in death. The asp is still entwined round her

arm, and the basket of flowers iu which it was con-

cealed, is falling from her lap. The Faun is seated

on a wine-skin, and w'ith right goodwill is clashing

his cymbals in honour of Bacchus—stimulated to

joyous action and expression by the free use of

wine. Both of these figures are conceived in the

purest spirit of the antique
;
indeed, they come so

near in feeling to the best period of Greek art, as

of themselves to suggest the works with which they

may be successfully compared. Ivory not being a

material employed among ourseh'es for cabinet

sculpture, the classic character and beautiful exceu-

tiou of these works of M. de Triqueti ought to be

very attractive.

At Messrs. Graves, in Pall Mall, there is to be

seen the original sketch in terra-cotta for the Pieta,

by Michel Angelo, which gives the name to one of

the chapels on the south side of St. Peter’s, at

Borne. The grand work, which is in marble, is one

of the Art-marvels of St. Peter’s ; it was designed

and executed by Buonarotti when he was about

twenty-four years of age, and displays much more
careful execution than later works. The sketch

was long known as a gem in the possession of

Mr. Clerk, of Eldiu, at the sale of whose property

it was purchased by Mr. AVoudburn. The head of

the Virgin is remarkable for beauty and elevated

character, and the modelling of the figure of the

crucified Saviour is more highly finished than

perhaps any other similar essay of its great author.

The Sale of the Nortiiwick Gallery, en-

trusted to the hammer of Mr. Phillips, of New Bond
Street, commenced on the 2Gth of the last month,

at the mansion of the deceased nobleman, Thirlestane

Blouse, near Cheltenhain: it will occupy, including

the furniture, wines, and other “effects,” twenty-

one days, whereof eighteen will be given to the dis-

posal of the pictures and other works of Art; this

portion of the sale will conclude on the 34th of the

present month. It extends to nearly 3,000 lots, of

which the pictures by the old masters are by far the

more numerous
;
but those of our owu school are

considerable in number, and include some admirable

examples of our best painters. The catalogue is.sued

by Mr. Phillips, and bound in bright blue and gold,

makes an imposing volume of two hundred pages :

a well executed lithographic view of the front of

Thirlestane House forma a frontispiece to it. In

glancing over the “ conditions of sale,” the auc-

tioneer very properly guards the purchaser against

the warranty of auy “ lot,” by stating that “ it shall

be absolutely cleared away, with all faults and errors

of description, at the purchaser’s expense, withiu one

day after each day’s sale, wilhout reference to the

identity of either subject or inasier." The passage

we have marked in italics is not usually found, we
believe, iusuch announcements

;
but it seems in this

particular instance to be especially necessary, be-

cause it is well known to those who have of late years

watched the progress of picture-buying, that I.ord

Northwick was not unfrequently the victim of the

unprincipled seller.

The Statue of the Greek Slave, by the

American sculptor, Hiram Powers, was sold by

auction the other day, to the Duke of CIcvelamI,

who paid 1800 guineas for it, a sum, in our

opinion, far beyond its real worth, though a fine

work of Art. AVe have half a dozen sculptors in

our own country who could produce as good a

statue, and would be only too glad to get the com-

mission, for about half the above sum.

Crystal Palace Art-Union.—The drawing

will have taken place before our Journal is in the

bands of its readers, and a report will have been

made to the subscribers. On that report, and the

proceedings generally, we shall freely comment,

when information is fully before us. The number
of members is much more limited tliau it ought to

have been
;
for the objects supplied are unquestion-

ably good, as regards both the presentation works

and the prizes
;
but if errors have been committed,

experience is gained, and a far more prosperous

season may be anticipated next year.

Scenery op India and High Asia.—About

five years since, three brothers, Hermann, Adolphe,

and Robert Schlaginlweit, natives of Germany, and

already known to the scientific world by two books

on the physical geography and the glaciers of the

Alps, were sent out to India by the Court of

Directors of the India House—chiefly at the sugges-

tion of Colonel Sykes, on the part of the East India

Company, and of General Sabine, on the part of the

Royal Society, seconded by recommendations of the

friend of the travellers, the late Baron Humboldt.

The chief object of their mission was magnetic

observation (as successors of the late General Elliot),

geology, and physical geography in general. To
their scientific researches and collections, they

added, on their own account, a series of artistic

works, two hundred and seventy plastic casts, and

numerous photographs in reference to ethnology,

and seven hundred water-colour drawings of land-

scape scenery, &c. These gentlemen, during three

years, traversed not only India by various routes,

but also the Himalayas, Thibet, and territories con-

nected with the names of Turner, Griffith, Hodgson,

Hue, Hooker, Moorcroft, the Stracbeys, Falconer,

Cunningham, Thompson, and Speke; and they were

the first to cross the Karakorum, to the north of

Thibet, and to proceed by the Kucluen to Turkistan,

tlirough countries never visited before by Europeans.

It would seem that in the course of their travels the

brothers almost always separated, for Hermann and

Robert have returned without Adoljihe, who, from

information collected by the survivors, is supposed

to have been killed by a party of faimtic Asiatics,

at Kashgar, iu Turkistan, iu August, 1857, only

because lie was a European. Tlie two others arc

now in London, and have brought with them many
specimens of their works, which we have had an
opportunity of seeing, and which will shortly be

published in Leipzig and London. Amongst their

works a most interesting plastic collection of the

Indian and Asiatic races, represented by facial

casts, have been placed in the museum of the India

House. Our object, chiefly, is to mention the

drawings. These are partly reproduced in colour-

prints, intended to accompany a work entitled,

“ Results of the Scientific Mission to itidia and

High Asia;” many of them are of large size, and

among the whole will be found representations of

some of the most magnificcut scenery of localities

rarely, if ever, trodden before by the foot of the

European. Some idea of the industry of the

travellers may be gathered from the fact that their

portfolios contain seven hundred finished sketches,

which include landscapes, temples, trees, and groups

of vegetation, glaciers, hydrographical objects, &c.&c.

A photographic edition of the whole set, with a

peculiar and rather novel mode of reproducing the

original effect, by a skilful combination of colouring

with printing on paper previously slightly tinted,

is being prepared, and will, no doubt, meet with

deserved success, since the originals are evidently-

drawn by artists possessed of eyes for the pic-

turesque, and of a fine feeling for the beautiful and

the grand in nature.

The Glasgow Art-Union has issued its first

list of pictures purchased by the council for distri-

bution to the subscribers of the present year : it

includes ‘ The Tod Hunter,’ by R. Ansdell, 350A ;

‘ Job,’ J. Facd, R.S.A., 250/. ;
‘ Tiukers,’ R.

M'lunes, 250/.; ‘Bedouin Arab exchanging a

Young Slave for Armour,’ J. Faed, R.S.A., 180/.;

‘Undine,’ F. AVyburd, 168/.; ‘The Picnic,’ D.
Pasmore, 145/.; ‘Low Tide,’ G. E. Hicks, 120/.;

‘Venice,’ J. B. Pyne, 105/.; ‘Contentment,’ C.

Baxter, 70/. ;

‘ Sebevelling Sands,’ E. AV. Cooke,

A.R.A., 52/. 10^. ;
‘Evening in Greece,’ and ‘View-

in Arran,’ both by G. E. Flering; ‘Jealousy,’ J.

Craig; ‘Venice, from the Riva Schivoni,’ and
‘ Venice—Entrance to the Grand Canal,’ both by
E. A. Goodall; ‘ Eddystone Light-house,’ Melby;
‘ A Girl’s Head,’ J. Sant ; these last were bought

at 50/. each. The total number of pictures pur-

chased up to July ], is fortv-two, at a cost of

2678/. 11s.

Illuminated Indic.ators.—Under this name
it is proposed to disfigure the public thoroughfares

by a series of erections, the first of which has been

placed opposite Apsley House. London already

enjoys such unenviable notoriety for the tastelessness

of its public monuments, that we had hoped the

climax was reached, and perchance improvement

might set in. If, however, aristocratic parishes

will sanction anything so hideous as this, what hope

can we have for less refined districts? The design

consists of a polygonal glass box, surmounted by a

lanthorn, representing a gigantic teetotum. AA’hen

this monstrosity is lit at night, and glares hideously

in the very centre of the roadway, its effect is so

grotesquely horrible, that it gives this entrance to

London the appearance of a scene in a Clirisfmas

Pantomime. The sort of “ information” which it

is its excuse to give, wc are better without; the

advertisements of every peony paper supply it,

and we have it so constantly thrust before us, that

darkness is welcome to relieve onr eyes; but now it

glares forth after sunset more hideously than before.

It is much to he regretted that parishes are left to

be ruled by the least educated and most vulgar of

their inhabitants, and that gentlemen eschew the

business. Consequently wc have St. James’s taking
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the leail in a disfigurement of the metropolis, which

shows that local self government has occasional dis-

advantages. Continental cities are not permitted to

to be made publicly ridiculous fay the freaks of

parish vestries. London seems now, more than ever,

to require some protection against an alarming

exhibition of bad taste, which it is doomed to

display.

Thr PitOTOGiiAPii OF Chatterton.—It appears

that we were in error with regard to the result of

the case Turner v. Robinson, the Irish Master of

the Rolls having granted the injunction. "VVe con-

fess we cannot see what injury could have been

sustained by the publisher of the intended print

;

we believe, on (he contrary, the photograph might

have been its best advertisement. The picture,

although a work of singular ability, is not cal-

culated to make a iiopular engraving
;
the subject

is grievously painful; the “marvellous boy,” dead

from poisou administered by his own hand, is surely

not an incident to he contemplated with
2
>lcasure,

although it may he a necessai'y adjunct to a pictured

history of his mournful life.

Hart’s Metal-work.—We have had much
j)lcasiirc in examining a chandelier, or corona of

brass, of unusual excellence in both design and

workmanship, and also remarkable for its large

dimensions, the jiroduction of Messrs. Hart, of

Wych Street and Charing Cross. A ^^revious

familiar acquaintance with the metal-works of the

Messrs. Hart led us to form great expectations

from what we had heard of this particular specimen

of their taste and skill; but Ihe chandelier itself

proved to be even superior to its own reputation,

it is in every respect an admirable work, and we
rejoice to know that it is destined to adorn the

residence of a wealthy merchant at Sydney, where

it will most favourably exemplify the present manu-
facturing powers of the mother country. The de-

sign is pure Gothic, and the sjurit of the style is

])rcservcd throughout the composition : around the

circular rim are set eight groups of candle burners,

each to contain nine caudles, the whole being

executed by the hammer in burnished brass. The
touch is most artistic, and the impressive character

of the de.sigu is fully realized through the skilful

manipulative treatment of the artist-workman. To
such of our readers as are interested in the progress

of modern mctal-work, we can promise more than

ordinary gratification should they visit the establish-

ments of the Messrs. Hart. At Charing Cross the

show-rooms arc now being fitted up permanenlly
with decorative iron-work of great beauty, and
admirably adapted to the purposes to which it is

applied .A large collection of works in brass and
iron is also being formed, which will illustrate the

abundant resources of these enterprisi’jg and emi-

nently successful artist-manufacturers.

The New Crystal Palace, Muswell Hill.

—

This project is now a fact
; a meeting has been

held, at which l^ord Brougham presided
; satisfac-

tory statements ns to imogress were made, and there

seems no doubt (hat another Crystal Palace will be

created— north of the metropolis. We are not of

those who anticipate that such a scheme can he

prosperous in a ‘'monetary” sense, and wc have

grave doubts as to its success—having before onr

eyes a warning, and not an encouragement, at

Sydenham. We shall, however, do our utmost to

render our apprehensions groundless, and aid the

project by all means in our power. If it is to be

done, it is most essential that it should be well

done; there is no truth more palpable than that

which tells us of the utility of coropetitiou
;
'vhole-

sorce and fair rivalry is always useful. At Mnswcll
Hill, no donht, errors that have been committed at

Sydenham will be avoided, while all serviceable

hints will be freely taken. The moderate estimate

for erecting the one may “pay,” while the enormous
outlay of the other rendered pecuniary recompense,

almost from (he first, improbable, if not impossible.

At all events, a new establishment so far north of

the metropolis cannot be other than a public gain
;

it may, and, we believe, will, delight and iustrnct

millions who are precluded by distance from enjoy-

ing that which, by comparison, is old ; and we
cordially desire for it the imosijcrity we shall endea-

vour to promote.

The Statue of Lord IIardinge, by Foley,

has been erected on its pedestal, close by the

Government House, in Calcutta. Mr. Mowatt,

secretary to the committee formed fur the execution

of the work, has received a letter from Calcutta, in

which is the following statement :
—“ The statue is

greatly admired, particularly by the natives, who
have never seen anything approaching to it before.

The Arab horse-dealers, with whom the love of the

horse is a passion, and knowledge of their points of

excellence a universal acquirement, arc daily to be

seen gazing at it. A more impressive acliniratiou

titan that of these wild children of the desert, it is

impossible to witness anywhere. The European

judgment of this city is, that, as a work of Art, it

has no rival, and that nothing which India has yet

seen approaches to it in excellence.” "VVe believe

that Euro]»e has rarely seen any work of Art, of a

similar class, which surpasses it.

Statue of the late Joseph Hume.—The
statue of this veteran reformer—whom his political

adversaries arc willing to honour as an honest man

—

about to be erected at Montrose, has been com-
pleted by the excellent sculptor, Caldcr Marshall

;

it is a work of cousiderahle merit.

In the Studio of Mr. Pace, an American

artist, at 74, Newman Street, there is privately

exhibited a picture by him, executed at Rome,

entitled “Venus conducting JEneas and the Trojans

to the Latin Shore.” The goddess is borne on tlie

smooth sea in a shell drawn by doves and impelled

by cupids, one of whom is in the act of turning the

shell towards the left, as indicating the direction of

the land. It is au admirable conception, entirely

original, for there is no passage in the classic poets

suggestive of the subject, ns the artist has treated it

;

and the originality of the treatiiicut is further vindi-

cated by the communication of action to the figure,

all the antique versions of the impersonation being

in repose. The figure is nude, and of the size of

life
;
behind her, at a short distance, are seen the

Trojan galleys, the relation eslahliahed betweeu

the principal and secondary portions of the compo-

sition being such as to give point to the subject.

In the drawing of the figure, the object has been to

preserve the essence of the antique character; and,

in respect of attribute, Mr. Page has endeavoured to

do that which the Greek.s themselves would have

acknowledged. The subject is a most felicitous

couception, which the painter has carried out with

a profound feeling for antique Art and classic poetry.

Microscopic Puotograi'HS.—Every now and

then some novelty starts up to show us the mar-

vellous results arising from the progress of photo-

graj)hic science. The last we have seen are some
extraordinary minute specimens, taken by Mr. J.

Amadio, of Throgmorton Street, portraits of living

characters, of Mr. Charles Dickens, Mr. Albert

Smith, &c., so exceeding small as to he scarcely

discernible to the naked eye, but which, when placed

under Mr. Amadio’s powerful compound micro-

scopes, come out as clearly and truthfully as a

miniature of the usual size ;
there is a portrait of a

youth, occupying in the glass about the two-hun-

dredth part of an inch, which is a most beautiful

work of art
;
and a view of the Thames, at West-

minster Bridge, with the Abbey, the Houses of Par-

liament, the steam-boat piei’ at Ilungerford Bridge,

is an absolute gem of a picture, accurate in all

points. These specimens are quite emnosities of the

photographic art, and, as the saying is, “must be

seen to be believed.” Mr. Amadio’s ordinary pocket

microscopes are sufficiently powerful to test the

truth of these pigmy pictures, hut his compound
microscopes show them, as might be expected, to

far greater advantage. To this intelligent and enter-

prising oijtician we have been often indebted for

many valuable scientific improvements. We record

an addition to our debt.

In our notice, last month, of Mrs. Elizabeth

Murray’s book, “ Sixteen Years of an Artist’s Life

in Morocco,” &c., it was inadvertently stated that

the author is the ‘^daughter of an artist, Mr.

Heaphy, whose works have long been before the

public we should Lave said that the lady was

sister of an artist, &c. The father of the present

Mr. Heaphy and of JIrs. Murray was an artist, but

it is full forty years since he last made his appear-

ance as an exhibitor. Our error may seem of little

importance to the readers of the Art-Journal, hut

as it may not be so considered by those most inter-

ested in the matter, we gladly rectify it.

REVIEWS

The PniNCiPLEs of Beauty, as Manifestf.d in
Nature, Art, and Human Ciiauactku.
With a Classification of Deformities. An Essay
on the Temperaments, with Illustrations. And
Thoughts on Grecian and Gothic Architecture.

By Mary Ann Sciummulfenninck, Author of
“Select Memoirs of Port Royal,” and other
works. Edited by her relation, Christiana
C. Hankxn. Published by Longman & Co.,

London.

This book is the production of an earnest, thinking,

enthusiastic, and, we may add, devout, mind, though
sometimes tinged with peculiarities of idea that

have their origin in German mysticisms. It would
seem that tho author, during a somewhat protracted

life, lived under the impression that she had a

mission to fulfil in leaving to the world a legacy of

her thoughts, in reference to beauty, which bear
upon the moral and spiritual relations of man,
and she oxj)ressed ujion her death-bed, in the follow-

ing words, the responsibility of the task under-
taken:—“I wish,” she said, “to discliarge my
trust as an author, in its full extent, to Him who
gave it. And I believe that trust to have been to

aid in the interpretation of the symbolic teaching

of God in his vi'^ible creation, and to show to others

what He has taught me of the manner in which we
may make everything around ns instinct, as it

were, with the anointing of that Spirit which has
been bestowed upon ourselves; how we may imprint
on our own domain of taste and domestic scenery,

those very same characters of beautiful moral ex-
pression which God has written on the face of
nature.” This passage afibrds an inde.x to the spirit

in which the work is written.

Mrs. Schimnielpenninck seems to have had her
attention directed to the ju'inciples investigated

from her earliest childhood. She was then resident

at Birmingham, and at a time when numerous
scientific men, and others distinguished by various

meritorious acquirements, were located there, and
were frequent visitors at the house of her friends.

She was plentifully supplied with books of all

kinds, but Lavater’s “Treatise on Physiognomy"
was her favourite, and the school-room of the little

girl soon exhibited a remarkable collection of por-

traits, most of tbera drawn from tbe “originals”

—

the guests of the family, whom she delighted to

show up in every' variety of costume and acces-

sories, even to the ludicrous. Here was the founda-

tion of the edifice reared in after life, and which
she left in charge of her friends for posthumous
publication.

It is almost impossible to give a distinct idea of

the nature of this book, so peculiarly is it written ;

there is no attempt to discuss principles by connected
observations and logical reasonings; it is a volume
of sentences sometimes, but not always, bearing on
each other, as if the author had noled down the
thoughts occurring to her mind ns they presented

themselves. These thoughts are, however, almost
always full of beauty, and, generally, of admitted

truths; the language is expressive and graceful

—

the offering of a heart full of love, gentleness, and
holy feeling. Tbe “Essay on Temperaments” is

amusing; our portrait-painters may borrow some
“ notions” from it.

Tbe chapter on Architecture has no reference to

the subjects brought forward in the other parts of

the volume; the lone of her “thoughts” is Rus-
kinian

;
Grecian architecture is pagan in principle.

Gothic is Clirislian. The short essay, and the book
itself, terminates with these remarks:—“In con-

clusion, may I be allowed to add, as a Christian,

and as an aged one, who has found in the Gospel

hope, the sunshine of along and tried life;—shall

I be excusable to God if I do not add, that as prin-

ciples are nearly connected with tastes, it does

appear to me that the classic pagan tastes ought to

find a less prominent jilace in education, and that

we ought to cultivate that taste which is the-

genuine outpouring of a Christian heart. Happy
llie time when England was not ashamed of being

and of seeming Christian, -when her flowers—the

Star of Bethlehem, the Passion Flower, Solomon’s

Seal, the Speedwell, or the Traveller’s Joy, marked

the habit of giving to ail, even to that which is-

evanescent, pleasant and sweet names, showing that

the spontaneous utterance of the heart was love (O'

God, and love to man.”
If ibis lady’s previous writings bad not already

given us an insiglit into the character of her quali-

fications of head and heart, there is ample evidence

in this postliumous book to convince the reader that

it was written by no ordinary woman. Her name
deserves to be classed with those female writers-

of whom England has good reason to be proud.

a56sii£esssfg6is
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The Alms-deeds of Dorcas. Painted b}’ W. C.

Dodson. Engraved by W. Davey. Published
by Henry Graves &" Co., Loudon,

This is a favourite subject with the artist; he
has, we believe, treated it several times—always
with “variations.” But the theme admits of infi-

nite variety ; for it describes that which is ever
touching and eloquent—a good and fair woman
distributing alms to the needy

;
acting on tho

divine principle, “Forasmuch as ye did it unto
one of these my little ones, ye did it unto me!”
“Feeding the hungry, clothing the naked,” is the
holy duty which Dorcas here perfomis, and thus a

lesson is taught, the teaching of which should ever

be a first and strongest purpose of the artist.

There are few readers of Scripture who are not
familiar with the brief story of that “lady of

Joppa,” whom St. Peter raised from the dead,

who, in life, was “full of good works and alms-
deeds which she did,” and who, when the apostle

visited Joppa, and had been “ shown the coats and
garments she had made,” was restored to earth

to continue her labours of beneficent love. The
artist has pictured “the lady” as distributing her
charities witli her own hands; it is scarcely “a
licence” to do so

;
we require no authority for the

belief that in the almsdeeds which she did she
was her own almoner. The subject is among the

most touching to be found in the Holy Book
;
and

this always excellent and self-thinking painter has
shown, by his choice of it, the feeling, sympathy,
and devotion, which influence his own mind. lie

has been ably seconded by the engraver
;
the print

is one of rare merit and of universal interest.

The print is dedicated to a lady who is in truth the
“Dorcas” of our country—one who is blessed by
thousands for “the almsdeeds that she did;”
whose charities bear their fruits less in the high-
ways (though the churches she has built cannot be

hidden), than in out-of-the-way places of the metro-
polis, where help, comfort, and consolation cannot
often come. Long may it bo ere, like the lady of

Joppa, she furnish by her almsdeeds themes for

retrospective Art ! but assuredly, hereafter, it will be
the duty of the artist to bo their chronicler.

,

Newton in Boyhood. Painted by Newenham.
Engraved by Atkinson. Published by Henry
Graves & Co., I.ondon.

This is a charming print of a beautiful boy, gazing
on the starry firmameut, sowing the seed that was
thereafter to bear abundant fruitage for a world,
and for “ all time.” The artist has felt his sub-
ject; fancy may have supplied the model, but in
the thoughtful and holy expression, he has pictured
on that sweet face, it is easy to imagine truth.

The portrait (for it has that character) is gracefully
drawn

;
the youth sets upon a mossy bank, contem-

plating the milky way, and seeing, by the eye of
faith, those far-oft' worlds, compared to which ours
is but a speck. The print is engraved with much
ability, and cannot fail to be popular. This picture
was one of the judicious purchases of the late

Lord Ellesmere.

The Dream or Queen Katherine. Painted by
Henry Le.ieunr. Engraved by W. H. Sim-
mons. Published by Henry Graves & Co,,

London.

This subject has been often painted, but rarely

with BO much effective power, and never with
more touchiug interest. The moment pictured is

that when “sad and solemn music” is heard, and
the, queen, Hutr3’s “long trouble,” yet one who,
by tlie king’s report, was, for “sweet gentleuess,

meekness, saint-like, wife-like government”

—

“ The queen of earthly queens,"

is sleeping her last sleep; while six sister spirits,

as good and pure, enter, bearing a garland, and
“ Promise her eternal happiness.

"

The theme has been treated with considerable skill.

The figure of the sleeping queen—“ How pale' she
looks, and of an earthy cold!”—admirably illus-

trates the passages that relate the close of the sad
story

;
the attendant, Patience, reads on, uncon-

scious of the vision
;
the “ blessed troop” of angels,

whose “bright faces” cheer the death couch,

necessarily supply the leading attraction of the

work. They are admirably grouped, sufficiently

varied in character, and beautifully drawn. Tlie

picture exhibits the accomplished artist in a new
phase—one in which we have not been accustomed
to see him

;
but of a surety he proves himself as

fully capable of dealing with the loftier themes of

Art, as in treating the more homely topics which
have usually supplied material for his pencil. The
engraving is also remarkably good—refined, yet
forcible

;
and altogether we have here a print of a

high, yet most agreeable order. The artist has been
largely indebted to Mr. Charles Kean for the “ ap-
pliances” that have enabled him to produce this

charming work : indeed, the picture may be in a
degree considered as a transcript of one of the

most remarkable and ellective scenes ever put
upon the stage. Under ordinary circumstances
this would have been a defect and not a merit

;
but

Mr. Kean has studied truth and accuracy in the
theatre q^uite as much as the painter could have
done in liis atelier: and if the one has been fur-

nished with models by the other, it has been for the
honour and advantage of both.

Tobacco; its History and Associations: in-
cluding an Account of the Plant and its

Manufacture; with its Modes of "Use in all

Agee and Countries. By F. "W. F.aiuholt,
F.S.A., Author of “Costumes in England,”
i&c. &c. With 100 Illustrations by the Author.
Published by Chapm.an & Hall, Loudon.

Our friend Mr. Fairholt bas not written this book
either by way of condemning those who indulge in
the use of the “ weed,” or of inciting to the prac-
tice of smoking any who may hitherto have re-

frained from it ; though, as he says in his preface
his father’s tobacco-warehouse was his playground,
he might well be o.xcused for entertaining a pre-
dilection for the flavour of a genuine Cabana or
a pinch of Lundy-foot. But he is neither a smoker
nor a snuff-taker, and, therefore, no controversialist;

he bas undertaken the task, we believe, partly from
old associations, and partly because there is in the
subject enough that is curious and interesting to a
lover of research and an antiquarian,
When Sir John Hawkius, in 156.5, or Mr. Ralph

Lane, in 15S6,—for each is said by early writers to

have introduced the use of tobacco into this country,
—smoked his first pipe in England, he could have
had but a faint idea how comparatively universal
the practice would become in a few years, and of
the controversies to which it has given birth : we
wonder what these gentlemen would say, if they
could rise from their graves and read Mr. Fairholt’s

compilation of facta and anecdotes, poems and songs,

that bear on the subject, and could see the amusing
illustrations of which it forms the material ? Speak-
ing of F’rench and German pipes, he says, “An
illustrated volume might easily be composed on the
subject, so extensive is the variety, and sometimes
the beauty of the form and design they exhibit.
Ingenuity, so far from exhausting itself, absolutely
seems to revel over the production of new and un-
common forms.” Ill England, till within the last

few years, the smoker was generally contented with
indulging in the luxury through the medium of a
few inches of white clay; now the silver-mounted
Meerschaum, with its mouthpiece of agate, or some
other costly material, is essential to the aristocratic

smoker who prefers the pipe to the cigar.

Smoking has become so common in this country
—more than twenty-eight millions of pounds of
tobacco were consumed in Great Brituin in the year
1851, according to a statement published in the
Journal of the Statistical Socieii/— that, although
not universal, as it is almost everywhere on the
Continent, it has grown into something akin to a
habit; few mansions of any pretension are now
erected without a “smoking-room,” where the gen-
tlemen may indulge their tastes without annoyance
to the ladies of the household, who have not yet
followed—and are not likely, we apprehend, to

follow—the custom of the Spanish and Spanish-
American hadies : in the latter country, we have
heard travellers say that a lady can ofl'er a gentle-
man no greater compliment than to take the
cigarette from her lips, and present it to him

;
to

refuse a whiff would be reg.arded as an insult which
would assuredly not pass unpunished.
Mr. Fairholt has put forth a volume that cannot

fail to interest all who may choose to read it,

whether friends of the narcotic weed or enemies.
Some fastidious people may possibly exclaim on
reading the title of his book,—“ Tobacco ! what a
disgusting subject to write about!” but we can
assure them there is nothing disgusting, or in any
way offensive in the subject, and certainly not in the
manner in which it is here treated, for the author
has exercised singular good taste in the selection
and application of his materials : our fair readers,
as well as their fathers and brothers, who may
chance to have some sympathy with the subject,

may turn over these pages without sustaining any
shock of their sensitive nerves, and will certainly
be amused with them, though unable to slug with
the modern German poet, Friedrich Mare,

—

“ Sweet ckeerer of sadness I

Life’s own happy star

!

I greet thee with gladness,
My friendly cigar !

”

Were Jfr. Fairholt a smoker, we should desire
for him that his whole life were a continued enjoy-
ment of the “ pipe of peace

;

” as he is not, may he
have the “peace” without the “pipe.”

Illustrated Natural History. By tlie Kev.
J. G. Wood, 51. A., F.L.S., &c. I’arts I. to IV.
Published by Routledge & Co., Loudon.

Our old friend, Buffon, whose acquaintance we made
iu our school-days, has been almost forgotten among
the numerous writers who have since his time given
to the world the fruits of their investigations into
animal life. Buffon and his countryman, Cuvier,
must, however, always be recognised as two of the
most illustrious names in the science of natural
history

;
their researches and observations form the

groundwork of most other writings on the same
subject—one that is equally curious, interesting,
and instructive, aud which, as manifested in tho
pages now before us, has found an able commentator
and expounder in Mr. Wood. The publishers of
the “ Illustrated Natural History ” have acted well
and wisely in securing the services of a writer who,
in his previous publications, has shown his peculiar
fitness for the task nowin hand. We have little

doubt of this becoming the most popular work on
the subject which has hitherto appeared in this
country, for it is written in a singularly easy and
agreeable style, is as full of anecdote ns of informa-
tion, and is profusely illustrated with clever, life-

like engravings, by the Messrs. Dalziel, from draw-
ings by Wolf, Harvey, Harrison Weir, Colemau.
Moreover, it is printed in clear, bold type, on good
paper, adapted to tbe eyes of both old and young

;

and this is no small recommendation of a cheap
book, at a time when half the cheap literature pub-
lished, to the optician seems to be a kind of bonus.

Our Woodlands, Heaths, and Hedges. A
Popular Description of Trees, Shrubs, Wild
Fruits, «&c. With Notices of their Insect In-
habitants. By W. S. Coleman, Member of
the Entomological Society of London. With
Illustrations printed in Colours. Published by
Routledge & Co., London.

Our readers have had frequent opportunities of form-
ing a judgment upon the merits of Mr. Colemau
as an artist, from numerous illustrations, the work
of his pencil, which have embellished our Tours on
the banks of the Thames and in South Wales, the
botanical and entomological specimens, especiallv
in the former Tour, were all from his hand, while h'e

supplied us with the descriptive notes which accom-
panied them. In the little book bearing the above
title he has carried out his researches in these de-
partments of natural history into a fur wider field

of observation, one that embraces the principal
objects indigenous to our beautiful island,—the trees
that form our sheltering woods, or grace the parks
of the wealthy

;
the shrubs that live in the shaded

dell, or wreath themselves into impenetrable walls
of green by the rural wayside

;
and the various

insect tribes that hum and murmur not inharmo-
nious music in the ear of the traveller. And a most
attractive and instructive story does Mr. Coleman
tell of all these common things, which, common as
they are, people in general know little about. It

is just such a book as people who live in the
country, and desire to learn something of what lliey

see every day, but of which they are often as igno-
rant as those who rarely see tfiem, ought to look
into; and which the visitor to the country’, espe-
cially at this season of the year, would do well to

put into his carpet-bag. The descriptions are
plainly and pleasantly written, and the illustra-

tions serve every purpose of identification.

The Principles of Gothic Ecclesiastical
Architecture

;
with an Explanation of Tech-

nical 'Terms, and a Centenary of Ancient
Terms. By M. H. Bloxam. 'Published by
Kent & Co., London.

The announcement“Tenth Edition,” which appears
on the title-page of this volume, renders the critic’s

task nugatory. It is now nearly thirty years since
the first edition of the work was published

;
during

this period it has been used as a text-book for all

students and amateurs of the subject treated of, and
it bas also been translated into German, and pub-
lished at Leipzig. The edition now on our table
has been enlarged, by two additional chapters, on
the internal arrangement of churches, previous to,

and after, the Reformation, and the number of illus-

trations has also been considerably increased. These
additions will be found of great service to the archi-
tect of the present day, when the character of our
ecclesiastical architecture is so widely discussed,
and freely canvassed, aud opinions differ, “ far as
the poles asunder,” as to what is right or wrong in
an edifice of the reformed faith. Mr. Bloxam is no
controversialist

;
he only points out those particu-

larities of arrangement which mark the two defined
eras of Christian worship.
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KUSKIN r. IIAPHAEL.'-^

r, revert to llapliael,

to consider the parti-

cular misdeed, ol' la-

mentable issue, which

Mr. Kuskiu imputes

J lo him. It is that

ill iutrodiiciug Apollo

A and the Muses in a

jnctuve in the pope’s

mhice, “ he 'wrote the Menc, Tekel,

Vplmrsin of the Arts of Christianity.”

“ Prom that spot, and from that liour,”

the lecturer stupendously asserts (here

y how the ladies must have fanned them-

selves!) “the intellect, and the art of

Italy, date their degradation.” “Kaphacl had

neither religion nor originality enough to trace

tlic spirit of poetry to the inspiration of the

true God, as well as that of theology.”—" The

doom of the arts of Europe went lorih from

that chamber.”
.

The triumph of profane and paganish imagi-

nations, wc are given to understand, was

secure
;

and from Raphael’s example, ‘ exe-

cution was henceforward looked for rather

than tliought, and beauty rather than veracity.”

All which flimsy and monstrous assertions arc

made with oracular brevity and confidence,

and garnished freely with scripture images

and lofty religious generalities, such as Mr.

lluskin always has ready at his wits’ ends
;
so

that the audience must have been at least

as much, edified as interested, and some of the

stricter part charmed to find themselves listen-

iug, not only to a prolouiul Art-critic, hut to

an energetic and sonorous theological moralist,

with something, really, of llie fine old stern

Scotch tone about hira_.

The plain unpuritanical comment iiere is :

—

If a work, according to all visual impressions

and fair interpretations, so purely, nobly beau-

tiful as Raphael’s "rariiassus”—the picture

alluded to—cannot be admitted into palace

without corrupting Art, let Art, a thing so

weak and frail, corrupt at once, and rot away

from the earth. If we cannot contemplate

anywhere such figures as are here, without

unchristian emotions, let us never look on

picture more. Wc arc too base for liberal

entertainment. But it is, of course, a sour

and ridiculous libel on human nature, to say

that we can be so easily contaminated. And

it is an aspersion on Religion herself to teach

that she is so illiberal as, in any place uncon-

secrated, to forbid all images not strictly sacred,

binding and forcing us down to dwell on her

o'yn atone. Rather, we believe, she is well

pleased to group close by her holy sanctuaries

remembrances of those great powers. Poetry

and Philosophy, which, not inspired expressly,

liave yet drawn from Nature collateral cvitleuce

in liarmony with heavenly truths. Thereiore,

we doubt not that Raphael did thoroughly well

in clearly distinguishing Poetry and Philosophy

from Theology, and in not repeating in tlie

first two subjects l/ie very personages had

already, tclth deep feeling, reoereneed in (he

third; as Mr. Ruskin says he should have clone,

and indeed excommmiicatcs him in his Edin-

burgh Bull (a bull in every sense of the term)

for not doing. Already Raphael’s master, the

purist Perugino, had set liim an example by

])ainting mythological subjects in a public

building at Perugia
;

Bellini also sometimes

chose them; but it is the diguity of the

place which Raphael so profaned, " the palace

of tlie so-called liead of llie church,” which

gives occasion to Mr. Buskin’s reprobation.

Yet, assuming that place to liave been far

liolier than even the painter need have thought

it, he might plead an example which surely

the Edinburgh lecturer himself must respect,

if not alisolutely bow before. Wc mean

that of Bautc. Of all uninspired men Mr.

Raskin seems most to reverence Dante. He
calls him, in liis peculiar way, "the central

man of all the world,” and places him on " a

great religious throne” above Shakspeare and

Homer. Por our own part, wo consider this

but a foolish and jirosuinptuous kind of praise.

It is something new in our critical literature.

Eormerly it was enough to indicate to us how
sucli or such an author was wise, pathetic,

witty, or sublime, and to give us sensible,

plain, and modest directions for the discovery

and enjoyment of his less obvious merits;

but now wc appoint ourselves High Charober-

laius to heavculy courts of fame, aud conduct

our illustrious proteges in a bliiidnig, gas-like

glare of our own raising, to " their great reli-

gious thrones.”* This, however, is beyond

our present purpose. But what does this

“central man”—in whom, according to Mr.

Ruskin, “the imaginative, moral, aud in-

tellectual faculties were all iu perfect balance

at their highest”—do, when, entering the

last holy part of his subject, lie would brace

up his powers for the high and arduous

task before hiin?-f- He deliberately invokes

Apollo, ill a ]>assage of many lines ! Not on

entering Hell or l^urgatory, be it observed,

but oil the threshold of Paradise, where his

thoughts were already full of the holy aud

the just, with whom he was immediately

lo commune; and not in (he outset only,

where he promises, to come to the god’s

loved laurel for his wreath, hut iu his second

canto also, where be repeats that “Apollo

is liis guide.” This is precisely analogous to

the position in which Raphael has placed the

Delpbian deity. It appears lo us, therefore,

' Continued from page 232.

» “ IVc sec by tliis ligbt Ihrce culos^al images lonmitig

in tlicir great rest i-f spirituality above the wliole world-

li.iri 7.on— riiidiae, Micliael Angelo, and Dante, and llicn

separated from tlicir great religious llivonc.s only by less

fulness and earnestness of Faitli, Homer aud Shali-speare.

Why not poor Cowper, Dr.Watts, and Mrs. Iluuuah Mure,

on religious thrones also above Homer, and Shakspeare,

and others of equivocal, nr less domonspativo piety?

This presumptuous and silly habit of ranking poets and

liainters by their supposed religious feelings, and even of

saving and damning them accordingly in richly figurative

language, is frequent witli Mr. Ruskin. Weliunibly con-

ceive that many an occupant of iiigli rtUgious thrones may
be unrecorded by earthly fame, fur pieiy i.s not poetry;

nor are the best poets and artists tlio best tbeologiatis, or

the most eloquent iu expression of religious feelings. Con-

fusion on this subject leads to much canting puerility.

And riiidias too! The Elgin fragments are nearly all

that is known of Phidias. What there is in them to raise

tiim to one of the three great religious thrones above

Homer aud Sh.akspcarc, wc shuuld very much like Mr.

Ruskin to tell us.

f With all our admiration fur Dante, we cannot escape

from the impression that he was rather the grand example

of a partially enlightened man, of very iuiperfectly

balanced faculties. His sulilimely rolling orb of song is

luminous only on one side ; keen rays of tenderness being

alternated by unjust and inhuman severity, and gospel

light by a Franciscan ascetic gloom or darkness.

sufficiently demonstrated that, so far as this

matter is concerned, the repudiated painter

and the almost worshipped poet must stand

or fall in company.
And not one word from Mr. Ruskin to his

audience is there of all the scries of highest

sacred subjects Raphael afterwards painted,

tliough numerous as those saints Dante con-

versed with ill his onward progress. So that,

as tlie lecturer makes him tlie great example

of “ impious modernism,” which substituted

Paganism in Art for mcdircval Piety, Igno-

rance must have gone home with the impres-

sion that he afterwards really did little but

hung over “Ploras, Pomonas, Satyrs, and

Graces”— to repeat Mr. Rnskin’s
_

words
;

whereas such were as nothin" cither in

number or labour, compared witli the sacred

topics, the most numerous, and the grandest

painter ever treated, to which he clnefl^y de-

voted himself, and, in the latter part of his

career, with what may be termed reformed

purity of conception.

It may naturally he thought, too, by those

unacquamted with Raphael, that he painted

this picture of “Paniassus” with
_

a some-

what voluptuous, or licentious feeling; but

nothing could be further from him. The

figures are all entirely draped but two, and

even those are so partially, insomuch that it

were au extremely gross and vulgar disrespect

to the memory of our first parents lo be in

any way offended at them. A more purely,

modestly pensive group Dante met not in tlie

Paradise of Purgatory, where lie found the

lovely Matelda gathering flowers in that breezy,

tuneful forest, beside the dark clear-rolling

stream of Lethe. Reader, their aspect can

but refine and dignify whatever tenderness is

ill you. Remembering them, whatever you

are about to do will probably be done move

nobly, and iu a sweeter temper. If you write,

your sentences may he more pure, clear, and

harmonious : if you sing, or touch a musical

instrument, the tone may be more delicately

fine and warm if yon draw, the line, the hue

may be more temperately, calmly just and

fair. This company is a perpetual mute pro-

testation against all harsh, mean, aud turbid

thoughts, actions, and manners. Lauding

enthusiastically somewhere a Tiutoret, !Mr. Rus-

kin says, “ it is a picture of the moral power of

gold.’' This is a picture of the moral power of

beauty—hc-Awiy which animates the huinau

heart with pleasant sunshine, and fills it with

a bland and courteous delight, prompt for

things generous, and noble, and morally fair.

Certainl}’, cither Mr. Ruskin never looked at

this picture, or else his rocky, watery, cloudy,

vegetating, ascetic fancy and affections have

carried him away from human beauty aud noble-

ness by much loo far. And t hat “ central man”
himself is (here. He has descended from his

“great religious throne” to the epic summit,

where ho stands gazing at his former guide and

friend, Virgil, who is forgetting himself, too

much perliaps, in his devotion to the glorious

rapture of old sightless Homer- And between

the laurels to M’hich the Ploreutiue has come

for his wreath (mindful of his vow to the pro-

pitious god), the Muses themselves are assem-

bled in a silent pause of deep creative feeling

—

one of the loveliest bevies of figures that ever

infused enchantment through the eye. Thalia,

the most prominent of them, is, with drooping

head, softly kimeutiu" her mad follies, and

meditating new strains of more chastening

tenderness—some gentler Divina Commedia we

may hope
;
so pensive is even the frolic Muse

in tliis repudiated picture. As the Bard of

Jlonkery gazes, the serene expanse of the har-

monious mountain, the spirit of immortal

flowers, the galaxies of eyes full of the quiet

tender depth of the soul, all calm his fiery

thoughts ;
and wlicii he hears the glorified
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teiidcracss of the old blind bcalhcn bavd, and
secs his laurels shine not unlike a saint’s

nimbus, he begins to question himself whether,
the bitterness of exile and poverty venting
itself iu pains of religious severity, he may not
hypochondrically, dogmatically, and delusively

have consigned to perdition many admirable
men, who served their brethren even better than
he himself did. Conceptions of uncovenanted
mercies, never so felt before, soon trouble his

soul, and threaten lamentably the stultification

of his muse. Chariti/ now, for the first time,

meets and rebukes him ; and, as when Bea-
trice rebuked him before, he weeps, less vio*

leutly, but more wisely. In truth, we believe

the poet would have been softened and edified

to see embodied with such matchless grace,

such easy, amiable, endearing majesty, ni this

picture of Parnassus, visions surpassing his

own in those kinds of attractiveness. He would
have written a canto iu honour of Baphael,
calling him, perhaps, the sweet Casella of his

sight.

The crowning and closing misstatement in

this bull of excommunication fulmined at Auld
lleekie by our lecturer is, “that execution was
henceforward looked for rather than thought,
and beauty rather than veracity,” in con-
sequence of Raphael’s example

; whereas, in

sober truth, his peculiar glory is, that he had
incomparably more thoughtful invention than
any other painter; and, secondly, his beauty
was nothing but the result, the bright con-
summate tower, of that kind of veracity to be
looked for from a great painter, namely, true
and noble conceptions of the external aspect of

things, such as his art alone can render—

a

worthy report of nature, as she impressed her-

self on his great mind, not the obtrusion of things
it heeded not, however proper for other points
of view

;
neither strict nor narrow moral teach-

ing, but, ratlicr, something that shall liberally

tend to correct it. Always keeping within
the “just domain” of liis art, Raphael, never-
theless, indicates moral truths with far more
variety and coaiprehensiveness than any other
painter.

_

Having excelled his predecessors in
illustrating tlie beauty and touebinguess of
devotion, to which they almost confined them-
selves, he took a wider scope, improving in

knowledge and manly wisdom. Ciiiefly, no
1

doubt, from the mental exhaustion conse-
quent upon unprecedented labours, not a few
works of liis last period arc, it must be ad-
mitted, comparatively heavy in feeling and
execution

;
but in his last picture, the Trans-

figuration, we seem to see, already, a glorious
ralljiug._ This decadence has been exaggerated
by certain writers, and unwarrantably, ungene-
rously treated as absolute and final. In 111011-

1

own favourites they admit periods of feeble-
ness and lapse of power, but then thev
ingeniously ascribe them to some creditable
cause, consider them transient, and take care
they shall not diminish the glory of their idol.*

So lav of Mr. Ruskin’s Edinburgh matter,
as regards Raphael : one word more of his
manner. A certain popular preacher, the
other day, as we arc told, was careful to

impress upon liis cougregntioii, that what
he was about to say of the Lamb, had no
reference to mint sauce. This, surely, cannot
be called a commendable style for a religious

teacher
;
but we have no hesitation in saying

that an arrogant and acrimoniousfamiliarity with
sacred things is, in our opinion, far more repre-
hensible than even ajocular one; since to simple,
vulgar irreverence it adds pride and ill nature.
TMien excited by severe feelings, it is a pre-

sumptuous thing to assume that the Almighty
has views precisely identical with our own

;

and to make no scruple of applying his most
awful, miraculous judgments to tlie objects
of our extravagant and fantastical dislilves.

Besides, in a mere rhetorical point of view, the
likening a so-stylcd immoral picture to the
tremendous truths drawn on Belshazzar’s wall
by the Divine Hand, is about as anomalous
and bad a simile as well can be. It is just as

if the king’s master of the revels were con-
ceived to be the author of the fiery scripture,

and the words such as Sardanapalus wrote on
ills monument. The taste is quite on the low
par of the feeling. It is in every way but a
blundering and foolish attempt to imitate the
Prophet Daniel.

Before leaving this Edinburgh lecture, wc
are anxious to dissipate the clouds of some of
its general propositions, which otherwise might
settle on the intellects of the unwary and
inexperienced, in a manner extremely pre-

judicial to their advance in the knowledge of

Art. Mr. Riiskin makes it a leading dogma,
that, “ ill medimval Art, thought is the first

thing, execution the second that is, such
thought as Mr. Ruskin happens to care about,
(a limitation carefully to be borne in mind
when meeting with the word in his writings,)

is the first thing, and execution the second,
simply because the rudeness of Art could
not yet raise it higher. His antithesis is, “iu
modern Art execution is the first thing, and
thought the second.” If by execution he
means, (and we cannot understand him other-

wise,) the whole imitative or representative art

of forms and liues, very rightly was it promoted
and exalted ; the proper business of painting

bein^ to display the external aspects of things,

whicli cannot be done perfectly, or in any
variety, without a high refinement of this

so-stylcd execution. Secondly, thought

—

i. e.

such thought as l\Ir. Ruskin happens to care

about—was less considered, because a variety

of thoughts beyond his sympathies had now
to be represented. The age of all-absorbing

monkish pietism, and severe ascetic moralizing
ill Art was past; and religious dogmatism
being through the printing press consigned
to better hands, painting assumed the proper
fimctions of a liberal art, which are rather to

rescue us from the control of the narrow
and strict dogmatist, and give our miuds that

free and pleasant relaxation, which will enable
them the more freshly and vigorously to see

through, and check, liis cramped and dingy
fallacies. But, in truth, this distinction be-

tween thought and execution in the works of a
great painter is altogether unsound and false.

You might as well make distinction between
Sliakspcare’s drawing and colouring and power
of thought iu a character, as separate the

execution and thought in a character by Ra-
phael. His execution is the only language of
the thought

; and the exquisite expression is but
exquisite lines and hues. It is Mr. RuskiiTs
wide error to limit too much the application of

the word thought in a picture to the conception
of an incident, or general notion of an attitude,

as a means of telling a story, or enforcing a
moral, (often a trite, childish, superstitious moral
enough,) as we see in the rude sketches of the
Giottesque period, which he calls narrowly and
absurdly, ^le Age of Thought. That this is his

meaning is clear, because all that was added to..

Art by Michael Angelo and Raphael, in his

opinion, but qualifies their age to receive his

nickname of, The Age of Braicing, the most
abundantly monstrous one, as wc conceive, to
be found in the whole circle of Art-criticism.

Now_ the thought proper and peculiar to
painting is an iiifmitely more subtle thing than
Mr. Ruskin here seems to have any notion of.

It is not merely a rude or general “motive,”
(parallel with those found iu old ballads and
novelettes

;) it is not only a suggestion of
incident or sentiment, such as may**give avail-

able hints for writers like himself to improve
upon, for their own glorification; but it is

such a subtle, visible perfection and complete-
ness iu the image itself, (analogous to the
developed characters of consummate poets,)
as words have not the power of even shadow-
ing forth, and for which the most refined
skill is requisite

; the essential excellence of
the figure produced, its sublimity, its moral
and intellectual beauty depending on that
highly cultivated power of presentation which
Mr. Ruskin obtusely separates from thought,
and calls mere execution. “ Original thoughts
belonging to the fifteenth century are com-
paratively rare,” he says. “Even Raphael and
Michael Angelo themselves borrowed all their

principal ideas and plans of pictures from their

predecessors; but they executed them with
a precision up to that time unseen.” It is

quite wonderful such a statement should have
survived the proof sheets. These mighty
artists, it is true, borrowed certain rude
motives, most of them so old as to be of

Byzantine origin
;
but where, before their own

handiwork, were the Duke Lorenzo, and the
Night, and the awful multitudinous Sistine

Presences, and the lieavcn-brcatliing Creations
in the halls of the Vatican, which are the
productions distinctive of Michael Angelo and
Raphael ? As already hinted, we might just

as well say that the age of the old ballads

was the Age of Thought, and the Elizabethan
Age, the Age of literarg Finish ; that Shak-
spearc borrowed all liis principal ideas and
plans of dramas from such works as the songs
of old Leir, and Giiruutus the Jew, or the
tale in Boccaccio, on which he founded bis
“ All’s well that ends well,” but added a pre-
cision, a beauty of expression, up to that time
unknown. Fancy a lecturer so discoursing on
literature, in brief, pompous, oracular sentences

;

yet it would be nothing more than what Mr.
Ruskin has ventured to do with respect to Art.

In mildly turning over the Ruskiuian pages,
pleased with the author’s rocks, and clouds,

aud waters, we have sometimes said, “Well,
well, by and by the Cartoons will mollify him.
The species of beauty designated human not
having fallen much within his studies, he
ought not to be expected to care much about
it

; or perhaps, may be, it really alarms him.
To be sure, Raphael’s treatment of it is pre-

eminently remarkable for a sweet delicacy

;

even his nude figures are finely garmented
in modesty; yet possibly fervid men, who so
inveigh against these soft melodies of the eye,

may occasionally have been bewitched by them,
in some perilous way foreign from our own
duller feeling, and so stand excused for that

which seems to us needless austerity. But
this beauty, which, iu Raphael’s earlier works,
does somewhat overflow the bounds of strict

dramatic propriety, is in the Cartoons sub-
ordinated to a sober desire to represent the

apostolic history with plain, manly simplicity,

aud with a more close, unwandering, Shak-
!

spearian discrimination
; as wc may see on

comparing the Ananias with the Heliodorus,

where the difference is much the same as that

between our poet’s later aud earlier dramas.

However, we were mistaken here in our sur-

mises with regard to Mr. Ruskin’s opinions

;

he is only more aud more violently vituperative.

• Nut to dn-cll -n-ilh more soveiity un Raphaol's few
failures, tlian on their far more numerous ones, or to class
them amongst the principal models he left bch’ind him in
only one way can he be fairly connected with the decl’ine
of Art. There have been culminating points in alf such
pursuits, beyond wliich the human mind seems not to have
had power to go. And they who have attained those
points, do certainly appear, in one sense, to have inno-
cently led to the corruption whicii came after, since tlieir
productions have so fasciimted their successors, as to
become models exclusively, to tlic neglect of nature, and
original powers of conception

; tliis being especially deiilur-
able, that tlie common herd of imitators seiro upon
mere superficial characteristics and mannorisms am! so
vender them more and more the fasliion, till the great
things, even of their revered prototype, are overlooked
and forgotten. In this sense only Kapliael corrupted Art :

but so did Michel Angelo and Da Vinci
; and in the same

tnanner have many admirable poets, orators, and philoso-
phers, with little or no blame, led to a similar corruption
in the objects of tlieir several pursuits.
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In bis cliapter on Ibe Tulse llcligious Idcab

immediately after tlic point where wc left it

for our excursion in liis luminous wake to

Edinburgh, lie introduces tlie Cartoons as 1lic

final consuniinated instance of everything tliat

be reprobates. Their wonderful truthfulness,

force, and grandeur, their unrivalled narrative

power, arc utterly ignored, and they are stig-

matised as " cold arrangements of propriety

and agreealilcncss, according to academical

i
formulas.” Erom all which saturnalia of words

wc gather, either the by no means valueless

I

moral warning, how blinding a thing is pre-

I
judice, or simply the fact tliat for true noble

expressiveness and graudeui' in the human

aspect, Mr. lluskiu has no more perception

or interest than for its beauty, whatever he

may have for clouds, torrents, and_ stones,

whether in their native beds, or in architectural

order. M’ilh the Charge to Peter, especially,

that admirable union of tender feelin" fine

distinctions of character, and appropriate dignity

of composition, he is actually beside liimself

with wrath, and belabours it witli a rude and

coarse verbal sliillelagb, so to speak, gesticu-

lating with strange and certainly not llaphael-

esfjuc antics, and in the blindness of a deplo-

rable excitement, calling it names strangely

blundering and inap])lieablc, “ an infinite mon-

strosity and hypocrisy, a lie”— a doubtful

departure from strict accuracy in an incident

I

is, Aviih a beautiful mildness and moral purity

of language, called a lie
—

“ a faded concoctiou
' of fringes, muscular arms, and curly heads of

Greek philosophers.” “(Jh, for heaven’s sake

—for your own sake,” one anxiously exclaims,

;

“ hold your arm, open your eyes, shut ^our

excited fancy, gently remove from your sight

this bandage of ])rejudice.” Pirs1_, tx faded

I

concoction surely tliat is the painter’s mis-

fortune, not his fault. Secondly, see you not

that tlie garments which you elsewhere call

“ vapid fineries,” are wliolly plain, and tlicir

I

“fringes” as sim})le as the law which pre-

scribed them renders ]mssiblo.* Muscular

arms ! Do you not observe, sir, tliat not

ail arm is uncovered, except one of the

Saviour’s, which is far indeed from mus-

cular ? Yet had the arms of these habitual

drawers of nets and oarsmen been displayed,

surely, on Pre-llapliaelitc principles, they ought

not to have been drawn as meagre or attenu-

ated. TN’or should wc have t,bought, iu our

simplicity, that healthy and vigorous hair could

have been objected to, except by Tribulation

Spiniext, and him who wrote on the unlovc-

liness of lovc-locks; especially since fine luiir

has been deemed an emblem of spiritual power,

as instanced in the case of Samson. “Note,”

you say, “ tlie handsomely curled hair, and

iically tied sandals of the men who had been

out all night iu the sea mists, and on the slimy

decks.” IVliy, their hair is partially disor-

dered and sjiiky—really one might fancy it

recently wet
;
and lialf of them arc hurefool,

the rest most plainly and somewhat carelessly

sandaled. But, more than this, you think

i

their heads like those of Greek philosophers?
' Poor contemptible Greek philosophers—quib-

bling Socrates, purblind, pedantic Aristotle

!

The baseness of such a resemblance certainly

appears at once. Yet let us calm ourselves

;

it IS at least a comfort to see them here con-

verted—converted into that foremost knccliug

figure surrendering himself to his Bedecmer

* Not to sccra wholly if'iioraut of Uiis Law, Riiskiu
just glances at it in a foot note, adding, that if liai'had's
inlontion ivas to denote its observance, he should have
added the bine riband also required. So it seems that
he sliould rather have abused Itapbacl for n<d making
the garments ornamented enough! As the imputation of
“finery” will nut at all adhere to these only too plain
borders, tlie only remaining charge against tlie painter in
this matter would be the incomptetciiess of his biblical

lore. Hero also ho may be vindicated: biitwc will content
ourselves wilh asking whether any groat work of Art can
bo seriously affected by such a charge.

with perfect humble trust. And love itself, in

tlie figure called Si. John, one may almost

think, glides forward from the middle of the

group, like a dove, leaving behind another,

who (like Thomas,) stands doubtfully wonder-

ing, his hands pressing his bosom, stilling his

last remains of scepticism. Nay, but, you

add, worse than all, tlie “bold fallacy,” the
“ mere lie" of introducing all the apostles

“to serve the papal heresy of the Petrie

supremacy.”—“A lie! oh breathe not that

word again, unless to your physician, as

Sterne wisely recommends on a similar occa-

sion; for, see you not, it is no fitting epithet

for the mere representation by the painter

of one of the tenets of his religion, espe-

cially when, so far as he refers to it, it happens

to he the pcrfecih ri')ht and true tenet. Tlie

error was to go further than llaphacl has

licrc done, and apply to Rome what was con-

ferred on Peter. But, after all, this is only a

jiaroxysm of that sad complaint, tlie Ilafl'ael-

lophobia. Oh, calm tliosc agitated nerves

!

You say somewhere, a fit of unjust anger,

<Src., &C-J cannot hold its own in the presence

of an Angelico or Perugino. There is a

most soothing Erancia in another room; let

me gently lead you to it, supporting your arm.

Or ihere are t.liose divine roses in the garden.

1 have found roses myself, tlie sight of roses,

wonderfully beneficial in allaying the other

symptoms you eloquently mention, “dark pas-

sion, unreasonable vexation,” and all the rest

of the uncomfortable brood. Or better still

were a stout merry game of tennis in the old

court, to throw a little of this excessive action

out of our minds into our idle, neglected bodies.

“ Softly come ; so, you arc better now.”
But to proceed with a fitting seriousness,

tliougli that is somewhat difficult. As a]>roper

substitute for llaphael’s conception of this

subject, Mr. Buskin favours us with his own

—

a coarse commonplace description on pre-

llaphaelite principles, made up of the most
ordinary accessories, and rendered strangely

disagreeable by the dead-ground of pretentious

arrogance on which it is sketched, and the

nauseous familiarity and afFectation of the

manner, which is in tlic worst taste possible.

We have, to he sure, a morning siin, and its

glinting on the sea, the eating of broiled fish,

a coal lire, thrice mentioned—twice insisted

on with much solicitude. We liavc St. Peter,

too (whose chief glory, wc arc jirofoundly

informed, was his wet coat girt about him, and

his nuked limbs), swimming ashore, wet and
shivering. Wc have these, and many other

things, german neither to tlie matter nor

moment; hut no sense of scrinhiral feelings

and characters, such as are almost all one
really cares about in an instance like the

present; not a single touch or hint of the

sliglitest imaginative power or value. It is

simply whiit one would expect from this writer

—a scenic or landscape-painter's conception,

and, as might have been anticipated, from the

excited pitch of his feelings, a conception full

of blunders, beyond even those alreadynoticed.

He makes St. John, for instance, recognise our

Lord in a manner which contradicts Holy W'rit,

that is to say, by a strained and gradual effort

of his sight—a mere common act of personal

recognition, and not, as sacredly recorded, by
the divine light, in the water, of the miracle

—

the very same which once before had first

avouched the Lord to some of those very men.
We cannot here congratulate Ylr. Buskin on
his “Imagination Penetrative.” This little

variation from scripture is the reverse of a

deep or elevated conception. Then, at the

moment of the Charge, Peter is absurdly

described as “all dripping still, and sliiveriug,”

though, by this time, the company had taken
their meal beside the coal fire, and, we may
gently trust, had dried themselves, and resumed

their orcliuary walking garments. Einally, with

regard to the diameter of those garments, the

principal objects of his invective, Ylr. Buskin
stigmatizes Bapliad’s plain draperies as “vapid
fineries,” “an apostolic fishing costume.” Now,
be it borne in mind especially, that these men
were no longer habitual fishermen, but preachers

of the Gospel, for whom the painter’s most
simple vestures cannot be considered too costly

or ornamental; for, indeed, consistently with
common decency and gravity, nolliing could

well be less so. However, for BaphacTs com-
plete vindication, it hajipens, with a really

beautiful and enjoyable appositeness, that in

another cartoon of the Eirst Miraculous
].)raught,—an event which occurred before they

were called to our Lord’s ministry,—these same
men are introduced as simple fishermen, with
bare backs and rolled-up sleeves, as rough and
workmanlike as Mr. Buskin could possibly

desire; but by the time the Conferring of tlie

Iveys took place, they must, surely, have been
somewhat changed iu attire and general aspect,

by the experience of their sacred calling. The
figures of Peter in these two cartoons indicate

tliat change with admirable nicety. He is

represented in both as the selfsame honest,

zealous, forward mau, but, in the earlier event,

with a strong dash of rusticity, which, in the

later incident, has given way before the sanc-

tified dignity of some three years’ apostlcsliip,

such as, however, by no menus seems to have
interfered witli his frank simplicity. The dis-

position of Buphael’s transcendenlly admir-

able grouping also is quite misrepresented by
Mr. Buskin, in accordance witli his general

purpose, and the character of the landscape

grossly exaggerated
;

his own notion of what
the latter ought to be, being mere unauthorised

assumption.

Jlr. Buskin calls these things, which he
ascribes erroneously to Baphael, “ decorative

lies.” If they arc so, whose arc they, ^Ir.

Buskin, Bapliael’s or yours ? But, no
;
we

are not about to imitate a mode of expression

so reprehensible. Neither ornaments intro-

duced by taste or fancy, nor even the deformi-

ties conjured up and imputed by a lieatcd

imagination, can, without a gross abuse of

language, be called lies. The j.dty of it is to

find that abuse in a chapter, the heading of

every page of wliicli is, “The Ealse Ideal

Bcligious ;” but the tone so immeasurably

above the feeling, that it becomes itself only

a flagrant example of “ The Ealse Literary

Ileligious Ideal.” Our ultimate object is

altogether cluvritable; but an immediate pur-

pose is to warn unwary readers from being

prejudicially influenced Iiy such cant as this

—

for cant it is. Cant is a religious tone, without

religious elements. Amongst the component
parts of all religious writing, which does not

merely sully the paper on which it i.s printed,

will be found, on a calm and close analysis,

pure justice and charily, temperance, learning,

and wisdom
;

and, without them, scriptural

phrases and images, and a lofty severe style

(trumpetings about the “Bock of Zion, the

Vision of Gibeou, and (he lightning of

Damascus,” and such like matters), are but

repulsive ami contemptible deformities. To
which must here be added that the writer who
makes so many blunders in simple and obvious

things, must be expected far more to make
tliein in tliosc which arc subtle and abstruse

;

and he who so plainly breaks down where a

few moments’ common temper and delicacy

of feeling would have saved him, cannot

prudently be accepted as a guide in those

highest, those most momentous things, which

require patient wisdom and the largest sym-

pathies and charities for their right unfolding.

We write this in no mere spirit of rhodomou-

fade against Mr. Buskin, but from the very

heart of our philanthropy towards his readers

;
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for we consider the general character of the

religious and moral instruction he has thought

fit to incorporate in his critical pages, higTily

pernicious : it is altogether wanting in charity

and liberality of feeling; it is ascetic, ungenial,

and, therefore, especially adverse to sound
human and religious Art. To speak generally,

it tends to force the warmth of the heart away
into the brain, wliere it only adds to the dry,

restless, painful, consuming heat of thoroughly
morbid imaginations. It belongs, in its degree,

to that vast class of writing which imposes on
the mind a petty rigidity, a restless self-

consciousness, fraught uitli pedantry, aud,

perliaps, immense self-complacency to the finn-

Kuit, but with depression of spirit and mental

disorder to the weak. Mr. Iluskin’s moral

philosophy and metaphysics will often awaken
the smiles of the strong; but his images, at

least, are forcible, aud of some haunting power,

and he is afllueut in mere words of awful asso-

ciation, such as act upon the weak more
potently than clearest sense. His JMalvoHo-

iike endeavour to suppress the “cakes and ale”

is especially uueiidixrable, and, if successful,

would lead to most serious consequences.

Having belaboured the cartoons, Mr. Ruskin
immediately proceed.s witli some other blunder-

ing sarcasms. The St. Paul, in the St. Cecilia

picture, at Bologna, a figure entirely draped, is

disposed of as “ a meditative Hercules Icauiiig

on a sword.” ilr. Ruskin’s humour of aversion

to anytiiiug muscular, aud his hankeriug after

tlic emaciated, founded on that contempt for

the body which is at once one of the shallowest

and most ominous of errors, is really some-
tiling liighly nauseous. And here, again, he
amends Raphael with an intolerable sketch of

Ills owu. Mauhood revolts at his “ feeble,

subtle, suffering, ceaseless energy and liumilia-

tion of St. Paul;” and, scoring out the

name of the noble apostle, substitutes that of

St. Prancis or-St. Roche. And here, too, this

wiit'cr, elsewhere so fond of symbols, chooses

to ignore the fact that the sword is a scriptural

emblem of spiritual power, and the conventional

attribute of St. Paul. In another place he
thinks the musical instruments, lying on the

ground in this picture, are in the way—over-

jooking the fact that tliey are one of the

chief parts of a very pleasing allegory, just

such as in the work of Tiutoret, or any
other protege^ would, most likely, have been
seized upon as an occasion for much in-

genious interpretation, aud brilliantly-written

praise.* The sneer, coupled with the one on
the St. Paul, aud ascribing a “kicking grace-

fulness” to the uppermost figures in tlie Trans-

figuration, is entirely flippant. The Clirist and
Elias are most beautiful aerially-buoyant figures,

in simple, probable attitudes
;

the iloses,

though fine aud grand in the head, is, we
think, artificial and constrained in the turn

of his advanced elbow
;

but this fault, like

others of a similar kmd in Raphael, is no proof
of levity of mind, as hlv. Ruskin seems to

fancy, but simply a partial inferiority frequent

in the greatest works—a failure, so far, iu the

usual production of majestic grace by one who
deeply and sincerely admired it, and probably
never thought liow morally contemptible au
ill-success,' arising from momentary lapse of

power, might be considered. It is no subject

tor a sneer.
;
and none but a writer, obtuse in

his' feeling for beauty and grace, aud without
due reverence for therh, would have thought of

so poor a one.

Thus ridicule still follows Raphael up to the

heaven of his hist sublime, and- truly Chris-

• 9t. Cedlia slamls so wrapped beneath the heavenly
dioir, that the pipes drop unregarded from the little'orgau
in her hand, liven the highest harmonies mortal ean
produce now tri-mhlc and die away forgotten. What
wonder ttien to see those instruments of the profancr music,
which Mr. Ruskin so simply wishes out of the way, de-
graded and broken at her feet.

tian picture. Thus he has been assailed with

such a rabble of misrepresentations, blunders,

enormous oversigbfs, and paltry sarcasms,

as perhaps was never before crowded into so

small a space by rash aud rampant prejudice.

And now having, to his relief aud satisfaction,

descanted upon Riiiihael’s imaginary failings,

it remains for the writer to make us acquainted

with his tremendous imaginary punishment.

Here, at last, this unfortunate Ruskiniau Raf-

faellophobia breaks out into its most violent

paroxysm, in tlie following notable sentence

:

“ Raphael ministered with applause to the

impious luxury of the Vatican, but was tram-

pled underfoot at once by every believing aud
advancing Christian of his own and subsequent

times.” To which crowning delusion, or slan-

der, whichever it may be, the answer is, that

though the Vatican was impiously luxurious,

Raphael did in no way minister to that vice : he

only ennobled its magnificence by a series of

works, lofty, and grave, and pure, without ex-

ception. To the second assertion that be has

been trampled underfoot by every succceiliug

Christian, we will reply, not with a pretty little

apologue, after tlie oriental fasliion, but with a

short though sufficientlyapposite historical anec-

dote. Even iu the highest prevalence of stern

religious austerity in our country, to wliich Jlr.

Ruskin himself expressly alludes as having con-

temptuously rejected Raphael, when Charles I.’s

collection, containing masterpieces of many
various kinds, was sold by order of Parliament,

Raphael, aud Raphael alone, was honoured by

the retention of his principal works
;
for Crom-

well himself came forward aud purchased the

Cartoons for the nation for £300; being, no

doubt, struck with the sound, manly, impressive

Christianity in them, so widely different from

the popish leaven common in foreign religious

pictures. Aud our first stern Protestant cham-

pion having thus retained them, our second,

William the Dutchman, honoured them by
building the gallery they still occupy. We
tliink tliis, in itself, a fair answer to Mr.

Ruskin’s assertion. But it is certain, besides,

that no other religious pictures have been

more popular with every class of cultivated

minds amongst us tlian these, and Raphael’s

Transfiguration, aud Da Vinci’s Last Supper.

They have even been frequently alluded to,

aud written upon, by ministers of the Gos-

pel, as pure and surprisingly intelligent illus-

trations of scripture. To take tlie lowest

possible view of the cslimation in which

Raphael has been held, if he has been

“trampled upon,” it is precisely iu the same
sense that Leonardo, aud Michael Angelo,

aud Mr. Ruskin’s other favourites aud shiuiiig

exemplars have been trampled on, and in

no other. Indeed, whatever neglect has

befallen his works, has been the fate of theirs

iu a still greater degree. But, seriously, we
think it a pity Air. Ruskin should deprive

himself of the credit due to his own originality

in the present instance, for we finidy believe

that he is himself the first man who has

trampled on Raphael. Sometimes, when an

impression frequently recurs to us, thinking

tlicre may be soinetlling in it, we venture just

to give it ventilation, though for the present

too much occupied to examine strictly its

foundations. Therefore will we now add, that

these mountebank feats of Anti-Raphael word-

tossing have often reminded us of the tumbler,

who, once upon a time, stood on his head

on the cross of the dome of St. Paul’s
;
and

we think that the reward here should be the

same as that suggested by the jocular poten-

tate for whose amusement the astonishin"

antic was chiefly perpetrated. We should

like to hear that a patent had been issued

to Air. Ruskin, to reserve to him and his heirs

for ever, the right to repeat this very ingenious

aud original feat of trampling on Raphael.

THE ROYAL PICTURES.

THE DEATH OF CARDINAL WOLSEY.
C. W. Cope, R.A., Painter. W. Greatbncli, Engraver.

Size of tlic Picture 9 ft. 9 in. by 7 ft. 8? in.

Tins picture, a commission from Ills Royal High-
ness the Prince Consort, who, wc reinemher to

have heal'd, look much interest in its progress, was
painted iu 1848, the year of Mr. Cope’s election as

a member of the Royal Academy; and if anything

had been required to justify the artist’s admission

into the liighest rank of that institution, this fine

painting affords ample proof. The subject is

sufficienlly grand and impressive to tax the powers

of the most accomplished painter, and presents

difficulties with which only one of more than

ordinary talent could successfully grapple
;
perhaps

there is no arlist of our day whose mind, judging

from the ordinary character of his works, is so well

suited to the appropriate and truthful realization of

such a sceue as he who has here presented it: a man
who possessed not the finest and most delicate sen-

sibilities of human nature would have utterly failed

in an attempt to place before the eye of the spectator

the closing act of the life of the once ambitious,

proud, but now crest-fallen, IVolsey.

Mr. Cope has adopted as tlie text of his composi-

tion the account of the cardinal’s death, which

Shakspere, in “Henry VIII.,” has put into the lips

of Griffith, one of the most pathetic descriptions to

be found in the whole range of our great dramatist’s

writings ;

—

“ After tlie stout Earl Nortliumbcrland
Arrested him at York, and brought tiim funv.ard

(As a man sorely tainted) to his answer,
He fell sick siuldciily, atid grew so ill,

He could not sit liis mule.

At last, willi easy roads, iie came to Leicester,

Lodged in the abbey ; where the reverend abbot,

tVitli all his convent, honourably received him

;

To whom he gave Uiese words :
—

‘ Oh, father abbot.

An old man, broken with tlie storms of state,

Is come to lay his we.ary bones among ye

;

Give him a little earth for cliarlly !

’

So went to bed : where eagerly his sickness

Pursued him still ; and, three nights after this,

About the hour of eight (wliicll he himself
Foretold sliould be bis last), full of repentance,
Cootinued mediUitions, tears, and sorrows,

Ho g.ave his lioiiours to the world again,
His blessed part to heaven, and slept in peace.”

The interest of the picture centres, as it should

do, in the dying cardinal, whose condition is the

fulfilment of the prophecy he had himself uttered, in

the language of the poet, hut a short time pre-

viously :

—

“ I have touched the highest point of all my greatness

;

And, from that full meridian of my glory,

1 haste now to my setting; I shall (all

Like .a bright exhalation in the eveniog,

Aud no man see me more.”

The head of Wolsey is a fine study: the old man

—

more statesman than ecclesiastic, though he aspired

to the dignity of the papal chair—has just been

lifted from his mule, and is being assisted into

the abbey by his page and an attendant. The head

falls languidly on one side from weariness of body

and anguish of heart
;
the face is marked by

strong lines, though it has lost little of its ro-

tundity, aud hut for these and its distressed ex-

pression, might be that of one advanced in years,

vet iu the enjoyment of sound health and peace of

mind ;
the eyes arc fixed almost imploringly on the

abbot, and we may fancy we hear the supplication

proceeding from his lips

—

" Give mt a little earth for charily !

"

To the right of the principal group stand the

abbot and a numerous assemblage of monks, waiting

to receive their distinguished guest; many of the

heads of these figures will well repay examination for

the varied characters which give them individuality

;

some of them are of the true Holbein stamp. This

group is balanced on the left by the cavalcade which

has attended the cardinal on his journey. The

entire composition is most striking, and, from the

artist’s judicious arrangement of light and shade,

makes a most effective engraving.

The picture is in the royal collection at Osborne.
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LAST HOLTS OF THE TAIHTEES.

IIY G. WALTKll TIIORNnURY,
AUTIIOK OP “ AUT A^'I) NATt'UK AT HOME AND AUROAD, J3TC.

Ko. 3 —The Pui-it, of Watteau.

SCENE r.

IlntiiN OK Ti;unou.

A humble Hoorn in the Painter's House in a suburban

Street of /’ariA.— DraiiwUs rorsutiaa—M. Ebaojean

and his tcife Annmttk.
Time—The French Jtevolation, July, liOl. Mommy.

Anndle. And llobespicrrc, wliat/'/iV/hewpnf,?

The weasel ! how was lie dressed, Jean?

Beaujf-an {(tt his easel, selling his palelle).

Hush ! my dear.

Annefle. And wliat did he scud for yon for,

at tliat hour in the morning? I am sure that

wretch’s knock at the door frightened me half

out of my wits.

lieaujean. Well, my rose in sunshine, you

shall have it all from the beginning to the endj

but just poach those eggs, and froth lliat choco-

late, while I talk.

Annelle. For mercy’s sake go on, dear Jean,

I am so impatient.

Beanjcnn. And, like all impatient people, you

keep iulerrupting me to make me S|>eak faster !

just as a man saws at his horse’s bridle to

quicken his speed. Ilcai’, my lily in June.

Annelle. Go on, yon tii-esomc creature, or

m keep you waiting for your breakfast.

Beaujean. Well, I followed the wooden-

legged man, who brought the letter this morn-

ing, to a cabinet-maker’s, No. 37G, Kue St.

Honorc, opposite the Church of 1 he Assump-

tion, where the saviour of France

—

Annelle. Saviour !—butcher

!

Beuujean. Annette, Annette!—I passed into

a poor courtyard, surrounded by timber sheds,

where you heard the saw biting, the plane slmv-

ing, aiid the hammer rapping. I went up a

rickety staircase to a garret opening on to the

court, and there I found M. llobesjiierre,

—

quietly reading a volume of llousscau; the

book half in sunshine h;df in shadow, and a

white bult.erfly lluttering round a bunch of

red roses that crept in at the window.

Annelle. If the wretch lives long, every

flower in France will soon he red; for the

earth is soaked with blood!

Bcanjean. You know the great man’s face;

Ids tight receding forehead, sharp thin nose,

close lips, keen eyes, arched brow, and full,

firm chin ?

Annette. Know, yes! have not I trembled

at the ape-rnonster 'a hundred times, when he

came to see us ?

Beaujean. TJicre he sat, the ruler of France,

the terror of the aristocrats,—his throne, a plain

straw -bottomed chair: he wore his bright blue

tiglit-buLtoned coat, his white waistcoat, his

yellow breeches, broad tri-coloured sash
;

his

neat baud as—
Annette. Crimson!
Beaujean. No; thin and small, emerging

froin its delicate white ruillc, white as the huge

mass of cravat he wore ;—rested on the head

of his great mastiff, Frouut. No artizan could

have lived in a humbler room than that little

study, w'ilh its deal table, four chairs, and

plain bed, hung with white and blue damask,

its simple flowers, and shelves. But for the

silver buckles in bis shoes, his nosegay, and

tlie Illumed hat and sword that hung from a

nail iu the wall, it might have been Duplay,

the cabmet-maker himself, of No. 370, Hue
St. Ilononb that I stood before.

Annette. Poor Jeau ! Go on. What did

this cruel rat attorney, who now' governs our

unhappy France, say ?

Beaujean. He llrsL called the woodcn-legg^

man, who I found was his secretary, and said,

“ Go, Simon, to Ylademoiselle Elconore, and

tell her, witli my love, that to-night, if she is

willing, I will conduct her to hear Lina, at the

Theatre Franrais;” handing him a list of

names, marked through with red lines, to take

to the governor of the prison of the Luxeni-

bourg. He then turned to me, and said,

“ M. Beaujean, since I first met you, one

Sunday, in the woods of Versailles, sketcliing,

—and I and the four ladies who were with me
sat round as you drew, gathering wood straw-

berries and w'ild flowers,—I liave regarded you
;

with attachment. I would save you from the

fate of the wicked men for whom the untiring

axe of Liberty works day and night.

Annelle. Wretch ! Let us fly, Jean !

Beaujean. I stammered some thanks, lie

then added, drawing a paper from under his

hook, “ Y'ou w'ere yesterday, M. Beaujeau, at

three o’clock, in the Garden Egalite ?”—I said,

f‘Yes.”—“At the third tree from the second

fountain, you met a man in a striped red and

white waistcoat, with a large stick ?”—I bow'cd

assent.
—“ You went together to No. '6, in the

Hue de Belle Perle.”
—“Yes.”

—“This man,”

he said, “is the greatest enemy the llepublic

has; he is the false god of the multitudes,

that ” Here he stopped.

Annette. And did you answer nothing ?—vqu,

the enthusiast of Art, who move in a quiet

world, so far from intrigues and this terrible

butchery that nothing stops.

Beaujean. 1 did, angel of mine: I told

M. llotespierre, with the clear eye and truth-

ful brow of an innocent man, that I did not

know the citizen

Annette. Citizen! how quick you have learnt

the new jargon.

Beaujean. That we talked only upon

indifferent subjects; that we separated witliput

knowing even each other’s names. He replied,

“I believe you, M. Beaujean; no man who

ever lied spoke as you do now. But, my
friend,” he said, “ as our informers have their

suspicions of you, and as your name has even

been mentioned at the Committee of Public

Safety, I wish you, as a precaution, to dine

with 'me to-day at }il. Cliarcnton’s, where I

have arranged a seat for you, and where you

must announcq publicly your intention, tlirougli

conversations of mine, of renouncing the

frivolous Art of your master AVatteau, and of

painting henceforward heroic Grecian pictures,

—such as M. David has produced with such

glory to himself, and such benefit to the cause

of the llevolution.”

Annelle. You, Jean? give up your deai'cst

Art—your innocent open-air revels—graceful

Boccaccio fancies! Of course you expressed

your inability to change old, deep-rooted ideas,

and bowed yourself out.

Beaujean. No, headstrong wife of mine, 1

did nothing of the kind. 1 asked M. llobes-

pierre thcliour of dinner, and thanked him for

his advice.

Annelle. And you give up the ideal of a life

in half an hour, because a blood-stained lawyer

advises !
—

Beaujean. As to change, I shall see; but

wearing a toga for a night or two’s masquerade,

docs not necessarily, my rose, imply a tolal

abandonment of modern dress. Trust me to

trick this M. Bobespierre. In the meanwhile

to work, dearest, for I must leave off to dress

at five, and it will take me a good half hour.

Mix me some blue, dear, for Ibis our^gay lady

playing tlie lute, in the Fete Chamjretre, that

I have sketched in for my suspected friend that

I met in the Egalitd Gardens,—he told me he

liked blue; and some white, and cream colour

for the Pierrot, who is dancing the minuet with

I

the lady iu the Rose Duban-y sacque. “Above
' all things,” said my stern friend with the large
'

stick, “ it must be gay ;
myself like opera-

nature, and the butterfl}' life of the old fetes

galautes, that our Revolution frightened away

by the first gleam of the axe.”

“Annette. And to give up all this sunny life

of the old palace slopes, for those bronze men
of :M. David

!

Beaujean. Nay, nay, Annette
!
you know M.

David has force, transparency, and fine draw-

ing. lie lias dignity, severe taste, and keeping.

Annette. Yes; ease, nature, and tenderness

of colour.

Beaujean. Now you go too far: YI. David

has no sense of colour.

Annette. Depth, tenderness, and more airy

grace than Greuze or A\ utteau.

Beaujean. Tenderness I what, the man who
painted the loathsome horrors of the Plague,

and the harlot Tullia driving exulLiugly over

the dead body of her father ! David, whose

figures are statues
;

David, whose lights are

cold, and whose shadows are opaque
;
who

cannot compose, who

—

Annette {breaks out laughing, and Jlings her

arms round the painter’s neck). There, lake

breath, my dear husband ! I knew I would soon

make you throw off your new master David,

indeed! Look, is this the right blue? Keep
your praise of David for to-nigbt

;
I won’t

listen to it. I tell you. I am a rebel, and

all for Absalom.

SCENE II.

The Dininy Room at VI. Ci[.\rhnton'5<. Dinner-table laid

for thirteen. M. Uohespikhiik in the place of honour,

'conspicuous vith his blue coat and immense nosegay.

Guests, except Uuiiksi-ikhki;, are standing waiting, their

eyes turnin-/ frequently to the door, their hands on the

backs of their chairs. .M. Ukai-Ji-an. irith his back turned

to the door, is intent on a picture of W attkau s on the

opposite wall.

Charenton. M^e wait only for M. Danlou.

Robespierre {froicning). You have never met

DauLou, M. Beaujeau, 1 think ?

Bcanjean {turning to reply, thenResuming

his critical study of the picturdj. Never, M.
Robespierre—never.

\Footmanjlings open the door and announces

M. Danton.
Danlon. I am sure M. Charenton and these

gentleman will pardon my delay, wlicn I tell

tliem that business of the Jacobite Club has

kept me. [Binner commences.

Robespierre {sarcastically). AA'^hat !—the

Mountain iu labour again !

Danton {about to reply angrily, comes face

toface with M. Beaujean, who looks astonished,

andfoils buck)

.

AVliat, my plcasmit friend of the

Fgalito Gardens 1 Do you not recognise the

stout man with the stick, that talked to you

for two long hours yesterday, about statues and

Apelles, and the different blunders of antiquity?

Bcanjean {hesitating). I think,—monsieur,-

you have mistaken me— for some chance

acquaintance.

Danton. Not I ! Did I not give you an

order for a Fete Champetre picture, with a

special arrangement of colours, that we dis-

cussed at length ?

Bcanjean. I do remember meeting a gentle-

man, and some such conversation.

Robespierre {sternly, looking suspiciously at

Beaujean). It is unfortunate, my dear Danton,

for you then, that U. Beaujean will not be able

to execute the order for that exquisite little

Siren retreat of yours at Sevres. He has just,

he tells me, relinquished the meretricious follies

of fan-painting Watteau, and has become a

w'arm adherent of the school of the great

painter of les Horaces.

Charenton. Allow me to have the pleasure ot

helping you to some more soup, M. Robes-

Robespierre. Not a drop, M, Charenton

many thanks. People have dared to accuse

]\I. Beaujean, as they do greater meu {looking at

Danton), of treasonable villauics. Now, this

retraction, citizen, shows that he is a true

republican. AA ould we had the old cynic s

3 V
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lantern, to read the hearts of other suspected
men as clearly

!

Charenton {alarmed for fear of a quarrel).

Allow me to take a glass of wine wilh you, M.
Bantou. We arc thirteen at table ! I asked
that number, wishing to show I despised the
legends of the old superstition, that wc threw
off with the incubus of monarchy.

Lunton. All the worse for one of us. I am
not one of those who preteud to disbelieve

the instincts of my nature. And so, mon-
sieur {to Bea.ujean), you have renounced all

that gay, open-air school you spoke of so
warmly to me, and embraced the hard, rigid, life-

less manner—the cold Greek-statue manner

—

that only a few days ago you were so bitter

on

!

Robespierre. Not bitter, I should think.

"What ! Iho Art that excites our republican
youlh to honourable deeds.

Runtoti. Not bitter, perhaps, as M. Robes-
pierre counts bitterness. j\Iy friend here of

the Rgalite Gardens only said that M. David
mixed powdered brick with the rose colour of

his llcsh
;
that he had a dull actor’s conception

of the Greek statues
j

that his figures were
bloodless; that

—

'

Robespierre. Mercy, M. Danton, on our
new convert ! Zeal abates in other things than
Art. I know men who now stuff their ears

to prevent hearing the death-cart, who once
would, but for me and other calmer-blooded

patriots, have paved the streets of Paris with
innocent men’s heads.

Charenton. Shall I help you to some Bur-
gundy, M, llobespien-e ?

Danton {standing vp). M. Robespierre, we
hold between us peace or war—woe be to him
who first cries “ war !” I am for peace—I pray
for it to the great Providence day and night

;

but I will not sell my head quietly to please

thirty tyrants

!

Robespierre. WHiom do you call tyrant,

Danton ? There is no tyranny where the

voice of the country rules.

Danton. Who is ignorant of that one among
the dictators that thirsts for my blood ?

Robespierre. You deceive yourself, Danton;
the Committee thirsts only for justice, hates

only bad citizens. But are those good citizens

who would disarm their country, and lay it at

the foot of its enemies ? and who would set

themselves up as advocates for mercy merely
to brand their opponents as murderers ?

Danton. Is that an allusion?

Robespierre. No ! an accusation, M. Danton.
Your friends desire my death,—and to slay the
Republic through me.

Charenton. Gentlemen— M. Danton, be
calm ! M. Robespierre, restrain—for the love

of heaven, restrain—your patriotic ardour

!

Let not the enemy hear of the quarrels of the
twin buttresses of the Republic.

Robespierre. M. Danton mistakes the wishes
of the Committee : we desire ardently the
support of the Mountain. Danton, would I be
here if I desired your head ? would I offer my
hand when I was planning a murder ? Calumny
is busy between us, Danton. Beware !

—

by suspecting friends as enemies sometimes
they become so. Let us understand each other
—let us state our views. Is it necessary a

government should, when danger presses, be
terrible or not ?

Danton. It should be terrible, Robespierre,
but not implacable. The anger of the people

should be a movement—your scaffolds are a
system

;
I made them ramparts—you make

them
_

slaugliter-Jiouscs. You strike without
selection,

Robespierre {sneering). M'as there selection

in the September prisons ?

Danton. Those massacres cannot be excused,
yet cannot be punished; they were the results

of fever—delirium—madness. Your Committee
,

of Safety sheds blood drop by drop, as if for

amusement. Yours is the very voluptuousness
of cruelty

:
you prick men’s hearts, and then

count the life-drops as they ooze out.

Robespierre. There are men who prefer

wholesale butchery. Shall we clear the streets

with merciful grape-shot, or burn prisons-full

at a time ? Has one innocent man perished ?

has a single aristocrat died without trial?

Danton {laughing bitterly). Innocent! inno-
cent, indeed, before a Committee that sends
the cannon-ball to pick out the bad at Lyons
and at Nantes, for jest ! Robespierre, you call

it crime when men hate you for your cruelty

;

you murder your enemies, and call it justice

!

Robespierre {colourSt rises, and pushes bach
his ehair). It is a lie I and the proof is that
you live 1

\_E.xitfroni the room angrily, slamming the

door, followed by many of the company,
M. CuARENTON fussihj attempting to

detain each guest as he leaves.

Charenton. God bless my soul I these great
men are as dangerous as bomb-shells in a
house. Why, there are tlie omelettes to come,
and the Now do, gentlemen, resume your
seats. If one—I really—M. Danton, let us
take wine together. Pass the wine, M. Beau-
jean.

Danton. lie desires war, and he shall have
it

;
but not yet-^not yet. How long are we

to have this cruel pedaut standing at the sluice,

and choosing his liours and times to swill our
streets with blood I We must at last put on
the tourniquet : the patient has bled enough.

Charenton. Dear me, dear me ! I would
not have had this happen in my house for ten
thousand louis. It is these things compromise
a man. Gentlemen, these are times when a
very slight draught blows a man’s head off.

There was M. Daubus.son, at No. 11, called away
only yesterday

; and M. Boissy, the avocat, at

No. 16, summoned to a better world last w'cek.

I don’t know what will be the end of it I

Danton. The death of one man—that will

end it

!

Charenton. Oh, M. Danton, for mercy’s sake
don’t run on in that w^ay. I have got into hot
water already, and now you arc spicing it with
treason. Pray sit down to your wine quietly,

and talk about other things. M. Robespierre
has been working too bai-d in the holy cause

:

this is a megrim. I wouldn’t for ten thousand
louis have had this scene here. I sliall be called

up aud examined, I know I shall. It’s getting
late, and

—

Danton. M. Charenton, I need no hint to

learn that my presence is superfluous. The
De Trops are a large family, and I would not
be of them. These are no times for lukewmrm
friends : an endangered man is never very
welcome. But first one word w'ith my artist

friend here of the Egalit^ Gardens. Is he, too,

afraid of the enemy—of the blood-leech—of tliis

Robespierre—who thirsts for heads as men say
I have done for money ?

Beavjean {advancingfrankly). Ido fear; but
I’m not afraid of offering my hand to M. Danton,
though a recent conversation with M. Robes-
pierre, on his first entrance, made me appear
reluctant to renew his acquaintance.

Danton. No apologies, my friend. I see

that you are a kind-hearted, generous fellow,

embarrassed by some threats of that incubus
that now rides Prance. I can see that you have
not renounced in heart the style of Watteau,
for the grim stonyness of M. David.

Beaujeun. I have not altogether.

Youhavenotatall. What! abandon
our pretty rococo Watteau world, with its fans,

and high-lieeled shoes, and sacques, aud lutes,

Pierrots, Harlequins, and silver leaping foun-

tains, and clipped hedges, and minuets on the
turf, for those lifeless, naked warriors, sham
Greek heroiues, French Hecubas and Parisian

Helens. Bah ! if both are shams, our old
Watteau sham is a thousand times the gayest

;

your world of perpetual fete champetres is

arched with rainbows, and every man in it is a
lover, every second man is a dancer, and every
third a lutanist. We will take you under our
protection, as the Capets used to say; aud woe
be to him who touches you. Now I am off to
Sevres, to arrange ray campaign; forthe present,
an revoir. Remember my picture. Prudent
M. Charenton, and poor frightened gentlemen,
good night. \_E.rit Danton. Exeunt omnes.

SCENE iir.

>r. Bgadjean's Sliulio. BEACTJiiAN and Ansftte; l?ie

former w at work, the latter hearing her little Boy read.

Boy. Mamma, Babet won’t let me go outside
the door, because I struck a baker’s boy in
the street for saying papa was an aristocrat.

Wasn’t I right? He had no right, mamma,
to say papa was an aristocrat. Had he ?

Annette. What is that you have hidden in

your frock, Louis ? Who gave it you ?

Boy {pulls out of hisfrock a little toy model
of a guillotine). Babet bought it me to kill

mice with. She said every one had them.
Annette {seizes and breaks it). Fie ! Louis

;

I will have no such cruel toys. And wiiat

made you cry so when Babet brought you in?
Boy {sobbing). Because the street boys

pointed up to the lanterne, and told me that
if you didn’t take care, you would swing there,

and tliat papa’s head would go to make another
basketful.

Annette. Wretches I But we are safe under
M. Robespierre’s care. No villain in Paris

dare cross our threshold; aud now we have
M. Danton’s promise, we are doubly safe.

{Ktiock at the door^ Come in.

Enter JI. CnARRNTOv, who hows to Anxette, and shakes
hands with M. Beaujkas.

Charenton {looking at Beaujean’s easel).

Bonyour, M. Bcaujean, I could not resist calling

upon you, after that unpleasant affair at my
house the night before last. If twenty thousand
louis—but thei’e The fact is, I felt it a pity

that our intimacysliould not be fostered. (Beab-
JEAN bows?) And besides {fidgets), to confess

—there have just been great discussions at the
Jacobites’ about your sudden change of style in

Art, and doubts have been expressed of its

sincerity. I came partly to discover the truth.

I need not say that one glance at the exquisite

picture now on your easel at once answers the

question.

Bcaujean {starting up and half drawing his

sword). Am I to conclude, M. Charenton comes
in the form of a spy ?

Charenton. Gently, mon ami, I have a dislike

to steel; for I never, my dear M. Bcaujean,
drew ray sword in my life but I cut my own
fingers. I come merely as a quiet friend to

warn you of danger.

Annette. Danger

!

Charenton. Yes, danger, raadame. St. Just

has been closeted all day with Robespierre

—

some blow is aimed. The guillotine is at work
this morning harder than ever

;
the people are

agitated; the clubs are violent; the papers get

more bloodthirsty than ever; the cry at the

Jacobites’ is still “more heads !”

Annette. But how does this affect my hus-

band, M. Charenton?
Charenton. Much, madamc; for M. Robes-

pierre has been heard to say that M. Beaujeau is

a mere fickle trimmer, and much to be suspected.

When once M. Robespierre has a suspicion of

a man, that man is like a fellow tied to a tree

during a storm of lightning—no one knows
where he may go.

Beaujeau. He will never touch a niau who
does not attend the clubs, and lives out of

the world.

Charenton. Not to frequent the clubs is sus-



picious—to frequent them is suspicious; to

attend the guillotine is suspicious—to stop

away is suspicious. Do you know any one who
has llobespierre’s car ?

Beaujean {firhirj up.) I know one who is

stronger than Rotespierre, who will some day

grapjMC with that vampire, and tread him to

the mire he sprang from; one who witii a wave

of his liaiid can call round him ten thousand

sabres

—

(Annette smiles and claps her hands)-,

who could, if he ehose, this very night loose his

dogs, and tear down this blood-stained tyraut,

who, like a bad surgeon, is draining France of

life, and killing her by exhaustion.

Charenton. Who is this ?—you joke
;
you

mean Providence, or Pate, or some abstraction

of the philosophers ?

Beaujean. No ! I mean Danton. But you
turn pale.

Charenlon. Doomed, unlucky man! Why
what cave do you live in, that you have not

heard that Desmoulins and Danton were last

night arrested, and sent to the prison of the

Luxembourg?
Beaujean. Great God I

\_Cooers Idsface tcllh his hands.

Annetie. Let us place ourselves in Uis wise

liands.

Charenton. Well, Pm nicely compromising

myself for a prudent man I I may as well go

and put my head at once under the guillotine

to save a trial. Will people call me prudent

again ever after tins ? An enemy of Robes-

pierre, with a royalist wife who talks with

respect of obsolete Christianity I Oh ’tis all

over with me ! Here, executioner, be quick

with the job!—llow do I put my head?—Oh
here—very well. Now then. When I give

the signal

—

Annette {sfernlf). Tf we are dangerous, wliy

not avoid us ?

Charenton. Because I like you both, and

think you an imprudent, right-hearted couple;

sane when all the world beside is stark mad.

Oh, but I had such a fright two streets from

j

your door

!

I

Beaujean {cin-xiously). AVhat was it ?

I Charenton. Well, you must know the clubs

I

have just made a demonstration to express

1
sympathy with Robespierre in the present

crisis. They had threatened to attack the

prisons, and massacre Danton ; I met them
full butt. Loathsome wretches in ra"s, with

blear eyes and hairy chests
; a brutal fellow

with a maniac stare, and a huge red beard

sweeping down to liis waist.

Beaujean. That is one of our artist models.

I

lie helped take the Bastille; he leads all these

I things.

I
Charenton. Then a mob serearaing, carrying

1

pikes with calves’ hearts stuck on them, a

j

crowd with red caps, and clubs, and muskets,

and flags. Amongst them rode frenzied women,
i brandishing sabres ; then a train of the tri-

I

coieuses and the insidteuses, cursing the aris-

tocrats
;
and then following a troop of children,

some butchers with crimson arms smoking
with new blood, dragging a cannon, with a

jioissarde brandishing a flag riding cross-legged

on it. Every one shouted something different

from his fellow. Some wore priests’ robes that

had been cut and gashed, and the last man

—

ugh!—bore a woman’s head on a pole, the long

black hair fluttering round the staff.

Annette. Devils ! Does God sleep, or does

lie only pause before he strikes! Jean, don’t

look out
;

if we arc suspected it is dangerous.

Keep from the window, dear Jean; Louis, go

up to Babet. {jE.vit Boy.

Charenton {looks out of window). I think I

hear something : Holy Mother, here they come
down the street ! Mon Dieu ! Yes, how un-

fortunate—this way too ! The drums beat,

and a man on horseback, with his lips black

with powder and a smoking musket in his
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hand, addresses them. They move on—rags,

red caps, torn flags, pikes, and all the signs

of butchery following. No, they turn; they

draw up in ranks, to let something pass.

Annette. Tell us what, M. Charenton. 0 God,

would that the monsters would go ! What is

it ?—why do you not answer ?—why do you

turn pale ?

Charenton {in a low voice). It is the death-

cart passing to the guillotine : this is not their

usual way
;
they must have been sent round

here by the mob for some purpose—to threaten

and frighten some special aristocrat. It ip full

of nuns in long red garments—poor tilings

!

Their hair is cut short by the priest long ago,

as if to prepare them for this dreadful hour.

The poissardes hoot them, and utter obscene

cries. Hark, Monsieur and Madame Beaujean,

the nuns are singing as if they were calling to the

angels who hover near. {-•/ hymn of the church is

heard rising to the window of the apartment,

soon drowned by cries of “Aristocrats a la Ian-

feme,'’ “Ca ira!" ending finally in a stormy burst

of the Marseillaise, that with the grinding wheels

gradually dies aicay down the next street.)

[Annette sinks on her knees, and jiraysfor
the souls of the doomed, as ten successive

shouts announce the ten falls of the

guillotine axe.

Beaujean {to Cuahenton, icho is still

watching eagerly from the window). Is all

danger past?

Charenton {keeping back Beaujean with his

hand). Not all.

Beaujean. You jest, my good friend, there is

no danger.

Charenton {anxiouslyj A little. When the

mob passed away round the corner of the

street, I noticed two raufiled men, with tri-

coloured sashes, who had been watching our

windows, quietly withdraw from the ranks of

the mob, and step into the shadow of the

clmrcli-porch, ten doors off on the opposite

side.

Beaujean. Well
;
they sat down, rested, and

went on.

Charenton {laying hold of Beaujean’s arm,

and dragging him to the window, and pointing). '

No! They are there now. I saw just now the sun

catch the knob of a sword, as the figure moved
forward, I suppose, in the shadow.—Now I sec

the red and white of the second man’s plume in

the sun, the blue of it is still in the shade.

They look this way. A man with a dog turns

the comer of the street, in the direction of the

Rue St. Honorc {turns with a face a Jixed

mask of terror, his hands rigid ; his mouth

moves, but he can say nothing. Annette rushes

to the window.)

Annette. It is Robespierre !—Devil I I can

see bis nosegay, his white cravat, his blue coat,

his plumed hat
;
the sun glances on his silver

buckles.—Mother of God!—he points to our

house, and walks away. The men—the men

—

the advance—they will be here directly!

—

Hide, dear Jean ! M. Charenton—to the roof,

you must not be found here.

Charenton. I need no pressing. Curse on iny

fate for mixing myself up with a low painter!

—I would not for twenty thousand louis

{Runs off.)

Annette. Hide, dear husband !

Beaujean {rising from hi.<i easel, brushes still

in his hand). I will not hide. I throw myself

into God’s hands. I can but die. But for

you, Annette, deatli were not terrible to me,

dearest !

—

{They embrace.)

[The butt-end of a musket strikes at the door. A
hoarse voice cries—“In the name of the

Committee of Safety.”

(Two Myrmidons of RoBEsriEBRE enter.)

Beaujean. Gentlemen, I am' your prisoner;

I know my fate. But one word,—I have

papers here, in the drawer of ray paint-box.
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which I must take with me, to prove my
innocence,—grant me a moment to look for

them. {Opens a drawer, takes out a pistol, and
shoots himself) Adieu, Annette ! we meet

again
!

{Dies.)

[Annette swoons on the body.

Myrmidon 1 {man with heard). This is a bad

business.

Myrmidon 2. This is how the aristocrats

trick Mother Guillotine. They are always

at it.

Myrmidon 1 . Two stabbed themselves yester-

day, in La Force. I wish I had the hanging

’em, they should have been all strung a week

ago.

Myrmidon 2. Let us read the letter M.
Robespierre told us to give this dead meat.

{Reads)—
“M. Beaujean,—You are a weak, but a good

man. I know all. Y’on will never be a citizen

fit to brave these dangerous times. Fly at once

to Ilollaiid. On beiim shown this_, the bearers

will conduct you safely to a carriage waiting

for you beyond the barriers at the Champs

Elysee’s gate. Do not forget your country

among strangers.

—

Robespierre.”

Myrmidon 1. Hein! Ventre bleu!
_

M.
Boison, you have made a nice mess of it !

—

Yesterday you let a prisoner go; now yon let

an innocent man blow his brains out. Fire at

the aristocrat woman, or I will. {Vires).

Myrmidon 2. Well, well, it is all the better

for the undertaker. Bring the picture !M. David

told us to . Come along, or we shall miss

the second batch at the guillotine,—and they’re

priests too. Vive la guillotine
!

{E.ceunt

shouting, “Allans, enfans dela patrie!—le jour

de gloire cst arrive!”)

ANTiaUE ART.-

When wc speak of the “ antique” in reference to

matters of Art, ibe ellipse means almost exclusively

Greek Art; and although this application of the

term may be in some degree an abuse, it is counten-

anced by strong relations, which arc not difficult to

determine. The works that the Homans have left

boar an alfiuity to those of the Greeks, which ranks

them in so far a continuation of the productions of

the Hellenic sculptors, that no such distinction can

be drawn between Greek and Roman, as between

Greek or Roman and any of the so-called barbaric

styles, as Egyptian, Phcetiician, or Assyrian—all of

which, how marvellously and significantly soever

they deal with their respective materialities, are

so wanting in ccsthetic and even aspirative

quality, as entirely to exclude them from any cate-

gory under which the cognate Greek and Roman
might be gathered. On the other hand, the Greeks

were peculiarly and essentially an artistic people;

their works were, in the most exalted sense, Art

;

and

these, remaining to us models of a perfection of

the grand ideal which may be imitated but never

excelled—these are designated especially antique

;

the term in this application having a conventional

interpretation which almost supersedes the letter of

its signification. And it is to the rcliques described

by the epithet—remnants of the glories of the

“ Rhodian ” art—that modem aspiration is indebted

for those most beautiful examples to which its nearest

approaches are its most signal successes.

The history of antique Art celebrates also the

names of men who were as greatly distinguished in

painting as the most famous sculptors were renowned

in their department. It was not, therefore, in

sculpture alone that the Greeks excelled; their

paintings were more perishable than their sculptures
;

had it not been so, there might have survived to us

instances that would have raised our admiration of

Greek painting to a degree equal to our appreciation

of Greek sculpture ;
for the time is now past when

the prejudices of manner blinded us to their truth,

which stands fully confessed through a deepening

• Gcschichte der Oricchischcn Plastib fUr KUastler nnd
Kuiistfreunde vnn .T. Ovcrbeck. Leipzig:, Verla^ dor J. C.
Hinricli'schcn BachhanUtuuff.
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intensify and devoiion—thatliind of study, indeed,

whereliy the Greeks themselves arrived at their

paramount excellence.

Although the museums of Europe are so rich in

antique sculpture, we may reasonably hope tiiat the

catalogue will yet increase, for each recovery is a

historical text, in addition to its Art-value. If, how-
ever, the soil of Italy and Greece were to yield us

nothing more, there exists an ample suffieieney to

supply material for a detailed history, and to chasten

the taste of modern schools. The recovered statues

and reliefs comprehend some of the precious works of

the most eminent artists—as of Phidias, Polycletes,

Praxiteles, Lysippus, and Scopas
;
as also copies of

works of like merit, to which, although ancient

writers have scarcely made allusion, they stand,

nevertheless, in close relation with the rare produc-

tions of the best times. And these extant remains

do not indicate isolated periods, but they constitute

a series of originals, showing the progressive deve-

lopment of the art during a succession of ages
;
and

between these and the classic writings can be

established such a relation as may eft'eclually serve

as a basis for a history of Greek Art.

The origin of Art in Greece is veiled iii an

obscurity which perhaps will never be satisfaelorily

penetrated, for there exist no authentic accounts of

the earliest Art impulses. Tiiere are certainly many
allusions in ancient literature, but these are at best

inferential, uot positively statistical; for not only do
the writers themselves belong to the latter limes

of the decadence, but the authorities they quote are

unauthcntic. It were, Iherefure, better to forego

inquiry relative to this dark period than to put

forth a baseless theory, since it is admitted that

there is no material for the construcliou of a

veritable history.

The presumed connection of old Greek sculpture

with that of other countries, but especially with

that of Egypt, has of late years been received as

conclusive
;
and so tenacious are the parti::ans of

this conclusion, that they ignore all the grounds of

a contrary argument. By lliese theorists it is held

that Greece, itihabilcd by the Pelasgi and other

barbarians, the forefathers of tlie Greek nation, Lad
scarcely made the first steps in civilization while

surrounding nations could already show the results

of centuries of cultivation. Greece, however, was
easily accessible by sea, and its inhabitants were

susceptible of the influences of Art
;
and it hap-

peued that their proud neighbours introduced among
them their arts aud their cultivation. The earliest

Greek cities were built by these immigrants, who
also set up gods, of whose characteristics the rude

Pclasgiana as yet knew nothing; and by these

foreigners also were names given to the gods, and
their respective worship, with all the peculiar cere-

monies, taught aud inculcated. Nothing, therefore,

remained to a nation penetrated with veneration

for their new theology', and warmly susceptible

of the influences of Art aud Poetry, but to

embody their deifies with all their attributes

as faithfully as possible. The inquiry, however, as

to the nation that first stimulated the Greeks be-

comes very embarrassing, at the time when they

yielded to the inlliience of the Carians, the Thra-

cians, the Pbcenicians, and the Egyptians
;

yet a

candid consideration of the arts of all these nations

must terminate iu a conclusion that Egyptian Art
is the mother of that of each of the other nations.

Such are the heads on which are based the argu-

ments of those who advocate the theory that Greek
Art has an affinity so strong with Egyptian Art, that

it may he directly refemd to it for parcutage.

But since the acceptation of this theory, a closer

study of the arts of all nations has established

fundamcutal dili'ereuces which cannot be reconciled.

The Egyptians were great in stoue sculpture, and
they gave to their works an architectural character.

Their statues were hewn with the utmost preci-

sion out of the hardest stones, as granite, syenite,

and porphyry, and also extensively out of fine-

grained sandstone, being designed to assi.st archi-

tectural composition. In all sitting figures it may
be therefore supposed that there prevails the most
perfect repose. The size of these figures was often

colossal, aud the transport of these colossi was au

extremely difficult problem. The treatment of the

forms was a consistency prescribed by the hier-

archy, the forms being rather geometric than

organic, and therefore entirely devoid of all natural

warmth. But although Egyptian artists worked
according to certain scales, there were yet observ-

able deviations according to time and dilference of

district. The sexes are clearly distinguished, but,

on the other hand, nothing certain has hitherto

been discovered as to distinction in portraiture, for

Egyptian sculptors identified persons by colour,

dress, varieties of head-dress, and by such adjuncts

as the heads of animals and wings of birds. The
animal forms were characterised by more of anima-
tion Ilian was given to that of man, because, from
the caricsl times, the Egyptians symbolised with all

forms of auimnl life.

Overheck diligently aud ingeniously combats the

commonly received opinion that tiie Greeks bor-

rowed from the Egyptians, aud in support of his

view refers to Jliiller’s " Archicology of Art,” and
also to Ilerraaus’s studies of Greek artists, and
proceeds to argue that if Greek sculpture were
based on the Egyptian, necessarily the fundamental
principle would appear in Hellenic Art. But there

exists not in the earliest productions of the latter

schools any example of the statue as an archi-

tectural element, their primilive essays heiug inde-

pendent figures entirely ilistinct in character and
appropriation from the works of the Egyptians,
lu cases wherdii (at periods long subsequent to

the infancy of sculpture iu Greece) the humau
figure becomes an architectural auxiliary—as in the

Temple of Jupiter at Agrigeiilum, and in the case

of the caryatides of the Erectheium, at Athens—tlie

adaptation is effected in a manner very dilTei'ent

from that adopted by the Egyptians, as iu tlie cases

cited the figure stands in tko place of a supporting

column, while iu the temples of the Nile the figure

does not sujiply the place of the column, but stands

as a relieved adjunct to it.

In treating of the Art of the “ Homeric-hcroic
period, Overbeck contends for the truth of the

Greek jioet’s descriptions. In reference to the

question of Homer’s credit, au aucieut writer says

( Pseudo.-IIerod Vita Horn. 37), that a poet must
either iuventfor himself an ideal world, or drawupoii
the material woidd around him for his’poetieal figures.

In reference to this, Overbeck concludes, after consi-

deration of the subject, that all that Homer describes

may be received iu two distinct senses—the one true,

the other imaginative. He then proceeds to review
the different arts whereby the grandiose works in-

stanced in the verse of Homer were jirodiiced, and
this leads to a minute description of the shields of

Achilles and Hercules.

It was about the eightieth Olympiad that Greek
Art began to develop its utmost degree of excellence

at Athens aud Argos. Before the advent of Phidias,

Calamis of Athens, and Phythagoras of Rhegiuin,

distinguished themselves by the advances they made
on the old stales. Under Phidias all the great

works of the period of Pericles were carried on, and
all the artists assembled at -Athens were occupied in

realizing the ideasof the former. He himselfworked
especially at colossal figures composed of ivory and
gold, one of the most remarkable of which was the

Pallas Purthenos, tweuty-si.x Greek cubits, or about

Ihirty-niiie Englisli feet iu height. Butthe admiraliou

and enthusiasm of tlie Greeks were still more excited

by the Olympian Jupiter, another work of Phidias,

that was regarded as one of the wonders of the world.

From the time of Phidias Herr Overbeck ex-

amines thoughtfully the pretensions of succeeding

schools, aud the circles of their influences. We
have, therefore, a careful consideration of the works
of Myrou and his followers—of Polyclitus, and in

the second bloom of the art, Scopas, Praxiteles,

Lysippus, and their schools— the artists of Thebes,
the lihodiau school, the school of Pergamus, the

Trallian artists, and others who worked iu various

parts of Greece, and finally, the lloinau coiitlmiation

and the decadence.

It would have been a pleasant task to accompany
so profound a thinker as Overbeck further in his

well-grounded deductions on a subject so interesting

as Antique Art. Many of his views and conclusions
are new, because nobody has entered on the subject
with such energy and such an amount of convertible
knowledge

;
yet while wc read, we canuot help in

some degree marvelling, after all Herr Overbeck
lias done iu Christian Art, that Classic Art should be
the subject to which he devotes himself with an
cai'ucstucss that leaves nothing to be done here-

after in the shape of a history' of Antique Art.

AETISTIC GOLD

Is it that there is a peculiar mental unfitness in the
English pcojde, or is it that training is required?
We will not attempt to answer our question, but
certain it is, that in those articles of ornament
which are in favour amongst them there is a mani-
festation of incorrect taste. Masses of gold, for

example, arc displayed in tasteless forms, as if for

the purpose of vaunting the wealth of the possessor,

wiicre we would desire to see lightucss of form aud
elegance of design.

We are rather disposed to the opinion that it is a

question of education
;

it does not appear ever to have
been thought necessary iu this country to cultivate

that faculty called Taste. There is certainly a neces-
sity for teaching the young mind certain principles,

which are Nature’s owu, aud therefore true, by which
it shall be guided in the direct appreciation of things,
and by which guidance it shall be enabled to avoid
false display', and be led to tlic admiration of pure
and always unpretending elegance. Our attention

has often been directed to one branch of Art-manu-
facture, iu whicli, from the expensive character of the
objects, we should expect to find a display of artistic

excellence—we allude to the manufacture of jewel-
lery. Jewellery, really good aud iu jmre taste, is a
new thiug iu England, and the large majority of
purchasers select those articles which make the
greatest amount of show. The coutrast between the
bijouterie of our neighbours and our own is very
striking. AVe find, for example, iu Paris the fiuest

works of Art executed on the true stone cameo

—

the Calcedonic stones—and these elegantly mounted
;

wliUst we have in London a wide-spread display of

the common shell cameos; and their settings are

such that it is clear the vvorkman’s aiin has been
to make his gold seem to be as massive as possible

:

hence cverythiug like good taste is disregarded.

But those “shams” sell, aud the dealer and the
workman are both interested in producing those
things which find a ready sale.

A question which naturally arises is, why should
the French nation patronize Art to a higher degree
than the Euglish ? It caunot be tliat there is more
refinement—indeed, we arc proud enough of our
coimtry to believe that there is a standard of true
refinement to he found in good society' in this

country which is uot reached by any section of the
population of France. It is not, therefore, to fliis

cause that we cau refer the production of more
artistic works on the Contiuent. We believe it is,

that iu England the capitalist has the ascendancy',

and by mechanical appliances is enabled to produce
cheaply those things which minister to tlie un-
trained taste of the public

;
whereas iu France the

artist holds a superior position, aud as it has been
found necessary to train the w'orkmaii in a know-
ledge of Art, to produce with effect the designs of

the artist, the result has been—especially in jewel-

lery— the production of ariieles iu every respect

superior to our own. We believe, however, that

we perceive the dawn of a brighter day. Our
attention has lately been directed to the works of

some of our best jewellers, and we must say that to

many of these our remarks do not apjily. We have
been more especially pleased with some of (he

works of Mr. Green, of S2, Strand
;

his eamcos
are exquisitely beautiful iu themselves, and the

gold work iu which tlicy are set exhibits a rare

elegance. The works of a skilled designer Jiave

been produced by a skilful Art-manufacturer. Mr.
Green has been devoting much attention to the

setting of antique aud modern cuamcls
;
he has

been obtaining the best specimens of the euamcller,

and giving them frames wliich are adapted for them.
He informs us that he finds workmen in London
who can do anything

;
that what we require is

designers, or a set of workmen who should be
themselves pi'oficient in the art of design. I\lr.

Green is certainly doing that which should lead

to the creation of this desideratum. He obtains,

and he places in the hands of liis workmen, the

most elegant forms; and certainly he has succeeded

in securing their reproduction in this beautiful

metal. Gold, with 1he best possible effect. We
wish him every success in his endeavour to in-

troduce a pure taste iu those ever expensive

adornments, in which we should find the hiirhcst

examples of this class of Art.
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polished marble, sculptured iuto the likeness ot a human figure, but totally

incapable of calling up one sympathising emotion, or a single ennobling

thought. A similar deaduess of feeling towards other objects that may be

really designated picturesque is not uncommon. "We once overheard a lady

expostulating with an artist, who was sketching, on the beach at Brighton, the

hidl of a large old fishing-smack which time and the sea had riclily tinted, in

preference to a gaily-painted yacht that was at anclior close by
;

she was

“astonished at his want of taste;” the yacht was more picttiresque, in her

eyes, thau the weather-beaten boat of the fisherman. Here was an example,

not of absolute blindness of perception, but of perverted faculties.

Nor is this absence of sensibility limited to the contemplation of Art;

there are those on whom the most glorious works of Nature make no vivid or

lasting impression
;
who stand upon the topmost height of the raouutaiu-range

when the night mists are rising from off the plains, or the western suu is throw-

ing gigantic shadows across them
;
who dive into the depths of the forest whose

towering trees form a lengthened aisle of clustering branches, and yet find

nothing to love, nothing to admire in the living beauty of the one or the quiet

grandeur of the other : no lesson of devotion is taught, no spark of veueralion

is kindled, by such seems as these
;
Nature is only a blank page to some minds,

or if she discourses eloquently, her language is unheard.

All artists have, or are presumed to have, a sense of the beautiful, which they

endeavour to embody iu their works
;
but tliis sense is seen to vary as much in

them as it does in any other class of individuals
;
each has his own idea of the

picturesque, and slrives to define it by his pencil. One finds it in the moor

and the mountain, another in the meadows and the hamlet; one iu the rocky

shore and the ocean, and another in the domestic and ecclesiastical archi-

tecture of old towns and cities
;
one almost seems to live among the works of

Nature, and another among those which man has raised
;
one amid objects

that are fresh and living, another amid tliose whereon Time hath set his

" effacing finger.” Aud though each may not be insensible to the beauties

which another sees, they are not of a character to win him from those he is

more alive to, or to which his own feelings incline him: artists rarely step
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BRITISH ARTISTS:

THEIR STYLE AND CHARACTER,
WITH ENGRAVED ILLUSTRATIONS.

No. XLVI.—IlENUV JUTSUM.

PINIONS, or perhaps we should rather say, tastes,

differ upon the subject of what constitutes pic-

turesque beauty
;
the conclusion at which we all

arrive results from one cause—the faculty of

perception and of appreciation in each indi-

vidual
;

for it is scarcely possible to define the

picturesque in landscape by any determinate

rules or abstract propositions. All nature is

beautiful, but every mind is not capable of

seeing and analysiug her beauties,—though, it

may be, of enjoying them,'—and, therefore, can-

not comprehend them
;
just as certain chords of

music, which are sweet to tlic ear of one listener,

fall heedlessly or inharmoiiiously on the ear of another.

One man sees much to admire in a hedgerow, and another in

a forest
;
one in a vast extent of level plain, chequered with

light of sun and shade of cloud, and another in the cavernous

glen into which the sunbeams rarely penetrate ;
one in a range of

Alpine mountains, wliose peaks are covered with eternal suows

—

another iu the fertile meadows, enamelled with the golden king-cup ;

one in the peasant’s cottage, over whose whitened walls the red rose

and fragrant honeysuckle climb and miugle—another in the ruined castle,

himry with age, and tinted with the hues of moss and lichens
;

one in tlie

“ willowy brook that turns a mill,” and another iu the broad expanse of ocean.

restless, upheaving, and suggestive of terror and death. It is necessary, iiow-

ever, in forming an accurate opinion of an object, or series of objects, that the

miud be fully impressed with its distinctive chaiacter
;
but it does not always

happen— indeed, the contrary is often the case—that the miud actually re-

ceives what the eye looks upon. Locke, in his “ Essay on the Understanding,”

remarks :

—“ This is certain, that whatever alterations are made in the body, if

they reach not the mind, whatever impressions are made on the outward parts,

if thev are not taken notice of within, there is no perception. Fire may buru

onr bodies with no other effect than it does a billet, unless the motion be con-

liiuied to the brain, and there the sense of heat, or idea of pain, be produced in

the mind, wherein consists actual perception. How often may a man observe

in himself, that whilst his mind is intently employed in the contemplatiou of

some subjects, and curiously surveying some ideas that are there, it takes no

notice of impressions of sounding bodies made upon the organ of hearing, witli

the same attention that uses to be for the producing the ideas of sound. A
sufficient impulse there may be on the organ, but, it not reaching the observa-

tion of the miud, there follows no perception, and though the motion that uses

to produce the idea of sound be made in the ear, yet no sound is heard.”

Now, if this be true with regard to the faculty of hearing, it is equally, indeed,

even more so, with regard to the faculty of sight. Most of us, it may be

presumed, know what it is to have the eyes fixed on an object without seeing

it, simply because the miud is otherwise occupied, and, therefore, receives no

impression of what meets tlie vision; and even where an impression is made,

the effect is frequently from the absence of sensibility to tlie power

possessed by the object of conferring pleasure or pain, or any other sensation.

\Vc liave often remarked this iu persons standing before a piece of sculpture
;

it has no colour to attract the eye, no combiuation of rich and brilliant tints,

like those iu a picture, to dazzle aud cliarm
:
perhaps, too, it tells no story,

conveys no idea to an unimaginative miud, makes no stirring appeal to the

passions
;

its excellence lies in beauty of form, graceful attitude, and symmetrical

proportions, qualities wliich are lost on some minds, or are incomprehensible

to them, and heuce the work is regarded as little more than a piece of highly-
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aside from the track they have been accustomed to mark out for themselves and
to follow.

The picturesque beauty iu which Mr. Jutsum’s eye and imagination delight
he finds in the richly-wooded districts of England, and, as some of his pictures
remind us, in the mountainous regions of Scotland. The story of his life is

brielly told, for his career has been little else than oue of patient study and of
diligent, unobtrusive labour. He was born in London, in 181G, and at an
early age was sent to school in Devonshire, a circumstance to which he attri-

butes, in a great measure, his love of that especial class of landscape scenery
delineated iu the majority of his works. Evidencing a decided inclination

towards Art, he acquired the rudiments of drawing : having accomplished this,

he repaired to the woods and fields, and to whatever other spots that might
serve the purpose of studying from nature, Kensington Gardens being a
favourite resort with him, his “Academy,” as we have heard him say, for

there he passed much of his time, especially in the spring and early summer
months, in making outline drawings and studies of the trees which adorn them.
His first publicly exhibited picture, “Exeter, from the river—Evening,” was
hung at Somerset House, in 1836, the last year in which the exhibition of

the Iloyal Academy took place in that edifice; iu 1838 he exhibited in Trafalgar
Square, " Coast Scene, Shauklin—Noon,” and a “ Sketch of a Lady iu Eaucy
Costume in 1839 he contributed two landscapes and a “ Sketch of a Lady in

Oriental Costume,” the ouly figure subjects, so far as we recollect, be has painted.

Though he had thus made his appearance before the public as an artist,

Mr. Jutsum still felt it essential to seek the advice and instruction of some

more experieuced head and hand than his own; accordingly he became, in 1839,
a pupil of the late Mr. James Stark, to whom he confesses himself indebted for
much of the knowledge he has acquired, and whose memory he affectionately
cherishes. Our first recollection of the works of Mr. Jutsum is associated
with a picture exhibited at the British Institution in 1840

;
it was entitled

“A Lock on the Medway,” and was painted with so much care and truth of
nature as led us to bespeak for the artist no small repute hereafter

;
it is now

in the possession of Mr. Unwin, of Sheffield. It may not be out of place to
remark here, that though the majority of his works have been exhibited at the
Royal Academy, his most important pictures have been sent to the British
Institution

;
hut since 18-40 he has never omitted to contribute to both galleries.

Perhaps his attachment to the latter place of exhibition has arisen from his works
having almost invariably been well hung there,—a very powerful inducement for
a young painter to give it his allegiance.

In 1 S43 Mr. J utsum was elected a member of the New ‘Water-Colour Society,
but withdrew from the Society in 18-47, in order to devote his time almost
exclusively to oil-paiutiug: we will now take a retrospective glance at a few
of these works.

Tintern Abbey— Evening,” exhibited at the Academy in 1843, is executed
with a sweetness that can scarcely be surpassed: a clump of trees on the right
of the picture is painted with a full, free pencil, and, on the left, the fore-
ground is lighted into a rich, warm colour. “An English Green Lane, near
Kenilworth, exhibited at the same time, formed a worthy companion of the
other. A “Landscape,'’ in the Academy the following year, shows a scene
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of moorland country, diversified by lull and dale, through which winds a small
river: the foreground is luxuriant with blooming heather and ferns, and the
sky and distance are painted with a rare display of knowledge and with fine

feeling. “AMoodlaud Solitude,” showing the rocky bed of a small stream
overhung with trees, and “ The River Nidd, Knaresborough, Yorkshire,” a
composition somewhat similar iu character, both exhibited at the British
Institution iu 1845, are subjects of a peculiarly picturesque natiurc, and
evideuce the rich foliage pencilling which characterises the works of this artist.
“ The Pleasaimce in the Olden Time,” one of three pictures in the Royal
Academy, in 1846, is an interesting example of a kind of subject always agree-
able to the eye of au Euglishraan—an ancient Elizabethan gateway, or clock
tower, leading to a garden adorned with terraces and noble trees, the domain of
some lordly possessor, whose family and guests, iu costumes of days long passed,
enliven the walks and avenues ; this is a very carefully painted work. In the
British lustitution the following year Jlr. Jutsum had two pictures of a
higher class as compositions than any other he had previously exhibited

;
the

one, “ Clearing fallen Timber in Buckburst ‘Wood,” is large, and portrays a close
passage of what may almost be designated as forest scenery, for the ’standing
trees, principally beeches, are of noble growth, and those which the axe of the
labourer has laid on the ground are sturdy trunks with huge limbs, that must
have been many summers and winters ere they attained so considerable a girth

:

the picture is distinguished for breadth and massing, and by its free, but not
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careless, execution. The other, “'Waiting for the Squire,” represents a lad

w'ith a shooting pony and dogs, waiting the arrival of his master at the out-

skirts of a park, probably, for a portion of a mansion is discernible in the

distance. The trees in this work are perfectly true to nature
;
we see into the

depths of their foliage, tracing its various divisions in the gradations of light

and shade, which are admirably managed. A subject of a kindred character

hung in the same gallery the following year, it was called “The First of Sep-
tember ;” while another autumnal incident hung in the adjoining apartment

;

this had the title of “ A Village Holiday—Nutting both of these charming
pictures are rich in colour. “ An .Vutumn Evening—Gleaners returning,” oue

of three contributions to the Royal Academy that year, must not be omitted

from the list of this artist’s most notable works
;
neither should the “ Rabbit

Warren,” exhibited at the British Institution in 1849, a work remarkable for

truth of nature and delicate handling, especially in the foreground.

There arc few anglers accustomed to “ throw a fly”—we are almost tempted
to turn aside from our task of criticism to write a few paragraphs laudatory of

this description of fishing, compared with which all others are mere delusions of

eujoyment—who would not appreciate. the excellence of Mr. Jutsum’s “ West-
moreland Trout Stream,” aud long for a day’s sport beside its waters, nialgre the

fish generally taken in these mountain-streams require but little labour, though

often much skill, to land safely : iu the streams of North Wales we have cap-

tured twenty and thirty brace of trout in a day, the largest of which was scarcely
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forward with a fine feeling for colour ami singular mastery in execution. “ A
Highland Glen,” in the Academy in ISo-i, is entitled to share with the

others our favourable comment
;
and with this picture we would class, as being

similar in diameter and equal in merit, “ Scotch Highland Scenery,” in the

British Institution, and ‘‘ Flitting Sliadows,” in the Koval Aeademy in 1855.

“Timber Clearing on the Hill-side, Sussex,” exhibited at the British Insti-

tution ill 1856, is a work that would do honour to any scliool of landscape

painters, even to our own, which has so just prc-tmiucnce
;

in truth, in no

country except England, with its magiiificeut foliage, its wealth of weedy

foreground, ami its varied changes of light and shade, could a work of so rich

and diversified a character be produced. “The Heeu Pauk,” which forms

one of our illustralioiis, was in the Academy in the same year • wc are indebted

to the owner of this fine paintiug, J. W. Heathcote, Esq., for permission to

iuclude it among our illustrations.

But taking a rctrospeclivo glance at the pictures which have come forth

from Mr. Jiitsum’s studio, uot one has afforded ns more real gratificatiou than

his “Hay-field,” exhibited at the British Institution in 1857
;
we looked at it

till we fancied the fragrance of tiie hay, raked into long lines, rose out of the

canvas ; the composition, whether ideal or copied from nature,—the latter, we
believe,—is heauliful in the extreme, as a passage of rich rural scenery, and it

is painted with a truth and a power which, we sincerely believe, very few

ai'tists could equal, and none surpass.

There is one of our illustrations to which no allusion has hitherto hecu

made; this is the engraving entitled, “A Village Holiday;” the picture

was never publicly extiibited, aud was painted, in 1848, for Mr. Alderman

Spiers, of Oxford, whose taste has led him to ornament his resideuce with

uuracrous cabinet pictures by some of our leading painters: it is a work of

more tliau ordinary merit, pleasing as a composition, aud most conscientiously

carried out.

The specialities of Mr. Jutsura’s pictures may be summed up in a few words

:

his subjects are always chosen with judgment as to picturesque beauty, and

with a thorough knowledge of what is requisite to render them attractive to

the unlearned in Art matters, as well as to the eye of the critic
;
he is a close

follower of nature, but does not forget he has a licence to subject her to his

fancies within proper—that is, natural—limits : his colouring is fresh aud

always truthful, and his execution combines freedom with much carefulness.

The appropriate disposition of figures in his pictures, and the graceful manner

iu which he introduces them, especially the peasant children, constitute some

of the leading charms of his works.

J. Bavtorne.

heavier than a good-sized herring. This picture was exhibited at the British

Institution iu 1850. The same year he contributed four paintings to the

Academy exliibitioo, the largest mimher he had ever sent to any gallery : of these

“ Kydal Water, Westmoreland,” though a small work, is vuluahie on account of

tlic perfect seiitiineut of tranquillity wliich pervades it
;
ami another, “ Autumn

—

Timber Clearing,” also of small cabinet size, is finely felt and ably rendered.

Two pictures very ojqiosite in subject hung iu the Brilisli Institution in 1851

;

the one “ A Roadside Farm in Kent,” and “Limestone Quarries near Combe
jMartin, North Devon;” both worked out with great skill and nicety.

There is scarcely a lovelier spot in broad England than Ivy Bridge, Devon-

shire
;

it has often been the subject of the pencil of various artists, but we do

not remember to have seen a sweeter picture of the place than oue exhibited

by Mr. Jiitsum at the British Institution iu 1852: it is a large canvas: a

piece of road with herbage, bounded on the left by tall trees, occupies the base

of the composition, the foreground of which is limiled by the village, whence

the eye is carried over the country into the distance, beautiful iu colour and

in the diversity of evening effects
;

the trees arc clothed in their richest

summer dress, looking still richer by the sunset glow that covers them : we

regard this as among the very best works of tlic artist. In the .\cadeiny that

year was another view sketched in the same locality, “The Stream at Ivy

Bridge,” a picturesque spot most picturesquely treated. The picture was

accompanied by a view of “ Clovelly, Devon,” the first coast-scene which wc

recollect him to have painted ; in colour it is somewhat low, but it is true to

nature, and shows much delicate pencilling. From the southern part of

England the artist passed, in the following year, to Scotland, sending to the

British Institution three pictures, “ A Stream in Berwickshire,” “ Glen Rosa,

Isle of Arran,” aud “ A Cottage Hoxie in the Highlands of Scotland

the last is one of our engraved examples, and we could scarcely have selected a

better: the picture is in the collection of Joseph Earle, Esq., who kindly

permitted us to copy it : it was exhibited at the great Exhibition in Paris,

a few years since, being cho-sen by the artist himself as one on wliich lie was

contented to risk his reputation with foreign connoisseurs. Scottish scenery

was the chief tbeme of his pencil throughout the year 1853, when lie exhibited

at the Academy, “ The Mountain Stream,” “ Up the Brae-side,” and “Colding-

hani, on the Berwickshire Coast;” the last a work that, from its romantic

tranquillity, offers a peculiar charm to the lover of nature iu her quiet moods.

In the following year, also, we find him still in the northern part of our

island, contributing to the British Institution, “The Rocky Path of a Mouutaiu

Burn,” and “Autumn in the Highlands—Gathering in the Flocks;” the

former a passage of wild Highland scenery, rising by well-managed degrees

from a rough heaUtery foreground to the mountains that close the distance;

tiie latter, also, a piece of heath and moualain scenery : both subjects brought
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TOMBS OF ENGLISH ARTISTS.

No. 16.—GEORGE VERTUE, F.S.A.

What Vasari was to the artists of Italy, Vertue has
been to the artists of England. But for his pains-
taking researches throughout a long life, we should
be without that inestimable record of British .Art,

popularly known as “ Walpole’s Anecdotes of Paint-
ing in England.” The cynic of Strawberry Hill
was incompetent to the task of collecting materials
for such a work

;
Vertue was untiring in this labour,

travelling far and wide— in days when travelling
was ditliciilt and expensive—gathering facts about
Art and artists

;
and, note-book in liand, visiting

galleries and analysing their contents. Incessantly

did he work in this way, a toil which he incurred
purely for love of his subject

; and though

“ Tlic labour we delight in, physics pain,"

there is due to George Vertue the respectful grati-

tude of all Eiiglishmeu, and English artists parti-

cularly, for his earnest investigation. At his death
the large mass of material he had gathered passed
into the hands of Horace Walpole, who, in the
luxurious quiet of his toy-home at Twickenham,
“digested and published” the whole

; an easy task-

in comparison with that of Vertue, but a task that

probably could not liave fallen into better Lauds, for

though occasionally cynicisms and biassed criticisms

appear, which are due to Walpole’s pen, the notes
of Vertue would have been but dry reading if they
had been consigned to the arrangement of any
bookseller’s hack of that day. Walpole had a sin-

cere estimation for the simple honesty of Vertue’s
character, and he also possessed enough experience
of literary research to value fully the arduous
industry of Vertue in collecting facts. He has
never failed to record his sense of both in the me-
moir he has appended to the book from the memo-
rauda Vertue left behind liim.

The industry of Vertue’s Art-life is attested in

the long and varied list of engravings appended to

tliis memoir. Never was labour more continuous,
never was relaxation from it more toilsome than
this collecting of notes fur a history of Art in

England. It was fortunate that Vertue lived at a
time wheu remembrances were afloat of that pecu-
liar era in English Art so full of confusion in any
other ])agcs than his own. Thus at York he con-
versed with the old engraver Francis Place, who
had been intimate with Hollar, and who furnished
him with valuable anecdotes of that amiable, indus-
trious, and ill-rewarded man. A similar value
attaches to all his notes. They are unique facts,

which would have been lost but for him.
Vertue was born in the year 1684, in the parish

of St. Martin’s-in-thc-Fields, and was apprenticed,
at the age of thirteen, to an engraver, who was
employed by the silversmiths to place arms and
ornaments on their manufactures. His master failing

in business, he completed his knowledge of engraving
under Michael Vandergutcb, a native of Antwerp,
who had settled in England, and was much em-
ployed in book illustration. As soon as Vertue
had completed his apprenticeship, and started on
his own account, his father’s death left a widow
and several cliildreu unprovided for. “ 1 was
eldest,” says Vertue, “and the only one who could
help them.” This he did with a manful self-

sicritice, wliich he cheerfully accepted; and his
only remark on the subject is, that this “added
circumspection in my affairs then, as well as in-

dustry to the end of my life.” His merit and his

character always brought him friends; his tastes

iiUiinately associated him with noble patrons, and
he became a member of the Society of Antiquaries,
their acknowledged draughtsman and engraver, and
to his bnrin we owe some of our most valued
historic prints. So great was his conscientiousness

that he absolutely refused to engrave for the book-
sellers unauthentic portraits, after the manner of
Houbraken. In the pursuit of his art as antiqua-

rian draughtsman, he travelled much over England,
always collecting for his “Anecdotes of Painting.”

He was much patronized by the noble and the wealthy,
but his own unselfish nature and scrupulous honesty
never allowed him to profit largely thereby. He
rated himself only as a diligent labourer; he treated

his noble employers as friends, and he would have
given his labour to them could he have afforded it.

THE ABT-JOUENAL.

His nature was essentially kindly
;

there are

traces of it in all he did. He laments vvith the

ardent simplicity of honesty the deaths of his

patrons. In the curious drawing he made of him-
self aud his wife, " in the very habits they were
married in, Feb. 17, 1720,” he has introduced his

pet dog and that of his wife. They were affec-

tionate dependants, who kept alive the healthy
sympathies of his heart, which was always large

Art. It simply records the date of his birth and
death, beneath which is the following verse

;
it

has all the prevalent faults of epitaph writing:—
“ With manners gentle and a grateful heart,
And all the genius of the graphic art.
His fame shall each succeeding artist own,
Longer by far than monuments of stone."

To this inscription was afterwards added, that
“ Margaret, his faithful wife, lies buried in the

same grave. She died at the age of seventy-six,

March 7, 1776.”

enough to reciprocate love for kindness wherever he
found it.

As he grew older his chief regrets were from the
loss of friends with whom he had been associated
in the study of art and antiquities : his greatest
loss was in Edward Harley, Earl of Oxford, the
founder of the Harleian Library, now the chief
ornament of onr British Museum. Vertue records
his sense of the loss in words of striking simplicity.

In the solemn cloister of Westminster many
notable people lie

;
there is little to recall the

modern world and its associations to any who may
wander here : it is sacred to past ages, and the

men who then lived. On quiet moonlight nights

the deep solemnity of the place is as striking aud

impressive as if it was far removed from, instead of

being in the centre of, “the mighty heart” of

England. It is well that we have preserved to us

some few such wholesome thinking-places.

F. W. Faieholt.

He says,
—

“ Death put an end to tliat life that was . men might lament louder, and forget speedily. “ He
tlie support, cherisher, and comfort of many others lost his friends,” says Walpole, “ but his piety, mild-
who are left to lament—but none more heartily ness, and iugeimity never forsook him

;
he laboured

than Vertue.” Walpole adds a few words to this, almost to the last to leave a decent competence to
which forcibly paints the deep-seated feeling of a wife with whom he had lived in tender harmony,”
Harley’s artist-friend;

—“So struck was the poor and who survived him twenty years. He had no
man with this signal misfortune, that for two years children, and died at the ripe age of seventy-two,
tliere is an hiatus in his story—he had not spirit on the 24th of July, 1756.
even to be minute.” Like many quiet natures, he On the west wail of the cloister of Westminster
felt as an enduring regi-et, what more impulsive Abbey is placed the tomb of the historian of English

TABLET TO TBE MEMORT 0? G. VEBTCE.
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VISITS TO AUT-MANUFACTOKIES.

Ko. 8.— THE PAPIER-MACHE WORKS OF MR.
BIELEFELD, AND THE WORKS OF THE
FIBROUS SLAB COMPANY.

Within the entire circle of English worthies, there

is not to be found another man possessing the same
grasp of mind, united with powers of minute

observation, as llobcrt Boyle. There was a remark-

able far-seeingncss about him, and, although wc lind

numerous matters treated seriously by Boyle, at

which wc arc now disposed to smile, yet, it must be

remembered, that he was born in an age which was

yet surrounded by the dark and fantastic clouds of

superstition. There was no one question of too

vast a character for his speculative mind
; there

was no one subject too familiar for his eager

curiosity. We arc led to these remarks from read-

ing the very apt quotation from Boyle’s Essay “ Of
Man’s Great Ignorance of the Use of Natural

Things,” which the proprietor of the papier-mache

works has attached to his pattern-book. This fine

old philosopher says;

—

“ Though paper be one of the commonest bodies

that we use, there arc very few that imagine it is fit

to be employed other ways than in writing and
printing, or wrapping up of other things, or about

some such obvious piece of service
;
without dream-

ing that frames of pictures, and divers line pieces of

embossed work, with other curious moveables, may,
as trial has informed ns, be made of it.”

The origin of the manufacture of articles for use

or ornament from paper is not very clearly made
out ; we are naturally led to believe, from the name,
that the French must have introduced it. We find,

however, a French writer ascribing to the English

the merit of producing paper ornaments. In an

article in the “ Eucyclopddie McThodique,” entitled,

“ Sur I’Art de Monlage,” we find the following

words :
—” Les Anglois font en carton Ics ornameus

des plafonds quenous faison en pllilre: ils sont plus

durables
j se detachment difilcilement, oil s’ils se

ddtachent, Ic danger est nul et la reparation est pen
dispendieusc.”

The writer clearly understood the peculiarities of

the material of which he wrote, and in those few

words he points out many of the more valuable

properties of papicr-inSche ornaments.

Papicr-niache is of several varieties, but these

seem resolvable into two well-marked distiuctious.

For some works, all that is necessary appears to be

the cementing together of sheets of ordinary paper,

in a manner similar to that employed in the manu-
facture of cards, described in our visit to De la Hue
and Co.’s JIauufactory. Layer upon layer of paper

is pasted together, until the required thickness is

obtained, and then the sheet is subjected to great

pressime. In some cases tlie pasted papers arc

pressed into moulds, and thus, at once, and at the

same time as they are condensed, they receive the

required form; in others, the prepared papier-infiche

is shaped after it has been manufactured. Another
variety is that made from paper pulp, which is

formed into hard sheets, or moulded at once into

the required designs.

It is not of much moment that we should, in the

present article, attempt to trace the history of this

Art-manufaclurc. The patentee of the processes

we are about to describe, thus speaks of the intro-

duction of paper ornaments for architectural decora-

tion. Premising that the decorations in high relief,

which are still to he found in the mansions of the

seventeenth, and the beginning of the eighteenth,

century, were generally worked, or rather modelled,

by band, upon the stucco iu its place, whilst still in

a soft and plastic state, the writer proceeds:

—

“ As this work had to be done on the spot, and
with much rapidity of execution, in order to prevent

the stucco from setting, before it had acquired the

intended form, the art was somewhat difficult; the

workman had to design almost as he worked

;

therefore, to do it well, it was necessary that he
should have some acquirements and qualities as an
artist. This circumstance, of course, tended very

much to limit the number of workmen, and their

pay became proportionally large. It was no unna-

tural consequence that artizans thus circumstauced

assumed a consequence that belonged not to their

humble rank in life
;

it is said that they might have

been seen coming to their work girt with swords,

and having their wrists adorned with lace ruffles.

Such a state of thiugs was, as may be conceived,

attended with many inconveniences to their em-
ployers

;
it was scarcely possible to preserve that

subordination so essentially necessary in carrying

on the business of a builder, and ultimately the

workers in stucco, laying aside all restraint, com-
bined together to extort from their employers a

most inordinate rate of wages. It would be super-

fluous here to detail all the circumstances that

followed
;

it is sufficient to state that, as miglit

have been anticipated, the total ruin of their art

was the final result of these delusive efforts to

promote their individual interests.

“ Contrivances were resorted to by the masters,

which soon supplanted the old mode of working in

stucco. The art of moulding and casting in plaster,

as previously practised in France, was generally

introduced, and (he art of preparing the pulp of

paper became improved and extended, so as ulti-

mately to render practicable the adoption of papicr-

nidchc in the formation of architectural decorations.

Thus at last was extinguished the original mode of

producing stucco ornaments, and there probably

has not been fur many years a single individual iu

England accustomed to that business.

“The superior cheapness of the process of casting

in plaster brought it into almost universal use
;

for,

although iu the course of the last century an

immense trade was carried on in the manufacture

of architectural and other oruaments of papier-

mfleh^, yet the poverty of taste they generally

displayed, and the imperfection of machinery at

that time, which prevented this material from

coping with plaster iu respect to price, ultimately

caused its disuse. The manufacturers of papier-

mfichd at that period do not seem to have been

aware of the great improvements of which every

process of their art proves now to have been sus-

ceptible.” M'ilton, the father of the Royal Academi-
cian and sculptor, was one of the chief manufac-

turers
;

his manufactory was iu Edward Street,

Cavendish Square, and many of the decorations of

the older mansions of the metropolis were the pro-

ductions of Wilton.

“A most mischievous effect, howevcr,was produced

in the art of decorative designing by this change in

the mode of execution. All the deep undercuttings

and bold shadows which marked the style of design

iu the age of Queen Anne, became impracticable

when ornaments were to be cast. A meagre, tame,

petite manner ensued almost of necessity, until, by
the end of the last century, the art of designing

architectural ornament had fallen into a deplorable

state of imbecility.

“The subsequent introduction of Greek ornament

formed a new era ; the limited capabilities of

plaster-casting became then less inconvenient, for

the broad, flat character of the Greek style was

favourable to the process of casting
;
and had that

manner of designing continued to prevail generally

up to the present day, it is probable that no material

change would have takeu place in the manufacture

of ornament. But great fluctuations have occurred

in the public taste: the pure and elegant simplicity

of Greek ornament is iu its nature appreciable only

by the more highly cultivated tastes; the generality

of persons do not understand its merits
; therefore,

after the stimulus of novelty had ceased to operate,

fashion soon led the public favour into other chan-

nels. The bold originality of the Gothic school, the

gorgeous and meretricious richness of the Flemish

and French schools, the picturesque and fantastic

forms of the Elizabethan style, soon found many
admirers

;
and it is this great change in the manner

of designing ornament that has given risj to the

important improvements in the manufactare of the

highly plastic substance called papier-miich^. Plaster

is totally inapplicable to the e.\act imitation of the

bold florid carvings in the above-named styles, whilst

to carve in wood all these fanciful forms would
occasion a cost far beyond the means of all ordinary

purses. As to the putty-composition, a material

introduced at the latter end of the last ccatury as a

substitute for wood-carving in picture-frames, &c-,

its weight, its brittle, impracticable nature, and the

difficulties and heavy expenses necessarily incurred

in its manufacture, as well as in fixing it up, render

it applicable to a limited range of purposes.”

From the Gentleman's Magaeine we learn that

many of the fine old ceilings, in deep relief, of the

Elizabethan era, are of papier-muchd. The hand-

some ceilings in Chesterfield House are also of papier-

mSche. Smith, iu his “Life of Noilekens,” men-
tions a curiously ornamented ceiling of tliis material

in the parlour of No. 41, Leicester Fields, which is

painted in imitation of parts of the ceiling of White-
hall Chapel. On the front of a house in the Strand,

are, says the Gentleman's Magazine, three profiles of

the three first Georges, which are formed of papier-

mdchd. These facts prove the exceeding durability

of this material.

Having first examined the great variety of designs

produced by Mr. Bielefeld, and displayed iu Wel-
lington Street North, we proceeded to the manufac-

tory, at Staines. It is necessary that we state that

tlic works at Hall Mills are divided into Mr. Biele-

feld’s Papier-Jliichd Works proper, and the larger

establishment of the Fibrous Slab Company, who are

working, under Mr. Bielefeld, a patent of a different

material. In this now quiet corner of Middlesex, once

gay with the excitement of stagc-coach travelling,

—

being on the great western road, over which flew the

Quicksilver Mail, the renowned Subscription Coach,

and the Defiance, the Telegraph, and many others,

that still live in our memory,—in this spot, once

all excitement, but now sileut, save the heavy roll of

the water-wheel, which is urged by the waters of the

Colne, stand these especially interesting Art-manu-
factories. Water-power aud steam-power are both
bound to the task of producing articles for ornament
and use from fibre. Iu the establishment devoted

to the manufacture of architectural ornaments, &c.,

we find mills for grinding and preparing the

pulp, for combining this fibrous material, so as to

ensure a firmer and more endurable substance than
can be obtained from fibre alone, and presses of all

sizes and of almost all powers, for producing large

or small ornaments, as they may be required.

Let the reader reflect for a moment on the infinite

variety in the style of ornamentation which year

after year is introduced for merely architectural

decoration, and then add to this the additional

number of patterns required for picture-frames, and
for those of mirrors, with brackets, console legs, and
yet many other things, and he may have some idea

of the vast number of metal moulds required to

meet the demands of this manufactory. The prepa-

ration of the models from which those moulds are

cast requires the aid of the artist aud of the skilled

artizan, and is one of those subjects which we may
shortly treat of, when we visit one of the great

manufactories of ornamental iron and bronze work.

The first requisite here, however, is the mould from
which the papier-maebd ornament is to be produced

:

those used by Mr. Bielefeld are of brass and iron,

and, we understand, cost more than £20,000.
These being procm'cd, with presses of a power sutli-

cient to secure that cohesion of the material which
is necessary, the whole proceeds with much tran-

quillity—and the quiet of this establishment is a

distinguishing mark of its orderly arrangement.

We need scarcely remind our readers that paper-

pulp is always composed of some vegetable fibre.

An immense variety of fibres has been, from time

to time, brought forward, as capable of being con-

verted into e.xcellent pulp, but, with a few exceptions,

they have not been received with favour by the

manufacturers. Hemp, or flax, and the cotton-fibre,

are still the materials from which nearly all our
paper is manufactured : we do indeed hear of straw-

paper, and of paper made from the ncttlc-fibre, but

these are rather exceptions than the rule. Every
description of flax-fibre, whether hemp, or flax, or

tow, or codilla, or jute, finds its way into paper; and
the same may be said of cotton, though it is only for

some kinds of paper that this can be employed. W'e

must not stop to describe the manufacture of paper,

but proceed at once with our descripliou of these

very interesting works for a dift'ereut material. TJie

pulp of any required degree of fineness is prepared.

For the base of any design there is an advantage as it

regards strength, and also for economy, in employing

the coarser fibres
;
but for the purpose of ensuring

the perfect sharpness of the finished surface, the

finest fibrous pulp is necessary. The composition,

when prepared in the mills, is still in a semi-fluid

condition, and it requires the action of a machine
for bringing it into a condition resembling dough,

or putty. When brought to tliis state, it is rolled

out into flat sheets of the required thickuess, aud
being cut of the required size, a piece is placed on
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the mould, above which is adjusted the counter-

mould, fitting into the first, and then the whole

is subjected to the action of the screw-press.

The first result is not of that character which is

desired for a finished work, yet it is quite necessary

for the production of the complete article. The
moulded papier-mficht^ is removed from the mould,

another sheet of the soft material, much finer than

the former, is placed on the mould, and the first

impression is adjusted to it, both being covered with

a cementing material. The moulds being adjusted,

the arrangement is now submitted to another, and

yet more powerful, squeeze in the press. This is

repeated until the requisite thickness and finish are

produced
;

it is then subjected to a graduated heat,

by which it becomes eventually perfect, dry, and

hard. It cau now be submitted to any process of

colouring, or, if desired, as is sometimes the case,

colour can he introduced into the material itself.

Prom the papier-mSch^ mauufactory we passed

throuch a counting-house built of the fibrous slab,

and by a pretty cottage, situated in the centre of a

neat garden, constructed of the same material, on

to that division of the w'orks which belongs to the

Fibrous Slab Company. Here everything is on a

more gigantic scale, since the result is to be the

production of slabs 14 feet in length, and 6 feet

wide, varying in thickness from about the eighth

of ail inch to an inch or more, according to the

purposes for which the fibrous slab may be re-

quired. For the preparation of tliis imjiortaut

material, the coarser varieties of fibre are required.

These are heated, aud subjected to much agitation,

to secure the reduction of the fibre to the proper

size. This being effected, the pulp is removed,

and subjected to the action of a desiccating

apparatus, or centrifugal drying machine. This

consists mainly of a drum fixed on a vertical axis,

the periphery of the drum being of wire-gauze ; this

is enclosed in an outer case of metal. Into this the

fibrous pulp is placed, and the cover being adjusted,

the drum is, by its connection with the steam-

engine, set into rapid revolution. The result of this

is, that the water is driven by the action of centri-

fugal force from the fibre, and it can thus in a few

minutes be obtained of an equal and proper degree

of dryness, and this without the application of any

heat. The mass thus obtained may be regarded as a

very coarse amalgam. It is now placed in vessels

fitted with revolving arms, or masticators, in which

it is mixed with the other materials necessaiy to

ensure all the ends required in a substitute for wood.

This fibrous pulp is combined with some earthy

matter to ensure its solidity, and certain chemical

preparations are introduced for the double purpose

of preserving it from the attacks of insects, and to

ensure its incombustibility. The whole, being mixed

with a cementing size, is well kneaded together,

steam being supplied to the mass during the whole

of the operation. While this kneading process is

going forward, an iron table, running upon a

railway, is properly adjusted, and covered with sail-

cloth
;

this table being so arranged that it passes

under an enormous iron roller. The fibrous mix-

ture is removed from the kneading troughs, and is

laid in a tolerably uniform mass upon the sail-cloth,

so as to cover about one half of the table
;
over this

is placed again a length of sail-cloth equal to that of

the entire slab, as before. This being done, the table

aud roller are set in action, and the mass passes

' between them. It is thus squeezed out to a perfectly

uniform thickness, and is spread over the whole table.

The fibrous slab is passed through some three or

four times, and it is then drawn off upon a frame

prepared to receive it, fixed upon wheels, by means

of which it can be removed to the drying ground.

It should be staled that the slab is now attached to

the sail-cloth. In this state, laths of the length and

width of the slab being screwed on to its edges, it is

taken to the open field, and placed in a vertical

position, supported by cross-pieces temporarily

nailed to the ends of the frame. The drying pro-

cess of course varies much with the temperature

of the weather, the humidity of the atmosphere, and

other meteorological causes. It does not appear

desirable that these slabs should dry too quickly,

and there are many reasons why the process should

not be too prolonged. When the slabs are con-

sidered to be perfectly dry, they are turned down,

the sail-cloth is stripped away fj'om them, and

they are placed in drying-rooms, and subjected

to 150 degrees of heat to season and harden them.

By this process is produced a slab of great size,

and possessing remarkable firmness and strength.

From the way in which the fibres are knitted

together, it will be seen how difficult it would
be to break such a slab, and from its being a

mass of vegetable fibre, felted together, and all the

interstitial spaces filled in with mineral matter,

it is unyielding, under any ordinary circumstances.

The patentee thus describes the advantages of his

invention:

—

“ The patent wood, or fibrous slab, is a fibrous

material, combining the properties of wood, and

adapted, in a superior degree, to almost every pur-

pose to which the various descriptions of wood
are applicable. The material is also applicable to

many purposes for which marble, slate, lath and

plastei*, or internal brick-work, are now used.

“ To render wood available for purposes where the

ordinary width of boards (9 to 13 inches) is insuf-

ficient, it is requisite to join two or more boards

together by what is technically termed ‘ glueing

up,’—an operation involving much labour, expense,

and loss of time, and attended with all the contin-

gent risks of shrinking, expanding, splitting, wind-

ing, &c., as well as the natural imperfections of

knots, shakes, &c. The patent fibrous material can

be manufactured in slabs of any required thickness,

from i to 1 inch, provided the sizes do not exceed

14 feet by 6 feet. It is not flammable
;

it is a

non-conductor of heat, and is poisonous to vermin.

The fibrous slab is easily worked, although equal in

density to the hardest woods; and it can readily be

adapted, where bending is necessary, to any form

required by the cabinet-maker or joiner. It may
be used for circular joiners’ work, spherical, ogee,

elliptical, and other shapes, and also for the bases

of veneers for tables, desks, and all other cabinet

works
;
and it has the advantage of being always

ready for immediate use, superseding the expense

and risk of keeping large stores of seasoned timber

for cabinet, joiners’, aud carpenters’ works. The

fibrous slab is applicable for large panels, ceilings,

floors, and pai’titions of theatres, assembly and con-

cert rooms, public halls, governmeut and other

public offices, hotels, and other houses, warehouses,

counting-houses, shops, aud railway carriages
;
and

also for interior fittings of ships,—viz., panels,

bulk-heads, partition of cabins, floors, and ceilings
;

the property of being iminflammable will render it

incalculably superior to any other material, and its

being a non-conductor of heat, it is admirably

adapted, and has aU’eady been used, for cross bulk-

heads between engine and boiler rooms, and coal

and cargo spaces : it must, therefore, secure a very

lai'ge consumption in ships of every class, and more

especially in large steam-vessels for passengers.

Amongst other properties, it is valuable as a coating

for every description of steam boilers, as jackets for

steam cylinders, pipes, &c., superior to any material

now in use, and for powder-magazines, or lining

the same, in ships of war.”

We tried an experiment upon the non-inflam-

mability of this material, by having a fire of wood

made upon a slab, aud maintained thereon for some

time. When the ashes, still in a state of vivid

combustion, were swept away, the slab was found

to be merely charred by the intense heat. Beyond

this, a piece of the fibrous slab was throwu into the

middle of the fire, and the flames were urged upon

it : under the influence of this intense action it

did not appear possible to kindle it into a flame,

it smouldered very slowly, the organic matter

charriug, hut nothing more.

This important invention has been applied to the

dome aud other parts of the new reading-room

of the British Museum; the domed ceiling of the

New Opera House, Covent Garden
;

the concave

aud ogee fronts of the boxes, and various other

works, of the New Adelphi Theatre; the recep-

tion rooms of the London Necropolis (Wokiug

Cemetery)
;

the London and Westminster Bank,

St. James’s Square, and other places; and to the

following steam-ships,— the Royal Charier, the

Royal Bride, the Pacha of Egypt’s yacht, Raid

Rehana, the steam-ships of the Milford Haven aud

Waterford Steam Packet Company, aud the Cleo-

patra, built by Mr. Scott Russell for the present

pacha
;
in addition to which the slab is now used in

the construction of private carriages, omnibuses,

cabs, vans, parcels’ delivery, and other light carriages

and carts, for artists’ and sign-board work, and for

roofs in hot climates.

The dome of the new reading-room of the British

Museum, which (with the exception of the iron

girders) is internally constructed of the patent

fibrons material, has double the area of the dome
of Sfc. Paul’s Cathedral, and is equal to the dome
of St. Peter’s at Rome. This dome was erected

under the direction of Mr. Sydney Smirke, the

government architect. The sizes of the panels,

composed of three pieces, are 22 feet long by
11 feet 6 inches wide. Perhaps no better evidence

could be adduced of the superiority of the fibrous

material over wood for covering large surfaces, than

the fact of these panels, in their spherical form,

being raised from the ground to a height of 110
feet, and fixed in one piece to the roof.

Numerous other examples might he cited as

showing the applications of paper, under its new
modifications, to purposes of use and ornament.

The works of Mr. Bielefeld are of the highest inte-

rest, and are marked by evidences of the best taste

in design. The material is light and durable.

The Fibrous Slab Company is certainly producing

a material which, in many of its applications, must
prove of the greatest utility, while great additional

value is given to it from the circumstance of its

resisting the attacks of insects, and being non-

inflammable uuder any of the ordinary operations of

combustion.

Robeet Hunt.

THE AET-SEASON OF 1859.

The results of the exhibitions of the present season

are more satisfactory than could have been antici-

pated ; so susceptible is Art of evil influence from

even a menace of political convulsion, that, in the

spring, the worst apprehensions as regards sales

were entertained. That there is a shortcoming

must be admitted, and it falls where certainly it was

least to be expected—that is, on the Academy.

Whoever may hereafter call up in memory the Art

of these years, his vision will be as a dream of having

trodden a via, lactea of small pictures. Cur neigh-

bours across the chaunel dwell with rapture on Ivon’s

crowning “ Charge against the Malakoff;” but we
doubt that among ourselves the most gallant version

of the Battle of Trafalgar would have any chance

against a well-stippled dead pensioner, or a bunch of

hollyhocksjwhereiu the circulation of the sap is shown

by the microscope. The loosest of all painting is to be

seen in certain examples of the feeling of men whose

names figure on the list of the founders of our own
school. When Reynolds painted his “Death of

Cardinal Beaufort”—one of the conspicuous cui'io-

sities of the great master’s practice— or Fuseli gave

forth his Hamlet or Macbeth subjects, not less

remarkable for contempt of models and draperies,

who in those days would dream that the character

of British Art would degenerate into the painful

realism which now characterises it ? Even when
Haydon kept school—nay, hut yesterday, when
William Etty, favoured beyond all men of nymphs

and nereids, painted trees and draperies with such a

studious vagueness as to be inimitable,—no one

would have ventnred to predict that any reaction

would resolve itself into the precision of line and

surface that distinguishes certain of the promiueut

works of our exhibitions. The encoui'agement all

hut exclusively extended to the production of small

pictiu’es, has produced an emulation in the finish of

these cabinet gems that is now carried to a point

beyond which it cannot be carried by the ordinary

means of manipulation. But in this method of

practice there are entirely lost two of the essentials

of good Art : these are effect and substance. lu per-

sonal narratives all the figiures are flat, aud so far

from keeping their prescribed places in the compo-

sition, all jostle each other in the nearest plane of

the picture. These demerits are observable princi-

pally in the works of the rising school—those mem-
bers of it who are misled by the igni^ fatuus called

“ pre-Raffaeilism.” When the fallacies of the prin-

ciple arc demonstrated in landscape art, the impossi-

bilities of the dispositions become more grotesquely

distinct than in figure compositions, where it might

be argued in certain cases that the artist intended to

crowd his figures—an explanation which might
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tranquillize those not skilled ia auatomizing pic-

tures. But in topographical description it is diflicult

to convince even the most credulous, that passages

that should be distant arc intended to precede

objects which on the canvas' have a nearer place.

But such really ai’e the phenomena of many land-

scape pictures exhibited this year—works which

have cost their authors mouths of painful labour

“on the spot,” and with partial rcsidts, as closely

and beautifully imitative of nature, as can be effected

by human art. In nature, the eye is never deceived

as to the arrangement of objects, but in the anxiety

for mere surface, relative distance is entirely lost,

and the works in which this disqualification recurs

arc very numerous.

In considering the progress of our school, we have

often taken occasion to remark on our literature, and

its affluence in points admirably adapted for painting
j

but instead of the entertainment of incident from our

own writers, we see the most patient labour lavished

by our contemporary school on the most trivial

subject-matter—a street incident, or a vulgar con-

ceit. Real taste is but an infinitesimal element in

the promotion of Art. Were our rooms sufficiently

lai-gc and well-lighted for the reception and display

of productions in the “ grand style,” such works

would undoubtedly be cominissioned as befitting

belter than small pictures large and well-lighted

rooms. We are taught daily that taste is not

indispensable to the encouragement of Art ;
if our

dining-rooms approached at all in proportion the

halls of our mcdimval forefathers, small pictures

would be ridiculous in such rooms, and the illustra-

tion of our history would be due to the size of om-

diuing-rooms : for if Art “ historical ” were a mar-

ketable commodity, there would be no lack of it.

Ilaydon’s hallucination about “historical painters”

was one of his crying weaknesses, according to which

none but “historical” painters could produce “his-

torical” art. Newton’s idea, however, seems rather

to be that of the profession geueraily. When the

observation was made to him by a lady, “ Mr. New-

ton, you are not a historical painter,” he replied,

“ No, madam, but I shall be next week.” West was

professedly a historical painter, but he has uot left

much of historical quality for our school to be proud

of: and of Haydon’s efforts, that which will be

remembered most favourably is the picture in the

possession of Sir Edwin Landseer, “The Judgment

of Solomon,” because he has therein unaffectedly

deferred to the best aud simplest maxims of painting.

It must, however, he remembered that large pictures

will never stand forth in life-sized breadth aud

necessary substance if they be attempted without

any reiuforcemeut of the delicate lines of small

figures— and this, to begin with, is an insuperable

difficulty to timid and nucertaiu draughtsmen. The

most remarkable instance of versatile power that has

of late yeai-a been produced in any country is Ma-
clise’s cartoon, “ The Meeting of Wellington and

Blucher at La Belle Alliance, after the Battle of

Waterloo.” We have seen highly-finished cartoons

aud preparatory essays for mauy of the large mural

aud cauvas pictures that have been executed by

certaiu of the most famous artists in Europe, as

Cornelius, Kaulbach, Overbcck, Vernet, Delarochc,

and others, but in most of the compositions to

which wc allude the living and breathing presence

is cither enfeebled or sui)crseded by manner. The

fresco for which this drawing is intended may, when
executed, present an vuifavourable comparison with

this admirable composition
;
but it is to be hoped

that all the breadth, softness, and richness that qua-

lify the drawing will he carried into the picture.

In finish, no ancient or modem cartoon approaches

it, for although the composition is forty-six feet iu

length, there are passages in it as carefully hatched

as if they formed part of a small lithograph. If

such a subject bad been prescribed to Vernet, he

would have treated it theatrically, whereas Maclise

treats it with all the sentiment of which it is

capable ; Vernet is ever clamorous, declantatory,

eliciting nothing beyond the manual plaudits of

habitual clactiueurs

;

while, on the other hand, we
applaud Maclise with emotions of the heart, which

furbid the use of the hands, were we even willing

thus to vulgarise our admiration. But we instance

this cartoon to evidence the extreme rarity of that

power which can alternate from small works to

great, aud vice versa, with such success as we sec ia

this work, aud in certain subjects that Mr. Maclise

has painted from “ The Vicar of Wakefield,” aud

other sources.

Our exhibitions abound with the most marvel-

lous examples of miuute execution, and if “ his-

torical” art were wanted, we cannot think that

these mechanics would be the successful producers.

We sec all they can do
;

their small works never

look large, though their every exertion is put forth

to exalt themselves. There are, on the other hand,

multitudinous pictures, also small in size, which,

under the eye, expand to grand proportions, as

intelligibly proclaiming that their authors conde-

scend of necessity uuto “a small estate;” and it is

from these men that large pictures would be forth-

coming if wanted, while the mechauical section

would never rise beyoud the mechanism of the ai‘t.-

Still, all these are wanting in dignity of subject. We
cannot believe that passages from oui* teeming

literature, realized with all the strict observances that

we see in the futile, soulless, and sordid material

that is yearly so elaborately set forth on canvas,

would be less pupular than those absurd and un-

meauing conceits that annually cover the walls

of all our exhibitions. Of the qualifications which

have goue towards the production of the remai'kable

pictui'cs of all times, drawing and painting have been

the most vulgar accomplishments. Reynolds some-

where says that, no artist can hope to produce, even

during a laborious life, more than one or two signal

works. Sir Joshua made this observation because

perhaps to those whom he addressed the evidences

of the fact were not so abundant aud patent as in

our day. The rarity of first-class excellence ai-ises

from the incapacity of the conceptive faculty, the

entire absence of pictures from the mind—the

(pavTaautQtKQv is wanting. Again, Reynolds says

that any one by application may acquire a certain

proficiency in painting : this, again, is perfectly

true ; it is this merely mechauical power that fills our

exhibitions with forms without soul and expression.

The number of works exhibited this year in

the metropolis were about 4300, while at the

general French exhibition in the Champs Elysees,

the number of catalogued works is under 4000.

From the Royal Academy alone there were per-

haps 2000 works rejected, while at the Champs

Elysees the rejectious were not more than 2000,

while there were exhibited, it may be computed,

hundreds of works that would not have been ad-

mitted iuto any of our institutions. The sales at

the Royal Academy present this season an unpre-

cedented deficiency
;
sometimes a week has passed

without the sale of a picture, a circumstance un-

paralleled in the recent anuals of the institution.

It is difficult to account for this falling off, espe-

cially as the properly of other institutions has

suffered no check. At the Exhibition of the

Society of British Artists, the number of works

sold is 159, for somewhat more than £6000. On
the occasion of the private view there were at the

Portland Gallery pictures to the value of £1000
disposed of, aud of the prizes awarded by the Art-

Uuion about one-foiu-th were selected from the

rooms of this society. Of the 299 drawings de-

scribed iu the catalogue of the Old Water Colour

Society, about ISO were marked “sold” at the

private view, and before the close such a proportion

of the remainder as left very eligible pictures to

be returned to the painters. If there be any living

who may remember this society half a ceutuiy ago,

they see this year on these walls the last of one

with whom they may have been familial- thi-oughout

these fifty years
;
wc need scai-cely say we mean

David Cox. We have seen the last of him, aud

will it be said that bow sparkling soever may be

the exhibitions of the next few years, his cloudy

skies will not be missed from the collection? On
the same day, by the way, that he died, the New
Water Colom- Society lost one of its most promising

members, S. Cook, the charm of whose evenings

and morniugs, terms sufficiently worthy are want-

ing to describe. He was a painter of nature’s own
making. The number of works sold by the New
Water Colour Society, without counting those that

were disposed of before sent in for exhibition, is

165, the return being between £3000 and £4000.

In the spring the forebodings of a gloomy Art-

season were apparently well grounded, but it is

most gratifying to see that the prosperity of our

Art-institutions is but little affected by a conti-

nental war.

LIGHTING PICTURE GALLERIES.

The following Report of the commissioners ap-

pointed to consider the subject of lighting picture

galleries by gas, was recently presented to' the

House of Commons. As the document is of con-

siderable importance we print it verbalvn, omitting

only the list of other places than those mentioned

below, where pictures were hung to test the action

of gas upon them.
“ The commission, consisting of Professors Fara-

day, Hofmann, andTj ndall, Mr. R. Redgrave, R.A.,

and Captain Fowke, R.E.,—appointed for the pur-

pose of reporting to tlio Lords of the Committee of

Privy Council on Education on the Lighting of

Ficture Galleries by Gas, and on any precautions

{if necessary) against the escape of Gas, and the

products of its combustion,—having met at various

times and considered the subject referred to them,

now make the following report

“There is nothing innate in coal gas which

renders its application to the illumination of pic-

ture galleries objectionable. Its light, though not

BO white as that of the sun, is equally harmless

;

its radiant heat may be rendered innocuous by

placing a sufficient distance between the gas jets

and the pictures, while the heat of combustion may
be rendered eminently serviceable in promoting

ventilation.
“ Coal gas may be free from sulphuretted hydro-

gen compounds, and in London is so at the present

time
;

it then has little or no direct action on

pictures. But it has not as yet been cleansed from

sulphide of carbon, which, on combustion, yields

sulphurous acid gas capable of producing 22^ grains

of sulphuric acid per 100 cubic feet of present

London coal gas. It is not safe to permit this

product of the combustion to come in contact with

pictures, painted either in oil or water colours

;

and the commission are emphatically of opinion

that in every system of permanent gas lighting for

picture or sculpture galleries, provision should be

made for the effectual exclusion or withdrawal of

the products of combustion from the chambers con-

taining the works of Art.

“The commission have examined the Sheep

shanks’ Gallery ns an experimental attempt to

light pictures with gas, and arc of opinion that the

process there carried out fulfils the condition of

effectually illuminating the pictures, and, at the

same time, removing the products of combustion.

According to the indications of the thermometer

required and obtained, it does this in harmony

with, and in aid of, the ventilation, and does not

make a difference of more than one degree Fahren-

heit at the parts where the pictures are placed,

between the temperatuves, before and after the gas

is lighted.
“ Certain colour tests'eonsisting of surfaces covered

with white lead, or with vegetable and mineral colours

(especially the more fugitive ones), and iu^ which

also boiled linseed oil, magylp, and copal var-

nish were employed as vehicles, had been pre-

pared, and were, when dry, covered one fourth with

mastic varnish, one fourth with glass, one fourth

with both mastic varnish and glass, and one fourth

left uncovered. Sixteen of these have been placed

for nearly two years in different situations, in some

of which gas has been used, in others not. They
give no indications respecting the action of coal gas

(except injury from heat in one placed purposely

very near to and above the gas burners), but seven

of them show signs of chemical change in the whites,

due to either a town atmosphere or want of venti-

lation. The most injured is that from the National

Gallery, Charing Cross, and the next is from a

country privy
;
the third, much less changed, is from

the House of Commons
;
the fourth is from, the

Barber Surgeons' Hall; the fifth from the Bridge-

water Gallery
;
the sixth from the Royal Society’s

Rooms, Burlington House
;
the seventh from the

British Museum.

^Here follows the list of places we think it un-

necessary to specify.]

“ Though apart from the especial subject sub-

mitted to the commission, the members cannot r^ist

a recommendation that this kind of trial, which is

especially a painter’s experiment, should be con-

tinued for a longer period, and, indeed, be carried

out on a more extensive scale.

“ The commission think it right to state that they

were unanimous on all the points to which their

attention had been called, or which are referred to

in this report.

“ {Signed) “M. Faeaday.
“ A. W. Hoemann.
“John Tyndall.
“ Richard Redgrave.
“ Francis Fowke, Cai’t. R.E.

South Kensington, 'lOth July, 1859.”
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THE
WESTERN ISLES OF SCOTLAND.*

We know not wliat sort of a UuMnsoa Crusoe
Mr. Deuily would have proved himself had fate cast

him upon an uninhabited island
;
but undoubtedly

his warmest sympathies, to judge from his writing's,

are in favour of what we remember our school
geography described as “a tract of land surrounded
with water.” He has in former publications talked

lovingly and pleasantly about “The Beautiful Islets

of Britaiue,” and “ Tiie Islets of tiie Channel,” and
now, in this little volume, he gossips as lovingly and
as pleasantly of “ The Wild Hebrides,” a region of
romance and superstition, of mists aud shadows, as

Ossian, the prince of northern bards, sung. “ There
is,” says Mr. Deudy, “ inspiration of a wilder
nature in the scene around us than in that of the
sweet south. There we might listen to light

canzonettes, or the love-song of the troubadours, or

even the darker lays and legends of the Minnesingers
j

but here, in ‘Caledonia stern and wild,’ our thoughts
rise at once into the loftiest sublimity of romance.
We are about to tread the ground of Ossian and
Fion-Gal, aud every rock and glen is storied or
stained with some dark aud dreary legend, the
climax of which is too often tragedy, la a moment
a flood of shadows is floating before us : Danish
kings and pirates, aud Irish saints, and wandering
princes, and lords of the isles, loom in the distance,

and, as the vision fades, our thoughts are at once on
the legends and records of their history from the

days of Pliny to the nineteenth century.”

And further on be remarks,—“There is a bright

halo of historic poesy that lights the Hebrides in the
rhymes and legends of the Scottish minstrels from
Barbour to Sir Walter, enlivened as they often are
with the records of raid and battle-field, from the
Roman and the Dane to the Union. It was here
that Hacbo moored his flotilla

; that Bruce was tossed
on the billows night and day, after he was excom-
municated for the dirking of Comyn, although he
had even then been crowned at Scone, and then as

an outlaw lost the battle of Methven, and, to the
vassals of Lorn, his cloak and celebrated 'brooch of

MOLL, FROM ISVEItiWE.

burning gold,’ and yet lived to fight, and conquer,
and win his Scotland back at Bannockburn. And here
another of loftiest blood, his prototype in nought
but the fate of being hunted as a rebel, fought but
to lose his Scotland at CullodeD.”

It is not, however, only the poets and roinancists
who have made the Hebrides the subject of their
writings

;
the more sober historian, auliqnaiian, and

statistician has each employed his pen in describing

• The Wild Hcbrides. By Walter Cooper Dently.
Illustrated by a Map and Sketches on the Spot by the
Author. Published by Longman & Co., London.

these beautiful and picturesque islands: and mate-
rial enough there is to inspire all. Mr. Dendy’s
little volume forms an excellent guide-book to the

various islands
;

it describes their geology, their

scenery, takes a glance at the legends and histo-

rical facts associated with each, and at the antiqua-

rian remains abounding on all sides. He writes with

the feelings of one deeply impressed with the majesty

of Nature, aud slightly tinged—as who would not

he?—with the romance that hangs, in spirit-clouds,

over her. We have introduced two of the illus-

trations which embellish the work.

THE KOTAL PICTURES.

SUMMER TI51E.

Rubens, Painter. A. Willmore, Engraver.
Size of the Picture, 7 ft. 7 in. by 5 ft.

To the eyes of those who are familiar with the
landscape-painting of the present day, this picture
must seem a very singular composition, for it

appears to ignore almost every principle of what we
are accustomed to recognise as picturesque beauty,
and, with respect to some of the foreground objects,
it violates the rules of perspective. The view is,

without doubt, the representation of a scene copied,
with scrupulous fidelity, from nature, the artist

adding nothing to it, by way of embellishment, except
the figures, nor omitting anything he saw’ before
him, however incongruous in chai’acter or inelegant
inform: hence he has introduced objects, such as
the branchless pollards, which any modern painter
would have nnhesitatiogly rejected, and taken his
“ point of sight ” from a spot which causes the fore-
ground to the right to project almost out of the
picture, an effect to which the figures, coming
forward,—some of them, by the way, unusually
large,—in a great degree contribute.

And yet in many points this picture shows the
genius of Rubens in a very remarkable manner: it

is, for example, full of snbject, presented with un-
usual attention to detail, especially when we consider
the master, and his ordinary bold style of painting.
The subject may be described as an extensive view
over a fertile country, which, by the slight undulations
of the ground, by trees, water, meadows, scattered
villages, and country-houses, with streaks of sun-
light, presents a most varied and rich scene of the
populous aud fruitful country of Belgium : in the
distance is a town of considerable size. The picture
has been occasionally called "Going to Market,”
a title derived from the numerous figures in the
foreground and middle distance : some cattle and
sheep are on the road

; in front, a man with a cart
laden with vegetables

; a woman on horseback, and
a man riding on an ass, at whose side is also a man
carrying a fawn on his back. The flatness of the
landscape is seen in the little stream which may be
traced to the centre of the picture, where it turns a
water-mill

;
and the attention which Rubens has

given to the minuilcs of his work is apparent in a
passage to the left of the stream, where a woman
may be observed sitting on a stile. The most
striking and beautiful portions of the work are the
sky and distance, which arc very fine. Mrs. Jameson,
speaking of the picture iu her "Guide to the Public
Galleries,” says,

—"Nothing was ever more mas-
terly than the effect of distance and daylight—it is

quite marvellous
;
and the spirit, facility, and truth

of the execution are not less so : as an imitation

of nature I know nothing to equal it.” And
another well-known Art-critic, Dr. Waagen, says,

—

“ Rubens, like Titian, was far superior to most
;

landscape painters iu the grand and poetical design

of his compositions. They may be divided into the

historic-ideal and the rurally-natural. One of the
finest of the first kind is that iu the Pitti Palace at

Florence, representing a mountainous coast, with
the sea agitated by a storm, and Ulysses imploring

the assistance of Nausicaa. One of the finest of the

second kind is a large landscape known by the name
of ‘ Going to Market.’ .... The execution is

throughout very careful.” We know not how or

when it came into the possession of our royal family

;

Mrs. Jameson says it was the property of Villiers,

Duke of Buckingham, who acquired it after the

death of Rubens; Dr. Waagen, that it was pur-

chased in Belgium iu modem times, meaning thereby,

it may be presumed, at a much later date than that

in which Villiers lived.

The peculiarity of the composition and of the

style in which the figures are drawn, combined
with the almost monotonous tone wliich time, or

the painter’s original treatment, has given to the

foreground and middle distance, have rendered the

task of engraving the work one of no ordinary

difficnlty : there are no striking masses of light, or

even of half-lights, to relieve the general darkness,

no opposing quantities of light and shadow to pro-

duce effect in the translation of colour into mere
black and white.

The picture is at Windsor Castle.







THE STUDY OE THE “FIGURE.”

The observations which have been made at dHTereiit

limes, bill more particularly on the 20lh of July, by

I/ord Iladdo, in llie House of Coinraoiis, on that

part of Art-ediicatioii which his lordship termed

the " exhibition” of the mide, have drawn the atten-

tion of all well-wishers to the progress of Art iii

this conutry. To every figure painter the study of

the nude subject is a matter of such importance as

to render, in these days of precision, utterly illusory

any hope of even a modicum of success in his profes-

sion without such a course of practice. But to deal

fairly with Lord Iladdo, a repetition of what he did say

is necessary. “ He called attention to the e.rhibition

of nude living models in the goverument schools of

Ai’t. He had, on one occasion, been accidentally a

witness of the mode of study pursued in goveru-

ment schools of Art, and he felt bound to say that

he had never witnessed a more painful or scandalous

exhibition. He brought forward the subject with

feelings of shame and disgust, but after what had

passed under his own observation he could not con-

scientiously agree to the vote for this object, unless

the studies were placed under proper restrictions.

As far as Art was concerned, he believed it was the

opinion of the best writers on the subject that the

introduction of the voluptuous school had occasioned

the decay of Art and the decline of public taste in

ancient Greece, and tliat of the age of Phidias and

Pericles not a single example of au undraped female

figure was kuown to exist. It ivas quite unnecessary

to give public aid to a mode of study which was

evidently so attractive and remunerative as that to

which he referred. The claims of morality were

more important than those of Art, and, if the two

were iuconsislent, the latter ought to give way.

Seeing £100 put down iu the vote for what was

called ‘ professional assistance,’ and which, he sup-

posed, meant the exhibition of the nude female

figures
;

he moved that the vote he reduced by
£100.”

The e.xplanatioDS nhich followed these remarks

showed that the “ jirofessional assistance” meant

was for additional aid in the instruction of the

classes. The employment of the nude could never

be called “professional assistance,” nor could the

words ever be fairly interpreted a.s in anywise

allusive to the model. Lord Iladdo’s proceeding,

therefore, compels the belief that he seized on Ibis

item as a text for his gratuitous and extremely

indecent attack upon the entire body of the pro-

fession of Art. If his view of the matter, being

supported by a specious pretext, were at all likely

to be realized, Die result would be all but the

suppression of painting by act of Parliament. It

is the “immorality” of the study on which Lord

Haddo dwells. Now, the study of painting has

always been pursued necessarily iu tbe same way,

and there has existed an academy for the figure,

to go no farther back, for a hundred years, and

during that period the system has been amply

tested, hut yet painters are not worse Dian other

men. But this impression seems (o have been

made on Lord Iladdo’s mind; aud any earnest

inquirer into the matter would be most anxious to

know what the particular instances may be, that

in detailed consideration of the subject. Lord

Iladdo must adduce iu support of his argument.

The presumed evil has been long enough extant to

have maturely fructified. Such a protest in the

senate of the nation is au outrage not only on

painters, but also oii patrons of Art, for according

to Lord Iladdo’s implication every lover of painting

is an abettor of immorality. Iu reference to

working from the life we are brought at once to

a consideration of the practice pursued by the

Koval .\eademy, where, during a certain terra, the

model is set daily ;
and under the superintendence

of a visitor—one of the Academicians, the study

proceeds, during the two hours, certainly with as

much decorum as, and perhaps with more earnest-

ness thau, if the assemblage were a congregation

rather than a school; and so entirely do students,

from habit, regard a figure purely according to its

beauty or pictorial grace, that no impure concep-

tion finds a place in the miud. Before aspirants

are admitted to tlio life-school, they have jirepared

themselves by a lengthened course of drawing from

the antique—tliat is, from the statues in the British
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Sluscum, and an acquaintance with these educates

students up to a full appreciation of tlie human figure,

insomuch that on admission to the life-school they

are in nowise aliccted, save by the pictorial merit or

demerit of the figure. There arc, in all academies,

rules for the preservation of decorum, hut during

au acquaintance of Iweuty-five years with life-

schools in England, France, and Italy, we remem-

ber no occasion on which it became necessary to

enforce them. In our own schools we have never

heard any observation in direct reference to the

model much louder than a whisper, and doth; in

signification otherwise than simply critical. Eveu

in Paris, the most licentious capital in Europe,

we have seen assembled iu au entirely irresponsible

atelier (Boudin’s), year after year, twenty or thirty

students without any result, cither immediately or

remotely, such as Lord Haddo imputes to study from

the life. Again, an intimate acquaintance of many
years with one of the most useful of our own private

schools has afforded us ample opportunity of kuowiug

every step of the career of a long list of distingnished

men who have been educated entirely at this school,

and to those, by whose acquaintance we are honoured,

we can point as persons oflifc most exemplary.

All our best painters have worked for years from

the life, and which of them does Lord Iladdo sig-

ualize as illustrative of the taint that he attributes

to Art-study? In the atmosphere in which he

himself lives and moves, is the proportion of failing

humanity less than in the circles of .\rt ? It were

inexpedient here to enter on an analytical consider-

ation of the physiology of Art-study, otlierwise it

would not be difficult to show that its tcudcncies

are the reverse of demoralizing. The allusion to

what is called the “voluptuous school” in antique

art is by no means happy
;
we know not of the

existence of any “voluptuous” school iu the best

times of Greek art ;
the nearest approach to any-

thing like voluptuousness has bceu made by the

modern Frcncti school. This is at once declared by

a compai'ison of results. In the Venus dc Medicis

there is nothing “voluptuous.” On looking at the

statue, we enter at once into the feeling of the

artist. Call the statue what you will— a Phryne

or a Venus—it by no means embodies the character

of either of these ladies, but, as well in feature as in

action, is an impersonation of retiring modesty

;

and if this be Die Cuidian Venus, we may congratu-

late ourselves that we arc (with the excepliou of

J.ord Haddo) more advanced than the Ciiidinns

themselves. The Greek schools, like everything

terrestrial, had their culminations aud their declen-

sions. AVe agree cordially with Lord Haddo, that

there is nothing voluptuous in the best Greek art;

the decadence could uot be therefore owing to this

disqualificaliou. The decay was natural, aud volup-

tuousness was a consequence, not a cause, of the

decay. The grandeur of the auliipie succumbed to

the grotesque aud ribald poetry
;
but it never fell

to the utter grossness and sensuality of tlie Komau
school of sculpture, of whicli Dierc are extant exam-

))les iu the private cabinets at Florence aud Naples,

that far out-dislance every base eouccptiou of later

times. Lord Haddo extols the rhidian period, but

it may not occur to him that every female figure on

the friezes of the Parthenon was modelled from the

life, before draped, and the same method of

execution was necessarily observed with those on

the frieze of tlie Phigalian' temple of Apollo
;
and

had not drapery been au indispensable element of

composition, they might have been presented un-

draped, like the male figures. That tlic study of

the nude is indispensable to the profession of Art is

conceded at all hands, where any knowledge of the

subject exists
;
but (hat it has a demoralizing ten-

dency we fearlessly deny, aud arc iu a ])osition

satisfactorily to demonstrate. We know, for the

last twenty years, the history of a life-Dcademy

(that to which we have already alluded), whence

have risen very many members of the profession,

whose works are all-honourable to our school. To

defend such men from Die imputation which Lord

Iladdo indirectly casts on them, were to insult

them beyond the outrage already inflicted.

Of Lord Haddo we know nothing, beyond the

proclamaliou be makes of his own deficiencies
;
but

if he iiave a desire to assist the cause of Art, we
should ho glad to afford him an opportunity of dis-

abusing himself of a most mischievous and absurd

impression.
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ENGLISH HOMES:
AS THEY ARE, AND MAY BE, IN FURNISHING

AND DECORATION.

Faut II.

In the last number of the Arl-Jov.rnal the general

advantages of elegance in home furniture aud

decoratious were indicated, and one or two prin-

ciples were slated, having au obvious hearing on all

interior embellishment, although the examples tlien

given in illustration were taken from the working

man's cottage, and houses generally occupied by

foremen, clerks, or the smaller class of tradesmen.

These principles pertained more especially to paper-

haugings, and the arrangement of forms used in

such fabrics, and particularly to the relations of

colour, and its adaptation to the production of unity,

variety, and general clleet. Isoine principles, move
especially applicable to form, as that is developed

in furniture or other outlines, which are not depen-

dant on colour for pleasing character, or the reverse,

may now be stated; and we may begin with chim-

ney-pieces, as these form an important part of the

landlord’s decoration, being, from their promi-

nence and structure, a kind of connecting link

between the walls and furniture. There is no part

of a house around which so much interest centres

as the lire-place of the majority of the apartments.

There tlie sober, hard-working labourer or artizan

finds his chief social and domestic delight, listeuiug

to his wife’s “ wondcrings,” tales of precocious wis-

dom, her own half-hinted wants or wishes, or the

sayings and doings of her little world for the day,

while he encourages tbe prattle of his babes os the

sweetest relaxation from his toil, aud its amplest

reward. Arouud a more expensive, but not neces-

sarily, therefore, a more elegant chimney-piece, the

city Dombey and his household play out their

several domestic parts. In the aristocrat castle the

fire aud its surroundings excite the same attractive

influence on Die inmates both of drawing-room and

hall
;
and from the palace to the mud cabin the lire,

through a large portion of the year, forms the most

potent object of attraction. But notwithstanding

this general fact, the majority of rhimucy-picce

constructions are found to become less beautiful

Die longer they are looked at, and the more closely

they arc studied. Smoke would seem to be beyond

the province of these papers, but as there is little

use iu wasting money ou the decoration or furnish-

ing of smoky houses, a few words here on smoke

may be pardoned. It cannot, of course, he expected

that architects should become smoke-doctors, because

that depai-tment has long since been handed over to

tbe chimney-sweep
;
hut as fires arc necessary, and

it is impossible to live comfortably without getting

rid of the smoke, this should be considered one of

the most essential ends of skilful and tradesmau-like

house construction. If without consideration vents

ore chiefly placed iu positions where the wind most

strongly blows, which, imfurlunately, is too often

(he case, what cau be expected but volumes of

smoke with every squall or gale? If chimney

slacks ai’e placed where wind must catch the smoke

above, it will be next to impossible lo prevent that

greatest of all domestic nuisances but one—a smoky

house. But smoke may be retained from below, or

intercepted midway, os well as dashed down from

above, and iu either case faulty construction is tiie

sole root of the evil; aud above all other faults is

that of not making the lire-placc in proportion to

the size of the apartment. Au aesthetic as well as

a constructive blaudcr is the most conspicuous,

and the ofteuest repeated, so that an ill-proportioned

firc-place almost invariably inflicts a doubly baneful

iuflucnce upon the ovnamenting of an apartment.

AVhelher the Greeks had mantle-pieces is of little

consequence to us. They may be glad they lived

so early, and died soon enough to have escaped

Die sullering inflicted upon this latter age, from

pei'petual gazing ou the uncouth shapes which sur-

round so many distorted modern grates. The forms

and fashions of mantle-pieces have changed, and

are chnuging, and it is joyfully conceded that in

some quarters elegance of proportion and purity of

outline is giving place to the bald disligurements,

or cumbrous, ornate compounds of wood, marble,

and “ compo,” which but reeeully were so familiar.

But change of fashion is not necessarily improve-

ment in style, and chimney-pieces are at present
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constructed at vast expense where the forms are

as false, and the accumulating of compounds as

frightful, as anything known in the worst days of

our Art-history. More specific reference to the

style of these vagaries of the vulgar rich will be

made wheu treating of the decorations suitable for

the interiors of our merchant princes. At present

it is enough to say that the simplest wooden ogee

moulding, placed round a set of well-proportioned
.

stone facings, is more elegaut, and in truer taste,

than those huge, incongruous chimney-pieces which
resemble nothing so much as the older monuments
in the more aristocratic burying-grounds. If—as

Benthen asserts
—“we are the ancients,” the ample

stone chimney-pieces erected in houses hundreds

of years since, show that the children were wiser

than their fathers. The massive stone jambs,

topped with an arched or square lintel, had often

pretensions to decoration, hut they were always

iu keeping with the character of grates, chairs,

and tables then iu use, all partaking of the same .

breadth of style. And it would he better to

have that style restored than sufier the perpetual

presence of those gimcrack Ibiugs or impertinent

monstrosities which are now so often introduced

into rooms. In a room measured a fortnight

since, in Belgi’avia, we found the area 20 feet by
16 feet, the doors 7 feet 6 inches high by 3 feet

4 inches wide, windows 11 feet high, and only

5 inches wider than the doors, the mautle-piece

nearly 6 inches wider than its height, aud the white

marble pilasters 5 inches wide equal at bottom and
top, and only 1 inch broader than the styles of the

doors ! No power of ingenuity could render such

a room pleasing, whatever the character of its de-

coration or furnishing
; and, as shall be shown

immediately', the first step towards pleasing har-

mony is proportional construction in the permanent
features of a room. Like other faults, this one

may be partially hidden by means of subordinating

defects to the prominence of better qualities which
shall attract the eye, but the defect can never be
eradicated or overcome.

There are other and more expensive methods of

destroying rooms with mantle-pieces, and one of

these may also be described in a new house which
cost a handsome sum to build, aud in which there

was nothing the proprietor was so pleased with

as his dining-room marbles. They were made of

what is technically known as “ black and gold”

—

black marble veined with yellow. The scrolled

outline was not destitute of character, and the

proportions of the parts were respectable, and

elaborately ornamented. The owner pronounced

them the most expensive set that the marble cutter

had ever made, and that was evidently one grand
reason why he valued them as “ so very hand-

some.” It is undoubted that various coloured

marbles have always been used, aud may still be

used, with effect, but the records of Art will be

searched in vain for covering strongly-marked

marbles with sculpture, or even carving. 'What

would a Greek have thought of a pair of cupids on

a centre in imitation of the projecting key-stone of

an arch, but where no arch was—the one cupid

having his body cut by a broad yellow vein of

irregular form, which, after passing through him,

divided his comrade’s legs in two, by an oblique

line, severing the knee of the right and the ankle

of the left leg from their respective parts, while the

faces of both children were scarred with white and
deeper yellow crossings? The other “carving”
was to match. Iu the acanthus leaf formed into the

scroll neither “eyes” nor “thorns,” nor “hears’-

feet,” could be seen for the more brilliant “veins”
which crossed and recrossed the leaf. It may
safely he affirmed that the most untutored helot

could not have endured such solecisms in Art,

although the well-pleased proprietor may never

muster Christian virtue sufficient to forgive this

reference to his much-admired and costly chimney-

piece
;
nor would the reference be justifiable were

no general principles iuvolved in the absurdity.

One of the clearest deductions of common sense

—

often a very scarce commodity in Art—would seem
to be'that in carving or sculpture, where the effect

depends exclusively upon form and light and shadow,

the labour should only be bestowed on materials in

which these qualities can be brought prominently

out. It is impossible to seciu'e effect from light

aud shade wheu the constituent characteristics of
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the woods or marbles used are more brilliant than
the light or shadow which can be produced on
them. If surfaces are to be kept flat, then “ inlays”

both in wood and mai’ble may be used with effect,

but it is essential for ornaments in “relief” that

one-coloured mediums he employed, if effect from
relief be the object aimed at. What is true of

woods and marbles is still more true of imitations,

and when this truth becomes appreciated, the first

effort of many will be to get their imitation marble
chimney-pieces pulled down or repainted.

Iu mantel-pieces, the object of first importance, as

in all such constructions, is utility, aud it matters
little what the abstract forms may be, if they are use-

less for the practical purposes intended. In the room
already mentioned, the fiat slabs five inches broad,

which do the duty of pilasters, are covered by a shelf

exactly the same width, and, as that is found useless

for holding any ornament commensurate with the

general size and appeai-auce of the room, the inge-

nious expedient of covering the marble with a board
about double the width has been adopted, aud green

cloth with a fringe three inches deep covers up the

wood. Nor is that all—to insiu'e the indispensable

necessity of fire-dogs, the outside perpendicular slabs

are joined by one bevelled at about the angle of 45®,

so that should the poker or tongs be placed against

the sides upright, they can but slide aud disparage

the edges of the outside marbles in their fall. That
this has often taken place, these marbles bear abun-

dant evidence. Nor are' such mutilations in chimney-

pieces at all uncommon. And how often do we hear

the remark, that this or that ornament is very

handsome, Wt “our” mantel-piece is not made to

hold such things ? Utility first, then, and onia-

meutation afterwards, and it may be taken as a

great general truth, applicable to all ornamental and

decorative success, that forms most useful will he

the easiest to render ornameutal. Now, chimney-

pieces have settled down into two general forms

—

the ordinary pilaster, and what is called the “ con-

tinued” style—that is, reaching to the ceiling ; and

as the former size, under one modification or another,

is that which must, as a matter of cost, remain iu

general use, he who would diffuse new life and
thought into this important section of a room would
confer no small advantage ou the domestic and
iuvoluntary Art-education of the country. Our
fathers tried to substitute the pillar for the pilaster,

or, rather, they placed pillars before the pilaster

;

but, although these pillars were not better than the

present form, former failure ought not to put the idea

of pillars entirely out of court. It may be difficult

to prove that what Dorns of Achaia selected for the

Temple of Juno were the forms best adapted for “ my
lord’s ” dining-room chimney-piece, yet any order

would be preferable to the disorderly constructions

that now too often surround the grates of the noble,

aud descend by accelerated deterioration to the

dwellings of the humble. The Exhibition of ’51,

the French Exhibition, and increased thought devoted

to such subjects, have made it certain that no mere

copies of antique architecture will be successful in

domestic decoration
j
and that no mere reduction

of “orders” to scale, however grand the proportion

and effects for out-door architecture, can be defended

as equally appropriate or effective when made in.

different materials and to a diminished scale. In

every department and in every apartment new neces-

sities demand new combinations and proportions, and

there seems no reason why some new modification

of the pillar should not divide professional attention

with the present modifications of what is inherently

a poorer, meaner form. The Tuscan and Italian faith

was that of all the orthodox, and it is still believed

that any “ order ” can be most successfully used

wbeu the measm'cments of Palladia are most strictly

adhered to in the process of reduction
;
but heretics

to the present style of chimney-pieces, and other

interior architecture, may be forgiven for doubtiug

the sesthetic truth of this very orthodox conclu-

sion. Chimuey-pieces are still to he seen made ou

this principle. The elevation consisted of two
pillars on each aide of the fire-place, the distance

between each being such as to admit of triglyphs

coming regularly over the axis of each column,

allowing a metope of the proper proportions between

them. The frieze was also made to rule, and the

ornaments were unirapeacliahle in classicality, aud

the only deficiency was the poor, thin, meagre appear-

ance of the whole. Had the two pillai’s been formed

into one, although against the letter of the order,

their effect would have displayed more of its spirit,

besides allowing full benefit to have been taken of

different coloured marbles—a source of ornamenta-
tion in abeyance only from the waut of skill to use

it. If two well-proportioned pillars were each sur-

mounted by a marble figure, with a wcll-cousidercd

rest for a time-piece between them, it would pro-

bably make as imposing and effective a dining-room

or drawing-room chimney-piece as either of the

other styles now in exclusive use, besides opening

up a new path for decorative sculptors, at little, if

any greater cost than is often lavished on the pre-

sent forms.

Before going over the practical details of other

parts of fiirnihu'C or decoration, there is one general

principle all important to the intelligible treatment
and intelligent comprehension of the subject, and
whether our treatment of the principle he considered

philosophically right or wrong, it will at least indi-

cate the kind of standard by which forms and detail

shall he practically tested.

Men, iu whatever trade or business, know the
value of first principles, or facts which practically

answer the same purpose. Those who work iu

colours know that red warms up the tone of other

colours, and knowing this, painters use red to

produce the warm colours wanted. Painters seldom

bother their brains about what red is, aud why it

should produce warm hues, and not green ones

—

they accept the fact which experieuce has taught,

and act ou it. All engaged in Arts aud Jlanufac-

tures may treat beauty in the same way. It would
be mere child’s play with words to invite men to

produce things beautiful, and ask them, as a parental

duty, to surround their children with these, without

indicating what objects are, and what are not,

beautiful. Philosophers must be left to deal with

the speculative mysteries of this question—it is

enough for useful every-day life to catch glimpses of

its realized existence. To the metaphysician the

investigation of beauty may furnish an exciting

inteUectual exercise, hut to be useful to the operative,

it must be brought out of that misty atmosphere

—

to be serviceable, he must be able to put his finger ou

beauty, and say. That’s it
;
and only then will he be

able to use it as the colourist uses red. A state of

society is imaginable when the people were so iguorant

of the qualities of iron as not to believe that it was

harder or stronger than wood, but the ready answer

to these doubters would be “Try it?” So our

population are generally so ignorant respecting the

qualities of beauty, that many believe there is no
material and intrinsic difference between that and

ugliness, except as a matter of opinion. The simple

practical answer to such doubters is, “ Try them.”

Compare the ill-drawn with the well-drawn square,

or the elegant oval with a notched or dimpled circle,

and their own sensations will be another testimony to

the universal judgment that some forms are beautiful,

aud others are not. "Who ever saw or heard of one

who doubted the beauty of the “ Venus rising from

the Sea,” and the lines and combinations which are

beautiful in that will he equally beautiful every-

where, in proportion as they predominate, cither in

a statue or a chair. Having found such a fact—

a

principle realized—the fact wiE become important

in proportion as those whom it may concern shall

use it and incorporate it with all forms, just as the

men of colours use their primary pigments. All

who have written or thought ou the subject have

concluded that one quality of line is the most beau-

tiful, and that is present practical perfection to the

many, whether it perfectly satisfies the philosophic

few or not.

Modern philosophers have perplexed themselves

and others mth the question, “What is beauty ? just

as the sceptics of old did with the query, What is

truth? The greater minds have been content to

know that beauty exists. Plato did not discourse of

beauty in the abstract, but of “ this beautiful world.”

“The Creator,” said he, “desiring that all things

should be good, and nothing had, brought it

(the world) from a state of disorder into a state of

order, thiuking this iu every respect better than

that.”* And out of this flowed the theory of pro-

» Discourses by Plato, appeoded to Professor Blackio s

recent work on Beauty, which should be carefully studied

by all interested in the production of things beautiful.

There arc other works to which reference might be made
with advantage.
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portiou and symmetry, as the principal elements of

beauty. Out of this has also arisen the modern

notion, that anything to be beautiful must have the

attributes of a plural number, although how these

would be found in the outliuc of a new moon—one

of the most beautiful objects iu the world—we can-

not understand. What Plato evidently meant was,

that, in the arrangement of the world, proportion

was the basis of composition, so to speak, while

“symmetry” applied to the individual forms; but

he never said anything so foolish as that beauty

must always be a plural quantity. The singular

or linear quality of beauty has an important

bearing on the artizan. Plato asks his scholar how

women, horses, lyres, and pitchers can all he beau-

tiful, and he receives no satisfactory reply
;
but as

universal decision has declared the human form

most beautiful, other objects will be so in proportion

as they display those characteristics which are pro-

nounced beautiful in man. That curved aud flowing

outline, so conspicuous iu the human frame, is also

the leading characteristic of external nature. Win-

klcman and Hutchison substantially affii'm that this

line is reflected from all nature on the surface of the

mind, aud they conclude that this reflection pro-

duces the pleasure which makes the spectator call

the reflected objects beautiful. We accept the ad-

mission of the fact, but doubt the inference, because

pleasure cannot be derived from that mental pas-

sivity which the supposed reflection implies. There

can be no pleasure in the mind acting as a mere

mirror to external nature, because the active flow

of animal life pants with restless eagerness for

objects which will so stimulate sensation as to pro-

duce pleasure. Indeed, there is such a natural love

for this kind of excitement, that the mind prefers

being stimulated by unpleasant emotions, rather

than remain in the dreary void of passive iusen-

sibllity—a feeling not confined to sensations excited

by external nature, but one which has its coun-

terpart in social life, where the rich will undergo

much that is unplcasing to interrupt that more

unsufferable ennuie, with which idle people are

afflicted. The beauty iu any object captures the

feelings before it appeals to the intellect. The

sensations taste the pleasure, and the reason

examines into the cause which produces this effect,

and the connection between this pleasure and the

object whicii produced it is the basis of beauty.

This seems to reduce beauty to simple sensatiou,

but that is produced by definite qualities, as in

form, and therefore the beauty is as truly in the

form as iu the sensation. If, therefore, the line

most characteristic of man be that which per-

meates and encircles creation, this line, which

Hogarth aud all other writers ou the subject have

agreed in calling the line of beauty, and which

the greatest artists adopted to express the most

beautiful, before the wriUeu theory existed—

Raphael, for instance, in his cartoon, “The beau-

tiful gate of the Temple,”—if this be that line

which yields to our organization the greatest amount

of satisfaction, then ought this to be most lai-gely

developed in all things beautiful. Sentient existence

is itself pleasure, and to live apart from fatiguing

eflort is enjoyment. The minnow iu the pool,

the insect iu the sunbeam, the lambkin in the

meadow, and the baby in its mother’s arms, all

testify that the simple sensation of life produces

pleasure. So, whatever stimulates this sensation,

produces that pleasure which leads us to pronounce

tlic object beautiful. The feeling of beauty fmds its

root in life, as the feeling of ugliness finds its root

in death. The handmaids of Homer’s hero brought

“ Limpid ^YalCl• from the living brook,”

as opposed to the quiescent pool, aud iu proportion

as forms or objects represent life, so do they stimu-

late sensatiou. A straight line is to the eye a calm

monotony, aud suggests the type of death
;
an uu-

dulatitig line becomes the type of life, from the sen-

satiou awakened iu following its cm-ves; aud

according to the agreeable smoothness, or the broken

angularity of that flowing line, will be the measure

of delight experienced. If, then, there be lines

which excite pleasure from the eye following their

forms, how essential for all engaged in industrial

art to know what these lines are, and equally im-

portant that ornaments invented to please should

be drawn in those forms which yield the highest

gratification. lYhat these are has been already

indicated
;
but it cannot be too strongly impressed

upon the mind, that man is the most baautifol

created form ;
and that while the mountains and the

weeds, the delicate gazelle and the eddies iu the rill

from which it drinks, the loveliest flowers aud the

dashing billows, all partake of the same charac-

teristic outline, yet the highest beauty is only to be

fouud in the most perfectly developed humanity,

and the curves most peculiar to man must therefore

be the most beautiful. The necessary conclusion is,

that the highest style of Art, whether ornamental

or pictorial, will only be reached through laborious

study of the antique stalues and the living model,

although a garner may be filled with invaluable

knowledge for industrial design by the earnest stu-

dent of the lower manifestations of natural beauty.

As there are various qualities of sweetness, the

sugar-plum being different from a Lisbon orange,

and a Normandy pippin dift'ereut from both, so there

arc various phases of beauty, and this should be

kept steadily iu view by all who would think or

work on this domain. At present we only deal

with beauty as displayed iu lines. In ordinary

life nobody doubts that lines have (partly, no doubt,

from the tuition of the eye, whether conferred or

involuntary) certain defined aud fixed characteristics.

A perpendicular line suggests the idea of stability’,

and if a horizontal line be added, the angle gives

the characteristic of decision aud increased strength.

From these two combinations the oak has become

an emblem of strengtli, while the ash and weeping

willow, from theii’ graceful form and falling curves,

have become types of elegance or grief. These are

not arbitrary popular conceits, but the ideas these

several emblems express are iriherent in the lines

which form the specialities among the trees of the

forest. The same facts arc equally visible among

the beasts of the field. Square angular forms,

whether iu a building or a lion, express the idea of

strength, while the motion of a peacock’s tail, or

the spike of a flower, as surely suggests elegance

without strength.

Hundreds of examples might be found of different

sensations produced by difi'ereut forms, and the

study and realization of this difference is the begiu-

ning, middle, and end of successful design. If, then,

the flowing curves cliaractcrislic of mau are the

lines displaying the highest proportion of beauty,

designs containing the largest proportion of these

distributed in similar ratio will be the most beau-

tiful. But repose is as essential to pleasure as

excitement, and, in successful design, the eye will

not be fatigued even with pursuing beauty. In the

middle ages, there was often incredible skill aud

labour bestowed upon complications of beautiful

lines ;
but they were often so involved, that the eye

became wearied iu tracing them. It is as true in

design as iu mathematics, that a whole must he

made up of its parts ; but it is equally true, that

although sensation, stimulated up to a certain pitch,

produces pleasure, yet when that point is passed,

even the pursuit of beauty becomes fatigue, and that

in Art is equivalent to the production of imperfect

forms. ITow to avoid this fatigue, without pro-

ducing equally unpleasant sensations, is one taxing

the higliest skill of the designer; for there is as

much difference between a mere broken line and a

rest for the eye in ornament, as there is between a

broken nose aud a beautifully-formed mouth. It is

easy to cut short a flowiug line, but is not so easy

to insert oue horizontally, so as to iucreasc, instead

of dirainishiug, the value of the flowing form. And
hence the advantage, to say nothing of the reduced

e.xpense, of only keeping linear curves up to, without

allowing them to overstep, those limits which the

eye can follow with pleasure, without verging on

fatigue. Under diet is in all circumstances prefer-

able to a surfeit, and in none more than when
dealing with ornamentation. But although all

beauty is based on the flowing curve, the beauty of

the object designed will depend upon the fitness of

the cui’ves employed to express the idea intended.

The same cirrves which would be beauty iu a Venus,

would not produce grandeur in a Jupiter. The

quality of the form is permanent, but the quantity is

variable
;
aud when this quantity is consistently

carried out, successful effects can be produced in

very small space, and at a great reduction of

expense.

John Stewart.

ANCIENT BOOKBINDIim,
AS EXHIBITED IN THE LIBRI LIBRARY.

Thanks to the continued increase of printing, books

are now so common that very ordinary buyers pos-

sess small libraries, which, though looked ou con-

temptuously by “collectors,” who desire quantity

and rarity, yet rival iu one of these qualifications

the libraries of kings during the middle ages, when

a dozen or two of volumes was a wonderful collec-

tion, each one of which was guarded jealously. In

1364 the Royal Library of France did not exceed

twenty volumes; aud that redoubtable polemic, our

King Henry VIII., could not display a larger number.

It was not unusual in monastic libraries to find the

volumes, so assiduously obtained for general use,

endorsed with denunciations against all who should

surreptitiously abstract them
;
and cases are ou re-

cord of loans of books, where all kinds of legal

restrictions guarded the loan, even when kings

were the borrowers, so jealously were books kept.

When we consider the vast and continuous labour

of years devoted to a folio volume, ere the plain

sheets of vellum were covered with carefully con-

strncled letters, and euriched by ornaments in gold

aud colour, and elaborately executed miniatures de-

picting the events recorded, we shall then, and then

only, comprehend the intrinsic value of ancient books.

Dear as fine manuscripts may appear to us, they

arc all now sold at much under what the cost of

their construction would be if paid for as baud labour.

The cheapness of modern books, and their abun-

dance, totally unfit a modern reader for valuing

them as the ancients esteemed theirs.

When books were finished by the weary manipu-

lation of years, they were hound sumptuously and

strongly, sometimes with a lavish display of orna-

ment outside; tliis was particularly the case with

the sacred books. Antique cameos and precious

stones were inserted in the wooden covers ;
occa-

sionally Roman dyptichs, or plaques of sculptured

ivory, formed them. In the middle ages, embossed

leather became fashionable; aud the noble library

of M. Libri, sold during the last month at Messrs.

Sotheby and Wilkinson’s rooms, contained a matcli-

less historic series of bookbindings, which it was

sad to feel would be scattered over Europe, after

they had been thus assiduously gathered.

The luxury of private book-collecting and costly

bookbinding, originated with the merchant princes

of Italy, such as the Medici, the Della Koveres,

the D’Estes, aud other wealthy families. Upon
such works the best artists were employed

;
many

of the designs came from such men as Giulio Clovio;

and M. Libri informs us “ there were literary raeu

whose eniploymeut was solely to supply people

with such emblems and devices as were to be appa-

rent on their dresses, on their books, and on all

the articles of their furniture.” The salamander

of Francis I., and the crescent of Diana of Poictiers,

are instances ; M. Libri’s collection furnishes curious

examples of both. Sometimes the arms of the pro-

prietor were raagnifiuently emblazoned amid the

gold tooling at the sides. Occasionally painting

added its beauties to the work, aud the edges of

the leaves obtained their share of decoration.

The most celebrated of ancient book-collectors

was Jean Grolier, of Lyons, one of the four trea-

surers of France during the reign of Francis I.,

and ambassador to Rome. With scholarly liberality

he stamped upon his books the vvords, “Jo. Grolierii

et amicorum,” to show that they were at the ser-

vice of his friends as well as of himself. The bind-

ing he adopted was remarkable for the fine character

of its interlaced ornament, which is said to have

been designed by bimself in moments of leisure.

“ Blind tooling,” or decoration impressed by stamps

without gilding, was also fashionable at this period,

aud we often find scenes in sacred and classic

history embossed ou book-backs. The old binders

seem to have taken a pride in their work, and it is

not uncommon to find their names impressed among

the ornaments, sometimes with an inscription iu

Latin to declare that “iu honour of God” they

have “ well and truly” bound them.

Early in the sixteenth century, when the learned

ladies of England made themselves famed among

European scholars, and the daughters of Sir Thomas

More, and the Lady Jane Grey, received the homage

of such raeu as Erasmus and Ascham, they em-
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ployed their leisure in decorating the books they

loved so well. On grounds of silk and velvet they

embroidered devices in threads of gold and silver;

or in coloured silks worked trees, birds, beasts,

mottoes, and coats of arms, occasionally using seed

pearls and small gems to give increased boldness

and beauty to their work. In the British Jluseum
are some specimens of Queen Elizabeth’s ability in

this branch of art.

The volumes in M. Libri’s collection comprise
such as adorned the libraries of the old Kings of

France and England, or the wealthy Italian nobles.

The English Kings Henry VII. and VITI., seem to

have been satisfied with stamping the Tudor rose,

or other badges of tlieir family, on their volumes

—

using gilding but sparingly. It has been asserted

that the then binder to the king (Joseph Cundall)

had some of his patterns designed by the celebrated

Hans Holbein
;

a not unlikely thing, when the

universality of his genius is considered, and the

constant tax npoii it, which we know was levied by
the goldsmiths, jewellers, and furniture makers of

his day. Of the library of Edward VI. this col-

lection boasted probably the finest specimen in

existence. It was a copy of Estienue Groulleau’s

“Xenophon,” printed at Paris, in 1-547 ; the cover

was an elegant specimen of Grolier tooling, executed

ill gold, and having the blank space, within the out-

lines of the design, painted black. In the centre

were the royal arms and initials, the Tudor rose

was worked in gold in various parts of the design.

Of the library of his younger sister Elizabeth, the

same collection furnished an admirable specimen, in

one volume, elaborately covered with delicate

tooling—a perfect blaze of gilding, but minute aud
tasteful at the same time

;
the edges were gilt and

ffd'ifre, and in the centre of each device was a heart,

painted in crimson. Her favourite. Sir Robert
Dudley, stamped liis volumes with “ the bear and
ragged staff,” the time-honoured crest of his family,

amid the other enrichments. Of the library of

James I,, many specimens were gathered; he
appears to have contented himself with the royal

ai'ms, badges, aud initials, stamped in gold. His
son, Charles I., adopted a similarly simple style;

a few lines of gold bounded the covers, with an
ornamental device at the corner, the royal arms aud
initials in the centre; but in one iostance, a copy
of Bishop Hall’s “ Contemplations,” the sides were
filled with small jleur-de-lys in the interstices of the

other ornament, until the whole was matted with
gold. A unique specimen of Oliver Cromwell’s

library was of much interest. It was a copy of

music, by John Hingston, his organist, and was
simply decorated with the arms of the Protector,

and a few lines of gilding. This “ stern binding,”

as M. Libri terras it, was succeeded by more florid

decoration in the days of Charles II. Specimens
of his books, and of bindings executed for our

monarebs up to the reign of George III., occurred

in this remarkable sale; aud M. Libri says, “these

specimens of Art, compared with books bound in

Italy, Germany, and Spain, during the same period,

will perhaps ensure, in that respect, a sort of supre-

macy to England over those countries.”

>1. Libri is inclined to award the palm to France
for the very finest examples of bookbinding

; and
he instances numbers in his own collection belong-

ing to the royal family of France, but he owns
they were sometimes over-decorated. The best

taste he finds in the books of De Thou and Colbert,

which he considers perfect in their chaste sim-

plicity. He says, “ So much attention was paid, at

that period, to the materials used in binding, that

in a treaty with the empire of !Morocco, we find

Colbert stipulating for a certain number of real

^lorocco skins to be yearly supplied from Africa to

the French government, to be used ouly for the

bindings destined for the Bibliotheque Royale.”

Though the breaking up of so remarkable a col-

lection goes to enrich many others, it cannot but be

regretted that the skill and taste, the deep know-
ledge and untiring perseverance, which gathers

from all quarters such works as present an historic

series, should be, in a great degree, nullified by
such a dispersion. It would have been well if the

cases which for a few days contained these remark-
able volumes, could have enshrined them for ever

in some of our own public collections. The sale

of these rare books realized more than £8000.

OXFORD HAFFAELLE DR.i'WlXGS.

We men of London are much indebted to the mag-
nates ot Oxford for the temporary loan and exhi-
bition, at the South Kensington Museum, of the
matchless series of drawings by Raflaelle aud
Michael Angelo, now belonging to the Taylor
Institute in that ancient and loyal city. Once the
treasured prizes of such men as Sir’ Joshua Rey-
nolds, Sir Thomas Lawrence, aud William Young
Otlley, they might have been lost to the Art-
student, by being scattered among private collections.

Two hundred of these wonderful sketches enable us
Euglishmeu to comprehend more fully than we
could by any other means the “divine” soul of

Rafl’aelle, and the “ terrible” imaginings of Michael
Angelo. The good these drawings must do in

London cannot be overstated : they display the
mental workings of the two greatest geniuses the
world has produced, and lead to a fuller compre-
hension of the patient study of natiu’e they prose-
cuted so continuously. It is not a little curious to

speculate on the fact that the language of “the
great mother” is not the same to all her artist

sons. She speaks ever with grace and softness to

Raffaelle, though never without a matronly dignity

;

hut to Jlichael she converses with a giant power,
casting lier drapery grandly over stalwart limbs,
“ heroic ” in all their motions. There is the same
patient study evinced by both masters, but with
what distinct results ! Drapery falls with flowing
lines of beauty about Raffaelle’s figures

;
it breaks

into sculpturesque shadows about those of Angelo.
The hands of au old man, studied by one master,
are wrinkled, nervous, but quiescent

;
with the

other you feel the action of every nerve, aud the
hones beneath appear to be there, as surely as if

they might, as in nature, he laid bare by the dis-

secting knife.

This large series of studies is the best proof of

the intense devotion of both great men to their art.

They are also curious as exhibiting the modes of
sketching at that era. Sometimes the siIver-]>oint

only is used, to lightly indicate the drawing. Tints
of various kinds (some to our eye inappropriate)
are occasionally used as a medium for darker pen-
cillings aud high lights

; and nothing is more in-

structive than the certainty of baud, the result of

long experience, which is evinced iu the tender
touches of light in some of these marvellous draw-
ings. The least satisfactory are the washed draw-
ings, which aie unworthy of the rest : they have
not their crispness or vigour. But with the pen in

hand, producing clTects by Hues only, these men were
unrivalled : the flexibility, grace, and intense power
they then display prove their claim to the title

“ Maestro.” It is worthy of the most intent study,

aud will repay it. Let us hope that the present
opportunity to do this will be embraced.

With niauy of these works the Art-student has
been already familiar in the great work of Ottley
on the Italian School of Design

;
but his fac-siiniles,

necessarily costly, restricted the knowledge to a few
who could afford to give twelve guineas for a com-
paratively thin folio volume. What modern science

may do for students is evidenced in the prices

attached to the photographs exhibited at Kensing-
ton, unde from the drawings, and for all practical

purposes equal to them. Raffaclle’s study for a

head of a Madonna is priced sevcnpence half-penny,

aud his lovely drawing of the Salutation at one
shilling. A charming pen drawing of the Virgin
aud Child is to be photographed for sale at five-

pence. Here we feel that Science may legitimately

aid Art; aud this is one of the true uses of photo-
graphy, which fails when it endeavours to falsely

rival artistic intelligence.

The influence of antique Art over the mind of

Raffaelle is shown in the studies he has carefully

made from ambesques aud statuary. We have
figures of Venus Victrix, Vesta, Ilygeia, &c. The
drapery so judiciously disposed by the Greek sculp-

tor seems to have particularly claimed his attention

;

and one drawing (No. 149) is a most careful study
of a noble work of this kind. The Faruese Fler-

cules is copied in one instance, and it is not a little

curious to note its weakness when compared to the
original: it was a subject unfitted for Raffaelle’s

pencil. Angelo, on the contrary, would have

exaggerated its strength. He, loo, was devoted to
the study of the great works of antiquity, and one
drawing here is an attempt at restoring the entire
figure \yhose torso, now iu the Vatican, was the
admiration of bis life. He was often employed by
the popes to restore the wanting members of antique
statuary, and the collections at Rome abundantly
exhibit his proficiency iu that way.

The earlier drawings of Raffaelle display all the
peculiarities of Jiis master, Perugino, a inanuerism
sometimes unpleasant. The weakness of his early
style, and its falseness to nature, are seen iu
the head No. 139; while the ultimate nobility of
female beauty bis pencil portrayed may be advan-
tageously studied in No. 142. The young artist
soou emancipated his style. There is a delicate
drawing, executed w’ith a silver-point, a fac-simile of
which has been published by Ottley—a kneeling
figure, which might be intended for St. Stephen,

—

and which he thinks undoubtedly a production of
the artist’s youth

; this could not be surpassed
for truth aud beauty. Ottley says, “ It possesses
that kind of excellence which is not acquired in
schools, aud has in it, if I may so speak, the very
soul_ of feeling and expression.” Nearly all the
originals of Ottley’s engravings may be seen at
Brompton. One of the most remarkable, “ the
Battle for the Standard,” is mounted in au open
frame, both sides of the paper being covered with a
vigorous sketch, showing his perfect mastery over
the nude figure. His painstaking attention to
nature is evidenced in the many beautiful studies he
dashed off with the pen, from playful children, and
groups he may have seen in his walks. The many
studies he made for the “Death of Adonis ” prove
the fertility and fastidiousness of his taste. His
sketch for the figure of Adam iu the celebrated print
by Marc Antonio, as well as for that of the kneeling
female in the foreground of his Heliodorus, ai-e

instances of his close applicaliou to natural studies.

There arc many instances of his sketching groups
of buildings, aud bits of scenery, which struck bis
mind by their picturesque corabinatiou. A row of
persons seated at a table induced him, by their easy
positions, to perpetuate them in a sketch. Hi’s

versatility is shown in a design for a bedstead, and
several architectural sketches

; and his poetic nature
in rhymes, frequently written among the pictured
thoughts on these sheets of paper, so precious as
delineating the iuner life of the great artist

; whom
we may imagine employed iu his study, scattering
liis thoughts or arranging his ideas on these sheets,
little valued by himself but priceless to all others,
as the brilliant first thoughts, often less vigorous iu

after elaboration.

The scries by Michael Angelo offer wondrous
examides of liis knowledge and vigour. Though
sometimes dashed off with the greatest roughucss,
there are instances, as in the studies for portions of
his great fresco of the “ Last Judgment,” where they
are finished with scrupulous care. It is recorded
that he presented his friends and patrons with such
finished sketches of his works. They comprise
studies for all his paintings in the Sistine Chapel,
including those published by Ottley. One of the
drawings is peculiarly interesting ; it is one of the
figures designed for the Tomb of the Medici at
Florence, aud has been sketched from the sculpture
by the artist while it was in his studio, standing on
the wheeled framework preparatory to its removal.
There is another equally interesting drawing, ex-
hibited among others belonging to Mr. J. C.
Robinson of the Kensington Museum, which ap-
pears to be the nude study for the prostrate Paul
in the fresco of the Capello Paolino of the Vatican.
Upon a portion of the paper Angelo has noted a
receipt for making varnish, which had been imparted
by “ Messer Giorgio Vasari de Firenze,” and which
was probably written down in the presence of the

artist-historian of the Italians. Angelo’s deep:
seated knowledge of anatomy, aud love of its dis-

play, is visible throughout all these works.
Altogether we learn more of the mode of study

practised by these great men, in a collection like

this, than it is ever possible to do by their perfected

works. They are hold and free expressions of vivid

ideas, vigorously dashed off at the moment of in-

spiration. AVe could wish them to remain longer
with us ; but the permission to photograph the

series, so generously allowed by the Oxford autho-
rities, remlei's this of less consequence.

1-^



EXCURSIONS IN SOUTH WALES.
BY MR. AND MRS. S. C. HALL.

Paut IX.—Tknbv, &c.

NK of tlie pleasaotest clrivrs from

Tenby is to the north—as far

as Ainroth, taking ro«^(?Sau-

dersfoot, St. Issel, and llean

Castle; visiting, if the tourist

one of the uiiues of

il, of which there are

several in the neighbourhood— their

“ whereabouts ” indicated by tall chim-

neys. Tliese places are on the uortli

side of Tenby—the opposite to those

_ we have been lieretufore describing. Tim

tourist who proceeds to Amroth, some five

miles froui the town, will, of course, stop to

examine the submarine forest; he may easily

procure specimens, in wliich lie will find im-

bedded shells, iu some instances containing the liviug fish.*

Traditions and orally jircscrvcd poems combiue with exist-

ing remains to indicate that, iu several places, large tracts of

country, once cultivated and inhabited, had been swallowed

up by the sea. The chief of these is the Cautre ’r Gwaelod,

or lower lluudred, in Cardigan Bay. According to some

accounts, this event happened in the fifth century. In “The
Triads,” a collection of very ancient Welsh records, the mis-

fortune is attributed to the drunkenness of Seithenyu, who
wantonly opened the flood-gates, and,

“ After liis festive miitli, let in tlic desolating ocean.”

Amroth is the furthest point of this excursion. The
“ Castle ” is a modern house

;
anciently it was called “ Bare

Wear,” and is supposed to have been the feudal residence of

a follower of Arnulph dc Montgomery, one of “ a chain of

posts,” whicli may yet be traced from Caermartben to Pem-

broke. A stone’s throw from Amroth is the boundary stream

tliat divides the shires, Pembroke and Carmarthen. Many
delightful bits of scenery are to be met with iu the neigh-

bourhood. Ilcan Castle, now also a modern dwelling, is,

according to Feutoii, but a corruption of Ilengastill, the old

castle. The whole of this neighbourhood was once a huge

forest
;

it is now "
the great natural depot of coal,” and the

pretty little village of Sandeu-sfoot is tlie port at which the

material is shipjied for exportation
;

lines of tramway have

been laid down from the mines to the quays, and tliere is a

character of active bustle seldom to be found elsewhere iu

the district. There are few more delicious drives tlian that

which leads from Tenby, over hills, to the dell in which this

miniature seaport is situate. It is by another route home-

wards—through narrow lanes that lead into the main road

from Narbeth—we reach the churcli and hamlet of St. Issel.

The cliurch is small, but has n tall square tower of grey

stone
;
a tiny stream “ brawls across the pebbly road, aud

passes with a whispering rush through the tunnel arch of a

rustic foot-bridge.”

The many ancient churches that neighbour Tenby add

greatly to its interest and attraction; the tourist may
examine a dozen of them in a day. There are none that gave

us more pleasure than that we have pictured—dedicated to a

saint of whom we know nothing. Il is in a pleasant dell,

environed by trees: iu the crowded chiircbyard sleep the

lianilet’s “ rude forefatliers.” The rivulet, on the morning of

our visit, scarcely covered the stepping-stones, but, at times,

it becomes a fierce current, aud then the quaint foot-bridge

is the guardian of wayfarers. A carter was waleriug his

liorses there while we lingered to admire the masses of wild

tlowers on its banks. He was a short burly sou of the prin-

cipality
;
not old, apparently—though he told us he was at

the winter end of seventy. Wc praised the old church.

"Ah, well! gentry think many a thing handsome that

I don’t see iioUiin’ in. A drawing-man, t'other day, made a

])ictur of my wife—au she’s a good five year's oolder than

I—that she is; but it was her hat ou’ jeckat lie took to.

She’d a been nothin in liis eyes without the bat an jeckat.

She wanted to put on her new ans, Imt he was such a fule

that lie stuck to theoold
;
an 1 could’nt but laugh—to see how

he was took in. M'liy, they’d been her own muther's ! Now
there was a thing for a painting-inau to make a pictur of I

A ‘Welshwoman, touching eighty, iu her own muther’s hat

aud jacket ! Why, the hat was knockt up and down—like

— like—aothiu’, aud as high as a cliurch steeple—and he to

• VVe olitaincil lacces cmiliiiiii up several of tlic living fisli—both the

Pholas Candida and Pholas dactylas. Some of the wood iias been

found to retain marks of the axe, “ as if the encroachment of (he sea

had been effected since the country was inhabited by civilized man.”
To this interesting locality, as well as to many otliers, where tlie

peculiar products of tlie locality are to be obtained, Jenkins is a

valuable guide.

make a pictur of it ! Wasn’t it noice !

”—there was a merry twinkle in his eyes, while he repeated,

“ my awld umraan, in her muther’s cap and jeckat, make a pictur ! au she, bless her awld cranky

face, so proud coz she was draw’d!”

\Ve met the old man frequently afterwards, and once, just as our ponies arrived at the outer

gate of Mauorbeer Castle, he was there
;
without iuvitation, be followed us, his arms crossed ou

his back, bis head advauced, aud his keen little eyes taking in everythiug. " I thiuk,” he com-

menced, "you’re for admiring the ooUl place just as the paiuter-man admired my oold wife iu

her muther’s hat and jeckat ! Ah ! but we had a jolly night here, in Boncy’s time
;
when

a stout-hearted smuggling gentleman took Mauorbeer Park farm, an purtended he brought ovver

five Cornish men to teach our lads mining, an’ our women to milk cows. It was sometimes

carrying kegs over the rocks an’ stones at Lydstep, an hiding am iu our caves there, or else

taking a run with am up the green slopes, to the men in waiting, if the coast was clear. Many
a boat have I seed upset in the surf of Mauorbeer Bay, an then scramble—who scramble could !

We had cellars all about the clift's, two on hill farm, some under the old parsonage walls, by'

Mauorbeer Chui'ch; an, bless you ! the castL itself is like a mole-hill— the earth under it is

full of OUT runs. Eh ! if the paintcr-mau had but sen the smuggling cutter Jane, Captain

Furze, pursued by a king’s ship—the shot flying over us like hail iu thunder—an we bobbing

like geese under au archway to ’scape it. ‘ Get down, my lads,’ says Captain liurze, says he,

‘ get below
;

I’ll balk ’em yet—the timber isn’t spliced that ’ll run down Jack lurze—down,

mv lads, at once !’ and as he spoke, he threw himself flat on the deck, and so he steered lying on

his back. He dodged from day till dark—when wc come on deck, and, making a suddau turn iu

his coorse, he scaped. .\h ! Captain .lack would have been something to paint—he would!
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The pretty village of St. Florence, which occupies h dell

in the centre of a rich valley, of the same name, is a charming

object when seen from any of the adjacent heights
;

it is here

pictured, and also an ancient mill—one of those venerable

relics of the picturesque which never fail to lure the artist

from a beaten track. Of St. Florence, with its many arched

doorways and quaiut round chimneys, we have little to say,

and may occupy our page by reference to some of the old

traditions, for which the reader will readily believe the isolated

town of Tenby is famous.

Do you happen to be at Tenby on St. David’s day, when
March is entering “ like a lion,” as is Lis wont? Wc may
wish you there when he is going out "like a lamb;” but at

all events, you will be in Wales on the fete day of its patron

saint, ami if you do not yourself wear a leek you will see many
who do so. You will be told, in the words of the historian

ilalkin, that “ St. David is as proper to the W'elsh, by whom
he is called St. Dewy, as St. George to England.” He was

certainly of royal descent, and was born, probably, a.d. -160 ,

somewhere in Peiiihrokcsliire, near to the See he subsequently

governed. If Seldeii be consulted, you will learn that “ he was
uncle to King Arthur, was Bishop of Menevia, which is now
St. David’s, iu I’emhroke,” that " he was tirst canonized by
Calixtus IT.,” that “ he was prognosticated above thirty years

before his birth,” and that St. Patrick, in the presence of the

yet unborn babe, "suddenly lost the use of speech,” but,

recovering it soon after, “made prediction of Dewy’s holiness

joined with greatness.” This was not the only miracle that

heralded his advent; to minister to his baptism, a fouutaia of

the purest water gushed forth
—

" to be seen to this day.”

His schoolfellows used to declare they often saw a snow-white

dove liovering above him. The promise of his childhood was
fulfilled iu manhood, and in age; "Heaven was pleased to

prosper all his labours ; blessing him with a patriarchal

longevity, to continue a sliining ornament of religion, ami an

instructive example to the world. He ended his days amongst
faithful servants of God, in hi.s beloved retirement, and was
buried in his own church, where his shrine for many ages

continued to be frequented by several crowned heads, and
pilgrims of every description.” We shall make closer acquaint-

ance with the saint when we visit his catliedral, which adorns
and glorifies this Shire.

'I’he origin of the leek as the badge of Welshmen is

involved in much obscurity; there is no evideuce concerning

it
;

if we except that of au old “ broadside,” which declares

that, on a certain tirst of March, the Welshmen " joyiied with

their foes,” and, iu order not to confound friends with them

—

“ Into a garden tliey did gn,
Where cacti one pulled a tceke,"

which, wearing in their hats, they were thus enabled to

recognise their countrymen, “
all who had no leekes being

slaine.” 'I’o this tradition Shakspere refers, making Fluellen

say in “ Henry V.,” " The Welshmen did goot service in a

garden where leeks did grow, wearing leeks in their Mon-
mouth ca])3.” The more plausible supposition, however, is

that of Dr. Owen Pughe, that it was derived from “ the

custom in the Cymmortha, still observed in Wales, in which
the farmers assist each other in ploughing their land, on
which occasion every one formerly contributed his leek to

the common repast.” Be it what it may,

“ We still remember David's day,
In wearing of a leeke."

Let us dream at Tetiby, and recall the manners and
customs of the quaint old town in times gone by

;
wc read

of them ill ttie Cambrian Journal, and fancy may picture

them to-day ns they were long ago !

Is the tourist in Tenby when the year closes? he will be
told by throngs, with lighted torches, and making music
out of cow-horns, that “ Christmas comes but once a vear.”
Ou St. Stephen’s day he will encounter' crowds employed in

the gentle pastime of beating alt passers-by with holly-bushes.

On new year’s morn he may be greeted by boys and girls

who sprinkle all they meet, with “ new year’s water,” and
wish them a "liappy new year;” for which good service

they levy contributions, singing as they go

—

“Here we hrirp new water from tlie well so clear.
Tor to worsliip God with, this happy new year."

On Twelfth Night he may encounter other crowds, bearing
bowls of a liquor less pure, cliautiiig an ancient ballad

—

“ Taste our jolly wassail bow],
Wade of Cake, apple, ale, and spice

!

"

If he chance to be there on Shrove Tuesday, he may see the
shopkeepers hurriedly putting up their shutters, mothers
dragging their children within doors, and quiet females
hastening home—not without reason it would seem

;
for

shortly afterwards will be heard a frightful din and tumult,
not unlike the w.ir whoop of wild Indians, caused by the
mastered forces of the " brave boys,” and girls too, of Tenby,

who are engaged in driving-on the football through the streets I On Good Friday many old
people do, or did, walk barefoot to church. Easter Monday is a great day of fun, and Whit
Monday a day still more jovial

;
for dubs, with bands and ’banners decked with flowers, form

processions to visit church, and, iu the evening, to dance the old and honoured dance, " Sir

Roger de Coverley.” On May-eve, the King aud Queen of May, tricked out with flowers,

parade the town and demand from all, candles, or money wherewith to buy—used at night in
illuminating the May-bush, round which dancing is kept up whilst the lights last, and then au
immense bonfire of furze is lighted, on which the bush is burned. All-Hallows Eve, is, of course,
a grand festival in Tenby, as it is everywhere.

OLD MILL, ST. FLORBSCE.

swain the spot where hidden treasures have been buried
;
that only in remote districts now, the

lonely wayfarer passes the fairy circle with bated breath and averted head, fearing lest he may
disturb the sports of the “ little good people,” and be made to assist in their mystic revels; that

the services of the charm-doctor are less frequently required than of yore; that " corpse candles”

and spectral funerals have ceased to visit frequented ways
;
that witches are treated with less of

awe than they used to be, and that the nameless one, with clanking chains, now seldom appears

to affright village swains and country maidens returning from fair, wake, or wedding-feast, and
has ceased, iu great measure, to way-lay the rustic lover as he wanders home from a “ courting”

expedition to some neighbouring farm.

Alas ! these pleasant sports of the people are becoming daily more and more a mere history ;

dull facts are driving out lively fancies
;

labour seldom, uow-a-days, seeks refreshment from
healthful play; toil has its recompence only in toil anew; the May-pole on the village green
is often but a sad reminder of pleasure uniuherited. If we have learned to be wiser than our
fathers, and more refined than our mothers, it may be well to inquire, now aud then, at what
price, in this "utilitarian age,” our acquisitions have been bought. Tenby has "profited” less

thau more accessible places by introductions of modern ways. May it keep—yet a long while

—

its privilege unscathed! Nay, we may even regret that its “superstitions” are rapidly "dying
out;” that the White Lady appears not with her wonted frequency to indicate, to some lucky
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As we have elsewhere intimated, tourists will find do sea-

coast more interesting than that at Tciihy, or adjacent to it.

The lofty peninsula on which the town is built is itself wortliy

of attention—much in shape like a note of interrogation, the

concave side, towards the north, encloses within its cliffs the

small bay and harbour. In this direction it is we meet with the

coal measures, which abound in petrifactions of ferns, cquiseta,

and the so-called beetle-stones, which are polished and carried

away hy visitors as mementoes of their visit. Here Ihe cliffs

crumble down to the sea, covered with vegetation almost to

the water’s edge. On tiie soulhcrn and opposite side, again

the rocks arc composed of lire mounlain-limestone, ami lire

bare and precipitous, in sonic places smooth as a wall, in

others scarfed and rugged. On this side there arc several

caverns of various sha[)es and sizes; one not far from

the (own, and known as .Mkulin’s C.ave, is much admired.

VVe visited it just after tlie retreating tide had smoollied

the line sand lliat forms tlic flooring, and felt it to be a

cool and agreeable retreat from the heat outside. What
connection it has with the bard and prophet whose name it

bears is lo us unknown, but the place, from its solitariness

and seclusion—from tlie interior noUiing to be seen hut the

sea and Caldy bounding the horizon— would certainly offer a

satisfactory refuge from the pains and fears of worldly-

miudediicss. It is of large size, and is seen to best advantage

at noonday. The top, thickly patched with tlie minute fern

called the JsjiU’iiiinn marhiuni, is composed of immense musses

perfume. Numberless rabbits lying in the sun, or frisking about in the hollows, prick up their

ears as we approach, and rush into the holes they have burrowed in the sand, while the larks

hovering above inundate the air with their sweet song. We pass close under the pleasant village

of Penally, that clusters round its ancient church, rich in memories of St. Teilo, and looks

out from amidst groves and gardens upon a fine view of the bay and distant coasts, and shortly

we arrive at the foot of the lofty projection that runs out to a headland, and bounds the horizon

from Tenby to the south. The summit reached, a wide and most commanding prospect is

obtaitied. We are on Giltar Point, the C-Uremity of Carmarthen Jky. On one hand, close by,

separated from us only by a narrow sound, arc the isles of Caldy and St. Margaret, and away,

mkklin's cave.

like a gauzy mist in the distance, is the coast of Dcvousliire. To the left, the bay sweeps

into the land, washing tlie coasts of three counties. For many miles the laud is high and

bold, but it gradually begins to sink, and soon appears but a swampy fog iu the horizon
;
again

it swells high up in Gowerland, and finally terminates in the Worms Head, nearly opposite the

spot on which we stand, licnee to Lydstep Haven the coast runs parallel to the. Ridgeway,

and is of romantic beauty and wildness—bluff headlands, caverns, and chasms of gloomy grandeur

;

and, indeed, witli very partial interruptions, this is the cliaracter of the whole coast rouud to

Milford Haven. In our course along the cliffs we pass over many caverns : none of them are very

interesting
;
but one, called the Bears’ Cave, from the fancied resemblance of the face of the rock

Tiu; SMUUCI.EU’S CAVK, I.VUSl'EC.

of stone, wiiich seem so insecure as to make us wonder they

do not fall every moment
;
and the sharp and angular sides

preseut liie appearance of polished red and green marble, shot

willi veins of white, caused by the constant dripping of

water from above.

If the reader be not one of those who arc content to visit

only what can be reached iu a carriage—if lie feel an interest

aud an enticement in grand and refreshing scenery, let him,

after he has examined this cavern, and inspected tlie nume-

rous rock-pools all around, with the treasures they contain,

come with ns to visit Giltar-liead, and thence to Lvpstkp.

AVe cross a little stream that glides down the vale of St.

Plorence, whence winding round the peninsula, it discharges

itself through flood-gates into the sea, and then traverse the

valley up which, at one time, the sea used to rush, and has

left many percejitible traces iu the old shores that may he

seen on either side; now, however, a long line of sand hills

that have accumulated across the mouth serve, with some aid

from Art, as a picturesque and unsurmountable barrier to the

waves. Seawaril, these hillocks assume a graceful form,

and arc clothed with but a scanty covering of tall, coarse tufts

of grass
;
further iu, however, they are carpeted with a fine,

thick bright moss. It is an enchanting walk, iu which all our

senses are gratified more or less. The moss on which wc tread

is tapestried with wild flowers of delicious fragrance, con-

spicuous among which are the tiny Burnet roses, clustering

together in shrubberies, and scenting the air with their delicate

TUB VALLEY OF CAVERNS, LYDSTEP.

to that animal, is the object of numerous water-excursions. Three or four times wc came abruptly

upon a dark, gloomy funnel-hole running from tlie surface to the sea beneath. In one of these

we liberated a timid bird, that sat crouching with fear on one of the ledges, crying piteously, and

fascinated by a hawk that was torturing the little creature preparatory to the final pounce. All

the way the scene is gay with beds of little hyacinths, tufts of sea-pinks, and luxuriant banks

of \v Id thyme, to which the bees are resorting

—

“Spreading their drowsy murmur far and wide

and more than one butterfly of the most delicately-tinted “clouded yellow” flitted by to attract

onr admiration. At last wc reach “ Proud Giltar,” a lordly cliff that towers on high, and
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seems to feel his own importance one of the chief but-

j

tresses to the swelling Ridgeway behind. It affords a fine

example of wonderful stratification, tlie direction being regular

1

ami perpendicular. The face of the rock is cross-hatched,

and wrinkled with scraggy ledges and jagged peaks, that are
' resting-places for the sea-gulls and glossy daws that make the

place their home, and in which samphire, privet, and glis-

tening ivy grow in great abundance. The colour of the

water was delightful; aud far out, fathoms deep, could we see,

through the clear, smooth water, patches of sand illumi-

nated by the refiection of the sun’s rays, the rocks decked
and darkened with sea-weeds of gorgeous hues, undulating

with every motion of the waters; whilst below us, close at

our feet, the waves, so soft aud musical, seemed to be

chaunting funeral masses for the gashed and stiffened corpses

they had made in the howling winter lime,

soon arrive at Lydstep Caverns.
The cliffs now begin to sink, and at a short distance are

succeeded by the pebbly beach of Lydstep Haven. This
secluded harbour is shut in on one hand by the steep and
magnificent cliffs over which we have passed, and on the

other by Lydstep Head, a lofty promontory scalped and
defaced by the quarrymen, who have unconsciously converted

it into all manner of curious and fantastic shapes, while in

front, low-lyiug and broad, are the isles of Caldy and St.

Margaret turning towards us their western sides, on which
brooding shadows indicate the positions of their lofty caverns.

We have not yet reached the limit of our excursion, having
to see the fine caverns for which Lydstep is noted

;
they arc

on the opposite side of the head, and to reach them we pass

by Lydstep House, which lies at one end of the bay, at the

foot of a romantic dell, through wliicli the carriage-road leads

from this out-of-the-way residence to the highway. We
ascend lliis road till we arrive at the lodge, whence a path

leads down to the caverns through a steep and winding
ravine, so narrow that the sides in places almost touch each
other. We scramble over a waste of huge boulders and debris

of rocks, and emerge upon the firm, trackless sand—a shallow

bay which the sea but for a short time exposes. We are

here literally encompassed with most exquisite scenery

—

beauty is all around; scarce shells, lovely as precious stones,

are scattered on the sands, aud the sea-pools, washed over
1 by every tide, are gardens of delight in which grow miniature

trees and flowers—green, red, and olive-brown ; some lai'ge,

waving tropical-like plants, otljers minute and fine as the

finest silken tassel. How truly may the undisturbed wayfarer
enjoy the scenery all about here!—enjoy the fresh breeze,

enjoy the sea, sparkling under the sun, and falling on the

I solitary shore with a musical plash; enjoy the huge mass of

1
gray cliffs, with their grand group of gloomy caverns—here,

even the discordant shriek of the sea-bird floating ou the

calm is not unpleasing to the ear.

The first thing that strikes the spectator when he reaches

the beach is an elegant natural arch, to the right, of immense
span, and springing like a flying buttress with airy lightness

out of the yellow sand. It forms the side of a spacious cavern,

1

with a lofty roof tinted deliciously with rays of the sun.
' Beyond, in a recess in the rocks, is an exceedingly fine cave
' of vast size, which penetrates for a long distance, the flooring
' composed of stones of every size and form, rising in steps

towards the interior. Beyond that, again, is a glorious cliff,

perpendicular, and with strata as straight “as a plummet-
line.” It rises like an enormous watch-tower to an imposing

lieight, whereon we may imagine the timid sentinel used to

watch from morn to night the advent of the dreaded Dane,
who, in the dark aud troublous times, were a perpetual terror

to these coasts.

In the little bay adjoining a new geological formation com-
mences, aud the old red sandstone succeeds the limestone.

The first point is the Old Castle Head, full of ancient interest,

whereon is the Danish camp sleeping in the sunlight, and
looking 50 calm and/resA as to prompt us to the belief it has

been untrodden since the founders left it. On the left of the
“ Valley of Caverns,” as we come down, is a caveru much
secluded, but well worthy of any trouble it may cost to be
seen

;
it is called the Smuggler’s Cave

;
its title tells its tale.

On the right is a "thorough” hole, into which the light

pours with singular and fine effect. "We have given a sketch of

this cave, as also of the Beach at the Valley or Caverns
;

hut the most accurate sketch would give only a faint idea of

the scene— it defies alike the author and the artist.* Indeed,

it will be obvious that our limited power over Art can do but

little to picture a district so full of natural beauties, where
the sublime in coast scenery is found in such abundance

:

our hope is, however, that the reader will be induced to see

aud judge for himself, and we may guarantee him against

disappointment.

M'e do not suppose the Tenby boys are more tormenting than other boys, except that
in inland towns the gamins are limited in mischief; at the sea-side they command another
element, and keep you in a state of nervous fever lest they should be drowned, which you consider
would be a blessing, although you want them to “ take care,” for which they reward you with
elfin laughs. We cannot say when Tenby boys eat, drink, sleep, or go to school: when the
tide was in, they huug over from the rocks like barnacles, screaming and shouting to each
other; when it was out, they were in the water from daybreak until after moourise—now
on the crest of a wave sticking to au old hen-coop, or chair, or broom-stick, or anything,

then buried under the sand, from which they scrambled covered with shreds of sea-weed. But
they were all angels of peace in comparison with one particular little water-fiend—a Jimmy
Cadwallader Jones, as lithe as a willow-wand, with long spindle shanks, and arms much longer
than they ought to have been

;
his head, in the water, was like a huge anthea cereus, and on

shore, the hair hung in. strips over his eyes. He always passed by Merlin’s Cave ^vhen it

was low water), leading a venerable-looking blind man by ttie hand, who sat during a portion
of the day on a stone to the right of our woodcut, where Jimmy left him, to enjoy a scramble
among the precipitous rocks, a hunt into the sea-pools for actinia, or a wild dash among the
waves, making ]»is grandfather believe he was going “a message for muther,” or to “school.”
I must say, however, that Jimmy was in general faithful to his trust, aud always “fetcht” his

grandfather before the tide came too near his seat.

Jimmy’s grandfather had, in his early days, been a smuggler of renown, and the firm ex-

pressiou of his mouth, his knotted brows, liis large and well-formed head, gave evidence,
even at his advanced age, that he must have been a man of courage and determination. Some
said, that at times his intellect was clouded, or w'andcriug. AVe met him occasionally on the

sands, walking rapidly with his little guide, his head elevated, his “nor’wester” hat thrown
back iu a manner peculiar to the blind. He once said to us, “I should die in a week,
d’ye see, if I could not scent the sea-breczc, and I wonder often how any one cau live without

it. I can tell tlie turn of the tide, when it’s ever so far out, by the sound ; and Jimmy knows
that when it’s in, I’m always on the cliffs when I can’t be on the sands. I can tell what rocks

it dashes against by the sound— there’s great language in sounds
;
though it’s not every one

can understand them. I like best to sit near the cave, when my little boy goes to help his

mother” (oh !) “or to school” (oh, oh!), “and just hear the ripple of the waves—it is so

sweet; it tells me so much of past times, and of those that lie, some in the churchyard, others

under the sea. Once, along this coast, they us’ii’t to launch boat or beam without coming to

me to tell the sigus of the weather
;
but since they took to steaming—setting, I may say,

hot water against cold—they don’t mind the Almighty’s laws, but run against wind and
tide, and don’t care the snap of a rope for old Joe Jones’s word.” After a pause, he added,

“But the place is dead, sir—altogether dead! no life in the place; I might sit here

from first to last bells, and never hear a gun fired—uolhing louder thau a boy’s shout, or a

girl’s scream, when the salt water foams round her delicate ankles
;

or, as the tide draws in, one

sea-bird screamin’ to another. The Stack Rocks is the place for the birds: if you’ve a mind
to go there, Jim would get you any amount of eggs,—wouldn’t you, Jim?” Jim was turning

somersaults ou the wet saud, varied by a bound after a large black water-spaniel, named “ Bern,”

who owned no master but Neptune, for he spent half his life iu bringing sticks out of the

water, cast in by friends or strangers, and scratching up and barking at huge stones that were
too large to carry.

One particular evening, Jimmy aud his grandfather came to the sands in a very high wind;
the tide was driven rapidly iu, as the wind was on shore. It was a grey, cold evening, aud every

moment increased the roughness of the sea, for suddenly the wind chopped round, and inclined

to try its strength against the very power it had assisted so short a time previously. Old Joe

understood it in a moment, his colour mounted, as he fi.\ed his hack against a rock, aud grasped

his staff more firmly in his bauds. “AVaves and wind are at it now,” he said, talking rapidly,

half to himself, half to his wayward guide. “ AYheu I was a little lad, about your size, Jimmy,
we used to call them French and English—the waves English, the bragging wind French

; for,

d’ye mind me now, boy, however high and blustering the wind, lad, and however hard it tries to

keep the tide out, the waves git the best oii’t; they’r’ bothered a bit, and may be don’t keep

time as well—they may not sweel round bonny St. Catherine’s as fast as if the wind was at their

back, but what does it signify?—they conquers, lad—they conquers ! and their broad crests and

curled heads laugh at the wind
;
they raise their great backs, and come steadily on, with a roil

and a roar, like au English liue-of-battle ship, aud then hurrah in their deep music round their

own island: and where does the wiud go then? who knows— who knows? Can you see the

AVoriu’s Head now ? No, we’re too low for it, and the breakers too high. Are the gulls iii-shore ?

Bless the Lord for your eye-sight, Jimmy—what would I not give to see the sweep of the wave
I hear !” Several persons passed old Joe and Jimmy, and warmed them they had better go home
— it was wild weather for a blind man and a little boy; but the grandfather and the grandson

were alike excited by the storm
;
aud while one gentleman, who knew them well, was remon-

strating earnestly against their remaining, the old man’s hat blew off, Here was a chase

after Jimmy’s own heart. Knowing how the wind lay, the old man had no idea of its drifting

to sea; nor did it, at first, hut was whirled towards the cliffs; there was a sort of bay running

in between two ledges of rocks that joined the cliffs, and over one ledge went the hat, followed

by the delighted Jimmy. The gentleman called to the boy to take care; and his grandfather

laughed, while the wind tossed his long white hair, at the notion of Jimmy “ taking care” of any-

thing. The gentleman did not laugh, but sprang to the nearest ledge, for he saw a huge wave

coming, and knew that a portion of it would run up between—not, he hoped, sutficient to suck

the little lad away into the surge, but sufficient to make him very anxious. Just as he scrambled

up, so as to overlook tbe hollow, he saw the brave little fellow, with his grandfather’s hat

between his teeth, struggling manfully, wliile tbe remorseless wave swept shingle, and sea-weed,

and boy aw'ay, away, away : he could see him tossed iu the white foam, just as a shuttlecock is

tossed in the wind. He looked back, aud saw the old man still laughing at the idea of

Jimmy's “taking care.” AVith the bravery of kindness and sympathy, the gentleman rushed

amid the foam. The next wave would, he knew, toss the child back
;
but if against a rock,

there would be little chance of safe limb or life for Jimmy. On it came, that monster wave,

and the little head, with occasionally a long arm or leg perceptible above the water
;
the brave

man himself was hurled down, overwhelmed for a moment, but he grasped the manikin, just as

he was lifted with a certainty of being dashed on the spiked rocks, that bristled through the

surge. All this struggle of life with death was the work of little more than a minute. Jimmy
never let go the hat—though stupified and stunned, he held it fast between his teeth. At last,

after giving himself a good shake, he said

—

“ AVell, that was the rarest go I ever had—I think gran’father ’ll whop me for lettin’ his hat

get wet; but you know I couldn’t help it—could I? you’re wet too, and yoit couldn’t help it,

neither.” Then, seemingly from a sudden impulse be could not control, the little imp

clutched the gentleman’s hand, and looking up at his face, burst into a roaring fit of tears

!

• It is only at low water of spriog-tidcs, and not always then,
these caverns can he visited. Ever since their existence was made
known to the public, by Mrs. Gwynne, in her interesting “ Sketches
of Tenby,” they have been much frequented by visitors.
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THE PIIAYER-BOOK OF ANNE
OE BRITTANY*

AiiONG the iiunicvons ancient works contained in

llie Museum of Paris is a rare and riclily-illuminated

missal, well-known to the antiquarian bibliopolist as

Lu TAvre d'lleiires de la Beiue de Breiayne, or

“ The Prayer-book of Anne of Brittany,” wife suc-

cessively of two kings of Prance, Charles VIII. and

Louis XU. “A proud and lofty Breton was this

lady,” .says the historian Brautorae, “ one of the

most noble, ingenuous, and virtuous princesses in the

world, with a countenance sweet and lovely, the

most beautiful of all the ladies of the court.” iMorc-

over she was one who, when Art was yet in compara-

tive infancy in her dominions, e.xertcd herself to pro-

mote its advancement, aud assisted in its development

by the exercise of the taste aiid judgment which

nature had bestowed upon her in more than an

ordinary degree. Anne of Brittany was, in truth, a

very remarkable woman, both in person, mind, aud

character
;
well-skilled in languages, she could con-

verse in their native tongues with the ambassadors

of England, Spain, Italy, and Germany. One can-

not but smile at the enthusiasm with which a French

writer, iu a recent number of the Journal des Behais,

speaks of the queen and her doiugs in his notice of

the Prayer-book which M. Curmer is now publish-

ing :

—” She assisted at a distance,” M. Jules Janin

writes, “ God only knows with how much disqui-

etude and with what infinite sorrow, at that costly

conquest of the Duchy of Milau, by turn gained,

lost, taken and retaken, aud which remained to

France during twelve years. She took part, more
happily, in the capture of Genoa, and the reduction

of Venice : she received on her knees, aud as a con-

.solalion for the victories achieved by France over the

Pope, the wood of the true cross, and the crown of

thorns stolen from La Saintc-Chapelle, which had

been sold to the Veuetians, and brought back among
the spoils of Venice by the kiug Louis XII. Oh !

this valiant and high-spirited woman ! she knew, as

well as her husband himself, the glory and the names

of his most valiant officers as well as she knew how
many arrows the king discharged in his battles, and

the true standards of his distant expeditious.”

A true disciple of the Romish faith, and a woman
of taste, Auuc of Brittauy required a book of the

services of her church which should be worthy of

her regal position and of her devotion to her creed
;

accordingly the artists of France—at least, such of

them as were skilled in illiimiunted writing and
painting—were commissioned to produce a prayer-

book for her especial use, which, as we have already

iutimated, bears the highest character among the

missals of the middle ages : and which M. Cnnner,
au eminent Parisian publisher of works of this class,

has undertaken to reproduce iu chromo-lithography,

similar to his L'lmiiation de Jesus Cl/risl, which we
noticed some time since

:
perhaps there is nothing

which shows so remarkably the advance of what
may be called mechanical art, as the power of repro-

ducing, by the aid of the printing-press, works that

cost years of toil and study to create iu their original

form.

This prayer-book contains the service known in

the Church of Rome as the “Office of the Holy
Virgin,” and the Psalms; the book is of considerable

size, aud numbers 400 jiages; the text is in gothic

characters, and each page is more or less ornameuted
with illuminated floral designs, while nearly fifty

of them exhibit miniatures of saints, or pictures of

sacred subjects, the whole executed with the most
exquisite delicacy aud beauty, and, considering that

at the period of their production the artists of France

had perhaps never heard, certainly knew nothing of

the works of Perugino aud Raffaellc, the miniatures,

&:c., arc designed with a grace of form and expres-

sion which could scarcely be looked for iu French
art of that time.

AVe are told that the love entertained by the

queen for Art of every kiud, was extended to flowers

and tbeir cultivation : she recalled from Amboise
the two celebrated Neapolitan gardeners, Pacello and
E. de Mercoliano, whom Charles VUI. had brought

from Naples and placed at Amboise, and she made

• Lb Livkr dTIkures de i.a Reine de Buetaone:
reproduit d‘apvl-3 roriglrial ddpos6 au Mus4e des Souve-
ralns. L. Ci'KMEn, Paris.

them the chief gardeners aud the keepers of the

Chfiteau de Blois
;
the latter was also instituted by

the queen to the cure of Sf. Victor -les-Bois, and the

former to the canonry of St. Sauvenr. Under their

skill aud management, the cultivation of rare and

beautiful plants and flowers was carried on most suc-

cessfully
;
and when the gardens and conservatories

were iu their highest state of perfection, Anne com-
missioned Jean Poyet to copy the choicest and most
brilliant floral specimens he could find in them for

her "precieuz livre d’heures and thus the mar-
gin of each page is adorned with au illustration of a

plant copied from nature, its name being indicated in

Ivatin and French.

The work is now being publislied in parts, and,

as we understand, under the highest continental

patronage : in Catholic countries, such a publication

would, as a matter of course, receive greater attention

than in a Protestant, like our own: but everywhere,

irrespective of religious creed, the admirer of illu-

minated art and literature will give a cordial reception

to a book which hears so high a character iu this

especial class of illustration.

THE NEW FOREIGN AND INDIA
OFFICES.

The design originally proposed by Mr. G. G. Scott

for the new official buildings which^the “late Sir Ben-

jamin Hall ” had intended to provide for the Foreign

and Mar Departments of the Government, has been

most carefully and judiciously re-cast by the archi-

tect, with the view to its adaptation to the new
Foreign and India Offices, the erection of which had

been entrusted to him by Lord John Manners and

Lord Stanley. Mr. Scott has considerably modified

the artistic treatment of his original design
;

and,

at the same time, he lias thoroughly investigated the

practical requirements of the two official edifices, so

that he has been enabled to arrange his plans in a

manner eminently calculated to render them com-
modious, and in all respects consistent with their

appointed uses.

The two offices Mr. Scott has grouped togetlier,

so that they form a single noble pile, and yet the

distinction between the two is sufficiently decided to

impart to each one an individuality of its own. By
persons most competent to form opinions upon such

a subject, Mr. Scott’s present design has been pro-

noniiced worthy both of his own high reputation

and of the purpose for which it has been produced
;

and it is with sincere satisfaction we record our

own cordial recognition of the soundness of these

views. The design is such as demonstrates the

anxious thoughtfulness with which the plans have
been drawn, while the architectural composition

will secure for the edifice aprominentposition in the

rank among the public buildings of Europe.

The question of style iu architecture, which has

been debated with so much more of zeal Ilian of

discretion, in its application to these official build-

ings, it is not our intention directly to touch upon,

any further than to signify onr entire approval both

of the style adopted by ilr. Scott, and of the man-
ner in which he has embodied a dignified aud be-

coming expression of that style in iiis design.

There are, however, a few points connected with

the controversy respecting the architectural style of

these offices, that present circumstances render it

desirable for us not to pass over without at least a

brief expression of our sentiments. In the first

place, it has been asserted that the Gothic style is

of necessity more costly than the Italian or Greek (!),

which the aiiti-Gothic party arc so strenuous iu ad-

vocating. This has been proved to be not incorrect

merely, but exactly the converse of true. The
Gothic style is able to produce its noblest buildings

without any excess in cost over corresponding

huildiags in the rival styles, and indeed at a com-
paratively smaller cost. Then there are the all-

important matters of light and ventilation, which
witli such disingenuous perseverance have been
advanced, with the view to disqualify the Gothic,

notwithstanding the repeated demonstration by Mr.
Scott himself that the Gothic admits more light

than any other style
;
while it is a fact universally

well-known that the short-comings in the ventila-

tion of the Houses of Parliament are simply the

results of injudicious and ill-advised experiments.

'J'he so-called arguments which have been alleged in

opposition to Mr. Scott’s design, because the oppo-

nents are pleased to be dissatisfied with Sir Charles

Barry’s design for the Palace of Mestmiaster, and

with its constructive and decorative details, are too

puerile to require any formal refutation. They
could have arisen only from a profound ignorance

of Gothic architecture
; since no person really

familiar with the character and attributes of that

style could fail to detect the utter fallacy of as-

suming that every Gothic building must necessa-

rily be identical, in its architecture, with an edifice

designed in the Tudor-Gothic manner of Henry the

Seventh’s Chapel. Its plastic adaptability to new
conditions of things, to novel requirements and to

unexpected circumstances, is that quality in Gothic

architecture which, in the first instance, led to its

revival, and to which, without a doubt, it is in a

peculiar degree indebted for its present great aud

rapidly-increasing popularity. Mr. Scott stands at

the head of the party of progress in the Gothic

revival. He is no medirevalist, who would take us

back to an architecture which, however admirable

in itself and in its own times, lias passed away with

times and conditions of requirement that have also

passed avva}'. Ou the contrary, his is the Gothic of

the day in which he so ably deals with it. He
shows us that the style has one form of expression

for one period, aud another for another period; and

when we ask him, accordingly, for a group of Gothic

buildings for official purposes, connected with im-

portant departments of the British Government in

the time of Queen Victoria, he neither refers ns to

the palmy days of the first Edwards, nor to the

florid serui-barharisra of the last Henrys
;

hut he

places before us a design that we may claim for our

own era, at the same time that it most happily pro-

vides for existing requirements. But the ]ircsent

Premier prefers, to Mr. Scott’s Victorian Gothic,

the Creek or Italian of the Mansion House and the

Bank of England, of the Horse Guards aud of

Somerset House
;

and, therefore, Mr. Scott is

directed to proceed with the concrete foundations

for the new edifices, aud to leave the buildings

themselves until another session of Parliament shall

finally decide upon their architecture.

It is no slight compliment to Jlr. Scott’s practical

ability to have thus assumed that the underground

operations now to be carried ou vinder liis direction

must necessarily he such as will adjust themselves

to whatever buildings may hereafter be erected

upon them. Under ordinary circumstances, founda-

tions are specially adapted to a superstructure

already determined upon. But Mr. Scott is ex-

pected to form a foundation that shall suit any and

every variety of Forei.gn and India Ofliccs. Or,

perhaps, after all, his present design will he

adopted, though it may be considered necessary to

preface its formal adoption with the Greek and

Italian Art-lectures that have afforded so much un-

expected amusement. All we hope is that more public

money is not to be expended upon fresh schemes

for Greek or Italian outsides to Mr. Scott’s excel-

lent plans. We will not subject Mr. Scott to the

reproach of supposing for a moment that he would
himself consent to take part in the manufacture of

any such productions. Jlr. Scott is au artist and

an architect, and as such he has attained a most
distinguished reputation ; and, assuredly, he will not

prove so unfaithful, either to his own reputation or

to his art, as to listen to any proposals for con-

forming the exterior of his offices to the type, which

Lord Palmerston appears to regard common to

every non-Gothic building both iu and out of the

United Kingdom.
It is much to be regretted that any impediment

should have arisen which could interfere with the

commencement and the progress of national works

that are so much needed, and which might have

been considered secure from any important altera-

tions in their design. The appointment of Mr.

Scott to be the architect who should erect these

buildings, in itself determines the question of their

architectural style,— as Mr. Scott has long demon-

strated that, in his hands, the Gothic is the archi-

tecture, not of retrogression, but of development.

On the continent of Europe Mr. Scott’s appoint-

ment in this instance is looked upon as a matter

of course, because his superior fitness for the duty

thus entrusted to him is not questioned. At home
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there proves to be an opposition to Mr. Scott,

based upon objections arising from either miscon-

ceptions of his style of architecture, or prejudices

in favour of some indefinite something else
;
but

Mr. Scott may rest satisfied with the conviction that,

the public feeling is with him, and with bis architec-

ture, as well at home as abroad
;
and more particularly

80 amongst those of his countrymen, for whose

opinions u])on Art he must of necessity entertain

respect. Already the favourable sentiments enter-

tained in England for Mr. Scott’s design for the

Poreigu and India Offices have been plainly and

significantly expressed, and there is every reason

for feeling assured that they will be declared still

more emphatically before the subject shall again

have invited the attention of the legislature.

THE POLYTECHNIC.

A COMBINATIOK of unpropltious circumstances,

coupled with the unfortunate mistake that led to the

retirement of Mr. Pepper from its administration,

have proved too powerful to be resisted by the
“ Royal Polytechnic Institution and, accordingly,

this attractive and popular establishment has ceased

to occupy a position amongst the things that still

exist, and have their being in Ix>ndon.

The decided manner in which, during times past,

we have invariably expressed our sympathy with the

Polytechnic, and also with its late able lessee, Mr.
Pepper, w'ould necessarily imply a correspondiug

sentiment of regret at the closing of this institution.

We do, iudeed, regret tliat even a temporary inter-

ruption should occur iu the successful career of the

Polytechnic
;
and we should regard it as a positive

calamity that its doors should he permanently and
finally closed. Popular science ought to be effi-

ciently represented amidst the metropolitan institu-

tions for the amusement and recreation of the

people
;
and the Polytechnic has demonstrated how

happily Science may be handled in a popular manner,

and adapted to the tastes aud requirements of popu-

lar assemblages. The Polytechnic has also won for

itself an honourable reputation for that high respec-

tability, which has rendered it at all times a place of

fitting resort as well for youthful visitors as for

persons of more mature age. For every reason,

accordingly, it is altogether most desirable that such

steps should be taken as may lead to the re-estahlish-

ment of this institution in its former efficient condi-

tion, A meeting has very recently been held at

Willis’s Rooms, for the purpose of considering what
course it would be best to adopt, with the view to

save the Polytechnic from the dissolution with

which it is threatened. Lord Shaftesbury presided,

aud was supported by Viscount Rayham, Mr. Han-
hury, M.P., Mr. Gurney, M.P., with many other

influential gentlemen, and it was unanimously re-

solved that the existence of the Polytechnic, as a

flourishing public institution, ought to be made the

aim of a determined and strenuous effort. We trust

that the resolutions adopted at this meeting may
already have led to a corresponding course of action.

The success of any such movement as, in common
we believe with the entire press, we now are advo-

cating, must mainly depend upon the judgment with

which the proprietors adjust the working of the

financial and the administrative departments of their

institution. The combination of the two depart-

ments must always be more than can be successfully

undertaken by a single individual. The manage-
ment of the Polytechnic ought to receive the entire

attention of the person to whom it may he entrusted,

without his being subjected to the anxiety and
troubles of the pecuniary arrangements. What the

proprietors have to do, is to find a man capable of

conducting the Polytechnic iu a manner worthy at

once of its existing reputation, and of its present and

future capacities for healthful action—to give him
full powers, and to pay him a becoming salary; the

financial department they must entrust to an agent

who may be regarded as their own representative.

For the Polytechnic to cease to exist would he an

event most discreditable to the age in which we live.

We trust that no such prospect is actually before

us, but that the lapse of another month will enable

US to record at least the preliminary measures which
will lead to its successful re-establishment.

PICTXTEE SALES.

THE NORTIIWICK COLLECTION.

The sale of a large portion of—for we understand

the heir to the property has reserved several hun-

dred pictures— the extensive, and in mauy respects

valuable, collection of works of Art, formed by the

late Lord Northwick, attracted, as was anticipated, a

very large assembly of connoisseurs and dealers ti)

the fashionable town of Cheltenham, uear to which
stands Thirlestane House, the late residence of the

deceased nobleman. Mr. Phillips, the auctioneer,

commenced his long and important task of dis-

persing the gallery on the 26th of July, and con-

tinued it through a considerable portion of the

followiug month : his efforts to obtain good prices

for the works entrusted to his hammer were not

ineffectual, for the majority of the pictures realized

quite as much as those who best knew them expected.

Where so large a number were submitted for sale

—

many of them too of very doubtful origin—it is not

necessary that we should do more than note down
those most deserving of attention : the names in-

serted between parentheses are those of the pur-

chasers, so far, at least, as we have been able to

ascertain them. We may remark here, by the way,

that in i\y& Aj-t-Journal iox 18‘16, under the title

of “ Visits to Private Galleries,” is a long cata-

logue raisonnee of the pictures which so recently

adorned Thirlestane House, and also of another large

collection formed by his lordship at his mansion,

Northwick Park, Worcestershire, and which was
also included in the sale.

The first day’s sale produced nearly 4000/., and
the second about 4280/., but the only “lots” we
care to record are,

—
‘ A Rock Scene,’ Salvator Rosa,

160 gs.
;
‘A Mountainous Landscape, with a distant

view of a City, and the Lake of Perugia,* Nicholas

Berghena, signed and dated 1663, 390 gs.
;

'Italian

Landscape,’ Claude, 300 gs.; ‘The Departure for

the Chase,’ Lingelbach, 100 gs. ;
‘ Portrait of Van

Tromp,’ Van der Velde, 100 gs.; ‘Portraits of the

Earl aud Countess Somers,’ two pictures by Van
Soiner, 100 gs. each; ‘ Christ in the Judgment Hall,’

Mazzolino di Ferrara, 323 gs. ;
' Italian Landscape,’

Lucatelli, 1 80 gs.
;
‘A Peacock, Fruit, Flowers,’ &c.,

J. Weeninx, 350 gs.—bought by the Marquis of

Hertford, as was said in the room
;

‘ Grand Canal
of Venice during the Carnival,’ Canaletto, 400 gs.

;

‘The Adoration of the three Kings,’ II. and J. Van
Eyck, 495 gs.

The third day’s sale realized 3300/. : in it were,

—

‘A Landscape,’ with a page holding three horses, a

dog, &c., Albert Cuyp, ] 45 gs. (Eckford)
;

‘ A Calm,’

Vauder Capella, 186 gs. (Eckford)
;

‘ Rural Felicity,’

the engraved picture, painted in 1647 for the

Burgomaster Vanderhulk, by N. Berghem, 145 gs.

(Pearce)
;

‘ A Group of Family Portraits,’ cabinet size,

by Gonzales Coques, 300 gs. (Mawson). The pictures

in this day’s sale were almost entirely of the old

Dutch and Flemish schools
;
but with the exception

of those just mentioned, none reached, so far as we
could ascertain, the sum of one hundred pounds,

although the names of many of the greatest artists

in those schools were appended to them : this fact is

significant of one of two things, either their origin-

ality was doubted, or the old masters arc even less

sought after than we believed.

Oil the fourth day a portion of the works of the

English school was announced
;
eighty-three pictures

were put up to competition, and sold for more than

7000/. Among them were,
—

‘ A Dream of Venice,’

J. C Hook, A.R.A., 345 gs. (Flatow)
; ‘Sabrina,’

W. E. Frost, A.R.A., 206 gs. (Gainbart)
;
‘A Pea-

sant Girl of Albano leading her Blind Mother to

Mass,’ Sir C. L. Eastlake, P.R.A., 135/. (Gambart)

;

‘ View in Leigh Woods,’ with a bivouac of gipsies,

painted expressly for Lord Northwick by P. Nasmyth,
730/. (Grundy, of Manchester) : it is said the artist

received only 50/. for this picture; ‘A Landscape,’

painted in 1849, by J. Linnell, Sen., representing a

winding road bordered by trees, aud a flock of sheep

passing over it
;
in the foreground a group of six

cows at a pool, 5:c., 375 gs. (Wallis)
;

‘ Portrait of

William Pitt,’ the celebrated picture by Sir T. Law-
rence, 140/. (.\gnew)

;
‘ Canterbury Meadows, with

Cattle,’ painted iu 1849, by T. S. Cooper, A.R.A.,

125 gs. (Eckford)
;

‘ Scbeveliug Sands—Low water,’

E. W. Cooke, A.R.A., 231/. (Gambart)
;
‘The Break-

fast, or the Dunce punished,’ painted by T. Webster

for Lord Northwick in 1838 : this picture has never
been engraved, and was keenly contested

;
it was

finally knocked down to the bidding of Mr. Flatow
for the sum of 1005/.

;

‘ A Scene at Apsley House

—

an Interview between the Duke of Wellington and
Col.Gurwood,’ A. Morton, 200 gs. (Mawson); ‘ Land-
scape,’ with five cows reposing, T. S. Cooper, A.R.A.,

95 gs. (Jones)
;

* Scheveling Sands—A fresh breeze,’

E. W. Cooke, A.R.A., ISO gs. (Gambart); ‘The
Convalescent from Waterloo,’ the picture engraved

by the Art-Union of London some years ago,

W. Mulready, R.A., 1180 gs. (Wallis): the only
reason that seems to justify the extraordinary sum
given for this work is, that pictures by Mr. Mulready
very rarely come into the market ; we could never

regard this as one of his best productions.

The fifth day’s sale consisted almost exclusively

of works by the old masters, and realized 7500/.
The highest prices given were for,—‘ Portrait of the

Duke of Cumberland,’ a full-length, or nearly so,

representing the prince in his robes of state, by Sir

J. Reynolds, 200 gs. tMatheson)
;
‘A Landscape,’

Claude, 110 gs. (J. Drax, M.P.)
; ‘A Dairy-Farm iu

Holland,’ Camphuysen, a Dutch painter of whom
little authentic is known, and whose works are very
rare, 610/. (Mawson) : this picture was from the

Solly collection, and is esteemed the chef-iVceuvre

of the master; ‘The English Fleet putting to Sea,

preparatory to the Battle of Sole Bay,’ W. A'’an der

Velde, i 80 gs. (Drax)
;

‘ The Battle of Sole Bay,’ by
the same artist, 105 gs. (Drax)

;

‘ Henry, Prince of

Wales,’ 175 gs., and ‘ Elizabeth of Bohemia,’ 85 gs.,

both by Van Somer, bought by Mr. Farrer
;

‘ A
River Scene,’ with a group of cattle ou the hanks,

and a shepherd playing his pipe, A. Cuyp, 100 gs.

(Plumlcy)
;

‘ A Landscape,’ representing a richly-

wooded background, with mountains in the distance,

Gaspar Poussin, 330 gs. (Rutley)
;

‘ Apollo and the

Cumcean Sibyl,’ Claude, 210 gs. (Drax)
;

‘ Jacob

placiug the Speckled Wands before the Flocks of

Laban,’ Murillo: this magnificent painting is one of

the famous series from the St. Jago Palace, Madrid,

formerly belonging to the Marquis of Santiago

:

another from the same series is in the gallery of the

Marquis of Westminster. The Northwick picture

excited much competition, and ultimately was
knocked down to Mr. J. Hardy for 1410 gs.

;
‘A

Landscape,’ with the subject of St. Hubert and the

Stag, from the Villafranca Palace, at Rome, G.
Poussin, 360 gs. (Lord Liodsay) ;

‘ The Return from
the Chase,’ and ‘ The Lion Hunt,’ a pair by Watteau,

134 gs. (Nieuwenhuys)
;

‘ Head of a Boy,’ Greuze,

135 gs. (Van Cuyeke).

The sixth day’s sale produced upwards of 6250/.

It included a noble gallery picture from the Salt-

marshe collection, by Guido Reni, the subject, ‘The
Angel appearing to St. Jerome,’ Mr. Buckley Owen
became the purchaser, at the price of 350 gs.

;

‘ St. George,’ a beautiful example of the old painter

Masaccio, whose works are so rare, 190 gs. (Penney);

‘The Virgin and* ChUd enthroned,’ Raft'aellino del

Garbo, 92 gs. (Farrer) ;
' The Virgin and Child

enthroned, attended by St. Peter and St. Jerome,’

painted by Perugino for the Church of St. Jerome,

at Lucca, and lately in the possession of the Duke of

Lucca, from whose collection it was purchased by
Lord Northwick, 350 gs. (Colnaghi) ; this picture

has been engraved, and is referred to in the Diz-

zionario Biografico ;
‘

St. Catherine,’ a celebrated

picture by the early Italian artist Conegliano, exhi-

bited at Manchester, 800 gs. (Mawson) ;
‘ The Virgin

and Infant,’ Francia, 95 gs. (Graves)
;

* The Virgin

and Child,’ enthroned and surrounded by several

saints, a choir of angels seen above, beneath a

canopy, painted by Girolamo da Treviso, 450 gs.

As this picture has been bought for the National

Gallery, it deserves more than a passing record of

the purchase. Girolamo da Treviso, or Trevigo, was

horn at Trevigi in 1508, or, according to Zani, who
says his name was Pennachi, or Pennachio, in 1496.

He went to Rome when young, and studied the

works of Ratfaelle ;
subsequently he resided at

Bologna, where he painted several pictures for the

churches of that city. Ridolphi says he afterwards

came to Eoglaud, and was employed by Henry VIII.

as a painter, architect, and military engineer; he

attended the monarch in his expedition into Picardy,

and, while assisting at the siege of Boulogne, in

1544, was killed. His picture of ‘St. Catherine’
' was formerly in the Church of S. Salvatore, Bo-
'

logna, and is referred to by ^‘asari as his best work :
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it was also in the collection of the late Mr. Edward
Solly. To resume our notice:

—‘The Virgin and

Child, with the Infant St. John,’ described as “ an

exquisite work” by that rare master Lorenzo di

Credi, 500 gs. (A. Barker)
;

‘

'Die Virgin and Child,’

Verrochio, 230 gs. (Penney)
;
‘The Birth of Jupiter,’

Giulio Romano, from the Orleans collection, and

afterwards in that of M. Erard, of Paris, purchased

for the National Gallery at the price of 020/. It is

a very remarkable picture, exhibiting in an extra-

ordinary degree poetical invention, founded on my-
thological allegory, and it is treated with the purity

of Greek art. The scene is an enchanted island,

wherein the infant deity is represented as cradled

in the midst of the most luxurious vegetation; at a

distance is seen Mount Ida, the fabulous birth-

place of Jupiter, on the Cretan shore, towering in

majestic grandeur above the long range of coast

sparkling with various objects. In the centre of the

picture is the infant, his mother Rhea, in the act

of withdrawing the veil which conceals him from

the eyes of her two female attendants
;
two river-

nymphs with their urns fill up this part of the

composition, which is completed on either side by

figures of the Curybantes, who with various musical

instruments arc fulfdling their missions as priestesses

of Cybele. Tiiis work must be looked upon as a

valuable addition to our national collection. Only

two other pictures in this day’s sale require notice :

these arc ‘ The Holy Family,’ Parmegiano, en-

graved by Bonasoni, 100 gs. (Eckford)
;
‘The Holy

Family,’ Jan Bclliui, the Virgin holding the infant

Christen a parapet, St. Peter standing on the right,

and St. Sebastian on the left, 300 gs. (Van Cuyeke).

The seventh and eight day’s sale consisted of the

miniatures, the Pouiatowski gems, the bronzes, and

others objects of vertu

:

a few of the miniatures

deserve to be included in our account of the sale,

principally because they are for the most part by

early English artists:
—‘Dr. Bate,’ by S. Cooper,

sold for 31 gs.
;

‘ Sir John Gage,’ Holbein, from

tbe Strawberry Hill collection, G1 gs. (Rhodes)

;

‘ Cowley, the Poet,’ S. Cooper, 22 gs. (Matheson)

;

‘ Sir Robert "Walpole,’ Zincke, an enamel, 30 gs.

(Colnagbi)
;

‘ Lady Jane Grey,’ in a black dress,

richly ornamented with jewels, an exquisite and

very rare miniature, by N. Hilliard, 125 gs. (Mathe-

son)
;

‘Algernon Sydney,’ J. Hoskins, 50 gs.

(Colnagbi)
;

‘ John Hampden,’ in armour, S. Cooper,

61 gs., (Matheson); ‘Ambrose Dudley, Earl of

AVarwick,’ from the Strawberry Hill collection,

J. Oliver, 35 gs. (Colnaghi)
;

‘ Louis XIL, King of

France,’ in a rich dress ornamented with jewels, an

exquisite miniature from the same collection, Hol-

bein, 90 gs. (Matheson)
;

‘ Wychcrly, the Dramatist,’

Peter Oliver, OI gs. (Matheson); ‘Lady Digby,’

a

large and line miui.iture in an ebony case, silver

mounted, P. Oliver, 100 gs. (Colnaghi) ;
‘ Richard

Cromwell,’ in an exquisitely-finished gold case,

S. Cooper, 80 gs. (S. Addington)
;
and a frame

containing ten miniatures, by Reade, of Queen

Mary, Queen Elizabeth, Edward VI., Henry VIII.,

and his six wives, 05 gs. (Rhodes),

On the ninth day the sale of pictures was re-

sumed : it realized the sum of 3000/,, though none

of the works oflered by Mr. Phillips reached to a

high bidding: the most important were—‘The

Burgomaster Six,’ and bis ‘ AVife,’ a pair of portraits

by Rembrandt, from the collection of Sir S. Clarke,

175 gs. (Eckford); ‘The Salutation,’ and ‘The
Presentation,’ with saints on the reverse, a pair by

A’an der Goes, an old Flemish painter, who died

about 1180, he was a disciple of John Van Eyck,

135 gs. (Eckford)
;

‘ Tlie Virgin kneeling befoi’e the

Infant Jesus,’ who lies on a couch of roses, S. Bot-

ticelli (Colnaghi) ;
‘ The Descent from the Cross,’

by Tiraoteo Della Vite, au early Bolognese painter,

pupil of Francia, 200 gs. (Drax) ;
* The Virgin and

Child,’ by Correggio, formerly in the collection of

Lord Radstock, llOgs. (Drax) ;
' The Coronation of

the A’irgiii, with the twelve apostles round the

Tomb,’ painted by Raffaelle for the monastery of

St. Francisco, in Perugia, 170 gs. (Drax); ‘The

A’^irgin and Child, St. Lawrence, and Pope Sixtus,’

Francia, 101 gs. (Chippendale); ‘The Nativity,’ by

B. Pintnricchio, a disciple of Perugino, and a friend

of Raffaelle, 210 gs. (Drax) : there is a legend con-

cerning this picture, ^\hich says, it was so highly

esteemed, that the Florentines carried it through

their streets as a banner, at the celebration of the

religious festivals of Christmas and Easter.

The tenth day’s sale included
—

‘A’enus presenting

the Armour to iEoeas,’ N. Poussin, a celebrated

picture, engraved by A. Loir, whose early life was

cotemporary with the latter years of the painter,

210 gs. (Nieuweuhuys) ;

‘ Cupid, wounded by his

own Arrow, complaining to Venus,’ a brilliant

example of that great colourist, Giorgione, from the

Orleans Gallery, and engraved in the work bearing

that title, 1250 gs. (Mawson) ;

‘ Tarquin and Lu-

cretia,’ Titian, formerly in the collection of Charles I.

at Whitehall, afterwards sold to the King of Spain,

and 8ubse(|ucut]y carried away from that country by

Joseph Buonaparte, 395 gs. (Nieuwenhuys) ;

‘ The

Interview between Mahomet II. and the Patriarch

Gennadiiis, at Constantinople,’ Gentile Bellini, 131

gs. (Budd and Prior); ‘Landscape, with Diana and

her Nymphs interrupted by the approach of Actfcon,’

Titian, 101 gs. (Pearce); ‘A'^irgin and Child,’ in a

landscape, Francesco Bessolo, 120 gs. (Eckford);

‘ An Equestrian Portrait of Don Luis de Haro,’ with

an attendant on foot—considered one of the finest

works of Velasquez, 920 gs. (Stopford) ;

‘ The Re-

pose of the Holy Family,’ Jan Bellini, 102 gs.

(Drax) ;
‘ Portrait of Henry Howard, Earl of Surrey,’

'Titian, supposed to have been painted at Arezzo,

during tbe earl’s visit to Italy—a fine specimen of

tbe master, 141 gs. (Bennett)
;

‘ The Vision of St.

Augustine of Canterbury,’ Murillo, formerly in the

Staudish collection, and afterwards in that of the

late Mr. Deniiistoun, 245 gs. (Sir R. Lechmere)

;

‘ A'ievv of the Grounds and Chateau of Ryswick, near

the Hague,’ A'an der Heyde and A. A'an der A’clde,

130 gs. (Bond). The dav’s sale amounted to

0320/.

The eleventh day’s sale included
—‘A A’illage

Fete,’ D. Teniers, from Mr. Cave’s collection, 250

gs. (Farrer)
;

‘ The A'^irgin seated and holding the

Infant Christ in her lap,’ Francia, 132 gs. (Chippen-

dale)
;
‘A Triptych,’ or altar-piece in three com-

partments, the centre representing the Saviour about

to be placed in the sepulchre, the Virgin and Saiuts

weeping around, Sebastian Del Pioinbo, 140 gs.

(Drax); ‘The A'^irgin’ seated, and gazing on her

infant, who is seated on her lap, B. Luini, 200 gs.

(ScoU)
;

‘ The Marriage of the Virgin,’ P. P. Rubens

:

a large gallery picture, admirably engraved by S. Bols-

wert, who is said to have been assisted in the plate

by Lauwers, 175 gs. (B. AValdron) ;
‘ The Glorifica-

tion of the A'irgin,’ by A. Bonvicino, called also II

Moretto, a native of Brescia, and one of Titian’s

most able disciples, 550 gs. (purchased for tbe

National Gallery) : this picture was formerly the

altar-piece of the Church of St. Faustino and Juvito,

at Brescia, and recently iu the collection of Dr.

Faccioli, of A'erona; ‘The Madonna de Foligno,’

Raffaelle Mengs, 105 gs. (purchased for the Royal

Academy of Loudon) ;
‘ A group of Portraits,’ com-

prising those of Jeanne la Folle, her daughter, wife

of Francis I., and her son, afterwards Charles V.,

Jan de Mabuse, 190 gs. (Colnaghi)
;

‘ Nymphs,

Satyrs, and Fauns,’ N. Poussin—a fine picture, en-

graved byMariette,300 gs.(Colnaghi); ‘A Boar Hunt,’

Velasquez, supposed to be the original sketch for the

large picture in the National Gallery, and latterly in

the collection of Lord Cowley, 310 gs. (Mawson)
;

‘The Holy Family,’ P. P. Rubens, engraved by

Bolswert, 112gs. (Isaacs, of Liverpool) ;
‘ L’Umana

Fragilita,’ a poetical composition, one, also, of great

beauty aud power, by Salvator Rosa ; it was formerly

iu the Ghigi Palace at Rome, 330 gs. (Agnew)

;

‘Portrait of Massacio,’ by himself, 103 gs. (purchased

for the National Gallery). The proceeds of the

day’s sale exceeded 5450/.

The twelfth day’s sale, consisting almost entirely

of the works of British artists, attracted a very large

assembly of connoisseurs aud purchasers to Thirle-

stane House ; this was fully expected by all who
knew how rare and valuable a collection of English

pictures Lord Northwick had formed. Long before

the hour of commencing business every place in the

room was occupied, and well was the honour of our

school maintained,—the day has been characterized

as one “memorable in the aunals of the Fine Arts.”

AVithoiit any comment, for which at present wc

cannot find room, we append a list of the principal

pictures disposed of :
—

‘ Landscape, with Rocky

Scenery,’ D. Cox, 81 gs.
;
‘A Market-Scene

—

Moonlight,’ Van Schendcl, a modern Belgian

paiuter, 255 gs. (Eckford)
;

* A Scene in Norway

—

Thunderstorm,’ A. Leu, also a modern Belgian

artist, 115 gs. (Eckford); ‘The Mountain Stream,’

T. Creswick, R.A., 350 gs. (Cox)
;
‘The Flight into

Egypt,’ R. Redgrave, R.A., 350 gs. (Eckford)
;

‘ The Fortune-Teller,’ Von Holst, 105 gs. (Penner)

;

‘ River Scenery, with Cattle,’ Hulme and H. B.

Willis, 130gs. (Wallis); ‘ TheAVood-Nymph chanting

her Hymn to the Rising Sun,’ J. Dauby, A.R.A.,

300 gs. (Eckford)
;

‘ Interior of Westminster Abbey,

with the Shrine of Edward the Confessor,’ D. Ro-

berts, R.A., 315 gs. (Agnew)
;

‘ Interior of the

Church of St. Jacques, Dieppe,’ D. Roberts, R..A,,

285 gs. (Agnew) ;

‘ The A'illage Sign-Paiuter,’ A.

Fraser, 190 gs. (Isaacs, of Liverpool)
;
‘A Meadow-

Scene, witli Cattle and Sheep,’ T. S. Cooper, 455 gs.

(Eckford) ;
‘ The Quarrel Scene between Bucking-

ham and Wolsey,’ S. Hart, R.A., 100 gs. (Ijove-

grove) ;
‘A'ievv on the Nile,’ W. Miilier, 150 gs.

(AA’yatt)
;
‘John Knox administering the Sacrament

to Mary Queen of Scots,’ Bonner, 130 gs. (Wallis)

;

‘ Portrait of the Artist’s Daughter carrying a Tray

of Fruit,’ G. Lance, 100 gs. (Agnew); ‘View of

Athens,’ with figures aud sheep in the foreground,

AV. Muller, considered the finest work this artist

ever painted, 520 gs. (Agnew); ‘Robin Hood and

bis Foresters,’ a scene from “ Ivanhoe,” D. Mac-

lise, R.A., 1305 gs.(Eckford)—it cost Lord North-

wick 500/.; ‘The Avalanche,’ De Loutherbourg, 231

gs. (Eckford); ‘ Cicero’s Villa,’ R. AVilson, engraved

by AVoollett, 300 gs. (Farrer); ‘AVinter Scene,’ with

cottages, aud figures on the ice, AA^ Muller, 240 gs.

(Gambart)
;

‘ Sea A'ievv—a Fresh Breeze,’ E. W.
Cooke, A.R.A., 310 gs. (Agnew); ‘The Bay of

Naples,’ W’. Muller, 195 gs. (Gambart)
;

‘ The

Carapagna of Rome,’ with the story of Diana and

Acticon, R. AVilsou, 270 gs. (Daubeney) ;
‘The

Departure of the Norman Conscript,’ F. Goodall,

A.R.A., 630 gs. (Gambart)
;

‘ Columbus and the

Egg,’ C. R. licslie, R.A. : the first bid for this pic-

ture was 600 gs.,it was eventually knocked down to

Mr, Rougbt for 1070 gs.; ‘Diana and her Nymphs
surprised by Actfeon,’ AA’. E. Frost, A.R.A., painted

expressly for Lord Northwick, who paid 300/. for

it, 075 gs. (Eckford) ;

‘ The Mouterone Lake and

Borromean Islands,’ G. E. Ilering, 195 gs. (Abra-

hams)
;
‘View of AVindsor Castle,’ one of the finest

examples of the works of Patrick Nasmyth, who

painted it expressly for its late owner for the sum of

100/. ; it was first put up at 400 gs., and finally fell

to the offer of Mr. Isaacs for 560 gs. ;
‘ The Mes-

sengers bringing to Job lutelligence of his Misfor-

tunes,’ P. F. Poole, A.R.A., engraved in the Ml-
Jonrnal for the year 1854, 610 gs. (Wallis)—Lord

Northwick gave 500/. for it
;

‘ The Disgrace of

Clarendon,’ E. M. Ward, A.R.A,, 805 gs. (Agnew) :

the finished sketch for this picture is in the A'ernon

Collection, an engraving from it appeared in the

Art-Journal for 1849—Lord Northwick paid 400/.

for this painting
;

‘ The Marriage of Strongbow,

Earl of Pembroke, with the Princess Eva,’ D. Ma-

clise, R.A., the first bidding for this celebrated work,

painted in 1854, was 1000 gs., Mr. Flatow finally

secured it for 1710 gs. The amount realized by

the day’s sale exceeded 16,500/. Tnily, British Art

is ill the ascendancy now !

The intervening days between the twelfth and the

fifteenth were occupied with the sale of cameos,

bronzes, vases &c. ;
on the fifteenth Mr. Phillips

resumed the sale of the pictures : of these wc may
notice

‘

The Holy Family,’ with St. Joseph, Mary

Magdalen, St. Catherine, aud St. Jerome, by Jacopo

Palma, 100 gs. (Butler); ‘Count D’Egmont.’ ac-

compauied by a dog, a fine full-length portrait by

A. Cuyp, 800 gs. (Eckford); ‘Don Juan of Austria,’

in armour, full-length, Velasquez, 130 gs. ;
‘Tobias

and the Angel,’ Rembrandt, 175 gs. ;
‘ The Miseries

of War,’ a grand picture, by P. AVouvermans, re-

presenting a landscape occupied by soldiers
;
the

principal group consists of five horsemen, before

whom a boy aud two women are on their knees,

imploring mercy, 1035 gs. (Farrer); ‘The Ascension

of the Virgin,’ with St. John, St. Paul, the Hermit,

St. Jerome, and St. Peter, Andrea Saechi, 200 gs.

;

‘The Holy Family,’ St. John pointing to the Lamb,

Jacopo Palma, 120/. (Colnagbi); ‘ ApoUo and

Daphne,’ N. Poussin, 190 gs. (Farrer) ;
‘ Airgin and

Child,’ Francia, 185 gs. (Nieuwenhuys) ;

‘ Mahomet

II.,’ painted at Constantinople, in 1458, by Bellini,

185 gs. (Eckford). 'fhe day’s sale realized 5300/.

'Die sixteenth day’s sale, on Friday the 19th of

August, was exceedingly well attended, as it included

several works of a high character by the old masters,

and also some exquisite enamels by H. Bone. Of

^ -I
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the former we may specify— ‘ The Holy Family,’
with the infant St. John hoUiug a cup, Fra Barto-
lomeo, from the Coesveldt Gallery, 510 gs. (Agnew);
‘ The Virgin, the infant Christ, St. John, with Mary
presenting a chalice,’ Titian, 120 gs. (Bourdillon)

;

‘Dance of Sylvan Nymphs,’ Caspar de Grayer,
formerly in the Lc Brim Gallery, 100 gs. (Agnew)

;

‘The Virgin supporting the infant Christ, who is

seated before her on a rock,’ Leonardo da Vinci,
130 gs. (Sir T. Phillips); ‘Landscape,’ with full-

length portraits of Pierre Both, the first governor of
Batavia, and his wife, attended by a negro, the Dutch
Fleet and the coast of Java in the distance— a very
fine picture by A. Cuyp, 920 gs. (Agnew)

;

‘ A Group
of Flowers’ in a case, with bird’s nest and young
birds, and a ‘ Group of Fruits and Flowers,’ with
bird’s nest, eggs, and a mouse. Van Os, 186 gs.
(Agnew)

;

‘ The Meeting of David and Abigail,’
A. Cuyp, 280 gs. (Abrahams).

Enamels, on copper, by H. Bone:—'The Holy
Family,’ after Raffaelle, 180 gs. (Scott); ‘Thomas
Howard, third Duke of Norfolk,’ after Holbeiu, 110
gs. (Agnew)

; ‘The Earls of Bedford and Bristol,’
after Van Dyck, 15] gs. (Agnew); ‘ Lady Jaue Grey,’
after Holbein, 120 gs. (Agnew)

; ‘Lady Hamilton,
as Ariadne,’ from the picture by Madame Le Brun

;

this exquisite enamel, mentioned in the “ Memoirs of
Lord Nelson,” is one of the finest Bone ever
executed

; it was painted expressly for Sir William
Hamilton, and bequeathed by him to Nelson : it cost
Lord Northwick 170 gs. : after much competition
between Messrs. Agnew, Grundy, and Mawson, it

was knocked down to the latter for 700 gs. 1 The
sale on this day realized 6100A

The remainder of the pictures, those that are hung
in the principal Gallery at Thirlestane House, and
those removed from Northwick Park, will not be
sold before our sheets must be in the hands of the
printer : we are therefore compelled to postpone our
notice of these till ne.xt month.

OBITUARY.

]SIR. THOMAS WYATT.
We received intelligence some time since, but too
late for the insertion of any notice in our last

number, of the death of this artist, a portrait
painter of considerable reputation in the midland
counties of England: he died at Lichfield, on the
7th of July, after a long and painful illuess, which,
for the last four or five years of his life, rendered
him quite unable to follow his profession; and as

the result, he has, we regret to know, left a widow
and young boy totally unprovided for.

Mr. Wyatt—with his younger brother, Henry,
whose picture of “The Fair Sleeper” is in the
Vernon Collection—was a student in the Royal
Academy, and when the latter left the .service of
Sir Thomas Lawrence, the two brothers went to
Birmingham, thence to Liverpool, and fiuaUy to
Manchester, where death separated them. While
residing in Birmingham, the portraits of Thomas
Wyatt were much admired, and he gained so much
respect from the artists of the place that they
elected him secretary to the Birmingham Society of
Artists, which position he occupied for some time
after this society became united with the Birming-
ham Institute.

Shortly after the death of his brother, the subject
of this notice was induced, by the novelty and
success of Jlr. Talbot’s process of photography, to
pay that gentleman a sum of money for the sole
right of pmetisiog the art in Manchester and the
surrounding locality: it proved to him, however, a
most unfortunate speculation, as it led him to

neglect his profession, and was the means of in-

volving him in expenses for which he received no
adequate return. After struggling on a few years,

he came into the possession of a legacy of a few
hundred pounds, bequeathed to him by one of his
Birmingham friends

; hut his enthusiasm on the
subject of photography was so great, that he con-
tinued his experiments till all his newly-acquired
property was frittered away in the undertakings

:

this failure, combined with the partial loss of his
sight, compelled him to relinquish the matter alto-

gether : he removed to Lichfield, in the neighbour-
hood ofwhich he was horn, and recommenced poi trait
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painting. Two or three commissions only were
executed when he was attacked by paralysis, and
from that period till his death—nearly five years

—

he became entirely dependent upon the devoted
attention of his wife and the pecuniary assistance of
their friends.

Me have written this statement chiefly with the
object of directing the attention of those who are
benevolently disposed, and have the means of afford-
ing aid, to the case of the widow and her fatherless
child. Mrs. W’yatt is, we are credibly informed,
so debilitated by incessant watching and exertiou,
that it is more than probable she will never he able
fully to recover her former powers either of body
or mind : the case is one deserving commiseration
and assistance.

ART IN CONTINENTAL STATES.

Paris.—The usual distribution of decorations
took place, on the 15th of July, at the close of the
Exhibition. The ceremony was presided over by
the Minister of State : one artist, M. Muller, histo-
rical painter, received the decoration of Officicr
of the Legion of Honour, and nineteen painters,
sculptors, engravers, &c., that of Chcvalier.--&.
week later prizes in the lottery were drawn : the
scheme consisted of 200,000 tickets, 155,200 of
which had been placed at 1 franc each, to which
sum was added the usual contribution of the govern-
ment

;
the committee was thus enabled to purchase

124 paintings.—The alcoves in the square of the
Louvre are continually receiving new statues, des-
tined for the decoration of that building; a “ Prax-
iteles,” by Badiou de la Tronchere, a figure called
“Homeride,” by Lebourg, and a “Perseus,” have
been lately e.vhibited

;
they are but mediocre pro-

ductions.—The Academy of Fine Arts has chosen
If. G. Kastner as free academician in place of
M. Turpin de Crisse, deceased.—The works of Ary
Schefl:er continue to attract numerous visitors; it

is expected to produce 80,000 or 90,000 francs.
The decoration of churches affords opportunities,
not met with elsewhere, to many painters to pro-
duce inferior Art, religious feeling being little un-
derstood by the present generation of artists gene-
rally : M. Richomne has just finished a chapel at
St. Severin, and M. Mollez is busy on a chapel at
St. Sulpice.—A new method of removing oil pictures
from their old canvas or panels has been invented
by M. Dupont, which, to judge from the experi-
ments made before some of our first artists, appears
to be successful: a chemical agent is used which
destroys the panel or canvas, but does not touch
the painting.

Dresden.—It is reported that Professor Rietschel
proposes to exhibit in London next year the model
of his monument to Luther, a detaUed description
of which we gave in a recent number of the Art-
Jotirml. One object sought to be obtained by the
exhibition of the work in London is the collection
of funds to complete it, £2000 being still required
for the purpose

;
and it is presumed that a portion

of this sum, at least, may be expected from a com-
munity where the name of the great Protestant
reformer is held in such high veneration.
Rouen.—The Exhibition of Industrial Art, or,

as it is there termed, “ The Rouen Exposition
Regionale,” was inaugurated on the 1st of July,
though many of the expected contributions had not
then been received. It is almost entirely of a local
character

;
that is, made up of manufactures carried

on in the department of Rouen, including Lille,
Valenciennes, Cambray, and St. Quentin. Machi-
nery of very varied kind seems to constitute its

leading features, but the show of ornamental iron-
work and of glass is large and of a good order.
Halle.—The statue of Handel, which has been

erected at Halle, the native city of the great com-
oser, was uncovered on the 1st of July. It is in
ronze, and 10 feet in height, and stands upon a

pedestal of marble raised upon granite steps. The
composer is represented in the costume of nis time,
leaning on the music-desk, on which lies the score
of the Messiah. In his right band he holds a roll
of music. In front of the pedestal is inscribed in
characters of gold the name of “ Handel.” On the
opposite side are the words, “ Erected by his ad-
mirers in Germany and England in the year 1859.”
Copenhagen.—The statues and other sculptures

left unfinished by Thorwaldsen are at length
in a fair way towards completion. The munici-
pality of Copenhagen has voted an annual sum, to
be raised during six successive years, for the pur-
pose. Bissen, the sculptor, has undertaken gra-
tuitously the direction of the works.

MATERNAL LOVE.
PROM THE GROUP DY E. D. STEPHENS.

A LIVING sculptor, writing about his art, says,

—

“lu looking at Nature, the eye never questions the
correctness or possibility of any of her forms.
Reason satisfies us, without effort, of their truth, if

not always of their heauly
;
where the miud can sec

and comprehend the position or action of a part, it

takes the rest for granted, aud acknowledges at once
the presence of the whole. Not so, however, in Ai-t

;

here the eye, conscious that it is looking on the
work of human hands, liable to error, becomes
suspicious, and everything must in consequence he
so defined as to leave little or nothing to imagination,
aud satisfy it, not only of the completeness as a
whole, hut of the proper proportion of each distinct

part.” And elsewhere he remarks,—“ M’hatever
may he the grandeur or beauty of the original

thought or conception, the artist has to labour hard
before he can make himself master of l!ie means
wlierchy properly to express it

;
he has not only

to obtain for himself by practice the power of
imitating with his hand the impressions which
his eye receives—in itself a difficult task—but he
has moreover to make himself acquainted with the
anatomical construction of the human form

; that,

while he sees, he may at the same time understand,
the almost innumerable changes that take place
within it

; and he has again to study intently the
physiology of nature, in order to be able to dis-

tiuguish aud select from her such phases as are most
characteristic and appropriate for his intended pur-
pose. ‘When the sculptor has gained this knowledge
and power of imitation, he m.ay be said to liave learned
the language in which he has to speak

;
then, if he

have but genius, he will not fail to give the impress
of it to his work

;
and convert the cold, passionless

mass of his material into a tangible and ostensible

thought.” &c.*

In these passages, written by one who both, in
theory and practice can testify to their truth, wc
gain an insiglit into the difficulties with which the
sculptor has to contend, especially in the treatment
of an ideal work, like that which is here engraved

:

for the perfection of sculpture is not merely the
imitation of nature, however beautiful or noble in
form

; it is not intended to deceive the eye info the
belief that we are gazing onaliving being, acreatm*e
that can move or speak; it is rather suggestive than
imitative, the vehicle of thoughts which have, or
ought to have, a higher tendency than the material,
however exquisitely wrought, that stauds before us.

The object for which the artist works is to produce
in us a feeling in unison with that he lias endeavoured
to personify or embody, or at least, in some degree
of sympathy with it. This is much more easily

effected by the representation of any of the domestic
virtues, such os “maternal love,” for example, than
by that of any ideal characteristic, as innocence,
peace, love, &c., of which we wrote when referring
to Mr. Noble’s statue of "Purity,” in a recent
number. And yet it is not an easy task to give a
new rendering to such a subject as "Maternal Love
that adopted by Mr. Stephens is one which both
painters and sculptors have frequently employed;
and while it is perfectly true to nature, it is also

one that admits of picturesque and graceful treat-

ment, and these qualities are seen respectively in the
composition of the group, and in the attitude of the
mother. M e doubt, however, whether the arrange-
ment of the drapery can bejustified by the laws either
of Art or Nature : a garment that fits so closely to the
upper ]»ortion of the figure would scarcely have so
much fulness as to produce the amjde folds which
surround the lower portion; moreover, (he lines of
these folds are apt to withdraw ihe eye from the
repose which characterises the upper part: we should
prefer to have had this nude rather than draped as

it is in the statue.

Mr. Stephens has e.xecuted several works which
test his merits as a sculptor of power and imagina-
tion : we have not forgotten his " Deer-Stalker,”
his " Satan whispering in the Ear of Eve,” nor his
“ Michael, the Conqueror of Satan,” all iu the Great
Exhibition; aud others we could point to.

• Prize Tre.atiso on the Fine Arts Section of the Great
Exhibition of ls51. Submitted to the Sociotv of Arts in
competition for their Medal. By Henry Weekes, A.R.A.
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ART IN PARLIAMENT.

On the 4th of August a lengthy diseussioti on Art

arose in the House of Commons, apropos of a

vote of £2000 for the National Portrait Gal-

lery. On the proposal of the vote, Mr. Spooner

immediately rose and moved that the grant be

disallowed, on the assumption that the House of

Commons had no right to erpend public money in

buying pieUires. The discussion that ensued elicited,

on tlic part of members, the most lamentable igno-

rance of Art and its purposes ;
showing, as on

mauy other questions, that persons least qualified

to pronounce opinions are the most ready for dis-

cussion. If any member be infected with an Art-

crotchet, no matter how remote from the ])ar-

ticiilar subject before the house, he must deliver

himself of his one sentiment, with a declaration of

which he has opened his bosom to the house already

fifty limes. In reference to the Portrait Gallery,

the grievance of one is, that there arc officers of the

Natioual Gallery drawing suitable salaries
;
another

jokes about a portrait of Lord Nelson in a field-

marshal’s uniform ; a third hints that the Portrait

Gallery is a liohby with the house, because every

member hopes at some time to be hung there among

the Britisli worthies. Of such profundity was the

opposition offered to the vote, which, nevertheless,

passed, the ameudmeiit bciug negatived by a majority

of 100.

Wc have from the first regarded this Portrait

Gallery not so much a pictorial divertisenicnt as

a valuable adjunct to all our literature directly

and indirectly historical. It is the cheapest “ Wnl-

halla” we can have, and wc do not envy the man who

can enter the rooms in George Street, even with

their present insufficient catalogue, and withdraw

thence without saluting, with some reverential emo-

tion, some of the canvases, and acknowledging a

debt to the men whose names they bear. In this

institution wc look forward to a collection of por-

trails which must bo interesting to men who have

no tastes for pictorial Art. If he who writes his-

tory be not desirous of seeing all that may be left

of the manner of men with whom he deals, his

amalgam is not that which will produce au entertain-

ing book,—he will never place his historic personcs

so vividly before his readers as to inspire them with

a wish to see them as done from the life. Lord

Palmerston, by tlie way, in his able advocacy of the

vole, took this view of the institution. “'Wilb

regard,” he said, ” to the vote, there might he some

ground for opposition to it if this were a new
question

;
but it has been freqiieutly considered, and

Parliament has thought it would be advisable to

incur annually a very moderate expense, not in col-

lecting works of Art, or in forming a school of Art,

hut in purchasing the portraits of those persons

who have signally figured in our history. It is most

interesting, after persons have been reading about

the exploits of some eminent man, to he able after-

wards to realize the man by seeing bis portrait.

As somebody has said, in reading that Cmsar

conquered Pompey all you know is, that Cresar

was one man and Pompey another. But it is

highly interesting and instructive, after reading

about Cromwell, cr any other historical character,

to see before you the most faithful representation of

his person that can he obtained.”

M'eknow of but one other collection at all similar

to ours—that in the Palazzo Vecchio, at Florence.

The portraits are those of painters, not only of

Italj% but of all countries
;
and the lover of Art

dwells longer in those rooms than in Santa Croce,

or the richest chapels of St. Peter’s.

It was Sir Jolm Shelley wlio ventured his joke

about Nelson in a red coat being offered to the

institution. Had the authorities a por-

trait of Nelson in a red coat tlicre might then have

been some ground of complaint
;
but the honourable

member forgets that such an institution is open to

all kinds of proposals, of which those that are maui-

fcstly absurd cannot be charged against the institu-

tion, its officers, or the government by which it was

established and is supported. Me have seen a so-

called portrait of Cromwell iu tights and Hessians,

the owner of which was with great difficulty dis-

suaded from ofi'ering it for purchase to the authori-

ties of the Gallery.

We arc, like other nations, celebrating our best
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men iu bronze and marble, but it is very clear that

there arc many worthy of being remembered to

whom we cannot erect statues, nor is it fitting that

all w’liom we bear in affectionate remembrance

should be thus commemorated. But it is not too

much to desire that those who may have materially

assisted iu the promotion of the public well-being

should be named in the catalogue of that collection.

The homage costs little, but the tribute is never-

theless graceful. And there arc men iu the House

of Commons who have not patriotism enough thus

far to do honour to their disLioguished countrymen.

Mr. Coninghara says that all who kuow anything

about Art vote with him
;
these gentlemen he there-

fore claims as a tail. Witli respect to their know-

ledge of Art, they offer us no opportunity of

judging, as they usually vote against all Art-insli-

tutioiis, without one apposite observation on Art

itself.

TIic vote for the Portrait Gallery having been

disposed of, another, of £2000, was put for the pur-

chase of Sir George Ilaytcr’s picture representing

the moving of the address to the Crown on the

opening of the first reformed Parliament, iu the

House of Commons, in 1833. Mr. Spooner asked

for an explanation of this vote, observing that two

votes had already been passed for the purchase of

jiictures, one on account of the Natioual Gallery,

the other on that of the Portrait Gallery. When,

in reply to a direct question put by Mr. Spooner, it

was elicited from the Chancellor of the Exchequer

that the picture bad already been paid for, Mr.

Spooner proceeded to observe that the whole affair

was not a little extraordinary; he wished to know

what was to be done with it ; it could not be placed

in the Portrait Gallery, because, according to a

standing rule of that iustitutiou, the portraits of

living persons could not be placed there. There

was, therefore, no room of which he was aware

wherein to put it, and he could not help thinking,

therefore, that expense had been incurred in a most

unconstitutional manner to no purpose. In reply

to a question from Mr. Deedes, the Chancellor of the

Exchequer said that many of those members of the

House of Commons who had sat to Sir George

Hay ter, had paid specified sums, in return for which

they had received a kind of sketch-portrait, but that

the artist had been by no means repaid for the

labour be had expended ou the composition of

his picture, and ho believed that a considerable

number of the members of the House of Commons
had signed a requisition recommending that the

picture should be purchased. Thus the traiisactiou

had advanced, and he could perfectly well under-

stand the desire of the late government to purchase

tlie picture, on account of its historic importance.

The picture was an elaborate one, and he did not

tliiuk £2000 was too large a sura to pay for the

labour which had been expended upon it, although it

was somewhat open to objection that the coimnittce

should he called upon to pay that amount in the shape

of an expostfacto vole. When the committee divided,

the numbers for and against the vote were equal,

being eighty-two on each side, but the chairman

gave the casting vote in favour of the purchase,

whereby the picture becomes national property.

Art has of late occupied much time in the

house, from the very loose way in whicli the ques-

tions arc treated. Ou the proposal of a vote of

£91)88, for the cost of constructing seven fire-proof

rooms adjoining the Sheepslianks Gallery, at South

Kensington, to receive the Vernon, Turner, and

other pictures belonging to the National Gallery,

and of a separate entrance thereto, Air. Coninghara

very appropriately asks the intention of Government

with respect to the National Gallery. Iu reference

to the same vote. Lord Elcho suggested that inquiry

should be made as to whether the Royal Academy
was a school of Art for the instruction of artists,

and whether its honours were freely open to all

artists of Great Britain, and this suggestion was

received with many a “ hear, hear,” as an idea

novel and ingenious. Mr. Ayrton said, “ it was
proposed to remove the Royal Academy to Burliny-

ion Arcade f but how the multifarious adaptations

ai-e to be effected, the honourable member does not

explain : and again, Mr. Couingham feared that the

raaguificeut and spacious building which the Royal

Academy would possess would injuriously affect the

competing societies in Suffolk Street and elsewhere,

and suggested that the Royal Academy should erect
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a temporary building, and vacate the National Gal-

lery at once. The discussion proceeded, with many

objections, to the vote, and also to tiie erection of

the buildings at Kensington. In reply to various

questious more or less beside the subject. Lord J.

Manners said that it was a settled point that the

National Gallery was to remain in Trafalgar Square.

Ou behalf of every department of the late govern-

ment, he broadly and emphatically denied that there

was any intention of placing these pictures perma-

nently at Kensington : they were merely to be

placed there as a temporary convenience, aud be-

cause it was absolutely necessary they should be

placed somewhere where they would be safe from

fire and injury. There is nothing iu the vote to show

that the proposed erections were to be merely tem-

porary
;
yet several members advocated the erection

of the rooms within the grounds of Burlingtou

House, though in the course of a year or two they

must be removed. It were better, therefore, that

they should be placed where they may be permitted

to remain, and ultimately serve some other useful

public purpose. The vote was passed by a majority

of forty-tlirec : but it is paintiil to see with how

little of either taste or knowledge Art-matters are

entertained in Parliament. Never is auy question

of Art discussed ou its own merits—each member

has a crotchet of his own wliich exclusively prompts

him to observations utterly irrelevant to the subject.

It is, however, gratifying to see that there is in tlie

house a majority impressed with a conviction that

the cause of Art should be advanced.

ART IN SCOTLAND AND THE
niOYINCES.

EniNnuRGH. — The Royal Associatiou for the

Promotion of the Fine Arts in Scotland held its

annual meeting iu Uueen Street Hall, Edinburgh,

on July 23rd, the Lord Provost presiding. Wo
learn from the report, read at the meeting, that

since the formation of the association, twenty-five

years ago, £100,000 have been expended in the

purchase of paintings and sculpture, pictures for

the National Gallery, and engravings and illus-

trated works for the members of the association.

The amount subscribed during the past year is

£4470. The committee has purchased, at a cost of

£2200, sixty-three works of Art, recently e.xhibited

by the Royal Scottish Academy, consisting of fifty-

seven paintings, four water-colour drawings, and

two pieces of sculpture. Mr. George Harvey has

placed in the hands of the Association, for engra-

ving, and for the copyright of which he has been

paid £200, five paintings illustrative of the song

“ Auld Lan" Syne and arrangements have been

made with Mr. J, N. Paton, R.S.A., for six oil

paintings (to cost £G00), in illustration of the Bor-

der ballad, “The Howie Dens of 'Yarrow.” The

report was unanimously adopted, and the prizes

were then distributed.—It is stated in some of the

local papers that the directors of the Edinburgh

Royal Institution have purchased from Sir Culling

Eardley, for the sura of £500, the picture, by Paul

Verouese, of “ Mars and Venus,” in order to place

it in the Scottish National Gallery.

Huiiham.—At the last distribution of prizes to

the students of the Durham School of Art, medals

were awarded to Miss J. Hays, Miss Jessie Wright,

Miss E.‘F. Uuelcb, W. Benlbam, and J. Thornton.

Miss' Hays’s drawings of wild flowers, and Miss

Quelch’s designs for muslins, were especially

selected by the Government for the annual compe-

titions of the pupils in all our schools.

Biumingham.—The coramiLtee upon which has

devolved the duty of selecting a subject as a memo-

rial of the late David Cox has fixed upon a bust,

which Mr. Peter Hollins is commissioned to exe-

‘^’’roxeteh.—

T

he discoveries recently made at

Wroxeter (the Roman Uriconium), near Shrews-

bury, to which we alluded last month, have excited

so much interest that measures have been taken

for continuing the researches throughout the sum-

mer. A portion of the ground has been rented,

and subscriptions received from other than local

ouartera.the Society of Antiquaries heading the list

with a grant of £50. A Metropolitan Committee

has been formed, embracing the names of Lord

Stanhope as president, and many noblemen and gen-

tlemen remarkable for their interest in antiquarian

research. The articles exhumed are all placed m
the Shrewsbury Museum.

i'

F'
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This year the show of prizes in Snffolk Street is

thioiier than we remember for many years, re-

minding us rather of the infancy of the institution

than of its popular maturity. The subscription was,
we believe, large, but the sum set apart for the pur-
chase of pictures appears, according to the cata-

logue, to be 2680/.; thus accounting for the paucity
of the prizes, of which the highest is 200/., the
second 150/., the third 100/., three of 75/., three
of 60/., and the remaining numbers descend to the
lowest prizes in the scale. The highest is ‘ Morning
on the Lago Maggiore,’ by G. E. Hering, selected

from the Academy; the price of the picture being
170/., 30/. return to the exchequer of the society.

'The prize of 150/. is a picture, by Horlor, entitled
‘ Highland Sport,’ from the Royal Academy; the
prominent feat’ire of the composition is a leash of

sporting dogs, the painting of which is very success-

ful. The third prize is ‘ Ophelia,’ by A. Ercole, a

foreign artist—a life-sized figure, which told with
good effect in the Royal Academy. The draperies

and all the circumstances of the composition have
been very carefully studied. The face is too visionary,

but a little strengthening of the shades would remedy
this

;
it is, however, the most sensible version of

the character we have seen of late. Of 75/. there is
‘ The Rock Quarry,’ by Tennant, exhibited in Suffolk
Street; and, secondly, 'The Blackpool, on the
Lleder,’ by J. Pettitt—a work remarkable for the
patient elaboration with which it has been worked
out

; the third being Corbould’s ‘ Bold and Bashful,’

from the exhibition of the New Water-Culoui- Society.
One of 60/. is ‘Milton visiting Galileo in the
Prisons of the Inquisition,’ by E. Crowe; a w'ork of
some pretension, hut not without certain of the
faults of the hard school of painting. Another
60/. prize is ‘Castilian Almsgiving,’ by J. Burgess;
a picture apparently painted in Spain— the figures
being in character and costume strictly national
A third of 60/. is ‘ The Way to the Mill,’ H. J. Bod-
dington

;
a work strikingly real in its local detail.

We observe in the cattdogue ‘ Sardis,’ by Harry
Johnson; an admirable picture, which was exhi-
bited at the British Institution. It stands in this
catalogue without a price, and is marked “ unappro-
priated whence it cannot be understood whether
the picture has been selected by a prizeholder or not.
The prizes being so much less numerous than ou
preceding occasions, pictures of merit are accord-
ingly limited in number

;
there are, however, in the

selection some small works of much excellence—as
‘ A Breezy Day on the Thames,’ £, C. Williams

;

‘ A Peaceful Nook,’ W. W. Gosling
;

‘ Farm Yard

—

The Pet Team,’ J. P. Herring and A. P. Rolfe

;

‘ Camelias,’ Miss Mntrie ;
‘ Repose,’ G. A. Williams

;

‘ Glengariff, Ireland,’ G. A Shalders
;

‘The River
Skerne, near Darlington,’ J, Peel; ‘Good News,’
J. Henzell; ‘A Study at Bettws-y-Coed,’ Vicat
Cole

;
‘The Mother’s Hope,’ J, W. Haynes; ‘Little

HeaJrigg,’ T. MogforJ; ‘Harvest Time—Evening,’
G. A, Williams

;
‘ Beatrice listening in the Bower,’

A. J. Woolmer
; ‘Whitby, from Upgang,’ E. Nie-

mann
;

‘ Near Reigate, Surrey,’ S. R, Percy
;

‘ Caw-
dor Castle,’ H. Jutsura

; ‘Pilot Boat off Mount
Orgueil, Jersey,’ W. E. Bates; ‘Summer,’ S. R.
Percy

;

‘ A Storm on the Hills,’ T. F. Wainwright

;

‘ Idlers,’ Charles Dukes
;
‘Wait Awhile,’ A. Provis •

‘ Too Hot,’ C. Rossiter
;

‘ Child’s-play among the
Rushes, 1'. W. Hulme; ‘Children Nut-gathering,’
E. J. Cobbett

;
‘ Tbe Tranquil Stream,’ H. B. Gray

;

‘Sea-Coast,’ F. Underhill; ‘A Roadside, ^Ubury]
Surrey,’ Vicat Cole, &c. The number of water-colour
drawings selected is twenty-one, among which are
‘Preaching in the Crj-pt,’ George Dodgson; ‘At
Red Hill,’ C. Davidson

; and others, by W.’’C. Smyth,
J. W. Whyraper, J. Callow, F. Smallfield, &c.,'&c.
'rhe catalogues of this year are illustrated, a wood-
cut occupying the page; the subjects are ‘The
Slother’a Hope,’ by Haynes; ‘Good News,’ by
Henzell, and ‘Rain on the Fair-day,’ by Lidderdale.
The meagreness of this year’s catalogue, in com-

parison with those that have preceded it, impresses at
once the visitor ou entering the rooms

; aud the fact

of the expenditure of only about 2700/. in pictures,
out of a gross year’s receipts of 15,210/., has excited
the attention of a numerous body of the profession
in so far seriously, that, in reference to the subject,
aud especially with the view of forming a new Art-

Union, a meeting has been held in the great room
at No. 7 in the Haymarket. Since the establish-

ment of the Art-Union, the receipts of 1859 have
been exceeded by those only of three years of the
entire term—these are, 1845, when the subscriptions

were 15,440/.; 1846, with subscriptions amounting
to 16,979/.; and 1847, with a list amounting to

17,871/.; the disbursements for prizes being for

these years respectively, 10,300/., 10,730/., and
11,820/. It is, therefore, a natural consequence,

that at least surprise and inquiry should result from
the declaration of such a disparity between purchases
and subscriptions. AVe have, year by year, com-
plaints of mismanagement against the Art-Union, but
this year the ground of such complaint seems so

clear, that it is most difficult to reconcile the fact of

the expenditure of only 2700/. in pictures, out of

15,210/. collected, according to the circular of the
society, with a view to “ promote the knowledge
and love of the fine arts, and their general advance-
ment in the British empire, by a wide diffusion of

the works of native artists ; and to elevate Art, and
encourage its professors, by creating an increased

demand for their works, &c.” That the authorities

of the Art-Union have been sincere in their labours

cannot be questioned, nor can it be doubted that

they have conferred a large measure of benefit on
rising and struggling members of the profession.

That this aid has been extended too indiscriminately,

is urged against them as one of the faults of their

system, for they have helped into mediocrity many
painters who, but for them, might have adopted
other vocations, for which, at least, their talent had
not been questioned. During the three years to

which we have referred above, the largest sum ex-

pended in prints was 4060/., with 10,730/. as the
“amount of prizes;” while the report for the past
year gives the enormous sum of 6980/. for prints.

Hence arises the question,'—Whence this unprece-

dented augmentation ? All that we can learn is,

that for the plate, “Life at the Sea-side,” 4000/.
have been given, of which the engraver received but
1000/. ; this cannot be regarded otherwise than a

waste of the funds. But then the society is irre-

sponsible, the council give their time and attendauce
for nothing; theirs is a fluctuating constituency,

scattered to the four winds of heaven, and content
to receive their respective allotments, whatever thev
may be. 'The proper time for either giving or

asking information on the subject of the unpre-
cedented disproportion, would have been at the
general meeting.

At the meeting above mentioned, Mr. Hurlstoue,
President of the Society of British Artists, was in the
chair

;
and he, having explained the purposes of the

convention, concluded his discourse by a proposal

to address a remonstrance to the council of the Art-
Union

;
but this motion was set aside by the adoption

of a resolution for the formation of a new Art- Union,
the subscriptions to be limited to balf-a-guinea, and
the sum subscribed, as far as possible, to be set

aside solely for the purchase of pictures. The
meeting was called by a committee, of which Mr.
Roberts, the secretary of the Society of British

Artists, aud Mr. Bell Smith, secretary of the Na-
tional Institution, were the honorary secretaries.

We shall rejoice to aid any plan that has for its

objects the promotion of Art, and the benefit of

artists
; hut we can by no means give unqualified

support to this “new” project. It is not likely to

succeed: artists generally are ill-calculated to con-
duct an affair of “business and the machinerv
for such an institution must be the growth of time.

The “new” body have not, and are not likely to

have, associated with them’ any of the leading mem-
bers of the profession. Many other reasons occur
to suggest strong doubts of their success ; neither

do we think the opposition comes with a good grace
from the artists. A number of gentlemen have
been labouring upwards of twenty years to forward
the interests of Art and artists

;
they have done so,

albeit some serious mistakes have been committed.
Their labour has been without profit, without honour,
and, it would seem, without gratitude, as recom-
pences from those who have been served—a miser-
able return indeed for so long a period of thought,
toil, and time. Alas ! for poor human nature,

how few, after all, of those who have sown the
seed, gather in the harvest! AVe are not of those
who envy the feelings of the party assembled in

“the large room of the Haymar-ket.”

MINOR TOPICS OP THE MONTH.

The Royal Academy.— Sir Robert Smirke, one
of the oldest members of the Royal Academy, has
voluntarily resigned the position he has for a very
long period held as Academician, with honour to
himself aud advantage to the associated body with
which he has been connected : by this act Sir
Robert has earned for himself still higher respect
than any hitherto paid him, either by tbe profession
or the public. He has set an example which, we
trust, will not he lost upon others who either now
are, or at any future time may be, incapacitated by
age or other circumstances, from assisting in the
proceedings of the society—proceedings that most
frequently require energy, activity, and a sacrifice
of valuable time, not from a few only, but from
the whole united body. AVe believe that Sir
Robert Smirke, as well as some other members,
has endeavoured to introduce into the Academy a
measiue which would meet the requirements of
cases like his own, without depriving the retiring
member of the privilege of placing those magical
letters, R.A., behind his name : he has failed, how-
ever, to carry his point, and has, therefore, done
the only thing he could do in support of the prin-
ciples he advocates, withdrawn himself from those
whom he was unable to bring over to his way of
thinking. There are now two vacancies in the
ranks of the “Forty;” the other was occasioned
by the death of Mr. Leslie : when these are filled

up, there will also be two vacancies among the
associates : their successors in both we do not
undertake to predict.

South Kensington Museum.—Teachers wish-
ing to attend the examinations of the Science and
Art Department in Practical and Descriptive Geome-
try, with Mechanical and Machine Drawing, aud
Building Construction, Physics, Chemistry, Geology
and Mineralogy (applied to mining). Natural His-
tory, for the purpose of obtaining augmentation
grants to their salaries (under the Science Minute
of the 2nd June, 1859), must send their names,
addresses, and present occupation, to the secretary

of the department, South Kensington, on or before

the 31st October, 1859. The examinations will be
held in the metropolis in the last week of Novem-
ber. Certificates of three grades will be granted
in each subject, giving the holder an augmentation
grant of £10, £1 5, or £20 a year on each certificate

while giving instruction to a class of operatives in
that subject. These payments will be in addition
to the value of any certificates of competency for
giving primary instruction should the teacher have
already obtained any such from the Committee of
Council on Education.

The Kensington Museum has on loan from
Mr. Gurney twelve pictures, the most remarkable
being Dubufe’s portrait of Rosa Bonheur, already
well known by the engraving; there is also a very
good landscape by Liuocll

;
an angling stream by

Creswick ; an Italian lake by Hering
;

“ the Bene-
diction,” by AVebster

; a group of fruit by Lance
;

what may he considered as a “ combination picture,”

a young country girl’s first glimpse at London, the
landscape by Creswick, the figure by Frith, and the
dog by Ansdell

;
and two views in Egypt by Frere, a

French artist. AVe shall be glad to record the
increase of such loans.

The “ 1861” Exhibition.—There is reason to

believe that the arraugements for the great inter-

national exhibition will be resumed, peace having
been once again—and, it is to be hoped, with a

prospect of permanence—restored to Europe. Pos-
sibly the affair may “come off” in 1862

;
there is

no peculiar magic iu the date 1801, that such a
change may not he salutary. At all events, we
trust the committee will resume their task; the
“ guarantees ” were understood to be sufficient

;
and

if there be, as we believe there will be, a right

exercise of zeal and energy, with judgment and
experience, there need he no fear of a successful

issue.

Mr. Macuse, R.A., has been presented by a

number of his brother-artists, both in and out of

the Academy, with a handsome gold port-crayon,

iu testimony of their admiration of his great cartoon

of Wellington and Blucher. This is a graceful and
becoming compliment

;
such as it rarely falls to the

lot of a public writer to record. There are rumours
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afloat that two of the most coospicuous members of

the Iloyal Academy refused to join in the tribute

;

their names, indeed, have been in print. We prefer

to believe the rumour groundless, for it is hard to

believe it possible. At all events, Maclise has, by

this work—his latest and his greatest—raised his

fame far beyond the reach of cuv}^

FilESCOES IN THE HOUSES OF pARLIAMF-NT.

—

Our contemporary, the Crilic, who is usually most

correct in his reports of Art-matters, states that

Mr. Herbert is to receive the enormous sum of

£9000 for his fresco to be executed for the walls of

the royal gallery of the houses of parliament
;
the

subject chosen is " Justice on Eartli, and its Deve-

lopment in Law and Judgment.” Surely the above

sum is a mistake
;

or, if true, there seems little

"justice” in paying Mr. Herbert more than nine

times as much, we believe, as some other artists of

equal rank have received for their works.

An Eximiution of Works of Art by British

amateur artists is, it is reported, to be opened early

in the ensuing year, for the benefit of the " Home
for Young Women engaged as Day-workers,” an

institution founded about four years since, by some

ladies of distinction and benevolent character. We
do not at present know where the exhibition will

take place.

The Baron Marociietti has received another

parliamentary grant—a sum of £1 650—to enable

him, we presume, to complete his statue of Richard

Cirur dc Lion, and to pay for a pedestal for the

same. We shall take an early opportunity of in-

quiring into the matter ; meanwhile our contem-

porary, the Criiic, suggests that parliament should

grant to the baron an annual sum—say £2000 or

€3000—and take whatever the baron is pleased to

give the country in return.

The Crystal Palace Aut-Enion.—The coun-

cil of this Art -union presented their first report to

their subscribers’ on the 28lh of July last, on which

day also the first drawing for the prizes took place

at the Crystal Palace. The sum subscribed since

the establishment of the institution, in January last,

amounted to nearly £5000, of which upwards of

£1400 was a|)propriatcd to the purchase of the prizes.

The report does not specify in what proportions the

remainder of the income of the society has been

applied to meet the cost of the presentation works,

and to the working expenses, including all payments
to the Crystal Palace Company. Such an omission

is a serious imperfection in the report, and more
particularly since an opinion is prevalent that the

directors of the Crystal Palace Company have made
arrangements, with reference to this Art-union, that

arc very advantageous to themselves. Such an im-

pressiou is calculated roost seriously to check the

progress of the Art-union. The prizes comprised

six pictures, and one drawing in water-colours,

including a gem by E. W. Cooke, A.R. A., another by
Miss Mutrie, aud a large work by Louis Haghe,

with various works in metal, ceramic statuary, por-

celain, glass, and teira-coUa, and some sets of

photographs of the Crystal Palace. They are all

of a satisfactory character, aud we understand that,

in common with the presentation works, they have

been highly approved by the subscribers. In their

report the council congratulate the subscribers upon

the success that has already attended their efforts,

and they hold out hopes of much greater things in

time to come. They also most justly express their

high sense of the valuable services of their able secre-

tary and superintendent, Mr. Thomas Battam, I'.S.A.

Wc shall heartily rejoice to see Ibis Art-union as

successful as the council can desire
;

but, at the

same time, without any reserve, we declare oiir con-

viction that its success will prove to be in inverse

proportion to its connection with the Ciystal Palace

—that is, so long as the Crystal Palace, as an insti-

tutiou supposed to exert any influence upon Art,

continues under its present direction and manage-
ment. Let the council strengthen the hands of

Mr. Battam in every possible way, and let them
shake off, as far as possible, existing Crystal Palace

influences, aud thus they may anticipate, with some
degree of well-grounded confidence, the realization

of their "conviction” that their Art-union “will

prove to be a highly important medium for diffusing

and cultivating a pure taste in Art."

The Pictures by Made.moiselle Henrtette
Brown, which are now at the French Gallery in

Pall JIall, were removed thither from the Exhi-

bition in the Champs Elysces
;
the principal work,

“The Sisters of Mercy,” hung with other Art-

Union prizes at the top of the staircase on entering

the galleries, having fallen to the lot of a subscriber

of one franc, the actual value of the picture being

20,000 francs. It contains three figures—two sisters

of mercy, and their patient, a sick child, that is sup-

ported in the lap of the more prominent of the two

sisters, while the other is mixing a draught in a

mortar. The beauty of the picture is its. captivating

simplicity
;
the dispositions are most effective, with-

out apjiearing in the slightest degree artificial. The

painting of the face of the seated figure is a master-

piece of Art
;
presented under the amplitude of the

linen head-dress, the features arc lighted by reflec-

tion, and the lighting and the brilliant transparency

of the face are triumphs of a character that are very

rarely accomplished. No. 2,
" Puritan Maidens

reading the Scriptures,” another rather large pic-

ture, is distinguished especially by its realistic

simplicity; it is the property of the Empress

Eugenic. The other works are small : they arc

called, "The Hospital Laboratory;” "The Toilet
;”

“The Nurse;” and “The Portrait;” the last being

a portrait of Mademoiselle Brown’s father—an

elderly gentleman of the real John Bull type. The
smaller pictures are painted on a fiue ticken, of

which the sharp-threaded texture plays an important

part in assisting the painter to that indefinite and

facile manner, that is a characteristic of the French

school. Mademoiselle Brown was a pupil of Cha-

plin, and has gained two medals.

There is exhibited at No. 20, Pall JIall, a variety

of sketches, by Madame Bodichon, of scenery in

Africa and America. Among the subjects there are

a "View of the Little Atlas and the Mctidja, from

the Telegraph Hill, near Algiers;” "View of

Algiers from Miistapha Supericur;” “Valley of the

Hydra, near Algiers—Morning in December
;

”

•‘Acanthus Leaves,” &c, : the sketches arc spirited

and ambitious
;
they are in number thirty-four.

Pictures- by Richard Wilson.—At a sale on

August 1st., of the library and pictures of the late

Sir R. W. Vaughan, Bart., some capital pictures by

Richard W’ilson were offered: three of them were

sold to Mr. Gillolt, the well-known collector of

Birmingham ;
namely, a ‘ View of Cylgerran Castle,’

for 300/., and two small cabinet pictures for 100/.

each. For two others, of greater importance, a

‘View of Snowdon,’ and ‘Pembroke Castle,’ 470/.

each were hid, but the auctioneer, Mr. Dew, of

Bangor, having a reserved price of 500/. upon each,

they were bought in.

The Statue of King W’lLLiAir, of "pious

memory,” standing on College Green, Dublin, will

shortly surmount a drinking-fountain
;
preparations

arc being made for inserting, on the western side of

the pedestal on which the figure stauds, one of

these invaluable public blessings. The Dublin

Evenintj Tost says, in reference to it :
—

" For

upwards of a century aud a half much liquid has

been consumed to the ‘memory’ of King William.

The material thus imbibed, however, has been

generally of a quality much stronger than water,

and has been limited to the more ultra portion of

our countrymen. Henceforward the libations under

the shadow of King William will be confined to pure

•water, aud udll be partakeu of by her Majesty’s

subjects without distinction of political opinions.”

The Fitzwilliam Museum, at Cambridge, will

shortly receive an addition of the picture of “ The
Salutation of the Virgin,” by Manzuoli di San

Friano, a Florentine painter of the sixteenth cen-

tury, kno'wn among connoisseurs generally by the

name of Manzuoli only. The painting, which was

recently exhibited at the British Institution, has

been presented to the University by Mr. II. T.

Hope.

Bookbinding.—One of the most beautiful spe-

cimens of modem bookbinding, combining richness

with elegance, which has recently come under our

notice, is a copy of a translation, by Professor

Williams, of the eastern poem of Sakoontala. The
book is from the press of a provincial printer,

Mr. S. Austin, of Hertford, and is in itself a fine

example of typographic art
;
one that would confer

renown on any printing establishment of Europe.

The binder is a foreigner, long resident in London,

Mr. Zaensdorff, of Catherine Street, Strand, but the

work is executed by Englishmen, from his designs

and under his superintendence. The ground of

the binding is a rich brown morocco, inlaid with

vellum : in the centre of tlie cover, which is sunk,

is a chequered pattern of vellum, lozenge-shaped,

and richly coloured in various harmonising tints

:

these, aud the raised frame-work, are most delicately

ornamented with fine " tooling,” exquisitely finished.

The inside of the cover shows a piece of vellum

let into the morocco, and relieved by geometrical

designs in red, blue, and green. The work has

been done as a "specimen” only, and it certainly

e.xhibits the art of bookbinding in the highest

perfection.

The Advertising Column Manta, or nuisance,

it should rather be called, will, we trust, have re-

ceived a check ere these pages are in the hands of

our 'readers, Mr. Cowper having introduced a bill

into parliament to do away with these ugly obstruc-

tions altogether. The wonder is, they should ever

have been erected
;
only we know what enormities

parochial vestries will perpetrate occasionally.

Statues for St. Paul’s Cathedral.—Mr.

Adams, the sculptor of the statue of Sir Charles

Napier, that stands in Trafalgar Square, is at work

upon another statue of the general, which is in-

tended for St. Paul’s; the two works will differ

materially in treatment and attitude from each

other. A statue of the late Lord Lyons is also, we

understand, to be placed in the same edifice.

jM. Boryczewski, who has recently executed a

bust of the Baron Humboldt for the Imperial

Academy of St. Petersburg, has just completed a

bust of our illustrious countryman. Sir Roderick

Murchison, which he intends to present to the

same establishment. The well-known expedition

of the former into Siberia, and the equally well-

known geological survey of Russia by the latter,

render those busts equally appropriate amidst the

adornments of that great library. The cast by this

young Polish sculptor, which is alike excellent as a

portrait aud as a work of Art, has been placed for

a short time in the hall of the Museum of Practical

Geology, previously to its being executed iu marble.

Testimonial to Dr. Francis Hawkins.—

A

portrait of this gentleman, very ably executed by

Jlr. J. Eilgar Williams, has just been placed in

the board-room of the Middlesex Hospital, in

which institution he occujiied the post of phy-

sician for a period of thirty-five years, and from

which he has recently retired, on account of hU
appointment to the office of registrar to the new

medical council. The portrait was subscribed for

by Dr. Hawkins’s pupils at the hospital.

The Stephenson Monument.—Mr. Lough has

completed a model of the statue of George Stephen-

son, with its pedestal, the monument intended for

Ncwcastle-on-Tyne. The height of the figure is

7 feet 8 inches, but for the bronze casting another

model will be made, presenting the figure 10 feet

high. The figure is upright, and attired iu modern

costume, with a plaid crossing the chest from the

left shoulder—a valuable adjunct to the composi-

tion, as breaking the absolute lines of our moderu

costume. The right hand, grasping a pair of cal-

lipers, rests on the breast, aud the left on a loco-

motive engine of very early form. The features are

those of the life, and the bead is that of a pro-

foundly thinking man. The pedestal intended for

the support of this statue presents at its four angles

types of the labour necessary to engineering works
;

these arc accordingly a navvy, a blacksmith, a pit-

man, and an engineer.

The Raffaelle Cartoons at Hampton Court

are to be covered with glass, in order to jirotect

them : this has been fouud necessary from the in-

juries they were receiviug through exposure to

atmospherical and other deteriorating influences.

Two of these invaluable works have already been

covered.

The New Foreign Office.—The cost of models,

plans, and working drawings, and of obtaining

builders’ tenders, for the New Foreien Office, is set

dowm officially at the sura of £3800. This sum

does not include any charge likely to be made by

the architect for the modified design prepared by

him according to the instructions of the First Com-

missioner of Works and Public Buildings. If this

design should be carried out, the above sum of

£3800 (except £300 for the model), as well as the

amount of the architect’s claim for the design itself,

will merge in his commission and the builder’s

tender.
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The Tl'UNrr Gallery. With Descriptions by
K. N. 'WoiiNUM. Part II. Published by J. S.
Virtue, London.

This part of the “Turner Gallery" is, we tliink, of
greater interest than that which preceded it, so far
as relates to the subjects it contains : the first of
these is “Peace—the Burial of Wilkie,” a noble
offering to the memory of the great Scotch artist,

and, at the same time, a poet-painter’s rendering
of a scene which, had it been only the burial of the
meanest cabin-boy, must always be most impres-
sively solemn. The picture was painted in 1842,
the year after the death of Wilkie

;
it is a grand

poetic composition, that shows the strength of a
great and original mind, though there is in it, as a
painting, little of what is generally considered as
one of Turner's highest e.’rcellencies—colour; with
the exception of the greyish blue of the sky, which
is repealed in portions of the water, all else is

scarcely more than black and white
;
this pecu-

liarity of the work must have been of great assist-

ance to the engraver, Mr. J. Cousen, whose task
of translation was thereby made comparatively
easy

;
but he has carried out the feeling of the

painter in a kindred spirit. The noble ship steam-
ing out of the Bay of Gibraltar, a huge blaclc mass

—

except where lighted up by the fiery torches of the
seamen who are performing the last offices for the
dead—throwing dark shadows down to the very
base of the picture, and sending forth thick, heavy
volumes of smoke— the distant rock, its outlines
faintl}' developed against the misty sky—the pale
crescent moon, struggling, as it were, to cast a
light upon the gloomy scene— the placid bosom of
the ocean that reflects every object above its sur-
face—are each and all rendered by the engraver
with unqualified beauty and truth.

The next subject is “The Shipwreck,” here en-
graved by W. Miller

;
but it has been previously

engraved on a large scale, in mezzotinto, by C.
Turner, and by John Burnet. The picture was
painted in 1805; it was never exhibited, but was
purchased from the artist bv Sir John Leicester,
afterwards Loi'd de Tabley : Turner e.xcbanged it a
short time afterwards for “ The Sun rising through
Vapour,” which he subsequently repurchased at
the sale of Lord De Tabley's collection, in 1827.
It is a grand work : there is terrible majesty in
that surging and roaring mass of waters and that
tempestuous sky, a very chaos of elements, to en-
counter which, as those hardy seamen going off to
the wreck are doing, seems actual madness : nothing
finer in the way of marine-painting than this noble
composition has ever been placed on canvas. Mr.
Miller has done the subject full justice, especially
in the forms of the wild waves and their impetuous
action : this engraving alone is well worth the
price of the entire part.

What a different scene is unfolded in the third
plate, “ Phryne going to the Bath ns Venus,” en-
graved by J. B. Allen, painted in 1838 : darkness,
death, and destruction, are in the former plate

;

here are light, love, and joyousuess, the richness
of the architecture of ancient Greece, a crowd of
Grecian women sporting amidst its glorious scenery,
under the luxuriating influences of a warm, golden,
southern sun. One can scarcely imagine, though
wo know how diversified oftentimes are the thoughts
and operations of the same mind, that one head
and hand could have conceived and carried out
these two works : Byron, however, could describe
with equal beauty and power of expression the
battle of Waterloo and the sunny isles of Greece

;

so Turner could describe with his pencil the subli-
mity of the warring elements at sea, and the most
glorious scenery of vine-clad hills and emerald
valleys, where there is scarcely a breath of air to
move the smallest leaf that hangs over their surface.

Journal of the Bath and West of England
Society for the Encouragement of Agri-
culture, Art -Manufactures, and Com-
merce. Published by J. Ridgway, London;
Peach, Bath.

We notice the appearance of the last number of
this periodical—an old-established one, by the way,
published annually in the shape of a good-sized
volume of 400 'pages—for the purpose chiefly of
directing attention to a paper, entitled “An Ele-
mentary Introduction to the Principles and History
of Art,” by Mr. T. D. Acland, jun. It is a feature
of the_ times to see a subject like this finding a
place in a publication devoted almost exclusively,
it may be said—for these, after all, constitute the
“head and front,” ay, and the body, too, of the
journal—to the discussion of crops and tillage, land
dressings and drainage, live stock, agricultural

implements, and farm housewifery. But in the
present day the Arts find their way into the dwell-
ings of the agriculturist

;
the music of the piano-

forte blends with the bleating of the sheep in the
close or the orchard upon which the drawing-room
window opens, and the landscape out-of-doors has
a rival in the picture or print which hangs on the
wall: brown, vulgar-looking jugs, and “ willowy”
plates are excluded from the culinary department,
giving place to the neat and more elegant produc-
tions of Messrs. Copeland, Binns and Kerr, and
other noted manufacturers of pottery : we can thus
understand why such a paper as that of Mr. Acland
is quite appropriate to a journal patronised by the
farming interest.

At the recent exhibition of the Bath and West
of England Societj', held at Barnstaple, there was,
as we noticed two or three months since in the
Art-Journal, a collection of works of the fine
and industrial Arts, aud it is with a view to explain
in a popular and connected form the objects aimed
at by the promoters of the former of these two
portions of the exhibition that Mr. Acland has con-
tributed his paper. In it he sketches out clearly
and concisely tne rise and progress of the three
sister arts, painting, sculpture, and architecture,
and shows Low they may be made subservient to

the happiness and enjoyment of man, whatever
his position in life may be. His remarks on the
principles of Art, and, so far as they go, on its

practice, will be read with interest, and not with-
out gaining instruction from them-—thoi:gli strongly
tinged with tlie doctrines of Mr, Ruskin—by those
who care to give a thought to the subject,—one we
are pleased to see discussed in an agricultural
periodical.

In the same number there is also a well-written
and lucid paper, by Dr. Scott, of Exeter, on the
industrial department of the Barnstaple Exhibition,
which clearly shows that our comparatively remote
and unmanufacturing towns are realizing the ad-
vantages of good Art of every kind.

A Life for a Lite. By the Author of “John
Halifax, Gentleman.” 3 vols. Published by
Hurst & Blackett, London.

“A Life for a Life,”—such is the title of a new
story by a “ popular author.” When we opened
it, we hoped to find, as in some of this lady's former
works, much about Art, for which she has a high
and cultivated taste

;
but we have been disap-

pointed : the theme from first to last

“ Is love, still love

and the “pith and marrow ” of the whole is shown,
brightly and bravely, in the third volume. While
it has been the habit and fashion of these utilita-
rian times to either set aside the great feeling which
is implanted more or less strongly in every human
being, or to debase or turn it into ridicule, this
lady—bearing the lily and the palm, rather than
the rose and the myrtle—stands firmly yet modestly
forward,—not supported by Venus and her Cupids,
but by the laws of nature and religion,—and claims
for high and holy matrimony its station and its

pignity—mutual love, mutual trust, mutual faith,
inviolate truth, and the determination that “what
God hath joined together no man shall put asun-
der.” It is no argument against such doctrine that
the recent records of “ the courts” prove the num-
ber of matrimonial miseries which exist in the
world. If marriage was entered into as God in-
tended it should bo, Judge Cresswell would have a
sinecure.

There are sentiments on other matters with
which we do not agree

;
but wo liail the subject

and object of “A Life for a Life” with the respect
the work merits; although wanting in what your
“hardened novel reader” calls incident, the delinea-
tions of character are full of truth and power.
We hope it will be as universally read as “John
Halifax,” and make many a youth and maiden
pause, even on the church threshold, to question
whether her or his love is of the deep enduring
nature which can only enable man and woman
when united to bear as fellow-workers, in different
ways, the trials and cares of life. We have seldom
space to give to novels

;
but this is a lesson for

life
;
and though, as we have said, we do not

agree with some of the sentiments, we honour the
author for placing ]Love

—

so frequently lowered,
debased, misunderstood, and misrepresented as it
has been—upon its high pedestal.

Popular Jfusic 'op the Olden' Time. By W.
Chappell, F.S. A. Published by Cramer,

• Beale & Co., London.

This large collection of ancient songs, ballads, and
dance tunes, illustrative of the national music of
England, has recently been brought to a close, after

employing the labour of many years. It is a
national book in every sense of’ the term, and has
thoroughly vindicated the English people from the
groundless but often-imputed charge of a destitu-
tion of national music. When we look at Mr.
Chappell’s very large collection of airs essentially
English, we are impelled to wonder how such a
charge could be brought forward, did we not reflect
that all were hidden in old music-books, and re-
quired a large amount of patient labour and time-
consuming research few were in the position to give
to the task. We have in these two volumes more
than four hundred tunes, all strikingly quaint and
peculiar, many remarkable for their pure and sim-
ple melody. They commence with the oldest music
we know of, and end with the popular street songs
which may be traced to the preceding century.
The periods of Elizabeth and Charles IT. supply
some of the best; aud we hope Mr. Chappell’s
labours may induce some of our musicians to re-
suscitate these fine old airs. There is no instance
of the public failing to largely appreciate good
melody whenever they hear it; and here is an
abundance, which, being so long neglected, would
come to us with all the charm of novelty. The
popularity of “ The Last Rose of Summer ” all over
Europe is one instance among many

;
nor have the

most talented composers, like Weber, Donizetti, and
Flatow, objected to make them their themes. Mr,
Chappell’s volumes abound with curious literary
information, as well as beautiful and pure melody,
and are creditable to his taste and knowledge.

Bohn’s Illustrated Liluarv. Published by
H. G. Bohn, London.

The three last published volumes of (bis now well-
established series of illustrated standard books are
on our table. They consist of “The Sonnets and
other Poems of Petrarch,” “ The Young Lady’s
Book,” and “ Paris and its Environs ;

” works
diverse in character, but each good of its kind.
The poems of Petrarch are not new translations,
but the editor has judiciously selected those known
versions which are most distinguished for fidelity
and rliymth, and to wliich are appended the names
of the most distinguished translators, from Chaucer
and Spenser down to Archdeacon Wranghara, Leigh
Hunt, and others of our own time. He notices, as
a singular fact, that while the three great Italian
poets, Dante, Ariosto, and Tasso, have each found
several translators, Petrarch, who is worthy to rank
with them, has never yet been presented in a com-
plete form to the English reader ; and it is to
supply this deficiency that this volume makes its
appearance. The order of arrangement is that
adopted by Marsand and other recent editors. The
poems are preceded by a biography of Petrarch,
condensed from Campbell’s “ Life” of the poet.
The “Young Lady’s Book” was first published

twenty years ago, and, notwithstanding the price
of it was one guinea, it passed through six editions
within that period. The recent improvements aud
discoveries in science having rendered a new edition
necessary, every treatise in the volume has here
been carefully revised and enlarged, and several
new ones added by writers of experience and emi-
nence

;
while the number of woodcuts is increased

from about six hundred to twelve hundred. There
is scarcely a subject which should come within the
scope of a young lady’s attainments, both useful
and ornamental, that is not clearly discussed and
explained in this new edition, lucidly and plea-
santly. Vi'e cordially commend it to the notice of
our youthful female readers.

“Paris and its Environs” is not intended to
supersede Murray’s “Handbook,” or any other
“ guide,” but it will be found a moat useful
adjunct. It is compiled on the basis of Mrs. Gore’s
work, written about fifteen years ago

;
but the

editor, Mr. T. Forester, the author of several books
of travel, has brought down bis description of Paris
to the present time. The numerous illustrations,
consisting of engravings on steel, though “ old
familiar faces,” enhance the value aud the interest
of this “Illustrated Handbook.”

Studif-s in English Poetry’. By Joseph Payne.
Published by A. Hall, Virtue, & Co., London.

This is a judicious selection from the writings of
our best poets, great and small, ancient and modern.
It forms an admirable class-book for advanced young
students of English literature

; its value being
enhanced by explanatory and critical notes, written
with judgment, discrimination, and poetical feel-
ing, and also by short biographical sketches of our
greatest deceased poets. It is a reading-book we
can cordially recommend either for the school-room
or for grown-up men and women desirous of having
“ an hour with the poets.”
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EAPaiY THE ADELPIII.

HY G. IVALTF.Tl TIIORNHURY,
AUTUOR OF “ ART AND NATOItK AT IIOJIK AND ADROAD,” ETC.

AM bound lo the Adclphi

—

to one of tlic range of river-

side buildings reared by four

Scotch brothers of the name of

Adam, wliom that stupidly dull

royal favourite, the Earl of

Bute, patronized. 1 am bound

to the Adelphi, so called from

the lucky Scotcli Gemini, or

'i

ralhcr Trimiui, who built Lans-

dowiie House, in Berkeley

Square, and furnished liouscs

f
I
\

for Garrick and Topliam Bcau-
* clerc to live in—and die iji, too,

which is more. It is a room of the New
Society of Arts, where all the cognoscenii meet,

and where Dr. Johnson sometimes lumbers in:

Barry, the Irish painter, t he dogged, the violent,

is there now (August, 1777)—little “Jem”

—

upon his scallbld, working away, witli heavy

pound brushes, at Greek warrior and fiddling

Orpheus,—workiti" with feverish and angry

zeal, for this man is "ew/- ongn/.“

But, before I open the door, and go in to

pay my respects to this fervid genius— this

tefrible Achilles at the gal.es of tlie Academy-
let me liavc my chat about the Adclplii new

buildings, and what preceded them before old

liark’quin Time struck tiiem into new changes.

Hy Scotch brothers had found the river-shore-

once the she of Durham House, and its waving

episcopal gardens—a corrupt mass of coal-sheds

and lay stalls, resting on a swarnj) of black,

port-wine coloured mud
;

where mud-larks

waded in purgatorial sloughs for the flotsom

and jetsom of' the sewers, and where sin and

filth crouched and herded in the darkness.

Yet here, on the banks of this sable river—then

untarnished silver, as if fresh from the mould

—

in the fourteenth century, a mitred bishop sat

and read his illuminated gospel, glancing now
and then from tlic briglit pa^e to observe the

cloud-shadows jiassin" over Queenhithc, or the

fishermen below his window struggling with the

salmon, while their nets were full of splashing

silver, and men in hoods watched them as

they drew them in. Here oucc lay Briuce

Harry of Ylonmouth, at this “ bishop’s inn,”

in sumptuous cloth-of-gold beds, no doubt,

some time about the feast of Sq)te>u Fralnm,

in the 12 Henry IV.
;
feasting too in the marble-

pillared hall, stately aud liigh, about where

now the London pariahs crouch and sleep,

when even the straw-yard and the penny-

lodging shut their noisesomc doors upon their

wretchedness. Then Henry YlII. had it, aud

lodged the French ambassador here in much
splendour. And bloody Mary restored it to

the bishop, who liad been driven into Thames

Street. Before this, the Lady Elizabeth lived

in it; and when the long-persecuted queen

came to the throne, she gave it tollalcigh.who

sported his bravery here, and poetized, and

philosophised, and looked sour, and smoked,

and ate potatoc-roots sliced with sugar; and

talked of America, and perhaps (in his £60,000

dress of jewelled satin) mounted the stairs to

his pleasant study, in a little turret overlooking

the crystal Thames. Tlicn when another king

arose, “who knew not Joseph,” this great liouse

was plucked roughly from the gold-dreamer’s

hands,—but never given again to a bishop.

The Lord Keeper Coventry died here, in the

rooms so consecrated (as all old liouses are)

by memories ;
and then the Earl of Pembroke,

wlioiii Clarendon denounces, had it, and a new
palace, never begun, was projected by a pupil of

Inigo Jones. Then another Earl ofPembrokc,

more practical, built a sloping river-street row,

among the bishop’s ruined stables, all in a

tangle of dirt, misery, degradation, and mire.

It remained till the Adelphi arose and arched

over the slope, shut out the black but useful

wharves, built a subterranean way, where coal-

waggons still emerge from the river to the

Strand, and built terraces and streets, which

they called after their own names.

’Not that Barry, the son of the unsuccessful

Cork builder probably knew or thought about

this. He is up on his scaffold—Temper, his

evil genius, up with him—thinking of the

Greeks, aud just beginning bis six pictures of

the History of Cioilization. He means to be

three years only at this noble, gratuitous work,

but he will really be (if we poor men could read

the future) six yeai’s, and they will "o well-nigh

to break liis lieart. You hear that jingle in his

;>ockct, wheu he plunges down at his ]xaint-box

for fresh burnt sienna? that is sixteen shillings

—

all the money the poor fellow has in the world.

Dirty, patched coat, frowzy liair, buckleless

shoes. No gold-laced hat now, as when he

met Nollekens in Borne, or stopped to see the

wretched monks daub over, and finally destroy,

Leonardo’s “Last Supper.” He has, to tell

the truth, a good deal of the grime and cobweb

of that miserable lodging of his in Castle

Street about him. He never smiles, he is

reckless, dogged, aud at bay
;

lie works witli

clenched teeth—you would think he hated the

coloured creatures he is creating; he is dread-

fully iu earnest, and snaps and bites at every

one
;
he hates courtly Reynolds, and despises

portmit-naintiug
;

he snubs even Burke, his

kind, early patron, because his pride is hurt by

feeling the weight of the obligation. He came

here at daylight from his dreary solitude of

broken windows aud ventilating roof to this

lofty room, where there is pure light and air. He
has been up half the night in bis old carpenter’s

shop, arranging his old sketches aud dusty print-

ing-presses, amid cobwebs thick as flannel, en-

graving at the head of Lord Chatham, or Job,

or King Lear, or cmiyiug the Birth of Venus, or

some drawing for Lord Aldborough, or one of

the customers tliat Kollekens gets him. It is

these Ihings give him bread and cheese, and

literally keep “the pot a-boiling.” He is the

Quixote of high Art (so called because it is

always liung high at the Academy) ;
there was

no grave-gulf so deep but this Bisli Curtius

was ready to leap into it.

Now, if you want to know how this Adelphi

business began, I will tell you briefly. The
Academy, full of Italiau iufl'ueuce, had deter-

mined to inaugurate tlicir starting, aud also

show their powers, by some great national

work, which, if it had not mind in it, should at

least have size, which in most places docs quite

as well. The dome of St. Paul’s was to be

decorated with twenty-feet square pictures, but

the London bisho]) was still-uccked and Pro-

testant—he refused his consent, the project

fell to the ground. The Academy volunteered,

and was refused
;
the Society of Arts, wishing

craftily to avail itself of this now wasting

enthusiasm for pre-liistoric art, offered the

Academy its rooms iu the Adelphi for adorn-

ment; the Academy sulked, and rejected the

offer—it had been willing, it was refused, now
otliers were willing, they refused—resembling

the old proverb of lovers

—

“ He wlio would not wlien lie may,
AVlicn lie woulil shall Iiave Naj’."

Barry, our little pockmarked savage friend

on the scaffold up there, had watched both

these negotiations with intense eagerness. He
had been ready to rush at St. Paul’s, and scale

tlie dome. He was also ready first of the Aca-

demicians to knock at the door in John Street,

lie at once came forward aud offered to do

what the Academy had wished to do for the

dome, but refused to the inner chamber. He
railed at landscape and portrait painters : both

were without mind, and rendered English Art

despised over the v.’orld. He would vindicate

his country—he, James Barry, the quondam
sailor-boy!—Irish Barry, the stubborn enthu-

siast !

Money he despised
;
hut still he had stipu-

lations to make. He must be left entirely and

uncontrolled to liis own judgment; he must
liave free admission at all hours ;

and his

models aud colours must be duly paid for. With
nmcli-astouished babble the Society accepted

promptly his proposal
;
and there, as you see

him, he is working like a dragon.

Bad Temper was Barry’s demon. Poor,

wrong-headed Barry ! what frets, and galling

vexatious and angers, run riot in your brain !

Pride aud sour temper stare at your elbows,

from whence your good genius has long since

fled. If you go on thus, it must come some
day to the dreadful vazor-gash, that cures the

heaviest care, or, worse still, the dark cell,

littered with straw. Be wise. Forgive, as

you would be forgiven. Remember, that after

all, there arc more serious things in life even

than Art.

Barry has a dozen different bugbears that

haunt him in this Adclphi room ;—that mop
and mow at him behind the canvas,—that spoil

his bru.shcs,—that mix Lis colours,—that put

on the faces of old ihlettunti, with bent knees,

and bands over their eyes, and try to drive

him mad. One is the Protestant bugbear, for

Barry is a bigoted Roman Catholic. How
he bursts out and rails at this monster of his

imagination. How he flings empty paint-

bladdei's at it, aud stabs at it with thrusts of

his palette-knife, and blows of his maul-stick !

He swears out bis arguments at it alone, so

that quiet Jonas Hanway, aud other mild

visitors, coming in suddenly, must think him

a Stylites possessed. “ Negative and self-

satisfied religion,” he cries, “ roots out ima-

gination !—Religion wliich is the grave of Art,

of genius, and sensibility, crushing all our

finer and more spiritual part,—regulating the

outward man by a torpid, inanimate com-

posure, gravity, aud indifference !
” This lean

imp in sordid black, with eyes turned up, and

hands crossed where its lieart ought to be, was

Barry’s Protestant bugbear,—the one he used

to draw his Quixotic two-handed sword aud

aim such sjiecial, dreadful blows at.

In the next corner, behind that pile of

sketches of naked figures, lurks his dildtaute

bugbear,—tlie miserable foppish creature, with

the glass always up to its eye, or a roll of

paper arranged like a telescope. It talks of

“the air of Guido, the grace of the C’rachy,

and the Correggiosity of Correggio ;” and did

so when Sterne and Barry aud Nollekeus met

in ])icture galleries at Rome—the Borghese,

for iuslance. It cries that Reynolds cannot

draw
;
that his colouring is blue and red; that

he steals what he has, and spoils what he



steals
j tliat Gainsborough’s landscapes are

mere nosegays
;
and that West has no idea of

either drawing or real Art. Barry curses and
lashes out at this particular demon,—laughs
at the sham old black pictures it buys—the
fine invisible old pictures ;—roai'S at the bad
copies of bad originals it purchases— the
daubing copies of two-hundred-year-old third-
rate masters — the “first thoughts,” the
“duplicates,” the “second thoughts, with
alterations.”

Then there is his Royal Academy demon

—

there, perched up behin'd him—imitating and
mocking him as lie paints Dr. Burney, in full-

bottomed wig, teaching the sea-nymphs to
swim ! Sometimes this creature wears the face
of Reynolds, sometimes of Moser, sometimes of
Cotes, but always of an R.A. who hates high
Greek Art. He loves to worry it by contemn-
ing Titian

;
saying that Raphael has not much

expression
; that Michael Angelo was too

ostentatiously learned
; that neither had any-

thing in all their works so correctly beautiful
as the \enus de Medici, so truly good as the
bust of Alexander, so sublime as tlie Apollo.
He worries this formal and conventional demon
by declaring that at one fell swoop he should
erase from the roll of true fame the names of
Rubens, Rembrandt, Vandyke, and Teniers.
As for the Academic pictures of lemon-peel,
oysters, and their mere tricks of colour, he
would away with them all to the great yawning
dust-hole of oblivion !

Sometimes, when our poor genius indeed
thinks of his sordid lodgings, with its cobweb
hangings, dirt, and soraour,—its rusty grate,
its inch deep of dust,—he fancies aU the
world against him, and demons of Protestant-
ism and diletlanfe-h'm grinning from every
panel. It was in such a mood—enraged with
Reynolds and the face painters, and Gains-
borough aud the landscape painters, and every-
thing and everybody—he resolved to paint this
room, as a proof and an example—he, with
sixteen shillings in his pocket—to the fools
aud to the sorhd !

He had many dreams in his bead,—tlie Pro-
gress of Theology, to wit ; the Progress of the
Mosaic Doctrines, for instance

;
and the

Coming of the Saviour, for example,—but the
six pictures he is now at work on illustrate

The Progress of Human Improvement.

The first will be the Story of Orpheus
;

the
second,

^

the Feast of Ceres
; the third, the

Olympian Games; the fourth, the Triumph of
the Navigators (with a side compliment to the
Thames)

;
the fifth (rather wandering off to

parochial subjects), the sublime ceremony of
the Distribution of Prizes by the Society of
Arts

;
and after this, straight from John Street,

Adelphi, up to Elysium, where the sixth pic-
ture shows us the state of liual retribution,

—

that is to say, according to heathen mythology,
from wliieh Christianity, in several small re-
spects, is generally supposed to differ.

Now, with all respect to high Art, and oui*

irascible little Irish friend, Mr. Barry, in par-
ticular, I must say (I hope he will not hear
me) that this is rather a strange, jumbled alle-

gory ! Human progress, the Society of Arts,
the Tliames, and Elysium,—what ingredients
for an Ait omelette! Let us look closer.

Pirst, Orpheus, a mythical legislator, philo-
sopher, and poet, in a wild country, improvis-
ing his laws, by help of his lyre, to Greek
savages armed with clubs and clad in skins.

To show that the people are as yet strong, yet
foolish, we have in the background a woman
milking a goat at the door of a Imt, while a
lion prepares to leap on her children; two
horses run down a tiger ; and a virgin is seen
toiling along, carrying a dead fawn, to show
that women among savages are mere beasts of
burden. In the distance Ceres descends on

the world
; and by the side of Orpheus are an ' that the great Dr. Johnson, who knew no more

egg. paper, a bound lamb, and materials for
j

than a child about Art or Nature, aud was
sacrihee. Of course it would be no use to tell ' also half blind, spoke of their grasp ofBarry tliat lions mid tigers were never found

t

mind. No wonder a great collector said the
in Greece; that Orpheus never existed; that pictures were composed “upon the true prin-
civilization was gradual, and not sudden

; and
that Orpheus, even if he did ever exist, never
invented eggs or writing-paper.

The second picture is to show us, that
agriculture leads to legislature

; and we have
an

_

awkward classical dance of youths and
maidens round a terminal milestone, or figure
of Pan.

_

Here is the patriarch, with his staff
or walking-stick, and liis wife, the female

ciples of the best paintings,” which, however,
was no proof they were original. As for Lord
Aldborougb, whose name has since become so
celebrated, lie outruns everybody, and must
have satisfied even Barry’s greed for praise;
the^ were, be cried, “unequalled;” they had
“ originality, colour, energy, grouping, inven-
tion, and execution

; they combineef all the
qualities of Raphael, Titian, and Guido, as

patriarcli
;

there are peasants carousing amid
|

well as ot all the best’of the Greek and Ttomnn
rake^ and ploughs, aud flowers, while Bacchus

j

schools.”
and Pan look on from the clouds, at two oxen
drawing corn to the threshing-floor

; then we
have shown us a farm-house, with its economy,
love, and marriage, aud children, and rustic
games, and

_

applauding old men—in fact, a
perfect Grecian opera tableau.

Third jumble, come the Olympian Games

;

why, I know not, any more than shooting at
the popinjay

;
for Greek civilization was, after

all, but a small part of the world’s civUization

;

and of Greek civilization, aud whatever benefit
it may have done to Europe, tlie Olympian
Games were but a very small part. Here the
Olympian judges are seated on a throne, beaf-
ing the likenesses of Solon and Lycurgus, aud
adorned with trophies of Salamis, Marathon,
aud Thermopylfe; past them go the crowned
victors, after them, the people. Diagoras, the
Rhodian, is borne round the stadium on the

Nor was Barry himself displeased with them

:

parts wanted vigour, but he should touch them
up ; meaning, with God’s blessing, to leave
them as perfect as he could. Every day, as he
puUs his bruised cocked-hat over his eyes, to
trudge back to Castle Street, and those
dreary lodgings, he thanks God that he never
doubted “ of the wisdom and eligibility of
honestly and devoutly applying Art to social
improvement;” the enthusiast thinks those
six paintings perpetual sermons, aud believes
(between ourselves) that hints for the ameliora-
tion of Leland could be got out of them.

Indeed, this soured, injudicious man is a
strange being, has lived a strange life, aud
will die a strange death. He lives alone, in
that wretched den in Castle Street, where
Burke supped with him, and where Southey

-
.

-- visited him; wrapped in a green baize coat,
shoulders of his victorious sous. All ages of daubed with dirt and paint, there, surrounded
Grecian history are here confused together: i by sketches, and his Bandora ever staring at
there is Pmdar leading the chorus; ffiero of

\

him, he sits swearing at “the man in Leicester
Syracuse his chariot; Pericles talks to i Fields,” looking like the miser Elwes. He
Gimon

; Aristophanes laughs
;

aud Auaxa-
|
.wears a raggea scarecrow wify, with a fringe

goras and Euripides listen
; heroes, poets,

I
of his own stiff grey hair peering from under

thick as blackberries.
I it. His house is never cleaned; he has no

It 1 *1

opensju the main sewer,
i
servants, this London Timon; no sheet to

called the Ihames
;

there is here confusion of
j

sleep on, no covering to his bed, but a nailed-
J-ess as well as of century. There is Drake, aud

:
up blanket. He wfll go on till he gets morbid,

Raleigh m gashed doublet, with old Cabot
|
and dare not go out at night, for lear of some

and Gaptam Cook
; Mercury accompanies them : imaginary Academic murderers. He will go on

with a tribe of_ nereids, carrying articles of tiU he is taken ill, aud lies without food
manutactup, as if Jupiter were moving house; groaning alone

;
till his misanthropic heart

while, to bring in Dr. Burney, we have him softens, and he has to crawl out, wrapped in
cheering Drake and Cabot with itinerant music, a blanket, aud lay himself down, with a paper

IS common sense ?
j

in his hand, asking the next passer-by to put
I he n(th scene is a meeting of the Society i him in a chair, and have him carried to Mr

of Arts, with male and female members—pou-
!
Carlisle, the doctor’s, in Soho Square. Aud

derous Johnson and our old patron^ Burke,
|

after that fright he will get more rational, and
nereids and

_

full-bottomed wigs. Elysium and
I
leave off his scarecrow wig, aud sometimes creep

tlie Adelphi—what an embroglio ! We end into society
; but stiU he will never leave his

with Elysium, m forty-two feet of canvas.
, den till he be seized with fever at his St. Mar-

Meiital culture conducts to piety and virtue, tin’s Lane eating-house, aud cordials are given
and pmty and virtue lead through John Street, him, and he be removed to kind Mr. Bonomi’s

-J u’
Elysium. Thanks to Mr. Barry’s because the warring boys had plugged the key-

guide-book, we know something about that hole of his door with dirt aud stones, aud the
wonderful picture which the Grecian angels den cannot be opened; and then, poor an°Ty
uluminate. There is Socrates button-holding enthusiast, he will die in the clean, soothmg
Epammondas, Cato, the elder Brutus, and Sir bed, quietly

; and he will lie in state, in
Thomas More, whose bead somebody has kindly .this very John Street room, the six pictures
sewn on again. There is an angel bringing looking down on him thoughtfully—Dr. Bur-
Bramah s patent lock, Mauco Capac, and uey, the sea nymphs, Orpheus, aud Dr Jolm-
Confuems to London

; there are Plato and son, and Drake, and Captain Cook, and all.
Aristotle quarrelling about the turning; there
is an angel, Popham, lecturing on the solar
system to Newton, Galileo, Copernicus, aud
Bacon ; there is Thales, Descartes, Axchi-

The Academy liated him, and shamefully stayed
away from his funeral. George III., always
obtuse aud stubborn, made no sign. The king
of one idea liked smooth pictures, and men who

1J 1 ,1 il • -r.roedes, Roger Bacon, and Bishop Groiithead could speak smooth things : Barry was neither
sitting in a sort of post-o£Bce committee on smooth with tongue nor brush.

Vm r. 1. r. ^ I”)— "T i. XTr xr If, n . .the bishop’s letter to Pope Innocent IV.
Now, this is a great and astonishing work.

No wonder Jonas Hanway, the hater of
tea, will leave a guinea, instead of a shilling,

for seeing it ; that the Prince of Wales gave
Barry sittings

; that Timothy Hollis left him
.€100; that Lord Romney gave him one huu-

Yet there were fine points in Barry, the
wrong-headed and the controversial. Though
the Society of Arts did act with disgraceful
meanness and penuriousness, insulting him
through insolent officials, refusing to get up
a subscription for him, to maintain him while
he painted, stinting him in colours and in

dred guineas for a portrait from one of the models, and, when it did grant him money,
six cartoons^ that he got £200 by engraving delaying the payment

;
still, better late than

them, and £500 clear by exhibiting them
;
ana never, it gave liim a gold medal and three
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Imuclred guineas. His generous nature at

once forgot all injuries, and he said magnani-

mously, “ the general tenour of the society’s

conduct has been great, exemplary, and really

worthy the best age of civilized society. The
more I rellect, the more I feel my heart dis-

posed to overflow witli every acknowledgment

and gratitude to God as the prime cause, and

to the society as the happy instrument and
means by which the occasion was provided of

enabling me to make one effectual attempt in

Art.”

How bravely, too, and with what “ honest

pride,” he delended himself from “ the thou-

sand scoundrel interpretations of wroug-head-

c’dness, misanthropy, meanness, and avarice.”

He said, no one by nature and education had
inore relish for social enjoyment than he

;

but he declared he had no choice left but thus

to live within his means, or to give up his

great work
;
and after all, he said, by God’s

help he should get on ;
for it was no great

hardship waiting on oneself, and that a hole

in the door would receive letters when he was
absent. The series of pictures that we drew
of Reynolds we may (in plan) continue with
Barry.

"We see him at first moody and abstracted,

beating olT Spike Island in the Cove of Cork in

his father’s trading vessel. His father is

swearing at him for a home-sick lubber, be-

cause ho is drawing some figures of fishermen

on the broad yellow sail now spread bravely to

the wind: "Bedad, it’s always a scribbling

with chalk, is Jem,” the sailors say
;

it is just

the same at home—there with the walls, here

with the sails; “he’ll never make a tar.”

Second. We find him a newly-converted

Catholic, rigid, ambitious, and ascetic, won-
dered at by his schoolfellows, sitting up all

night, with candles bought from his pocket-

money, to read and draw.

Third. He is a rough, poor-clad country lad

of nineteen, unnoticed in the exhibition oF the

Dublin Society of Arts. The picture that every-

one looks at is “The conversion of the King of

Cashel by St. Patrick”—the moment chosen is

when the saint, unconsciously, has struck his

iron-shod crozier through the foot of the royal

convert, who bears it without a sigh. The
unknown artist’s name is asked

;
a Cork boy

comes forward, and claims the honours. No
one believes him

;
and, half frightened, half

delighted, he hurries from the room sobbing,

the hot, passionate tears running down his

cheeks. The great Mr. Burke follows him, to

comfort the young genius, and claim his friend-

ship.

Pourtli. He is at Dublin, drunk with success,

and is beguiled to tavern debauches that he

repents of : headlong he tosses into tlie dark

Liffey his purse that had beguiled him, and
runs home to study. The one ambition swallows

up in him all other passions, as Aaron’s rod did

the snaky rods of the other magicians.

Pifth. Barry, going to Home, visits a Nea-
politan town. We see him there; he is sur-

rounded by a cluster of peasant girls by a

way-side fountain; he is loosing the hair of

the prettiest of them, and tying it up again,

declaring that it exactly resembles the head-

dress of one of the Muses. And then he is in

the Rcfittorio, at Milan, expostulating with an
Irish friar at the re-painting of Leonardo’s

“Last Supper,” which is already half completed.

On the A.delphi scaffold, talking of Greeks all

day, we have seen him. Now we must follow

him again to his Castle Street den. The great

Burke has come to supper
;

the fire burns

clear and cheerilv in the dirty grate, the steak

is babbling and hissing, Barry covers the

greasy table with a clean cloth. The steak, as

Barry promises, came from the most classic

market in London—Oxford market—and pro-

mises to be hot and tender. The great man

smiling, and turning down his spotless ruffles,

and hanging carefully up his gold-laced hat,

l)egins to turn the steak with the tongs Barry

thrusts into his hands, while he runs for the

beer. The great statesman is liot and busy as

Barry returns, depressed in face. “ Why, my
dear friend, the wind has carried away the

foaming top as I crossed Titchlield Street—the

head is gone, Mr. Burke.”—“ Never mind,

Mr. Barry,” says Burke, “I have been making
myself useful, as you told me ;

aud the steak

has suffered no harm at my hands, if the

butcher did his duty, and the ox his.” Burke
is a second King Alfred in the neatherd’s hut.

Let us consider what Barry did for Art

—

little beyond elevating the national Art-

standard. Barry went to Italy, after some
provincial success, having had no real severe

Art-education, at the age of twenty-four. He
went at a ripe age for observation aud improve-

ment, enriched with his kind patron Burke’s

advice, aud aided by his money. He spent six

long years of patient study in Italy
;
the result

of which was that he set up as his w'ar-cry,

“the Greek statues for perfect beauty of form,

Titian for colour, and tlie Caracci for manner
and execution.” Raphael aud Michael Angelo
he rather put on one side, and he was one of

those fervid spirits who are not content with

merely printing their creed in gilt letters on a

hoard, to stare at, and yawn, at, but must, for-

sooth, tattoo it all over the naked flesh of their

opponents.

Let us now, then, examine, letter by letter,

this creed, as propounded by the poor Irish

shipmaster’s sou, when he was Professor of

Painting to tlic Royal Academy, from 1783
to the time of his shameful, unfeeling, and

illegal expulsion from the Academy, after six

Icctui-es, in 1799. Barry succeeded Penny,

aud was displaced by Puseli.

These lectures, now (so goes the whirligig of

Time’s revenges) given as prizes to Academic
students, are full of rugged fervour and abrupt

transitions, paradoxes and violent abuse; every-

thing is “disgusting,” aud if not glaring white,

thejettest black. Burry’s mind had no medium
;

it had no more semitones than a boatswain’s

whistle. The lectures are original and daring,

free and bold, full of learning—almost in the

notes running to undigested pedantry. Tliey

are, as mere writing, utterly wanting in method,

full of fretful episodes, aud were so personal that

Reynolds, wlio was compelled to attend as

President, used to take his ear trumpet from

his car aud pretend to go to sleep, saying

bitterly in his defence, that he only fell asleep

when Mr. Barry (whom he hated) grew per-

sonal. Barry would have revolutionised Art

if he could, but, as it happened, finding the

volcano did not follow his theories, aud stop

when he predicted, like Empedocles he threw

himself in, aud perished a victim to the volcano

which theories could not control. He talked

sometimes as a critic—not very reliable

—

as if Raphael and Michael Angelo (love and

power) bad been surpassed by such poor, dull

eclectics as Parmegiano or Domiueebiuo.

He “riled” the portrait painters by railing at

their miserable, unambitious cupidity
;

the

sculptors, by denouncing allegorical monu-
ments

;
and tlie architects, oy inveighing against

"the dull, disgusting monotony of light” in

modern buildings. I only wonder he was not

stabbed, like Cmsar, at the base of one of the

Academy statues. No one there cared for the

slumbering Gothic, or they would have burst

with rage to hear its solemnity praised, but

its “barbarous, defective particulars” pedagogi-

cally and angrily condemned. Bad Temper

—

Temper was the fiend that drove Barry into

a grave, where Misery and Poverty were the

chief mourners.

The fact was, Porm was Barry’s idol, aud

he had better have been a sculptor, for he

could not coloui', aud his drawing was feeble

:

his rough, violent mind had no conception of

feeling, or grace, or religious sentiment. He
would have despised Giotto’s genius of instinct.

The " young gentlemen” Barry addressed were i

dazzled with discussions about the rainbow,

knowing all the time the man himself had
no eye for colour. He praised that horrid

Meugs, aud astonished them by saying that

Caracci’s pictures, in “ general effect and
economy ol the mass of light and dark” were
better than Raphael’s. What did “ the young
gentlemen” want with directions about fresco

painting ? W'hy, there had been no fresco

painting for centuries in England, unless you
call Verrio's fiddling angels, on the staircase

of Hampton Court, frescoes, or Hayraan’s

works at Vauxhall. It was all too good for

the brave boys, as Academic lectures always

are. "VYhat benefit could the boys derive

from learning that Tintoret left behind him
more indifferent pictures than any artist that

ever lived; that Titian, in old age, grew
visionary aud careless

;
that Veronese had a

variegated yet harmonious style ? Yet with all

his side-winds of invective, his impetuous per-

sonality, and unbearable arrogance and violence,

Barry, in these lectures, is always honest, aud

generally judicious. He laments that Rubens
did not unite his Venetian system of colour

to the classic and elegant drawing of the

Caracci
;

aud that the Caracci, instead of
'

imitating Titian, should have taken Correggio

as their model. He led England to its

favourite ideal of colour, by declaring the

Venetian colour to be the higliest ideal, aud in

truth and science both perfect. Bariw could

not colour, but he loved colour, praised it, aud

urged the “young gentlemen” to chase aud

win the syren, through all the windings of the

colourman’s shop.

Barry’s Lectures at tue Royal Academy.

So much for Barry on colour. On design

he went stark staring mad about pure form, aud

naked figures; the grand style, the ideal, and

all his stock manias which he thoiiglit the

proper receipt for high Art. Barry actually did

not in Ids heart like Raphael, because he draped

so many of his figures, forgetting, as has been

well observed by an editor of the enthusiast’s

lectures, that “a well-draped figure implies a

thorough understanding of the nude.” Ra-

phael’s draped “St. Paul at Athens” is a more

majestic figure thau auy Greek statue. Bai'ry

said the Dutchuieu painted tailor’s lay-figures,

bundles of rags aud furs, and were no

draughtsmen at all. \lJere Reynolds tcinces,

and lags doicn his ear-iru/npel with a skrug^

He said that there could be no drawing with-

out a knowledge of anatomy. [Reynolds nods

again, visibly and ostenlaiiously asleep—Barry
frowns daggers at him, and shouis o«.] Greek

statues, be said, present but few types, and are

but a patchwork of fragments, therefore study

general nature in all its varieties, and form

your abstract of the variety you want to create.

[Here Reynolds revives.']

No one can find fault with Barry’s judgment

when he speaks of Michael Angelo’s drawing

as pre-eminent for “ truth, spirit, and science
;”

but one rather winces to hear him talk of \

Raphael’s design being more remarkable for
j

harmony than energy, or that Raphael is
|

wanting in high beauty and elevated character.

Aud yet even here, when roused to conscientious
I

justice, Barry speaks wisely to the student

about the antique statues : he points out their

various faults, and warns the “young gentle-

men” from stupid, indiscriminate admiration.

The Antiuous, he says, is hard aud straight in

body; the Apollo has something wrong about

his ancles ;
the Belvedere Torso, however, he

;

thinks unique for purity of conception, and

intelligence of design or composition. While
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Barry laments Watteau’s affectation, Bubens’s
grossness, ami Hogarth’s want of drawing and
perisltdble subjects, lie goes at once to boldly

place the crown on liaphael’s head, for “divine
warmth and expressive energy, for linking

together, ^Yith solid, manly judgment, a beautiful

chain of well-reasoned and happily-varied inci-

dents.” In allegory he warns the “ young
gentlemen ” that only wise, ingenious, and
feeling artists can use it; and then they must
have spectators equally gifted.

Hitherto, we have not found Barry’s ideal and
our own very much clash. He has been (we
see) honest, fervent, personal, but tolerably

right, though fighting rather an up-hill game,
as far as income goes ; but now we come to his

follies about the Ideal. What he calls the

ideal is ‘general and perfect nature; death

he contrasts with U/p, which is individual, real,

but, as he says, imperfect nature. There is an
ideal in beauty, design, colour, and in every

branch of Art, down even to drapery. It is a
rejection of all “dead, uninteresting, impertinent

circumstances.” This ideal “is the offspring of

philosophy and the sister of poetry.” Is^w,
oetween ourselves, all this is wind, and means
nothing. It was a belief of the day that a coat

in a portrait with the buttons left out became
ideal—not left out it became uuideal

;
if painted

satin looked like satin it was Dutch and vulgar

—if it looked merely like drapery, it was full of

Greek feeling, and ideal to the last point.

This was 'cant. A cabbage may be ideal when
sprinkled with dewdrops, and turned to a
golden globe in the blessed sunshine; a Dutch
subject may be epical and ideal, and high Art
and divine, if Eaphael treats it, aud paints it

on the bottom of a tub, aud calls a village

mother and child the 'Madonna della Seggiolu.

High Art is the highest subject treated in the
highest manner, therefore must be religious :

ilr. Barry thought it was a group of Greek
nude figures ou a raile-long canvas. Still, in

spite ot this delusion of his day, Barry had a
grand conception of the mission of Art. He
roused the “young gentlemen” as with a
trumpet-voice, letting in now aud then side-

whiffs of the blighting e.ast wind of invective,

which must have made every Academician pre-

sent very red and very angry, and have made
Bcyuolds nod and hob more than ever in his

presidential chair. He did no good by his

violence, and mistook his vitriolic temper for

the goadings of conscience—as so many of us
do. Yet he was a fine heroic, stubborn, honest

spirit, very disagreeable, but very much of the

bull-dog,—an ill-tempered, calf-biting bull-dog,

too. He urged “young gcutlemeu” to he

better, and they would be better painters
;
to

read more, and think more, and then they would
see more. Pursue not Art, he cried, with
meanness and servility. Bungling tailors are

all very well if the stuff is good, but bungling
artists men cannot away with. Generous
ardour aud unremitting lalrour must drive out
inability aud indolence. [Reynolds nods again,

because he sees Toais turning redd\ Merely at-

tending academy schools is of no use if no good
use is made of study. Kothing was a greater

bar to the advancement of Art than a mean,
grovelling, and contracted disposition in the

artist. [Reynolds bobs, and unhiomi Ri-
CJIAKDS bites his lip—Bauhy smites.-and goes

£>«.] It did not matter whether it arose A*om
that man’s political debasement in society, or

his sordid and coutemptible preference of pelf

to glory. [Mr. Cotes whispers to 'the Pre-
sident, but he is /inn aslcepj] Those who
have only a bad or contracted ability for Art
must inevitably become bad aud disingenuous

men. [Barry coughs and looks round, ' Mr.
Moser' inn/s a deep carmine, and Mr. Yeo
folloxcs suit.'] Quackeries, and every species

of dishonest, unmanly artifice, must be con-
tinually recurred to, to support the false, tem-

porary reputation, and pull down competitors

and rivals. [Ci’C'RI.ani nods at Meyer, Wale
at C.YRLiNi. Reynolds nods too, but not at ang-

bodg in particular^ Such manceuvres duped
for a time, but only real worth was lasting,

lie hoped the young gentlemen, with a noble

ambition, strove for perfection, aud would look

with a becoming scorn aud contempt on the

lazy wretchedness of those who, unfaithful to

their art, descend to the mean subterfuge of

appearing what they are not. [JIeyer blue, and
yr//

W

ilton a deep port-winepurple—Reynolds
still asledpT] Without the ideal. Art was a

mere toy aud mechanical bauble, useful to

neither head nor lieart,—uninteresting to the

wise, amusing only to tiie foolish, unprofitable

to all, aud hateful to the good.

[Baker, Ciiahrerlin, and Cipriani take

snuff and sneeze at this pause, thinking the storm

past. Reynolds awakes, rubs hh eges,jits his

bugle ear-trumpet into its a.perlurc, and assumes

the air of a grace listener, lie is right— it is

over. The young gentlemen stop talking and
cuttingjokes, and begin to prick 'up their cars.

Barry is going to praise painting, lie begins.

Tyler and Richards look reVieved, and begUi

to smile and rub their hands, and button up their

coatsfor going. One look.ifor his stick, another

brushes his gold-laced half]

“ Ours is an art, young gentlemen, which
has for its true object tlie advancement of the

interests of mankind, by placing the cause of

virtue aud real heroism m its most forcible,

efficacious, and amiable light. Such an art

does indeed require all the elevation aud dig-

nity of soul aud disposition the young gentle-

men can possibly bring to it. To produce

great aud noble sensations'in others,—to exalt

their minds, and excite them to the pursuit of

the honesium, the fit, the becoming, the heroic,

ami truly laudable part, whatever struggles

aud labour it may cost them, and however
powerfully opposed and surrounded by dangers

and present obloquy,—successfully to excite

men to tliis, the students must begin with

themselves, aud cultivate the man as well as

the artist
;

for be it ever remembered, young
gentlemen, that though the head may conceive,

and the hand execute, yet it is the heart only

which can infuse unction, energy, and vigour

into your work ;—the generous ardour that

you will communicate to others will be always

proportionate to the noble flame which exists

m your own bosom.” [Tremendous applause

among the young gentlemen, at once extinguished

by a gesture of the President and the frowns of
the amiable Academicians, who will to-night move

for Barry’s cxpuhionl] * *

Through all the contrasts and troublous

changes of Barry’s life, from the time he lec-

tured in state, as we have seen him, to six

years after, when he was carried, a heap of

dirty clothes, from the poor tavern wliere he

had fainted to the beggars’ house in Castle

Street, where the boys were pelting mud at

the windows, we still see the demon of Bad
Temper dogging bis steps. The Temper— its

dangers: that is our moral of Barry’s life.

How far it verged on insanity, who may say ?

So at last, quiet, and cured of controversy,

we leave his pale, hard-worn face, as it lies in

state in those great blank picture-rooms in

John Street, waiting for the long black train of

coaches to bear it to tlie great ideal, historical

tomb in St. Paul’s Cathedral, to be near his

old rival, Reynolds,— an honour denied to

Hogarth, a greater man, and Gainsborougli, an

equal. His funeral cost £200, aud was paid

for by the first Sir Robert Peel, who gained, in

reputation, by his death. He had starved for

years on £60, aud had almost wanted bread.

What a pity it is that people who were so

liberal to Barry’s undertaker, when Barry was
dead, had not been more liberal to Barry’s

baker, when Barry was alive !

THE ROYAL PICTURES.

EUROPA.
Claude, Painter. E. RadclyfFe, Engraver.

Size of the Picture 4 ft. 6^ in. by 3 ft. 4 in.

Although occupying comparatively but a seconclary
place in the coinpoaitioD, a story borrowed from
mythological history gives the title to this picture,

one of the most beautiful works of Claude, for rich-

ness of colour and luminous qualities. It is truly

an ideal representation
; for the incident introduced

to constitute a subject may be viewed as an ana-
chronism, if taken in connexion with the landscape

;

aud even the latter cannot be accepted as a tran-

script of nature—few of Lis pictures, if any, are.

Reynolds observes, in his “ Discourses,” that Claude
“ was convinced that taking nature as he found it,

seldom produced beauty. His pictures arc a com-
position of the various drafts which he had previously
made from various beautiful scenes and prospects.”
The idea oi this landsca])c was, doubtless, derived
from some Italian seaport be had visited during his

long residence in that country; but he arranged the
materi.als of his subject to suit his purpose, intro-

ducing such objects as would give value to it—as,

for example, the round tower in the centre, and the
vessels, which, by the way, are of older date than the
period at which this artist lived, but not so old as

the time when Jupiter, in the form of a bull, bore
away the damsel Europa. Moreover, Claude, by
bringing the nearer ship so close in-shore, has not

proved himself, even in theory, a skilful pilot
;
a

three-masted vessel of such a size, though possiblv

of light tonnage, would require a greater draught o*f

water, to prevent her grounding, than she could

e.vpect to have where she lies, unless the shore be
very precipitate. These peculiarities arc pointed, out
merely to support the opinion of Reynolds, and,
indeed, of every one else who has studied the works
of this artist,—that they are not, generally, copied

absolutely from nature, even allowing for those
licences which artists are often accustomed to take

with the sceucs they sketch.

We have no clue to the date of this picture, but
it is presumed to have beeu painted towards the close

of his life
;
nor do we know when, nor how, it came

into the royal possession. Claude painted a similar

subject for tlie Giiizi family, but whether this be the

identical work, or not, is uncertain. The scene is,

as already intimated, purely ideal; it is represented

under the effect of a morning sun, which lights up
the edges of the departing clouds, the tips of the
distant hills, and the various objects in tlie fore-

ground
;
the trees are of a rich warm tint, approaching

to olive green, the sea is deep blue, so intense as

almost to destroy the harmony of the picture, and
the surface, agitated by a slight breeze, is broken into

ripples of a thousand various forms. In the fore-

ground, Jupiter, in the shape of a bull, has left the

herd with which he was associated, and is bearing off,

on his back, the daughter of tlie Phccnician monarch,
to transport her across the sea; she is accompanied
by numerous attendants, who have prepared wreaths

for her adornment : the distribution of these figures

is simple, but eftbetive. Claude, like many other

landscape-artists, ancient and modern, made no pre-

tensions to be thought a figure-painter
; he disposed

them judiciously' in his pictures, but they are,

generally, ill-drawn, aud formal in attitude; better,

nevertheless, than those of his successor, rival, and
far greater artist, our own Turner. It may be
doubted if, with all their genius, either would ever

have produced a really good figure-picture. Claude
was quite sensible of his deficiency in this respect,

although he was constant and exemplary in his

attendance at the academy at Rome, to draw from
the model

;
he was accustomed to remark that “be

sold the landscapes, and gave away the figures.”

Perhaps no country in the world possesses a larger

or finer collection of the works of this painter than

our own. The National Gallery contains fen fine

specimens; at Windsor Castle, Buckingham Palace,

aud Dulwich College, arc also many choice examples

;

and there are few private collections, of any import-

ance, without their due proportion of “ Claudes.”
“ Eiircpa ” is in the collection at Buckingham

Palace.
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THE “HEAUT OF THE ANDES.” •“

We feel, ardently, that it behoves those amongst us

whose opinions justly command most influence with

respect to the advance of iutellectual power and

refinement, to congratulate our transatlantic brethren

. cordially—to waft to them, over the vasty deep,

fraternal gi-eetings in celebration of another con-

quest they have achieved in those ideal realms, where

the gain of one people is so happily the gain of all.

Already for a long time honourably distinguished

in that republic of art, which is only anxious nol to

define a geographical boundary, they may now, we
believe beyond question, claim a most high, a cen-

tral position, in the particular state or department

of landscape painting. Niagara and the Andes have

found an American pencil able to unfold the clear

brightness of their glories to the untravelled ones,

far as picture may he sent. America rejoices in a

great landscape-paiuter
;

and it becomes us also,

brothers in race, to hail the event with that tender

animation with which we should ever accept some
noble gift to the world at large. Yes

;
here is

obviously one of tliose mental mirrors, of a rare

brightness, whicli have literally the power to fix

and transfer their reflections. In other terms, here

is manifestly a gnze of extraordinary cleaimess and
vigilance; a gifted hand, swift to follow it with

graceful strength and lightness
;
a tender and capa-

cious spirit, which unites harmoniously the minute
and the vast, the delicate and the forcible, the

defined and the mysterious, and can reduce multitude

and diversity to simple order, under the sweet sove-

reignty of beauty. Here is a painter (it is delight-

ful to see it) whose modest patience and cheerful

industry no amount of labour can weary or deaden.

In these Jays, too, it is specially pleasing to see

that though, as we are told, ever from his youth

ardently devoted to nature, he has evidently no dis-

position to disdain the old time-honoured laws of

Art, by virtue of whicli Art is Art, and alone can

bring the spirit of infinite nature within the compass

of our finite minds. At a time when so many of

our own painters are sinking into anarchy, it should

be as a pointed rebuke to us, to find the symmetries,

the grace, the rhythm, the rhymes, as it were, that

complete the composition of refined poetic Art,

taught us anew in a land where nature is most nn-

trammeled, and freedom broadest. And this is the

more remarkable, inasmuch as the painter has not

yet visited Europe, and consequently, e.xcept through

engravings, has little or no acquaintance with the

works of the great masters. Such are some of the

reflections and felicitations which arise in the mind
on first seeing Mr. Church’s extraordinary picture,

"The Heart of the Andes,” a work which begets a

mingled, twofold admiration—delight and astonish-

ment at the novel magnificence of the landscape

itself, and at the power by which it has been re-

presented.

And yet, at first sight, the subject has not that

novelty so conspicuously as may ordinarily be ex-

pected. Its general aspect, illustrating the tem-

perate climate of the equatorial highlands of South
America,—not far, if we understauJ rightly, from

Quito,—thousands of feet above the level of the sea,

has but a slight degree of the tropical character.

The leading forms of the trees are much like those

of our more northern latitudes. You discern, indeed,

the trailing branches of the parasites, encumbering
them, as if they would fain drag them down with

their sweet treachery ; like the fair arras of the

water-nymphs, wound, netted, about the flourishing,

curly locks of Ilylas. But there are not those

wonders of equatorial vegetation, which Humboldt
admired beyoud all others in the hot and humid
plains far lower

;
where the palm, impelled solely

by its irrepressible thirst for air, shoots iuto groves

above woods, to the height of one hundred and
ninety feet, and where the swart hoy climbs for its

fruit, or for the monkey which he has wounded
with his arrow, in a cap formed of some single

flower. Neither is there remarkable glow or gor-

geousness of colour. A mild green tints the savanna

• Wo (?ave, in our August number, a short ilescriptlve
notiooof this picture, by Mr. Church, the American artist;
but, feeling that a work of so high a character, and espe-
cially from a country where the art of p.ainting may be
considered as comparatively in its infancy, deserves a
more lengthened record than that wc have already afforded
it, we gladly recur to the subject.

before you
;

it seems newly refreshed by the most

temperate of showers. Nor do the mountains them-

selves, even in size, present anything conspicuously

different from the higher Alps, when you first see

them unfolded in full majesty beyond the lower

ranges of Lombardy or Piedmont. This inner heart

of the dusk Indian Andes appears serene and gentle,

as the bloor’s heart seemed to the tender Italian

lady; and it is with a congenial feeling that the

painter has represented it, avoiding especially all

tendency to violence, heat, and exaggeration in his

mild temperatcucss of spirit. His cheerful, untiring

patience is truly admirable : a fine moral lesson is

it to us all, whatever our pursuits or walk in life, of

manly enterprise and perseverance, embodied in a

lovely and glorious vision.

But exploring more particularly this Andean
prospect, let ns set out from the cataract which

bursts forth at some little distance beneath our feet.

It falls into azm'e and sunny film, and into a pool of

calmness, all golden vvith reflections of volcano-

shattered rocks; there the stream liugers, resting

itself a moment, and then breaks away pale with

regret, yet graced again with the purple light of

heaven, as it continues its arduous, fertilizing course.

Like the swimming courier of the Peruvian Incas,

or the young Indian, who even now, by a similar

watery flight, bears the ordinary letters along the

current of some of these rivers, it glides away below.

But otir eye rather nioujifs, winding up the stream

above the waterfall, amidst an open vale, where
dense woodlands extend, and cover hillocks, and

give way to open plateaux, beneath the numerous
ravines and congregated eminences that build up, at

no great distance, a broad, long, sloping mountain,

which lords it over the greater part of the prospect.

By the freshness of the sun-lighted savanna this

lovely afternoon, there seems to have been recent

raiu. Indeed, we do not doubt it. The washed blue

of heaven is now broadening, and the level roof of

cloud extended over this mountain is dappled with

the golden sunshine, which spreads lightly every-

where througli its grey flakes, but falls so faintly

beneath, that the warm hues flush out but seldom

amidst tlic empui^pled shades of the mountain. It is

a great mystery of multitudinous hills gathered into

one loug mass, obscured with such wonderful

subtlety, that you doubt bow much you see behind

those faintest coliuiiuar films of light drifting

athwart its dusky sinuosities, where a falliug tor-

rent alone gleams distinctly and steadily. Never-

theless, you see that it is an ample hill region of

itself, mighty and yet of gentle majesty, descending

as if it would not rule, but embrace with its extended

arras, the earth beneath. But mysterious, ruddy

heights, yet loftier, to the right, arc beginning to

disclose themselves brightly among the warm, part-

ing fleeces; and one peak rises far above them all,

and points to the last fading of the rainbow, every-

thing here being rendered with most exquisite truth

and tenderuess.

Thus far, below, all is grandly begloomed with

the shadows of retiring cloud ; but in this most
noble instance of clear-obscure, the remotest part of

the prospect, ns well as the nearest, is bright. Thus
far all belongs only to some lower class of moim-
tains ; but on the left a profile of more pointed

crags shelves towards one of the supreme monarchs
of the hill world, an immense, rouud-topped, domed
mountain covered with snow, one of Chimborazo’s

royal brethren. A perspective of swelling downs of

snow (curved with that grace of which the wind-

moulded snow preseuts some of the most perfect of

instances) tempts you to an ideal ascent between
jutting ridges of pointed crags, dim in a lovely

mystery of rosy mist, above whicli, gaining a far

clearer hut more difficult air, you ascend, with the

help of fancy’s wing (for no human foot could scale

such a sleep), the equally graceful curves of the

smooth, ample dome itself, shining with tender vivid-

ness in the balmiest of blue skies, and graced by
advancing evening with hues like au unfolding

primrose. It is—this eminence— a crown of gra-

cious majesty and beauty to the earth beneath,

rather than a predominating presence of awe and
terror. It is the appropriate climax and divine

symbol of the whole—a whole characterised by
beauty extended to the utmost of calm magnificence

and grandeur, rather than by the wild energy and
gloom seen more frequently in those European Alps,

which, by a stormier atmosphere, have been more

stripped of their original smooth, friable covering, to

the disclosure of their craggy bones and skeletons

beneath. This New-World alp, on the other hand,

unworn in an incomparably serener air, looks like a

calm, holy mountain, where angels, when they first

alight, would linger in serene companies, to admire
wouderiogly the glories of the world which heaven
so loves and honours, and mature the plan of their

benign ministries to its inhabitants. Pizarro might
have learnt from its genlly-august, divine presence

lessons of humane magnanimity, and so have spared

the Inca,whora he strangled,—within its very shining,

it may be,—had not his sight been already possessed

by visions of avarice and bigotry. Look keenly,

look steadily, on those bright steeps, which seem
belonging to heaven rather than earth—which seem
calmly at home in the blue sky, as a summer cloud,

which ouly melts in fertilizing showers. Treasure

up in your mind rapidly a distinct image of this

glory Avhich we have journeyed so far to see, through

these ascending zones of climate, where all, from

the torrid to the ever-freeziug, prevail within a few

leagues of horizontal distance
;

for yonder a cloud,

kindled with ardent hues, invades it, is envious to

bury it in its mass, if it indeed can reach so high.

In yon remoteness below there is a ravine, which,

were we to approach, would probably yawn iuto

something terrific. Its crowning points, perhaps,

belong to tower-like masses of erupted porphyry,

such as mark nearly all the higher parts of the

Andes, with the effect, frequently, of immense
columns and cupolas. Perhaps between them may
be one of those quebradas, or tremendous rifts, by
which these mountains are also disliuguished, and

through some of which the conquestadores made
their astonishing marches. Those coming clouds

will unquestionably muffle all this; but still, over

tlic full tide of soft, roseate vapours, may soar afar

in unassailed serenity yon golden tabernacle for the

seraphim, which lifts imagination above the earth it

almost supremely crowns.

But quitting with regret the mountains, we pur-

sue our way towards that tioy group of cottages

and rustic church, which seem as solitary in their

little cleared spot amidst the sylvan wilderness

beneath, as a speck of an island alone amidst the

Pacific. As we may hope, however, to reach that

resting-place before night rushes forth suddenly,—as

she ever does in this almost twiiightless latitude,—we
may venture to pause, and form acquaintance with

the forest which clothes the steep wc are descending.

Here, on the left, the eye is on a level with the

summit of one of its promontories of trees, shelving

down to engulf our path. It is a dense mass of

wild, free, prodigal grace, all playfully encumbered
witli the trailing pai-asites, to be dragged down
eventually, wc sadly fear, by their subtly insinuating

and most florid flatteries. Trees above trees here

rise into lofty precipitous steeps of intricate tangled

foliage, with the pale azure flowers of these creepers

dashed down their sides, in the shade, like the veins

of a pale torrent. And on the very banks beside

ns, these leafy locks part into little arched grots,

like those of semi-subterranean ancient Rome, which
are, much similarly, embowered with shrubs and

flowers. And these recesses, in days of old for

Indian maidens flying the Spaniard, are softly

nooked, and carpeted with green
;

and the sun

contrives to penetrate even some of their inmost

depths, and roof them with glimmering amber
mosaic

;
and under the ferns with which the heed-

less Peruvian child was wont to crown himself, a

slender fountain trickles iuto a little pool, beside

which au emerald trogan (bright as the prince of

Persia himself during his plumy metamorphosis)

sits, very much disposed, we believe, to bathe him-

self. And branches are adorned with points of

most brilliant colour, resplendent insects, or birds,

or strange flowers, which we can sometimes scarcely

tell. Here, so far, nature is full of all youthful

growth and living vigour ;
but in front rises a ruined

coliunn of a tree, memorial of a former dynasty of

the woods, now passed away. It is more ancient,

perhaps, than the tambos, or stations on those mar-

vellous old Peruvian roads, which cross the Andes

at a point more than one thousand feet higher than

the Peak of Teneriffe
;
more ancient than the Incas’

palace, amongst whose ruins their ragged descendant

told Ilqmboldt of the subterranean gardens, wrought

of goldj which, closed up by a spell of pure awe, he

believed to await the restoration of their dynasty.
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I

The sua has found out this venerable stem amidst

I

the shade, and distinguishes its silver bark, on which
the pilgrim painter has engraved the humble homage

' of his name, and its braid of magnolias and varied

1 creepers, with a fervid flake of splendour, which, by
;

reflection, lights up the yellow rocks around. Beside

it, one little aloe-shaped plant is spired with crimson

I

flowers, that look like drops of Indian blood, shed
1 by the cross-hilted weapon, in the name of the

Madre de Dios, there falling into the ground, and
there springing up again, honoured by the maternal
compassion of Nature with that delicate form.

From the sharpest articulations of these objects,

which would in the reality be discernible, up to the

most delicate mysteries of the airy mountain, all is

rendered with the untraceable and ceaseless gra-

dations of nature
; her multitudinousuess and bright-

ness are expressed without a moment’s forgetfulness

of her vastness, and complexity, and atmospheric

modifications, and all is subjected by this master-

mind to a grand and graceful unity and harmony.
Specially welcome is the last result, in this our own
hut unsatisfactory period of landscape painting, in

which a heavily-glaring, one-sided parade of the

letter so commonly omits the spirit, a smattering of

geological and botanical rainutiic takes place of the

old poetical or true Art-feeling for beauty; and dis-

order and insubordination—a predominance of little-

ness of every kiud—are frequently prevalent, from
disregard of principles and laws, cast aside by crude
ignorance, without distinction of good and bad, and
nicknamed, all alike, by that much-abused word,
conventionalism. Mr. Church’s picture is the com-
pletest union we are acquainted with of literal

minuteness witli freedom, freshness, and a compre-
hensive, simplifying grasp of the higher spirit of

the whole scene. The painter draws excellently

:

the minutest aud most intricate details are touched

off at once with a spirited grace, which contrasts

remarkably with the heavy drudgery of our Pre-

Raphaelites; and the same sense of beauty which
gives free, wavy life to sterna and leaves, models his

mountains; so that, as in Nature, sublimity is built

up of beauty. The fresh vigour of hue, unimpaired
by the precision and minuteness, especially charmed
us. The aerial perspective is wonderful—-quite equal,

we believe, to any ever painted; and of clear-obscure
• (to translate the foreign terms literally, for the sake

j

of our particular meaning), this is surely one of the

i

finest of instances. The obscure of the nearer

mountain is the most picturesque and striking con-

trast possible to the clear of the foreground and
remoter distance

;
and, moreover, highly judicious in

a case where, had all been clear alike, the eye and
the mind would have been oppressed with far too

much. The picture combines more than any other

1

we know, the minute and literal truth at which
' the Pre-Raphaelites aim imperfectly, with Turner’s

j

greatness and grace of conception. On this American
more than on any other—but we wish particularly

to say it without impugning his originality— does the

mantle of our greatest painter appear to us to have
fallen. Westward the sun of Art still seems rolling.

While we remained pondering on the landscape,

another visitor interposed before us, closely and
rapidly skimming over its different points, and
offering up to it little nods of cordial admiration.

He turned him round. It was one of our most
distinguished landscape painters, the most so, per-

haps : his large and somewhat rough form, his clear,

lively eye, aud looks plain, honest, and straight-

forward, like his pictures, at once proclaimed him.
“A wonderful picture—a wonderful picture!” he
exclaimed ;

“ the man must be a great genius.”

It has frequently occurred to us—aud never more
forcibly than when contemplating this very beau-
tiful painting—that America offers a wide and grand
field for our landscape artists. Why do not some
of them take a trip thither ? the voyage is not

long, and the cost need not be great. If the Old
World is not exhausted, it has become so familiar

to us that we seem to know almost every spot of

interest or picturesque beauty that it has to show;
hut the New World is, as yet, almost untrodden
ground in Art, and we see in Mr. Church's work
what it aftbrds to those who know how to use such

materials. Many of our painters travel south and
east, and a few have occasionally gone north; we *

would now recommend them to try the western
)

world.

VISITS TO AET-MANUPACTOEIES.

No. 9.—THE CLAN-TARTAN WOOD-WORK MANU-
FACTORY OF MESSRS. SMITH, AT MAUCII-
LINE, AYRSHIRE.

The Tourist in Scotland who has auy higher object

in view than going a certain number of miles by
boat and rail, for the purpose of “doing” a certain

number of celebrated places, who has an eye for

other beauties besides “ the Moors,” and who takes

an interest in the people as well as in tlieir lakes

and mountains, ought, if possible, to visit Ayrshire.

We know no more pleasant locality in which to

spend a few long summer days than this, the “ land

of Wallace, Bruce, and Burns.” Picturesque in

scenery, celebi'ated in national history, and conse-

crated in song, it possesses the attractions which
gi’eat deeds and great genius have equally the

power to confer; and while among its people, the

visitor will find vividly recalled to his mind— of

course with the modifications of a century—the

customs, language, and characters, of the works of

Scotland’s greatest poet, Robert Burns. When in

“the land of Bums,” of course, he must visit

Mauchliue, which, indeed, may he called its centre,

so thickly scattered round it are spots consecrated by
the poet’s muse. In the village itself lived, and
died many of his intimate friends, and the characters

of his poems
;

its old kirk -yard was the scene of

his “Holy Fail';” half a mile from it stands “that
lonely cot, Mossgiel ;” and in the immediate vicinity

arc the “ Braes of Ballochmylc,” “ Catrine Woods,”
“the Ilerinit Ayr,” “the Lugar Water,” and “the
Castle o’ Moutgomery.” The visitor will find the

village pleasantly situated, with a quiet Sunday-all-

the-wcek-round sort of look, that will do his heart

good if he comes direct from the din and smoke of

any of our large towns
;
and should he arrive, as

we did, in the “ calm simmer gloamin’, ” as he passes

the churchyard, the white tombstones will gleam
eerily out upon him, as if the shrouded forms of

the poet’s creations had once more congregated

in the scene of their ?/«-hoIy Fair. The good
folks of MauchJine, he will discover, possess all

the “canny” peculiarities of their countrymen, and
are locally famous for their floriculture and flower-

shows.

In a district so pui-ely agricultural, one would
scarcely expect to find any workman more artistic

than the village carpenter or blacksmith; yet here,

in this, before the advent of railways, most seques-

tered nook, has arisen and flourished an Art
manufactory, with its staff of well-trained and
intelligent Art workmen, annually producing au
imm ense variety of articles, which, from their

elegance and beauty, find a ready sale, not only in

Britain, but even among our tasteful Contineutal

neighbours.

Not a few of our readers, we imagine, must have
seen specimens of the Mauchline work, and may,
perhaps, have admired the brilliant colours of tlieir

tartaned and enamelled-like sui’facc, or the beauty

and finish of their paiuted vignettes, without being

aware of the place or mode of their production.

To a brief description of this manufacture, so far

unique, owing its origin aud having its habitat

entirely confined to this locality, we propose, there-

fore, to devote the following paragraphs.

In thinking of the origin of this manufacture, it

strikes us, that had we time aud space, it might not

be nninteresting to moralise a little on the fact of

some of our most useful manufactures owing their

existence primarily to the useless or even vicious

habits of our artificial life. But to go no further than

the one iu hand, the Mauchline Tartan-work owes its

origin to what some consider the senseless and use-

less, and others the nasty, practice of taking snuff.

For had people not snuffed, there would have been
no need of snuff-boxes, aud had there been no
snuff-boxes, it is more than probable there would
have been no Mauchline Tartan-work either. The
produce of the snuff-box, however, has been more
beneficial than that of Pandora’s, aud while passing

through the extensive workshops of the Messrs.

Smith, we could not help quoting, in unaffected

wonder, the motto on the retired suuff merchant’s

carriage,

—

“ Who would have thought it,

That noses would have bought it I

'

We recommend the fact to Mr. Fairholt, for the
next edition of his “ Tobacco.”
More than thirty years ago, in the little village of

Laurencekirk, a man made snuff-boxes of white
wood, somewhat more neatly than most others in
the market, and to mechanical excellence added
artistic decoration in a small way, iu the shape of
sketches iu Indian ink, representing huntsmen aud
hounds, rural scenes, &c., &c., which, being after-

wards varnished over, had sufficient attractions to

secure some popularity. The decoration became, by
degrees, more elaborate, aud may be traced through
several stages of development. To the rural and
hunting scenes succeeded a complication of inter-

lacing Hues denominated “ worming ;” then there was
a return to natural objects, and the eyes of snuff-

takers were regaled with wreaths of vine leaves aud
tempting bunches of grapes; once more the con-
ventional succeeded in the form of checks in black,
of various patterns

; and this being the immediate
precursor, seems to have suggested the idea of
imitating tartans by chequering the articles with
different colours.

Here the history of the work leads us to Mauch-
liue, aud introduces to our notice the names of

Andrew and William Smith, two men to whose
energy and taste it is entirely indebted for the rank
it is justly entitled to hold among the indigenous
arts of North Britain. From a small beginning
these two brothers had, and one of them still has,

the satisfaction of seeing this branch of industry

yearly increasing
;
proving not only profitable in a

business point of new, but also beneficial to the
locality, and consequently to the country in which
it is carried on.

It was in Mauchline, and by the Messrs. Smith,
that the Tartan-work proper, or chequering iu

colours, was first introduced. These patterns were
either mere fanciful combinations of colour, or
copies of certain patterns known as clan-tartans.

The origin and history of the latter is so interest-

ing, and at the same time so intimately connected
with the subject in hand, that we must devote a few
lines specially to them.

The Brecan, Breacan, or Tartan plaid, had its

origin in a very remote antiquity. It formed a

principal article of dress among the Gaels, aud its

peculiar ornamentation, consisting in the arranging
of various colours, in certain recognised patterns,

was made a mode of distinguishing the different

clans or tribes, each of whom clung most tenaciously

to its own. Like most semi-barbarous nations,

their tartans show the Celts to have been fond of

colour, and most skilful in its arrangement—so

much so, at least, that no modern imitations surpass

or even equal them in beauty. Of course, from the
somewhat sterile nature of their country, the colour

of the Celts cannot compare in brilliancy with tliat

of oriental or southern lands
;

but in their quiet

arraugements they are unsurpassed. In these they
had Nature to guide them, and followed her faith-

fully. The very dark varieties seem to have their

combinations suggested by the wintry aspect of

some bleak hill-side, when there was no sunshine,

and before the snow had fallen on its naked summit.
Of this class the “ Sutherland” may be taken as a

type. Then in others, like the “ CampbeE” or

the “ Gordon,” we have the same hiU-side, but when
spring had given it a brighter tint, and set a wreath
of golden furze on its brow. In some you may
detect a streak of the bright berries of the moun-
tain ash—the Rowan tree of Scotland; in others a
thread of hare-bells or gentian ; while a perfect

host have enriched themselves with the glorious

hues which a heath-covered Scotch mountain gives

out, when it is struck by the rays of the rising

sun, or at noou, or better stEl at sunset, when it

literally glows and welters in the richest purple,

that a Tyrean might have died to imitate. For
their reds, they had only to watch the sun set

behind the monntains of MuU any fine night in

autumn
;
and their crimson, where it came from,

many a poor clansman knew to his cost. But
wherever the msthetic properties of the tartan

were derived from, convenience, which may indeed

have suggested, must certainly have proved the

use of the darker toned varieties, botli in the

pursuits of the chase and in more sanguinary

expeditions.

To their use for the purpose of concealment Sir

"Walter Scott somewhere aUudes, if w'e mistake not,
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ia his “ Lady of the Lake,” in speaking of the clans-

men, who, crouched upon the ground, were

“ Scarce to bo known by curious eye
From the dark heather where they lie,

So well was matched the tartan screen,

With heatli-bell dark and bracken preen."

The tartan, too, has interest from its historical

association with the fate of the unfortunate Stuarts.

Like them, it was proscribed, for, in 1747, the

government forbade the use of the Celtic garb ;
aud,

till 1782, when this ridiculous law was repealed, it

was a badge of outlawry aud disgrace. At the latter

date, however, a variety of causes combined in pre*

venting the withdrawal of the prohibition from

having much elTect in reviving this national dress.

Many of the brave hearts who had espoused the

cause of (he White Rose had withered and died

"ayont the sea,” and to those who were left behind

its associations would perhaps he too painful for

them to be anxious to revive it. The clans were

scattered, and the ameliorating inllueuce of judicious

government, and the advance of civilization, gradually

effaced nearly all their outward, as well as inward,

distinctious. Sir Walter Scott and George IV. arc

the two men to whom the tartan is indebted for its

revival. The former directly by his writings, in

wliich he so lovingly depicted Highland scenes and

characters
;
the latter indirectly by liis visit to the

northern part of his kingdom, and the enthusiasm

displayed on the occasion. Old claymores were
furbished up that had lain rusty for many a day

;

the chiefs summoned their clansmen : but many of

them looked in vain for their costumes. There was
a confusion, not of tongues, hut of tartans. Those
whose ancestors in former days waged deadly feud

were, by some sad bluuder of the costumier, made
as like each other as “Corsican brothers.” Lrom
many a lligliland hut were hunted up faded rags,

relics, it may be, of the ’45, as authorities for the

manufacture of a fresh supply. But even these gave

hut “an uncertain sound”—here a McGregor might
be called a McTavish, there a Gordon might pass for

a Graham, till the Messrs. Smith came to the rescue,

and, by the publication of “The Clan-Tartans of

Scotland,” a work compiled with great labour aud
care, helped to save from certain oblivion this

interesting branch of Scottish archfcology. The
service they rendered in tliis respect was very

properly acknowledged by the Scottish Society of

Antiquaries
;

and the mention of it may appro-

priately preface a description of the factory whence
it issued.

The traveller leaving Mauchline on a visit to

Mossgiel will pass on his right a large building

stretching backwards from the road, with the usu^
factory attributes,—rows of windows, outside stairs,

the hum of an engine, a tall chimney, aud a flag of

smoke. We advise him to enter, as he may he

assured not only of a polite ‘reception, but also of

receiving from the explanations of Mr. Smith, or an
intelligent employd—to whom we owe many thanks

—much useful and interesting information.

In our tour of observation, we come first to men
engaged in reducing the raw material into a more
convenient form fur future operations—that is, in

sawing up logs of wood into pieces of various sizes.

We should here observe that the wood of the syca-

more, or, as it is called in Scotland, the plane-tree

—

the Jeer pseudo-plalanus of botanists—is solely

employed in this manufacture, on account of its

close, even texture, which, without being too hard,

makes it a pleasant material to work in : to these

properties may be added its lightness, which gives

to articles made of this wood all the advantages of

papier-niilche—of which, indeed, wc find it a common
mistake to suppose the JIauchline goods to be made.

The wood, having been reduced to a more conve-
nient form, then goes to the different “ makers,”
whose operations of course vary with the articles

they make.
On entering the spacious and well-lighted work-

shop, whose gallery, clock, aud general appearance
somewhat reminds ns of some, though vitsilg superior

to many, of the edifices called churches by Dissenters

in Scotland, we find here on one side a number of

turning lathes, at which men arc busily engaged in

making a great variety of articles, such as needle-

cases, match-boxes, vinaigrettes, brooches, ritigs,

trays, and a host of others too numerous to mention.
Then, on the other side, we find another set engaged
in shaping by the hand a different class of goods.

such as paper-cutters, &c. ;
and lastly, we come to

the articles composed of different pieces, such as

card-cases, glove-boxes, envelope-cases, reticules,

&c., aud which may be termed the constructive

department. The number of the component ports

of some of these articles, and the neatness and

ingenuity with which they are put together, are most
remarkable. Take up for a sample this little octagon

needle-case, which contains no fewer than twenty-six

different pieces of wood, yet to all appearance it

seems cut out of the solid block, so exactly are its

diflerent parts fitted together.

But we must not enter farther into detail regard-

ing the process of manufacture, but proceed to the

mode of decoration. All the articles, whatever be

the subsequent embellishment intended for them, are

grounded in black. I'ormerly, we believe this was
not the case, a white ground having been given for

the lighter varieties of tartan
;
but experience has

shown that the black is preferable, from its giving

greater depth and brilliancy to the subsequently

overlaid colours.

We arrive uow at the department devoted to
' chequering,” which is performed by machines at

once simple and ingeniously effective
j
but which,

without the aid of illustratiou, we cau scarcely hope
intelligibly to describe. The original machine con-

sists of a single drawing pen, so fitted into the

machine that it can draw straiglit lines with great

ease and precision. The workman having, like a

weaver, his pattern before him, by means of a

notched wheel regulates the lines and spaces. All

the lines in the pattern of one colour being com-
pleted, be cleans his pen, and proceeds with a fresh

one. A certain order is observed in laying on the

colours, according to the positions they hold in the

pattern. The improved machine, patented by the

Messrs. Smith, by means of a great number of pens

is able to draw all the lines of one colour, in one

direction, at once—which, of course, facilitates

greatly the rate of execution. Some articles, from
their form, however, necessitate the employment of

the old one.

The peculiar beauty of the Mauchline tartan-work

is very discernible on comparing it with that exe-

cuted iu lithography, or by any other process—the

colours are so pure, the bleuding so harmouious,

and the half-tiuts, from being laid on in successive

lines of pure colour, have a delightful depth and
transparency, without the least approach to mud-
diness.

The chequering is not confined to the workshop,

as you may discover ou passing down the village

street, where through a window here aud there you
may see busily at work not a few whose age or other

circumstances render it more agreeable for them to

sit by their own firesides, aud who are thus provided

with the means of subsistence, and a light and
pleasant employment.

After the articles have received their coats of

tartan, each ia labelled with its proper name, aud
goes to be varnished. After receiving two coats of

varnish, they are smoothed down with line sand or

emery paper, and get five more. They go then to

the girls, who polish them up till that beautiful

surface is acquired to wliich we have already referred.

This makes the simpler articles complete
;

the

more complex go now to be “ fitted up.” Inkstands

get them bottles, pincushions their stuffing, boxes

their locks, brooches their pins, aud, iu short,

everything that has got anything like an “inside”
gets it put io, severed limbs get united, parts useless

while separate become by union useful wholes.

Now, before we leave this part of the work, we have
only to see the girls take them up tenderly aud
swathe them iu tissue, ere they arc sent off for

present orders, or laid past for future use.

Our cicerone now conducts us to what is par
excellence the artistic department, the atelier of

the workmen engaged in painting the vignettes.

The articles intended to receive paintings, we ought
to observe, come here first, before going through
any of the stages already referred to. These paint-

ings, executed entirely by the hand, are of all sizes,

from the tiny “ bit ” transferred to the top of a
needle-case, to the large quarto-sized landscape, in-

tended for the side of an expensive writing folio.

They consist mostly of views of Scottish scenery,
especially spots celebrated in history or song, as

well as scenes of the chase, including copies of some
of Landseer’s well-known pictures. Here, at the

top of the room, sits the premier artist, engaged, it

may be, on a view of one of our sweetest Highland

lochs, which be will finish with all the care and

delicacy of a miniature, or mth an engraving before

him, rendering into colour Sir Edwin’s “ Stag at

Bay,” or “the Monarch of the Glen.” In these

days, when our Art must, like everythiug else, he

done by estimate aud by steam (Heaven keep this

from becoming its doom !), the work which is pro-

duced in this department of the Messrs. Smith’s

manufactory does not a little credit both to their

enterprise and good taste.

Having come to the close of the manufacturing

process, we shall just step into the wareroom for a

moment, for the purpose of seeing the accumulated

results of the whole. Here the first thing that

“strikes a stranger” will be the great variety

the articles made: a choice for all ages aud sexes

—

babies’ powder boxes aud old wives’ spectacle-cases;

articles to he carried in the pocket, or stuck on the

person, set on the parlour mantelpiece, or laid on

the drawing-room table— all sorts of things that

anybody or everybody could fancy arc here congre-

gated. "We must not forget to mention also the

beautifully bound books, with their tai'tan hoards

and painted vignettes, as among the most attractive

objects in the room. What more appropriate

souvenirs of a Scottish tour could be found than,

for instance, a copy of “ Scott’s Poems,” iu tai'tan

boards, with a delicately executed view of some
Border keep or Highland loch, rendered classic by
his muse; or “The Songs of Robert Burns,”

hound in wood from the barn-roof of Mossgiel,

while occupied by the poet, aud warranted genuine.

Indications these arc of the experience of a number
of years, and of a watchful attention to public taste.

But besides those wliich at present form the

staple of articles made, there might he mentioned

not a few which the course of time and change of

fashion have rendered obsolete. In the “prc-historic

annals,” or “ geological periods,” or whatever else

you like to c£dl it, of the ^lauchline manufactory,

there is quite a series of different formations. We
shall only dig up two fossil remains for the satisfac-

tion of our readers. The first is a specimen of what
was at one time a very numerous class, and is called

“the Breadalbane button,” from having first been

made for the noble marquis of that name. A
favourite embellishment for buttons was a canine

bead, but “every dog has its day,” and the Mauch-
line ones, having ceased to please, died a natural

death. The other we shall refer to ia very beautiful,

being a style of decoration somewhat resembling

arabesques, sometimes executed on a gold ground,

very rich, but rather expensive
;

and so it also

passed away.

Our brief 'notice of this interesting manufactory

must uow come to a close, not so much from having

exhausted our subject as from having filled our

space. It is unnecessary, we fain hope, to commend
its productions to the notice of our readers, they are

sufiicieully able to commend themselves : they have

done 80 pretty effectively for a good many years,

and we doubt not will continue to command a still

greater share of public approval. It is true they

have not the overjiowering claims to utility which
economists of the Gradgrind school deem indis-

pensable. It is also true that they have not the

privilege of being brought from abroad, which by
some is considered essential to artistic excellence.

Mauchline is nearer home than Munich or Milan,

and Ayrshire has not such a name as the Alhambra;

but notwithstaudiug this, we feel assured that that

spirit of our age, which is beginning to appreciate

the proper sphere of our artistic development

;

which is resuscitating our only national style of

architecture, will not look with disfavour on any

other branch of native Art. The tartan, too, has

special claims on attention, as the only indigenous

form of textile decoration now extant.

To the men, in conclusion, to whose energy and

taste this manufacture owes its origin, and to their

successors, who are to come after them, we would

say, “Well done!” Though they don’t call you

Sanzio or Cellini, but only plain Smith, there is a

place reserved in the temple of beauty for yottr

work also. Remember,

“A thing of hettuty is a joy for ever
;

’’

and the “thing” may ho a match-box or a needle-

case, and it may be many feet of canvas.
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PEESONzVL RECOLLECTIOKS OE
GUEAT AllTlSTS.

BY THE LATE E. V. EIPPINGILLE.

No. 5 .—William Etty, E..A.

"W ILLIAM Etty, in the latter part of his life, was a
short, stout man, with shoulders low, and rather
narrow, surmounted by a large, heavy head. He
had a shambling gait, stout limbs, large feet, with
toes less diverging than is usual. There was a
good-natured, half-smiling look about his face; he
was strongly marked with small-pox

;
his mouth

large; his eyes light, and rather bright, with a

cheerful expression, but with no character of thought
in them : it was a large mass of unmeaning face,

with wrinkled forehead, and thin, grey, straight,

and straggling hair. In short, Etty was, in person,
the last man you would suspect of an idea soaring
into the regions of Fancy, and conversant with
poetical and ctherial creatures. I knew Etty well,
and have frequently watched the turns and changes of
his countenance, with the object of hading some gleam
of the light by which his studies were iUuminated

—

but in vain. T believe also, notwithstanding the
subjects in which he luxuriated, and to which certain
squeamish folks, in jmhlic, took exception, that no
man living was freer from any feeling of a gross
or a voluptuous character. Those who kaew him
best, regarded the effusions of his pencil as sacred,
and fully protected from any possible charge of
impropriety, by the real innocence and simplicity

of his mind. I have heard it frequently remarked
that no man but one of a perfectly pure mind, could
so far approach indelicacy without committing him-
self. Painters—as a class of aspirants in a widely-
varied and difficult pursuit, in which all are con-
sidered but as students and experimentalists—talk
more freely to each other of their ends and objects,

and the means they take to reach them, than any
other set of men—so that it was easy at any time to
obtain access to the impulses under which any of
the subjects and works of Etty were produced. As
a general fact, it is unquestionably true that very
little of the matter of his pictures was matter of
forethought. It came to him in the course of his
practice, and had then to be modified and turned to

account
; that is to say, forms aud accompaniments

were there, and had to be treated subject-like, aud
named with the best names that could be found for

them. A pictui-esque attitude, or combination of
forms, if naked, were nymphs bathing; varied with
costume and auxiliaries, in posture aud action, it

was Bacchanalian or rural sports, or something
else. In groups and in single figures it was the
same : an old head with a beard black or gi'ey was
a Jew, a high priest, or a prophet

; a naked beauty
was a Venus; clothed and wreathed, a Sappho;
with dishevelled hair, a Magdalen

;
with wings, an

Angel. In any case, very charming pictures were
made of them, and people admired and bought them
as fast as they were produced. The Parnassus of
Etty—although painting appears to have no repre-
sentation among the Muses—was the life-academy
in St. Martin’s Lane. From this a great deal
that inspired subjects for Art came, and was worked
up by the happy magic of the palette into forms of
life and beauty. Etty, like Lawrence, was an
embodied industry. From the time Etty was a
young student in the schools of the Royal Academy,
to near the period of lus death, perhaps he never
lost, during the whole of his life, one entire year of
time. Every evening he was to be found in his
place in the life-school, working harder than the
rawest tyro, and profiting, as he himself asserts, by
the light, shadow, and colour of lamp-light effects.

Always good-natured and simple, whilst in the
schools of the Academy his fellow pupils used to
joke, and asked him how he would manage to con-
tinue to work as a pupil when he should become an
Academician.

Like all men of talent, reposing upon real artistic

strength, Etty had no secrets, either in his nature
or his art

; in both he was as open and free os the
day. He had his own views of Art, of com'se, and
some peculiarities in his practice, and these he
defended and spoke of without reserve, but it was
only in his pictures that he poetized or walked out
of the beaten track. Domestically he was moderate.

social, and hospitable, aud had rather a liking for

having artistic and other friends about him. He
did not at all shine in conversation, nor attempt to

shine
;
hut the whole tendency of his mind, feelings,

and opinions was marked with an honest simplicity,

and a decided conventional propriety. Like many
a simple man, content to remain in that character,

it is possible that Etty’s stock of information passed
for much less than it was worth, for it is quite

certain that great modesty does not set off acquire-

ment. Etty was strongly attached to his art, and
had perfectly correct notions of advancing its

interests and its dignity. He was chosen one of

the judges of the cartoons exhibited in Westminster
Hall, and there c.an be no doubt that in giving his

opinion he acted with the most scrupulous honesty,

and the most perfect justice. I remember well the
expression of his earnest regret made to me, that

they could not (his colleagues and himself) concede
one of the prizes to poor Haydon, for his cartoon of
the Black Prince, &c. In this sad matter he spoke
with the deepest sympathy and regret; he spoke
very freely and sensibly of the unequal balance of
professional aud non-professional power employed
in the decisions of that little-studied, new, aud
untried matter. Poor Haydon, no doubt, felt the

decision unfavourable to him most keenly
; it proved

a death-blow to him, poor fellow, and ended a life

of bitter strife and privation.

lu conformity with his mode of practice, Etty
appears to have made very few sketches of his

pictures
; that would have betrayed more forethought

than was ever given to them, and a different course

of study to that pursued. There is, in consequence,

veiy little subject in his works, no incident or

episode, aud very little of what painters understand
by learned composition. The great charm of his

pictures is colour,—not of a high order,— and that

fleshiness, pulpiness, and what the Italians call

Diorhidezza, which is peculiar to female form and
texture. In this it is to be questioned if any
painter, ancient or modern, has ever equalled him.
This is a quality of Art to be looked for nowhere
so ratioualiy as in modern Art, and not in modern,
but in English art, where alone it has been found

;

it is a pure result of process directed by feeling, and
can only emanate from it.

It is greatly to be regretted that in the later part

of his career Etty fell into some mannerism, both
in respect to treatment aud drawing, prejudicial

to his works. His female forms lost much of

their true natural character, aud became fashionable

and small-waisted, like women who have for their

whole lives been pinched up in stays and bandages
;

and he fell into an ugly method of projecting dark
shadows upon parts, which destroyed both their

beauty and form. The loose, free mode of haudling
adopted by Etty was highly fevourable to chromatic

effects, the iridescence and brightness of colour.

In his mode of operation I observed he put in an
outline, which, being either in water-colour, or

having dried first upon the canvas, was not disturbed

by brushing over or wiping off
; thus he had no trouble

or concern in the filling up, and in the rubbings off

of colour that required to be removed. There is

no artist upon the principles of whose style and
practice so little can be said, because there was but
one idea pursued in them

; this was, in a word, to

produce JIbsK^ with its peculiar charms of colour,

transparency, and softness; everything else in the

picture was subsidiary to this. However pleasing,

this object is a confined one. Of action, character,

and expression there was nothing ; all was list-

lessuess and indifference. "Whole groups of figures

were assembled doing nothing. If in the water,

they were idly enjoying it
; if on board some boat,

or gilded bark, they were reposing, and, perhaps,

holding threads, without appearing to be concerued
in what they were doing : upon the green earth,

or in beds of flowers, they rested aud reclined,

with musical instruments in their hands—they did

not play upon them, but gracefully held them as the
models did from which they were painted, in a

manner which combined agreeably with the colours

and forms about them. Eyes that were open were
supposed to see, and mouths under the same cir-

cumstances to speak or to sing.

So mighty and multifarious is Art in its province
and powers, that this partial manifestation left

nothing to be desired, but was perfect and satisfac-

tory in itself. The creatures of the artist, although

humau, required but the ornamental truth alone;
they were devoid of the interior, which contains the
passions and the feelings that ruffie and disturb the
surface. The art of Etty was confined to the exterior
creatures, and it never essayed to go deeper. It is in
this aim and achievement that he is to be judged,
and whoever looks for more does him an injustice;

it was not the thing, hut its aspect, that he painted.

As one wielding that mightiest of all instruments,
the pen, over his chai-acter, I should grieve to do
a wrong to one single hair of that liead which is

now quietly reposing in honour beneath the turf,

and whose like in the world of Art it will be long
before we see again. I wish only that he should
fit into the niche for which nature intended him,
and the true genius of Art assigns him. He cannot
suffer by this, but in the eyes of ignorance, whose
faulty estimate assigns false honours to places in the
Temple of Fame, in which true taste alone sets up
her own proper images. The Ugh and the low in
Art are matters of exceedingly difficult decision.

The defiuition put forth by Sir Joshua Reynolds,
which has been so readily received and so little

acted upon, becomes questionable by consideration.

Reynolds remarks that the intellect employed in
the creation of the work, and the intellectud plea-
sure given by it, form the scale of its merits
{verbatini). This reposes Art upon a power com-
mon to all men, instead of that which belongs to

the few, and which men regard as genius. Etty’s
powers were not intellectud, and required neither
high intellect in their exercise, nor in the appre-
ciation of what they produced

; they arc so rare
among men, as to give them that claim to the
notice of the world which they received at its

^

hands, aud which they will ever command in open
rivalry with the highest products of intellect which
is common to all men. In the productions of his

pictures, Etty worked by a power more rare among
men than intellect, and altogether beyond the scope
of acquirement, the nature and the rarity of which
must be combined in the estimate of its value,
whatever price is set upon it.

In a letter to me on the subject of national
encouragement, and of making Art subservient to

religious and moral purposes, Etty displays all the
right feeling and intelligence the subject demands.
As a moral teacher, he considers that Art is capable
of being employed in the highest of all oftices,—in

assisting to produce, by its correcting and soften-
ing influence, that “ great prop and bulwark of a
country, a moral aud a healthy population;” that
the exclusion of xVrt from the cause of God and
religion is the greatest of all mistakes

;
that the

study of all which tends to elevate the Creator
through the objects of the creation, elevates the
mind aud calls forth its best energies and its highest
resources

;
and that this fact and feeling is evidenced

in our Gothic buildings, which all venerate; aud
'

that in the beautiful structure and its ornaments all !

is but ‘picture. He thinks that through Art, as I

through music, religion makes a warmer appeal to I

the heart, and that earnestness is induced where
|

otherwise lightness aud apathy might prevail.

No judge is so infallible as the world, if you
give it time

;
but as long as it continues to judge

by the standard set up in its infancy, it will always
be liable to error. In the judgment of the world
the subjects chosen by Etty, devoid of serious

thought and teuding to excite the passions, would
be regarded as rather allied with loose feeling and
profligacy than sobriety

;
yet be possessed not only

an innocent, but a pious mind, aud right feeling.

Etty, like many an artist, was, in the latter part
of his career, induced to abandon the regions in

which he found his real strength, and to appear in

those which could not be regarded as his home.
The few large pictures he painted required the

employment of what he was never called upon to

exercise in bis early and ordinary works,—thought
and knowledge of things which he had not studied

and acquired, and for which nature gives no more
than the aptitude. In all there is the charm of

colour, which here is not enough, where stroug

character, appropriate action, aud expression are

indispensable. His Academy studies had furnished

him with some portion of the necessary knowledge
of form and development, but it did not extend

beyond tbe Academic in force and truth, and has

none of the vitality which distinguishes intelligence,

life, and nature.
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ROJIE, AND HER AVOllKS OF ART.

TAUT IV.—'I'EMPI.F.S, AKCIIES, Ac.

,Y for U3 ue n 2 not political joiirnolists : it is no part of

mil- iliily to Wiitcli and chronicle llie events wliicli, at certain

^
intervals of time, convulse nations, and seem

to mock the wisdom of the I'ise, and to set at

naught the guiding hand of statesman and diplo-

matist, however experienced in the science of

government. \Vc stand in need of no “
special

correspondent” to report to us, fur the informa-

tion of oiir readers, llie march of contending

nrinies, to tell of victories and defeats, to describe

the liorrors of war, the held of slaughter, the deso-

lation of countries, the ruin of city and hamlet,

the destruction of home and habitation, tlie letting

loose “ the dogs of war” over the fairest portions

of God’s earth, when

SackcH towns, and iniilnlKlit liowlin^s ttirough tlie realm,
I’ruclaim tlieir presemee

such tasks we are not called upon to perform,—and we are perfectly

willing to leave llicin to other hands. Hut yet events liave taken place

recently, which, viewed in connection with the remarks made iu the opening

chapter of this scries of jiapers, we can scarcely pass over without reference.

It was there stated that Italy had become, politically, a by-word and reproach

—

a country almost unrecognised as a nation, and holding her position in tlie

world more on account of the magnitude and wealth of her Art-treasures, than

by the clForts of her sons to restore tlie land of llieir birth to the liberty it

once enjoyed. A few months have siilliced to rescue at least a portion of the

country from the reproach that clung to it. The eyes of the civilized world

have, during this brief period, been turned to some of the Italian Slates

struggling to emaiieipafc themselves from the bondage of the foreigner or the

vassalage of native rulers. The contest has terminated as suddenly as it was

commenced. The surface of the land has been deluged with the blood of no

craven hearts among the hostile ranks, yet whether the cause for which il was

so freely poured forth has been attained, can scarcely be doubled: the storm

has ])assed over the country, it has laid waste many a goodly heritage, but

appears to liave produced no other results than disappointment, both to victors

aud vanquished. Fortunately, it did not extend so Car as the pontifical city, or

we might have had to deplore the destruction of those glorious works of Art

we have undertaken to describe,—a task we now resume.

Ill a former article {cii/e p. 13S) a view of the Forum of Rome was intro-

duced : both in that representation, aud iu the one below’, the spectator canuot

but be impressed with the desolation lliat marks the locality. Standing at the

base of the Capitol,—t!ic point at whicli the artist who made tlie two drawings

must have placed liimsclf, though he shifted his position for the latter sketch,

aud has omitted tlie row of trees forming the J'iti Sacra ,— this once noted and

favourite resort of the aneieiit Homan people rises up, a grand yet melancholy

speetaele, as if to show how impotent is the power of nations to maintain

tiu'ir sovereignty when llie decree has gone forth for its subversion, and how
futile is the art of man to preserve the monuments of his genius from llie

destroying hand of ’I'ime.

'I'hc view of the Forum, as represented in the engraving below, is certainly

finer than that on a former page : to the left is the Arch of Septiinius Severus
;

tlie three columns in the foreground are the only remains of the celebrated

Temple of Jupiter Toiians
;

to the right are the eight columns of the Temple
of Fortune, or of the Vespiaiii {vi(/e pp. US, 139, an(i’)

;
the single columu

in tlie middle distance is the Column of Flioeas {vide p. 238, ante) , to the

right of this arc the beautiful remains of the 'I'cmple of Jupiter Stator, now
commonly called by archieologists, the Grccostasis ; and, if the reader will take

the trouble to refer to the preceding view of the Forum, he will sec the Arch

of Titus in the distance ; and amoug the range of buildings to the left are the

Basilica of Pauliis Emiliiis, now the Church of St. Adrian, the Tenqile of

Antoiiimis and Faustina, (he Basilica of Constantine, fragments of the Temple
of Venus and Home, on the site of which is the Chiireh of St. Francesca

Homana, and the Shrine of St. Peter and St. Paul, constructed near the

Tuilian and Alamertiue dungeons ; all these interesting objects arc coutaiued
i

within a range of four or live hundred yards.

The three beautiful columns comprising the ruin of the Temple of Jupiter

Tonaus—as it is termed by Roman antiquariaus, but which Chevalier Bunsen,
i

and other German authorities, cal! the Temple of Saturn—arc situated on the

western side of the Temple of Fortune. The temple was erected by Augustus,
'

and was dedicated to Jove the Thunderer, to corainemoralc his escape from a
thunderstorm, during his Cantabrian expedition, when a slave who carried

a torch before him, it being night time, was struck dead by lightning: at
j

subsequent periods it was restored by Septimius Severus aud Caracalla. "We

cannot pretend to determine the question upon which learned antiquariaus ditier

as to the precise name that should be given to these columns; it is sullicient

to remark, the latest authorities incline to the opinion that they belonged

originally to the Temple of Saturn, which stood on the Clivus Cuijitolinus, the

site of the ruins now standing. They were brought to light by the French,

who discovered them, in the early part of the present century, buried nearly to

(he capitals in an accumulation of rubbish : by digging into the soil they found

that the basement of the columns had been partially removed ;

“ it was there-

fore necessary,” says a writer in “.Murray’s Handbook,” “to remove the
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entablature, and secure the shafts by scaffolding
; the basement was then

carefully restored, the ground cleared, and the eutablature replaced in its

original position.” 'I'he columus are of Carrara marble, in the Corinthian
style, deeply fluted, and are considered fine e-xaniples of that order of
architecture.

Our next illustration represents three columns remaining from the Temple
OF Jup;ter Stator, standing in front of the Church of Sta Maria Liberatrice.
These ruins have been the subject of much discussion among antiquarians, the
prevailing opinion now being that they are a portion of the cdiKcc, built about
two hundred and eighty years before the Christian era, fur the reception of
foreign anibassadi)rs, when the senate received them in audience; and as the
plenipotentiaries from Phyrrus, King of Epirus, were the first who presented
themselves in the building, it was called Grecostalis. .According to Sir I'rancis

Head, “ the Grccostatis was rebuilt aud considerably extended by Antoninus
Pius, who elevated the new building on a lofty substructure of brick sheathed
witii marble, accessible by a triple-branchcd fligiit of steps ending in a
single and a broader flight, that led to the platform in front. Tlie aspect of
the principal fa9ade

facing across the

Campo Vaccino to-

wards the Temple of

Antoninus aud Faus-

tina was a little to

the northward of east

,

and tliis facade was
ornamented with eight

columns, and each of

the flanks with thir-

teen or with fifteen

columns.” To judge
by those now stand-

ing, isolated in the

midst of the Fornm,
they must be regarded

as the chef-d'teuvre of

Konian architecture of

the Augustan age

:

they are of white

marble, aud of beau-
tiful proportions, about

fifty-two feet in height,

fourteen feet nine in-

ches in circumference,

or four feet ten inches

in diameter : the en-

tablature is exquisitely

wrought, and appears

to exceed in depth the

ordinary proportions.

Pctweeii the flutings

may here and there

be observed patches of

red colour, showing
them to have been
at one time painted

:

we should scarcely

consider this an im-
provement on pure
white marble.

'I'liE Temple of
Vesta, engraved oii

the next page, stand-

ing near tlie banks of

the Tiber, at a short

distance from the

Ponte llotto and the

Temple of Fortuna

completed in modern times with brickwork; it is formed of blocks of Parian
marble, laid together with surprising exactness. The entablature has entirely

disappeared, and a modern roof of red tiles has, with singularly bad taste,

been substituted for the original covering. Between the columns, which are
about three feet in diameter, aud thirty-four in height, arc iron rails, Ihrou'^h
which entrance is gained by a door composed of rough, unplaneJ planks, to
the interior, whose ceiling is nothing more than the bare surface of the tiles

and rafters: the paveraeut is composed of rough slabs of marble. “The only
altar which appears ever to have been erected in tlie building in Christian
times is still in existence, situated in the usual position opposite the entrance.
It is an altar of the most ordinary description, of which the pediment aud its

pair of columns are a painted iiuitatiou of marble.”* The fountain which
stands dose by is of modern date.

Leaving, at least for the present, the other Koman temples unnoticed, we
pass on to describe oue of the most magnificent remains of the ancient city,

the Arch of Constantine, considered the most perfect of all the triumphal
arches now existing. It is situated at the eiitrauce of the Via di S. Gregorio,

on the spot known as

the Via Triumphalis

;

and was erected by
the senate and people

in honour of Constan-
tine, to commemorate
his victory over the

Emperor Maxentius,

who had disgusted his

subjects with his licen-

tiousness and cruel-

ties. This event hap-

pened about a.d. 30(3,

a date which nearly

determiucs the anti-

quity of the arch.

Some antiquarians are

of opinion that its

form and proportions

are too good for the

period of Constantine,

when a debased style

of architecture began
to prevail

;
and they

regard it as the Arch
of Trajan,—the exact

site of which has never

been determined,

—

remodelled and rede-

corated to adapt it to

the purpose intended.

There is, however, no
doubt tiiat some of

the bas-reliefs and or-

naments on the arch

belonged originally to

tliat of Trajan. Like
many other noble re-

mains of ancient art

ill Home, a consider-

able portion of it lay

buried for centuries

in accumulated earth

and rubbish
;

but in

the early part of the

prescut century Pius
VIL, who had already

restored to light those

portions of the arch

of Septiinius Severus

as had long been hid-

den, commenced oper-

ations on this also

;

and, a few years after,

Leo XII. completed

the work, and reduced

the entire surface of

the ground on both

sides of the structure

to its original level.

Tlie Arch of Constantine, like that just referred to, has three archways, with
fimr columns, of the Corinthian order, on each front

;
behind these, and

resting on the same pedestals, are the same number of fluted Corinthian

pilasters ; seven of these columus are of gallio aniico. 'Die eighth was
originally of the same material, but it is said to have been taken away by
Clement VIII., for an altar in the Lateran, and the present one substituted for

it : all. however, arc so discoloured by age and weather that it is difficult to

determine with any certainty the exact material of which they are made. 'The

pedestals of the columns are, as the engraving shows, unusually lofty, and they

are ornamented on their three sides with bas-reliefs : on the spandrel of the prin-

cipal archway is a bas-relief of Fame, on each side; and on the spandrels of the

smaller archways is a recumbent figure, also on each side. 'I'he description of

• “ Rome : A Tour of Jlany Days." By Sir George IleaJ. Longman & Co., London.

Virilis, is now a Chris-

tian cliurch
;

it was
first consecrated un-

der the name of S.

Stefano delle Carroz-

ze, and subsequently,

about the year 14S0,
ill the pontificate of

Sixtus IV., under that columns of the teaitle of jupitek stator.
of S. Maria del Sole :

public worship has, however, long ceased wiihiu its walls, and adiuissiou to
examine it can only be obtained by applicatiou to the keeper, who lives close by.
This temple is among the most generally admired edifices in Pome, and the
numerous bronze models of it have caused it to be better known than, perhaps,
any other building in the cily. 'I'emplcs dedicated to Vesta were frequent in

aucient Pome, Xuma Pompilius having ordered tlie erection of oue in each
of the curia, or wards : this one is not supposed to be of the number of those

!

originally built in conformity with the commands of Numa, but is assigned
i

to a much later date, the period of the Autonines. It is circular in form, aud ^

consists of a cella, or chapel, surrounded by nineteen fluted Coriuthiaa columns
J

of Parian marble, the twentieth lias been destroyed. The chapel, as described
by Sir G. Head, is nearly oue hundred and sixty-nine feet iu circumference,
aud in the most perfect state of preservation to tne extent of about two-thirds
the beiglit from the pavement, above which point the remainder has been
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the arch given in “ JTurray’s Handbook of Rome” is so concise and intelii- bas-reliefs, and over each of (he smaller arches are two circular medallions, all

gible, that we cannot do better than adopt it
:
—

‘‘ Ou each attic are four square
[

relating to the history of Trajan. The square reliefs on the Hanks of the attic,

THE TEMPLE OF VESTA.

and the statues of the Dacian captives (surmounting the columns), beloug to
|

some arch of Trajan, and are easily distingiiished from the inferior sculptures of

THE ARCH OF CONSTANTINE.

Constantine two hundi'cd years later. The square reliefs on the frout facing
!
entry of Trajan into Rome

;
2. the emperor raising a recumbent figure, an

the Coliseum” (that seen iu the engraving) “represent— 1. the triumphal i allegorical allusiou to the repairs of the Appiau Way; 3. his supplying the
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people with provisions; 1, the emperor on a chair of state, while a person,
supposed to be Parthamisiris, King of Armenia, is brought before him. Oa
tbe southera side arc—1. Trajan crowning Parthamaspes, King of Parthia;
2. the Discovery of the conspiracy of Decebalus, King of Dacia

;
3. the emperor

addressing his soldiers; 4. the sacrifice of the Suovetaurilia. On the flanks
of the attic are the two reliefs, supposed to have formed origiually one com-
partment

;
they represent the victory of Trajan over Decebalus, and are the

very finest works ol the kind extant. The circular medallions over the small
arches represent the sports of the chase, and their attendant sacrifices. The
works of Constantine do not harmonize with these beautiful sculptures. Tbe
frieze which goes round the middle of the arch represents, in a series of in-
different bas-reliefs, military processions and various events in the life of Con-
stantine. On the flanks of the arch are two round medallions, representing
the chariots of the sun and moon, typifying the emperor’s dominion over
the east and the west. The figures of Fame over the arch, the bas-reliefs of
the piers representing the conquest of Verona and the fall of Maxentins, the
figures on the pedestals of the columns, also belong to the age of Constautine,
and show how low the Arts had fallen at that time.”

Dut from the associations connected with it, not one of the ancient edifices

of Rome offers—at least to the Christian mind—more interesting matter of
thought than the Ancii of Titus, which forms the last of our illustrations.

The object itself, independent of the ornaments that embellish it, can scarcely
fail to recall to the mind that most pathetic remonstrance, followed by the
solemn warning and prediction uttered agaiust Jerusalem—“Thou that killest

the prophets, and stonest them that are seut unto thee, how often would
I have gathered thy children together, as a hen doth gather her brood under
lier wings, and ye would not! Behold, your house is left unto you desolate.”

This arch was erected by the senate and the people, to commemorate the
conquest of Jerusalem by Titus, within half a century from the period when
the prophecy was spoken. It stands at the end of the Forum, near the
Colosseum

;
and is interesting not only as a record of Scripture history, but also

for its elegance as an architectural structure, which may be designated as a
massive, rectangular building, of marble, surmounted by an attic, and having
a single arch, unlike those of Severus and Constantine, which have three. The
frontage both ways is sirailai-, showing on each side four fluted columns of com-
posite order. Prior to the time of Pius VII., the edifice was in almost hopeless
decay, and would have become a total ruin but for the judicious restorations made
under the superintendence of the architect Valladier, by order of that pontiff

;

these are easily distinguished from the ancient portions. Upon the southern
fa9adc the frieze is sculptured in bold bas-relief, representing a procession of
warriors leading oxen to the sacrifice

;
and above, upon the attic, is the following

original inscription, finely-sculptured, in clear, capital characters, which are

THE ARCH

perfectly legible:

—

Senatvs . Popvr.vsQ,VE . Romanvs . Divo . Tito . Divi

.

VESPASiANf . F. Vespasiano . AvGVSTO . The side towards the Forum has
suffered more severely than the other, only a portion of the basement and
about half of the columns being preserved, with the mutilated figures of

Victory, in bas-relief, oa the spandrels of the arch. The sides, which are of
very considerable depth, are completely covered with the celebrated bas-reliefs,

representing tbe triumplial procession of Titus to the Capitol with the spoils

of the Temple of Jerusalem. “ Of these interesting works of Art, executed in

an excellent style of sculpture, each on a single slab of while marble extend-
ing the whole depth of the aperture, the one on the eastern side re[)rcsents

Titus seated in a chariot, drawn by four horses abreast, led by a figure of

Rome personified by a female, and accompanied by another female figure

of Victory, the latter holding a chaplet above the head of the Conqueror of
the Holy City, and hovering over the chariot, which is preceded and followed
by numerous groups of senators, citizens, lictors bearing their fasces, &c. The
bas-relief on the western side is a conlimiation of the same procession,
consisting of captive Jewish soldiers, followed by several of those identical

implements of religious observance in the Temple of Jerusalem that are

actually detailed in the Bible, and appear here represented in marble by the
artist whose own eyes beheld them. Here, accordingly, is to he seen an exact
resemblance of the very objects in the state in which they existed at the
period in question, including the table of gold, the seven-branched golden
candlestick, and the silver trumpets, all horue on men’s shoulders, and very

OF TITUS.

clearly recognisable, though the heads of some of the bearers are deficient, and
the bodies much mutilated.” *

The three arches of which, in this and a preceding paper {ante, p, 130), a

brief description has been given, are the principal structures of the kind in

Rome; hut there are some others, such as the Arch of Drusus, the Arch of

Dolabella, the Arch of Gallienus, &c., that the lover of antiquities who visits

the city should not omit to see. All of these works, as well as the columns
and temples we have noticed, belong to the period of the empire when Rome
appeared in her greatest architectural magnificence, for which she was chiefly

indebted to the example of Augustus, whose highest ambition, after he was
firmly seated on the imperial throne, was to extend the limits of the city and
to adorn it with whatever could add to its splendour. But the further \vc

proceed in examining the arcliitecture of Rome, from his reign to his succes-

sors, the more apparent is the decline of pure principles and pure taste; the

influence of Greek Art is, indeed, manifest, and the Corinthian type everywhere

obtrudes, but so debased in style, and oftentimes so loaded with worthless and
meretricious ornament, that if the architects and sculptors of Athens and
Corinth could witness some of these Roman exhibitions of Greek Art, they

would at once repudiate it as a falsity : at any rale, there is in them a manifest

departure from the simplicity and elegance of the works of the Greeks.

J. Dafforne.
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THE

NATIONAL PLAUS OP ENGLAND:
TIIEIll HISTORY AND ASSOCIATIONS.

WITH A GLANCE AT THE FLAGS OF
OTHER NATIONS.

HY CHARLF.S BOUTELL, M.A.,

AUTUOIl OF A “MANUAL OF IIRITISII AnCHAiOLOCT,"

“ CimisTIAN MONUMENTS IN ENGLAND AND WALKS,'’ “ MONU-

MENTAL liRASSKS AND SLABS," ETC., ETC.

“
. . . . In the air

A tiiousand slre.aroors floated fair,

—

Various in sliape, device, and hue,

Green, sanguine, purple, red, and biue ;

Broad, narrow, awallow-tail’d, and situare.

Scroll, pennon, pencil, bandrol, there
O'er the pavilions flow:

Highest and midmost was descried
The Royal Banner floating wide."

Jfarmion, iv. 38.

Part V.—The Banner.

The Banner was of a square form, or nearly so, and
it, was charged with tlic complete euat-of-arms of

the bearer or owner, but not with any other device.

The armorial insignia were displayed upon the entire

area of the bauner, coveriug it as they would cover

a shield. J pennon, wii/i its poi/iis torn off", vrouM
very closely resemble a banner : and thus banners

were often actually made in the middle ages on the

field of battle, when a knight, because of his gal-

lantry, was advanced to the higher rank of Knigiit-

Banneret by the sovereign himself, present in

person, under his owu royal banner displayed. On
such occasions, a part of the ceremony of creation

consisted in the king commanding the points to be

torn oil from the heraldic pennon that every knight

was entitled to bear, thus reducing it to the square

form of the banner, by which the knight iu ques-

tion was thenceforth to be distinguished. For that

purpose the knight, bearing his pennon in his own
hand, was led between two other knights before

fhe king, when an herald said,
—“May it please

your grace, this gentleman hatli shown himself

valiant iu the field, and for so doing deserveth to

be advanced to the degree of knight-banneret, as

worthy to bear a banner in the war. Then,” adds
the chronicler, “the king shall cause the points of

his pennon that they be rent off.” Such was
one of the customs prevalent in those dark ages,

when, without either payment of money, or any
other interest than his own worthiness as it was
attested by his comrades in arms, a good soldier

was proDToted on the instant upon the field of

battle.

The difference iu form and appearance between
the ])cunon and the banner may be characteristically

cseinplified by placing side by side tlie pennon (27)

and the banner of St. George (28). The difference

in signification between these two ensigns was very

important, aud amounted to this, that whereas the

jieiinon was the personal ensign of the knight him-

self, who bore it upon his owu lance, the banner

was the collective ensign of a knight-banneret

together with the knights, men-at-arms, and others

who were under his comiuand. Thus, while the

pennon indicated knightly rank, the bauner was the

emblem of military authority. It was the iroop-

coioicr of a knight’s or baron’s special command,

and its position declared the presence of the chief

himself or of his delegated representative. Every

officer in command, from the king downward, had

his banner ;
and it was the heraldic blazon upon

any bauner which, by determining to whom it

belonged, determined the military rank of the in-

dividual by whom it was displayed

Id many of the groups of military figures that

appear in the illuminations and other works of

mediaeval artists, the banners borne by different

chiefs upon their lances are represented to have

been cut very short in proportion to their depths;

in some instances, indeed, they extended but a few

inches from the shafts of the lances. Banners of

this form were adopted apparently with the view

to prevent their fluttering in the wind, and thus

impeding the free action of the knightly weapon.

The accompanying example (29) is from one of the

illuminations in the celebrated MS. of Matthew
Paris, preserved at Corpus Chrisli College, Cam-
bridge. Other examples of these short banuers

appear in the fragment (30) of a painting that

once adorned the walls of the “ Painted Chamber ”

at Westminster. This same fragment coutaius a

triangnlar flag, which may have been a pennon

of uuusually large dimensions. Similar triangular

flags are not uncommon in the representations of

medifcval warfare and jousting. I give another

specimen (31) from the decorations of St. Stephen’s

(30.)

Chapel, Westminster
;

and I may refer to the

knightly figures in the side niches of the canopy of

the Ilastiiig’s brass, at Elsyng, in Norfolk, for

further illustrations of this class of lance-flags.

The curious and interesting efflgy of Sir Robert

de Shurland (about a. d. 1310), at Minster, in the

Isle of Sheppy, illustrates the manner in wliich

banners were sometimes attached to lances by straps

or cords (32), a usage of which the remembrance is

retained by us in the cords and tassels that we
attach to the heads of our own military flag-staves.

The more prevalent custom, however, in the middle

ages appears to have been to wrap the banner itself

round the staff, and then fasten it by sewing, as

may he supposed to be the arraugeraent iu the

greater number of my illustrative examples.

Froissart, iu his admirable Chronicle, has given us

the following graphic account of the ^irst appear-

ance on the field of battle of the banner of a newly-

created knight-banneret. Sir John Chandos, one
of the Knights Founders of the Garter, appeared
with his maiden banner at the battle of Navaret, on

the morning of Feb. 3, 1307- “He brought his

banner in his baud,” says the chronicler, “ rolled

up, and said to the Prince of Wales,”—the Black

Prince

—

"'My lord, behold here is my banner-, I
(lelicer it to you in this way”’—furled, or rolled,

round the staff, that is
—“

‘ that it may please yon
to display it, aud that this day I may raise it

;

for, thank God, I have land and heritage snficient

to support the rank as it ought to be* Then the

prince and the kiug”—Dou Pedro—“took the

banner (which was of silver, with a sharp pile,

gules, (33,) between their hands by the staff, and

displayed it, and returned it to him, sayiug,

—

'Sir John, behold yoiir banner! May God grant

that yon may do your duty
!’ Then Sir John

Chandos bore his banner to his own company, and

'Sirs, behold here my bariner and yours;

keep it oj your own !
’ ”

“ Sir John, behold your banner," said the

Black Prince, "may God grant that you may do
your duty !" In these memorable words the heroic

son of the third Edward anticipated the sentiment

with which, iu after times, another true English

hero should sura up his triumphant career. It was

not, indeed, on the occasion of the first display of

a well-earned banner that Nelson spoke ;
still,

through the agency of flags it was that his last

appeal thrilled through the exulting fleet, when

“ Along the line the signal ran.

—

England expects that rverv man
This day will do ms duty!"

And the responsive cheer which spontaneously arose,

—a fitting prelude to the thunders of the fight,—pro-

claimed that then, as of yore, as now also, England
might rely upon the dutiful devotion of her sons.

I must return to Sir John Chaudos, “ the flower

of English chivalry,” for the purpose of adding

that he fell in a skirmish near the bridge of Lusac,

Dec. 31, 1370. His death is described by Froissart

in a manner no less vivid than that in which the

chronicler has recorded the first appearance of his

banner. He appears to have been buried at Mor-
temer, where he died of bis wound. His tomb, as

described by Sir S. R. Meyrick (“ Arclucologia,” xx.
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In feudal times lands and other properties were
held by many persons and communities who were
not members of the military profession, but who
still were bound (in respect of their land and reve-

nues) to contribute their contingents of men for

military service. Banners, which might be dis-

played in the field at the head of their respective

forces, were assigned to all such persons and com-
munities. Thus, all the monasteries of Eugland
had their own banners. The banner of the great

Abbey of St. Alban—the premier abbey of Eugland
— for example, bore on a field of blue a golden
saltire, or diagonal cross (34). Such an ecclesias-

tical banner would be displayed in war at the bead

of the armed vassals of the monastery, and its

presence would denote that they appeared in that

capacity. In processions, and other peaceful solem-

nities, the same banner would appear at the plea-

sure of the Abbot of St. Alban’s. Famous and

popular saints had their own banners, which were
not in all cases directly associated with any re-

ligious establishment. Such were the banners of

St. George of England (28) ;
St. Andrew of Scot-

land (35), a blue flae, bearing a white saltire

;

St. Patrick of Ireland (36), a white flag, charged
with a red saltire

; St. Edward the Martyr (37), a

blue flag, with three golden crowns
;
and St. Ed-

wai'd the Confessor, also a blue flag, charged with
a cross fleury aud five martlets of gold (38). In
another class of ecclesiastical banners, portraits of

sainted personages appear to have been represented,

as in the instances of the banners of St. Peter of

York, St. Wilfred of Beverley, St. John of Ripon,
and St. Culhbert of Durham. The banner of

St. Cuthbert was regarded with peculiar reverence,

and its presence was hailed as a most propitious

presage of victory: it was displayed for the last

time on the fatal field of Flodden, Sept. 9, 1513,
by the Earl of Siurrey, who took it northward with
him, for that e.vpress purpose, from Durham. In
one of his most effective passages, Sir Walter Scott

has described, in such words as these, the agitated

career of some of the noble and knightly ensigns

at Flodden ; he begins with the pennons of the

lances,

—

“ lu the smoke the pennons flew,

As in the storm the white sea-mew."

Then

—

“ Amid the scene of tumult high
They saw Lord Marmion’s falcon fly ;

And stainless Tunstall’s banner white,
And Edmund Howard’s lion bright.
Still bear them bravely in the fight.”

After a while

—

“ Fortune, on the right,
With fickle smile cheer'd Scotland's fight
Then fell that spotless banner white,

—

The Howard’s Hon fell

:

Yet still Lord Marmion’s falcon flew.

With wavering flight, while fiercer grew
Around the battle yell

Advanc'd, forc'd back,—now low, now high.
The banner sunk and rose

;

As bends the bark’s mast in the gale,
When rent are rigging, shrouds, and sail,

It waver’d ’mid the foes."

Marmion’s esquire, “a fiery youth,” could then, no
longer endure to gaze from his distant post upon
the falling ensign of his lord

;
he galloped to the

liost, followed by the archers of his train, and

" With desperate charge.
Made, for a space, an opening large

;

The rescued banner rose

:

But darkly clos’d tlie war around,

—

Like pine-tree rooted from the ground,
It sunk among the foes.”

The most characteristic and interesting record of

early medimval banners that have waved in the

breezes of England, is the “Roll of Caerlaverock,”

a contemporary Norman-French poem, which con-

tains an accurate blazon of the armorid insignia of

106 Bannerets, who were marshalled under the

royal banner of Edward I,, at his siege of that

border-fortress, in the year 1300. "With the heraldic

descriptions of the banners, the writer has asso-

ciated slight but expressive sketches of the good
knights who bore them. As an example of these

ensigns, I give the banner (39) of the hereditary

“Constable” of England, Humphrey de Bohun,
the eighth of that name, Earl of Hereford and
Essex, “a ricli and elegant young man,” as the

“Roll” declares him to have been, who, two years

afterwards, married Elizabeth Plantagenet, youngest
daughter of the king. The De Bohun banner was
blue, and it bore a silver bend, having on either side

of it a “cotise” (or very narrow bend), and three

small lions rampant of gold. Another of the

Caerlaverock banners, of which I have also given a

representation (40), was borne by the celebrated

Anthony Bee, Bishop of Durham, who was present

at the siege. His banner is remarkable from the

circumstance, that it is described to have borne
not the arms of his see, but his paternal coat of
Bee—a cross moline, ermine, upon a field of scarlet.

It may be presumed, therefore, that the prelate
appeared on this occasion rather in his temporal
than in his ecclesiastical capacity, and that the
soldiers who followed him formed his personal con-
tingent, and not a band composed of vassals of his

see.

The banner of the crusader kings of Jerusalem

(41) bore five golden crosses upon a ground of

silver,—a composition exhibiting au intentional

violation of that fundamental law of heraldry, which
forbids any device to be represented in gold upon
silver, or in silver upon gold,—for the express pur-

pose of distinguishing the ensign of the Christian

sovereign of tlie Holy City from the insignia of ail

other potentates.

The famous banner of the Knights Templars,
called Beav-s£ANT (42), had its upper half black

iS
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and the lower white,—the black to typify terror to

foes, and the white to proclaim amity and goodwill

to friends. This ensign of the order is repeatedly

represented in the painted decorations of the Temple
Church in London, where it appears of narrow pro-

portions, and having its title set forth beside it.
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The war-cry of the Temple chivalry was also
'' Seaii-seani

!"
and the Templars had for their

devices the Agnus Dei; a group consisting of two

knights of the order mounted upon one horse, indi-

cative of their original poverty
;
and a red cross of

eight points worn upon a white ground. The
Knights Hospitallers, or Knights of St. John, were

distinguished by a white cross, of the same form as

that worn by the Templars, upon a black ground.

The Orijlamvie, the celebrated ensign of France,

which was taken by the Freuch kings from the

Abbey of St. Denys only on occasions of great

importance and necessity, and then displayed in

front of tlieir armies for the encouragement of the

troops, may be considered to have partaken of the

a square flag (43), composed of a very rich bright

scarlet or llame-coloiired silk, quite ])lain, and with-

out any device whatever, but it terminated in five

long llame-likc points. This sacred flag was given

to the breeze in front of the armies of France for

the last time at Agincourt, Oct. 25, 1415, when
it waved solemnly above the heads of 60,000

princes, nobles, knights, esquires, and men-at-arms,

Since that day, the national banners of France and

England have but too often met in hostile array,

and been witnesses to raauy a fiercely-contested

fight; more recently, they have been displayed side

by side, in friendly alliance, in front of a common
foe; and it is to be hoped that, throughout all time

to come, these united flags may proclaim an uninter-

rupted friendship between the two greatest nations

in the world.

The royal banner of France, at the time of Agin-

court, bore on a blue field three golden lilies, or

flcnrs-dc-lys (44). Before this period the fleurs-de-

lys had been more in number, and they were scat-

tered

—

semee—over the entire surface of the royal

banner (45). Of these two banuers, the earlier is

distinguished as Trance ancient, and the later as

France modem. The change was made by Charles

VI. of France, on the accession of Henry V.

to the English crown
;

for it is said that the

French monarch very naturally felt aggrieved by
the circumstance that the kings of England, as

claimants of the crown of France also, quartered

the lilies of France with the English lions (40),

—

accordingly, since the first and fourth qvmrters of

the royal banner of England then were azure, semee

de })js, Charles VI. reduced the number of the

fleurs-de-lys in his own banner to three, thus pro-

ducing a distinct heraldic ensign : whereupon king

Henry V. of England did the like, and thenceforward

for many years the three lilies of gold appeared in

the royal banners of both England and France.

The banner of Henry V., therefore, was the same

with that of his successor of the house of Tudor,

the eighth Henry (54), without the accessories of

the green and white banuer-stafl' or of a fleur-de-lys

at its head. After the change effected by Charles VI.,

BO long as the ancient fieur-de-lys continued to

appear in a banner of France, the Freuch kings

ceased to make any further alteration in their armo-

rial insignia. It is probable that King Charles VJ.

determined both on the number three for his fleurs-

de-lys, and on their being so placed on his banner

as to form a triangle resting upon its apex, in re-

membrance of a banner borne by his predecessors

in very early days of the French monarchy. In

this very ancient banner, which was white, three

black fro^s were arranged (as the heralds say), two

and one—a single one, that is, beneath the two

others (47)- Such a banner has been assigned to

Clovis himself, who may be considered to have
founded the French monarchy in the beginning of

the sixth century. The sketch that I have given is

drawn from a copy of a representation of the

ancient banner, that once existed in the cathedral at

Bheims. The device of the three frogs, impaled
with the fleurs-de-lys, is recorded to have been also

borne by early French pinnces.

Throughout the fiercely-contested “Wars of the

Roses,” which began in 1455 at St. Alban’s, and

were brought to an end on Bosworth Field in 1485,

the royal banner that had been adopted by Henry V.,

and by him transmitted to his unfortunate sou, was
continually displayed at the head of both the con-

flicting armies. It was the royal banner of England,

and the crown of Englaud was challenged by the

rival chiefs of both York and Lancaster; Lancas-

trians, therefore, and Yorkists alike followed to the

field the quartered ensign with the lilies and the

lions. Banners, bearing the arms of Warwick, and
the other nobles who fought and fell in these devas-

tating wars, were then famUiar objects in England.

With them might have been associated two other

ensigns severally charged with the fatal “ Roses
”

themselves—“the Red Rose and theWliite”—the

Red Rose, deep ruby-coloured as the “ aspiring blood

of Lancaster” (48), and the white, encircled with the

glittering rays of the “ Sun of York” (49). The Lan-

castrian princes are supposed to have derived their

well-known device from John of Gaunt, one of whose

badges was a “red rose;” and the white rose of the

rival house is supposed to have been first used by

Edmund of Langley, from whom Edward IV. was

descended in the female line. Edward IV. himself

first assumed the rose-en-soleil as a badge after the

victory of Mortimer’s Cross, when three suns were

said to have appeared in the heavens, which, as the

day advanced, and the Yorkist arms prevailed,

became united in one. Before, however, that this

omen was fulfilled, more battles had to be fought,

and again the crown of England was destined to be U
both lost and won.

i [

The banners in use in England after the accession

of the sovereigns of the House of Tudor, in their

general character resembled those of the previous

period. Standards then came into use, and
appeared in association with banners in war, at

tournaments, and on all solemn and festive occasions.

It will be sufficient for me here to refer to two
examples of Tudor banners, one of them a banner

borne by Henry VII. before his accession, and the

other a banner of his son and successor. Henry VII.

took for the supporters of his royal arms a greyhound !

and a dragon. The dragon is said to have been the
[1

armorial ensign of Cadwallader, the last of the

native British kiugs, from whom Henry, as a Tudor,
j

|

apparently wished to declare his descent. This
imaginary animal, a “ red fierze dragon, beeten upon I

white and greene sarcenett,” was the charge of one
\\

of the three banners which the victor of Bosworth ii
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laid upon the altar of St. Paul’s, when he made bis

ti'iuniphant entry into London. Sih'er (or white)

and green'were the Tudor "livery colours.” The
other banner appears on board a boatj close in by
the shore, in the curious picture at Hampton Court,

representing the embarkation of Henry- VIII. from
Dover, on his way to meet Francis I. at the “ Field

of the Cloth of Gold,” in 1520. The picture is

attributed to Holbein, and I shall have occasion

hereafter more than once to refer to it again. The
banner in' the boat is a "St. George” of large

dimensions
; but, instead of the red cross being

upon its own proper ground of white, in this instauce

it lias be’en set upon the livery colours of the king

(50), on a field, that is, formed alternately of white

and green bars {lari'i/, argent, and vert). Another
banner of St. George, in all respects heraldically

correct, waves from a tower by the water-side.

In our own times, banners identical with those of
the middle ages may be seen hung up above the
stalls iu the choir of St. George’s Chapel, at Wind-
sor, and in the Chapel of Henry VII., at Vi’est-

niinster : they are severally the ensigns of the
Knights of the Garter, and of the Knights Grand
Crosses of the Bath. Other similar banners decorate
Wolsey’s Hall, at Hampton Court

;
and many other

of these relics of the days of chivalry linger here
and there, hung up high in dusty silence, perhaps in

some old hall, or, by far more probably, above a
tomb and an armed effigy, iu some church or chapel
that was “ builded in the olden time.”

Banners, besides being borne on staves and lances,

were coustautly attached to trumpets. Thus Chaucer
says,

—

“ Every triimpete tiis lordis armys bare.”

At the Battle of Agiucourt, the Duke of Brabant,
wjjo arrived late on the field, is said to have taken
one of their banners from his trumpeters, and to

have placed it about his own person, as his surcoat-

of-arms. Shakspere alludes to this when he says,

—

“ I will a banner from a IrumpH take,
And use it for my haste.”

Banners continue to be attached to trumpets,
both amongst ourselves aud by other nations. In
our trumpet-banners, however, we now so far deviate

from the early practice as to place the royal arms,
with the supporters and other accessories, upon the

flags, instead of covering the whole area of each
banner with the arms only.

'Various modifications of the banner were, aud still

are, in use by heralds, on. the occasion of state

funerals, and other solemn pageants. Amongst '

these are the hannerole, an heraldic flag of rather

small size, charged with the most important quar-

terings of the arms of any family; the guidon, a

large white flag, emblazoned with certain appropriate

heraldic devices, expressive of high rank and distin-

guished honoui’
;

the great lanner, charged with

numerous quarterings of arms
;
and others, of which

the peculiar character and use would be iu some
degree determined by circumstances connected with
the ceremonial at which they would be displayed.

Past VI.

—

B.annees at Sea.

At sea, it was customary, in the middle ages, for

men-at-arms to be stationed in the tops, and at the
bows, and on the forecastles of the different vessels,

holding the banners of the chiefs who were on

board, and other similar flags
;
some of them, of a

large size, were displayed from banner-staves fixed

for that purpose at the sterns aud bows of the

vessels, or at their mast-heads. From the principal

vessel of a squadron the royal banner would be

displayed. The armorial insignia of the king, and
of his great barons, were also emblazoned, iu the

early days of our glorious navy, upon painted shields

which hung round the bulwarks of the ships (where
the hammocks are now stowed), precisely in ac-

cordance with a usage prevalent in the ships of war
of antiquity; and they were repeated upon other

painted figures of shields, with which it was the

custom to surround the "tops,” or "top-castles,”

as they were then called. Strange and unshipshape

to a modern nautical eye as all representations of

these old vessels appear, they still are eminently

picturesque, and they sometimes bear even a noble

aspect. As vehicles for heraldic display, they were
eminently in high favour. Their armorial splendour

of banners and shields was commonly increased by
the characteristic usage of emblazoning the entire

sails with the arms and cognizances of princes and
chieftains. Thus, the sails themselves were con-

verted into nautical banners. In one of the illumi-

nations of the Cambridge copy of Matthew Paris,

the " king’s ship ” is represented with the three

lions of England emblazoned upon her solitary

sail. The great seal of Richard Duke of Gloucester

(afterwards Richard III.) illustrates the same prac-

tice about the middle of the fifteenth century

(a. d. 1467). The ships in the " Embarkation
of Henry VIII.,” to which I have already made
lefcrcnce, are splendidly dressed with various flags

;

aud they all have shields and other heraldic insignia

painted in different parts of their hulls and rigging;

but there are not any emblazoned sails. The sails

of the ship, however, that the king honours with his

magnificent presence are of cloth of gold: her

banners—and those of the other vesseb of the squa-

dron are identical with them—are charged with the

royal arms, and their staves are painted of the

Tudor colours (white and green), aud surmounted
by a fleur-de-lys (51). The trumpeters on board
this ship have large banners attached to their instru-

ments. Somewhat later, the arms of Charles Lord
Howard of Etliugham, Lord High Admiral of Eng-
land, appear on his great seal upon a shield within

a garter in the centre of his ship’s mainsail. The
ship also carries, besides her enormous streamers,

two banners of St. George. This was the Lord Howard
who commanded the English fleet which completed
the destruction of the Spanish Armada, in 1588.
At the same period the custom began to prevail of

placing arms in a similar manner upon the flags that

were hoisted in such liberal profusion on board ship.

Two other pictures of great historical interest at

Hampton Court exemplify the same practice in the

following century. Iu one of these pictures

Charles II. is represented embarking from IloUand,

( 51 .)

in IfiGO, at the Restoration, and his ship carries a

red flag with the royal arms upon a shield in its

centre. The embarkation of AVilliam III., iu 1088,

is the subject of the companion-picture, in which the

king appears in his barge, on his way to the ship,

and the barge displays a red flag emblazoned with

the royal arms of England on a shield, accompanied

with supporters and other devices. The regular

ships’ ensigns, that were introduced towards the

commencement of the seventeenth century, I leave

for subsequent consideration.

THE EOYAL PICTURES.

ST. AGNES.

Domenicliino, Painter. S. Smith, Engraver.
Size of the Picture 7 ft. by 6 ft.

Domenico Zampiekt, or, as he is usually called,

Domeiiicbiuo, born at Bologna iu 1581, was one of

the most illustrious painters of the Bolognese school,

and among the most distinguished scholars who
went forth from the studio of the Caracci : his talents

and success throughout his career were so remark-
able, as to excite the coustant jealousy and ill-will of
many of his contemporaries. Soon after he had
entered the Academy of the Caracci, he bore away
the principal prize from all his competitors, among
whom were Guido and Albauo

;
with the latter

Domenicliino formed an intimate friendship, and, on
leaving the school, they visited together Parma,
Jlodena, and Reggio, to study the works of Parme-
giauo aud Correggio. Albano then went to Rome,
whither he was shortly followed by his friend. The
Cardinal Agucchi was the first who so far appreciated
the genius of Domenichino as to extend to him his

patronage : he employed him to decorate his palace,

and gave him a commission to paint three pictures

for the Church of S. Onofria. Anuibal Caracci was
at this time in Rome, occupied with his great work
in the Farnesc Gallery, and he engaged Domenicliino
to execute a portion of it from his cartoons : in the
loggia of the garden he painted from his own designs

“The Death of Adonis.” On -the recommendation
of Caracci, whose failing health incapacitated him
from undertaking any new commissions, Domeni-
chiiio was employed, in conjunction with Guido, by
the Cardinal Borghese, in the Church of S. Gregorio.

The next great Roman ecclesiastic who sought to

avail himself of his talents was the Cardinal Aldo-
brandini, whose villa at Frascati he decorated with
frescoes, ten in number, from the life of Apollo.

Soon after his completion of these works he com-
menced his grand picture of " The Last Communion
of St. Jerome,” for the principal altar of the Church
of S. Girolamo della Carita, at Rome ; this work has

universally been regarded as the chef-d'mivre of the

master, and second only to Raffaelle’s “Transfigura-

tion” among the pictures of the world. 'WJien the

Freuch armies, during the wars of the Revolution,

rifled Italy of her Arl-treasures, this was one of the

first works on which they laid violent hands; and,

until the peace of 181.5, it ornamented the galleiy

of the Louvre : it was then restored, with the other

pictures and statues that had been caiHed off, and
is now in the gallery of the Vatican, in the same
apartment with the "Transfiguration,” aud four

other pictures by Raffaelle—a splendid exhibition iu

themselves.

The fame Domenichino acquired by this picture

only redoubled the malevolence of his rivals, wlio at

length succeeded in driving him out of Rome. He
returned to Bologna, where he passed several years

in the quiet exercise of his talents
;
but Pope Gre-

gory XV., unwilling to lose his valuable services,

prevailed upon him once more to visit Rome
; and

appointed him principal painter and architect to the

pontifical palace. He died in 1641, after a life

laboriously passed in the earnest and successful

pursuit of an art which he loved and practised in

all sincerity.

His “St. Agnes,” one of the “heir-looms” of

the British crown, was formerly an altar-piece, but

from what church it was taken, and when it was
brought to England, there seems to be no positive

information : the picture, prior to its removal to its

preseut locality, was at Kensington Palace. The
youthful saint—who, according to tradition, suffered

martyrdom at the age of thirteen, in the year 303

—

is standing iu an attitude of deep devotion
;
an angel

is flying towards her with a crown and palm-branch,

while another is seated at her feet caressing a lamb,

the symbol of St. Agnes, who is the peculiar patroness

of innocence and purity of mind. The head—its

long hair confined by a rich tiara—is of exceeding

beauty; the figure is designed with great elegance,

and the entire composition is elevated in character,

is painted with great warmth and transparency of

colour, and is regarded as one of the artist’s best

pictures.

It is in the collection at Windsor Castle.
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PUBLICATIONS
01'

THE AKUNDEL SOCIETY,
FOR PROMOTING TMR KNOWLEDGE OF ART.

This society lias noiv issued its tenth annual Report.

It Jias striif'nled on through years of dilliculty, and

now at length linds pecuniary success and growing

popularity crown its ellbrts. Ten years ago it was

eatablished, with the special purpose of promoting

the knowledge of the higher branches of the arts

;

and it has, year by year, presented to its members
engravings of some great Italian work, little known,

it may be, to the general public, but claiming con-

sideration by special rarity or beauty. It has

thus sometimes thanklessly laboured to form a

taste, and to create for itself an appreciating public,

stemming the stream of unpopularity, in the steadfast

persuasion that its mission was high, and its object

praiseworthy. It thus, for some years, dared to

threaten its very existence, by the publication of

hard, wood engravings from the works of Giotto,

valuable to the antiquary, and even to the professed

connoisseur, but necessarily of Utile or no iuterest

to that larger public, upon whose liberal support the

success, and even the existence, of the society ulti-

mately depended. After some years of hard fighting

through all llic dilTiculUes iucident to deliberate

unpopularity, the society at last entered upon a new
career, by which at once tlie public eye was to he

allured by the beauty of colour, aud the correct taste

of tlie already educated few satisfied by essential

excellence. It has thus, for the last two years,

satisfied both zealous supporters aud murmuring
objectors, by the publication of carefully executed

chromo-lithographs from some of (he rarest, as well

ns of the most beauteous, of early Italian frescoes.

Some two years since, l\!r. Layard travelled tlirongli

Umbria and the north of Italy, aud, with Vasari in

Iiand, hunted out all hut forgotten works, and formed

for (he society entirely new plans for future opera-

tions. "With trained skill, and with much actual

physical exertion, he made traced outlines of many
important frescoes, little known, or in course of

1

actual decay. JIrs. lligford Burr, a skilled amateur,

whose drawings and sketches have justly claimed
' warm admiration, has likewise executed reduced

coloured studies of these same frescoes, giving their

pictorial effect and architectural position. In addi-

tion, Signor ilariaunecci has been cm|)loyed pro-

1

fessionnlly in the copying of frescoes by Pinturicchio

at Spcllo, by Benozzo Gozzoli, at San Gimignano;

and not less important pictures by Francesco Fraucia,

1

in the desecrated chapel of “St. Cecilia, at Bologna,

The Arundel Society thus proposes to promote that

knowledge of Art, for which it was originally esta-

blished, by the publication of facsimile outlines traced

by Mr. Layard from the original pictures. It fur-

thermore attempts to bring these frescoes before the

Euglish public, in their actual, pictorial, aud deco-

rative elTcct, by chromo-lithographs, the careful

reproductions of coloured drawings. The entire

publications of this society arc now before us, and
wc shall endeavour to bring to our readers’ notice,

in one collected review, a description and criticism

of the works which have been thought best fitted to

advance that knowledge of highest Art, for which
this society claims a ])rivileged existence.

Nine years ago a fortunate commencement was
made, by the translation of Vasari’s "Life of Fra
Angelico,” illustrated with outlines from the painter’s

works, executed by Jlr. Scharf. The first, second,

and third years of the society’s existence were like-

wise in part devoted to the frescoes executed by this

great spiritual artist in the chapel of the Vaticau.

AVe all know the history of this good man. Fra
Angelico, gifted from his earliest youth with the

genius of an artist, patronage and wealth within

his reach, he yet determined, for the “ peace of his

mind, aud in order to attend, above all things, to the

saving of his soul, to cuter the religious order of

the Dominicans.” History, aud Poetry, and Art,

are never weary of dwelling on a life so eminently

pure and good
;
and for ourselves, we feel that we

cannot know enough of the ways, and thoughts, and
works of a man, who prayed, aud wept, and painted,

aud again watched and fasted, and then again painted,

as angels seemed to wliisper, and visions came to

tell, AVc never can look upon these beauteous aud

spiritual works, either in the originals, or througli

the translation of engravings, without subtle ques-

tionings touching the doctrine of artistic inspiration.

In turning over the jireseut series, we find figures

and faces so pure aud angelic, so little tainted by

the grosser materialism of earth, that, in the words

of Vasari, they are like to no work of mortal hand,

but as if painted in Paradise. AVe know, indeed,

that Angelico himself regarded his art as the direct

gift of heaven. We are told that it was his rule not

to retouch or alter any of liis works, but to leave

them just as inspiration had first shaped them,

believing that such was the will of God. AVe there-

fore, as vve have said, ever look upon the beauteous

forms traced by his pencil, as if they descended from

the world of spirits, as if the souls of the good and

pure wished for a season to take up an earthly tarri-

anee, and asked of the painter a corporeal body, in

which henceforward they might dwell. The i\j:uudel

Society, in giving these works to a seculai- Euglish

public, might well think they w'cre preaching a

homily to holiness. All that revelation has told us

of a peace which the world cannot give, of a beauty

untainted by sin, of a faith so serene that a doubt

cauuot shadow, may here be traced in the lines of

these carefully-executed engravings. The spiritual

sensibility of the faces, no less than the frailty of

the bodily lineaments, seem to take us to that laud

where no storms shake the tranquil sky, and no

cares corrode the calm clieek of beauty. These

engravings, in the present aspect of our own Eng-

lish school, teach an important lesson, and tell

us what the much-abused term " Pre-llaphaclite
”

really implies. For one thing, they show us that

ugliness was not, in those days, deemed the outward

sign of holiness. A'’asari expressly tells us that

Angelico was one of those who held that the saints

in heaven are as much more beautiful than mere

mortal beings, as beaveu itself is more beauteous

than earth. Accordingly, throughout these works

we find the innocence of childhood, the purity of

woman, and the blessedness of the saints, ever

clothed in the serenity of heavenly loveliness. It

appears, indeed, to have been this artist’s creed, or

rather his unconscious intuition, that ugliuess was

but the taint of sin, that it entered creation as the

work of Satan, and that thus religious art should

restore to the outward form, even as the work of

grace to the inwai’d soul, the original, though lost

perfection. So completely, indeed, had lliis one

grand idea taken possession of this aiTist and his

school, that it is notorious, that when he came to

the passion and the conflict of earth, his hand was

wanting in power, and his genius incapable of dra-

matic intensity, llis, indeed, was the monastic

art, walking in cloisters shadowy in the evening

light, treading iu paths softly strewn with gentle

flowers, looking into sunset skies of rainbow glories

—

a world all sliut out from the ruder natui'e where

thunders reign, or that wider world where passions

triumph. One of the chief advantages incident to a

society like the Arundel, is that it carries its mem-
bers back into a world and au age which is now no

more. In the noise aud the conflict of a city life,

in the midst of an art and au epoch wholly material

and incchaukal, it is salutary and refreshing to be

taken back to men and times with whom we have

now little in common. These were men to whom
the natural laws of science were unknown, and just

in proportion as natural and material facts were

beyond their reach, do we find them soaring into

the supernatural, never doubting whether angels

could by wings defy the Newton law of gravity.

This scries of engravings, sketchy and slight, are

carefully executed, giving the special character of

the original works. On comparison with certain

outlines publisiied iu Italy, we can thauk the Arundel

Society for placing within our reach transcripts of

far greater accuracy aud value.

The master next selected for illustration was

Giotto, and the scene of his chosen labours the

Arena Chapel, in Padua. Giotto, we know, was one

of the greatest of painters, aud the Arena Chapel

assuredly is one of the most important of his works.

Giotto was born in the year 1270, and died 1336 ;

the chajiel was founded iu 1303, aud Giotto, as the

master painter in Italy, was snmuioned, in the year

1306, to decorate its walls. This chapel, which, in

the history of Art, may be ranked with the church

at Assisi, is one of those interiors where architecture

offers but a surface for pictorial decoration
;
where the

walls aud compartments are as leaves of a great

book, in the pages of which arc emblazoned those

signal^ events iu the Christian religion, which brought

salvation to the world. It has well been said of

such pictorial narratives, that they were as an illumi-

nated Bible, wherein the unlettered multitude might

see what they had not the ability to read; that thus

might be handed down, not by dim tradition only,

but through visible demonstration, those great

truths, wliich had been not only preached, but actually

enacted in the sight of all the people. In the

series published by the Arundel Society, illustrating

the life of Christ, we find, among many other

subjects— "The Baptism,” “The Marriage in

Cana,” “ The Raising of Lazarus,” " The Entry into

Jerusalem,” and “The Last Supper.” AVe are told

with what ardour works such as these were uni-

formly greeted by tlie people. They seem to have

taken the unlettered multitude by surprise, to have

come like a revelation, an actual aud vivid realization
|

of things which the soul had long thirsted for. And
now, when we ourselves look at these first early

i

efforts, after the lapse of more than five hundred
,

years, a no less surprise, not to say dismay, seizes

on our minds—a surprise that works so rude could
,

iiave held so strong a sway over the popular imagi-

nation. Bringing to the criticism of these early

frescoes the superior acquirement of the present

day, we look upon these works as the tentative

efforts of childhood simply striving to do its best,

with little knowledge, yet much zeal, with little

power to execute, but yet the germs of great thought

struggling for utterance. It was a bold venture

when the Arundel Society determined to claim for

this series of thirty woodcuts, with others yet uu-

publisbed, a favourable reception from subscribers

not specially educated in such antiquarian lore. The

mode of publication, too, hard, dry woodcuts, au un-

happy rendering of snl't delicate fresco execution,

seemed specially selected to defy popularity, and to

preclude any wide support. This enterprise, happily

all but completed, and fortunately now no longer

precluding more alluring undertakings, has been, we

believe, the one grand mistake of this well-purposed

society. Yet, at the same time, we are bound to

admit that this scries will he valued just in pro-

portion as the members possess sutlicient knowledge

to assign to these works their due position in the

rise and development of Italian Art. Vasari tells us

that it was Giotto’s special mission to appeal once

more to a neglected nature, aud to overturn the

lifeless conventionalism which, under Byzantine

sway, had for centuries paralyzed the arts. Citnabue

had first shown the way
;
and when he took the

child Giotto from the sheepfold, the mantle of the

master’s genius fell upon the chosen pupil. In

looking through this series of engravings, the dry

bones of a death-shrouded art already start into life

aud animated action. Draperies, no doubt, are still

hard and rigid, yet life throbs beneath them ;
they

respond to the movement of the figure, the sym-

metry of their fall is modulated by the articulation

of the underlying members. The growing study of

nature, too, is seen in the individual character of

the heads. Age is marked by dignity, youth by

beauty, goodness by sobriety and chastened sim-

plicity. AVe already find the head of Christ noble
;

in expression, aud elevated in type; the features of

Judas, on the other hand, are corrupt and all but

deformed. Such a series of engravings, as we have

said, may suggest to the student many iuterestiug

reflections. By analysis he may trace the various

schools, and the individual agencies which have

combined to produce this ultimate pictorial result.

He will still discover the emaciated lineaments of

that Byzantine art, which, by a tedious pedigree of

descent, from the still elder but outworn classic,

prolonged a painful and diseased existence, iu which

beauty was corroded into last decay, and strength

took refuge in a stern paralysis. Even in the

draperies, which we have seen occasion to commend,

are the long drawn lines of Byzantine feebleness.

Even in the faces, which have the dawn of a better

life, are often found the Hues of those careworn,

anxious, aud morose features seen in Byzantine mo-

saics, which haunt the beholder’s mind as a hideous

nightmare, and seem to tell of an eternity of suffering.

Yet here and there we trace nature awakening into

beauty, and smiling once again into blissful life.

AVe thus see iu Giotto the traditions of the past

dying out before that new birth which nature was

4 K
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about to give. Tradition had enthralled the arts
;

nature promised liberty
;
and then came a third

agency—the individual genius of Giotto—moulding
the dead past into the living present. These three

forces wc trace throughout these worhs, ever com-
bining to a joint result. Sometimes history and
tradition are paramount, threatening with reaction

I and retrogression
j
in other places nature asserts for

. a moment almost undisputed sway; and then again

i

the voice of Giotto speaks, as if he alone had truths

to tell. He was a simple, truth-loving man, who
spoke out honestly all that he knew; who told us

what was nearest to his heart in few, straightforward

words. His utterance often faltered, as if his soul

were overburdened, laden with sorrows or elated by
joys, to which as yet he could give no adequate
expression. In this early art do we thus especially

love to mark the struggling of a great master-mind
to free itself from all impediments, and break loose

I in untrammelled libcrly, the equal companion of

nature, and the humble servant of God. But Giotto

lived, as we have seen, in times when genius itself

could effect but little, aud was often merged and all

bnt lost in the oblivious century which had given

it a cradle, aud ofl'ered it a grave. Yet he has

outlived Time, the devourer of reputations, simply
because he allied himself to those eternal truths in

nature which admit of no decay.

The unpopularity of this series of woodcuts was,

I finally, in some measure redeemed by an eminently
attractive chromo-lithograph of this same Giotto

Chapel, executed from one of Mrs. Higford Burr’s

admirable drawings. The wood engravings had given

with accuracy the outline, light, shade, and com-
position of the original works

;
this chromo-litho-

graph brought together their scattered detail, telling

the untravelled English public, almost for the first

time, how frescoes were, by the miJdle-age Italians,

made accessories to architectural design and deco-

rative effect. In that southern sky aud climate,

gilded and dazzling with an ardent sun, religion

was seldom robed in the neutral greys to which
our northern eyes are habitually accustomed. In
this very chapel we find the roof blue as the depth

of Italian sky, gemmed with golden stars, from the

midst of which saints aud angels look down upon
the worshippers below. On every side, in purest

and brightest colour, are scenes taken from the

life of Christ and the Madonna, kindling imagina-

tion, and warming to the ardour of worship. In
those days the house of God was made as the

portal to the courts of heaven, rich in radiant gems,
and roofed by rainbows. Colour was the attribute

of light, that light which came from heaven. Its

harmonies, intensities, aud loveliness, seemed sym-
bolic of the inner harmonies of the spirit world,

the music of the spheres, the cadence of thoughts,

each taking a tone and a colouring consonant with
the joy or the solemnity of worship. Such, no
doubt, was the theory and the purport of these

gorgeous middle-age interiors. They come upon our

cold northern eye, accustomed to the chill of passion-

less whitewash, with the hectic flush of fever. Yet
we have already made, and shall probably continue

to make, in our own country like attempts. Of late

years, our architects and decorators have been seized

with the love of ornamental colour. In some of our
cathedrals and chapter-houses experiments, which
have been deemed bold and almost unwarrantable,

have been tried. Secular halls, both in London
and the provinces, have been adorned with the

richness of gold and the full glitter of colour; aud
the public have been dazzled by the attempt, not to

say dismayed. The whole question is still beset

with unsolved difficulties. It is still subject of dis-

pute whether a cold, foggy climate requires a cool

consonant colouring, or whether, on the other hand,

its very coldness does not the more demand the

artificial aid of a coloured warmth. It is still an
uudetermined question how far architecture and
sculpture, iu the chasteness of their purity, should

rely solely upon form; or, on the other hand, to

what extent the desired Art-expression may be aug-

mented by hues, and tones, and harmonies, taken
from a sister art. Again, it may rightly be subject

of debate whether we shall trust to the natural

tints of well-selected stones or marbles ; or, on the

other hand, boldly call in the more artificial aid of

the colourist’s brush, and paint an outer surface

which shall please as a picture aud disguise as a
tapestry. It is fitting, then, that the public should
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be informed, as in this chromo-lithograph, what
actually had been in olden times attempted, aud
what success rewarded the experiment. Accordingly,

the Committee of Privy Council for the Department
of Science and Art have made an annual grant of

£100, ill order that the Schools throughout the

country may be furnished with these chromo-litho-

graphs : a higher tribute could scarcely be paid to

the value of these works as instruments of popular

and national education. This first chromo-lithograph
of Giotto’s Chapel, though perhaps inevitably a little

heavy and opaque, is certainly a triumph over no
ordinary difficulties. When we consider that each

separate colour is printed by a distinct stone, when
we find that each wall of this resplendent interior

is covered with pictures of crowded figures, we may
estimate the difficulty of the task, and the skill by
which these difficulties have in great measiure been
overcome.

The publications of the past year comprised, iu

addition to the chromo-tint of the Arena Chapel, a

second chromo-lithograph taken from a fresco of

Pietro Penigiuo, at Panicale, upon the Lake of

Perugia. It is the intention of the Arundel Society

thus to illustrate in colours the works of the lead-

ing artists in the Italian schools, to furnish the

portfolios of its members with a historic series, in

which may be traced the rise and development

of Italian art from its earlier struggles to its full

and filial maturity. In the Arena Chapel of Giotto,

aud the works of Perugino, both illustrated by this

society, we have two great landmarks in the history

of ikrt. The pictures of Giotto lie at the first start-

ing-point
; the works of Perugino are close upon the

goal. Giotto was the first promise; Perugino all

but the final reward. No doubt Perugiuo himself,

wheu compared with all the alluremeut and artifice

of later times, appears still hard and undeveloped

;

yet we find in his comparatively mature works the

accomplishment of prior historic promise. Human
nature, both in its physical lineaments, aud iu its

higher aspect of spiritual expression, is almost now
for the first time fully understood. Drawing now
attains to accuracy of hand and truth to nature

;

colour becomes lustrous and harmonious
;
and the

finished picture is uot only a work pleasant to the

eye, but profitable to the soul. Art at that period

had become truly a ministration to religion
;

saints

were made but a little lower than the angels in

beauty and holiness
;

beavcu seemed to stoop to

earth and sanctify the works of man. The picture

by Perugino, selected for publication, is perhaps

valuable rather as a discovery than for its pre-

eminent merits among the works of the master.

To Mr. Layard, who rescued the marbles of Nineveh,
was reserved the further honour of bringing to

light, or at least to notice, all but forgotten frescoes

lying in forsaken towns of Italy. Among the

number thus rescued from neglect, or saved from
destruction, is this fresco by Perugino, “The Mar-
tyrdom of Saint Sebastian.” “ This noble w’ork,”

says Mr. Layard, “although mentioned in most lives

of the painter, is unnoticed by his first biographer,

Vasari. It has consequently been overlooked, even

by those who have made the history of the art of

his period a study.”
—“ On one of the wooded hills

rising above the Lake of Perugia stands the small

town of Panicale
;

its half-ruined walls and towers

show that it was a fortified post of some importance

during the middle ages. Away from the high road

leading to the principal cities of central Italy, it is

seldom visited by the traveller, who would scarcely

find iu it the miserable shelter of an Italian

‘osteria;’ yet, like almost every town and hamlet
of this favoured land, it contains works of Art such
as elsewhere would reader a city favoured. Out-
side the walls, on an olive-clad eminence overlook-

ing the town, is a convent of nuns
;
attached to it

is a chapel dedicated to St. Sebastian. The wall

behind its high altar is covered with a fresco repre-

senting the martyrdom of the saint
;

it is the work

—

and may be ranked among the finest— of a painter

who, by his genius, and the influence he exercised

upon his great contemporaries, forms an epoch in

the history of Art.”

The execution of the chromo-lithograph from
this fresco by Perugino, we deem to be in great

measure satisfactory
;

it was, indeed, stated at the

annual meeting of the Arundel Society that this

chromo-tint and the original drawing being placed

side by side, persons well conversant with such

works could scarcely distinguish between the two.

Without pledging ourselves to an assertion so

startling, we willingly admit that such coloured
reproductions of the great Italian frescoes are most
valuable illustrations of an art little known in

lands lying north of the Alpine barrier. It were,

we think, wholly unreasonable to expect from these

mccbauical copies of spiritual works all the sub-

tleties and delicacies which mark the originals.

It is absolutely impossible that the precision and
detail of drawing attained in figures of full life-

size can be literally transcribed without error

or perversion, first by the artist-copyist upon
paper, and then by the lithographer apportioning

the shades, the details, aud the colours, upon sepa-

rate and diverse stones. It certainly must be im-
practicable, by the mere mecliauical art of printing,

to render full justice to the intricate harmonies of

colour, to the gem-like lustre and transparencies

w'hich only the artist’s subtle eye and cunniug hand
can see and execute. It is fortunate that at least

inevitable defects in drawing are corrected by the

copied tracings made by Mr. Layard upon the
heads of the origiual. For colour, composition, and
general eff’ect, this chromo-lithograph may, however,
be taken as at least a close approximation to the

original. We have no hesitation in saying that

the Arundel Society has done the very best which
the difficulties of the case would permit; wc know
from experience that absolute accuracy is a posi-

tive impossibility. From the examination of elabo-

rate aud costly line engravings with photographs
or the original works themselves, we know too

well how easily errors in drawing aud light and
shadow may creep in. Even Baphael Morghen’s
highly-valued engraving from the “Last Supper,”
vvill not stand tlie severity of this final test. Ac-
curacy and error are then bnt comparative terms,

and all that concerns ns iu the present case is

to know that every practicable means has been
taken to secure success. Upon this point we our-

selves have little doubt
;
we know that the Arundel

Society has spared no pains to give to its members
trustworthy versions of the great works selected

for illustration. Mr. Layard, we have seen, has, in

generous ardour, made accurate tracings of the most
impoi'tant heads or figures

;
Mrs. Higford Burr,

with a zeal not less devoted, has executed, with the

labour of days aud weeks, careful studies of the

colour. When even all this was found iusulficienf,

professional aid was called in, and paid artists em-
ployed to make the best copies which skill could

execute. Even then some drawings have been re-

jected as nnwortliy of the sanction of the society.

Photographs, likewise, have been brought in as

additional testimony either to support or confute

evidence less reliable. We know, indeed, that accu-

racy is the special aim of the governing council,

aud we feel persuaded that they will avail them-
selves of all possible appliances, all improvements
in mcchauical execution, or advantages of skilled

labour, in order to make ;their works not ouly

attractive to the eye, but instructive by intrinsic

merit.

In accordance with the purposes already stated,

the Arundel Society Las just issued two further

chromo-tints, which are, wc think, an advance on
previous publications : the one, “ Christ among
the Doctors,” from a fresco, by Pinturicchio, iu the

cathedral at Speilo
; the other, taken from a fresco

of “ The Madonna and Saints,” painted by Ottaviano

Nelli. Pinturicchio, the contemporary aud fellow-

labourer of Perugino and llaphael, may yet, in

manner and expression, be classed among Pre-

Raphaelite painters. There is still somewhat of the

quaint austerity, bordering upon the unconscious

grotesque
;

that hardness of line, stiffness of

attitude, which, in the earlier painters, though

doubtless to be ranked as defects, are but too often

admired as actual merits. The real value of these

masters, yet undeveloped in all the material elements

of Art, is to be found in their deep spiritual expres-

sion. The bodily framework of the figures is often

to the last degree feeble, impotent for action, and

iucapahle of life’s healthful function; but just in

proportion as the body is thus in subjection does

the spirit, in emancipated freedom, seem to soar in

high aspirations, or lose itself in blissful reverie, too

intense for tlie utterance of words. Pinturicchio

belonged to this favoured period, aud this fresco of

“Christ among the Doctors” we have regarded
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among his best and purest works. It is an example

of what may be empliatically termed “Christian

art.” \Vc do not, as yet, trace cither the advantages

or the disadvantage of classic studies : neither that

jjcrfect physique which constituted, as it were, the

godhead of Grecian art
;

nor, on the other hand,

that false display of limb and muscle, which ere

long perverted saints into pagan athletes, and, to

use a recently-adopted phrase, made the religious

arts but illustrations of a “muscular Christianity.”

Id the more spiritual period to which Pinturicchio

belonged, the hands and the heads were the chosen

agents of expression. In tliis very chromo-litho-

graph we find tlie wooden, motionless limbs de-

signedly liidden beneath the concealing folds of

dense draperies; while, in contrast, the heads are

highly wrought, with earnest expression, and the

hands move as the index to the workings of the

mind. Pinturicchio, it is said, was scarcely faithful

to his high mission, or true to the genius with

which he was intrusted. He painted, we are told,

with a fatal rapidity, incompatible with conscientious

care. Even in this very work, which is assuredly

among his best, religious sentiment is handed down
somewhat as a dry routine, an established conven-

tionalism, mechanically executed by the hand, rather

than coming direct and warm from the heart. But
even with these admitted shortcomings, this work is

a choice specimen of one of the chiefest of masters,

living in the very best of limes, falling under the

very highest of influences
;
a good example of the

more advanced Pre-Raphaelite period, with all its

acknowledged merits and incidental defects.

The most successful work yet published by the

Arundel Society is the chromo-lithograph from a

fresco, by Nelli, executed under the direction of

Mr. Louis Gruncr, from a drawing made by ^Irs.

Iligford Burr. It is a gem of purest, brightest

colour
i

it is as an illuminated snissal of golden

glories, purple robes, winged angels playing upon

lutes at the j\Iadouua’s knee, or in choral company
floating in the blue of heaven. There is, in this

exquisite work, little of the crudity and opacity

generally found in chromo-litliograplis
; the transi-

tions of the tone are delicate and subtle, the colours

lustrous and transparent.

This society has laid down for itself an ambi-

tious programme for future operations, and uow
appeals to the public for commensurate support.

At the last annual meeting, Mr. Layard, who occu-

pied the chair, drew a tempting j)icture of the

works which, in futui'e years, the council hoped to

present to tlie subscribers. Much yet, doubtless,

remains to be done for the full illustration of those

great works aud masters, wliich constitute the glory

of Italian art. There are, for example, important

frescoes by I'rancesco Francia and Lorenzo Costa,

at Bologna, fast hastening to decay. The frescoes

by Beuozzo Gozzoli, thronged with angels of match-

less beauty, in the Riccardi Chapel, at Florence

;

the Life of St. Augustine, by the same painter, at

Sail Gimignano, are but little known to the English

public. The works of Simone Merami, Taddeo

Bartolo, ami others of the early and spiritual Sienese

scliool, have likewise rare historic claims upon a

society which seeks to rescue simple merit from
oblivion. And lastly, the famous frescoes of the

Brancacci Chapel, in Florence, by Masolino, Masac-

cio, and Lippi, works to wliich even Raphael and
Jlichacl Angelo were greatly indebted, have never

yet been adequately reproduced. It is the purpose

of the Ariitidel Society to bring these, and other

scarcely less important works, to the knowledge of

the British public. We know of no surer means
of cdncatiiig the English taste up to the standard of

noblest Italian art. In a day when the most vital

questions concerning the Arts arc still in doubtfid

agitation
;

when Gotliic finds itself opposed to

Classic, Christian to Pagan
;
when the term “ Pre-

Raphaelite” is used as a watchword
;
when natural-

ism and spiritualism, and other prententious phrases,

are handed about without definite meaning, it cer-

tainly has become important that the public should

see, aud judge for themselves, the works about

which these controversies have arisen. We can

only hope—as, indeed, we believe—that the Arundel

Society is now in a fair way to accomplish the

purpose for wliich it was established—the elevation

of the public, taste, and the advancement of our

native schools of sculpture, and of painting.

J. Beayington Atkixsox.

PICTURE SALE.

THE NORTHWICK COLLECTION.

We resume our notice of the sale of the Northwick
Gallery at the point where we were compelled to

break off in our last Number, by the necessity of

getting our sheets to press.

Ou the 22nd of August the seveuleentb day’s sale

commeuced
;

it comprised,
—‘The Girl with the

Horu-book,’ Schidone, formerly in the Palace of

Capo di Monti, Naples, aud purchased for a com-

paratively trifling sura by its late owner, when in

Italy many years ago, 405 gs. (Scott); ‘Lovers’

Quarrels,’ Sebastian del Piombo, the figures said to

be portraits of Raffaellc and La Fornarina, 150 gs.

(Agnew); ‘Lot and bis Daughters,’ a large gallery

picture, formerly in the Orleans gallery, Velasquez,

140 gs. (Eekford)
;

‘ The Woman taken in Adultery,’

Giorgione, 300 gs. (Rhodes); ‘A Lion Hunt,’ Rubeus,

the picture eugraved by Soutman, who studied

painting under Rubens, and also engraved many of

his pictures, 150 gs. (Eekford); ‘The Alcliymist,’

D. Teniers, and one of his finest works, 675 gs.

(Agnew)
;
‘Samaou and the Honeycomb,’ Guerciuo,

from the Colouua Palace, Rome, 3'JO gs. (Eekford);

‘ Christ aud the Woman of Samaria,’ also by Guer-

cino, the companion picture of the other, formerly

in the Balbi Palace, aud afterwards in the collection

of Sir Simou Clarke, from which it passed, at the

price of 315 gs., into the hands of Lord Northwick,

505 gs. (Agnew)
;

‘ Cleopatra,’ L. Caiacci, 150 gs.

(Whilcombe)
;
‘A Musied Party,’ a very fine picture

of the Veuctian school, generally considered to be

the work of Giorgioue, whose name was appended to

it in the catalogue, but attributed by Dr. Waageii to

Palma Vecchio, 750 gs. (Farrer)
;

‘ St. John writing

the Apocalypse,’ formerly in the collection of Lucicn

Buonaparte, and since in that of Sir Simon Clarke,

Carlo Dolci : this very beautiful picture, which may
be classed among the finest works of the master, if

not his chef-d’ceuvre, was first put up at 300 gs.;

after a most animated bidding it was knocked down
to Jlr. Scott for the sum of 2010 gs,; ‘ The Martyr-

dom of Stephen,’ Garofalo, from the Baibi Palace,

an exceedingly line picture, 1530 gs. (Eekford)

;

‘The Virgin with the sleeping Infant,’ Guido, 110

gs. (Eekford); ‘The Virgin and lufant Jesus,’

Lorenzo de Credi, a small, but exquisitely painted

work, 300 gs. (Farrer)
;
‘Christ delivering the keys

to St Peter,’ in the presence of four other disciples,

460 gs. (Rhodes) : this is a fine picture, it was

painted for the chapel of the tomb of John Breughel

and his family in the Church of Notre Dame dc la

Chapellc, Brussels, whence it was sold to M. Braam-

cam, in 1705, to aid in defraying the expenses of

repairing the church; afterwards it became the

property of M. Van Lankercn, of Antwerp, and at

the sale of his collecliou, iu 1833, it came iuto llie

hands of Lord Northwick
;
the last jiicture we have

to notice iu this day’s sale is, ‘ Charity,’ by Andrea

del Sarto, from the collection of Joseph Buonaparte,

210 gs. (Mr Drax, M.P.) The amount realized this

day was 10,575/.

Though the catalogue of the last day’s sale

included 131 lots, principally of pictures that were

hung iu the apartments of Northwick Park, and in

which were iucliidcd a few by English artists, there

is only one we Ihiuk it necessary to specify, ‘ Tlie

Virgin and Infant,’ by Jlurillo, which was knocked

down for 200 gs.
;
few of the others went beyond

50 gs.; the average of the whole being under 30/.

We ougbl, however, to observe that among the

“lots” were some picture-easels, cases, &c. The
day’s sale amounted lo 3778/.

It was, we believe, estimated by those competent

to form an opinion upon the subject, that the North-

wick collection of pictures and works of Art, as

announced for sale, would realize about 100,000/.;

this sum has scarcely been reached : we have had no
opportunity of ascertaining the exact amount it has

produced, but Lave heard it stated at somewhere
about 95,000/. What they cost their late owner no
one would presume lo say, but there is little doubt
that if a balance of outlay and proceeds were struck,

the difference on either side would not be very great

;

for if Lord Northwick paid large sums for many of

his old masters, a very considerable number of the

modern works realized much more than he gave for

them.

That so fiue a private gallery of pictures, collected

with no little judgment— although coutaiuing many
inferior, and some doubtful, works—and at so heavy
au expenditure, should now be scattered abroad,

must be matter of sincere regret to all lovers of the

Fine Arts, for there are few indeed possessing pictures

who are so liberal iu exhibiting them as was the lale

Lord Northwick. His gallery was his pride, but

while revelling in the enjoyment of it himself, he
was equally desirous that others might partake of

Ills pleasures : it was open to all, at all seasonable

times, aud many has been the pilgrimage to Thirlc-

stane House from all parts of the couutry, to examine
its pictorial treasures. Tlie town of Cheltenham,

by its dispersion, loses its greatest attraction, and

the inhabitants their purest source of enjoyment— at

least, those of them who cau appreciate such an

inlellcctual feast. The name of Lord Northwick

must always be remembered with gratitude aud

respeot by every one who feels interested in tlie

works of the painter
;
aud by none more so than

by those who have chanced to inspect the gallery

when bis lordship was staying at his mansion, for it

was no uncommon thing for him to enter into con-

versation with the visitor ou the subject of the

pictures.

We believe we are right iu staling, that if the

heirs to the Northwick property had been free to

follow their own incHuations, the gallery would have

remained intact, or nearly so : but in consequence of

his lordship dying intestate, no other alternative was

left tlian a public sale. Perhaps, however, Thirle-

stane House may yet boast of a picture-gallery, if the

report be true that mauy of the pictures recently sold

were purchased ou behalf of the present owner of the

mansion, who has also succeeded to the title.**

Although in our notice of this sale we Lave

appended the names of those to whom the pictures

were assigned by the auctioneer, it must not be sup-

posed that these individuals, the majority of whom
are dealers, purchased entirely on their own account;

they acted, principally, as agents, and we understand

the collections of the following noblemeu and gemle-

men will be enriched by the dispersion of the

Northwick pictures-.— the Due d'Aumale, the Dukes
of Buccleueh, Cleveland, Hamilton, Newcastle, and
Wellington

;
the Marquises of Hertford aud of

Landsdowne
;
the Earl of Elleuborough ;

Lords De
Lisle, De Saumarez, and Liudsay

;
the Baroti de

Rothschild; Sir T. Pliillips, Jlcssra. Baring, H.
Butler, J. E. Deoisou, Drax, Hardy, Hargreaves,

llolford, Labouchere, B. Owen, aud Scott. Mr. Drax
is stated to have been the most extensive purchaser,

having secured nearly 100 pictures, among them
Claude’s ‘ Apollo and the Curaican Sibyl,’ the
‘ Ascension of the Virgin,’ by Sacchi, and the ‘ Na-
tivity,’ by Pinturicchio. The Marquis of Hertford

has a ‘Group of Family Portraits’ by Gouzales

Coques
;

‘ St. Catherine,’ by Conegliano
;
and ‘ Cupid

wounded by his own Arrows,’ by Giorgione. The
Marquis of Landsdowne bought the ‘Musical Party,’

by Giorgione, and Parmegiano’s ‘ Portrait of B. Cas-

tiglione.’ Mr. Hargreaves added to his collectiou

‘ The Virgin gazing on the Infant Christ,’ by Luini

;

Schidone’s ‘ Girl with the Horu-book,’ and Liugle-

bach’s ‘ Departure for the Chase.’ The two fine

paiutings by R. Wilson, of ‘The Lake of Nemi,’and
‘ The Campagua di lloma,’ were bought by a geutlc-

mau of Cheltenham, Mr. G. M. Daubeney. While

the following works were purchased for the National

Gallery :
—

‘ The Virgin throned and holding the

lufant Christ,’ by G. de Treviso ;

‘ Birth of Jupiter,’

by Giulio Romauo
;

‘ Glorification of the Virgin,’ by
Moretto

;

‘ Portrait of a Gentleman,’ by Terburg
;

aud Masaccio’s ‘ Portrait of Himself.’

• Since the above was written, wc learn from the Chel-

tenham Examiner that the present Lord Northwick has

purcliased about sixty pictures : amon^' these are included

Maclisc’s ‘ Robin Hood and his Foresters ‘ The Stoning

of St. Stephen,’ by Garofalo; Frost's ‘Diana and tier

Nyiiiphssurprised by Actaon;' Cuyp's full-leugth portrait

of ‘Count Egmont;’ Danby’s •'Wood Nymph chanting

her Hymn to the Rising Sun;’ Redgrave’s ‘ Fliglit into

Egypt;’ Van Schemlel's admired ‘ Market Scene—Selling
PoiiUry by Candle-liglit ;’ Do Loutherbourg's ‘ Avalanche ;’

Giiercino’s ‘ Samson and the Honeycomb Bellini's like-

ness of ‘Mahomet II.;’ Rubens’s ‘Lion Hunt;’ Vandcr
Capella’s 'Marine View—a Calm;’ the ‘Landscape with

three horses,’ by A. Cuyp; ‘A Scone in Canterbury
Meadows,’ by T. S. Cooper; G. Dow's ‘ Portrait of Dr.

Harvey ;’ Velasquez's ‘ Lot and his Daughters and a

number of others, including examples of Titian, Guido,
Giorgione, Mabuse, Giotto, Vandyck, Fiesnli, Albano,

and some of the most famous of the ancient and modern
masters.
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CHAEITY.
TKOM THE BAS-HEIIEE BT SIR R. IVESTilACOTT, R.A.

To iindcrsland rightly the creations of Art, it must
he studied under its two great phases or epochs

—

the Pagan and the Christian. To the Greek, Art,

whether painting or scidpture, was the personifica-

tion of the Beautiful ; his creative imagination,

haunted by tlie impression of the scenes around,

became inspired by the beauty it surveyed, and,

thirsting for the knowledge of Deity as cause,

sought to represent his darkened creed of spiritual

existence by every graceful symbol and elevated

attribute such an innate desire could assume. The
Deity to him filled space

;
his faith was the pan-

theism of physical beauty. Yet still, amid this

imperfect civilization,—which arose from a natural

percejition of the beautiful, and a natural apprecia-

tion of what is right, rather than from enlarged

moral instruction,—the arts of Greece became the

vehicles of social progress, and their rise and decay

were dependant upon the state of public morality.

Pliny mourns over the decadence of .^rt, when the

philosophical and religious creeds of the Greek
descended to a low standard, and superstition and
slavery usurped the places of, what to, him was, a

I
pure faith, and of freedom.

Christian Art derived its impulses from the oppo-

site principle ; its mission was to inculcate moral
duties and religious faith: physical beauty had
little or no share in the creed— and, therefore, little

or none in the practice—of the earliest Christian

artists. Their chief aim was the intelligible expres-

sion of the subject
;
technical skill, drawing, and

colour, however desirable to constitute a good pic-

ture, were not the requisites sought after ; aud it is

worthy of observation, that as the Church, declined

from its purity, so Art arose in beauty and grandeur.

The same spirit did not, unfortunately, animate all

idike; but where we recognise a sympathy of feeling

in the Art of the two periods, it was developed in the

one case thronsjU the medium of a thin, uncultured,

aud comparatively barren knowledge of its capa-

bilities; and in the other, through that which was

rich, fruitful, and luxurious : the respective harvests

showed the difference between the growth in au
unkiodly, uncultivated soil, aud a soil which had
been carefully tended and dressed. The greatest

triumphs in Art were achieved when Christianity

had sunk down almost to its lowest state of thraldom

and superstition.

Sculpture was not in so great a degree as paint-

ing subjected to the same external influences

;

moreover, it scarcely admits of similar characteristie

changes, having reference to the two epochs of

Oiristian Art : it is only wlien viewed in com-
parison with Pagan Art, that we recognise a dif-

ference. It would indeed be matter of surprise-

tbat a creed of truth and purity, of holiness and
love, should have produced so few works which, as

examples of Art only, can be put in competition

with the productions of paganism, did we not re-

member tliat the one is symbolical of material

beauty, the other of spiritual; that the heathen
sculptor limited his ideas of excellence, at all times,

to form and action : the Christian sculptor, wlien
engaged on a work, not, as it were, of pagan origin,

as a Venus, a Cupid, a Juno, or a Mars, seeks to

incorporate the highest moral beauties, or the truths

of his creed, with those of our material nature
;
and

the greater his success in the realization of the
former, the more w'orthy is his work of our admira-
tion : one can overlook a defect or two, if not very

glaring and wrong, in his modelling, when the sen-

timent he has embodied is good and ennobling.

Onr modern school of sculpture supplies us with
many such examples as those just alluded to:

the bas-relief of “ Charity,” by the late Sir Richard
Westmacott, is one. A Greek sculptor w'ould

never have selected such a subject
;

his ideas of

Art would not have entertained it : we do not go
so far as to say that charity had no existence in

the heathen mind, but it was not a virtue to be

symbolised in marble or stone. Westmacott’s alle-

gorical group is a work of great merit, both in

composition and character; all the heads arc beauti-

fully modelled, and the expression of tlje subject is

well-maintained throughout. It was executed when
the sculptor was in the zenith of his fame.

THE AET-JOUENAL.

AET IK SCOTLAKD, lEELAKD,
AKD THE EEOVIKCES.

Glasgow.—The committee of the Wallace Monu-
ment met on the 1st of last month, at the Royal
Gallery, St. Vincent Street, to make their report on
the designs sent in, eighty in all, for the object in
question. The first premium, of fifty guineas, was
awarded to the design of Mr. J. T. Roehead, an
architect of Glasgow ; the second to Messrs. Peddle
and Kinnear, architects of Edinburgh

;
and the third

to Messrs. Haig and Low, of Glasgow. The design
that gained the first prize is a medieeval Scottish
tower, 220 feet in height, with an interior staircase

leading to the summit.
DunLiN.—We hoar that the members of the

Royal Hibernian Academy opened the rooms of their

recent exhibition at the charge of one penny for

admittance ! Whether or no the project was profit-

able to the society, as a pecuniary speculation, we
do not know, though it is stated to have been so

;

but certainly it must have proved profitable to the
inhabitants of Dublin, very large numbers of w hom
are said to have availed themselves of this cheap
introduction.
Rirmingkam.—The Society of Artists of this

(own opened their annual exhibition last month.
The number of works hung on the walls is nearly

six hundred : many of these, by our principal artists,

are old familiar faces, having been lent for the

E
urpose of exhibition by their respective owners.

.eslie’s "Columbus and the Egg.” recently pur-
chased at the Northwiek sale

;
CoUina’a “ Sunday

Morning;” Phillip’s "Spanish Con trabandistas” (this

last the property of the Prince Consort,) are there;

also Roberts’s "Basilica of San Lorenzo, Rome,”
Le Jeune’s “ Parable of the Lilies,” Horsley’s
"Sempstress,” F. Goodall’s "Scene in Brittany”
and "The Happy Days of Charles I.,” Stanfield's

"Portna Spania—Giant’s Causeway,” F. Danby's
" Game of Anchines,” Creswick’s " Mountain
Torrent;” a very charming group, by F. R.
Pickersgill, R.A., exhibited for the first time, it is

called “The Bridal of Andilla;” Frith’s "Way-
farer,” F. Dillon’s "Temple of IPhil®,” Stanfield’s

"Destruction of the Spanish Armada,” Lauder’s
‘•‘Christ Betrayed,” H. Johnson's “ HLerapolis.”

Among other contributions we may point out three

fine landscapes J. B. Pyne
;
"Turkish Ladies at

Scutari,” by Armitage
;

" Spring-Time in the

Woods,” by V. Cole
;
some good pictures bv J. J.

Hill, G. W. Horlor, W. and F. Underhill; "Gal-
lantry,” by J. A. Houston. Of the local painters,

Messrs. Henshaw, J. P. Pettitt, C. T. Burt, W. Hall,

C. W. Radolyffe, Lines, Sen. and Jun., H. Harris,
Wivell, and others merit notice

;
and Mr. A. £.

Everitt’s water-colour drawings must not be lost

sight of. The exhibition is quite up to its usual
standard of excellence.

Wolverhampton.—The fifth annual meeting of

those interested in the Wolverhampton School of

Practical Art, was held at the rooms of the institu-

tion on the 29th of August; the Earl of Dart-
mouth, the president of the school, occupied the
chair. His lordship, in addressing the company
assembled, took occasion to congratulate the students
on their productions both in modelling and drawing

;

of these works there was a considerable display in

the room. The funds of the school, though less

than the expenditure, were administered, in the
opinion of the noble chairman, in such a way as

ought to satisfy the subscribers and supporters

;

and, looking at the care Mr. Muckley, the head-
master, bestowed on the pupils, it would be the fault

of the town and the students if the institution did
not flourish in the manner it deserved. The trea-

surer’s account showed that the receipts of the year
amounted to 382^. 16s. 9rf., including 166/. 2s. from
annual subscriptions, and donations, 153/. 10s. 9f/.

;

but the expenses reached 500/. 2s. 2f/., or 117/. 6s. In',

beyond the income
;

of this deficiency a sum of

56/. 4s. 2rf. was brought forward from the preceding
year

;
so that it seems the debt is increasing, instead

of diminishing, as it ought to do. It is accounted
for chiefly by an addition to the salary of the head-
master, and by the temporary appointment of a

second master, which the increased number of
pupils has rendered necessary. The second master
is Mr. E. R. Taylor, formerly a pupil of Mr.
Muckley, to whom the parent institution, in London,
has awarded an annual premium of 20/., in con-
sideration of his high certificates of ability. The
number of students in the various classes is now
one hundred and five. Before the meeting separated
numerous prizes were presented to the successful
competitors.

Liverpool. — The council of the Liverpool
Academy has awarded the first prize, 50/., to Mr.
Dyce, R.A., for bispicture, " The Good Shepherd,”
hung in the Royal Academy this year.

Newcastle-on-Tyne.—Mr. Lough’s design for

the Stephenson statue, described in our last Number,
has been exhibited here, the place where the work
is to be erected. Mr. Robert Stephenson, fil.P., son
of the distinguished engineer, has suggested, instead
of Mr. Lough’s pedestal, one having the character of
a terrestrial globe, as expressing the universal adop-
tion of the railway system, and a model of the plan
is placed in the room : but there is great doubt of its

being employed. Some of the old painters made
Christ and saints thus standing on, or rising from, a
globe, but the idea is not at all applicable to sculp-
ture.

THE GEE.YT EXHIBITION,
1861 OR 1S62.

The Exhibition of Art and Art-Industry, whether
in 1801 or in 1SG2, will no doubt take place.

Another lesson as to the "stupidity” of war has
been taught. It is probable that the several sove-

reigns of Europe will see the wisdom of manifesting

their belief in the continuance of tranquillity, by
encouraging a movement that can he made only

when peace is sure. A refusal to co-operate once
again for the high and holy purpose of bringing all

people of all countries into communion, might be

held to negative those professions of desire to avoid

strife, with which every government of Europe joins

"the Conference.” We therefore entertain a rea-

sonable conviction that the project will be carried

out—especially as ample funds are guaranteed
;
and

it is understood that indirectly, if not directly, it

will receive the sanction of the Queen and the Prince

Consort, and that lI.R. II. the Prince of Wales—of
“

full age” in 1802—will be placed at the head of

it. Prepai'ations should consequently he made in

lime. It is the imperative duty of all who are

interested in the issue to "look forward.” The
year 18()2 seems a long way off from the year 1859,
but time travels rapidly. lu 1851 there were many
exhibitors who would have given much to have had
three years instead of three months to make ready

for the contest, fiodiug, when it was too late, what
they had lost by procrastination. We do not mean
that manufacturers should now set themselves to

the work in earnest, but that such important com-
missions as may he entrusted to them shall be
executed with a view to exhibition when the time

arrives
;
nay, further than this, that wealthy patrons

of Art and Art-industry should, with as little delay

as possible, commission productions with the express

object in view of aiding to sustain national glory by
direct evidence of supremacy.

We are fully aware the movement is not popular

among the maunfacturers generally : they shrink

from a contest that involves certain cost, risk, and

labour, with results doubtful and hazardous. There
are many reasons why they naturally hesitate to

embark in this scheme. Better not do it at all than

do it with "half a heart;” but when the time

arrives, they will find it worse than perilous to keep

aloof. They m?!sl bear their parts, each and all, in

the Trial to which all will be subjected
;
and he is

wise who determines at once to take such steps in

advance as may insure triumph.

It is announced as an essential part of the pro-

ject that Art in its higher branches is to receive

due honour. Artists are therefore invited to pre-

pare for the competition : we trust they will do this

effectually, even if it be at the cost of the aunual

exhibitions that will take place between the years

1859 and 1862.

No doubt proper steps will be taken to obtain

valuable aid from the several nations of the Conti-

nent, from America, and from our Colonies. It is

not now, as it was in 1851, an experiment. To
many countries—onr colonial possessionsespecially

—

the beneficial results of the great gathering in 1851
have been immense ; not only in teachings, but in

actual gain,—not alone as concerned their future,

but the advantages suddenly aud at once secured.

Contributors will have learned still better how to

turn opportunities to profitable account
;

and iu

1862 there may be a harvest immeasurably more
productive than that of 1851.

We shall continue from time to time to press this

matter—of very vital importance—upon the atten-

tive consideratiou of all who may be within reach

of our influence.
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EXCURSIONS IN SOUTH WALES.
BY MR. AND MRS. S. C. HALL.

pAUT X.
—

'J'knbv, &c.

k T is a long walk, hut nn easy drive,

to tlie very beautiful ruin of Carkw
Casti-e, distant six miles from

Tenby, and four and a half from

Pembroke, and lying directly in the

road—the “easiest,” but not the

most picturesque—from oue town

i to the other. "We must compress

into a page the matter we might

extend into a volume, for every portion of the old

_ castle will bear detailed description
;

while its

history is so closely interwoven with tliat of the

district, and its most memorable rulers, that to

vA relate cveu the lending incidents associated with it,

is a task beyond our reach.

An intelligent guide will conduct the reader through

X the ruins,— the older parts, those of middle age, and those

5 of comparative youth, that date no fartlicr back than the

» reign of “good (^uccn Bess.” He will pace slowly', and

wc hope reverently, over the sward that carpets the fine ban-

fpieliug-hall. lie will be sbowti the breaches made by Crom-
well’s camion, and those that have been produced by the less

fierce though more irresistible destroyer—Time
;
and he will

occupy a morniugof intense enjoyment, though of melancholy

thought, in rambling up and down the broken stair-steps, into

chambers rude from the first, and those once richly decorated

;

into the venerable chapel, and the deep, dark dungeons; to

peep through lancet holes, and sit beside oriel windows
;
to

TUG CnOSS At CAREW.

grass-covered courtyards and ivy-clad toivers
;
and he will

receive a lesson as to the stupendous strength and surpassing

grandeur of the olden time, such as no printed book can give

him.

But before be passes under its still substantial gateway
the Tourist will be called upon to examine an ancient cross,
“ fashioned out of a single stone,” close to the entrance. It

is of a remote period, but not, perhaps, older than the uintii

or tenth century. It contains an inscription, but no scholar

has yet been able to read it. The interlaced pattern is pre-

cisely similar in character to those of wliich so many exam-
ples exist in Ireland, and of which there are the remains of

several others in this county. The neighbouring church,

also, will amply repay a visit ; it contains sepulchral effigies

of several of the castle’s lords.

The district was originally one of the demesnes belonging

to the princes of South Wales, and was given as a dowry with

Nesta, daughter of Rhys ap Tewdyr, to Gerald de AVindsor,

who was appointed “ lieutenant of these parts of Henry T.”

By one of his descendants it was mortgaged to Sir Rhys ap

Thomas
;
and here the gallant Welshman received and lodged

the Earl of Richmond, on his way from Milford to Bosworth

Eicld, placing, to commemorate the event, the royal arms

over a chimney-piece in one of the apartments, probably the
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chamber in which “ the hope of England ” slejit. The piece of carving is there still, in good

preservation. Here, too, some years afterwards, when the sovereign remembered his debt to

the chieftain, and accorded to him the distinction of the Garter, was held “ a tilt and tourna-

ment ” for the honour of St. George, “ the first show of the kind that had ever been exhibited

in Wales.” A full account of this “princelie fete” lias been preserved, setting forth how
“manie valerouse gentlemen” then made trial of “theire abilities in fcates of armes,” “the
men of prime ratike being lodged within the castle, olliers of good qualitie in tentes and

pavilions pitched in the parkc,” the “festivail and time of jollitie” continuing during the space

of live days, commencing on the eve of the day dedicated to the “ Iriistie patrone and protector

of marshalistcs.” The jirsl day was spent in “ taking a view of all the companie, choosing out

CAREVr CASTLE : THE COCRTTARO.

five hundred of the tallest and ablest;” the second in “exercising them in all pointes, as if they

had heeiie snddcniic to goe on some notable peece of service ;” the third in visiting the bishop at

Lamplicy, in regaling at his charges, and “ in commemorating the vertnes and fainousc atchieve-

ments of those gentlemen’s ancestors there present
;

” the fourth was the day of tournament, Sir

William Herbert being the challenger, Sir Rhys “playing the judge’s part;” the fiftli being

devoted to hunting and feasting, the bishop bestowing a sermon upon them, “tending to all

loyall admonitions, obedience to superiors, love and charitie one towards another.”

What a brilliant romance it is, that record of high festival held within these now broken

walls, “ ever and anone seasoned with a diversitie of musicke ;” the “justes and lonruamentes

CARi-W CASTLE: EXTERIOR.

for the honoure of ladies;” the “knockes valerouslie received and manfullie bestowed;” wrest-

ling, hurling of the bar, taking of the pike, running at the quinteine ;
while—a thing especially

note-worthy—“ among a thousand people there was not one quarrell, crosse wordc, or unkinde

looke that happened between them.”
Ay, imagination may people these ruins with “faire ladies” and “gallant knyghts may

restore its tapestried halls and gorgeously furnished chambers
;
may hear the harper and the

troubadour, recalling its reign of chivalry,—its “ festivalls ” and its “ tournameutes,”—while the

wind whistles through its long corridors or moans among broken rooms of stale, and from ivy-

mantled towers
“ The raopinff owl doth tc the moon complain.”
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A.D. 1662."—Fenton. “ I was silly enough to count them twice ; I made the number seventy-three, exclusive
of broken and fragmentary ones."—Gosse. Our friend, Mr. Thomas Purnell (to ^shom we are indebted for
much of the information contained in this division of our Tour), numbered them, and makes them seventy.
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* The mansion was built by the gre.at graiulfather of the present
Lord Cawdor; he was son of Sir Ale.xaiider Campliell, of Cawdor
Castle, in Scotland, “ the first of Ijio name who settled here, by
nnirrying Miss Lort, the sole heiress of this great property." The
demesne is surpassingly lieaiitiful

; “not far from the sea, though no
sign of its proxlniiiy was ai'parcnt, nor should we have suspected it

as we rode alternately througli noble woods, pleasant lanes, with
expanding prospects on either side, and verdant vales at intervals."
— liossE. “ The present edifice of wrought limestone, rises lieauti-
fully at the foot of a sloping hill, in the siglit of a spacious lake,
the favourite resort of almost every species of wild fowl, and looks
over a wide-extended park, along which herds of deer scamper in
all the gl.adness of their nature. Skirling hills and rich planta-
tions belt the domain on various sides, and beyond is tlie bright and
boundless oce.an.’’—IIoscoe. The tomb of a crusader—supposed to
bo that of Elidur de Stackpole—is in the Church of Cheriton,
“sometimes c.-illed Stackpole Elidur.” The church, with several
others in the vicinity, has been recently restored at the cost of the
Earl of Cawdor, and is now a charming example of ecclesiastical art.

t "The valiant knight—the Sir Gawain, of good King Arthur's
round tabic—has been transformed, by ponular error, into a saint.
The superstitious stories to which this singular position of a conse-
crated building has given rise arc without end."—AfALKiN. Malkin
here, as well as In many other of his assumptions, is not to be relied
on; ilio name, no doubt, is a corruption of St. Giovanni, to whom
the chapel was dedicated.

t “ There is a popular belief that these steps, like the stones com-
prising the circle of Stonehenge, cannot be numbered; but in my
descent I made them fifty-two—a tale agreeing with that of Rav,

By far the most delightful trip from Teuhy (but it will

occupy a long day, for the distance is nineteen miles) is

that which embraces St. Govan’s, the Huntsman’s Leap,
and the far-famed “ Stacks,” including also the mansion of
Stackpole Court. The scenery is wild, and, if not sublime,
astonishingly grand; while the district itself is the home-
ground of many of those fanciful legends and quaint supersti-

tions that still influence the peasantry of South Pembroke-
shire. There are two roads— one, through Penally and
Lydstep, follows the undulating lino of coast

;
the otlier,

longer, but more agreeable, is over the Ridgeway, and
througli Pembroke. In both cases, the tourist passes Stack-
pole CouBT. Those who take the former road will obtain a
fine view of the house and the surrounding hills, just before
crossing the bridge over the estuary at the head of which the
mausion is built. It occupies the site of the baronial resi-

dence of the old Crusader, Elidur de Stackpole. Tlie place
has undergone many changes. It was garrisoned and “ held
out stoutly,” in tlie civil wars, “for the king and the public

honour,” and is at present the lesidenee of the noble Thane
of Cawdor.* His lordship possesses many valuable works
of Art, aud many interesting relics of antiquity, amongst
which is a IIirlas Horn, which we have engraved

;
it is

said to be the actual horn preseuted by tlie Earl of Eiehmoud
to Dafydd-ap'Jevan, in whose castle, at I.hvyii Dafydd, Car-
diganshire, the illustrious prince vvas entertain’ed on his way to
Bosworth Field. Passing through remote Bosheston, with its

recently restored church, the carriage road soon terminates,
and we draw up on the heath upon the lofty promontory of
St. Govan, which juts out to the south, and forms the ter-
mination of the county. Before us is an immense and glorious
picture, in which the majesty of ocean scenery reaches its

perfection. The elevation on which we stand, the open sea
before us, the perfume of the wild flowers, the sea-birds

BiaLAS HORN.

shrieking overhead, and the ever-during beat of the waves—
to-day calm aud limpid— at our feet, combine to produce a

scene of inexpressible interest, grandeur, and beauty. Close

by, perched across a fissure in the side of the cliffs, aud

unseen from above, is the far-famed Chapel of St. Govax.I
A long flight of steps, well worn, and, as yet,

“ Counted by none both ways alike,"

conducts to it.J It is a small rude building, with an arched

STACKPOLE COURT.

doorway admits into a cleft of the rock in which is a marvellous crevice, “ that enables the largest

roof, and has on either side a stone bench cushioned with withered sods. In the cast wall a

person to turn round therein, and is at the same time quite filled by the smallest.” It is used
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as a “wishing-place and the legend asserts that all who turn

round therein, and steadfastly cling to the same wish during

the operation, will most certainly obtain their wisli before the

expiration of the year: the smooth and glassy face of the

rock testilics to its frequent use. No doubt some “holy”
anchorite, “mistaking his road to heaven,” here made him-

self iniserahle in life, and here, in after years, when a pecu-

liar sanctity was altaclied to tlie scene of his self-sacrifice,

came many pilgrims, with minds or bodies diseased, trusting

in tlic virtues of stones the saint bad trodden, and water of

which he had drank; often, no doubt, obtaining “cures,”

the consequence of faith. Tradition gives this cavity a

singular history. Our Lord—so runs the tale—pursued by tlic

Jews, sought safely in this neiglibourhood. Passing tliroiigli

a Held wtiere lucu were sowing barley, be ordered lliem at once

to go for their i-eaping-liooks, ami, if any passed that way

and iiu|iiircd after liiiii, to say they had seen sucli an one,

but liiat it was in sowing time. Tlic men, although they

knew not who it was, did as they were hid, fetched their

hooks, and lo ! on their return, liie field was waving with ripe

corn. Whilst engaged in the reaping, a baud of men accosted

llicin, as was expected, who, having received the appointed

answer, gave up the ehace in despair. 'I'lie Lord, mean-
while, liad been concealed in tiiis crevice, which hod opened

lo receive him, and still bears a faint iiniircssiou of liis

person. Tlic little chapel has a bell-gable, but it has been

denuded of its bell, for, according lo the same authority, once

upon a time a sacrilegious ]iirate heard its silvery tones, and

despoiled the sanctuary of its treasure; but God’s vengeance

overtook liiin, for no sooner had he embarked with his theft

than a violeul storm arose, in which lie ami his polluted baud

perished. A suhslilute, also, was provided for the loss iti a

large stone, which ever since, when struck, rings out the

same note as the missing bell.* To reach the shore we pass

the sainted well, said to be a sure and certain cure for “all

the ills that llesli is heir lo,” and iiaving picked our way over

and between immense stoues, we arrive on the ledge of rocks

that, at low water, runs round llic base of the overhanging

cliffs. The whole scene here is wonderfully grand: though

we may be alone, there is no solitude, for there seems a

Presence that fills the whole place, and, amidst these caverns

and frowning precipices, we feel our own insignificance.

At a short distance from each other are three fissures,

e.xteuding a considerable distance into the laud. The first

has no name; the second is the well-known IIunts.man’s

Leap, a frightful abyss, which is not sceu (ill we are on the

brink. Sea-pinks, lieathcr, and furze grow to the edge of the

cnimhling banks, and tiie sides of tlie bare rocks arc lichened

over with many colours. A creeping sensation comes over :

us, as, looking to the depths below, we hear only tlie hollow
|

muttering of the iu-coming tide, or tlic chuckle of the sea-gull
j

echoing from side to side. In one place the distance across

is inconsiderable, and, half way down, the sides touch, like

a collision of two huge leviathan ships: here it was the

impetuous courser, in full career, plunged across, bearing on I

his back the terrified Imulsmau, to give a name to the place,

and to die with fright on his arrival home. Adjoining is

Posheston Meer, a funnel-shaped chasm, sixteen fathoms

deep, communicating with the sea, through which, at certain

seasons and times of the tide, a great volume of water is
!

forced up lo au incredible licigbt, and with an unearthly noise,
;

only to be heard in wild wcatlicr. “.\nd, which is more'
strange,” writes old George Owen {temp. Queen Elizabeth),

'

“if sheepe, or other like cattell, he grazing necrc the pitt, •

olVtimcs tlic}' are forcibly and violently drawne and carried

into the pitt; and if a cloke or other garmeut be cast on
}

the ground, neere the pitt, at certniiic seasons, you shall
|

stande afarre of, and sec it sodaiuly snatched, drawne, and
swallowed u]i into the pitt, and never scene againe.”

j

Tlic neighbourhood has other objects of singular attraction.
|

Not far from Boshestoii Meer is a “sunken wood”—a iilacc
'

of great interest
;

“ a round pit, of some fifty feet wide, I

yawns in the ground; it is full of ash-trees which, springing

from all parts of the bottom and sides, just reach to the

summit, and uo more—a curious example of the influence of

the sea-spray in preventing the growth of trees.” “ The whole
neighbourhood, from many striking traditions, and other cir-

cumstances, appears to have been the scene of frequent and
bloody contests.” There are, or were, wlieu Fuuton wrote
his history, in 1ST], in this neighbourhood, three upright

stones, about a mile distant from each other. The tradition

is that on a certain day these stones meet lo " dance the

Hay,” at a place called Saxon’s Ford, and when the dance is

over, travel back and resume their places. These stones are

referred to by Giraldus, as having beeu placed by Harold to

record his victories, and contained inscriptions

—

ITic IlAKOLnvs Victor Fvit.

“Nothing can exceed the awful wildness that throughout characterises this solitude, amidst

a chaos of rocky fragments broken into a thousand irregular shapes, with every object shut out

but such as arc best calculated to inspire meditation—the canopy of Heaven and the trackless

STACK ROCKS.

ocean.” As wc were leaving the spot, we were saluted by an old man and a delicate little

girl— his grandchild, who were crossing the heath.
“

’Tis a wild place you have here,” "'e said, pointing to the ^leer.
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Narberth, and that is fifteen miles, as the bird flies. ’As got
a deal quieter now,” he added

;

“ some sez part of ’en is

broke away; but for all that ’a do holla away main stoutly

yit apon times—many aud many is the times I've alay awake
listening to his noise.”

“Do many people visit the neighbourhood?” we inquired.
“ Yis, a sight of people comes here in the summer from all

parts, only out of curosity, like you, mab-be,—but lots comes
for the cure.”

“ The cure ?”

“Y’is, they come to St. Govati’s to try the well; and it’s

only them as haven’t got no faith that goes away without
being cured. ^Vhy, I myself have had some lodging at my
own cottage who came on crutches, but when they left could

walk away as lusty and strong as you can.”
“ If the well is so efficacious, why do you not try its effects

upon her,” said we, looking upon the child at his side, who
seemed in a rapid consumption, “she looks rather ill?”

“Ay, poor thing, she is ill,” said the old man, mournfully'.
“ ^Ve have tried everything we could think of, and only yes-

terday we had over the charm-doctor, but he wouldn’t try

on her, as he said he could not do her any good. To please

the mother, I am now taking her to the well; but 7 know'
it’s no use, for

—
” and he lowered his voice to a whisper

—

“ I have seen her light !

”

The old inau and his charge having wished us good morn-
ing, pursued their way to St. Govan’s, whilst wc struck off in

an opposite direction for the Stack Hocks.
The path is along the summit of the higVi cliff, from the

margin of which we are never too remote to hear the splash

of the waves as they roll into the little creeks with wiiicb this

coast is notched “ like a saw.” Here and there, in our
course, we pass by some wondrous aperture, with yawning
mouth, that communicates snbterraneously with the sea;*
and, at a short distance from the “leap,” we have au opportunity

of esamining one of those singular camps, very numerous
along these coasts, remaining as souvenirs of that northern

race who, in the early dawn of our history, swooped like birds

of prey upon the land.f Long before we arrive, we are made
aware of our proximity to the Stacks by the incessant noise

and hum of the birds that occupy them, and when the spot is

reached, the scene is of the most interesting description. We
are on the breeding-grounds of various birds that “time out

of mind” have selected this wild and little frequented place.

Here they congregate in vast numbers. From Jlay to Sep-
tember the two lofty isolated rocks arc the homes of the

Razor Bill, the waddling Guillemot, or Eligug, which gives

its name to the rocks, and that foolish-looking creature

called the Puffin, who ])ossesses the humorous propensity of

driving rabbits from their warrens, and hatching iu the holes.

Every available ledge and cranny of the rocks are covered,

and the crests seem one mass of animated nature. Indeed,

the taller Stack has the appearance of a great unhewn
monumental column, covered with alto-relievos alive and in

motion. Some are engaged in sitting on their oue egg, some
in paJdling it out with their feet to the sun ; here may be
seen a red-throated diver on the water, in the act of plunging

for his prey
;
there a gull cradled on a wave, looking about

him wit’u entire nonchalance

;

while, on the craggy ledge of

some rock, the green cormorant, stretching out his wings to

dry, is waiting for his last meal to digest, preparatory to

engaging in another.

The reader must not suppose that wc have exhausted the

store of sea-cliffs which the wild coast round this sliore sup-

plies; it is very productive of scenes and iucidents such as

those we describe. But we have conducted the Tourist only

through beaten tracks
;
he who is strong enough and venture-

some enough to explore for himself, will encounter many
other mai-vels that will amply recompense time and toil.

And if he be a naturalist, how abundant of wealth is every

one of these green lanes and grey sea-rocks !|

• “ The whole tract is full of what may be not improperly called
sea-wells; large circular cavities in the ground, at some distance
from the shore, with perpendicular sides, as deep as the height of
the cliff, into which the sea finds its way with much noise and
violence."—

M

ai.kis. “At Bosheston Moer, when impelled by wind
and tide concurring into It, the sea is sent up in a column of fo.am,
thirty or forty feet above the mouth of the pit, exhibiting the appear-
ance of a perfect rainbow.”

—

Fentos.
t A short distance from the Stacks, on the main'and, is a large

Danish camp, which occupies a neck of land, and on which is one of
the greatest wonders of tlie coast, “ The Caldron, or Devil’s Punch-
bowl." “The ‘Caldron’ is a chasm of exceeding grandeur, sur-
passing in sublimity anything I had yet seen. It is a somewliat
circular pit, with absolutely perpendicular sides, about two hundred
feet in depth No description could do justice to this extra-
ordinary chasm, or convey any idea of its sublimity and grandeur."
—Gosse.

J Wc have recommended—and do so again—William Jenkins, of
Tenby fhis whereabouts may be easily ascertained), as a person
very useful to aid in collecting the treasures of lane and rock. His
demands of payment for skill and labour are very moderate, and he
is usually supplied with tanks full of ach'nea—which he frequently
sends (and sometimes posi .') to London ami other parts. Asa
companion and guide in search of natural wonders he is very ser-
viceable to tlie Tourist.

We thus bring to a close our visit to charming Tenby. We arc aware that our statements
and descriptions have induced many to visit this delightful sea-side town, aud we have full con-
fidence that such visitors have not been disappointed.

At present Tenby is distant twelve miles from a railway—the terminus of the South Wales
Railway at Neyland. This may, or it may not, be a disadvantage

;
for the drive is a delicious

drive—over the Ridgeway, or by “ the lower road,” through Carew
; and it is, perhaps, a refresh-

ment to inhale pure sea breezes, for a couple of hours, after the steam and scream of a railway
carriage. Ere long, however, the train will be carried into the town, and Tenby, with its

multifarious advantages, will probably become the most popular sea-bathing place of the
Kingdom.

Its several attractions we have endeavoured to exhibit in these papers
;
they may be repeated

in a brief “ summing up.” The sands are singularly hard and dry—dry within a few minutes
after the retreating tide has left them, and so hard, that those who walk—even those who ride

—

leave scarce the impress of a footstep in passing
;
they extend also between two and three miles

north and south. Here the breezes are always “ hearty,” yet they may be comparatively mild
or invigorating, according to the quarter in which they are sought : thus persons with delicate
lungs may breathe freely in one direction, while in another the robust lover of nature may
rejoice iu the boisterous strength of winds that from any of the “ foim quarters blow.” The
town and neighbourhood of Tenby may therefore be recommended as a winter, as well as a
summer, residence

; but as on this topic we cannot speak from personal experience, we refer, in
a note, to the proper authorities.*

It is needless to refer again to the many sources of enjoyment here supplied to the naturalist,
or to those who seek useful pleasures in green lanes or among rocks on the sea-shore. The
charming volume of Mr. Gosse will show how abundant is every hedge-ro^Y and sea-cliff
“hcreabonts.” They must be idle in heart as well as mind who lack amusement or occupation
here.

To the antiquary, the archreologist, the ecclesiologist, and the historian, there is a treasure-
store in this vicinity, as—aided by the artist—we have shown,f The Castles of Pembroke,
Carew, aud Manorbeer are within easy reach; the venerable Palace of Lamphey is not far

distant; while, as we shall hereafter explain, a day by railway will convey the Tourist to many of
the most beautiful, the most interesting, and the most instructive districts of the Kingdom.

The lodging-houses iu Tenby are, of course, numerous, and, for the most part, good, and not
dear. On the other hand, the “hotels” are indifferent; they offer no inducement to “a
stay” beyond a single night. Carriages, open and closed, are in sufficient number, and at

moderate charges. The markets are well supplied
: fish being the article most scarce and

most iu request—Tenby depending rather on “ foreign” supplies than upon the activity of
its own fishermen, whose boats are often sleeping at the quay. The oysters of Tenby are famous
“ all the world over.”

There are warm baths sufficiently convenient and comfortable, and machines on the shore,

although by no means enough. Of public rooms it is sadly deficient. There is an assembly
room, limited in size and inconvenient, and a reading-room, neat and well arranged, but scarcely

so big as au hotel parlour. The church, an impressive and interesting structure, does not afford

sufficient accommodation to both visitors and parishioners; but the excellent and respected
Rector is arranging for the substitution of seats for pews, by which ample space and verge enough
will be obtained,—at all events for some time to come.

But the evils that exist in this pleasant aud attractive watering-place are in process of removal.
If Teuby had the “luck” to find a single person of intelligence and energy to render available
all its resources, it would become ere long—what it unquestionably may be—the most popular,
as it certainly is the most abundantly endowed, of the sea-bathing places of Great Britain.

As it is, however, its attractions are many and manifest.^:

• Tenlif, one liundrcd feet above the level of the sea, and partially surrounded hy high lands, that are a
protection against the obnoxious winds that occasionally prevail, is not only everything that can be desired
by tiie summer tourist, but is by no means ill adapted as a winter residence for the invalid. The climate,
for the greater portion of the year, is wann, dry, and bracing

;
the air is so mild lhat the myrtle, fuchsia,

aud verbena, flourish in the open air all the year round. Walsh, in his “ Manual of Domestic Jlcdlclne,”
recently published, says lhat “ Tenby is by far the most delightful watering-place in the west of England
and South Wales, being mild in its winter temperature, and free from autumnal vegetable decay. It is one
of the best climates in England for the general run of invalids who require sea air, and is only inferior to
Undercliff ami Torquay fur those who are afflicted with pulmonary comiilaints.” In one of the guides to
Tenby, however, a local physician (Dr. SuttonJ holds tliat it is fully equal to Torquay, and that Hastings,
Ventnor, aud Torquay—the three watering-places in England most frequented by invalids during winter—are
all inferior to Tenby in this respect; “ the climate there, although mild, being excessively relaxing. Tenby,
on the contrary, equally mild, is nevertheless invigorating." The average temperature is about 50° of I'aren-
heit : extreme cold is seldom experienced, and snow rarely lies upon the ground. Sir James Clark is of
opinion that a cold, damp, and variable climate gives a predisposition to consumption. The temperature
of Tenby being the reverse, cannot be an improper place for the residence of persons with tender lungs. The
climate of the whole of South Pembrokeshire is remarkable for its mildness, and in parts, as at Stackpole,
plants wliich in most other parts of Great Britain require the protection of greenhouses, thrive in theopen air.

The fnliowing table gives tlie result of a careful analysis of the temperature of Milford Haven, kept by Sir
'riioraas Pasley, at the Dockyard, wbicb, lying exposed to breezes from the Atlantic on the west, and keen
winds from the I’resely mountains on the north, is by no means so warm as the neighbourhood of Tenby

Mean of Maximum and Minimum, 1850—53. •

Years. Ma.ximum. Minimum.
1850 65-70 45-60
1831 65-90 43-30
1862 50-40 44-10
1853 63-22 41-02

Means 55-30 43-65

Difference between mean summer and winter lG-77. Mean total rain of four years 32-761.

Thus we find that the climate of Tenby is nearly as equable and mild as that of Madeira, and consequently
well adapted for a winter residence.

t The great portion of these illustrations are from the pencil of Mr. E. A. Brooke, whose valuable volume,
“The Gardens of England," obtained for him well merited celebrity, llis drawings of Tenby and its

neighbourhood have been to us highly satisfactory ; (hey have so much pleased the inhabitants of the town,
that he has been induced, in a great measure, to settle among them, and the corporation commissioned him
to paint a picture expressly for themselves.

t We have stated that at tlic terminus at Neyland there is an hotel of the best order, built, and, wo
believe, “ managed," under the auspices of the Directors of the South Wales Hallway. The comforts hero
are many, and the charges low. It is but a step from the station, and two excellent steam ferry-boats arc
continually plying between the quay at Neyland and that at Pater, to convey passengers across the “small
arm " of the bay. Moreover, this hotel is charmingly situated. At Pater public conveyances from Tenby
await the arrival of all London trains, and private carriages are readily procured by signal from the hotel.

We have explained the many reasons why this plan of procedure is preferable to that by Narberth Road.
Visitors to Tenby who have no “ lodgings ” secured, and who arrive at Neyland by the express train at half-

past six, will do wisely perhaps to remain there until the morning; then drive to Tenby, having ample
lime to make the requisite arrangements for comfort aud accommodation, instead of being compelled to locate

themselves hurriedly and perhaps unpleasantly.
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LIVERPOOL
SOCIETY OF FINE ARTS.

The causes of the origin of this Society nre well

known to the artistic world, and need no coinmeut.

It is sufficient to say that its promoters seem

actuated by no other motives than a desire to give

a fair Held to talent, without undue favour to any
particular school. Judging from the support the

society receives from all our leading men, save a

few' of the Pre-Raphaelite brethren, wc may safely

say it is iiowr firmly established. Its operations arc

carried on by the council and officers gratuitously,

so that when its funds increase beyond its expendi-

ture, which is fully expected this year, they will be

laid out annually in its own eshibitiou—in the

purchase of first-class pictures for a pennauent
gallery of modern Art.

The second exhibition of the society opened with

a private view to the suhserihers and leading men of

the towu, on Saturday, the 3rd ult., on which day
sales were effected to about £1300. On ilonday,
the 5lh, it was opeued to the public, when the sales

wore increased to about £1500, several of our Lon-
don artists selling all their contribulious.

IVc arc not about to enter into a criticism of the

merits of the works of Art exhibited : it is enough
to say that the specimens are all worthy of the

names of the individual paiuters. Our present

object is simply to specify the various contributors,

anil show, as near ns we can by description, how
their works are situated.

Entering the hall by the left door, where the

catalogue commences, we fmd the first compartment
occupied by the water-colours without margins, and
miiiiaturca, enamels, &c., to the height of about six

feet, oil paintings occupying the remainder above.

Among these water-colours we observed some of

the best specimens of the Presideut of the Old
Water-Colour Society, H. Warreu, his picture of the
“ Peri ” occupying the centre, opposite the entrance.

Around are works by Weignll, Miss Sharpe, A.
Peiilcy, Burgess, Essex, D’Egville, Rowbotham,
Soper, Richardson, Bartholomew, Chase, Dobbin,
B. R. Green, W. Callow, W. Beonett, See., all in

good situatious. Immediately over these, ou the

left wing, are paintings by Alc.xauder Blaikley (the
“ Opening of the Parliament,” a centre picture),
“ Heads,” by Amicoui, and several landscapes

of merit, lu the centre of this compartment is

Poingdestre’s picture of “ Horses going to Market,”
supported by Salters at one side and Ileaphy at the

other, surrounded by the works of A. Gilbert, Mar-
shall, Claxtou, Wolfe, Naldcr, Einmersou, &c. The
right wing has C. Leslie’s picture of " Balmy Morii-
iug ill North Wales” for its centre, haviug C. P.

Buchanan, Mogford, and II. Bonner for companions.
The centre compartment of Uie hall, to the left.

Las oil its left wing, on the line, Hornung’s " Scene
after the Massacre of St. Bartholomew.” On one
side is a landscape by Niemann, on the other a sea

sunset by J. Dauby. These are surrounded by the

works of Pickersgill, R.A., T. G. Cooper, Ilenshaw,

Kuight, 11, A., A. E. Pallcii, T. S. Cooper, A.R.A.,
Meyer, of Bremen, E. A. Pettitt, D. W. Dcau, V.
PIciiry, H. Desvignes, and J. B. Smith. The middle
of this compartment has Facd’s “ Sunday in the
Backwoods ” for its centre picture, supported right

and left by the two Boddingtons, Dnflield, and
Herrick, which have iu their vicinity works by
Leu, Niemnnu, Waiuwright, A. Ludovici, Ilengsbach,
Wingfield, Hayes, A.li.ILA., F. Dillon, R. B.
Bcecliy, II. K. Taylor, &c. The right wing of this

compartment has for its centre, on the line, Gaviu’s
picture of “Thread the Needle,” supported by
works by Ale.xaudcr Johnson, Pickersgill, R.A,,
Ewhank, Clint, J. E. Meadows, G. Cole, A. Dever,
W. Beattie, Jliss Tekusch, &c.

Entering the large comparliuent at the end of

the hall, we find ou its left screen, iu the centre,

Carand’s picture of “Louis XIV. aud Madame
Maintenon at Versailles, witnessing the perfonnance
of the lady pupils of St. Cyr.” On one side is

Herrick’s picture of “Othello,” and on the otlier

Barcaui’s “ Marguerita.” These arc surrounded by
woi'ks by Erskine Nicol, T. P. Hall, Herdiuan of

Edinburgh, Halle, V. Cole, Hurlstoue, A. Cor-
boulJ, A. Flamm, and Lindlar. The left side of
this compartment has for its centre Elmore’s pic-

ture of “Charles V, at Yuste.” Ou one side is

T. S. Cooper, A.R.A., and on the other is Erskiuc

Nicol; whilst immediately surrounding are pictures

by W. J. Grant, Norbury, J. J. Curnock, G. Wolfe,

Houston, A.R.A., Melby, G. A. Williams, J. Cal-

vert. C. Dodd, G. Simson, J. D. Wingfield, J. J.

Hughes, &c. The great end of the room has for its

centre Lee’s picture of the “Coast of Cornwall.”

On the line are pictures by Duncan, Herring, Sen.,

A. B. Clay, Eugene de Block, Amanda Fougere,

J. F. Cropsey, Caraud, aud Hubucr
;
whilst in the

immediate vicinity are works by Underhill, Mrs.

Oliver, Cordcs, Salenlin, Dever, D. 0. Hill, R.S.A.,

Curnock, Butler, Morris, Ilurlstou, Pettitt, Rolfc,

Burnett, &c. The right hand space of tliis com-
partment has for its centre Hart’s picture of

“Ecceliuo,” supported by Taylor, Hall, Melby,

G. Walters, AV. G. Hcrdman, Cole, Ilolyoake,

Dielman, Gooderson, &c. In the immediate vicinity

are works by Jungheim, B. Callow, Bottomley,

T, Smith, &c. The right screen of this end has

Leu’s picture of “ A Norwegian Ffiordd ” for its

centre, supported by Cesare Deli’ Acqua, Cropsey,

Jerome, Hubner, Cole, Bosch, McManus, and Mar-
quis. Around are pictures by llayner, Salisbury,

Pickersgill, Jun., and Emmersou.
The next central compartment of the hall has, iu

the middle space, Hart’s picture of “Athaliah.”

The line is then divided between Lance and Cordes

on one side, and David de Noter aud Weber on

the other
;

also Cobhett, Woolmer, W. Callow,

Porttraan, Wells, Desaiiges, &c. The left screen

has Airs. E. M. Ward’s picture of “ An Inci-

dent iu the Childhood of Frederick the Great” for

a centre. On one side is Pyne, on the other

Herring, and in the immediate vicinity are works

by Baccaui, Josiah Green, B. Callow, Poingdestre,

Kepler, Calderon, Callaway, G. Saut, C. Foley,

G. S. Wood, and Madame Geefs. The opposite

screen has Gavin’s picture of “Tlie Orphans” for

its centre. To the rigiit of tliis is Pyne, and on
the left Tennant. Surrounding are works by Boser,

Iloegg, J. B. Smith, Pcelc, P. W. Elen, J. llichard-

son, Stefl'ani, J. L. Stewart, C. Rolf, A. Becker, &c.

We now come to the last compartment, where the

water-colours with margins are placed. Amongst
these will be found works by Miss Lance, Herdman
and Sons of Liverpool, Collingwood of Liverpool,

B. R. Green, Airs. Harrison, Aliss Huggins, R. L.

Bond, T. J. Soper, J. Stone, A. C. Stanuus, A.

Penley, Rowbotham, J. Chase, and Airs. Dufficld

;

whilst immediately above are works by Parrott,

Buchanan of London, Niemann, Gooderson, Shal-

ders, J. B. Smith, Baccaui, Clothier, Becker, J.

Noble, Barker, Tovey, Simms, Ileffer, Barnard, Sec.

The cross screens in the avenue have on or near the

line, Tennant, Earle, Alogford, Sant, Stefl'ani, J.

Anderson, F. Sniallfield, Coignard, Bcechy, Alog-

ford, aud Simms.
The spaces on each side the staircase have on the

line at one side David Roberts, R.A., and on the

other Arraitage. In the immediate vicinity are

Pyne, H. Bourne, Aladame Lagache, Simonson,
David de Noter, Marsliall, Claxton, &c.

In the gallery are works by W. West, Dufficld,

Raync-r, Collingwood, Leslie, Nalder, Legras, Clo-

thier, Hornung, D. Cox, Jun., Airs. Criddlc, R. El-

more, T. L. Boys, Bouvier, &c.

The sculpture is numerous, and judiciously placed

at the cuds of the screens, or in the centres of the

compartments
;
and comprises contributions by Fon-

tana, Weekes, Durham, Foley, Bavou Marochetti,

Leifchild, C. E. Smith of Liverpool, C. Aloorc,

Westmacott, Halse, and B. Spence.

It will be observed that, in the oil-painting com-
partments, there nre eleven centres of sides— eight

of these have been awarded to English painters,

and three to foreigners.

The liberality and fair-dealing of the society have
brought them coiitributious from all the principal

schools of the continent, and even from America;
aud we find, interspersed, works from Paris, Dussel-

dorf, Antwerp, Berlin, Bremen, Aluoicli, Italy, &c.
AVe subjoin a list of the sales of the first week.
No. 403, “A Norwegian Ffiordd.” A. Leu. No.

278, “Lake of Lucerne,” J. Butler. No. 21,

“Drybnrgh .Abbey,” J. Joy. No. 6C8, “The
Swale Marshes. Yorkshire,” by J. Joy. No. 336,

“Coast of Norway,” Cordes. No. 635, “The
Town Choir of Carlmel Priory Church,” Herdman,
Jun. No. 275, “A Norwegian Ffiordd,” Alelby.

No. 320, “ Angers, on the Loire,” E. G. Aluller.

No. 422, “ Hastings—Evening,” C. Sims. No.

656, “A Shady Brook,” C. Simms. No. 263,
“ Fern-gatherer,” J. Alichie. No. 60, “ A'ale Castle,

Guernsey,” G. Wolfe. No. 409, “Dutch Trader,”

H. K. Taylor. No. 667,
“ Houses of Parliament,

from the Thames,” Anderson. No. 153, “ A Lake
in Bavaria,” A. Leu. No. 107, “Evening,” C.

Smith. No. 427, “Kate,” J. Colby. No. 508,

“In North AVales,” J. Smith. No. 645, “The
Britthorn, Swisse,” A. Becker. No. 583, “ St.

Paul’s,” Fiunie. No. 580, “Near Haslemere,

Surrey,” J. B. Smith. No. 160, “ Italian Girl,”

D. Simonson. No. 480, “A Country Girl,” F.

Boser. No. 513, “The Little Church-goer,” F\

Boser. No. 452, “AVoodland Sceuery,” A. Kepler.

No. 246, “The AVetlerhorn,” S. AV. Lindlar. No.

447, “ Study of a Lion’s Head,” G. S. AVood. No.

377, “ Destruction of a Jetty,” II. K. Taylor. No.

297, “ A Gitaua,” Amanda Fougere. No. 468,
“ Poiit-y-Pool,” J. J. Curuock. No. 156, “The
Boudoir,” Ludovici. No. 405, “The Serenade,”

Bosch. No. 117, “Dutch Shipping,” H. K. Taylor.

No. 130, “The Alehemyst,” C, AVehhe. No. 552,

“The Little Suppliant,” Aleycr, of Bremen. No.

178, “A Alariue View,” II. B, Beecbey. No.

57, “ La Belle Lisettc,” F. Ileaphy. No. 531,
“ Hound and Terrier,” T. Earl. No. 31, “Ella si

Lusinga,” Amiconi. No. 52, “The Alhambra,” J.

Dobbin. No. 673, “Coast of Ilfracombe,” W. AYest.

No. 431, “ Coming Events,” AV. Stubbs. No. 131,

“View near Slaplehurst,” J, B. Smith. No. 16,

“Love aud the Novice,” A. Rowan. No. 300,

“The Lake of the Four Cantons,” C. Jungheim.

No. 28, "La Colazioue,” B. Amiconi. No. 4?1,

“Evening,” C. Smith. Total £1700.

AllT IN CONTINENTAL STATES.

Paris.—The pleiad of artists who had followed

ouv armies to Italy have come back with bronzed

faces and portfolios full of incidents by fell and
flood.—It is said that M. Jeavron has discovered a

fresco at Milan attributed to Leonardo da Vinci.

—

Yvon has been commissioned by the Emperor to

paint the battles of Magenta and Solferiuo for Ver-

saillcs.~M. Dumont, of the Institute, has been com-
missioned to execute the statue of Pope Urban y.,
who was a Frenchman by birth, to be placed opposite

the Cathedral of Mende.—The group by Etex,
“ Maternal Grief,” has been purchased by govern-

ment; also that of a “Bacchante and Faun” by
Crauck.—An article in the Mevue dcs Jieaux Arts
seems to take it ns ill behaviour that the English

artists did not send to the last Salon, after having

been invited, aud having promised so to do. The
writer appears to have forgotten that the obstacle in

the way was the breaking out of the recent war
between France and Austria.—On the occasion of the

recent Folc dc VEmpercur, a large distribution of

paintings, sculptures, &c., was made to provincial

museums, churches, &e ; the decoration of Croix

d’Jlonneur was also given to several distinguished

men of science.—The municipality of Paris votes

each year a considerable sum for the Fine Arts : out

of these funds the Cupola at St. Roch has been re-

stored
; St. Nicolas des Champs decorated with fresh

paintings; important works have been executed at

the Church of St. Sulpice by Duval and Lafon
;
the

Churches of St. Severin, St. Philip du Roule, and

St. Nicolas du Cbardounerethave received paintings,

and the steeple on Notre Dame is nearly finished :

the sum spent on these works amounts to above

300,000 francs.—Several tall columns have been

erected in various parts of Paris, in order that

engineers may make observations as to the direction

the new streets are to take. Although so large a por-

tion of old Paris has been already taken down, it

appears that an enormous amount of demolishing is

yet to be done'—in short, Paris will soon be anew city.

—A proposition has been submitted to the proper

authorities to make the prison of Mont St. ilichel

a museum for mediceval curiosities.—Ihe papers

here speak of the discovery, in a village church in

the department of the Siinc-Lvpmeusc, of a picture

by Jouvenet, one of the most distinguished of the

French bistoriinl painters, who died in 1717. It is

a large work, tlie subject the “Assumption of the

A’irgin,” and is reported to be one of the artist’s best

pictures
;

it is signed and dated 1713.

Berlin.— The numerous and large cartoons

executed by Cornelius liave been placed in the

Academy here, where they occupy several apart-

ments : the exhibition is open to the public.
^
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HAJIPTOIT COTJKT CAETOONS.

By the photogi'aphs of the Cartoons exlnbitecl at the

Kensington Museum, we arc painfully reminded of

the condition of these works. The photographer

has, of course, selected the best sections of the

remnants, for there are portions of them from which
no idea of original form or colour could be gathered

—as, for instance, the robe of the Saviour in “The
Miraculous Draught of Fishes” was originally red,

whereas it is now grey. Indeed, the primary force

and brilliancy of the compositions can only be under-
stood by comparisons with the tapestries in Rome or

in Berlin, of which latter a word anon. Si-xteen years

have elapsed since the protection of the cartoons by
glass, was suggested in this Journal, as the only way
of preserving them. The most delicate works in

the National Gallery have been covered,—for this

every lover of Art will be thankful,—but of the

Cartoons, which are more delicate than any of these,

the majority are still es])osed to injury from dust and
atmospheric action. The tone ])reseutcd to us in

the photographs is, of course, low, and could not,

with every allowance, be accepted as that of the

faces, were it even many tones higher, from the bad
light by which the Cartoons are seen. But the flesh

hues have faded much more than oil colour would
have done during a like period—the evanescence of

tempera more imperatively demands protection. The
incorruptible lens sets before ns some of the most
characteristic heads, with all the cracks and dis-

figurement of upwards of three centuries—it may
he said, of neglect.

Two of the compositions were, a few weeks
ago, covered with glass—perhaps some others

are now glazed
;

but this should have been done
immediately after their restoration

;
for the tints

are more fugitive than those of an houcstly treated

water-colour drawing. Ilaydon, years before his

death, protested energetically against the piecemeal

ruin of the Cartoons. He proposed their removal

from the room they now occupy, the windows of

which in summer are always open, looking on the

inner court, the fountain of which, like the light

in the eyes of some one of Moore’s heroines, is

“ ever playing.” In gusty weather, the spray is

carried into the gallery
;
and it cannot he doubted

that this reservoir of moist air—for such the court

certainly is—has had much to do with the decom-
position of the Cartoons. If, however, tiiey he

hermetically sealed, what remains of them may he

preserved
;

but as they are too important to he

hidden at Hampton Court, it is to be hoped that in

the projected Art-buildings a Cartoon gallery will

not be forgotten.

Some fifteen or sixteen years ago there was

exhibited at the Egyptian Hall, a portion of

a set of tapestries worked from these composi-

tions. They were nine in number, and the

property of Mr. Bullock, who, we believe, at that

time, had some interest in the Egyptian Hall. The
purchase of these tapestries was urged upon the

government of the day, because the Cartoons being

at Hampton Court, they would have been more
valuable to us than to auy other nation. They
were executed at Arras, contemporaneously with
those that are so carefully preserved in the Vatican,

and which serve, on high ceremonials, to decorate

the Sixtine Chapel. In the time of Henry VIII,

,

and until the death of Charles I., they hung in

tlie Palace of Whitehall
;
hut when tiie Art-treasures

of that unfortunate monarch were dispersed, they !

were purchased by the Spanish ambassador, iu

London, Don Alonzo de Cardenas, for the Duke of

Alba, and they remained in the palace of the Alba
family, at Madrid, until 1823. They were then

purchased by hir. Tapper, the British Consul, by
whom they were brought to England. After au
interval of about twculy years, they became the

property of Jlr. Bullock, and were, as wc have said,

exhibited at the Egyptian Hall. In 1844 they were
purchased for the Berlin Museum, iu the rotunda of

which we have seen them, not without a feeling that

they should have enriched our own collection. The
fact of the Cartoons having been executed princi-

pally by RafFaelle’s pupils, may he urged as a plea

for a second restoration; but it is to be hoped that

this will never be listened to.

LIXES
WRITTEN ON VIEWING THE ADJIIRABLK ENGRAVING, BY .1. II.

WATT, FROM SIR CUARLES EASTI.AKE’S PAINTING OF

“CHRIST BLESSING LITTLE CHILDREN,”

“ Suffer litUo cliilclrcn to come unto me, and forbid them
not, for of such is the kingdom of God,"

If there were language in each star,

A voice in every onward wave ;

—

If every breeze that travell’d far.

An ever-during utterance gave
;

They yet must fail to tell the worth
Of those blest words Christ spake on earth.

0 morn, it was no light of suu

That left such glory on thy face ;

It was a light in Christ begun

—

A sim that ne’er will run its race!

A light—a suu—whose endless ray

Shall cheer afllictiou’s darkest day.

Blest words, that wider circle fill

Than frail humanity can span
;

That thrill—and shall for ages thrill—
The universal heart of man :

Words with eternal comfort rife
;

Words throbbing with immortal life.

Though weak the little feet that came.

Half coyly to the Saviour’s side
;

Though small the lips that lisped his name,

Though check’d by his Disciples’ pride,

He, who belioldeth all things, saw

In each child’s face God’s written law.

As in the seed wc know the flower

That future suns shall wake to birth.

So, in the child, Christ saw that (tower

Which speaks of other worlds than earth !

That germ which sleeps in quiet might,

Till God shall call it into light

!

Though they could neither see nor liear

What then our Saviour saw and heard

—

The glory of another sphere !

—

Tlie music of Jehovah’s word!—
To His divine humanity
All thiugs of heavcu were open’d free.

Oh, fitting theme for painter’s art,

That brings the Past before man’s eyes

;

That bids him from no portion part

Till angels meet him in the skies !

—

What worthier theme for painter’s skill

Than truths which Christian hope fulfil?

—

Yes, come to Jesus—what delight

So rich as that in Jesus born ?

—

Come, sleep in Him with prayers at night!

And wake in Him with hymns at morn !

Aud let your growing hearts approve

The spirit of your Saviour’s love !

He, who did little children bless.

Will still receive and bless tliem now :

—

Kneel to Him in your loveliness

—

Pray for His hand to press your brow ;

—

That hand which life to all liath giveu,

That welcomes all from earth to heaven.

Christ waiteth ;— shall your Saviour plead.

And you, with children at your kuee.

Still pause, their little steps to lead,

To Him who loves them more than ye !—
Teach, father, teach the way lie trod ;

—

Lead, mother, lead thy child to God !

jirt is the world’s interpreter !

It speaks to every land the same ;

And Art can higher fame confer.

And wider spread the painter’s name.

Than all the poetry of mind
To land and language strict confin’d !

Then, on the eloquence of truth.

How grand to fix a nation’s gaze ;

And robe in everlasting youth

The images of perished days 1

More glorious, Eastlake, such renown,

Than hero’s wreath—or monarch’s crown !

Charles Swain.

HAMPSTEAD HEATH.

Sir Thomas Maryon Wilson is still persevering

in his efforts for the enclosure of Hampstead Heath ;

hut it is probable that he contemplates i-ather a com-
pensation than actual and legal possession; for any

act of parliament in his favour must he followed

by an assessment of numerous claims, to he in

such ease put in by an extensive population of

proprietors and leaseholders, according to the

terms of their respective tenures. The threatened

conversion of Hampstead Heath into another

Tyburnia has been felt to be a prospective

calamity, so serious as to call forth an organized

rc.^istance to the measures of tlie lord of the

manor, on the part not only of the owners,

lessees, and occupiers of properly at Hampstead
and in the vicinity, but also of certain of (he

metropolitan parishes. The means that prevailed

for the formation of a park for Finsbury, in oppo-

sition to a similar complication of claims, might
also be effective iu the case of Hampstead Heath.

In deprecating the allocation of coclmey villas on
tlie Heath, we advocate the cause of the London
artists, for there is no other site near the metropolis

where we can find such a variety of precious, open-

air material, from accessory and background mor~

ceaux to the entire landscape
;

for in these days a

fevv dashes of the brush will not, as of yore, stand

for a passage of nature—a veritable locality must
1 be sought aud honestly painted. With the excep-

i tion of rock and mountain, almost cvciy feature of

nature may be realized from the scenery of Hamp-
stead. The pictorial merits of the place are attested iu

the works of Constable, Linnell, Harding, Stanfield,

Cox, Dewint, Duncan, Ward, Dauby, Callcott, Nas-

myth, Collins— indeed, all our Loudon landscape-

painters owe their earliest debt of nature to this

Fiesole of ours. And to those tyrones whose

fledgling efforts have not yet returned them the

means of going to the coast, or North Wales, the

Highlands, Arran, or any of our nearer pastoral

battle-fields, it is a very lifc-sehool. “ Hamstead,”

as it was written until late in the last century,

occurs early in the catalogues of the Royal Academy.

But Wilson had given the public a taste for Italian

scenery and grand effects, so that Hampstead began

to be understood only after Gainsborough showed
that works not less valuable, and equally interesting,

could be constructed of domestic materials. It was
not, however, until recently that the place has been

fully appreciated, that is, when landscape art ceased to

be a loose reminiscence, and became a serious study

of nature. It may he that Governmeut is not at

present prepared to promote the jiurcliasc by a

considerable grant; hut, in any case, until the

Heath can be secured, measures may he taken for,

the prevention of its allotment in building sites.

The movement for the maintenance of the place

in its natural integrity is a sanitary impulse,

and therefore cannot be opposed by Mr. Spooner

and Jlr. Coningham, and those who vote with

him on Art-questions. The portion of land pro-

posed to be secured to the public as a park

consists of about two hundred and fifty acres, and
about eighty acres adjoining, a part of the settled

estates of Sir T. Maryon Wilson, Bart., lord of

the manor of Hampstead, who, by the will of

his late father, is not empowered to grant build-

ing leases. The Heath itself is entirely unpro-

ductive, but portions of the land are available for

agricultural purposes. The present valuation of

the ground may be from £150,000 to £200,000,
but should Sir T. JI. Wilson succeed in the appro-

priation by act of parliament before the lauds are

secured to the public, the new interest so created

would most materially enhance the cost of the

property, and probably render the acquisition of

the lauds by the public perhaps entirely unattain-

able. As, therefore, Sir Thomas Marj'on Wilson

renews his application to Parliament each session,

it were well that the question were settled within

some convenient hut brief period. It would be

gratifying to see the names of some of our most

eminent painters among those of the promoters of

this really most desirable acquisition
;

bat, after all,

it is a public question, in which every denizen of

our vast city is more or less interested.
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MINOR TOPICS OF THE MONTH.

The National Galleki: and Uie Marlborougli

TTousc Collection are now closed to llic public ;
the

former will be opened again on the 2-lth of the

present month
;

but the pictures lately at lifarl-

borough House will be removed to the temporary

building, at Kensington—the former edifice being

required for the use of the Prince of Wales.

An Exhibition of the works of David Roberts,

R.A., is, it is reported, to take place during the

approaching winter. We have not yet beard where

the pictures will be hung : we presume, however,

the place will be at the Society of Arts, in the

Adclphi.

The Royal Exchange.—"We took a walk round

the interior of this building the other day, and found

that iMr. Sang and his large stalF of assistants were

progressing rapidly with the work of rc-decoralion,

on which they have been engaged for some weeks.

The embellishments arc in fresco, not simply painted

as before; and, so far as we could judge from the

portion already finished, the arcade, or ambulatories,

,
will have a splendid appearance. The oruamentatioii

is remarkably rich in colour, and elegant in design.

"We shall recur to the subject when the work is

completed.
' West's Picture of “Christ crowned with

Thorns," which, as pur readers will remember, was

terribly damaged some months since, by a man who
was formerly an inmate of a lunatic asylum, has

been restored and replaced in the chancel of All

Soul’s Church, Langham Place. It was supposed

that the canvas, which was literally cut into large

strips, had been so mutilated as to make restoration

impossible, especially as the most delicate and im-

portant parts of the painting had suffered most

severely
;
but Mr. Farrar, of New Bond Street, who

was entrusted by the vestry of Marylebone with the

task of re[>airing it, has so well succeeded, that all

' traces of the misehief perpetrated have entirely ilis-

' appeared. The picture was never at any time a

work of the highest class ; indeed. West cannot be

regarded as a gredt painter; but it was far too

valuable to be lost, aud we arc therefore glad to

know that it is again safe aud sound.

OsBOiiNE House.—Mr. Lake Price is stated to

have received a conimissioa from her Majesty to

execute a series of photographic views of the prin-

cipal apartments at Osborne House, with their

contents.

New Horticultural Garden at Kensington
Gore.—A model, showing how the ground will be

1

laid out in terraces for the garden of the Horticul-

tural Society, has just been placed in the South

; Keusingtou Museum, at the north end, near the

eutrance to the Ornamental Art-rooms. Between

the Kensington Road and Cromwell Road, the

ground falls about 40 feet, and using this fact in

aid of a general effect, the ground has been divided

into three principal levels. The eutraiices to the

gardens will he on the lower level, iu Exhibitiou

and Prince Albert’s Roads, and the central path-

way, upwards of 75 feet wide, ascending through

! terraces to the third great level, will lead to the
' Winter Garden. Tlie whole garden will be sur-

rounded by Italian arcades, each of the three levels

having arcades of a different character. The upper,

or north arcade, whore the boundary is semi-circular

in form, will be a modification of the arcades of tlic

Villa Albani, at Rome
;
the central arcade will be

almost wholly of Milanese brickwork, interspersed

with terra-cotta, majolica, &c. ;
whilst the design

1

for the south arcade has been adapted from the
''

beautiful Cloisters of St. John Lateran, at Rome.
!

None of these arcades will be less than 20 feet wide,

1 and 25 feet high, and they will give a promenade,
' sheltered from all weathers, more than three-quarters

of a mile in length. The arcades aud earthworks

will be c.vecutcd by tlie Commissioners for the

Exhibition of 1851, at a coat of .€50,000; whilst

the laying out of the gardens, aud the construction

of the conservatory, or winter garden, will be

executed by the Horticultural Society, aud will cost

about the same sum, the greater part of which has

been already raised.

The Additions to the Kensington Museum.
!

—’At the end of the late session, some nine or ten

thousand pounds were asked for by the Chancellor of

i the Exchequer, for certain supplementary additions

I

to the exhibition buildings at Brompton, for the

reception of the Turner ami Veruon Collections at

Jlarlhorough House. Being au Art-estimate, it

was, as usual, opposed by Mr. Coningham and Mr.

Spooner, and those who, on such subjects, vote with

them. The money was, however, granted, and, in

anticipation of such result, the buildings had been

erected beforehand, by means, it may be presumed,

of an advance from the Great Exhibition Fund.

The rooms are those in which the Raffaelle drawings

have been exhibited
;
they do not appear so perfectly

lighted as those in which the Sheepshanks Collection

is placed
;
but their sufficiency in this respect can-

not well be tested until they receive the pictures.

Picture by Mabuse.—At Alessrs. Graves, iu

Pall Mall, there is the most perfect example of

Jean de Mabuse we have ever seen. It is a por-

trait of Margaret, daughter of Henry VTI., and

wife of James IV., King of Scotland, when about

seventeen, and just before her marriage. The face

is brilliant in colour, and the condition of the por-

trait generally is so perfect that it must have re-

mained undisturbed for centuries, a well-appreciated

gem ill the possession of some ancient family. At

Hampton Court there is, by the same painter,

a group of portraits of the three children of

Henry VII,, Prince Arthur, Prince Henry (after-

wards Henry VIII.), aud Margaret, who is the

yoniigest of the throe, in fact, scarcely beyond

infancy, aud betweeu the two heads there is a re-

markable similarity. Tlie quality and interest of

the portrait arc sufficient to recommend it to the

National Portrait Gallery, but portraits of a certain

kind are declined by the authorities, with a hope

that the Queen will present to the gallery a selec-

tion from the royal collections. These portraits

procured the artist extensive patronage among the

English nobility, and many of his works remain iu

this country. There is also at Messts. Graves a

marble bust of Cliarlcs V., which must Lave been

executed just before be withdrew into monastic

letiremeut. He wears a richly ornamented suit of

plate armour, and his featui'cs indicate advanced

age. Another interesting portrait is lliat of Mrs.

Elliot, by Gainsborough. Tlie lady, in her time,

figured as the authoress of memoirs which not only

procured her an extensive celebrity in her lifetime,

but have been deemed worthy of reproduction,

insomuch as to induce a recent re-publication.

The portrait is in excellent preservation, and as

careful as anything Gainsborough ever did. The
three works arc from the Northwick collection.

The Chambers’ Institute at Peebles.

—

There are few events more interesting than that which

the newspapers of the past mouth have recorded

:

the opening of a Literary Institution, at Peebles,

a free gift of Jlr. William Chambers to his native

town. After a long career of useful labour, this

eminent aud estimable gentleman finds himself—and

we arc pleased to record the fact—so prosperous, that

he is enabled to carry out the cherished wish of his

heart, by giving to his fellow townsmen such aids to

progress as may lessen toil, aud render it compara-

tively easy to acquire knowledge. His life has been a

valuable one to mankind the works that bear his

name are so many valuable contributions to public

good
;

they will long endure as evidence of his

clear intellect, sound judgment, generous sympa-

thies, pure philanthropy, and true patriotism; and

if the library he has endowed had no other books

than those he has produced, it would not be

scantily supplied with means of instruction and

sources of enjoyment. Mr. Chambers, however, is

not an old man
;
his work was commenced early,

aud it is pleasant to believe he is destined to sec the

fruitage of the seed he has planted. We can rejoice

while we envy the feelings that were his, when
returning to the town he had quitted when a

lad—full of hope, it may be, but with small trust,

except in God and in himself—he announced his

inteutiou to make easy to others the path he had

himself found beset with difficulties ;
supplying to

tile hereafter— the very humblest and poorest of his

fellows—facilities for tlie acquisition of knowledge,

and its associate, wealth, such as forty years ago

-were rarely within reach of any but the high-born

and the rich. The Chambers’ Institute may grace

and benefit Peebles, but the glory of its foundation

will be shared by all, everywhere, who appreciate

true worth, and honour the results of wisely and

usefully-directed toil.

The Statue of Wedgwood, intended as the

“ Potteries’
’’ memorial, is to be executed by Jlr. E.

Davis, the sculptor of the statues of the Duke of

Rutland, at Leicester, and of General Nott, at Car-

marthen. Mr. Davis has prepared a small model

of the Wedgwood statue, representing the celebrated

potter holding the Portland Vase iu one hand, and

directing attention to it with the other. The work,

when finished, will be placed iu the Railway Station

Square at Stoke, the directors of the line—the

North Staffordshire—having granted a site for the

purpose.

Mr. Alderman Copeland, M.P., has presented

to the Museum of Lichfield a large collection of his

best examples of Ceramir Art, chiefiy of objects in

statuary porcelain, in the production of which his

works at Stokc-upon-Trent have taken the lead, and

kept it, since the introduction of the material into

Art
;
indeed, it is well known that to his establish-

ment the world is indebted for this now popidar

addition to our sources of profitable commerce. At

first it was generally considered a commercial failure
;

the articles were admired, but did not “pay aud

just at the moment when there was serious question

of its abandonment, public appreciation came with

its attendant rccompencc. Productions of this class

may now lie possessed by thousands.

Among her Majesty’s recent purchases at the New
Society of Painters in Water Colours, was a very

charming drawing of “ The F'east of Roses,” by Mr.

Henry Tidcy. It is a work of size, and full of

figures. When reviewing the collection, we spoke of

this work as a production of considerable merit, and 1

rejoice to find it added to the fine and extensive

gallery of modern Art, in the possession of her

Majesty aud the Prince Consort.

Drawing hloDELS.—A series of rustic drawing

models, designed by Mr. B. R. Green, produced and
'

sold by Alessrs. Rowuey and Co., will be found of

much service to the young studeut of perspective.

The subjects arc a cottage-door with steps, a hen-

coop, a pigeon-house, a pump, and others. They are

roughly executed, but ou this account, perhaps, are

not the less desirable, as they approximate the more

closely to nature ;
and being coloured in imitation

of realities, the identity is still more forcibly esta-

blished. The cheapness of these models renders

them easily attainable.

Stereoscopic Slides.—A set of coloured stereo-

graphs, taken from the ceremonies, &c., of the

Roman Catholic Church, has recently been pub-

lished by Mr. A. W. Bennett. We confess that the

subjects afford us no interest, but the gorgeousness

of pontifical liabiliments, and the attire of the

“Blessed Virgin,” and other ecclesiastical "mate-

rial” of a like nature, may gratify others
;
and as

Mr. Beunelt’s pictures display these in all their

richness of ornament and colour, we can safely

recommend the stereographs to those who may
appreciate them more than we do. Of their merit

as examples of the art, there can be no question
;

they are coloured with remarkable accuracy and

care, and do great credit to the artist.

Trafalgar Square.— Some time has now
elapsed since Sir Edwin Landseer received the com-

mission for the lions for the base of the Nelson

column, but nothiug is heard of tiieir progress. It

were desirable, as iu all cases of public works, that

a sketch of the artist’s intentions should be exhi-

bited; we know not whether it be proposed to place

the lions in one uniform fose, or vary their atti-

tudes. The Nelson monument has not been, as to

its completion, one of our happiest essays : several

of the artists who were employed upon it are dead,

and Baily, who executed the statue on the column,

has retired. Such progress in public works reminds

us of Santa Croce, or the Cologne Cathedral, or

of some of those continental edifices, of which one

tower has been patiently and for centuries waiting

for the others.—No answer has ever been given to

tlic question, “Why was Jenuer placed among the

heroes?” We may, however, hope for an answer

to the query, “ When is he to be removed ?”

At the Museum, South Kensington, several

important aud valuable lectures, by competent

masters, are announced : an advertisement e.xplains

their nature.

The Gallery at Dulwich.—Out readers should

know that no ticket of any kind is now necessary to

obtain admittance to this gallery.
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REVIEWS.

IIandhook of the British Association for the
Advancement of Science. By Mrs. William
I’isoN. Published by Longman &Co., London.

Lid we not know that in the present day ladies can,

and do, write upon almost any subject to which they
choose to give their attention, however foreign it

may appear to the matters which are generally sup-
osed to occupy the minds of the eex, we should
ave felt surprised to see a work of this kind from

the pen of a female writer. But it is certainly some-
thing new to find a lady acting as a reporter for a
weekly publication

;
yet we learn from the preface

that Sirs. Fison was actually engaged by the editor

of that useful and well-con3ucted cheap periodical

the Leisure Hour to attend, and report, the proceed-
ings of the British Association, when the society held

its meeting at Cheltenham, in 1856 : and right well,

there is no doubt, she executed her commission,
though we cannot say that her “report” ever came
under our notice. It was, however, circulated as a
separate publication, and with considerable success :

it is this that has led to ihe appearance of the
“ Handbook.”
That the investigations and labours of the British

Association in the field of Science have been most
profitably brought to bear on our social condition

cannot truthfully be denied, though there are men,
and educated men too, who are incredulous on this

point: for example, a reverend dean addressed, in

1838, a letter of remonstrance to the Duke of New-
castle, who had consented to preside at the meeting
that was held that year in the town from which
his grace receives his title : this letter, printed and
published, was entitled “On the Dangers of Peri-
patetic Philosophy.” Mrs. Fison most satisfac-

torily answers any objections that might be made
against these annual gatherings of the learned, and
of those who desire to learn, in the following re-

marks:—“Slowly, but surely, has an appreciation
of the benefits conferred by this ‘ Peripatetic’ Asso-
ciation arisen in the minds of unscientific men.
If its visits were considered merely in a pecuniary
point of view, it would be allowed that a large
influx of strangers into a town or city could not be
unpi’oductive of a considerable expenditure, the
rofits of which must be reaped by the inhabitants

;

ut the advantages gained by those who are pri-

vileged to receive the Association are of a far higher
character. To come into contact with the master-
spirits of the age—the Herschcls, the Brewsters,
the Liebigs, and the Murchisons, who, in devoting
all their energies and talents to the furtherance
of Science, become the benefactors of the whole
human race—must have an influence upon those
who, while they cannot equal such men in the dis-
covery of scientific truth, may yet learn to appre-
ciate their labours, and find their own intellectual
faculties expand in so doing.” It is really astonish-
ing to find cavillers at such meetings as those of
the British Association. Why, do not politicians

meet in the House of Commons to discuss the
affairs of the nation ? do not men of every profes-
sion, including the clergy, meet to consider those
matters in which they are most interested as pro-
fessors, but in which the public also is interested ?

We have written “ men of everv profession,” an
exception, however, must he made of artists, who,
unhappily, are not gregarious enough to meet for
the advancement of their interests, else we should
see Art and artists very differently circumstanced
to what they are now.
A considerable part of Mrs. Fison’s “Handbook”

is appropriated to a report of the meeting of the
association at Leeds, last year; while the rest of it

is devoted to the discussion of the benefits conferred
by the society on Science, and of the alleged defi-
ciencies that have hitherto prevailed in our univer-
sities and schools, for obtaining instruction of a
scientific nature. Other topics, relevant to the
subject, are introduced, and handled with ability
and good sound sense by the author. Her own
observations, and those quoted from the writings
and speeches of others, on the comparative ignorance
of the principles of Art which characterises the
majority of our Art-workmen, are unfortunately
still but too true, though we trust the reproach is

gradually becoming more restricted in its application.

The Turner Gallery. With Descriptions by
R. N. Wornum. Partin. Published by J. S.
Yirtue, London.

Another capital number of this publication, which
is one that ought to find—and there is little doubt
it does—extensive patronage, especially in the coun-
try that claims the honour of giving birih to the
peatest landscape-painter of this or any other time.
The more wo see of Turnci’s pictures, the more

they impress us with the vastness and comprehen-
siveness of his genius, the grandeur and poetry of
his thoughts, the originality of his mind, and with
his power to grasp the materials of the natural
world, and make them subservient to his purpose
in Art.

Of the three plates included in this part, the first

will assuredly claim most notice, for it is from a
picture none would suppose to be the work of
Turner—“The Country Blacksmith,” might have
been painted by some of the old Dutch painters, by
Teniers, or Ostade, for example, or more probably

.
still, by our own Wilkie

;
but, certainly, if it were

not known to be Turner’s, no one would think of
assigning it to him. It leads us to inquire some-
what curiously what would have been the result if

the artist had turned his attention to rustic inte-

riors, village ale-houses, rural weddings, and harvest-
: home fetes. That he would have become great in
these none can doubt who look at this composition

;

there are few, however, who do not rejoice that he
found greater attractions in the glorious sea, the
everlasting hills, the wide expanse of wood and
meadow, the air and the sunshine—in all that is of
nature born—than in white-washed cottages, or the
smoky atmosphere of a village tap-room. The pic-

ture in question was painted in 1807 ;
it is small,

hut is full of subject-matter, the whole of which is

represented with the utmost attention to.detail, and
with a masterly effect of light and shade. The en-
graving, by Mr. C. W. Sharpe, is executed with
great firmness and brilliancy of colour.

“Orange-Merchantman going to pieces” is the

subject of the next engraving, from the burin
of Air. R. Wallis. The picture, painted in 1819,
exhibits a wreck on the bar of the Meuse. The
storm has passed away, but masses of cloud, through
which the sunshine breaks on the distant water, are
rolling across the blue sky

;
the ground-swell still

lifts the surface of the sea into long, heavy waves,
through which boats of various sizes and shapes are
ploughing their way to and from the wreck, the
surface of the water being dotted with the fruit

that has escaped from the stranded vessel : these
bright y ellow spots have a strange appearance on
the canvas, but they are so skilfully introduced as

to enrich the colour of the picture without disturb-

ing its harmony. The style of this work belongs to

Turner’s best time.
The last engraving in the part is “Rain, Steam,

and Speed,” painted iu 1844; it is one of those
extraordinary fancies, in which the artist indulged,
more especially, towards the close of his life : but
what a wonderful composition it is ! how full of the
poetry of Art ! The line of railway arches stretches,
in imagination, miles along the open country,
towering above the landscape on each side

;
in the

immediate foreground is a wide river, which seems
swollen into a torrent, and is rushing rapidly be-
tween the arches of the railway

;
while amid the

hot, surging mist, and the driving rain, comes the
swift iron-horse, breasting the storm, and leaving
its trail of white foam fur behind. As a presumed
representation of nature, the picture is characterized
by numerous improbabilities, if not impossibilities,

but as a poet-painter’s dream, it is exquisitely beau-
tiful. The engraving is by Mr. R. Brandard, who
has grappled boldly with the difficulties of the sub-
ject, and has produced one of the best prints, on a
small scale, after Turner, that we have seen for a
long time.

Illustrated Natural History. By the Rev. J.

G. Wood, F.L.S., &c. Part YI. Published
by Routledge & Co., London.

Mr. Wood continues to carry on this serial publi-
cation with spirit and energy. The si.xth part, now
on our table, is devoted principally to the history of
dogs; and here we find the pride of the sportsman,
the pet of the drawing-room, the terror of the
burglar,—dogs of all kinds and sizes,—accurately
described by one who has studied their “points”
and qualities, and pictorially represented by artists

who have done their work as arourately. The wood-
cuts, admirably engraved by Messrs. Dalziel, from
drawings by Wolf, Harvey, Weir, Coleman, and
others, ave capital, and there is an abundance of
them; almost every page has its illustration. We
have rarely seen finer specimens of wood-engraving
from natural history, than the majority of these.

Perspective. By G. B. Moore. Published by
Y’ALTON & Maberley, Loiidon.

A pamphlet of a few pages, written by the author
as an appendix to his larger work, “ Perspeciive ;

its Principles and Practice.” The rules laid down
are intended to apply the science to sketching from
nature, more especially to the delineation of build-
ings

;
they are simple and to the point.

An Introduction to Early Christian Sym-
bolism. By William Palmer, M.A. Pub-
lished by Longman & Co., London.

This is a little work descriptive of fourteen com-
positions from fresco-paintings, glasses, and sculp-
tured sarcophagi, found in the catacombs of Rome,
and which belong to the early periods of Christianity.

These compositions, which have been copied l)j’

Signor Bossi, of Rome, are about to be published by
Mr. Palmer, who has sent out his hook as a kind of
avant cou7-ier to the more important publication.
In the absence of the prints we cannot tell how far
Mr. Palmer's readings are borne out by the works
themselves : he treats the subjects with great
minuteness of detail. Ilia opinion is that the
paintings and glasses of these fourteen compositions
exhibit the Christianity of the third century,
though possibly some oue or other of them may
belong to the second, and several of them to the
fourth. The sculptures from Christian sarcophagi
at Rome, and in the two examples introduced from
the sarcophagi at Arles, which have also been used
in these compositions, represent the symbolism of
the fourth and fifth centuries. These sculptures
are presumed to hold the same place in the crypts
of the earliest basilicas founded under Constantine
and his successors, as the frescoes and glasses held
in the catacombs of the first three centuries.

Studies from the Great Masters. Engraved
and Printed iu Colours. By W. Dickes. Part
YII. Published by Hamilton, Ad.^.ms and
Co., London.

Quintin Matsys’s “Misers,” and A. Caracci’s
“ Three Maries at the Sepulchre,” are the prints in

Part VII. of Mr. Dickes’s “ Studies.” The former
is capitally rendered

;
the drawing and expression

of the figures are good, and the colouring quite
brilliant. The other, from Lord Carlisle's celebrated

picture, pleases us less, but only because the
“Misers” is really excellent. Caracci’s painting
offers, iu the peculiar and varied feeling of the
women, greater difficulties to overcome than the
hard and furrowed faces of the old Dutch usurers

;

the body of the dead Christ is unexceptionable, as a
print, in colour and drawing. Such works of Art
as these—and they are quite worthy of the name

—

at a shilling each, are among the marvels of this

enterprising age.

The Boy’s Birthday Book. Published by Houl-
STON & Wright, London.

There arc few young boys, we are persuaded, who
will not receive this book as a welcome, birthday
present, for it is full of amusement and instruction,

both admirably blended. The first and longest

story describes the ascent—presumed, of course—of
three “fellows,” youths between fourteen and
seventeen, up ilont Blanc : it is capitally told, and
“old boys,” or fathers, might read and relish it.

Then there is another entitled, “ A'oung Giants,” a
kind of biographical sketch of the lives of a few
illustrious Englishmen, the heroes of Art, industry,

and patriotism. “A Tale of a Pin;” “Buffalo
liunting in the Philippines

;” “The Australian
Shepherd Boys,” by \V. Eowitt; “Grandfather
Pigtail’s Stor},” by G. A. Sala

;
“Uncle Jack’s

Birthday Tale,” by Mrs. S. C. Hall; and many
more, all of which will help to while away an hour
or two of the approaching long evenings, when boys
are at a lose for something to do. The names of

the authors are not appended to all the tales, but
besides those mentioned, we find on the title-page,

Augustus Mayhew and Thomas Miller among the
contributors. It is amply illustrated.

Art, and how to enjoy it : a Reply to the

Question, “ How shall 1 know a good Picture ?”

Addressed to Amateurs interested in Painting.

By E. Hufley. Published by Low, Son,
and Co., London.

A little work, written originally for the benefit of

the members of a private conversazione, and, at

their request, now made public. Mr. Hopley’s
essay deserves to bo wider known than the limited

circle to whom it was read
;

for though it contains

nothing which those who have studied Art do not,

know, his remarks will be of service to such as are

ignorant of good Art : the principles upon which
this is constituted are laid down simply and without

dogmatism
;
they are such as he who runs may read.

We have an abundance of Art-patrons in the coun-

try, but if the majority of them knew more about

the subject for which they pay their guineas liber-

ally than they do, we should have far better Art than

that we too frequently see, and it would not coat a

fraction more. Artists who can sell almost anything
they choose to paint, are little likely to elevate the

standard of their works so long as the public re-

main satisfied.
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ANDREA DEL SAIITO.

NE impression frequent at

Elorencc is, that Andrea

j

del Sarto is really a very

I delightful artist, whose due

: praises have been far too

much withheld by our re-

'' cent critical writers. It

is no doubt true, as Vasari, bis warm

; admirer, tells us, that there was o. cer-

tain timidity and want of force in his

conceptions. They were, indeed, of a

mildly tender, elegant, and somewhat

< feminine cast, undistinguished by mas-

culine grandeur and energy. He had

little dramatic power ;
his range was not ex-

tensive
;
but within that range, he is not un-

frcqucntly truly, heart-soothingly, delightful.

Some of his frescos, for tenderness of feelin"

not monkish, but sweetly
_

and innocently

human, are quite unequalled in Elorcutine art:

in the most purely gentle and simple aspects of

grace and beauty, he alone, in his happiest

moments, seems to us to have shared the true

llaphaelesque spirit. It is true that feeling

of this kind is, in his softly splendid oil pictures,

painted in the latter part of his career, too

often forgotten for beauties of a more technical

and artiiicial character; yet even in them,

bright instances of it arc not wanting
;

and

them general character certainly raises thenr

infinitely above Mr. Eorsyth’s most stupid

notion, that “Andrea had neither poetry in _h|s

intellect, nor feeling in his heart.” The critic

here cither shows utter carelessness, or else

simply describes himself
;
net that we should

have noticed this little piece of self-exposure,

but that it has been repeated to Andrea's pre-

judice in other books. And even w’here our

painter’s sensibility is somewhat merged in his

aii, it is, at least, admirable, magnificent Art.

In the spii'ited refinement of his drawing—we

see it marked especially in his sketches—he

also comes next to Raphael, as it seems to us

;

and in his tender harmony of colour, soft and

warm, yet strong and brilliant, in his beautiful

light melting grace of execution, he is alone

amongst the Elorcutlnes. Next let us notice

ids rare skill in grouping and composition, and

we shall at least begin to comprehend why he

was so often called in his own day, Andrea

senza Errorc, or Andrea the Faultless. An ad-

ditional interest attaches to his name, not only

from the unhappiness of his life, and its sad

close, but from the fact that he was the last

of the illustrious Hue of Florentine painters,

in whom poetic feeling and refined Art wei-e

harmoniously imited. The time was now fast

approaching when certain outer forms and

manners distinctive of Michael Angelo, and

other consummate artists, were degraded by a

blind general adndration to mere idols of Art,

in ignorance of the spirit which alone gives

them value, and in neglect of nature, and

original conception and feeling. Already the

inspiration derived from the medieval form of

religion bad passed away ;
and now the more

purely natural graces which had succeeded it,

were, from this subjugation of fancy and feel-

ing, to give way in their turn to academical

pedantries, theatrical posturings, and vapid

affectations of sentiment. Thus the natural

sense of truth and beauty was superseded by

the false vanities of the schools
;
which fully

implies, of course, that imagination and spirit

succumbed to unfeeling mannerisms. Art, with

astonishing rapidity, sunk low indeed. Mean-

while, under the tyranny of the degenerate

later l^Iedici, the corruption of society was

undermining that which alone could have

checked sucii a decline—the vigorous national

life, feeling, and thought of better times, of

wbicli the genius of the gifted was but as a

concentrative mirror, or refined essence. For

the mind of even the greatest artist is ever

keenly susceptible of tlie surrounding iuflu-
j

ences : it receives their colouring from bis I

childhood upwards
;

aud as sympathy and !

appreciation ai'e the necessary fuel of his fire,
j

and success is the very condition of his
|

career, he is still impelled aud tempted m every
|

way to adapt himself to those about him.

And now the Church itself was beginning to

administer to him corruption in a new form.

The old severe ascetic spirituality was no

longer suited to a more softly and warmly

illuminated age ;
and so it became expedient

to substitute for it in Art, imposing displays of

sentimentality of a softer and more theatrical

kind. Hence the pictures of this class of

expression, which more and more prevailed

during the period we are now approaching, and

for which the painters themselves have of late

been sometimes made entirely responsible, with

much shallow and partial severity ;
for it is

obvious that the priesthood itself infused and

encouraged this degenerate spirit, which is

further apparent in the precisely analogous

corruption at the same time of the other Arts

under their patronage. But to return to

Andrea del Sarto. Though his genius was

not strong and independent enough wholly to

resist these declining teudcncies,_it is his high

distinction that numbers of his works are

amongst the last shining protests against them.

They are like sunset rays after a ^orious day,

when the withdrawing light is become soft and

tender, yet still retains gleams of a truly

heavenly character.

This Raffaellino of Florence was iiorn in

1488, five years after Raphael d’Urbino, whom
hesurvive(i ten years. His personal instructor

was Piero di Cosinio, a naturalistic painter

of the quaint and meagre old style
;
but appa-

rently lie formed himself chietly by the study

of Fra Bartolomeo, and Albertinelli, of whose

modes of conception and execution liis own

may be termed a more humanly tender, and

soft variation. When young, he is said to have

dedicated his leisure to drawing from the car-

toons of Leonardo and Michael Angelo, excel-

ling every other student employed in the same

manner
;
aud certainly wc have found instances

in which the influence of Da Vinci operated

exquisitely in his earlier works, as that of

Buouaroti did more questionably in his later

ones. In this notice of Andrea, we shall_ con-

sider his frescos first, separately, aud his oU

pictures afterwards
;
because, on the whole, his

earlier characteristics most prevail in the first,

and his latter in the others. His principal

frescos are the two series at Florence ;
the

one (only in chiar’oscuro) at the suppressed

convent of Lo Scalzo, or the Barefooted Friars,

and the other (unrivalled for tender warm

colour) in the court before the Church of the

Auuunziata: The Scalzo frescos, representing

in twelve compartments the History of St.

John the Baptist, were begun first, in his

twenty-third year, but continued after parts of

the other series, at two intervals during fifteen

years
;
so that they illustrate the progress of

his style from an early to a late period. Even

in the first painted, notwithstanding the youth-

ful shortcomings, you are struck with the

grace of the drawing and composition. In the

others, executed much later, his merits in this

respect are fully developed. But your delight

iu the whole series arises chiefly from something

rare indeed in Florentine pictures—namely,

the expression, in union with beauty aud grace,

of naive innocence and simplicity of a more

purely human cast than usual, and for the

most part cheerful, tending to smiles
;

the

slight development of intellect in the counten-

ances being atoned for by the sweetness of heart

and spirit they discover. These amia.ble beings,

created by our dear Andrea’s pencil (for such

works give you an aifeciion for their author),

strike one as something between the pure

gracefulness of Raphael, and the lively,

boyish inuoccncy of Correggio. The stories,

moreover, are told in an unaffectedly simple,

mildly expressive manner; a poetical concep-

tion of domestic life, a refined fondness for it,

being a prominent aud delightful characteristic.

Here the feeling, the costumes, and general

treatment remind one something of the more

elegant modern German designs
;
though, now

and then, the postures and the lines have a

spice of the grand Michael Angelesque
;

for,

as Vasari says, the last of these works were

painted after Amdrea had enlarged his manner

by the study of Buouaroti. In portraying the

horrible events of the Baptist’s life, the painful

sanguinary details are concealed by a gentle

spirit embodied in figures interposed very

ingeniously. The humanly gentle Andrea is

far more coy of such objects than the seraphic-

ally gentle Angelico.

The five frescos in the Aununziata, repre-

senting the miracles of San Filippo Benizzi,

the founder of the order of Servites, to which

the adjacent church belongs, come next in

order of date after the two first compartments

in the Scalzo series ;
aud they were commenced

in Andrea’s twenty-fourth year, not completed

then, as that most serapticaliy absent man,

Rio, states. Andrea, like our own Goldsmith,

a tender-hearted genius, was, like him, but

weak and wandering in the ways of the world,

and very easily duped. The artful sacristan,

Fra Mariano, who now treated with him, soon

discovering this, persuaded him that his fame

would be so much extended by bis paint-

ing the vestibule of the most popular church

iu Florence, that be really ought not to be

anxious about payment, but, even though not

invited, should have applied for the work,

without any alloy of sordid considerations.

There was that rising, aud certainly very

spirited young man, Frauciabigio (formerly

Andrea’s fellow lodger aud assistant), had

already been there, secretly, three or four

times, aud fully appreciating the vast advan-

tages of such a position, had eagerly offered

to execute the whole for pure fame, and any

little trifle that the good fathep would, option-

ally, add to the bargain. This
_

last bait fully

succeeded ;
aud, indeed, the simple painter’s

ambition, or professional jealousy, was so

thoroughly roused, that be actually became

fidgety untH an agreement was drawn up,

sec°uriug to him the whole work, beyond risk

of envious interlopers, at the magnificent re-

compence of ten ducats a picture. Rio says

that “ although mystical exaltation was foreign

to Andrea del Sarto, his genius was, neverthe-

less, occasionally elevated and purified by the

atmosphere of the cloisters.” No slight tribute

this, in itself, to the painter’s meekness aud

powers of spiritual abstraction; since the
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cloister was to him so long an atmosphere of
priestly avarice, and penurious toil ! The first

three of the series uiiich, in consequence of
this superb bargain, decorates the recently

g
lazed court before the church, represent
. Pilippo Benizzi clothing the naked, reprov-

ing certain blasphemers, and delivering a
woman from an evil spirit. These earlier

pictures arc somewhat rude and unformed in

style;_ and the second of them indicates weak-
ness_ in the delineation of the more violent
passions. Then follow those two frescos which
appear to us to be his masterpieces, so far as

pure tenderness of feeling is concerned. In
the first, S. Filippo is lying dead

j
the brethren

of his order and others mourning around
; and

seated upright on the ground, in front, is a
child, who has been restored to life by touch-
ing the bier on which the saint lies extended.
A mild and gentle sorrow pervades the by-
standers—a sorrow softening, through the
unseen holy Dove, to resignation. Some
figures of youths in the peculiarly refined

elegance of their drapery, and general air,

are quite in the manner and spirit of Leonardo;
yet it is seldom Andrea directly imitates. The
last of the S. Filippo Benizzi series, and we
think decidedly the most beautiful in feeling of
all Andrea’s productions, represents a pnest
about to heal some naked children, by placing
the saint’s clothes on (heir heads. He stands in

front of the altar, with women and children be-
fore liim. One child in arms stoops down towai'ds
another with engaging liveliness of expression

;

the smiling fondness of the mothers, too, is

delightfully rendered. On each side a youth in
red drapery approaches the altar. They are,

perhaps, 1oo_ much counterparts, but quite
manifestly pious, single-hearted young men.
An infirm old man hobbling in, with his liand
on his knee, is said to be a portrait of the
sculptor, Andrea della Bobbia, the nephew of
Luca, who carved that delightfully jocund frieze

of the singers. The figures are somewhat
thinly scattered_ and small for the size of the
picture : the simplicity of composition is a
natural expression of the sentiment

;
and so is

the mild warm colouring, full of sunny light,

and unusually pleasing for a fresco. A delicate

red is here Andrea’s brightest and most
favourite tint in draperies

; and all the other
hues are likewise softly tempered into a warm
and tender harmony. An air of innocence
and affection prevails, to which all the various
means of Art thus minister; and above all,

the figures are guileless and amiable true men
and women, whose humanity hasnotbeenwashed
out; by those monkish waters of purification.

This fresco is the loveliest Florentine picture
in Florence, combining more completely than
any other, the expi-ession of true and genuine
religious elements of the gentler kind, such as
are proper to hunmn beings

;
the angelical

hybrids of the Fra Beato of Fiesole being, we
doubt not, much too abstract, exclusive, and
monotonous in their imaginations and sym-
pathies, and materially deficient in what we
will venture to term the true Catholic geniality.
Kio, who expatiates at large on some of the
other pictures here, only alludes to the colour-
ing of this one, the finest of all. But as
expression becomes more and more human, it

only seems, in the eyes of this spiritually super-
cilious and thoroughly emasculated writer, to
sink more and more into mere “naturalism,”
and is nick-named accordingly. He has
devoted several unctuous, incense-fumy pages
to vapid praise of Andrea del Sarto, qualified

by equally vapid regrets on account of his
assumed shortcomings

;
but there is not a

syllable pointing out the particular kind of
beauty that gives their distinguishing value to
his works.

The left side of the court of the S. S. I

Annunziata was thus finished, when poor

Andrea, finding the promised celebrify a little

too dear, wished to escape
;
but all he could

gain was a modification of the terms to the
production of two more pictures only, with a
slight increase of payment. By far the most
pleasing of the two works whiclr now appeared
on the right side of the court, is the Birth of
the Vii-gm. Santa Anna, the mother, sits lan-
guidly up in bed, with two women taking food to
her. She contemplates the new-born infant,
whom some women, seated by the fire, are wash-
ing and clothing. A boy in a long garment,beside
them, warming his hands, under a magnificent
old chimney-piece, is verily a little darliug.
Two elepnt ladies have come to visit Santa
Anna. They are attired handsomely in coifs

and hanging sleeves, very much in the fashion
of Catharine Parr or Ann Boleyn. A domestic
scene this is, not of holy times and characters,
but an elegant lying-in levee at Florence, in

Andrea’s own davs. Mona Maddalena di
Giovanni degli Albizzi has just brought an
infant into_ the world

; and the ladies of tlie

Toruabuoni and Soderini have called to offer

their congratulations, and any little services
that may be needful. That is all ; but it must
be a very fine ideal representation indeed of
the Virgin’s birth, for which we would wil-
lingly exchange so g;racefu!, so picturesque a
glimpse of the pamter’s times. We went
more than once to enjoy it. There was no
more favourite place of resort with us in
Florence, than the cloisters adorned with these
frescos

;
aud when the absence of the old

custode prevented us from entering the glazed
arcade itself, we were content to linger and
gaze through the panes on Andrea’s coifed and
pelissed Froreutine ladies, and on the amiable
innocence assembled round San Filippo’s re-

resentative, where not ouly are children healed

y the touch of his raiment, hut those who
acconipany them seem to be made gentle aud
gracious by his lingering spirit. A lively re-
flection from the evening glow outside would,
at these moments, penetrate the silent cloister,

and overspread every painting, heightening to
a most rich and splendid tone tkat milder
warmth, which is so delightfully characteristic
of Andrea del Sarto. Then, indeed, in his
tomb here, he might be said, to lie enshrined in
the glow of his own frescos.

But even whilst we were thus admiring iu

quietude the picture of the Madonna’s brnth,

the anniversary of that event was being ob-
served with fluttering and crowded splendo'ir
in the adjoining church, the most sumptuously
furnished and popular one in Florence. Its
roof and arches are all frivolous with modern
paintings of eupid-like cherubs, aud other such
beings, in a taste lit for a concert-room. Be-
fore the choir rises thebaldacchino, all gilding,

with a coloured image of the Madonna in the
middle.* A splendid crown and robes adorn
her

; nevertheless, a crowd of glittering swords
pierces her flaming uncovered heart

;
but, again,

notwithstanding these lower agonies, her rosy
looks and e;ye of upturned blue beam with the
softest placidities of sentiment. Numberless
wax candles are dotted around

; numberless
little silver hearts offered to her fill an immense
frame on one side

;
and formerly innumerable

models of legs and arms, which she is believed
to have freed from disease by her iuterventiou,
were hung aU about

; but having not unfre-
quently fallen on the heads of her votaries
beneath, and also on the works of Art, doing
them serious injury, their removal was judi-
ciously deemed advisable. Dui'ing the entire
season of the Madonna’s great festival, every
arch ill the nave, and in the sumptuous seini-

* To prevent the possibility of such a charge of irrever-
ence as would be unjust and most injurious, let it be
understood, once for all, that there is no identity wiiatever
in the writer’s mind between the Blessed Virgin and these
figures of the Madonna; no, no more than between her
and Juno, the ancient, or classical, “ Queen of Heaven.”

circular choir designed by Leon Alberti, re-
mains huug with the richest crimson siik

damask curtains, adorned by heavy gold cords
and fringe, so that ou the whole the church
looks as like a splendid drawing-room as well
can be. We could not, at the time, possibly
help calling it the Madonna’s principal levee
or reception-room in Florence. And we cer-
tainly found in it, ou one of these grand fete

occasions, more energy of devotion than it had
previously beeu our lot to witness in Italy.

Tlie church was absolutely full, and now of
smarter people, witli a bright spi’inkliug of
bonnets, not unworthy of Hyde Bark iu the
month of May, amongst them; and in place of
the_ languid drawlings and mutterings of an
ordinary mass, the priests chanted with extra-
ordinary vigour

;
and the Sancta lilarhis, taken

up by the crowd in the ever-recurring re-

sponses, testified to the very roof their lively
enthusiasm. Had the object of these orisons
been indeed “ the Mother of the Trinity, who
offered lier Son for the salvation of mankind,”
as some of their writers have gone the length
of contending, they could not have accosted
her with more vehemence of worship. Pre-
sently we perceived, amidst a gaily variegated
living laue, the priests glittering aud fuming
along iu procession towards the Michelozzi
Chapel

; and there they resumed their genu-
flexions before an altar of silver, crowded
by a pile of jflate that almost vied with one of
the silversmith’s displays at our great Exhi-
bition. Beside this sumptuous chapel, we
found an oratory lined around and under foot
with the richest j>ietra-dura, representing the
lily, the star, the rose, the moon, and other em-
blems of the Madonna, in the costliest various-
tinted marbles, shining beneath draperies of lace,

delicate as the tissues of frost-work that cur-
tain the nymphs of the’glaciers. We could not
but tread as on eggs amongst tliese dainty-

splendours (fearful, moreover, as we were seri-

ously, of interrupting the worshippers), iu our
endeavour to catch a glance at the miraculous
picture which is displayed on the occasion, to
eclipse, in popular interest, the softly painted
head of our Saviour, by Andrea del Sarto, on
the adjacent altar. Ilio, however, graciously
admits that this last “is not unworthy of
the position which it occupies near the other—tliat miraculous work which has continued
to be for six hundred years the mysterious
object of popular devotion.” The artist, it

seems, fell asleep, exhausted with his vaiu en-
deavours to represent the Virgin’s face, when
an angel came and completed his task. But,
alas, liow ill this angel painted ! It was on
another occasion we heard iu this church the
prayer which the archbishop had ordered to be
offered up periodically to Noah, imploring him
to intercede for the remission of that destruc-
tive disease of the vine, which, unhappily,
seems assuming a chronic form. It is a very
copious petition, composed with the blandest
euphony, certainly

; but we cannot help ques-
tioning the judgment, not to say the delicacy,

of particularly addressing Noah on the subject

;

for, indeed, are not his recollections of this

plant of a rather humbling character; and can
we suppose him eminently desirous of en-
couraging that through which he himself re-
ceived so much moral deterioration ?

But returning to Andrea, we must now pro-
ceed, in the second place, to notice his oil

ictures, which chiefly belong to a later part of
is career, and, on the whole, denote a further

development of his splendid technical powers,
rather than of that pure innocent tenderness
of spirit which we liave been admiring in his

frescos. It is a difference for which his unfor-
tunate wedded life perhaps accounts in no
slight degree; for surely it is less to he ex-
pected that sweet and placid conceptions should
grow in a brain continually teased by a rest-
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less and imjiortunatc woman, than that the less

tender and thoughtful requisites of Art should

flourish in such a condition of things. We
must now shift the scene from the Aununziata

to the Piiti, where tl>e great collection of

Andrea’s easel ])icturcs is to be met with. In-

deed, so far as the general effect of the halls

there is concerned, his works form their most

imposing ornament. We counted five large

altar-pieces, besides several others of consider-

able size; and nearly all arc of that soft, warm,

splendour of colour, which, heightened—rather

too much for their own sakes—by varnish, and

surrounded l)y fresh and sumptuous gildings,

gives them a truly magnificent aspect in the

coni) d\nl. In the first hall you are imme-

diately much taken with two of these altar

pieces, both Assumptions of the Virgin, the

one principally a repetition of the other. The
Madonna is his pretty wife raised into the

clouds, in the act of prayer, and sunported by

a living garland of little cupid-like angels.

Her eyes are large and dark
;

her features

small, but regular : here, at least, flirt and

virago as she was, she looks serene and gentle

enough. Foremost amongst the worshippers

kneeling beneath, is one whose face is a por-

trait ofTier luckless Andrea, looking round out

of the picture, with uncommonly large animated

eyes, nut a physiognomy in other respects

indicative of weakness of character. Much
beauty and gentleness of feeling may_be found

in this picture, obscured by artificialness of

arrangement; for the figures are but too obvi-

ously assisting in a display for artistical pur-

poses, combined with those ecclesiastical ob-

jects, ill furtherance of which a softer senti-

mentalism in all the Arts is now beginning to

be encouraged, as, in the softer temper of the

times, more conducive to ccldt and effect

than the old severer forms. But whatever

may be the regret for a decline in conception

and feeling of this kind, which seems indeed

to have been the general tendency, let not the

painter be deprived of the honour here due to

iiim as a graceful and brilliant improver in the

more teclinical elements of his art. The beau-

tiful light melting execution, and the colouring,

combining a warm harmonious splendour to a

singular degree with delicacy and tenderness,

are his own, and stand by themselves in Flo-

rentine Art. An altar-piece uniting similar

beauties with a more manly force of expression,

is Andrea’s famous “Dispute on the Trinity.”

Four saints stand side by side. Of these,

Augustine moves vehemently towards Peter

the Dominican, w’ho, in the excitement of the

argument, holds up a book with earnest in-

dignant action
;

St. Francis (ever mild in man-

ner) seems more gently persuasive ;
and the

youthful St. Lawrence listens with attention,

yet modestly hesitates, iu deference to the con-

flicting opinions of his elders. A figure kneels

on each side : one is Lucrezia, Andrea’s wife,

in the character of Santa Maria Maddalcna,

throwing up her fine dark eyes with devout

fervour, or that which finely simulates it ;
the

other, a most feminine St. Sebastian w'ith a

nude back, aud golden-brown hair, and green

drapery, is exquisitely painted. Here we have

forcible and dignified expression, nice shades

of character and feeling, life that animates the

room, and an execution and splendour of colour

rarely equalled. Andrea wtzaUrrore !

one exclaims. At the advanced period of

his career when he painted this—his “ culmi-

nating period” it is called—he was still in

wretclied poverty. Not only had lie the father

and all the sisters of his wife devouring every-

thing he gained, but his I’emuncration itself

was only scanty, partly, no doubt, in conse-

quence of his timid shy inaptitude for dealing

with the hard men of the world.

There are smaller pictures by Andrea in the

Pitti, with many slcnaer quaiutish figures, often

in exceedingly tight pantaloons gay as har-

lequins’ eggs ;
the whole painted with a softness

almost vapid. These were originally furniture

panels. Francesco Eorgbcriiu was bent on

adorning one of his apartments with coft'ers for

hereditary vestments, backs of chairs, and seats

of different forms, besides a magnificent bed-

stead of walnut-wood—a very throne, no doubt,

for Sleep, on which one would, it is likely,

be too much quickened by restless admiration

of carvings ana miniatures, to sink very readily

into her balmy embraces. So he engaged for

the work the pencils not only of Andrea, but

Granacci and rontormo; and tlie three vied

with extraordinary care in embcllisliing these

beautiful articles, so characteristic of Florentiuc

taste. Andrea not unfrcquently sleeps through

a Holy Family picture—as who does not ?— re-

peating the same monotonous inexpressive man-

nerisms
;

his misfortune being tlic constant

haunting on the tip of his pencil of his wife’s

pretty, but somewhat fretful and inharmonious

face
;
and a grimacing idea of childliood—for his

cliildren commonly swarm about their mothers

with the roguish air of little Pucks, or sometimes

with most umnirthful simulation of laughter.

Sometimes, nevertheless, a more refinca spi-

ritual tenderness approaches the blessed minded-

ness of those sweet frescos which he produced

iu his calm, free, unmolested, bachelor days, and

equals, we tliiiik, the work of any Florentine.

His “ Annunciation,” a somewhat early picture

in the Hall of .TupUer, is particularly distin-

guished by this excellence: of the three angels,

Gabriel who kneels with a lily branch iu his

hand, has a look highly tender and fervid.

Wc would couple this work witli that flower of

his maturcst time, his pathetic piciure, the De-

position from the Cross, which at least equals

the adjacent Fra Bartolomeo of the same sub-

ject, and is original, and “not almost entirely

borrowed from that picture,” as llio affirms, hut

altogether different. Andrea painted it for the

Camaklolese nuns at JIugello amongst the

Apeninnes, where with his wife, his sister-in-law',

and step-daughter, he had retired for refuge

from the plague. The whole company in this

Pieta is mourning, gracefully indeed, but un-

deniably, W’ith true-hearted depth. The Mag-
dalen, kneeling at Clirist’s feet, gazes on him

wildly, W’ith raised hands clasped beside her

cheek
;
and her characteristic excitability con-

trasts vividly witli the more solemnly restrained

grief of all the others.

Andrea’s stay with the nuns amongst the

mountains, whilst he painted this picture, is re-

presented as one of the few green spots of his

existence. Pleased with the country air aud

quiet, and with the constant proofs of friend-

liness bestowed by those venerable ladies on bis

family and himself, he lingered his sojourn, and,

as wc sec, painted with more than liis usual

fineness aud tenderness of feeling. His looks,

probably, were meanw’hile in a state of transition

uetween the aspects of his first and second very

interesting autographic portraits in the Uffizii.

In the former of these he is thin, thoughtful,

melancholy, with large impressive eyes, a

steady penetrating gaze, worthy so excellent a

painter ; the second represents him later in life,

fatter and more placid and common-place look-

ing. But a thii-d picture in the Pitti repre-

senting him, together with liis wife, is dramatic

and singularly significant. His hand is on her

shoulder, and^ he addresses her with an air of

melancholy entreaty ; his countenance here

lamentably indicative of weakness and irresolu-

tion. She, meanwhile, looks out of the picture,

perfectly unmoved, holding a letter.—She has,

we ween, been rating him for coming back

from France, from wealth abroad to poverty at

home, and now holds her own letter imploring

his return, which he has humbly placed in her

hands as some extenuation.

"When first Andrea met with he^r, she was

the wife of a cap-maker. Tlioiigli of a family

low both in means and repute, she gave herself

airs, and w’as flirtisli, delighting above all

things, says the biographer, in catching the

hearts of men. Bccanati, her husband, suddenly

dying, Andrea married her, witliout a word to

his trieuds, and much to their disgust; for

highly esteeming his talents and prospects, they

thought the alliance most derogatory. But it

was soon manifest that he baa destroyed jiis

inner peace as well as lus outer respectability,

aud become not only grievously wife-ridden, but

jealous, and not only jealous, but still more la-

mentably an altered person; for tlie artful

Lucrezia wrought upon him to abandon his own
indigent parents, whom he had hitherto main-

tained out of liis scanty earnings, aud adopt

her father and sisters instead
;
insomuch that

his friends began to look coldly on him, and

whenever lie approached in the street, seemed

to find something preferable on the other side

of tlie way. Nay, this wife of his would scold

and tease bis pupils, not only with shrewish

words, but a smart box on the ear, now and

then. We are told so by Vasari, here surely

a good authority
;
for “ Giorgino ” himself was

one of them, and speaks probably from a

smarting memorv. “ And Audrea,” he adds,

“thought this kind of life a high
_

pleasure.”

It is certain that his very imagination became

uxorious; for he rarely painted a woman’s

countenance without availing himself more or

less of liis wife’s features. Many a fair tender

vision, such as formely graced his pencil, when

he dwelt in “ maiden meditation, fancy free,”

was doubtless excluded by them, or superseded

before he could embody it on his canvas.

Yet he bore not his life ever with this equa-

nimity, for we learn by aud by, not that his

wife’s fascinations waned, but that her cor-

morant relatives became intolerable, subjecting

him to a discreditable mode of existence, and

a jioverty from which it seemed impossible to

rise. It must have been amidst this state of

things that he received the following letter

from Benvenuto Cellini
;
we picked it up the

other day, much torn and crumpled, whilst

walking in the garden of our fancy somewhere

a little out of the Via Larga. Our friend

Benvenuto does not seem quite to hit the par-

ticular circumstances
;
and yet perhaps he de-

scends acutely to that foundation of the evil

which wholly comprehends the rest.

ANDHEi, wio CARO,—You are vc.tcJ, I hear, at some re-

marks imputed to me by that pestilent fellow, Handinelli,

touching your domestic infelicity. Relies. There is no
more truth In his tongue than in his blundering and in-

capable chisel. When next we meet, I will take my
solemn oath on the gospels that my tender heart has

hitherto only wept in respectful silence over those un-

happy circumstances which, more even than you can

im.agine, arc the universal topics of conversation. But to

maintain this silence with yourself Individually, were

simply unkindness, since it really seems to me that a

little friendly advice and counsel are_ alone wanting for

your enfranchisement. For naturally in our isolation we
shrink from the application of those bolder remedies of

which we should avail ourselves with entire comfort and
confidence were they suggested and sanctioned by the

counsels ofan enliglitened friend. My apprentice, Ascanio,

interrupts me, or I should enlarge more on the philosophy

and privileges of friendship, respecting which I have just

ticen holding a masterly discourse witti the divine Benedetto

Varclii. Inspired, however, by the e.xaltcd subject, I

cannot do less, my dear Andrea, than implore you to

arouse yourself to tliat firmness which your treacherous

heart alone can have hitherto kept aloof from your

noble and manly will. When milder medicines fail,_wc

proceed at once to specifics of a violent nature, which,

from the pain they inflict on ourselves also, do, in fact,

evince more affection towards the object of them, than

those softer remedies before ineffectually administered.

We have, in your case, plainly, it is raanitesi, got beyond

the proper season of emollients: and were I you—now
comes the very pith of my advice—I should, 1 candidly

admit, in the case of tliis intolerable woman, have recourse

to such stout and copious correction as would probably

resound llirough the whole borgo. And yet, all the while,

a ministry of infinite love would it be, whipping, not her,

in the deeper or esoteric sense, but out of her the devil,

who torments her as much .as me, and is not to be reached

otherwise. To emblemize which motive, the twigs should,

at least some of them, be flowery, and bound together

with rose-coloured ribbons, their power being superficially

irritative, not profoundly detrimental, in fact, not o]ie]-a-

tivc much beyond the inferior cuticle. Thus should I,

witli an art that reminds me of my goldsmith’s craft (as
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specially exemplified in the incomparable ornament I have
recently wrought for his eminence the Cardinal Gaddi),
forge the first link in the true chain of connubial love,
which is fear, the second being respect, and the third, love.
The light of love, surrounded and set off by the shadows
of terror, compose the true cliiar’oscuro of wedded life.

There is no love worth having without respect and rever-
ence, of which the strongest foundation is undoubtedly
fear. Besides, how much more delight and pride will she
derive from your endearments when they are contrasted
with your manly severity, when their preciousness is
enhanced by their precariousness ! Commending you to
the protection of the Deity, I remain, your affectionate,

Benvesuto Cellini.

It was in this abject state of his affairs that
; Andrea received an invitation from Prancis I.

Advised by anxious friends, be accordingly re-

paired to his court, and there the poor man
• seemed conducted at once from the depths

1

• of sordid anxiety to the height of prosperity
and ease. The French King did his utmost to

j

retain him in his service, for he was pleased
with the readiness and punctuality of his

;

pencil, and his high satisfaction witli all about

1

him. But suddenly, in a luckless hour, came

\

an artful letter from his wife, full of bitter

i

complaints, and tender entreaties for his
return. He had adequately provided for her)

'1 he had even ordered a liouse to be built for
them both, behind the Nunziata; and given

1

assurances that he mi^t be back at any time,
! laden with money. But witli this restless,

i wretched woman, the inconveniences of the
present hour outweighed all the golden future.
So she wrote that she never ceased to bedew
her deserted pillow with widow’s tears, and that

j

if he delayed his return, he would certainly find
her, no mistress of tiiat fine imaginary house

1

by the Nunziata, but in her cold grave. The
' foolish man gave way: he obtained leave of
' absence for tlie arrangement of his affairs,

swearing to return within a few months, and
1

set out with a considerable sum, which the

1

kin» entrusted to him, for the purchase of
works of Art. At home once more, he lived

^
!

gaily with his wife, making handsome presents

1
;

to her father and sisters, but doing nothing
for his own parents, whom he would not even

;
see—alas, for the painter of the little children

' being healed by the garments of San Filippo
Benizzi ! They were suffered by him to end
theii- days in poverty and misery.

About this time it was, probably, that
Andrea signalised himself as a convivialist at
the clubs of the Cauldron and the Trowel, of
which Vasari gives an account in his life of
Rustici, tlie sculptor. These societies, con-
sisting chiefly of artists, wits, and bonvivans,
but including gentlemen of the highest families,
were wont to sup together, and divert them-
selves in an astonishingly quaint and fanciful
manner.

_

Tlie Brotherhood of the Cauldron
feasted in an enormous boiler, whose over-
mching handle was illumined with lamps, and
its sides with pictures.

_

In the midst, a tree,

i| branching with the various courses, rose and
ii descended to the sound of unseen musical

instruments, and every member had to coutri-

:
bute a dish exhibiting some fanciful external

1

device, as well as refinement in the culinary
• art. .Andrea once brought as bis contribu-

1

tiou _an exquisite model of the Florentine

j

Ba]-)tistry. The pavement was a mosaic of
various-tinted jellies; the porphyry columns
were thick sausages, with cajiitals of Parmesan

;

cheese, and cornices of sugar-work. In the
centre was a singing-desk made of cold veal,

; the book on which was delicately wrought of

;

pastry, with musical notes represented by
!

pepper-corns. On the roof being removed,
a number of choristers made of thrushes,
dressed in surplices of lard, were discovered
standing

_

before the desk, tlieir beaks wide
open, as in tlie act of earnestly chanting

; and
behind them, to complete the group, stood
two very fat pigeons as contra-bassi, with
half a dozen ortolans officiating as soprani.
This delectable device was worthily hailed

with bursts of applause, and Andrea was imme-
diately proclaimed King of the Feast. It is

at one of these meetings that he read a comic
poem Irom his own pen, in imitation of the
Batraehomyomachia, in which, at the end of
every canto,_ he thanks the Signori of the Caul-
dron for their patient hearing of his verses.

_

The other society, that of the Trowel, was
distinguished, not only for the whimsicality of
the practical jests, but for the fanciful beauty
of the tableaux vivaus contrived by distin-
guished artists belonging to the club. On one
occasion, the members were to come in fancy
dresses; but any two similarly attired were
liable to a ludicrous penalty. Another time,
the company presented themselves in the guise
of masons

; when architectural structures com-
posed of delicious eatables were submitted to
their criticism, and if condemned, eaten, until
suddenly, a cleverly-contrived shower of rain
enforced a general dispersion. Another time
an invitation to supper came as from Pluto

;

and the guests were ushered through the month
of an enormous dragon into a chamber nearly
dark, where devils thrust them into their seats,
and served what seemed Tartarean reptiles, and
even bones and refuse of the grave ; but moral
courage and faith in their host were rewarded
by the very ecstasies of the palate. Meanwhile
fires glared fitfully, and the abysses of the
damned were momentarily displayed, and fear-
ful groans resounded

; and sometimes the
spirits of the guests themselves were satirically

represented as paying the penalty of their
trespasses: when in a moment, the
whole vanished, and the apartment was seen
mildly illuminated, and set forth with a banquet
in the most cheerful and elegant manner.
Over waves the greenest and most silvery
pasteboard could accomplish, then came curt-
seying to the guests, affably, a ship from the
Hesperian Isles, laden witli bonbons, which
were distributed by the mariners amongst the
guests

; and the entertainment ended with the
comedy of Philogenia, most beautifully deco-
rated.

^

But the expense of these meetings
becoming extravagant, a warning was needful,
and it was given. The members were invited
to a seeming almshouse, to which, as was signi-

fied., they had brought themselves down by
their lavishness. Certain wags already there,
dressed up as paupers, straightway began be-
tween themselves a dialogue full of sarcasms
oil those who squander their substance in

frivolpus luxuries ; but presently Sant’ Antonio
entering, tempered their excessive bitterness
with the sweetness of a milder homily, and
delivering the guests from the poor-houss,
invited them to a more moderate repast within,
on condition of economy for the future. When
the most accomplisheil artists were on the
managing committee, their spectacles were no
doubt well worth looking at. In a certain
representation of a dispute on the Trinity,

Sant’ Andrea was exhibited as commanding
that heaven should be opened, all vocal with
the choirs of angels ! And a wonderful display
it was, Vasari assures us. On another occa-
sion, Andrea del Sarto and Sansovino assisted
ill designing the scenery of Tartarus and Ely-
sium, with a manifestation of the heathen gods,
each with their proper attributes, and fanciful

inventions of their blissful gardens, poetically
meteoric with pyrotechnics, from which, we
must imagine, as from their own opening
planets, or expanding petals of flowers, or cor-
ruscating bowers of rainbow.tinted meteors,
these graceful deities emerged. Mona Lucrezia
jirobably liere made a fine demonstration. Did
she come forth as the blooming Ceres, eared
with gold ?

—

Her haughty mien, and “ the
large orbs of her resplendent eyes,” are Juno’s
rather. With what admiration must Andrea
have gazed on her. “ If Hercules is thus
bound by the light threads from Omphale’s

distaff, and great Jove himself even by the
graceless blandishments of others’ wives, why
not I, a weak mortal, whose consecrating gift
is appreciation of beauty, by tlie attractions
of the enchanting Lucrezia di Baccio del Fede ?

Why not, why not ?” But there must have been
momentary drawbacks amidst this enjoyment.
Passing thoughts of his neglected parents can-
not have been consolatory. The period, too,
at which he had engaged to return to France
was fast arriving, and the French king’s
money had slipped away for his own pur-

|

poses.* Furbishing up his rusty honour, how-
!

ever, he resolved to throw himself at the
;

French king’s feet; but here again his wife :

prevailed. Nuplual endearments, honeymoon
'

revivals, fast falling pearls from the inex-
haustible treasury of the finest eyes he had
ever ventured to look into, ignoininiously
bribed him, and he remained—remained at
Florence, with a load of dishonour and self-
upbraiding added to his other miseries. We
all condemn him freely, because we feel—we
know that we could not ourselves be thus
seduced from probity. “ Uuyoke us from your
arms, fair dame

;
for in this cause we would

far preferably kiss the hem of Francis.” The
Freuch king, meanwhile, iu high dudgeon,
roundly swore that if ever that Fils clu TaUleur
fell into his hands, he would do liim some harm
or other. From time to time compunction re-
visited the painter, and he even devised means
of regaining circuitously the king’s favour;
but, finally, his fickleness or all-engrossing
poverty prevailed, and they were never carried
out. And now suddenly breaks the thread of
this poor life of mingled honour and dishonoui*.
Andrea died at the age of forty-two, of fever.
“ No remedy was found

; nor were many cares
bestowed on Iiim, Lis wife withdrawing herself,

as much as she could, for fear of the infection.

He died almost without any oue being aware
of it.”f

_

Poor Andrea del Sarto ! His desertion of
his parents is the worst

; but apart from con-
duct thus wholly inexcusable, we are not hasty
to condemn absolutely and unreservedly hen-
pecked men; especially those who of feeble

constitution, or temperament, are absorbed, to
the stretch of their powers, in some most
needful business, or trying intellectual pursuit.
When fatigued—when perhaps exhausted by
such cares, it is much, surely, that Uiey should
be expected to begin a new struggle with some
foolish untameable woman, who can only be

\

kept down, either by weak submissiveness, or
such correction as will convert the whole
neighbourhood into her allies, in the name of
oppressed womanhood. If we add the insi-

dious treachery of our hearts, which growing
;

stronger even as our bewildered heads grow
weaker, and taking the part of the beloved
tormenter, is ever whispering sweet memories
and fancies in her favour

;
if we add her look,

so like that with which she gave her heart,

and yet so piteously different, candour will

admit that the maintenance of matrimonial
lordship is sometimes beset with exceeding
difficulty, and will be slow to condemn, even
so far as his gentle biographer has done, this

most ill-starred painter.

• Notwithstanding the encouragement in France, the
two pictures Andrea painted there, now iu the Lourre. arc
hut mannered and uninteresting. The Holy Family, in
which the two children seem to be crying peevishly and
unmeaningly, is feeble every way. In the other work,
two well-grown boys, whom it is high time to wean,
rest, with queer grimaces, intended for joy, on the bosom
of a very heavy, stupid-looking woman, intended for

Charity. Here is too much of that artistic display, for
the inappropriate introduction of which into such subjects,

M. Angelo is not slightly responsible; but let it not be
thought, for a moment, that such works adequately repre-
sent Andrea del Sarto.

t [Andrea Vennucchi, commonly known as Andrea del
Sarto, died at Florence, of the pl.aguo which visited that
city in 1530, as Vasari says; but iu a book printed at

Venice in 1548, he is assumed to be then still alive.

—

Ed. a. /.]



BEITISH ARTISTS;

THEIR STYLE AND CHARACTER,
WITH ENGRAVED ILL1ISTRATI0NS.

No. XLVII.—SIK THOMAS LAWUENCK, I’.R.A.

K. Thohnuuhy, in a recent Number of the
'

/i' T
i'

lias sketched out a vivid and
' ''

attractive pictuj-e of Lawrence when his
;

tdelrer was thronged with the rank, fasliion,
i

and beauty, whom the “season” had col-

lected within the metropolis; and he in-

troduced as accessories some of those
'

incidents which marked thelife of the artist, ;

from its dawn to its highest culminating

point. We are not now about to enter the
.

lists with our fellow-labourer by an attempt

to rival him on his own ground; this

would be utterly futile : our pencil, or

rather our pen, indeed essays the same subject, but our mode of

s. 1 -,^ treatment must necessarily be far dill'erent, iu conformity with tlic

'\T plan of this series of biographical notices, even were we gifted with

J-\ the power of writing like the autlior of “ Lawrence in Loudon I

? 1
Drawing-rooms.”

|

“ England,” says a modern French Art-critic, “ is the country of
j

‘

I

portraiture
;
where then shall portrait-painting be sought for, if not

,

in a nation so personal; and whicli, by its manners, its institutions,
j

' and even its religion, attaches so great importance to the individual?

What a magnificent career was that of Lawrence! exciting at five or six years '

of age universal admiration—weeping with jealousy, in his ninth year, before a
,

picture by Rubens—his father a man whose speculations iu business always
,

failed him, an innkeeper incapable even of maintaining that position,—the ,

young artist finds himself almost at a single leap,— without tlie exercise of en-
j

durance or intrigue,—the favourite painter of kings, of great ministers, of lovely
|

children, of ladies whose sweet, proud

faces are characteristic of the English

aristocracy; passing his life in confer-

ring an immortality upon those wliose

position or beauty deserves such distinc-

tion There is notliing iu this

which ought to astonish, Lawrence not

only possessing merit, but that parti-

cular kind requisite for success in the

country wliich has given to liim his

reputation.”

And when crowned heads, and cr-

miued nobles, and decorated warriors,

and jewelled foreheads, sat before the

easel of the fashionable painter, how
few among them knew, or cared to

know, that the courtly Lawrence, whose

genius they invoked, was the son of a

comparatively obscure government olli-

cial, and subsequently, the landlord of

an inn in a small country town I It

was sufiicicut for them that he could

hand down to posterity their “ form

and lineaments ;” that he could exhibit

to the people, present and to come,

the image of those whose lives and

actions had become part of the world’s

history. Tlie excise-officer’s son, though

in person one of nature’s aristocracy,

would have had no passport to the

notice of the great, if nature had not

also endowed him with talents wliich,

in their especial application, placed him

on a level with rank and birth: such

is the homage due, and reodered, to

genius.

Lawrence was born at Bristol in

1769. Soon after his birth, his parents

removed to Devizes, where his father

became landlord of Ibe White Bear, a

house much frequented by the nobility

and gentry visiting Bath. The elder

Lawrence soon found he had a prodigy in his boy, whom he instructed to recite

poetry for the amusement of his guests and the gratification of his paternal pride
;

so that the talents of the child were iu great danger of being misdirected, and their

power weakened, by the injudicious conduct of his father, who, although con-

scious that there was iu him a manifest love of Art, accompanied with a

natural gift for its exercise, offered no other encouragement to its development

than permission to visit some of the picture collections in the ueighbourhood

;

and it was while making one of these visits,—to Corsham House, the residence

of Mr. Paul Methuen,—that the child, being missed by his friends, was found

standing before a picture by Rubens
;
and, as he was led away from the spot,

he murmured with a sigh, “ Ah, I shall never paint like that
!”

At the age of ten he painted bis own portrait, which was engraved by Dean,

and published in Williams’s “Life and Correspondence of Sir Thomas Law-

rence.” He must have been at that time a remarkably fine and handsome boy,

and his iotclligence, spirit, and talents, in addition, rendered him a general

favourite with evcYy one. Ills father brought him out first at Weymouth, then

a fashionable watering-place ;
afterwafds at Oxford, and subsequently at Bath.

His crayon portraits were eagerly sought after
;
the price for them at first was a

guinea, but they were soon raised to a guinea and a half : he executed them

with great rapidity, in black chalk heightened with white. Young Lawrence

generally received four sitters each day, giving to each person about half an hour,

and continuing auotlier half-liour on the work after the sitter had left. At the

age of thirteen or fourteen a gentleman of rank offered the sura of one thousand

pounds to allow of his going to study at Rome, but it was refused by the father,

who said “ his sou's talents required no cultivation.” In 1?S7 the elder Law-

reuce brought the youth to London, and introduced him to Reynolds. Iu

September of the same year be was admitted a student of the Royal Academy :

“ his prolicency iu drawing at that time,” said Mr. Howard, the late Secretary

and Academician, “was such as to leave all his competitors in the antique

school far behind him. His personal attractions were as remarkable as his

talent ;
altogether he excited a great sensation, and seemed to the admiring stu-

dents as nothing less than a young Raphael suddenly dropped among them, lie

was very handsome, and his ehestiiiit locks Howing on his shoulders gave him a

romantic appearance.” Lawrence was unquestionably born under a lucky star

:

he had beguu oil-painting some little time ere lie came to London, where he

soon gained popularity as a portrait-painter, and was admitted into the best

society iu the melropulis, both literary and fashionable
;

aud the King,

George III., honoured him with an audience.

Lawrence liad scarcely reached liis twenty-second year when he was elected

—

it is said by especial desire of the King and Queen, supported by the intliience

of Reynolds—an Associate of the Academy (his first works were exhibited

there in 1787) ;
and three years afterwards, namely in 1794, an Academician :

the annals of that society ad'ord, we believe, no parallel case of early election to

its honours. He had already been appointed, on the death of Reynolds in 1 792,

portrait-painter to the king, and also to the Dilettauti Society; so that at the

comparatively youthful age of twenty-five lie had achieved the highest distinc-

tions, save one,—the Presidentship of the Academy,— wliich the monarch and the

Art societies of the country could confer upon him. Commissions now came

rapidly into his hands, among wliich were whole-length portraits of their

Majesties, intended as presents for the

Emperor of China; but with all the

patronage received, he became involved

iu difticullics, aud was indebted to the

late Jlr. Angc-rsteiii for advances of

money to meet his engagements. Late

in life he acknowledges to a friend

that—and many others have been com-

pelled to make the same confession

—

he “ began life wrongly,” spending more

money than he earned, and accumulat-

ing debts, for which he had to pay heavy

interest.

Ill 1797 Lawrence exhibited at the

Academy his “Satan,” one of the few

ideal works from his pencil
;
but, even

liad he possessed the genius for histo-

rical ])aiutiug, which he certainly did

not, it could scarcely have been expected

that tha pre’i'^it/e of his pencil iu por-

traiture, and the society into which

this inevitably led him, would, with

one of his character aud disposition,

have been exchanged for the more

laborious, thoughtful, and less attrac-

tive work of liistorical painting : it is

quite true that many of his portraits—
as for example, bis “John Kemble, as

Hamlet,” now in the National Gallery

—seem to be identified with history,

yet they are only portraits.

Opie and lloppner had beeu the

great rivals of Lawrence iu portraiture,

and notwilhstauding the patronage en-

joyed by the latter, lie often found

them standing in his way : however,

the death of Ojiie in 1807, and of

lloppner in 1810, left him a clear and

undisputed field
;
and immediately after

the latter had been removed from the

scene of his labours, Lawrence raised

his prices to one hundred guineas for

heads, and four hundred guineas for full-lengths, which sums he maintained

till 1820. After this year, and to the period of his death, his charges were

for a head size, or three quarters, two hundred guineas ;
for a kit-cat, three

hundred
;

for a half-length, four hundred
;

for a bishop’s haU-lengtb, five

hundred
;

for a full-length, six hundred
;
and, for an extra full-length, seven

hundred guineas. For the portraits of Lady Gower and her child he was paid

fifteen hundred guineas; and for that of “Master Lambton, one of our

engraved examples, and among the most renowned works of the artist, he received

six hundred guineas from Lord Durham.

The termination of the protracted continental war proved a remarkable epoch

in the life of Lawrence, for the visit of the allied sovereigns to England, which

followed the peace in 1 814, introduces us to the most important period, of his

professional career. He was at that time in the full meridian of popularity, the

LADY DOVOB.
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favourite paiuter of the court and the aristocracy, and it therefore naturally
followed that he should be selected by the head of the court, the Prince Regent,
to paiut the portraits of his illustrious guests, and of the most distinguished
statesmen and warriors who had contributed to bring the war to a conclusion.
These portraits were intended by the prince for Windsor Castle

;
and they now

hang there, in the “ Waterloo Gallery,” a name given to the apartment to denote
its pictorial contents. Lawrence commenced his labours with the portraits of the
King of Prussia. Count Platoff, the renowned Cossack leader, and the veteran
BIncher; but the sudden renewal of hostilities in 1815, consequent on the
escape of Napoleon from Elba, seemed likely to put a stop to the whole scheme.
Again, however, peace was restored to Europe, by the battle of Waterloo, and
the artist, now Sir Thomas Lawrence—he had been knighted by the Regent

—

resumed his work. In September, 1818, he set off for Aix-la-Chapel!e, that he
might take advantage of the congress of the allied sovereigns sitting there. In
this town he painted the portraits of the Due de Richelieu, the French minister

;

of Count Nesselrode, the Russian minister; Alexander I., Emperor of Russia;
Francis II., Emperor of Austria

;
completed that of Frederick William III., King

of Prussia, which was commenced in London, in 1814; and of Prince Harden-
berg, the Prussian minister. In 1819 he proceeded to Vienna, where sat to
him the Archduke Charles of Austria; Prince Sebwarzenberg, field-marshal

and commander-in-chiefof the combined armies of Austria and Russia, in 1814
;

Major-G-eneral Czernicheff, aide-de-camp to the Emperor of Russia
;
Prince

Metternich, the Austrian minister for foreign affairs
;
and Count Capo dTstria,

Russian secretary of state. In the same year Lawrence went to Rome, where
he painted the portraits of Pope Pius VII., and his minister Cardinal Gousalvo.
lu addition to these pictures there are in the “ Waterloo Gallery,” from the
pencil of Lawrence, portraits of the following personages, who were, more or less
connected with the events of the war :

“ George IV., in the Robes of the
Order of the Garter,” one of our engraved subjects

;
Lord Castlereagh, after-

wards Marquis of Londouderry, foreign secretary of state from 1813—1823;
the Duke of York, coramander-in-chief

;
the Earl of Liverpool, prime-minister

;

the late Duke of Cambridge
;

Charles X. of France, and his son the Due
d’.Yngouleme

; Major-General Sir G. A. Wood, who commanded the British
artillery at Waterloo

; the Duke of Brunswick, killed at Waterloo, and immor-
talised by Byron in his “ Childe Harold,” in that pathetic stanza, commencing

—

“ Within a winJowed niche of tliat high hail
Sat Brunswick’s fated chieftain;”

the Duke of Wellington, the foremost man among them all; Canning; Count
Alten, commander of the German Auxiliary Legion in the Spanish campaign

;

Count Munster, Hanoverian minister in England
;
Earl Bathurst, secretary for

the colonies
;
General Overoff

;
and Baron Wilhelm von Humboldt, brother of

the celebrated traveller, and Prussian foreign minister.

This series of thirty-one portraits, the majority of which are full-length,
constitutes^ in itself a gallery of works that would do honour to auy artist

:

the commission was one which either of Lawrence's great prototypes, Titian,
Velasquez, and Vandyke, would have been proud to receive; aud we believe tbe
English painter entered upon his arduous task with a due sense of what he
owed to his own reputation, to the character and position of his distinguished
“ sitters,” and to the munificent prince who had entrusted the commission to
his hands. Writing, vvheu at Vienna, to his intimate friend, the late Mr. J. J.
•Yngerstein, he says ;

—
“ The terms on which I undertook this mission w'ere,

to be paid my usual prices for the ])ortraits, and £1000 for travelling expenses
and loss of time. My journey to Rome will be on the same. These appear
to be liberal terms, and I am sure are meant as such by the prince. The first

was of my own proposing, when the question was asked me
;
but I must still

look to the honour I have received, and the good fortune of being thus distin-

guished in my profession, as the chief good resulting from it, for many
unavoidable circumstances make it of less pecuniary advantage.” Much
importance seems to have been attached to this continental mission of the
representative of British art

;
for the government, fearing a want of due

accommodation for so many pictures ou a large scale, caused a wooden house,
containing three large rooms, to be constructed, and shipped for Aix-la-
Cbapelle, but through some misadventure it did not arrive at its destination till

too late for the purpose intended
;
but tlie magistrates of the city, as soon as

Lawrence reached it, at once granted him the use of part of the large gallery of

the Hotel de Ville, and fitted it up as a paiuting-room, which he confessed
was the best he ever had.

It would be absurd to expect that in the peculiar circumstances under which
these works were executed, and considering their variety, they would be all of
uniform excellence; neither are they: a few stand out in brilliant contrast
with others, though, with the exception of the portrait of Wellington,—a most
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unsatisfactory production, where every Eiifilishinan would desire to see it the

best,—there is not one wliich is not worthy of the painter. But his greatest

successes are those of the venerable pope, and his minister Gousalvo, whicli are

esteemed the two finest pictures he ever painted, and by some authorities, the

two grandest portraits of modern limes. Mrs. Jameson, in her “ Handbook to

the Public Galleries,” says of them,—“ I know not any that in the combination

of excellence, the noble conception, the felicitous arrangement, the truth of

character, tlic gorgeous yet liarmoiiioiis colouring, add too, in size and import-

ance, can compare with them. Rome and the vicinity of tlie great works of

Art seem to have inspired Lawrence. On the occasion of his visit he was

lodged in the Qnirinal, and treated almost with the honours of an ambassador.”

Lawrence liimself writes, in a letter from Rome,—“ The pope being an old man,

his countenance lias a great deal of detail in it; and a good and cheerful

nature, with a clear intellect, gives it variety of expression. He is a very line

subject
;
and it is probable that the picture will be one of the very best I ever

painted.” Nor was he wrong; uo one, we arc persuaded, can look upon that

glorious picture with-

out feeling that he is

contemplating a noble

work of Art, the faith-

ful, living representa-

tion of an aged, hut

highly intellectual and

benignant countenance,

which, when once seen,

will scarcely be forgot-

ten : it has never faded

from our memory since

we first saw it many
years ago. The por-

trait has been admir-

ably engraved by S,

Cousins ;
it is one of

his finest prints.

The poitrnit of Gon-

salvo— or Cousalvi, as

some write the name

—

next claims especial at-

tention
;

the head is

not so grand as that

of Pius VII., but more
elegant, with a keen,

resolute look, and a

brow indicating intel-

lectual energy and ac-

tivity; his eyes, as

Lawrence remarked,

seem to follow you

about, and you feel ns

if there was no getting

out of their reach.

'I’he portraits of the

Due de Riciiclieu, of

the Emperor of Austria,

the King of Prussia,

and of Bliicher, are

among the other most
remarkable works in

the gallery. The let-

ters written by the

painter to many of his

iVieuds while engaged

upon this series, and

which are published in

Williams’s “Life and

Correspondence of Law-

rence,” are full of in-

teresting gossip about

the dislinguislied indi-

viduals with whom he

became acquainted. In

one, written from Aix-

la-Ciiapellc to Jiis niece,

he says,
—“ My exer-

tions have been repaid

by complete success

;

the family, attendants,

and subjects of each sovereign unanimously declaring that the portraits I have

taken are the most faithful and satisfactory resemblances of them that have

ever been painted, and the general voice of nil unites in common approbation

—

a word, 1 assure you, much below the impressiou I use it to describe.”

Several of the portraits he repeated, at the request of the respective “ sitters,”

either for themselves or to give away.

Lawrence returned to England, laden with honours, and with many sub-

stantial marks of esteem, both as an artist and a man ; diamond rings from the

Emperor of Austria and the Kiug of Prussia, a costly dessert service of Sevres

china from the King of France, by whom he was also decorated with the Cross

of the Legion of Honour, were among the gifts presented to him
;
and he was

elected member of the Academy of St. Luke at Rome, of the Academies of

Florence, Venice, Bologna, Turin, and of the American Academy of Fine Arts

:

such distinctions have never before or since fallen to the lot of a Britisli artist.

Oil the death of Benjamin West, President of the Royal Academy, a few days

only before Lawrence had reached England from Italy, he was elected to fill the

vacant chair, on which occasion the king conferred upon him the gold medal

and chain to he worn by all future presidents. He died January 7, 1830. and

was buried in St. Paul’s Cathedral, near his predecessors in the Academical chair,

Presidents Reynolds and West.

The late Mr. Howard, R.A., has, w'c think, formed a tolerably correct

estimate of the genius of Lawrence, in the following observations:
—"In the

intellectual treatment of his portraits, he has produced a surprising variety of

happy and original combinations ;
and has generally conveyed, with the feeling

and invention of a poet, the best representation of his subjects, seizing the

most interesting expression of countenance which belonged to each : in this

respect he has shown, perhaps, a greater dramatic power than either of his

illustrious rivals,”—alluding to Titian, Vandyke, Velasquez, and Reynolds,

—

" and certainly, in painting beari/y, he yields to none. He has sometimes been

censured for rather a theatrical taste in his attitudes, approaching to the mere-

tricious, but in general

theyarediguified, grace-

ful, and easy. Early

in life he aimed at a

depth and richness of

tone more readily to

be found in Titian and

the best Italian colour-

ists, Ilian in the hues

of nature in this cli-

mate; hut he gradually

quitted this style, and

imitated closely the

freshness of his models

as he found them

;

striving to give his

works the utmost bril-

liancy and vigour of

whicli his materials

were capable. Hence,

if liis pictures seldom

possess Die mellow

sweetness of Reynolds,

he often surpassed him
iu some of the above-

mentioned qualities. In

vivid and varied chiar-

oscuro, he has perhaps

no rival, and may be

said to have enlarged

the boundaries of his

art, changing by de-

grees the character of

our annual exhibitions,

and giving them at

length one of acknow-

ledged and unprece-

dented splendour. The
extraordinary force and

vivacity of eJfect, the

gracefulness of his ma-
nipulation, and those

animated expressions of

the human face divine,

which his powerful skill

in drawing enabled him
to fix so admirably on

canvas, constitute his

peculiar distinction and

glory as an original

artist, and his claim to

the title of a man of

genius.”

It can scarcely be

doubted that if the

talent of Lawrence had

not been developed at

so early an age, and iu

that peculiar depart-

ment which he so rarely

forsook, he would have

become a greater painter than he was. Before an ordinary child can scarcely

distinguish a pen from a pencil, or one colour from another, the boy

Lawrence was handling the crayon, and copying, with wonderful power aod

fidelity, the lineaments of his elders. Never at any period of his early life

did he devote himself to such a course of discipline and study as would

liave enabled him to rank with the greatest men of former days
;
and when

he had reached the years of manhood, he was too constantly and successfully

employed to allow of his withdrawal from such occupation for the purpose of

improvement, lie possessed many of those qualities which, matured by earnest,

conscientious study, would have, doubtless, made liim a good historical painter :

he was a fine and accurate draughtsman, had a perfect knowledge of the humau

figure, great mental intelligence and perception of individual character, as

his portraits show; an exquisite feeling of the beautiful, the grand, and the

pathetic, with a rich and luxuriant taste in landscape and hackgrouuJ,—in
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short, he seemed deficieut in no one requisite, Ilis adtuiralion of ancient art was
evinced by his large and unrivalled collection of drawings by the old masters,

and of antique casts of all kinds, accumulated at a great cost. These are

primd facie evidences that in Lawrence the British school would have found

a good historical painter, but, perhaps, it would have lost a greater portrait-

painter.

In a comparison of the works of Reynolds and Lawrence, it may be remarked

that the former, in the treatment of his heads, depended more upon the effect

of the chiar-osciiTO for the result; while the latter looked to the resemblance,

I

and the local colour of the individual parts, for his likenesses : hence, though
, Lawrence’s portraits are mure life-like and intense, the features oftentimes

j

seem to lack vigour aud size. For the sake of preserving a breadth of light

! in the whole mask, the darks of the eyes, and the hair, look blacker than in

1 nature, and the lips, especially of the women, look redder thau life; and

GEOKGE IV.

though a full red lip is a recognized sign of health and beauty, aud though
great inteusity and individuality of character reside in the eye, yet we perceive
that when these are overdone, the dignity of the art appears to be sacrificed to

inferior sensations.

The engravings from his works introduced here are from pictures of

established celebrity ; that entitled ” Nature,” representing the children of the

late Mr. Calmady, is a charming composition; the portrait of “ilASTEU

Lambton,” is a lovely picture, full of rich imaginative feeling
;
that of “Lady

Dovor,” and her child, refined aud graceful
; and that of “ George IV.,” the

heau ideal of one who in persoual appearance was "every inch a king.”

By a fortuitous circumstance another engraving from one of LawTciice’s

pictures appears in the present number
;

it is that of the Princess Charlotte,

which forms one of the
“ Royal Pictures.”

J. Daffoene.



TRAVELLING IN THE MIDDLE AGES.

BY THOMAS WRIGHT, F.S.A.

TUE TU.U8TUAT10NS UY F. W. FAinUOl.T, F.S.i.

Tbavelling, iu the middle a^es, was assisted by

lew, if any, convenicuces, and was dangerous as

well as dillicult. The insecurity of the roads made

it necessary for travellers to associate together for

protection, as well as for company, for their

journeys were slow and dull; and as they were

often obliged to halt for the night where there was

little or no accommodation, they had to carry a

good deal of luggage. An inn was often the place

of rendezvous for travellers stai-ting upon the same

journey. It is thus that Chaucer represents himself

as having taken up his quarters at the Tabard, in

Southwark, preparatory to undertaking the journey

to Canterbury
;
and at night there arrived a com-

pany of travellers bent to the same destination, who

had gathered together as they came along the road ;

—

“ At night was enme into that hostelrio

Wcl nyne and twenty in a companyc,
Ofsondry folk, hy aventure ifalle

In fclaschipo ."—Canterbury Tedes, 1. 23.

Chaucer obtains the consent of the rest to his

joining their fellowship, which, as he describes it,

consisted of persons most dissimilar in class and

character. The host of the Tabard joins tlie party

also, and it is agreed that, to enliven the journey,

each, ill his turn, shall tell a story on the way.

They then sup at a common table, drink wine, and

go to bed
;
and at day-break iu tbe morning they

start on their journey. They travelled evidently at

a slow pace ;
and at Boughton-under-Blce— a village

a few miles from Canterbury— a canon and bis yeo-

man, after some hard riding, overtake them, and

obtain permission to join the company. It would

seem that the company liad passed a night some-

where on the road,—probably at Rochester,—and we
should, perhaps, have had an account of their recep-

tion and departure, had the collection of the “ Can-

terbury Talcs” been completed by their author;

and that the canon had sent his yeoman to watch

for any company of travellers who should halt at

the liosteby, that he might join them, but lie had

been too late to start with them, and had, therefore,

ridden hard to overtake them:

—

“ His yein.'in celc was ful of curtesyf’,

And scid, ‘ Sires, now iu the morwe tydo

Out of your oslelry I saugh you ryde,

And warned heer my lord and soverayn.

Which that to ryden with yow is ful fayn,

For his disport ; he loveth daliauncc.’
"

Canterbury Tales, 1. 12515.

A little further on, on the road, the Pardoner is

called upon to tell his tale. He replies

—

“ ‘ It schal bo doon,’ quod he, ‘ and that anoon.

But. first,' quod lie, ‘ here, at this ale-stake,

I will both dryiiko and byten on a cake.”'

Canterbury Tales, 1. 13735.

The road-aide ale-house, w'hcrc drink was sold to

travellers, and to the country-people of the neigh-

bourhood, was scattered over the more populous

and frequented parts of the country from an eaidy

Fig. 2.—A PILGRIM AT TOE ALE-STAKS.

period, and is not unfrcqucntly alluded to in popular

writers. It was indicated by a stake projecting from

the house, on which some object was bung for a

sign, and is sometimes represented in the illumina-

tions of manuscripts. Our cut (Fig. 2), taken

from a manuscript of the fourteenth century, in

the British Museum (MS. Reg. 10 E. IV.), repre-

sents one of those ale-houses, at which a pilgrim

is halting to take refreshment. The keeper of the

ale-house, in this instance, is a woman, the ale-wife,

and the stake .appears to be a besom. In another

(Fig. 3), taken from a manuscript copy of the

“ Moralization of Chess,” by Jacques de Cessoles,

of a tavern will he seen in our cut (Fig. 9) to the

present paper.

Lydgate composed his poem of the “Storie of

Thebes” as a continuation of Chaucer’s “Canter-

bury Tales,” and in the prologue he describes him-

of the earlier part of the fifteenth century (hIS. Reg.

19 C. XL), a round sign is suspended on the stake,

with a figure iu tbe middle, which may possibly be

intended to represent a bush. A garland was not

unfrcquenlly hung upon the stake; on this Chaucer,

describing his “sompuour,” says:

—

“ A garland bad !ic set upon his heed,

As gret as it were for an ale-stakc."

Canterbury Tales, 1. 668.

A bush was still more common, and gave rise to

the proverb that “good wine needs no bush,” that

is. it will be easily found out without any sign to

direct people to it. A bush hung out as the sigu

self as arriving in Canterbury, while the pilgrims

were there, and accidentally taking up his lodging

at the same inn. He thus seeks and obtains per-

mission to be one of the fellowship, and returns

from Caiitcrluiry in their company. Our cut (Fig. 1),

taken from a line manuscript of Lydgate’s poem

(MS. Reg. 18 D. II.), represents tbe pilgrims

leaving Canterbury, and is not only a good illus-

tration of the practice of travelling in companies,

but it furnishes us with a c.baractcristic picture of

a mediicval town.

This readiness of travellers to join company with

eat-.h other was not confined to any class of society,

but was general among them all, and not unfre-

queiitly led to the formation of friendships and

alliances betweeu those who had previously been

strangers to one another. In the interesting romance

of “Blonde of Oxford,” composed in the thirteeutli

century, when Jean of Dammartin came to seek

his fortune in England, and was riding fiom Dover

to London, attended by a faithful servant, he over-

took the Earl of Oxford, wiio was on his way to

London, with a numerous retinue of armed followers.

Jean, having learnt from the carl’s followers who he

was, introduced himself to him, and wa.s finally

taken into his service. Subsequently, iu the same

romance, Jean of Dammartin, returning to Eng-

land, lakes up his lodging in a liandsomc hotel

in London, and while his man Robin puts tbe

horses in the stable, he walks out into the street,

and sees a large company who had just ai-rived,

consistiug of squires, servants, knights, clerks,

priests, serving-lads (yar^ons), and men who at-

tended the baggage horses {sommiers). Jean asked

one of the esquires who they all were, what

was their business, and where they were going

;

and was informed that it was the Earl of Gloucester,

who had come to London about some business, and

was going on the morrow to Oxford, to be married

to the Lady Blonde, the object of Jean’s aflections.

Next morning the earl begau his journey at day-

break, and Jean and his servant, who were mounted

ready, joined the company. There was so little

unusual in this, that the intruders seem, for a while,

not to have been noticed, until, at length, the carl

observed Jean, and began to interrogate him

:

“Friend,” said he, "yon are welcome; what is

your name?”

“ .\niis, bien fustes vend,

Comciit I'u vostre non peld 7

Romance of Blon e, J. 2627.

Jean gave him an assumed name, said that he was

a merchaut, and offered to sell the carl his horse,

but they could not agree about the terms. They

continued conversing together during the rest of

the journev. As they proceeded they encountered a

shower of rain, which wet the carl, who was fashion-

ably and thinly clothed. Jean smiled at the impa-

tience with which he seemed to bear this mishap,

and when asked to tell the cause of his mirth, said.

“ If I were a rich man, like you, I should always

carry a house with me, so that I could go into it
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when the rain came, and not get my clothes dirtied

and wet.” The earl and his followers set Jean
down for a fool, and looked forward to he made
merry by him. Soon afterwards they came to the

banks of a river, into which the earl rode, without
first ascertaining if it were fordable, and he was
carried away by the stream, and only saved from
drowning by a fisherman in a boat. The rest of

the company found a ford, where they passed the

river without danger. The earl’s clothes had now
been completely soaked in the water, and, as his

baggage-horses were too far iu the rear, he made one
of his knights strip, and give him his dry clothes,

and left him to make the best of his wet ones. “ If

I wore as rich, and had so many men, as you,” said

Jean, laughing again, “T would not be exposed to

misfortunes of this kind, for I would carry a bridge

with me.” The earl and his retinue were merry
again, at what they supposed to be the folly of their

travelling companion. They were now near Oxford,
and Jean took his leave of the Earl of Gloucester.

We learn, in the course of the story, that all that

Jean meant by the house, was that the earl ought
to have had at hand a good cloak and cape to cover

his fine clothes in case of rain
;
and that, by the

bridge, he intended to intimate that he ought to

have sent some of his men to ascertain the depth of

the river before he went into it

!

These illustrations of the manner and incou-

veniences of travelling apply more especially to

tliose who could travel on horseback
;
but the diffi-

culties were still greater for the numerous class of

people who were obliged to travel on foot, and who
could rarely make sure of reaching, at the end of

each day’s journey, a place where they could obtain

a lodging. They, moreover, had also to carry a certain

quantity of baggage. Foot-travellers seem to have
had sometimes a mule or a donkey, to carry luggage,

or to carry weak women and children. Every' one
will remember the medircval fable of the old man
and his ass, in which a father and his son have the

one ass between them. In media:val illuminations

representing the flight into Egypt, Joseph is often

represented as walking, while the virgin and child

ride upon an ass which he is leading. The party of

Fig. 4.—TBAVELLEKS OS FOOT.

foot-travellers in our cut (Fig. 4), taken from a

manuscript of the beginning of the fourteenth cen-
tury (MS. Reg. 2 B. VII.), is part of a group
representing the relatives of Thomas Beckett driven
into exile by King Henry II.; they are making
their way to the sea-shore on foot, perhaps to show
that they were not of very high condition in life.

In Chaucer, it is a matter of surprise that the
"chanoun” had so little luggage that he carried

only a male, or portmanteau, on his horse’s crupper,
and even that was doubled up {iweyfold) on account

of its emptiness.

“ A male tvreyfold on his cropor lay,
It semed that he carled litel array,
A1 light for somer rood this -worthy man.”

Canterbury Tales, 1. 12494.

On the contrary, in the romance of “ Berte,” when
the heroine is left to wander in the solifai'y forest,

the writer laments that she had “ neither pack-horse
laden with coffers, nor clothes folded up in males,”
which were the ordinary accompaniments of travellers

of any consequence:

—

“ K’i ot sommier 4 coffres ne dras trousi^s en male.”
Roman de Berte, p. 42.

A traveller, indeed, had many things to carry

with him. He took provisions with him, or was
obliged, at times, to reckon on what he could kill,

or obtain undressed, and hence he was obliged to

carry cooking apparatus with him. He carried flint

and steel to strike a light, and be able to make a

fire, as lie might have to bivouac in a solitary place,

or in the midst of a forest. In the romance of
“ Garin le Loherain,” when the Count Begues of

Beliu finds himself benighted in the forest, he pre-

pares for passing the night comfortably, and, as a

matter of course, draws out his steel ijusil), and
lights a fire :

—

“ Et li quens est desous I’arbre ram^

;

Prenl son fusil, s’a !e fu alum^,
Grant et plonier, merveilleiis embrasd.”

Garin te Loherain, vol ii. p. 231.

The traveller also often carried materials for laying

a bed, if benighted on the road
;
and he had, above

all, to carry sufficient money wilh him in specie.

All these incumbrances, combined with the badness
of the roads, rendered travelling slow—of which we
might quote abundant examples. At the end of
the twelfth century, it took Giraldus Cambrensis
four days to travel from Powisland to Haughmond
Abbey, near Shrewsbury. The roads, too, were
infested with robbers and banditti, and travellers

were only safe in their numbers, and iu being
sufficiently well armed to repel attacks. In the
accompanying cut (Fig. 5), from a manuscript of the
fourteenth century (MS. Reg. 10 E. IV.), a traveller

is taking his repose under a tree,— it is, perhaps,
intended to be understood that he is passing the
night in a wood,—while he is plundered by robbers,

who are here jokingly represented in the forms of

Fig. 5.—PLUNDERING A TRAVELLER.

bis provisions with them. The next evening they
came to a_ city, where everybody shut bis door
against them, because they were poor, till at length,
weary and wet with rain, they sat down on the
stone steps of a great mansion

; but the host was
an usurer, and refused to receive into his house men
who promised him so little profit. Yet at length,

to escape their importunities, he allowed them to

enter the yard, and sleep under a staircase, where
his maid threw them some straw to lie upon, but

neither offered them refreshment, except some of

the refuse of the table, nor allowed them to go to a

fire to dry their clothes. The next evening they
sought their lodging in a large abbey, where the

means of locomotion are rather curious. The beggai’

and the cripple, too, were often only robbers iu

disguise, who waited their opportunity to attack

single passengers, or who watched to give notice to

comrades of the approach of richer convoys. The
medifcval popular stories give abundant instances of

robbers and others disguising themselves as beggars
and cripples. Blindness, also, was common among
these objects of commiseration iu the middle ages

;

often, as in the case of mutilation of other kinds,

the result of deliberate violence. The same manu-
script I have so often quoted (MS. Reg. 10 E. IV.),

has furnished our cut (Fig. 7), representing a blind
man and his dog.

It will be easily understood, that when travelling

was beset with so many inconveniences, private

hospitality would be looked upon as one of the first

of virtues. The early metrical story of “ The
Hermit,” the fonndatiou of Parnell’s poem, gives us

examples of the different sorts of hospitality with
which travellers met. The hermit and his companion
began their travels in a wild country, and at the end
of their first day’s journey, they were obliged to

take up their lodgings with another hermit, who
gave them the best welcome he could, and shared

Fig. 7 .—A BLIND SIAN AND DOG.

monkeys. While one is emptying his “male,” or
box, the other is carrying off his girdle, with the
large pouch attached to it, iu which, no doubt, the
traveller carried his money, and perhaps his eatables.

The roads, in the middle ages, appear also to have
been infested with beggars of all description, many

of whom were cripples, and persons mutilated in

the most revolting manner, the result of feudal

wantonness, and feudal vengeance. Our cut (Fig. 6),

also furnished by a manuscript of the fourteenth

century, represents a very deformed cripple, -whose

Fitf. e.—A ciiirrLE.
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monks received them witli great hospitality, and

gave llicin plenty to cat and drink. On the fourth

day they came to another tovvn, where they went to

the liouse of a rich and honest hurghcr, who received

them with all the marks of hospitality. Their host

washed their feet, and gave them plenty to eat and

drink, and they were comfortably lodged for the

night.

It would not he difFicult to illustrate all the inci-

dents of this story by anecdotes of mcdiieval life.

The traveller vviio sought a lodging, without money
to pay for it, even in private houses, was not always

well received. In the fabliau of the Butcher of

Abbeville (Barbazan, iv. 1), the butcher, returning

from the market of Oiscmoiit, is overtaken by night

at the small town of Baillezel. He determined to

stop for the night there, and, seeing a poor woman
at her door, at the entrance of the town, he asked

her where he could procure a night’s lodging, and

she recommended him to the priest, as the only

person in the town who had vvine in his cellar. The

butcher accordingly repaired to the priest’s house,

where he found that ecclesiastic silting on the sill

of his door, and asked him to give him a lodging

for the sake of charity. The priest, who tlmught

that there was nothing to be gained from him,

refused, telling him he would find plenty of people in

the town who could give him abed. As the butcher

was leaving the town, irritated by his inhospitable

reception, he encountered a flock of sheep, which he

learnt were the property of the priest; whereupon,

selecting the fattest of them, he desirously stole it

away unperceived, and, returning with it into the

town, he went to the priest’s door, found him just

closing his house, for it was nightfall, and again

asked hinr for lodging. The priest asked him who
he was, aud whence he came. He replied that he

had been to the market at Oisemont, aud bought a

sheep
;
that he was overtaken by night, and sought a

lodging; and that, as it was no great consideration

to iiim, he intended to kill his sheep, and share it

with his host. The temptation was too great for

the greedy priest, and he now received the butcher

into his house, treated him with great respect, and

had a bed made for him iu his hall. Now the

priest had—as was common with the Catholic priest-

hood—a concubine and a maid-servant, and they all

regaled themselves ou the butcher’s sheep. Before

the guest left next morning, he contrived to sell the

sheep’s skin and wool for certain considerations

severally to the concuhiue and to the maid, aud, after

his departure, their rival claims led to a quarrel, aud

even to a battle. While the priest, on his return

from the service of matius, was lahonriug to appease

the combatants, his shepherd entered, with the infor-

mation liiat his best sheep had been stolen from his

flock, aud an examination of the skin led to the dis-

covery of the trick which had been played upon

him—a punishment, as we are told, which he well

merited by his inhospitable conduct. A Latin

story of the thirteenth century may be coupled

with the foregoing anecdote. There was au abbot

who was very miserly and inhospitable, and he

took care to give all the offlees iu the abbey to meu

of his own character. This was especially the ease

with the monk who had the direction of the hos-

piiium, or guest-house. One day came a minstrel

to ask for a lodging, but he met with an unfriendly

reception, was treated only with black bread aud

water to drink, and was shown to a hard bed of

straw. Jlinstrels were not usually treated in this

inhospitable manner, aud our guest resolved to be

revenged. He left the abbey next morning, and a

little way on his journey he met the abbot, who
was returning home from a short absence. “ God
bless you, good abbot!” he said, “for the noble

hospitality which has been shown to me this night

by your monks. The master of your guest-house

treated me with the choicest wines, and placed rich

dishes on the table for me in such numbers, that I

would not attempt to count them
;
and when I came

away this morning, he gave me a pair of shoes, a

girdle, and a knife.” The abbot hurried home in

a furious rage, summoned the offending brother be-

fore a chapter, accused him of squandering away the

property of the monastery, caused him to be flogged

and dismissed from his office, and appointed in his

place another, on whose inhospitable temper he

could place entire confidence.

These cases of want of hospitality were, however,

exceptions to the general rule. A stranger was

usually received with great kindness, each class of

society, of course, more or less by its own class,

though, under such circumstances, much less dis-

tinction of class was made than one might suppose.

The aristocratic class, which included what we

sliould now call the gentry, sought hospitality in

the nearest castle ; for a castle, as a matter of pride

and ostentation, was, more or less, like an abbey, a

place of hospitality for everybody. The visitor,

however unknown and unexpected, was received by

his equals or by his inferiors with respectful polite-

ness
;

his host often washed him, especially his feet,

and bathed him, dressed him, and furnished him with

Fig- 8.—BECBIVINQ i GUEST.

a temporary change of garments. Our cut (Fig. 8),

taken from a manuscript of the earlier part of the

fourteenth century (MS. Ilarl. No. 1527), repre-

sents the reception of a stranger in this manner,

and might easily be illustrated by anecdotes from

medifcval writers. In the “Roman dc la Violette”

(p. 233), when its hero, Gerard, sought a lodging at

a castle, he was received with the greatest hospi-

tality
;
the lord of the castle led him into the great

hall, aud there disarmed him, furnished him with a

rich mantle, and caused him to he bathed and

washed. In the same romance (p. 237), when

Gerard arrived at the little town of Mouzon, he goes

to the house of a widow to ask for a night’s lodging,

and is received with tlie same welcome. His horse

is taken into a stable, and carefully attended to,

while the lady labours to keep him in conversation

until supper is ready, after which a good bed is

made for him, aud they all retire to rest. The

comforts, however, which could be offered to the

visitor, consisted often chiefly in eating and drinking.

People bad few spare chambers, especially furnished

ones, and, in the simplicity of mcdiicval manners,

the guests were obliged to sleep either in the same

room as the family, or, more usually, in the hall,

where beds were made for them on the floor or on

the benches. “ Making a bed ” was a phrase true

iu its literal sense, and the bed made consisted of a

heap of straw, with a sheet or two thrown over it.

The host, indeed, could often furnish no more than

a room of bare walls and floor as a protection from

the weather, and the guest had to rely as much

upon his ownTesources for his personal comforts, as

if he Lad had to pass the night in the midst of a

wild wood. Moreover the guests, however numerous

aud though strangers to each other, were commonly

obliged to sleep together indiscriinmately iu the

same room.

In towns the hospitality of the burghers was not

always given gratis, for it was a common custom,

eveu among the richer merchants, to make a profit

by receiving guests. These letters of lodgings were

distinguished from the inn-keepers, or hostelers, by

the title oi herbergeors, or people who gave harbour

to strangers, and in the larger towns they were

submitted to municipal regulations. The great

barons and knights were in the custom of taking up

their lodgings with these herbergeors, rather than

Fig. 10.—A UEDLEVAL TAPSTER.

his barrel; but medieval artists often set perspective

and relative proportions at deliance.

Fig. 9.—A HOSTKLRV AT NtGUT.

going to the public hostels
;
’and thus a sort of rela-

!
It will, probably, he remarked, that the size of the

tionship was formed between particular nobles or
^

tapster’s jug is rather disproportionate to that of

kings and particular burghers, on the strength of
!

which the latter adopted the arms of their habitual

lodgers as their signs. These herbergeors practised

great e-xtortions upon their accidental guests, and

they appear to have adopted various artifices to

allure them to their houses. These extortions are

the subject of a very curious Latin poem of the

thirteenth century, entitled “ Peregrmus
”

(the Tra-

veller.)

Our cut (Fig. 9), taken from an illumination in the

unique manuscript of the Cent nouvelles Nouvellcs

(fifteenth century), in the Hunterian Library at Glas-

gow, represents the exterior and the interior of a pub-

lic hostel or inn. "Without, we see the sign, and the

bush suspended to it, and a company of travellers

arriving; within, the bed-chambers are represented,

and they illustrate not only the practice of lodging

a number of persons in the same bedroom, but also

that of sleeping in a state of perfect nudity. Our

next cut (Fig. 10) is a picture of a meditcval tapster

;

it is taken from one of the carved seats, or misereres,

in the flue parish church of Ludlow, in Shropshire.

II
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THE ROYAL PICTURES.

GREENWICH HOSPITAL.

C. Chambers, Painter. J. B. Allen, Engraver,

Size of the Picture, 2 ft. 3s in. by I ft. 7j in.

George Chambers, like another of our Lest

raanne-paioters, Slaufield, passed the eiu'ly years of

his life among those scenes which both have so vividly

expressed upon enuvas. Chambers, a native of

"Whitby, in Yorkshire, was horn of parents in humble
circumstances, his father being a common seaman.

At the age of ten he was sent to sea in a small

trading sloop, in which he passed two years us a

cabin-boy : subsequently he was apjjrenticed to the

owners of a vessel which traded to the Baltic and the

Mediterranean, and here were manifested his first

Art-impulses, developed iu decorative painting in

ships, in sketching and making drawings of vessels

for his messmates. Before the expiration of his

term of servitude he contrived to get his indentures

cancelled, and worked his way hack to Whitby,
determining in his own mind to become an artist:

but he had no means which would enable him to

attain his desires, and was therefore compelled to

place himself once more in service. This lime,

however, it was not in a ship, but with a female who
kept a jiainter’s and glazier’s shop: the lad turned
the “ colour ” stock to good account; all his spare

hours he employed in producing small pictures, for

which he seems to have found a sale : during this

time he received a few lessons from a Mr. Bird, a

provincial drawing-master. At the end of three

yeai's he worked his way up to Loudon by sea, and
aUhough offered good wages as a honse-paiuter, he
refused them, and started without hesitation as an
artist, employing himself chiefly in painting portraits

of ships. After he had been some time in the

metropolis, he was introduced, through a gentleman
with whom he had become acquainted, to the late

Mr. Horner of the Colosseum, who engaged him to

work on the large panorama he was then preparing.

Chambers remained in the employment of Mr.
Horner seven years, and then resumed his old labours

of painting portraits of ships. Another field of

occupation was, however, soon open to him, for hear-
ing that the situation of scene-painter to the Pavilion

Theatre was vacant, he applied for, and obtained, it.

Chambers’s scenes were so much admired that

the manager speedily saw abundant reason to double
his salary. Among the occasional visitors to the

theatre was the late Admiral Lord ilark Kerr, who
soon manifested a great interest in the scene-painter,

gave him some commissions, and procured many
more from his numerous friends. But his lordship’s

patronage extended still further : by his interest at

Court, Chambers was commanded to attend at

"Windsor Castle, that their majesties, King William
and Queen Adelaide, might see his portfolio of draw-
ings and sketches. In a short memoir of the life of

the artist, published in his native town soon after his

death, the interview of the quondam cabin-boy with
the sailor-monarch is thus described;—“Their ma-
jesties looked over his sketches for the choice of

subjects: the Kiug fixed upon a stormy scene
;
but

his consort, with feminine softness, expressed her
dislike of it as too dismal. Our sailor-sovcreigu

immediately spoke out in the blunt phraseology of au
old commodore—‘Oh, ma’am, we sailors like those
boisterous scenes the best— eh, Mr. Chambers ?

’

Accordingly, the man-of-war monarch made choice
of a sea-fight, while the Queen chose a calm coast-

scene at Dover
;
and in addition to these. Chambers

painted a view of Greenwich Hospital for the Queen,
and the opening of New London Bridge for the
King.” Tt is this picture of Greenwich Hospital
which is here engraved; the view of Dover will

appear hereafter.

It was about the year 183G that the former w'as

painted, and, consequently, the view differs in many
maferial points from that which the locality now
presents : all the old picturesque buildings in the
foreground have been removed to make way for the
‘•'Trafalgar,” ofwhite-haitdinnernotoriety: the pier,

at the further end ot the Hospital, and the railed-in

walk, both of which are more recent additions, do
not appear : we do not think, Jioweyer, that the
picture loses any of its attractions by the omissions.

The picture is at Osborne.

THE iET-JOUBNAL

PEESOXAL EECOILECTIOXS OF
ARTISTS.

BY THE LATE E. 'V. RIPPINGILLE.

No. C.

—

Edward Bird, R.A.

Edward Bird was, at the time I had the good
fortune to make his acquaintance, just at the period

of middle age, and in the height of his fame as a

painter of domestic life. He had then produced a

number of highly successful works, and had become
a member of the Royal Academy. He was living

at Kingsdown, at Bristol, and was surrounded,

and had the advantage of being associated with,

many friends of a highly intelligent character.

Bird, I believe, was born at Wolverhampton, and
destined by fortune to the humble trade of tea-tray

painting, which he practised for a time, both at

Birmingham and Bristol. 'That native power with

which he was born, and which there is no rational

way of accounting for, but on the score of bodily

conformation, did not allow him to remain in this

humble condition, but he soon made his way in

despite of all obstacles. Education had done but

little for him; yet that peculiar luminary, placed

by nature in the sphere of his mind, warmed and
lighted up not only its own proper objects, but a

wide circle of those that lay around it. Thus it

occurred that Bird, devoid of breeding and educa-

tion, appeared a man deficient in neither, nor in

those qualities of mind couferred by them, and
essential iu the pursuits demanding them. There
was, personally, a naturally, thoughtful character,

which was fixed, and always apparent; although
a certain twinkle in the eye manifested the exist-

ence of an under current of fun, and a richness of

humour peculiarly his own, and which was found in

the pictures of his eai’ly style of art. In person Bird
was below the middle height, and of a close set,

sturdy build. His head, well covered with dark,

wavy hair, was large, and well-developed
;

his fore-

head upright, rather than high; Lis eyes light,

quiet, and reflective in expression
;

his nose straight

and short
;
and his mouth and chin firm and manly:

his whole figure resembled a little that of the first

Napoleon, and his movement and gait were short,

firm, and steady. There was nothing of fl.ow or

wavyness in his contour, but an uprightness and
a look of independence, like a man who acts upon
principle, and iu the spirit of self-reliance

; hut
his whole manner was quiet, self-possessed, and
sedate.

In the treatment of his subject Bird was exceed-

ingly happy. He had great power in seizing cha-

racter, in furnishing illustrative incident, and the

employment of episodes suitable to his object. In
his execution there was also a gi-eat charm : it was
in resemblance what the Italians call ia/e quale,

identical with the thing—the most exact imitation

possible without the least appearance of labour, or

the means by which it was effected. Expression
appeared the pure result of a happy process in

execution and imitation, rather than the result of

thoughtful and experimental labour. It was exactly

the opposite of what is produced and found in the

works of Mulready, who appears to reach the same
end by decidedly different means : and the same
remark holds good as regards those of "Wilkie. Bird,

therefore, effected at once what such men produce
by long and reiterated efforts, and what he did has

consequently the charm which belongs to off-hand

and rapid execution.

There is, perhaps, no depth of thought in any-
thing Bird has produced, but there is that truth
which cannot fail to satisfy wherever it is found. It

is the purely natural, unadorned, and undeteriorated.

I remember well how my young eye was struck at

the first sight of Bird’s pictures, with a something
I could not then understand. I had been an observer

for the first few years of my experience, and com-
menced to reason upon what I saw in such pictures

as fell under my notice. In Bird I saw something
different from them all. In the works of various

painters, containing many figures, I had noticed

and examined, in the different groups, well-contrived

contrasts—the tall contrasted with the short, the

light with the dark, the round-formed with the oval,

and so on
;
but I saw nothing of this sort in Bird

;

but something which still more distinguished one

character from another, and formed a far wider con-
trast without the means employed being apparent.

I saw what I have since seen in that marvellous
production of Raphael, the “Miracle of Balsuno,”

—

heads which, in aspect and attitude, scarcely differed

from each other, but which, in that marvellous
something, are as wide apart and as distinct as the

side and the front view of the human creature. For
some time this was an enigma, as it is a fact which
often escapes the observation even of painters them-
selves. It is now clear, and is to he attributed to

the practical apprehension and appropriation of that

sterling truth, found as rarely in Art as in other

achievements of men. Bird had this power con-

ferred by nature, and perfected by observation and
experiment. It has nothing to do with common
intelligence, but is the offspring of that peculiar

quality of mind created and fitted for its purpose by
its parent organism and possession. "When the
world gets wise enough to know how and what to

collect for public and professional instruction, it

will seize upon the productions of Art of all times,

ancient and modern, which exhibit these cardinal

points in the province and prerogatives of pictorial

representation. It is not a collocation of the dif-

ferent styles, and schools, and times, that form more
than an ordinary curiosity in a collection of Art-
specimens, but examples and instances in pictures

of tlic different powers possessed by men, and made
manifest in their productions. And in the nicer

discrimination, which will attend a better acquaint-

ance with Art, it will be seen that the two kinds of
productions— the one from natural fitness, the other

from cultivated intelligence—differ widely, and offer

a problem of difficult solution as to the true estima-

tion iu which they ought to be held. In such a

collection the highest kind of iustruetion that can
be given by the applied and created thing would be
offered

;
men engaged iu the interests of Art could

not fail to obtain a better notion of what is to be

derived from human resources, both natural and
acquired, while the man of taste would he instructed

as to what to expect and esteem. Mediocrity and
average talent would find their level, and the world
he better able to judge of what rose above or fell

below it. Such men as Bird, Etty, and a host of

others might become grand teachers in the world
of Art, and to the public at large, were the true

principles on which their merits rest understood

;

without that the lesson they teach is lost.

Bird’s powers of true and faithful representation

form the scale of his merits, and constitute the
excellence for which he is distinguished, as well as

his natural

;

other excellences clustered round
these as their nucleus, but this appears to sustain

them. However, it must be added that this excel-

lence, which distinguished his operative and executive

powers, is of a very inferior kind to another, that

directed his choice of subject. Bird was the man
next Hogarth who laboured to give to Art an inde-

pendent character, by thinking for himself, and in

finding subjects in life instead of in books. The
beautiful comedies painted by Bird, dressed iu

ordinary language, instead of that of Art, would
have given to him a high reputation as a dramatist.

But this is a truth for which the world is in no
degree prepared

;
an ignorance of the nature, aim,

and objects of Arts discourages all attempts of an
appeal to taste or public sympathy with any exposi-

tion of this matter that may he put forward. Among
writers who have taken the highest ground as

expounders of the nature, claims, and attributes of

Art, but few instances are afforded of that recom-
mendation of Art upon which its dignity, indepen-

dence, and best interests depend. Art, to be great,

must be independent, and capable of acting for

itself, without the aid of the poet and the historian

;

yet so little attention has been given to the real

capabilities of Art, that ordinary taste expects no
other than that Art should seek its subjects in

books, in the records of history or tradition, and in

the effusions of the poet. The practice of the

painters has done no small injury to their art in

thus having a foreign source to fly to instead of

themselves, as is proved in every case in which men
are similarly situated. This has cramped the sub-

jects taken to a very narrow range, and led to

repetitions, and a stagnation fatal to originality.

In the obsolete and stagnant philosophy of taste,

history iu painting holds the post of honour; whilst

in the right-thinking good sense of the world, the







historian has never been made the rival of the poetj

and the cold imitator and the copyist have never

taken precedence of the inventor. Yet in Art the

painter who will repeat, in forms and colours, all the

incidents in “Don Quixote” or the “ Vicar ol"\Vnke-

field,” claims as much honour as if he were the

inventor of the stories themselves. It imist certainly

be a very barren world, and the prowth of passions

and feelings must have ceased to be available, in

their originality at least, whilst observant men can

find subjects for their thoughts, and new interests

awake at every turn, and yet the artist can find

nothing to paint. Thus it is that the great volume

of life and nature has I'cmoined a scaled book, to the

great disgrace and detriment of the Art.

I'or a long lime Bird continued to paint subjects

from common life, and, perhaps, would Lave con-

tinued longer, but that he found they gave him
great trouble, and that, when produced, the world

cared little for them. I have often heard him de-

spairingly and disparagingly remark, “ One might

as well paint the story of Goody Two-shoes, as

take the trouble to hunt for subjects in real life.”

Bird had, certainly, good reasons to complain, espe-

cially iu referring to the labour and loss of lime

that it cost to find the models alone, without laying

the plan, and making the necessary study in the

mode of telling the story, and inveuting incident

and episode to illustrate it. ^Vhen chapter aud

verse supply the subject, little more is to be done

than to follow out the description, to omit nothing,

but introduce every item provided for you, without

any concern to provide anything for yourself. The
merit of history-painting is often little more than

to follow out what is described
;

whereas, in

originol and inveiitional art, the description is

given, and not followed, by the painter. Wilkie,

1 suspect, took to historical art for the same reasons

as Bird—to save himself kbour aud difficulty, the

fag of searching for subjects, and the inconvcniency

of using them when found, as well as for the few

pictorial advantages they offer in colour aud form,

aud iu ordinary aud every-day costume. In history,

a painter revels in colours and masses of any size or

sha]>e
;
and as for dignity, grandeur, and such like

qualities, the difference is often in no more than the

name. The iladoniias of Baphael are to he found,

at this hour, in abundance iu the common life of

Home, in that quarter of it called Trastevere, from

which he took so many of his models; and the best

which has been produced by liim and all other pain-

ters of the “divine” and “angelic,” is infinitely

eclipsed iu the genuine maternal tenderness and look

of aflcclion, with wliich every mother in nature and
in life regards her child. Raphael, neither here nor

anywhere else, could rival the Creator, either in

the outward form, or in the manifestations made
from within ;

whatever tlie dreamy theories of the

learned connoisseurs in Art may put forth in their

schemes for mending nature, and improving upon
God’s crcaliou. Bird was, of course, one of the aspi-

rants tliat denounced a fact so repugnant to his

practice
;
and when the beau idea! was talked of,

and the practice of nature-mending referred to, he

at once cut the matter short by saying, “Let me
first come up to nature, before I talk of mending
her.” It was clearly this desire of coming up to

nature, that gave the soul to his efforts, and enabled

him to attain so near to the desired end.

It must, however, not be overlooked, for truth’s

sake, and for the love of Art, that Bird ne-

glected a great deal which belongs peculiarly to Art,

and wbicli Art demands of its votaries. There is

not only a long aud laborious diflieulty, aud a close

course of study necessary in what the eye sees, hut,

perhaps, as much in the study of the mode iu which
objects are seen by the eye. Perhaps of the two
provinces, this is the more difficult oue, demanding
not only close study, but natural fitness, to qualify

a painter for his multifarious task. Nothing can

prove more forcibly the purblind weakness and
absurdity of Ruskinism, in which raw aspirants are

told aud tempted to study oue portion of a difficult

and indivisible art, to the total neglect and obstinate

rejection of another. Bird, like certain of the archi-

tectural exhibitors at the Royal Academy exhibition,

who provide Ihree vanishing points fur the lines of

a square, never took the trouble to learn perspective,

of which an hour's serious application would have
put him in possession, but committed some notable

blunders, at which he himself was ever ready to

laugh with any friend that pointed them out
;
in

fact, he did not care for so small a matter, in com-

parison with greater things. lie also remained

deficient in colour; his love of thinking for himself

stood resolutely in the way, not only of consulting

with the colourists in Art, but with himself, upon

the subject. I think it may he said, not that he

was incapable of colour, hut that he took no pains

with it
;

all that belongs to processes, and the pro-

duction of texture and transparency. Bird was indif-

ferent to, and regarded as so much quackery ;
aud

any attempt to lead him to the consideration of

them excited division, and raised his choler. In

short. Bird neglected much that belongs legitimately

to the province of Art, and which, to unprofessional

readers, would not be intelligible; but what he

neglected, rather belongs to the body thau the soul

of Art.

In a paper which was read before an artistical

society, 1 ventured to define a certain combination

of intelligences, on which, 1 believe, the true iuter-

ests of the exaltation of Art depends. This com-

bination I named the Mutual Facultij. It consists

in the association of the patron and the painter,

and assumes llvat, had all the pictures which have

been painted and sold by artists, since the time of

Reynolds, left their places upon the easels of the

painters, and the walls of the exhibition rooms, and

the money paid for them had been deposited in

tlieir places, the painter having no other connection

with the patron, Art would never have arisen to the

grade of a liberal profession, but would have been

now wliere it was in the lime of Reynolds. In

short, it is assumed that the cold connection be-

tween buyer and seller is altogether insufficient to

encourage and suslaiu Art. I mention this because

at the time I am speaking of, there existed iu Bris-

tol a society for the express association of the patron,

the amateur, aud the artist. The party met osten-

sibly to sketch, and many pictures, which afterwards

made some noise iu the world, originated there. It

was composed of men of high standing, and of the

highest qualifications iu intellect, science, and ac-

quirement
;
and it is unquestionable, that Bird, aud

others I could name, profited by this; aud thus, by

a means at once rare aud efficient, became possessed

of power they carried into Art, without conviction,

or, perhaps, consciousness of the means by wliich

they were obtaiued.

Poor Bird died at the age of about fifty years,

and lies buried in the cloisters of Bristol Cathedral,

under a stone placed in memoriam by his daughters

:

it has the following inscriptiou engraven on it ;

—

SACRED TO THE MElfORY OF

EDWARD BIRD, E S Q., R. A.,

WHO DEPARTED THIS LIFE

NOV. 2, ISDJ,

AGED 45 YEARS.

HIS DAUGHTER CAUSED THIS STONE TO BE PLACED

AS A TESTIMONY OF RESPECT AND AFFECTION

rOR HER REVERED PARENT.

ENGLISH HOMES:
AS THEY ARE, AND MAY BE, IN FURNISHING

AND DECORATION.

Part III.

The general principles stated, and perhaps proved,

in former articles, were, first, that the aspect, whe-

ther east, west, north, or south of an apartment,

ought to determine the general tone of wall deco-

rations
;
that harmony did not mean monotony, but

the proper balance of colour
;

that the apparent size

of apartments is greatly dependant on the tones of

colour adopted
;
and, second, that there were certain

fixed qualities of outline essential in things beautiful.

Bearing these general principles iu remembrance,

another step of the home ladder may be ascended

;

and, having shown the defects, aud what, if adopted,

would be improvements iu the houses of the fore-

men, clerks, and small tradesmen, the houses of the

city men, the larger tradesmen, and niurchaiils, next

claim attention. Tlic mansions of the merchant

princes form a difierent class of dwellings
;
those

more especially referred to at present arc houses

rented at from £120 to £200 a-year, and are not

UTifreqnently situated a few miles from town. As a

rule, this tradesman aud mercliant section of the

community are the great customers for the better

class of French paper-hangings ; and without mean-

ing to reflect upon this section of the population

wholesale, it may he affirmed, without offence and

without fear of contradiction, that among them

are the monied admirers of the most highly-priced

monstrosities that are to be found in home-decora-

tions. All Irishman has somewhere said, that it takes

three generations to refine a man into a gentleman

;

and, in spile of the bull, tbe statement contains the

stamina of a great practical truth. So it may be

said, that it takes generations to refine wealth into

taste; or, rather, to give the accumulutora of riches

that peculiar knowledge, which will enable them to

surround themselves with objects of genuine merit.

Nor need this he cause for wonderment, all circum-

stances considered. The busy tradesman or thriving

merchant has, as a rule, had nothing but deteriorating

education in such matters. Not unfrcquenlly from

the country, his humble paternal home offered no

means of educating his eye, except for show
;
and

now that he is engaged in the wliirl of business, and

finds that he is accuimilaliag money, it is not un-

natural that he should like to see liis success re-

flected in the only form of magnificence with which

he is familiar—the subdued magnificence of barbaric

pomp and show. As a rule, this class marry before

they are what may be called successful
;

and as,

with occasional exceptions, the wife has been trained

under the same domestic ideas, on such points, as

the husband, they more naturally agree upon house

decoration thau perhaps upon other matters at least

equally important.

An amusing chapter might be written upon the

house furnishings of such a pair; but, without

going over the scenes of consultation between iiiter-

es^led mammas and equally important spinster aunts,

as to what would or would not be proper and gen-

teel,—that is, fashiouable for the lime being,—these

consultations usually end in a compromise of

opinions
;
and how great the joint-stock ignorance

becomes, the ill-assorted dwellings of the newly-

married pair too often forcibly, though silently,

proclaim. Strong incentives are not wanting to

stimulate the folly. There is an opinion abroad

that articles are valuable or beautiful, iu proportion

as they are costly; aud all having goods to sell

have the strongest interest in supporting the delu-

sion. Nor docs taste crow with wealth, because

there are many proofs tliat this section of the body

politic makes the breadth and brilliancy of their

drawing-room border the indicator of tlieir growing

prosperity and riches. When they began house-

keeping, their drawing-room paper-hauging had,

probably, but a narrow border, with a few simple-

coloured flowers
;

but the breadth of border has

kept pace with the weight of purse, till the drawing-

room has become appalling through excessive glare,

everything palling before the profusion of Dutch

metal, mis-named gold, and the carnations aud

greens of monster roses, the lilacs of immense irises,

and the exaggerated forms and tones of other flowers.

The drawing-room of a city man may be described

as almost invariably papered, chiefly because in

jiaper-hangings he can get most show for the money,

lie and liis wife and daughters must, moreover,

have everything in keeping, and the general effect

may he thus described. The border of the paper-

hangings has, probably, been chosen first, and solely

on account of its breadth and brilliancy, as seen in

a paper-stainer’s pattern-book. It is, of course,

French, and has, therefore, all the manipulative and

harmonial beauty for which our neighbours are

celebrated. As a piece of block printing, it is not

only unimpeachable, but fascinating to the unin-

structed, aud leads the city man with his household

captive. It has a stripe of intense crimson, a

marroon or green on each side, an inch aud a half

broad, with a number of metal lines on a buff

ground or grey, and a tremendous wreath of enor-

mous flowers fill up the centre, with plain or “T”
corners to match. The tints on the flowers arc

dazzling in their strength, and this, with plenty of

gold, “relieved” by the dark stripe of flock, is a

most popular border, This fixed and determined

on, a tilling requires to be selected for the centres

of the panels,—for such a drawing-room is supposed

nothing, if not paneUed, and as this style costs

4 Q
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most, it is always declared in fashion,—and the
family, having done their spiriting in the border,

begin to think it time to have a little quietness in

the other parts of the walls, and, accordingly, a

filling is selected not too showy, but very genteel,

rulings of this character are always in stock, but as

nobody in their senses ever kept stock of such
borders— the Freoch only making them for this

peculiar Eoglish market, and never for themselves

—

the border has to he ordered from Paris. In llie

meantime the curtains and carpets are selected, the
purchaser describing the shade of the filling as near

as recollection permits, and the seller always having
something that is exactly suited for the description.

If the ladies have a partiality for curtains and
furniture of rose colour, lemon yellow, or light

blue, for crimson, drab, or “giraffe” colours, the

preference is gratified, under the fullest assurance

that it will “go” most admirably with the paper-

hangings, as described. The carpets, including

hearth-rugs, share the same fate: there are flowers

in the border, and therefore there must be flowers

in the carpet; there arc gold lines in the border,

and there must therefore be yellow lines in the

carpet—imitation gold
; and scrolls, being more

showy than straight lines, are preferred, both scrolls

and flowers being in proportion to those on the

walls, which means being very much larger, both in

combination and individual parts. The so-called

gold on the paper-hangings must of course he re-

peated on the cornice and ceiling ornaments, and
also on the mouldings of the doors and windows,
which will probably be grained imitation maple.
Everything goes on satisfactorily till these decorations

are brought together, and then every individual part

seems to be asking its neighbour in amazement what
it is doing there. The border kills the “ filling,”

and reduces the room in appearance to half its

actual size, both iu height and area
;
while the carpet,

when laid down, destroys without subduing the

border, the deep richness of the dyes only bringing

out the essential rawness of the distemper colours

iuto more conspicuous prominence, while the cur-

tains and furniture, instead of being a connecting
link, form only a new and aggravated element iu

the discordant mass. The only consolation left is,

that the chairs, piauo, aud chefFonier will hide the

greater part of the border below ; but what hides

the border only breaks the dark stripes which
" relieve ” the panels ou the walls, and the scrolls

which constitute the most attractive portion of the

carpet.

"NYhat is the practical result? "What no one
doubts, need not be concealed. Such drawing-rooms
are chiefly wonted by judicious mammas and prudent
papas, to bring out their families, and especially

their daughters. The general public have uo idea

of how the visits of the daughter’s “ friend ” directs

parental attention to the necessity of “doing up”
the drawing-room

;
although, if parents did but know

it, tliere is no way in which tliey inflict so much
injustice on these daughters as by subjecting their

fair faces to competition with masses of colours,

which must make the most beautiful complexion
and the finest flesh carnations look dingy, pale, or

sickly. The consequence of this violation of common
sense is obvious—disappointment with the drawing-
room after it is done. How should it be otherwise,

when the decorations violate all the purposes for

which such rooms— or, indeed, any decorated rooms
— are wanted ? There are people, doubtless, who
furnish rooms not for use, but for their friends to

look at and admire, aud such individuals look ou
their apartment as a savage does ou his brass

buttons or glass beads—as glittering curiosities

;

but the great majority of those who spend money
on decorations, mean their drawing-ro<)ras to he
used as well as looked at. "When in use, they surely

mean the ladies and gentlemen assembled to be the

principal objects of attraction; and, if so, the walls

of the room should he as much a backgrouud to the

living figures as the background of a jiicture would
be to each individual portrait. Suppose the admirers
of such paper-hangiogs and borders as are now
used by many, have their own and their wives’

portraits painted,—what would they think if the

artist introduced stripes of roses so intense in colour,

as to withdraw attention from the face? If that
would not be tolerated, is the appearance aud ex-

pression of the living original less important than
the aspect of the portrait, or should ladies be less

just to themselves in their drawing-rooms, than
the artist is to them on canvas ? Asking such
questions is suflicient to excite a smile

;
aud but for

the every-day experience of thousands moving in

respectable society, it would be impossible to believe

that ladies w'ould permit false and essentially vulgar

decorations to detract, iu this wholesale fashion,

from their own more delicate beauty.

There is nothiog more beautiful than flowers

;

but rows of roses, or stripes of irises, hollyhocks,

dahlias, and sunflowers, fastened together no one
knows how, aud combined together uo one sees why,
were never meant to divide room-walls into com-
partments, any more than imitation brass scrolls

were meant to walk upon, or have their forms
broken and disturbed by tables, chairs, ottomans,

aud foot-stools.

The remedy for these incongruous anomalies

shall be noticed, after glancing at the city man’s
dining-room and library. As a rule, the best

and most harmonious room iu this style of house
is the dining-room,— dark red walls, more or

less ornamented with gold mouldings, the cornice

tipped with gold, and tlie wood-work painted imi-

tation oak. Of the walls nothing requires to he
said, except that the choice of toue—that is, whether
the walls should be brighter or deeper iu colour

—

depends so entirely upon considerations of aspect,

furniture, &c., as to render generalized specialities

practically useless. But in these dining-rooms the

question of the rightness or wrongness, the utility

or inutility, and the rcsthetic value or worthlessness

of “ imitations,” is everywhere cucountcred, and it

may as well be dealt with now as afterwards.

Many may never even liave beard of the agitation

against imitation woods and marbles for purposes of

decoration, which has been carried on for years by
a section of the cognoscenii. For a lime, that agita-

tion was of little consequence either way, because,

although one here and there believed, the public, as

such, knew nothing, and probably cared as little,

about the matter. During Lord Derby’s recent

administration, and with Lord John Manners at the

Board of Works, the question of imitations became
more important; and when it was officially an-

nounced throughout the government works all over

the country, that “ the first lord objects to all imi-

tations,” the grounds and value of the objections

acquired sufficient importance, from the position of

the objector, to entitle them to full consideration.

The late “first lord” gave no reasons, so that Lord
John Manners may not be fully represented by, or

accouutable for, others who have hazarded reasons

agaiost this recent but rapidly-improving branch of

decoration.

Mr. lluskifl thus discourses on the subject :

—

“ Touching the false representation of material, the

question is infinitely more simple, and the law more
sweeping; ail such imitations are utterly base aud
inadmissible Exactly as a woman of feeling

would not wear false jewels, so would a builder of

honour disdain false ornaments. The using of them
is just as downright aud inexcusable a lie. You
use that which pretends to a worth which it has

not; it is an imposition, a vulgarity, au imperti-

nence, and a sin. Dowu with it to the ground

;

grind it to powder; leave its rugged place upon the

wall rather
;
you have not paid for it

;
you do not

want it
;
you have no business witli it. Nobody

wants ornaments in this world, but everybody wants
integrity. All the fair devices that were ever

fancied are not worth a lie. Leave your walls as

bare as a planed board, or build them of baked mud
and chopped straw, if need he, but do not rough-
cast them with falsehood.” There is more iu the

same strain, and ou the same subject, but after reading

aud re-reading this paroxysm of indignant virtue,

it is difficult to help asking why the language is so

stormy, aud the logic so weak ? And especially why
the reasons for the condemnation are so meagre.

As usual, too, Mr. Buskin’s language may suit both
sides of the question

;
because “ the false repre-

sentation of material” is as applicable to bad
imitations, as the good representation of marbles
with an intention to deceive. To assume the sin,

is to beg the question, and ride off on a cheap and
worthless cant. Imitations, as parts of decoration,

may be expedient, or the reverse
; but, instead of

“lies,” they are specimens of Art as real and true

as the imitation of onions and mussel-shells, com-
missioned by ilr. Buskin from Mr. Hunt. Xor is

it easy to see how imitating the bark of a tree

should be declared a good work by liim who pro-
claims that imitatiog the centre wood of the same
tree is a great sin. Imitation is not proof conclu-
sive of deceit, or Mr. Buskin’s Art dogma of

“select nothing, reject nothing,” must add the

crime of an immoral sham to the weakness of a
delusion. Calling the imitatiou of marble on a shop-
front, or of oak on a dining-room door, “a lie”

and “ a sin,” can ouly be accounted for by an
ambition to startle, or a confusion of ideas, and the

one quality which could make their utterance en-

durable, is sincere impartiality
;
but a writer who

promotes and procures imitations of shells ou white

or coloured grounds* for himself, and denounces
as sin and falsehood those who prefer shells ou
black grounds, iu the form of "shell marble,” is

not sufficient evidence of this impartial virtue. But
who pretends that the imitations of woods or

marbles on or in his house are real? The sup-

position is a mere indignant sham, used to hang
up pretensions to superior conscientiousness. Did
any one but Mr. Buskin ever suppose that the
Trustees of the British Museum (the illustration

which he quotes) intended to deceive the public bv
the imitation granite used in that building? It is

evident, at a glance, that it was not because it was
granite, but because it was a good colour for the

purpose required that it was adopted; and the

sound reasons, which guided the Trustees, are those

which influence nineteen-twentieths of all who
adopt imitations in preference to plain colours.

They arc in scarcely any cases used as “ lies,” with
an inlcntiou to deceive; and, therefore, they are not

“sios”—except in the opinion of writers who yes-

terday declared perfect imitations of applc-hlossoms,

or shells, or bark of trees, the highest style of Art,

and to-day pronounce imitations of woods, marbles,

&c., daring lies and damning sin.s 1

Blit although there may be no moral obliquity

visible to admiring minds in imitation oak doors or

granite pilasters, there may be sufficient rcsthetic

impropriety to prevent the continuance of the prac-

tice; aud if so, it would be a great public benefit,

could that be shown in distinct, intelligible terms.

The public are thoroughly practical, and while

willing to listen to abuses or defects in anything,

Art and Architecture included, it is not unreasonably

expected that those who condemn all that is, should

be able to point out clearly what ought to be.

There have been surfeits of “fine writing,” and
dreamy rhapsodies, and scathing abuse of “ imi-

tations;” but the great want still is a plain state-

ment of what ought to be substituted, aud intel-

ligible reasons why the one should be preferred to

the other. It is useless, iu such a case, to heap
glowing words over the abuses of imitations

;
every-

thing has been abused, even (he power of writing
;

aud the public have a right to complain of this

abuse especially, if it results in uotliiiig more prac-

tical than brilliant fault-finding. The conclusion of

Hood’s scorching ode to Mr. Bac is quite as appli-

cable to the denouncer of imitations, so far as these

gentlemen have yet carried their agitation
;
and

although it is quite permissible for any to apply the

objections taken to Dr. Full, and upon the same
grounds, the privilege of denunciation should be

used with moderation, until reasons have beeu

offered sufficient to leave the wayward or ignorant

without excuse. No such reasons have been, or can

be, offered against the use of imitations, either in

internal or external dccoratiou
;
while many reasons

appear on the surface why, under proper restraint,

the use of them should be encouraged. To talk of

their being a waste of time, is only another phase of

that cant which seeks to hide all uucharitableness

iu the smoke of sacrifice offered to vain-glorious

conceit. No honest, earnest study of nature can be

a waste of time
;

and it seems as reasonable to

imitate the inside wood as the outside bark of trees

;

and a rock polished, so that it can be seen as it

really is, looks as worthy of attentiou as its outside

roughness. But, besides, imitations have advan-

tages of utility and colour, which will defy all

assaults upon their use
;
wliile this so-called waste of

time has literally educated some of our most suc-

cessful artists, and those so educated have been

peculiarly remarkable for delicacy of feeling in their

• See iast catalogue nf tlie Society of Painters in Water-
Colours, where some imitation shells are exhibited by
Hunt, as commissions from Mr. Ruskio.
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higher art. Ridier colour, and greater durability,

and better geucral effects for the every-day tear

and wear of hard knocks and often cleansings, can

be got in imitations than in plain colours, and these

substantial advantages will defy the assaults of all

who object to imitations, simply because they don’t

like them. Mr. lluskin objects to imitations, as in

his British Museum example, because they arc good

:

objections might be more strongly urged against

imitations wheu they arc bad
;

and, instead of

sharing the scorn heaped upon all by turns, it can

be shown, by all the principles upon which Art

rests,—altliough, of course, to an inferior degree,—

that such men as Jloxton and Kershaw—the one in

marbles, and the other in woods—arc as truly

artists in their imitations as half the picture-painters

ill the country, and display more genius in their

work. But while there arc many exceptions, of

more or less celebrity, among “grainers ” or imi-

tators, the imitations too gcucralty prevalent can be

characterized as nothing else than vile dcfaciugs of

better colour. And the worst among the bad may
not nnfreqneiitly be found in the oak paper, which

covers the walls of the well-to-do man’s “ library,”

or the room which goes by that name in the family.

If imitations arc defensible elsewhere, there is no

abstract reason why llicy should not be used on

walls as well as on wood-work
;

and whether

painted on paper, and put up, or painted on the

wall, is a mere question of convenience. But there

arc insurmountable objections to the deformities

with which such papers are loaded, in the form of

ornamentation. Impossible dogs sprawling after

contorted antlers tlirough meaningless brown and

ochre scrolls for corners, with heavy mouldings for

borders to match, arc fair representations of what

arc calk'd oak decorations. The taste wliich pro-

duces such rubbisli, costly though it be, is as de-

plorable as the want of thought wliich permits its

use
;

for if those wlio prefer oak walls would only

think, they would see that a simple imitation inlay

pattern, although iu plain black, would not only be

cheaper, but more iu keeping, aud therefore better

in elfect, than alt the imitation carving wliich the

combined paper-stainers of Trance and Britain have

produced. John Stewart.

COLOUllING MATTERS,
ESPECIALLY THOSE OBTAINED FROM COAL

ANILINE COLOURS.

THE NEW COLOUR “MAUVE,” OR PERKINS'S
!

PURPLE.

Perhaps there never was any colour which was

so readily adopted by the leaders of fashion, and

through them, by every class of society, as the

so-called mauve. This is due to some two or three

peculiarities. 1st. It is essentially a new colour,

although we have long been familiar witli colours

which in lint approach tlie mauve,—such as lilac-

blossom, peach, plum, &c.
;

yet no one of them

possesses the peculiar hue of the new colour. 2nd.

All tliose colours which were rompounded of red

and blue iu any proportions were, under the beat

possible conditions, fugitive. Ladies could not wear

in sunshine peach or blossom-coloured ribbons iu

their bonnets for a day without discovering that the

colour had suffered by the c.xposuvc. The in-

genious and tlie economical renewed the colour

from time to lime by dipping their ribbons in soda-

water
:
but this was troublesome, aud the bright-

ness and beauty of a new trimming was fleeting.

The mauve is singularly permanent iu its most

delicate tintings ; it bears exposure to the briglitest

sun. 3rd. In addition to its extreme beauty and

its permanence, the aniline colours are very remark-

ably perfect tinctorial agents. They impregnate

the fibre to which they are applied with great

readiness, and give rise to very considerable in-

tensity of tint; hence they offer great facilities to

the inanufactiu'cr and tlie dyer. This has done

much for its introduction.

The dyer has been dependant fnr his colouring

matters on certain natural productions
;
that is, hut

very few of them have been tlie result of any arti-

ficial combinations of colourless bodies, as is tbe

case with the Aniline scries. Colouring matters

occur in the vegetable kingdom abundantly : we

find them in the root, the wood, the bark, the leaf,

(lie flower, and the fruit. la many cases they un-

dergo a change in the process of manufacture, and

iu some the colour obtained is different from that

which appears iu the plant; since the colour, for

example, of (lowers is frequently the result of the

combination of two or more distinct colours. Dr.

Scliuuck informs us that if we treat the petals of

an orange-coloured variety of the Tropceolum majus

with boiling water, we extract a colouring matter

which imparls to the water a ]>urple colour. The

petals so treated appear yellow
;
and if they are

digested in boiling spirits of wine, a yellow colour-

ing matter is extracted, and the leaves become

white. Similar results are obtained when the petals

of the brown Calceolaria are successively treated

with boiling water and spirits of wine. Many other

flowers exhibit the same conditions. Light, under

sonic conditions, has the power of eliminating the

colours of which the prevailing hue is formed.

Mis. Mary Somerville has shown us that, if we

wash paper over with the juice which has been

obtained by bruising the petals of the dark purple

dahlia, and expose that paper to the action of the

parathermic rays,—that is, of those rays which are

associated with tlie heat rays in the lower portion

of tlie prismatic spectrum,—that one set of llicse

rays develops a blue, aud another set a red colour.

The vegetable kingdom is the only source from

wliich we can obtain a pure green
;

all others are

combinations of blue and yellow. Chlorophyle, or

the green colouring matter of leaves, can be e.t-

tracted as a pure green ;
and we are recently made

acquainted with another vegetable green, called

Chinese green, which has been extracted from many
of the Buckthorn tribe.

Some colouring matters are derived from the

auimiil kingdom. Although the skin aud the hair of

animals, the feathers of birds, and the scales of

fishes, possess an almost infinite variety of colours,

yet there arc but a few of them with which we are

acquainted; aud a still smaller number which have

been applied in the Arts. The cochineal insect

has yielded us beautiful carmines and lakes, aud

the murex, amougst the raollusca, gave to the

ancients the celebrated Tyrian purple. A few other

colours, derived directly from the animal kingdom,

might be named, but the above are the most im-

portant. It is true that the constituents of blood

aud bones yield us chemical agents, which, in com-

bination, produce most intense colours,—as, for

example, Prussian blue, and other cyanogen com-

pounds,—but they are not to he regarded as natural

combinations.

The mineral kingdom is rich iu colour, and

many of the combinations of cobalt, of copper, of

manganese, of iron, &c., are employed by the dyer

and the calico-printer. All the colours obtained

from the inorganic world are physically and chemi-

cally different from those to which it is desired

more especially to direct attention. In considering

the question of the production of colour, as lead-

ing up to tlie preparation of those colours which

have been discovered and are manufactured by

Mr. Perkius, some few peculiarities may still be

noticed.

Ill numerous instances the colouriug matters ex-

hibit, in an uncombiiied state, an entirely different

colour from what they do when they cuter into com-

bination. The colouring matter of litmus is, when

nncombined, red, but its compounds, with alkalies,

are blue. The alkaliue compounds of alizarine,

obtained from madder, are of a rich violet colour,

while the substance itself is reddish-yellow.

Dr. Schunck, to whom we are indebted, more

tliau to any other man in this country, for the in-

vestigation of colouring matters, informs us that

colouring matters, restricting this term to vegetable

and animal dyes, consist either of carbon, liydrogcn,

and oxygen, or of those elements in addition to

nitrogen. The exact relative proportions of these

constituents, however, is known in very few cases
;

aud iu still fewer instances have the chemical for-

mutic of the compounds beeu eslablislied witli any

approach to certainty. This proceeds, on tbe oue

liaiid, from the small quantities of these substances

usually present in the organs of plants and animals,

aud the dllhculty of obtaining sufficient quantities

for examination in a state of purity ;
and, on the

other hand, from the circumstauces of their possess-

ing a very complex chemical constitution and high

atomic weight. Only a small number of colouring

matters are capable of assuming a crystailiiie form
;

the greater number, especially the, so-called, resinous

ones, being perfectly amorphous. Among those

which have been obtained in a crystalline form, may
be mentioued alizarine, indigo blue, qucreitriiic,

inorine, lutcoline, cLrysophau, aud rutiiie : it is pro-

bable, however, that when improved methods have

beeu discovered of preparing colouring matters,—aud

we arc uow advancing rapidly iu tliis direction,—and

of separating them from the impurities with which

they are found so often associated, many, which are

now supposed to be amorphous, will be found to he

capable of crystallizing. Very little isunderstood con-

cerning the action of light on colouring matters and

their compounds. It is well known that these

bodies, when exposed to the rays of the sun, espe-

cially when deposited iu lliiu layers on, or iu fabrics

made of, animal or vegetable materials, lose much
of the intensity of their colour, and, sometimes,

even disappear entirely, that is, they are converted

into colourless bodies
;

but whether this process

depends on a jihysical action induced by light, or

whether, as is more probable, it consists in pro-

moting the action of oxygen and moisture on them,

is uncertain. The moat stable colouring matters,

such as iudigo blue, and alizarine iu its coinpoimds,

are not iusensible to the action of light
;

others, sucli

as carthamine, from safflower, which was used for

dyeing silk, poppy, nacarat (a bright orange red),

cherry, rose colour, and flesh colour, disappear

rapidly wlien exposed to solar influence. Colours

produced by the mixture of two colouring matters

are often found to resist the action of light better

than those obtained from one alone. In one case,

that of the Tyrian purple, the action of light seems

to be absolutely essential to the formation of the

colouring matter. The leaves of plants remain

colourless if tlie plants are grown iu darkness

;

though iu Ibis case the formation of the green

colouring matter is probably due to a physical state,

induced by the luminous power of tbe sunbeam, and

not the result of any influence of the cheniical rays.

The action of heat on colouring matters varies

very much according to the nature of tlie latter, and

the method of applying the heat. A moderate

degree of heat ofteu changes the hue of a colouring

matter and its compoupds, the original colour being

restored on cooling—an effect which is probably due

to physical causes. Sometimes this effect is, with-

out doubt, owing to the loss of water. Alizarine,

for instance, crystallized from alcohol, when healed

to 212® F., loses its water of crystallizslion, its colour

chauging at the same time from reddish-yellow to

red.
" At a still higher temperature most colouring

matters are entirely decomposed, the products of

decomposition being those usually alforded by

organic matters, such ns water, carbonic acid, car-

biiretted hydrogen, empyreumalic oils, and, if the

substance contains nitrogen, ammonia, or organic

bases, such as aniline, the subject of the present

paper. A few colouriug matters, as, for example,

alizarine, rubiacine, iudigo blue, and iudigo red, if

carefully heated, may he volatilized without cliange,

and yield beautiful crystallized suidimates, though

a portion of the substance is sometimes decomposed,

giving carbon and empyreumalic products.

Colouring matters, like most other organic sub-

stances, undergo decomposition, with more or less

facility, when exposed to the action of oxygen
;
and

the process may, indeed, be more easily traced in

their case, as it is always accompanied by a change

of liue. Professor Dr. George Wilson, of Edinburgh,

has some most interesting and instructive experi-

ments upon the influence of light on colouring

matters, enclosed in perfectly dry gases, which con-

firm the above statement. There are many other

points of much interest in connection with those

colouring matters which arc derived from the

vegetable kingdom, that is, wliich may be regarded

as variable compounds of carbon, hydrogen, and

oxygen, hut our space will not admit of their being

considered at present. We must now proceed to

the examination of the new colour, wliich vs, like

those already named, derived from, although not

actually existing as a colouring matter in, the vege-

table world.

We are now obtaining this beautiful dye from

coal tar, aud it cannot hut be instructive, especially

to such as rre not familiar with chemical combina-

fs::
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tions, to present, in an intelligible form, some of

the principal products which are obtained by its

destructive distillation. These are gaseous, liquid,

and solid. In the following list the chemical

formula is given, for the purpose of showing how
strangely, by an interchange of a few elements, the

condition of a substance is effected. It should be

noticed that H stands for hydrogen, 0 for oxygen,

C for carbon, N for nitrogen, S for sulphur, and

Cl for chlorine
;
the figures attached to those letters

giving the relative proportions in which the com-
binations take place:

—

G.ASEOUS.
Name of substance. Chemical formula.

Hydrogen II

Light carburetted hydrogen . . C~ IH
Carbonic oxide CO
Olefiant gas IH
Propylene CS 116

Bntylenc C^ H3
Carbonic acid C 0^

Sulphuretted hydrogen . . . S K
Nitrogen N

Liquid.

"Water HO
Bisulphide of carbon . . . . C S^

Benzol C^- H6
Tuluol C14 H8
Ciunol C'6 1112

Cymol C20 ru
Aniline r7
Picoline Rt N
Leucoline Ci® ll® N
Carbolic acid C*2 RS 0^

Solid.

Carbonate of ammonia . . . N IH 0 C 0^

Ilydrosulphate of sulphide of am-
monium NIHS-bllS

Sulphite of ammonia . . . . N IH 0 S 0^
Chloride of ammonium . . . N Cl

Paraffine C^o IR2

.

Napthaline C20 RS
Para-napfhalinc R 12

Pyrene C66 R6
Chrj'sene C^o

There are several other hydrocai’bou compounds
occasionally produced, which are not named above.

It may be remarked, in passing, that to the Benzol

and Tuluol series belong the artificial essential oil

of almonds, and some of the fruit essences now
employed in the manufacture of cheap confec-

tionary.

Before we proceed to the examination of the

aniline compounds, some short notice must be given

of another product, which promises to produce a

very fine dye : that is carbolic acid, or, ns it is

sometimes called, plmtole. The less volatile por-

tion of the fluids produced by the distillation of coal

tar contains considerable quantities of this substance.

It may be extracted by agitating coal oils (boiling

between 300° and 400°) with an alkaline solution.

The latter, separated from the nndissolved portion,

contains the carbolic acid, in the state of carbolate

of the alkali used. On addition of a mineral acid,

the phenole is liberated, and rises to the surface in

the form ofan oil. To obtain it dry, recourse must
bfe had to digestion with chloride of calcium,

folloVed by a new rectification. Carbolic acid,

when very pure and dry, is quite solid and colour-

less-, but when mixed with lime, and exposed to the

air, it yields rosoiic acid, giving to the lime a rich

red colour. If a splinter of deal wood be dipped

first in carbolic acid, and then in moderately strong

nitric acid, it acquires a blue, colour. We have, no
doubt, here a colorific compound of value; but as

yet no means have been discovered of fixing the

colour.

Aniline, it will be observed, differs from carbolic

acid, in containing twelve equivalents of carbon,

with seven of hydrogen, and one of nitrogen; the

latter containing twelve equivalents of carbon, with
six of hydrogen, and two of o.rggen. There ai'e few

bodies which may be prepared in a greater variety

of ways than aniline; and since aniline is the basis

of the fashionable colom-, mauve, one or two of the

methods must be mentioned.

It may be obtained in quantity from indigo. When
indigo blue is dissolved by the aid of heat in a strong

solution of potash, and the mass, after evaporation to

dryness, submitted to destructive distillation, it intu-

mesces considerably, and aniline is liberated, which
is condensed in the receiver, in the form of a brown
oil, together with a little water and ammonia dis-

engaged with it. The aniline is purified by rectifica-

tion. The aniline obtained is about eighteen to

twenty per cent of the indigo used. Nitro-benzole
may be converted into aniline by the aefibn of sul-

phuretted hydrogen gas, or, more conveniently, by
the action of a basic acetate of iron.

The most abundant source of aniline is the basic
oil of coal tar. This oil is agitated with hydrochloric
acid, which seizes upon the basic oils. After de-

canting the clear liquor, which contains the hydro-
chlorates of these oils, it is evaporated over an open
fire until it begins to disengage acrid fumes, which
iiidicate'a commencement of decomposition, and then
filtered, to separate any adhering neutral compounds.
The clear liquor is then decomposed with potash, or
milk of lime, which liberates the bases themselves
in form of a brown oil, consisting chiefly of aniline

and leucol. This mixtiu'e is submitted to distillation,

and the aniline is chiefly found in that portion
which passes over at about 360° F. Repeated dis-

tillation and collection of tlie product distilling at

this temperature purifies the aniline
;
but to complete

the purification, it is well to treat the partially

purified aniline once more with hydrochloric acid,

to separate the bases again by an alkali, and then to
rectify carefully.

When pure, aniline is a colourless liquid, of a Iiigh

refractive power, and of an aromatic odour. It'^is

slightly soluble in water, aud mixes in all propor-
tions in alcohol and ether. It dissolves phosphorus
and sulphur when cold, and coagulates albumen.
With a solution of bleaching powder it strikes a

; beautiful blue colour. Aniline combines with the
acids, and forms a long series of salts : the sulphate
of aniline is the most important, as being the salt

employed iu the production of Mr. Perkins’s aniline

colours. It is prepared by mixing aniline with
diluted sulphuric acid, and evaporating slow’ly until

the salt appears. It crystallizes from boiling alcohol
in the form of beautiful colourless plates of a silvery

lustre. The crystals redden by exposure to air, but
do_ not undergo any change by any heat below the
boiling-point.

The exquisitely beautiful dye for silks, the mauve,
is prepared by taking equivalent proportions of
sulpliate of aniline and bichromate of potash, dis-

solving them in water, mixing, and allowing them to
stand for several hours. The whole is then thrown
upon a filter, and the black precipitate which has
formed is washed and dried. This black substance

' is then digested in coal-tar naptha, to extract a brown,
!
resinous substance

;
and finally digested with alcohol,

I

to dissolve out the colouring matter, which is left

!

behind, on distilling oft' the spirit, as a coppery friable

j

mass.
_

This is the dyeing agent, producing all the

j

charming varieties of purples known by the name
: mauve, which, as it appears to us somewhat inap-
propriately, has been given to this colour.

The particularity of these purples consists in the
peculiar blending of the red and blue of which they are
constituted. These hues admit of almost infinite

variation ; consequently, we may have many varieties

of red mauve, and as many of blue mauve, aud any
dejith of tint can be secured. The permanence
of these hitherto fugitive combinations is their

strongest recommendation.
By the researches of chemists,—who have been

following Glauber’s advice, to “examine everything
which other people throw' away,”—we have obtained
essences resemblmg those of the choicest fraits and
flowers, and dyes of surpassing briUiancy, which
do not fade, from matters which were absolutely
waste but a few years since. This will prove
to every one the advantages which are derivable

from studies too often regarded as abstract and
valueless. Rely upon it, however, no truth can
be discovered Wt it must, sooiier or later, be-
come of practical value to man. From coal tar
we extract a dye which rivals the far-famed Tyrian
purple, and we are about to produce from guano a

similar colour, wliich, although obtained from the
vast deposits formed on the waste islands off the coast
of Peru, is probably tlie same colour which the I

Phccniciaus obtained from mollusca inhabiting the
“bright iEgean.”

Robert Hunt.

THE UOTAL PICTEKES.

THE PRINCESS CHARLOTTE.

Sir T. Lawrence, Painter. T. Garner, Engraver.
Size of tlie Picture 2 ft. G iu. by 2 ft. R in.

L.AWRENCE must have painted this portrait quite

early in the present century, probably about the year
1801 or 1802, at a time when the patronage of the

Court gave him the highest position among contem-
porary portrait-painters, aud one which he maintained
till the day of his death. The “sitter” on this

occasion was the yomig Princess Charlotte, only child

of the Prince of Wales, afterw'ards George IV., by his

unhappy union with the Princess Caroline of Bruns-
wick. The Princess Charlotte was boru in 1796,
aud the portrait appears to have been taken at

about the age of five or six. In May, 1816, she

was married to Prince Leopold, of Saxe Coburg,
the present King of Belgium, aud died in November
of the following year. Our memory can just go
back to this event—one that threw a deep shadow
of sincere sorrow over the whole British nation,

whose hopes seem to have been set upon her as the
successor to the crown subsequently inherited by her
father. Her lofty spirit, her amiable disposition,

and bright intellect, appeared to fit her to reign over
a great and enlightened nation, and had already won
the affections of the people, who regarded her when
she entered the wedded state as, at feast, the mother
of a race of kiugs, if not destined to wear the
diadem on her own brow. Providence, however, saw
fit to disappoint all expectations; a few short hours
sufficed to turn joy into mourning, and hope into

dread certainty. Byron, in his “ Childe Harold,”
wrote her death-dirge in some of his noblest stanzas.

“ Hark ! forth from ttie abyss a voice proceeds,
A long, low, distant murmur of dread sound,
Such as arises when a nation bleeds
Witli some deep and irremediable wound ;

Through storm and darkness yawns the rending ground.
The gulf is thick with phantoms, but tlie chief
Seems royal still, though with her liead discrowned,
And pale, but lovely, with maternal grief

She clasps a babe, to whom her breast yields no relief.

“ Scion of chiefs and monarchs, where art thou ?

I'oiid hope of many nations, art tiiou dead i

Could not the grave forget thee, and lay low
Some less majestic, loss beloved he.ad ?

In the sad midnight, while thy heart still bled,
The mother of a moment, o'er tliy boy,
Death hushed that pang for ever; with thee fled
The present happiness and promised joy,

Which filled the imperial isles so full it seemed to cloy.

“ Peasants bring forth iu safety
;
can it be,

Oh thou that wort so happy, so adored

!

Those that weep not for kings, shall weep for thee.
And Freedom's heart, grown heavy, cease to hoard
Her many griefs for One

;
for she had poured

Her orisons for thee, and o’er thy head
Beheld her Iris.—Thou, too, lonely lord.
And desol.ato consort—vainly wert tliou wed

!

The husband of a year tlie father of the dead !

“ Of sackclotii was tliy wedding garment made

;

Thy bridal's fruit is ashes
;
in the dust

The fair-haired Daughter of the Isles is laid,

The love of millions ! how we did entrust
Futurity to her i and though it must
Darken above our bones, yet fondly deem'd
Our children should obey her child, and blessed
Her and her hoped-for seed, whose promise seemed

Like stars to shepherds' eyes: 'twas but a meteor beamed."

The poet’s prediclioa ia the last stanza, like many
other prophecies, has not been fulfilled

;

“ futurity
”

bas not
“ darkened above our bones ;” iiappily for

England, two years after the death of the lamented
princess, another appeared among the royal family,

in the person of our present most gracious Queen,
whose wise and gentle exercise of her exalted position

amply compensates for the loss, which, in 1817, the

country deplored with so much true universal sorrow.

No monarch was ever followed to the grave with
deeper feelings of regret than was the Princess

Charlotte, when carried to her last home. Chan-
trey’s monument to her memory in St. George’s

Chapel, Windsor, is one of the most touching com-
positions that can be conceived.

Lawrence’s portrait is a very charming represen-

tation of childhood, *playful iu character, intelligent

in expression, aud e.xceedingly graceful as a compo-
sition, but the tone of colour is remarkably low for

a picture by this painter. The youthful princess has

just released, from its cage, a favourite bird, which
is quietly perched on her hand, and on which she is

lovingly gazing.

The picture is in the collection at Windsor Castle.







NEW METHOD
OF TAKING UP AND REMOVING

ANCIENT TESSELATED PAVEMENTS.
BY GEORGE MAW,

MEMBER OF TUB ROYAL AGBICDI-TURAL COLLEGE, ETC.

TifK great desideratum of preserving from destruc-

tion the examples of Romau Tesselated Pavements,

that are from time to time brought to light, and

the fact that the circumstances which lead to their

discovery generally involve the necessity cither for

their removal or rc-intermeut, induce me to think

that a short description of a method I have em-

ployed for taking up and trausporting pavements

composed of tesserre, may be acceptable to those of

your readers who are interested in the preservation

of the reranants of Roman Art in this country.

Where it is possible to leave the pavement in

si/ll, there can be no doubt it is a more interesting

object, in association with the remains of the biiild-

, 5? Z

ing of which it originally formed a part, as in the

case of the beautiful pavement in Earl Bathurst’s

Park at Cirencester, and those more recently dis-

covered in Apethorpe Park, the seat of the Earl- of

Westmoreland, in Northamptonshire, where the re-

mains have been carefully protected from injury in

the place they were discovered. But in the majority

of cases, Roman remains are brought to light in

building and drainage excavations, which necessitate

either their immediate destruction, removal, or

burial. This was the case with the pavements dis-

covered last spring at Wroxeter, in Shropshire, and

the desire to preserve them induced me to devise,

and put iu practice, the process of removal 1 am
about to describe.

The entirety of the pavement or portion of pave-

ment to be removed is preserved by cementing it

all over ou the upper surface of tessene, as from

the state of decay of the cement originally used in

the formation of the pavement, the tesserre arc

generally loose, and easily displaced. To secure the

E m;
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pavement in an unbrokeir mass, I provide a shallow

rim of wood (B B, Fig. 1), of the size, or a trille

larger, than the portion of pavement to he removed;
its depth, somewhat dependant on the thickness of

tessene, and condition of pavement as to equality

nr

of surface, may be from two to three inches
;
and to

its upper and under snrface flat lids {A A aud C C},

capable of beiug screwed ou aud off, shoidd be pro-

vided, forming together a shallow box of the size of

pavement, with top and bottom removable. A nar-

No sort of difficulty occuiTed iu removing the

fragments of pavements from Wroxeter to the

Shrewsbury Museum by this process, and it is be-

lieved that pavemeuts of much larger dimensions

could be taken up with equal facility, providing the

strength and rigidity of the wood-work were made

proportionate to their size.

The rims and lids of the boxes used at Wroxeter

for pieces of pavement 3 feet by feet, were made

of inch-thick deal.

Should any of your readers desire further parti-

culars of the method of proceeding, I shall be happy

to reply to any inquiries that may be addressed

to me.

Broseh?!/, Salop, Sept. 1S59.
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Fig. 2.

row trench (D D, l^g. 2) is dug round the pave- ' with its upper edge a little above the surface of

inent, in which the woodeu frame (B B, Fig. 1), the
,

pavemeut, as in Fig. 3 ;
the space intervening he-

top aud bottom lids having been removed, is placed, tween it and the woodeu rim (which, of course.

loi: jxxcaxnxrn: tjtj:

Fig. 3.

should be as small as possible) is then filled in with
;
scras floated over with plaster of Paris (represented

Portland cement (represeuled black in Figs. 3, 4, 5,
|

by diagonal shading in Figs. 4 and 5) quite full to

and G), and, when bard, the whole surface of tes- 1
the level of the rim, upon which, while the plaster

j|iLH n M 1 w > 1 qim.n u.i.i i m.u-{,.ixuaxu_U M 11

is in a semi-liquid state, the top lid A A is screwed

down. The pavement (see Fig. 4) is now within an

inverted box, permanently cemented to it on the

four sides by its edges, and temporarily attached to

the lid by its surface with plaster of Paris. It is

thus perfectly protected from iujm-y, and may be

detached from the foundation by excavation with a

small pick- axe, at a level with the under surface of

rim, and turned over.

If the piece of pavement is large, it may he

propped up at intervals as the excavation proceeds,

lest its weight should detach it from the plaster.

If the old cement foundation (a part of which has

been detached with the tessene) is soft and decayed,

as is generally the case, it can be easily removed

from the back of the tessene when the pavement is

inverted, aud replaced with a layer of Portland

cement.

The piece of pavement can now he transported to

any convenient place and reflxed, or the bottom lid

"TT" f ".
,
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Fig. 5.

(C C, Fig. 1) strewed down and attached to the back [the pavement maybe again turned face upwards,

of pavemeut with Portland cement (see Fig. 5, repre-
,
the temporary lid A A unscrewed and removed, the

seating inverted pavement). All being now secure, plaster of Paris picked off from face of pavement,

and the rim, which, it will he remembered, was
j

with its snrface, as shown in Fig. 6, or, if the pave-

placed a little above it, should be planed down level
j
ment has been relaid, entirely removed.

ART AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

The directors of the Crystal P-alace have intimated

to j\Ir. Tliomas Hayes, that his services will uot be

any longer required by them, as superiutendent of

what has been somewhat humorously designated

their “ Fine-Art Department.” What course may
be adopted, when this “Department” and Mr.

Haves have ceased to he connected, has not yet

been made known. Rumours have reached us, but

they are sufficiently contradictory and improbable,

either to be absolutely uufounded, or to contain the

germ of what at present is an undeveloped fact. We
trust, however, that at length the Crystal Palace

will make au effort to rescue its “ Pine-Art Depart-

ment” from the lamentable condition of inanition,

which has hitherto been its only distinguishing

characteristic, unless, indeed, it has occasionally

I
woke np to perpetrate some positive mischief.

Until we And that such n resolution has been actu-

ally adopted, aud is in force, we shall not expect

to hear that the vacant “department” has been

assigned, codicil-fashion, to the already fully occu-

pied and very efficient (in his own “ department ”)

Clerk of tlie Works, or that it has been absorbed

amongst the directors themselves, each of them

undertaking to do some of the Palace Art in the

manner that seems best iu his own sight. Mr.

Bowley is an able man in his own art, which is

music
;
Mr. Grove is first-rate ns a secretary, and

though he might accomplish great things for the

“ Fine-Art Department,” if it were under his direc-

tion, and he had time and leisure to devote to it,

his duties as secretary are too important and too

onerous to admit of his attempting to add to his

present responsibilities. So we shall await “coming

events” in this matter, hoping much from them,

even although expecting but little.

And yet we ought to expect from the directors of

tbe Crystal Palace, that Art should be able to point

to them, as to her truest friends and most strenuous

supporters. Their power is great—at any rate it

might be great, and great it would become, if it

were rightly applied. The capabilities of the Crys-

tal Palace it would he diflicult to estimate too

highly
;

and the public still look to the Crystal

Palace, notwithstanding all its short-comings, as

the institution which, beyond all others, might

make good and true Art popular, and popnlar Art

good aud true. That nothing should have been

done for Art hitherto at Sydenham, is the strongest

of all possible arguments that as much should be

done for Art now and in time to come, as it may
be within the power of the Crystal Palace to accom-

plish. We have not forgotten certain clauses in the

report put forth last summer by the Council of the

“ Crystal Palace Art-Union,” in which the strongest

stress is laid upon the advantages conferred by the

Palace upon popular Art and Ai-t-raanufactnrers. As

we hajjpen to be familiar with the Art-antecedents

of the Sydenham institution, these passages of this

“report” we have held to be prospective \a

application, and we accordingly have based upon

them whatever hopes we may entertain, that Art

and Art-maunfactures may in future acquire from

the Crystal Palace advantages at present unknown.

Wc have reason to believe that a good appoint-

ment has lately been made, in the person of Mr.

Bousfield, to the “Exhibitors’ Department” of

the Crystal Palace. This gentleman, has not yet

been sufficiently long in office to have accomplished

much; but he has won favourable opinions, and he
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has also given indications of being desirous to effect

every available improvement. This is somethiu£
that is at once novel and encouraging. The first

step towards effecting beneficial changes is to desire

them. Jlr. Bousfield has a wide field open before

him, and he has our best wishes for his success in

every legitimate effort he may make to render
it available for good. Perhaps, when something
has been done in the “ Pine-Art Department,” we
may be disposed to submit a few suggestions that

may be found of practical utility to both Jlr. Bous-
field and his

" Fine-Art” colleague.

There is another ” department ” in the Crystal
Palace which, in its operations, Las conformed very
closely to that of the Fine Aits

;
this is the “ Lite-

rary Department.” We presume that it has oh--

tained its title upon the Incus a non hicendo prin-

ciple. Since the original handbooks were prepai-ed,

when the Crystal Palace was first opened to the

public, the “ literary ” productions of this depart-

ment may be briefly described. It tried to ac-

complish au enlarged and improved edition of

Samuel Phillips’ ” Shilling Guide to the Palace and
Park,” and the attempt proved a signal failure.

Then it published a “ Penny Guide,”— exactly the

thing, or one of the things, that visitors to the

Palace required. Unfortunately, however, the
“ Penny Guide ” that visitors required was not, by
any means, such a ” Penny Guide ” as this “ Lite-

rary Department ” placed before them. They
wanted something they could buy for a penny,
and which would really “guide” them. They
found, indeed, that their penny would accomplish
the purchase of this production

;
and they found

also, when they had bought it, that it consisted of

advertisements, ground-plans, and a series of short,

dry paragraphs, execrably written, and absolutely

devoid alike of information, interest, and utility.

The advertisements were a nuisance, the ground-
plans not one reader in a hundred could make out,

and the character of the "literary” portion of the

affair we have already given. As a matter of course,

this "Penny Guide” has never become popular.

And yet it has made a vigorous effoit to attain to

popularity
;

for it has of late been sold to visitors

as a “New Penny Guide,” the neioness consisting

in a fresh wrapper enclosing the old niatter printed

from the original stereotype-plates. And, with this

ingenious device, the “ Literary Department ” has

come to a halt. The almost innumerable subjects

for brief popular papers, which the Crystal Palace

suggests, and which might be sold in swarms, if

ilip}! were worth having, are amongst the things

which the future has to produce, if they are ever

to be produced at all. We should like to " know
the reason why” these things are so; and we
should like to be informed upon what principle

success can be looked for by the proprietors of the

Crystal Palace, while these things are as they arc.

We return once more to the " Fine-Art Depart-

ment,” that we niay inquire whether there is any
])ros])cct of a thoroughly good " Haudbook to the

Ceramic Court” being forthcoming? Such a ivork

would be eminently useful in itself, and could

scai'cely fail to be successful as a speculation. The
Ceramic Court is the one spot in the Crystal Palace
which exemplifies what the entire institution might
have been, and ought to have been. Unhappily it

stands almost alone, a solitary oasis; iudeed, it is

quite alone in its high character aud unique e.xcel-

lence. Some months back, we heard that the court

itself was to be re-fitted, and that its accomplished
author, ihlr. T. Baltam, would then be empowered,
by the liberality of collectors, to add considerably

to its contents
;
but the Ceramic Court, when we

last passed through it, remained in stafn quo, and,

like its neighbours, it could do no more than point

to “a good time” that, it was to be hoped, might
be "coming.” The reputation of the Crystal

Palace is endangered by any trifling with its best

object. If the Ceramic Court requires fresh fittings,

or new linings for its cases, or anything of that

kind, let the renovations be done at once, or we
shall be told that delays in such a matter are only a

prelude to a suppression of the court itself, in order

that its "space” may eventually be let to some
speculative seller of cheap merchandize. The next
thing to this would he to advertise the Crystal

Palace as a circus, or a divan, or a compound esta-

blishment of some such Art-advancing description.

ART IN CONTINENTAL STATES.

P.AHis.—The collection of statues for the Louvre is

augmented by the following :
—“Action,” by M. Ful-

conis; “Wisdom,” by M. Lepere; and “ Sculpture,”
by Emile Blavior.—Our artists are busy comme-
morating the various events of the war, real and
allegorical

;
several are commanded for Versailles.

—At a recent meeting of the Academy of Inscrip-
tions and Belles-Lettres, a casual observer might
have supposed himself transported to a splendid
exhibition of ancient times : the tables were covered
with costumes, bijoux, ornaments, &c., of immense
value,_ that once formed the toilette of a rich
Egyptian lady, who died thousands of years ago.
These splendid treasures of ancient Art have been
brought from Egypt by If. Mariette, the intrepid
traveller entrusted’ by the French Government with
various important missions in the East. Unfor-
tunately, these desirable objects will only remain
here a short time

;
they belong to the Viceroy of

Egypt, who has sent them to Paris to be repaired
and put in order. The Viceroy has wisely decided
that it is inexpedient to allow Egypt to be desi>oiled,

and he now undertakes researches for himself. A
museum of cast iron has been ordered, on the
model of the building in the Champs Elysecs, where
all the precious discoveries will be arranged and
classified. We are liappy to record this proof of
advancing civilization in 'the East.—The panorama
by Colonel Langlois, in the Champs Ehjsdes, is

finished, and will shorlly' be opened for public in-
spection : the first artists have been employed on
it.—The Museum of Grenoble has been enriched
with a painting by Fra Bartolomeo, through the
generosity of the mayor, M. Gaillard.—The magni-
ficent library formed by Baron Humboldt, and left

by him to his valet-de-chambre, has been purchased
by I.ord Bloomfield, ambassador at Berlin, for

40,000 thalers.—The competition works from Rome
have been exhibited, with the prizes for painting,
sculpture, &c. The following awards have been
made :—.Architecture—M. Doitte, first prize

;
M.

Thierry and M. Pascal, second prizes. Painting

—

M. Ulmaiin, first prize; J. Lefebvre, second prize.

There is nothing very remarkable in any of the
productions.—A column aud statue are to be erected
at Corapiegne, in memory of Joan of Arc.—Horace
Vernet has almost finished his picture of “Napo-
leon I. surrounded by his Marshals M. Tvon has
completed his designs for the pictures of the late

Italian battles. M. Beauce is executing an equestrian
statue of Marshal Canrobert

;
and M. Dumont is at

work on the model of a statue of Humboldt.
Flouence.

—

Our contemporarv, the Critic, re-

ports that, “ a number of interesting drawings and
manuscripts, by Michael Angelo, have just been
discovered in that house at Florence which all

Italian tourists will remember in the Via Gbibel-
lina. The house has been changing hands lately, in

consequence ofsome law proceedings, and has now be-
come the property of the government. A letter from
Florence says— ‘ The government has appointed a
commission to arrange all the memorials

; and I

have been assured by one of the members of the
commission that there have been found in the
family archives many drawings of Michael Angelo
hitherto unknown, and writings of the highest
value, both original prose and poetical composition,
from his pen

;
letters, not only unedited, but quite

unknown, from the most illustrious men of his

limes, addressed to the artist, and tending to throw
a new light on the events of his life. Let us trust

that the students of Art may rightly avail them-
selves of these treasures, and may finally write a

complete story of Michael Angelo’s life and timep.

The commission is already engaged in preparing
the materials for a complete and correct edition of

his writings.’ ”—We also quote the following Art-
news from the same source :

—“ The Tuscan govern-
ment, thinking it their duty to labour at the pro-

motion of letters and arts, have decreed that six

statues shall be cast in bronze : two for Florence,
to be erected in the Piazza Barbano, alias Piazza
Maria Antonia, alias Piazza del’ Indipendenza (a

magnificent new square, destined, it would seem,
to bear as many names as the Place de la Concorde
in Paris), in honour of Napoleon III. and Victor
Emanuel II. ; two for Leghorn, one to Charles
Albert, the other to Victor Emanuel of Sardinia;
one for Lucca, of Francesco Barlamacchi, a Luc-
chese patriot, ‘ first martyr of the cause of Italian

independence ;’ one for Sienna, in honour of Sal-
lustio Bandini, ‘ the founder of the theories on
economical freedom ;’ finally, one for Pisa, of

Leonardo Fibonacci, ‘ the restorer of algebraic
studies in Europe :’ the statues of the Emperor aud
of the King, in Florence, to be ornamented by bas-
reliefs, illustrating the events of the late Lombard
war. Besides these sculptured works four historical

pictures are to be painted, the subjects of which

are to be supplied by great events in ancient and
modern Italian history. The modern subjects are
the voting of the dicheance of the Austro-Lor-
raine dynasty by the Tuscan N.ational Assembly;
and the reception, by Victor Emanuel II., of the
deputies of the said assembly, bearers of the vote
for the annexation of Tuscany to the great and
strong North Italian kingdom. Besides these, four
battle pieces, celebrating the encounters of Curta-
tone, in 1848, Palestro, Magenta, and San Martino,
and four move, quadri di cosUime, characteristic
pieces representing different episodes of the late
war, and six portraits of illustrious Italians, de-
ceased within the last ten years, and well deserving
of the country, as promoting by their writings
the triumph of the national cause. These are

—

Vincenzo Gioberti, Cesare Balbo, Carlo Troya,
Giovamu Berchet, Silvio Pellico, and Giuseppe
Giusti. The engravers will have to execute por-
traits of Victor Emanuel and of the poet, Gio-
Battista Niccolini. These two works are severally
allotted to Professors Gustavo Bonaini and Filippo
Levi. The engraving of all the statues aud pictures
above-mentioned, as well as the works thomselves,
will be assigned bv free competition to such artists
as may apply for them.”

THE CATALOGUES

or THE HOYAL ACADEilY,

THE PAINTERS AND PICTURES THEREIN
CHRONICLED.*

Every sale of what arc called “genuine effects”

Las its quota of pictures, whereof a great proportion

are nameless productions, which find resting-places

in the back shops of speculative dealers, until

added to the collections of the adventurous dilet-

tanti by whom such acquisitions are made. ‘With

increasing wonder do we pernse those mysterious

catalogues, with their lists of unintelligible titles

and long-forgotten names. But as it was then, so

it is now
;
there is a legion of contemporary painters,

who fionrish in the sunshine of especial patronage,

but who will be forgotten as soon as their names

disappear from the catalogues of the day. Their

works become depreciated, and in order still to make
a market of them, conscientious dealers attribute

them to men of distinguished reputation. Tims
thousands of mediocre pictures are contiuually in

the market ;
they are backed, re-lined, re-touched,

re-cleaned—sold and re-sold—find a temporai'y rest-

ing-place on the walls of some incipient collector,

from whose possession they return to tliat of the

dealer, again to constitute a " gem ” in the catalogue

of another, who is fain, as of old, to reap wisdom as

the fruit of folly.

In these days of matter-of-fact identity, it is even

instructive to look back upon the quaint conceits of

the portrait-paiuters aud their sitters during the

latter half of the last century. To mythology and
allegory Rubeus gave a temporary fashion

;
hut the

taste for the extravagance became exploded when it

was determined that ordinary capacities could not

deal, with mythology as Rubens did. Vandyke
relied upon his more refined taste, and painted his

subjects as they were, making the most of what was
presented to him. When Reynolds was becoming
fashionable, he indulged extensively his mythological

vein
;
but he had the quo viveret. He painted com-

paratively few subject-pictures
;
he was, therefore,

anxious to give a pictorial character to his portraits,

and could not help giving a portrait-likc notion to his

pictures. The titles wdiich he gave to three-fourths

of these portraits are lost and forgotten ; hut the

persons whom they represent ai'c, of course, still

genealogically remembered, as the great grandfathers

and grandmothers of extant descendants. They arc,

therefore, presented to ns as "The lion. Mrs. \^Al-

kins and her daughter,” or " Mrs. Hobson aud her

son;” aud the curious spectator looks in vexations

perplexity at the properties and attributes of the

ladies, without dreaming that the former group is

“ Ceres and Proserpine,” and the latter “ Venus in-

structing Cupid to inflame Dido with love of iEneas

for thus may both works have been entered in the

catalogue, with lengthy Latin quotations. But all

the faces are yet stars, if their lustre be not yet be-

dimmed by those pernicious " megilphs,” that Barry

60 much deprecated. If we are disposed to be

critical about dresses, hybrid between Olympus and

' Conlinucd from page 154.
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P;ill Mall, tlic bright faces arc eloquently apologetic

for such unaccountable dove-tailing. Men were

excluded from deificatiou
;

\vc turn over the pages

of the catalogues in vain for an example on canvas

:

perhaps the most remarkable instance of the time

is Dr. Johnson as Hercules— a nude statue by Bacon,

iu St. Paul’s Cathedral
;

after the erection of whicli

exception was taken, with reason conspicuous enough,

to male demi-deification. Through the affectation of

concealing the names of persons whoso portraits were

exhibited, wc find continually such titles as “ Portrait

of a Lady of Quality,” “ Portrait of a Nobleman,”

&e., El crotchet unintelligible in these days of prose,

and plain coats and waistcoats, when everybody’s

uainc, at full length, is appended in the catalogue to

tlic number of his jiorlrait. In 1773 Reynolds

painted the Duke and Duchess of Cumberland, hut

tlicir names were printed witiiout any attempt at

mystification. The same year was exhibited a work,

considered one of the most remarkable of Reynolds’s

pictures
—

“ Count Hugolino (sic) and liis Children

in the Dungeon, as described by Dante, in tlic

thirty-third canto of the ‘Inferno.’” This picture

was painted as a speculation, the subject having been

suggested to him either by Burke or Goldsmith.

Reynolds had then been painting more than twenty

years, surrounded by all the wealth and distinction

of the country, but never, during that time, had he

received a commission for a “liistory picture.” This

was liis first essay in a new direction, in which, from
his own countrymen, he received no support what-

ever. Me was in practice forty-six years, and it is

most probable that ho did uot receive, diudng that

time, ten commissions for poetical or liistorical com-
positions from Englishmen, apart from those com-
missioned for commercial purposes. liis “TJgolino”

remained on his hands a long time unsold. liis

‘ Infant Hercules,” as is well known, was a commis-
sion from the Em])ress of Russia. Prince Potemkin
coinraissioueJ “ The Continence of Scipio,” also
” The Snake iu the Grass;” Count D’Adcmar pur-

chased “Muscipula;” Monsieur de Calonnc gave

the commission for ” Mrs. Siddous as the Tragic

Muse;” Noel Desenfans purchased the ” Girl with

a Cat,” and the “ Girl with a Bird’s Nest ;” and
M. Chaumier purchased the “ Boy Praying.” Thus
was that genius honoured by foreigners, which was
neglected by the fellow-countrymen of the painter.

“ The Vestal Tuccia,” " The Holy Family,” and
"Tlie Gleaner,” were commissioned by Macklin ns

speculations
;
and similar commissions were given by

Boydell for “ Robin Goodfellow,” ” Cardinal Beau-

fort,” and the ‘‘ Caldron Scene in ‘ JIacbeth.’
”

The history of our art of one hundred years ago
abounds iu evidence to show that portrait-painting

alone was the artist’s staff of life. The most
remarkable Instance of what might be termed a

success in composition during the last century was
exemplified in Hogarth; but he united the man of

business willi the artist, and but for this combina-

tion lie, like others, might have wanted bread.

Tlie secret of his success was the abandon which he

showed as the satirist of the vices of his time, and
the power that his education gave him of execut-

ing Jiis works ns prints. All his essays had a

breadth of expression that spoke freely and literally

to the limited Art-knowledge of the time. In the

saddest histories he charmed his patrons by the

introduction of some ridiculous incident, and led

them, iu the spirit of caricature, to the most melan-
choly of conclusions and the gravest of morsils.

Hogarth’s great work is his “ Slarriagc a la

Mode,” now the property of the nation, as being
of the Angerstein collection

;
and it is most fortunate

that Hogarth is represented by this work, as there

is no other so well fitted to show liis powers. By
Hogarth himself this story is called a "comical”
narrative, and so it has been termed by others in

deference to liim
;
but of mirthful clement there

is but little in it, and many a narrative has been
called tragic that terminated with much less of

tragedy than a murder, a suicide, and au execu-

tion. In most of Hogarth’s compositions there is a

plethora of accessory, of which every item lifts up
its voice and will be heard. This is according to

the intention of the artist, hut in many cases the

impossibly accidental combinations destroy that

speciousness of reality which should never he lost

sight of in every kind of Art-narrative intended to

impress the mind.
" Marriage a la Mode” is not, as Hogarth would

have it, a
“ comic” story, hut a dire tragedy, show-

ing how three persons suffered ruin and death

tlirougli a course of life whieli, a century ago, was

mildly called " folly,” hut what is now properly

called vice. It is a history in six chapters, of

which the first is "The Marriage Contract”—the

second best picture of the series. It is finished in

the artist’s most careful manner— a nicety whicli is

not sustained to the end; for tlie latter composi-

tions, though uot less perspicuous iu story, are

much less studied iu execution. The arrangement

of the figures in "The Marriage Contract” is such

as might he expected from a man who could pro-

pound a “line of beauty;” hut there is little in

the series to suggest that Hogarth could produce

an “Analysis of Beauty.” In the first picture the

alternation of the standing and sitting figures pro-

duces an admirable line of heads—a feature of the

coinjioaitiou which escapes ordinary observers, but

which is, nevertheless, a settlement effected only

after considerable study and numerous sketching

essays. Ou the right sits the old carl—a martyr

to the gout—pointing to his family-tree, in which

his descent is [raced from William the Conqueror.

Although building a new house, he is reminded

whence he has obtained the funds by the packet of

mortgage documents held before him. 'flic only

unoccupied person in the room is the bridegroom

elect, wlio sits on tlie left in full dress, and taking

snuff with the air of a man of tlic fashions of the

time. The impersonation of Lord Squander repre-

sents a man less iu stature tliau ho appears in the

succeeding scenes; his back is turned on his future

wife, whose entire attenliou is engrossed by Coun-

sellor Silvcrtonguc, her future paramour, and to

whose addresses she is already not indifferent.

Passages of the drawing are extremely faulty
;
the

wooden limbs, for instance, of the youuger nobleman

have been left with the easy and dangerous self-

assurance
—

“ That ’ll do,” to which the glaring

imperfeclioiis of so many valuable pictures are

attributable. Had the features and extremities

been more accurately made out, these works, for

their time, had been models of paramount perfec-

tion.

The second scene, “After Marriage,” shows Lord

and Lady Squander at their fireside. This is

generally understood to he a moruiug incideut, but

Uie clock marks the time twenty mimites past

twelve, the wax lights are flickering in their

sockets, and everybody is yawning. The time is,

in truth, the "heel” of an evening which Lord and

Lady Squander have spent according to their

respective tastes. Slie has been entertaining her

friends at cards, and is now taking a cup of tea.

He has returned intoxicated from his uightly orgy

at some pandemonium in the " Garden,” or its

vicinity. To each of the prints that Hogarth exe-

cuted from these pictures he appended a couple of

distichs of his own verse, which as to quality is much
on a par with Turner’s " Fallacies of Hope.” Two
of the lines descriptive of this subject are

—

“ IiulitFeronce, lassitude, and wa-cte—
Shows revels in the nuptial taste."

Aud this is about the register of a man wlio wrote

mortgage without the "t;” indeed, the infirmities

of his orlhogi'a])hy were always a joke against

him. Ill the picture under consideration. Lord

Squander looks a giant in compni’ison. with his

wife
;
the lower moiety of the person is much too

long; and he is uot the same person to whom
wc arc introduced iu the contract scene. Lady

Squander, on the contrary, rejnaius nearly the same
throughout

;
she is petite in person, lidite in

manner, with features of rustic prettiness, and the

expression of a heartless tritler.

Tiiesc pictures were jiainted seven years before

Rcyiiolda returned from Italy
;
Hogarth, therefore,

could uot, have received any impulse in colour from

liis works;—bad even Reynolds risen a cynosure

in the summer-tide of Hogarth, the latter would

not have condescended in aught to follow him.

The observation is prompted by the delicate trans-

parency of Lady Squander’s carnations. Her face

here and there is a juicy medallion ; it is like a

piece of fruit, more transparent than the peach

which Reynolds commends to the memory of his

disciples when at the easel. Of this kind of pearly,

glistening transparency there was hut little ante-

cedent to Hogarth that he could have profited by.

“With the exception of Vandyke (aud iu Hogarth’s

day the extent of our wealth in Vandykes was little

known, and less accessible), the works of all the

popular artists were dry and opaque ;
and any that

were otherwise, to any extent, fell far short of the

grey lustre of Hogarth’s female heads, which seem
descended from the " St. Catherine” of Veronese.

The thii'd scene, that at the Freiieh quack doctor’s,

is said to be difliciJt of interpretation
;
but to those

wlio skim a history so vicious, the question of thu

effect of the medicine matters hut little. And it is

uot uow iutcresting to know whether the centre

colossal figure be Betsy Careless or Fanny Cook

;

for it has hccu disputed which of the two is repre-

sented by the figure. It is enough to observe that

the figure is much too tall, and that of Lord
Squander is somewhat too old. The best picture of

the series is the “Countess’ Levee;” it is full of

figures remarkable for diversity of character. Here
we find Lady Squander in the hands of frlzenr,

and deeply engaged in something beyond a flirtation

with Counsellor Silvertougue, who is extended on a

sofa, aud points to a picture or print ou the screen

near him. This is essentially her ladyship’s recep-

tion; Lord Squander is not present, hut his absence

is compensated by tlic presence of a ceitain class of

notorieties that before and since the days of the

Squanders liave been extensively lionized by people

of fashion. The two figures on the left, the one

singing, the other playing the flute, are both musical

notabilities of the time; and the natural variety of

feature throughout the composition suggests the

probability that each figure heai's direct personal

allusion to some known character. In the centre

of the picture there is a person with red hair,

wearing a gipsy bonnet, hut it is impossible to

determine the pose of the figure
;

her arms are

extended, and she looks as if falling forward from
her scat

;
but this could not he the intention of the

painter, wlio may have proposed her movement as

an act of applause addressed to tlie flute-player and

singer
;
hut whatever Hogarth may have intended

this figure to express, must now remain a secret.

The composition is full of allusion to every kind

of extravagance aud frivolity. Lady Squander has

bceu making large purchases of curiosities at a sale :

these are displayed ou the floor, together with cards

of invitation, one to a
“ drum,” another to a

"drum-major,” and a third to a rout; but we do

not see that which invited her ladyship to that fatal

masquerade which brought final ruiu and death to

herself, her paramour, and her Iiushaud. The next

scene is that iu which Lord Squander discovers his

wife and Silverlongue in their retreat. The men
have fought; the latter is escaping from the window,

and the former is falling mortally wounded, and the

watch are entering at the door. The last scene U
the death of Lady Squander, who, having taken

refuge at her father’s, in the city, poisons herself

ou hearing the streets resounding with " The last

dying speech and confession of Counsellor Silver-

tougue and thus terminates this eventful history.

Hogarth left behind him tlie reputation of a great

moral teacher. Undoubtedly many of his works

w'ere conceived aud executed with a view of dciuou-

strating the hideousness of vice; and if his descrip-

tions were coarse, they were not unsuited to a time

iu which nothing but the broadest form of expres-

sion was acceptable. The " Marriage a la Alode,”

liis crowning ellbrt, was a fasliionable novel, in the

most tragic passages of w'hich he could not help

mingling a dash of liis ever-rcady vein of the

ridiculous. As, for instaucc, in the scene wherein

Lord Squander is killed, nothing can be more

absurd than the manner of Silvertonguc’s escape

;

aud in that in vvliicli tlie death of the countess

occurs, the solemnity of the narrative is vitiated not

only by certain of the figures iu the composition,

but especially by the starved hound carrying off the

pig’s head fi-om the table. Iu the lower ranges

of expression and diversity of character he was un-

equalled
;
but when he attempted a dignified pre-

sence, that became the least happy of his caricatures :

it cost him mucli more of effort to characterize tlie

industrious apprentice as Lord Mayor, than to pre-

sent the idle apprentice in all his phases of crime.

"The Idle Apprentice” is a story of the George

Barnwell school, with less of sentiment, hut in

striking contrast to the history of the industrious

apprentice. His greatest works were considered great

moral lessons, hut in the present day his method

of teaching is so little consouaut with public feeling,

i.'':

ij".
.
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that his pictures would be regarded as having

a pernicious tendeucy : and if Hogarth, a hundred

and thirteen years ago, realized a comfortable sub-

sistence by his labours, it is certain that in the present

day he would not procure subscribers to them enough

to save him from mendicity. As he is infelicitous

in his essays in personal dignity, he is equally so iu

his attempts at sentiment. Having dealt with a

range of charactenstic commencing with om* simplest

motives, and taking an evil divergence to the grossest

disqnalilications of our nature, be was free to employ
action which had been inadmissible in themes purely

sentimental. The scenes iu " Southwark Fair,”

“The Rake’s Progress,” and “The Harlot’s Pro-

gress,” are such as do not appear now in the

coarsest caricatures
;
a fact which may be accepted

both as an evidence of a moral advance, and an im-

provement of the public taste for Art. These were
accounted amongst his most earnest labours for the

amelioration of mankind; but in these composi-

tions there is always an element so grotesquely

revolting, that it appears that in all his predilections

the caricaturist gave place with but an indifferent

grace to the moralist. Nothing can he more
absurdly extravagant than that scene iu the “Har-
lot’s Progress,” in which the tea-things are kicked

over;—this is an ultima ratio, and to give full

effect to the action of the woman snapping her

fingers, has been a theme to which Hogarth has

addressed himself with unusual zest. It was
scarcely in his zeal for public instruction that he
published the two jmnts, “Before” and “After,”
the unblushing breadth of which would counteract

any good impulse given by any of his other works.

A critical analysis, therefore, of his works disallows

our concurring in the optimist opinions of his

eulogists, that he was moved purely and only by a

great moral principle. In their artistic essence,

the si.t “ Marriage a la Mode” pictures are enough
for a reputation

;
had he done nothing else, these

were sufiicient to establish him, in this class of art,

the greatest painter of his time.

To any one conversant only with Hogarth through

the general tone of his works, it would never occur .

that he could enunciate the following sentiment :

—

“ No living creatures are capable of moving in such

truly varied and graceful directions as the human
species

;
and it w’ould be needless to say how much

superior in beauty their forms and textures likewise

are. And surely also, after what has been said

relating to figure and motion, it is plain and evident

that Nature has thought fit to make beauty of pro-

portion, and beauty of movement, necessary to each

other; so that the observation before made on
animals will bold equally good with regard to man,
i. e. that he who is most exquisitely well-propor-

tioned is most capable of exquisite movements, such

as ease and grace in deportment or in dancing.”

This is a passage from Hogarth’s “Analysis of

Beauty,” a treatise which, considering the nature

of his subjects, one would suppose Hogarth less likely

to have written than any of his contemporaries. We
find in his most careful works a full and perfect

knowledge of all the canons of Art
;
and so much

is there to admire, and so little to censure in all

that contributes to pictorial excellence, that, con-

sidering the condition of Art in England, we marvel
in what school he acquired his knowledge.

The rate at which native genius was estimated in

the days of Hogarth will be understood when it is

stated that the “ Marriage a la Mode” realized at

auction no more than 120 guineas. The series was
purchased by Mr. lane, of Hillingdon, for that sura,

with the Carlo Maratti frames, which cost the artist

4 guineas each. On Mr. Lane’s death they be-

came the property of his nephew. Colonel Caw-
thorne, and in 1797 they were sold to Mr. Anger-

stein for 1000 guineas. 171115 the history of this

famous series is clear aud concise. The pictures are

iu an excellent state of preservation, but iu order that

they may remain so, they must, like the other valu-

able works of the collection, be glazed. Hogarth’s

method of disposing of his works was by auction at

his own house. Five minutes were allowed for

biddings for each picture, and in this way the six

pictures of the “ Harlot’s Progress” were sold for

£88 4s., the eight of the “Rake’s Progress” for

£184 16s., and in like manner for various sums
were sold “Morning,” “Noon,” “Evening,” and
“Night.” The spirit and originality of his pro-

ductious have set all imitations at naught.

THE CHINESE BELL AT THE
CEYSTAL PALACE.

From time immemorial, in the West as well as iu

the East, it has been the custom, to cast inscriptions

upon bells of unusual size aud importance. These
legends, thus perpetuated in bell-metal, are generally

either commemorative in some way of the circum-

stances under which each bell may have been
founded, or they refer to the special duties which
the bell may be destined to discharge

;
sometimes,

also, inscriptions of this class are either precatory or

admonitory: Sacris ahsit discordia lads'’ {“In
sacred places be discord unknown”) says one of the

fine harmonious peal at Dewsbury, which is cele-

brated in the legends of campanology as “England’s
sweetest melody.” No less appropriate examples

of bell-legends might be adduced, with ease, in con-

siderable numbers. Highly curious, and very in-

teresting also, are the characteristic legends which
appear upon the large Chinese bell, the production

of the once powerful Yeh, which was lately captured

at Canton by our forces, aud now is deposited at the

Crystal Palace. After having at once glorified the

ex-comraissiouer himself, aud dealt with the over-

the-water “ barbarian ” after the most approved

Chinese fashion, these inscriptions conclude as

follows :

—

“ Tlie disciples of the aitar of Unending Spring over-
looked in company the casting of this belt.

The Hong of Lucky Prosperity had the management of
the materials.

The Hong of Contented Elegance fused the metals and
cast the hell.”

Then, to wind up the whole, two auspicious lines :

—

“ Winds adjuster! ; Rains propitious

;

Nation tranquil; People peaceful.”

Now, we cannot refrain from expressing a hearty

wish that the processes for producing and setting in

action our west-end metropolitan bell, whatever its

name may ultimately be, that is to be raised to

the top of the Westminster campanile, vice the late

Big Ben the Second, cracked and condemned, may
be carried on and completed in conformity with

the Dewsbury sentiment, "ahsit discordia,” and
also that the whole aflair may be managed some-

what after the Chinese manner. The “ Lucky
Prosperity” of the Canton Ilong of campanologists,

to be sure, did not extend so far as to keep their
“ Great Tom-Tom” (as we presume they may have

entitled him) in their owu flowery land, after they

bad successfully cast him, and set him ringing
; hut

this is not the point to which we refer, for we
entertain no misgivings lest our bell of the parlia-

ment should take to foreign travel. Still we should

be very glad to have the future management of our

Westminster bell entrusted to a “ Houg of Lucky
Prosperity.” Possibly Mr. Denison may have con-

sidered that the other “ Hong,” that of “ Contented

Elegance,” was most happily represented, in time

]>ast, in his own person, and, accordingly, so far as

he was concerned, the “Lucky Prosperity” may
have been to him an affair of supreme indifference

;

while, as a matter of course, the “ Unending Spring ”

he may have regarded as something of mere clock-

making detail, that could concern nobody but Mr.
Dent. With the latter sentiment we are by no

means disposed to interfere ; but as there is a very

decided opinion prevalent with the public that in

future "ahsit discordia,” as applied to the West-
minster clock-bell, may be read "ahsit DeJiisoJi,”

we must insist upon the utmost attention being

bestowed upon the “ Lucky Prosperity,” which it is

so devoutly to be hoped may, at length, attend the

national bell-founding. The “ Hong of Contented

Elegance” will find a far more suitable impersona-

tion in the accomplished statesman now at the head

of affairs, than even in the versatile “ Q.C.,” who has

shown himself to be such a proficient in the amenities

of a pleasant little newspaper correspondence, that

may be said to constitute a complete system of

helles Uttres.

We should like to have the Chinese bell, as its

makers would say, “adjusted” for a performance

at the Crystal Palace—an experimental performance

that might prove eventually instructive in our West-
minster campanology. “Hand-bell ringing” has

taken its place amongst the attractions of the Syden-

ham institution, and we cannot see why “ Hong”-
bell ringing should not prove equally attractive. At

all events, we throw out the hint
;
aud we would

have other practical experiments, of every descrip-

tion, made in abundance, so that the Westminster
bell No. 3, nught prove to be a real A 1—first-rate,

and no mistake. There is the Russiau bell—the

Sebastopol trophy—that sounds as well now, with
au English sentry beside it, at Aldersbott, as ever

it did when its sonorous voice was well-known by
the echoes of Inkerman; why not have this bell

examined ? The Russians are fuinons as bell-

makers, aud we—have cracked two Big Bens in

rapid succession ! For ourselves, we are by no
means certain that the bell we Avaut should not,

aftei’ all, be made of glass j and, whatever its

material, we should like to be convinced that the

proper- shape for our bell really is conical, rather

than flat—that it should resemble an inverted tea-

cup in preference to a saucer in a similai' position.

These, however, are matters that, we suppose, mnst
await the return of Mr. Hankcy, and the rest of the

metropolitan community, to London. So, mean-
while, we rest content to maintain, iu general terms,

onr conviction that the nation ought to be able

even now to obtain a satisfactory clock, with a

satisfactory bell, in a satisfactory tower, and at

Westminster, for a sum (not including the tower)

somewhere between twenty and thirty thousand
pounds.

AET IN SCOTLAilD, lEELAND,
AND THE PEOYINCES.

Ireland.—The statue erected at Portrush, in
memory of the late Rev. Dr. Adam Clarke, has
been inaugurated. It is said to be a truthful
historic likeness, and is in the usual attire of the
celebrated divine. The statue, when raised on the
plinth in front of the obelisk, will stand 8 feet high,
and will be visible from the different approaches to

Portrush. The obelisk is 45 feet high.—The laying
of the foundation-stone of the Memorial Chapel,
at Portstewart, took place at the same time.

—

[Dr. Adam Clarke, the learned commentator on the
Bible, was an eminentWesleyan minister : his “ usual
attire ” was a plain black coat

;
he wore no “ cleri-

cal” garb, and was as simple iu manners as in
dress. He had always a singularly healthy look, and
was of robust form. He was, we believe, entirely

self-educated. He was a great and good man'; and
we rejoice to know that his admirable character and
large acquirements have been acknowledged and
recorded in his native country. He is one of the
many of whom Ireland may bo justly proud.]
Tarmodth.—The second annual report of the

committee of the School of Art iu this place has
been published •. its contents evidence the successful
working of the institution. During the past ses-

sional year the aggregate number of pupils attending
the principal school has been 161, and at the
auxUiary schools about 850.

Plymouth,

—

An exhibition of the works of the
students in the Plymouth School of Art was opened
on the 28th of September.
Brighton.

—

An exhibition of drawings, &c., the
production of the pupils of the Brighton School of
Art, was opened to the public in September. The
school has not yet been established a year, but its

success hitherto is quite commensurate with the
expectations of its friends and supporters; aud the
progress of the pupils, under the experience and
assiduous attention of the master, Mr. John White,
has hitherto proved quite satisfactory. Among the
drawings exhibited on this occasion, the following,

among a large number that showed both talent and
industry, attracted very general attention:—a per-

fective view of the Brighton Dispensary, by
i. Barnes

;
another of the Odd Fellows’ Hall, Brigh-

ton, by G. Newton, both pupils of the artizans’ class

;

a perspective drawing of the interior of a room at

Brighton College; another of the school-room at the
Mistresses' Training School; an “Interior,” by R.
King

;
a sectional view, nearly 12 feet long, of the

Gi'cat Eastern ; and several drawings from casts and
models by Miss Farncombe, Smithers, and others.

Montrose. Mr. Calder Marshall’s memorial
statue of the late Joseph Hume has been inaug-
urated: the likeness of the deceased is pronounced
excellent by those competent to judge. The statue

is 9 feet high, and stands on a pedestal nearly 12 feet

in height : the right leg of the figure rests on a

small pillar, bearing the arms of the town of Mont-
rose and the name of the sculptor, and on it a

mantle and a book are placed.



E must ask the reader to quit, for

a time, the scenery to whicli in

later Numbers we have intro-

duced him, by the wild sea-shore

—and to revisit the Wye, con-

tinuing our Tour downward from

Moumoutli, until the fair river

loses itself iu the Severn just

^ J below Chepstow town.

/• f-
^ described the Kymin

Hill, which overlooks Monmouth, aod whence

there is so graud a prospect, at once beautiful and
^ sublime, preseiitiug eliaraiiug views in the iinme-

-jj- diate foreground, and a vast extent of country,

—

p’ forests, valleys, hills, and mouiitoins,—enabling us,

indeed, by a short circuit romul this steep, to obtain

sight of thirteen counties iu England and Wales.

W^e resume our voyage down (he river. Passing a tree-

clad hill, called—we cannot say why—" Gibraltar,” we arrive

at its jiuiclion with the Mouiiow, which we leave to the right.

Before us is Levock’s Wood ;
and here the little river Trotliy

(having just past beside the ducal mansion of IVoy, where

resides' tlie excellent agent of the Duke of Beaufort) becomes

a tributary to the W'ye. On the summit of a wooded

height we see the pretty Church of Penalt. It is charni-

ingly situate, looking down on the rich vale it seems at once

to" bless and to protect. Soon we reach a very differeut

scene, affording all the advantages of contrast
;

for, rising

above a mass of thick foliage, is the dense column of smoke

that tells the whereabouts of a manufactory. It is the village

ofPEDBROOK. There are quays here : we note the bustle of

commerce,—other life than that of the stream and the forest.

The masts of many barges rise from the river: they are load-

ing or unloading. It is a manufactory of tin— or, rather, of

tin iu combinatiou with iron—that gathers a populatiou here,

and breaks, pleasantly or unpleasantly, according to the mood

of the wanderer, the sameness and solitude of the hanks of

the Wye.
Whitebrook is next reached. Both villages derive their

names from streamlets which here find their way into the

river,—the one passing over stones that are slightly tinged

with red, the other being pure from any taint of colour.

Adjacent to Ibis village, crowning the summit of a hill,

—

Peii-y-fan,—still stands that tiine-hououred relic of Merry

England, the May-pole. And here even now assemble, on

May-day and other festive occasions, the neighbouring lads

and lasses to enjoy the dance and make holiday.

A mile or so farther on and we cross the Wye by its only

bridge— Bigg’s-weir Bridge—between Monmouth and

Chepstow. It is of iron, a single arch, and very gracefully

spans the river. In an ancient mansiou here—Bigg’s-weir

House—are preserved some fine tapestries of very quaint

design. Hence there is a circuitous road that lends to the

famous Castle of St. Briavel, now a ruin, but one that

has a jiromincut jilacc in border history. We obtain a

glimpse of it from the river, whence, however, it is distant

some two miles
;

but it is worthy a visit. The Tourist will

do well to moor his boat awhile, and enjoy a refreshing walk

to this fine relic of the olden time.

St. Briavel’s is iu Gloucestershire. The saint after whom
it is named is not to be found in the Romish Calender. He
was probably a military saint, whose deeds, for good or evil,

are forgotten •, they have failed to reach posterity
;
history

has no note of them
;
they are not even seen in ‘‘the dim

twilight of tradition.” But we learu from Giraldus Cam-
brensis that a castle was first erected here during the reign

of Henry 1-, by Milo Fitzwalter, Earl of Hereford, “to

curb the incursions of the Welsh,’’—a purpose it was well

calculated to answer, situate as it was iu full view of a large

liortion of the Wye, and skirting the Forest of Dean. We
borrow all that can be told of its history from a contributor

to the “ Arclucologia Cambrensis.”
“ The Keep, which was square iu form, was probably of

Norman date, and no doubt the circuit of walls may have

been of the same period. The castle may have consisted of

nothing more than an outer wall, with a single bailey within,

and the Keep in the liighest portion of the ground so en-

closed. Giraldus says that the castle was burnt when Sir

Waiter Clifford held it, and that Mabel, youngest son of

Sir Milo Filzwaller, the founder, lost his life on the occasion,

by a stone falling from the highest tower on his head. In

the thirteenth century some new buildings were added, the

old ones having been repaired
;

for the two demi-roiinders of

of the buildings, we should say that these now remaining must have been at least commenced

during the energetic reign of Edward I.”

The list of Constables of St. Briavel’s comprises the most prominent of the peers of various

reigns, from that of King John to that of George HI.

The entrance gateway, between two dcrai-rounders, with an oblong pile of building extending

southwards, remains in tolerable preservation. Ou the outside of the castle is a pictimesque

chimney-shaft, surmounted by the horn, which was the badge of the warder of the forest. In

THE AET-JOUENAL
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(he gate-house, some of the buildings on the west side immediately adjoining, and that in the

middle of the west front, still standing, are all of (he second half of this century, though

much inntila(ed, altered, and added to, at later periods. Judging from the actual couditiou

Part XI.—From Monmouth to Chei'stow.
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the interior there is a remarkable fire-place, which the emi-
nent architect, Mr. Seddon, who is now restoring Uandaff
Cathedra], has very accurately described. It is a genuine
and very boldly treated early English eiample :

" the counter-

forts at the angles arc bcautifnlly-moulded circular brackets,

supported on carved corbels.” One of the windows we have
pictured, as well as an ancient stone in the adjacent grave-

yard of the church—a venerable structure, that may certainly

date as far back as the protecting castle.

WISDOW AT ST. CRtAVEL'S.

There is a vague tradition that Xing John was some time
either a guest or a prisoner within these towers

; and that

he wrote this couplet there :

—

“ St. Briavd's water and Wliyral's wlieat
Are tlie best bread and water King John ever eat.”

For the dj-awings we have engraved we are indebted to the

courtesy of an esteemed correspondent—W. W. Old, Esq., of

Monmouth.*

• The Rev. Lewis West, the minister of the Moravian churcli, at
Brockweir, informs us that there is a singular and very “ venerable ”

custom connected with St. Driavd's. In the neighbourhood there is

a district of land which was originally in ttic possession of the crown,
and which is usually called “the Hudnalls.” This district was by
some person, citlier with or without legal anthority, given to the
inhabitants and freeholders of St. Briavd's, for herbage for “ cattle,
sheep, and goats.” As an equivalent to such poor who sent none of
these animals to feed on the said district, a yearly “ scramble" of bretul
and cheese was provided, by an annual tax of one penny levied upon
every householder who availed himself of the privilege.

This scramble for about three centuries was made in the church,
80 that on the Sunday, at the feast of Whitsuntide, immediately
after the invocation of divine peace on the assembly, whicii usually
thronged together on that occasion, began the unseemly contest, as
to whom was to belong the larger portion of tlie edibles dispensed.
The clerk, standing in the front of the gallery, was the appointed
chief agent in the affray, and the divisions of seats and pews became
means of exercising the grotesque agility of all the old and young,
the lame, the blind, and ragged boys and girls perfonning their part
in the scene, according to their peculiar humour and adroitness.
Happily, with the growth of good sense and propriety, to say nothing
of the piety, of the generations succeeding, this ludicrous scramble
now takes place on the outside of the church.

The village of Landogo is soon reached : here we find evidence of active trade
;

for there
are boats moored at small quays on either side the river. It is to its exceeding beauty of
situation that Landogo owes its fame. The church, a very old edifice, supposed to be dedicated
to St. James, stands iu a dell at the foot of a mountainous glen, in every crevice of which
there are white cottages; each cottage having its ‘‘bit of land” laid out as a garden, where
flowers and vegetables are pleasantly intermixed. Every cottager is a freeholder, and in this
little nook of the "Wye they number no less than seventy ; having, therefore, a preponderating
influence, if they act together, in determining who shall be knight of the shire—Monmouth-
shire.^ Mr. Hulme has conveyed an accurate idea of this very charming scene, with its striking
combination of wood and water, bill and dale, and cheerful cottages among groups of venerable
trees.

On we pass—the river becoming somewhat less contracted, and losing much of the sameness
that has marked its course hitherto, aud which we are again to encounter as we proceed down-

'JfM

- s

--f

ward; for rock, trees, underwood, aud water are its charms, row where we will on" the
bosom of the "Wye. And soon we reach another village—Bhockweir, in Gloucestershire. 'The
brook that gave it a name, and the weir attached to it, are still there. Some good cottage
houses skirt the bank

; but the most striking and interesting object of the village is the little
church, that stands among a group of trees— its turret seen above the roofs of surrounding
houses: it is a Moravian church, presided over by an excellent minister—the Rev. Lewis West.
Its schools are ample for the district, and exceedingly well arranged

;
and the graveyard

exhibits the singular and felicitous simplicity that prevails iu all the habits of a primitive and
tranquil band of worshippers, who seem fitly placed in this calm and beautiful locality.* The
church was erected in 1832, on ground given for the purpose by his grace the Duke of Beaufort

;

there was, at that time, no more lawless district in the kingdom; and it was for that reason
the Moravians, ‘‘the United Brethren,” were induced to send there “a mission of mercy.” It
is impossible to visit this simjile place of worship without a feeling of sober yet intense delight.

BICG S-WEIR BniDCE.

' Simplicity,” in its ordinary sense, will soon he obsolete—if not as a word, certainly as a

fact; to greet the eye only in old songs, novels, and churchyards—such as this. “Simplicity”
is still to be met with in the “God’s acre” of the Quakers and the Moravians; it is very

tranquillizing to find, either within the folds of our English hills, as we did the last resting-

_

• It is a somewhat remarkable fact that, in the ilays which belong to the tlark ages of this locality, the
piece of ground now occupied by this sacred edifice, was a perpetual scene of revelry, and its usual accom-
paniments, at every holiday and feast time, as well as the favourite resort on the Sabbath of the villagers
at their Vustic sports—fighters as well as dancers. Persons yet living remember the last bet that was laid
here, to tlie amount of ^120, by a farmer, from a distant county—for men came from far and near to this
place of outlawry—upon a dying cock, whether it would raise its head ouce again from the turf to peck
at its adversary.
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place of 'William Penn, or here beside the wandering and

beautiful Wye, the burial-ground of the departed. There

is eloquent silence within its precincts; the song of the

bird, or murmur of the bee, arc the only sounds that mingle

with the rustling leaves. The lights creep tenderly through

the foliage, and chequer the soft grass. The “monuments”
are few, and very plain

—

“ No storied urn, or animated bust:”

and the names recorded seem rather those of an old world

than a new. We saw two little girls, one much older than the

other, band in hand, walking slowly from grave to grave; the

elder paused, and read the inscriptious to the younger. There

was something so singular in their appearance and manner,

something so 2i?/-childish, that we asked them if they were

looking for any particular grave. The younger said

—

“Yesl” with so sad a tone in her voice, and so sweet an

expression in her delicate face, that she riveted our attention

from the raomeut she spoke. The elder was much hand-

somer, a really beautiful girl, about ten years old ;
she was

health itself, while the younger was, even then, almost an

angel. We asked whose grave they sought: and again the

younger spoke

—

“ Mother’s !

”

“ Mother,” said the elder, “lies there, where the primrose

leaves arc so large, and yon see the rose-tree. I saw her

coffin go down myself; but little Kachel was ill, and could

not leave her bed then. She will not believe but that

mother has a head-stone
;
and she often coaxes me to come

with her here, and read out to her all the painted letters.

Slie thinks she will find mother’s name on one of the head-

stones. She will not believe me, when I show her the wild

primroses, and the green grass. If father had been alive,

mother would have had a bead-stone
;
but father was drowned

in the river, and, soon after, mother died. The doctor said

she pined, but she died
—

”

" Come,” said the younger, piilling her sister’s dress,

“ come, we must find it lo-day—come !”

“It liurts me so, that she won’t believe me !” continued

the elder; “and I have read her what is on every tombstone

at least a hundred times; and still, every morning, her great

eyes open loug before mine, and I find her looking at me;
and she puts her little thin arras round my neck, and whis-

pers, ‘ If Rachel is good, Kesiah, will you come to the church-

yard, aud find mother ?’ She can understand everything but

that: the doctor calls it a monomania; lam afraid
—

’’she

added, grasping her little sister’s arm, as if resolved to keep

her, whether God willed or not
—

“ I am afraid, whatever it

is, it will take her from me—and we are only two !”

“Come, come,” said the little one; “come, and find

mother !

”

To the south of Brockweir, up a precipitous and well-

wooded mountain, which you ascend by a winding path, you

meet with “ OfFa’s Chair,” a point on the ancient emhaulc-

ment of “ Ofl’a’s Dyke,” erected, by the Saxons, as a harrier

against the Britons. Tliis relic of antiquity, originally con-

sisting of a ditch and a mound, with a high wall, is said to

liavc been erected about the year 758, by Offa, the successor

of Ethelbald, wlio, having shrunk before the gigantic stature

and bloody hand of his adversary, Edilthim, was, to remove

the disgrace, killed ou the following night by his owu guards.

Clnndt Offa, as the Welsh style it, or the Ditch of Offa,

originally extended from the mouth of the River Dee, a little

above Flint Castle, to (he month of the Wye
;
and if a Briton

passed this harrier he became punishable with death.

From this elevated spot, the eye sweeps over the whole

adjacent country, up to the beautiful falls of Clydden (which

arc falls, however, only iu rainy weather), overlooking also

the heights of Brockweir, the Villa of Coed Ithel, Nurtou

House, and the ueighhouriug villages, which seem enclosed

in serpentine folds of the river, with its rich emerald banks.

Ou the same ridge of hill, as it diverges to the southward,

and at a similar altitude, there is a peculiar and romantic

eminence standing out from the surrounding wood, called

“the Devil’s Pulpit.” The Tourist must descend the narrow

pathway by which he ascended to Offa’s Chair, until he gains

a grassy platform, or field, known by the name of Turk’s

Ground; then turning to the left, he will discover another

steep ascent, striking off to the right band, by a winding path,

that will ultimately introduce him to a view of charming

diversity. The rock was, until successive rains and frosts had
pulverized the rude ascending staircase, very much in form

like a pulpit, jutting out from uuderneath overhanging branches

of dark yew trees.

We approach the village and church of TiNTEUNE Parv.v,

beautifully situate among trees ou the river’s brink. It is

au old place
;

the church has been “ restored,” except the

porch, a venerable relic. There was an aucient building

here, of which there remain a few broken walls
;

they indi-

cate, probably, the site of “ the villa or extra 'Cloister residence

of the abbots of Tinterne, to which, at certain seasons, they

could retire from the exercise of their public functions, and enjoy the privileges of social life

—

the society and couversatiou of friends and strangers—\vithout the forms and austerities of the

cloister.” It is now, as it was then, a calm and quiet solitude;’*’ where nature invites to simple

luxuries of hill and valley, rock and river
;
and forms a striking contrast to the gorgeous, yet

graceful, aud very beautiful ruin, at the water-gate of which we now moor our boat—the loug-

renowned Abbey of Tinteune.

From the water, from the heights, from the road—no matter on which side approached,

or from what position beheld— the abbey excites a feeling of deep and intense veneration.

of solemn and impressive awe. It may be less gloomy, less “monastic,” than others of its

order—deriving fame more from grace aud beauty than from grandeur and a sense of power

;

but the perfect harmony of all its parts, and the simple, yet snblime, character of the whole,

give it high place among the glorious bequests of far-off ages, and entitle it to that which it

universally receives—the earnest homage of the mind aud heart.

By the courtesy of the custodian of the abbey we were admitted within its gates when the

solemnity of night was over the ruined faue. Bats were flitting through broken windows,

and every now and then a “moping owl” uttered the deep plaint that at such au hour—or at

any hour—there should be intruders to molest

“ Her ancient, solitary reign.”

* “ It would he difficult to picture to the mind's eye a scene of more enchanting repose : in such a place

as this (Tinterne Fan-a), with such objects before him—the verdant pastures, the pendent groves, the

winding river, the tranquil sky; with these before him, ambition fnrgets the world; sorrow looks up with

more cheerful resignation ;
cares and disappointments lose both their weight and their sting ; witli so little

of sordid earth, so much of the sublimity of nature, to contemplate, his thoughts become cliastened, soollied,

and elevated, and the heart expands under a new sense of iiappiness, and a feeling of brotherly kindness and

benevolence towards everything that breathes." We extract this passage from “ The Castles and Abbeys
of England,” by Dr. William Beattie—a work from which we shall freely borrow, not only letter-press, but

engravings, which circumstances enable us to do. The amiable and accomplished author has written at great

length concerning this beautiful ruin ;
consulting the best authorities, and condensing nearly all that is

valuable in their histories; passing an immense amount of information through the alembic of his own
generous, inquiring, and reflective mind, and communicating the knowledge he had derived from books, in

combination with the reasonings of the philosopher and the feelings of the poet.
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• The name is understood to be derired from the Celtic words din,

a fortress, and teym, a sovereign or chief; “for it appears from
history, as well as tradition, that a hermitage belonging to Thcodoric,
or Tendric, King of Glamorgan, originally occupied the site of the
present abbey, and that the royal hermit, having resigned the throne
to his son, Maurice, led an eremetical life among the rocks and
trees here."

“In 1098, arose the Cistercian order. It took the name from Citeaux (Latinized into Cistercium), the house
in which it was founded, by Robert de Thierry. Stephen Harding, an Englishman, the third abbot, brought
the new order into some repute

; but it is to the fame of St. Bernard, who joined it in a.D. 1113, that Ihe

speedy and widespread popularity of the new order is to be attributed. The order was introduced into

England, at Waverley, in Surrey, in a.d. 1128. The Cistercians professed to observe the rule of St.

Benedict with rigid exactness; only that some of the hours which were devoted by the Benedictines to

reading and study, the Cistercians devoted to manual labour. They affected a severe simplicity; their

houses were simple, with no lofty towers, no carvings or representations of saints, except the crucifix; the

furniture and ornaments of their establishments were in keeping—chasubles of fustian, candlesticks of

iron, napkins of coarse cloth, the cross of wood, and only the chalice of precious metal. The amount of

manual labour prevented the Cistercians from becoming a learned order, though they did produce a few

men distinguished in literature. They were exeeilent farmers and horticulturists; and are said, in early

times, to have almost monopolised the wool trade of the kingdom. They changed the colour of the Bene-

dictine habit, wearing a wtiite gown and a hood over a white cassock ; when they went beyond the walls of

the monastery they also wore a black cloak. St. Bernard of Clairvaux is the great saint of the order.

They had seventy-five monasteries and twenty-six nunneries, in England, including some of the largest

and finest in the kingdom.—

R

ev. E. Cctts, in the Arl-Joumat,

and unrestrained power followed, and the stern, silent, abstemious, and self-mortifying Cistercians

became notorious for depravity. Their abbeys in England fell at the mandate of the eighth

Harry
; there -was neither desire nor effort to continue the good they had achieved, while

arresting and removing the evil tliey had effected. The Earl of Worcester received “ the site”

of Tinterne (28 Henry VIII.), and iu that family it has ever since continued.*

Other munificent donors continued the great work Walter de Clare had commenced. The
endowments were largely augmented by Gilbert de Strongbow, lord of the neighbouring Castle

TINTERSE, FKOM THE WTE.

of Striguil, and by the Earls of Pembroke, his successors. It was Roger Bigod, Earl of Norfolk,

who founded the abbey church, when, a.d. 1268, the first mass at the high altar was celebrated
;

and down, almost to the period of " the dissolution,” its benefactors included many of the princes

and peers of England.

It seems to have become a ruin rapidly: it was stripped of its lead during the wars of

Charles I. and the Commonwealih
;

for a centniy afterwards, it was treated as a stone quarry;

It needed no light of sun, or moon, or torch, to let us read

on these ivy-mantled towers—on that “Cistercian wall”—the
“ confident assurance” of its long-departed inmates.

“ Here man more purely lives, less oft doth fall

;

More promptly rises, walks with nicer heed;
More safely rests, dies happier; is freed
Earlier from cleansing fire, and gains withal
A brighter crown."

It was a time and place for holy contemplation, for calm and
hallowed thought, for a heart’s outpouring in silent prayer,

for earnest appreciation of by-gone glories, of solemn com-
munion with the past. It was no hard task for Fancy, under
such exciting, yet tranquillizing, circumstances, to see again

the pale moonlight through “ storied windows
;
” to hear the

mingled music of a thousand voices rolling round sculptured

pillars, ascending to the fretted roof; to follow, with the eye

and ear, the tramp of sandaled monks—nay, to watcli them
as they passed by, their white robes gleaming iu the mellowed
light, solemnly pacing round and about the ruin, restored to

its state of primal glory and beauty, adorned by the abun-
dant wealth of Art it received from hundreds of princely

donors and benefactors.

In such a place as this, at such an hour,
Ifauirht of ancestry can be believed,
Descenditig angels have conversed with men.
And told the secrets of the world unknown.”

Having spent a night at the humble, yet pleasant, hostelrie—“The Beaufort Arras”— which now, in its half a dozen
rooms gives, or ratlier permits, hospitality to guests at Tin-
terne—in lieu of huge chambers, in wliiclt pilgrims rested,

barons feasted, and princes were “entertained”—a morning
was most agreeably and profitably passed among the ruins,

accompanied by the venerable custodian, who holds them in

charge, and fulfils his trust faithfully. Everything is cared
for that ought to be preserved

;
the debris is never left in

unseemly places
;
the carpet of the nave is the purest and

healthiest sward; the ivy is sufficiently free, yet kept within
“decent bounds;” and there is no longer danger of those
vandal thefts that robbed the church and all its appanages to

mend byways and build styes. But the ruiu belongs to the
Duke of Beaufort

;
and those who have visited Raglan, Chep-

stow, Oystermouth, and other “ properties” of his grace, will

know that Tinterne is with him a sacred gift, to be ever
honourably treated. Nor may those who, either here or
elsewhere, express a feeling of gratitude to “ the Duke,” forget
that to his excellent agent and representative, Mr. AVyatt,

they owe very much for the satisfaction they receive, and
the gratification they enjoy, when visiting remains on any one
of the Beaufort estates.

The Abbey of Tinterne* was founded, a.d. 11.31, by Walter
de Clare, for monks of the Cistercian order, and dedicated to

St. Mary. The order of Cistercians, or Whitefriars, made
its appearance in England about the year 1128. Originally

the brotherhood v

limited to twelve, with

their abbot, “following
the example of the

Saviour.” Their rules

were exceedingly strict

;

they surrendered all

their wealth to their

order
; they selected

their localities in soli-

tudes apart from cities

:

poverty and humility

were their distinguish-

iugcharacteristics. Gra-
dually, however, they

obtained immense re-

venues; and acquired a

taste for luxuries; their

stern discipline was ex-

ciianged for reckless

licence; and their splen-

didabbeys, in which they
“ dwelt like princes,”

evidence the “pride that

goeth before a fall
;

” be-

coming, at last, so numerons and so powerful, that they were

said to “govern ail Christendom;” at least, they had prepon-

derating influence over every government and kingdom of

Europe. Thus they obtained enormous grants and large

immunities from kings and barons
;
and undoubtedly extended

learning and propagated religion—such as they believed reli-

gion to be. A natural consequence of unrestricted rights

TIXTEBNE, FROM THE CHEPSTOW ROAD.

and Gilpin, writing in 1782, gives a frightful picture of the state ot filth and wretchedness to

which the glorious pile of the Norman knights had been subjected, and the utter misery of the
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neighbouring iuhabitants—a populatiou of literal beggars;*

in the place where food and drink had been accorded of right

to all who needed
;
whence no man nor woman went empty

away
;
where the weary and the sorrowful never sought relief

in vain
;
where iu letter, as well as in spirit, this was the

motto for all to read ;

—

“ Pilgrim, whosoe'er thon art.

Worn with travel, faint witli fear,

Halt or blind, or sick of heart.

Bread and welcome wait thee liere.’’

Nearly sixty years have passed since Archdeacon Core wrote, and Sir Richard Colt Hoare

pictured, the beautiful details of this deeply interesting ruin; the “facts” are little altered

since then. Ou entering from the west, “the eye passes rapidly along a range of elegant

gothic pillars, and glancing under the sublime arches that supported the tower (entirely gone),

fixes itself on the splendid relics of the eastern window, the grand termination of the choir.

From the length of the nave, the height of the walls, the aspiring form of the pointed arches,

and the size of the east window, which closes the perspective, the first impressions are those

All writers are warm in praise of the exceeding beauty of

the ruins of Tintcrne
;

less of the exterior, however, than of

the interior. “ The Abbey of Tinterne,” writes Bucke, in his

“Beauties, Harmouies, and Sublimities of Nature,” “is the

most beanliful and picturesque of all our gothic monuments

:

there every arch infuses a solemn energy, as it were, into

inanimate nature, a sublime antiquity breathes mildly in the

heart
;
and the soul, pure and passionless, appears susceptible

of that state of tranquillity, which is the perfection of every

earthly wish.” We quote also a passage from Roscoe’s

charming book. “ Roofed only by the vault of heaven

—

• There is nothing like misery, nor much th.'it looks like poverty,

to be found now in the village and neighbourhood of Tinterne.

Several neat, though small, houses are let as lodgings
;
and besides

the comfortable little Inn, “ The Beaufort Arms,” there are two other

inns, with fair promises of “ entertainment." The accommodation
they afford, however, is by no moans adequate to the demand in

“ the season but that is no great evil, inasmuch as Tinterne is but

five miles from Chepstow, and ten miles from Monmouth—both
places abounding iu hotels.

150 feet. The nave and choir are 37 feet in hreadlh, the height of the central arch is 70 feet,

of the smaller arches 30 feet, of the east window G4 feet, and of the west window 42 feet. Ihe

total area originally enclosed by the abbey walls is said to have been 34 acres. These walls

may now be easily traced, and some of the dependant buildings are yet iu a good state of preser

vatiou; in one of them the custodian of the abbey lives.

Judiciously placed, so as not to intrude on the eye, yet carefully preserved, are many relics

of its former greatness. Among the old encaustic tiles, grouped iuto a corner—some of them

THE WEST WINDOW, FROM TEE COANCGL.

of grandeur and sublimity. But as these emotions subside, and we descend from the contem-

plation of the whole to the examination of the parts, we are no less struck with the regularity

of the plan, the lightness of the architecture, and the delicacy of the ornaments; wc feel that

elegance is its cliaracteristic uo less than grandeur, and that the whole is a combination of the

beautiful and the sublime.”

The abbey is a cruciform structure, consisting of a nave, north and south aisles, transepts,

and choir. Its length from east to west is 228 feet, and from north to south, at the transepts,

ment, and the grand and venerable remains which terminated

both perfect enough to form the perspective, yet broken

enough to destroy the regularity, the eye was above measure

delighted with the beauty, the greatness, and the novelty of

the scene.”

Besides the engravings that picture in oiir pages the

Exterior of the Abbey, distant views taken by Mr. Hulme,

—

one “ from the village, looking down stream,” the other
“ from the Chepstow Rond,”—we give those that convey

sulficiently accurate ideas of the peculiar charms and beauties

of the Interior—the East "Window, the West Window, and the

Guest-Chamber.
TDE EAST Wl.SL'OW, FROM TUB ENTRANCE.

paved only with the grass of earth, Tinterne is, probably, now
more impressive and truly beautiful, than when ‘with storied

windows richly dight for nature has claimed her share in

its adornment, and what painter of glass, or weaver of tapes

try, may he matched with her? The singularly light and

elegant eastern window, willi its one tall mullion ramifying

at the top, and leaving the large open spaces beneath to admit

the distant landscape, is one chief feature in Tinterne. The

western window is peculiarly rich in adornment, and those of

1he two transepts of like character, though less elevated.”

Thus also writes Gilpin :
“ When we stood at one end of

this awful piece of ruin, and surveyed the whole in one view,

the elements of air and earth its only covering and pave-



cleansed, but the greater part retaining the mould which

time has placed over them—are several which bear the

arms of the abbey donors
; we copy two of these tiles : others

represent flowers, animals, and “ kuights in fidl career at a

touruament.” The most interesting of its relics, however, is

the effigy of a knight “in chain armour, a pavache shield,

and crossed legs,” supposed to be that of Strongbow, first

Earl of Pembroke
;
but more probably that of Roger Bigod,

Earl of Norfolk, the builder of the church— Sir S. Meyrick
so considers it. It is still in a good state, and is said to

have been entire not many years ago, when a drunken brute,

returning from a village orgie, struck the head from the body,

and mutUated the members.
One of the most beautiful, and by no means the least

interesting, parts of the ruin is “the Hospitium,” or Guest-

Hall. It was a spacious and lofty chamber, with a vaulted

stone roof, supported on pillars, of which the massive bases

yet remain. “ Of the style of architecture employed in this

dining hall, the numerous windows, with their mullioned

partitions, tall shafts, and foliated arches, face shafts, and

corbel heads along the walls, from which sprang the lofty

groined vault that covered aud connected the whole, present

a tolerably distinct picture

—

“ ‘ Along the roof a maze of moulJings slim,
Like veins that o’er the hand of lady wind,
Embraced in closing arms the key-stone trim,
With hieroglyphs and cyphers quaint combined.
The riddling art that charmed the Gothic mind.’

"

Dr. Beattie has given a plan of the abbey, which we
borrow from the pages of his valuable book.

And such is Tiuterue Abbey—a ruin eloquent of the past

:

a delicious combination of grace and grandeur, well expressed

by the single word. Harmony. A hundred years at least were

occupied in its erection, from the commencement to the finish,

and many hands must have been employed in its building and
adornments

;
yet it would seem as if one spirit presided over

aud guided the whole, so perfect is it in “keeping.” Any-
where it would be an object of surpassing iuterest

;
but neither

Art nor language can do sufficient justice to the scenery amid
which the Abbey stands. Wood and water, hill and valley,

were essentials to the monks, when they founded any struc-

ture, and here they had them all in admirable perfection 1

Thus on this subject writes Gilpin :
—“ A more pleasing

retreat could not easily be found
; the woods and glades in-

termixed, the winding of the river, the variety of the ground,

the splendid ruin, contrasted with the objects of nature, and
the elegant line formed by the summits of the hills which
include the whole, make altogether a very enchanting piece

of scenery. Everything around breathes an air so calm and
tranquil, so sequestered from the commerce of life, that it is

easy to conceive a man of warm imagination, in monkish
times, might have been allured by such a scene to become
an inhabitant of it.” These words we borrow from Arch-
deacon Coxe “The picturesque appearance of the ruins is

considerably heightened by tbeir position in a valley watered

by the meandering Wye, and, backed by wooded eminences,

which rise abruptly from the river, unite a pleasing inter-

mixture of wildness and culture, and temper the gloom of

monastic solitude with the beauties of nature.” Undoubtedly
the quiet enjoyment received at Tinterne is largely enhanced
by the landscape charms in which the ruin is enveloped

;

but it has many attractions apart from the scenery; it is a

graceful, beautiful, and deeply interesting remain of the olden

time. “On the whole,” writes Grose, summing up his de-

tails concerning Tinterne, “ though this monastery is un-
doubtedly light aud elegant, it wants that gloomy solemnity

so essential to religious ruins
;

it wants those yawning
vaults and dreary recesses which strike the beholder with
religious awe, make him almost shudder at entering them,
and call into his mind all the tales of the nursery. Here, at

one cast of the eye, the whole is comprehended—nothing is

left for the spectator to guess or explore
j
aud this defect

is increased by the ill-placed neatness of the poor people who
show the building, and by whose absurd labour the ground
is covered over by a turf as even aud trim as that of a
bowling-green, which gives the building more the air of au
artificial ruin in a garden than that of an ancient decayed
abbey.” .... “How unlike,” he adds, “the beautiful de-

scription of the poet

—

“ ‘ Half-buried there lies many a broken bust.
And obelisk and um, overthrown by lime

;

And many a cherub here descends in dust,
From the rent roof and portico sublime

;

Where reverend shrines in Gothic grandeur stood,
The nettle or the noxious nightshade spreads

;

And ashlings, wafted from the neighbouring wood,
Through the worn turrets wave their trembling heads.’

”

The venerable antiquary found elsewhere, no donbt, manv
scenes such as he desired, where neglect had effectually aided
time : and, perhaps, where nature has been less lavish than
here by the banks of the Wye, desolation may be more
picturesque than order. But there will not be many to agree

with him in condemning the care that has preserved without restoring, and the neatness that

refreshes the soul without disturbing the solemn aud impressive thoughts here suggested :

—

“ How many hearts have here grown cold,

That sleep these mouldering stones among

!

How many beads have here been told,

How many matins here been sung !"

And be his creed what it may, he is cold of heart aud narrow of soul who feels no sentiment of

gratitude towards those who raised temples such as this in which to worship the Creator, and to

propagate or to nourish Christianity, in dark ages when the church, despotic as it was, stood

between freedom and a despotism more brutal and more destructive. In these cloisters the arts

of peace were cultivated, when a Vandal aristocracy acknowledged no law but power.

What food for thought is here—what material for reflection 1 Who will not

“ Envy them, those monks of old,"

passing a life in calm and quiet, amid scenes so surpassingly beautiful! Here they read and

wrote
;

here the Arts were made the handmaids of religion. We may not, under the walls

that shadow their dust, amid pleasant meadows, at the foot of wooded hills, by the fair river-

side, all of which they had made charming and productive—we may not ponder over, or even

call to mind, the errors or the vices hidden under “the white robe with a black scapular or

hood !” Let them be remembered elsewhere, but forgotten here 1

We may fltly conclude our visit to “ faire Tinterne” by quoting a passage from the eloquent

historian Macaulay ;— A svstem which, hovrever deformed by superstition, introduced strong

moral restraints into communities previously governed only by vigour of muscle, and by audacity

of spirit
;
a system which taught even the fiercest and mightiest ruler that he was, like his

meanest bondsman, a responsible being, might have seemed to deserve a more respectful men-

tion from philosophers and philanthropists Had not such retreats been scattered here

and there, among the huts of a miserable peasantry, and the castles of a ferocious aristocracy,

European society would have consisted merely of beasts of burden and beasts of prey

The church has mauy times been compared to the ark of which we read in the book of

Genesis
;
but never was the resemblance more perfect than during the evil time when she rode

alone, amidst darkness and tempest, on the deluge beneath which all the great works of ancient

power and wisdom lay entombed, bearing within her that feeble germ from which a second and

more glorious civilization was to spring.”
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THE CORRIDOR

OF STATUAKY-POllCELAIN
AT ALDERMAN COPELAND’S, NEW BOND ST.

The pure aud enduriug marble which so deservedly

was held in high esteem by the great sculptors of

antiquity, has given its name to one of the most

beautiful, and also of the most useful, substances

employed by modern artists for rendering sculpture

a popular art. The life-size marble or bronze is a

work of an exclusive order. Its costliness renders

it accessible only by the few, while its proportions

forbid that it should find a consistent home under

any roofs except such as arc of a national, or pala-

tine, or a patriciau character; it is, accordingly, in

the reproduction of great works, on a reduced scale,

that sculpture can alone discover the elements of

popularity. Small groups aud figures, obtainable

at a moderate cost, ai’e the statues of the people.

They are to the originals what fine engravings ai’c

to pictures of the highest rank
;

indeed, they even

surpass the utmost powers of the burin in their

faculty of graphic aud impressive translation. The

statuette model reproduces the statue, through the

agency of another expressiou of the same art

;

whereas tlie engraviug is a work of an art alto-

gether distinct from the picture, although the two

arts are in close and most felicitous alliauce.

Until a recent period the great difficulty has been

to reproduce works of sculpture in an artistic

material. Skilful manipulators have long been able

to reduce the scale of statues, and to produce small

models, which, in form and expression, were faith-

ful transcripts of the originals. But, when the

reduced model was perfected, there existed no

means for executing the desired statuettes under

conditions that would impress upon every one of

them the unquestionable character of works of Art.

A plaster cast might be most valuable as a model,

but it never could rise to be anything less ignoble

than a plaster cast. A statuette in a fine Porcelain is

a difl'ercnt thing altogether ;
it is a true and a beau-

tiful W'ork of Art in ifself. It may be that the

sculptor, in the first instance, executed the design

which we see before us in the Statuary-Porcelaiu,

for the express purpose of its being produced and

repeated in this material; or the porcelain work

may have been modelled from some sculpture in

marble or bronze. In either case, every Statuary-

Porcelain—or, as this material is sometimes called,

“Parian”—work, is equ.ally a work of .lArt: aud

its value as such is greatly enhanced through the

circumstance that it adnrits of an unlimited repe-

tition. It is like a painter’s etching, in its faculty

of being always original, aud in its direct trans-

mission of the thought, and feeling, and intention

of the sculptor.

There is something also that is peculiarly agree-

able iu works of sculpture when they are on a

small scale. Instead of a large group or statue

being degraded by appearing of statuette size, in

the great majority of instances the reduced scale

imparts a peculiar charm to the composition. This

most important quality in statuettes, however, im-

plies that they should be executed in a delicate and

refined material. Statuary-Porcelain is exactly such

a material. Delicate and refined in the highest dcgi ce,

it is eminently sculpturesque in its aspect aud tone of

colour, and, at the same time, it excites no suspi-

cions of fragility or evanescence. Statuettes ex-

ecuted in the Statuary-Porcelain or Porcelain, ac-

cordingly, are always regarded with favour and
admiration

;
and all that is needed for them to take

a foremost position amongst the Art-productions of

the present time is, for their numbers to be con-

siderably increased, and the repetitions of each

example to be multiplied to a great amount.
It must also be very distinctly understood, as one

of the peculiar excellences of Statuary-Porcelain, that

it admits of being applied to the most varied pur-

poses of Avl-mauufacture no less successfully than
to the productiou of works in the highest depart-

ments of the art of sculpture. Parian statuettes

may be, and they have already been, very hajipily

introduced into the composition of numerous objects

that are made in porcelain
;
and, in many instances,

the material is itself applicable to purposes of prac-

tical utility. In dessert-services the Statuary-Porce-

lain aud the ordinary porcelain have been found to

work together in delightful harmony. This is one

example of the manner iu which the highest expres-

sions of Art may be made to bear directly upon the

useful applications of manufacture. It is impos-

sible to estimate too highly the importance of such

a union of Art with manufacture, since it is thus,

and thus alone, tliat, through the consistent in-

fluence and the confederate action of pure Art, all

manufactui’cs gradually attain to their most exalted

character. The Parian, from its high qualities as

a material, empowers the sculptor to extend his

range of action far beyond the utmost powers of the

chisel: and it also shows him by what means his

loftiest ideas may dilFuse a vital impulse through

the distant and diversified ramifications of Art-

manufacture,

By all the most eminent ceramic manufacturers

of the present era, Parian is in nse for the produc-

tion of statuettes and other objects, that may be

classified under the common title of Statuary Porce-

lain. And it is not in many instances that the

works thus produced prove to be uuwortby of

the beautiful material. 'Whatever the degree of

success that may have attended the efforts of other

establishments, Alderman Copeland has devoted so

much attention to his Statuary-Porcelain, and he has

produced these works iu such numbers, variety, and

beauty, that he may justly claim to be considered to

stand at the head of this department of Art- manu-

facture. Iu bis spacious and handsome group of

ware-rooms, in New Boud Street, a Corridor is

devoted by Alderman Copeland almost exclusively

to the display of this class of his productions. Here

and there the visitor may encounter some gem in

porcelain-enamel, or the Parian works may appear

before him in that union with porcelain, of which

we have spoken, or perhaps he may pause to examine

a piece of pure modern porcelain, such as might

staud unrebuked beside the chefs d'ccuvre of Sevres.

The corridor, however, is in reality a gallejy of

Porcelain sculpture
;
and it is in that capacity that wc

now introduce our readers to it, in order that they

may become familiar with by far the most extensive

collection of works of this class, that can be seen

together in any one place in London. It will be

remembered, that the entire collection is the pro-

ductiou of Alderman Copeland’s ceramic establish-

ment : and it must also be understood that many
other works arc either in the course of actual pre-

paration, or their future appearance is in contem-

plation.

The groups, statuettes, busts, and other compo-

sitions arc arranged in two long Hues on either side

of the corridor, some of the more important speci-

mens being brought together to form groups. In

the adjoining saloons, other specimens may also be

seen, particulaily those which have been designed

to constitute parts of services, for the most part

executed iu porcelain. Of the busts which have

been executed in Porcelain by Alderman Copeland,

several are of the full life-size of the original marbles.

Busts of her Majesty the Queeu and of the Prince

Consort are amongst the most successful
;
but the

work that is still more admirable is the Parian

reproduction of the wcll-kuown Greco-Roman bust

in the British Jluseum, known as Clytie, with the

liair brought down so low on the forehead, aud the

figure represented as if rising from a bud of the

lotus. The busts of Juno and Ariadne, of full size,

are of great excellence
;
aud those of Ophelia and

Miranda, by Calder Mai’shall, executed for the Crystal

Palace Art-Union, are also very beautiful
;
aud the

reduced models of them are more beautiful still.

Amongst the busts of this smaller size, is a charming

one of Jenny Lind. A group of busts of Indian

heroes, with Havelock at their head, will require no

special notice to seem’e for them due regard. Other

busts of Wellington aud Nelson range consistently

with them, aud various others extend the series still

further. The portrait-statuettes are not so numerous

as the busts, but they are equally excellent with

them: they include an admirable figure of the great

Duke. The ideal statuettes and groups, as would be

expected, comprehend the larger portion of these

interesting works. They may be divided into three

classes : of these the first class consists of fac-simile

reproductions of well-known statues and groups on

a greatly reduced scale ; the second comprises a

variety of original figure subjects, modelled expressly

for the Statuary-Porcelaiu
;
and in the third class

may be included miscellaneous subjects, such as

groups or figures of animals, vases, jars, jugs, aud

other similai’ objects. Every class is well repre-

sented. Many are the familiar forms that we have

known before of larger proportions, as “ Sabrina,”

“ Sunsliine,” and “ the Greek Slave.” Others

we have learned to know better in their statuette

form, than we kuew them previously
;
and not a

few come and form their first acquaintance with us,

in their capacity of statuettes in Parian. Our readers

will find every variety of subject here, from “ Venus

at the Bath
”

to “ Paul and Virginia,” and from
“ the Wounded Soldier ” to “ the Boy with a Shell.”

There are most spirited dogs also, and some noble

horses. The groups that have been incorporated

with porcelain, for tic most part consist of figures

placed around a porcelain shaft, which supports a

flat dish or tazza. These works are altogether suc-

cessful, aud both Statuary and ordinary Porcelain ac-

complish their proper duties, iu a manner which attests

the judicious discrimination, as well as the true artist

feeling of the artists employed in their production.

There are, also, other groups of larger figures, which

are more decidedly erect in their attitudes, and upon

whose heads rest light perforated vases, of the same

material with the figures themselves. These cane-

phora are amongst the best of their order that exist

;

still there adheres to their order an imperfection,

arising from the object and aim of the composition,

which prevents their obtaining unqualified com-

mendation, except so far as has reference to the

execution of the whole in these examples, and this is

realty most excellent. It is always a jnistake to

assign to figures the duty of columns; and it is

impossible to place three figures together, having a.

large vase or basket supported by them upon tbeir

three heads, without prejudicially affecting the artis-

tic character of the figures. These otherwise beau-

tiful groups would have been exceptions to this

rule, bad it been possible; but it was not possible.

Tiie other figures that Alderman Copeland’s artists

have grouped together beneath raised dislics in his

dessert-services, escape the oppression from which

their sister canephorce arc suffering, since they have

nothing to carry upon their heads, and, therefore,

there is nothing to check the freedom of their

motion, or to interfere with the animation and

variety of their expression.

The art of producing sculpture in Porcelain is of

comparatively recent introduction into England,

and it differs essentially from tlie old “Bisque,”

over which time-honoured body it possesses great

aud manifest advantages. It is foreign to our pur-

pose to enter upon any discussion concerning the

priority of the invention of the Statuary-Porcelain,

or Parian sculpture. We are well aware that this

is a matter that is still in dispute; and, perhaps,

like so many other important and valuable inven-

tions, iu dispute it may be destined to remain. The

introduction of Parian at Alderman Copeland’s

establishment took place in 1842, at which period

Mr. T. Battain was director ;
aud it may interest

our readers to be informed of an incident that took

place, some twelve years ago, when the Parian was

undergoing the ordeal of its experimental trial. We
were at that time entering upon the duty, which we

have siuce coutiuued to discharge, of seeking to

associate high Art with useful manufactures. With

that view we made a tour into the manufacturing

districts, when we visited the works of Mr. Aider-

man Copeland,—then “ Copeland and Garrett,”

—

at Stoke-upon-Trent. Wc there witnessed the first

efforts to secure popularity for the new art of Porce-

lain sculpture. A “new art” it undoubtedly was;

but it had not then assumed the character of being a

promising one. Two statuettes bad been produced

in it—one a graceful female bust, and the other

“the Shepherd-Boy,” after Wyatt; but they had

not “sold.” The public did nut show any sign of

being prepared to acknowledge the real worthiness

of the novelty
;
and it is by no means improbable

that the process would have proceeded no farther,

had it not been our good fortune to urge upon Mr.

Garrett (in whose department the matter was

placed) the wisdom of perseverance, under the con-

viction that what in itself was so evidently excellent,

must eventually attain to success. A meeting was, in

consequence, arranged by us between several sculp-

tors, ofwhom Mr. Gibson was one, and Mr. T. Battam,

the artist of the works. The two honorary secre-

taries of the Art-Union of London were also present.

After a careful examination of the new material, an
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opinion wns pronounced decidedly in its favour, Mr.
Gibson declaring it to be “the material next best to

marble that he had ever seen,” and his brothers in

Art agreeing ^vith him. Mr. Gibson, at the same
time, expressed a hope that some work of bis might
be suitable for Mr. Battam to produce in the Sta-

tuary-Porcelain. A commission from the Art-Union
of London followed

;
and thus the new art of Parian

sculpture was rescued from a peril, that might have

proved fatal in the first infancy of its career. The
material itself is a species of porcelain body, in

which soft felspar is used instead of the more
siliceous Cornwall stone. The peculiar tint, that

contributes so highly to the beauty of the Parian,

is due to the presence of the oxide of iron in small

quantities in the clay. A silicate of peroxide of

iron is produced through the action of this oxide

upon the silica of the clay, which is of a pale buff

colour
;
and thus the colour of the mass is obtained.

Full particulars of the processes of producing sculp-

tures and other objects in Statuary-Porcelain have

been described in detail in our pages, by Professor

Hunt, of the Jermyn Street Museum.
tVe have invited especial attention to this subject

at the present time, in consequence of the peculiar

fitness of these beautiful works for those presents

which so constantly pass from one friend to another

at the coming Christmas season. As the best pos-

sible commentary upon our notice of Alderman
Copeland’s “ Sculpture Corridor,” we commend to

our readers the “Corridor” itself. That they vs'ill

find our admiration for its contents to be well-

founded, we are confidently assured
;
and we are

also disposed to believe that they will accept our

proposition, to accord to these beautiful works an

honourable position amongst the Art-coUectious of

the metropolis.

PROM THE HOORS.
Painted by Pari;. Engraved by T. Sherratt.

By way of varying our illustrations, we insert this

month, in lieu of an engraving from some sculp-

tured work, one from a picture, the subject of which
is not without interest to most of ns, and which is

especially a))plicable to the present season of the

year. Englishmen appear to have an inherent taste

for the sports of the field, and if not themselves

actual participators in them, there ai-e few who do

not enjoy a stroll over a stubble field, or through a

cover where birds are plentiful, or to be present at

a “meet” among horses and hounds, or to wander

by a picturesque trout-stream when the lly is on
the water. In no country in the world are sports-

men, whatever their rank or condition, so numerous
as in our own. At some period of the year even

those most diligently occupied in the business of

life find a little leisure for indulging their tastes for

the hunt, the rod, or the gun: the professional

man will leave his patients or bis chambers, the

merchant his counting-house, the tradesman his

waxes, the mechanic his tools of handicraft, to follow

the healthful and invigorating pursuit wliich most
suits his inclination

;
and there are none who more

require such a complete abstraction from their daily

toils, than the classes who have been emphatically,

if not euphoniously, called “ bread-winners the

moor, the field, and the river, are oftentimes their

life-preservers.

The picture painted by Mr. Park, from which
the engraving is taken, is suggestive of a fair day’s

sport with the gun : the lad mounted on a donkey
is bearing homewards a qnaulity of game which has

fallen beneath the ready hand and quick-sighted eye

of some well-practised “ shot.” By the side of the

auimnl gambols its foal, and in front is a young
spaniel, whose bark has startled the remains cf a

once strong covey, which have taken wing across

the moorland. The materials of the picture are

simple enough, but they are natural, and agreeably

brought forward. There is a kind of Art which

jilenscs if it does not aid in instructing the mind,

and though the latter is that which ought to be

the more appreciated, the former should not be

held in light esteem because one especial quality is

absent
; the wild flower is often quite as much an

object of beauty and suggestive of pleasant thoughts

as the rarest productions of the conservatoiy.

THE HATIOHAL PORTEAIT
GALLERY.

The collection in Parliament Street grows apace by

purchases and preseutatioas
;
but more, by the way,

by means of the former than the latter, for the

institution has given a vast putative money value to

what hitherto has possessed only a traditional family

interest. Perhaps no Art-collection presents so

many curiosities in painting as a portrait gallery.

Who that knows the Bitmtti dei Pitlori does not

remember, with some gems of Art, the flaccid and

colourless vacuities that have lived and bad their

being, accepted aud unquestioned, for centuries in

these famous rooms of the Palazzo A'"ecchio. There

are certainly the portraits of men among them who,

like the bad king that, according to his prehumous

epitaph, never did a good thing, aud therefore have no

business in the good company in which we find them.

Tf due care be exercised in the admission of por-

traits, and the exclusion of pseudo-celebrities rigidly

enforced, every addition to the gallery must be a

matter of interest. Such is, of the recent additions,

the portrait of Wolsey, of which all that is known
is, that it was formerly at Weston, in Warwickshire,

the seat of the Sheldon family
;
the painter is un-

known. We believe that there is but one portrait

of Wolsey of undoubted originality, and that is

the well-known picture by Holbein at Christchurch,

Oxford, It is a profile, showing the left side of the

face. The left arm hangs down, the hand grasping a

scroll, while the right baud is raised as in the act of

pronouncing a benedictiou. All the portraits that

we have seen of Wolsey are profiles of the left

cheek; if, therefore, they are not copies of the

Christchurch picture, there must have been some

blemish on the right side of the cardinal’s face,

which he and the painters were desirous of con-

cealing.

Then there is a portrait of Nelson, by Heinrich

Fiiger, painted at Vicuna in 1800, aud chronicled

accordingly in the AlJgemeine Zeiiung, 1st Sep-

tember of that year. Nelson was at this lime in

his forty-third year. It is a profile, because, a few

years before, the hero lost an eye at Calvi. The

picture gives us an idea of a man personally larger

than Nelson. The painter, in sacrificiug to colour,

has given his sitter the semblance of ruddy health,

whereas Nelson was in person delicate, with a care-

worn and anxious expression. It is, however,

interesting as an original work, but of such a man
there ought to be at least one more portrait.

The trustees have acquired the likeness of Johu

Dryden,—that engraved by Edelinck,—the only one,

we believe, by which he is known. The portrait

of Burns, painted by Alexander Nasmyth, and re-

touched by Eaeburn, has been presented by Mr.

Dillon. The features are those recognised as of

Burns, but the head and shoulders convey, like

most of the engravings, an impression of a man

smaller and more delicate thau the poet was. One

of the most recent and most remarkable pictures

is a constellation of bishops—the seven fajnous pre-

lates of 1688. They are small heads, on one canvas,

about kitcat-size. Archbishop Sancroft is the centre-

piece, and the others—William Lloyd, Bishop of St.

Asaph—Francis Turner, Bishop of Ely—Thomas

Ken, of Bath and Wells—Jonathan Trelawney, of

Bristol—Thomas White, of Peterborough—and John

Lake, of Chichester—encircle him. The painter is

unknown; but the execution is not that of a master.

The portrait of Elizabeth Carter, who translated

“Epictetus,” and contributed to “The Rambler,”

is a curious example of a style of crayon drawing,

which was carried to high perfection during the

latter half of the last century. It was executed

by Sir Thomas Lawrence about 1788, when be was

working in crayons, in imitation of the admirable

productions of the famous Jack Smith, ofNew Street,

Covent Garden, whose venison and turbot suppers

were as largely extoHcd by his friends, as were his

portraits by his patrons. That, and the unfinished,

gossiping portrait of Wilberforce, mark two distinct

eras in the career of a famous painter.

The portrait of John Knox, presented by the

Duke of Buccleuch, is a work of a class of which we
fear that there will be but few examples forthcoming.

The artist is unknown
;
but it may be presumed

that the Duke of Buccleuch. has a history of the

picture. Yet another old portrait is that iuscribed

“Jacobus, Dei Gratia Rex Scotorum. JEtatis Sum
8, 1574.” He is presented at full length, with his

right hand on his hip, and holding on his left wrist

a hawk with bells. The head is painted with a

rare finish, supposed by Federigo Zucchero. The
body of the young king is tapered by that kind of

buckram bodice, which was fashionable in the days

of Elizabeth, contrasting most grotesquely with the

capacious nether continuations wliich he still wore

as James I. of England.

Another portrait, more interesting than really

valuable, is that of Mary, Countess of Pembroke.
The face is bright, sunny, and benevolent, fully

justifying the famous epitaph that Ben Jonsou wrote

at her death :
—

“ Untlomeath this sable hearse.
Lies the subject of all verse

:

Sidney’s sister—I’embroke's mother
Death, ere thou hast slain another.
Fair, and wise, and pood as she,
Time shall tlirow a dart at thee 1

”

The work is in perfect condition, showing the lady

in a rich Elizabethan costume, worked out w’ith the

most patient elaboration
;

but the most striking

feature of the picture is au inscription in the upper

right-hand corner,— “ Martis 12, Anno Domini
1614—No spring till now,”—which has been a sub-

ject of extensive speculation ; although, perhaps,

like many other things that have perplexed the

wise, of slight significance. The winter of 1613-14
was a season of extreme cold

;
aud, about the period

of the finishing of the picture, the prolonged frost

broke up, and it is probable that the painter com-
memorated the event by the inscription. This pic-

ture is from the ancient mansion of Holme Lacy,

Herefordshire, the seat of the Scudamore family.

Reynolds’s Johu Hunter, in the College of Sur-

geons, is in rags, like Mrs. Siddons, at Dulwich;
but it is gratifying to see John Jackson’s copy sound
and bright in this gallery. The background appears

somewhat darker than that of the original picture,

and it is not so peach-like as Reynolds’s sunny glaze

left the original work
;
but it is something to pos-

sess a copy by Jackson, indeed, the best substitute

that we could have.

The small portrait of David Wilkie we greet with
a fervent welcome

;
it is honestly painted, and will

be fresh five centuries hence. Who that sees this

face does not recognize it iii “ Blind Man’s Buff,”

“the Penny Wedding,” “the Rent-Day,” aud, in

short, some modification of it in everything that

Wilkie painted?

These arc among the latest additions to the col-

lection.

OBITUARY.

ROBERT STEPHENSON, M.P., F.R.S., &c. &c.

Very brief has been the interval that has inter-

vened between the deaths of our two greatest and

most distinguished engineers ; aud very remark-

able is the similarity in the manner in which the

deaths of them both have taken place, almost at the

precise time in which the grandest achievement of

each was about to be brought to its completion.

Brunei sunk, exhausted by the wear of his own
keen and vigorous intellect, as the Great Eastern

was in the act of demonstrating that, so far as she

was his work, her success was absolute and trium-

phant ; and now Stephenson has followed, the

energy of his mind also having worn away his phy-

sical powers, but a few short weeks before his won-

derful Victoria Bridge, at Montreal, will carry a

locomotive— the production of his father’s and his

own genius and perseverance— over the broad

waters of the St. Lawrence, from Canada to the

United States.

After a short, but severe illness, which, from the

first, was of a character to excite the most painful

apprehensions, Mr. Stephenson expired, at his resi-

dence in Gloucester Square, on October 13th. The

only son of his renowned father, George Stephenson,

of Newcaslle-on-Tyne, he died childless, but the

name of Stephenson has a place amongst those

worthies of England, which live, and will live, in

perpetual remembrance, without the ever-present

memorial of sons and daughters.
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rOFOIAU PHOTOGllAPHS
AND

llEPRODUGTIONS OP WORKS OF ART.

An cstablisliment has been opened at the eutraiice

to the South KccsinKton Museum, by order of the

Committee of CounciL on Education, for tLe sale to

the public of copies of whatever photographs liave

been, or hereafter may be, oflicially executed for the

Department, from works of Art in British and

foreign museums, and in other collections which

cannot he photographed by private agency, and also

of certain other objects of public interest. Photo-

graphic negatives, made by order of tlie tnistecs of

liie British ItTiiscum, and for the M'ar and other

Government OlHces, will also he sold, together with

positive impressions of the same photographs. lu

addition to these photographs, the Department has

commenced the sale of reproductions of works of

Art, consisting of objects in racial, elcctrotyped by

Messrs. Elkiugton and Messrs. I'ranchi, plaster and

fictile, ivory casts from vaidous works in sculpture,

ivory-carvings, &c., with architectural and other

decorative details and accessories. Tiie whole of

the casts of the sculptures, produced for the Trustees

of the British Museum, may he obtained iu like

manner; and pliolographs are cither in actual pre-

paration, or arrangements are being made for their

being produced from various royal and otlier collec-

tions of original drawings by Raflaelle, Michael

Angelo, and other great masters. The prices at

which all these photographs and reproductions are

sold, arc so low that they are rendered accessible by

all classes in the community ; and thus, not only

has this admirable plan opened a ready access to

the study of works that hitherto have been inac-

cessible, but it has made that access suIRciently

easy to bring these works to bear with the most

complete ellicieucy upon popular education.

It will be umlerslood that the “positive” im-

])vessions of photographs are not mounted hy the

Department, 'i'be tariff of prices for them has been

fixed as follows :—A single impression (unmounted),

the dimensions of which contain leas than 40 square

inches, e. 5 X 7 inches, or 4x8 inches, hil .

;

40 square inches, and under GO, l\d. ; 00, and under

80, lOf^. ; 80, and under 100, 1 j. i-cf., and so on,

at proportionate rales of increase. The prices of

the reproductions iu metals, and of the casts, are

equally moderate. It must be added, that any per-

sons desiring to obtain photographs of any of the

objects of Art in (he South Kensington Museum,
can order “ negatives ” of such objects nt the rate of

J3r/. per squai-e inch. All applications are to be

made to Mr. George Wallis, at the Museum, under

whose direction the whole of the arrangements for

the sale of the photographs, &c., have been placed.

Mr. Thurston Thompson is the photographer to the

Department
;
and Mr. Boget Fenton has j»roduce(l

the photographs for the trustees of the British

Museum.
It is impossible to attach too high a degree of

importance to the step which the Government and

public authorities have thus taken, with the view to

advance popular education through the ageucy of

Art. This is precisely the measure (hat wc iiave

beeu desiring, and hoping for years that wc might

eventually witness. Before the sun had taken his

place at the head of artistic reproducers, such a plan

could have been only imperfectly realized : hut uow,

when photographic reproductions can be readily

multiplied to any extent, all of tiiem being exact iu

their fidelity to the original works, there remained

hut tlie formation of a plan for obtaining the

most worthy photographs, and for their public sale

at low prices. After a while, without doubt, it will

be our pleasing duty to notice the beneficial effects

that will continually arise from the sustained action

of the system, the commencement of which wc uow
record with the strongest expression of our cordial

approbation. It is sufficient for us now simply to

state the facts of the case, and to refer our readers

—

artists, students of Art of every class, manufacturers,

and the public at large—to the department of Mr.
George Wallis at South Kensiuglou.

A clear and highly satisfactory catalogue of the

photographs, &c., now to be obtained, is sold at

South Kensington for 2d. At the head of the

contents are photograplis of the Hampton Court
“ Cartoons ” of Baffaelle, of different sizes. Sets of

THE ABI-JOUBNAL,

seven photographs vary in price from £4 19^. '(d.

to 3^. 11 and they are all of equal excellence.

Any single photograph of any of the sets is obtain-

able, as are large studies of portions of the cartoons.

Ne.xt in the catalogue follows a series of thirty three

jihotographs from drawings by Itaffadle in the

Museum of the Louvre, to be succeeded in their turn

by another series from drawings by Holbein in the

Boyal Collection at Windsor Castle. A third series

has beeu formed from the collection of life-size

portraits of the Tudor family, executed from various

authorities for the Prince’s Chamber in the new
Palace nt Westminster, by Mr. Burchett, head-master

of the Central School of the Department. The

groups that follow comprise photographs of Linroges,

emvinels, ivory carvings, objects iu crystal and other

precious materials, and raiseellancous objects, from

originals in various collections of the highest im-

portance both in England and on the Continent, with

many photographs from nature, and others from the

British Museum sculptures, &c. &c. The electro-

type reproductions and (he casts in plaster arc

numerous, verj' judiciously selected, and they com-

prehend a great variety both of classes of objects and

of individual examples.

MINOR TOPICS OF THE MONTH.

TiiE Tuuner and Veunon Collections.

—

These important components of our “ National Gal-

lery” of pictures and drawings have been removed
from Marlborough House, aud deposited iu the

apartmeuts which are to afford them a temporary

resting-place at the South Kensington Museum,
until them wauderings are finally brought to a close

by some decided act of the legislature. The new
buildings at South Kcusiiigiou, before the arrival

of the pictures, appeared somewhat dull and som-

bre : but it is probable they will prove to be well

adapted to their duties when tliey shall have been

prepared for the admission of the public. This

very desirable event will probably take jdaue about

the coraineucemcut of November.

The Bio Bell at Westminstee.—We have

reason to be thankfid that we are to hear this

melancholy sound no more; the bell has beeu guilty

of a second suicide, has cracked its sides,—certaiuly

not with laugliter,—and London is no longer to

endure the mournful tones that seemed, at all hours,

heralds of impending doom. This strike is, at all

events, ciuied. But there seems to have beeu a

frightful deal of bungling somewhere. We fervently

hope it is a case beyond mending : far better to

break up the bell piecemeal, aud to convert the .old

metal iuto a statue of Caxton, who gave us a gift of

inestimable value ou a spot over which the clock-

tower throws its shadow. In England there is as

yet no monument to this benefactor of generation

after generation. The reproach, however, is not

always to cudiiro.

Mu. Joseph Dueiiam, the sculptor, wliose name
is already hououi’cd by' the profession aud the

public, has been commissioned to execute a statue

of “ the first English printer,” Caxton, to be

placed in the great room of the Westminster Palace

llotcl. The hotel is built on the site of Caxton’s

printing office, and it occurred to the directors of

the company that the interesting fact should obtain

a permanent record. While the foundations of the

hotel were digging, there were hopes of finding

some relic of the old building: the ancient walls

were clearly traced, and a mutilated statue of the

Virgin and Child—probably one of the ornaments

of “ the chapel”—was found
;

but the search,

although cai'efully aud minutely instituted, was vain

to procure a morsel of the type which the first

printer had used. Mr. Durham’s statue, life-

size, will be in plaster. The directors, not feeling

justified thus to expend the money of the share-

holders, have subscribed privately to meet the

necessary expense. It will be a work of very high

merit. Caxton is represented seated on a fine oalc

chair of the period, examining a proof-sheet, one

foot resting on an iron chest.

The Wellington Memorial.—The prolonged

abiding of Maroehetti’s “Victory,” in the garden of

Apsley House, seems to he intended as a persistent

chastisemeut of the public taste. And are we to
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believe tliat this, after all, with the rest of the

design, is to be that of the intended monument ?

The facts of the case, as we understand them, are,

in brief, these:—Artists are invited to send in de-

signs, in rempetition for a monument to the late

Duke of Wellington. Tlie day for the rccejition of

the models arrives, as also that for the meeting of

the committee of selection
;
and the result is, that

those men, whose works wcin pronounced to he the

most worthy, are set aside, and another, of the so-

called secondary class, to whom a hundred pounds

was awarded, is commissioned to proceed with his

design
;
aud, accordingly, JIv. Stevens, the thus far

successful candidate, is realizing his model. But

will Mr. Stevens’s work he ultimately accepted ?

will it not in turn he set aside, and Marochetti's

adopted? We are perfectly justified iu asking the

question, seeing the unhesitating reversal of their own
decisions by the committee. The utmost that can

he hoped for from committees is, that they should

be “indifferent honest;” but, of late, the propo-

sitions of public Art committees have been a delusion

and a snare. If, iu this case, there were one or two

artists, whose works were pronounced the most

excellent, wherefore have the autliorities commis-

sioned an artist who took but a second place iu the

competition ? The committee themselves thus esta-

blish this fact—that, inasmuch as they employ Mr.

Stevens, whose work they adjudged to be inferior to

that of Mr. Woodingtou or Mr. Marshall, they

declare either of these artists to be better qualified

for the work than Mr. Stevens, and, therefore, per-

fectly capable of executing the commission creditably.

That which we contend for is an houeat consistency.

Had the commission been confided to any particular

artist, in the same manner that Wyatt was elected

to “do” the great Duke at Hyde Ihirk Corner, no

voice could be justly raised against the resolution.

But the selection of the artist is another thing, and

open to the criticism of all who choose to write or

apeak of it. If the committee, in o'peu and fair

assembly, vote for aud elect auy particular sculptor,

the public cannot arraign them for their election,

but they are in nowise justified in breaking faith

with men whom fair professions thus induce to cast

their bread upon the waters.

The Houses of Paultamknt.—The next fresco to .

be placed iu the corridors is a work by Mr. Cope, B. A.,

the subject of which is “ The Parting of Lord aud

Lady Bussell.” The artist is still engaged on the

picture iu one of tlie committee rooms of the House

of Lords ; and, as it is nearly completed, it will

shortly be found iu its place. It is to be hoped that

the method of executing these frescoes on slate,

and fi.xiiig them in their respective panels with a

space behind for the circulation of air, will secure

them against the fate tlmt has befallen the works

in the "Poets’ Hall. It is some months since wc
examined these frescoes, but on a more recent in-

spection, it is evident that injury is advancing with

increased rapidity. In Herbert’s work the faces of

Goneril and Began are peeling off, and in others

large portions of the surfaces are extensively blistered.

The natural cause of this, as we have already stated, is

the dampness of the walls. There never has been

perhaps a fire in the Poets’ Hall, aud at times the

walls are streaming with moisture. So insufficient

is the light in the corridors, that every composition

pniuted on the principle of breadth of low or middle

tone, will be lost. Compositions designed with their

principal quantities iu strong opposition, like Ward’s

“Argyle,” are alone suited for such alight. The sub-

stitution of stained for white glass iu the windows

of St. Stephen’s Hall, has materially reduced the

lights
;
hut nevertheless pictiures there, especially on

the north wall, will be much more distinct than iu

any of the other corridors or passages of the Houses,

Sketching Meetings.—The sketching evenings

of tlie Langham Chambers School were resumed for

the season" on Friday the 14th of October. These

pleasant hebdomadal timrnois a Vaimahle are con-

tinued until the end of April, when long days, green

leaves, and especially the crisis of the Art year, with

its excitement, bring about the usual prorogation.

There have not been for mauy years so few candidates

for this society as at present. It has been common
hitherto for names to be ou the lists for two years

before the admission of candidates.

Dulwich Galleui'.— A correspondent, writing

in reference to the pai’agraph we inserted last month

respecting admission to this gallery, says
—

“ Allow

M-
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me to remind you that on Thursdays and Fridays

the charge to visitors is sixpence for each person.”
^Ye thought no fee was expected at any time.

Wkstminsteii Aubet, so crowded with a hete-

rogeneous group of monuments, may possibly soon
be relieved by the removal of a modern mass of

masonry, which forms the background to those in

the north transept, and unnecessarily blocks up
two arches of the building. The monuments them-
selves can be as well displayed against the wall, and
air and light be secured where they are wanted. It

is not generally known that a project was formed
some few years ago to convert the garden of West-
minster School into an English Camiio Santo,
where the modem monuments might be arranged
against the walls beneath an arcade, which should
communicate with the Houses of Parliament. The
plan was scarcely mooted, and has died a natural

death
;

but it might deserve resuscitation. Tlie

Abbey is now inconveniently overcrowded with mo-
dern monuments, which hide each other, or by
juxtaposition give it the air of a tomb-cutter’s show’-

room. We would not move one stone, the interest of

which is associated with its present locality, but there

could be no objection to the removal of many masses
of sculpture, which would be improved by giving

greater space to their exhibition, while the gain to

the effect of the Abbey would be enormous.
Bishop Monk has been commemorated in West-

minster Abbey by an incised brass laid in the

pavement of the northern aisle : it is an excellent

artistic work, and show's how completely this antique

mortuary memorial may be adapted to the uses of

the present age. The costume and, accessories are
strictly truthful, yet they are not iucougriions with
the building. The Dean and Chapter, anxious to en-
courage this good old style of memorial, admit such
brasses into the Abbey without payment of the
usual fees.

The Chimneys of the Duchv of Lancaster
Offices.—An evident improvement has lately been
effected by the substitution of Jlr. J. Biiliug’s
“ Patent Terra-Cotta Chimney Terminals,” for the
singularly ugly metal smoke-pipes, with their accom-
panying wind-guards, which for many years have
disfigured the upper part of this building. We
notice that the ‘‘ chimney terminals” are not only

more pleasant to look at than “ chimney-pots,”
et id genus omne, but that they really possess the
important practically useful quality of providing a

successful remedy for smoky chimneys. The “ ter-

minals” made their appearance more than two
years ago at Somerset House

;
and the fact of their

introduction to the opposite office of the Duchy of

Lancaster, in Lancaster Place, speaks well for their

efficient and satisfactory action.

The Ielustrations of the Building News.
—In addition to the sterliug character of the con-

tents of its columns, our spirited contemporary, the

Building News, regularly places in the hands of its

subscribers a series of engravings on wood of such

high excellence, that they excite surprise as well as

admiration. So remarkable, indeed, arc these illus-

tratious as examples of what may be accomplished
by steam-priuling, that they claim from us a very
decided expression of our warm commendation.
They also are equally meritorious if regai'ded as

specimens of wood-eugraving. They demonstrate
the ability of English engravers on wood, and they
show how successfully tliey are able at once to

illustrate a speciality in literature, and to produce
really admirable works of Art. As a matter of

course, the subjects of the illustrations of the
Building News are, for the most part, architectiu'al,

and they comprise a great variety of objects, some
of which are necessarily of a more artistic cha-
racter than others. But whatever the subject, the
engraving is invariably good. Occasionally a com-
bination of favourable circumstances enables the
artists to produce some particular engraving that

takes precedence of its associates; thus, for ex-

ample, the recent large two-page engi-aving, in

Jewitt’s best manner, of the interior of AD Saints’

Church, Margaret Street, is one of the most beau-
tiful engravings on wood, and, at the same time,

one of the very best architectural representations
that we ever remember to have seen. It is an
engraving fit to be framed, and we should be glad to
know that it was published on fine paper expressly
for that purpose. Such engravings cannot fail to

improve the public taste, and we trust they will

find their way in every direction throughout the

length and breadlb of the land.

The Artists’ Cojii-any of Volunteer Rifles.

—It is proposed that “Number Two’’ Company of

the Marylchoue Rifle Corps shall consist of painters,

sculptors, architects, engravers, and others imme-
diately connected with Art. The circular states that

“the committee will endeavour to reuder member-
ship as inexpensive as possible, under the conviction

that volunteer corps should be permanent institutions,

not only for internal defence in case of need, but as

tending to promote the physical well-being of those

who join them.” Inasmuch as companies in the

metropolis wiU be formed from the ranks of various

professions, it was to be expected that the profession

of Art would supply its quota to the general muster-

roll, though it was scarcely to be hoped that to the

painters would be conceded the honour of standing

next to the leading company. In 1830, in Paris, the

Art-students were among the foremost in the viSlee,

and among them were a few Englishmen, who did

good service in the popular cause. There is no class

of men more interested in the maintenance of peace

than painters and sculptors, and it is certain that

none would more chivalrously acquit themselves in

face of an enemy, should they ever be called into

action. Ou grounds social as well as patriotic, we
sincerely wish the movement an entire success.

May the drill-ground constitute a field of meeting

that will soothe all the jealousies that have hitherto

divided the profession into so many antagonistic

sections. In the case of the artists there is not only

a national purpose to be answered, but a social re-

volution should also be kept in view. Their first

rallying square should be commemorated as the first

instance of their ever concurring in a common pur-

pose, and this part of their drill should be carried, in

practice, into their cvery-day life. In every other

country, painters, sculptors, and all who live by Art,

are a compact phalanx—they enregmeni ihtm&tlstB,

and their rallying square is unassailable. We cannot

conceive any more acceptable commanding-officer for

the Art-contingent than Sir Charles Eastlake. As
for the company’s officers, they must all be men well

up in the double ;
and, to be really effective, all must

be ready at once to resign the studio-canvas for

the raw material in the field.

The Handel College—In the extent and com-
prehensiveness of their fraternity and benevolence,

musicians are in advance of painters. Some months
since a prospectus was issued proposing the establish-

ment of an institution, to be entitled as above
; having

for its object the maintenance and education of

the orphans of musicians of all classes, native and

naturalized. The movement has been warmly
sccouded, and substantially met by a gift of a site,

of which one of the conditions is, that “ the building

shall be worthy of the chai'ity.” Mr. Owen Jones

gives his services gratuitously as architect. The
realization of the college is, therefore, all but assured

—an urgent appeal being about to be made to the

public. The families of painters are even more
liable to cruel vicissitude than those of musicians.

We instance the proposed “ Handel College,” hope-

ful that the body of painters may at no distant time

do likewise. We should rejoice to find persons

willing to act with us in forming such an institution

for the orphan children of artists ; and if we do

find such, will gladly give our best services to the

cause. We shall probably ere loug have more to

say on this matter.

Public Memorials, and their Scaffolding.
—We are not very famous, as a nation, for the

successful management of our public memorials. The
works themselves are rarely such as to disarm, or

even to conciliate, severe criticism. And, besides the

questionable character of these productions—which,

if any are, ought certainly to be exceDent in them-

selves, wc are very generally unfortunate in getting

them into their places. We had hoped, indeed, that

a better era had dawned upon the works of com-
memorative art, in which the nation, or certain

associations of individuals, desire to do honour to

living worth, or to glorious memories: and, accord-

ingly, we have for some time been expecting the

appearance of two really noble memorials in associa-

tion with our gallant countrymen who fell in the

Crimea; the one in front of the west end of West-

minster Abbey, and the other in Waterloo Place.

Spaces in both localities have long been enclosed,

and scaffoldings of the most approved unsightliness

have already began to grow old upon them—and so

these memorials still continue. Now, we do not wish
to urge the artists to any hurry or precipitation with
the completion of their respective works; but we
certainly should be glad to learn, both from Mr. G.
G. Scott and Mr. John Bell, for what reasons two
of the most important sites in western London
slioukl have been occupied by these unsightly poles

and planks for months before there was the slightest

discoverable necessity, or even pretext, for their

appearance. We do hope to see, either the memorials
speedily erected, or the scaffoldings speedily removed,
lu the one case, such prolonged delays reflect by no
means favourably upon the artists

;
and in the other,

the parochial authorities have no right to tolerate

what positively amounts to public nuisances in the

midst of great public thoroughfares.

The Tropical Enclosure at the Crystal
Palace.—We observe with much satisfaction that,

instead of the hideous screen of bed-ticking which
hitherto has shut in the tropical euclosure of the
Crystal Palace during the winter season, the par-

tition is now being partly formed of permanent
panels of glass. Would it not be possible to erect a
frame-work of decorative iron-work, which might
contain specimens of stained glass, and thus form a

truly splendid division between the maiu body of

the building aud the tropical enclosure?

Portraits of Mary Queen of Scots.—There
are in the possession of Dr. Copland, of No. 5, Old
Burlington Street, two portraits of Queen Mary,
painted by Paris Bordone, in Paris

;
one in 1557,

about the time of her marriage to the Dauphin,
the other in 1560, shortly after his decease. Both
portraits arc small, life-sized heads

;
the former a

three-quarter face, with the hair turned back and
bound by a fillet. Over the hair is worn a lace

head-dress, with a gold ornament on the forehead,

and a string of pearls; and the lower part of the

neck shows pai't of a red robe. The later portrait

is a profile, with the hair worn as in the other.

Both are iu excellent conditiou, and extremely pure

in colour, treated according to the taste of the

lime, with an entire absence of shades. One of the

portraits was painted for Mary, daughter of the

fifth Lord Livingston, one of the four Marys who
attended Mary Stuart to Fr.ance; the other for

John Seinpill, second son of Robert, the third Lord
Sempill, one of her chamberlains. Soon after their

return to Scotland, in 1561, John Sempill and
Mary Livingston were married in Holyrood Palace,

and to their union John Knox has alluded as that

of “Mary Livingston, the lusty, to John Sempill,

the dancer.” Their descendant, Francis Sempill,

was an adherent of James II., on the occasion of

whose abdication he withdrew to the Continent.

Captain William Sempill, the grandson of Francis,

married Margaret Syeds, a member of a Spanish

family long resident on the continent, and to him
both portraits descended as the last male repre-

sentative of this branch of the Sempill family. By
WiDiam SempiU they were bequeathed to his niece,

Janet Syeds, by whom they were again bequeathed

to her niece, Martha Grace Syeds, the late wife of

the present possessor. Thus the pedigree of posses-

sorship of these pictures is clear and satisfactory.

The features do uot present that regularity of beauty

which is historically ascribed to Mary. Paris Bor-
done was painter to Francis I., Henry II., and

Francis II.

Our Readers will probably recollect that, a few

months since, wc noticed a series of remarkable

drawings of the most inaccessible parts of ludia,

made by the three enterprising German travellers,

the brothers Schlagentweit, one of whom fell a

victim to the savage disposition of a tribe of

natives. We learn that the King of Bavaria has

conferred titles of nobility on the survivors, os a

mark of bis appreciation of the services rendered by
them to the science of ethnology.

A statue of the distinguished American states-

man, Daniel Webster, has been erected aud in-

augurated in the city of Boston, XJ.S., with much
ceremony.

The late JIr. Francis Graves.—We deeply

regret to record the death of this estimable and

accomplished gentleman. The sad intelligence was

communicated to ns too late to enable us to do

more than record the event.
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Lalia llnoKn. An Oriental Romance. Bv Thomas
Mookt:. Wilb llhiBtrations. I’ublisbed by
RovTLnnon, I.oiulon.

In anticipation of tlio return of another new year

season, the enterprising publishers of Farringilon

Street have issued an illustrated edition of Moore's

exquisitely graceful “Oriental Romance,” which
they mayjustly expect to become a favourite gift-

book. “ Lalla Rookh” itself can now need no

laudatory recommendation
;

but the established

reputation of the work does certainly demand that

whatever illustrations may appear in a new edition

of it, should be worthy of llie text with which they

are associated. And altogether worthy of the places

they occupy are the beautiful woodcuts in the new
“Lalla Jtookii.” We accept them, at once, as

genuine representations of the personages and the

scenes which they undertake to pass in review before

us. They are as oriental ns the book is, from its

opening passage to its last word, They are

thoroughly poetic
;
and they most happily fuitil

their proper mission, by really illustrating, in a

graphic and artistic manner, the successive inci-

dents of the romance. The entire “getting up”
of the volume is of the higliest order

;
paper, typo-

graphy, woodcuts, and the general execution of the

•whole, combining to produce a most gratifying

cnsemhlc.

It is worthy of particular notice that tliose illus-

trations are dislinguibhed by an unusual uniformity

in their excellence
;
while they vary very consider-

ably in their stylo and character, and comprehend
a diversity of subjects, they are (with scarcely an

exception) alike in truthfulness and beauty. In
woodcut illustrations, views of scenery, buildings,

ami archfcological subjects, are generally well ren-

dered, but the groups of figures are no less frequently

inferior. This is not by any means the case witli

the “Lalla Rookh” figure-subjects, which range

with their companions on terms of the most honour-
able equality. The artists have sUidicd the author,

and they have e.xpressed his sentiments, and given

impersonations of his creations; the result is that

their designs are completely successful. The artists

are F. R. i’ickersgil), R.A., W. Harvey, G. H.
Thomas, T. Macquoid, H. K. Browne, R. P. Leitch,

K. Meadows, Birkct Forster, F. H. Corbould, S.

Palmer, K. Weir, and G. Hodgson. Tlie engravings

arc all by Edmund Evans, all excellent, and they

arc forty-oue in number.

Pun and Pencil. By Mrs. Balmanno. Pub-
lished by Ari’LUTON, New York.

This is a welcome gift from the other side of the

Atlantic
;
another proof that in all the elements of

book-making— paper, binding, and typography—
we may only dispute the palm with our younger

brethren. The volume is beautifully printed, very

gracefully “got up,” with evidence of much taste

and skill in arrangement. As an “ edited book,” it

is singularly well put together
;

this is, however, by

no means its only, or its leading, recommendation :

it is the production of a superior mind. Although
composed upon no system,—for poems and prose

sketclies, on a vast variety of subjects, are inter-

mixed, the results of much and large experience of

life and character,—there is a uniformity of senti-

ment and feeling throughout, and a systematic

advocacy of what is good, which give safe assurance

that the author has thought, and read, and studied,

and has now written, to a liigh and holy purpose

—

that of giving pleasure while enlarging the mind
and purifying the heart.

The book is full of illustrative engravings
;
they

may not vie with those that embellish our own
Christmas gift-books; but they are of a good order,

some of them possessing considerable excellence,

•while the initial letters and other ornamental cha-

racters exhibit taste aud judgment, and do much
credit to the American engravers, who have per-

formed this part of an agreeable task. The illus-

trations are not only numerous, but very varied,

some from ancient pictures, others of venerable

buildings, such ns Haddou and Holyrood
;

while

others (and these are, to us, the most interesting)

are from portraits of persons whose fame is as large

in the Now World as it has ever been in the old

—

such as Lawrence, Stothavd, Lamb, and Hood.
The poems are mvany of them very charming

;

those that are constructed on some touching inci-

dent, those that breathe of the holiest and purest

affections, those that commemorate some great his-

toric event, or those that, imitating the old ballad

style, sound the heroic clarion of old England.

The articles, however, that possess chiefest interest

for us are the “personal recollections” of the ac-

complished authoress, who evidently cherishes a few

memories of her old homo injher heart of hearts.

These are sketches of the great artists, Lawrence,

Fuseli, Stothard, and others
;
and the authors, Tom

Hood and Charles Lamb, with a singularly graphic

memoir of Crofton Uroker. The pleasant anecdotes

told liercin are original and touching; tliey bring

the persons vividly before us—for we knew them

all
;

the look, and manner, and habits, nay, the

very speech, of ihese men of mark are thus made
fani’iliar to us. It is a rare and enviable faculty

that whicli, after twenty years—nay, more, much
more—recalls to memory, with marvellous fidelity

and exactness, those who are now parts of the liis-

tory of Art and Letters in England.

We thank Mrs. Balmanno for a most agreeable

and useful book—a book that may take its place

beside the best of our time, as regards either its

contents or its graceful appearance. Our only

regret is that the author did not extend these per-

sonal recollections; the lady and her husband, we
know^, mingled much among artists aud men of

letters—we care not to say how long ago ! Most

of their old friends and associates have “put on

immortality,” and any memory of them is a boon

to the world in which they lived—and still live
;
for

we may adopt, as well ns quote, a passage from the

high soul that, although born and a dweller in

New Y'ork, is the poet of England, ns well as of

America :

—

Botany and Religion
;

or, Illustrations of the

Works of God in the Structure, Functions,

Arrangement, and General Distribution of

Plants. Third Edition. By J. H. Balfouu,
A.M., M.D., F.R.S., Professor of Medicine and
Botany in tlie University of Edinburgh. Pub-
lished' by A. and C. Black, Edinburgh.

A book of which a third edition is demanded may
be considered, so far as (he author is concerned, as

almost beyond the pale of criticism, for it is evident

to the writer that the public has already decided

upon its merits. We have a word or two, neverthe-

less, to say about Dr. Balfour’s “ Botany first,

because we do not remember to have seen it at any
former time; and, secondly, because the present

edition has been much enlarged, and the number of

illustrations increased.

The leading idea of this work is excellent : any

attempt to combine scientific knowledge with reli-

gious truths deserves commendation, and where is

there a subject that opens u]i a wider lioi.i for aucli

unity of instruction than the world of botany ?

Astronomy may lead to higher thoughts of the

Creator's power and majesty, but botany, to those

who study it, reveals the wonders of his hand, the

variety of bis resources,—if such a term may be

permitted,—his love to, and his care of, the great

human family, in the manner in which lie adminis-

ters to its wants and its gratification, We are among
those who believe that secular knowledge without

scriptural may elevate a man among liis fellows, but

will never make him truly happy
;
and this has been

the expressed opinion of the wisest and greatest

whoso names are associated with the philosophy of

science.

Dr. Balfour's bool; is written •with a view to point

out the value of science as a handmaid to religion,

and the two are so ingeniously and pleasantly woven
together, that he must possess a dull intellect who
cannot derive both gratification and instruction from
the perusal of these pages. The difference between

this edition and those previously published consists

in the introduction of a number of new facts in

regard to the structure and physiology of plants, the

geographical distribution of plants is more fully set

forth, and a chapter on the principles of natural

classification has been added. This is certainly the

book we would desire to place in the hands of all our

young friends—ay, and of those of maturer years

—

whose tastes lead them to inquire into the wonders

aud beauties of the vegetable kingdom.

But we have somewhat of a grievance to complain

of. Dr. Balfour pays us the complimentof request-

ing his readers to “ look at the beautiful forms which
are so exquisitely delineated from time to time in

iiiG Art-Vnion” and elsewhere he alludes to our

Journal, we presume, under the same title : this, in

a new edition of his book ought not to have been.

It is now more than ten years since we changed our

name, and surely during this time, a period to

which the doctor's references more especially apply,

he must have seen the Art-Journal. There is some-

tiling in a name whicli one cannot always afibrd to

lose, especially in that of a periodical publication.

Glaucus
;

OR, THE "Wonders of the Shore.
By Charles Kingsley, F.S.A., F.L.S. Pub-
lished by Macmillan & Co., Cambridge.

How popular—and justly so—this little work has

been, is shown by its having reached a fourth edi-

lion. We congratulate the public, and also the

author; tlie one, on the increased appreciation of

the wonders that everywhere surround us
;
and the

other, on the recompence he finds for his labours,

ill the demand for that wholesome and pleasant

intellectual food he has furnished so gracefully

and with so much discretion. Mr. Kingsley was

among the first of many to turn the thoughts of

pleasure-seekers, during annual periods of recre-

ation, into healthy and pure channels; and al-

though mere d’abblers in natural history bear much
the same resemblance to its true votaries, as does

the shadow to the substance, yet even their slight

introduction into the vast mines of wealth and
beauty that lie beneath the silvery waters or on
tangled hedgerows of our sca-sidc hamlets, must give

a tone to their minds, such ns of a surety leads to

happiness. Our fathers had little lime for such

enjoyments
;

war, and its consequent hardening

education, was their duty, and, therefore, pleasure.

They had to fight for and retain the land that now
flowers all around us, and to spill their life’s blood

on the ocean tliat shelters our “ choicest specimens.”

Ail may bo naturalists and improve, nor lessen

their accustomed recreations : the sportsman who
rambles over hills, or beside bauks of running

streams
;
the angler, as he strolls lazily, waiting for

a wind and a lively curl; the young man, who
spends Ilia month’s holiday in smoking cigars with,

questionable companions, and sailing aimless cruises

in Lord So-and-so’s yacht; the literary man, in his

life of toil and life of Art, loving the book of

Nature—the only one he knows but by hearsay,

and that so long ago, that he almost forgets its

contents— to all such this work, so elegantly

written, so poetical, and yet so practical, must be

a deep delight. No hard, unpronounceable names
are here to puzzle tlie brain, already wearied with

inexplicable workings of a busy life, no cautions

against impossible accidents, no glowing descrip-

tions of the unattainable; but straightforward,

clear, and “ come-atable ” instruction, clothed in

such delicate semblance, that one niiglit read it for

a recountal of the pleasant wanderings of a poetical

dreamer, who discovers unknown lands and seas,

peoples and beauties, that stay not for the sunny
light of day to shine on, but vanish with the night.

Ill all the sciences—this with tlie rest—we dis-

ciples must take a great deal on trust
;
we have

neither time nor, perhaps, capacity to search for

ourselves. In science, as with matters of even

greater and higher importance, “we walk by faith

and not by sight;” but, if we keep our eyes open,

we shall see enough to make us wonder and be

grateful—to lead us from nature up to nature’s

God.
“ lie rrayetli best who loveth heat

All tilings both great and small,

I'or the dear God who loveth us,

lie made, aud loveth all.”

Through Norway with a Knapsack. By W.
Mattien Williams. W'ith Tinted Views, a

Map, and "Woodcuts. Published by Smith,
Elder, & Co., London.

This is just one of those pleasant, readable books
that carry their own welcome with them wherever
they may find their way. From the first you are

convinced that the author lias given his volume
exactly the right title ;

for he takes you with him
“ through Nonva}',” from end to end, and the

“knapsack” of the pedestrian tourist is unques-
tionably both his aud your companion until you
find yourself ouee more homeward bound, ,a pas-

senger “by the raiiivay that passes through the

corn-fields and butter-yielding flats of Holstein to

busy Hamburgh, and then by sea to the giddying

roar, and whirl, and rattle of still busier London.”
Several of Humbart’s clever chromo-lithographs of

Norwegian scenery and Norwegian skies add, after

their own fashion, to the sparkling vivacity of the

narrative; there is also a good, clear map, and a

few graphic woodcuts occasionally appear with the

text. A copious abstract of the “contents” of the

volume is given, but Jlr. "Williams has not con-

sidered an index to be necessary; he has, however,

added an “ appendix” of the utmost practical utility

to all who, like himself, may contemplate a journey
" through Norway with a knapsack,” inasmuch as

it contains every item of his “expenses of travelling,

board, lodging, &c., from the time of leaving Hull

to the return to Loudon—two months and eleven

davs
;

” the total amount being £25 9«. ^d. !

ilr. Williams gives a highly interesting account

of the natural features of Norway, aud, at the same
time, he makes his readers familiar with both the

character aud the habits aud customs of the Nor-
wegians. Occasionally he indulges in speculations

touching upon matters of Art aud Literature, and
here he shows that bis seutiments lie iu the right

direction, though they are in the habit of advancing

in that direction with a hazardous velocity. Thus,
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not content with advocating the studj' of modern
languages, Mr. "Williams denounces their noble

parent, the Latin, as “stilted and pompous,” and
proposes that it bo consigned altogether to oblivion.

Jlut such passages as this are few iu number, and
they are so honestly set forth, when they do occur,

that there is no danger of their doing any mischief.

The book, on the whole, is a thoroughly good one,

and we heartily commend it to our readers.

Tub Dr-aaving-Room Portrait G.allbry op
Eminent Personages, with Memoirs. 1559.

Published by the London Joint-Stock News-
paper Company (Limited).

This volume, the second iu what we anticipate will

prove a prolonged series, contains forty portraits,

all of them reprinted from the plates which have
appeared in connection with the “ Illustrated News
of the World ” weekly newspaper. They form a

really handsome volume, and in the most con-

vincing manner they bear testimony to the enter-

prise and spirit of the proprietors of that Journal.

The original portraits are all of them photographs,

which have been taken by the most eminent photo-

graphers, and the engraven plates are faithful and
spirited reproductions of the sun-painted pictures.

The value of the engravings is very considerably

enhanced by the biographical memoirs with which
they are accompanied. These memoirs are clear,

c.vpressive, and agreeably written. Thus the publics

have access, at an almost inconceivably small cost,

to a genuine Portrait Gallery of Eminent Person-

ages, which they may call their own
;
and, at the

same time, that they may, by this means, become
familiar with the personal aspect of men and women,
whoso names may be to them as “household words,”

all classes in the community may also acquire a

correct knowledge of their lives, and of the circum-
stances that have conduced to place them iu the

distinguished positions they occupy. It is pleasant

and satisfactory to be able to form correct concep-

tions of “ eminent personages,” to know what they
are like, and wherefore they are eminent; and such
knowledge is also something more than both plea-

sant and satisfactory, since, if rightly applied, it

may enable us, iu some degree at least, to realize

in our own persons the memorable admonition of

the poet, that the

“ Lives of great men all remind us

ire can make our lives sublime;
And, (lepaj tu)g, leave behind us

Footpriuts on the sands of time."

This collection comprises, amongst others, por-

traits of H.R.II. the Prince of Wales, the Arch-
bishop of Canterbury, Lord Lyndhurst, Lord
Brougham, Admiral Lord Lvons, Mr. Gladstone,

Mr. Bright, Lord Macaulay, Sir A. Alison, and the

late Sir I. K. Brunei.

The Minister’s Wooing. By H. Beecher Stowe.
Published by Samfson Low, London.

We do not review this book because of any merit

in the illustrations,—they are not worthy of com-
panionship with the story,—but we may not leave

unnoticed a work that cannot fail to attract univer-

sal attention—in the Old World as well as in the

New. Those who e.vpect an exciting tale, that will

harrow up the feelings by the recital of wrongs in-

flicted and vengeance exacted, whether real or ima-
ginary, or partly both, will be disappointed here.

Somewhat there is, indeed, of that theme, in the

treatment of which the writer is most “ at home
but it is calm, subdued, and rational—so at least it

must be considered, even by those who take opposite

views, and have protested against the truth of pic-

tures which Mrs. Stowe has drawn with so powerful
a pen. This book does not therefore appeal, as did
“ Uncle Tom,” to the passions of mankind : it can
create no enmity

;
it will not e.vcite even indigna-

tion ;—we may believe that it will content the most
earnest, inconsiderate, or ruthless opponents of the

great advocate of humanity. It is not within our
province to dwell on this subject at all, and we do

not mean to enter upon it
;
but we enjoy the plea-

sure of passing a few remarks on one of the most
touching, beautiful, interesting, and thoroughly

ffooci books that has ever been issued from the press

of any country.

The scene 'is laid in New England, towards the

close of the past century. Most of the characters

are new to us. The habits and customs, modes of

thinking and acting, although those of our common
ancestry, have a degree of freshness and originality

absolutely charming; and we of the old country
may be rightly proud of our share in that strength

of character, loftiness of purpose, and pious hope
and trust and faith, which form the groundwork of

so many of the characters introduced into this

“novel.” In the whole range of fiction, poetry,

or prose, there is no portrait so altogether lovely

and loveable as the “ Mary ” of this book : faultless

yet natural—a very angel yet a very woman,

—

“ Not too pure nor good
For human natm’c’s daily food."’

Of the other characters, always excepting “ the

minister,” all are more or less worldly; but here
there is no more taint of earth than in the dew-
drop before it descends into the petals of the flower.

And surely we have seen such during our own pil-

grimage : the author may have found a model she

has but aimed to copy,—the delight of her sweet
portrait being that there is nothing about it so in-
conceivably perfect that we must reject it as pure
invention.

"We cannot go at length into this most delicious

story,—it is not needed. It will be read univer-
saliy, and it will add very largely to the .author’s

already high reputation. It may not obtain for her
greater admiration, but it will undoubtedly gain
for her more intense respect, exhibiting as it does

the strength and delicacy of her own lofty mind
;

her deep love of humanity ; her earnest advocacy
of virtue

;
her profound and refined piety, and the

rare intellectual power with which she is endowed
to send good and holy thoughts—pure and upright

sentiments—north, south, east, and west—to _the

uttermost parts of earth.

Under Government; An OlBcial Key to the Civil

Service of the Crown, and Guide for Candidates

seeking Appointments. By J. C. Parkinson,
Accountant and Comptroller General’s Depart-
ment, Somerset House. Published by Bell
AND Daldy, London.

"We notice this little hook because of its manifest

utility to the public at large, rather than from any
claim it has to a record in the columns of a Journal

like ours. The system now adopted of throwing open
to competition the Civil Service of the Government,
naturally induces much inq^niry as to the advantages
to be obtained by admission to the respective offices,

and Mr. Parkinson’s “Key” affords full informa-
tion on the subject, by a specification of the number
of persons employed in each department, and of the

minimum and maximum salaries paid to each indi-

vidual. He calculates that during the last few
years the number of persons nominated to the various

branches of the Civil Service has exceeded two
thousand annually, and that there are at the present

time about seventeen thousand civil servants of the

higher class—by which we are to underetand men
of education—engaged in the various public offices

of the United Kingdom. If we add to these the

persons employed in lower positions, such as office-

keepers, messengers, postmen, dock-yard artificers,

inferior revenue officers, &c., the number would be

swelled to fifty thousand. The aggregate of the

salaries of this army of civilians affords a tolerably

clear insight into the expenditure of the “ ways and
means” annually voted by parliament; yet, we
believe, few of the really working men are much
overpaid. Mr. Parkinson speaks satisfactorily of

the advantages possessed by the class to which he
belongs, and there is no doubt that a government
employeh.d.& a fur easier dme of it, to use an ordinary

expression, than a man engaged in the turmoil and
uncertainties of business, or in some of the learned

profes-sions, or we will add, in editorial duties.

He will, probably, never become a wealthy man, but
“his bread and his water will be stirCy” and even
this is something in an age when thousands are

striving in vain for a respectable living. As we said

at the outset, this book is opportunely published,

and will be found of very general use.

The Forge. Painted and Engraved by James
Shari'LES, Blackburn.

The records of genius frequently tell us of the sin-

gular and unsuspected way in which it is developed :

like springs in the desert, it breaks out amid dreary

wastes
;
like volcanic fire, it shines forth from the

depths of darkness. In its application to Art we
have met with no more remarkable instance than
that which is exhibited in this engraving—one of a

rather large size, and the work of a person whose
daily toil is carried on in the forging-room which it

represents. James Sharpies is, as we hear from
the beat authority, simply a blacksmith in a large

factory at Blackburn, who has employed his leisure

hours for a long time past in painting a picture

of “The Forge,” and in engraving it; and, what
adds to the singularity of the performance is, that

the artist is entirely self-taught, and, till his

work was completed and iu the hands of the

pjinter, he had never seen an engraved metal
plate, though, it is presumed, he was acquainted

with prints. But our readers will naturally ask,

after this preface, what sort of a work is this ?

Our] answer is, that in composition, drawing, and

perspective, we can scarcely detect au error,

although it is full of subject of every kind, figures,

machinery, tools, &c. &c. To a practised eye the
engraving appears executed in an extraordiaarj'

style, stipple and line
;
but there are parts in it

which our most experienced engravers would not
be ashamed to acknowledge as their own, while the
totit ensemble is very effective. It is entirely vvorked
Avith the graver, as Mr. Sharpies is totally unac-
quainted with tlic use of acids. Certainly this is

a most unique production in every way, and is

worthy of patronage, if only as the work of unedu-
cated genius. The print has no publisher’s name
attached to it, but we believe it may be purchased
of the printer, Mr. "Wilkinson, Charrington Street,

Somers Town, to whose hands the plate is entrusted.

Guide to the Coast or Kent, Sussex, Hants
and Dorset, Devon and Cornwall. By
Mackenzie "W.alcott, M.A. Published by E,
Stanford, London.

All who remember Poole’s burlesque “Guido to

Little Pedlington,” will testify to itsabsurdly truth-

ful jests on the style of local guide-books, as con-
structed half a century ago. Topography was the

lowest branch of literature
;

it became a difficulty

to burlesque its platitudes or its ridiculous infla-

tion
;
no scholar cared to lift the art out of the

dirt. We are now in a very different position
;

it is

no small proof of the general diffusion of sound
topographical knowledge, that such useful little

volumes as these are sought for, and are successful.

They abound Avith the useful and curious informa-
tion so valuable to a tourist. The author has the

happy art of saying much in little
;
an art always

valuable to the home reader, but doubly so to the

tourist. He is not dry by reason of his compression,

but is always ready Aviih a cheerful or curious anec-

dote for the leader’s behoof. Mr. Walcott is well

known by more important Avorks, evincing research

and scholarship; and Ave are glad to find a pen
such as his, employed in a neglected but most useful

field of action.

How TO Work avith the Microscope. By Lionel
S. Beale, M.B., F.R.S., Professor of Pbvsio-
logy, (Sic., in lung’s College, &c. iSic. Pub-
lished by J. Churchill, London,

This work contains a course of lectures delivered

during the past Avinter session, at King's College,

we presume. Professor Beale has been induced to

give them greater publicity than the lecture-room

offers, by an earnest desire, as he says, to assist iu

diffusing a love for microscopical inquiry, not less

for the pleasure it affords to the student, than from
a conviction of its real utility and increasing prac-

tical value in promoting advancement iu the various

branches of Art, Science, and Manufiiclure. It is

not a book for the young student, but one most
excellent for those Avho have gained some little

experience in the management of that wondrous
medium of iuvestigation, the microscope. The
variety and completeness of information contained

in these pages will be found invaluable
;

it is of a

decidediy practical nature, combining the results of

the professor’s own experience with those of others

not unknown in the world of science.

The Cruise or the “ Pearl ” round the
World

;
avith an Account of the Opera-

tions OF THE Naval Brigade in India.

By the Rev. E. A. Williams, M.A., Chaplain

Royal Navy. Published by R. Bentley,
London.

This enterprising and enlightened clerg}'man for-

tunately kept a journal, although while he kept it

he had no view to publication. Circumstances,

however, induced him to give it to the world ; we
rejoice that he has done so, for it contains much
new and interesting matter, and is very valuable

as containing the ideas and reflections of one who
Avas a looker-on during scenes of high interest and
vital importance. The author describes, sometimes

very graphically, the several actions in which the

Naval Brigade was engaged during the rebel war in

India, and does full honour to the courage and en-

durance of British sailors. They have never failed

their country
;
but here they were engaged in a

style of warfare to which they were unaccustomed

—entirely “ unprofessional.” Their services Avere,

hoAvever, great, and have been heartily acknow-

ledged. They have found an admirable “chroni-

cler” in their chaplain : one Avbo has made known
their gallant bearing and heroic achievements, and

to whom the public, no less than the Service, owes

a debt of gratitude.
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London, Deckmber 1, 1859.

AST year we supposed our-

selves to be a year older

^ ilmi ice actually were

;

it is only by the issue of
this part—for December,

1859— ih(it we complete

the Ucenty-first annual volume of
the Aiit-Jouknal. JJ'e are noiv,

therefore, of full age, and ash the

congratulations of our manyfriends,

in the belief that a long and laborious

Past will be accepted as the guarantee

of an earnest and active Future.

In the year 1838, the Arts in England
were in a position very different from that

which they assume in 1859. Our best artists

seldom disposed of their works ; Hilton never

had a commission ; Constable rarely sold a
picture; we might supply a long list of
great icorhors who found but little fame, and
less recompence, while they lived; nay, we
might include in it many of those whose pro-

ductions now, to use a commonphrase, ‘'bring

any price," who, for weary years, were toil-

ing, hopeless of honours and rewards !

Ilappily, a large class of wealthy and
liberal purchasers has arisen, chiefly in

prosperous Lancashire, who surround them-
selves with the treasures of modern Art, in

lieu of the "old masters" they have banished ;

Dritish art fiourishes mainly under their

influence
;

it has become a rare event to find
a work of merit left on the walls of any
exhibition when such exhibition has closed.

The retrospect is quite as cheering in

reference to Art-industry and manufactured
produce influenced by Art.

JFe mayjustly enjoy the consciousness that

we have not laboured in vain to aid this

progress, during the years that have passed
since our task was commenced in 1838.

All these years we have been—and we
remain—the only Art-Jouenal in Europe by
which the Arts are adequately represented.

Our subscribers will not require the

assurance that, to retain the position we
hold, we shall continue to labour earnestly,

and ever anxiously.

Gratefulfor the past, and trusting in the

future, hoping and expecting confidence, and
fully aware that our efforts must be com-
mensurate with the very different require-

ments of 1 860 from those of 1 840, we again
respectfully address our subscribers—whom
T'ime has made our friends—in the Old
World and in the New.

4, Lancaster Place, London.

“ADDIO, PIRENZEI”

When, in a former paper, •we approached
Florence, to record our impressions of some
of its works of Art, we did not, we rememlier,
fly thitlicr at once on the swiftest wing of the
pen, but lingered a few moments on the way,
detained by its delightfulness. And now, for

certain purposes supplementary and collateral

to our former ones, wishing to return for a brief

space to “the airy Athens of the Apennine,”

—

to borrow Mr. Benjamin Disraeli’s euphoneous
epitlict for the Tuscan capital,—we will again
alight on our passage for a moment or two,
though not, in the first place, to objects so
agreeable

;
for it is but right now and then to

allude a little to one’s drawbacks also, lest we
should be accused of painting everything
cquleur de rose, an imputation we are most
sincerely anxious to avoid. It was on pro-
ceeding from Milan southwards by the dili-

gence, that one of these heavy drawbacks—

a

drag in every sense of the word—commenced,
since it took twenty-three hours to accomplish
about ninety miles. Even the conductor, a
silent, sullen, in short, a customarily unfeed
functionary, sometimes for a few moments flew
into a passion at the tardiness of the postilions.

Starting from his habitual doze all at once, he
would open the window, and poking out his

semi-military head, (which, with its angry red
hue, and tliick grey moustachios, woidd 'have
done credit to an Austrian major in tlie army,)
he would execrate those dilatory outriders with
the harshest-sounding words of Ins vocabulary;
and sometimes he even alighted, and, scarlet

with choler, seizing a whip, hobbled and ran
along up to his ancles in the mud, dealing long
strokes and copious blasphemies at the horses’

legs. But, alas, these moments of energy were
only fitful and fleeting, vegetative islets in a
sluggisli pool; and the postilions—oh those
imperturbable postilions!— they seemed to
know liim by experience to be a very harmless
old fellow; for, just exhibiting profiles of the
most serene and placid indilfercnce, they con-
tinued to log on, dancing up and down seden-
tarily in their saddles as mildly and leisurely

as ever. They were our principal, nay, almost
our only objects during the whole journey

;

evermore those postilions, “ from morn to

noon, from noon to dewy eve,” quivering in

their seats; their tarnished liveries more and
more coated with mud, till at last they were
nearly covered by it. Now a green coat, then
a red one, more or less fancifully laced and
garnished, and once a cock’s tail plume added
its vivacity to the hat

; but always the same
quiet and gentle bobbing up and down of their

persons before us, denoting not only the ex-
ceeding slowness of their movements, but their
perfect contentment—their exquisite mild com-
fort iu it. Another delectable feature in the
travelling here is the danger of being starved,
since the personal necessities of Messieurs les

voyayeurs are so little considered by Messieurs
les directeurs des messayeries. The diligence
stops in some dull old town but rarely and
for a few moments; so that you have scarcely
time to dispatch some thick muddy prepa-
ration offered as coffee, or more than con-
sider the mysterious things in little saucers, to
which you are ushered in the night, under the
rude whitewashed piazzas. Half over the
town perhaps they take you, blinking uncom-
fortably at the lantern carried before, like an
owl disturbed in its darkness. And then,
especially when you come to Tuscany, the
general assemblage of mendicants which greets
you at the several points of stoppage I They
quite vied iu numbers, grotesqueness of aspect,
and indomitable importunity, with those of
Ireland in days now almost gone by. We do

not at all suppose that they could fora moment
rival in humour those dear Hibernian bene-

factors of ours, wlio, in exchange for a few
lialf-pence, have endowed us with some of the

most golden of our customary facetirc—fritil-

laria of the fancy, sparkling with a humour
more delicate, fine, and luxurious than the
wine with which they circulated.* But, on
the other hand, these Etruscan almsmen excel

thosc.i amiable mendicants, those brilliant

paupers of the emerald isle, as fine serious

specimens of a thoroughly lowered humanity,
such as by dint of a little attention and patience

renders the birth of soft pity in an observer

somewhat hard to prevent. As our favourite

specimen of pauper energy, we treasure up a
certain stout but legless cripple in a wheel-

barrow, who, when he found himself a little

too late for our diligence, commanded his

attendant to hurry him with all speed towards
another coach, visible on a second road which
did not quite touch the one we were following.

We kept him in view, waving his arms, and
vociferating violently at his conductor, who
jolted and jumbled him over the ditches and
intervening dips of the landscape, with a wild
irregularity of motion, quite wonderful in its

avoidance of an overturning. Another poor bro-

ther of ours, who like a spider crawled forth

ou the road, his legs and arms at first being
not clearly distinguishable from each other,

was, let us believe, a member of society of no
common import and value

;
an occasion, an

exercise for two of our noblest feelings, not
one only

; a theme not simply of compassion,
but courage also, since it not only needed
something of charity to relieve his wants, but
of nerve to look steadily at his inexplicable

lineaments.

But this was in Tuscany, and we have not
as yet reached Genoa. We descended thither

along roads knee-deep in mud, and from the

same geological cause, white when we returned
with dust, which covered us as a miller is

covered with flour. On approaching the city,

the first close view of the Mediterranean was
beautiful. The water here, in the large fulness

of its being, resumed the clearest brightest
colour of its infancy, even like some wise man
and good Christian. It was of that lovely

green-blue which had recently delighted us in

some of the highest birthplaces of the element

—

the crevices of the Swiss glaciers, those of
Roscnlaui especially. And now its broad ex-

* Here is a fancy, for instance, which may he accepted
as libera) change even for si.xpence—“ Long life to your
honour; and at the last day, may every hair of your
precious and beautiful head turn to a mould candle, to
light you to glory." And for severity of rebuke, founded
on that indefeasible love of liberty, which is the inherit-
ance of these poor children of the road—“Why, goody,
don’t you go into the workhouse? A'ou haven’t rags
enough to cover you; but there you would have warm
clothes, a good roof over your head, and plenty of prsties
and stirabout. Why don’t you go into the workhouse ?"
“ Long life to your honour in it," was her withering and
triumphant answer, as she turned away in high dudgeon
at the suggestion. And for dignity, the “ Queen of the
Beggars," at Longford, being a little too importunate at a
busy moment, I checked her, though almost involuntarily,
with a touch, on which, flourishing in my face the liand
tlius rudely profaned, she exclaimed indignantly, with the
majesty of an old sybil, “ And haven't I held out lliat hand
to dukes, and marquises, and earls, and viscounts, and
barons, and divil a bit of that same have they ever said nr
done to me !

" The accuracy with which she ran down the
scale of the peerage was remarkable and edifying. But,
above all, the pathos of that poor man, who, though more
ragged and forlorn than any of his brethren, yet stood
aloof in siient diffidence beliind them. “ Wiiy, Pat, and
how is it you liave nothing to say ? "—“ Nothing to say !

and haven't my holiow eyes and poor thin cheeks been
saying something to you all the while; and isn't it my
bare elbows through my rags, and my knees almost bowed
down to the earth with distress, that have been sifflicaiing

your honour’s charily?" Eloquent advocate and friend
of all the mute, modest beggars [ may ever meet with
hereafter! Subtle, refined enchanter, who drawesi from
their idle depths through the eyes the finest pearls of
humanity, which, even of their gracious selves buy price-
less treasures for the heart, art thou not my hentfactor;
didit thou not give far more than thou receivedsi? Not
Hyperides or Cicero would liave surpassed thy melancholy
touches of poetical persuasiveness. They could scarcely
have invented, and perhaps would have only spoilt them
by their elegant adornment.
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panse, on which a large felucca was turning

near at band, was gently swelling into little

advancing lines (like tne snow), some of

which, however, became crested gradually all

dong with twinkling diamonds, as they rolled

over, echoing and booming on the shore. The

sea was honouring with a cincture of light the

Genoese steeps and cliffs, which indeed looked

still proud, as if Doria and Spinola had not

1

departed from them—and well they may, even

prouder, under their present sovereign, if ill-

contented even with the honours of his bright

and gallant sword, he adheres to his highp
' championship of constitutional freedom, dif-

! fusing it, like this sunny tide, wherever his

:

power extends. A dense grove of masts and
i spars now came into view, rising before long

ranges of lofty pale commercial palaces, deli-

1 cately as the groves of young hrs we had lately

seen rising before ice ridges, torrents, or ranks

of summer clouds. These lower objects repre*

, sent the industry and enterprise of Genoa, the

' base of the wealth and dignity well signified in

those ranges of buildings crowning them aloft

—

the palaces of the nobility, raised in an expo-

sition open to the fresh and cool sea breezes.

And farther off you descry the palatial villas,

1

seemingly scarce less spacious and stately,

high on the rocks, with gardens and colon-

nades, and groves no doubt of southern fruits

and flowering fragrant shrubs, where Doria

1
amused himself, in his glorious repose, with

rearing quaint fountains, embleming the great-

ness and power of the sea. We were soon on

the heights, threading the Strada Nnova,

Slrada Balbi, and Strada ISfnovissima, where

it looked like Yenice raised from the bosom of

the sea to the brow of an airy hill. Indeed,

except the Canal Grande of the Adriatic queen,

we know of nothing so stately as these most

aristocratic streets of her haughty rival. As
you walk along before facades of a bold and

massy style, some of them painted outside with

grotesques and large mythological figures, you

look through lofty portals into entrance halls,

also decorated wuth frescoes, or courts orna-

mented with fountains and orange-trees. Be-

yond these, perhaps, the eye may ascend a

flight of steps to some second green and

shrubby cortile; so tliat now and then you

have a long and intricate perspective of such

objects, than which under a bright Italian sun-

shine and sky, nothing can look more cheerful,

or festive, or Paul Veroneseish. Sometimes

!
open loggie project from each end of the

palaces, m the very manner of Paul’s architec-

j

tural accompaniments. Indeed, nothing even

1
in his own Venice reminds you of him so pre-

i

cisely, or makes you more long for a group of

^ his stately cavaliers and bright-eyed dames to

j

animate and complete the scene, the deficiency

1

of which was that it, then at least, discovered

no sign whatever of being worthily peopled.

An individual standing under one of those

^

magnificent old Renaissance doorways, and

pointed out to us as its princely owner,—the

owner likewise of one of the noblest historical

naraeSj-^certainly looked no better than a stock-

broker, with Ills hands in his pockets, at the

entrance of Capel Court. Casting the eye

over descending tiers of these palaces, you
enjoy a noble view of the sea.

Its calm was altogether grateful to us, even

a solid comfort, since it promised a smooth

voyage to Leghorn, a boon not to be lightly

valued, for we are, indeed, of those whose
heartfelt admiration the nereides for the most

part reject very ungraciously. We lament to

say it, exceedingly, but we seldom venture on

their green expanses, where, with charms of

the fair lily’s similitude and tone, they weave

their chaste play in hushed abysses which

their pleased movements never disturb, the net-

work of golden light still wavering on over

their pure cool limbs without impediment, but

straightway they rise foaming and ruffling, as

if with rude displeasure, and persecute us with

a long train of ignominious sufferings. And
thus, alas, it was now. Por although when
the steamer was leaving the harbour, the

dappled clouds of sunset seemed slowly part-

ing away above Mount Calvi and the Maritime

Alps, which, with a few moister and more

voluminous vapours, looked even like a purple

bed adorned with crimson robes and coverlets

for the repose of the golden-winged Zephyrus
;

although the embayed waters seemed smooth-

ing their ripples in the twilight, softening and

melting their own dark cold hues quietly into

the warm ones vouchsafed by the overhanging

heaven, like some waywar(J wandering wife,

growing calm, and even tender in her looks,

as she sinks to sleep beneath her gracious for-

giving husband’s eyes ;
despite, we say, all

these favourable symptoms, we bad hardly pro-

ceeded beyond the pharos, before the winds

were hearS loudly piping, and the obsequious

slavish waves arose and danced to them
;
and

we had one of the roughest, most nauseous,

dilatory, miserable nights at sea we ever re-

member. On deck we lay all night, clinging

to the hard, wet-barred bench, and sinking ana

heaving over pitiless flying hills of brine, and

under racing clouds wliich left but one long

cold line of Tight above the steady range of the

Carrara hills, whose forms, so slowly changing,

marked the wearying slowness of our progress.

A dreary dawning slowly wanned over us,

enlivened only by the crooning of some female

in the cabin below, in whom the marine inalady

yet powerfully worked, or by the staggering

—

almost the spinning it was, once or twice—over

the cleared deck of some shadowy, muffled

mass of a man, keeping his legs with marvellous

dexterity.

And even at Leghorn it was only captivity

becalmed

;

for the custom-house would not let

us land for hours. Nevertheless, the active

youth of this great commercial place were per-

mitted to visit us : a number of themf each with

his little portemonnaie braced about him, and

equipped as if bound on a long journey some-

where, came on board, to show tncraselves, and

meet their friends, and “ take stock” of things

around them. Now a general kissing and em-

bracement took place, without distinction of age

or sex ; amiably all interosculated ;
and it cer-

tainly something amused our confinement to

note the pleasant complacency with which

these young Livornese factory clerks walked

about, arm in arm, to show to advantage their

spirited vivacity and courtesy, no less than

their complete tourist-like outfit, which they

seem to have borrowed of their visitors from

different parts of the polite world, under the

impression of its being the permanent mode at

Paris or London, and therefore proper for

them to adopt in their stationary, every-day

condition at home. On the permission to

land arriving, we had to tumble and crowd

ourselves in a disorderly manner into the little

shore boats : no cargo of poor emigrants was

ever dispatched with less ceremony to some

carelessly-tinkered vessel, whose parting ribs,

by virtue of an economical contract, were soon

to consign them to the bottom, by Madeira or

the Cape of Good Hope, than were we polite

visitors, with tolerably well-filled facile purses,

remitted to the dogana—a miserable cramped

shed, and yet the door of grand Italy, through

which every visitor from this side must pass.

Here another hour of crowded detention ended

the second ebbing of the delightful wave of

Italian travelling, on which we have lingered,

simply lest those who can scarcely dispense

with their comforts, conceiving a desire to

tread the same footsteps (nice old ladies, for

instance, prone to leave their easy-chairs in

search of Pollaiuolo, De Bicci, and Orcagna),

should encounter these inconvenient things

unexpectedly, and so, not without justice,

seriously blame us.

Nevertheless, those were most happy weeks

at Florence—happy weeks
;
in the morning at

the Pitti Palace, or the Uffizii, revisiting

master-pieces, which, notwithstanding their

universal celebrity, there is so much risk of

our leaving behind us in ignorance, so far as

we are individually concerned, unless we bestir

ourselves actively ; or in churches, and ob-

scurer corners, finding out earlier frescoes,

less known, yet sometimes of a pious, artless

interest, almost rivalling in attractiveness the

works of the fully accomplished greatest period.

And then, in addition, the general delights of

the city itself, and its neighbourhood ;
those

charming afternoon drives up the old cypress

avenue to Bellosguardo, and Arcetri (Galileo’s

Villa), or “ at evening on the top of Fiesole

for Milton’s phrase cleaves ever to the place,

and we often find ourselves murmuring it at

the close of our Florentine reminiscrtices, as

summing' up compendiously their delightful-

ness ! They are endeared, too, by the memory
of a friend ready made, who there first sprang,

as if full-grown and complete, out of mere

casualty, and there left us, almost certainly for

ever
;
but our intercourse with whom, animated

and enriched by the beauty around us, attained

a freedom and fulness of sympathy which does

not often bless the society of the most accus-

tomed associates, where there is little to arouse

and quicken the imagination and the feelings.

It is the very happiest potency of Nature and

Art that the^, in such cases, forge the most

delicate, yet indissoluble, links of brotherhood

between mind and mind, ever presenting some

theme on which the merest strangers at once

can closely and completely sympathize ;
educing

their best powers by the inspiration, and after-

wards ennobling, almost sanctifying, the recol-

lection of those moments, by the association of

serene, enchanting beauty.

There, in that holiday in a temporary para-

dise, no considerations of worldly interests or

cares interfere, and our national coldness and

shyness are often divinely smiled out of us.

It may be even thought (though it is certainly

a humiliating satisfaction) that it was as well

we did not meet again in the precincts of prose,

and ordinary dulness, and selfish convenience :

for should we then have fully renewed that

freedom, warmth, and kindly liberality of dis-

course which had been raised by the Medicean

influences by the Amo ? Might not possibly

some trivia] matters of the world have so

engrossed us both, so lowered insensibly the

moral and mental tone, that we should, even

grievously, have disappointed one another ?

Arguing from what we have often seen (a better

guide than our own self-excepting vanity), this

is to be apprehended, certainly. And yet, my
dear New Flngland friend, even by the power

of beauty in nature, which, not to speak it

profanely, is something next to saying by

heaven itself, I defy you, to the end of your

days, however long they may be, to affirm

resolutely that I also have not some place and

dearness in the deeper and tenderer parts of

your soul. You may become ambitious and

successful : the applause floating around you,

the distinction, the more solid advantages, the

labour in earning these, and the pride in enjoy-

ing them, may often, from time to time, make

seem but slight and visionary the lovely things

we here beheld together, and our warm and

friendly converse touching them : but in the

end fairest memories will be sure to_ triumph

over every less harmonious consideration ;
and

even I, but nothing in myself,_am ever near

you with them, knit by many ties of Nature,

and also of Art, which have so much beauty,

that they cannot possibly want either tender-

ness or enduring strength.

Lastly, that very pleasant boarding palace.
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wlicre we were domesticated, composed an

amiable item in our felicity
;
the Palazzo Clarke,

let me call it, not forgetfully. Let memory still

appreciate the intelligence and courtesy of him

who may perhaps be termed the host, and the

agrecabfencss of that company assembled day

after day at the dinner-table; the merit of

some, an^ the little foibles of others, which also

deserve some tenderness, since they yielded

nothing worse than amusement as piquant and

acceptable, every whit, as the light wines and

the side dishes they sat behind. There sat the

opulent Glaswegian, turned for the time into

a most earnest and indefatigable connoisseur,

bent on enriching, with copies of Plorentine

chef-d'mivres, the Ionic mansion he had newly

built on the banks of the Clyde, and employ-

ing his time even anxiously for that purpose,

though he could scarcely (we speak with a

salutary fear of exaggeration) distinguish a

sign-post’s disgrace from a Titian. And by his

side were those young ladies from New York,

travelling not so much to see as be seen
;
not

to study Art in stone or canvas, but rather to

display it in silk and lace and amplest crinoline

ana painted muslin, and convince us denizens

of the older much rubbed half of the world,

how very much of style, and elegance, and

fashion, prevails in the transatlantic centre of

those things. Ladies so higlily-refmed were

tliese, as when they wanted a leg of a duck to

ask for the “first joint,” even in the languid

tones of invalids. The new dress almost every

meal—considering that such things must have

taken up nearly half their time—betrayed per-

haps some mental nudity, some scantiness, we
mean, of intellectual covering

;
and but once,

we well remember—we often think of it—had

one of them entered the galleries, to come
away “ sick,” as she said, very lackadaisically,

using the word, as the Americans still do, in

its original wider sense, with that superior

purity on which they occasionally pride them-

selves, even to a point of patriotic jealousy.

Tlic wonder was that these demoiselles should

liave troubled themselves to come on to

Italy
;
why, under the circumstances, wander

further than Paris, or Baden-Baden at the very

utmost ? Nevertheless they were undoubtedly

acquisitions also, light entertaining volumes of

character, not inelegantly bound, and really

with very charming frontispieces. And yet cul-

tivated Boston (intellectual rival of fashion-

able New York), w'ell represented, indeed ably

emblemed by our immediate companion, was

so much disturbed by their airs of invalid lan-

guishing elegance, that he was always turning

his liead away from them, and declaring they

travelled abroad merely to expose to the world

bow much of mere pretentiousness would pass

in their own country.

Meanwhile the palazzo itself was no unim-

portant ingredient m our enjoyments. Situated

on the quay of the Arno, and formerly in-

habited by the poet Alfieri, it has a delightful

look out
;
and with its patrician staiixase and

vestibule adorned with statuary, and ample

saloons, it retains sufficiently still the charac-

teristics of a high-bred mansion
;

so that, in

point of fact, you would not be much surprised

at meeting Ginevra on the staircase. Here
we were usually most pleasantly greeted after

o\u- Art-greedy peregrinations by our excellent

quasi-host with some kindly inquiry or other.

“Ah, the active ardour of your temperament has

been achieving another wonderful victory over

the hot weather ! But have you been making

good use of your time to-day ? Have you
found out anything new by Andrea del Sari(^ ?”

—prolonging the penultimate syllable with a

raised infiection of voice, whicli bad a very

lively inspiriting effect
;
and not only making

these friendly little inquiries, but answering

ours (frequently troublesome ones, we fear)

with rare intelligence on almost every subject,

indicating an acquaintance with Varchi and

Guingene, no less than with everything the

handbook had carelessly left out. And how
fine and delicate a tact the accomplished gen-

tleman showed, overflowing with amusing con-

versation, when a scarcity of inmates made it

essential to the pleasantness of the establish-

ment in which he had some secondary interest,

but else retiring quietly and modestly into

himself, more pleased to listen to others.

Parewell, Monsieur F. ! The pleasure of re-

membering you is some compensatiou for the

prospect of never meeting with you again in

this sublunary sphere. It is but a slight, slight

substitute
;
but there is perpetuity in it, believe

me, ’tis ever a most genial, cordial kind of

satisfaction.

And so leaving you in the salon, seriously

studying Galignani, wc will mount once more

to our own chamber, and opening the glazed

doors that lead into the balcony, admit the

cool air from Fiesole, and enjoy the open pros-

pect across the Arno of the incomparably-

crowned city. It was from this point we so

frequently regarded it during our after-dinner

tests, in the serenest glow and tranquillity of

evening, when it seems, eveu from the fairness

of the hour, to have no inhabitants but the

peaceful and refined
;
and the palaces look as

if tenanted by lovers of the old time, calm in

the joy of their successful afiectioii. The

evenings were then, most of the time, me-

morablv beautiful. As the suu turned away
from tlie long range of dwellings beside the

Arno, every projecting line in their fronts

stood out in tender gold from their delicate

shades of warm grey ;
but after the orb of

light itself had set, a mild yellow glow became

universal on the buildings, long retaining that

remarkable transparency and luminous power

which are the charm of an Italian twilight.

Some softer elysian sun seemed newly risen

and shining
;
and the absence of strong shade

everywhere gave an almost visionary air of

lightness and refinement to the edifices
;
the

feudal battlements, peering here and there

somewhat more darkly, hinting mysterious

romances of the Buondelmonti and the Amedei

;

and sacred piles, slu'ines of the old devotional

seraphic beauty, extending and towering above

more loftily. Such was the clearness, that, as

commonly in this atmosphere, aerial perspec-

tive seemed annihilated. On looking up the

river, the light, elegant, horizontally-springing

arches of tlie Ponte Santa Trinita seemed

blended with the old gallery of shops on the

Ponte Vecebio beyond; and the little height

of San Miniato, still further off, with its early

Romanesque church and line of cypresses

(where the old saint walked up, with bis own
severed head in his hand, to bury it), came

amicably forward to form part of the same

group, leaving small obvious space between.

Meanwhile, the virgin moon, like a stray film

of white cloud, would hang alone in the warm
precincts of the sky above Piesole, resembling

some fair pensive nun or lady of romance, left

to meditate by herself in one of the gardens

of the slope beneath, amidst parterres ol pinks,

and roses, and the red armorial lily of fair

Florence, palpably imaged by those lines of

dappled clouds around.

So far is a tolerably complete general out-

line of our enjoyments at Florence, such as

must have satisfied a stranger not favoured

with social introductions ;
for the public life

of the city was then most meagre and
_

unat-

tractive. The Austrian military music jn the

suburban park of the Cascine,—the principal

resource of the day,—attended by no means

numerously, chiefly by fair-complexioned Eng-

lish-like ladies, in English-like britchkas, in a

state of indolent modish languor, was but a tame

affair
;
and when night falls, there is no illumi-

nated spacious gay resort, such as makes Venice

so exhilarating and delightful. The long

narrow gloomy streets of Florence are, on the

contrary, left in the dark
;
and if you should

indeed venture into their black chasms, to

work out some romance in your brain, with

the help of the moon rolling behind the lofty

battlements of some old palatial fortress, you
would incur the imminent risk of being run

down, not by the dagger of a Strozzi or

Albizzi, but by one of tliose light britchkas,

occupied by beautifully-dressed persons, scour-

ing round and round the streets in the dark
;

for independently of visits to their friends,
|

and to the shabby, ill-lighted cafes, they ac-

tually make a fashion of these circuitous
i

shadowy charioteeriugs, which, no doubt, are \\

highly favourable to flirtations, and have their
j

mysterious cliarm in many ways. However,
:|

having no introductions to these representa-

tives of the Ghcrardos and Fiordispinas, it is !

better for us to stay at home and read ViUani [i

or Macchiavelli, or talk with Monsieur F. [1

And on a clear and sunny afternoon it was
better, certainly better, to air one’s feelings

and intellects on the heights of the gar-
i

dens of Boboli, than to follow in the ell’emi- !

uate wake of the young signori of Florence,
!

who, though said to love horses, seemed to ;

prefer to their manlier use, lolling behind them !

m a carriage, with a cigar and a lap-dog.*^

And yet these famous gardens of the Pitti

Palace, which cover the hill behind it, a good
deal disappointed us, in themselves. "VVe found

a much shabbier, worse kept specimen than we
looked for of an Italian terraced garden, thick-

set with walls and balustrades, and fountains '

all barbarous rockwork and clumsy shaggy
statuary, by no means corresponding with one’s

ideal of Tuscan art. Neither has the palace

itself—as you look down on it, with ils coarse

rustic architecture of heavy brown stone, and

under ofilces too prominently displayed—beauty

or dignity. The prettiest part of the garden
\

is on the long slope, where the view is con-

fined by Bellosguardo glistening with olive
i

thickets, and crowned with villas, convents,

and tufts of cypress. Here, in the more re-

tired places of the gardens, low ilexes on each
;

side of the walks are trained (yet with a cer- i

tain air of freedom, as if they embraced over- '

head of their own sweet will), so as to form

long grotto-like arcades of shade, through

•which the sunshine falls, chequering the ground

with sylvan mosaic, or displaying brilliantly

some white statue at the far end, or some
stray group of party-coloured loungers, appear-

ing and disappearing—flitting across. When
these give way to solitude, then fancy replaces

them by a bevy of Boccacian ladies, or group

of Medicean princes, scholars, and artists,

whose society, it must be confessed, has not

many interruptions
;
for the ordinary sauuterers

are not numerous. A nursery-maid or two,

with her charge, a studious priest, au English-

man, with that incessant red book in his hand,

a solitary stupid-looking lad of an Austrian

soldier, wandering in vain search of an idea

—

how much better for him to be cultivating

those downs behind Trieste !—these were the

only beings you might meet with during a

whole summer afternoon; the fashionables pre-

ferring vastly to rattle in elegance to the

Cascine, especially whenever the baud of Sua

Aposiolica Maesta, the Emperor of Austria, was

playing beneath its suburban umbrage. But

notwithstanding these attractions, we usually

preferred the prospects of Florence from the

heights of Boboli
;
and a certain spot there is

* Let us not seem to express ourselves with an unwarrant-

able superciliousness. One of the strongest arguments

against restrictive and bad governments is to be found in

the maxim that where men cannot have honour they will

have pleasure and idleness. Now the Piedmontese and

French liave burst open the gates of Italian honour, we
trust it is seen already that these young gentlemen are

hastening forward througli them.

K-

I,T
,
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specially endeared to us, not simply by the

view, but by the civility of a man who almost

invariably issued from the vines below, and
presented us with crapes, shaking his bead

very pleasantly at the mention of payment,
and receiving it with an agreeable air of

smiling reluctance, which certainly did his

manners infinite credit.

A grassy terrace forms your seat : a group
of cypresses, old enougii to have cast a shade
over the brow of Beatrice Portinari, rises

above you, and Florence lies at your feet.

“ Of all tlie fahrest cities of the earth, none is

so fair as Florence,” says the poet
;
yet the

city, from within, can scarcely be thought
heauliful ; its narrow plain streets liave been
better described as expressive of thoughtful

and sober dignity. But it has at least two
buildings of unsurpassed beauty, which com-
bine with others with a most rare picturesque-

ness
;
and these, with the surrounding country,

give Florence an external aspect which almost

justifies the poet’s praise. Besides, indeed,

these buildings seemingly give their character

to all immediately about them, so that you
fancy the inferior masses of common dwellings

huddled together at their feet to possess much
of the same elegance and dignity. Tlie Apen-
nines descend to the Carapagna with a mild

grace, scaltered with villas, and glistening in

the noontide with the olive grounds, as with a

silver sheen. And yonder rises Fiesole on

a hill—how clearly in the evening air! We
can trace every winding of the road, wliere

delightful excursions are made amongst objects

beautified tenfold by associations.

Here a certain Scotch gentleman joined me,
who had joined me once or twice before.

Madame and he were commencing a magnifi-

cent tour indeed, since Turkey and the East
were to be visited in their turn, and then the

north as far as Petersburg. His discourse of

his peregrinations, however, during our three

first interviews was entirely of his manner of

posting, and his canny way of bargaining with

the chiclds of veiturini and landlords
;
not a

syllable did he vouchsafe about the places

themselves thus visited, however interesting,

however framed and l)uilt, as it were, for the

very purposes of instructive and delightful con-

versation. He seemed travelling solely for the

stimulus which mere locomotion and change of

•place afford, independently of change of scenes

Djauners, and characters. Here, in short, we
see one of those whom my bountiful Lady For-

tune introduces to the banquets of Nature and
Art, and he attends some of them to wile away
the dull aud vacant time; but he has little or

no appetite or digestion
;
and though, as I

soon found, he can carry home with him such
treasures of Art as one must needs eagerly

covet, he has it not in his power (poor ajsthe-

tically indigent man !) to possess himself of any
of their beauties, but only of their mere mate-
rials—their stone, their paint, and canvas. At
length, however, a change came over the spirit

of nis dtill, waking dream
; aud after a most

lengthy, prosy account of all his arrangements

and devices on his last route from Bologna to

Florence, he varied the subject, to my great

surprise, so far as to say tliat lie purposed,

whilst at Florence, collecting the best copies

he could meet with of the most popular and
esteemed pictures in the galleries. He should

layout about £600, he added, with an imposing

quietness of manner, whicli spite of myselb
inspired me with an inclination to tui'n round,

ana take off my hat to him : it was a warm
gush of admiration I had certainly not felt

before. He had noticed my interest in pic-

tures, and taking it for granted (rather illogi-

cally) that my knowledge was commensurate,
he should be very much “obleeged” by my
rendering him a little advice and assistance in

the matter. To this I graciously consented
;

and so during the next few days we visited

many of the jiicture-dealers together. One of

his foremost wishes was for a good copy of the

Madonna della Sedia; and several copies we
saw—there is sure to be one wherever you go

of this most popular of all pictures, which is

constantly engaged to the copyists at least a

good round dozen deep ; but Ibey were all too

utterly execrable to be recoinmemied even to my
companion. At last, however, a dealer observing

that we were not very easily pleased, signifieH

with an air of mysterious importance that he

had another copy of the picture in an interior

chamber, very superior, but double the price.

It was, he said, with that fluent and gracious

pomposity for which these personages are so

remarkable, una bellisima cosa, the gem of his

collection, the copy from which ever so many
of the other copies had been made : he did not

usually show it—was not in the least anxious

to sell it; but as we were evidently signori

with serious designs of business,” &c. &c., he

would depart from his ordinary practice, and

proceed to exhibit it. Certainly it was a good
copy—incomparably better than any of the

others we had seen
;
and after three visits, aud

much cautious inspection of it, back as well as

front, my companion made up his mind to pur-

chase it. But before finally riveting the bar-

gain, be begged that the miserable daub in the

outer show-room might be put side by side

with it, that the superiority in the proportion

of £60 to £25 might be proved beyond possi-

bility of question. Now, indeed, the difference

was fully shown to amount to a contrast. The
inferior one was wretchedly drawn, the features

actually awry, and the colouring crude enough

to set one’s teeth on edge ;
whilst the other was

really a pleasant picture, free from couspicuous

defects, and even graced (which is the rarest

thing of ail in such instances) with considerable

feeling. “ Look,” said I, with all the suavity

of a connoisseur in the full flow of criticism,—
when, too, he has everything his own way, aud

fears no contradiction,—“look on this counter-

feit presentment, and on this. Here, you see,

the painter got into a difficulty with respect to

the eye, from which he was never able to re-

cover himself
;

and the lip has suffered as

much as mine did the other day at Mantua
from the musquitoes. Now this, had you

purchased the work, I should have had the

greatest pleasure in admiring as a Cue stroke

of local truth in Italian Art
;
but, as matters

stand, we may as well pass it over, and turn to

these livid shadows, black and blue, on the

cheek. Though chiefly plum colour, they are

spotted and niggled up with all the hues of the

rainbow. This, to be sure, resembles the

manner of our new school at home, whose
painting in oil so often looks like a wretched

imitation of water-colour painting (as our water-

works often arc of oil-works)
;
but it has no

resemblance whatever to Eaphael, or any other

old master. On the other hand, the £60 one

is a pretty face (which is always somethin^—
nay, a good deal, let the ascetics say what they

will)
;
the features have by no means fallen out

with each other, nor are the shadows like a

stale damson with the bloom half rubbed off'.

It is all good pure fair painting, not mere

spotty brush-mosaic work; and what is needful

to give even that any value, it is animated with

no slight feeling, let me tell you.”—“ I see it

parefectly,” he said, gazing closely at the two

pictures with an appearance of shrewdness,

which, however, rapidly alternated with looks

of uneasy doubt and vacancy ;
“ I see it pare-

fcctly, now you tell me ; but,” added he, m an

anxious undertone, “ these chields are often at

their confounded tricks, I hear
;

and after a

thing is bought and paid for, they will substi-

tute another thing, and send you that instead.

Now all the peculiarities you have been re-

marking are very clear. I can see them all

;

but still it must be confessed that they are all

more or less matters of opeenion
;
and there-

fore I would be very much obleeged if you
would just, without letting the signor observe

you, point out some defeenitive and sairtaiu

mark in the picture I have bought, and not in

the other; that I may feel parefectly sairtified

he has sent me the one which is heere, which I 1

have parechased, and not the one that’s yon,
\

wliich I have not.”—Ah me, I fondly deemed
;

this had been done already quite sufficiently;

but no—he wanted something irrefragably,
\

mathematically demonstrative; no difference ,i

requiring for its appreciation the least grain of
:

|

ordinary discernment could be made suf&ciently !

obvious to him for bis present purpose. So,

saying not a word more about the miserable

drawing aud colouring of the inferior aberration,

I groped about in tlie dark places of the pic-

ture, and at length hit upon a certain item, or

particular, manifest in one and not in the other—to wit, a decided moulding, or division,

running dimly, yet undeniably, up the shadowy
background. This was precisely what he

wanted. “ 0 what an e’e you have in your f

head!” he exclaimed, with a warmth of admi-

ration w'liich was certainly highly gratifying.

"Whatever doubts he might have i'elt as to the
;

:

genuineness of my conuoisseurship were now !

completely and happily dispelled
;

aud thus

set comfortably at ease with regard to the

secure identification of his purchase, he imme-
diately paid an instalment of the price, pro-

;

mising the remainder in a few minutes, that is
j

to say, on actual delivery.
.

;

A Madonna della Sedia secured, what was
his next object ? Obviously (but rather under
the rose, so far as Madame was concerned), a

copy of Titian’s decollete and somewhat over-
,j

blown Flora, and also one of that picture by ,

Guido, in which Cleopatra, under the thrilling

courtship of tlie asp, makes so charming and
liberal a display of sorrow and of personal

loveliness. But it is a real pleasure to re-
'

member that, weaning him from two most ful-

some daubs after these pictures, I prevailed on
him, though with much difficulty, to buy instead

a singularly beautiful copy from one of the

earlier spiritually-minded painters—a result the

more gratifying inasmuch as it was the work of

a needy young German, who else might have
had to sell it to some dealer for but a third of

the money. The sultan to whom I acted as

vizier on the occasion demurred. A friend of

his had called these subjects “ tliin subjects,”

aud he did not like thin subjects. In simple

truth it was but a Madonna and Child, with

little save her purity and tenderness of soul to

recommend her. t fear the gentlemen, his

guests, at the new Ionic villa north the Tweed,
when left alone with their port and claret, will

not lift up their heavy eyelids at it with the

high intelligence and fulness of sentiment

which certainly would have graced the two
other works just named; nevertheless, it will '

go far to sanctify the apartment in which it
,

is placed, whether they will or no; and it is
j

a comfort to hope that under the eyes of

more thoughtful and tender-spirited observers,

this lovely work, wherever it is, may sow some
seeds of pure, delicate, dove-wingea fancy and '

feeling. At all events, that excellent young '

copyist, Laer, got his twenty-five napoleons

without abatement. In our most active quest

we had to explore many solitary staircases, and

ring many unanswered bells ; aud sometimes
;

we met with painters whose gravity and pom-
|

pousness formed the most perfect unconscious i

harmony with the imbecility and crudeness of

their performances. The most exquisitely self- i

satisfied of these innocents of the pencil, the

very weakest of them, presented us not only

with the card of his studio at Rome, but with

a personal introduction to his aunt, who, he

gravely informed us, had made herself cele-
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brated and great by her many copies of Cor-

reggio’s Magdalen. Certainly, never did great-

ness acquiesce in itself with an air of milder

and more gracious self-appreciation than in the

demeanour of this venerable lady, who has

seated herself in the middle of the vale of

years in a very stately way. Our last search,

it only remains to be added, was for copies in

marble of sculpture; but now one’s leisure was
drawing to a close; and on my last day at

Florence, there were only a few moments for

him just to run with me through two or three

studios, and mark with stealthy and rapid

crosses in pencil those figures on which my
esteemed approbation had time to alight. And
so we parted, with a hope of mine that his

success had not been the less for such aid as I

could give him ; for Meemnas, even in his

humblest shape, is an object for respect and
tenderness. But oh ! into whose Art leading-

strings did he happen to fall next
;
that is the

question I have since sometimes asked myself,

with uneasy imaginary replies.

GERMAN TOY MANUFACTURE.

FLEISCIIMANN OF SONNEBERG.

Many years have not elapsed since all kinds of Art-

manufactures, intended for the cheaper markets, or

for the use of children, were constructed with a

determined ugliness, which really went out of its

way to compose distortions and caricatures, as if

such evils were necessary parts of an extensive

trade. In this way the cottages of the poor, and the

play-rooms of children, were tilled with a curiously-

hidcous group of monstrosities, yet seriously pur-

porting to represent something familiar to us all.

The old delf images of horses and cows, with sun-

flowers and daisies painted all over their bodies,

were even more natural than the animals constructed

in the old English potteries, which decorated the

mantlcpicccs of our grandmothers
;

or, than the

plaster parrots and cats which succeeded them. If

adults fared thus badly, the children were supplied

with toy animals whose resemblance to nature was
of the remotest kind. A “Noah’s Ark” was the

glory of childhood—a treasure not enough to he

appreciated
;

it was a pleasure to unpack, a delight

to puzzle over. If it was never quite clear which

was the dog, and which the bear, and an enigma

few could solve, whether the cat was not the

tiger; while dozens of other creatures were “given

up” in despair, and taken on trust as representa-

tions of somethings existing somewhere. There
were no Zoological Gardens then to refer to, and the

picture-books were hut a grade better, as authorities,

than the old Dutch Noah’s Ark. Artists then would

not condescend to do anything for children; they

were consequently left to their own ignorance, made
still denser by what was put before them.

The present generation of little folk have advan-

tages they wot not of. Tliey must grow a little

older ere they can discover the strides that have been

made during the last quarter of a century in that

important branch of silent education—the education

of the eye. Our best artists now do not disdain to

draw for children’s books
;
and so necessary do

we deem truthfulness and ability, that “the best

jjencils’’ of the old days of Mr. Newbery, in St.

Paul’s Churchyard, would totally fail of gaining

employment now
;
compare those of the great Biblio-

polist of 1800, witli those of his successors, Messrs.

Griffith and Farran, in 1860. The first toys put

into a baby’s hands now, are artistically better

than were those given to children of advanced

years half a century ago. We owe somethiug of

this improvement to Parisian manufacturers, hut

hy far the greater debt is due to the Germans
;
they

not only perfected the work, but supplied it at a

rate within the means of all.

The untiring industry and economy of the Ger-

man people is a marked national characteristic;

their patience over labour, and innate ingenuity, are

hut types of the race. "Who has ever travelled in

the Black Forest without admiring the energetic

ingenuity its native peasantry possess in the pro-

duction of wares by which they live ? Oui’ Great

E.thibition had no more attractive and beautiful

national group of Art-manufactures than Germany
brought together; and it exhibited a wide field of

action, from the fabrication of the most exquisite

article for a boudoir, to the production of a child’s toy.

It is not generally known how extensive the manu-
facture of children’s toys in Germany has become,
nor the full amount of care and attention that is

bestowed on their construction. The best come
from one district, Sonneberg, in Saxe Meiningen

;

and the principal manufacturer there is Adolph
Fleischmann, whose works in the Great Exhibition

of 1851 excited much attention. In the south-

eastern district of the old Thuringian forest are

numbers who live by this ingenious trade
; and the

hereditary Duke, fully aware of the importance of

its mercantile improvement, has founded and fitted

out schools for the better instruction of the work-
nieu, gathering for their use, hooks, prints, and
models. The workmen arc generally bred to the

trade; sons improve on fathers’ work, and, as in

other factories, it is found that some have exclusive

ability in a particular branch of manufactme only

—

a peculiar native facility which, in so lai'ge a factory,

can be exclusively devoted to its own bias. The use

of papier-mdehe in place of wood-carving has been
the real secret of the great improvement in toys;

for a good model in clay or wax being obtained, it

could be reproduced in casts by the commonest
workmen, women, or children. Another advantage

of papier-mache was its lightness and hollowness

—

the latter allowing the introduction of simple

machinery for movement. The cheapness of good
casting triumphed over the commonest carving,

and the result has been a continued improvement
in German toys, until those of the best class may
fairly be considered artistic models of nature, acting

as educational agents where such agents can only he
introduced—that is, by means of play.

It will be of interest to look a little at the life

of this district, which, comprising not more than
two geographical square miles, includes Sonneberg
and the adjacent small towns. About threeffifths

of this space is covered by forests of fir and pine

trees, the rest being well-cultivated by the inhabi-

tants. Every toy-maker aims at the possession of

a field, for the supply of potatoes, upon which his

household chiefly subsists
;
a goat supplies the family

with milk for their coffee, which they have for break-

fast, dinner, and supper. In some cases a cow
enriches the homestead, w'hich is a real scene of

pastoral simplicity. In this district about ten thou-

sand workmen live, comprising plain wood-manufac-
turers, who make boxes of all kinds, and matches
(for which there is a sufficient demand to occupy
the greater part of the inhabitants of several vil-

lages)
;
wood-tumors and carvers in the employ of

the papier-uiilche toy and doll-makers, as well as

papier-mache casters, bcllows-raakers, and those who
construct wooden toys.

No toy of a good description, composed of wood
and papier-mficbe, is produced entirely by one maker.
For example, a crying doll is made by three or four

different people : the doll-maker, who sells his pro-

duce to the toy-merchant, requires the assistance

of a turner, for the supply of the wooden arms and
legs, and a papier-mfichd caster for the heads and
bodies, as well as an artificer who produces the

bellows which makes the doll cry ; it is his business

to join all these parts together, and paint and dress

the little figure. Thus four persons live by this one

article alone, allliough of the simplest kind.

It is curious to observe how cleverly some of

these men, who have never had a lesson in drawing

or modelling, will represent familiar animals. These

models are then used to make sulphur moulds upon,

which sulphurs produce the finished casts in papier-

milchd. It is only the older toy-makers who thus

practise their art,—for about twenty-five years ago
the drawing and modelling school we have already

alluded to was founded by the reigning Dolce for

their use
;

it was supported at his expense, and the

charge of two-pence (English) paid for an afternoon

lesson. Some of tlie old toy-makers, not caring to

bestoweven so much on their children and apprentices,

it is now the rule that all manufacturers shall send,

under pain of fine, their pupils to the establishment,

where proper masters instruct them in modelling,

and enable Sonneberg to send out figures that occa-

sionally rival the ceramic works of Dresden or Sevres.

About two years ago a museum was added to the

school by the munificence of the prince, consisting

of casts from the best antique and modern statuary,

and of vases, cups, and other objects, found at

Herculaneum (known as the Zahn’sche Collection)

;

as well as a valuable collection of prints, after the

best native and foreign masters. A small fee, of

about two shillings a year, not only gives the work-
man free access to this museum at all times, but
the right of borrowing tJie prints and models it

contains, for his own use at home.
It is to this judicious Prince that Sonneberg owes

its coalinned prosperity. The whole district is a
hive of industry

; and one of its few holidays was
made last year, when he again visited the town, and
its inhabitants greeted him with one of those trade-

processions, which is so curious a feature in Belgian
and German industrial life, aud in which they alle-

gorically represent the wealth of their district, and
rise of their trade. It was a scene of home affec-

tion between ruler and people honourable to both.

The humblest art may, by judicious culture,

become thus an element of wealth aud civilization.

A toy is as great a fact to a child as is any truth to

a philosopher. The perception of children is by no
means so obtuse as their elders may, in their self-

complacency, suppose; there arc very few children,

indeed, who will not appreciate and choose the best

constructed toys shown to them
;

if they obtain

them, they will keep them carefully. Now here

are two great ends served
;
good taste fostered or

generated, and habits the reverse of slovenly

induced. A well-trained child is a pleasure to all,

and the training cannot begin too early, or be
carried on too carefully through the legitimate

means even of its pleasures. If truth is worth
teaching in one way, it is equally so in all, and a

toy-horse may as well resemble a real horse, as it

may some strange conventionality, that a child must
be untruly taught to consider as one. If parents

and friends of children were fully aware what great

beneficial influence good representative toys have
upon the juvenile miud, they would foster correct

ideas, by discarding the unfaithful rudenesses of

the old toy-shop, and patronizing the correct and
often beautiful figures which emaoale from the new
manufactories.

We have thought it well to bring this subject

before our readers at a season of the year when it

becomes especially interesting; for how many tens

of thousands of young minds will at Christmas be

influenced for good or evil by the toys they buy?
It is a venerable axiom, that education cannot begin

too early : those who visit “ the German Fair at the

Portland Bazaar,” will see at once how many lessons

in good Art may he taught by Mr. Fleischmann,
even by the comparative “nothings” that are ob-
tained for “ pence a piece.”

It would be difficult to overrate the value of these

good and cheap aids to progress, whose first teach-

ings are in the cradle; often—indeed, generally—the
toys that go into the hands of girls and boys, are

sufficiently pure in design and good in execution to

satisfy the man of refinement—even the sculptor.

For such influences, so exercised, wc are grateful.

VTe have, in this brief article, made especial refer-

ence to the cheaper class of toys which Mr. Fleisch-

raanu produces, and sends forth in qnantities almost
incredible, and at prices inconceivably low; but some
works he produces are of a high order, and com-
paratively large cost: such are the examples, in

terra-cotta, of costumes of many nations aud periods

;

figures that, although but a few inches high, are as

admirable as the largest and most perfect productions

of the sculptor. They are creations of the same eye

and mind that produce the small model of a cat,

and the one is as finely modelled and moulded
as the other. It is one great advantage arising

from this manufactory—an advantage from which

no part of the world is debarred—that it preseuls

objects so true to nature that a child may safely

learn to draw from any one of them
;

it is to this

w'c especially direct the attention of our readers,

asking from them gratitude to Mr. Fleischmann

and his compeers.

The excellent Prince, who has taken this manu-
facturing town, and its millions of Art issues, under

his special guidance and protection, has done well and
wisely for his country, but none the les.s for the

Art-cause throughout the World.

Sf-
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THE TOMB EEVISITED.
FROM THE GROUP BT J. H. FOLEY, B.A.

It is a mournful pleasure with which love seeks,

through the aid of the sculptor, to commemorate
the worth of the dead

;
and yet it is the only means

left to surviving friends for testifying to the world

their sense of the loss sustained. We never look

upon a monument reared by the hands of affection

without calling to mind, and realizing the truth of,

Gray’s well-known lines

—

“ Can storied urn, or animated bust,

Back to its mantion call the fleeting breath?
"

Those who raise the memorial know well that no

such result can by any possibility follow; and their

only consolation, therefore, is to embody their ex-

pression of grief in a manner which will best show

its fulness and intensity. And a “meditation

among the tombs ” in one of our noble cathedrals,

or in some venerable parish church, where, not un-

frequently, a few worthy examples of the sculptor’s

art may be met with,—ay, and in the turf-covered

churchyard too, where

“ The rude forefathers of the hamlet sleep,”

—

is neither an uninteresting nor an unprofitable way

of passing an hour or two :

—

“ Who looks on these, and finds no food for thought,
Colder than marble is content to ho

;

The very figures by the sculptor wrought,
Are not move hard and passionless than he.

Call it reclusive, morbid pedantry.
Musing to stand on consecrated ground

;

He claims bur'pity who unmoved can see
Time's fragments scattered in profusion round,

And hears his solemn knell
,
yet echoes not the sound."

Monumental sculpture has made great progress

among us within the last century
:

prior to the

days of Bacon and Banks, almost the only works

of this character bearing evidence of Art-genius

were those executed by foreigners, and even among
these there is ample evidence of a vitiated taste.

We are no advocates of rich and profuse floral

ornaments, and decorations of almost every kind

but that most appropriate to such sculptures. They
should be simple aud grand, exciting thoughts in

unison with the subject
;
not “ wrapped in rich

dnlness,” but exhibiting that poetry of Art which

speaks of the sublimity of death, and the hope that

the sleeper may awake to a new and joyous life.

Such appears to us to be the feeling with which

Mr. Foley sat down to his design for the monu-
ment of which an engraving is here introduced : it

was a commission from the three daughters of the

late J. Jones, Esq., of Crosswood, near Welchpool,

Montgomeryshire ;
and it is erected in Guilafield

Church, ill the vicinity of Welchpool. The ladies

whose filial affection called forth this tribute of

their love, are ideally represented as mourners at the

tomb of their father, whose portrait is seen, as a

medalliou, in front of the sarcophagus. The idea

is singularly felicitous, aud it has been carried out

in a manner worthy of the sculptor, whose genius

has raised him to an enviable eminence in his pro-

fession. In engravings we have formerly given from

his works, are evidences respectively of his powers

to treat effectively any attribute of human nati\re

required of him : his “ Ino and Bacchus,” his

“ Children in the Wood,” his statues of Lord
Hardinge, and of Hampden, are not more different

in subject than they arc admirable for Ihe dis-

tinctive qualities which mark each, and which are

in perfect harmony with the characters of each

separate work. In “The Tomb Revisited” we find

another feeling expressed, and with equal power and

truth : the three figures are beautifully aud lovingly

grouped—the elder, it may he presumed, support-

ing her two younger sisters. The faces seen are not

of those who sorrow without hope; they are sad,

but calm and resigned. The youngest, probably, has

turned her head away; this is a perfectly natural

movement, and affords the sculptor an opportunity

of vai'viug his outlines aud forms, of whicli he has

not failed to avail himself to the best advantage.

The draperies are admirably designed and arranged;

and what strikes us as peculiarly worthy of notice,

is the repose which characterizes the dress of the

centre figure in contrast with the flowing richness

of the others, offering no feature to lead away the

eye from the portrait of the dead. Nothing could

be more happy than this treatment.

CONTINENTAL AECHITECTTJSE.*

Mr. Shaw dedicates bis splendid and useful volume
to “The President and Members of the Royal

Academy of Arts, J.,ondon,” in acknowledgment of

the “great professional advantages which he de-

rived from his connection with the Royal Academy
as travelling student in the department of archi-

tecture,” and also as an expression of gratitude

for personal kindnesses received from individual

members of the academic body. This is a very

pleasant commencement to a large and important

new work on Continental Architecture. And, as

we pass on and examine the work itself, we soon

arrive at the conviction that if Mr. Shaw con-

siders himself to have been beneficially aided by

the Royal Academy, the Royal Academy may feel

proud of having ’sent forth such a “ travelling

student” as Mr. Shaw. His volume consists of one

hundred engravings in lithography, not tinted, but

printed, with admirable effect, upon a delicately

tinted paper. Forty of the subjects are from

edifices in France; twenty-two from those of Italy;

thirty-two from Germany, and the remaining six

from Belgium. The engravings themselves are
,

preceded by a clear and explicit index, which, with

a single page of prefatory introduction, completes

the letter-press. The engravings, accordingly, come
before us by themselves, to narrate their own his-

tory, and to illustrate the sentiments and architec-

tural affections of their author. We readily accept

such a work
;

its distinctive character we recognise

without hesitation, and we trust that we fully

appreciate its utility and worthiness.

Mr. Shaw adverts to the fact that our architects

“have recently commenced to engraft on our na-

tional style many beauties and peculiarities hitherto

confined to the Continent and be proceeds to

express his hope, in which we cordially concur,

that a work faithfully illustrative of foreign archi-

tecture may “ find favour in the eyes of those who
are anxious to see our art progressing and gaming
increased vigour by an infusion of new elements.”

It is not a little remarkable, while the pardzans

of ancient classic architecture are studiously en-

deavouring to demonstrate the architecture of the

middle ages to be an art at best semi-barbarous,

and now long obsolete, that the latest works on
architecture should be almost exclusively devoted to

mediaeval examples. We are told that the Gothic

is past and gone, if even it ever existed, as a style

for English civil and domestic edifices, and yet

Mr. Parker has just demonstrated the high cha-

racter and the abundant resources of the civil and

domestic Gothic of England. And hero we have

Mr. Shaw with his hundred noble lithographs,

every one of them illustrating the “ architecture of

the Continent” from the existing remains of Gothic

works—the Italian examples alone excepted, in

which the Gothic element appears either in an

early condition of development, or commingled,

after the fashion of Italy, with Bjzantine and

Roman traditions. It would be well for the cause

of Art amongst us, that the classic party in archi-

tecture, instead of assaulting those who love and

advocate the Gothic, should follow their rivals’

example in producing books like this one of Mr.

Shaw’s. We require progress and improvement

in our architecture, as a living art—not archi-

tectural antagonism, and a conflict of architects.

If the classic is the better style, and the style

better adapted to our requirements, and more in

harmony with our associations, let it prove its own
pretensions to be based upon facts

;
and so also let

us have, not Gothic professions, but Gothic evidence.

Mr. Shaw evidently is of the same opinion, and, as

he understands thoroughly in what manner archi-

tectural evidence should be given, he has sub-

mitted a case well made out, and eminently prac-

tical. And his case is a stVong one in support of

the Gothic. He shows us plainly, and in a style

that carries conviction with it, what the Gothic

once was on the continent of Europe
;

and he
leaves us to infer, from his historical illustrations

of the past achievements of the style, of what cha-

racter its future developments and modifications

may be expected to prove.

There is one quality in the Gothic which Mr.
Shaw must have estimated very judiciously when
he sent forth his work without descriptive letter-

press, and this is, that the style possesses a phonetic

power of the highest order, and that it consequently

is able to speak for itself. Wo have more than

once heard Gothic remains described with minute
accuracy by persons at their first sight of them :

such persons could read “at sight” the chisel-

written legends of the style. And Mr. thaw’s
drawings are distinguished by the same inde-

pendence and the same inherent faculty of articu-

late expression. We can understand what they
have to communicate by examining and studying

the lithographs, without any other aid.

We confess to being powerfully influenced, in

forming an opinion of architectural drawings, by a

judicious selection as well of points of view as of

subjects for representation: and in both these re-

spects Mr. Shaw's volume secures for itself a favour-

able prepossession. The examples exemplify well

the architectures of the different countries in which
they exist; and the sketches place the examples in

lights, that display them to the utmost advantage.

These remarks are equally applicable to the details

which are repeatedly given on a largo scale, and to

entire edifices or extensive portions of them. The
subjects also comprise secular as well as ecclesiastical

architecture, and they show that the artist was no
less thoughtful in dealing with the one class of

edifices than with the other. The examples of secu-

lar architecture are from Angers, Beaune, Beauvais,

Bourges, Le Mans, and Paris, in France
;
Foligno,

and Florence, in Italy; Hildesheim, Erfurt, Inus-
pruek, and Prague, in Germany ; and Antwerp and
Malines, in Belgium. The ecclesiastical subjects,

in addition to such as have been obtained from the

same places, are from Amiens, Auxerre, Chartres,

Rouen, Sees, Sens, Strasbourg, Semur, and Toul, in

France
;
in Italy from Assisi, Lucca, Milan, Naples,

Pisa, and Pistvia
;
from Erfurt, Freiburg, Halber-

stadt, Lubeck, Magdeburg, Nuremburg, Prague, and
Ratisbon, in Germany

;
and from Bruges and Tour-

nay, in Belgium. These names significantly indicate

how enjoyable as well as advantageous an architec-

tural tour Mr. Shaw must have made through the

instrumentality of the Royal Academy. He baa

shown us in his work that he is a discriminating

and an accurate observer, and that he takes with
him to the practice of his profession a facile and an
accomplished pencil

;
we shall hope to hear of him

as an able architect, one who will take a part in the

architectural struggle of the day, that may prove

honourably beneficial at once to himself and to the

great art which he has chosen to be his profession.

* ARCmTECTCTRAI. SKETCHES FRO^t THE CcNTINEXT. By
Ricliard Norman Shaw, Architect. Published by Day
and Son, Lithographers to the Queen, London.

THE GLA.SGOW ART-HNION.

The selection of the prizes of the Art-Union of

Glasgow for distribution among the subscribers of

1859-60, has been recently exhibited at the Egyptian

Hall. There were sixty-two pictures, of which really

a most liberal proportion are the productions of

English painters. 'The whole were purchased at the

cost of £3155 13j., to be paid for from the pro-

spcctive fund of the year’s subscription. Some have

been before exhibited, but the majority are recently

executed works.
“ Job,” by John Faed, R.S.A., supports the

assumption that the modern costume of the Arabs

is identical with that of the immediate descend-

ants of Ishmael and Joktan. Mr. Faed is nearer

the truth than those who array their Old Tes-

tament figures in Greek draperies
;

but the mo-
dem Arab striped cloak is not in its associations

suSiciently dignified for religious art. Job, in the

vehemence of bis grief, has cast himself on the

ground; but, as he is presented, a sitting figure

would have assisted the composition more effect-

ually. By the same artist there is “A Bedouin

Arab exchanging a young Slave for Armour,”
wherein the scene is on the Nile, amid the ruins of

the temples of ancient Egypt. The weapon vendor

is seated in his stall, having before him a dis-

play of richly-mounted arms, and holding a shield

—which, by the way, much resembles one that

Ettyonce possessed, and which he painted in one of

his sketches. It is a brilliant and carefully-executed

work.

In R. M'Innes’s “ Tinkers,” the composition gene-

rally is kept very low in tone, with one light

—

the girl who presents to the tinker-major some

kitchen utensil to be repaired. By the use of a

microscope the admirable painting of the man’s

attire comes out, but the tone is so reduced that,

as the work acquires age the minute elaboration

will be lost. The wife is a thorough-going road-

side character, perhaps too comfortably clad in

comparison with her ragged children. The great

merit of the picture is its ars celandi artem ; if you

seek for the finish it is there, but it does not im-

portune the eye.
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“ A Girl’3 Head,” J Sant, ia a study of a head

which, in character and expression, vibrates between

Reynolds and Murillo. It is nut fiuishcd with a

glaze, oil which everything is made dependant, as

were Reynolds’s works, and necessarily all those of

his followers
;
but with a

“
float” of colour suspended

in vehicle, through the body of which every trail

of the brush is apparent. This is a retrograde

movement: but it refers immediately to Gains-

horoiigh and Reynolds. The latter allows us only

the sight of that peach which he prescribes in his

lectures
;
but Mr. Sant professes the apricot, and

allows us to taste the luscious fruit.

Of the works which we have seen elsewhere there

are Ansdell’s “ Toad-hunter " Undine,” F. Wy-
buvd ;

“ The Picnic,” D. Pasmore, &c. ” Low
Tide,” G. E. Hicks, shows a party being carried

ashore by the waterman from the boat in which
they have been sailing : a very bright picture.
” Contentment,” C. Baxter, is a girl seated at work
with her back to the light. The delicacy of the

painting of the head and neck, with all their beau-

tifully managed tones, shows a command of means
attainable only by study concentrated in a parlicular

direction. Other striking instances of head paint-

ing are ” The Letter,” aud ” Doncellita,” J. H. S.

Maun, both of which are finished with a transparent

surface of charmiug quality. In these heads the

portions of reflected shade exemplify the utmost
power of material. “Scheveliing Sands,” E. W.
Cooke, A.R.A., is an old subject with this painter

;

hut there is a freshness about his North Sea sub-

jects much more agreeable than those he has of late

culled from the waveless lagunes of Venice.
” View in Arran,” G. Hering. We feel at once

the assertion here of the difference between the
aspect of the Scottish isles and that of the Italian

lakes to which Mr. Ilering has so successfully de-
voted himself. This is the true complexion of that
” grey-eyed morn,” in her mantle of rain-cloud,

that, with an almost timid light, rises ou the Scot-
tish hills. “ Evening in Greece,” by the same
artist, is another phase of nature, that of the sudden
twilight fading rapidly into night. It touches the

sense, insomuch that we listen for the far-borne

sounds to which twilight seems more favourable

than any other time of the day or night. “The
Marauding Chief,” R. H. Roc. Tliis is an eagle

clutching a dying mallard in his talons, and rising

to his eyrie from the lake. The eagle is well
drawn and life-like, hut the calm and mellow land-

scape is nearly the same that Mr. Roe always
paints. “Jenny’s first Love-Letter,” J. Craig,—
the work, perhaps, of a young painter,—at least, the
elaborate crowding of the composition is the error
of a “ prcutice ban’.” “ The Bird Minder,” G.
Smith, is a version of the old story,—the rooks
plunder the corn-field while the watcher sleeps. It

is a small picture of infinite sweetness. “ Cross
Roads,” aud a “ Lane at Albury, near Guildford,”

by V. Cole, have everywhere the fragrance and
verdure of the reality. The trees are painted with
a masterly power, that deals suitably with every
passage of the scenery. Tliesc views have been
painted on the spot. “Wild Flowers,” E. J. Cob-
bett. These wild flowers are field poppies, where-
withal two cottage girls are bedecking their hats.

“A Mill Stream,” N. 0. Lupton, is a study of a

rivulet shaded by trees, through which are peeps of
a second distance. The lower part of the work is

detailed with extreme nicety, bnt in the coloiiriug

of the foliage the opaque yellow tints are rather
colour than lights. The lights of foliage are
always grey, at least yellow will not represent them. :

“ The Eddystone Lighthouse,” Melby, is rather a
large picture, with a near view of the lighthouse

;

the sea is too green. There are some other sea-

subjects by E. Hayes, A.R.H.A. "Evening

—

Bcechy Head,” “The Pigeon House Wall, Dublin,
during a Gale of Wind,” and “ The Hill of Ilowth,
from the New Slip,” all very spirited productions

;

as arc also two small landscapes by Niemann, the
subjects being “Richmond, Yorkshire,” and “Near
Bnxtcd, Sussex.” Gilbert’s “Bright Day on the
Thames,” is, on the contrary, studiously careful.

“One more Unfortunate,” C.’Rolt, is a subject of
a class of which even a few arc too many. It
shows the “ unfortunate” as about to cast lierself

into the river from the steps of Waterloo Bridge.
It is enough that our sympathies are moved day after

day by newspaper details; sujiplemeutary iliiislra-

tious on the walls of Art-exhibitions can well be
spared.

Inasmuch as the difficulty is considerable of

effecting a selection of works according to a de-

termined scale, the collection is highly creditable to

the authorities of the society.

VISITS TO AKT-MANUrACTORIES.

No. 10.—A VISIT to;the lee moor porcelain
CLAY-BRICK AND ARCHITECTURAL WORKS.

The visitor to the West, in his progress by the

South Devon Railway, from Exeter to Plymouth,
passes through a country singularly varied in its

geological character, and in its physical aspects.

Running down the valley of the Exe, in the first

instance, over a purely alluvial stratum, he reaches the

strange masses of the Red Sandstone Conglomerate,

which give mauy picturesque groups of rocks to

the coast between Star Cross and Teignmoiith. Pass-

ing these, the traveller comes upon a series of pic-

turesque undulations, often spread out into extensive

valleys, which consist mainly of the Slate formations.

At various points the picturesque character of the

country is greatly improved by the Limestone rocks,

which at first appear in detached masses, but which
gradually assume a more important character, and
become, indeed, around Torquay the prevailing rock,

giving to that locality the peculiar beauty for which
it is celebrated. It is curious and instructive to

notice bow the Green Saud formations, which occupy
so prominent a position in some of the more eastern

counties, gradually thin out, as the phrase is, and
around Newton Abbot are found as isolated patches

remaining on the tops of the rounded hills, which,

with their woody knolls, are so much admired.

From these we pass into a district which may be
said to consist entirely of the older rocks. The
Carboniferous Slates, the Clay Slate (known locally

as killas), with Trap rocks forcing their iron way
through them, aud the Granite hills, which form
the outliers of the Dartmoor range, become pecu-

liarly prominent, furnishing frequently the most
picturesque landscapes.

The valleys which form the watershed for the

extensive district of Dartmoor, are amongst the

most charming spots to be found in England. A
volume might be wTitteu on the physical causes

which have been at work to produce them, and the

geological phenomena which conlirmally present

themselves to the iulelligent student of nature, are

well deserviug of the most attentive observatiou.

Passing, however, all these points of interest, we
arrive at last at the railway station at Plympton

;

and, leaving the iron road, we proceed to that point

of Dartmoor upon which the extensive and remark-
able works we are about to describe are situated.

From Plymptou, by a constaut ascent of six miles,

we arrive at Lee Moor, au elevation of nine hundred
feet above the sea-level, and consequently command-
ing an extensive prospect in every direction. The
yet higher hills of Dartmoor, with their curious

Granite tors, stretch away to the north as far as the

eye can reach, and they completely enclose the moor
around the eastern side. To the south aud west a

series of hills and valleys lie beautifully arranged,

with the sea opening upon us in Plymouth Sound,
and the River Tamar exhibiting little spots of light,

marking the siuuoiis course of its channel.

We are on Dartmoor—a wild and desolate region,

distinguished by its sterility, marked by rude boul-

ders of granite, scattered in profusion over the sur-

face, looking like tlie wrecks of an ancient civilization,

aud clearly exhibiting the wreck of an ancient world
—a world on the surface of which those granite
masses formed portions of more exalted mountains,
over whicti, in all probability, rolled for ages the
mighty waters sweeping from the north, which have
spread similar evidences in tlie Drift aud other for-

mations, of the force with which the iniglity current
swept over.

Here, in the very centre of nature’s wildest
works, appear the labours of man ; and those labours
are marked by many striking peculiarities. The
buildings which rise around you are distinguished
by their substantial, aud by their simple, but correct

architectural character. Ascending the last hill to

the moor, the visitor sees a viaduct spanuiug a

valley, proclaiming the presence of a railway, and
a steep incline, upon which the carriages are

travelling,—the descending set laden with porce-

lain, clay, bricks, tiles, &c., while the ascending

ones are freighted with coals for the works. At
the head of this incline are two round towers, con-

nected with the mechanism employed for working
it, which, with the almost cyclopean wall, forming
the embankment on which they are built, give to

the whole the appearance of a citadel of strength.

Supposing—which, as the carriages were travelling,

we might have done—we ascended by the incline

instead of by the road, when we arrive at the plat-

form, we have some idea of the extensive arrange-

ments which have been made. First, we see the

kilns for burning the bricks, tiles, mouldiugs, &c.,

with the houses in which they are manufactured;

aud beyond them are the drying-houses, reservoirs,

canals, mills, and accessory shops, necessary to the

preparation of the porcelain clay. But it is neces-

sary, now that we have reached the circle of indus-

try, that we describe the peculiarities distinguishing

those works from the commencement.
Nature has, up to a certain point, provided the

article which man requires for the elaboration of

the most perfect production of the potter’s art.

The clay—China Clay, as it is commonly called,

or kaolin, as the Chinese have it—is quarried from

amidst the granitic masses of this region. We
are not at all satisfied with any of the theories

which have been put forwai'd to account for the

formation of porcelain clay. It is commonly stated

to he a decomposed granite. Granite, as is well

knowD, cousisting of mica, quartz, and felspar,

with sometimes schorl and hornblende. The fel-

spar is supposed to have decomposed
;
and, as this

forms the largest portion of the mass, the granite is

disintegrated by this process. We have, therefore,

the mica, quartz, and the clay, forming together a

soft mass, lying but a short distance below the sur-

face, but extending to a considerable depth. It is

quite evident that this stratum is not deposited;

had it beea so, the particles coustitutiug the mass
would have arranged themselves in obedience to the

law of gravity, towards which there is not the

slightest attempt. But we do not know by what
process the decomposition of the solid granite could

have been effected to a depth from the surface of

upwards of one hundred feet, and then, as it often

does, suddenly to cease. This, however, is a ques-

tion into which we cannot at present enter. Here
we see a quarry of this decomposed grauite, shining

white in the sunshine, and at the bottom of this

quarry are numerous workmen employed iu filling

trucks placed upon a tramway. This native mate-

rial is now carried off to a house, distinguished by
the powerful water-wheel, which revolves ou one

side of it, and here it undergoes its first process in

manufacture. The trucks are lifted, and the con-

tents discharged into a hopper, from which the clay

falls into inclined troughs, through which a strong

current of water passes, and the clay is separated

from the large particles of quartz and mica, these

being discharged over a grating, through which,

flows the water charged with the clay and the finer

matter, the coarser portion sliding off the grating,

and falling in a heap outside the building. The
water contains, not only the pure clay, but the liner

particles of silica, mica, schorl, or of any other

matters which may be mixed with the mass. To
separate these from the clay, very complete arrange-

ments are made. Large aud deep stone tanks re-

ceive the w'ater as it comes from the mill, in these

the heavier particles settle
;
and when each tank

becomes full, the mica, &c., is discharged through

openings in the bottom, into trucks placed to receive

it on a railway, and this, the refuse material of the

clay works, elsewhere is preserved for other uses, to be

by-and-by described. The water, charged with its

clay, uow flows slowly and quietly thi'ough a great

length of stone channel, and, during its progress

nearly all the micaceous and other particles subside ;

the water eventually flowing into very large pits, in

which the clay is allowed slowly to deposit. The
water enters in a thin sheet at one end, and gradually

diffuses itself over the large area. The clay, in an

impalpable powder, falls down, and perfectly clear

water passes away at the other end. When a thick-

ness of about eighteen inches is obtained, the water

is stopped, and evaporation promoted by a graduated

artificial temperature. After a little time, the clay

{fex-
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is sufficiently hard to be cut out, and subjected to

its final drying. The clay is cut out in squares of

about eight inches, so that they form parallelograms

when removed from the bed. These are then placed

in heated rooms, and, being still further dried, are

fit for the market.

In the Art-Joumal, August 1st, 1850, will be

found, in a paper on the chemistry of pottery, much
information respecting clays

;
and to that article we

would refer our readers who desire to know more of

the physics and chemistry of clay. The clay j)re-

pared at the Lee Moor tVork.s is amongst the finest

varieties which are obtained in this country, and it

is consequently employed in the manufacture of the

best kinds of porcelain. The Lee Moor clay, being

ready for the market, is carefully packed in the

trucks on the railway, which is brought under a

very ornamental shed, and is transported in a short

time to Plymouth, where it is shipped for the

potteries, or some other destination. It should here

be stated, that large quantities of the commoner

kinds of china-clay are now used in the manufacture

of the best earthenware, the fine varieties being

reserved for porcelain. It is not generally known
that china-clay is largely used in giving body and

weight to paper ;
and especially is it employed in

the preparation of paper-haugings
;

besides this,

calicoes arc sometimes stiffened by means of this

clay, its peculiar whiteness adapting it for this

purpose.

"We have now passed through the extensive pre-

mises which are devoted to the preparation of the

porcelain clay. Every visitor to these works will

be struck with the solidity of the structures arouud

him, all of them being constructed with a very

close-grained granite, and bricks which, in colour,

harmonize admirably with that stone. The grauite

is raised and worked ou the spot, the quantity of

this valuable stone being here unlimited. It is, as

we have stated, of a very close texture, the crystals

of quartz and felspar in it being of a very uniform

size
;
and it has a peculiar and very pleasing warm

lint, which is a relief from the ordinary cold grey

colour. A church-window was in process of con-

struction : in workmanship this was of the highest

character, and the purity and perfection of the stone

very striking. This window is intended for the

neighbouring Church of Plympton, a small town

rendered memorable to all lovers of Art, from its

being the birthplace of Sir Joshua Reynolds.

But we must pass on. In all the porcelain-clay

works which we have visited, the clay only is made

commercially valuable, the quartz aud mica being

rejected as useless material. Not so here; from

the mill, iu which the natural product is washed, as

we have described, the refuse matter is received in

trucks, and conveyed on a tramroad to the brick,

tile, drain-pipe, and architectural works
;
and here it

is utilized, in a way which completely entitles this

place to be quoted as one example of the economy

of manufactures.

The sand, consisting of quartz and mica, has but

little coherent power
;
but when it is united with

some alumina, and subjected to a properly con-

ducted process of firing, nothing can be firmer

than the resulting mass. In such extensive works

as these, there is of necessity a large quantity of

clay,—such as is found near the surface in the

quarrj’, and such as is soiled in the processes of

manufacturing the superior kaolin,—which is appli-

cable to the purposes of preparing a brick or arti-

ficial stone. Such clay as this is received in large

tanks prepared for the purpose, and as these are

very long, the clay is in ditferent degrees of fine-

ness, accordingly as it is taken from the end at

which the water enters, or from the extreme end

of the pit. In fact, three qualities of common clay

are thus obtained, and they are used respectively as

they may be required for the production of finer

or coarser materials. In the first place, fire-bricks,

of a very superior quality, are manufactured. It is

not necessary for us to give any description of the

manufacture of a brick
;

suffice it to say, that the

mixture of quartz, mica, and clay, being made in the

liroportious considered the best, they are thoroughly

kneaded together, and then handed over to the

brick-maker. The composition of these bricks may
be stated as nearly pure silica and alnraina, the

small quantities of other substances which may be

found in them being such as is found in the mica

and clay employed. Taking them, however, as to

the main features of their composition, we have the

following proportions ;

—

It will he evident to every one, that since the mix-

ture is artificially made, that any proportion can

be adopted, and any material required can be in-

troduced ;
consequently, whether these bricks are

desired for iron furnaces, copper furnaces, chemical

works, or for the gas manufactory, they can be

made to suit each special requirement.

Bricks of this compositiou can be, and are, made

of any colour, from almost pure white to red or

black, as may be desired. The white bricks, which

may be, from their composition, regarded as an

artificial granite, are much used for building pur-

poses
;
and as they are moulded by pressure into

any form desired, much very pleasing ornamental

work results from their employment. Numerous

architectural decorations are manufactured from this

waste of the china-clay works : and when the

economy of production, and the elegant character

of the manufacture is taken into account, we can

well understand the advantages offered by its em-

ployment. It is needless here to enumerate the

variety of articles manufactured, our object being

chiefly to direct attention to one of the most

striking examples of the value of persevering indus-

try with which we are acquainted. The Lee Moor
Works may be quoted in illustration of the German

tale, of the old man who bequeathed to his sons

vast treasures, which were buried somewhere in the

desert country which was their visible heritage.

They set to work digging the ground over to find

their treasure, hut their seai-ch for gold was with-

out avail; at last, however, they discovered, from

the productiveness of the soil upon which they had

expended their industry, that the buried treasure

was the harvest they would reap from reclaiming

the waste.

So was it here. But a few years since this

division of Dartmoor was a waste moorland, covered

with granite boulders, and in every respect putting

on the most nnpromisiug appearance. Its present

proprietor, Mr. William Phillips, discovering the

value of the china clay which existed here, obtained

from the Earl of Morley leases and privileges, such

as would enable him, fully and fairly, to develop the

buried treasure
;
aud the result of his untiring energy

has been that really, not figuratively, he has caused

the desert to blossom with the rose. Hundreds of

acres of laud have been reclaimed. In connection

with the works which have been described, about

two hundred people are employed ; a large number

of these are furnished with houses, gardens, and

small patches of ground. These cultivated spots

are increasing yearly, and a perfect hive of industry

has been created upon a once desolate wilderness.

A railway, eight miles in length, with two self-

acting inclines, and viaducts spanning the beautiful

valleys, connects the works with the port of Ply-

mouth. The granite rocks, which prevented the

use of the plough, have been used in the construc-

tion of the railway and the works, and that imple-

ment has developed the old man’s hidden treasore;

so that the railway now carries from the moor, clay,

fire-bricks, ornamental bricks and tiles, granite, and

farm produce. The moor was, and is now in many
parts, a peaty morass. Water was abundant, but it

was of little use. This has been trained into chan-

nels, and rapidly flowing streams are now rendered

useful in the works already constracted, and an

enormous amount of mechanical power is still avail-

able. There are large reservoirs, and one is now
in process of construction which will have an area

of seventeen acres. These appliances— all of them

the work of one man—proclaim a master-mind

;

and his own dwelling, in the midst of his labours,

displays, indeed, the charm which industry exerts over

nature. Within its sheltering belt of fir-trees, exists

a garden which exhibits on every side indications of

the most refined taste
;
and here, on a soil so natu-

rally barren as to become proverbial for its wildness,

flowers give, but do not waste, their sweetness on

the desert air.

Here are schools provided for the yonng, and

classes established for the workmen ;
instruction is

given iu many things which are useful to the work-

ing man, lectures being occasionally delivered, and

music, as a source of enjoyment, is not forgotten

amongst those dwellers on Dartmoor. There are

not many places in these islands, or iu Europe,

where nature looked less promising than on this

division of Dartmoor
;
and certainly the inhabitants

were even wilder, in their untrained habits, than the

moorland on which they dwelt. One man, by the

power of a well-regulated mind, has produced a vast

revolution : where formerly the winds only broke

the silence of nature, the healthful sound of manu-

facture is heard ; and the semi-civilised people who
dwelt iu scattered huts, few and far between, have,

by him, been brought together, and trained into a

simple, gentle, honest, Christian people. Such an

example is worthy of all honour.

Robert Hunt.

OBITUARY.

MR. THOMAS CRANE.

We are indebted to a correspondent for the

following particulars of the career of Mr. Thomas
Crane, a portrait-painter of considerable provincial

celebrity, and not altogether unknown and unappre-

ciated in London.

He was born in Chester in 1808 ;
his father was

a man of education, but of means totally inadequate

to afford his son the pecuniary assistance necessary

for the prosecution of those studies in Art for which

the boy showed a decided predilection. Through

the kindness and liberality of a gentleman at Man-
chester, the late Edward Taylor, Esq., young Crane

came up to London in 1824, and entered the

schools of the Royal Academy, where he continued

two years, gaining, in 1825, the medal for his

drawings from the antique. Returning to Chester,

he commenced his profession as a miniature-painter,

and not very long after his settlenieut he published,

in conjunction with a brother, who is also deceased,

some sketches of celebrated characters in North

Wales, among whom were Lady Eleanor Butler and

Miss PoDSonby, the eccentric ladies of Llangollen.

Mr. Crane by his refined taste and winning manners

ingratiated himself with many of the most distin-

guished families in Cheshire, Lancashire, and North

Wales, and was always a welcome visitor at their

mansions, where he was sometimes accustomed to

pass weeks, aud even months. Many of those whom
he visited remained his friends till death sepai-ated

them, such as the late Earl of Stanford, Lord Stan-

ley of Alderley, the late Sir W. W. Wynne, &c. &c.

In 1832 Mr. Crane made his first appearance as

an exhibitor at the Liverpool Academy, and continued

to contribute to the institution for many years : in

1835 he was elected an associate, and in 1838, a full

member of the Academy. Iu the following year he

married, and came up to London, where he resided

for some time, but found the metropolis preju-

dicial to a constitution predisposed to pulmonary

disease. After trying Leamington and other places,

he took np his residence in Liverpool, and iu 1841

was elected treasurer of the Academy of that town.

But the delicate state of his health would not permit

his continuing there, and, in 1844, he removed to

Torquay, the mild air of which proved so beneficial

that he made the place his permanent residence for

twelve years, visiting, as occasion required, Man-
chester, Liverpool, and Cheshire, where he procured

commissions, such as could not he obtained within

the limited population of Torquay and its vicinity.

His health being apparently re-established, and

feeling desirous of giving to his children the benefit

of a better education than that afforded by the pro-

vincial schools within his neighbourhood, Mr. Crane

removed to Bayswater in 1857 : but though disease

had been arrested for a time, it broke forth again

soon after his arrival here, and, advancing by slow

steps, resulted in his death in July of the present

year. He has left a widow and four children, whose

only support had been his professional labours.

Mr. Crane’s portraits, of females and children,

both iu oils and in water-colours, were his principal

works : he treated these with so much elegance of

treatment and so much fancy, as to render them

almost ideal works, yet without compromising their

identity as portraits. Among his subject-pictures

the more important are
—“The First Whisper of

Love,” “The Deserted Village,” “The Cobbler,”

“The Old Romance,” “The Bay-Window,” “ Mas-

querading most of these were exhibited at the

Royal Academy.
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KOAIE AND HER "WORKS OE ART erected edifices of worship. Rome was one of the earliest places where such a
* ’ ^ '

’ community was formed. St. Paul is said to have siill'ered martyrdom there;

I
and his fellow-labourer, St. Peter, also laid down his life, two or three years

PART V. ST. I’E'l'Ell'S.—Till-; PANTHEON. I

‘dtervvards, in the imperial city, for the faith he professed. St. Peter was the

I

first bishop of Rome; he was succeeded by Linns, and after him, Clemens, or

EUcioN has a jnst claim upon man for the exercise I Aiiaclelns—for ctiroiiologists have not decided wliicli— followed. The latter,

on her behalf of his highest intellectual powers
; ;

who is said to have received ordination from St. Peter himself, erected an

and Art, os one medintii for the development of oratory on the site where the present magnificent cliureh stands, to comme-
those powers, has, in ail ages, laid on her altars I morate the place of llie apostle’s burial, and where mauv of the earliest

tlie noblest productions of architecture, painting, ' Christians snlFered martyrdom. It was nut, however, till the time of Conslan-
nnd sculpture. The temple of the Jewish ritualist tine the Great, or about tlie beginning of tiie fourth century, that ativ edifice

and of the heathen worshipper, the classic fane
.
worthy of being called a church was erected there; that emperor caused u

of the Gi-eek ami Roman, the pagoda of the ' splendid basilica to be built, which was consecrated by the then bisliop,

Chinese and Bhucldist, the mosque of the Mahom- ' Sylvester 1., on whom was conferred the title of Pope. Conslantine enriched
riiedan, and the chinch of tlie Christian, alike the edifice with sunijituoiis oriiaments, and its miaisters with ample revenues;
bear witness to the zeal which lias animated the thus commenced the rise of the papal power

;
while the emperor's basilica

followers of the respective creeds to do honour
i
became the precursor of the great Church of St. Peter.

to their deities, botli as regards the expenditure The old Cimrch of St. Peter was a large edifice, more llian tliree hundred
of worldly wealth, and the offering of the best gifts that nature

j

feet in length: it lay lower than the jiresent buildirig, which is of far greater
has bestowed on maiikind. Art owes a heavy debt of gratitude

|

extent, and is raised above it. A portion of the ancient church is now a

to religion—or that which assumes to be such : for without her subterranean vault under the pavement of itie modern one, with chapels, altars,

powerful and etiieient aid, the artist would, in all probability, have < old monumenls, and scul[)tures ; visitors have access to it on certain davs.

i'oniid no patronage so varied and liberal; while the world would I About the year 850, Pope Leo IV. built a wall round part of the Vatican hill

have been deprived of the finest works on which the eye now
j

and jilaiu, to protect the church against the invasions of the Turks. In 1450,
rests willi delight, andwliich the mind contemplates with admira- i more than 1100 years after its erection, the sacred edifice had become in such
lion and profit. ' a ruiiions condition, that Nicholas I. conceived the idea of replacing it with a

No soouer liad the diseijiles of Christ expanded from the few poor fislicrineii
,

new one. The I'loreiitiiie architect, Bernardo Roselini, in coiijunctiou with
of Galilee into a numerous body,— possessing, though still in a very inferior ' Leon Battista .Alberti, was engaged to prepare plans for this new temple,
degree, wealth and inliuence,'—than tliey formed themselves into communities, which, in grandeur and richness, was to surpass every otlier building

;
as well

termed “churches,” appointed ministers and officers of various grades, and
1
as plaus for a splendid palace, villas, gardens, and fountains, for the Pope’s use

ST. PETER’S: THE EXTEIUOR.

or jileasiirc, and in a style becoming the great head of the Christian Church :

the desire of his holiness being to make this part of Rome conspicuous for

its magnificence. The death of Nicholas, in 1-455, however, put a stop to

I lie whole plan, or rather diverted its course. The building of the church had
been commenced, historians affirm, by Nicholas, and continued, though very
slowly, by his successors, till 1503, when Julius II. occupied the papal chair.

This pontiff, urged, as Vasari says, by a desire to erect a splendid mausoleum
for himself, engaged Michael Angelo to furnish a design for it (see p. 190,

aiiit)

:

when the design was finished, it was found altogether unsuited for its

destination, the old Church of St. Peter’s, and Julius determiued to carry

on the new edifice with expedition and energy. AVe confess there seems a

little confusion in this statement, but it is taken from the best authorities.

Julius had engaged the assistance of Braniante D’ Urbino, known generally

as Braniante, one of the most distinguished architects of the sixteenth cen-

tury, whose name will always be associated chiefly with this noble edifice.

He prepared designs, the plan of which was a Laliu cross, with a portico

of six coUiinns, and a vast dome in the centre of the church, supported by

four colossal pillars. In 1506 Julius laid the foundation under the pillar
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against ^\hich the statue of Veronica now starnls
;
but all that Bramante lived

to see completed were the four pillars and the arches which spring from them.

He died iu 1514, one year after the dealli of his patron, the Pope. Leo X.,

the successor of Julius, employed Giuliaiio di Sangallo, a Florentine architect,

to continue the work. Sangallo had taken offence at the selection of Bramaute,
j

and had retired to Florence, but lie returned to Rome by desire of Leo, and

proceeded with the work: his age and infirmities, however, compelled

liim to relinquish his duties within a very short period. Giovanni da Verona

nod llaffaelle next undertook the task, aided by Fra Giocondo, a Dominican

friar; but little more is said to have been effected by their joint labours than

to strengthen the piers raised by Bramaute, which were considered too weak

to support the cupola. During llie pontificate of Leo these three artists died,

and the next engaged was Baldassarc Peruzzi, who, according to Milizia,

received as architect of St. Peter’s, the liberal stipend of two hundred and

fifty crowns a year. Leo is said to have considered Braniaiite’s design as too

vast and cosily, whereupon Baldassarc altered the plan of the Latin cross to

that of a Greek cross. The work, liowcver, made little progress for several

years, owing, chiefly, to the death of llie Pope, iu 1521. During the reigns of

"his successors, Adrian VL, Clement Vll., and in the early portion of that

of Paul III., the tribune designed by Bramaute was completed. Peruzzi died

in 153G. The next architect engaged was Antonio Sangallo, who determined

on reverting to the original plan once more
;

his designs for the purpose are

still preserved in the Vatican, but he died before he could carry any of them

into effect. Ginlio Romano is said to have been the next artist whose assist-

ance was sought, but he also died without adding much to its progress; and

then Michael Angelo, at the age of seventy-two years, was called upon to

contribute his aid : the letter conferring the appointment is yet in existence.

He at once restored Peruzzi’s plan of a Greek cross, constructed a dome of

different form and curvature to that of the original design, asserting that he

would raise the Pantheon of Agrippa {yide p. 364) in the air, enlarged the tribune

and the two transepts, and strengthened the piers for the second time. Iu our

notice of the works of Michael Angelo, a few months ago, we alluded to his

labours in connection with St. Peter’s, and the vexation to which he was

subjected during the seventeen or eighteen years of his labours, which termi-

1 nated only with his life, in 1563. Numerous otiier architects—all of whom
!
adhered to his plans— carried on the work during several successive pontiffs,

till the time of Paul V., who, in 1605, ascended the papal chair. The dome
was completed, in 1580, by Giacomo della Porta, appointed architect by

Gregory XIII.; he also, in the iiontificate of Clement VIII., ornamented the

inside of the cupola with mosaics, and constructed the greater portion of the

present pavement of inlaid marble. The architect engaged by Paul V. was

Carlo JIaderno, who proceeded at once lu extend the principal nave east-

ward, and thus again changed the form of the edifice to a Latin cross;

he also erected the facade. The nave was finished in 1612; two years

I
afterwards the facade and the portico were completed; and on the 18th of

I

November, 1626, the renowned church, or basilica, of St. Peter’s, Rome, was

I

consecrated by Pope Urban VIII. We often hear our countrymen complain

I

of the lengthened lime Sir Charles Barry has taken in the crectiou of bis great

INTtlUOR or ST. I'XTER’S ; THE N.WE.

work, the Houses of Parliament, and of the cost of tlie building: without
j

attempling to draw any comjiarisoii between the magnitude or the style of the
i

two edifices, to show that the one might legitimately be expected to occupy
|

as much lime as the other, and to prove as costly, it may be remarked, that
'

from the first foundation of St. Peter’s, in 1450, to its dedication, in 1G2G,

constitutes a period of 17G years, and that during this time no fewer

than fortv-three pontift's sat iu the chair of the Apostle. The expenses of

erecting it were so great as eventually to cause the defection from the Romish

Church of millions of her disciples : the bull for the sale of indulgences, issued

by Leo X. for the purpose of raising money to carry on the work, roused, by

the excesses that characterised its promulgation, the attention of Martin

Jmther to the abuses of the Romish establishment, and brought about the

Reformation, the fouudation-stone of civil and religious liberty.

By a reference to the engraving on the preceding page, it will be seen that

the principal entrance to the church is by an area flanked on each side by a vast

semi-circular colonnade, erected by the architect and sculptor Bernini, during

the pontificate of Alexander VII., about the middle of the seventeenth century.

These colonnades are supported by columns, in four rows, arranged so as to

leave sullicient room between the two inner rows for the passage of carriages,

two abreast; one hundred and ninety-two statues of saints are placed on the

balustrades above. In the centre of the area stands the lofty Egyptian obelisk,

which was taken to Rome from Heliopolis by the Emperor Caligula; and on

each side of the obelisk is a splendid fountain, erected by the architect Carlo

Maderno, under the auspices of Paul V. On each side of the steps leading to

the entrance is a colossal figure, St. Peter occupying one place, and St. Paul

the other. The facade is generally condemned as heavy, and inappropriate to

the rest of the structure; it has five open entrauces leading to the magnificent

vestibule, and this has five doors, through which access is gained to the body of

the church. A view of the nave appears as our second illustration : it is

vaulted, and eight massive piers separate it from each aisle at the side; at the

foot of each of these piers is a large vase, supported by cherubs six feet in

height; these vases contain the holy water.

Passing to the extremity of the nave, the visitor comes under the stupendous

dome, whose size and magnificence must strike him with astonishment, if not

with awe; but what he sees there is only the inner vault, between which and

the outer cupola is a staircase leading to the summit. The dome is certainly

the glory of St. Peter’s, and all who have written about it seem to have ex-

hausted the vocabulary of panegyric. Forsyth says, quaintly and enthusias-

tically, “The cupola is glorious, viewed in its design, its altitude, or even its

decorations; viewed either as a whole or as a part, it enchants the eye, it

satisfies the soul. The very air seems to eat up all that is harsh and colossal,

and leaves us nothing but the sublime to feast ou,—a sublime peculiar as the

genius of the immortal architect, and comprehensible only on the spot.”

The celebrated Baldachino, or canopy covering the high altar, stands under-

neath the dome, and over the spot said to be the grave of the Apostle. It is of

solid bronze, taken from the Pantheon, and consists of four vast spiral columns
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of the com])ositc order, and covered with ridi ornaments, many of them gilt;

the lieiglit to the summit of the cross is nearly ninety feet; aud upon tlie enta-

blature are four colossal statues of angels, draped ; this altar is only used on

great ceremonial occasions, when the Pope ofHciates in person. Tiie con-

fessional is surrounded by a circular balustrade of marble, on which are placed

no fewer than one hundred and twelve lamps, in single, triple, and quadruple

branches of gilded bronze. These lamps arc kept continually burning night

and day, The canopy was cast, in 1G33, from the design by Bernini.

Another object of no inconsiderable interest is the Tribune, of which an

engraving is here introduced: it is profusely ornamented, from the alleged

designs of Michael Angelo, atid contains tlie famous chair of bronze, called the

“ Chair of St. Peter;” this incloses the identical chair in which, according to

the tradition of the Romish Cliurch, St. Peter and many of his successors

ollicialed. The bronze

covering js llie work

of Bernini. At the

angles nre figures of

four of the ancient

fathers of the Church,

two of them, St. Au-

gustine and St. Am-
brose, of the Latin

Cliurch; theothertwo,

St. Chrysostom aud

St. Athanasius, of the

Greek.

To attempt to give

any detailed descrip-

tion of, or even to en-

umerate, the various

decorative works and

objects of Art, which

this great temple of the

Romish faith offers to

the noliccof the visitor,

would occupy many
jiagcs, instead of the

few wc can assign to

them. The altars of

the uumcrons chapels

in both of the side

aisles are, mostly, de-

corated with pictures,

copied, in mosaic, from

those of some of the

great Italian masters,

and very beautifully

executed. Among the

more prominent of

these are :—Doineni-

chino’s “Last Com-
munion of St. Jerome;”

Raffaclle’s “ Transfi-

guration Roncalli’s
” Death of Ananias

and Sappliira “ St.

Peter liealing thcLamc
Man,” by Mancini;
“ The Crucifixion of

St. Peter,” by Guido ;

‘‘ The Incredulity of

St. Thomas,” by Ca-

inuccini
;

” The Con-

ception,” by P. Biau-

chi ;
“ The Presenta-

tion of the Virgin,”

by Romanclli
;

“ The
Baptism of Christ,” by
Carlo Maratti

;

” St.

Peter Baptizing the

Jailer,” by Passeri

;

” The Baptism of the

Centurion,” by Pro-

caccini
;

“ The Mar-
tyrdom of St. Sebas-

tian,” byDomenichino;
Poussin’s ” Martyr-

dom of St. Erasmus “Christ in the Ship with St. Peler,” by Lanfranco;
Guerciuo’s “St. Petronilla;” and Guido’s “St. l\Iichael.” I'iie only oil-

picture worthy of meutiou is Francesco Vanni’s “Fall of Simon Magus.”
In these chapels are also a very considerable number of statues and monu-

ments, of which, however, there arc but few that possess any pretension to the

character of superior works of Art
;
the best, by many degrees, are those of

comparatively recent date: those of an earlier time are, principally, by Bernini
and his immediate followers, and are designed in the worst possible taste.

The two engravings on the next page represent respectively the exterior and
interior of the Pantheon, which ranks among the most remarkable of the

ancient buildings in the city. It stands in a confined and miserable piazza,

between the Corso and the Piazza Navonn, and, according to an inscription

on the frieze, was erected in the third consulate of Marcus Agrippa, B.c. 26.

I

Notwithstanding its age, and the perils of fire aud flood to which it has been

I

repeatedly subjected, the Pantheon still e.xists in an admirable state of preser-

' valion. Soon after its completion the building vvas struck by lightning
;
in

the reign of Titus it was damaged by lire; restored by Domitiau, it again

;

sufl’ered from a similar calamity in the reign of Trajan, aud was repaired by

I Adrian; subsequently it was restored by Antoninus Pius, and still later by

Septimius Severus and Caraealln. It was, there is no doubt, built for a temple,

but from the end of the fourth ceutury, till the year 608, it remained closed,

together with all the other pagan temples in Rome; in that year the Bishop

of Rome, Boniface VI II., obtained permission from the Emperor Phocas to

' consecrate it as a Christian church : it was dedicated to the Holy Virgin

’ and the Slartyrs, under the title of S. Jlaria ad Martyres. So convenient

were the niches for the rites and ceremonies of the new worshippers, that very

little alteration was re-

quired to adapt them
to the purpose. lu

the middle of the se-

venth century Con-

stans II. stripped off

a large portion of the

bronze plates which

formed the roof, and

in 731 Gregory III.

substituted sheet-lead

fur them
;

after this,

little is recorded of the

Pantheon for nearly

seven centuries, when,

in IJOO, during the

disturbances of the

middle ages, the lead-

work was taken from

the cupola and roof of

the portico. But by

far the most extor-

tionate plunderer of

this beautiful edifice

was Urban VIII., who,

in 1631, under the

pretext of restoration,

carried off, it is said,

upwards of 4000 cwt.

of metal, priucipally

bronze, for the Bah
dacldno in St. Peter’s,

and to cast into can-

non for the Castle of

St. Angelo.

The Pantheon is a

noble circular edifice,

of brick, surmounted

by a dome of unusual

flatuess; its internal

diameter is 142 feet,

aud the height, from

the pavement to the

summit of the dome,

lias the same measure-

ment ;
the walls are

about twenty feet in

thickness; theeutrance

is through a portico

of great architectural

beauty, but antiquari-

ans have been unable

to determine accurately

whether or not it is a

portion of the original

edifice. “ Opposite the

entrance,” says Sir

George Head, “ a

magnificent arched re-

cess, corresponding to

the aperture of the

entrance, which, exca-

vated from the vast

thickness of the wall,

‘ contained, in former days, a colossal statue of Jupiter, is now, under the dis-

,

pensatioii of the Roman Catholic Church, occupied by the high altar. And

i
seven lateral chapels, attributed to the period of Septimius Severus, three

within spacious rectangular recesses, aud four in the intermediate spaces con-

tained within ivdicnJa, or small projecting pediments, supported on columns,

have been contrived on each side of the circumference, without alteration^ or

infringement of the original pagan model.” Above these runs a marble cornice,

supporting an attic, with fourteen niches, and a second cornice ;
and from this

rises the majestic dome, divided into square panels, which are said to have been

originally covered with bronze: the only light that enters the building passes

through a circular opening in the centre, about 28 feet in diameter.^ The

portico, which, as wc liave intimated, is an object of universal admiration to

the eye of those who are judges of architectural bcautj’, is 110 feet long, and

41 feet deep; it exhibits sixteen Corinthian columns of oriental granite, with

THE TRIBUNE, OR CHAIR OF ST. PETER,
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THE AIIT-HNION OF IKELASD.

riiOM some cause or other whkli it would be very

difficult to account for, seeing that uationnlity is to

a great extent characteristic of lier people, Ireland,

W'hicb has given birth, to so many distinguished artists,

has not proved herself, liilherto, a liberal patroness

of her children. Art has not flourished there as it

has in the sister countries of England and Scotland,

even in proportion to her means : and artists, com-

pelled like merchants to take tlieir goods to the most

profitable markets, liave been under the necessity of

seeking elsewhere for the patronage denied them at

home. As with individuals, so it has been in a great

measure with Art institutions
;
they have made but

little headway, and either linger on in a state of

sickly existence, or have sunk prematurely into decay.

Now surely such a coudition of things as this ought

not to be : there is no substautial reason why it

should be. In Ireland is wealth enough, and taste,

and liberal patriotic feeling enough, to effect an

alteration for the better, if those who have it in their

power to lend assistance will hut stir themselves for

the purpose, and combine to raise the Art of Ireland

to that position it deserves to occupy.

Towards the end of the last year, a number of

Irish noblemen aud gentlemen united their efforts

to establish au associatiou under the title of the
“ Art-Union of Ireland,” (he object of which, was to

aid in the development of native talent, and the

cultivation of public taste. The committee has just

put forth the first Report of the society, and invite

attention to it because, primarily, “ the result of the

first year’s experience may ho fairly pointed to as

successfully establishing the soundness of the prin-

ciples on which the plan of the society is based.”

Those principles are mainly two,— the allocation of

the entire suhscriptious, deducting necessary ex-

penses, to the prize fund; and the right of selection

iu all cases by the prizeholders. Under this system,

Tvilh cveu the small sum available for the first year,

the committee has been enabled so to apportion the

prize fund as to bring the cliancc of success to tlic

subscribers nearly as one to six. A reference to the

prize list—publislicd with the report—shows that

the prizeholders have availed themselves of the

power of adding to the amount of their several prizes

to the extent of nearly twenty per cent on the sum
allotted to jirizes.

The total amount of subscriptions for the past

year was £888 6 j.
;
the expenses, necessarily heavy

at the commencemeut, together with a small sum
reserved for couliugeucics, amounted to £308 Cj.,

leaving a balance of £580 for distribiitiou ; this sum
was divided into 134 prizes, ranging from one guinea

to £70. The number of pictures purchased was
upwards of forty, selected from the exhibition of the

Royal Hiberniau Academy, and from that recently

held at Belfast : in the latter case showing the ad-

vantages arising to local cxliibitions by this society.

The other works of Art selected by prizeholders

consisted of engravings, Parian statuettes, photo-

graphs, but ill no instance is the prize valued at less

tbau one guinea.

Considering that the society has been in operntiou

little more than sevcu months, the result may be

regarded as a success, and there is little doubt it

would have been still more promising if (he sub-

scription list could have been kept open during the

exhibition of the Hiberniau Academy, or at least

during a portion of the time. Tiiis, however, was
impracticable, because, as in the case of the London
Art-Union, the committee deems it advisable to close

the subscription before the opening of the Academy,
in order that private purchasers may not have au

advantage over a prizeliolder.

How far the withholding an engraving from sub-

scribers may operate to the prejudice of the Art-

Union of Ireland, we are not prepared to say : that

it will to some extent there cau be little doubt, for

tlie prospect of having something for one’s money is

a very powerful motive with many for subscribing.

The principle adopted by this society is unquestion-

ably a sound one, hut it must naturally limit its

subscription list : still we arc not sure but that a

larger amount of real good, in the promotion of Art,

is offered by the plan than by expending large sums
upon monster eugravings which too often prove to

their owners an aunoyauee rather than a jffeasure.

Of one thing we are quite certain, that such an in-

stitution as this, must be of great importance to the

Irish artist, whose patrons, as we have already inti-

mated, are few aud far between, and therefore it

has our heartiest wishes for its succe.ss
;
and we trust

that many friends of Art, and of Ireland, on this side

of the Channel, may he induced to lend a helping

hand in promoting its interests. We see by a notice

iu onr advertising columns, that the subscription

list for the ensuing year is now open.

There is, too, now a better chance of success to

tbo new Institution, seeing that the elder society,

the “ Royal Irish Art-Union,” has just wound up
its affairs; aud, in accordance with authority placed

in its bauds by the subscribers, has presented to the

Nationiil Gallery of Ireland tlie sum of £100, the

balance of the cash-fund, aud also an unpublished

engraved plate, by Golding, of Maclise’s ” Peep
into Futurity,” to be published for the benefit of

the “ Gallery-fund for the purchase of works of

Art.” We presume that the subscribers to the

Royal Irish Art-Union will bo entitled to receive a

priut from tliis plate.

AKT IN IRELAND AND THE
PROVINCES.

Manchesteu : The Roy.vl Institution.

—

If

there have been better, then there have been cer-
tainly worse,exhibitions than that which the Institu-

tion this year supplies : few contributions have been
sent from the many great galleries of Manchester

;

indeed, the only "helpers” in tliis way are Thomas
Wrigley, Esq., John Knowles, Esq., John I’ender,
Esq,, and James Fallow.?, Esq. Our attention is

naturally and rightly directed to tho works of
artists resident in Manchester

;
this city is, as it

ought to be, an important "school.” Here, or in
its immediate vicinity, are to be found the greater
number of the best British pictures produced during
the last quarter of a century

;
and hero, beyond all

question, British artists reap the honours of which
hut tho gleanings are to he gathered elsewhere.
Wc might seem greatly to exaggerate if we esti-

mate tho cost of modern paintings contained in the
several collections in Lancashire ns e.\ceeding a
million of pounds. We may startle our readers
still more, if we express onr belief that if these
works were re-sold by public auction, they would
bring to their various possessors considerably more
than they paid for thorn. Both opinions are easy of

proof. Collectors in Lancashire, however, can well
remember tho time when there was no thought of

purchasing a modern picture there, although " old

masters” were readily sold. A "genuine Rubens,”
or "a veritable Titian,” manufactured in White-
chapel, and splendidly “furbished” up by the

dealers, found purchasers, where Constable and Ilil-

toii were rejected altogether, and Turner had but
here aud there a " customer ;

” there was little faith

then in a lime when paintings by living masters
would be infiuitely wiser investments than produc-
tions by the "illustrious dead.” Oceasiouallj-,

indeed, in Lancashire, there were gentlemen who
foresaw this great fact

;
who, having a natural taste,

and an instinctive love for excellence, were collectors

before collecting was notoriously profitable
;
honour

to such men ! But let us rejoice also that their

example has been coutagious, and that it continues
to spread. Lot us hope also that while there is so

warm a competition for the productions of artists of
"established” reputations, who obtain very large

prices for their works, there will be in Lancashire
some " patrons” who will patronize when patronage
is needed, and may be useful

;
who will, in a word,

look out for the men who are to be the Mulreadys,
the Maclises, the Websters, and the LinnelU of the
hereafter. When seven or eight hundred pounds are
paid for a single small picture, that must be regarded
as its extreme value

;
when a tenth of that sum is

paid for a production that has only "promise,” an
immense benefit may bo conferred on its producer,
while a great and good investment has been made.
The rich and liberal collectors of Manchester will,

wo hope, be.ar this important truth in mind. It

will be well if such gentlemen as those we refer to

would examine carefully this exhibition, with a
view to ascertain where merit is, and where it may
be—ought to be—assisted. We believe they have
done so, for there is one work of very great ability—"Barley Harvest,” by H. C. Wh.aite—which
passed through the Royal Academy of London to

return to Manchester, and find a "buyer” there.

It was so hung in "the exhibition” that no one saw
it, or it would not have "gone back.” Now, we
understand, there are a dozen competitors eager for

its possession. A very gr.aceful drawing by the same

hand is also "sold.” Mr. J. Y. GinsoN exhibits a
charming little work, the story of which is told by
the title, " The Nibble

;

” an^ Mr. J. I-. Brodie a
picture that manifests great talent, called "Under a
Cloud.” The subject is, unhappily, not a pleasant
one; it represents two runaway lovers in a steam-
boat; there is a pursuit, and sympathy is with the
pursuers, for the "gay Lothario” is obviously a
selfish scoundrel. "Family Portraits” is a clever
picture, carefully and well-studied, by Mr. II.

CftoziF.u. Excepting several clever productions by
ilr. S. Brougb, a native of Manchester, although
a memher of the Scottish Academy, we have re-

ferred to the only works by Manchester artists that
attract special attention. The school is, however,
one of good promise, aud demands the posidou it is

about to assume.
LivEiipooE.—The Committee of tho Live'yjool

Society of Fine Arts has awarded to Mr. S. A. Hart,
R.A., the prize of £100, for his picture of "The
Captivity of Eccelino, Tyrant of Padua.” Tho
works which came next to this, in the opinion of
the judges, were Mr. Faed’s “ Sunday in the Back-
woods.” Mr. Elmore’s " Charles V. at Ynste,” Mr.
Herring’s "Morning after St. Bartholomew,” "A
Norwegian Fiord,” by M. Leu, and "Cupid Cap-
tured by Venus,” by M. Fontana. The exhibition
this year contains a large number of foreign pictures,
of which several have been sold, to tlie value of £800.
The sales of English pictures amounted, at our last

received statement, some time since, to £1700.
Biumi.voh.\m,—The members of tho Birmingham

Society of Artists held a conversazione at their
g.'illery, in New Street, on the evening of the 11th
of last month. Wo were unable to avail ourselves
of the invitation courteously forwarded to us, hut
have understood that the meeting, which was very
fully attcuded, passed off moat agreeably. Tho
band of the llth Hussars contributed greatly to the
enjoyment of the evening.
Sheffield.—The annual meeting of the friends

and supporters of the Sheffield School of Art was
held at the rooms of the institution, on the 7th of
last month. Mr. Young Mitchell, the liead-master,
read the report, which stated that though the com-
mittee had not been able to reduce the debt in the
school-building (about £‘2000), it had met various
e.xfra expenses, during the past year, out of the
ordinary receipts, thereby showing that tho regular
resources of the school !had not diminished. The
committee has resolved to memorialize the Lords of

the Privy Council to aid it in liquidating the debt.

A rcBolutiou was passed at the meeting acknow-
ledging the very efficient manner in which the
masters, ^lessrs. Mitchell, Godfrey, Sykes, aud li. D.
Lomas, had performed their respective duties. Mr.
Sykes has recently been appointed decorator of the
new galleries at South Kensington

;
his post at

Sheffield has been filled up by the appointment of

Mr. Lionel Legge.
Belfast.—A collection of "old masters” has

found its way to Belfast; but we suspect the con-
noisseurs of the town are too shrewd iiow-a-dnys to

pay more than they are worth for those “ liigh-

class” pictures, as they arc called in the catalogue
forwarded to us. Raphael, Andrea del Sarto, and
Guido, Paul Veronese, Correggio, and tho Poussins,
Vandyke, Weeninx, Canaletto, Ruysdnel, Teniers,
Boucher, Be Ileem, Watteau, and others which
stand high in the vocabulary of Art, are not
names to conjure guineas untold from the pockets
of Irish connoisseurs, in these times. Even our
modern painters, Linnell, Crome, Chalon, Nasmyth,
Andrews, who figure iu the catalogue, are looked
at very suspiciously, and must go for what they
will fetch. Nevertheless, it is well to give our
friends on the other side of the Irish Channel a hint
not to pay " too dearly fur their penny whistles,” if

they will have such.

Biiadfohd.—For the purpose of showing the
state of progress in the Bradford School of Design,
an exhibitiou of drawings, works of the pupils, took

place on Friday the 14lh ult. As one of the attrac-

tions at the Social Science Conference, this exhibi-

tion was most successful, and many of the drawings
showed considerable knowledge of the principles, as

well as facility in the manipulative processes of,

Art. As these drawings were not numbered, it is

impossible to refer to those that deserved more
detailed notice

;
jmd the only' regret felt was, that

so few specimens were shown bearing on the special

requirements of textile fabrics. Otherwise, judging
from these specimens, the Bradford School of Design
seems to be in a healthy and flourishing condition.

At the Social Conference, Mr. Stewart, of Loudon,
read a paper on "Art-decorations, a Suitable Em-
ployment for Women,” with illustrations of what
women could do iu this way, which excited con-
siderable attention.

Falmouth.—The annual meeting and exhibition
of the Royal Comw.sll Polytechnic Society has just

terminated. It will be within the knowledge of

L-.:
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most of our readers, that this society has for twenty-

seven years been stimulating the inventive and

artistic genius of Cornwall, by the offer of premiums
and prizes for every effort of thought in nearly all

the departments of human industry. There is not

a similar institution in the country, and tlie_ good

that has been effected by it, in Cornwall, is incal-

culable. The display of Art-productions at the last

exhibition was in the highest degree creditable.

The professional artists of local celebrity, Philph,

Hodges, Hart, and others, exhibited many interest-

ing pictures. The amateur productions, and espe-

cially those from the Cornish Schools of Design,

were most praiseworthy. Nearly £100 was given

in prizes on this occasion. Lectures were given by
ilr. Robert Hunt, and other gentlemen

;
and, at the

conclusion of the exhibition, the drawing of the

irizcs of the Art-Union of Cornwall took place.

?be Polytechnic Hall, decorated, as it is, with busts

of eminent Cornish men, and original portraits of

Carew, the historian—of Opie, the painter—of Sir

Humphrey Davy, the chemist, and other geniuses

of the "West, and filled with a display of mechanical
and artistic M’orks, presented a most pleasing ap-

pearance. The attendance, on each day of the

exhibition, was very large.

THE XATIOHAL GALLERY.

TH£ national collection lias opened after the usual

recess, with the addition of five new pictures,

all of the Italian schools. The most important

is an altar-piece, which was painted in 1525, by
Girolamo Romanino, for the high altar of the

Church of St. Alessandro, at Brescia, whence, in

1785, it was removed ; and, becoming the pro-

perty of the Avveroldi family, was, iu 1857, pur-

chased for the National Gallery of the Counts

Angiolo and Ettore Avveroldi. The size of the

principal compartment is 8 feet 7 inches in height,

by 3 feet 9 inches in width. The subject is the

Nativity, and the immediate point is the worship of

the infant Saviour by Joseph, a front figure, and

the Virgin, a profile, both kneeling—the Virgin, as

well in place as circumstance, being the priucipal.

The infant lies before them on his back, and above

is a choir of cheruhiin. It is painted on a panel

formed of three upright pieces, and seems to have

suffered at some time serious injuries, which are

repaired, but not so skilfully as to conceal the

mischief. St. Joseph is not a dignified impersoua-

tioD, hut the Virgin is a study of great beauty.

She wears a red robe, over whicli is cast a bine

mantle, enriched by a flower worked in gold thread.

To the stable the allusion is but slight
;

all novelty

iu that direction had been exhausted, with all the

essential simplicity of vulgai'ity, before Romauino’s

time. As the picture was painted after he had

studied in Rome, he does justice to the discipline of

the school by the elegance of taste shown in the

composition. The figures arc relieved by a wall,

which with a too absolute upright line separates

the interior composition from the outer landscape,

that is violently precipitated on the eye from the

want of atmosphere and gradation.

Romanino left Rome, and went to A'enice to

study colour
;
hut whatever he may have done at

the latter place, the characteristics of his first school

are, as to its flesh-colour, those of this picture.

The head of the Virgin has been most carefully

painted, and the face has been finished with a broad

glaze, reminding us of Giulio Romano, though not

80 brown. The small nude figure of the child all

hut proclaims itself to have been painted by another

hand
;

at least, that which connoisseurs call the

impasio has not been worked into so smooth a sur-

face as the faces of Joseph and Mary, and the

cherubim above are still less careful. The infant,

however, is a most skilful example of colour and

execution, reminding us more of Velasquez than

anything we have ever seen by any other painter.

On the proper right of the picture is a figure repre-

senting St. Alexander, a young man in a suit of

plate armour, grasping a lance with a pennon.

On the other side is St. Jerome in the desert.

Both of these are full-lengths, and above them, as

half-lengths, are San Filippo and S. Gaudioso.

After leaving Venice, Romanino retired to his native

city, where he painted numerous altar-pieces, all of

great merit.

Another large pictui’e by Mcretto has been

added—also an altar-piece, celebrating rather cer-

tain saints of the Catholic Church than rendering

any scriptural subject. It may be said to form

two pictures, each with its owu distinctive charac-

teristics. The lower part presents an agroupment,

in which ligime Saints Bernardino of Sienna, Jerome,

Joseph, Francis, and Nicholas of Bari. St. Ber-

nardino occupies the centre, and holds up a golden

circlet, in the centre of which are the letters I. H. S.,

whence emanates a glory of vibrating rays. All

these figures wear monastic dresses, with the excep-

tion of one, who is attired in the ceremonial robes

of a bishop. The asceticism of this part of the

work contrasts forcibly with the upper section,

which represents the Virgin enthroned, with St.

Catherine and St. Clara one on each side. By the

side of the Virgin is the Saviour, who places the

ring on the finger of St. Catherine; this being

the motive, the subject of that part of the pictme

is properly the marriage of St. Catherine. St.

Clara, who kneels in prayer on the left of the

Virgin, is a charming sf^udy
;
she wears a monastic

habit, and differs from the other figures in actuality

of life and presence. The purpose of the artist

seems here to present a contrast between the

earthly and heavenly condition of the saints.

A picture by Girolamo da Treviso is from the

Northwiek collection. It is a large composition,

and was painted for the Boccefem Chapel, in the

Church of St. Domenico, at Bologna, whence it was

removed to Imola. Some time between 1706 and

1733 , it was added to the Solly collection, and

afterwards became the property of Lord Northwick.

The subject is the Presentation, by St. Paul, to the

Virgin Mary and infant Jesus, of the donor of the

picture to the church. Besides these personages,

there are St. Joseph and St. James. In comparison

with the w’orks of Moretto and Romanino, this pic-

ture is harsh and dry. The painter was born at

Treviso in 1508, and studied the works of Raffaelle

in Rome, whence he proceeded to Bologna, where

he painted the history of St. Anthony of Padua,

in the Church of St. Petrouio. He came eventually

to England, where he was employed by Henry VIII.

in the triple capacity of painter, architect, and engi-

neer. In the last of these characters be accom-

panied the king to the siege of Boulogne, where he

was killed by a cannon-ball.

\Ve could scarcely hope to possess an oil picture

by Masaccio ;
but, nevertheless, of these five, one is

a Masaccio, a portrait of himself, a small life-size

head, a front face with the shoulders also square to

the front—a pose which, even in his youth, we are

surprised that the inspired Masaccio should have

chosen for a portrait, when we remember the ease,

grace, and movement of his conceptions in the Del

Carmine Church, at Florence. The face is youth-

ful, but Masaccio’s years at this time could not

have been less than twenty-five: be looks pale,

and the type is not that of a robust nature. He
died suddenly, at the age of forty-one. The im-

mediate cause of his death was suspected to be

poison; hut at this time, with no other personal

description of him than this portrait, it might, with

good physical reason, be presumed that such a man
would scarcely tread even the “ mezzo del caramina

di nostra vita.” The complexion, as we now see it,

is extremely pale, though it may not have been left

so when the portrait was finisheL The features are

of a type common in the south, but the grey eyes

and brown hair are rather northern than in anywise

Tuscan. It is probable, however, that at some time,

perhaps recently, the background may have been

painted inexorably black, thus throwing the hair ont

in a tint lighter than was intended by the painter.

The earncs't eyes and the straightforward viainticn

of the head challenge yon at once
;
the hair is busby

at the sides, but not so much so as it appears in

the portrait in the Ilemicycle. On the head is

worn a red berret, something like a fez, and the

tunic, which is fastened close up to the throat, is

brownish green, painted simply with raw umber—

a

mean gariueut, iu comjiarison with the personal

style of Giorgione, Raffaelle, and others, who were

piiiori cavaUeri iu ail things. But the name (To)

Masaccio—careless, slovenly, even dirty Thomas

—

forbids us to expect anything jaunty in manner or

attire. The face is prosaic, with a downright earnest

and searching expression. Thus, about Tomaso Guidi

—for he had a patronymic—there was nothing of

the gaiUard or sonneteer ; we believe, therefore, that

we have him here more certainly than in the Herai-

cycle, where we find all the celebrities of the art,

like a personage in a well-known “
IValk ”

—

“ in their Sunday best,"

—

all in silks and velvets inconveniently new. But
thousands will pass this portrait without dreaming

of the interest with which it is regarded by the few.

It is in the Brancacci Chapel of the Church of the

Del Carmine that are seen those works by Masaccio,

which revoluliouized the Art of his time. It may
be said that, until the maturity of the fame of

Raffaelle,—nearly a century,—the Brancacci Chapel

was the school in which all the eminent painters of

the fifteenth and of the early part of the sixteenth

century studied, with Raffaelle, Michael Angelo, Da
Vinci, and Fra Bartolomeo, at their head. 'We quit

with regret this portrait, to turn round to the

exceedingly hard and dry work of Crivelli—a Pieta,

or Entombment, in which two cherubim are repre-

sented as supporting the body—a half-length—of

the Saviour, but just removed from the cross. The
picture is of the fourteenth century, interesting as

an example of the time, but a too faithful repre-

sentation of the detail of posi morieni emaciation.

ART-EXHIBITIONS AT CHRISTMAS.

As the competition for the gratification of those

who seek relaxation during the Christmas recess is

most energetic, and so comprehensive as to address

itself to every shade of taste, it may be acceptable

to our readers, that we enumerate and briefly de-

scribe the principal exhibitious of Art which may

be visited daring the holidays. From the extensive

encouragement given to the public exposition of

pictures, it is sufficiently clear that collections of

works of Art will be visited with as much relish at

Christmas as at other seasons ;
and, therefore, to

those who may seek some relief from the usual

Christmas festivities in enjoyment more refined, we

address the following result of a round of visits to

public and private collections.

Time was—and that not long ago—when such a

thing as au exhibition of Art was never heard of

during the winter. Mr. Pocock was, we believe,

the first person who instituted the exhibitions of

sketches that were first opened in the winter. But

Mr. Pocock’s plan was too liberal, and bis spirited

enterprise was necessarily abandoned as being

attended by considerable loss. These exhibitions

have been continued by Mr. Gambart, but the

sketches have merged into pictures by artists of

eminence, finished with the nicest skill. Of this

exhibition, as containing works not before exhibited,

we give an exclusive notice in another form. The

collection is hung in the room known as that of the

French Exhibition, No. 120, Pall Mall.

To the Galleries at Kensington, the Vernon and

Turner Collections will have been added at Christ-

mas, though, while w’e write, the arrangements for

opening are far from complete. We look forward

to seeing those works under circumstances more

favomable to an appreciation of their beauties, than

they have ever been seen in Marlborough House.

At the Gallery of Messrs. Lcggatt and Co,, 19,

’Change Alley, Cornhill, there is open to the public

Mr. Flatou’s collection of contemporary British Art,

among which are found many productions that have

been works of mark iu recent exhibitions, as also

many that have been transferred hither direct from

the easels of their respective authors. The catalogue

numbers one hundred and fifty-three works, among

which are—' Cardigan Bay,’ by Crcswick, R.A., and

Phillip, A.R.A. ;

‘ High Mass, Henry VIII. ’s Chapel,’

F. Goodall. A.R.A., and E. A. Goodall; ‘Westward

Ho !
’ H. O’Neil

;

‘ Eve at t!ie Fountain,’ W. Etty

;

‘ On the French Coast,’ C. Stanfield, R.A. ;

‘ I’m

o’er young to marry yet,’ T. Faed; ‘The finished

sketch of the Derbv-Day,’ Frith, R.A.; and others

by Linnell, Danby, A.R.A., Poole, A.R.A., Frith,

&c. &c.

Rosa Bonheur’s ‘Horse Fair,’ bequeathed by

Mr. Bell, with other works, to the nation, although

not yet added to the public collections, may uow

be seen at Canterbury Hall; where, also,_ there

is a very attractive catalogue of modern pictures

(the property of Mr. C. Mortou), among which are
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conspicuous
— ‘Noali’s Sacrifice,’ D. Maclise, R.A.;

* The Sailor’s Beacon,’ F. Faed, exhibited this year

;

‘The Advent of Spring,’ F, Dauby, A.R.A.; ‘The

Fouutaiu of Youth,’ Haussoullier; ‘Children—the

origiual sketch of the Group at the Pump for the

Village Fail',’ Wilkie, R.A.; ‘ lachimo iu the Bed-

chamber of Imogen,’ W. P. Frith, ll.A. ;

‘ The Cot-

tage Door,’ LiunelJ ;
‘ Comedy,’ and ‘ Tragedy,’

J. Sant
;
and others not less interesting by F. Stone,

A.P.A., P. F. Poole, A.R.A., J. E. Millais, A.R.A.,

T. Creswick, R.A., Couturier, O’Conuor, Bright,

Lance, T. S. Cooper, A.R.A., &c. &c.

Mr. Wallis’s collection, which will be open for

a certain time, is now to be seen in the gallery of

the Old Water Colour Society, in Pall hlall East.

It contaius many celebrated works, with which all

who may have seen them in the Royal Academy, or

elsewhere, will be glad to renew tbeir acquaintance.

There is Poole’s best picture, ‘ The Plague of

London,’ the well-known Solomon Eagle picture,

which is in excellent condition, and really more

harmonious than when first exhibited
;

aud by the

same painter another scarcely less remarkable work,
‘ Messengers bringing bad tidings to Job,’ purchased

by Mr. Wallis at Lord Northwick’s sale. Admirers

of Callcott will be glad of an opportunity of seeing

what he himself considered his best picture
;

it is

here entitled ‘A grand classical composition—Diana

aud her Nymphs returning from the Chase ;’ and

iu this work his design was evidently to break a

lance with Claude. There are also magnificent

compositions by Liuncll
—

‘ Landscape, with winding

road,’ &c., from Lord Northwick’s collection, and

‘The Disobedient Prophet;’ T. Danby’s 'Death of

Pompey;’ ‘The Pet Goldfinch,’ by Sant; ‘’Twas

within* a mile,’ See., Alexander Johnston; ‘The

Opening of Waterloo Bridge,’ Constable; ‘Venice,’

J. D. Harding; ‘John Knox administering the

Sacrament,’ Bonner; ‘Sea -Coast,’ C. Stanfield.

Tiic catalogue numbers one hundred and eighty-seven

pictures, all of high quality.

At Burford’s Panorama, iu Leicester Square, the

pictures are interesting and instructive, especially

that of Canton. The view is taken from au eleva-

tion chosen as the site of our military post. Hence

we survey the city—if city wc may call the wide-

spread wilderness of miserable hovels, which the

picture ou all sides presents to the eye. We must

not estimate the Chinese cities according to those

splendid examples of Indian architecture that have

of late been brought home to us by all kinds of

description, pictorial and verbal, and of which we

have, in the Panorama of the saci'cd city of Benares,

an instance that contrasts forcibly with the archi-

tecture of China.

At the Great Globe, in I^eicester Square, that

most useful geographical and topographical school,

the knowledge that may be purchased for one shil-

ling is in amount profuse, aud in quality unexcep-

tionable. The moving diorama of the Rhine com-

prehends iu forty-four tableaux every remarkable

feature from Rotterdam to St. Gothard. The

diorama of Japan is a well-timed series of pictures
;

and not less so are the twenty-six Chinese views,

which we accept as faithful, being from sketches

by Lieut.-Colonel Kennedy, Colonel P. Anstruthcr,

Lord Cochrane, Major Edwards, Sec. See. There is

a lecture on the fate of the Frauklin expedition

;

and the late war in Italy is illustrated by a diorama,

with views of Florence, Genoa, Turin, Milan, and

Mantua ;
and the late Indian campaigns are de-

scribed by a new series of pictures.

Madame Tiissaud’s Exhibition, in Baker Street,

continues to attract crowds of visitors, in conse-

quence of the unwearied activity of the proprietors

in providing novelty for the entertainment of the

public. Every individual that rises to celebrity

is immediately introduced among the glittering

throng that fills the rooms. The splendid cos-

tumes of this exhibition, ou which every care is

bestowed to secure accuracy, are extremely useful

ns studies and authorities to the painter. The
number of impersonations now amount to one

hundred aud sixty-four; and, besides these, there is

a long list of relics,—many interesting from personal

and historical association.

'fhe Colosseum, in the Regent’s Park, has, under

the present spirited management, risen deservedly

iu public favour. The entertaiuments are judi-

ciously selected, and the instruction that they con-

vey is agreeably blended- with amusement. This

establishment has always been celebrated for the

beauty of its dioramas. In addition to the famous

picture of Paris by night,—thau which no similar

illusion has ever been more popular,—there is a new
series of dissolving views, with a variety of amuse-

ment that has established the reputation of the

Colosseum.

CHROIIO-LITHOGRAPHY.

THE GALLERY OF MESSRS, ROWNEY.

Skill and perseverance are raising this Art to an

imitation of water-colour manipulation, as perfect

as can be hoped for from any mechanical process.

The first essays in anywise successful that we re-

member in chromo-lithography, were certain small

landscape pieces by Mr. Rowucy, especially a sub-

ject from the Italian lakes, which was produced

some ten years ago. A comparison of this, or any

of its contemporaries, with works of recent cxecutiou,

would show the deficiency on the one side, and the

advance on the other. One of the subtleties of

water-colour Art is texture, aud in order to produce

cuuning aud inexplicable surfaces, paiuters will even

sometimes so piece the paper ou which they work,

that one drawing shall be made on two, or perhaps

more, kinds of paper, for the sake of obtaining

various appropriate textures. The surface of a

drawing by Cattermole is very diifereut from that

of a work by Ilaghc, and the surface of a drawing

by John Varley or Turner, which may have been

washed ten or fifteen times, is very diifereut from

both. And in this texture abide very generally

the spirit and character of the work
;
and if this

be so difficult of acquisition in the original, how
much more so is it to secure a mechanical imitation

of such a surface. Wc observe also in latter works

that the mellowness, tone, harmony, and prismatic

effects of a higlily worked drawing are successfully

imitated. To reproduce the softness and variety

obtainable by floating tint on tint in water-colour,

would appear by means of a printing process to be

impossible : it is nevertheless accomplished, iu a

manucr that we shall presently show. Even the

beauty, breadth, and delicious maturity produced by
glazes in oil-painting ai'c imitated with extreme

exactitude.

The idea that lithography was susceptible of a

vast range of power struck Sennefelder, the inven-

tor of printing from the stone, and he succeeded iu

imitating drawings in chalks of two or three

colours
;

but he failed iu bis attempts to carry

chromatic printing beyond this and ordinary litho-

graphy was carried to its utmost excellence before

Mr. Rowney began those experiments which have

resulted iu an excellence that aspires to the repro-

duction of the most brilliant and liarraonious pic-

tures, ns well iu oil as in water-colour. A close

examination of some of these works, however, tells

us that chromo-lithography has yet something to

achieve before the lustrous harmonies aud special

softness of oil-painting can always be assured. But
from what has already been done, we can scarcely

doubt that even the eccentricities of Turuei-'s work
will by experience become of easy execution, although

the difllciilty of imitating the works of this master

will be in some degree understood, when we say that

the last Messrs. Rowney have printed, required no

less thau thirty-seven stones,—that is, it was neces-

sary to submit the paper under the stone thirty-

seven times to the press before the picture was
finished. The subject is one of Turner’s views of

Venice, now at Kensington, a small picture, showing

the Ducal Palace and the line of the riva, with

the prison, library, and other buildings.

The methods of liannoniziug and subduing the

tints will be understood from the succession of the

I

stones. Cattcrmolc’s drawing of ‘ The ilurder of

, Duncan by JIacbeth ’ required oulj’ twelve stones,

i
M'ith a view to perfect “registering,”—that is, the

I

the accurate adjustment of the paper to the stone in

successive printings,—a very exact outline of the

drawing is made with such scrupulous nicety as to

embrace every object, even the most trivial. The next

stop is the actual commencement of the picture, a

preparatory base for which is a general middle lint

of sepia—the impression of the first stone. The tint

of the second stone is a neutral, that falls on the

sepia without touching tlie highest lights or the

strongest darks, both of which on. the stone are

blanks. Of this tint in its purity nothing appears

in the picture. The next stone is yellow, and al-

though very little yellow appears in the drawing, it is

nevertheless applied to a great extent ou the surface.

The next tint is red—the base of all the reds in the

drawing, of which there is n great proportion. The
next is green, of which colour positively there is

none in the drawing, hut the colour modifies and

softens those that have preceded it. The next stone

adds the brightest red touches, which of course

appear but as shapeless spots on the stone, hut,

faUing precisely ou the spots prepared for them,

communicate great life and sjjirit to the work.

The next colours are the highest yellow tints, which
arc even less sparing than the red, and yet of which

none is left unsubdued. This is succeeded by a

sepia stone, whereby certain markings are strength-

ened, and the drawing confirmed. Then comes a

maroon tint, that deepens the draperies, as the cur-

tains of the bed, and strengthens the passages of

red in the bed itself; and the next is a deeper tint

of the same colour, which breaks up the masses

left by the last stone, aud determines the forms of

the lights aud darks. The next stone communicates

the darkest touches, as the hair of Macbeth, aud

gives a few other marks which on the stone look

like unmeaning scratches with a pen. The last

application is that of a general neutral tint, that

operates like a harmonizing glaze in oil-painting

;

after which the picture is drawn forth finished

—

a spirited facsimile, with all the feeling of the

original drawing. When the result is placed in the

hands of an inquiring amateur, he is forcibly struck

by three facts,—first, of course, the success of the

imitation ; secondly, the amount of labour neces-

sary for its production, three-fourths of which is

not apparent on the sui'face of the work ; and,

thirdly, that a product demanding in its treatment

so much skill and exact manipulation, through a

process so protracted, can be sold for one guinea.

It would appear to the uninitiated, that much of

the process might be dispensed with, fronr the appli-

cation of colours generally applied over the surface,

which do not appear in tlie work, as the yellow

and green tints, of which nothing is left to tell that

the paper has been submitted to a yellow or green

tinted stone. But these stones perform a particular

office
;
they accomplish that blending, softening, aud

diversifying of tlie colours, that is effected by the

brush iu floating different tints on one moist surface,

or traversing a dry surface with a succession of

strengthening tones. And it must not be supposed

that this succession of stones represents in anywise

the method which the artist pursued in making his

drawing. We know that Cattermole elaborates his

works very carefully, with a view to the attain-

ment of that studious decision of touch that con-

stitutes the power of his pictures. He places all

his tints at once iu their places, breaking, subduing,

aud forcing them in bis own peculiar manner, and

ultimately confirming the drawing by strong touches,

and forcing his clearest points with colour embodied

in Chinese white. And the constancy of the paper

under this prolonged trial is not the least interesting

feature of the process. Whatever number of stones

is used, the paper, before the superposition of the

stoue, is wetted cadi time, aud when under the

press yields, insomuch that its surface is consider- i

ably extended
;
but, nevertheless, ou each successive

re-adjustment to the stone, the paper has resumed
|

its proper dimeusions, so that every minute touch
[

falls in its proper place.

To instance the compass of this art as practised I

by Messrs. Rowney, it is only necessary to mention
J

a few of the works tliat they have successfully re-
!|

produced in chromo-litliography, as ‘Ulysses de-
:j

riding Polyphemus,’ Turner; ‘ Mount St. Michael,’

Stanfield; ‘Crossing the Ford,’ Jlnlready
;

‘Isola jl

Bella,’ Stanfield; ‘Clifton,’ J. B. Pyne; ‘The
j!

Bridge of Tours,’ Turner; ‘Tower of the Church
j!

at Gorcuro,’ Roberts ;
‘Youth and Age,’ F. Tayler

;

‘ Douoe Castle,’ J. D. Harding; ‘Columbus in
|[

the Monastery,’ Cattermole ;

‘ Clunes, on the road
| j

to Chamouui,’ J. D. Harding; ‘The Rhine neai*
j;

Cologne,’ T. M. Richardson; ‘Lugano,’ by the ]l

same artist; ‘Unterseen,’ J. D. Harding, &c. &c. ; n

besides a long catalogue of other productions, all
]j

bearing promiueutly the characteristics of the j'

original pictures. ij
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AET IS CONTINENTAL STATES.

! JIuxiCH.—^Every visitor to the new Pioalcotlieca,

\

at Munich, will have been irresistibly attracted by

! a largo picture lately purchased, and placed there

I
by King Louis, representing the “Death of 'Wallen-

stein,” by Piloty. It is a work that holds you fast,

and keeps you standing before it longer than you

Avould. The murdered man is lying on the ground,

his bead towards the spectator, the lower part of

his body being entangled in the dragged-down bed-

clothes, which, it is clear, hemmed his movements

in his sudden haste to meet the midnight attack.

And close to him, with gaunt, rigid features, stands

Seni the astrologer, looking down on him who had

put such faith in the stars. There is horror on his

countenance; but you see, by the convulsive grasp

with which hia long, withered fingers crush his

hat-brim in holding it, how deep the struggle that

is at work withvi. There, alone, are those two

figures ; the seer and the pupil, the patron and his

dependant
;

the once mighty leader of countless

hordes, so bold and aspiring
;
and the astrologer

aghast at the end of ambition lying, a useless thing,

at his feet. Silence reigns here—an awful silence.

The wax-light, on guttering down, has just burned

into the socket, and is tlidcering its last. The
candelabrum which holds it is formed by a figure

of Fortune, on a wheel
;
but her back is turued to

the dead man, and she seems fleeing from him. In

the background the bedroom door, torn partly off

its hinges, proclaims that outrage preceded the last

deed of violence. But the mention of this fine

work has insensibly drawn us on to dilate upon it,

although it is of anolher by the same artist we
intended to speak. This is a much larger picture—

probably 18 feet to 20 feet in length, representing

“ Nero at the Burning of Horae.” The work is in

progress, and far from completion. But the power,

combined with taste, which Piloty has already

shown, leads us to expect that he will hero pro-

duce something enhancing, in no small degree, his

already great reputation. Nero and his friend are

seen coniihg from a feast, in rich robes, and crowned

with flowers
;
the emperor stands in the centre of

the picture, gazing, with aft'ected anger, at two

Christian women, with a child, bound to a pile to

bo bumt-^it being on the Christians he would

throw the crime of setting fire to the city. A train

of courtiers follows him up the steps of a temple,

while one of them bends forward, and looking over,

gazes on the innocent victims. The smoke in front

already begins to curl upward, around the head of

Nero, and creeps among the garlanded band of

followers. Behind them the sky is red with the

rushing flames, making their way over the build-

ings of Rome. To the right are groups of citizens,

deferentially bowing, and pressing back to make
room for the tyrant to pass.—Another Munich
artist, a veteran as regards years and experience,

the celebrated battle-painter, Albrecht
_

Adam, is

also engaged imon a canvas of largo dimensions.

His Majesty Iting Maximilian has commissioned

him to represent that crowning moment at the battle

of Zorndorf, during the Seven Years’ War, where

the Prussian cavalry, charging down on a Russian

square, broke and dispei-sed it, thus deciding the fate

I of the day. Adam, who is still as young in heart as

an ardent campaigner of eighteen, is as delighted

with, as he is proud of, the commission. The size,

too, gives him ample scope fordisplayinghis general-

ship
;

it is, indeed, a fine, broad field for mar-

shalling the combatants. When young, he followed

the army to Russia
;
was present at the great battles

;

knows as well as any soldier the comforts and dis-

comforts of the bivouac, the toils of forced marches,

the horrors of the field-hospital, and the maddening
enthusiasm which electrifies horse and rider when
the bugle sounds the charge. The soldier’s life,

and the battle-field, he knows In all their minutest

details; and hence bis pictures to all are so in-

tensely interesting : everywhere scattered about are

shown little episodes, which bear the stamp of truth

upon them. You feel they must be true, for they

are such no one would ever think of inventing and
|

all we see is so human in character, whether it be

pain, fright, enthusiasm, upstart vanity, or skulk-

ing fear. It is the very absence of the ideal in

which the charm of Adam’s pictures consists. It

is the reality you have before you; not as fancy

might see the event, but as it actually was. You
can identify yourself with the actors in the exciting

drama; their feelings are your feelings, and you

are carried along by what you see; just as when
you hear the drums beating a march, you uncon-

sciously step onwards with the measured tread of

the rest. Adam’s picture.^ of the campaign in Italy

under Radetzky verify these assertions. Soldiering

in all its phases is here to be seen. And, in every

instance, a feeling, that does not deceive you, says,

“ This is a faithful transcript from nature itself !

”

ANCIENT AUCHITECTUEAL MEDALS.*

Numismatology is a science whose depth is but little

understood by the general scholar, and scarcely at

all by others. The coins of the ancients were not

a mere currency, as those of the moderns are : they

recorded on them their religious belief, and their

great public events, or represented their chief

edifices
;
thus the student, who commences as a col-

lector of the Greek and Roman series, finds himself

possessed in them of a most valuable group of historic

data, and ultimately treasures them for that alone.

The mere tyro soon learns to distinguish the por-

traiture which is so striking upon their obverses
;
by

its aid we know the fe.atures of the celebrated rulers

of antiquity with such certainty, that the popular

personal allusions of the people, as in the case of

Vespasian, related by Suetonius, is at once strikingly

confirmed. The acts of each emperor receive on the

reverse similar illustrations, typically or positively,

either shadowed forth in the poetic mythology of

the people, or delineated ns the eveut happened.

We are thus enabled to illustrate Roman history by

Roman coins, and in some instances they are the

only records which will enable us to do this with

certainty.

Long conversant with many of the fragments of

classic architecture, and well rend in all that relates

thereto in the works of authors who saw them iu

the days of their glory. Professor Donaldson was

peculiarly fitted for the task he allotted himself

—

that of studying and elucidating their medallie re-

presentations. The value of the present work con-

sists in its peculiar technical knowledge. It is a

novelty for an architeot to write on coins, and the

author is peculiarly modest in stating his reasons

for intrusion where no professional architect has

trodden before
;
but he is so valuable an ally to the

small army of earnest students, that we hail him
the more readily, particularly as he has the good

sense to adhere to his own speciality, and thus help

us where we wanted help. "WTio but an architect

could so clearly define, as he has done, many a

battered conventional representation of a building,

comprehend the racdallic short-hand of the coin, and

then give us a fair translation, ns he has done in

the restored elevation of the propylfcum of the great

Temple of the Sun, at Baalbec ?

The value of the series now described, may be

understood, when we say that it includes temples,

altars, columns, arches, trophies, city gates, camps,

harbours, public buildings of all kinds, and places

constructed for popular amusements. All are de-

scanted on, and rendered familiar to us by the pic-

tured representation on the coin, and the contem-

porary descriptions of ancient authors. It is not

a little curious to find that these ancient medals,

though rude sometimes in feature, preserve details

of building which modem researches prove correct.

Thus the medals of Nero and Trajan, which present

such strangely-regulated pictures of the ports of

Claudius and Trajan, at Ostia, have had all tlicir

indications verified by the researches of Monsieur

'Texier, on the spot Where they existed, and his

excavations show that buildings once stood where

the medal roughly indicates their situation. Addi-

son long since insisted on the value of coins in this

peculiar walk alone: “You have here the models

of ancient temples, though the temples themselves,

and the gods that were worshipped in them, are

perished many hundred years ago
;

these are the

buildings which the Goths and Vandals could not

demolish, they are infinitely more durable than

stone or marble, and will, perhaps, last as long as

the earth itself. They are, in short, so many real

monuments of brass.” Perhaps these eloquent

words of one of onr best scholars may have led the

Professor to the study and compilation of this work.

Thus one mind re-acts on another, and the great

departed still give impulse to the living. Now
that Mr. Donaldson has shown how one branch

only of the study may be made of general interest

and use, we wonder it has not been descanted on

before. He tells us'.that the subject is by no means
exhausted, and as he; has opened the gate, we sus-

pect he will not be alone in the field long. His

volume is a most welcome addition to the worthy

series which the best scholars have devoted to

mimismaties. It is beautifully, produced, and a

clever series of enlarged coins are carefully en-

graved, and as conscientiously described by the

author, who has never blemished his labour by

dulness, or pretentiousness, but produced a book of

sound and agreeable character for the scholar’s use,

or the gentleman’s recreation.

* AacniTRCTcriA JCumismatica
;

or. Arcliltectural Me-
dals of Classic Antiquity Illustrated .and Explained. By
Professor Donaldson. Publisiicd by Day & Son, London.

THE LOYAL PICTULES.

THE GUERILLA COUNCIL OF WAR.

Sir D. Willuc, Painter. J. C. Arroytagc, Engraver.

There are few pictures by "Wilkie with which the

public has not in a considerable degree become

familiarized by means of engravings in some form or

another
;
but at the same time there are few—per-

haps it might be s.iid, there are no—painters whose

works arc less likely to weary the eye than his.

Shakspere speaks of “ an appetite that grows by what

it feeds on,” a remark which justly applies to the

paintings by this ai’tist
;

for where there is no know-

ledge to appreciate their excellences as works of

Art, the variety and interest of the subjects are always

of sufficient value to afford unceasing attraction.

There were two great epochs iu Wilkie’s career

;

in the former of these he attained his high reputa-

tion and stood aloue ;
none, either in this country

or elsewhere, could be compared with him :—equal

to Hogarth in Imraoim, but without his vulgarity

;

and scarcely inferior to Teniers in colour, grouping,

and composition, w'hile infinitely his superior in

character. Wilkie’s earlier works appear to combine

the chief merits of both, and these won for him

Die esteem and admiration of his countrymen. And
although iu his second epoch he forsook himself, laid

aside the garb in which we all knew him, and assumed

a new character, our love still clung to him for

“auld lang syne.” Let ns not be understood as

implyiug that the change to the second epoch was

altogether unworthy of a great painter; had it

occurred in any other than Wilkie, uot a word might

have been said against it: but it' was felt th.at the

painter even of “The Defence of Saragossa” and

of “The Spanish Posada” was not an equivalent

for the painter of “The Rent Day,” “The Blind

Fiddler,” “ Distraining for Rent,” “ The Chelsea

Pensioners,” and others of the same class.

The year after his return from a tour through

Spain and other contiuental countries, namely, in

1S29, he exhibited three pictures,. and in the year

following a fourth, which he described as a series

intended to represent the class of patriots iu Spain

which the celebrated war of independence, in 1808,

called into action. These four are “The Spanish

Posada,” “The Defence of Saragossa,” “The Gue-

rilla’s Departiu'e,” and “The Guerilla’s Return to

his Family;” the first of these is the picture here

engraved, and which is best known by the title of

“A Guerilla Council ofW'ar.” Wilkie himself de-

scribed it thus :

—

“ It represents a guerilla council of war, at which

three reverend fathers— a Dominican, a monk of the

Esenrial, and a Jesuit—are deliberating on some

O-xpedient of national defence, with an emissary in the

costume of Valencia. Behind them is the posadera,

or landlady, serving her guests with chocolate, and

the begging student of Sidaraauca, with his Lexicon

and cigar, making love to her. Ou the right of the

picture a contrabandist of Bilboa enters, upon his

mule; and in front of him is an athletic Castilian

armed, and a minstrel dwarf with a Spanish guitar.

Oil the floor are seated the goatherd and his sister,

with the muzzled house-dog and pet-lamb of the

family
;
and through the open portal in the back-

ground is a distant view of the Guadararaa raoiin-

tahis.”

It was a happy idea of AVilkie's to introduce him-

self before the public, on his change of style, with

such a series of subjects as this; tbe associations

connected with them in the eyes of Englishmen, and

their novelty, did inucb at first to reconcile us all,

in some degree, to his declension from his previous

style : these four pictui-es are, perhaps, the most

popular of any he painted after his sojourn on the

continent. It is quite evident, if we look only at the

“ Guerilla Council,” that he had carefully studied

the characters of the Spanish people, or at least of

those classes to which the persons introduced here

belong: tlie agrovpmcnt is formed of individuals

from different provinces of the country, but each re-

tains his distinct individuality. As a composition

the work is most effective, aud the light, coming from

a window not seen in tbe picture, falls very forcibly

on the principal group.

The picture is in the Royal Collection at Backing-

ham Palace.
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EXCUKSIONS IN SOUTH WALES.
BY MR. AND MRS. S. C. HALL.

pAicr Xll.—

C

hepstow.

Tourist may proceed from

'‘P Thiterne to Clicpstow either by

,
‘.C laud or water, continiiinji to

A row upon the M'^ye, or imrsning

the road that leads all tlie way

immediately above its banks. The

journey is, perhaps, preferable to the

voyage
;
certainly it is more varied

;

for the river is seldom out of sight,

its “winding bounds” a perpetual

refreshment
;
here more than ever “ a

wanderer through the woods-,” while

the view often receives “enchant,

ment” from distance, and the prospect frequently takes in a

wide range of country, in which there is the very happiest

combination of wild grandeur with cultivated bcauly.

By water, the Tourist necessarily secs to greater advantage

those singular rocks, that supply so much of (he peculiar

character of Wye scenery; they are at either side, and all

have names: thus the guides or boatnien will point attention

to Plumber’s Cliff, which is surmounted by an ancient in-

trcncliment, and the highest point of which is the Devil’s

Pulpit, the Baiinglior Crags, the Twelve Apostles, St. Peter’s

Thumb, tlie Lover’s Leap, M’yntoiir’s Leap,* ami so forth;

while the surpassing channs of tlic demesne of Piercclicld have

been themes of enlliusiastic laudation in all the 'I'mir Books

of the district, that have been written during the last

ceutury. The beautiful seat—Piercefield—now belongs to

a new' owner, a gentleman wlio, within a comparatively

recent date, acquired it by purchase. It has had many
masters since it was formed, “an earthly paradise,” nearly

a hundred years ago, by its then lord, Valentine Morris,

Let tlie reader imagine a continuous “ range” of walks, of

more than three miles in extent, laid ont with consummate

kill, witli breaks at convenient and judiciously planned

openings among dense foliage, here and there carefully

trimmed and highly cultivated, where Art has been studious,

wise, and success^il
;

while, every now and then trees,

shrubs, and underwood are permitted to grow and wander at

(heir own will,

—

“ The negtigence of Nature, wide and wild,"

—and he will have some, though but limited, idea of tbe natural

or trained diversity of this beautiful demesne. Let him add the

grandeur derived from stupendous and picturesque rocks, and

the value of the auxiliary river that runs rapidly, now here

now there, continually “ winding ;” the dense foliage, the dark

or graceful trees, the gigantic ferns, and the thousand charms of

park and forest scenery, in harmonious union,—and he will be

at no loss to understand tbe fame that Picrccfield has ob-

tained—and retained—as tbe fairest bit of the Wye scenery,

and, consequently, among the most delicious landscape graces

of England. It is, indeed, and has ever been, a paradise

;

and surely he, who brought so judiciously and so happily Art

to the aid of Nature, was a man to be envied by his gene-

ration. and to be remembered by posterity, as one to whom
Fortune had been lavish of her bounties, and whose destiny

was that which tens of thousands would covet—in vain. Alas !

it was uot so
;
the story is a sad one, and supplies additional

evidence of “ the Vanity of Human Wishes ! ”f

Yes ! the scenery here is indeed beautiful
;

Piercefield is, of a truth, entitled to all the praise

it receives—and that is large, free, and full; and he who writes of it to-day, cannot do belter

than quote the words the eloquent historian of the county applied to it half a century ago:

“The Wye, which is everywhere seen from a great elevation, passes under Wynd Clilf and tlie

llanaghor Rocks, winds round the peiiiiisulu of Lancaut, under a semicircular chain of stupendous

clilfs, is lost in its sinuous course, again appears in a straighter line at the foot of the Laucaut

rocks, and Hows under the majestic ruins of Chepstow Castle, towards the Severn. The rocks

arc broken into an infinite variety of fantastic shapes, and scattered at different heights and i

different positions; they start abruptly from the river, swell into gentle acclivities, or hang o

the summits of the walls
;
here they form a perpendicular rampart, there jut into enormous

projections, and impend over the water. But their dizzy heights and abrupt precipices arc

softened by (he woods, which form a no less conspicuous feature in the romantic scenery
;

• Wyntour's Le.ap is associated witli one of (lie fiercely-con-

tested struggles of llie civil wars. “The king's friends," says Cor-

bett, in his “Milltavy Government c.f Gloucester,” “attempted a

second time to fortify lliis spot, but before Hie works were com-
pletc, Colonel Ma«sic attacked and defeated thorn. They forced

Sir John Wyntour down iheclilTiiito the river, where a little boat lay

to receive him. Many took the water, and were drowned, others

by recovering the boats saved themselves." Tradition assorts that

Sir John leapt Ids liorse down the cliff; but the precipice here is so

abrupt that he most proliatily escaiicd on foot.

-|- A memoir of Valentine Mm-ris, Esq., was printed in ISOl by
Arciideacon Coxe, in his “History of Monmouthshire.” He suc-

ceeded his father somewhere about ilio year 1732, and thus inlieriled

rioicefield. Ikfore that period it was unknown and utifrcqucnlcii,

tlie grounds being employed solely for agricultural purposes, or

covered with inaccessible forests. These he convened, at vast e.\-

pensc, into the “wonder ’ it lias ever since been. “ lie lived in a

style of princely, raUier than lu-ivntc, magnificence.” Every chance

visitor was cntertaiiieii ; large was his bounty to all who needed;
his open hand was lavish of gills; and to the poor lie was ever a

generous benefactor. lJut the mine was exhausted ; he heenme cm.
barra.ssed, and was driven forth from llic paradise ho had created, to

a comparatively miserable shelter upmi his depressed property in

Antigua. His deiiarliire from Chepstow was an event long remem-
bered. Tlie carri.Tge was surrounded liy sorrowful and sympathising

crowds ; and as he passed the bridge Unit crossed the Wye, “ liis ear

was struck with the mournful peal of hells, mulfied, as is usual on

the loss of departed friends. Deeply affected with Ibis mark of

esteem and regret, he cuiild no longer control his emotions, hut burst

into tears." He ultimately obtained the governorship of St. Vincent,

(bey are not ineagrc plantations placed by -Art, but a tract of forests scattered by (be liaiid of

Nature. In one place they expand into open groves of large oak, elm, and beech
;

in anothet,

form a shade of timber trees, copses, aud underwood, hiding all external objects, and wbolly

impervious to the rays of the sun
;

tliey start from the crevices of Ibe rocks, feather their edges,

crown their summits, clothe their sides, and fill the intermediate hollows with a luxuriant

mass of foliage, bringing to recollection IMiltou’s description of the border
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while the way is ever full of charms such as those we have
been describing. Chiefcst among all such heights— the fair

rivals of its fair iieiglibour—is the far-famed Wynd Cliff, let
us mount this hill, while the cool shadows of evening are
over us

;
for it is a labour when the sun is uj), and iiaif its

beauty will be lost in the glare of mid-day. Coleridge, in

his verses on this sublime scene, wiih its

“ Dim coasts, and cloud-like hills, and shoreless ocean,"

from the edge of the water, here wholly mantled with wood, there jutting in bold and fantastic
projections, which appear like enormous buttresses formed by the baud of nature. At the
further extremity of this peninsula, the river again turns, and stretches in a long reach,
between the white and towering cliffs of Lancaut and the rich acclivities of Piercefield woods!
In the midst of these grand and picturesque scenes, the embattled turrets of Chepstow Castle
burst upon our sight; and, as we glided under the perpendicular crag, we looked up with
astonishment to the massive walls impending over the edge of the precipice, and apjiearing
like a continuation of the rock itself. Before stretched the long and picturesque bridge, and the

exclaims

—

“ It seoiiK'd like Omnipresence !— God, metliouglit,
Had built him here a temple : tlio whole world
Seemed imaged in its vast circumference.’’

Adjoining the road, and nearly midway between Tiuterne
and Chepstow, fhe carriage stops at “the Moss House,” a

rustic cottage, prettily built, in which resides the care-taker
of the hill,* who will accompany you if you please

;
but his

companionship is not needed, for on its summit, where the

“views” are, you will find au old soldier stationed—to

direct your notice to such places as have names. Vou climb
up a steep for a mile or more, by a narrow footway made
through underwood at the foot of forest trees : every now and
then a nimble squirrel leaps from branch to branch, or
springs across your path, while birds of various kinds are
singing from thick foliage. You may pause occasionally

to obtain views of delicious bits; and to aid you, judicious

openings have been made in many places. Perhaps, however,
it will be well (o avail yourself of uoue of them, but to wait
until you are at the summit, and obtain at once a prospect so

amazingly grand and heautifnl, that words can give you no
idea of it. All writers concerning this glorious district have
sought, and sought in vain, to convey some impression of its

charms. Roscoc writes :

—“On gaining the open space”

—

a level Hat on the summit of the hill, where a neatly-thatched
shelter is provided—“one of the most extensive and beautiful

views that can be iinagiued bursts upon the eye, or rather a

vast group of views of distinct and opposite character here

seem to blend and unite in one. At a depth of about eight

hundred feet, the steep descent below presents in some places

single projecting rocks; in others, a green bushy precipice.

In the valley, the eye follows for several miles the course of

the M’ye, which issues from a wooded gleu on the left band,
curves round a giecn garden-like peninsula, rising into a hill

studded witii beoiiliful clumps of trees, then forces its foaming
way to the right, along a huge wall of rock, nearly as high as

the point where yon stand, and at length, beyond Chepstow
Castle, which looks like a ruined city, empties itself into the

Bristol Channel, where ocean closes the dim and misty dis-

tance. On the other side of the river, immediately in front,

the peaked tops of a long ridge of bills extend nearly the
whole district which the eye commands. It is thickly

clothed witli wood, out of which a continuous wall of rock,

festooned with ivy, picturesquely rears its head. Over this

ridge you again discern water, the Severn, three miles broad,
thronged with white sails, on either side of which is seen blue
ridges of bills full of fertility and rich cultivatiou. The group-
ing of the landscape is perfect. I know of no picture more
beautiful. Iue.\haustible in details, of boundless extent, and
yet marked by such grand and prominent features, that
confusion and monotony, the usual defects of a very wide
prospect, are completely avoided.”

We have given the best of many descriptions; but the
elo(|Uent writer admits his inability to reader justice to so

grand, so glorious, so beautiful, and so wholesomely exciliug

a scene. Yet it is but one of many such attractions that

border the delicious river Wye.t
"We are now leaving its peculiar charms—the stream hence-

forth becomes dark and muddy
;

the tide from the Severn
ascends it with great rajiidity. The ancient Ca.«tlc of Chepstow
comes in sight. We land, if we are voyagers, at a clumsy
pier, but adjacent to a picturesque bridge, and almost under
the walls of the huge fortalice of the Normans.

Are we voyaging to Chepstow? many are the landscape
beauties we encounter on either side of the Wye. The left

bank is steep and wooded to the water’s edge
;
the right is

also frequently the same, hut uow and then its line of trees

is broken by fertile meadows. We pass several weirs, breaks
in the channel at low water, and reach the charming peninsula
of Lancaut, with its " wee little church” standing on a hillock

a few yards from the river. Opposite are the grounds of
Piercefield, and Jianging over them is the Wyud Cliff. We
borrow a passage from Archdeacon Coxe ;

—
“ At this place, the

Wye turns abruptly round the fertile peninsula of Lancaut,
under the stupendous amphitheatre of Piercefield cliffs, starting

* Each visitor is requested to pay sixpence, and no more. The liill

belongs to his grace the Duke of Beaufort. Tiie fee is designed to
effect what it does effect— a barrier to prevent the iiilnision of mere
idlers from the town, who would disturb the tranquillity of the scene.
t Mr. Iliilme made his view of the Wynd Cliff from the grave-

yard of St. Arven's Church
; and has also given a sketch of the

pretty and picturesque church, happily and tranquilly situated
among so many landscape beauties.

CHSPSTOW CASTLIi, FKOM TUE WVE.

view was closed by a semicircular range of red cliffs, tinted with pendent foliage, which form
the left bank of the river.”

Journeying by land, the prospects are infinitely more grand, more beautiful, and more
diversified, although views are obtained only of one side of the river, except occasionally, by
ascending heights.

Either way, it is a charming tour of five miles between Tinterne and Chepstow. The Tourist
cannot miss a scene of beauty, look where he will,—from either of the surrounding hills, or
even from the common road,—in any direction. It will therefore he easy to understand that
there are few more happily situated towns in the kingdom than Chepstow, through which

runs the South Wales Railway, and near to which, in a low and swampy dell, the Wye joins

its waters to the Severn, both making their w’ay hence together into the Bristol Channel.

Chepstow was a walled town, and of the w'alls there yet remain many picturesque fragments.

It is said to have been a Roman town, but upon iusuflicieiit authority ;
Archdeacon Coxe, “after

repeated inquiries,” could never learn that any Roman antiquities had been discovered in its

vicinity. The probability is that, according to Leland, “ when Caerwent (one of the principal

cities of the Romans, distant about seven miles) begau to decay, then began Chepstow to

flourish.” The Saxons undoubtedly had a setllemeot here; and Coxe conjectures that its

name is derived from cheapian sioice, signifying a place of traffic. A bridge connects the

town, which is in Monmouthshire, with the opposite side, in Gloucestershire
;
and the Wye

divides the two couuties.

The objects to be visited in Chepstow— always excepting the “ views ” to be obtained anywhere



—are ifie CImrch, the Castle, and the Western Gate. This

gate is still entire, and is of much interest, although not of a

date very remote
;

those who have time, and taste that way,

may be gralilicd by tracing the old walls—a work of no great

dithcnlty. To the church we conduct the reader.

Thu church is part of a Benedictine priory of Norman
work, said to have been founded in tlie reign of King Stephen

;

it was a cell to the Abbey of Corineille, iu Normandy,
and dedicated to St. Mary.* “Scarcely any rcniains of

the ancient priory can be traced, but the church was part

of the chapel, and is a curious remnant of Norman archi-

tecture. The body was once llic nave of a much larger

structure, built in the form of a cathedral, aud at the eastern

extremity ajipcars one of the lofty arches, wliich supported

the lower. The nave is separated from the side aisles by a

grand range of circular arches, reposing on massive piers,

which liave a venerable and solemn appearance.” The win-

dows arc ornameuted Gotliic, much posterior to the era of

the original structure. “ The entrance to the north is through

a Gothic porch, which covers the original doorway, formed

by a semi-circular arch, enriched with zigxng mouldings, and

supported by two columus; but the entrance to the west

front is a magniticent portal, in the highest stale of preser-

vation: it consists of a scmi-circular arch, reposing on

receding columns, and richly decorated with divisions of

diagonal and diamond mouldings, peculiar to the Saxon and

early Norman style.”

Since Archdeacon Coxe wrote these remarks, much Las

been done to the church ia the way of restoration, and,

generally, well done. It is, unquestionably, a venerable aud

very interesting edifice, with uiimistakeable evidence of anti-

quity. Of monuments there are few of note, excepting that

to Henry Marten, so long a prisoner in the castle, and who
was here interred. The body was buried, and the stone

placed, originally in the chancel
;
but a bigoted vicar, object-

ing to the remains of a regicide lying so near the altar,

ordered the removal of both, and they are now in a passage

leading from tlie nave into the north aisle, t The stone records

the day of burial,—September 9, IGSO,—and contains a verse

and au acrostic, said to have been written for the purpose by

himself. Those who read them will incline to believe that this

ia ail error
;
the sturdy and intellectual republican could never

have produced a composition so utterly wretched.];

The castle is the princi)»al object of attraction iu Chep-

stow; it lias a fine effect from the railway, as the frain

passes over the bridge that crosses the Wye
;

but it is

best seen from the opposite side: its solemn grandeim, how-

ever, and amazing strength, are fully appreciated as we pass

under it, voyaging the Wye, and entering the town. It is

situated on the brow of a precipice, overiianging the right

bank of the Wye
;
the northern side is advanced close to the

edge, and so constructed as to appear part of the cliff
;

it

was, therefore, apparently unassailable from this quarter. On
the other sides it was defended by massive walls, flanked

with strong aud lofty towers; it is said there was a moat

also, but there are no traces of it
;
aud it is not likely that

it ever had that defence, the situation being so high above the

Wye, and there being no tributary stream in its vicinity.

Ill early times it was considered impregnable
;

it was re-

quired to be so, for it was situate in the midst of brave and

merciless cuemies,—the Welsh,—who were ever on the watch

to destroy the Norman invader and 0 ])pressor.

The castle seems to have borne different appellations : it

is said to have been called by the Britons, Caslill Gwent,

• Tliere were forniorly four churches in Chepstow, three of which
have been destroyei!, viz., St. Ann's, St. Nicholas's, and St. Ewen's.

t Ttie name of this clergyman was Chest
;
some idea of his cha-

racter may be formed from the following epigram written by liis

son-in-law on the vicar's death :

—

“ Here lies at rest, I do protest.

One Chest within another

;

The CiiF-ST OF Wood was very good—
Who says so of the other f

"

t Wc append these lines, that the reader may judge for himself :

—

HERE, SEPT. 0, 1680,

WAS iioniED

A TRUE-BORN ENGLISHMAN,
Who, in Berkshire, was well known
To love his country's freedom 'hove liis own

:

But being immured full twenty year.
Had time to write, as doth appear

—

ms EPITAPH.
Here or elsewhere (all's one to you or me)
Earth, Air, or Water, gripes my ghostly dust,

N one knows how soon to bo by tire set free

;

R eader, If you an old try'd rule will trust,

Y ou'll gladly do and sutfer wliat you must.

M y lime was spent in serving you and you,
A ml dentil's niy pay, it seems, and welcome too
Revenge destroying but itself, while I

T 0 birds of prey leave my old cage and fly

;

E xamples preach to the eye—care tlieu (mine says)

N ot how you end, but how you spend your days.

troops of the Commonweallh. It had been taken and re-taken
;
but such was its iniporlanre,

that Cromwell inarched against it in person, took possession of the town, and assaulted the

castle without success, though its defenders amounted to no more than one hundred and sixty

men, commanded by a gallant soldier, Sir Nicholas Kemeys. Cromwell then left Colonel Ewer,

with a train of artillery, seven compaiiies of foot, and four troops of horse, to prosecute the

siege. But the garrison defended themselves valiantly, until their provisions were exhausted, and

even then refused to surrender, under promise of quarter, hoping to escape by means of a boat,

which they had provided for the purpose. A soldier of the parliamentary army, however, swam
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across the river, with a knife "between his teeth, cut the cable

of the boat, aiul brought it away. The castle was at length

forced, and the brave commander slain, with forty of his men
—some accounts say “in cold blood.” The castle and park
of Chepstow were confiscated, and settled by parliament

on Oliver Cromwell
;

at the Restoration, however, they re-

verted to the Marquis of Worcester, and so descended to

the Duke of Beaufort.

The entrance to the castle is from the town
;

it was de-

fended by two circular towers, double gates, portcullises, and
a port-hole. A massive door of oak, covered with iron bolts

and clasps of singularly quaint workmanship, still stands

intact, with a four-pound sliot to serve the purpose of a

knocker. This passed, we are iu the great court, the walls

and buildings eaclosing which are richly covered with ivy.

Little more than half a century ago, it was in a habitable

stale; but the roofs fell iu, there was no presiding spirit to

care for its safety, time did its wonted work, and it is now a

ruin, excepting a small part—one of the towers, in which the

warden resides. The court is a fine green sward, huge
walnut-trees are flourishing there, and— as iu all cases where

the Duke of Beaufort is master— there is no danger of farther

decay, except that which naturally arises, and will now rather

add too, than take from, the picturesque.

The ramparts are, for the most part, in a good state, so

are some of the towers
;

a pleasant walk may be taken from
one of these to another, and charming views obtained of sur-

rounding scenery. One of the most remarkable of the

remains is thnt of the baronial hall; such, at least, it is

generally supposed to be ; but there is no certainty on the

subject; its pointed arches and elaboratelv carved windows
indicate its former dignity. \ more striking object, how-
ever, is an arched chamber in the castle rock ; to reach it

some steps arc descended, it is, therefore, lower tlian the

foundations of the structure, .and from a port- hole one looks

directly down upon the Wye. Tradition states this to have
been the spot on which the severest fighting took place

during the assault, and that here Colonel Kemeys was killed.

It is added, indeed, that the boat in which the beleaguered

garrison designed to escape, was moored immediately under-

neath; the rope which secured it, and which the soldier cut,

having been fastened to an iron ring within this chamber.

In confirmation of the story an iron ring may still be seen

strongly fastened to the stone floor
;

unless for some such

purpose as that referred to, it is hard to guess what possible

business it could have had there.*

The portion of the ruin, however, that attracts most atten-

tion, and is carefully examined by all visitors, is the Keep,
which contains the Prison of Henry Marten. Southey’s

memorable lines, when Southey was a republican,—lured by
the wild dreams of youth into an elysium from which he
was awakened by the issue of its trial in France,—have been
quoted by all tourists :

—

“ For lliirty ye.ars, secluded from mankind,
Hero Marten lingered. Often have these walls
Echoed his footsteps, as wUli even tread
He p.aced around his prison. Not to him
Did nature's fair varieties exist;
He never saw the sun’s deliglitful beams,
Save when through yon high bars he poured a sad
And broken splendour."

Stripped of its fiction, the facts are these :—Henry Marten,

one of the most active and zealous allies of Cromwell, a man
of much ability, and of great energy, was “a member of

the high court of justice, regularly attended the trial, was

present when the sentence was pronounced, and signed the

warrant of death
;
” he was, therefore, one of

“
the regicides,”

and one of those who had least claim to life when “ the

Restoration” re-established monarchy. He was tried, and
found guilty; but pleading that “he came in on the pro-

clamation” of mercy, and petulantly adding, “that he had

never obeyed any proclamation before this, and hoped that

he should not be hanged for taking the king’s word now,”
he obtained pardon on condition of perjietual imprisonment.

After a brief confinement in the 'I'ower, he was trans-

mitted to Chepstow Castle, where he remained a prisoner

during twenty—not “thirty”—years, and where he died

suddenly, in September, 1080, at the age of seventy-eight.

His “ room ” in the Keep is still shown
;
but it may be

taken as certain that the whole of the rooms in this tower

were his : they were pleasant, sufficiently spacious, had fire-

places, and, no doubt, all such otiier comforts as a man of

substance could have required aud acquired. A well of pure

water immediately fronted the entrance,— it is there still,

—

* There is a monkish legend attached to the cliapel within the
castle: it is said to have been erected by Longinus, a Jew,—tlie

soldier who pierced the side of Christ, and who was condemned to

visit Britain .and build a Christian edifice there ; this comm.and lie

obeyed, selecting this pleasant spot on the Wye to do architectural
penance. “Nevertheless,” remarks a quaint old commentator, “he
must have Iiad a fine Gothic taste and certain it is that the “ sanc-
tity" thus obtained for his chapel brought many an offering into tlic

holy nands of the priests.

and a purer draught never flowed from mountain rill. From the summit, wide and beautiful
views were, and are, obtained. Even within the walls there was abundant space for exercise;
but there is evidence that occasionally, at all events, he was permitted to make visits to the
neighbouring gentry. Latterly, during his incarceration, he had the free companionship of his
wife and daughters. In a word, Marten was ratlier confined than imprisoned, treated with
lenity rather than severity, and received indulgence instead of oppression. There is little doubt
that his remaining life— for twenty years—was far happier, more tranquil, and more comfort-
able, than his earlier years had been; and that, instead of shuddering as we enter the room
I hat bears liis name at Chepstow, we may envy him the fate that gave him seclusion when he
pleased, a release from labour wlieu he liked, and as much freedom as an aged man, sick of
toil and turmoil, could have coveted or desired.

.AKCUeD PASSAGE.

Our engravings picture the Keep
;
the window denotes his “ room ;” the print above it is of

an oratory near the roof, a lovely little chamber, coinraaiidiug views of surpassing beauty.
While we thought over his career—quoting the lines of the Laureate—aud looked from out

those imaginary “ bars” through which the sunlight of a summer’s day was shining gloriously,

gazed over fertile laud and fair river, heard the busy hum from the near (own, aud listened to

birds among the branches of trees blossoming in the castle yard, murmuring
“ Here Marten lingered .'

"

we confess it was with a feeling of envy— an intense desire to exchange a life of toil for one of
such intense tranquillity—a willingness to purchase, at any price short of disloyalty to God and
Queen, the privilege to “pace round such a prison.”

Oui Tour of the Wye, however, has drawn to a close
;
we may walk two miles out of Chepstow

before w e leave its banks, but they are miles of anti-climax : low meadows and sides of mud
mark the parting of the fair river, in mournful contrast with its beauties passed. "We may not,

however, bid it a grateful farewell without recalling and quoting the lines of great Wordsworth :

—

“Once again
Do I behold these steep and lofty cliffs.

That on a wild secluded scene impress
Thoughts of more deep seclusion, and connect
The landscape with the quiet of the sky.

How oft

In darkness, and amid the many shapes
Of joyless daylight, when the fretful stir

Unprofitable, and the fever of the world.
Have hung upon the beatiugs of ray heart—-
How oft, in spirit, have 1 turned to thee,

O sylvan Wye ! thou wanderer through tlie woods,
How often has my spirit turned to thee 1

”
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Part VII.

—

The Royal Banners of England.

The Royal Banner of England has always borne

the arms of the reigning sovereign. When displayed

in war, this banner would always be regarded as

the cnsign-in-chief of the entire army, and wherever

it might appear, it would invariably be considered

to denote that the sovereign was present in person.

After the Conquest, William I. is said to have

assumed tlic itco ijolden lions of his Norinau duchy

as the arms of his kingdom of England. The two

lions are considered to have been borne by his

successors, until the accession of Henry IT., in 1154,

who is supposed to have added the one lion of

Aquitaine (in right of his queen, Aliauore of Aqui-

taine) to Iiis own paternal and royal ensign. Since

the time of Henry II. the three golden lions upon

a ground of red have certainly continued to be the

royal and national arms of England. Accordingly,

in the Roll of Cacrlaverock, tlie scarlet banner of

Edward T. is described as having “three lions,

conrant, of fine gold, settc on” (52).

THE AET-JOUENAL.

once bore a small effigy in brass, with four banners

of comparatively large dimensions.

In the year 1313, the fifteenth of Edward III.,

in consequence of the claim advanced by that

monarch to the throne of France, the royal arms of

the French kings were introduced into tiie English

shield and banner, and quartered with the three

lions, precedence being given in this heraldic

arrangement to the llcur-de-lys, which then were
semee over the field. Froissart supplies us with

repeated examples of the royal banner of Edward JII.

thus emblazoned with France and England quarterly.

It is represented in example (46).

The same banner was borne by Richard II. This
prince, however, added to his armorial ensigns the

arms attributed to Edward the Confessor (38), im-

yaling them with the quartered shield of Edward III.,

and assigning to them the dexter side of his own
shield. Banners of Richard II., accordingly, appear

charged with these impaled as well as quartered

insignia. Tlic brass of Sir Symon de Felbrigge, K.G ,

I have noticed already; here I must again refer to

it, as exhiliiling the most valuable original example
of tiiat banner of Richard II., which I have been
describing (53). The brass comprises two full-length

figures, those of the knight and his lady, who had
been a maid of honour to the Queen, Anne of

Bohemia, with a rich canopy and various heraldic

accessories. But very few e.xamples of brasses have
been observed iuto which banners have been intro-

duced : there is a very singular fragment of such a

brass, of the fourteenth century, at .Vshford, in

Kent; auotiicr, to Sir Hugh and Lady Ilalsham,

A.D. 1441, is preserved in the church at West Grin-

stead, in Sussex
; and at Deniiington, in Sulfblk,

there lies, on a low tomb, a despoiled slab, which

Henry IV. bore the same banner as his grand-

father, Edward III.; but before his accession, and

during the lifetime of his father, Henry Bolingbroke

bore on his banner the three lions of England,

differenced with a label of France. Henry V.

retained the quartered banner, reducing, however,

the number of the fleurs-de-lys to three, in each of

the first and fourth quarters
;

this same banner (54)

was retained by all the succeeding sovereigns of Eng-

land, until the accession of James I. Edward IV.,

....
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indeed, followed the example of Richard II., and
sometimes displayed a quartered banner, charged in

its second and third quarters with France and
England quarterly, and having the arms of the

Confessor (38) in the first and fourth quarters.

Queen Maiy, also, after her marriage with Philip

of Spain, impaled the arras of England with those

of her husband.

When James I. ascended the English throne, the

arms of both Scotland and Ireland were incor-

porated iuto the royal banner of Great Britain.

The arrangement then adopted involved the com-
plicated process of double quartering; thus. Prance

and England quarterly occupied the first add fourth

“grand quarters” of the new banner (55), and the

composition was completed by the second aud third

grand quarters being severally charged with the

ancient arms of Scotland and the golden harp of

Ireland witli it strings of silver. This same banner

continued in use until the crown of these realms

passed to William III., a.d. IG89, when he added

his paternal arms of Nassau (56), placing them in

a shield in pretence upon the English banner. In

the year 1701 the Nassau arms were removed by

Queen Anne, and the banner of the Stuarts was

restored until the legislative uuion with Scotland,

A.D. 1707 . Another change in the royal banner
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then took place : in the first and second quarters

the three lions of England appeared impaled with

the coat of Scotland; the three llcurs-dc-lys occu-

t#.

(S5.)

pied the second quarter, and the arms of Ireland

remained in the third (57). Thus, for the first time

since Edward III. quartered the arms of France

and England, the lions aud the lleurs-de-lys appeared

L-iua a-

under completely different conditions of heraldic

arrangement.

The succession of the House of Hanover once

more affected the quarterings of the royal banner

(57.)

of England. By this change the arms of Hanover

were placed in the fourth quarter of the composi-

tion, and the first, second, and third quarters

remained unaltered, as in (57). It will be apparent

that thus only half of one quarter of the royal

banner of England was assigned to the lions of

England. The banner lima emblazoned continued

in use until January 1st, 1801, the forty-first of

George III., when the quarterings first assumed

the character with which we are now familiar. The

lleurs-de-lys were on this occasion finally removed

from the royal banner of England. The English

lions occupied the first and fourth quarters of the

new banner, aud the arms of Scotland and Ireland

appeared in the second and third quarters
;
over all,

in the centre of the banner, were the armorial insignia

of Hanover. This banner was retained by George IV.

and William IV. The arms of Hanover in them-

selves form a somewhat complex group of devices.

As will be seen from (58), this composition consists

of Brunswick (two golden lions upon a field of red).
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impaling Lunenlnwg {a blue lion rampant on a field

of gold, which is also semh with blue hearts), and
having, in the base of the group, Sa.ro/iy (a ^Yhite

horse upon a red ground)
; over all is a small red

shield, charged with the crown of Charlemagne,
and above there is an imperial crown.

On the happy accession of Her Majesty the

Queen, the arms of Hanover were removed from
the royal banner of England, which accordingly-

assumed the aspect of (59). Long may this banner
wave over our heads in peaceful happiness ! I know
no change wliich any Englishman worthy of that

(5f.)

name would for a moment think of admitting in its

blazonry,— unless, indeed, the lions of England should
yield the fourth quarter of the banner to some new
device, that might symbolize the great colonial
emjib'e of our sovereiijit.

With the royal banners of England, the banner
of the Priucipality of Wales (60) may be very con-

sistently- associated. It is quarterly of red and gold,
having in each quarter a lion rampant,—gold lions in

the red quarters, and red lions in the gold quarters.

The royal banner of Scotland, also, (61) now in

such auspicious union with the lions of England,
claims a distinct notice. It is a banner of clo'th-of-

gold, upon which is emblazoned a lion rampant,
within a double border (called by heralds a tressure)

enriched with fleurs-de-lys, all of them red:—thus,

when he refers to the royal banner of bis country.

Sir Walter Scott says, that it

“ Gave to view tlie d.azzling field,

Wlicre, in proud Scotland’s royal shield,
The ruddy lion ramp’d in gold.”

Upon her signet-ring, Mary, Queen of Scots, bore
the royal arms with the supporters, helm, crest,

motto, and collar
;
above the supporters also there

appear two banners—the royal banner of Scotland
(Gl) to the right, and to the left the banner of St.

Andrew (35). Both banners are fringed
;
and it is

remarkable that the white saltire of St. Andrew is

placed upon a ground harrij, instead of blue. This
may he anolber instance of the substitution of the

royal colours, instead of the proper heraldic tincture,

in the field of a banner, as we have seen to have
been done in the instance of the “St. George” of

England by Henry VIII. (50) ;
the harry ground

of Queen Mary’s “St. Andrew,” accordingly, may
have been gold and blue. The “St. .Andrew,” \
may add, is found to have been sometimes green,

charged with a silver saltire. ^lary Stuart placed

the same two banners upon her great seal, that she

bore on her signet-ring. Her son, our James I.,

introduced the same accessories into the great seal
• of the United Kingdom.

I

:
Pakt VIII.—The Standard,

As the banner was larger than the pennon, so

the STANDARD was larger thau cither
;
and it also

varied in size according to the rank of the owner.
The standard was always of considerable length, but

not of a great proportionate depth
;

it tapered

towards the e.\tremity, wliereit was either pointed or

swallow-tailed, In England standards, except when
they bore royal devices, or were displayed by royal

personages, ahcutjs had the cross of St. George at

the head (or, next tije staff); then came the crest,

or most favoured device of the owner
;
to which, in

its turn, there commonly succeeded the motto

;

or,

instead of the motto, some other devices were iu-

bination with other insignia
; they thus are expressly

distinguished from banners. These standards may
be regarded as decorative accessories of niedia?val

armies, of tournaments, and military pageants. They
might be displayed amongst the followers of a
knight, who himself bore a pennon,, and was not
entitled to bear a banner, as well as in rhe ranks of

princes, barons, and bannerets. Their number,
however, was regulated by the numbers of the

soldiers, as their size was (in some degree, at least)

determined by the rank of their commander. "When
the' ground of a standard was of two colours, the

division was made longitudinally.

Standards were also displayed at sea, as well as

on laud
; and they were evidently in high favour

with those persons whose authority had any in-

fluence afloat.

The illuminator of Eioissart has depicted two
splendid royal standards of that magnificent prince,

Edward HI. One of them, next to the staff, is

charged with the royal arms. Prance and England,
quarterly

;
the upper part of the rest of the standard

is red, and has upon it a scries of lions of England,
and the lower part, which is blue, is semee de Igs.

The other staudard was displayed, by the side of the

royal banner, by Philipjia, the intrepid queen of

Edward III., at the battle of Neville’s Cross, fought

October 17, 1346, when she defeated David II.,

King of Scotland, and took him prisoner: this

staudard is white, and it is charged with the figure

of St. George on his war-horse, thrusting down the

dragon. In the illumination, the staves of both the
royal banner and standard are painted of the Plan-
iagenet licerg colours—white and red.

In a 5IS. life of Richard Beauchamp, Earl of

Warwick (British Museum, Cotton. MSS., Julius

E. 4), written and illuminated by John Rouse, tiie

hermit of Guy’s Clitt’ (no mean artist in his day), in

the second half of the fourteenth centnry, a standard
of immense size is represented more than once, and
it appears in scenes both on laud and at sea. This
staurlard is eliarged with the cross of St. George
next to the staff, or mast

;
next follows the well-

known cognizance of the house of Warwick, the
“ bear and ragged staff,” and then the “ ragged
stall'” is repeated again and again. The ship,

which carries one of these standards, is an early

example of the adoption of marine artillerv. Her
mainsail is emblazoned with the arms of the
renowned baron to whom the vessel belonged

;
and

the top-caslie of the main-mast, from which this

proud staudard Hoats, is adorned with his favourite

device.

A standard of Henry Bolingbroke, afterwards
Henry IV. (Ilarleiau MS., 4G32), is a peculiarly
characteristic example of this variety of mcdiicval
flags (62) ; the ground is white and red, within a
border (probably of fringe) of the same colours.
Next to tlie St. George’s cross is a large “ red
rose” of Lancaster; then there is a white swan,
with coronet-collar and chain of gold, the device of
the De Bohuns as Earls of Essex, and adopted b\-

Henry of Lancaster after his marriage (.v.D. 1380)
with Mary, the younger of the two sisters, co-

heiresses of the last Humphrey de Bohim
; a series

of small red roses fill the rest of the upper division

of the standard, and upon the lower division are
two very singular devices, which are supposed to be
Laueaslriau—a fox’s tail, or brush, and the root
of a tree. The fo.x’s brush is said to have^been a

De Bohun badge, aud the root of a tree is certainly

a rebus of Ifoodsfock

;

for what reason it_ may
have been borne by the son of John of Gaunt is not

by any means easy to determine.

Besides his royal banner, several standards of

Henry A’lII. are displayed iu the picture repre-

trodiiced aud repeated along the length of the

standard. It is to be observed, that standards never
bore the coat-of-anus alone, and very rarely in com-

1



eenting the embarkatioo of that niouarch for France,

to which I have already referred. These standards

arc composed of the Tudor colours, white and

kind, are represented. The
“ Bataile of Spurs,

anno 1513,” forms the subject of a third picture

of this series
;

I have introduced from it a short

green. A boat, under the stem of the king’s ship, I swallow-tailed standard of St. George, which is

carries four standards, two near each end, and all carried side by side with a Hag composed of cloth

of them with the cross of St. George (G3). Three
[
of gold (Cfi), and another standard of similar form,

other varieties of the Tudor standard are carried in . wliich reverses the colour's of the “St George,”

other boats that are iu immediate attendance upon the cross being while upon a red ground (C7).

the royal ship : they are white and green through-
1

A drawing, preserved in the Herald's College,

out their length, and quite plain, witli the exception has sujrplied me wilii another characlertstic exam])le

that near the stall' they are severally charged with of a standard, which was granted by Henry \ HI.

a porlcuUis (G-t), a rose, and a ifenr-de-li/s (05). ! to Sir Henry Long, of Hrayeot, iu commemoration

‘ of a gallant charge made by him at the battle of

Tljcroucnne, in Picardy. The body of this standard

is blue, with the cross of St. George at the head ;

the crest is a white lion’s head, holding in its

mouth a bloodstained and rent gauntlet : the motto

and fringe are of gold (OS).

It will be suflieieut for me to refer to one other

standard as a specimen of its class of Hags. Besides

those that I have mentioned, there were two other

historical pictures of singular interest in the collec-

tion at Hampton Court, which were sent, by com-

mand of the Queen, to the Manchester “ Art-Trea-

sures Exhibition,” and from theucc they have

journeyed still further northward to the Koyal

Palace’ of llolyrood, where it is Her Majesty’s plea-

sure that they should remain. Tliey arc fidl-leugth

j)orlraits, by Jau de Mabuse, of James 1\., of

Srolland,—the gay and gallant James, who fell at

In the companion pielure, of which the subject is Flodden,—and his queen, Margaret Tudor, sister

the meeting of the two youthful sovereigns at the of our eighth Henry. Both royal personages are

represented as iu the attitude and act of devotion.

The costume and accessories of both are curious and

interesting in the highest degree. Behind them

actual “ Field of the Cloth of Gold,” it is remark-
j

appear figures of the patron saints of Scotland and

able that no bauuers, standards, or flags of any

|

England—the figure of St. Andrew beliiud the

Stuart prince, while behind the English pincess

who had been espoused by Scotland’s king, in com-

plete armour, stands St. George
;
he holds a mighty

lance, from wliicli there waves a no less mighty

standard. Next to the shaft of his weajion this

standard bears the red cross of the saintly warrior;

and beyond, upon its ample fringed folds of white

and green (for the good saint has condescended to

adopt the Tudor colours), in golden characters of

antique form is written the prccatorv ciaculation,

IHV : MARIA.

The standards of the middle ages may be con-

sidered to liavc been superseded by the ensigns of

modern times.

Pakt IX.—TiiK Fuist Umox-Jack.

It has been already stated that the banners of

several sainted personages famous in English story

were borne iu mcdircvul times iu the armies of Eng-

land, with the red-cross banner of St. George, aud

with Ibc royal banner charged with the arms of the

sovereign. In process of time, the other saintly

ensigns ceased to be used, and the banners of St.

George and of the sovereign were displayed together

without any other attendant flag. The banner bear-

ing the royal arms of the reigning sovereign was

always disliiiguislied from the red-cross banner of

St. George in this very remarkable respect—that it

was invariably held to be the special personal cop-

nizance of the sovereign; while the St. George was

regarded'as the national flag of the counirg—the

symbol of our island nationality. This distinction

still obtains. What we uow call the “ Royal

Standard” (59), but which in reality is and ought

to be called the “ Royal Banner,” bears the royal

arms of Her Majesty, VrcxoiiiA, the Queen. It is

Her Majesty’s own ensign, and it is displayed wher-

ever the Queen is present iu person. It is also the

present custom to hoist the royal banner iu honour

of the presence of any member of the royal family :

but, in strict propriety, on such occasions the royal

ensign ought to be differenced, to denote with pre-

cision the royal personage present, aud to preserve a

becoming distinction between the sovereign and every

other individual whatsoever. The armorial iusigaia

emblazoned upon Her Majesty’s royal banner are

also the arms of England, ns well as of the Queen of

England. But the distinctive banner of England is

still the red cross of St. George. England, however,

now has no distinct nationality apart from the fair

realms of Scotland and Ireland. The thuee how
form the one imperial realm of Gueat Britain

AND Ireland. And, when we now speak of "Eng-

land ” (unless we specially signify that the term is

used wilhadistiuctive and exceptional signification),

we imply the United British Empire. The rialional

banner or ensign is, accordingly, the banner or en-

sign of the union, and we c;ill it the miion flag, or

union-jack. And this, with the royal bauuer, and

with certain other flags, for the most part compounds

or modifications of the royal banner and of the

uuion-jnek, we now designate the “ national flags

of England.”

About three years after Xing James J. had as-

cended the throne of the two kingdoms of England

and Scotland, and so had become the first sovereign

of Great Britain, tlie banner of St. Andrew of Scotland

(70) was xmited with that of SI. George (69) by

virtue of a royal ordinance, which was set forth in the

words following;

—

“ Whereas some difl'erence hath arisen between

our subjects of South aud North Britaiu, travelling

by seas, about the bearing of their flags
;

for the

avoiding of all such contentions hereafter, we have,

with the advice of our Council, ordered that from

henceforth all our subjects of this Isle and Kingdom
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of Great Britain, and tlie members thereof, shall hear

in their main-mast the red cross, commonly called

the St. George’s cross, and the white cross, commonly
called St. Andrew’s cross, joined together, according

to a form made by our heralds, and sent by us to

our Admiral, to be published to’our said subjects

:

and, in their fore-top, our subjects of South Britain

shall wear the red cross only, as they were wont;
and our subjects of North Britain iu their fore-top

the white cross only, as they were accustomed.

"Wherefore, we will and command all onr subjects to

be conformable and obedient to this our order, that

from henceforth they do not use or bear their flags

in any other sort, as they will answer the contrary

at their peril. Given, &c. &c., 12th of April, 4th

of James I., a.d. IGOG.”
The aucient rivalry would thus be no longer dis-

played in conllicting struggles to obtain a precedence

and pre-eminence for the two banners of St. George

and St. Andrew, but the ttoo in union would float

from the main of every British ship, while at the

crown by the “ Act of Union,” this flag was declared

to be the “ ensigns armorial of the United Kingdom
of Great Britain.”

The true heraldic principle for arranging the two
banners in combination {heraldice, “ marshalling

them”), woidd have led to the q^uartering the two

fore each vessel would carry, as in time past, oue of

the distinctive ensigns of the two realms of the

United Kingdom. The ‘‘ Union-Jack,” accordingly,

under its lirst aspect, vvas a combination of the two

crosses of St. George (69) and St. Andrew (70), in

the manner shown at (71). This flag is constantly

introduced into the pictures of Vandervelde, Hey-
wood, and othermarine painters, who flourished after

crosses, as in (72), precisely lu the same manner
that the lilies of France were quartered with the

lions of England, in the royal banners (46, 64, 55),

and as the armorial insignia of the three realms of

Kngland, Scotland, and Ireland are at the present

time quartered in the royal banner (59) of Her Ma-
jesty the Queen. The heralds of King James, how-
ever, entered upon their task without any iiiteutiou

of being guided or influenced by heraldic precedent.

Tliey made a new flag, and they made it after a new
fashion, the laws and traditions of heraldry notwith-

standing. Instead of quartering the two crosses,

tlierefore, they engrafted one cross upon the other.

The result was a thoroughly united flag, and one
that was at once intelligible and expressive. The
imperfection of this flag consisted in the red cross of

St. George having only a narrow border of white,

instead of its own while field. The narrow white

border (called by the heralds a “ fimbriation ”), while

apparently introduced in order to intervene between
the red cross and the blue ground of the new flag,

in reality produced a direct violation of the heraldic

law that “metal should not rest upon metal.” The
new flag may be considered to have been constructed

after the following manner :—first, upon the blue field

or ground of St. Andrew, the white saltire of the

Scottish saint was placed
;
then, over this, the white

fimbriation
;
and finally, over all, the red cross of

Sc. George. Such was the “ first union-jack,” and
such the mode of its construction. Perhaps a quar-

tered flag, like (72),mighthavebeen more porrect as

an heraldic composition
; but there are memories and

associations inseparable from the flag of King James

(71 ), which forbid us for an instant to entertain a

desire to substitute for it any other ensign.

The term “union-jack” is one which is partly of

obvious siguification, and in part somewhat per-

plexing. The “union” between England and Scot-

land, to which the flag owed its origin, evidently

supplied the first half of the compound title borne
by the flag itself. But the expression “jack” in-

volves some dilliculty. Several solutions of this

difficulty have been submitted, but, witli a single

exception only, they are by far too subtle to be con-

sidered saliafactory. A learned and judicious anti-

quary has recorded it as his opinion, that the flag of

the union received the title of “ union-jack ” from
the circumstance of the union between England and
Scotland having taken place in the reign of King
James, by whose command the new flag was intro-

duced. The name of the king iu French, "Jaques,”
would have been certainly used in heraldic docu-

ments : the union flag of King “ Jaques” would very

naturally be called, after the name of its royal

author, Jaques' union, or union Jaques, and so, by
a simple process, we arrive at union-jack. This
suggestion of the late Sir Harris Nicholas may be

accepted, I think, without any hesitation.

The term “jack ” having once been recognised as

the title of a flag, it is easy enough to trace its appli

cation to several flags.
.
Thus, the old white flag with

the red cross is now called the “ St. George’s jack

;

and English seamen are in the habit of designating

the national ensigns of other countries as the “jacks”
of France, Russia, &c.

THE KOYAL PICTUKES.

CHILDHOOD.

Greuze, Painter. A. J. Annedouclie, Engraver,

Size of the Picture 1 ft. 63 in. by 1 ft, 4 in.

Were we asked to point out a notable example of

the baneful influence exercised upon the genius of an
artist by the social state of the people to whom he
belonged, and among whom he laboured, we should

unhesitatingly mention the name of Jean Baptiste

Greuze, who was born at Tournus, in France, in 1 726,
and died at Paris iu 1805— a period in the history

of the country signally characterized by its moral cor-

ruptions. Had he chanced to have been born in Italy

when sacred and legendary art found almost unlimited

patronage, he might have rivalled Guido or Carlo
Dolce in their representations of female saints and
martyrs

;
iu the long calendar of the Roman Church

Greuze would have found a wide field for his glowing
and luxuriant colouring, and his vivid imagination;
provided, that is, he kept these qualities in proper
subjection to ecclesiasticd canons and the consciences

of orthodox churchmen.
Greuze lived the greater part of his life in Paris;

and all who have read French history know what Paris

was during the last century: the licentiousness of

the French Court during the reigns of Louis XV.
and his successors, was an example the subjects of

these monarchs were not slow to follow, and it yielded

only to the still more brutal and degrading freedom
of the revolutionists and republicans. Greuze had
almost outlived his years of labour before the red flag

of the latter was unfurled
;
but the influence of the

former is too manifest in the pictures to which
allusion has been made, to be doubted. Art, instead

of being the handmaid of “ things lovely and of

good report,” becomes here the aider and abettor of

that which tends to debase human nature.

It must not, however, be inferred from these

remarks that Greuze’s works are invariably of such
a character

;
many of his genre pictures ai'e unex-

ceptional in subject and expression : the most im-
portant of these are,— “ A Father reading the Bible

to his Family,” “The Paralytic Father,” “The
Unnatural Father,” “The Good ilother

” “The
Village Bride,” “The Broken Pitcher,” “The Little

Girl and her Dog,” “The Blind Man cheated,”

“L’Enfant an Capucin,” “Le Gateau des Rois,”
“ La Dame de Charity,” “ La Bonne Education,”

“La Paix du Menage,” “La Priere a I’Amour,”
“Le Fils Puni,” “La Fille Honteuse,” Sac. &c..

—

all of which have been engraved, and by the best

engravers of France. There are six of his best pic-

tures in the Louvre : namely, “ The Broken Pitcher,”

a pair entitled respectively, “ The Departure,” and
“ The Return ” (of the Prodigal), “ The Village

Bride,” and two portraits, one heiiig of himself.

“The Village Bride ” was purchased for the Louvre
collection at the cost of £605 ;

the Marquis de Me-
nars, to whom it previously belonged, paid £360 for

it. Greuze was never a member of the French
Academy

;
he was for a long time on the list of

Associates, but being placed in the class of genre
painters when elected to the higher grade, be con-

sidered it an indignity, and retired altogether from
the Academy,

The pictures of this artist are by no means
numerous iu this country; hut copies of the heads

of female and children painted by him are frequently

to be met with, and are sought after as presumed
original works. Original pictures in his best style

fetch a high price here when oltered for sale : the

Marquis of Hertford, for example, gave five or six

years ago, at a sale by Messrs. Christie and Manson,
as much as £600—we are not quite sure that it was
not £800— for a life-size head aud bust of a young
female: and yet Greuze eaniiot rank as a great

painter, even of those subjects in which he most ex-

celled ; his delineations of character are clever,

though exaggerated, a fault iu which French artists,

generally, are too apt to indulge. Only one histori-

cal picture by him is known to exist, “ Severus

reprimanding his son Caracalla.”

The picture engraved here is a good specimen of

his pencil; the head is well modelled, the expres-

sion animated yet child-like, and it is painted with

great care and freedom. It is in the collection at

Buckingham i’alace.
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THE 'WINTER EXHIBITION.

Tins csliibilion, btld at 120, Pall Jlall, allliough

but yet ycmug. Las already, in its youth, risen iuto

poimlarily. As a collection of professed sketclics,

it was at oocc interesting, as showing crude ideas,

out of which magnificent works of Art have grown.
But wo predicted, after tlic first season, that it

would not remain an e.shibition of sketches, and
now it comes forth with a catalogue of works as

scrupulously elaborated ns if in emulation of ullra-

rre-llaHaellism. iVom the beginning, the pictures

scut hither have becu small, and, by a general un-

dcrslauding, they continue small
;

and many of

them are worked iuto gems by skill and felicity of

manipulation. We never look for religious Art as

a feature iu any of our exhibitions; and yet, iu

truth, there is more of this than of legitimate his-

tory ; and less here than anywhere do we expect

either, seeing that it is a magazine of essays as bril-

liaut as may be consistent with brevity. To these

good works are of course appended good names : we
have, therefore, ilaclise, Stanfield, Ward, Roberts,

Poole, Phillip, Millais, W. II. Hunt, &c. Maclise’s

subject is ‘Lear and Cordelia,’ and the particular

passage may be that in the third scene of the fifth

act, wherein I«ar says

—

“ Have I caught tlice?

] Ic that parts us slialJ bring a brand from licaven," fee.,

as holding his daughter to his bosom. The picture

is not so highly worked as ore Maclise’s produetious

generally, and thus the lines arc less absolute; it

seems to have been quickly finished, but is never-

theless a masterly composition.

In Phillip’s picture (No. 12G), ‘ A thing of beauty
is a joy for ever,’ we again salute the Spauisli girl

whose acquaintaucc we have already made ; she is

inquanie^ aud pronounces from her eyes the S])anish

motto, “Love is all iu all,’’ that stands appended to

the title. ‘ A Girl standing at a Well,’ and ‘ A Girl

going to tlic Spring’ (Noa. 12? and 128), arc con-

tributed by P. P. Poole—small studies, the figures

standing out, aud sparkling with that elfiilgeuce

that is eminently a property of the compositions of

the painter. ‘ A Pastoral,’ by C. Rossiter, presents

a group of children in a sunny field, with a sprink-

ling of sheep, somewhere about Hampstead: one
of them, the Tityrus of the party, plays a tin

whistle. Tiicy are crisp in execution, aud efl’ective

in colour. No. 130, ‘Dancing Lesson,’ and the two
following numbers, by Smallfield, show their

autiior at once to be an accomplished painter, exer-

cising tlie still safer part of a yet earnest student.

By Rebecca Solomon there arc two works, entitled,

‘Reading for Pluck,’ and ‘ Reading for Honours,’

in the latter of which wc see a gownsman, who
conducts his reading upon the principle that the
proper study of mankind is woman : both arc

spirited pictures.
‘ Boswell’s Introduction to the Literary Club’

(No. dS), Eyre Crowe, is a careful work, but the

effect of the vvbole is embarrassed bv tlio necessity

of preserviug fully-lighted portraits of tlic persons

introduced. The resemblauees arc not happy: at

least, the heads of Goldsmith and of Jolinson are

not those that we are accustomed to hail across War-
dour Street; nor is that of Revnolds like the por-
trait iu the doctor’s gown, before which wc always
stand uncovered.

‘The Anxious Look-out’ (No. 58), Thomas Faed,
is a fisherman’s wife, standing with her ready creel

oil the sea-shore. The sky is dark and lowering,
so as to give point to the title. The figure is as

p dpable a presence as anything Mr. Faed has ever
douc. ‘The Little Cardinal’ (No. 62), is a small
portrait of a child, wearing a red cape, and enthroned
iu a stately chair—a study of commanding power;
ami (No. 03) ‘The Slay Garland,’ a little girl with
a plaited coronal of Lowers, is similarly qualified:

both are by W. Gale. ‘ Wailing for the Return
of the Herring Boats,’ a water-colour drawing by
Miss Slargaret Gillies, presents a study that may
be recognised as after a Newbaven fish-girl- When
Miss Gillies condescends to subject-matter of (his

class, the uature is as true, as that high senti-

ment, which she usually paiuts, is penetrating. ‘ The
School-girl’s Hymn,’ by W. II. Hunt (No. 97),
sustains the line of practice that Mr. Hunt has
hitherto professed : although the subject is common-
jilace, its source is remote. The lines quoted are

lightsome and cheerful, but this feeling does not

appear iu the study. ‘ Jleditalion,’ J. E. JJillais,

A.R..\,., is a small female head, all but iu profile,

with a complexion uniformly red— a rule of

colour much affected by the school to whicli Mr.
Millais belongs, although unexemplified by fact. A
Uisus natnra may supply a hmis artis—a curious

but not a beautiful picture. By Simeon Solomon,

‘David playing before Saul’ (No. 1-10), is a care-

ful composition. Mrs. E. M. Ward contributes

(No. 158) ‘Bcd-liuie,’ a work that wc have already

spoken of, last season
;
aud “ Moruiug,’ and ‘ H ome

Thoughts’ (Nos. 160 and 157), E. M. Ward, R.A.,

appeared in the Royal Academy lost season. ‘ II

Giueo de Passatella—Ostetia Romaiia in Trastevere,’

by Brandon, a dark composition, showing a company
of gambling Traslcveriui, is a work of some classic

taste—an artist's ratlier lhan an amateur’s picture.
‘ Una Madrilona’ (No. 27), R- H. Calderon, is a

study of a girl’s head, natural and forcible. ‘ Cor-

delia’ (No. 98), Alexander Johnstone, is a half-

length figure in a light blue robe. She is repre-

sented as turning aside from the wrath of her

father, immediately after her disinheritance :

—

“ Wliat shall Cordelia do ? Love, and be silent."

It is a conception of much sweetness. The light is

managed with admirable ell'ect. ‘ A Turkish Lady,’

and ‘A Portrait,’ by J. H. S. JIanii, are highly

successful in tliat luminous, life-like warmth that

distinguishes all the works of this artist. ‘Except

the Lord keep the city, the watchman waketh but

in vain’ (No. 120), II. S. Alarks, is remarkable for

beautiful quality.

There arc by C. Staufield, R.A., two pictures,

small, but mmsually full of felicitous allusion : they

are Nos. IJC and 147, ‘The Goodwin Sands,’ and
‘ The Land’s End,’ the former ao especially melan-

choly tale of a forsaken wreck on a patch of llie

traitorous Goodwiu. ‘ Riehinoud, Yorkshire,’ George

Stanfield, has more local reality than we have ever

seen iu any view of the place. Roberts’s two
pictures, ‘The Remains of the 'I'emple of Pallas

and Minerva, at Rome’ (No. 129), and ‘ Remaius of

the Temple of MursUltor, at Rome’ (No. 30), are both
small ])ictures, treated with so resolute a denial ns to

light and colour, that they already look old pictures,

and as grave as any Poussin. G. E. Ileriiig

coiitributcs a pretty triad of small pictures in one

frame, entitled ‘ ilountain, Lake, mid Waterfall/

three short chapters of Italian romance. There arc

many other works that merit description, but we
can only give a few of tlie names of the artists, as

E. W. Cooke, A.R.A., E. Hayes, A.R.H.A., F, W.
Hulme, F. W. Keyl, A. J. Lewis, J. W. Oakes,

Henry Wallis, W. C. Thomas, H. C. Whaile, J. T.

Willmore, A. W. Williams, See. &c.

Under the same roof, but ou an upper floor, there

is a “ Collection of one hundred drawings from Pic-

tures ill the Private Collections of the (^ueen,’’ made
by permission of her ^lajesty and his Royal Iligluiess

the Prince Consort. According to the express com-
mand of the Queen, all the drawings are iu water-

colour, iu sonic instances by the authors of the

original pictures, in others they have been touched

upon by the artists
;
and iu each case the permission

was limited to one copy, the whole having been made
for publication in the “ Royal Gallery of Art” and
“ The Art-Journal.” Among these copies are cer-

tainly exanijiles of water-colour art, which, as

copies, will perhaps never be equalled, because a

similar opportunity for making them may not again

arise. Many of these copies have been painted at

Osborne, selected from the collections of modem
Art

;
and numerous gems have been gathered from

tiic collections at Buckingham Palace, where are

distributed the Dutch aud Flemish colleclioiis, pre-

eminent iu the estimation of George IV.
;
and those

at Windsor, of various schools and times. A few of

the most memorable of the productions of our own
schools are

—
‘The Wolf and tho Lamb,’ Mul-

ready; ‘Isciiia,’ Stanfield
; ‘'Phe Marmozettes,’ SirE.

Landseer; ‘ Midas,’ Maclise
;
aud ‘ GilBlas,’ by the

same
;

‘ The Opening of Loudon Bridge,’ Stanfield
;

‘Entrance of George IV. into Holyrood/ Wilkie

;

‘ The Fountain at Madrid,’ Roberts
;

‘ The Seraglio,’

Dunby ; and others by the best painters of all times,

among whom we find Quentin Matsys, Vandyke,
Rubens, Guido, Claude, Cuyp, Vandervelde, &c.

;

and of these masters the works that have been en-

graved are among the best.

MINOR TOPICS OF THE MONTH.

Asyi.um for tub Orphans of Artists.—Mr.
S. C. Hall has issued the following circular, ad-

dressed to artists, patrons of Art, those who love

Art, and those wiio— benevolent in all things, and
beneficent in many-— readily accord aid, where it can

achieve good, aud lessen suffering. Jlr. Hall’s object

is to ascertain to what extent assistance iu promoting
this project may be hoped for. If he receive replies

—a])proving, aud tendering support—sufficient to

justify procedure, he will endeavour, by God’s help

and blessing, to form and establish such an Insti-

tution as that referred to. If his application be
not adequately responded to, he will leave the work
to be performed by some more happy advocate and
more fortunate labourer. It will, for the present,

suffice to say, that the proposed Int-titutiou is fur

the orphans (loss of the fatiicr constituting an orphan)

of Painters, Sculptors, Architects, and Engravers;

and that it will be a guiding principle of the Insti-

tution to beat in mind, tliey are the children of

gentlemen, to be lodged, boarded, clothed, and

educated, and launclicd ou the voyage of life.

May I presiirao to ask you t« consider this project.

tVliHe nearly all professions ami occupalimis li.ava

inslllutcd Asylums, in wliici) tlie orjilians of their mem-
bers may be sustained, instructed, ami prepared for Iho
battle of life, the 1‘rufossinn tliat especially rc<iuires such
aid bas no Institution oftbc kind.

Artists are very rarely In a position to make provision
for the future of tbeir children, when death deprives them
of a guide and protector : so many sad cases of destitution

have come under my notice, that I earnestly desire to sec
another added to the many benevolent Institutions of the
Metropolis, and respectfully ask your assistance to found
an Asylum for the orphan children of Artists.

If the result of this preliminary application bo such as

to jusiify fui'tlicr proceedings, I will devote time and
energies to accomplish tho nlject; and, hy God's help and
blessing, we may thus establish ono of the most valuable

—as it is, undoubtedly, one of the most needed— Insti-

tutions of tho Kingdom.
If you will do me the honour to reply to this letter, yu

will greatly encourage me to take tho steps that are r«iul-
slte, aud permit me agaiu to communicate with you.

Your faithful servant,

S. C. HALL.
Pin,—If an asylum for the Orphans of Artists he formed

to my satisfaction, under circumstaiices of which I apiTove,
and under such auspices as I believe will ensure its success,

I am willing to present the sum of to such insti-

tution, or to contribute annually tho sum of to its

sui'port.

Tu 8. C. IUll, F.S.A.,
Art-Journal Office,

4, Lancaster Place, London.

It will thus be seen, that all Mr. Hall requires is

a pledge of assistance in the event of arrangements

being satisfactory, a competent committee formed,

with rcasouable assurance of a successful issue. It

will be for those who read this statement, to give,

or to withhold, such encouragement as may induce

the labour that is necessary for tlic establishment of

AN .Asylum for the Orphans of Artists. When
the experiment has been fully tried, tbc readers of

the Art-Journal may look for a report, of the result.

'I’he Royal Academy'.—The two associate-

members elected to fill the vacancies created by the

deaths of Mr. Ijcslie and Sir Robert Smirke, are

Messrs. John Phillip aud Sydney Smirke. The latter,

an architect of no inconsiderable eminence, owes his

election, no doubt, cbicliy to bis name : for we believe

there is now, as there ought to be, a general indis-

position to recruit the ranks of the Academy from

a body that has a power to confer honours quite as

valuable as those which “the forty” bestow. No
one will question the right of Mr. Phillip to the

diatincLiou he has obtained. As an artist be bolds

a foremost place: iu all other respects—as a gentle-

man, aud a man of industry and of high integrity

—

he is an acquisition to the Academy. He is, however,

though by no means a young man, one of the

youngest of the associates : there are others—not

trany— who with equal claims, have waited longer

for preferment. Surely, that system cannot be

other than evil which keeps such men as Mr. Phillip

knocking at the door for entrance until his head is

bald or his hair is grey, and then admits him in

preference to those who have been knocking yet

longer. The Royal Academy will very soon have

to elect another Academician and four “Associates ;”

for, almost at the very hour, on the evening of No-
vember IGlb, when they were proceeding with the

business of electing the new members, the oldest on

55 ;-
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the list of academicians, the venerable James "Ward,

passed away from the scene of liis long labours
;
and,

on the 18th, Mr. F. Stone, A.R.A., died. IVe mnst

postpone till next mouth any further notice of the

deceased iiainters. The list of candidates for the

Associateship is not encouraging.*

The National Gallery.—From a statement

which has recently appeared in the Times, it would

appear that our national collection is to be euriched

by the acquisition of two fine pictures by Ruysdael,

from the gallery of Count Stolberg, a Hanoverian

nobleman, which has lately been disposed of by auc-

tion. The sale attracted many competitors, among
whom were Dr. Waagon, the director of the Berlin

Museum, Sir C. Eastlake, and others. There was au

animated contest for the two works in question

—

pictures of high repute—and they were eventually

knocked down to Sir Charles, or an agent of his, for

the suras of £1180, and £1060, respectively. The
collection included 365 pictures : among them was a

Correggio, which sold for £750, a large landscape by

Ruysdael (not one of those already referred to), for

£600, and a small work by Raffaclle, "of miniature-

like character,” as it is described, which was bought

in by Count Stolberg, for about £1 500.

The Royal Exchange.—l\Ir. Sang lias com-

pleted the decoration of the Exchange in a taste

similar to that of the former embellishments, hut

on the side walls not so redundantly. The design

is made to coincide with the large and small arches

which rise immediately under the ceiling, in harmony
with which the walls are divided into large and

small panels. The large panels are painted buff,

and in the centres are groups of fruit and flowers.

The small panels are blue, surmounted at the arch

by a bearded mask. The roof of the covered space is

coffered, on the divisions of which are classic running

ornaments, and the panels, variously coloured, are

enriched with florid designs, bearing at intervals the

royal arms, those of the Prince of Wales, and certain

of the city authorities, especially of the Drapers’

Company, and of Sir Thomas Gresham, whose mo-
nogram appears everywhere in the compositions.

The painting is free and sketchy, and, on the whole,

satisfactory. The former designs vvere principally

Renaissance, from the Vatican; the present have a

like origin, but are not so exclusively RalTaellesque.

South Kensington Museum.—Not the least

valuable of the present arrangements at the South

Kensington Museum are those wliich provide for the

free Public Exhibition of Collections of Work of Art,

and other objects of interest and importance, that are

lent for that purpose by their proprietors. The
museum is exactly the place thus to form a con-

necting link between collectors and the public. By
these means collectors have the satisfaction of ex-

tending the usefulness of their cabinets and galleries,

and causing gratification, far more widely than they

could otherwise accomplish; and the public are

enabled to enjoy advantages which, without the

facilities afforded by the museum, it would have been

very difficult, if not impossible, to bring within their

reach. At the present time the University of Oxford

still keeps at South Kensington its extensive and most

precious collection of original drawings by Raffaelle

and Michael Angelo. With the Oxford drawings

Mr. J. C. Robinson has associated a seines of ad-

ditional works, of the same class, by the same great

masters, of the highest interest. In an adjoining

saloon there now ai’e placed eight large cases, filled

with a splendid collection of the choicest majolica,

and with various works of the utmost beauty, in

ivory, glass, crystal, the precious metals, and bronze,

the property of Mr. A. Bai’ker. Near at hand ate

other cases filled with the various acquisitions of

choice works of oriental art and art-manufacture,

which Lord Elgin was enabled to secure during his

recent diplomatic mission to China aud Japan. These

• The !ist lias been printed in the Athenceum, from
which 've reprint it :

—

“ Painler-s—ilcssTS. R. Ansdell, M. Claxton, A. Cor-
bould, J. Cross, J. Danby, W. C. T. Dobson, W. H. Ford,
II. Graves, G. E. Hering, G. E. Hicks, A. Johnston, \V.

D. Kennedy, G. Lance, H. Le Jeune. D. Mncnee, J. Mea-
dows, G. W. Mote, R. Norbury, J. \V. Oakes, II. O'Neil,
H. W. Phillips, H. II. Pickersfrill, S. Pearce, A. Schoefft,

A. Solomon, J. Stewart, W. C. Thomas, G. II. Thomas,
P. M. Villamil, II. T. Welis, and H. B. Willis. Sculptor*
—Messrs. G. G. Adams, T. Earle, W. Theed, J. Thomas,
T. Thornycroft, and W. F. Wtiodington. x4rc/ii^ec;—Mr.
E. Falkener. .ffn^acers—Messrs. H. Lemon, J. Steplien-
son, J. II. Watt, and R. IVallis.”
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collections ought to he seen and studied carefully by

all who are practically interested in the advance of

Art-manufactures amongst ourselves
;
and they also

will be found particularly instructive to every student

of the history of the Eastern races of our species.

In oue case is a group, unrivalled we believe in

England, of the delicate egg-shell porcelain of Japan,

with its characteristic figure-painting, its rich gilding,

and glowing colours. So thin and film-like are some

of the pieces that they are almost transparent,

and seem too fragile to endure a touch. Textile

fabrics of the most gorgeous richness occupy other

cases. Cabinets, arms, screens, carvings, weapons,

personal ornaments, imitations of European objects,

such as clocks and spectacles, and a cut glass tumbler,

with many other productions, are grouped in a still

larger case. The skill, precision, and effectiveness

with which every object has been executed, and the

evident aim at manufaciuriny ferfeciion which

characterises them all, cannot fail to convey an

important lesson. M’e never remember to have seen

before either such admirable carvings in jade and

steatite, or lacquered objects of such high order as

works of Art. Another cj^e from Japan claims

particular attention, from the circumstance that its

contents consist entirely of illustrated Japanese

books. Of the literature of these remarkable pro-

ductions we are constrained to be silent : but the

beauty of the writing, and the artistic and evidently

appropriate character of the illustrations, can he read,

and understood, and appreciated without a knowledge

of a single character in the alphabet of Japan. IVe

hope to learn that these illustrated books will he

photographed, together with the various objects of

Art-manufacture which surround them. The arrange-

ments for exhibiting the English pictures are now
completed: the rooms will be opened to the public

ere our Journal is iu the hands of our subscribers.

The British Institution.—The works that

were left this season for copying were “ Contempla-

tion,” Reynolds
;

the charming " Miss Linley,”

Gainsborough ;
" Portrait of a Lady,” and “ Portrait

of a Gentleman,” F. Hals; “A Girl Feeding

Pigs,” Gainsborough
;

" Virgin and Child,” Van-

dyke
;
"Mrs. Gainsborough,” and "Miss Gains-

borough,” Gainsborough ;
“ A Lady,” Romney

;

" Landscape,” Poussin
;

“ An Old Man,” Rem-
brandt; " River View,” Van Goyen; "Lord Sack-

villc,” "Mr. and Mrs. Hallett,” aud “Family

Group,” Gainsborough; "Landscape,” Dc Koning;
" Landscape,” Poussin

;

“ Abraham’s Sacrifice,”

Spagnoletto ;
" Angel releasiug St. Peter from

Prison,” Hilton : a selection presenting a vainety

w’hence to choose. The favourites, however, were

Reynolds’s " Contemplation,” and some of Gains-

borough’s portraits. To artists the Rembrandt is

a tempting study, but the peculiar texture and the

rare ugliness of the head are very difficult to imitate.

The copies were numerous, and some very successful.

Bust or Stephenson.—We find the honoured

name of “ Wedgwood ” affixed to a bust of one of

the most famous men of our epoch ; we rejoice at

so auspicious an event : we have—alas! how often

—

exclaimed, “Ichabod!” when examining the grand

achievements of pottery that sixty or seventy years

ago delighted and instructed mind and eye. We
may hope for a restoration. This bust is issued by
" Wedgwood and Sons.” Though genius is not

hereditary, there may he of the “ Sons” one who will

uphold the hereditary renown to which he may lay

just and indisputable claim. This bust is a right

good example of its class : of capital " material,”

carefully manipulated and well modelled. It is

reduced (though not of a small size) from the bust

by E. W. Wyon, aud is certainly tlie best likeness

of the great engineer.

The St.atue op Goldsmith, proposed to be

erected in Dublin, is to be executed by au Irishman

as famous in Art as the great poet is in Letters—J.

H. Foley, who will thus honour his eminent country-

man in the Irish capital, and within view of tbe col-

lege in which bis early education was obtained. Wc
are, therefore, secure of another fine statue—we need

no other assurance than the name of the sculptor.

The brief circular states that "it only remains to

supply the necessary funds, and the Committee

appeal with confidence to the liberality of all

patriotic Irishmen, and other admirers of the genius

of Goldsmith, for tlieir support iu this endeavour,

too long delayed, to pay a well-merited honour to

the memory of their illustrious countryman.” The

list of subscribers is at present far too limited to

justify immediate steps for the execution of the

work. No doubt, however, the list will be rapidly

augmented.

Art-Empi.oyment for Fejjales.—Whatever

presents a probable aud suitable addition to the

few employments open to educated females is en-

titled to be welcomed
;
any branch connected with

Art is especially interesting to us, as well as to

the readers of this Journal. It is, therefore, with

more than ordinary satisfaction that we have seen

some specimens of decorations in the Arabesque

style, produced by young ladies educated at the

Government Schools of Design, executed under the

directions of Mr. John Stewart, aud which promises

to open up a wide field for this class of females.

The specimens we have seen are painted on paper in

oil-colours, thus having all the convenience of paper-

hangings, with all the advantages and variety of oil-

painting aud hand decorations. Under such guidance

and control as Mr. Stewart’s, there can be no doubt

that females educated at these schools of design may
to a very large extent be employed in sneh work,

because it supplies a want, long felt to exist, of some
intermediate style of decoration between jiaper-hang-

ings and Art, at a price within the reach of an

important and numerous section of the community,

who were not prepared to incur the cost of Art, and

who had become tired of paper-hangings. Mr.
Stewart’s scheme of employing females, if well

worked, is adapted to supply this want; and we
are glad to leaim that there is every prospect of its

receiving sufficient practical eacoiu-agemeut.

Stereoscopic Views.—A series of admirable

stereoscopic views has been submitted to us by Mr,

W. Woodward, a practical chemist at Nottingham.

These copies from nature are remarkably good
;
they

consist chiefly of venerable ruins and picturesque

passages among the lakes and hills of the North

—

the tourist, with his auxiliary, having taken a run

into Scotland as far as Kelso, Meli’ose, aud Abbots-

ford. His professional knowledge has obviously

given him much advantage
;
he seems also to have

been aided considerably by artistic skill—at least, iu

so far as relates to selection and arrangement of

points of views. The series is, therefore, an acquisi-

tion of value, aud may be recommended to those

who are making selections.

Engine-Turning.—Messrs. Ellis Brothers, of

Exeter, who have acquired lai-ge provincial celebrity

as silversmiths, and whose works obtained marked
distinction in 1851, have registered some "improve-

ments” in the application of engine-turning to the

ordinary work of plated forks, spoons, &c., which

give to the object a greatly better effect when intro-

dupcd judiciously. Tliey inform us that little addi-

tional cost is incurred by the process.

Mb. John Bettridge, op Birmingham, is, we
are glad to learn, continuing the business of manu-
facturer of papier-mfichd and japanued works gene-

rally, in the establishment that lias been justly

"famous ” for more than half a century, as the firm

of " Jennens aud Bettridge.” It is within our

knowledge that to the judgment and educated taste

of Mr. John Bettridge, the manufactory has been

maiuly indebted for its high repute : he is, more-

over, much esteemed and respected. The issues of

the new firm will, therefore, we are assured, be

commensurate with modern advancements iu the

important art. In no branch of Art-manufacture

has progress been more indubitable, nor is there any

which affords so many facilities for excellence. It is,

therefore, exceedingly satisfactory to know that the

largest and most productive establishment of the

kind iu Europe is iu "good hands;” and while we

cordially wish success to Mr. John Bettridge, we
shall do our utmost to promote it.

The Hunter Memorial.—The committee ap-

pointed to direct tbe execution of the statue of

John Hunter, have selected a limited number of

sculptors (principally of the Academy), to send in

designs. The committee prescribe as the base of

the design they would prefer, Reynolds’s portrait,

which is now in rags, aud would have been lost in

character but for John Jackson’s copy in the National

Portrait Gallery. The difficulty of rendering the

sitting figure a faithful semblance of the portrait

will be insurmountable, as the " twist” of the figure

cannot he given in sculpture, so as to afford any

thoughtful relief to the pose.
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KEYIEWS.

The Aut of Illuminating, as Puactisf.d in

Kuhope from the Earliest Times. By
AV. 11. Tvmms. AVilh nu Essay, ami Instruc-

tions as to its Practice, by M. Digby AV^Y'-vit.

Published by Pay & Son, London.

The high favour with which the mediasval art of

illuminating is now regarded by many persons, has

Y'ery naturally called forth an additional series of

examples and authorities, to range with the works

upon the same subject by Noel Humphreys, AVest-

wood, and Shaw. The new publication is at once

an example of the skill and versatility with which

Messrs. Pay are able to apply the resources of

chromo-lithography, and a most valuable addition

to the peculiar class of illustrated literature to

which it belongs. In the parts that have at pre-

sent been issued, e.xamples only of letters, borders,

and various decorative accessories, have been intro-

duced
;
of these each monthly part contains eight

pages, e.t(iuisitely jiriated, on tinted^ grounds, ”
gold and colours. B century to which the several

examples are to be assigned is set forth at the foot

of eacii page, and the concluding part is to contain

a general essay upon the illuminator's art, coupled

with instructions as to its practice, by Mr. Pigby

AVvalt.

The six parts thnt lie before us contain examples

ranging from the sixth to the sixteenth century,

both inclusive
;
and they are remarkable no less

for their variety than for their characteristic and

expressive style. The alphabets that have been

given, liave fcecn judiciously selected; the large

aud richly illuminated single letters are admirable

specimens of both their period and their class : and

whatever borders and ornaments have been intro-

duced are equally meritorious. But few examples

have at present been introduced of the medallions

and miniatures which constitute such important

features in the early illuminations. It is to be

hoped that the work, when completed, will contain

a carefully prepared index, that will refer every

example to the authority from which it has been

derived, and also will classify chronologically the

whole series of examples.

The beauty, precision, and uniformity of cha-

racter which distinguish the writing in raediroval

MSS., cannot fail to attract attention and to excite

admiration. The plain and yet nobly simple forms

of the lloman letters, and tlie rich dignity of the

Lombardic, w’ere thoroughly appreciated by the

caligraphers of the middle ages. They appear to

have delighted in modifying the contour of tlie

letters
;
aud, by varying both their size and their

enrichments, they evidently felt that they had at

their commaud inexhaustible materials for the suc-

cessful practice of their art. In now reviving this

early art, its admirers may vest content with fol-

lowing the authority of the original examples.

Illumiuating is still a mediroval art, if it still exists

as an art. As a matter of course, it may be applied

at the present time to present objects and uses, but

still it must treat such objects and uses after a

medireval manner. The illuminator of to-day

need not think of any fresh development of the art

oMllumiuating; what he has to do is to secure

such a publication as this by Mr. Tymms, and to

work in its spirit and in accordance with its teach-

ing. The application of the art rests with the

illuminator, but its principles and its jivactice also

have long ago been determined for him. It is

indeed true that the old system may be in some
degree applied to the production of a strictly modern
and fresli style of decorative writing. This, how-
ever, can scarcely be called “illuminating,” or, if

it is, it is a style of illuminating altogether distinct

from the early art which Mr. T)mms is so success-

fully illustrating, and which we feel assured will

be no less happily described and taught by Mr.

l)jgby Wyatt. This art of illuminating is one in

which the student must seek his models of excel-

lence from the past, because in times past the art

itself attained to its highest attainable perfection,

liis encouragement consists in the intrinsic excel-

lence of the early models themselves ; and Mr.

Tymms comes opportunely to his aid with beautiful

fac-simile specimens of many of the most excellent

of their number.

The Turner Gallery. With Descriptions by
E. AY. AVornum. Tart IV. Published by J. S.

Virtue, London.

The opening plate of this number is “ The Death
of Nelson,” engraved by J. B. Allen. A nautical

man would probably see much to find fault with in

the build and “rig” of Turner's men-of-war, and
in the positions in which the artist places them

;

but the din aud confusion of battle are here : the

rent sails, the dismantled hulls, the snmkc, and

heat, and e.xcitemeut of a great naval action. Ihe
scene is depicted by a poet-painter, and not by an

artist whose vocation is marine-portraiture. Tho

second engraving, by E. ChalUs, is, “ Tlie Arch of

Titus, Home;” one of Turner’s Italian “dreams,”

a gorgeous representation of architectural debris,

fascinating to look upon, and such as none but

Turner could imagine. The lust subject is, “The
Opening of the AVulhalla,” engraved by C. Cousen;

here, too, nature is made subservient to the painter’s

imagination
;
he clothes her in a garb of his own

fancy, and it is one of dazzling splendour : the

rolling Danube never saw such a gathering on its

banks, aud even Ludwig I. would never ^cognise

his country and his subjects in this beautiful com-

position—a loaf culled from a poet’s page. It is

charmingly engraved—indeed, tliroughout the series

hitherto, the engravers seem to have exerted them-

selves to the utmost to do justice to tho works of

the gre.at painter, as well as to render the publica-

tion—what it bids fair to be—oue of the most

enviable which enterprise and capital can produce.

The Camfaign in India, 1857—58. From Draw-

ings made during the eventful period of the

great Mutiny', by George Fuanckltn Atkin-

son, Captain Bengal Engineers. Illustrating

tho Military Operations before Delhi and its

Neighbourhood. With Descriptive Letter-

press. Dedicated by permission to Her Most

Gracious Majesty the Uueen.

“Curry and Rice” on Forty Fl-ytes; or,

The Ingredients of Social Life at “Our
Station ” in India. By George Fuanck-
LiN Atkinson, Captain Bengal Engineers, &c.

Second Edition. Published by D.vy & Son,

London.

Like the famous shield with its opposite sides, one

of them golden and the other of silver, so has

human life two distinct aspects, both of which need

to bo seen by the same observer before he can form

a just estimate of either. It is the contrast and the

connection between the two phases of life that con-

stitute a true picture of what any particular condi-

tion and circumstance of life may really be
;

and,

singularly enough, it commonly happens that tlie

perplexing points which present themselves to the

observer, as ho gazes upon one side of the picture

before him, are explained in the simplest and most

satisfactory manner by what the other side has to

show of scenes and incidents and characters of an

exactly opposite description.

Never were two works in stronger contrast than

the two clever, graphic, and beautifully executed

productions of Captain Atkinson, with their admi-

rable lithographs. It is easy to recognise in both

the mind and the hand of the same Captain Atkin-

son, as a single glance suffices to establish an iden-

tity of origin for every drawing. And yet, how
different is tho impression produced by each set of

drawings, aud each series of brief descriptive

sketches ! Here is “ Social Life ” in India
;
there,

in the same India, the “Great Rebellion” and the

“ military operations before Delhi ” rise into view.

The country is the same in both instances,—the

people are the same
;
but we should know them

only in part, unless we could couple together these

two fearfully distinct chapters in their history.

The “Curry and Rice”— the “Social Life,” has

very naturally attained to a “ second edition and,

consequently, we may no less naturally assume that

a “ first edition ” some short time ago preceded it.

But the “Campaign in India” is altogether new,

and a really magnificent new book we may pro-

nounce it to be. No doubt or question exists for a

single moment about the groups in either work, and

the pen of the gallant captain carries conviction

with it, no less promptly and no less conclusively

than docs his pencil, 'rhese two books, taken to-

gether, tell the story of the English in India. The
social life explains the war life, and in the w-ar life

wo discern upon what the social life is built up.

Aud these pictures of English war life in India

have a terrible and yet a glorious grandeur about

them, that makes one shudder and feel proud at the

same moment. There the direst of evils are dis-

played side by side with the most magnificent of

patriotic heroism. The one fact that such a man
as “Hodson, of Hodson’s Horse,” appeared on

the scene in India, “ during the evcutful period of

tho Great Mutiny,” in itself proclaims England to

be invincible. The engravings which represent

that modern Paladin, when once seen, will not

readily be forgotten : it is Hodson himself whom
we see in them. Aud in the whole collection of

twenty-six plates, there is not one which is wanting

in the power to produce a deep and a lasting im-

pression.

The work is in largo folio
;
and in every detail of

its production it bears testimony to the most careful

as well as the most skilful preparation. The litho-

graphs, executed in the tinted manner, form a col-

lection of historical pictures of equal interest and

excellence. The “Plates” on which the “Curry
and Rice” arc sewed, are much smaller in size than

those in whut we must designate the “ couipaiiiou

volume,” and in their character they are more

sketchy aud somewhat more fanciful also than the

military scenes and incidents : they possess their

own appropriate merits, however, as this “ second

edition” significantly testifies. We congratulate

Messrs. Day on the production of both works
;
and

we at tho same time rejoice to know that, when
English officers make drawings such as these, they

can find in England both artists able and ready to

reproduce them in lithography in this manner, and

fellow-countrymen who can appreciate works that
” honourable to all

:
them before the

_.j, in every respect, so signally honourable to all

who have taken a part in placing

public.

Ure’s Dictionary of Arts, Manufactures, and
Mines. Edited by Robert Hunt, F.R.S.,

F.S.S. Illustrated with nearly Two Thousand
Engravings on Wood. Part I. Published by

Longman & Co., London.

Dr. Hre’s dictionary has long been a text-book with

the classes whom it most concerns
;
and in such a

country as ours these classes form no inconsider-

able item in our population. It has already passed

through several editions, iu order to keep pace with

the advances of scientific discovery, and its applica-

tions
;
but since the last edition made its appearance,

those discoveries have been so numerous, rapid,

and varied, that the proprietors of the copyright

have deemed it necessary to have the entire work

carefully revised, and enlarged to a considerable

extent, to meet the progress of the age. The duty

of editing was entrusted to Mr. Robert Hunt, a

gentleman well-fitted for the task, as the readers

of the Art-Journal must be fully aware
;
and he has

called in, to co-operate with him, a large number of

the most competent authorities on the respective

subjects, to enable him to supply information from

the most reliable sources. A’ery many of the articles

have been entirely re-written
;
indeed, more_ than

two-thirds of the work, as now published, is original

matter. “ "10 such an extent,” says the publishers’

prospectus, “has this, and the process of re-arrange-

ment for facility of reference, been carried, that the

present may bo fairly regarded as an original pro-

duction, based on, and fully maintaining, tbe plan

of the previous work.” A dictionary that has

already gained so high a place in the estimation of

tliose connected with, or interested iu, the great

scientific and industrial communities, must cer-

tainly, in its extended aud revised form, find still

higher favour.

Poems of James JIontoomery. Selected and

Edited by Robert Aris Willmott. Illus-

trated with One Hundred Designs by John
Gilbert, J. Wolf, Bikket Foster, «S:c.

Engraved by the Brothers Dalziel. Published

by Routledge & Co., London.

If James Montgomery was not a great poet, he was,

at least, a very sweet one, whose verses are worthy

of being embalmed in such a shrine ns this elegant

volume. It contains tbe whole, or nearly so, of his

best lyrics—the “Pelican Island,” slightly abridged,

aud his longer poems, the “ West Indies,” “ Green-

land,” and the “World before the Flood,” with

some passages omitted. But why has the editor

left out the “ Climbing-Boy’s Soliloquies ? ’’—cer-

tainly one of the most powerful poems of tbe author,

dramatically written, and presenting many pictorial

features. The illustrations in this volume are quite

equal to any to which for a long time past we have

seen the names of the respective artists attached

;

and the subjects have been engraved with a delicacy

and taste for which the names of Messrs. Dalziel

are a warranty. This will prove a right welcome

gift-book for Christmas or the New Year.

The Most Excellent IIistouie op the Mer-
chant OF Venice. Written by Williaji

Shakbpeaue. Published by S. Low & Co.,

Loudon.

This is somewhat of a novelty in the way of a

Christmas book. Spenser, Milton, and Cowper,

Scott, Southey, Thomson, and Byron, and a host of

minor poets, liave all gone through the process of

illustration
;
and at length we have one of the

immortal Shakspeare’s dramas submiUeJ to a like

ordeal. Tho idea is good, and we hope the “ Mer-

chant of Yeuice” is the precursor of many others

from the same source. The artists who have been

engaged to illustrate the volume are those whose

pencils have long been employed upon similar

Li;:

• : V',
•
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work : Messrs, liirket Foster, G. H. Thomas, and
H. Brandling

;
the engravers are Messrs. "W.

Thomas, H. Harral, and W. Palmer. Mr. Harry
Eogers has contributed several elegant emblemati-
cal devices and ornaments, which are engraved by
Mr. E. Evans. The version of the play is not
quite intact, the editor considering it to be his

duty, as the book is intended for a “ gift-book for

families, to omit a few lines, which, in the present

age, might be thought objectionable;” the pruning
has not been injudiciously effected, and might,
probably, have been carried a little farther without
injury to the reputation of the great dramatist

:

Bowdler used his linife a little more freely than
was perhaps quite necessary. It is the licence of

speech and thought in which Shakspeare indulged,
and which was cousidered tolerant in his time, lhat

so often keeps hia glorious writings a sealed book
to the young. The “ Merchant of Venice ” never
appeared in a more inviting garb than this.

The Strttggt.es op a Vilx.vge Lad. Published
by AVilliam TVeedie, London.

“The Struggles of a Village Lad” is a simple tale,

very charmingly told—with an eye, perhaps, a little

too evidently turned to “fact,” but, it ra.ay be, all

the more valuable on thiit account. It is written

in perfect harmony, and frequently in illustration,

of those principles of “ teetotalism,” which we can
never advocate too warmly. Wo recommend the

tale to fathers of families, and directors of public

schools, knowing it cannot fail to interest and
instruct.

Nursery Pobtry'. By Mrs.' Motherly'. Pub-
lished by Bell & Daldy', Loudon.

“Nursery poetry” is a very difficult sort of poetry

to write
;
you must catch your little readers’ atten-

tion, and keep it—not by reason, so much ns by ideas

within their comprehension ; and while you do not
weary them, draw them onwards, so that the facts

of the poem may be established in each growing
mind. iirs. Motherly writes as if she loved her
task, and her teaching

;
the poems can be easily

committed to memory, and the illustrations are

simple and appropriate. The typo is, as it should
be, large and distinct, and the book clearly printed,

and firmly bound.

Be.ych Ba^irles. By J. G. Francis. Published
by IlouTLEDGE & Co., London.

This book is a perfect cabinet of knowledge, and
young and old pebble and crystal hunters cannot
fail to profit by ils contents. It is, indeed, a hand-
book for the sea-beach; and the coloured illustra-

tions, by our friend and fellow-labourer, Mr. Cole-
man, obviate many difficulties, which, bad not the
publisher availed himself of his valuable services,

might have been stumbling-blocks to the tyro.

Mr. Francis’ style is singularly clear, and he really

gives all the informatiou necessary to the collector.

The Booke or the Py'i.gremage op the Sowle.
Edited by Kathrine J. Oust. Published by
PiCKERi.NG, Piccadilly.

A quaint moral volume, from the press of William
Caxtou, in 1483, is now reproduced for modern cri-

ticism
;

it may be said that its age relieves it from
th.at ordeal, but inasmuch as few ever read, or saw
the original, it comes with a certain novelty to us.

The utility of reprinting such a book at all m.ay
be questioned, and it may be another added to the
many instances of “reburying the dead,” which
Horace Walpole affirmed was the chief employ of
literary antiouaries. But the work before us has
more claim than usual on the attention of modern
scholars, inasmuch as the pilgrim imagined by
Guilliarae de Guilevile in the fourteenth century, is

the prototype of that of immortal John Buiiyan in

the seventeenth. It is instructive to note the dif-

ference of thought and feeling in the two eras;
the somewhat wordy mysticism of the medicevHi,

and the bold, practical, manly common sense of the
puritan, writer. Sooth to say, Guilevile is some-
what tedious, and the volume will chiefly be used
as a curious reference-book by those who desire

to look upon the weak foreshadowirgs of “great
creatures.”

JUVENILE ILLUSTRATED BOOKS
or THE SEASON.

THE PUBLICATIONS OF MESSRS. GRIFFITH AND
FARRAN.*

It has been so frequently our duty to state what we
considered juvenile literature ought to be, that we
may limit ourselves this year to brief notices of the

several volumes that have been placed before us for

notice, as the Christmas and New Year draw nigh to

us. Our young frieuds will have no cause to com-
plain

;
there is an abundance for both boys and girls :

pretty books, in pretty bindings; some mingling a

little teaching with a great deal of mirth
;

others,

a little mirth with a great deal of teaching; while

others are apparently without thought to either

teaching or mirth— telling a tale after the old

fashion of “once upon a time,” straight on and
straight through. First, w’e render homage to a

pretty illuminated volume, colled

Shakespeare’s Household Words.—This is a

very charming gift-book, we might, with due
reverence, almost call it “ te.xts from Shakespeare ;”

every sentence is a gem
;
we are well pleased to

possess the casket. The “illuminations” would
have looked better on a larger page, but they do
credit to the taste and skill of Mr. Stanesby, though
occasionally the printing is a little “smudged”—

•

this, however, may be the case only with our copy.

Hand Shadows is a second series of what hns
been very amusing and popular in a former volume.

It is a common observation lhat a second series is

never so good as a first ; there is no rule witli-

out an exception, and this is one. Some of the
“ shadows,” however, will be difficult to produce.

Funny' Farles for Little Folks.—We rejoice

to find the graceful nnd tender pen of “ Tom
Hood’s” daughter employed for the benefit of other
“ little people” besides her own. Never did a more
brilliant, more amusing, or a better, and healthier,

volume issue from “the corner of St. Paul's Church-
yard,”—even during the palmy days of renowned
“ Harris,” the wonder of the world in young eyes.

The “fables” contain the happiest mingling of fun,

fancy, humour, nnd instruction, we have met with
for many a long day; the book is clearly printed,

and the illustrations make us regret they are so few
in number. Whatever attractions other volumes
may put forth, neither the subjects or their treat-

ment, in Mrs. Broderip’s book, can be e.vcelled,

This accomplished lady will be—to quote the adver-

tisement of the soothing syrup—“ a real blessing to

mothers,” if she but go deeper into the mine of

the ore of which she has supjdied so valuable a

specimen.
Blind Man’s Holiday is another hook for very

young readers. It is written by the author of

“Through the Shadows,” and will be welcomed in

every nursery where it finds a place. The illustra-

tions are equal to Mr. Absolon’s usual book-plates,

and they are always good.

The Girl’s own Toy-maker is one of those

suggestive little books tluat become perfect treasures

to industrious children, and teach those who are

not industrious to think, and even act, for them-
selves. To blend employment with amusement, or

rather to learn that there is no amusement without

employment, is one of the arts of education; and
while juveniles, guided by the engruvings and
directions, imagine they are constructing toys, they

* Shakespeare's Flouseholil WnrvH.
Hand Shadows. By Henry Uiirsill.

Funny FaWes for Little Folks. Hy Frances Frecling
Brodeilp. With lllvistrations l>y her Brother, Thomas
Hood, the younger.

Blind Man's Holiday. By tlie author of “Through llio

Shadows." With lIlustralKitis by John Absolon.

The Girl's Own Toy-maker. By Mr. and Miss Alice
Landelts.
Tuppy. By the author of “ The Triumphs of Steam.’’

With llliistra'tloiis by HariLon Weir.
The Nine Lives of a C.at. With Illustrations by Mr.

Charles Dennett.
Will Wealherhclm. By Mr. Kingston. With Illustra-

tions by G. II. Thomas.
The 'White Elephant of Ava. By YViliiara Daitou,

author of “ Tlie YVar Tiger.” With lllustratious by
Harrison Weir.
Frank and Andrea. By Alfred Elwes. YVilh Illustra-

tions by Mr. Robert Dudley.

are really acquiring industry, thought, construc-
tiveness, and order: learning fo make the most
of everything, and pleased with their new-found
power. We congratulate Mr. and Miss Alice Lan-
dells on this valuable toy-book, and assure our
readers that there can hardly be a more useful
present to the nursery.

Tuppy is by the author of “ Tlie Triumphs of
Steam,” and comes with the credit of Harrison
Weir’s illustrations. Certainly Messrs. Griffith& Co.
“turn out” tlieir books admirably; and, we mu$t
say, that “the autobiography of Tuppy,” a singu-
larly intelligent donkey, is worthy of the distinction
conferred on him by Mr. Harrison Weir.
The Nine Lives of a Cat is a very preity

brochure for the nursery
;

the illustrations, by
Mr. Charles Bennett, are exceedingly clever. The
author tell us that the rendering of the adage has
been popular in the author’s own family, and we
do not wonder at it, There is much of tbe genuine
comicality of “Tom Hood” in the designs—and
this, of a truth, is the highest praise we can render
the book.

We are by no means certain that we have, child-
like, kept tbe best morsels for the last, but we know
we have kept the largest. The three volumes now
before us belong more to youihhood than to child-
hood, and, indeed, we ourselves have derived much
pleasure from them. They arc “got up” with
the usual care lhat Messrs. Griffith and Farran
bestow on their publications, and first in our
esteem is

Will Weatherhelji, by our old favourite, Mr.
Kingston, the very Dibdin of prose. Who, big or
little, having once read, has ever forgotten, “ Peter
the Whaler }

"

Mr. Kingston has a real love for

salt water
;
the smell of tar is to him as delicious

as the

“ Breath of tho sweet South.”

He does not believe in danger, and extricates his

heroes from the perils of the deep better than any
“life-boat.” He loves his theme, and is, conse-
quently, beloved, not only by every boy who dreams
of dirks and blue jackets, but by all who appreciate
tbe vigour with which he grasps his subject, and the
carefulness with which he works it out. Will
Wealherhclm is exactly one of those wilful little

lads who become too strong for female manage-
ment, and will go to sen—where story-tellers very
properly always send wild, aggravating bo^'s. He
goes through more than the usual quantity of sea-
life trial, shipwreck, and pirates, and storms, and
false accusations

;
and repeats long yarns, spun by

old sailors, until our breatli stops, and our hearts
beat double time. Will deserved punishment for

his wildness, and he received it
;
but we do not

wish to spoil a story by anticipation, we have said

enough to recommend it to a large class of readers.

The clever illustrations are by G. H. Thomas.
The White Elephant of Ava.—Tbe author

of “The War Tiger,” and other popular tales, of

the same class, well knows how to deal with hunt-
ing adventures : he gets up misunderstandings with
buffaloes, and escapes from serpents, and fights

with tigers, and enters wonderful caves, and hunts
the rhinoceros, as we hunt hares; “he goes well
ahead,” and we follow in meek admiration of his

daring. The illustrations are by Harrison Weir,
but in our copy the illustrated page is shorter than
the printed page, which mars the effect of the
engravings

;
this may have been the mistake of the

binder in this particular volume, but it ought not
to have occurred.

Frank and Andrea is another “ big boy ” book,
which cannot fail to interest young England. The
author adds additional value to this story by the
information that the perils, privations, and adven-
tures recounted did actually Wfall travellers in the
interior of Sardinia, before the year 183’2. The
increasing importance which recent events have
given to the house of Savoy, must ere long e.xtend

to the island whence that house draws its regal
title

;
and there is more useful information in this

“pretty book” connected with Sardinia, than can
be found in the pages of many a history. This
ought to be a recommendation ; whether its utility

will increase its popularity is another question.

Mr. Elwes is revet “dry” or “prosy,” and tho

story abounds in incident. Mr. Eobert Dudley has
illustrated “Frank and Andrea” with 'some good
and characteristic sketches.
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